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Foreword
The 17th International Conference on Accelerator and Large Experimental Physics Control Systems (ICALEPCS
2019) was held from the 5th October to the 11th October at the New York Marriott at the Brooklyn Bridge Conference
Center, located just across the river from Manhattan in Brooklyn Heights. It was hosted by Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL), home to the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and the National Synchrotron Light Source II
(NSLS II), both world class and unique particle accelerators that support research in nuclear physics and basic energy
sciences. The conference was endorsed by the European Physical Society (EPS), the Physical Society of Japan (JPS),
and the American Physical Society (APS). The conference's Local Organizing Committee was advised by two
committees made up of members from the three regions – the International Scientific Advisory Committee (ISAC)
and the Program Committee (PC). The ISAC was comprised of 38 members and chaired by Karen White of the
Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The PC was made up of 47 members
and chaired by Seth Nemesure from BNL.
ICALEPCS 2019 had strong attendance with a total of 507 registered participants, including 21 students. CERN
was the most represented institute followed by BNL. The breakdown of attendees by region was as follows: 49 from
Asia and Oceania, 291 from Europe, Middle East and Africa, and 167 from North and South America.
The ICALEPCS 2019 ISAC chose a theme of diversity, inclusion, and education for this instance of the conference.
On Wednesday, following the lunch break, there was a panel discussion on the theme “Breaking Down Barriers to
Diversity and Inclusion”. The auditorium was filled to standing room only, with 252 participants! Overall participant
demographics, based on how people identified themselves at registration; 62% identified as “Mr.”, 23% identified as
“Dr.”, 9% identified as “Miss.”, “Ms.”, or “Mrs.”, 5% chose not to identify themselves, and 1% identified as “Prof.”.
A total of 415 abstracts were accepted. Of these, 4 were selected as invited orals, 110 were selected as contributed
orals, 35 were mini-orals with a poster presentation, 17 were speakers’ corner presentations, also with a poster, and
249 were poster presentations. For the proceedings, 358 papers were uploaded and processed to be included.
ICALEPCS 2019 put a strong emphasis on quality and diverse keynote speakers. We were very pleased to introduce
James Misewich, Associate Lab Director for Energy and Photon Sciences at BNL, who spoke about the history, current
scientific achievements, and the future science initiatives at BNL. Jim also discussed the things BNL is doing to
improve diversity and inclusion at the lab, which the lab recognizes is a key ingredient to doing great science. We
were very privileged to have Florence D. Hudson, the Founder and CEO of FDHint, LLC, speak about Building the
Future Harnessing Advanced Technologies Innovations and Inclusion. Allison Bishop, Co-Founder and President of
Proof Trading, in New York, spoke on Why Cybersecurity Should Not be Left to the Experts. Gabriele Vajente, from
CALTECH and part of the LIGO Collaboration, spoke on Gravitational Wave Detectors: Controls at the Femtometer
Level. And, Andi Barbour, from BNL, spoke on How Data Technology and Computational Power are Advancing Xray Synchrotron Science.
The conference themes were chosen by the ISAC. The scientific program was drawn up by the PC. Both committees
did an excellent job choosing topics and talks and encouraging experts to present their work. Parallel sessions were
necessary, as have been in the past. Out of a total of 23 sessions, 12 were parallel.
There were 10 pre-conference workshops held on the Saturday and Sunday before the conference, as well as the
EPICS collaboration meeting held on Saturday. At the EPICS meeting a special celebration was held to commemorate
the 30th anniversary of the collaboration.
The workshop themes were: FPGA Development, Cyber-Security, TANGO, PLC Based Systems, Motion Control,
Sardana – Scientific SCADA Suite, MRF Timing, MicroTCA Applications, Data Science and Machine Learning, and
Containers in Controls. The attendance of the pre-conference workshops was very high, with over 400 participants.
In addition to the above workshops, there were two tutorial themed workshops as well. One focused on using Jupyter
Notebook and associated tools for data science and analysis. Two tutorials were included as part of the Data Science
and Machine Learning Workshop. Alfredo Canziani from NYU introduced basic concepts of Machine Learning,
discussed Classification and a Regression with Neural Networks, and finally explained Unsupervised Learning.
Gianluca Valentino from the University of Malta gave a tutorial on Reinforcement learning. These tutorials and the
Data Science workshop were very popular. More than 100 people attended this workshop.
Two awards were given at ICALEPCS 2019, the ICALEPCS Lifetime Achievement Award (LAA) and, for the first
time, the ICALEPCS Leadership in Mentoring Award. The ICALEPCS 2019 LAA award was presented to Mark
Rivers, in recognition of his contribution to the beamline controls and data analysis software framework development
at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) and for his development of sharable
control system software that has benefitted many laboratories around the world. The ICALEPCS 2019 Leadership in
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Mentoring Award was presented to Kay Kasemir from the SNS at ORNL and Andrew Johnson from the APS at ANL
in recognition of the more than two decades that they have dedicated themselves to provide extensive training and
mentoring of engineers, not only in the EPICS community but beyond, to teach people how to design and build control
systems.
The local organization of the conference was under the responsibility of the Local Organizing Committee (LOC).
The LOC was comprised of 10 people, in addition to Seth Nemesure and ourselves. Anna Petway was the conference
coordinator and managed all the details related to registration, organizing the social functions, and working closely
with Nancy Boyle, the Financial Chair, to ensure we stayed on budget. Gretchen Cisco and Nancye Wright, from
NSLS II, were the Exhibitor coordinators and managed the industrial exhibition. Philip Dyer, with help from Todd
Satogata, Jefferson Lab, and Caitlin Hoffman, BNL, was the editor and managed the editorial room and made sure the
JACoW team was well taken care of. Christina Blas-Cruz was our student program coordinator and also managed and
coordinated the workshops with each of the workshop organizers. Frank Naase was our IT Manager, Bryan Callaghan
was IT Coordinator, Kyle Kulmatycski provided networking and IT support, and Frank Donato handled the website
and other IT support. For speaker prep and oral presentation management we had the help of Oksana Ivashkevych,
NSLS II. For the diversity program we had the help of Zeynep Altinbas. Our Twitter account and news feed was
managed by Prerana Kankiya. At the conference, for registration and conference support, we had the help of Lynanne
DiFilippo, Christine Meyer, Tracy Blydenburgh, and Irene Brown. The Friday afternoon tour was coordinated by
Doreen Cantelmo. The BNL tours were organized by Tara Shiels and over 50 folks from NSLS II, RHIC, and the
BNL Magnet Division helped with the tours as guides and speakers.
The ISAC accepted the bid for ICALEPCS 2023 to be held in Cape Town, South Africa hosted by the South African
National Research Foundation (NRF) and the South African Radio Astronomy Observatory (SARAO).
As co-chairs we would like to thank everyone who contributed to make ICALEPCS 2019 a successful and
memorable event. The conference was the result of many people's work and support both financial and moral. It all
started in 2015 in Melbourne, AU, when the ISAC of ICALEPCS 2015 accepted the BNL bid to host ICALEPCS
2019 in New York. It continued with ICALEPCS 2017 who sponsored ICALEPCS 2019 with the earnings that
remained from ICALEPCS 2017.
We thank all the sponsors and exhibitors who helped finance the conference. We are especially thankful to our Gold
sponsor, Tessella, and Silver sponsors, Beckhoff, and RadiaSoft.
The ISAC chair and committee did a great job advising the LOC during the 2 years leading up to the conference.
The PC did an excellent job shaping the scientific program. The editors did an excellent job editing the many abstracts
and papers to ensure that the papers were of high quality. The delegates made the conference a success by participating
with high quality talks and questions. The folks at the Marriott by the Brooklyn Bridge made a special effort to help
make ICALEPCS a success and make the delegates feel welcome. A big thanks to BNL, the host institute, and all the
colleagues who helped and provided support for ICALEPCS 2019.
We want to thank our JACoW team; Jan Chrin, Isidre Costa, Kelly Jaje, Maggie Loera, Amy McCausey, Raphael
Mueller, Kathleen Riches, Volker RW Schaa, and Toshinari Tanaka.
Finally, we would like to thank (1) the proceedings editor, Philip Dyer, for setting up and maintaining the SPMS
and ensuring that the Proceedings were ready on time, and (2) the LOC conference coordinator, Anna Petway, both
of whom went far above their normal call of duty, and (3) all the LOC members who worked very hard to ensure
ICALEPCS 2019 was a success!
We look forward to seeing everyone in Shanghai in 2021 and in Cape Town in 2023!
The Conference Chairs
Kevin Brown
Richard Farnsworth
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Abstract
The control system of the SuperKEKB collider covers its
3 km beamlines. It is the distributed control system based on
EPICS. There are about 200 input/output controllers which
are built at the Central Control Building and 26 Sub-Control
Buildings. The Operation Interface is prepared with the
Python and SAD scripts and CSS BOY. The SuperKEKB
control system is configured on the dedicated network which
is segmented from the KEK office network by the firewall.
There are several middle-layer services which are developed
and operated on the server computers. The monitoring system, alarm system, data archiver system, and electronic log
system are developed with open-source software. Abort
Trigger System, Beam Permission System, and the timing
system have their own network and implement the fast and robust transferring of the operation-related information. Abort
Trigger System collects about 260 abort request signals and
delivers the enable signal to the abort kicker pulse. Beam
Permission System ensures the beam operation. The timing
system realizes the extremely complicated injection operation of SuperKEKB. Our control system is strongly enhancing the progress of the SuperKEKB project and its future
prospect is promising.

We develop a lot of new systems and services for the SuperKEKB control system.
In this report, we introduce the basic components of the
control system. Then, the services and systems of the SuperKEKB control system are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
SuperKEKB [1] is an electron-positron collider that is
built at KEK. It aims the world’s largest luminosity record of
8 × 1035 cm−2 s−1 . The operation is started in 2016. The first
collision of two beams is realized in May 2018. The world’s
smallest beam size at the interaction point is achieved in
June 2018. The physics run with the top-up filling operation
is carried out in the 2019 spring run.
SuperKEKB has 10000 hardware components that are
installed along the 3 km beamlines. Therefore the distributed
control system is constructed in the Central Control Building
(CCB) and 26 Sub-Control Buildings (SCBs) as shown in
Fig. 1. Our system is based on EPICS [2]. The hardware
components can be controlled and operated via the Channel
Access (CA) protocol.
Even though the operation condition becomes much more
complicated than that of the previous KEKB project [3, 4],
the operation and commissioning of SuperKEKB are smooth
and steadily because of the sophisticated control system.
∗

hiroshi.kaji@kek.jp

Figure 1: Location of Central Control Building, Sub-Control
Buildings, and beamlines.

BASIC COMPONENTS
In this section, we introduce the basic components of the
SuperKEKB control system.

Input/Output Controller
There are about 200 Input/Output Controllers (IOCs) on
our EPICS control system. It is summarized in Table 1. To
simplify the maintenance, most of the IOCs are constructed
with the VME or PLC form-factors. In both form-factor
cases, almost all IOCs are built with the SuperKEKB standard IOC, which is prepared by the control group.
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Table 1: Summary of the SuperKEKB IOC
Group
Magnet
RF
Beam Monitor
Beam Transport
Control
Vacuum
Safety

VME

PLC

Total

9
7
47
15
20
0
0

27
10
6
24
0
23
5

36
17
53
39
20
23
5

There are 98 VME IOCs. We choose MVME5500 as
the standard CPU module. Excepting the small amount of
IOCs1 , the VME IOC is constructed with this CPU module.
There are 95 PLC IOCs. The CPU module of the standard
IOC is F3RP61 [5]. The analog input/output modules for the
control signals are integrated on the PLC IOC so that it does
not have the fieldbus. The CAMAC based control system
operated in the KEKB era is replaced with the standard PLC
IOC. The high-grade CPU module, F3RP71, is utilized only
for the 13 PLC IOCs. It is required from the vacuum control
system.
There are software IOCs which are running on the servers.
It works as the middle-layer system of the SuperKEKB
EPICS system.

Operation Interface
In the accelerator operation, the IOCs are controlled with
the Operation Interface (OPI). Figure 2 is an example of
OPI.

Figure 2: An example of OPI.
One of the ways to make an OPI is the script language
such as Python and SAD [6]. Both scripts include the Tk
Toolkit as GUI. Besides, the module for Channel Access is
included.
The other way is Control System Studio (CSS) BOY [7].
This is the Eclipse-based all-in-one package software devel1

The Abort Trigger System is developed with the MVME4100 module.
Only one MVME6100 module is utilized for the master IOC of the Event
Timing System.
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oped in the EPICS community. There are several advantages
to use the standard software of the EPICS community. We
can receive several kinds of supports when we mature it.
Besides, we can share the latest information.

Network
The SuperKEKB control system is developed on a dedicated network [8]. It is segmented from the KEK office network by the firewall. There are two core switches installed
at CCB. The redundant network is configured towards SCBs
with the virtual switching system.
We lay the Leaky Coaxial cables in the entire SuperKEKB
tunnel. Therefore the network can be utilized in the entire
beamlines. It is very useful when we have maintenance
works in the tunnel.
The VLAN segmentation is implemented on this network.
There are the EPICS VLAN and 3 hardware VLANs. The
hardware components which utilize the ether network as their
fieldbus are installed on the individual hardware VLANs.
By this segmentation, we protect hardware from the large
EPICS broadcast.

Server and Console
There are about 10 servers mounted on the 19-inch rack
and 14 blade servers. They are the Linux servers and work as
the hosts of the middle-layer services in the SuperKEKB control system. The monitoring system, alarm system, archiver
system, and the electronic log system are running on these
servers. The tens of the software IOCs are built. And the
operating environment for the Python script is prepared.
The other role of these servers is the test bench for developing the new control system. The upgrade of the SuperKEKB
control system is steadily continued. Therefore, the R & D
of the new systems and services are performed.
There are 8 servers which are called “SAD cluster”. They
are the operation servers for the SAD script. Their OS is
FreeBSD. Half of them are operated in the SuperKEKB
network and the remainings are operated in the KEK office
network.
The consoles for operators are installed at CCB. Figure
3 is the picture of the main room at CCB. There are many
PCs as the console in this room. Their OS is not unified and
the Linux, Windows, and Mac machines are utilized. They
basically work as the x-terminal to show the OPI developed
with the SAD or Python scripts. However, for the load balancing, the individual consoles locally operate also the OPIs
with CSS BOY.

MONITORING SYSTEM
The monitoring system of the SuperKEKB control system
is economically developed with open-source software [9].
However, it has excellent usability. All status information
can be monitored from everywhere via the web-browser.
The quick and detailed monitoring keeps our control system
healthy.
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Figure 3: Picture of the main room at CCB. There are a lot of monitors for the operator consoles.
We utilize the Grafana to show the status of components.
The alive monitoring of control system components and the
metrics like the CPU load and the RAM usage for servers
are collected with Zabbix. Figure 4 is an example to monitor
the CPU and RAM status. In this system, we integrate the
function to collect the pvAccess data of EPICS 7. It enables
us to collect more complicated information and improves
the extendability of the monitoring system.

ABORT TRIGGER SYSTEM
Abort Trigger System collects the abort request signals
from the individual hardware of SuperKEKB and enables
the operation pulse towards the abort kicker magnet.
This system makes its own optical network with the Abort
Trigger modules [10]. Figure 5 is the schematic view of the
Abort Trigger network and the picture of the Abort Trigger
module. The Abort Trigger module collects 8 optical signals from the downstream and launches one signal to the
upstream.

Figure 5: Schematic view of the Abort Trigger network (left)
and the picture of the Abort Trigger module (right).

Figure 4: An example of the metrics monitoring.

The Elastic stack is utilized to monitor the log message.
For example, the “ps”, “caSnooper”, and “casw” commands
are periodically implemented in the middle-layer system
of the servers and those results are collected and recorded
with Elastic search. The broadcast of the EPICS protocol
is monitored with Wireshark including the cashark plugin.
The results are shown with Kibana.

The abort requests are firstly collected at the SCB in each
region. After that, they are collected at CCB. Totally 260
abort request signals are collected to the master module of
the Abort Trigger network. Finally, the enable signal of the
abort kicker pulse is provided.
There is the function to uniform the timestamp of all Abort
Trigger IOCs [11]. Therefore, we can know the abort request
signals in chronological order. This is useful information
to know what causes the beam abort. Usually, several related hardware provides the abort request signal in a single
problem.
This summer, we carried out the upgrade of Abort Trigger
System to shorten the entire response time. More quick
beam abort is strongly required to protect the components at
the interaction point. The circuit to provide the abort kicker
pulse is upgraded and its response time becomes about 3 𝜇s
shorter. Besides, we decide to operate the SuperKEKB beam
MOAPP01
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with two abort gaps condition. Therefore the waiting time
which synchronizes the abort kicker pulse to the abort gap
becomes half and to be 0-5 𝜇s.

ALARM SYSTEM
The alarm function is integrated on the EPICS Process
Variables (PVs) which are especially important in the accelerator operation. Two kinds of alarm statuses like, “major”
and “minor”, are defined for the individual PVs and these
statuses are put into their severity field.
The status of alarm PV is monitored with the CSS alarm
system [12]. Figure 6 is the schematic view of the SuperKEKB alarm system. The 15000 PVs are monitored
as the alarm objectives in the SuperKEKB control system.
In our operation policy, if one PV shows the “major”
alarm, the operator immediately informs the expert who
has the responsibility. And the expert must clear the problem even though it is mid-night. If one PV shows the “minor”
status, the operator informs the expert. However, it is not
urgent. The e-mail information is fine when it is not office
hours.

Figure 6: Schematic view of the SuperKEKB alarm system.
It is developed based on the CSS alarm system.

BEAM PERMISSION SYSTEM
Beam Permission System controls the enable and disable
of the electric gun and other pulsed components at the injector linac (LINAC). Therefore the beam operation can be
started and stopped independently from the operation schedule loaded on the timing system. There are two roles on the
beam permission. One is to avoid abnormal operation. The
other is to keep the operation current at the SuperKEKB
main rings (MRs).
Figure 7 is the schematic view of the Beam Permission
logic. The Beam Permission logic consists of the hardware
logic and software logic. The hardware logic is configured
in the FPGA circuit. The software logic is configured with
PVs on the VME IOC. The logic is defined to protect the
accelerator hardware from the abnormal operation. The
beam operation is possible when the all necessary devices
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are running in the normal status. This status is defined with
the “and” logic. The “or” logic enables us to select the
operation mode. The individual inputs of “or” logic show
the status of the individual operation modes. We can operate
the accelerator when one of the operation modes is ready.
For example, the damping ring (DR) standalone operation
mode can be possible even if some MR components are not
ready.
The Beam Gate function is integrated as the one input
status of the Beam Permission logic. This is the switch for
the operators which turns on and off the LINAC operation.
The automatic operation sequence to control Beam Gate is
prepared at the OPI level. It is utilized to keep the operation
current at MRs.
In the most downstream part of the logic, the delivery
of the permission signals to the electric gun and the other
LINAC components are managed by the Event Timing System. Its specification is reported in Ref. [13].
The details of the entire logic will be reported in the
separated paper.

DATA ARCIVER SYSTEM
The archiver system records the information of the EPICS
PV. We utilize “KEKBLog”, which has been developed in
the KEKB project. The details of KEKBLog is reported in
Ref [14]. KEKBLog records 130000 PVs which are especially necessary for the SuperKEKB operation.
Figure 8 is an example of recorded data. We can retrieve
and plot the data which has been taken in the past operation.
The detailed studies and reviews are performed with these
data to decide the next plan of the SuperKEKB operation.
In addition to KEKBLog, the CSS archiver system is
secondarily utilized. This system is prepared for satisfying
the detailed requests from the individual users. For example,
the users can build their own CSS archiver during the limitedterm for the R & D of their hardware.
Also, the new archiver system with EPICS Archiver Appliance [15] is developed. We plan to integrate the functions
of the above two archivers on Archiver Appliance. The full
service will be provided in this Autumn operation.

ELECTRONIC OPERATION LOG
SYSTEM
We utilize the electronic operation log system named Zlog
[16]. It is developed with Zope which is the Python-based
open-source for the web application server. The Zlog system
is operated from the previous KEKB project. We developed
it in the very short term since we have established Python
experts. And it has high maintainability since Zope is the
object-oriented software.
The Zlog system is a web-based service so that all users
can easily access to read and write the operation log. It is
a strong advantage to promote the operation and tuning of
SuperKEKB. Figure 9 is an example of operation logs. We
can put both the log messages and pictures.
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Figure 7: Schematic view of the Beam Permission logic. The black and red lines indicate the hardware and software logics,
respectively.

Figure 8: An example of the recorded data from KEKBLog.
All standard OPIs which are developed with the SAD or
Python scripts include the snapshot function. And the operators take the snapshot of OPI when they implement some
important operations or when the alarm status is popped
up. Therefore, people at off-site can easily understand the
operation and trouble statuses of SuperKEKB by monitoring
the Zlog system.
Table 2: Summary of beam-pulses at LINAC. Note, HER
and LER are two MRs at SuperKEKB. PF and PF-AR are
the light source rings.
Ring
HER
LER
PF
PF-AR

Particle

Energy (GeV)

Charge (nC)

𝑒−
𝑒+
𝑒−
𝑒−

7.0
4.0
2.5
6.5

5.0
4.0
0.2
5.0

TIMING SYSTEM
The timing system is one of the most important components of the SuperKEKB project. There are several reports
related to the injection control and timing system [17–19].

Figure 9: An example of Zlog. Basically, all messages are
written in Japanese.
Our timing system manages not only the operation timing
but also the parameters of the injection components.
LINAC provides beam-pulse towards 4 independent rings
at KEK. Table 2 is the summary of beam-pulses that LINAC
provides towards the individual rings. They are quite different and more than 150 of the LINAC parameters must
be switched when we change the destination ring. We perform the top-up filling operations of 4 rings, simultaneously.
Therefore the switching of beam direction is implemented
on pulse-by-pulse, in 50 Hz.
We utilized the Event Timing System. The delivered
Events in our system are utilized for both providing timing
triggers to the hardware and launching the network interruptions. The LINAC parameters can be switched by the
network interruption, synchronously, in 50 Hz. Therefore,
simultaneous top-up filling operations are realized.
The DR operation is started since 2018. It is utilized only
for the positron beam-pulse and makes the timing system
difficult because of the following conditions. The required
damping time is at least 40 ms. It is longer than the one pulse
MOAPP01
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period of LINAC. Therefore, the positron operations before
and after DR must be implemented in the different LINAC
pulse. Besides, the RF-buckets for the DR operation and the
MR injection must be selected with the complicated combination rule which is derived from the harmonic number
difference between DR (230) and MR (5120).
We configure the two EVG layers on the master IOC of
Event Timing System. The upper-layer EVG manages about
350 ms operation schedule. Therefore the entire schedule
of the positron operation can be managed. The lower-layer
EVG manages the operation timing of the individual LINAC
pulses such as the timing tuning for the RF-bucket selection
at DR and MR.
We realized the DR operation with our sophisticated
Event Timing System and are successfully providing a lot
of positron pulses to the SuperKEKB MR.
The timing system will be upgraded for further requirements in the future high current operation. The two pulses
operation at DR is required in the future SuperKEKB operation. In this case, the Event Timing System plans to control
the RF phases at LINAC on pulse-by-pulse.
We plan to develop our own Event modules with the opensource to enhance the functions of Event Timing System.
Figure 10 is the test bench for the new EVR development.
The R & D is ongoing with the AES-PZCC-FMC-V2-G
board [20].
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and upgrading these middle-layer services for satisfying the
increased requests from the SuperKEKB operation.
The timing system is one of the advantages to realize
the extremely complicated SuperKEKB operation. It has
been operated since 2016. The DR operation in the positron
injection is realized. Further upgraded is planned for the
future high current operation. Besides, the project to develop
the standalone EVR modules is ongoing.
The future prospect of the SuperKEKB project is promising since it is supported by the control group’s efforts.
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THE SPIRAL2 CONTROL SYSTEM STATUS
JUST BEFORE THE FIRST BEAM
C.H. Haquin, P. Anger, P.-E. Bernaudin, C. Berthe, F. Bucaille, P. Dolegieviez, C.H. Patard,
D. Touchard, A.H. Trudel, Q. Tura, GANIL, Caen, France
Abstract
The SPIRAL2 Facility at GANIL is based on the construction of a superconducting LINAC (up to 5 mA - 40
MeV deuteron beams and up to 1 mA - 14.5 MeV/u heavy
ion beams) with two experimental areas called S3 and NFS
[1, 2]. At the end of this year, we will reach an important
milestone with the first beam accelerated by the superconducting LINAC. The control system of the new facility relies on EPICS and PLC technologies. This paper will focus
on the latest validated systems: machine protection system,
the LINAC cryogenic system and the radio frequency system of the superconducting cavities. The validation requested a huge effort from all the teams but allow the project to be ready for this important moment.

INTRODUCTION
The SPIRAL2 facility will produce different beams (protons, deuterons and heavy ions) at very high intensity and
will use actinide targets. Refer to Table 1 for beams specifications.
Table 1: Beam Specifications
Beam

Proton

Deuteron

Heavy Ions

Max Intensity

5 mA

5 mA

1 mA

Max. Energy

33 MeV

20 MeV/A

14.5 MeV/A

Max. Power

165 kW

200 kW

45 kW

part in the safety was a prerequisite to obtain the authorization and start the commissioning of the ensemble.

MACHINE PROTECTION SYSTEM
Amongst the several systems involved in the safety surveillance, the machine protection system (MPS) [3, 4], a
wide and central system in which the control system group
was deeply involved, is responsible for the following functionality:
• Protect the beam pipes and insertion devices (slits, faraday cups, beam profile monitors, targets…) from
thermal damages.
• Control the operating range of the facility.
• Control the accelerator device activation due to beam
losses.
• Ensure a safety reinforced protection of the beam
dumps and target, which all have their own protection
system addressing beam off requests to the MPS
• Ensure a reliable and secure class protection of the
safety class fast vacuum valves
• Provide an overview and interface of the system from
the control rooms. The MPS transfers state-feedback
of accelerator equipment and alarms to the EPICS interface, and receives instructions from it: handling insertion devices, acknowledgments, threshold management.
The MPS is made of the following subsystems.

The Thermal Protection Subsystem
SPIRAL2 is controlled by the French Nuclear Safety Authority (ASN) which means that the accelerator cannot be
started without ASN authorization.
However, SPIRAL2 had a partial authorization allowing
to produce protons to pre accelerate them with the Radio
Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) and study the beam in the
medium energy beam line, refer to Fig. 1 for a view of the
accelerator.
To obtain the authorization to start the whole accelerator
(LINAC cavities and high energy beam lines), specific dispositions were taken to demonstrate the safety of the facility. Consequently, the validation of all the systems taking

This system consists in an interlock PLC communicating
with fast electronics on one side and a GUI on the other
side. It collects “beam off” requests from the beam diagnostics and, according to the machine state, gives a slow
and a faster “beam stop” to reach the expected response
time (< 10 ms). Slow beam stop is issued to insert beam
dumps; faster beam stop order is issued to the Beam Time
Structure Control Electronic. Though this system is not in
the scope of the safety systems controlled by ASN, it can
forbid the beam production, consequently it was validated
progressively with the ions sources RFQ and the low and
medium energy beam line commissioning.

Figure 1: View of the SPIRAL2 accelerator and beam lines.
MOAPP02
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Enlarged Protection Subsystem
This system is in the scope of the safety systems controlled by ASN, consequently it was one of the system that
shall be validated to obtain ASN authorization. To comply
the safety requirements, it was designed with robust technology using safety relays, hardwired connections and ambivalent redundancy concept. From safety point of view,
the system must guarantee that the accelerator is in its nominal operation domain. In other words, it must ensure that
the beam intensity and eventual losses remain below a certain threshold and also that the radio frequency system is
working properly. For this purpose, it collects “beam off”
requests from safety classified diagnostics and command
the insertion of the safe but slow beam dumps in the low
energy beam lines and the fast but temporary stop on the
RF system of the RFQ.
The safety tests took place at the beginning of July 2019,
all the combination that should lead to a safe beam stop in
the expected response time were successfully tested. The
worst case for response time is 2 ms, the system demonstrated that it reacts in less than 1 ms. The validation of the
MPS was one of the last file to be completed. SPIRAL2
obtained the authorisation to start the whole machine on
8th of July 2019.

LINAC CRYOGENIC TESTS
The superconducting LINAC is composed of 12 cryo
modules with one RF cavity in each and 7 cryo modules
with two RF cavities in each, the first cavities have a β =
0.07, the second ones with β = 0.12.
The cool down process of the LINAC is quite challenging because it has to be reliable in order to avoid to damage
the cryo modules and RF cavities but it also has to reach a
high level of performance to fulfil the performance requirements in terms of pressure and level of Helium.

Architecture
The control system for the cryogenic needs of the
LINAC relies on PLCs, each cryo module has its dedicated
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PLC plus one used has a hub between the supervision stations and the PLCs. For the helium temperature, pressure
and level regulation and monitoring, each PLC drives a set
of valves, temperature, pressure and level sensors. It also
drives a heater to compensate the RF load of the cavity and
a motor for its frequency tuning.

Functionality
Cool down mode
• Cavity temperature regulation
Nominal mode
• Helium pressure and level regulation
• Heater regulation to maintain constant the calorific
load
Service modes
• Warmup, Standby, safety

Cool Down Process
The cool down process is done in two phases, see Fig. 2,
the first one is the controlled cool down. This is a long process (one day for first type of cryo modules, two to three
days for second type of cryo modules) in which the helium
is slowly injected in the cryo module in order to reach 150
K. During this, the level of helium remains close to zero
since it goes in the gas state as soon as it is injected. The
PLC generate a descending ramp for the temperature consign and a PID regulation control the valves for helium injection according to the consign. Each cryo module have
its own slope, it can be adjusted by the operator. The second phase is the fast cool down. In order to avoid the so
called “100 K effect” [5] and obtain the best performance
of the RF cavity, the transition from 150 K to 50 K has to
be as fast as possible. Hence, as soon as 150 K are reached,
the helium valves are fully opened for the fastest cool down
as possible. As soon as the helium level reaches 5% of the
cryo module volume, a level PID regulation is triggered
with a consign equal to 85 %. When the cryo module is
considered well thermalized by the operator, the nominal
mode is entered.

Figure 2: Description of the CMA 07 cryo module cool down.
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Figure 3: Graph showing the 12 cavities in the first cryo modules at their nominal field 6.5 MV/m all at the same time.

Nominal Mode
The nominal mode is the mode in which the RF cavities
are started to accelerate the beam, the requirements is to
regulate both the helium and the pressure level. The helium
level must be sufficient for the cavity to be constantly immerged to remain in the supra conductor state. Helium
level is regulated at 87% +/- 3%. The pressure must be regulated at 1200 mbar +/- 5 mbar.
By default, two PID regulations are used to control the
level and pressure of helium, but such algorithms are not
able to sustain the expected performance on a long period,
for example, pressure variation above the 5 mbar tolerance
occur several time in a night. When a quench occurs on a
cavity, the PID algorithm is not able to remain in the +/5 mbar specification because it reacts too slowly and can
oscillate. Such variations must be avoided because pressure variations directly modify the frequency tuning of the
cavity which degrades the accelerator performance. To improve the regulation performance a LQ algorithm has been
implemented. The advantages of this algorithm is that it relies on a model of the system which takes into account the
interdependency of the parameters and it drives both level
and pressure. Currently the operator can choose between
PID or LQ regulation but, the results obtained with the LQ
algorithm are so promising that it will most likely become
the default algorithm soon.
In the nominal mode, the cryo module and its associated
RF cavity are expected to be at constant calorific load, for
this purpose, a heater was introduced in the cryo module.
The heater is used to dissipate the calories that are not dissipated by the cavity when it’s below it maximum power
level. A PID regulation is used to control the level of the
heater according to the power of the RF cavity.

HF CAVITY TESTS
The low level control system of the cavity and amplifier
rely on robust technology like PLCs and FPGA, the higher
level control applications use the EPICS framework. EPICS natively provide the possibility to develop state machine oriented programs. A set of applications was developed using this feature [6], it turned out to be very efficient
for the HF cavity control see Fig. 3 and allowed the project
to achieve the coupler and cavity conditioning very shortly.
The cavities had been stored for several years, consequently there was a relative uncertainty about their cleanliness and how they would react. The state machine approach allowed to keep the conditioning under control, it
allowed to save a lot of time.

CONCLUSION
Since 2016, the deuteron and heavy ions sources had
been tested, the beam characterized with a dedicated test
bench and most of the diagnostics validated in the medium
energy beam line. This year, important milestones just has
been taken for The SPIRAL2 facility and now everybody
is excited and motivated to accelerate the first beam and
make the first experiment in Neutron for Science experimental room by the end of the year.
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CONTROL SYSTEM PLANS FOR SNS UPGRADE PROJECTS∗
S. M. Hartman† , K. S. White‡
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA
Abstract
The Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory is planning two major upgrades to the facility.
The Proton Power Upgrade project, currently underway, will
double the machine power from 1.4 to 2.8 MW by adding
seven additional cryomodules and associated equipment.
The Second Target Station project, currently in conceptual
design, will construct a new target station effectively doubling the potential scientific output of the facility. This paper
discusses the control system upgrades required to integrate
these projects into the existing EPICS-based control systems
used for the machine and neutron instrument beamlines.
While much of the control system can be replicated from
existing solutions, some systems require new hardware and
software. Operating two target stations simultaneously will
require a new run permit system to safely manage beam
delivery.

SPALLATION NEUTRON SOURCE
The Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is the world’s most intense source
of pulsed neutrons for research. The SNS consists of a 1 GeV
superconducting hadron linac operating at 60 Hz, producing
a 1.4 MW proton beam on target. An accumulator ring compresses the ~1 ms macropulse from the linac into a ~700 ns
pulse. The pulse is extracted from the ring in a single turn
and directed towards a liquid mercury target. Neutrons are
spalled from the mercury nuclei, moderated to thermal or
cold kinetic energies, and transported to experiment endstations where they are used for a wide-range of science
research.
Completed in 2006, the original SNS construction project
was managed as a collaboration of six national laboratories
with each of the major subsystems the responsibility of a
partner laboratory. The control systems for the SNS project
were managed as the “Integrated Control System” (ICS) at
the same organizational level and reporting level as the primary facility components [1]. Experimental Physics and
Industrial Control System (EPICS) [2] provided a common
integration layer for subsystem controls delivered by partner
laboratories. In addition to the use of EPICS for accelerator
∗
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controls, EPICS was also used successfully for integration
of industrial and process controls including utilities for the
target systems, building automation systems for technical
buildings, and process control for the cryogenics systems.
EPICS, however, was not used initially for the neutron scattering beam lines and instrument data acquisition. A later
multi-year upgrade migrated these systems to EPICS [3]
with completion in early 2019.

SNS UPGRADE PROJECTS
Two projects are currently underway to substantively upgrade the SNS and expand the capabilities of the facility. The
Proton Power Upgrade (PPU) Project will increase beam
power. The subsequent Second Target Station (STS) Project
will utilize this increased power to support a second experiment hall, effectively doubling the capacity for neutron
scattering beam lines. The existing First Target Station (FTS)
will remain optimized for thermal neutrons offering spatial
resolution on the atomic scale delivered in short pulses optimized for fast dynamics studies of materials. The STS will
be optimized as a facility to probe structure and dynamics
of materials over extended length, time, and energy scales
using longer wavelength cold neutrons pulsed at a lower
repetition rate.

PROTON POWER UPGRADE
The Proton Power Upgrade (PPU) will double the SNS
beam capability from 1.4 MW to 2.8 MW. This will be
achieved through a 30 % increase in beam energy and a 50 %
increase in beam current. 2 MW of power will be delivered
to the FTS. The project includes installation of 7 additional
superconducting cryomodules to the existing linac with supporting radio frequency (RF) systems, modifications to the
ring injection region and extraction kickers for the higher
beam energy, and improvements to the target systems for the
higher beam power.
Accelerator and target controls upgrades are largely extensions of existing technologies. The control system will build
on and leverage the existing EPICS-based control system.

PPU Controls
The PPU Project adds 7 new cryomodules to the linac.
Controls for the existing cryomodules, which consist of
Allen-Bradley ControlLogix programmable logic controllers
(PLC) and EPICS VMEBus Input/Output Controllers (IOC),
will mostly be replicated. However, to address obsolescence,
some input/output (I/O) will be migrated from VMEBus to
PLCs. Existing sequencers and automation routines will be
updated to support the expanded linac. Beam line vacuum
and cryomodule insulating vacuum will be replicated based
on current PLC plus EPICS designs.
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Controls for high-power RF will be replicated to support
the new systems. The low-level RF (LLRF) will be a new
design due to obsolescence of the original design. The LLRF
will change from a VXI platform to a µTCA platform and
will support pulse-by-pulse feedback.
The existing control system ethernet network, Machine
Protection Systems (MPS), and timing system will be extended to support the new devices. Conventional facilities
controls include support for an additional de-ionized water
system and expanded building heating, ventilation and air
conditioning systems.

Protection Systems
The existing PLC-based personnel protection system
(PPS) will be extended to support new devices. However,
the PPU presents a new PPS requirement. The accelerator
safety envelop allows for a maximum power to the first target of 2 MW. After the PPU project, the accelerator will be
capable of producing a 2.8 MW beam. A credited control
is required to limit power below the safety envelop threshold. This will require a credited system to measure the pulse
energy and trip the beam if power exceeds this threshold.
The expectation is that the beam power limiting system will
consists of an analog front-end and an FPGA-based digital
back-end [4]. This would be the first such digital device used
as a credit control at SNS.

SECOND TARGET STATION
The STS Project builds on the performance gains delivered by PPU to create a world-leading source of cold neutrons of unprecedented peak brightness. The scope includes
an accelerator addition of a ring-to-second-target beam transport line operating at 15 Hz; a water-cooled, rotating, solidtungsten target with compact moderators; eight neutron scattering instruments; conventional facilities including a target
building, three instrument buildings, a central utilities building, and an addition to the existing laboratory and office
building; and the integrated control systems and computing
infrastructure for all technical systems included in the STS.
The Integrated Control Systems (ICS) organization builds
on the experiences and lessons learned from the original
SNS construction project. Like the original project, ICS
will be managed at the same level as accelerator systems,
target systems, instrument systems, and conventional facilities. EPICS will be used as the integrating framework for
the control systems. This includes accelerator, target and
conventional facilities control systems as was done with the
original project. For the STS project, ICS scope will also
include controls and data acquisition for the neutron scattering instruments, unlike the original project where this scope
was managed as part of the instrument systems.
Modifications and additions to the Personnel Protection
System (PPS) required for the accelerator, target, and STS
instruments are also included in this scope. The ICS will
provide supervisory control, automation, and operational
tools for the upgraded facility. The control system includes
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hardware interfaces to technical systems, process control
software, timing and communication networks, and user
interfaces. Operational tools include system data archiving,
alarm systems, and databases. The ICS has interfaces to
technical systems across the project.
The baseline design for STS controls utilizes EPICS 7 [5]
and Control System Studio [6].

Accelerator Controls
The ICS scope for the accelerator includes control system
hardware, software, and user interfaces for the accelerator
systems, including the EPICS-based controls system, programmable logic controller-based controls, device integration, timing system, MPS, PPS, and related computing infrastructure. Device control includes magnet power supplies,
extraction kickers, vacuum systems, RF systems, cooling
systems, etc.
The SNS accelerator will continue to operate at the same
repetition rate as currently, 60 Hz. With the STS in operation, the accelerator will typically deliver 45 pulses per
second to the FTS and 15 pulses per second at 15 Hz to the
STS. The STS will be operating in a “pulse stealing” mode:
three pulses will be delivered to FTS and every fourth pulse
delivered to the STS.
Independent operation of beam power to the two target
end-stations requires the ability to accommodate different
beam power pulse-by-pulse through the accelerator chain.
The ion source injector current output cannot be changed
quickly, nor can the accelerating gradient which determines
beam energy. Beam power will therefore be adjusted by modifying the mini-pulse of the proton beam, either by changing
the number of mini-pulses within a macro-pulse and/or by
adjusting the length of each mini-pulse.
To provide this level of control, the LLRF will need to
be able to provide different control and feed forward for
the different beams going to FTS or STS. An upgrade to
the LLRF hardware is being developed as part of the PPU
Project and is expected to be available to meet STS LLRF
needs after some modification of the firmware and EPICS
control.
The Run Permit System is the combination of timing,
messaging, machine protection, and high-level applications
used to configure and deliver beam to the target(s). Part
of the STS Project is to create a supervisory application
that coordinates all of these as well as provides the operator
with a consistent user interface. This will enable smooth
transitions between operation modes which can include both
FTS and STS or either FTS or STS independently.

Target Controls
The ICS scope for the target systems includes control
system hardware, software, and user interfaces, including the
EPICS-based control system and PLC-based controls. The
process instrumentation and control for the target systems
will be designed to connect to the existing machine control
system to provide both safety-related and non-safety-related
control, equipment protection, and monitoring [7].
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Instrument Data Acquisition and Controls
The data acquisition (DAQ) and control systems for the
SNS FTS neutron scattering instruments were upgraded
during the period from 2013 to early 2019. Additionally,
three instruments at the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR)
are using the same DAQ and control system, with additional
HFIR instruments transitioning now and in the next few
years. With these upgrades, the DAQ and control system is
well positioned for meeting STS instrument needs.
Each beamline has a dedicated private computer network
for instrument operation and data collection, with core computing infrastructure serving all of the instruments. Common
hardware and software components and tools are used to
meet individual instrument needs. This toolkit-based approach helps to ensure a robust, reliable, and maintainable
DAQ and control system, with the performance, flexibility,
and adaptability to meet instrument needs across the suite
of FTS, STS, and HFIR neutron scattering instruments.
The ICS scope for instruments includes the design and
implementation of custom and commercial electronics for
acquiring neutron scattering data; the, development and
implementation of software for acquiring [8], processing,
and managing data; the development and implementation
of software and user interfaces [9] for beamline control,
data collection, and experiment automation; and the design
and implementation of the computing, data storage, and
network infrastructure for DAQ, data reduction, and remote
user access.

Conventional Facility Controls
The ICS scope for conventional facilities includes control
systems for utilities and technical building automation systems. The distributed controls architecture will be EPICS.
The control system design will include all controller hardware up to the process field devices, e.g., instrumentation,
variable frequency drives, motor control centers, and others. The control system will consist of hardware controllers
including PLCs, BACnet controllers [10], and Modbus interfaces. The design will include all software engineering
for the various hardware controllers and EPICS integration.
Control design effort will also include consulting on instrumentation selection to ensure compatibility for the PLC
interfaces.

CONCLUSION
The PPU Project has received DOE approval for Critical
Decision 3b which allows procurement of long-lead items.
Procurement of accelerating cavities, cryomodules and related equipment is currently underway. The STS Project is
currently in conceptual design. A conceptual design review
of ICS scope was held in March, 2019. Preparations are
currently underway for Critical Decision 1 which will define
the project cost range and allow for preliminary design work
to begin.
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The control systems for these project are among the enabling technologies necessary for the projects’ success. The
existing control systems, and ongoing upgrade projects, position the SNS for a successful execution of these major
projects.
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Abstract
The National Ignition Facility (NIF) is the world’s most
energetic laser experimental facility with 192 beams capable of delivering 2.1 megajoules of 500-terawatt ultraviolet
laser light to a target. NIF experiments facilitate the study
of extreme physical conditions at temperatures exceeding
100 million K and 100 billion times atmospheric pressure
allowing scientists the ability to generate conditions similar to the center of the sun and explore the physics of planetary interiors, supernovae and thermonuclear burn. This
year concludes a series of optimizations and enhancements
to the control & information systems to sustain the quantity
of experimental target shots while developing an enhanced
precision diagnostic system to optimize and increase the
power and energy capabilities of the facility. In addition,
many new system control and diagnostic capabilities have
been commissioned to increase the understanding of target
performance. This year also concludes a multi-year sustainability project to migrate the control system software to
Java. This talk will report on the current status of each of
these areas in support of the wide variety of experiments
being conducted.

Fusion (ICF), National Security Applications and Discovery Science. The facility and control systems advancement
has continued since becoming operational and many significant changes have occurred to increase its capabilities
and efficiency since last reporting [5]. A summarization of
the most recent enhancements is detailed in the following
paper.

CONTROL SYSTEM STATUS
NIF Shot Rate Sustainment
As the NIF celebrates its 10th year of full-scale operations controls priorities continue to be sustaining a high
system availability for maximizing the conduct of experimentation for all associated fields of research. With the
deployment of new diagnostic capabilities, we continue to
further advance our scientific capabilities and understanding however increased focus has been placed on modernizing the laser, controls and infrastructure to sustain many
more years of valuable operation (Fig. 1).

INTRODUCTION
The National Ignition Facility (NIF) [1] provides a scientific center for the study of inertial confinement fusion
(ICF) and matter at extreme energy densities and pressures [2]. Each NIF experiment, or shot cycle, is managed
by the Integrated Computer Control System (ICCS) [3],
which uses a scalable software architecture running code
on more than 2300 front end processors, embedded controllers and supervisory servers. The NIF control system
operates laser and industrial controls hardware interfacing
with 66,000 control points (e.g. motors, calorimeters, sensors, etc) to ensure that all NIF's 192 laser pulses arrive at
a target within 30 picoseconds of each other, are aligned to
a pointing accuracy of less than 50 microns, and orchestrate a host of diagnostic equipment collecting experimental data in a few billionths of a second. Every NIF automated shot cycle [4] consists of approximately 2 million
sequenced operations, such as beam path alignment, pulse
shaping, and diagnostic configuration and each shot is typically conducted within 4-8 hours depending on the experiment complexity.
NIF has been a 24x7 operational facility since 2009 and
has supported scientific advancement in various fields of
physical studies such as High Energy Density (HED) experiments for Stockpile Stewardship, Inertial Confinement

Figure 1: Balance of NIF primary priorities shifting to reduce risk to long term facility sustainment.
Although previous optimizations [6] identified major
opportunities to improve the shot rate on NIF, the focus on
efficiency has required to be continuous in order to offset
the operational cost of increasingly complex capabilities
and experimental configurations that are added annually
(Fig. 2). Experimental configurations, such as the Advanced Radiographic Capability (ARC) [7] Petawatt laser
is used with far greater frequency and these shot cycle configuration takes significantly longer than other target experiments (~12 hours per shot). Additionally, with greater
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target diagnostic capabilities the number of diagnostic positioner reconfigurations required has steadily been increasing over the past several years which adds to the setup
duration required between each shot cycle. Although the
recent optimizations are not as dramatic as the initial focused efforts, they have a significant impact in offsetting
the experimental complexity increases.

Figure 2: Shot cycle average complexity factor increase examples.
Two recent examples of these optimizations were identified as a result of our continued focus on metrics collection, analysis and visualizations [8]. The first optimization
was an anomalous data pattern (Fig. 3) observed during
movement of a specific laser shutter throughout each shot
cycle. Although no operational problems had been identified it was determined that one specific shutter location
was frequently taking longer to move to one limit switch
than other locations. This shutter is moved many times
during each shot cycle and the impact of this badly performing instance was evaluated at greater than 45 minutes
of lost critical path time during the average week. The root
cause was an unoptimized overdrive configuration and was
being masked due to an automated software ‘fail and retry’
behavior.
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The second optimization was to the extensive number of
database operations performed throughout each shot cycle.
Each shot cycle was analyzed to consume approximately
22 minutes of critical path database calculation time which
appeared excessive. Analysis of the PL-SQL data operations identified that due to the repetitive nature of the operations (i.e. separate queries were being executed for each
NIF beamline) the query implementation would be more
efficient with the use of bind variables to optimize the Oracle server execution plan construction. Several new table
indexes were also added to further refine the performance.
After deployment the performance was evaluated to have
an average shot cycle time reduction of 88% (or ~19
minutes per shot cycle).
Neither of these optimizations were particularly complex or costly to analyze nor implement but are clear examples that focusing analysis on small repetitive system
actions can have significant payback. Many of the data
analyses implemented during the past several years have
now laid the foundations for continued application in a predictive manner using machine learning which is a growing
area of research to further improve operational efficiency
and availability.
With the continuous full-scale facility use now spanning
several years, weaknesses in auxiliary support facility operations and processes rapidly came to light. The first was
in the optic supply chain for NIF. Due to the high power
and energy levels that NIF operates at a comprehensive optics management process is required to inspect, repair and
replace the thousands of optics involved in routine operations. With the continuous NIF use these facilities began
to struggle to sustain the optic throughput demand required. Various process and software optimizations were
evaluated throughout all phases of the optic loop and it was
identified that significant efficiency gains could made
through application of machine learning strategies in the
areas of initial inspection defect classification [9] and optic
defect mitigation qualifications (Fig. 4) [10].

Figure 4: Automated optics processing station.
Figure 3: Anomalous maximum versus average motor
movement duration patterns.

With these optimizations in place the optic facilities have
now not only kept up with the demands of NIF experimentation, they have also significantly reduced the operational
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oversight required in these areas due to many parts of the
process improvements being largely autonomous.
As NIF operates, 24x7 experiments are conducted at all
times of day and night. Throughout the shot cycle there are
often several critical junctures that require the approval
from an experimenter to proceed. Delays can often arise
due to unavailability of the key personnel or inefficient
methods of provisioning the necessary evaluation data required in obtaining approvals. In assessment of these potential issues it was identified that if a remote viewing
mechanism was implemented this would significantly reduce the probability of incurring these delays. With the assistance of the IT team, using low cost COTS products
(AV.io video media converter [11] and Net Support and
WebEx technologies), a guaranteed read-only data link was
implemented to facilitate remote viewing of any operational console at the request of a user (Fig. 5). The implementation provided secondary benefits to other groups
such as control system and alignment support personnel to
gain greater insights into operational issues through direct
visualization of issues.
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Refreshing Laser Precision Diagnostic System
During the original NIF design phase a comprehensive
laser diagnostic suite (approximately 350 active control
points), the Precision Diagnostic System (PDS), was constructed to evaluate both the overall laser performance and
to provide a testbed to qualify the design of the Integrated
Optics Module (IOM) which is the final beamline optical
package responsible for conversion of the laser wavelength
from 1w (1053nm) to 3w (351nm) and focusing each beam
on to the target. Once the NIF had been constructed, over
ten years ago, the PDS was abandoned in place. In the past
year there has been renewed interest in increasing the overall power and energy level and accuracy of the NIF. To
facilitate this ongoing research the PDS system is being recommissioned (Fig. 7) and enhanced to increase understanding of laser and optical effects that limit the deliverable power and energy. Given the technology advancements
made since the system was last used this has also been the
ideal time to upgrade the diagnostic capabilities of PDS.

Figure 5: Secure operational remote on-demand viewing
architecture.
With all optimizations implemented and shot rates tallied (Fig. 6) the results continue to show not only that NIF
continues to maintain a high shot rate but that the continuous focus on optimizations have been required in order to
do so. As of September 2019, the facility is also on track
for maintaining approximately 400 target shots (estimated
391). Optimizations will remain a constant priority and in
doing so we believe that the capacity to conduct a level annual target shot rate is sustainable.

Figure 6: NIF target shot count and rates by major
program.

Figure 7: The control points overview summary for the NIF
Precision Diagnostic System (PDS).
The PDS operates by diverting a NIF beam into two distinct diagnostic areas; one for diagnosing overall 1w laser
performance and the other, after frequency conversion to
3w, to evaluate the frequency conversion design and performance of the IOM. The design enhancement also upgraded the ability to choose 1 of 4 NIF beams to redirect to
the PDS (previously only a single fixed beam could be diverted).
MOAPP04
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As of the end of FY19 NIF has successfully commissioned the new 4-beam selection mechanism in addition to
completing 1w diagnostic suite upgrade. Most of the imaging diagnostics (near-field, far-field, radial shear, spectrum) have been upgraded to higher resolution Spectral Instruments SI-1000 variants, and the power diagnostic oscilloscopes have been replaced with high resolution Tektronix DPO variants. In addition to upgrading the existing
equipment new time-resolved diagnostics have been added
which provides significant new insight into the laser performance at variable time slices along the temporal pulse
shape. The final enhancement is that all controls, except
the time-resolved diagnostics, have been fully integrated
with the shot automation layer to ensure PDS experimentation is performed in an efficient manner and to minimize
impact to the target experimentation schedules.
Deployment and commissioning of the 3w diagnostic
suite upgrades is expected to commence later this year with
commissioning expected to complete early next year.
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5w (210nm) UV wavelength. This beam is used as a probe
beam into the hohlraum at shot time and the plasma effect
can them be measured via the beam reflection to a positioner mounted diagnostic. The 5w wavelength is used to
distinguish the diagnostic signal from the other wavelengths that already exist in the NIF target chamber at shot
time. The OTS system (Fig. 9) is currently deployed and
going through final system commissioning and is expected
to be scientifically operational early in the next year.

Increasing Target Performance with Improved
Diagnostic Capabilities
A primary research area for the National Ignition Facility
is the study of Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) [12], a
key mission of the facility. Many of the target diagnostic
capability enhancements added to NIF directly support improved understanding of the physical effects that occur during the few billionths of a second window in which a shot
occurs. Most diagnostics capture data in two-dimensions
whereas the physical experiment effects are in three dimensions. This can lead to a reduction in understanding of the
overall characterization and symmetry of the target fuel assembly. In recent years many of the NIF diagnostic enhancements aim to fill this gap and have added multiple
axes of data capture. The most recent example was commenced this year for the Neutron Imaging System (NIS)
which captures imagery of the neutron symmetry and distribution. This year a third NIS diagnostic has been added
on the 90-213 target chamber axis and has already provided
improved understanding (Fig. 8) of the neutron emission
symmetry and is helping to guide improved configurations
for subsequent experiments.
In the coming year this new diagnostic will be further
enhanced with the addition of a comprehensive active diagnostic system which will add primary and down-scattered neutron and gamma imaging.
Another area of ICF research being explored on NIF is
the effect of plasma build-up inside each hohlraum at shot
time. It is our understanding that this effect impacts the uniformity of beam energy deposition inside the hohlraum
which in-turn impacts the symmetry of the implosion. Until recently no direct diagnostic measurement capabilities
have been able to increase our understanding of this effect.
Last year NIF embarked upon a project to resolve this gap
and designed and deployed a new Optical Thomson Scattering (OTS) laser and diagnostic. This large-scale engineering and controls project required a new beamline
added to NIF. The laser differs from an existing NIF beamline in that there is an additional frequency conversion to

Figure 8: The third (90-213) axis of neutron imaging provides improved 3-dimensional understanding of neutron
symmetry.

Figure 9: The Optical Thomson Scattering (OTS) diagnostic system component overview.

Multi-Year Control System Refresh Conclusion
As NIF expects to continue to provide an expanding scientific research platform for the next 20 years, sustainment
of the control’s software, hardware and development processes is of the utmost importance. The NIF controls architecture and infrastructure [13] was designed with this
inevitable technology evolution in mind.
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This year concludes a successful multi-year effort to migrate the 3.5 million lines of control system software from
Ada95 to Java [14]. By requiring the CORBA control interfaces of each software component to remain unchanged
with each migration, in conjunction with development of
comprehensive unit and integration test suites to qualify
old and new behaviors, the deployment and commissioning
has been highly successful. In addition to maximizing the
potential for successful conversion each new qualification
suite provides the sustaining benefits of a) documenting the
expected component behavior b) providing an efficient and
extensive requalification platform on which to evaluate future modifications by existing and new staff.
All software has now been converted (Fig. 10) and the
remaining few facility conversions and qualifications are
expected to complete this year (Fig. 11).
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Future Work
Looking forward, the NIF controls will continue to support the pursuit of ignition in addition to ensuring we have
a sustainable platform for many future years of operation.
Symmetry of ICF experiment results is of the utmost importance and the current methods of suspending targets in
their hohlraum is known to have impacts. Advancements
are currently underway to reduce the impact of target engineering features, one of which is a new tetra-cage wire support system (Fig. 12). This system supports the target over
a significantly reduced surface area versus the current hammock-like design. Due to fragility of this support system a
machine safety ‘light curtain’ monitoring system is required to ensure the target remains positioned in place
throughout the entire shot. The failsafe detection system
detects displacement of target capsule if the energy sensor
measures energy from the light source on the opposite side
the target.

Figure 10: ICCS control component software conversion
timeline.
Figure 12: Light curtain monitoring system for tetra-cage
target wire support system design.

Figure 11: ICCS software process conversion timeline and
status.
With completion of all the control system software to a
modern sustainable programming language, focus now
shifts to the next areas of control system sustainability risk
with modernization of our embedded controller platforms
and elimination of the majority of Windows XP operating
systems for video processors.

Alternative strategies are also presently being researched
to provide a boost to the ICF process (Fig. 13). Generating
a magnetic field around the target is expected to improve
the confinement of fusion alpha particles at shot time and
increase the yield from ICF targets. In the past year target
platforms with magnetic field generating coils have been
tested with non-ICF targets yielding positive results. The
platforms are being extended in the coming year to warm
hohlraum targets and subsequently to ICF layered cryogenic target designs.
With the control system migration from Ada to Java now
complete focus shifts to the next priorities in long term system sustainment. In the next two years the controls for all
the video imaging systems (~500) will be migrated from
the current Windows XP operating system configuration to
a diskless Linux configuration. The goal of this migration
is to improve the configuration management reliability and
efficiency of these computer types and improve longer
term compatibility with commodity hardware platforms.
The next year will also commence the first phase of the
NIF’s industrial and machine and personnel safety control
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servers from Rockwell RSView32 to a modern FactoryTalk
platform, the largest challenge in this upgrade being the
phased deployment and requalification while minimizing
facility downtime.

[4] L. Lagin et al., “Shot automation for the National Ignition
Facility”, in Proc. 10th Int. Conf. on Accelerator and Large
Experimental Control Systems (ICALEPCS'05), Geneva,
Switzerland, Oct. 2005, paper I2_002.
[5] G. Brunton et al., “Status of the National Ignition Facility
(NIF) integrated computer control and information systems”, in Proc. 16th Int. Conf. on Accelerator and Large
Experimental Physics Control Systems (ICALEPCS'17),
Barcelona, Spain, Oct. 2017, pp . 14-18.
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Figure 13: Extending magnetized targets to hohlraums for
improved confinement of fusion alpha particles.

CONCLUSION
The NIF control system is critical for the effective and
efficient continued advancement of various physical areas
of study supported by the National Ignition Facility. Controls efficiency improvements continue to be required to
sustain a constant NIF shot rate and offset the additional
operational cost of operating new scientific operational capabilities. Many new laser and target diagnostic capabilities have been deployed and commissioned for operational
use with an increased focus on supporting a power energy
increase on the NIF and advancing to the goal of fusion
ignition. A successfully major NIF control software modernization completes this year resulting in improved sustainability of the system. Focus is now shifting to other
aging controls such as embedded controllers and imaging
infrastructure and operating systems.
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PLCverif RE-ENGINEERED: AN OPEN PLATFORM FOR
THE FORMAL ANALYSIS OF PLC PROGRAMS
D. Darvas, E. Blanco, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
V. Molnár, Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Budapest, Hungary
Abstract
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) are widely used
for industrial automation in industry and at CERN. The reliability of PLC software is crucial, but typically only testing
is used to validate it. Our work targets the use of formal
verification in practical ways for many years, which showed
that it can be beneficial and practically applicable to various
PLC programs. In this paper, we present PLCverif, our platform for formal analysis of PLC programs which has largely
enhanced the quality of the deployed PLC software. By reengineering the previous internal prototype tool, we built
PLCverif to be an open, extensible platform that can be used
not only for CERN’s specific PLC programs. PLCverif is licensed under an open source license, allowing the interested
parties to use and extend it.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) are widely used
to implement process control systems and interlock systems.
The incorrect behaviour of PLCs can cause service disruptions, consequently significant financial losses and injuries
too in some cases, therefore ensuring their correct behaviour
is essential.
Testing (mainly acceptance or system testing) represents
the state of the art in PLC software quality assurance. While
testing is effective in finding certain types of errors, it is
often not sufficient as the sole verification method. Testing
cannot be exhaustive, thus cannot prove the correctness of a
system. In addition, it is very difficult to test the following
types of requirements: safety (the system will never reach
an unsafe state) or invariant (formulas which shall be true
over all possible system run), as these errors may occur in
very particular cases only.
Model checking can overcome some of the weaknesses
of testing. This is a formal verification technique, which
checks the satisfaction of a formalised requirement on a
mathematical model of the system under analysis. It checks
the requirement’s satisfaction with every input combination,
with every possible execution trace. In addition, if a violation is found, typically a trace leading to the violation (a
counterexample) is provided. However, model checking is
difficult to use by PLC developers who are not experts in this
domain. The target of our work is to make model checking
more practically applicable to the software of PLC-based
systems by hiding the formal details, simplifying the user
interaction and automating the process.
Our work is not the first that targets the formal verification
of PLC programs. Among others, Arcade.PLC [1] and the
toolset developed by VTT Technical Research Centre of

Finland [2] both offer PLC program verification. However,
none of the publicly available tools was applicable to the
real-world PLC programs used at CERN, due for example,
to the lack of support for the Siemens SCL language. In
addition, we did not find possible to extend or adapt these
tools for our use cases.
Previously, we have presented a methodology for practical
model checking of PLC programs [3], a prototype tool that
implements this workflow [4], as well as real-life case studies where model checking was proven to be beneficial [5, 6].
This paper reports about our re-engineering efforts done
during the last two years and presents the final tool officially.
This development made PLCverif richer in features, more
robust and open to extensions. In addition, the paper discusses how we did benefit from PLCverif and how users can
adapt it to their use cases.

DEVELOPMENT OF PLCverif
The first plans to evaluate the use of formal verification to
PLC programs at CERN date back to 2012. After the initial
experimentation phase, the design and development of the
methodology used in PLCverif started in mid-2013. Within
a year, a prototype version of PLCverif was developed. Already during the development, PLCverif was used to analyse
parts of systems in production.
This prototype version was sufficient for our internal use
cases. However, to make PLCverif more generally applicable, it had to be more robust, more generic and more
extensible. To obtain the resources needed for this additional development, a CERN Knowledge Transfer Fund was
requested and awarded in 2016. The proposed two-yearlong re-engineering project was selected to be funded in
mid-2016 [7]. The development project started in June 2017
and ended in May 2019. During that time, PLCverif was
rebuilt from scratch, taking the previous experiences and
knowledge into account.
The goal of this re-engineering work was to make
PLCverif usable by any automation engineer at CERN and
other interested parties outside the organisation.

PLCverif FOR USERS
This section discusses the principal use case of PLCverif
from the users’ point of view.

Verification Workflow
Out of the box, PLCverif offers a model checking workflow for the analysis of PLC programs. The verification
workflow is shown in Figure 1 and it has the following main
steps:
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Figure 1: Formal verification workflow of PLCverif.
1. PLC program parsing. First, PLCverif parses the
PLC program (located in one or several files) to be
analysed. By choosing the entry point of the verification, the analysis can be limited to a part of the program.
The parsed PLC program is automatically translated
into a mathematical, control flow-based representation,
producing so-called control flow automata (CFA). This
precise description will serve as the base for analysis.
Currently, the Siemens STL and SCL V5.3 input languages are supported1 . PLCverif provides an editor as
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: STL code editor in PLCverif.
2. Requirement representation. The user should describe the precise requirement to be checked. This,
however, does not mean that the user needs to describe
the requirement using mathematical formulae. Currently, two requirement description methods are supported out of the box:
1

The novelties introduced in Siemens TIA Portal are not supported by
PLCverif yet.
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• Assertion-based requirements: special comments
in the source code (e. g. //#ASSERT On <>
Off) can describe expressions (invariants) which
are expected to be always satisfied at a given location of the program. The verification job will
then check if the violation of any of the selected
assertions is possible.
• Pattern-based requirements: the user chooses a
requirement pattern that is a precisely phrased
plain text sentence with some placeholders, e. g.
“If α is true at the end of a PLC cycle, β shall be
true at the end of the same cycle.”. The gaps in
the requirement pattern (α and β in the previous
example) should be filled with expressions over
the PLC variables. For each requirement pattern,
a defined temporal logic representation is defined
which will be used in the next steps.
• If needed, new types of requirement representations can be defined, adapted to the specific needs.
3. CFA reductions. The formal, precise CFA representation of the program, including also the requirement,
may need to be reduced in order to make the verification feasible and efficient. These reductions will not
change the verification result for the given requirement;
however, they may remove parts of the program which
do not influence the result of the currently checked
requirement.
4. External model checking. The model checking itself
is performed by widely used model checker tools. In
this step, (i) the reduced CFA will be translated into the
input syntax of the chosen model checker tool, (ii) the
model checker tool is executed, and (iii) its output,
notably the counterexample if available, is parsed to
PLCverif’s internal representation.
Currently the following external model checkers are
supported: NuSMV [8], nuXmv [9], Theta [10] and
CBMC [11]. The different model checkers have different strengths and weaknesses. In addition, not every
feature is supported by every model checker. For example, Theta does not support bitwise operators. CBMC
often provides good performance, but it is a bounded
model checker and this may cause false negative results.
If needed, new model checkers can be integrated into
PLCverif easily.
5. Reporting. The last step of the formal verification
workflow is to produce verification reports. Some of
these reports are in human-readable form and target the
user of PLCverif. Other reports are machine-readable
and serve as descriptions for the execution environment
or as artefacts for later summary reports. Figure 3
shows an example HTML verification report.
The verification workflow is guided by a verification case,
which describes the code and the requirement to be analysed,
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Figure 3: Verification report.
the verification tools and reporters to be used. Additionally,
it permits the fine-tuning of every element in the verification
workflow. PLCverif provides a convenient graphical editor
for the user to describe the verification case, as shown in
Figure 4.

New Features with Respect to the Prototype Tool
At first glance, the feature set of PLCverif looks similar to
the feature set of the prototype tool, discussed in [4]. Hence,
we highlight the main novelties from the user point of view
below.
• Native support of STL code, together with an editor,
content assist, validation, etc.
• Support for assertions in the SCL and STL programs
and formal assertion violation checking.
• Integration of new model checkers (CBMC and Theta).
CBMC is a software model checker for C programs [12],
thus a C representation of the CFA is produced for verification purposes by PLCverif. Theta is a framework
for abstraction refinement-based model checking [13],
including several state-of-the-art algorithms.
• Full command line support. Every verification performed via the graphical interface can also be done
through the command line interface. This permits
the automation of using PLCverif, for example the automatic re-execution upon every requirement change
or addition. This is an essential feature to integrate
PLCverif in a continuous integration practice.
• Extensibility. Most features of PLCverif can be extended or adapted using plug-ins, even by 3rd parties,
without any modification required in the platform itself.
This is discussed in detail in the next section.

Figure 4: Verification case editor.

PLCverif FOR DEVELOPERS
The majority of the re-engineering work done is only
visible for the developers. Here, developer does not only
mean the core platform developers, but also those who may
eventually extend and adapt PLCverif to their verification
needs.
It was known from the beginning of the project that it is
not possible to cover all the potential needs with PLCverif:
every potential PLC language, every requirement representation method, every external model checker tool, every
verification report format, etc. Therefore, PLCverif was
designed as a generic, open (PLC) code analysis platform.
This section overlooks the main features of this platform and
its extensibility.
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PLCverif Platform Features
At the highest level, PLCverif is a program analysis platform that provides three main components:
• Metamodels and common data structures to describe
the programs under analysis and to provide a common
“language” between the different parts of the defined
workflows,
• An interface for a program analysis job, i. e. a workflow
that takes a formal representation of a PLC program
and produces some artefacts,
• A homogenized way to handle (read, load, save) the
settings of each part of the platform.
Metamodels PLCverif contains an expression metamodel to describe logic, arithmetic and temporal logic (Computation Tree Logic and Linear Temporal Logic) expressions.
These expressions can be used in requirements and in the
CFA representations of the PLC programs as well. An expression parser and an expression editor are both included
too to make it easier to handle the textual representation of
the expressions.
An automata-based representation of PLC programs is
defined by the platform too. Briefly, in an automaton, locations and transitions represent the behaviour of the program.
The transitions may have guard conditions and actions (typically variable assignments). In an automaton, at most one
of the locations is active. A transition, connecting a source
and a target location, may fire if its source location is active
and its guard condition is satisfied. After firing, its target
location will become active and the associated actions will
be executed. Several automata can be grouped together in a
network, and special call transitions allow their interactions.
Relying on the expression metamodel, two control flow
automata metamodels are defined. A control flow network
declaration (CFD) models the control flow automata at the
level of declarations. One advantage of the CFD is that it is
easy to generate a CFD for a PLC program, also it is easy
to handle by model checkers whose input language is close
to a general-purpose programming language. However, it
is difficult to do reductions on this representation and most
model checkers cannot handle the rich data structures and
the need for instantiation.
This is why a second, control flow network instance (CFI)
metamodel is included too. In a CFI, the automaton instances
do not need instantiation anymore, the rich data structures
are instantiated and flattened. This representation can be
more efficiently reduced and it is much closer to the syntax
of NuSMV and Theta for example. The instantiation of a
CFD (the conversion to a CFI) is performed by PLCverif.
In addition, a trace will be generated that establishes a link
between the components of the result CFI and the source
CFD.
Program analysis job The unit of work in PLCverif
is an execution of a job. A job is a defined set of steps
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on a parsed PLC code that produces some artefacts (job
results). The principal job of PLCverif is the verification
job. It implements the workflow that was shown in Figure 1.
Settings loading and saving The settings, as defined in
PLCverif, are a generic way to represent various information
that is needed for the execution of a given job. They will
describe for example the selected job and selected verification tool, the detailed settings of the verification tool, the
timeout to be used, etc. Essentially every information that
can influence the execution of a job is called a setting. The
settings are stored as hierarchical key-value pairs.
Some of the settings will be defined for each individual
execution (e. g. metadata of the current verification job,
requirement to be checked). The effective settings consist of
them merged with the default settings and the installationspecific settings (e. g. location of the external verification
tools on a given machine). The effective settings can be
saved to make the job execution reproducible.
The settings can be defined textually (in a file or as command line arguments), or by using graphical editors (e. g. the
verification case editor shown in Figure 4 is such a graphical
interface).
Example. The verification case shown in Figure 4 corresponds to the following settings.
-id = always-non-negative2
-description = "The return value of the absolute
value function is always non-negative, if
the input is not -32768."
-name = "Absolute value is always non-negative"
-sourcefiles.0 = abs.scl
-lf = step7
-lf.entry = FC_ABS
-job = verif
-job.backend = nusmv
-job.req = pattern
-job.req.pattern_id = pattern-implication
-job.req.pattern_params.1 = "FC_ABS.IN != -32768"
-job.req.pattern_params.2 = "FC_ABS.RET_VAL >= 0"

Note that the path to the NuSMV binary is not defined anywhere. This is taken from the installation specific settings,
but could be included above explicitly too, in the following
way:
-job.backend.binary_path = C:\NuSMV\nusmv.exe

As the verification cases (and other settings) are defined in
such simple format, they can be easily generated if needed.

Extensibility
As mentioned earlier, PLCverif is designed to be an open,
extensible PLC code analysis platform. The feature set can
be extended with plug-ins that essentially implement given
interfaces (more precisely, PLCverif plug-ins are Eclipse
extensions, implementing given extension points). There
are various extension points defined in PLCverif:
• The job extensions can describe and implement custom
PLC program analysis workflows. They can define their
own extension points too.
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• The language frontend extensions are responsible for
parsing certain types of PLC programs and translating
them into corresponding control flow automata declarations.
• The CFA reduction extensions implement various algorithms to make the formal models of the PLC programs smaller and therefore to improve the verification
performance.
In addition, the verification job described before defines
several extension points too:
• The requirement representation extensions are responsible to represent the requirements described by
the user in a defined format into temporal logic representation. These extensions can also modify the CFA
(e. g. by adding some monitors) in order to make the
requirement representable in temporal logic.
• The verification backend extensions solve the verification problem (check a temporal logic requirement on
the reduced CFA model) and provide the result of the
verification. Typically, these plug-ins provide mapping
from one of the CFA formalisms to the input syntax of
the external model checker. Next, the model checker is
executed and its output, notably the verification result
and the counterexample if available, will be parsed.
• The verification reporter extensions represent a subset of the verification result in a human-readable or
machine-readable format.
The extensions of the verification job may have graphical representations too, contributing to the verification case
editor with custom editor components.

Further Extensions
In addition to the built-in extensions, which are part of
the extension library, new extensions can be easily developed to adapt PLCverif to custom needs. For example, new
requirement representation plug-ins can be developed to
provide an interface for specific requirements. If needed
due to some particularities of programs under analysis, new
CFA reductions can be implemented. If the result is expected in a particular format, a new reporter plug-in can be
implemented.
For example, the two latest custom extensions built: an
implicit requirement representation plug-in that can be used
for checking whether division by zero may occur in the
program, and a verification reporter plug-in that can translate
the counterexample to the format expected by one of our
testing tools [14].

USE CASES
To demonstrate the usability of our tool, some of our
recent success stories are listed below. This section aims to
point to the reader to possible fields of application of the
tool with real industrial installations.
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ITER
In [6], we have already reported about our work targeting
the verification of a PLC program that implements ITER’s
High Integrity Operator Commands (HIOC) protocol. Even
though the re-engineering of the PLCverif platform has
just started, we already benefited from the convenience of
the assertion-based requirement description and the performance of CBMC. Although it is difficult to prove the correctness of a cyclic program using CBMC due to its boundedness, it was able to provide us interesting property violations
quickly. This method complemented well the pattern-based
requirement verification with NuSMV using our prototype
tool.

Interlocks for Magnet Test Benches
CERN develops, maintains and operates various superconducting magnet test benches. The safety interlocks of these
benches are typically implemented using fail-safe PLCs.
PLCverif was used in the development of at least 5 different PLC-based interlock systems. In the frame of the
collaboration with GSI Helmholtz Centre for Heavy Ion Research, CERN built a test facility for the superconducting
magnets [15] to be used in the Super Fragmentation Separator (Super-FRS). As these magnet tests involve various risks
(e. g. high voltage, high current, cryogenic fluids), the PLCbased interlock and personal protection system is critical.
We have used PLCverif to analyse the fail-safe PLC program
with respect to the semi-formal specification provided by
our internal client.
The fail-safe PLC program, written in Siemens LAD language, is approximately 10,000 lines long when exported to
STL. It contains about 120 (digital and analogue) inputs and
80 outputs.
The specification has been formalised mainly as assertions. In total, 163 assertions have been written or generated
from the specification. Some of the generated assertions are
very complex, up to 10,000 characters long. PLCverif was
able to check the assertions corresponding to the key safety
functions in less than 15 minutes. Verifying all formalised
assertions takes more time, approximately 4 hours. As for
different requirements different model checkers provided the
best performance, we used all three of NuSMV, CBMC and
Theta.
The formalisation of the requirements, the model checking results and the code reviews conducted consequently
revealed important, interesting problems with varying severity. Attributed directly or indirectly to formal verification, 17
issues have been identified altogether. Some of these were
critical flaws in the implementation of the fail-safe logic.
The use of PLCverif helped to improve the quality of the
interlock logic and to increase the confidence of both the
client (domain experts) and the PLC program developer.

SPS Personnel Protection System
PLCverif is being applied to the Personnel Protection
System (PPS) of the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) ac-
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celerator [16]. The associated control system has a highly
distributed architecture based on several Siemens S7-1500F
PLCs which implement about 30 different Safety Functions.
The PLC program has been designed with a configurable
approach where a generic software is instantiated for each
access zone. This generic safety program, written in LAD
programming language, is structured in different modules
corresponding to each of the specified Safety Instrumented
Functions (SIFs). As a consequence of the configurable
program design, the verification activities become very challenging as the PLC program contains many extra configuration variables which increases exponentially the number
of combinations to explore. Initially, PLCverif has been
applied to verify the individual generic modules of these
PLC programs. The first verification campaign has shown
very promising results and some safety critical discrepancies
between the PLC program and the specification have been
found. Currently all except one module could be successfully verified by PLCverif. Further investigations are needed
to overcome the enormous state space of the created formal
model and to be able to verify all the SIFs.

OPEN SOURCE LICENSING
There is a wade spectrum of software licences ranging
from protective to public domain (e.g. GPL, MIT, BSD,
EPL). The main idea behind the PLCverif project was to
contribute improving the quality of the developed software
to control industrial installations for all interested people.
This naturally fits with an open and permissive license type.
We analysed different options and confronted them with our
needs which basically can be summarised as making a tool
usable for a large community while allowing third-party contributors to include their latest research developments which
could help to increase the functionality and performance of
the tool.
The expressions of interest we have gathered during the
project showed three main types of potential contributors:
• Academia: interested in closing the gap between research and practical applications of formal methods
who identified a tool where they could try their latest research (e.g. reduction methods, model checkers,
symbolic execution)
• Industrial integrator: interested in providing errorfree industrial control systems to their clients
• Project responsible: interested in making a final and
sound validation of the software to be deployed for their
critical systems (e.g. safety instrumented systems)
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foster the collaboration between the interested contributors
in all the three cases described previously.
The licence selection was finally narrowed to two possibilities: EPL and Apache [19] as they are permissive licences.
This type of licence places few restrictions on users and
often only requires that the original creators are attributed
in any distribution or derivative of the software. Apache
seemed most popular but, on the other hand, most of the
PLCverif components are already under EPL license. Additionally the choice was appropriate taking into account that
licensing in EPL imposes the condition to disclose the modifications done to any EPL code and if a component under
EPL licence is distributed as part of a derivative in binary
form, the modified source must be available as well. This is
the main concept of copyleft licences and what guarantees
perpetual open source of the work.

CONCLUSION
Our work on improving the quality assurance and complementing testing led to PLCverif, an automated formal verification platform for PLC programs. Already in the prototype
phase, it had demonstrated its real-life usability in various
CERN projects. The described used cases reinforce this fact
and demonstrate its utility. The re-engineering work of the
last two years made it possible to make PLCverif a robust
and open platform for PLC program analysis. It provides
strong verification capabilities for Siemens PLC programs
out of the box, but it can also be extended by adding thirdparty plug-ins to support new types of program analysis,
additional programming languages, more model checkers,
reductions and verification report formats.
PLCverif demonstrated the possibility of using formal verification for real-life projects. In addition, it is a successful
example of knowledge transfer at CERN, permitting to use
the results of our development outside of CERN as well. We
encourage the reader to download and try PLCverif from our
website, http://cern.ch/plcverif/ or the open source
repository.
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In collaboration with the Knowledge Transfer (KT) group
at CERN, we decided to release the PLCverif tool under the
Eclipse Public License 2.0 (EPL [17]) which is similar to
the GNU General Public License (GPL [18]) but allows to
link the code under this licence to proprietary applications.
This allows both, the use and the extension of the tool, even
for commercial purposes. We believe that this choice will
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DESIGNING A CONTROL SYSTEM FOR LARGE EXPERIMENTAL
DEVICES USING WEB TECHNOLOGY
W. Zheng, Y. Wang, M. Zhang, F. Wu, N. Fu, S. Li
International Joint Research Laboratory of Magnetic Confinement Fusion and Plasma Physics, State
Key Laboratory of Advanced Electromagnetic Engineering and Technology, School of Electrical
and Electronic Engineering, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan, China
Abstract
EPICS is mature in accelerator community. However,
there are efforts to improve existing control system software like Tango and EPICS 7 mainly driven by the needs
of flexibility of the control system and the development of
computer technology. This paper presents a new way of
building a large experimental device control system using
web technology instead of EPICS toolkit. The goal is to
improve the interoperability of the control system allowing
different component in the control system to talk to each
other effortlessly. An abstraction of the control system is
made. The control system components are abstracted into
resources. The accessing of the resources is done via standard HTTP RESTful web API. human machine interface is
based on HTML and JavaScript in browsers. Web Socket
is used for event distribution. The main feature of this design is that all interfaces in the system are based on open
web standards, which are interoperable among almost all
kinds of devices. The paper also presents a software toolkit
to build this kind of control system. A control system for a
diagnostic on J-TEXT tokamak built using this toolkit will
be presented.

INTRODUCTIOIN
One key characteristic of as large experimental facility
control system is its ability to adopt and integrate new systems. As experiment advances new diagnostics or detectors
will be added to the machine. On J-TEXT currently there
are more than one system been added of modified to the
machine. Different types of subsystem are likely to be implemented with different technologies. New technologies
are being integrated into those facilities frequently. Efficiently integrated those new technologies into the control
system is very important. As the performance of the computer and network keep advancing performance of the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system is
no long the focus of the development. Instead, interoperability became the priority of SCADA system. To achieve
interoperability a common language for a control system is
needed. There are various control system framework existing in big physics community, each with different characteristics. For fusion community, ITER chose the Experimental physics and industrial control system (EPICS) and
Channel Access protocol (CA) as the common language.
EPICS has been the common language to the accelerator
control system for decades [1]. Now chosen by ITER, it is
used by many tokamaks as well [2-5]. It is mature and well
supported by the community. But the technologies used in
tokamaks are different from those in accelerators. It is not

a straight forward job to create EPICS support for equipment used in fusion experiment. EPICS CA was originally
designed for performance not interoperability recently
there are activities to improve the interoperability of EPICS [6]. Later emerged control system frameworks such as
Tango uses object-oriented technique to improve interoperability and flexibility [7-9]. But still, it is hard to have all
the equipment in a control system supporting the control
system framework that you chose. Is it even possible to develop a control system protocol that everyone supports or
it is necessary? There is a technology that is almost supported by all the devices, that’s web. Countless web APIs
have been published and consumed by all kinds of devices.
If a control system is built on web, it could be supported by
everyone effortlessly. This work was inspired by web technologies. We proposed an abstract model for control system and a framework that uses web technology to build a
control system. It mainly addresses the interoperability issue of very large control systems in large experimental facilities. The proposed framework is based on simple and
open web standard which has been used by the web industry for years. Therefore, anyone can implement a system
that can be integrated into this control system with tools
already available.
This paper first briefly talked about the web technologies
and in section 3 we proposed the abstraction of the control
system. Based on that abstraction the web technologies are
introduced to make control system protocols. Then in section 4 software framework to implement the web based
control system is described. Last an application example is
presented.

WEB TECHNOLOGIES
Web technologies is an important part of our internet life.
We keep using it every day. Web technologies not only
power the web site. Today from mobile apps, online games,
to smart sensor and IoT application, web plays a big role in
them. Many devices have embedded web servers, and
many client apps is running in browsers. They communicate using HTTP. So, what is web technologies exactly?
There are different interpretations of web technologies.
What is common is web is based on HTTP, HTML, and
browser.
HTTP is an application protocol on top of TCP. It is
HTTP to be specific HTTP/1.1 is a text-based request and
response protocol. A client would send a request to a web
server and get response. The request and response are fully
in text. There are quite a lot of overhead here, but it boosts
interoperability as text provide more redundant and easier
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interpreted information both for man and machines. HTML
is a mark language. It describes the structure of a Web page
and consists of a series of elements telling the browser how
to display the content. The web browser is a software that
fetches content using HTTP and renders the HTML content. Modern browsers also run programs like JavaScript
script to help user interacting with the content and the
server.
You can see that the web technologies and standards are
designed for interoperability [10]. These standards are
widely used by all kinds of devices and platforms. That is
why bringing web technologies to control system may improve the interoperability.

A COMMON MODEL FOR CONTROL
SYSTEM
To build an interoperable control system we have to
make a common model of the control system. Everyone in
this system can be abstracted into this model and understand each other conceptually. This is the basis of interoperability. This The control system discussed here is mainly
a SCADA system.
This common model should define the fundamental concepts of a control system with enough abstractions, so it
can be adopted by all components in control system without difficulty. For a control system to work, the basic activities are getting information from other systems, knowing their status, and sending commands to make other system to behave as desired. Thus, a control system can be
defined as: all the activities in the control system as “accessing resources”. There are 5 types of resources: thing,
status, configuration, method and event, in which status,
configuration, and method are the core resource.

Resource
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the thing itself. Statuses of a thing indicates its current
state.
Configuration: A Configuration is a property of a thing
that it self cannot change but can only be changed by other
things. It represents the desired behavior set by other
things. Note that one cannot determine the thing’s behavior
by its configuration, instead that should be determined by
reading the status.
Method: A methods is a property of a thing. A method is
like a command, a thing should react to invoking of its
methods immediately.
Event: Event is a property that others can subscribe to,
and get notified on a certain condition. It always resulted
in an invoke of the subscriber’s method. It has to be associated with another resource, which is the source of the
event.

Access of Resources
The model also abstracts how to access a resource. First
there are actions: get, set, invoke, subscribe/unsubscribe.
The status only support get action, since it is read-only. The
configuration support get and set actions, method only support invoke, subscribe/unsubscribe is for event. Besides actions there are inputs, which is some data passed to the resource when accessing it. This model uses a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) to locate a resource. In this model,
a URI can explicitly locate a control system resource.
Lastly in this model, we have sample. Sample is not a resource. It is an immutable object. It is the result of accessing a resource and only valid for this access. Resource can
put various meta information in the sample like timestamp,
unit, etc. If you are familiar with web technologies, it starts
to look like web already. But that is pure coincidence, the
control system model is completed independent from any
implementations or communication protocol.

The control system model can be illustrated in Fig. 1. It
is generalized as accessing resources between different
control system components.

HTTP RESTFUL AS COMMUNICATION
PROTOCOL

Figure 1: The control system model. Everything in a control system is a resource, and every activity is accessing
resources.

As stated above, accessing resources is the only activities in a control system. Thus, a communication protocol
that enables the control system components to access resources on other components is the key. This protocol will
be the common language of the control system, it will be
supported by every component of the control system. Instead of inventing our own protocol, we use the already
massively used standard: the HTTP protocol and the RESTful (Representational State Transfer) practice. HTTP now
has become the most common language for the internet.
Countless web APIs are published using HTTP with RESTful practice. With a few lines of documentation or even
with no documentations but just some poking around, one
can start to consume a RESTful API. This makes the interoperability of RESTful API extremely high.
Most web APIs out there do not full comply with RESTful definition. But there are a few characteristics that is followed by almost everyone. That is to locate a resource using URI, presents intended action as HTTP verbs. To be
used in the above control system model, the control system

Thing: A thing is a control system component. It can
have children resources such as status, config, method and
event which can be accessed by other things. A thing can
be either physical or logical, like the controller for a power
supply, or a data archiver software running on some controller.
Status: A status is a property of a thing that others things
can observe but cannot change. It can only be changed by
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resources are located with URL, URL is a legit URI. The
actions are mapped to HTTP verbs, the following Table 1
shows the mapping. The sample of an access to the resource is returned as the HTTP. Another thing in RESTful
practice is the request and response are presented in platform independent plain text to be specific in JSON format,
which can be parsed by any platform. It’s even human
readable. This makes parsing the data very easy and with
some poking there is basically not compatibility issue. Another RESTful practice is Hypermedia. Hypermedia in
RESTful APIs responses provide information on how to interact with this resource. This is essential for building autonomous self-organized control system. Hypermedia can
be implemented by putting extra information in the sample.
Table 1: Control System Resource Access Action Map to
HTTP Verbs Table
Resource Access Action

HTTP Verb

Get

GET

Set

Put

Invoke

Post

Subscribe

Post

In a control system, the controllers or a subsystem as
long as they have control system resources like status, configuration, method and etc. will implement web servers.
So, they can expose the control system as RESTful APIs.
When they need to access control system resources on
other controllers or systems, they use a HTTP client to consume those RESTful APIs hosted by other systems.
For events it always coexists with resources such as status, configuration and method. Subscribers can start a web
socket on the same URI as the host resources. When an
event a fired a web socket package are send to the subscriber. For those clients that do not have web socket easily
available, they can use a call back method.
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become the HMIs. The HMI can even be generated automatically according to the resources on the controllers.
When a request come from a browser, it uses the URI same
as the one used by any RESTful API client, the server
would know that and return a web page to visualize the resource instead of a JSON object. This automatically generated HMIs are great for testing and developing a control
system, save lots of labor developing an HMI.

CONTROL SYSTEM FRAMEWORK FOR
EXPERIMENTAL DEVICES TOOLKIT
(CFET)
A toolkit like EPICS is needed to practically build control system applications. We developed the Control system
Framework for Experimental Devices Toolkit (CFET). It
includes applications and software libraries to make a control system that meet the above standards.
The CFET is implemented as .NET standard libraries
which supports major Linux distros, Mac OS and Windows. The design aims to let the control system engineer to
focus on the control functions, and ignore the web completely. The developers only need to code an object called
thing, which implement the control function like interfacing to IO modules or control scripts. They only need to decorate some properties or method in the object with attribute
to tell CFET toolkits they are control system resources as
shown in Fig. 2. The CFET will expose them as RESTful
APIs. Inherit from Thing is not even mandatory. By inherit
from Thing, it will give this object to access CFET services
like access other thing’s resources subscribe and publish
event.

WEB PAGES AS HUMAN MACHINE
INTERFACES
In traditional control systems, human machine interface
(HMI) are standalone applications. They are developed
separately and deployed on the operator’s console. The
HMI gets data from the network using protocols like EPICS CA, and renders it on the graphic interface. This means
they are developed by tools for specific SCADA system
and often runs on limited types of platforms. Another issue
is when there are changes to the control system, the HMI
need to be modified and need to be re-deployed onto every
console. This could lead to inconsistent versioning between IOCs and HMIs.
Using web pages as HMI is a trend nowadays [11]. In
web based control system, all HMI is a web site running on
web servers. As aforementioned the controllers or other
systems implemented web servers and expose control system resources as RESTful APIs. For HMIs those web servers not only host APIs but also web pages. The web pages

Figure 2: The pseudocode illustrating how to make a thing.
In the second method it gets data from a resource located
possibly on a remote controller using the hub object.
The core of CFET design uses the mediator design pattern. All the thing access other’s resources via the hub object, which hides all implementation of other things and
data access details away. It fetches data from one thing and
hands to the other no matter if they are on the same host or
not. It is also in charges of event distribution. Hub is the
mediator between all the things as shown in Fig. 3. RESTful API server and client is implemented as communication
module. You can use other protocols like EPICS CA or you
own protocol to implement the communication model as
long as it follows the control system model proposed
above.
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Figure 3: The block diagram of the CFET and the dataflow
when accessing resources between components.
For web HMIs, there are 2 types of them. In older versions of CFET, they are server generated pages. But now
the HMI is a stand along web applications that severed as
static files. The all the logic and HMI generation is done on
the client side. This has a benefit of being independent of
the server serve as it is all static files. This make the HMI
reusable amount different backend. The HMI generating
flow chart is shown in Fig. 4. First the CFET web server
find out the request is from a browser. It will redirect the
browser to the HMI location with a hash fragment indicating the resource the user indent to access. The HMI is
loaded into user’s browser and the HMI will check if the
fragment to see if it is a custom HMI, if so, it will load this
custom HMI. If not, it will try to get the resource and use
the resource to generate a suitable HMI. The HMI is composed with reusable components called widgets. User can
use many widgets to build a custom HMI. It can be saved
on local storage or on the server and loaded by the server
when a user hits a specific resource.
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else. CFET will a DAQ card thing becomes a DAQ device.
CFET with a HDF5 thing and a MongoDB manage thing
runs on a server enables user to access the archived data
and visualize the data in a browser. No matter if you are
trying to get the state of the DAQ card or the waveform
acquired by the DAQ card, it is always a RESTful API request but to the different URLs. You view those data using
the same application, the browser. The browser run the
same web page but it is populated with different widgets.
The system block diagram is show in Fig. 5. Beside that,
we also have implemented an OPC-UA thing that let others
to access PLCs using RESTful APIs and provide a web
HMI for PLCs. Later as more and more Things are developed, the CFET will become more useful.

Figure 5: The block diagram of the ECEI DAQ system. The
arrows are the data flows. The data flow inside and between CFET APP is handled by the CFET hub.

CONCLUSION

Figure 4: The flowchart shows the CFET returns different
result based on the request when access the resources and
generate suitable HMIs based on the resources.

APPLICATIONS
Currently CFET is at its early stage, and there are not
many real-world applications of it. But We did test it on JTEXT in real DAQ system. The ECEI diagnostic DAQ and
data archive system is build using only CFET and nothing

This work is aim for improve the interoperability of control systems. It does not invent ye another control system
protocol, but uses web standards for building a control system. First this work proposed an abstract control system
model. Control system are abstracted into access to different types of resources, such as status, configuration and
method. On top of this abstraction, HTTP RESTful API are
used to access all the resources. HTTP RESTful API may
not be as efficient as EPICS CA or DDS. The biggest advantage is that is interoperable across many platforms.
RESTful API is widely used and mature technology, this
allowed a variety of technology and devices can be integrated into a control system seamlessly and effortlessly. A
control system toolkit implementing the above design
called CFET is introduced. Using it an ECEI diagnostic
DAQ system are built.
The CFET is still at its early stage. Build a large experimental device with it is yet risky. However, as the experiment devices get larger and sophisticated, CFET could be
an option for future devices.
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FAULT TOLERANT, SCALABLE MIDDLEWARE SERVICES BASED ON
SPRING BOOT, REST, H2 AND INFINISPAN
W. Sliwinski*, K. Kaczkowski†, W. Zadlo††, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Control systems require several, core services for work
coordination and everyday operation. One such example is
Directory Service, which is a central registry of all access
points and their physical location in the network. Another
example is Authentication Service, which verifies caller’s
identity and issues a signed token, which represents the
caller in the distributed communication. Both cases are real
life examples of middleware services, which have to be always available and scalable. The paper discusses the design decisions and technical background behind these two
central services used at CERN. Both services were designed using the latest technology standards, namely
Spring Boot and REST. Moreover, they had to comply with
demanding requirements for fault tolerance and scalability.
Therefore, additional extensions were necessary, as distributed in-memory cache (Infinispan), or Oracle database mirroring using H2 database. Additionally, the paper will explain the tradeoffs of different approaches providing highavailability features and lessons learnt from operational usage.

information, which are necessary to obtain access to protected resources, including: username, account type, list of
roles, IP address and location name. AS provides several
different types of authentication: explicit (username and
password), location (trusted hosts by IP address), Kerberos [3] and SSO (SAML based Single-Sign On). This is
made possible by aggregating different authentication
mechanisms available at CERN and providing a common
REST API [4] to all users. Figure 1 depicts the service architecture:

INTRODUCTION
The potential for rapid growth of controls systems implies that every service has to be built to scale nearly instantly in response to growing requirements. CERN controls services are required to implement a high level of reliability, agility, and scale expected of modern computer
systems.
High availability is a quality that aims to increase the
time a service is available and it refers to systems that are
durable and able to operate continuously without failure for
a long time. It is generally achieved by scalability, failover
and monitoring.
Two important CERN controls services, namely Authentication Service and Directory Service are examples of central, core services, which have to be always available, even
during scheduled infrastructure upgrades or unexpected
failures of dependent services. Both services are used in
this paper to illustrate different architectural and design
choices aiming at providing highly available, fault tolerant
architecture, satisfying service requirements.

Authentication Service
Authentication Service (AS), at CERN part of the RBAC
[1, 2] infrastructure, is a central authority, which verifies
caller’s identity, be it a human or an application, and issues
a signed token, which represents the caller in the distributed communication. Users token holds several pieces of

Figure 1: Authentication Service architecture.
CERN’s controls middleware framework RDA3 [5] integrates with AS to provide security facilities (authentication and authorization) for RDA3 clients and servers.

Directory Service
Directory Service (DS) is a central registry of all access
points in the distributed control system (Fig. 2). It provides
up-to-date information about the actual physical location
of a device server in the network. This is possible, because
each device server has to register its current location during
the start-up phase. Additionally, DS resolves logical device
names to actual device servers and returns the location information to the client. Thanks to this, high-level applications don’t need to know any information related to a device server; only unique device name is sufficient to initiate
communication.
The RDA3 communication stack depends on DS for
server’s binding registration, device to server resolution
and server’s location and device lookup queries.

___________________________________________
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DS requires a great deal of data to be loaded into
memory in order to respond to user calls as fast as possible.
Depending on the need, the data can be cached in many
different ways.
A local cache is the simplest approach, when the data is
stored locally and its changes are not replicated. Another
option is a remote, central cache available to many users.
The major advantage of a centralized cache is that once the
data is loaded into the common data store it can be queried
by many clients.
In Tables 1 and 2, all evaluated cache products are summarized together with their main features.
Table 1: Comparison of Distributed Caches, Part 1
Figure 2: Directory Service architecture.

DESIGN FOR HIGH AVAILABILITY
Performance
Performance means system throughput under a given
workload for a specific time frame. It is an ongoing process
and not an end result. DS and AS have been designed taking into consideration scalability and reliability of hardware, software and network. Their requirements oblige to
handle hundreds of requests per second and to accommodate specific business requirements.

Infinispan

Ignite
TCP

Storage

JGroups
(TCP/UDP)
memory, db, file

Deployment

in-process

in-process, server

Strategy

replication,
distributed
Java, C++, Python

replication,
distributed
Java, C++, Python

Transport

Client API

Table 2: Comparison of Distributed Caches, Part 2

Communication Style
Communication between services and execution flow is
a fundamental decision for a distributed system. It can be
synchronous or asynchronous in nature. Both approaches
have their trade-offs and strengths.
Asynchronous communication allows for better use of
available system resources (CPU, threads) and is indispensable for scalable systems as it allows to serve more concurrent requests with less resources.
Synchronous communication is closely associated with
HTTP protocol and REST API. It is used for both AS and
DS REST clients. Synchronous communication leaves upstream services susceptible to cascading failure in a microservices architecture. If downstream services fail or even
worse, take too long to respond back, it might lead to client
breakdown. For DS, although all communication is over
HTTP/REST, it is necessary to use asynchronous serverside processing for registering new device server’s bindings to avoid the failure of application requests due to the
breakdown of one DS node. For AS, all update operations
on the database are done asynchronously to not block application threads in case of database failures.

Caching Architectures
Caching is a mandatory requirement for building scalable, resilient distributed systems. As data and applications
continue to get larger and faster, the data has to be available
instantly to users. Even with a relatively fast storage layer,
loading big amounts of data can take significantly more
time than the desired time to serve a user request.

memory, db, file

Hazelcast

EhCache

Redis

Transport

UDP, multicast

TCP

Storage
Deployment

memory,
db
in-process

Strategy

distributed

Client API

Java, C++,
Python

RMI, JMS,
JGroups
(TCP/UDP)
memory,
file
in-process,
server
replication,
distributed
Java

memory,
file
server
replication
Java, C++,
Python

For DS the chosen solution is an in-process cache combined by the Red Hat Infinispan cluster [6]. Its data is fully
replicated; therefore, every DS node has quick access to the
whole data set and all reads are always local. In the distributed cache approach, changes are replicated to a fixed number of nodes and reads request the value from at least one
of the owner nodes in the cluster.
On top of mentioned aspects, we differ also client-side
and server-side caching. Client-side approach can be observed with most web browsers and has the benefit of reducing network latency and remote storage I/O. It also protects a server from being overloaded from client requests.
Server-side caching on the other hand is by far the most
reliable and fastest method of caching available. It is useful
for high volume transactions that can be kept secure. It also
provides the highest degree of control over invalidation. In
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DS, both client-side (included in the client API library) and
server-side caching are employed.
Another important aspect that has to be considered is the
expiration policy for cached data. A solution implemented
in DS is a periodic refreshing of the whole data set. As an
alternative strategy, a time to live (TTL) on each record can
be set.

Data Replication
When the data set size is too large or it may grow with
an unpredictable rate, using a distributed, fully replicated
in-memory cache is not an optimal approach. The main
problem is that the whole data set might not fit into the
available system memory and moreover cache refresh operations may incur heavy network traffic due to significant
data size, which has to be transported to all cluster nodes.
This scenario is the case for AS where the configuration
data needed for operation might have very big size (>1GB).
Moreover, the data can be frequently changed by users and
therefore AS should always use the latest values. Therefore, a periodic upload of the whole data set into a common
cache, as in DS, is not an appropriate strategy as the cached
data would immediately become stale and that would cause
wrong results to user’s requests. However, in order to survive possible, temporary unavailability of the master database it was decided to investigate full data replication
mechanism into a local database instance, fully managed
by each AS node.
Table 3: Comparison of Embedded Databases, Part 1
H2

HSQLDB

Storage

memory, file

memory, file

Deployment

in-process,
server
high

in-process,
server
exact

procedure, trigger, sequence

procedure, trigger

Oracle syntax
similarity
SQL
support
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Every 15 minutes a new upload of the full data set is performed to update the local H2 instance on each AS node.
In operation, AS by default accesses the master database,
however when it becomes unavailable it switches immediately to the local H2 instance. Therefore, there is no failure
reported to end user as data is always available. Evidently,
locally replicated data could be outdated by a maximum of
15 minutes, but it is acceptable in view of achieving better
system availability.

Scalability
While performance is a measure of how efficiently an
application processes the requests, scalability is related to
how to divide and conquer the processing of incoming
tasks. Infinispan that has been chosen for implementing the
cache layer allows to discover neighboring instances on the
same local network and forms a cluster of multiple nodes.
Therefore, DS is able to scale horizontally and can be expanded at any time with additional nodes with identical
functionality, redistributing the load among all of them.
Similarly, AS distributes the load among all available
nodes. However, since every AS node has a direct access
to the datastore, additional nodes increase load on the database.

Load Balancing
Load balancing allows for distributing incoming requests among all healthy cluster nodes, so no single node
gets overloaded. It also provides an ability to self-heal after
a particular node becomes again available, without any service downtime for end users. Load balancing models can
be divided into server-side (Fig. 3) and client-side (Fig. 4).
Popular choices for server-side load balancing include
HAProxy [8], Nginx [9] and Amazon’s Elastic Load Balancer (ELB) [10].

Table 4: Comparison of Embedded Databases, Part 2
SQLite

Derby

Storage

memory, file

memory, file

Deployment

in-process

Oracle syntax
similarity
SQL
support

low

in-process,
server
medium

low

procedure, trigger, sequence

Finally, after an evaluation of several different products
H2 database [7] was chosen to implement a local, embedded database mirror (Table 3). It was configured to run as
a private in-memory database, with file-based storage.

Figure 3: Server-side load balancer.
Unfortunately, using a single central load balancer for an
entire service ecosystem can be a single point of failure,
leading to a failure of the entire service. Also, this single
load balancer can very quickly become a major bottleneck,
since all traffic to every microservice has to pass through
it. Another possibility is to use clustered multiple load-balancers, however, what has to be considered is that it comes
with a lot of additional configuration overhead. Another issue with central load balancers is scalability. Thus, for AS
and DS it has been decided to use client-side load balancing.
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There are multiple client-side solutions available on the
market. For the new DS Java client, the Netflix Ribbon [11]
product has been chosen. In this approach, load balancing
is fully distributed, with each client directly responsible for
routing requests to an available microservice (Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Client-side, in-process load balancer.
It simplifies service management and automatically
scales the system in accordance with the number of available instances and eliminates all single points of failure.
On the other hand, AS client uses a custom in-house
load-balancer, but it is planned to upgrade it to Netflix Ribbon as well. For C++ clients a custom solution based on
libcurl [12] was implemented with a similar functionality.

Redundancy
It is important to build enough redundancy into the system to ensure that the service does not fail. To improve the
availability, it is essential to eliminate all single points of
failure and create, using a server load balancer, clusters in
which all nodes are stateless and completely equivalent. A
successful microservice implementation has redundant
copies of each service.
There are some consequences from replicated nodes approach to managing data. Replication causes redundancy
across the data stores, as the same item of data is appearing
in multiple places. However, this allows the system to withstand errors and crashes in individual service nodes and
simplifies the architecture.
Both AS and DS clusters, are organized as replicated
load-balanced services, where every server node is identical to every other node and all are capable of supporting
the traffic. This approach has a major impact on a general
service reliability in case of unavailability of some server
nodes, e.g. due to: HW failure, OS upgrade, etc.

Failover
It is important to design critical services in a fail-safe
manner. In both AS and DS services fallback mechanisms
are used to fail gracefully when external services (e.g. database, LDAP [13]) are not available.
Health checks can help us detect failed hosts so the load
balancer can stop requests to them. A host can fail for many
reasons, such as simply being overloaded, the server process may have stopped running, it might have a failed deployment, or broken code to list a few reasons. We distinguish between passive and active health checks.
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In active health checks, the load balancer periodically
“probes” upstream servers by sending a special health
check request. If the response is not received back from the
upstream server, or if the response is not as expected, the
load balancer disables traffic to the server. In passive health
checks, the load balancer monitors real requests as they
pass through. If the number of failed requests exceeds a
threshold, it marks the host as unhealthy. In AS and DS
there are passive health checks with detecting the unhealthy server nodes. For AS and DS Java clients it was
implemented using Netflix Ribbon, similarly as for load
balancing mechanism. For C++ clients a custom solution
based on libcurl was implemented with similar functionality. If the request sent from a client fails, it is automatically
re-sent to another server nodes, and the previous one is
temporarily banned from further requests. This reduces the
load on the unhealthy node, and prevents resource exhaustion in the client.

Monitoring and Logging
One of the biggest challenges due to the very distributed
nature of microservices deployment is monitoring and logging of individual service nodes. Since both AS and DS are
Java based applications, JMX [14] was chosen to implement and expose service metrics. Additionally, many useful JMX metrics are already provided by Java platform and
dependent 3rd party components: Spring [15], Infinispan,
H2. Next, they are exposed and ingested by a Prometheus [16] server instance, which records them in a timeseries datastore. Prometheus allows for easy querying of
stored metrics and creation of alerts for detecting system
anomalies. This proved to be very efficient in both production and test environments to be able to spot errors before
they affect users. Next step was to configure monitoring
dashboards in Grafana [17] based on Prometheus data
source. Visually appealing dashboards in Grafana help to
get an overview of the services’ health and allow for browsing historical data, very much needed for issue troubleshooting.
Without monitoring in place, an operation team may run
into trouble managing a large-scale microservice. An efficient monitoring helps to understand the behavior of a system from a user experience point of view. This will ensure
that the end-to-end behavior is consistent and is in line with
what is expected by the clients.

CONCLUSIONS
Both services Authentication Service and Directory Service have successfully passed many testing phases, including: integration, performance and stability testing. Before
the final production deployment, the test setup ran continuously for several days without any problems proving that
the new, highly available system architecture can handle
reliably twice the production load. Finally, both services
were successfully commissioned and deployed in operation: Authentication Service in 2017 and Directory Service
in 2018.
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THE ELT M1 LOCAL CONTROL SOFTWARE:
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Abstract
This paper presents the ELT M1 Local Control Software.
M1 is the 39m primary mirror of the Extremely Large Telescope composed of 798 hexagonal segments. Each segment can be controlled in piston, tip, and tilt, and provides
several types of sensor data, totalling 24000 I/O points. The
control algorithm, used to dynamically maintain the alignment and the shape of the mirror, is based on three pipelined stages dedicated to collect the sensors' measurements,
compute new references, and apply them to the actuators.
Each stage runs at 500Hz and the network traffic produced
by devices and servers is close to 1.2 million UDP packets/s. The reliability of this large number of devices is improved by the introduction of a failure detection isolation
and recovery SW component. The paper summarizes the
main SW requirements, presents the architecture based on
a variation of the estimator/controller/adapter design pattern, and provides details on the implementation technologies, including the SW platform and the application framework. The lessons learned from deploying the SW on CPUs
with different NUMA architectures and from the adoption
of different testing strategies are also described.

One flower groups up to seven segments which are connected to a segment concentrator cabinet (SegC). There are
132 SegC cabinets and each cabinet hosts:
• the controllers for the field electronic devices (FE):
edge sensor (ES), position actuator (PACT), and warping harness (WH);
• a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and a power
supply unit (PSU) for power distribution control and
temperature monitoring;
• a network switch connecting the PLC and FE controllers to the sector distribution (SecD) network switch
that is connected to the computer room (CR).

INTRODUCTION
The European Southern Observatory is building the Extremely Large Telescope (ELT): one of the largest optical/near-infrared telescope in the world that will gather 13
times more light than the largest optical telescopes existing
today. The telescope is located on top of Cerro Armazones
in the Atacama Desert of northern Chile.
One key component of the ELT is the concave 39m primary mirror (M1) made of 798 quasi-hexagonal mirror
segments of approximately 1.45m in size. M1 segments are
controlled by the M1 Local Control System (M1LCS).
M1LCS prototyping activities started in 2011 with the
goal to validate and consolidate the system design [1]. Final design review was passed in October 2017 and one
month later started the development of the control SW. After less than 2 years of development, the first version of
M1LCS control SW is being released.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A detailed description of the M1 local control system is
given in [2]. The segmented primary mirror of the ELT
(Fig. 1), is composed of six sectors with 133 segments
each. Segments within a sector are organized in flowers.

Figure 1: M1 primary mirror made of 798 segments within
the ELT main structure.

Field Electronic Devices
The ES measure the relative out-of-plane (piston), and
in-plane translation displacements (gap, shear) of a segment with respect to its neighbours. Each segment is
equipped with six edge sensors with nm resolution.
The PACT are driving dynamically the segment in piston, tip and tilt in order to keep them aligned within the
required accuracy under variable load conditions and disturbances. They are high accuracy linear actuators attaining nm resolution along a stroke of 10mm with internal
feedback control.
The WHs are used to change the shape of the segment
by applying different axial support forces to the mirror segment. This is achieved by a set of nine motors integrated in
each segment support (Fig. 2).
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Figure 4: Redundant deterministic network topology connecting PLC/ES/WH/PACT to SegC, SecD, and CR.

Time Reference System
Figure 2: M1 Segment Assembly with ES, PACT, WH.

Power Distribution and Control
Within one flower, the power to the FE devices and the
SegC network switch is provided by a PLC connected to
the power supply unit. The PLC also monitors the temperatures, the door, and the maintenance switches of the SegC
cabinet (Fig. 3).

The M1LCS servers are synchronized to the observatory
time reference signal using the Precision Time Protocol
(PTP) [3]. The field electronic devices (ES, PACT, WH)
are synchronized with a UDP packet (SYNC), generated by
the M1LCS control SW, containing the observatory time.
The PLCs are synchronized using the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [4]. The PTP grandmaster and the NTP use the
same time reference generator.

REQUIREMENTS

Figure 3: Electronic components within a SegC cabinet:
PSU (in grey), PLC (in red), switch (bottom), and
ES/PACT/WH control modules (in yellow/blue/green).

Network Infrastructure
The M1LCS communication infrastructure consists of a
control network and a deterministic network. The control
network is used by the operators and the servers for the
non-real-time communication. The deterministic network
is used for the real-time traffic and it is based on a star topology connecting:
• the FE devices and PLCs to the 132 SegC 1G switches;
• the SegC switch to a SecD 10G switch;
• the SecD switches (one every two sectors) to the 10G
computer room (CR) switch;
• the servers to the computer room switch.
Deterministic network fault tolerance is improved by
adding redundant CR and SecD switches as illustrated in
Fig. 4.

The main responsibility of the M1LCS is to control and
monitor the 798 segments. M1LCS does not control the
shape of the whole M1. This task, called Figure Loop, is
assigned to the M1 Local Supervisor SW (M1LSV) that
uses the services provided by M1LCS to maintain a given
optical quality for the duration of the observation. The most
challenging SW requirements include:
• the generation and the distribution of the SYNC UDP
packet to the FE devices and to M1LCS servers every
2ms, with 10µs accuracy;
• the ability to receive, combine, and deliver the ES and
PACT measurements (1596 UDP packets) to the
M1LSV in less than 2ms;
• the distribution of the PACT reference positions (798
UDP packets), received from M1LSV, within 2ms;
• the periodic collection of the FE performance and telemetry messages (7182 UDP packages every 1 to 10s)
• the detection, isolation, and recovery of faulty ES
measurements. New synthetic ES measurements have
to be provided to M1LSV within 1s from the failure;
• the configuration management of 2394 FE devices,
132 PLCs, and 140 network switches.
As additional goal, the solution should minimize HW
and SW obsolescence costs by adopting widely used
COTS components and avoiding vendor specific solutions.
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ARCHITECTURE
The ELT Control Software Overview
The ELT Control SW is based on an hierarchical layered
architecture having at the top level the instrument driving
the observation and using the services provided by the telescope control SW (TCS). Within the TCS, a global supervisor (GSV) coordinates the work of each subsystems:
dome, telescope main axes, M1, M2, etc. Each subsystem
is made of two parts: the Local Supervisor (LSV) and the
Local Control Software (LCS). The LSV operates in the
telescope domain while LCS operates in the device domain. For example, the M1LSV is responsible for controlling and maintaining a certain optical quality of the whole
telescope primary mirror surface. The M1LCS, instead, is
in charge of controlling the M1 actuators and sensors making sure that the failure of a single component or segment
does not affect the operation of the complete system. Figure 5 shows a simplified version of the ELT SW layers.
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tor (mon) is an application that can monitor the measurements, status/health, and performance of one or more devices via the devAdapter. The devAdapter is a library translating the manager’s commands into the device protocol
and the information produced by the device into a protocol
understandable by the monitors. Monitors can store the received data in a “common database”, the Runtime DB, using the dbAdapter library. Managers can access information stored in the common Runtime DB via the
dbAdapter API.
Managers and monitors applications can be coordinated
(initialized, started, stopped) by a supervisor (e.g. M1LSV)
as illustrated in Fig. 7.

Figure 6: Adaptation of the State Analysis estimator-controller-adapter pattern.

Figure 5: A simplified view of M1LCS within the ELT
control SW (only M1 and M2 subsystems are shown).

Communication Patterns
One key aspect of the M1LCS system is the adoption of
UDP multicast for the distribution of measurements. This
allows to add any number of measurements recipients in
parallel simply by configuring a network switch. This approach introduces the possibility of scaling performance by
adding more servers (or more NICs within a server), improve robustness by adding redundant applications, measure performance and debug communication by adding
sniffers. Commands and references are, instead, sent via
UDP unicast. The M1LCS SW uses the request/reply communication pattern for the control flow and pub/sub for the
data flow.

Figure 7: Estimator-controller-adapter pattern with Supervisor.

Fault Detection, Isolation, and Recovery
In order to provide fault detection, isolation and recovery
functionalities, a dedicated manager (FDIRmgr), similar to
the goal monitor of State Analysis, has been introduced as
shown in Fig. 8.

Monitor, Controller, and Adapter Pattern
The M1LCS SW adopts some of the architectural patterns defined in State Analysis [5]. In particular, the estimator-controller-adapter pattern is used to distribute the responsibilities between device monitoring, device management, and device access as shown in Fig. 6. A manager
(mgr) is an application that can send commands to one or
more device via the device adapter (devAdapter). A moni-

Figure 8: Estimator-controller-adapter pattern with Supervisor and FDIR manager.
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The (LSV) supervisor distributes the commands to the
managers and the goals to achieve to the FDIR manager(s)
via a dedicated SetGoal command. The FDIR manager is
in charge of monitoring periodically the information written by the monitors in the Runtime DB and verify whether
the goals have been achieved or not. In case of missed
goals, the FDIR manager can start recovery actions by
sending commands to the managers. The (LSV) supervisor
is responsible for avoiding conflicts with the FDIR manager when sending commands to the other managers.
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Generic Application State Machine
Monitor and manager applications share the same basic
behaviour defined in Fig. 9 which consists of three states:
IDLE, RUNNING, and ERROR. IDLE means that the application has been launched and initialized. With the Start
command, the application enters the RUNNING state and
starts the working thread(s). For monitoring applications,
the working thread(s) are used to receive the measurements
via the device adapter library while for manager applications the working thread(s) send the commands to the devices.
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PLCs, PdcMgr to send commands to the PLCs,
PdcMon to collect information produced by the PLCs.
Network switches (NET) to manage the network
switches. It includes: NetAdapter library to talk to the
switches, NetMon to collect information on the
switches.
Fault Detection Isolation and Recovery (FDIR) to trigger alarms/corrective actions in case of faults. It includes: the FdirNpm library implementing a computationally expensive algorithm to detect invalid ES
measurements and the FdirMgr to process the information collected by all monitoring applications, detect
faults, and trigger alarms/corrective actions.
Common libraries to access the runtime DB, serialize/deserialize messages, to deal with system configuration, and other common services.
Tools containing engineering GUIs, scripts, and simulators used for testing.

IMPLEMENTATION
Application Stack
The M1LCS SW has been developed using the Rapid
Application Development framework (RAD) on top of a
Software Platform and the ELT Development Environment
as illustrated in Fig. 10.

Figure 9: Monitors and Managers application behaviour.

System Partitioning
The M1LCS SW has been partitioned into seven subsystems:
• Field Electronics (FE) to manage ES/PACT/WH devices. It includes: FeAdapter library to talk to devices,
FeMeasMon to collect the measurements, FeRefMgr
to send the references, FeInfoMon to collect the performance and telemetry messages, FeCmdMgr to send
commands, FeConfig to deal with devices configuration.
• Sync (SYNC) to synchronize M1LCS devices and applications. It includes: PtpAdapter to retrieve PTP
time, SyncAdapter to receive the SYNC message,
SyncMgr to generate the SYNC UDP message, SyncMon to collect period and jitter statistics on the SYNC
message.
• Power Distribution and Control (PDC) to manage
PLCs. It includes: PdcAdapter library to talk to the

Figure 10: M1LCS SW application stack.
The ELT Development Environment [6] includes:
• OS: Linux CentOS with RT patch (CERN distribution)
• Languages: GCC C/C++, Python
• Building system: waf + ESO wtools
• Documentation: doxygen
• Unit tests: Google Tests, Unittest
• Integration tests: Robot Framework
• Continuous Integration: Jenkins
• Configuration Management: SVN
• Deployment: Nomad/Consul
• Other Tools: cpplint, cppcheck, valgrind, pylint
The Software Platform provides services common to all
M1LCS applications. Since the official ELT Software Platform, the Core Integration Infrastructure, has not been released yet, a temporary platform, which includes the components described in Table 1, has been selected.
All M1LCS applications shares the same design defined
by RAD, the application framework developed by ESO.
RAD is a toolkit that allows to quickly create event driven
applications based on the Software Platform described
MOBPP04
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above and with the support of a state machine engine. RAD
provides an event loop based on Boost.Asio [7] integrated,
via AZMQ [8], with ZeroMQ [9] to be able to react to incoming requests/replies and pub/sub topics. RAD encapsulates ZMQ messages into events which are injected into a
state machine engine based on an SCXML interpreter [10].
Events are defined using a Domain Specific Language
(DSL). The SCXML state machine definition can be generated from UML/SysML models using the COMODO
tool [11]. For example, the application behavior shown in
Fig. 9 is converted into an SCXML model which is loaded
and interpreted at run-time. The initial version of a RAD
based application is generated from pre-defined templates
using the Cookiecutter tool [12].
Table 1: M1LCS Temporary Software Platform
Service
Messaging

Configuration
Runtime
DB
Logging
Erorr Handling
Alarms
GUI

Product
ZeroMQ
OPC-UA
Goolge
ProtoBuf
YAML
Redis
EasyLogging
N/A
N/A
PySide2

Description
Request/reply, pub/sub.
PLC communication.
Message serialization/deserialization.
Based on local files +
Redis.
In memory key-value
store (Redis).
Local logging.
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• Two NICs on the same server: one dedicated to receive
ES measurements and one to receive PACT measurements and send PACT references.
• Intel Ethernet Flow Director to steer the incoming
packets to different network queues [14].
• NIC interrupts affinity to pin network interrupts to specific CPU cores [15].
• RAW sockets configured with the PACKET_FANOUT option [16] to distribute the packets arrived on a
given CPU core to a well-defined FeAdapter thread.
• Isolated CPU cores by applying the real-time profile to
specify which core should not be used by the OS.
Cores to be isolated have to be selected considering the
NUMA architecture of the servers with the goal of
minimizing the memory access latency/distance between the memory used by NIC/PCI, the cores executing the interrupt handlers, and the cores running the
FeAdapter threads.
• Setting some BIOS options and OS services: configure
memory channel interleaving (all memory channels
should be occupied), hyper-threading disabled, irqbalance service disabled.
Figure 11 shows the flow of the incoming ES/PACT
measurement UDP packets to specific FeAdapter threads.

Based on exceptions.
Based on Runtime DB
QT for Python

Runtime DB
M1LCS applications exchange data such as measurements, status, statistics, etc., using pub/sub communication
pattern. The Runtime DB adapter libraries provide two
ways of publishing information:
• over shared-memory for the low-latency transfer of
ES/PACT measurements from M1LCS to M1LSV.
• over ZMQ to transfer non real-time information between M1LCS applications and GUIs and M1LSV.
Moreover, M1LCS applications publish information to
Redis [13] to make the system observable. Information
stored in Redis can be used to: debug the system, provide
data to the GUIs, and get a complete overview of the system status. Redis is also used to store some global system
configuration parameters such as the communication parameters to talk to the devices.

Figure 11: Ethernet packets flow.
The FeAdapter library is the result of previous prototyping activities [17] and it is used by the FeMeasMon and the
FeRefMgr applications. The FeMeasMon combines the
ES/PACT measurements received by the FeAdapter
threads into a vector which is written to the sharedmemory. The LSV Figure Loop controller reads from the
shared-memory the measurements and computes the new
PACT references. The resulting vector is written into
shared-memory and used by the FeRefMgr to send, via the
FeAdapter, the new positions to the PACT devices. This
three-stage activity (measurements acquisition, references
computation, references distribution) is pipe-lined as illustrated in Fig. 12.

Enabling the Figure Loop
The core of the M1LCS SW is represented by the FeAdapter library. This library, using a standard Linux network
stack, is able to receive 798000 UDP pkt/s from the ES and
PACT devices and, at the same time, send 399000 UDP
pkt/s to the PACT devices. This is achieved by using:

Figure 12: Figure Loop stages.
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The FeAdapter library is also used by FeInfoMon application to receive telemetry and performance messages produced by the ES, PACT, and WH devices at a lower rate
(4788 pkts/s).

Fault Detection, Isolation, and Recovery
FDIR is implemented as a manager application with a
RUNNING state specialized with orthogonal regions [18].
Each region defines the state of an evaluator using the
EVAL_ENABLED and EVAL_DISABLED sub-states.
Each evaluator is implemented with a dedicated thread
that, when enabled (i.e. in the EVAL_ENABLED state), is
responsible for evaluating one or more goals.
A goal represents a condition to monitor. It is described
by an identifier, a time interval indicating when to evaluate
the goal, a flag to indicate whether the goal has to be evaluated or not, and a status flag indicating whether the goal
is satisfied, i.e. the condition to monitor is satisfied, or not.
Goals are enabled, disabled and configured via the SetGoal
command.
When a goal is enabled, the associated evaluator thread
will subscribe to the topic(s) published by M1LCS monitoring applications and required to evaluate the goal; then
it will periodically compute the goal status. If the goal is
not satisfied, an alarm containing the reason is published.
In the case of faulty ES, the evaluator provides also an estimation of the expected ES measurement to avoid breaking the Figure Loop.

Figure 13: m1StatusGui

Configuration Management
M1LCS SW provides dedicated applications to retrieve,
compare, and apply the configuration of the HW under
control. For the FE devices, FeConfig application uses the
FeCmdMgr to get/set, asynchronously, the ~50 parameters
of the 2394 devices. For the TwinCAT PLCs [19], a dedicated application, TcPutty, has been developed to configure
and download the PLC code to all 132 PLCs. Similarly, the
NetConfig application has been implemented to get/set the
140 network switches configuration files.

Graphical User Interfaces
Engineering panels have been developed in Python using
PySide2 [20]. They retrieve information to be displayed by
polling Redis or by subscribing to ZMQ topics. Commands
are sent to the applications via the ZMQ request interface.
The following GUIs have been developed:
• dbBrowser to read, write, monitor, and record Redis
keys/values.
• m1StatusGui to monitor M1LCS SW applications and
send commands. It can be configured with the applications to monitor, the Redis attributes to display and
plot, and the commands/parameters to send (Fig. 13).
• m1ExecGui to execute scripts based on sequences of
commands.
• m1MonitorGui to monitor M1LCS devices.
• m1SegmaintenaceGui to follow up segments maintenance operations (Fig. 14).

Figure 14: m1SegmaintenanceGui.

Simulators
Since the final number of devices, network switches, and
PLCs will be available only during integration at the observatory, quite some effort was invested in the development
of simulators and testing tools to be able to properly verify
the M1LCS SW. To validate the performance requirements,
the following tools have been developed:
• Traffic Generator: this application is able to generate
the full (or a subset of) M1 ES/PACT/WH UDP traffic
including measurements, announce, telemetry, and
performance packets within the time constraint of the
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real devices. It uses 4 ports of a 10G NICs to send the
packets. The content of the packets is configurable.
• Figure Loop: this application is a simple implementation of LSV Figure Loop control algorithm.
To verify interfaces and for scalability tests, the following simulators have been developed:
• ES, PACT, WH device simulators used to test the interface between M1LCS and the FE devices.
• PLC simulator to simulate the 132 PLCs.
For the simulation of the network switches the SNMP
Simulator tool [21] has been adopted.

DEPLOYMENT
M1LCS SW can be deployed on one or more servers depending on the performance to be achieved. Since the low
latency interface between M1LCS and M1LSV is implemented via shared memory, enough server resources have
to be reserved to M1LSV to execute the control algorithm.
We tested different deployment scenarios: some based
on servers equipped with dual CPU Intel Xeon E5-2699
2.3GHz, for a total of 2 NUMA nodes and 36 cores, and
others based on servers with dual CPU AMD EPYC 7551
2.0GHz, for a total of 64 cores and 8 NUMA nodes [22].
All servers have dedicated 10G NIC(s) to connect to the
deterministic network. The best results were obtained using the AMD EPYC running on CPU-0 the M1LCS
FeMeasMon and FeRefMgr applications and on CPU-1 the
M1LSV Figure Loop control algorithm simulator. The
eight cores associated to NUMA node 0 were left to the OS
and to low priority threads while all the other cores were
isolated. FeMeasMon was running the receiving threads on
cores associated to NUMA nodes 1 and 2. FeRefMgr was
running the sender threads on NUMA node 3. We used two
10G NICs installed on the PCIe slot connected to NUMA
node 1 and 2 respectively: one to receive the ES measurements, the other to receive the PACT measurements and
send PACT references. The Figure Loop simulator was
configured to use eight worker threads to run in parallel
matrix-vector multiplications plus one thread to combine
the partial results. Each worker thread was running alone
on one AMD EPYC die (also called zeppelin) to increase
memory bandwidth (i.e. less conflicts when accessing the
memory channels). Using only one core every four may
seems a waste of resources but it increased dramatically the
performance.
Currently, the M1LCS SW is deployed on VMs for local
development and in M1 laboratory to verify performance,
scalability, and interfaces. The lab deployment consists of
a SegC cabinet with 7 WH and 7 ES controllers, PLC/PSU,
SegC network switch, a SecD switch, a CR switch, and five
servers running M1LCS applications. In addition, one
server is dedicated to the Traffic Generator simulator and
one PC with a 10G Myricom is used as a sniffer. Servers in
the lab are provided with PTP time reference signal.
It is foreseen to add an additional deployment setup to
control a small scale M1 made of seven segments fully
equipped with ES/PACT/WH sensors and actuators connected to a dedicated SegC cabinet.
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TESTING AND RESULTS
Testing Strategies
M1LCS SW is integrated with the ESO ELT continuous
integration (CI) infrastructure based on Jenkins. CI is triggered every time a modification is archived and it executes
691 unit tests and 127 integration tests. For the PLC code
a special unit test infrastructure has been developed inhouse.
In addition to the CI tests, system validation tests, to be
executed in M1 laboratory, have been developed to verify
performance, interfaces, and scalability. They use the traffic generator and Figure Loop simulator to measure control
loop latencies, and the ES/PACT/WH simulators to test
scalability and interfaces.
In parallel to the testing activities carried out at ESO, the
M1LCS SW is verified and validated also by an independent contractor.

Performance
Both Intel and AMD servers comply with the 2ms spec.
Using the AMD Epyc processor, sensor’s measurements
can be acquired in ~1.4ms, new references can be computed in <0.8ms and sent to the actuators in <0.8ms. With
respect to the Intel, the AMD gains 1.2ms on the computation stage while it loses 0.4ms in acquisition (Fig. 15). CPU
cores load is always below 50% for AMD, and below 60%
for the Intel
.

Figure Loop Simulation
Time (ms)
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Figure 15: Intel/AMD comparison of latency for each stage
of the Figure Loop simulation.
The jitter on SYNC UDP packet measured by the sniffer
is ±12µs, close to the ±10µs spec.
FDIR most demanding algorithm to detect wrong ES
measurements can run on one isolated core/single thread in
11ms which is well below the 1s requirement and can be
improved by scaling on more cores/threads.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have summarized the main characteristics of the M1LCS SW and the results obtained so far on
two type of servers. The achieved performance confirms
the theoretical analysis on the Figure Loop control algorithm complexity: the problem is limited by the memory
bandwidth and not by the CPU. The AMD solution has
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been selected since it provides a flexible NUMA architecture. This flexibility can be used to further improve the system performance.
The SW architecture based on the estimator-controlleradapter pattern and the goal monitoring approach for FDIR
showed to be robust and fulfilling the requirements. It was
flexible enough to accommodate unforeseen implementation problems and requirement modifications.
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DYNAMIC CONTROL SYSTEMS: ADVANTAGES AND CHALLENGES
S. Rubio-Manrique, G. Cuni, ALBA Synchrotron, Cerdanyola del Vallés, Spain
Abstract
The evolution of Software Control Systems
introduced the usage of dynamically typed languages like
Python or Ruby that helped Accelerator scientists to
develop their own control procedures on top of the
standard control system. This new high-level layer of
scientist-developed code is prone to continuous change
and no longer restricted to fixed types and data structures
as low-level control systems used to be. This provides
great advantages for scientists but also big challenges for
the control engineers, that must integrate these dynamic
developments into existing systems like user interfaces,
archiving or alarms.

INTRODUCTION
ALBA [1], member of the TANGO Collaboration [2], is
a third generation synchrotron light source in Barcelona,
Europe. It provides synchrotron light since 2012 to users
in its 8 beamlines, with 4 more in different stages of
construction.
As a core member of the TANGO Control System
Community [3], ALBA controls team has participated in
the development of several tools and libraries shared
across all institutes participating in the collaboration. Our
main areas of development have been experiment control,
GUI toolkits, alarm systems, archiving, simulation and
dynamic user interfaces and device servers.

the control system, which required intervention from the
Control team. These effects will be later explored in this
paper, as well as the strategies used to cope with them.

Users as Developers
Despite the strategies that can be adopted from control
and computing teams to keep up with control system
changes, there’s a fact that escapes from control teams
and it’s common for most scientific institutions: operators
and scientists develop code on their own.
This fact has a practical explanation: most scientific
careers include programming background, and the gap
between programming and scientific languages is
becoming smaller. Scientists feel enabled to translate to
code their own ideas, and motivated scientists and long
downtimes or operation shifts often lead to new toolkits
or libraries developed by operators, scientists or users to
enhance their daily work. These new tools often evolve
from simple diagnostic tools to feedback control loops
and GUI applications (Fig. 1), thus becoming at some
point part of the control system. Sometimes it’s a hard
task for the Control engineers to adapt them to the
integration/deployment workflows of the in-house
controls team.

Control Systems in Modern Accelerators
Within the TANGO Community there are two clear
different trends on developing accelerators control
applications. Some of the institutes (ESRF, SOLEIL,
Elettra, DESY) provide compact and uniform sets of
applications to operators, applications mostly developed
by control engineers. The newer institutes instead
(ALBA, MaxIV, Solaris) have gradually taken a different
path towards dynamically generated applications or userdeveloped interfaces on top of frameworks developed and
deployed by the controls engineers [4].
This change has been gradual, as Java-based
frameworks in TANGO already allowed some modularity
and customizing of applications (ATKWidgets, JDraw),
but the key factor has been the widespread usage of
scripting languages (Matlab, Python) by accelerator
scientists to write their own diagnostics and control
software. An example of this practice is the Matlab
Middle Layer [5] framework for accelerators control, that
has become widely spread in the accelerators community,
being used at ALBA to manage the Slow Orbit Feedback
system [6].
Those scripting frameworks became a de-facto parallel
control system and, although providing advantages to
accelerator and beamlines scientists, but soon presented
challenges in performance and unexpected behaviours in

Figure 1: Taurus [4] GUI created by ALBA operators to
manage the insertion/extraction of an infrared mirror.
To mitigate the cost of living with user-developed
applications, three options can be adopted: forbid them to
do it, give them total freedom, or adapt the Control
System to their needs so they can continue developing but
in a safer and more integrated way. Although the first
option is the safest for the integrity of the Control System,
it was not realistic nor acceptable for advanced users, so
we started moving towards the third option, the design
and development of a Dynamic Control System.
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DYNAMIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
The definition of what is a Control System it’s highly
dependent on the context, as the scope of that definition
may change dramatically when comparing the systems
engineering approach versus the computer science
approach or what is finally understood in our scientific
institutes. A simple definition would be that “a control
system manages, commands, directs, or regulates the
behaviour of other devices or systems”. In a similar way,
an SCADA, term that is also used together with Control
System, would be defined as a “control system
architecture that uses programmable logic controllers,
computers, networks and graphical user interfaces for
high-level process supervisory management”.
As a scientific institution, our main “process” or
activity from the user point of view is to provide the
environment to perform experiments and tools for the
acquisition and processing of data, but also to control
several parallel processes (vacuum, radiofrequency,
motion, cooling, protection, …) that will provide, enable
or interfere directly or indirectly with experiment. But,
experiments are not static processes, users may change
daily (or every few hours), each with its different needs
and targets of study. In the same way, our machines are
subject to continuous upgrade, much more frequent that in
most industry environments and many times subject to
regression due to obsolescence or incompatibilities
between the different elements to integrate.
So, let’s say, that control systems in scientific
institutions tend to be “dynamic” by definition.
Dynamics, understood as “marked by usually continuous
and productive activity or change”, and thus requiring a
continuous update to match experiment needs.
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when an existing element changes its interface, the way in
which system variables are presented to the rest of the
control system. These changes may be motivated for
different reasons:
● A hardware upgrade, when same applications must
manage newer devices that differ from the existing
abstract class (e.g., IOT vs Solid-State RF plants).
● A software upgrade, when the communication
strategy becomes different for a set of devices
(moving from serial line devices to TCP-IP
protocols, moving from a client-polling based system
towards an event-based system).
● New ways to operate, accelerator technologies
evolve, and we the user requires new functionalities
that were not expected in the initial specification (e.g.
new injection modes on a Linac).
One of the key advantages of the TANGO Control
System is that it informs clients of the public and private
interfaces of devices (Attributes, Commands and Property
Lists, as well as its User/Expert level access) as well as of
any change of it (via the InterfaceChange Event). This
type of event may be triggered by devices whenever its
interface changes on runtime, thus while executing the
device control. This feature allows to generate and update
device control panels on runtime (Fig. 2).

Control Adapted to Change
The first way in which we started adding dynamicity to
our control systems is in the variability of attribute
numbers for a given hardware. How many temperature
readings we will require for a certain beamline? This
number can be specified at design phase, but it will surely
change with time as more diagnostic needs (or more
elements) will appear. Thus, it is a reasonable assumption
to consider that the number of temperatures to acquire
will be variable.
Variability in attributes can be achieved in several
ways: using arrays that vary in size (that may be a
headache for clients or archiving), using by default an
array much bigger than needed (thus a burden “just in
case”) or creating new attributes as they are needed
(which implies some self-discovery or continuous update
on clients).

Auto-generation
The previously described case of “dynamicity” is based
on adding bigger numbers, or copies, of a kind of variable
that already exist in our system.
The most challenging type of dynamicity appears when
completely new elements appear in our system, or even

Figure 2: Different panels automatically generated for
different types of devices in TANGO.

ADVANTAGES
User Scripts vs Dynamic Control Systems
Accelerator scientists (and physicists in general) had a
long tradition of using mathematics-oriented programming languages like FORTRAN or MATLAB to develop
their own calculation frameworks for machine designing.
These frameworks have evolved to provide not only
calculations and simulations, but real application in the
development of control loops (as in ALBA’s slow orbit
feedback system, managed using Matlab Middle Layer
framework and the TANGO-Matlab binding). But, the
main disadvantage of these frameworks is that, as an
external client not fully integrated in the Control System,
they may not take into account its effects on the control
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system in terms of cpu and memory usage, overall
performance or long-term stability.
Providing a Dynamic Control System to the users can
be seen as an opportunity to integrate these custom-made
control processes into the standard control system, while
still providing flexibility to scientist to develop their own
code. At ALBA, we have managed to migrate many
operation scripts from Matlab to Python, using our own
Taurus [7] or Fandango [8] API’s on top of PyTango [9].
This enables control engineers to encapsulate how usermade code is executed, and tune or limit the resources
used by user applications to avoid effects on the
performance of the standard Control System.
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database and allow users to build their own control tools
by methods as simple as drag and drop. At ALBA it is
achieved using the Taurus framework, that provides
simple ways to create customized device panels and
different views depending on user’s context.
These user-made applications do not only provide
direct access to devices data but also to the several
services associated to the Control System. Access to
Archiving [11] and Alarms [12, 13] is granted via python
API’s that allow to manage a complete control system
from a single application [14] (Fig. 4).

Composing and Prototyping on Runtime
This later case occurs when temporary installations or
prototypes are introduced in the machine, and later on
refactored or adapted to the definitive control
infrastructure. As an example, at ALBA it occurred during
the migration an upgrade of our RF Plants to solid-state
amplifiers or new FPGA-based control loops. We had
enabled different diagnostic devices to be editable by
users and accelerator scientists, in a way in which
scientists were able to modify those devices in order to
match their different needs or the variables required by
their mathematical models while also providing controls
services like archiving or alarms.
These devices are divided into Façades, devices that
provide a high-level interface over one or several
hardware-related devices, or Composers, devices that
summarize a large set of elements (like all the Ion Pumps
in a machine sector) as one single element. Both kinds of
devices provide attributes based on formulas (Fig. 3) that
can be edited and updated by scientists on runtime
without the need of a Control Engineer.
The same approach has been used in the development
of simulator devices [10] for testing and prototyping
purposes, as its versatility allows to duplicate almost any
existing device in the Control System.

Figure 4: Vacuum Control Application,
perspectives with auto-generated panels.

different

Providing a framework to users to build their own
applications has reduced the load on Control Engineers,
as small changes in applications can be directly done by
users to adapt to their own needs, including those changes
that vary depending on the current mode of operation.
Thanks to this versatility, only really complex or
performance-demanding applications require now the
involvement of a Controls Engineer. As technology and
scientific demands continue to increase, Control
Engineers workload has not been reduced, but can be
dedicated to most demanding projects.

CHALLENGES
Cost and Consequences of Dynamicity

Figure 3: Declaration of Dynamic Attributes as properties
in the Tango Database.

User-made Interfaces
The TANGO Database provides a repository with all
Devices and Attributes available in the Control System,
and the configuration parameters for its proper
visualization. This centralized repository allows to
develop GUI frameworks with capabilities to explore the

Continuous change and improvement in our institutes
imply that the controls development team is periodically
working on keeping up with the changes and upgrades in
the installation. The tasks to keep the system up-to-date
will include modifying graphical applications, tuning
services like Archiving and Alarms and updating cabling
databases and any other repositories of hardware
information. New device classes must be integrated in the
existing system, and it may trigger the need to adapt the
existing abstract classes to include features that were not
previously taken into account.

Unbalanced Load
A common solution for coping up with a changing
system is developing applications and services that are
capable of detecting and adding new devices as soon as
they are added to the Control System database.
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This approach has many advantages and reduces the
time needed to have devices available in applications
when needed. But if the system is not able to scale
properly, performance will be degraded gradually on time.
These effects are easily noticeable in slower
applications, that become more and more bloated as the
number of devices increase, and on services like
Archiving that may get saturated once the number of
inserted Attributes reaches the higher limits. The use of
regular expressions or automated scripts to introduce
elements in the Control System may be dangerous if all
the tools do not take into account the increase in the
service load.
Another kind of effects may appear when dynamically
generated clients start saturating the hardware devices
running below the Control System. The proliferation of
“hidden” services (e.g., Alarms, Archiving, Composers,
Façades) that are permanently accessing the controlled
Devices could start to generate CPU usage problems if the
system is not properly tuned. In the worst case, too many
services accessing a Device will completely block it and
impede any other client to access it.

Ghosts
Performance issues do not only occur when adding new
elements into the system, but also when removing them.
The effect of removing an element without properly
updating databases and clients will immediately trigger
problems in performance, as there’s no worst task that
searching for something that is not there anymore.
These performance issues may include timeouts on
trying to establish connection, or long searches through
the database in the case of not removing properly all the
fields related to a device that is no longer present in the
system.

Uncontrolled Code
Control Teams in most institutions have gradually
adopted several strategies to maintain their code in a
sustainable way. Continuous Integration and testing are
widely spread, and Version Control is a must that no
software team can avoid. But this is not the case of our
software users. Although scientists develop code, they
often do not know about common tools like SVN or Git,
and sometimes even do not have access to the internal
repositories of the institution. The code developed by
Control System users may remain within operators’ home
directories, sometimes without regular backups or a
regular control of changes from the last stable version.
This case is also valid for the code of generated
applications or the formulas introduced in Dynamic
Devices or the Alarm system; which are saved into
databases and may not provide a history of changes if it is
not introduced in the early design of the database
(fortunately, TANGO did it).
The increase of user-developed code in our institution
has gone in parallel to our demands to have better
integration of testing in our development workflow. The
difficulty to locate and verify the user code on each
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system upgrade is also a common cause of unexpected
errors on software packages that were completely tested
before delivery; sometimes because design updates or
changes in API that were taken into account in Controls
Team software couldn’t be verified on users’ code.

STRATEGIES TO KEEP UP
Python-based Control Systems
The development of a Dynamic Control System is
enabled and shaped by the programming languages used
on it. The TANGO core is written in C++, but supports an
increasing number of bindings (Labview, Matlab, C,
Python, Java). PyTango, the TANGO Python binding, is a
wrapper developed on top of TANGO C++ Core libraries
that provides all the functionality of TANGO and
introduces multiple advantages on the development
workflow.
Amongst other, some of the main advantages over other
languages like C++ or Java are: dynamically typing (so
more accessible to occasional programmers), most objects
are mutable (can be loaded, modified and executed in
runtime without compiling), and provides many already
existing libraries and frameworks for managing scientific
data (numpy, scipy, pymca, …).
PyTango also offers what is called the TANGO High
Level API, an extremely simplified syntax for developing
both TANGO clients and device servers. This API does
not only reduce the required time to develop a device
server, but also opened the possibility to write control
applications to scientific users with certain programming
background.
Today, most of the Device Servers and all Graphical
User Interfaces (GUIs) at ALBA are developed in Python
[15]. Most of them are not written directly over PyTango
but using one of several python toolkits: Sardana (for
experiment control), Taurus (for User Interfaces) and
Fandango (for functional programming and dynamic
device servers).

Dynamic Device Servers
Dynamic Attributes (variable numbers of attributes
depending on device configuration) are one of the
features that TANGO provides when developing a new
Device Class. In addition, the Fandango library provides a
template for adding new attributes depending on formulas
written and executed on runtime.
These formula-based attributes, used by Composers and
Façades and also in the PANIC Alarm System [16]
devices, are often used to generate statistics, summaries
or conditions depending on the combination of several
Attributes and mathematical expressions. Attributes from
different Devices or systems can be combined to create
new results or states, that become available to all TANGO
services and clients, even higher-level composers that
may use this values to generate the global machine status.
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Applications Generated Automatically

Control System Profiling, Sandboxing

Applications like PANIC, Taurus Archiving Browser or
EPICS ChannelFinder are good examples of how a simple
regular expression or search can be converted in a fully
functional display of information. Based on the same
approach, User Interfaces can be built automatically to
summarize the information relative to all devices
belonging to a same class (e.g., Power Supplies). This
feature is enabled thanks to the TANGO Database, that
allows to perform queries to extract all Devices matching
a given name filter, class or host location.
This mechanism of auto-generation also allows to
implement fast checks of the status of the system, or to
verify its integrity detecting any change that do not match
with the previously recorded state.

The dynamic behaviour of the system may cause some
peaks in demand due to the elastic nature of the system,
and the potential capacity of clients to affect devices
performance. Although most institutes already deploy
specific software to monitor memory, cpu and disk usage
in their control hosts; some additional tools may help to
detect and diagnose problems in the Control System.
At ALBA, we use the ProcessProfiler device server to
track the most demanding processes in control hosts,
providing the resulting statistics as TANGO attributes that
can be archived or notified using the standard Archiving
and Alarm systems.
TANGO already provides information regarding
processes running on each host, the polling threads of
each device and the times needed and available to read all
required attributes. Each device also provides a Blackbox
command to enumerate all the clients connected it and the
type of operation requested.
But, as a best strategy to prevent performance
degradation to be spread across the system, we separate
critical and non critical devices in different systems. So,
all protection systems are run by PLCs (static control
system), critical Linux machines run on its own physical
PC hardware and all dynamic devices are executed
instead in dedicated virtual machines, ensuring that its
performance do not affect any critical system managed by
the same Linux host. We also export some control
systems as read-only, using Composer devices as singledirection gateways. This is used with web applications
(Fig. 5) to ensure that the system cannot be affected in
any way by external client’s performance or demands.

Dynamic Load Balancing
The first versions of Alarm [16] and Archiving [17]
systems at ALBA were tied to specific subsystem
configuration, what we call a dedicated service system.
This approach has been kept for the oldest (and most
critical) parts of the control system. But, for the newest
parts of the control system we have adopted load
balancing strategies.
To do so, we keep the dedicated system but not
specifying directly attribute names, but attribute filters in
the shape of regular expressions. It allowed to split the
archiving of each subsystem in different databases while
not enforcing to know the name of all attributes in
advance.
In parallel, for each of the subsystem databases, the
Archiving configuration API distributes the new attributes
between the available data collectors based on the current
load of each of them. Thus, providing the desired
behaviour without compromising load balancing.
But, this mechanism of load balancing is highly
dependent on enforcing a strict naming convention for the
whole TANGO database. In the same way that we enabled
a dynamic system it must be always accompanied with
restrictions, to ensure that it will be consistent and
maintainable in the medium term.

User Training and Version Control Enforcement
At ALBA, we have done several trainings for scientists
and operators, to ensure that best practices are used and
prevent future issues with code health, thus reducing the
gap between control engineers and scientific users.
Trainings have been done for both operators and scientists
groups, either on python and git best practices or on how
to use tools and libraries properly to not affect the overall
system performance using ALBA version control
repositories.
In the case of already existing or legacy user-code, we
used two different options to track history:
● TANGO database, keeping history of last changes.
● filesystem-based version control, using snapshots
provided by storage supplier, or open alternatives
like gitfs [18].

Figure 5: Machine Status Web Application [19], running
on top of Composer devices running on virtual hosts.
In addition, we are migrating gradually our subsystems
from a periodic polling approach towards event-based
communications between devices and clients. Setting
TANGO devices as the master allows to mitigate the
possible effects of clients on hardware devices and
reduces the required CPU usage. But this strategy should
be accompanied with event filtering, as sudden event
bursts that saturate the system.
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper has explored the characteristics, advantages
and challenges of introducing dynamic or userprogrammed elements in control systems, as well as the
different strategies that are being applied at ALBA to
improve its usage.
The usage of user-tailored systems is going to increase
gradually, becoming very attractive to users. This
motivated that TANGO-managed scientific institutes that
started operation or development in the last 10 years have
adopted Python as its main programming language for
both control and scientific developments.
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20 YEARS OF WORLD CLASS TELESCOPE
CONTROL SYSTEMS EVOLUTION
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Abstract
This paper analyzes the evolution of control systems for
astronomical telescopes. We look through the lens of three
world class telescopes: Gemini, GTC and GMT. The first
two are in operation for twenty and ten years respectively,
whilst the latter is currently under construction. These facilities have a planned lifetime of 50+ years, therefore obsolescence management is a key issue to deal with. For the
telescopes currently under operation, their real-time distributed control systems were engineered using state-ofthe-art software and hardware available at the time of their
design and construction. GMT and newer telescopes are no
different in this regard, but are aiming to capitalize on the
experiences of the previous generations so they can be better prepared to support their operations. We will compare
and contrast software and hardware infrastructure choices
including operating systems, middleware and user interfaces with a particular focus on obsolescence management.

INTRODUCTION
Every facility in the world, be it an industrial manufacturing plant or scientific installation, relies fundamentally
on a control system to maintain optimal levels of performance. In addition to maintaining the control system as it
evolves over time, support engineers must also remain informed of new technology as it becomes available to make
careful adoption decisions balancing performance and stability. Telescopes are no different in this matter, and thus
we present two decades of telescope control system evolution with examples from three telescopes at different stages
in their life-cycle.
A telescope environment can be divided into three main
control systems: the Telescope Control System, the Enclosure Control System and Support Systems. The Telescope
Control System manages the main optics and its support
structure. The Enclosure Control System controls the
dome, bearing systems and safety infrastructure. Finally,
the Support Systems manage climate control, wave front
sensors and remote observations infrastructure.
The analysis is limited to three observatories which we
consider a fair representation of the evolution of telescope
control systems. We know we are not covering the full observatory universe and thus we try to compensate for this
fact by presenting our conclusions in a technology-agnostic way.
In the next sections we will provide a short description
of each observatory to provide a proper context. Later the
most meaningful comparison points will be discussed with
____________________________________________

* tgaggstatter@gemini.edu

a closing paragraph in each section summarizing the lessons learned on that topic.

CONTROL SYSTEMS OVERVIEW
The next three sections show an introduction to each of
the observatories under analysis.

Gemini Control System
The Gemini Observatory consists of twin 8.1-meter diameter optical/infrared telescopes located on two
sites, Maunakea, Hawai'i, and Cerro Pachón, Chile. Having an installation on both hemispheres allows the observatory to cover the whole night sky, and the longitude separation between telescopes allows for longer tracking of
events occurring in the shared zones of the sky. Gemini began its operations in Hawai’i in 1999 and in Chile in 2000.
It operates mostly in queue observing mode [1] and started
operating remotely from its base facilities in 2015 [2].
The Gemini telescopes are amongst the largest single
mirror telescopes in the world. They were designed to be
multi instrument telescopes, with a center located Cassegrain unit where the instruments are installed. [3]
Infrastructure and geographical location alone cannot
guarantee performance, which is why the control system is
a key part of the Gemini Observatory to ensure that the best
data will be acquired and provided to scientists. With this
objective in mind, Gemini uses the Experimental Physics
and Industrial Control System framework (EPICS) [4].
This system was chosen because of its widespread adoption at large facilities such as particle accelerators, strong
open source community support, and its high adaptability
and ease of customization. It was adopted as the standard
control framework in which to run the real-time telescope
subsystems.
EPICS uses Client/Server and Publish/Subscribe techniques for the communication between the control computers (also called Input/Output Controllers, or IOCs). IOCs
talk to each other, and other types of clients, using the EPICS Channel Access network protocol [5]. This protocol is
also used by the high level software that sequences science
observations. Channel Access is used at Gemini for soft
real-time networking applications. Dedicated communication protocols and channels are used in places where faster
communication rates are required.
The heart of an EPICS application is the database, a collection of function-block objects called records. Most EPICS records have a predefined functionality; others can be
customized linking C code to them. Gemini developed a
set of custom records to support the Action Command
Model. In this model, actions are driven from changes to
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attributes to the database records. The modified set of attributes defines the new configuration of a system which is
applied in a single step [6-8].

necessary to use a set of distributed services which are required to guarantee a level of service (QoS) such as
NamingService, InterfaceRepository, etc.

GTC Control System

GMT Control System

The Gran Telescopio Canarias (GTC) is currently the
largest and one of the most advanced optical/infrared telescopes in the world, it is located at the Roque de Los
Muchachos on the Canary Islands in Spain. Its primary
mirror consists of 36 individual hexagonal segments that
together act as a single mirror. The surface area of the primary mirror at GTC is equivalent to that of a telescope with
a 10.4m diameter single monolithic mirror. Its First Light
Ceremony was celebrated in the early morning of 14th
July, 2007. Scientific operations of the telescope started in
March of 2009 [9.]
The Grantecan Control System (GCS) was created to
manage the telescope subsystems. The GCS was built and
designed with the following requirements: ease to extend
or adapt new changes and specifications, ease of use, reuse the code using design patterns, portability, robustness,
efficiency, etc. The system is based on several services
called “common services” and distributed components
called “Devices” [10].
The common services are responsible for managing the
telemetry data, logs, alarms and configurations of all Devices. They are composed of the following managers:
MonitorManager [11], LogManager, AlarmManager and
ConfigManager. The Devices can be an abstraction that
provide a logical representation of the physical elements
controlled by the system. They can also carry out different
tasks such as coordination between Devices, analysis of
data quality, etc.
The Device interface is defined by commands, monitors,
properties and alarms. The commands are methods associated with an action, whereas a monitor represents a physical or logical value, such as a temperature sensor value.
Conversely, a “Property” is a read-write attribute which is
used to configure the Device at startup and it can be
changed at run-time, such as a conversion factor of a calculation. The Device behaviour is modeled using a Finite
State Machine (FSM) where each state defines a behavior.
All GCS Devices are integrated with the common services thanks to LogAgent, AlarmAgent, MonitorAgent and
ConfigAgent which send logs, alarms, monitors and configured values to each manager respectively.
The GCS uses a real-time implementation based on the
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)
which is responsible for providing connections and interoperability among distributed objects or Devices in the
system. The main benefit of using CORBA is that a client
can transparently invoke a method on a server object,
which can be on the same machine or across networks. The
client does not have to be aware of where the object is located, its programming language, its operating system, or
any other system aspects that are not part of an object's interface. To achieve this location-transparent access, it is

The Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT) will be one member of the next generation of giant ground-based astronomical telescopes. It is a segmented telescope, with seven segments of 8.5 meters in diameter each, forming a single optical surface equivalent to an aperture of 24.5 m. diameter.
The chosen site for the GMT is Las Campanas peak, in
Chile [12].
The GMT Observatory Control System (OCS) follows
both a component-based and a model-based approach. The
basic building block of the GMT software architecture is
the Component, which is the root of the class hierarchy tree
(Controller, Pipeline, Server, etc.). The Component interface is defined by a set of “Component Features”, which
can be classified into Inputs, Outputs, State Variables,
Properties, Faults and Alarms. The State Variables define
the observed and desired state of the system, by providing
an output for the current value of the magnitude that they
represent and also an input for the desired value (goal) for
this magnitude. The GMT Components are reactive, i.e.,
their behavior is not triggered externally by commands, but
they react to the differences between the value and the goal
of their State Variables.
The information flow between Components is achieved
by means of a set of Connectors, which connect a feature
of one Component to a reciprocal one in another Component (see Fig. 1). For example, an Output of a higher level
Controller can be connected to an Input, or an Alarm or
Fault of a low level Controller can be connected to another
Component higher in the hierarchy, so errors are easily
propagated upstream. The chosen middleware for interComponent data sharing is nanomsg [13], which provides
robust and sophisticated communication patterns that are
abstracted out in the Frameworks to limit the coupling of
the OCS to any external library. The preferred protocol for
the communication to the field is Ethercat [14].

Figure 1: GMT Component model.
The set of all the Components of a module, their “Component Features” and the “Component Connector Map”
(either internal to the module or external) are formalized in
the OCS model. These are used for code generation during
the development process and also in run-time as a mecha-
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using generic interfaces. In Fig. 3 we can see a conceptual
representation of the coupling between components for
each observatory.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
The following subsections present a comparative analysis between several key aspects of the three Telescope Control Systems and a discussion about their evolutionary
trends.

Framework
The EPICS framework used by Gemini is based on a collection of “Records” of different types grouped into “databases”. In this context, a Record is an object with a unique
name, with properties (fields), a single C/C++ routine and
optionally associated hardware input/output drivers. Each
record field is mapped to a channel by the communication
layer and all its values are published to the network for
read/write access, making each stage easier to control, simulate and monitor. Databases are created using a graphical
editor that allows dragging and dropping graphical representations of the records. The editor provides the developer
with a graph of the data and action flow (see Fig. 2 below).

Figure 3: Conceptual representation of coupling between
software components.
GMT and GTC use template files for their code construction. When an additional attribute needs to be added,
the template needs to be reparsed. This is useful to keep a
clean interface for each subsystem. On GMT the templates
that generate the initial source code skeleton stem directly
from the requirements models. These are the same models
used to calculate budgets in project, which means it will
have a strong consistency throughout the whole development process.
To sum up, it is very useful to keep one interface model
that needs to be synchronized to the source code. Moreover, GMT defines the connections between the different
subsystems, which gives a clear overview of the overall
system architecture. Regarding modularity, it is a powerful
feature that needs to be handled with care to avoid worse
performance.

Middleware

Figure 2: Example of the interaction between process
stages of an EPICS IOC. The black blocks represent terminals monitoring inner variables of the specific process.
GMT also uses a channel oriented architecture but with
less granularity: the building block is the component and
not the routine. Channel oriented architectures are very
flexible, as every channel can be connected to any other
one with a minimum impact to the code. This provides a
larger flexibility on the deployment and unit testing, but it
can also lead to a complicated implementation and many
errors being detected at runtime rather than at compilation
time. In addition, the channel-oriented architecture of the
GMT frameworks provide an added layer of abstraction
between the software controllers and the hardware. This allows it to separate communication problems from the implementation of the control logic, and prevents a tight coupling between the source code and the chosen hardware solution.
GTC uses an object oriented architecture with a strong
coupling between components. This makes it less prone to
errors and provides a stronger cohesion, which facilitates a
cleaner implementation. This coupling can be minimized

Gemini uses EPICS Channel Access, a Middleware supported by the community. The main advantage is you benefit from bug fixes and new releases that are made available. The community is very active, comprising over 30 Astronomy and Physics Particle institutions worldwide. There
is a very active email list where people exchange information and can ask for help in case of problems.
GTC is using CORBA, a distributed object middleware
standardized by the Object Management Group (OMG)
group. However, GTC developed an abstraction layer embedded in its framework to isolate the CORBA-specific
code from the domain code. This had two major goals: protect the developer against the complexities of CORBA development and eventually facilitate the migration to another middleware if needed. This was partially achieved, as
there are some parts of the code where the CORBA system
is exposed, but the problem is minimized as most of these
parts are auto-generated.
The main benefits of using CORBA were:
• Transparency in the object location: using the CORBA
naming service it is possible to decouple completely
the code from the remote objects location. An application can be changed to another physical machine, and
the remote clients will dynamically detect it. This adds
a lot of flexibility in the system deployment.
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• Interoperability: CORBA has Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) for several programming languages and there are Object Request Broker implementations available in multiple Operating Systems.
• Object-oriented semantics: as CORBA provides a
method invocation on objects (that can be either local
or remote) with the same syntax as the programming
language, then the integration with an object-oriented
design is straight forward.
Some of the drawbacks that we have identified with the
use of CORBA include interconnection issues, debugging
challenges and obsolescence. The interconnection problems that arise when a CORBA system is deployed in a
network that has firewalls. There is an increased cost in the
process of debugging a failure (either when some part of
the CORBA system fails, or when the configuration of the
system is incorrect), because the broker part of the system
is typically a black box. Finally, when the GTC telescope
was designed, CORBA was considered the cutting edge of
middleware, but emerging technologies contributed to its
downfall.
GMT is using Nanomsg, which is a socket library that
provides several communication patterns, like pair (one-toone), pub/sub (one-to-many), pipeline, etc.. It works in a
wide range of operating systems and there are implementations available in multiple programming languages. Nanomsg can be thought of as a “smart sockets” implementation that handles all the typical complexity about handling
connections: message fragmentation, connection failures
and multi-element communications. In contrast to EPICS
and CORBA, Nanomsg only provides communication capabilities, but it does not provide any higher level abstraction like remote method invocation or object access. These
higher level features are provided by the GMT frameworks
which use Nanomsg as the underlying messaging library.
The coupling to Nanomsg is contained within the frameworks and the domain code is not exposed to it.
The main benefits of Nanomsg are:
• Powerful communication patterns for data exchange,
that are provided off the shelf
• Enhanced system robustness, as most of the connection complexities and their related failures are gracefully handled
• Very high message throughput
• Very good interoperability
The fact that Nanomsg is only a light-weight messaging
library is a two-edged sword: it has a very good performance and it allows a lot of flexibility, but at the same time
it requires a high effort for the framework developers to
wrap it with a component model that provides all the
needed functionality. In addition, there are some concerns
about the projection of Nanomsg to the future, because it
is a relatively new technology and its community is not
very wide.
The main difference in this aspect is that Gemini sticks
to a specific middleware, while the other two have written
an intermediate abstraction layer that had a higher up-front
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cost but gives the flexibility of switching to other middleware having only to rewrite the adapter/interface layer.
Not being attached to a specific technology in long term
projects might be an advantage at the end.

Programming Languages
The adopted programming languages for real-time execution are very homogeneous in the three observatories.
Gemini started using C, which was the most common option for systems programming, and then they gradually
adopted C++ for real-time programming. C++ has proven
to also be a valid language for real-time and systems programming, while offering a higher level of abstraction,
more readability and a large set of available libraries. GTC
and GMT, on their part, have standardized the use of C++
as the real-time language since the beginning of their projects.
For scripting, data analysis and image processing pipelines the three observatories started with different solutions
(IRAF, IDL, raw C++, shell scripts) but now they have
adopted the same programming language, Python. This
language features a very readable syntax, with a relatively
shallow learning curve. In the latest years, the engineering
and scientific communities have shown a tendency towards
this language which, in turn, has led to an increased availability of data processing and scientific-oriented libraries.
On the other side, there is more diversity in the choice
for the user interfaces and observatory services. Gemini
uses DM, EDM (both EPICS-centric) and TCL/TK. GTC
initially adopted Java for the user interface, along with the
Swing library for the graphical part, and some parts of the
jSky system for the astronomical data display. In addition,
GTC is also currently transitioning to Java for the observatory services (telemetry, etc.), as in the latest decades the
enterprise software community has been providing very
good solutions for data persistence and clustered services
execution. Finally, the standard language in GMT for the
user interface and services is Coffeescript, a language that
can be transpiled into Javascript and then executed in a
Nodejs environment. This allows GMT to join the current
trends of the industry (specifically, the web-based solutions
industry) for front-end and back-end development.
In summary, real-time environment keeps its path on
C/C++ there has been no major breakthrough on this kind
of languages in the last decades. For data analysis Python
has taken over, especially in the last decade and is now
mainstream. While on GUIs there are constant changes and
several choices, the choice usually lies on the mainstream
of that era, currently this is a web-based environment, all
three observatories are slowly tending to it.

Operating Systems
Initially on Gemini and GTC the real-time operating system (RTOS) as well as the general purpose operating system (OS) were the same, VxWorks [16] for the RTOS and
Solaris Sparc for general purpose OS. Due to obsolescence
both were forced to search for alternatives when upgrading
their OSs. In the past few years Gemini was engaged in a
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major effort to upgrade its RTOS to RTEMS [17]. Meanwhile, GTC is working on a new standard for its real-time
platform, building its first prototype under Linux PreemptRT patch.
The Gemini Real Time Upgrade [18] included an update
to a newer version of EPICS that implements an Operating
System Independent (OSI) layer, which means that the
source code can run on different operating systems without
modifications.
Conversely, GMT has opted for Linux Preempt-RT, profiting from the usage of the Linux standard tools and libraries. This has freed development from the need for specific
real-time APIs such as VxWorks and RTEMS. Also, Linux
has a strongly supported global community that keeps the
OS updated with new technologies and features. One of its
main features is its top of the line debugging facilities.
The key takeaway is that there are usually very few OS
dependant calls in a Control System, it is worth handling
these with an abstraction layer which makes porting to
other OS seamless. All three projects have adopted this approach.

Hardware
Gemini has a strong coupling to its hardware peripherals,
while GMT is implementing a loose coupling as a proactive obsolescence strategy. Currently, GTC hardware coupling is closer to that of Gemini, but it is adopting a more
flexible/obsolescence-aware design in its latest systems. In
this example (Fig. 4) we see a representation of the standard control systems. On the older telescopes the hardware
interface code is very entangled with the Controller source
code, while on GMT and GTC (2019) the controller code
interacts with a single fieldbus interface. This achieves an
efficient decoupling between the Controller and its hardware components.
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software side by the huge utilities/support that environments like Linux provide and on the hardware side by vendors continually developing interfaces and support for
standard PCs.
Telescopes are expected to last 50+ years in that
timespan the hardware will change dramatically. No vendor guarantees its products for a decade. It could happen
that some part of the hardware stops being produced which
means the hardware might not even be subject to repair.
Worst case scenario, vendors can go out of business with
no direct alternatives available.
Summarizing, it is good practice to modularize components at hardware level, in a way that allows for the domain
code to remain as stable as possible. As an example, a
fieldbus gives you much more flexibility than a hardware
concentrated system (e.g. VME, cPCI). In the case of the
VME bus you are forced into hardware that fits your physical system, this means you need to support all the drivers
for the different hardware while when relying on a fieldbus
you just need to support its communication protocol and
standards.
Philosophically, the goal is to move most of the interfaces between the control system and the hardware as close
to the final control devices and as far away from the CPU
as possible.

Engineering Databases
At the beginning, databases used to store telemetry data
did not play an important role in a telescope control environment. As an example of this, both Gemini and GTC
started operations without process values databases. The
Telescope telemetry was stored in binary files and this was
used to diagnose errors after they occurred. With the passing of the years, the evolution of Systems Engineering and
the emergence of Big Data, engineers have realized that
there is a very big potential in all the telemetry data gathered by the telescopes. This collected data would allow us
to predict possible faults. In that sense GTC has constructed models based on that data which have helped to
prevent errors and improve the system. GMT is actively
planning, since its design stage, to make a profit from that
data.
In this aspect the underlying technology has not played
a key role, this is shown as GTC is using a relational database (MySQL) and GMT is using a non-relational database
(MongoDB). Even using different technologies, the most
important thing is the data analysis and the concept of using this valuable data.

Graphical User Interfaces
Figure 4: Hardware component coupling seen on a standard subsystem.
Regarding the core hardware platform, we are observing
a shift from VME based systems to more general purpose
platforms, e.g. PCs running LinuxRT. This is driven on the

The graphical user interface, GUI, is one of the components of a control environment that has seen considerable
transformations over the years. Initially a GUI displayed
very basic information since it was meant as a peripheral
tool for the user. A simple command would require the user
to manually calculate values, manage several windows to
control the individual components and often interact with
the electro-mechanical hardware directly.
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In the last twenty years new technologies as Java Swing
and later Web GUI toolkits have emerged. These kits allowed for the development of more sophisticated GUIs,
which were able to provide a more realistic representation
of the real system. Thanks to technology advancement and
good engineering criteria, GUIs have become more user
friendly. This has allowed the user to interact with the system in an easier and more intuitive way, improving overall
performance. Smarter implementation has led to higher
level actions. In these cases, the users configure the system
for a ‘goal’ they want and the system knows the ‘steps’ to
configure every single component according to user needs
[19].
On Fig. 5 we show one of the many screens that are used
to control each of the telescopes, it is one of the key screens
that shows a general overview of the telescope status.

Figure 5: GUIs from different telescopes.
In this context, it is possible to see a clear evolution in
the technologies, Gemini uses EDM and Tcl/TK, GTC uses
Java and GMT uses ElectronJS to develop their interfaces.
Currently, there is a trend to use web frameworks to develop GUIs and GMT has opted for it, benefiting from a
strong community and tools to make agile development.
Clearly GUIs have gained importance during the years
and are currently a key element to efficiently run any telescope. For this reason, GMT included GUI development in
their initial design stage. It is worthwhile to mention that
in the early days, understanding the system through the
numbers shown on the screen was very challenging. Nowadays it is the other way round, it is easier to understand a
system from its GUI than from the real physical system.

CONCLUSIONS
The most significant conclusion that we draw from our
analysis is the importance of obsolescence management as
a challenge for astronomical telescope control systems.
Normally, the lifetime of such facilities goes well over 50
years. In this timespan, the available hardware will evolve
several leaps, with each leap driving the control software.
Other software, e.g. operating systems or external libraries,
can evolve much more rapidly, with several generations of
a product in a few decades.
Earlier telescopes such as Gemini, did not consider obsolescence, and have had to spend considerable effort in
the operations phase to catch up with change. In contrast,
as designers have become more aware of this fact, more
telescope control systems are including obsolescence control in their project design requirements.
As a result, the newer generations have incorporated the
obsolescence control deeply in the system architecture.
This is achieved mainly by in-house developed frameworks that allow for a separation between the domain code
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and the underlying technologies. These frameworks minimize strong coupling between the system elements and the
hardware, by adding an additional software abstraction
layer.
When it comes to programming languages and operating
systems, the differences between the three observatories
have a different source. While the obsolescence control can
be considered as a “lesson learned” evolution, the changes
in the programming languages in use at the different institutions reflect which were the mainstream adopted solutions when each system was designed. For real-time the
three observatories have a similar solution and evolution
(C and C++ for language, VxWorks first and then RTEMS
or Linux-RT for OS), as it has also been the standard used
by the industry in the latest decades. For UI programming
the choices are more diverse, but it is clear that each observatory adopted the most common option at their time:
TCL/TK and Epics-centric solutions for Gemini, Java for
GTC and Nodejs for GMT.
The key takeaways from each section could be summarized as the following:
• Framework: Channel oriented architectures are very
flexible, although this opens many possibilities which
can lead to an entangled implementation, thus it is advised to have an interface source file that defines its
external interface and a connection map.
• Middleware: An intermediate abstraction layer is a
useful safeguard in the event of a chosen technology
getting obsolete.
• Programming languages: RT programming languages
are C and C++, these show slow to no evolution, sticking with industry standards. On general purpose languages many functions programmed in a variety of
languages are merging into Python. On the GUI development we can see a wilder language panorama with a
diverse and quickly evolving landscape.
• Operating Systems: The small set of OS specific calls
should be handled under an abstraction layer to enable
a seamless transition to a different OS.
• Hardware: In this case a well placed abstraction layer
will play a key role to ease hardware replacement, having a hardware abstraction layer like a fieldbus seems
to be a good strategy to further leverage loose coupling
to a specific piece of hardware
• Databases: Collecting and storing data cannot only be
used for postmortem analysis, but to predict system
degradation and faults, and schedule preventive
maintenance work to avoid these.
• GUIs: A well designed GUI will enhance the operational efficiency as well as the user experience, nowadays technology enables us to develop an excellent human machine interface.
An important observation from this work is how the control systems software landscape has changed since 20 years
ago. Back in the early 2000s, a lot of the well established
control environments/frameworks were not flexible
enough to accommodate for the demands of Observatories.
This meant that an “open source” system like EPICS, was
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the better alternative to handle the low level interaction requirements. Therefore, if a required driver was not readily
available, the solution could be developed in house, without the time and overhead costs of going through a vendor.
Fast forward to today, and the increase in the number of
telescopes worldwide has meant that established vendors
see observatories as potential clients. Current automation
and control devices comply perfectly with the performance
and flexibility requirements for telescope control. These
same vendors are tapping into the human know-how of the
past two decades. As a result, control devices, hardware,
firmware and software are being commercially developed
with built-in support suited to Observatories standards.
A trend that can be observed in the newer projects is that
the low-level motion control is outsourced to external vendors, which also usually provide the hardware itself. However, most of the higher level software is still developed inhouse. This is due to two reasons: requirements that evolve
continuously, and the need for dynamic upgrades and efficient maintenance.
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Abstract
For most of its over 30 years of operation the ISIS Neutron and Muon Source [1] has been using bespoke control
software on its beamlines. In the last few years, we have
been converting the beamline control software to IBEX [2],
which is based on the Open Source EPICS toolkit [3]. More
than half the instruments at ISIS are now converted. IBEX
must be robust and flexible enough to allow instrument scientists to perform the many experiments that they can conceive of. Using EPICS as a base, we have built Python services and scripting support and are developing an
Eclipse/RCP Graphical User Interface (GUI) based on
Control System Studio [4]. We use an Agile based development methodology with heavy use of automated testing
and device emulators. As we move to the final implementation stage, we are handling new instrument challenges
(such as reflectometry) and providing new functionality
(live neutron data view, script generator and server). This
presentation will cover an overview of the IBEX architecture, our development practices, what is currently in progress, and our future plans.

INTRODUCTION
The ISIS Neutron and Muon Source is located at the Science and Technology Facility Council (STFC) Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire, UK. The facility produces beams of both neutrons and muons to conduct experiments at this world leading centre for research in the physical and life sciences. To successfully deliver these experiments the beamlines have to be controllable, and this is the
function that IBEX provides.
There are more than 30 beamlines at ISIS covering 7
main science techniques. The facility was opened in 1985
and 10 years ago the second target station at ISIS was completed, doubling the capacity for beamlines. With that
length of history, and the established reputation of ISIS,
changes to control systems have to be done carefully.

IBEX ARCHITECTURE
Hardware
A detailed description of our hardware architecture has
been presented in the past [5]. The core instrument control
computers are a Virtual Machine (VM) which hosts the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS)
Input Output Controllers (IOCs) for the beamline devices.
These VMs are run one per beamline on a dedicated server,
and are accessible on the general ISIS network. They will

also have a dedicated private network where this is required for the devices being controlled. An EPICS gateway
is used to provide access control to IOCS.

Figure 1: Hardware architecture.
More complicated devices typically have their own control computer, and will run a reduced version of IBEX to
host the IOC more locally. An example of this are some of
the imaging cameras used by the IMAT instrument. See
Fig. 1 for an overview of the hardware architecture.
As the instrument control computer is a VM, there is
usually an additional local computer provided to access the
control system over the network by the user. IBEX’s clientserver architecture also enables users to view read-only information on remote computers without impacting local instrument control, which was not possible under the previous control system.

Software Architecture
A basic overview of the software architecture is shown
in Fig. 2, and a more detailed description can be found in
[2].
The IBEX Server controls individual devices via EPICS
IOCs, which are wrapped within procServ [6] process harness instances. Each IOC has an associated config.xml file
which provides information on configuration options (EPICS Macro names) for using within a beamline. The actual
values for these macros (which might be used to set a communication port address) are maintained by the
BlockServer process, which collates sets of IOC macros
into “configurations” for selection by the user.
We run two Control System Studio [4] archive engines
to store various Process Variables (PVs) of interest, one
deals with scientifically useful data (which is placed into
MOCPL01
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the experiment data files) and the other contains diagnostic
data.
The neutron and muon data is generally captured via facility specific detectors and data acquisition electronics.
This data is collected from the hardware and combined
with PV data by the Instrument Control Program (ICP) to
generate a NeXus [7] file which is then made available to
the experimentalists for analysis of the data.

Figure 3: IBEX client.

Figure 2: Software architecture.
The Blockserver is the keystone in IBEX, as it manages
the configuration of the instrument and provides the flexibility the instrument scientists require. It is responsible for
controlling which IOCs are running, and which PVs should
be logged to the data files, based on an instrument configuration which is defined by the scientists. The Blockserver
is a Python process based on PCASpy [8], which enables it
to serve and receive values from clients via EPICS Channel
Access.
As already stated the instrument configuration contains
the list of IOCs to be run on that particular beamline or instrument, as well as the associated parameters, such as connection addresses. That list varies from beamline to beamline, and between experiments on a beamline, which is why
the system needs to be as flexible as it is.
An instrument configuration can be built up from a number of smaller parts called components, this helps reduce
duplication as fixed items on a beamline can be placed in a
single component and included in all configurations easily.
Whilst all communication to and from the IBEX Server
is via Channel Access, this isn’t the easiest way to consider
the system for an instrument scientist, as such a GUI
known as the IBEX Client (see Fig. 3) has also been developed.

The IBEX client is an Eclipse RCP based program, with
many tabs able to show different information. The Scripting option provides a Python scripting window running the
ISIS genie_python package [9]. This package provides a
familiar command set to instrument scientists following
from the Open GENIE [10] scripting language that was
used with the previous control system.
The Synoptic window, as showing in Fig. 3, is an addition to the views available to instrument scientists. The
icons shown are the devices along the beamline from the
target on the left to the detectors on the right. Each icon can
be clicked on to gain access to a “Device Screen” which is
a CS Studio Operator Interface (OPI). These screens for
equipment can also be independently added to the Device
Screens window, allowing different ways of interacting
with the equipment.
Due to the client/server nature of the IBEX system, the
IBEX Client can actually be directed to get information
from any IBEX Server on the network. This allows technicians to check on devices on multiple beamlines easily
from their office computer systems.

THE TEAM
As is usually the case for software teams supporting science research the team working on developing IBEX are
also the team providing support for it, dealing with immediate issues as well as finding longer term fixes to problems. The team is responsible for the computers used to
control the beamlines, as well as the software needed at
each level. Whilst the main infrastructure of the network is
not our responsibility, we have to be aware of it and use it,
and the ways to connect devices to the instrument control
computers.
This makes the IBEX team a DevOps [11] team needing
skills and knowledge ranging from the building blocks of
the actual computer to being aware of accessibility for the
Graphical User Interface.
We have a mix of skills and experience in the team
which provides a good dynamic. Those with more experience are able to guide the project, and are able to resolve
some issues instinctively. Whilst those with less experience bring new ideas and question current practices, making sure the software is as good as it can be.
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DEVELOPMENT PRACTICES
In order to avoid lost beam time, and to provide the instrument scientists with confidence in the system we use a
number of development practices to support the production
of IBEX.
The development project for IBEX is run based on Agile
[12], with a modified SCRUM [13] implementation. The
main modification we have undertaken is in relation to the
role of the Product Owner. Instead of having a single Product Owner we use the more experienced members of the
development team as proxy product owners. This is because each beamline has its own individual requirements
and priorities. The team translate these requirements and
priorities from the beamline scientists into a smaller prioritised list that can be considered each sprint.
A Scientific Advisory Group (SAG) has been set up with
various representatives on it to provide strategic guidance
as to the importance of features and development work.
Members of the development team have also taken on roles
where they will champion an area of work, such as the
GUI, or the migration of an instrument, ensuring prioritisation of those tasks, and management of more individual
users. Similarly, we do not have a named scrum master, but
different people take on the role as required, or based on
their skills and knowledge.
Due to these modifications our SCRUM ceremonies, the
standard meetings of SCRUM, are also slightly altered. We
have a daily stand up that considers the operations element
of our role as well as the development areas, looking early
for potential issues with our systems. Our sprints run over
4 weeks, but our releases don’t coincide with a sprint end.
This isn’t in keeping with true SCRUM, but is practical for
the rhythm of the facility which runs for scheduled experiment cycles. These cycles can have variable times between
them, and run for longer than a sprint, and so we aim to
release before most cycles. We do not have any ‘customers’
present at our sprint reviews, but instead the members of
the development team take on that role based on
knowledge and experience. The changes discussed are later
communicated to the scientists in smaller meetings, a few
beamlines at a time, by a subset of the development team.
In order to ensure that any code changes are of an appropriate standard, we undertake Continuous Integration (CI)
via Jenkins [14], which runs both system and unit tests and
creates a deployment package. The builds have been
hooked into our git [15] version control system, meaning
tests are run before code changes are merged, following
best practice for software development.
Part of the system testing is a suite of IOC tests. These
ensure that the IOC is can still communicate directly with
the hardware device. It is not possible or desirable to replicate all the devices on a beamline so instead we use a device emulator written in LeWIS [16] python framework to
emulate devices. The use of emulators allows us to set emulated conditions in the hardware from the mundane, e.g. a
temperature value, to the extreme, e.g. an overheating bearing in a chopper. This approach allows for easy regression
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testing even when dependencies are up-graded, and improves confidence in the code base being deployed initially
and on upgrade. Furthermore this technique allows us to
undertake Test Driven Development (TDD) of the IOC because the device does not need to be setup every time a set
of tests are run. The final stage of development is to check
the software against the item being controlled.
We also undertake system testing using Squish [17]. This
allows us to look at more integrated testing, and checks that
our GUI is still functioning as expected.
The unit and system testing is undertaken frequently
thanks to the CI, but there are some system tests we haven’t
automated yet, and some which have to be run manually.
As such, given the size of our code base prior to a release
we do undertake a round of system testing. This testing is
time consuming, and the slower release schedule compared
to our four week sprints makes this task less onerous.

RECENT ADDITIONS
Live View

Figure 4: Example of live view image.
There are times when an instrument scientist wishes to
see what the neutron data is providing in close to real time,
this is what live view provides. The image in Fig. 4 shows
data from one of the instruments in the Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) technique suite of instruments.
This data is plotted whilst the system is still collecting data,
rather than needing to wait for the experiment to finish and
then plotting the data, or having to write a file so that the
analysis software can then open that interim or experiment
file.

Datastreaming
The datastreaming project was started as part of ISIS’s
in-kind contribution to the ESS. The current neutron data
collection model at ISIS is to store data in bespoke hardware, read it out into memory on the instrument server and
then collate it with sample environment data and save it to
file. This model is not feasible at the ESS due to the very
high data rates expected.
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Instead the ESS will use a system where individual neutron events are published straight from detectors into a distributed streaming platform based on Kafka [18]. Sample
environment data from EPICS will also be published into
this Kafka instance. Finally, a separate process will read all
the scientific data out of Kafka and collate it into a stored
file. As well as being able to deal with greater data rates the
system has a number of other advantages including:
• Server redundancy in the Kafka cluster
• Mechanisms to deal with data loss in transit
• More modular design
• Ability to “playback” past neutron events
We are currently in the process of planning how we can
roll this system out across ISIS. For more information on
the system see [19].

IN PROGRESS
Motion Control
Motion control at ISIS is currently mostly provided by a
Galil [20] based system. Although we have found these
controllers to be reliable they are becoming unable to meet
the accelerating requirements of scientists. This is most noticeable in axis synchronisation, where scientists wish to be
able to move a large number of axes (>10) in a synchronised way, whilst maintaining accurate timestamps to correlate motor positions with neutron data. Attempted solutions to this using the Galil required software running on
the control VM and the delay of communication with the
controller meant that meeting the required accuracy was
difficult.
To better meet these requirements we are moving to an
Ethercat based system, specifically that provided by Beckhoff twincat [21]. This system contains a PLC that can be
used to coordinate motion for a large number of axes in real
time as well as gather high precision timestamps. This additional functionality comes with additional complexity,
specifically there is a challenge in creating a framework for
the PLC code that is flexible enough to be used in a wide
variety of applications without requiring bespoke code on
every controller. To tackle this complexity we have started
working much more closely with mechatronics engineers
within ISIS as well as starting a working group with colleagues at the European Spallation Source (ESS) [22] and
the Julich Centre for Neutron Science (JCNS) [23].
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Server Architecture
It has already been stated that under the existing architecture IBEX is run in a VM on a dedicated server. A VM
can be described as a “computer file … that behaves like
an actual computer” [24]. The use of this file allows for
easier backup and restoration of the system as the host system ceases to be as important to the overall system. This
use of a VM was in place at ISIS Pulsed Neutron and Muon
Source before we started introducing IBEX. The VM is
part of a wider variety of options for virtualisation [25], and
with the increase of cloud computing and similar the availability and usability options of virtualisation techniques
has increased.
One technique that is being developed at ISIS is to use a
collection of Virtual Hard Disks (VHDs) to help with deployment. This allows different part of the system, stored
on different disks, to be updated independently, see Fig. 5.
The system VHD will contain the OS and installed programs and applications. The VHD would be updated as required based on the requirements for cybersecurity updates.
The App VHD would house our applications, this is
where IBEX is installed, and will ideally be generic to all
instruments. Practically IBEX may require hotfixes on individual instruments. These hotfixes are updates that occur
when new devices are being developed, or something is
changed for an instrument between releases of IBEX.
These hotfixes are recoded and then dealt with appropriately for the next release, which might be a merge into master, or a reworking of something to provide more flexibility.

Reflectometry
One of the more complicated scientific techniques from
the beamline controls perspective is reflectometry. This
technique measures neutrons reflected off a sample with an
extremely flat surface, often a thin film on a substrate.
Based on the incident angle of the neutrons, then the components of beamline need to be aligned to ensure that the
neutrons are detected accurately. This co-ordinated and
complex motion control has required the development of a
reflectometry server which calculates the beam path and
then derives the required motion for the beamline components.

Figure 5: Collection of VHDs.
The Configuration Settings VHD is where the settings
for that beamline are kept, such as addresses for sample
environment equipment, and will be persisted through upgrades and updates of the System and App VHDs. During
updates of IBEX, some items in the settings may also need
to be updated, but these changes will be small and will not
involve replacing the system. Backing up this VHD should
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allow a new build to run as if it were an existing system, or
a system that failed to be easily replaced.
The Var VHD contains the variable data, for example the
information generated during experiments. This should be
the most volatile of the VHDs, with the contents changing
regularly, and important information being archived for access and analysis at a later date.

FUTURE PLANS
Scripting Enhancements
When the ISIS Synchrotron is running, the beam is available for experiments 24 hours every day of the week. The
use of scripting allows the useful time to be maximised by
running scripts overnight. genie_python allows for long
running scripts to be created and run from a terminal, but it
is unable to recover should the process be interrupted or the
script have an error in it. To avoid this the plan is to queue
a number of smaller user scripts onto a script server. If one
of these scripts is interrupted, the next one in the queue can
be enacted when the script server starts up. Rather than create our own script queueing system we have integrated
NICOS [26] in order to use their script server functionality.
We have had to create our own user interfaces for it, but the
core server functionality is on beamlines and provides a
good basis for our script server.
The instrument scientists have asked for some extensions, such as time estimation for how long the script
should take to run, and being able to skip the current script.
They would also like to see our interfaces include such
things as syntax highlighting and code completion. There
are also occasions where there is a need to run a secondary
script in addition to the primary one. For example, the primary script may be ramping temperatures for experiment
data, whilst a secondary script ensures that a motor keeps
a stirrer going continuously – we do not want to interrupt
the stirrer for the sake of changing a temperature.
Alongside the Script Server is the Script Generator.
When an experiment requires changing a few standard settings then being able to automate the generation of the
script simplifies the process and reduces errors from typing. Repeated items can be managed without the need for
the instrument scientist to enter each step value for a loop,
or for a visiting scientist to be familiar with commands in
genie_python that undertake data collection. Different
techniques have different requirements for the interface
and output of the script generator. The generated script also
needs to interact easily and transparently with the script
server, so that the generator can be given appropriate parameters, create the script and send it to the server to run
with the user not looking at any screen other than the generator.

User Interfaces
Whilst it is still very early for us, we are starting to consider the changes that will be required as CS Studio Phoebus replaces CS Studio Eclipse.
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There is also a requirement for some beamlines for localised control of equipment, especially motion for beamlines, and we are looking into building clients that will run
easily and reliably on tablet computers. The biggest consideration for this usability, allowing for the fact that fingers are less precise than mouse pointers and keyboards.

EPICS 7
The introduction of the structure type for pvData is a
highly anticipated addition to our system, and pvAccess
will improve some of the interactions between our server
and clients. These will both become available as we upgrade our EPICS base software to EPICS 7.

Instrument Migration
We are still migrating instruments to the new system, as
well as developing the functionalities previously mentioned. This means we are still adding support for sample
environment equipment under IBEX.

CONCLUSIONS
IBEX is well on the way to replacing our old control system, and we hope to complete the process in the next 1-2
years. The change in control system was originally driven
by new and more complex experiment requirements, but as
part of the process we have updated our development practices too. We are now employing test driven development
using device emulators, as well as code reviews and unit
testing. Migrating from the previous control system also
highlighted issues with its documentation, which we are
addressing as part of the IBEX migration.
In any project it is also important to keep customers on
board, especially when requirements have to be prioritised.
The Scientific Advisory Group and regularly demonstrating new features to individual science groups has helped
here, as well as developing and running regular training
courses.
Additional benefits from the distributed nature of the
new control system are also now also being realised. We
are able to put in place cross instrument views and monitoring of key equipment parameters for technical group e.g.
detector HV or cryogenic values. In some cases we also
place these values into Nagios to generate alerts. We have
been able to take advantage of existing EPICS support for
imaging cameras, as well as general community written
drivers. The reflectometry server will also be more flexible
and powerful than the previous implementations.
We have also been looking to improve the way we manage the instrument as a whole, taking advantage of tools to
build entire system images and so remove the need to apply
security patches or updates to every instrument individually. This will improve reliability and maintainability.
Though scripting is a very powerful tool, writing scripts
can be error prone. The script generator in conjunction with
the script server will help this. However, as we found from
consulting scientists, there are several different user workflows that we will need to provide.
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We are yet to take advantage of the new pvAccess protocol available in EPICS 7, but we will be updating our
EPICS base software to make such features available very
shortly. We will also be deploying additional Kafka based
datastreaming instances to allow more live data visualisation and analysis.
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MODERNIZATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA TAKING AT BESSY II∗
R. Müller† , A. Balzer, P. Baumgärtel, O.-P. Sauer, G. Hartmann, J. Viefhaus
Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin für Materialien und Energie GmbH, Berlin, Germany
Abstract
The modernization approach for the automation of experimental data taking at BESSY II will be based on the
data model of devices. Control of new components and
re-factoring and reassembly of legacy software should fit
into a device based framework. This approach guides the
integration of motors, encoders, detectors and auxiliary subsystems. In addition modern software stacks are enabled to
provide automation tools for beam line and experimental
flow control and data acquisition (DAQ).
Strategic goal is the mapping of real beam line components into modelling software to provide the corresponding
digital twin. First tests applying machine learning (ML)
methods within this context for tuning are promising.

struments, experimental flow control and insertion devices;
sophisticated energy fly mode variants for dipoles and ID
beam lines are implemented too.

MOTIVATION
The soft x-ray light source BESSY II recently celebrated
two decades of user operation and one decade of forming the
Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB) [1] by merging the Hahn
Meitner Institute (HMI) with the BESSY II facility. Thus
HZB could offer two complementary experimental options
for material science: the neutron reactor BER II and the
synchrotron. BER II is shutdown by the end of the year
2019 and for the end of the next decade HZB intensifies
plans of a successor soft x-ray source BESSY III.
Todays controls environment of the BESSY II experimental floor has been very much determined by the early days
rapid installation of an extraordinary number of beam lines
and instruments. To allow for most efficient use of the light
source the organizational structure of BESSY II has been set
up exceptionally flexible: many beam lines provided open
ports ready to welcome complete user instruments; external institutes and cooperation research groups (CRG) could
contribute by co-financing and co-operating beam lines and
instruments. Ubiquitous switching mirror units (SMU) allowed to exploit x-ray source points in a time sharing manner.
As a result BESSY II with only 14 usable straight sections
could ramp up to some 35 beam lines and about 50 end
station instruments in a very short time.
Two multi-purpose packages emerged and helped to keep
the phase of heroic experiments limited despite the large
variety of installations: a data acquisition (DAQ) hard and
software set-up could cover data handling needs. Monochromator functions of beamline control rapidly developed into
a large monolithic, multi-protocol, generic control program
(called MONO) that enabled maintainability for the small
group and the fast roll out of new beam lines. Even today
this VME program also handles the communication to in∗
†

Work funded by BMBF and Land Berlin
roland.mueller@helmholtz-berlin.de

Figure 1: Sketch of the central role the multipurpose, generic
software MONO (blue block) plays for the legacy experimental control infrastructure at BESSY
In consequence of a project oriented organizational structure of HZB new experiments are set up increasingly detector and method centric with instrument control, DAQ and
experimental flow control planned and provided at a commissioning level with minimal resources. There is a free
choice of the software tools needed (LabVIEW, IGOR, spec
etc.), user friendliness and adaptability, failure tolerance and
sustainability is not part of the project. In this low effort
approach selection of the x-ray properties is again foreseen
simply by remote control of the MONO software (Fig. 1).
MONO has to integrate and adapt to new beam line components, e.g. hexapods, orchestrate with new insertion devices,
handle obsolescence management of motors and encoders
and provide handles to react on off-normal situation. As an
VME program MONO is increasingly hard to maintain and
develop on its generic level.
In general the control system structure in the experimental
hall is by far too fragmented. Too many intertwined and
interdependent connections need too many knowing hands
to allow for easy and fast developments. At that point a
clear strategic plan is inevitable to be able to over come the
blocking constraints.

MODERNIZATION OPTIONS
AND STRATEGY
Unlike other facilities BESSY II did not start with a holistic control system concept. Only for the accelerator a modern, consistent control system based on the EPICS framework was implemented. In the experimental hall no agree-
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ment on a common, overarching approach and planning
existed, thus a very diverse collection of unique solutions
emerged. Due to the large variety of interfaces and subcontrol system functionalities and sizes today any modernization migration path is far from obvious.
A few larger building blocks exist and need to be analyzed. Most internal and external institutes run their LabVIEW, IGOR, Spec or custom software based systems for
experimental flow control, data analysis and visualization.
All rely on the flawless functioning of MONO. The experimental control department presently replaces the remaining
EMP/OS 2/AT DAQ units with LISE/M /LabVIEW/PXI [2]
based systems providing extended generic functionality, capable to cover a full experimental control environment. The
sample environment department [3], originally serving the
neutron experiments, works on a dedicated integration protocol, SeCop [4]. The MX experimental control is based on the
common MX-Cube3 framework, standard at most facilities
serving MX users. MX-Cube3 provides an autonomous, self
contained, highly automated system, connected to beamline
and accelerator control only by a few variables.
In that situation a general agreement on a common migration path along two core modifications appears to be crucial:
• Even if it sounds obvious: any unit, device, component
of larger sub-systems integrated and "relevant" for user
experiments or commissioning, needs to have an active
and well maintained EPICS PV representation. It has
to obey the HZB site wide, conflict free naming convention, in the beamline case a difficult endeavor (Fig. 2).
This prerequisite is the key to unfold the full power provided by the rich EPICS framework: archiving, command logging, access control, state save/restore etc.
Connected should become the standard equipment state.
Thus at least the meta data describing the x-ray properties required for machine learning (ML, see section
“Machine Learning Methods at the Beamlines”) and
experimental conditions needed by FAIR [5] principles
(see section “Novel Requirements”) will slowly become
available.
• The beamline control software MONO needs refactoring: conditions of internal components, mirrors, grid,
slits should be reported via EPICS PVs, properly named
according to their physical meaning. The control part
should still maintain consistency, protective actions and
internal process tuning, while the component interplay
should be easily adjustable by configuration data or
scripts as commissioning or re-tuning findings develop
(see overview figure in section “Beamline Optical Modelling” for the more general picture). In addition remaining compiled binaries should become independent
from the VME/VxWorks platform.

COMPONENT INTEGRATION
Common EPICS connectivity of the installed devices
within experimental set-ups to the command, analysis and
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surveillance software can help as a powerful architectural
ordering principle.

Figure 2: A small section of the experimental floor illustrates
problems, that even arise for device naming. At BESSY
sections of beamlines used in common split inside, outside
or on both sides of the radiation protective wall. Dependent
on the served instrument components in the common section
change hardware representation, functionality and set point.
Simple devices are certainly trivial to integrate. Larger,
complex components, like LabVIEW based solutions developed offline in the lab, or complete, encapsulated imported
subsystems, that are based on an alien controls framework
(TANGO, SECoP, etc.) are requested to provide appropriate
EPICS connectivity to be fully integratible (Fig. 3). Similar arguments hold for slow controls of fast detector instruments, they feature custom internal DAQ data streams;
and for PLC based subsystems; and for legacy configurations, where hardware control is done via detector specific
(e.g. ArTOF, SES) or generic proprietary software (e.g. spec
commands or scripts).

Figure 3: Plan for the refactoring, restructuring and reassembly of the experimental controls inventory. EPICS network
representation has to be the unique integration layer for subsystems and software packages
For flat tools like archiver, alarm handling, operation logs
collections of EPICS PVs will be adequate. Higher level
tools, like sequencing, experimental flow control benefit
from a device data model. Within the TANGO device server
framework this comes for free. In the EPICS world the
ophyd python package [6] provides device abstraction with
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desired functionality: a uniform specification for component
hierarchies where devices have components, components
may be other devices or signals, components can be categorized based on importance to operation. They can be
operator level, access configuration attributes or control uncategorized properties. Simulations and test behavior without live devices is supported by the defined interface. Most
common devices like motor, pseudo-motor based on motor
record or image handling based on area detector are already
implemented. Ophyd nicely fits to the babyIOC [7] base
configuration.

EXPERIMENTAL FLOW CONTROL
As instruments became available at BESSY, DAQ software and experimental sequences have been largely based on
students work, resulting in a mix of home grown solutions
or proprietary software (IGOR, LabVIEW, spec). In view
of limited maintainability and licence issues for off site data
analysis, these implementations have to be transformed to
a framework of tools that is based on Free Open Source
Software (FOSS).
Early 2019 HZB hosted a workshop on Automation in
Beamline Control and Data Acquisition [8] to be able to
compare community supported tools with proven outreach
and portability and to identify new trends and requirements
of the experimental data taking process. For the EPICS
based purposes of HZB the python stack of ophyd [6] device
abstraction, typhon GUI generation based on ophyd, Bluesky
[9] data collection, pyDM display manager together with
packages like transitions for finite state machines appear to
be most promising.
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setups exist that integrate EPICS devices as well. Other
solutions like the stand alone pShell [10] Java package can
coexist with a caveat: device definitions within different
solutions need to be carefully kept in sync.
Capabilities of these software packages allow to serve
even the most complex beamlines, e.g. at EMIL (Fig. 4).
There rapid, precise, coordinated switching is needed. Powerful sample robotics can feed the SISSY I + II endstations
with fresh, well charactized samples as fast as every 4 minutes. Hard and soft X-rays have to be provided sequentially
to probe the same sample spot at these and also at the CAT
beamline. Two other beamlines, PINK and STXM beamlines are ready to utilize any left over beamtime. In total
4 competing end stations per source point have to be fed
with variable wave length and polarization scan times. The
intense, sequential usage of high power beams will lead to
insufficient thermal equilibrium making active focus control
mandatory for the given long beamlines (64m) and small
focii (20µm).

HARDWARE TRIGGERED SCANNING
Precise coordination of high speed 2D detectors with
mechatronic components allowing continous scanning on
complex trajectories of the instruments with the photon
pulses becomes increasingly mandatory. Ptychography resolution requirements ask for nano positioning capabilities.

Figure 5: PandA provides a common encoder processing
platform based on Zynq 7030, supports multiple encoder
standards (incremental, SSI, BISS...) and delivers synchronous triggering and data capture capabilities [11].

Figure 4: Two independent, canted undulators, two plane
grating, one double crystal monochromator and multiple
beamlines provide two color and polarisation combination xray capabilities to the Energy Materials In situ Lab (EMIL).
Additionally we will evaluate the multipurpose SCADA
framework Sardana. This collaboration work of several European synchrotrons provides a similar device component
based approach like Bluesky/Ophyd and features additional
graphical tools for experiment control. In its current state it is
mainly used in Synchrotron environments that use TANGO
as low level control system although working experimental

At other facilities simultaneous encoder processing,
common synchronous triggering and data capturing for
multi-technique scanning applications is provided by reprogrammable hardware units (PandA see Fig. 5 at Soleil/
Diamond/ MAX IV, Rythm at ALBA). At BESSY the advent
of TimePix3 detectors and the short pulses of the BESSYVSR (Variable pulse length Storage Ring) [12] upgrade are
requesting these advanced, re-configurable synchronization
components. With Malcom at Diamond and Flyscan at Soleil
powerful role models for application frameworks exist.

BEAMLINE OPTICAL MODELLING
Commissioning, performance and process tuning as well
as problem detection on beamlines benefit from the comparison of experimental results and their optical modelling. Both
must be made accessible to the beamline scientist or the light
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source user in a simple and integrated way. Well established
expert simulation tools, such as RAY-UI [13], PHASE and
WAVE (in-house developments), or SHADOW, XRT, SRW,
SPECTRA, OASYS, with their respective graphical user
interfaces (GUI) must be provided reliably and automatically. Consistency of input parameters, such as positioning
and type etc. of the optical elements and sources, will be
guaranteed by a continuously maintained reference database
(Fig. 6). It will be necessary to equip the beamlines with
appropriate diagnostics to be able to improve model descriptions towards the real findings.
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MACHINE LEARNING METHODS AT
THE BEAMLINES
Within the Helmholtz Association and the HZB there is a
very general initiative to take advantage of machine learning
(ML) methods, for process analysis and optimization and for
the retrieval of scientific data from the measurements.

Figure 7: Process of model based generation of trained data
for realistic beamline performance analysis.

Figure 6: Sketch of the envisaged interplay of a high level
user beamline control toolkit with configuration databases,
device control, modelling and simulation software, diagnostics output and machine learning methods

BESSY aims at a high correspondence of model components and remote controlled hardware units. Strategic
vision of this close mapping of beamline model and real
implementation would be an ophyd device abstraction based
middlelayer software (Fig. 6) that allows to connect tweaking actions w.r.t. model based performance tuning or fault
detection with required operational parameter changes. In
the accelerator world this is long time common practise.
Goal of the Australian Synchrotron (AS) project BRIGHT
[14] is the development of control systems for vendor supplied beamlines for the model first and transfer it then to
the real hardware as components become available. Their
work break down structure could provide hints to a possible
middlelayer structure.
Well adapted beamline models enable a drastic reduction
of (re)commissioning and fine tuning times. Dry run capability of the model will contribute to the training of beamline
scientists and users.
Today, the time-consuming process of refining the model
by adapting the output data to the experimental results is
no longer the only key to a good beamline understanding.
The different methods of optical simulation can be supplemented and significantly accelerated by machine learning
approaches.

At the light source BESSY II there is a close coordination
of activities developing tool sets, such as training agents
via Reinforcement Learning capable of optimising the experimental environment for the accelerator and the beamlines [15]. As pathfinder activities IT infrastructure prerequisites are studied, means of sharing methodology and correlating relevant operation parameters are developed. With
the potential of the ML methods shortcomings of present
model descriptions could be overcome and it might be possible to better describe source point properties and properly
understand the x-ray preparation resulting from the actual
settings (Fig. 7)

NOVEL REQUIREMENTS
Scientific data are a significant raw material of the 21st
century. In support of the digital scientific methods the
Helmholtz Association created the new topic and crossprogram activity Data Management and Analysis (DMA).
It aims at strong integration of modeling, simulation, experiment and analysis in a single, digital loop. It foresees
development and application of state-of-the-art methods for
forward and inverse problems (e.g. machine learning in
imaging, simulations). The activity should provide applications, algorithms and techniques for in-situ, realtime analysis
of data at high rates.
To add DMA values to the data taken by the experiments,
capture and linked storage of meta data, describing the conditions of their experimental generation are required.
For light sources it would be a big step to have most
beamline and instrument components remote controlled or
constantly monitored, to be able to track relevant operational
data within standard logging, archiving and snapshot data
files. These data are prerequisite for DMA based process
tuning of the property of x-rays usable for the experiment.
Ultimately these data should also provide the means to reconstruct the experimental conditions for certain user studies.
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For the BESSY user community the consortium FAIRmat [5] represents the interests of experimental, theoretical,
and computational condensed-matter physics and materials
science to make data Findable, Accessible, Interoperable,
and Re-purposable (FAIR). The project NOMAD within
FAIRmat has already made good progress [16] along the
fourth paradigm of science (Fig. 8). Models for data policies,
i.e. meta data systems for data taken at the large facilities
are understood prerequisites for this new way of scientific
exploitation.
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Abstract
BLISS is the new ESRF beamline experiments sequencer.
BLISS is a Python library and a set of tools to empower
scientists with the ability to write and to execute complex
data acquisition sequences. Complementary with TANGO,
the ESRF control system, and silx, the ESRF data visualization toolkit, BLISS ensure a smooth user experience from
beamline configuration to online visualization. After a 4year development period, the initial deployment phase is
taking place today on half of ESRF beamlines, concomitantly with the ESRF Extremely Brilliant Source upgrade
program. This document presents the BLISS project in large,
focusing on feature highlights and technical information as
well as more general software development considerations.

THE BLISS PROJECT
BLISS stands for BeamLine Instrumentation Support Software. The BLISS project started in December, 2015 inside
the Beamline Control Unit (BCU, Software Group), and
comes within the scope of the ESRF Extremely Brilliant
Source upgrade program (ESRF-EBS) [1].
The ESRF-EBS is a global project, to put ESRF and all
partners countries at the forefront of X-ray science and instrumentation. A major milestone will be reached in 2020
with the end of the construction of a new, revolutionary storage ring and the restart of ESRF user program. ESRF will
then become the world’s first high-energy, fourth-generation
synchrotron light source. This exciting feat will offer unprecedented tools for the exploration of matter and for the
understanding of life at the macromolecular level.
In particular, 4 new beamlines are being built and new
instrumentation is currently under development ; the main
objective of BLISS is to provide scientists with the more
advanced experiments control and data acqusition software
in order to take advantage of the new ESRF-EBS tools and
equipments. BLISS has the ambition to fulfill the needs of
the more demanding experiments.

Project Goals
• to empower scientists with the ability to write and to
execute complex data acquisition sequences
• to offer an easy to use Command Line Interface (CLI)
and an online data visualization application
• to provide generic building blocks to implement any
kind of scan
• to get the most out of the capabilities of beamline hardware
∗

guijarro@esrf.fr

• to provide frameworks to quicken integration of new
hardware
• to facilitate online data analysis
• to enable data management

BLISS SOFTWARE
BLISS is primarily a Python 3.7 library. It is furnished
with a set of tools to manage experimental setups using
configured beamline devices, to write experiments control
sequences and to execute them in an adapted environment,
and to do online data visualization.
BLISS is an open-source software, licensed under LGPL
[2]. BLISS is free to use by anyone ; however ESRF does not
officially provide support to external users without a formal
collaboration agreement.

BLISS Package
BLISS is packaged with [3]. Conda is an open source
package management system and environment management
system that runs on Windows, macOS and Linux. Although
it was initially targetting Python software, it can be used to
package any kind of software and offers:
• separated environments, different execution contexts
• OS-independent, community-packaged software (from
the libc level)
• the ability to create custom packages easily

BLISS Releases
BLISS follows a one-month release cycle. The first BLISS
stable version 1.0.0 is to be released at the beginning of
next year (January, 2020). Starting with the first stable release, BLISS version numbers will follow semantic versioning [4]. Basically the first number (1) represents a major
version, that can only increment in case of incompatible API
changes. The second number (0) increases when backwardcompatible changes are added. The last number (0) is a
patch-level: this is mainly to indicate bug fix releases.

Source Code Management
As of today, all BLISS code is contained within a single
git repository [5]. This simple approach helps to ensure
coherency over the code base, in particular in case of refactoring or modifications with non-trivial consequences on
existing parts of the project compared to a solution based
on multiple git repositories linked with sub-modules for
example.
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Figure 2: Bliss architecture.
Figure 1: From left to right: B.Formet, M.Guijarro, P.Pancino, L.Pithan, P.Guillou, S.Petitdemange, C.Guilloud.
The BLISS project development website is hosted in the
ESRF gitlab server [6]. List of issues, ongoing discussions,
link to the documentation pages and more are all publicly
available.

Contributing to BLISS
Contributions to BLISS are welcome. The project follows
the github flow [7] workflow for contributions. It is a set
of best practices that combines feature-driven development
and feature branches with issue tracking.

BLISS Development Team
Within the ESRF Beamline Control Unit (BCU), a team
of 7 engineers (Fig. 1) is more specifically dedicated to
BLISS development.
Mission The mission of the BLISS team members is to
write BLISS core features, to write documentation, to be
responsible for BLISS quality assurance, and to share the
knowledge across Beamline Control Unit members.
Development Methodology The BLISS project development methodology is inspired by Kanban [8].
Communication In order to improve the communication between team members, a daily stand-up meeting is
organised to tell about ongoing tasks, to deliver information
about the project and to exchange about problems.
Pair-programming is encouraged whenever it is possible,
in order to produce better quality code and to ensure at least
2 team members share the knowledge on some particular
parts of the project.
Merge requests cannot be merged by the same person that
is producing the code: a systematic code review pass has
been introduced in order to produce better quality code and
to enhance communication.

BLISS ARCHITECTURE
The BLISS package has a modular architecture (Fig. 2)
composed of 7 distinct families of components:
• configuration and settings (Beacon)
• communication helpers
• hardware controllers
• control and acquisition objects
• scanning
• data management
• command line interface (BLISS shell)
The Configuration entity, called Beacon (Beamline Configuration) is the corner stone of BLISS, as it provides entry
points for all others BLISS components (cf. Configuration
and Beacon server).
Communication helpers provide a uniform way to access equipments interfaced via serial line, gpib, modbus or
tcp/udp for direct communication. BLISS also fully supports
TANGO [9] devices (cf. BLISS Asynchronous I/O model).
Hardware controllers are effectively interacting with the
beamline hardware devices. For example, this is the place to
implement Python objects that would implement commands
to “talk” to a device following the protocol defined by the
manufacturer, using the communication objects provided by
the communication helpers layer, or through TANGO calls.
BLISS provides generic control & acquisition objects
(cf. Control and Acquisition objects), as an adapter layer to
integrate arbitrary hardware and to foster code reuse thanks
to the factorization of common code.
The scanning entity is responsible for executing scans,
using acquisition controllers, counters and scannable objects
from the previous layer (cf. Scanning).
Finally, the data management entity publishes and stores
scan data (cf. Data Management).

BLISS CONFIGURATION
AND BEACON SERVER
Beacon (Beamline Configuration) is a server process that
is essential to BLISS, since it provides services for many
BLISS features (see Fig. 3):
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object configuration. When loading static configuration data,
Beacon goes all over the configuration database directories,
and builds an internal representation of the objects that are
defined in YAML mapping nodes from the files. Ultimately
this structure is flattened and exposed as a Python dictionary
with key-value pairs, keys being object names and values
being the corresponding configuration information.
The following YAML lines show an example of the configuration of a movable axis (motor) called rotY:
Figure 3: Beacon services.
•
•
•
•

static configuration database
configuration editor web application
settings, i.e. runtime configuration properties
channels, to exchange data between different BLISS
objects instantiated in different processes
• publishing of data produced during scans, for online
data analysis or visualisation
• distributed lock management, to be able to lock and
release resources for a particular Beacon client
Beacon relies on Redis [10] for most of those services.
Redis is an open source, in-memory data structure store,
used as a database, cache and message broker.
Last but not least, Beacon embeds an optional TANGO [9]
database-compatible server. It allows to store TANGO configuration information in Beacon YAML files, thus keeping
the configuration for a whole beamline within the same files,
with the same format, at the same location.

Static Configuration Database
The static configuration is a centralized directory structure of text files (see Fig. 4) in the YAML [11] format, which
provides a simple, yet flexible mechanism to describe devices within a BLISS system.
YAML has been chosen because the standard native types
(list, dictionary, numbers, unicode strings…) can be easily
mapped to Python equivalents, it handles comments (contrary to JSON), and also because it is human-readable (contrary to XML).
ID00
EH
motion.yml
OH
temperature
...
sessions
tomo.py
tomo.yml

Figure 4: YAML tree example.
Objects are identified in the system by an unique name.
BLISS reserves the YAML key name as the entry point for an

# motion.yml
class: IcePAP
host: iceid311
plugin: emotion
axes:
- name: rotY
address: 3
steps_per_unit: 100
acceleration: 16.0
velocity: 2.0
The information contained in the YAML files is interpreted when the corresponding object is loaded. This interpretation depends on the type of object, in order to create
the expected Python object. BLISS has configuration plugins, which can be used to extend supported object types.
In the example above, the emotion (ESRF Motion) plugin
is used to interpret the contents of the YAML file, in order
to instantiate an Axis object.
Configuring Sessions Sessions are defined in the static
configuration database, using the session plugin. A BLISS
session represents an experimental setup associated with
experiment control sequences. Indeed, two keys have to be
defined in a session YAML file:
• the config-objects key is a list of BLISS objects
from the configuration,
• the setup-file key specifies a Python file to be executed after session configuration objects have been
initialized
The setup file is executed in the setup_globals namespace of BLISS, so all objects that are defined during setup
are exposed to this namespace for further use in user scripts.
Only one session can be active at a time, however sessions
can be nested using the include-session key.
Sessions are loaded by the BLISS shell (cf. BLISS shell),
giving access to an experimental setup and associated procedures within an integrated command line interface.
Configuration Editor BLISS YAML files can be
edited using the Beacon configuration editor (see Fig. 5).
The editor runs as a web application, hosted by the Beacon
server.

Beacon Settings
Beacon settings are configuration values stored in Redis,
attached to BLISS objects, that change over time and that
need to be persisted across executions.
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which greatly reduces race conditions, locking issues and
general problems linked with preemptive context switching.

gevent
BLISS event loop is built on top of gevent [12], a
coroutine-based Python networking library.
gevent provides lightweight execution units (tasks) based
on gevent [13].

Green Threads
While I/O operations occur in a task, gevent yields automatically to execute another task. For this reason, gevent
greenlets can be seen as “green threads”, i.e lightweight,
cooperative threads compared to heavier, pre-emptive OS
threads. However, communication primitives are blocking
by default. For example, a recv() call waits for incoming
data. BLISS communication helpers ensure I/O operations
are gevent-friendly.
Figure 5: Beacon configuration tool.
Example of settings are motor velocity, acceleration and
limits ; default values are stored in the static configuration
YAML files, but they are superseded by settings stored in Redis, that correspond to the last values set by the user. Those
are applied whenever the BLISS motor object is recreated.
Settings can also be used to persistently keep (or share)
information across executions of BLISS, or across BLISS
processes like: selected counter for plot, enabled loggers,
log level, scan saving path, file template, etc.

Channels
Beacon channels leverage the built-in publish/subscribe
features of Redis in order to provide a simple way to exchange data between different BLISS instances.
Contrary to Beacon settings, channels data is not persisted.
When the last client holding the data disconnects, the channel
data is cleared.
Use cases for channels are:
• to update state between processes, for example: for
Axis objects, position and state (MOVING, READY…)
are shared between listeners
• to provide caching, e.g. to skip costly parameters reloading if last set values kept in a channel are the same
between calls
• to prevent unwanted hardware initialization, in case
the same BLISS object is used by multiple processes,
initialization can be skipped if it has already been done.

ASYNCHRONOUS I/O MODEL
BLISS is based on the asynchronous I/O model. Indeed,
data acquisition being mainly an I/O bound task, the choice
has been made to achieve concurrency using asynchronous
I/O coupled with an event loop and callbacks instead of
relying on an implementation via OS threads, for example.
As a result, BLISS implements cooperative multitasking,

Direct Communication with Hardware Communication helpers to connect to serial lines, serial line, gpib, modbus or tcp/udp devices ensure all I/O operations would not
block. This is mainly useful when implementing low-level
protocols from device manufacturers.
Interfacing TANGO Devices TANGO devices offer
a higher-level alternative to communicate with hardware.
Thanks to the green mode feature of PyTango [14], TANGO
device proxies returned by the BLISS communication helper
are compliant with gevent, thus allowing seamless integration of TANGO-controlled hardware in BLISS.

CONTROL AND ACQUISITION OBJECTS
The integration of hardware devices in BLISS is a threestep process. For any instrument or piece of equipement, first
the appropriate configuration plugin has to be determined
according to the device type. Then, the hardware controller
class has to be written, to be abl$e to communicate with the
equipment. This involves the communication helper classes
provided by BLISS, or ta TANGO device proxy. Finally,
the appropriate control objects have to be written, on top
of the hardware controller class. BLISS provides 4 miniframeworks in order to facilitate hardware integration.

Control Frameworks
Motor Control Motor controllers are based on five
fundamental classes (Controller, Axis, Group, Encoder
and Shutter). The generic motor controller objects, and
derivative devices, provide management of:
• typical basic parameters: velocity, acceleration, limits,
steps per unit
• state, motion hooks, encoders reading, backlash, limits,
offsets
• typical actions: homing, jog, synchronized movements
of groups of motors
• trajectories (if hardware supports it)
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A Calculation Controller is also proposed to build virtual axes on top of real ones.
Lima (2D Detectors) All area detectors at ESRF are
controlled with Lima [15].
The BLISS Lima base class allows to seamlessly integrate
any compatible 2D detector. Due to the standardization
provided by Lima, there is no special method to implement
since it is based on the Lima Tango server attributes and
commands, which are generic.
Multi-Channel Analyzers BLISS has support for
Multi-Channel Analyzers, thanks to a base class that encapsulates the underlying low-level hardware controller.
Regulation The Regulation framework helps to integrate equipments like temperature or pressure controllers
and provides Input, Output and RegulationLoop classes,
to be used on top of a low-level hardware controller.
A Software Regulation Loop class emulates a PID correction loop.

Acquisition Objects
Acquisition objects derive from 3 main classes:
• Scannable
• Counter
• AcquisitionController
Scannable objects can be identified as actuators, that are
initiating a scan. Counter objects represent a quantity that
is measured during a scan. Counters need to be associated to
an AcquisitionController. The acquisition controllers
are in charge of counter values acquisition, and to insert
counters in the acquisition chain.
Control objects can be extended with those base classes,
in order to be used within a scan.

SCANNING
BLISS embeds an innovative scanning engine, designed
to support a whole range of data acquisition procedures. The
majority of scans performed at ESRF can be written in a few
lines of Python code, thanks to well-defined concepts and a
clean API.

Acquisition Chain
BLISS introduces the concept of Acquisition Chain to
describe any kind of scan. An Acquisition chain is a tree
structure to represent devices involved in a scan and how
they are related.

Acquisition Master
Master devices encapsulate triggering controllers like motor controllers (position trigger), 2D detectors (readout trigger), or even software controllers to define a sequence of
triggers for the slave devices.
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Slave Acquisition Devices
Slave devices encapsulate data acquisition controllers,
and define data channels ; data is acquired following the
sequence of triggers coming from the master.

Acquisition Chain Building
Acquisition chains do not come from the configuration:
they are built in Python code for each scan instead.
Building a chain consists of associating acquisition masters and acquisition slaves, using the .add() method of the
AcquisitionChain object. A scan toolbox provides a set
of functions to easily build acquisition chains, using sensible
defaults.
An acquisition chain can have multiple top masters, and
within a branch, masters and slaves can be nested to any
level.

Scan Object
The BLISS Scan object runs the acquisiton chain.
Preparation is decoupled from start to ensure a minimal
latency when starting the scan. Indeed, during preparation
each equipment is programmed or configured for the scan.
During the preparation phase, the acquisition chain tree is
traversed in order to prepare the device nodes first, then
masters and so on until the tree root ; .prepare() is called
on each element.
By default, preparation of all equipments is done in parallel.
At start, the same tree traversal procedure is applied
as with the preparation phase ; on each chain element,
.start() is called ; device nodes will begin to wait for
a trigger whereas master nodes will start to produce trigger
events. It is important to note that devices are always started
before masters, and that trigger events can be hardware or
software.
A scan can be seen as an iterative sequence ; after
.start() method is executed, the acquisition chain enters
the first iteration. It continues until the first master signals
acquisition is finished, or in case of error, or if the scan is
interrupted. Then, .stop() methods are called on each tree
element.
Timing statistics are recorded during the scan. This helps
to diagnose problems with hardware devices and to debug
new procedures.

Preset Objects
Preset objects can be added to an acquisition chain, to
execute some code before, after, or inbetween iterations.

Simple Continuous Scan Example
In the case of a continuous single-motor m0 scan acquiring
data from an i0 diode, the acquisition chain can be written
as shown in Fig. 6.
It corresponds to the following scan: m0 will move at constant speed from 5 to 10 (thus, m0 will actually start before
5 and finish movement after 10), defining 10 points equally
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Figure 6: Code example for a simple continuous scan.
distributed. For each position defining a point, i0 diode
reading will be triggered for 10 milliseconds ; the average
value is stored for the scan. In this case, no synchronization
hardware is involved, it is a software continuous scan, see
Fig. 7.
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.base_path corresponds to the top-level directory where
scans are stored. Then, .template completes the path. It
uses Python’s string interpolation syntax to specify how to
build the file path from key values. Keys can be freely added.
Key values can be numbers or strings, or functions. In case
of function key values, the function return value is used.
SCAN_SAVING.get() performs template string interpolation and returns a dictionary, whose key root_path is the
final path to scan files.
## Metadata
Scannable, Counters and Acquisition Controller objects
can hold metadata to be stored in Nexus containers along
with the scan data.
For all data items, it is possible to store additional metadata that is published with the data stream.

Data Streaming

Figure 7: Software continuous scan example.

DATA MANAGEMENT
AcquisitionMaster and AcquisitionSlave objects
of the acquisition chain contain AcquisitionChannel objects. Each acquisition channel has a name, a type and a
shape (0D, 1D, 2D…). The role of acquisition channels is to
emit data while acquisition is running. Then, data is saved
to disk in a scan file, and published to the Redis instance
managed by the BLISS Beacon server, enabling online data
analysis and other processing on the data stream.

HDF5 Scan Data Files
Scan files are saved in the HDF5 [16] file format. HDF5
files allow organizing data in a tree view structure. BLISS
follows the Nexus convention [17],which defines a format
within a HDF5 file that can serve as a container for all relevant data associated with a scientific instrument or beamline.
BLISS SCAN_SAVING global object helps user to tell
where to save the main HDF5 file for scans, and images
data (see Fig. 8)

Figure 8: SCAN_SAVING

As soon as the reading task of the scan is running, acquisition channels publish data to the Redis database that is
managed by the Beacon server.
Scalar values are stored as plain values, whereas by default
1D arrays are serialized. A reference is stored for bigger
data, like 2D images. In Redis, data is stored for a limited
period of time (1 day by default) and for a limited amount
(1GB by default).
Any program can connect to Redis to access the data
stream on the fly to perform data analysis. Clients can listen
to the Redis process to be notified of scan progress and to
perform data analysis at the same time data is acquired. The
scan data flow is represented in Fig. 9.
Online data analysis can be implemented using the BLISS
API to connect to the redis stream and to get data while the
scan is running. The BLISS API gives access to the data
through the more efficient path. For example, in the case of
a 2D image from a Lima Tango server, the reference in Redis
is resolved on demand and the image data can be directly
returned from a Tango server memory, if it is still there, in
order to save disk I/O.
BLISS supports complicated data collection protocols
with feedback, where the analysed data can be fed into the
scanning procedure, in order to better adapt the scan to the
sample. Indeed, scans are always executed iteratively, which
gives some possibility to change parameters on the fly.

External Data Writer
As of today, data is both written to a HDF5 file and published to the BLISS Redis database. A new development
is ongoing, to delegate data saving to an external listener
process. Decoupling acquisition from saving and archiving
brings the following benefits:
• better performance for scans, with asynchronous scan
file writing
• buffering alleviates the real time constraint on the saving in respect to acquisition, and permits intermediate
processing
• makes it easier to have both ESRF and user archiving
happening at the same time
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define and select areas in a 2D image, or to point and click
on curves to move scan motors to specific positions.

BLISS DEPLOYMENT

Figure 9: BLISS scan data flow.

USER INTERFACES
On top of the BLISS library, two user interfaces have been
developed in order to provide an entry point for users on
beamlines to get access to BLISS functionalities.

BLISS Shell
The bliss command line interface (CLI) is based on
ptpython [18] and tmux [19]. It provides a Python interpreter
enhanced with BLISS-specific features.
bliss can load BLISS sessions, via a -s command line
switch. A typing helper feature allows user to type commands without taking care of parenthesis and commas inherent to the Python language, in order to have a better
experience in interactive use.

Flint
Flint is a Qt [20] desktop application made with the ESRF
silx toolkit [21].
Flint (Fig. 10) is started automatically when a scan starts
in the BLISS shell, and listens to Redis in order to display
incoming live scan data from the data stream.

In 2018, BLISS has been tested on different experimental
setups, on various ESRF beamlines. The idea was to assess
BLISS technical choices and design, while starting to collect
users feedback. During 2019, the development of the project
continued in order to integrate the hardware for the first target
beamlines. Indeed, today BLISS is in the initial deployment
phase at ESRF. In the next years (2020, 2021, 2022) all ESRF
beamlines will be fully equipped with the new software.
The migration to full BLISS-controlled experiments will
face the refactoring of a huge quantity of existing procedures
developed in the legacy control system.
In order to ensure a smooth transition to BLISS, some
tools are provided with BLISS to be able to do partial updates
and to ease with the transition:
• A generic counter to use any TANGO attribute as a
BLISS counter
• BlissAxisManager TANGO server, that makes BLISS
Axis objects available as TANGO devices
• A generic TANGO server that gives access to any
BLISS object or procedure
• A Wago TANGO server, based on the BLISS Wago
controller to benefit of new features in the old system
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Abstract
The Large Hadron Collider at CERN relies on a collimation system to absorb unavoidable beam losses before they
reach the superconducting magnets. The collimators are
positioned close to the beam in a transverse setting hierarchy achieved by aligning each collimator with a precision
of a few tens of micrometres. In previous years, collimator
alignments were performed semi-automatically, requiring
collimation experts to be present to oversee and control the
entire process. In 2018, expert control of the alignment
procedure was replaced by dedicated machine learning algorithms, and this new software was used for collimator alignments throughout the year. This paper gives an overview of
the software re-design required to achieve fully automatic
collimator alignments, describing in detail the software architecture and controls systems involved. Following this
successful deployment, this software will be used in the
future as the default alignment software for the LHC.

INTRODUCTION
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is the largest
particle accelerator in the world, built to accelerate and collide two counter-rotating beams at an unprecendented centerof-mass energy of 13 TeV [1, 2]. The LHC is susceptible to
beam losses from normal and abnormal conditions, which
can damage the state of superconductivity of its magnets. A
robust collimation system handles beam losses of halo particles by safely concentrating them into room temperature
collimation regions, with a 99.998% cleaning efficiency of
all halo particles [3].
The LHC collimation system consists of around 100 collimators, each with two parallel absorbing blocks, referred
to as jaws, inside a vacuum tank. The jaws are identified as
left or right, depending on their position with respect to the
incoming beam. The jaws must be positioned symmetrically
around the beam and their coordinate system is displayed
in Figure 1. Each jaw can be moved individually using two
stepping motors at the jaw corners, allowing collimators to
be positioned at different gaps and angles. The maximum
possible operational angle in either direction is 1900 μrad [5].
The jaw corners are known as left-up (LU) and right-up (RU)
when they are upstream of the beam and left-down (LD) and
right-down (RD) when they are downstream of the beam.
Collimators provide halo cleaning using a multi-stage
hierarchy, which is determined after aligning the collimators.
Each year of LHC operation begins with a commissioning
∗

gabriella.azzopardi@cern.ch

Figure 1: (a) The collimator coordinate system and (b) the
jaw tilt angular convention as viewed from above, from [4].
phase which involves aligning all collimators and ensuring
the correct operation to allow the LHC to achieve nominal
operation [6]. Such alignments are performed to determine
the beam orbit and beam size at each collimator location,
which are otherwise not known sufficiently precisely as the
actual beam orbit, collimator tank alignment and optics may
deviate from the design orbit. This information is required
to position the jaws within a certain number of standard
deviations (beam σ) from the beam center [7].
Over the years various software and hardware upgrades
were introduced to improve the alignment time and to simplify the alignment procedure. For six years collimators were
aligned using a semi-automatic tool, however this reached
its minimum alignment time of 3 hours at injection in 2017.
This motivated the development of a fully-automatic tool,
which was used for the first time in 2018 and has proved to
be a beneficial advancement in view of the High Luminosity
LHC (HL-LHC) upgrade [8].

LHC COLLIMATOR ALIGNMENTS
Collimator alignments are performed with a step precision of 5 μm. Each collimator has a dedicated Beam Loss
Monitoring (BLM) device positioned outside the beam vacuum, immediately downstream, as shown in Figure 2. Such
devices are used to detect beam losses generated when halo
particles impact the collimator jaws. Recorded losses are
proportional to the amount of beam intercepted by the collimator jaws and are measured in units of Gy/s. A collimator is
considered aligned when a jaw movement towards the beam
produces a clear loss spike in the BLM detector located
further downstream [10].
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5. The jaw movement automatically stops if the BLM
losses exceed the threshold, SiThres , by obtaining the
BLM data Si associated with collimator i after each jaw
step.
6. Once the jaw(s) stop moving, the user is required to analyze the associated BLM losses in order to determine
whether the collimator jaw(s) are aligned or not.

Figure 2: The jaws of collimator i around the beam, with its
left jaw scraping the beam halo and the showers are detected
by the corresponding BLM detector downstream, from [9].
Collimators are aligned using a beam-based alignment
(BBA) which is a four-step procedure established in [11]:

7. The user first aligns both jaws, then the left jaw followed by the right jaw, until a clear alignment spike is
observed in each case, by repeating steps 2-6.
8. Once a collimator is aligned, the user must select to
save the position of collimator i so that the beam center
and beam size can be automatically calculated.

1. Align the reference collimator (primary collimator) by
touching the beam halo as an initial step prior to the
alignment of the collimator in question, collimator i.

This system uses the BLM feedback only to automate
the movement of collimators towards the beam and requires
collimation experts to control the rest of the procedure, hence
the term semi-automated.

2. Collimator i is then aligned with respect to the reference
halo generated.

Fully-Automatic Alignment Procedure

3. The reference collimator is then realigned to the beam.
4. Collimator i is retracted to its position in the hierarchy.
At each alignment step, the left and right jaws are aligned
separately, to be able to associate the spike in the BLM signal
to the particular jaw that was moving.

Semi-Automatic Alignment Procedure
The previous alignment implementation for the LHC collimators [12] uses a semi-automatic approach. This system
makes use of a BLM-based algorithm which requires the user
to make decisions as the alignment progresses. A typical
semi-automatic alignment involves the following steps:
1. The user selects the collimator i to be aligned.
2. The user sets four input parameters:
(a) ΔxiL - Left jaw step size in μm, from a pre-defined
list between 5 μm and 200 μm.
(b) ΔxiR - Right jaw step size in μm, from a predefined list between 5 μm and 200 μm.
(c) SiThres - Stop threshold in Gy/s, from a list of predefined thresholds between 1 × 10–7 and 2 × 10–4 .
(d) tis - Time interval between each step in seconds.
3. The user selects which collimator jaw to move towards
the beam (left or right or both), and starts the alignment.
4. The jaw(s) of collimator i are automatically moved
towards the beam in steps of Δxi every tis seconds.

The semi-automatic beam-based alignment was fullyautomated by closing the loop between automatically stopping the collimator movement after its losses exceed the
threshold, and resuming the alignment based on the BLM
loss signal. This involved using the feedback from the BLMs
in real-time to replace the user steps from the previous section, with dedicated algorithms.
Crosstalk Analysis for Parallel Selection (Step 1)
When a collimator reaches the beam envelope,
beam losses propagate mainly in the direction of the
beam, and are also observed by other nearby BLMs. This
phenomenon is known as crosstalk. During alignment
campaigns, collimators in the two beams are aligned in
parallel to speed up the alignment process. This is possible
using the semi-automatic approach by having the users
manually select the collimators to align based on the
crosstalk observed in their BLM signals. To fully-automate
the alignment, it is critical to automate the task of collimator
selection. This was done by analysing the crosstalk
generated by each collimator when aligned individually.
A data set of 650 samples was generated from sequential
alignments, such that each sample contains the BLM
signal of the aligned collimator and the signal of all other
collimators’ BLM detectors with losses larger than ten times
the background losses. The BLM signals classified as being
affected by crosstalk were identified by RMS-smoothing,
and this was used to generate a list of collimators affected
by crosstalk. This is an initial model for automatically
handling the parallel alignment of both beams, with a more
advanced analysis ongoing to quantify the level of crosstalk
experienced at any collimator [9].
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Machine Learning for Spike Detection (Step 6)
The correct alignment of any collimator relies on
being able to determine whether a collimator has touched
the beam or not, based on the spikes in the BLM signal. An
alignment spike, as shown in Figure 3a, indicates that the
moving jaw touched the beam and is aligned. On the other
hand, non-alignment spikes, as shown in Figure 3b, arise
due to other factors such as; beam instabilities or mechanical
vibrations of the opposite jaw, thus indicating that the jaw
has not yet touched the beam and must resume its alignment.
This process of spike recognition was cast as a classification
problem by training machine learning models to distinguish
between the two spike patterns in the BLM losses. A data
set was assembled from previous alignment campaigns,
from which fourteen manually engineered features were
extracted and six machine learning models were trained,
analyzed and thoroughly tested [13]. The suitability of
using machine learning in LHC operation was confirmed
during collimator alignments performed in 2018, whereby
the models achieved a precision of over 95%.
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between the thresholds selected automatically and by the
user were negligible for over 90% of the cases [14].
Highlighting the differences from the semi-automatic
BBA, the fully-automatic BBA involves the following steps:
1. The user can now select a group of collimators to be
aligned.
2. The user must then set two input parameters:
• Δxi - Jaw step size in μm, from a pre-defined list
between 5 μm and 200 μm.
• tis - Time interval between each step in seconds,
the minimum being 0.02 s.
3. The automatic procedure then selects; a collimator i,
the jaws to move towards the beam (left or right or both),
and a reasonable threshold, SiThres . The alignment is
then started automatically.
4. The jaw(s) of collimator i are automatically moved
towards the beam in steps of Δxi every tis seconds.
5. The jaw movement automatically stops if the BLM
losses exceed the threshold, SiThres , by obtaining the
BLM data Si associated with collimator i after each jaw
step.

(a) Alignment spike in 100 Hz data.

(b) Non-Alignment spike in 100 Hz data.

Figure 3: Typical BLM signals as a function of time showing
examples of (a) an alignment spike and (b) non-alignment
spikes, after a collimator movement towards the beam [13].
Automatic Threshold Selection (Step 2c)
A threshold is required to prevent collimators from
moving too far into the beam, such that a collimator stops
moving when its BLM device records losses that exceed
this threshold. The ideal threshold must be: high enough
to ignore noise spikes and allow the jaw to touch the beam
without interrupting the movement, and low enough to
immediately stop the jaws and generate minimal losses when
the collimator actually touches the beam. Therefore the
algorithm for automatic threshold selection was designed
by applying an exponentially weighted moving root mean
square on the latest BLM signal to smooth the signal and
prioritise the most recent losses. The thresholds selected
by users in previous alignments, were extracted to form a
data set of 1778 samples, at injection and flat top. This data
set was used to validate the algorithm, and the difference

6. Once the jaw(s) stop moving, the automatic procedure uses machine learning to classify the spike exceeding the threshold, to determine whether the collimator
jaw(s) are aligned or not.
7. The automatic procedure first moves both jaws towards the beam simultaneously, then separately aligns
each jaw twice, until a clear alignment spike is observed
in each case. Therefore steps 3-6 must be repeated until
these alignment spikes are observed, and must also be
repeated for all selected collimators.
8. Once a collimator is considered aligned, the automatic
procedure will save its position in a database, such that
the beam center and beam size can be calculated.

LHC COLLIMATION SOFTWARE
ARCHITECTURE
The alignment is performed remotely from the CERN
Control Center using a top-level application implemented
in Java, which allows users to move collimators whilst monitoring their BLM signal. These signals are logged at a
frequency of 100 Hz, however they are shown to the user at
a frequency of 25 Hz due to a limitation of the TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) communication protocol used.
The software architecture designed for the collimation
system is implemented via a 3-tier structure as shown in
Figure 4. The bottom level consists of actuators, sensors and
measurement devices, which allow for adjusting a number
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• Running the feedback loop during collimator alignments to stop any movement when the losses in the
BLM signal exceed the predefined threshold.

Figure 4: Software architecture diagram showing an example of FESA acting as the middleware between the Java
application and hardware devices.
of parameters, including the collimators’ left and right jaw
positions and angles.
The hardware is abstracted and controlled in real-time
through the use of FESA (Front-End Software Architecture) [15], the C/C++ framework used to develop LHC ring
front-end equipment software which sends motor step commands [16]. FESA is a complete environment for equipment specialists to design, develop, test and deploy real-time
control software for front-end computers (FECs). Its main
objective is to standardize, simplify and optimize writing
front-end software.
A hardware device is abstracted as a FESA device by exposing a public interface made up of properties. A property
is made up of value-items which can be scalars, string, and
other simple types. A client can get, set and subscribe to a
property in order to read, write and be notified on change,
respectively. FESA provides Acquisition properties and Configuration properties for getting and setting, respectively, and
Setting properties allowing both getting and setting.
FESA devices are grouped into a FESA class which defines the: property interface, private data and real-time behavior, for all devices belonging to that class. The FESA
class handles hardware access through the use of Real-Time
Actions (RTActions) which are triggered by an interrupt to execute in real-time and are subject to tight timing constraints.
The top level consists of Java Swing GUI applications which interact with the FESA middleware framework
through the Java API for Parameter Control (JAPC) [17].
JAPC is an API used to build Java applications that control accelerator devices by interacting with the get, set and
subscription device properties.

Semi-Automatic Software Architecture
The semi-automatic BBA is implemented in the FESA
class LHCCollAlign [18] which runs on its own Front-End
Computer (FEC) and is responsible for:
• Acting as a BLM concentrator by collecting the 100 Hz
data from the BLMs of all the collimators via UDP
(User Datagram Protocol), which is converted to 25 Hz
to decrease the amount of processing required. The
25 Hz data is used by Java to display the signal for the
user to view, and the 100 Hz data is logged for offline
access.

• Moving the collimators towards the beam until the
BLM losses exceed the threshold, using the Align Collimator property. This process is started from the Java
application by the user, who must provide the required
input parameters and select the jaw(s) to align.
The collimators are controlled using the LHCCollimator
FESA class. This class is responsible for triggering and
setting all collimator jaw movements, in particular functions which move collimators during different phases of the
operational cycle, and for getting any data related to the
collimator positioning system [19]. An overview of the two
FESA classes and the Java application are shown in Figure 5.

Fully-Automatic Software Architecture
The fully-automatic BBA is implemented on top of the
semi-automatic BBA, thus allowing for both alignment tools
to be available together. It is implemented in the FESA class
CollAlignSupervisor on its own FEC, and is responsible for:
• Automatically aligning the collimators towards the
beam by calling the Align Collimator property in
the LHCCollAlign FESA class, as used by the semiautomatic BBA. The difference being that the user does
not provide the input parameters as these are computed
automatically. The full-automation also selects the
jaw(s) to align and the entire procedure is performed
by calling the Automatic Alignment property.
• Automatically selecting the collimators to align in parallel based on the offline crosstalk analysis results, by
providing the FESA class with the list of collimators
affected by crosstalk. This is accessed by the algorithm
before selecting any collimator to align, to first check
which collimator (if any), is being aligned in the other
beam and which collimators it affects. This ensures no
collimators affected by crosstalk are aligned in parallel.
• Automatically selecting the threshold for aligning any
collimator based on the latest BLM signal. This is
implemented by accessing the latest 7.5 seconds of
raw 25 Hz BLM data from the LHCCollAlign FESA
class, and selecting the threshold accordingly. This
algorithm keeps track of the previous threshold selected
in the CollAlignSupervisor FESA class, to enhance the
threshold selection process.
• Applying the machine learning model on the recorded
BLM signal, to automatically detect alignment spikes
and determine if the collimator is aligned. Machine
learning model implementations are available in Python
therefore a separate thread on the same FEC as the
CollAlignSupervisor FESA class is dedicated to run the
Python script developed for alignment classifications.
This script is directly provided with the latest (4 seconds
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Figure 5: Overview of semi-automatic BBA implemented in FESA and Java.
at injection and 6 seconds at flat top, based on beam
halo diffusion [20]) raw 25 Hz BLM data obtained
from the LHCCollAlign FESA class and returns the
classification result to the CollAlignSupervisor FESA
class to resume the alignment based on the result.
The fully-automatic BBA is controlled from the same
Java application, using three new buttons; Play, Pause and
Stop. The full implementation of how the new FESA class
interacts with the semi-automatic alignment and the Java
application, is shown in Figure 6.
FESA allows for executing multiple instances of the same
property in different threads. Therefore in order to allow
for the alignment of the collimators in beam 1 and beam 2
to be done in parallel, two threads were assigned to the
CollAlignSupervisor FESA class. This allows executing
two instances of the same Automatic Alignment property in
parallel. These two threads constantly communicate with
each other before starting the alignment of any collimator,
to ensure that the selected collimators to align in parallel are
in accordance with the crosstalk analysis.

Angular Alignment Software Architecture
The current collimation hierarchy requires a 1.5 σ retraction between primary and secondary collimators of the
betatron cleaning insertion, which corresponds to around
300 μm. In order to improve the LHC performance and
achieve a smaller beam size at the points of collision, tighter
collimator settings with smaller retractions are foreseen [21].
Until now, collimators have always been aligned with a zero
tilt angle with respect to the beam. Recent beam tests, however, indicated that in reality collimator tank misalignments
may introduce an angular tilt of up to a few hundred μm.
As a result this approach will not be adequate to operate
the system with retractions below 1.5 σ [22]. Therefore an
automatic procedure to align collimators with different jaw
tilts is required to be able to determine the best angle, i.e.
angular alignments.
Three novel angular alignment methods were introduced
to find the optimal angle of collimators [23]. These methods were initially implemented using the semi-automatic
alignment tool by selecting a high threshold and keeping it

fixed. This relied on the assumption that any losses which
exceeded such a high threshold were a result of the collimator touching the beam. As expected there were a number
of cases where the jaws stopped before touching the beam,
due to the lack of spike recognition required to confirm if
the jaw is aligned. This resulted in a number of misalignments, however enough results were collected to show that
the methods were able to converge to the same angle for
the collimators tested [24]. Since then, the semi-automatic
alignment was transformed into a fully-automatic alignment,
fully-automating the angular alignment.
The angular fully-automatic BBA is implemented in the
same CollAlignSupervisor FESA class, as the standard fullyautomatic BBA. This software was built on top of the semiautomatic BBA and provides the same functionality as the
standard fully-automatic BBA, as depicted in Figure 7. The
main difference is that the angular fully-automatic BBA is
controlled from a separate application, however preserves
the same play, pause and stop functionality.

User Interfaces
Two dedicated GUI applications are used for the standard
fully-automatic BBA and the angular fully-automatic BBA.
Both GUIs subscribe to the same 25 Hz BLM data and 1 Hz
jaw position for display purposes.
The standard fully-automatic BBA GUI extends the previous semi-automatic BBA GUI [25], by introducing a new
section as shown by the screen shot in Figure 8. The user
can input the jaw step size, the time interval between each
step and select between the nominal or measured settings
when retracting the collimators to their final positions. The
alignment can be paused, stopped and resumed by the user
at any time.
The GUI lists the collimators to be aligned on the right,
grouped by their orientation, such that each group ends with
the primary/reference collimator of the plane. A collimator
must be selected from this list to control it and to show
its corresponding BLM signal and jaw position, with the
selected collimator marked by a blue border. The state of
each collimator is indicated by the various colour codes
listed in Table 1.
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Figure 6: Overview of fully-automatic BBA implemented in FESA and Java.

Figure 7: Overview of fully-automatic Angular BBA implemented in FESA and Java.
A standalone GUI was designed for the angular fullyautomatic BBA which serves solely as a display, as shown
in Figure 9. In this case, all commands must be provided
directly to FESA. This was designed as a temporary solution
to monitor the status of collimators aligned at different angles
when performing beam tests. A more user-friendly version

of this tool will eventually be incorporated with the rest of
the collimation controls.
In both cases two instances of the same application can be
opened at the same time, for easily monitoring the two beams.
This allows for aligning a maximum of two collimators in
parallel, one from each beam in the case of the standard
fully-automatic BBA.
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Figure 8: A screen shot of the collimator controller window
providing standard fully-automatic alignments.

Figure 9: A screen shot of the GUI designed to monitor the
angular fully-automatic alignments.

Table 1: Color Coding Used to Identify the Different Alignment States of an Individual Collimator

able to determine the most optimal angle with minimal misalignments. Using this new tool a collimator can be automatically aligned at 41 different angles using 3 different methods
in 25 minutes. This is 70% faster in comparison to semiautomatically aligning 1 collimator by manually aligning
the 4 jaw corners individually. This was the only reliable approach available, which on average required 40 minutes [27].

Color

State

Gray
Green

Not yet moved
Collimator jaw(s) moving
Fully-automatic BBA paused by user
when this collimator was mid-action.
Fully-automatic BBA stopped by user
when this collimator was mid-action.
Collimator aligned and jaws retracted
to operational settings.
Collimator jaw(s) waiting to align, due
to crosstalk from another collimator.

Yellow
Red
Turquoise
Magenta

FULLY-AUTOMATIC BBA RESULTS
The standard fully-automatic alignment software was used
in LHC operation throughout 2018. During commissioning
it was used to automatically align the collimators in the two
beams sequentially, including the 79 collimators at injection and the 75 collimators at flat top. The alignment was
a success, the beam centres and beam sizes measured at
each collimator were consistent with those calculated during
injection commissioning in 2017, and the measured settings
were used for LHC operation in 2018.
A second version of the fully-automatic alignment was developed later in 2018, to incorporate the crosstalk analysis to
align the collimators in the two beams in parallel. This software was tested with beam to align the same 79 collimators
at injection. The resulting settings matched those obtained
during commissioning in 2018, thus validating this new parallel software. This second version of the fully-automatic
software decreased the alignment time of 79 collimators by
71.4% compared to the semi-automatic alignment in 2017,
from 2.8 hours to 50 minutes [26].
Furthermore, the angular fully-automatic alignment software is reliable and its results are reproducible, as it is now
MOCPL04
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SUMMARY
The LHC uses around 100 collimators to protect its sensitive equipment. They are aligned each year at the start of
operation using feedback from BLM devices, to establish
the correct hierarchy. Before 2018 the alignment procedure
was semi-automated whereby the user must manually make
decisions based on the recorded signal. The three main user
tasks are; crosstalk analysis, spike detection and threshold
selection. In 2018 these tasks were replaced by dedicated
algorithms, to close the loop between BLM feedback and
decision making, to fully-automate the alignment.
The alignment software is developed in FESA, having the
semi-automatic and fully-automatic alignments executing
on separate FECs. The new fully-automatic alignment was
designed to work on top of the semi-automatic alignment,
whilst allowing both tools to be available for use. The standard fully-automatic BBA GUI extends the semi-automatic
GUI, whereas a separate interface was designed as a temporary solution to monitor the angular fully-automatic BBA.
The fully-automatic software significantly decreased the
time required for both standard and angular alignments, and
successfully does not require any human intervention. The
full automation is a major step in enhancing operational
efficiency and will be the default software in the future.
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SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK QAClient FOR
MEASUREMENT/AUTOMATION IN PROTON THERAPY CENTERS
A. Mayor, O. Actis, D. Meer, B. Rohrer, Paul Scherrer Institut, 5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland
Abstract
Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) operates a proton center for
cancer treatments. For calibration measurements and quality assurance procedures which have to be executed on a
frequent basis and involve different systems and software
products, an in-house software framework (QAClient) was
developed.
QAClient provides a configurable and extensible framework communicating with PSI control systems, measurement devices, databases and commercial products as LabVIEW and Matlab. It supports automation of test protocols
with user interaction, data analysis and data storage as well
as generating of reports.

INTRODUCTION
The Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) was a pioneer in the
field of proton therapy for cancer treatment by being the
first center to implement spot scanning for dose delivery
back in 1996 [1].
Different treatment areas as Gantry 2 (PSI in-house developed advanced scanning gantry [2]), Gantry 3 (a commercial gantry from Varian) and OPTIS2 (for ocular tumor
treatments) are constantly being improved and extended
for new irradiation techniques and have to be maintained
permanently.
Especially for extensive and periodic quality assurance
(QA [3]) test procedures but as well for long lasting calibration and measurement tasks there was an increasing
need for an automation tool which could integrated all involved control systems, measurement devices and perform
data analysis and storage.
It was therefore decided in 2011 to start the development
of such a software tool. The tool had to be modular and
extensible, suitable for a wide range of tasks and easy to
use and adapt for different protocols and procedures without much programming efforts.
To be as platform independent as possible and to be able
to integrate it easily into other PSI systems and environments, Java [4] was chosen as the programming language
and XML [5] as configuration format. QAClient was developed as an extensible software framework and is still
being extended and used in a variety of applications on
daily basis.

Motivation
The complexity of all involved systems in proton therapy used for medical patient treatment (Fig. 1) requires extensive and periodic testing and QA. This testing has to be

efficient, reproducible, easy to execute (also by less specialized personnel) and has to produce QA documentation
and publish data to QA databases.

Figure 1: Beamline and treatment at Gantry 2.

Integrated Systems
In order to be able to automatize QA procedures QAClient has to integrate many different technical systems, actuators and detectors:
• Mechanical systems such as gantry, nozzle, patient
couch and beam blockers
• Electromagnetic devices such as magnets, motors and
valves
• Detectors such as ionization and strip chambers
• Control systems such as delivery system, verification
system, couch robot and beam tune system
• Commercial systems such as Matlab [6], LabVIEW [7]
and laser trackers
It has to be able to control these systems and to process
data sent by these systems. Some measurement devices are
controlled and read out via commercial tools such as LabVIEW which can be integrated in QAClient.
Data analysis and modelling tasks area often delegated
to Matlab which also can be integrated in QAClient.

Requirements
To cover regulatory aspects of QA and to ensure that it
can be executed reliably and efficiently also by non-specialized personnel the main requirements for QAClient
were defined as follows:
● Full QA test procedure automation
● Integration of different systems and devices
● Interaction with human operators (data visualization)
● Integrated data analysis
● Comprehensible Reporting
● Long-term QA data storage and retrieval
● Easy to use
● Fully configurable (no programming required)
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Figure 2: Overview of system integration and communication protocols supported by QAClient.

ARCHITECTURE AND REALISATION
Overview System Integration
Most systems which have to be integrated offer a welldefined API and communication protocols (Table 1).
QAClient supports these standard protocols where necessary and possible (see Fig. 2). Configurable standard tasks
hide the internals of the different protocols from the user
and the engineer configuring a QAClient application.
Table 1: Protocols and Formats Used for Communication
System
Java Servers
Control Systems
Matlab
LabVIEW
Laser Scanner
QA Database
codeBeamer
Reports

Protocols / Format
RMI
RPC, UDP, EPICS
TCP-IP (bi-directional)
TCP-IP (bi-directional)
UDP
JMS, SQL
codeBeamer API
PDF, HTML, Email, text

Custom TCP-IP Protocols
For tools like MatLab and LabVIEW simple and reliable
(TCP-IP) protocols have been implemented.
A small Java service has been integrated into MatLab
which receives commands on one port and which sends status notifications and data on a second port. Commands are
generic and consist of a MatLab script name and a variable
list of parameters. Further API commands allow the program or the user to abort executing commands, to request
status information or processed data and to shut down the
service. Matlab Scripts can send messages, notifications,
status information, data (as XML) and files via custom
commands to QAClient.
For LabVIEW a very similar bi-directional protocol has
been implemented in a specific VIServer. It is possible to
send calls and parameters to VITasks. LabVIEW applications can as well send messages, notifications, status information, data (as XML) and files to QAClient.
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Technologies
To meet all functional and technical requirements as well
as to be able to integrate it into the existing infrastructure
QAClient as a framework uses a number of different technologies:
● Swing / AWT Graphical User Interface
● JMS (Java Message Service, ActiveMQ)
● RMI (Remote Method Invocation) to Gateways
● EPICS (Experimental Physics and Industrial Control
System) to Patient Safety and Accelerator Control
Systems
● HTTP Service
● HTML and PDF Reports
● SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol)
● different proprietary TPC-IP / UDP protocols
● OJDBC database access
● XML configuration
As PSI uses different operating systems (Windows 7, 10,
Linux, etc.) for different purposes and to reduce portability
efforts QAClient is programmed in Java. The only requirement on the platform it runs on is that it provides at least
an OpenJDK 8 Java runtime environment.
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● XML based application configuration using predefined standard tasks
● Generic mechanism of data transfer between different
tasks
● Dynamic flow control (conditions based on data or
user decision)
● Programming loops
● Input file driven measurement loops
● Data checks and validations
● Sending Commands to different Control Systems,
LabVIEW, Matlab
● Processing Notifications from Control Systems, LabVIEW, Matlab
● Logging framework with adjustable severity level
● LDAP user identification and authorization
● Persistent states to continue aborted tasks
● Generic dialogs to show/visualize data and ask for
user decisions
● Archiving of QA data and measurement results in external database
● Generating and printing of summary reports (HTML,
PDF)
● Visualization of archived QA data

Application Configuration

Features
QAClient offers the following features:
● Graphical user interface (with dynamic “expert”/”simple” mode and optional color textures to help colorblind operators)

All QAClient applications run on the same program version and are defined by pure XML configuration, there is
no need for application specific QAClient versions or programming. The XML uses a strict declaration schema
(XSD) which defines the standard blocks and their relationship and which validates the configuration XML.

Figure 3: Application configuration entities and their relationships.
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As depicted in Fig. 3, the main entities listed in Table 2
can be used in a QAClient application configuration:
Table 2: XML Configuration Entities (not complete)
Entity
Scope
StepList
Step
Task
TaskList

UserInput
Param
TransferParam

Usage
Full QAClient Application
(measurement, test etc.)
Full measurement or test procedure.
Smallest execution entity with all its parameters, input data and conditions.
Predefined standard task with a set of required input parameters
Optional grouping entity to combine a
set of tasks into a more global and re-usable task list
Generic user dialog to present data, files
and decisions to the operator
Configured input values for standard
tasks
Data transferred produced by one
step/task and used by another one as input data.

Figure 4: QAClient user interface in “simple mode”.

QAClient also provides a graphical configuration tool to
assemble such step lists, however it does not support all
features and possible relationships and flow control mechanisms.

Standard Tasks
QAClient currently provides 228 predefined standard
tasks which can be used with different parameters (see Table 3).
Table 3: Standard Task Examples
Task Type
Operating
System
Control
System
QAClient
LabVIEW
Matlab
Database

Examples
OpenFile, ExecuteSystemCommand,
ExecuteSSHCommand…
StartupBeamline, MoveToPosition,
StartAutomaticSequence, SetTune…
ForEachFile, CreateData, ReceiveUDP...
DataRequest, StartVITask…
StatusRequest, ML_Command…
SendData, ShowDBData…

Figure 5: QAClient user interface in “expert mode”.
Some tasks offer displaying generic dialogs with configurable content or content received from other tasks, as
shown in Fig. 6. These dialogs can be used to display measured data, plot analysis results, show external files and to
prompt the operator for a decision like “OK, continue” or
“Retry” or “Abort”. Depending on the user action taken,
the workflow can be different.

Graphical User Interface
The graphical user interface supports two display modes
which can be switched dynamically:
● “Simple Mode”: reduced amount of information just
showing the StepLists / Steps and their execution state
(Fig. 4).
● “Expert Mode”: offers full control and detailed information on every step and data received and sent
(Fig. 5).

Figure 6: Generic user dialog.

Reporting and Data Archiving
Data can be saved in external files or sent to a database.
QAClient can also produce comprehensive PDF and
HTML reports (Fig. 7) which can be archived as files or in
codeBeamer, sent by email and printed.
MOCPL05
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●
●
●
●
●

Measurement and analysis reports
Printed QA document for paperwork
Long-term storage of QA data
Sending of data and files to QA archive
Sending of QA document via email

Figure 8: Daily check phantom with different detectors.

SUMMARY
Figure 7: QAClient standard report.

OUTCOMES AND USAGE
General Usage
QAClient today is used for a wide range of applications
and use cases, these are among others:
● Daily check (automated QA) (Fig. 8)
● Monthly checks (automated QA)
● Patient couch calibration measurements
● Beam tune calibration measurements and modelling
● System integration tests (as test-engine)

Example: Daily Check Gantry 2
One of the main applications of QAClient is the daily
check procedure of Gantry 2 [8], which is performed every
morning prior to patient treatment. The most important parameters which are checked by the daily check:
● Dose accuracy using ionization chambers
● Proton beam position accuracy
● Proton beam parallelism and position
● Proton beam energy / range in water
● Beam kicker magnet closing efficiency
● Base check on patient safety system
(beam on/off, beam interruptions, beam tune)
To achieve this the following equipment (among other)
is used:
● Mini-strip detector
● Multi-layer ionization chamber
● Ionization chambers at different depths
The produced output consists of:

QAClient provides a flexible software framework which
is fully configurable and easily extensible. It offers a wide
range of reliable and standardized procedures and offers interfaces to different systems. It ensures that QA checks are
executed in a reproducible way and helps to reduce errors.
Execution times of QA procedures like the daily check of
Gantry 2 could be reduced by 70% and can now also be
executed by less specialized personnel without deep
knowledge of the involved systems and devices.
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2D-NANO-PTYCHOGRAPHY IMAGING RESULTS ON THE SWING
BEAMLINE AT SYNCHROTRON SOLEIL
C. Engblom∗ , Y-M. Abiven, F. Alves, F. Berenguer, T. Bizien,
A. Gibert, F. Langlois, A. Lestrade, P. Montaville, J. Pérez
Synchrotron SOLEIL, St Aubin, France
Abstract
A new Nanoprobe system, which was originally developed in the scope of a collaboration with MAXIV (Sweden),
has recently been tested and validated on the SWING beamline in Synchrotron SOLEIL. The aim of the project was
to construct a Ptychography nano-imaging station. Initial
steps were taken to provide a portable system capable of
nanometric scans of samples with sizes ranging from the
micrometer to fractions of a millimeter. Imaging was made
possible by actuating a total of 16 Degrees Of Freedom
(DOF) composed of a sample stage (3 DOF), a central stop
stage (5 DOF), a Fresnel zone plate stage (5 DOF), as well as
an order sorting aperture stage (3 DOF). These stages were
actuated by an ensemble of piezo-driven and high-quality
brushless motors, of which synchronized control (with kinematic modelling) was done using the Delta Tau platform. In
addition, interferometry feedback was used for reconstruction purposes. Imaging results are promising: the system
was able to resolve 40 nm measured with a Siemens star, the
paper will describe the system and the achieved results.

INTRODUCTION
The Nanoprobe Project [1] was a 4-year joint collaboration between Synchrotron SOLEIL and MAXIV (Sweden),
where a 3D scanning-nanoprobe prototype was produced.
This project officially ended in december 2016 - after which a
SOLEIL-based team dedicated to nano-positioning systems
was formed (Nanoprobe-SOLEIL).
In part inspired by the cSAXS beamline (Swiss Light
Source), the SWING beamline [2] at Synchrotron SOLEIL
has decided to add high-resolution coherent diffractive imaging, ptychography, to its roster of experimental setups. The
reason for this is two-fold; first to address a growing need
amongst its users, and secondly to prepare for the upcoming SOLEIL synchrotron upgrade [3] which will utilize a
more coherent light source. High-resolution imaging is the
driving factor here - the overall aim is to achieve the nanometer scale of 20 nm (or better) over full-range sample scans
of 10 µm up to several 100 µm. Another major constraint
is system portability; to keep a level of flexibility between
different type of experiments, any new system needs to be
compact and capable of installing/uninstalling to/from the
beamline within a few hours.
The scope of the project (and the subject of this paper)
is therefore to: install a Nanoprobe system on the SWING
beamline, and have it tested & validated through 2D nano∗

christer.engblom@synchrotron-soleil.fr

Figure 1: Overview of the SWING experimental hutch 1
(EH1), here marked out with the SOLEIL SXZ- orientation;
the location of the Eiger 4M detector has been pointed out
(inside a 7 meters long in-vacuum tunnel), as well as the
location of the Nanoprobe System.
ptychography imaging. The Nanoprobe Project [1] will be
used as an outline for the new SWING setup, where the
previously produced prototype will be re-used & adapted to
beamline specifications. As such, we will rely heavily on:
1. Support structure & system environment; rigidity and
thermal stabilization via enclosure of some kind.
2. High- resolution (capable of resolving a nanometer),
long-range (several millimetres) positioners.
3. Interferometry; a tool to qualify and measure motion
errors - to either be used for correcting images postprocess, or be implemented in closed-loop control.
4. Control Systems; for high-frequency control, & multiaxis synchronization via kinematic modeling if need
be.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the EH1 experimental
hutch where the Nanoprobe System will be installed and
tested.
The term Nanoprobe End-Station will in this paper be
referred to the support and environment that houses the
active parts used in scans. The term Nanoprobe System will
refer to the Nanoprobe End-Station as well as all its driving
electronics & control systems.

NANOPROBE END-STATION OVERVIEW
The end-station can be divided up into five primary parts,
four stages and their support structure. Figure 2 illustrates
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piezo stick-and-slip types, allowing for high-resolution (1
nm) and long travel ranges (mm- range). In addition, both
stages were equipped with interferometry sensors to provide
(X, Z, Rx, Rz)- feedback for closed-loop control - more on
this in Section Control & Acquisition.
Note that these stages , but having been

Figure 2: Principal scheme outlining the SXZ- orientation
of the Nanoprobe End-Station stages and their respective
degrees of freedom.

Support & Environment
The EH1 hutch environment stability was ensured by performing vibrational analysis prior to installation. A onepiece aluminium support for the stages was constructed (see
Fig. 3); some compromises were made in the conception of
the support structure in order adhere to beamline specifications.

Figure 4: 3D model of the Fresnel-Zone-Plate (FZP) Stage,
and Central-Stop (CS) Stage with 8 interferometer sensor
heads. Annotated (red and orange arrows) DOF (X, S, Z,
Rx, Rz) on the Fresnel Zone Plate.)

OSA Stage
This stage was actuated by three stacked encoded linear piezo-multi-leg positioners, allowing for high-resolution
(0.5 nm) and long-range movements in the millimetre range.
The stage actuated into three linear DOF in the SXZ- space
(see Fig. 5).

Figure 3: Nanoprobe stage support & environment. A plexiglass cover was added for thermal stabilisation and to minimize air turbulence.

FZP & CS Stages
These stages, see Fig. 4, were originally designed to hold
two Fresnel-Zone plates (FZP) actuating into 5 DOF. In the
scope of the SWING implementation, they were adapted
to instead hold one FZP and one Central-Stop (CS) plate,
but still maintaining the same amount of DOF as before.
These stages were identical and symmetric modules that
each held their respective optical elements in cradles. Both
stages actuated into five DOF; linear translations in the SXZspace and two DOF in the Rs and Rz space. The primary
objective of these stages was, besides positioning, holding
stability over the duration of the scans - this means that any
error drifts (from thermal dilations or otherwise) would be
minimized or corrected for. All positional drives were of

Figure 5: 3D model of Order-Sorting-Aperture (OSA) Stage,
here annotated with its three DOF.

Sample Stage
The sample stage consisted of three stacked linear and
encoded positioners that actuated into three DOF over the
SXZ- space. 2D-ptychography scans would involve small
incremental steps on the XZ- plane while the S-positioner
would hold its position; these 2D-scans would normally be in
deca- or hundreds of nanometer step increments over a span
of deca-micrometers. Figure 6 shows the setup of the sample
stage, here with an overlying bracket holding interferometer
sensors for sample tracking during scans. Interferometer
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measurements would only be used for tracking movement
errors for post-process image corrections.
The X- positional drive was of high-precision brushless
motor, while the SZ- positioners were of piezo multi-leg
types. These drives all allowed for high-resolution steps (1
nm) over a range of > 10 mm.

Figure 7: Control/Acquisition architecture, from/to the
Nanoprobe end-station to/from the users via the electronics
and high-level software (TANGO).

Figure 6: 3D model of the Sample Stage, here annotated
with its three DOF. Also shown, a rigid bracket (marked
blue) holding interferometry sensors towards the Sample
stage, thus providing (X, Z, Rs) - feedback on the Sample
stage at sample level.

that interferometry feedback can be used for long-term
holding stability - this to minimize motion errors such
as thermal drifts.

CONTROL & ACQUISITION
System Architecture
Figure 7 shows the control architecture where user control
is applied by interfacing to the driver electronics via a 4controller Delta Tau PowerPMAC system setup (Soleil highend controller from the REVOLUTION project [4, 5]). One
controller was dedicated for the sample stage, while three
interlinked controllers (Delta Tau MACRO interface [6])
were used for positional control & stability of the optical
elements in the FZP, CS, & OSA stages. Control of the
FZP/CS stages necessitated three interlinked controllers to
maintain synchronized control (using kinematic models) of
its 10 positional drives with full access to the 8 interferometer
feedback sources.
The TANGO control system [7] is here used at user-level,
interfacing directly with the Delta Tau controllers and interferometer readings for controls as well as data acquisition.

Control Schemes
System control strategies can be divided up into:
• Sample/OSA Stages (See Fig. 8): since these stages
are of a stacked SXZ- design, control-loops can be
applied individually & separately to each axis - here
implemented as a high-frequency PID regulation.
• FZP/CS Stages (see Fig. 9): their stacked/parallel design not only necessitates multi-axial synchronization,
but does so by using kinematic models - this allows
for moving the rotational axes to the centre of the optical elements. A key step in this implementation is

Figure 8: Sample/OSA control scheme, high-frequency standard PID regulation with the positional drive encoder as
feedback.

Figure 9: FZP/CS control scheme, multi-axial cascade-loop
where the innermost loop is a high-frequency standard PID
regulation with the drive encoder as feedback. The outermost loop calculates the five trajectories for each positioner
in function of the virtual axes (X,S,Z,Rx,Rz)

STAGE EVALUATIONS
Before beamline installation, the different stages were assessed for motion errors in the scope of their respective uses;
meaning long-term (≈20 min up to several hours) positioning
stability of the optical stages & 2D-scanning performance
of the sample stage. Note that the evaluations concerning
the FZP- & OSA stages have been left out; the OSA sta-
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bility constraints weren’t particularly high, and the FZP is
considered a duplicate of the CS stage.

CS Stage
Two additional mirrors were glued to the optical cradle
on the CS stage - each mirror setting up additional interferometers for assessments along the XZ- axes. Tests on the
CS stage essentially illustrates two approaches for long-term
positioning stability:
1. System ON/OFF (Fig. 10): error drifts (400 nm/h)
along the Z-axes are evident when positioners are set
to ON (closed-loop using encoder feedback). The driftrate is however slowed down (25 nm/h) when the positioners are set to OFF. In addition, peak-to-peak vibrations (ON ≈ ±10 nm, OFF ≈ ±5 nm) are also clearly
diminished.

Figure 11: Central Stop X-error drifts (over ≈5 h), thermal
drifts in response to interferometer closed-loop ON/OFF. All
positional drives were set to ON (closed-loop regulation with
encoders) at start. The red dashed line indicates a moment
in which interferometer closed-loop was activated (as seen
in Fig. 9).

2. Interferometer Closed-loop ON/OFF (Fig. 11): error
drifts (100 nm/h) along the X-axes are evident when
positioners are set to ON (closed-loop using encoder
feedback). The moment interferometer closed-loop
control is activated, this drift diminishes (2.5 nm/h),
but peak-to-peak vibrations increase by a factor of two
(Interferometers Closed-loop OFF, ≈ ±10 nm, Interferometers Closed-loop ON, ≈ ±20 nm).

Figure 12: Sample Stage motion errors (along X- & Zdirections) that originates from of X-actuation (blue) or
Z-actuation (red). Despite using high-quality and highresolution positional drives, error motions in the magnitude
of ±100 nm are evident.

RESULTS
System Installation
Figure 10: Central Stop Z-error drifts (over ≈5 h), thermal
drifts in response to system ON/OFF. All positional drives
were set to ON (closed-loop regulation with encoders) at
start. The red dashed line indicates a moment in which all
positional drives were set to OFF. No interferometer closedloop was used in this test.

Figure 13 shows the full Nanoprobe End-Station including the electronic bay installed in the EH1 experimental
hutch, as well as the Nanoprobe end-station on a rolling cart,
having just been unistalled fom the beamline. All in all, it
took roughly three hours to uninstall the system from the
beamline.

2D-Imaging Results
Sample Stage
The sample stage motion errors were measured using
the interferometer bracket (see Fig. 6), from having executed a series of 2D-scans along the XZ- plane. Figure 12
shows motion errors from these scans, originating from the
X-actuation (blue), or from the Z-actuation (red). Overall,
motion errors in the both X- & Z- directions lies within a
band of ±100 nm.

Figures 14 and 15 shows reconstructed phase images of
the 50-nm Siemens star sample. Figure 14 gives the full
overview of the scan - here the outer-most spokes (marked
by the red box) resolves 0.5 µm; Fig. 15 shows the same
image but focused on the centre of the sample, where one
can visually resolve the innermost 50 nm spokes.
The system resolution is assessed by image comparisons
from two different scans (and thus finding image repeatability) using the Fourier Shell Reconstruction (FSC) method [8]
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Figure 13: Left: The Nanoprobe system installed in EH1
(End-station & Electronic Bay). Right: The Nanoprobe
end-station uninstalled and in transport (Left to right: C.
Engblom, F. Alves, J. Perez).
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Figure 15: The reconstructed phase image of the Siemens
Star; here focused on the centre of the sample - fully resolving the 50 nm spokes of the Siemens Star. Note that
the spoke-size annotation is mirror inverted (due to sample
placement during scan).

Fig. 16 shows the correlation factor using the FSC 1 bit cutoff
criteria - here we can see that the system repeatibility (and
in a way, system resolution) is calculated to be at 40.89 nm.

Figure 16: System resolution (or image repeatability) is
estimated by two-image comparisons using Fourier Shell
Correlation with an FSC 1-bit cutoff criteria - we can see
(yellow circle) that the resolution is estimated to be 40.89 nm.

Figure 14: The reconstructed phase image of the Siemens
Star; here given full overview up until the 0.5 µm stripes. As
is expected, imaging artifacts can be found at the borders.
Note that the spoke-size annotation is mirror inverted (due
to sample placement during scan).

SUMMARY & CONCLUSION
A Nanoprobe system was constructed, installed, & ultimately tested by performing 2D-nano-ptychography imaging
at the SWING beamline - where the imaging resolution was
confirmed to be at 40nm (see Fig. 16). In addition, the system could be installed or uninstalled from/to the beamline
within a few hours (see Fig. 13).

From the stage evaluations, the two main issues that were
addressed were:
1. Positional error-drifts (FZP/CS Stages): evident at system start-up, and would potentially drift hundreds of
nanometers (see Figs. 11 & 10) during a scan unless
the following corrective/pre-emptive actions are taken:
1.1. Active control with interferometry, actively correct error drifts using interferometric feedback
coupled with kinematic models.
1.2. System ON/OFF, optical elements would be positioned after which the stage regulation would be
switched off (positioners OFF).
2. Motion-errors (Sample Stage): evident during 2Dscans in the XZ-plane. These motion errors, that origi-
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nated from their respective XZ-stages, were in the order
of magnitude of hundreds of nanometers. To circumvent the issue, the following solution was used:
2.1. Interferometry sample-tracking, used for image
corrections post-process
The resulting 2D- images from Figs. 14 & 15, that used
the above-mentioned solutions in points 1.2 & 2.1, further
validates the results from the stage evaluations. Furthermore, the utilisation of interferometry is not only found to
be useful - but indispensable in achieving the 40nm imaging
resolution.

Final Words & Project Continuation
Even though not having achieved the 20 nm imaging resolution, the results seem promising with room for progress.
The Nanoprobe System, at least in the realm of 2D- sample
scans, has therefore been validated at the nanometric level on
the SWING beamline. As for project continuation: we will
be looking into a better 2D-image resolution, and eventually
implementing full 3D-nano-tomo-ptychography.
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GRADUATE SOFTWARE ENGINEER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM AT
DIAMOND LIGHT SOURCE
A. A. Wilson∗ , T. M. Cobb, U. K. Pedersen, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom
PROGRAM STRUCTURE

Abstract
Diamond Light Source is the UK’s synchrotron facility.
The support and development of the beamlines and accelerators at Diamond requires a significant quantity of specific
knowledge and skills; the opportunity to acquire these beforehand is not available to many early in their career. This limits
the field of candidates who can begin working independently
at the level of software systems engineer. The graduate software engineer development program was started in 2015 to
provide a route for engineers who are recent graduates or
new to the field to develop the required skills and experience. Over the course of two years it comprises a series of
projects in different groups, mentored on-the-job training
and organized training courses. The program has recently
been expanded to cover all groups in the Scientific Software,
Controls and Computation department at Diamond, with an
intake of four new engineers per year. This paper presents
the structure and development of the program and invites
discussion with other organizations to share knowledge and
experience.

INTRODUCTION
The field of control systems for particle accelerators is
highly specialised. To work independently in the field, a
significant amount of specific knowledge and skills are required. It can therefore be difficult for organizations to find
and recruit people with the requisite experience to start working independently in this function. Meanwhile there are few
opportunities for early career professionals to gain the necessary experience in advance.
In 2015, the Controls Group at Diamond implemented
a Graduate Training Program in order to create a route to
hire talented but inexperienced people who are either recent
university graduates or new to the field.
This program was later expanded to include the adjacent
groups in the Scientific Software, Controls and Computation
Department (SSCC). The SSCC department covers the work
on the “full stack” of software and computing at Diamond,
encompassing computing, systems administration, electronics, controls, data acquisition and analysis, and business
applications.
This paper outlines the structure of the program, its current status and our plans for future developments. The purpose of the paper is to invite discussion: to share experience
with the community and to gain some ideas to improve the
program further.
∗

andrew.wilson@diamond.ac.uk

The program consists of two years of training. Participants begin in a graduate role, and move to the experienced
engineer role following completion of the program.

Recruitment
The recruitment process takes place in November and
December for a start date in the Autumn of the following
year. This follows the pattern of many graduate training
programs in industry, targeting students in their final year of
university; in this way we aim to be competitive with such
programs.
We aim to attract university leavers with a background
in a STEM subject area (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics), not only those with a background in
Computer Science. We look particularly for an interest and
some experience in software or computing, for example, a
personal interest or an undergraduate project.

First Year
In the first year, participants undertake four projects, each
lasting three months, in different groups within SSCC. The
projects are generally stand-alone, although sometimes consecutive projects will build on each other, approaching different aspects of the same topic. As far as possible they are
aligned to the interests of the individual and the needs of the
business. Figure 1 shows the number of projects undertaken
to date per group.
The purpose of these projects is for the participant to gain
experience of working in different areas of the business; to
sample the different technologies and working environments;
and to build a network of connections which will be useful in
their later role. The host groups benefit from the extra effort
to complete a necessary piece of work, and the new ideas
and different approaches that the participants bring. The
projects are often interdisciplinary and therefore promote
collaboration between the different groups.
In addition to the participant, the projects involve several
people whose roles are as follows:
Supervisor Defines the scope and goals of the project; provides guidance and assistance to the participant throughout the project; involves the participant in some day-today work of the host team; arranges project meetings.
Customer As the target customer, defines the requirements
for the project and reviews the results. This role is often
performed by the Supervisor.
Technical support Additional people who may be involved
if the supervisor does not have all the technical information needed to support the project. For example, the
technical support helps plan the architecture and review
the results.
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We emphasize the importance of documenting the work
produced. Each project has a wiki page which is used
throughout the project cycle: by the supervisor and others to record the background, requirements, milestones and
rough timeline; and by the participant to record the progress
and outcomes of the project.

Second Year
Participants spend the second year in one team, where
they are assigned a supervisor. The purpose is to learn “on
the job” under their supervision and guidance.
In the course of the year, the participant picks up more
responsibility. For example, in Beamline Controls, they
take on support for one or more of Diamond’s 35 photon
beamlines throughout the year. The purpose is to progress
towards independent, unsupervised work in the team, at the
level of an experienced Engineer.
After the end of the second year, having achieved independent working and responsibility, the goal is for the participants to successfully complete the company’s "grade
review" process, thereby achieving a promotion to the role
of experienced Engineer. They normally continue to work
in the same team where they spent the second year, but may
transition to other areas of SSCC depending on individual
career aspirations and the needs of the organization.

TRAINING
In addition to the on-the-job training, participants attend
formal courses on a range of technical topics, depending on
the role:
Programming skills C/C++, Java, Python
Tools & frameworks EPICS control system framework [1]
Hardware e.g. Delta Tau motion controller configuration
Each participant is encouraged to attend an international
collaboration meeting or conference to learn about collaborations and developments in the wider field.
There is a regular program of informal meetings, alternating talks by participants about their projects and informal
question-and-answer sessions with invited speakers from
elsewhere in the organization.

CARE AND WELLBEING
In addition to the general management of the scheme,
there are two part-time roles relating to keeping things running smoothly:
• A graduate program coordinator to manage the allocation of projects, supervisors and seating; the coordinator attends the kick-off and wrap-up meetings for each
project.
• A second person in charge of "pastoral support" to talk
to people; collect feedback on the projects; identify
any potential problems; organize the "extra-curricular"
activities and make sure that people are generally happy.

Figure 1: Number of projects completed per group in SSCC.
Due to projects being distributed across different groups,
the graduates generally will not work directly with one another during the first year, and may not have the opportunity
to spend time getting to know each other. We recognize
that a strong graduate community is beneficial, as more established SSCC graduates can provide both technical and
non-technical support from the perspective of a peer. They
can help new graduates to navigate the complex infrastructure of the organization, find the right people to ask for help
and work more effectively on their projects. This in turn
alleviates the load on supervisors who are often more senior employees. To further this aim, the person in charge of
pastoral support organizes various activities, such as coffee
meetings and exchanges of tours with graduates from nearby
facilities. As a new initiative in 2019, we have held an SSCC
Graduate Away Day, shortly after the arrival of several new
starters, with team-building and activities to create opportunities for the graduates to build these connections in a
relaxed environment.

EXAMPLE PROJECTS
We describe here two example projects to give an impression of the scope and structure.

Dashboards for Detector Status
Task Develop a web-based dashboard system to monitor
the status of detector systems at photon beamlines
Combines data from multiple sources in order to monitor
the health of the system and understand the root causes of
faults. Data sources include:
• Values over time of EPICS Process Variables (PVs)
from the Archiver Appliance;
• Server metrics collected in a Graphite database;
• Counts of application log messages of different categories, collected in a Graylog database.
A Grafana [2] dashboard was used for the web interface.
The system allows concurrent display of important parameters such as software state & errors, hardware state, server
load and network load.
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Figure 2: Simplified block diagram showing data sources
for Detector Status dashboard.
The project consisted of liaising with target customers to
identify the key information to display; understanding how
and from where to gather this information; writing scripts to
gather and format the information; packaging the scripts to
run as a maintainable service in a container; and designing an
intuitive layout for effective display of the information on the
dashboard. Figure 2 shows an overview of the architecture.
The product has now been rolled out for Eiger [3] and
Excalibur [4] detectors at six Diamond beamlines.
Groups Project supervised in Scientific Computing,
with customers in Controls.

Training Rigs for Hardware Triggered Scanning
Task Diamond has developed a standard hardware and
software stack for hardware-triggered continuous scanning
at photon beamlines [5]. In order to support and roll out
this stack more widely, there was a need for a set of demonstration rigs to be used in the training of Controls and Data
Acquisition staff. The purpose of this project was to develop
a training rig, consisting of several positioning stages with a
motion controller, a PandA [6] for triggering and position
capture, and a PC to run the control and acquisition software.
The training rig can collect data using a visible light source
and a Gigabit Ethernet camera. A simplified block diagram
of a rig is shown in Fig. 3. The project involved:

ICALEPCS2019, New York, NY, USA

Figure 3: Simplified block diagram for Hardware Triggered
Scanning training rig.

CHALLENGES & FUTURE
DEVELOPMENTS
The relatively small intake can make some organizational
aspects inefficient. For example, critical numbers of attendees are required before it is feasible to hold each training
course. A new starter may therefore have to wait for some
time before receiving some of the training, which could
mean they do not receive it at the optimum time in their
development. We are piloting online learning to supplement
the formal courses, so that if some specific knowledge is
required for a project, it can be quickly gained. On the other
hand, it is worth noting that the small intake allows a flexible
and personal approach to arranging the placements.
Historically, start dates for new graduates have been distributed across the year; the reason for moving towards aligning start dates each year in the Autumn is that aspects of
administration can be made more efficient and the reach of
recruitment can be increased.
Having a high ratio of staff in training means there is a
limited supply of mentors to spend the required time in the
second year. A certain amount of this is inevitable, but some
ideas to alleviate it are:
• Some of the more routine aspects of the training provided by the second-year supervisor, for example on the
tools, processes and development environment in Controls, could be provided centrally. This would reduce
the burden on the supervisor.

• Configuring and commissioning the motion system;

• In order to attract more volunteers to be supervisors, we
could increase the internal promotion of the scheme.

• Configuring the PC;
• Deploying EPICS control processes, Malcolm [7] for
scanning control, GDA [8] for experiment control and
DAWN [9] for data analysis & visualization;

The possibility of collaboration with other institutions
could provide some interesting opportunities and we would
like to explore this further.

• Commissioning the stack to acquire and analyze data.
Four rigs have been produced and can demonstrate the
acquisition and analysis of Tomography data. They have
been used in a pilot training course held in Summer 2019.
Groups Project supervised in Motion Control, involving collaboration with Scientific Computing and a customer
in Controls.
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CONCLUSION
The program is established and working well; engineers
who complete it have a strong foundation of experience
and move easily into working independently on beamlines,
supporting the scientists to operate the instruments. We
continue to see the benefits of the program spread across
the groups in SSCC. The statistics in Table 1 illustrate the
current scale and status.
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Table 1: Current Statistics
New starters per year
Total number of participants
Total completing the program and grade review
Projects completed
Talks on projects and other topics
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[5] R. D. Walton et al., “Mapping Developments at Diamond”,
in Proc. 15th Int. Conf. on Accelerator and Large Experimental Control Systems (ICALEPCS’15), Melbourne,
Australia, Oct. 2015, pp. 1111–1114. doi:10.18429/
JACoW-ICALEPCS2015-THHB3O01
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THE EPICS COLLABORATION TURNS 30
L. R. Dalesio, Osprey DCS LLC, Ocean City, USA
A. N. Johnson, Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, USA
K.-U. Kasemir, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, USA
Abstract
At a time when virtually all accelerator control systems
were custom developments for each individual laboratory,
an idea emerged from a meeting between the Los Alamos
National Laboratory developers of the Ground Test Accelerator Control System and those tasked to design the control system for the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne
National Laboratory. In a joint effort, the GTACS toolkit
concept morphed into the beginnings of a powerful toolkit
for building control systems for scientific facilities. From
this humble beginning the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) Collaboration quickly
grew. EPICS is now used as a framework for control systems for scientific facilities on seven continents. The EPICS Collaboration started from a dedicated group of developers with very different ideas. This software continues to
meet the increasingly challenging requirements for new facilities. This paper is a retrospective look at the creation
and evolution of a collaboration that has grown for thirty
years, with a look ahead to the future.

HISTORY
This year is noted as the 30th anniversary of the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS). We
consider 1989 to have been the start of the collaboration
between Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) and Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), formed by Mike Thuot,
LANL, and Marty Knott, ANL, after discussions at the
1989 ICALEPCS and a subsequent technical APS evaluation of toolkits that had been developed at Los Alamos.
The precursors to EPICS were the Ground Test Accelerator Control System (GTACS) started in 1985 [1-4] and the
Los Alamos Accelerator Control System (LAACS) presented in 1989 [5, 6]. The name Experimental Physics and
Industrial Control System (EPICS) was adopted to reflect
the collaborative nature of the toolkit.
Most of the core ideas were presented and evolved at two
meetings that were the predecessors of the ICALEPCS series. The first was held in Los Alamos and included a number of other international laboratories. A second meeting
was held at CERN in 1987. In 1989 these meetings started
the ICALEPCS conference series. In 2013 the ICALEPCS
International Scientific Advisory Committee presented the
early organizers Peter Clout, Axel Daneels, Shin-Ichi Kurokawa, Dave Gurd, Daniele Bulfone and Ryotaro Tanake
with a lifetime achievement award.
Channel Access [7] was the key network protocol that
connected the distributed EPICS components, and initially
the version number of the communication protocol also determined the major EPICS version number. EPICS version 3 started with the third iteration of the Channel Access

protocol, but in 1991 a modification to the Channel Access
code introduced a minor protocol version number field and
started a long history of network compatibility between released versions of the toolkit.
From the start of this collaboration, all source code was
meant to be shared. Code was co-developed, inherited and
developed serially or competitively. This sharing of software was done openly from 1989 on, prior to the now familiar notion of Open Source Software (OSS) development. Lacking the commonly adopted OSS legal structures, joining the EPICS collaboration initially required
signing an agreement to gain access to the source code. Until 2004, over 100 organizations had signed this agreement.
Finally, the legal departments of APS and LANL allowed
EPICS to become OSS, with all source code and documentation made freely available from web sites hosted by collaboration members. Since that time, there has been no record kept of the number of facilities using EPICS.

TECHNOLOGY ENABLES SCIENCE
The EPICS collaboration has been supported by international science facilities. The science that is produced in
these facilities has been at the forefront of discovery including: high brightness X-Rays, Neutrons, Gravitational
Wave Sensors, Radioactive Ion Beams and Nuclear Fusion,
as well as Optical, Radio, and Infrared Telescopes. Innovation in the capacity, precision and speed of electronics, networks, sensors, and storage have all advanced the ability to
gather data for analysis. The expectations of a control system have grown with these capabilities and the collaboration model allows facilities to build on the work of others.
EPICS is now being used to control large and small scientific projects on every continent (including Antarctica).

MOTIVATION BEHIND THE
DEVELOPMENT OF EPICS
The EPICS toolkit approach had these goals [8]:
•
•
•
•

Allow independent subsystem development
Reduce programming costs on projects by 85%
Provide the best possible performance
Allow extensions at every level of the toolkit.

The seamless integration of new Input-Output Controllers (IOCs) with self-contained application directories satisfied the independent development goal. For every newly
developed component, performance measurements were
performed. Designs were iterated to improve throughput
and reduce latency. Narrow, well defined interfaces were
provided at many levels of the system to support extensibility. EPICS dramatically reduced the time to produce
control system applications. But the overall cost of control
MOCPR02
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engineering dropped only by about 40% as engineers spent
the time saved in the basic software implementation phase
by now being able to provide system engineering and integration support. One side effect was a significant improvement in reliability, as the primary parts of the code ran in
many facilities and different environments [9].
In experimental facilities it is common for requirements
and specifications to develop late in the project cycle. In
EPICS, control system tasks that once required implementing new software components have been replaced by the
configuring of existing, shared software components. This
configuration-based approach includes both the front-end
computational nodes as well as operator interfaces [10].
Configuration of a control system in place of programming
supports rapid modification with much less risk of software
errors. All common code was carefully optimized to get the
maximum performance possible as the demands of the experimental facilities have typically exceeded the available
electronics. Clean interfaces were developed to support
new hardware interfaces and expand the set of tools available to collect, save, view and manage data. The proliferation of drivers and clients developed under EPICS V3 suggests that this was done successfully.

THREE ASPECTS OF EPICS
The EPICS Architecture
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and highly flexible N-dimensional array and image processing pipeline environment, used for cameras and detector data collection. The EPICS Architecture has been used
and expanded successfully since 1989.

The EPICS Toolkit
The EPICS Toolkit consists of many client applications
and one primary data service, the IOC which executes the
runtime database. Initially the IOC and the Channel Access
server ran only on the commercial VxWorks real-time operating system. At the start of this millennium, the EPICS
3.14 series releases added support for additional operating
systems. EPICS supported VMS and Sun OS/Solaris while
these were viable, and still runs IOCs on VxWorks as well
as RTEMS, Linux, Windows and MacOS.
IOCs can connect to devices via Ethernet, RS-232, RS485, I2C, Modbus, Control Logix, VME, VXI, CAN, USB,
µTCA, ATCA, PCI, cPCI, PCIe, PC/104, MIL-STD 1553
and IndustryPack. It has outlived CAMAC and GPIB.
There is client support for C, C++, Python/Jython, Java,
MATLAB, and C#. There are gateways to LabVIEW, OPC,
OPC-UA, and others to integrate existing control systems.
Perhaps the most evolving area is in the display technology, where EPICS started by supporting X11. EPICS display tools survived NEWS, Motif, TK and Eclipse/RCP/
SWT. At this time, actively supported User Interface technologies include: X11, Qt, and JavaFX.

The EPICS Collaboration

Figure 1: Fundamental EPICS Client/Server Architecture.
The EPICS Architecture (see Fig. 1) followed what was
referred to as “the standard model.” This is a distributed
control system with Front End controllers that integrate
hardware into the control system, and network clients to
provide Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) tools such as synoptic displays, time series archiving, and alarm collection and aggregation. The EPICS
interfaces for clients were greatly exploited to develop environments for physics applications. Some of these include
the MATLAB Middle Layer Toolkit, Self-Describing Data
Sets (SDDS), and the accelerator physics software platform XAL.
In the EPICS database, real-time “records” represent input signals, outputs, and algorithms to implement most
steady state control and data acquisition for scalar values.
The State Notation Language sequencer provides high performance state machine support. The more recent Area Detector collection of low-level drivers and waveform records
builds on the EPICS database to provide a comprehensive

Figure 2: The first collaboration meeting at LANL.
The strongest element of EPICS is the collaboration. In
the beginning, collaboration meetings (for example Fig. 2)
focused on developers, and occurred at least four times a
year. There is a cost in time and energy to listen and understand the concerns of others, with a real opportunity to
learn. While the work of each developer is out of necessity
primarily driven by the needs of his or her home institute,
participants in the EPICS collaboration try to come up with
solutions to local problems which are transferrable or
adaptable to the needs of other EPICS sites. Contributions
can be as small as suggestions for new features and bug
reports, or as large as a new client tool. The plethora of
supported control system hardware and interfaces is a di-
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rect result of the EPICS collaboration. Facilities were willing to support developments to the extent that they handled
more than their own requirements. For example, one controls group at KEK received funding to support EPICS
training throughout Asia, which enabled many laboratories
in that region to successfully use EPICS. Anyone adopting
EPICS is the beneficiary of 100’s of Full-Time Equivalent
(FTE) years of development and testing. More importantly,
they have the support and goodwill of those that have also
chosen to work collaboratively. All of the developer meetings and many of the talks in the collaboration meetings
provide frank insight into the benefits of this approach.
Multiple collaboration email lists with full message archives provide access to a world-wide knowledge base. As
a community, people have been able to move between laboratories with all of the skills and experience needed to
start contributing to new projects with zero start-up time.
The opportunity to work with such talented people is unprecedented, and the comradery in this community continues to provide real satisfaction for most participants.
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apply this architecture to a set of middle layer services and
the EPICS IOC. As part of this effort, a set of Normative
Data Types was developed to mimic the Channel Access
“DBR Types,” and to also allow the transfer of Area Detector images as well as Tables and statistical samples.
The CS-Studio operator interface toolkit fully supports
PVAccess, for example it can directly display images received from Area Detector via this new protocol [11].
PVAccess is still new. Details of the API are evolving as
the initial interfaces were deemed difficult for most programmers to use. Nevertheless, it is already being used successfully in several production environments alongside
Channel Access [12].

EPICS 7 – COMBINING EPICS V3
WITH PVACCESS V4

MIDLIFE CRISIS
When EPICS reached the age of 20, it became obvious
that it could benefit from better support for complex data
sources. A series of meetings was held to collect ideas
about the direction that should be taken for a new version
of EPICS or an alternative toolkit. System architects from
the ICALEPCS community, including astronomy and particle physics control system developers, joined these meetings to freely share their opinions and ideas.
It became clear that many SCADA applications collect
data that would benefit from a network API; the separation
of data collection and viewing would provide a cleaner interface. Should EPICS evolve from a signal-based API into
a device-based API, from a channel protocol to an object
broker protocol? Intelligent devices that use Ethernet as an
instrumentation bus were recognized as a huge shift from
bus-based signals. At the same time, a clear statement from
our user community was that EPICS V3 is not “broken.”
Existing interfaces for integrating I/O devices must not be
abandoned in the course of this upgrade.
A very small group started developing prototypes for a
new EPICS network protocol and data representation. One
challenge was to send more data while keeping high performance and robust operations. The initial work was
funded by a Small Business Innovation Research Grant
from the US Department of Energy.
The new protocol PVAccess that resulted can fundamentally handle arbitrary data structures, unlike the earlier
Channel Access protocol. In addition to the read, write, and
subscribe operations already supported by Channel Access,
it adds command/response operations to support the needs
of middle layer services. Subscriptions are optimized to
only send changed structure elements over the network.
NSLS II at Brookhaven National Laboratory and the European Spallation Source provided funding and people to

Figure 3: EPICS 7 adds PVAccess and middle-layer services to EPICS.
PVAccess was originally considered to be part of a rewrite of EPICS that was being called EPICS V4, but we
wanted to stay 100% compatible with existing installations
that use and will rely on Channel Access for the foreseeable
future. EPICS 7 thus combined all of EPICS V3 along with
the new capabilities of the V4 modules [13], see Fig. 3. The
IOC process database and drivers are still supported without changes. Channel Access is still the primary protocol
used by the IOC, but users can also access IOC data via
PVAccess. The Normative Data Types extend the original
EPICS timestamp with a user-defined identifier, and the
EPICS Alarm metadata type now offers an alarm message
string.
Custom PVAccess servers, implemented in C++, Python
or Java, can provide middle-layer services for arbitrary
data structures. Examples that benefit from the new command/response mechanism include the Directory Service
which provides a structured view of the flat name space. It
offers PV name lookup based on physics application needs,
geographical location, device association or any arbitrary
grouping. These services have been integrated into the CSStudio environment to, for example, perform automated directory lookups while prompting the user for a PV name,
as shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: An example CS-Studio workflow: Locating channels by name, plotting the archived data, then submitting a log
entry showing the results.
While the EPICS IOC now supports functionality via
PVAccess similar to Channel Access, work remains to allow using the advanced features of PVAccess (multi-dimensional arrays, tables, statistics) inside the IOC process
database. New records will be developed to support the
new structured data types, to implement table merges and
n-dimensional array manipulations for example. The completion of the PVAccess gateway has been funded by the

Stanford Linear Accelerator Laboratory. The PVAccess
Java and C++ implementations are being revised by experts in the respective languages to clarify locking and to
create APIs that will fully benefit from their respective programming languages, funded by the Oak Ridge Spallation
Neutron Source.

Figure 5: Collaboration meeting at Argonne, June 2018.
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THE NEXT 30 YEARS
The EPICS architecture, which served the participants of
the EPICS community well for the last 30 years, has recently undergone a substantial extension. The toolkit is
well poised to support scientific exploration in the future,
to continue to adapt to technological changes, and to drive
future workflows. It is to be hoped that the collaboration
will continue to commit resources to attract the critical
mass of dedicated, top-quality people (e.g. Fig. 5) required
to support the community.
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PLANNING OF INTERVENTIONS WITH THE ATLAS EXPERT SYSTEM
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Abstract

Goals

The ATLAS Technical Coordination Expert System is a
tool for the simulation of the ATLAS experiment infrastructure that combines information from diverse areas such as
detector control (DCS) and safety systems (DSS), gas, water,
cooling, ventilation, cryogenics, and electricity distribution.
It allows the planning of an intervention during technical
stops and maintenance periods, and it is being used during
the LS2 to provide an additional source of information for the
planning of interventions. This contribution will describe
the status of the Expert System and how it is used to provide
information on the impact of an intervention.

The goal of the ATLAS Expert System is to become an
important tool in the Technical Coordination of ATLAS as
part of the standard procedure prior to an intervention and
to be a helpful tool in the ATLAS Control Room in many
situations.
It can help in the diagnostic of a complicated problem.
For example when a system is out of power and the reason is
unknown it can help to find what are the possible causes. It
also can help to take a quick and well educated action when
time is critical and experts are not available.

INTRODUCTION

The ATLAS Expert System contains a virtual representation of the ATLAS experiment which is presented to the
user in the form of visual diagrams. This representation
is also a simulation that imitates the behaviour of the infrastructure of ATLAS. In this simulation the user can take
actions like switching off a system or triggering an alarm.
Once an action is taken, the simulation is executed and the
user can immediately see the consequences. The units of
the structure are the systems, which normally can accept
one input, either to be switched on or off. Different ways
of obtaining information are available to the user such as
list-oriented interfaces and different deduction explanation
levels.
The construction of the ATLAS experiment was completed in 2008 and more than ten years after the completion,
the reliability of certain systems is decreasing over time. The
ATLAS Expert System was started in 2016 and the following
sections of this document summarises the current state of
the Expert System description of ATLAS and outlines the
last improvements in descriptions and tools.

The ATLAS [1] Expert System [2] is a diagnostic tool
created by ATLAS Technical Coordination to increase the
knowledge base of the ATLAS experiment, allow easier
turn over of knowledge between experts and foresee complications before the interventions take place. It describes
different systems like sub-detectors, gas, cooling, ventilation,
electricity distribution and detector safety systems which
result in an extremely complex tree of relations between
them. It consist of a friendly user interface in the form of
a graphical simulator which allows the user to simulate an
intervention and to foresee its consequences on all the other
systems of the experiment.
The requirements of the ATLAS Expert System are the
following:
• Provide a description of ATLAS and its elements in a
way that is understandable to a multidisciplinary team
of experts.
• Emulate the behaviour of the sub-systems to foresee
possible consequences of interventions.

ARCHITECTURE

• Help to understand what would remain operative in
case of events like fire or electrical perturbations.

From a technical perspective the system is divided in three
well separated components: database, python server and a
web application.

• The simulator has to accept input from the user and
quickly answer how ATLAS would behave with the
given input.
• Use standard technologies as possible to simplify maintenance.
∗
†
‡
§

Brief Description
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Backend
The backend is composed of the database and the python
server. The database stores all the information about the elements that describe ATLAS and the relations between them.
The database used is the ATLAS TDAQ object oriented
configuration database, so called Object Kernel Support
(OKS) [3], which holds the description of objects, classes,
relationships, inheritance and it is expected to be maintained
during the life of the experiment. To simulate the ATLAS
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infrastructure we require three very general categories of
entities: the different types of actual equipment, alarms and
actions. These categories are represented in the database as
classes. The improvement in the granularity of the description is reflected in the growing database, which currently is
62 classes and 9747 objects. Figure 1 shows a chart of the
database objects. Class attributes and relationships represent
system properties and connected systems. As example, physical racks are described using the class "Rack". Relevant
properties and behaviours for the simulation are for example:
what is the power source (poweredBy), computers contained
in the rack (contaniedIn), interlocks (interlockedBy) or cooling requirements (waterFrom). Given that many of these
attributes are common among types of systems inheritance
is used. This makes easier describing new systems with
new classes. Super classes provide often used attributes like
"poweredBy" or "requiresCoolingFrom". Figure 2 shows
the super class "coolingReceiverBase".

Figure 2: Base class for cooling receiver systems.

Figure 1: Layout of papers.

and magnet electricity are described in detail in their own
page.

A python server reproduces the behaviour of the ATLAS
experiment using the objects and their relationships in the
database: it loads elements and relations from the database,
provides the scenario to the user using the web application,
receives user inputs in the scenario and provides the answers
to the given inputs.

Frontend
The user interface is a web application with standard
JavaScript and PHP. An in-system diagram editor has recently being developed to move from static to dynamic images based on MXGraph [4] library. This new approach can
open the possibility of database-generated diagrams and the
use of metadata for better visual representations. Python
server, web server and client side communicate with each
other using standard protocols like JSON, AJAX and HTTP.

ATLAS DESCRIPTION
The Expert System user interface has currently 90 diagrams to simulate the most relevant parts of the ATLAS
infrastructure.

Electricity
Electricity is summarised in a general electricity distribution page shown in Fig. 3. 18KV lines, diesel, UPS, Racks

Figure 3: General electricity distribution page.
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Water
There is a general water distribution page shown in Fig. 4
and a detailed page for each zone.
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every smoke and gas sensor has been described in the Expert System, 949 smoke and 127 gas sensors linked to their
respective central. This description lets the Expert System
to foresee the consequences of each sensors in the detector
and service cavern. A positive signal on a sensor is read by
its central which triggers alarms and actions that have been
recently described in the Expert System. Figure 6 shows
the implementation for gas and fire detection in the Expert
System.

Figure 6: Diagram of smoke and gas detection.

Others

Figure 4: General water distribution page.

There are other systems described such as cavern lighting,
computing racks, compressed air, cryogenics, ventilation
and elevators.

Cooling
Cooling description is described in several detailed pages:
US15, UX15, TRT, muon cooling loops, detector cooling,
evaporative cooling system and IBL. The granularity of the
descriptions is up to individual rack and it meets the individual subdetector requirements.

Subdetectors
Subdetectors have been recently described in detail. Figure 5 shows the summary status page and detailed description of IBL, Pixel, SCT, TRT, LAr, Tile, RPC, MDT, CSC,
TGC and FTK.

SIMULATIONS
Checking the Expert System descriptions accuracy relies
on different approaches: postmortem analysis of intervention and events, documentation and experts advice. New
concepts and systems of ATLAS are constantly being added
and improved to the simulation which implies many changes
in database and server. To prevent duplication or inconsistencies an effort of simulation tracking and revision is
required.

New Simulation Concepts
The latest concepts introduced in the simulations are: electrical repowering on switchboards to simulate when a switchboard has a manual change of power source, PLC and interlock control from one object to another, LAr cryogenics and
vessels, magnet vacuum and smoke and gas sensors with
zone coverage.

Simulation Tools
Simple systems have been fully checked with documentation sources. More complex systems that do not have a
single data source have to be crosschecked with intervention outcomes and experts advise. Detector Safety System
(DSS), gas and smoke detection have been proved 100%
accurate. The following tools help to verify the accuracy of
the simulations:

Figure 5: Detector status page.

Safety
ATLAS Safety infrastructure focuses on fire, water, gas
detection and the Detector Safety System (DSS). Currently

• Continuous integration aiming to improve simulation
consistency. This tests are performed in the back end
every time there is a new version. Changes in the simulations are manually checked.
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• Simulation reports are stored and can be loaded to manually check differences.
• There is an integrated tool to upload logs from the DSS
system. This log is compared with the simulation and
checks for differences.
• Importing tools to automatically import data from other
sources. There is an automatic tool to check the DSS
data with the Expert System database. There is a first
version of an REST interface to exchange data with
ATLAS Central Equipment System (ACES) [5].
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The Expert System implementation is close to a model-viewcontroller pattern as shown in Fig. 8 and all license are free to
use. Adapting the ATLAS Expert System to another detector
is possible since types of systems and relationships would be
very similar. The first step would be to fill the database with
new elements and using the same superclasses with slight
modifications. The second would be to create the adapted
diagrams to the new infrastructure. Migration would be easy
from the application point of view, remaining as main task
the knowledge acquisition.

Simulations and Interventions
As example of a simulation, the IBL (Insertable B-Layer)
CO2 cooling plant is one of the most critical systems in
ATLAS, it removes all the heat produced inside the IBL
detector. Failures in the plant have severe consequences
in the detector and thus unexpected shutdowns are to be
avoided.
A power glitch on December 2018 affected the production
of compressed air but not the IBL cooling plant directly.
There is no backup for compressed air which was required
by two key systems in IBL CO2 cooling. Only after the
postmortem analysis in the Expert System the dependency on
compressed air by the IBL cooling plant was understood as
seen in Fig. 7. In this case the Expert System easily outpoints
the strong dependency of the IBL cooling on compressed
air, a fact that was not obvious event to cooling experts and
it helps understanding the situation in the ATLAS Control
Room.

Figure 8: Description of the system. Red items are ATLAS
specific.

CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
An Expert System of the ATLAS experiment has been
developed by ATLAS Technical Coordination. The descriptions and simulations cover all the most relevant aspects of
ATLAS. It has been proved useful evaluating the impact of
interventions. The granularity of the descriptions and the
simulations has reached the goal in most of the subdetectors
and systems. Simulations have been compared with actual
intervention outcomes during LS2. Future plans include the
ability to search the causes of current state in the simulations
and the automatic production of impact matrix as tools to
plan interventions.
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MOVING BEYOND BIAS*
K. S. White†, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, USA
Abstract
The benefits of diverse work groups have been well
documented. Creativity, innovativeness and productivity
are all improved by creating a team with a variety of backgrounds and perspectives. [1] While scientific laboratories
strive for more diversity and inclusion, the field of accelerator controls remains strikingly homogeneous. This trend
continues despite many long-standing programs to attract
females and people of color to STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) careers and the explicit desire
of leadership to create more inclusive organizations. Research consistently points to the strong role implicit bias
plays in preventing organizations from truly providing
equal opportunities. In reality, the desire of leadership to
improve diversity must be coupled with a strong culture,
cultivated to change deeply rooted practices which influence recruiting, hiring, development and promotion decisions based on stereotypes rather than accomplishments,
skill and potential. Real change in this arena requires intentional action across the board, not just from human resources and less represented groups. This paper discusses
practical approaches to changing organizational culture to
enable diverse work groups to grow and thrive.

THE VALUE OF DIVERSITY
Numerous studies analyze ways diverse work groups
produce better results in terms of productivity, creativity
and innovation; all important qualities in a scientific enterprise. Bringing a wide range of perspectives to the table
means a greater variety of ideas and methods are considered in getting to the best solution. We easily appreciate the
variety of hardware and software and diverse set of skills
needed to successfully build and operate control systems.
If we did not have the option to use many types of commercial hardware and software, build custom cards, leverage open source software and write our customer software,
it would be considerably more challenging if not impossible to meet the requirements of our customers. Similarly,
having a variety to people from different backgrounds provides more perspective and enhances our ability to build
the best solutions.
Taking a different point of view, it may be easier to appreciate the value of building a diverse and inclusive organization by considering the potential risk and consequences of failing to do so. There are abundant examples
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detailing how the shortage of diversity amongst working
groups has led to notably bad results including products
that are less than satisfactory to half the population and
those that fail to perform their intended safety function for
people who fall outside the standard model.

Rebuilding
In 2001, as the result of a powerful earthquake in Gujarat in western India, nearly 400,000 housing units were
destroyed. [2] Thousands of people died, and an exclusively male team was formed to design and build replacement homes. Similarly, a devastating tsunami struck along
the coast of the Indian Ocean in 2004, killing over 250,000
people across fourteen countries. In response, Sri Lanka
formed an all-male rebuilding team. While both teams succeeded in building housing, neither included kitchens in the
new homes. Surely a detail that would not have been
missed if even a small number of women had been included in the planning or, conversely, if men were involved
in the cooking.
Similar mishaps occurred even in the United States
following hurricanes Andrew (1992) and Katrina (2005)
when rebuilding efforts included few women and failed to
account for the needs of low-income people, many people
of color and single mothers, who were disproportionally
impacted by these storms. In Miami, following Andrew, rebuilding focused on larger businesses and neglected childcare facilities, accessible health care and needs of small
businesses. In post-Katrina New Orleans, repairable lowincome housing was demolished and mostly replaced with
more expensive units. Due to the costs of the new units,
former residents were forced to relocate to less central locations that without important basics like public transportation and access to food markets and childcare. Without
affordable, reliable transportation and childcare, people
lost their jobs as well as their homes.
Such non-inclusive efforts to rebuild demonstrate the
blinders in place when workgroups do not adequately represent the populations they serve. These examples show
not only the need to include women, but also people of
color, people of different income levels and those with various family situations when planning community resources. The design teams likely had no idea what was
missing from their solutions until the inevitable backlash
began as the omitted features were not central to their daily
lives.

Safety
While the absence of an in-house kitchen is certainly
an inconvenience that disproportionally impacts lower status women in developing countries, it is absolutely tragic
when products and processes meant to address safety fail
to protect the majority of the population due to testing on
narrow, non-diverse models or groups.
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Although it has been well known for decades that the
vast majority of medical research has been conducted on
Caucasian males, this practice has been slow to change and
is true even for medical conditions that disproportionately
affect women or people of color. [3] Doctors conducting
medical research are likely influenced by the fact the medical textbooks and medical school courses most often rely
on an average size white male default model and seldom
address medical considerations unique to other groups. The
failure of the medical profession to conduct research and
devise treatments which consider gender and ethnic differences has led to less than optimal and sometimes dangerous treatment for people who differ from the normative
type.
Non-inclusive drug trails can lead to medication dosages for women, children and even for smaller men, which
are too high, potentially causing more severe side effects
than necessary. For decades, women were diagnosed with
anemia due to low iron levels and prescribed iron supplements, along with the side effects and risks, to correct this
deficiency. Eventually, research on women showed that
most of these women had perfectly normal iron levels, for
women, without supplements.
The lack of diverse subjects in medical studies has also
negatively impacted women and people of color in getting
the correct diagnosis for medical conditions. Medical research is used to define the industry “standard of care”
which is in turn used extensively by doctors for diagnosis
and treatment. However, women and men often develop
different symptoms in response to the same condition. This
has led to women needlessly dying after being sent home
from the emergency department while having heart attacks
because they experienced discomfort in their neck along
with shortness of breath instead of searing chest pain. Conversely, men with panic disorder are assumed to be having
a heart attack and quickly connected to an electrocardiogram machine. When the EKG shows they are not having
a heart attack, they are sent home with no treatment only to
return again the next time they experience a panic attack.
Since airbags, an important automobile safety advance, became available in the 1989, they have been credited with reducing injuries and preventing over 1000 deaths
each year in the US. [4] Unfortunately, airbags were initially only tested on crash dummies the size of the average
American male (5’8” tall and 165 pounds). This omission
led to cases of severe injuries and even death for some
shorter drivers, usually women under 5’4” tall or children
who should ride in the back whenever possible. The industry maintained this was not a design flaw, but rather the
fault of drivers positioning their seat too close to the steering wheel than recommended for safe airbag deployment.
Of course, short drivers do this in order to actually reach
the gas and brake pedals so they can operate the car. The
auto industry knew this and despite the fact that half of all
women in America are 5’4” or shorter, few cars are offered
with adjustable foot pedals, which, for a modest cost, could
largely solve this problem. More recent advances in airbag
technology use sensors to determine the size and the posi-
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tion of front seat occupants and can make some adjustments to the speed and pressure of the airbag deployment
or turn the airbag off completely. [5]
Justifications for failing to include a representative
sample of the population in medical and safety studies
range from the desire to keep costs down, to concerns about
increasing the complexity of the data and therefore the effort and time required for analysis. Government regulators
often relent to industry lobbyists expressing concerns
about higher costs when agreeing to non-inclusive study
requirements. One cannot discount the fact that many studies are carried out by researchers who are themselves not a
diverse group and their approach is limited by their life perspective. Unfortunately, the pervasive failure of safety and
medical studies to include women and minorities has allowed manufacturers to deliver dangerous products without sufficient consideration of the risks to people outside
the model group.

BARRIERS TO DIVERSITY
Sociocultural Factors
Centuries of strong socially, culturally and even legally defined gender and ethnic roles have led to strong stereotypes making it common for society to view women and
people of color as less capable than white men when it
comes to fields requiring strong mathematical skills. Studies show this is not a view that is supported by data when
women and minorities get the education and support resources which are routinely afforded to white males. Various inequities, ranging from implicit bias to outright discrimination, undermine well-meaning efforts to develop,
recruit and retain a diverse workforce. The existing system
and power structure are well supported by persistent stereotypes and homogeneous leadership to filter out non-traditional candidates at each phase of career progression.
From birth, boys and girls are treated differently, receiving much different messages about their potential and
worth. People are socialized to dress children in gender appropriate colors and styles and use gendered vocabulary
when speaking to or about children. Toys are marketed by
gender and children who want to play with the opposite
toys are often ridiculed by adults. Boys are bombarded
with expectations tied to strength and success while girls
are socialized to value beauty over their intellect and are
discouraged from pursuing male dominated careers.
In recognition of the need for greater diversity, the past
two decades spawned innumerable programs aimed at increasing participation of female and minority students in
STEM fields. Despite the fact that the majority of all degrees in the US are now earned by females, the percentage
of degrees earned by women in physical sciences and engineering has remained stubbornly below 20%. While
these programs are necessary to increase broader participation, they are not sufficient. Girls and children of color
grow up absorbing a ubiquitous stream of images and social messages telling them they are not well suited for
STEM careers. There is even evidence that children receive
different college and career path advice from their parents,
MOCPR04
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teachers and school guidance counselors depending on
their gender and color rather than their academic performance, interests and test scores. It is then hardly surprising
that occasional targeted STEM events aimed at girls and
minorities are not enough to overcome a young lifetime of
messages steering them to female dominated and lower
paying careers over engineering and science, regardless of
their potential.

Discrimination and Lack of Inclusion
Diversity is further eroded in educational institutions
and workplaces when people who differ from the white
male majority are not welcomed by an inclusive environment. Rather, they can face daily challenges ranging from
being ignored, hostile comments and actions, efforts to undermine their work, not being given proper credit, casual
dismissal of their ideas and being interrupted or talked over
in meetings. In the worst cases, they are the targets of sexual harassment and even sexual assault. Such obstacles discourage some non-traditional candidates from completing
their degrees or cause them to leave the STEM workforce
prematurely.
If you doubt this reality, consider the experiences detailed by Dr. Ben Barres, a respected neurobiologist, in his
autobiography. [6] Dr. Barres grew up and earned his MD
and PhD as a female. While working as a professor at Stanford, he made the difficult decision to transition from female to male despite concerns that such a change could result in negative consequences for his career. This worry
was unfounded as his colleagues readily accepted his
transgender status. What Dr. Barres did not expect was how
differently he would be treated as a man. Following his first
seminar as Ben, a male colleague, commented on how
much better Barres’ work was than that of his sister, Barbara Barres. Of course, Barbara was not Barres’ sister, but
rather, was Barres’ name before his transition. In his book,
Dr. Barres recounts other examples of being treated with
greater respect after his transition including that he was “finally allowed to finish his sentences without being interrupted”. This experience gave him unique insights to the
slights, oversites, harassment and discrimination heaped
upon females who choose to pursue STEM career, and he
became a strong advocate for equal treatment of women in
science. Ironically, it was only after experiencing life as a
male that Dr. Barres really understood how the discrimination he experienced as a woman.

Harassment
Academia holds the dubious distinction of being second to only the military with respect to the rate of harassment in the workplace. This coupled with stunningly inadequate response to reports of sexual harassment and even
sexual assault in the scientific environment makes it more
difficult for women to navigate STEM education and careers. [7] There are many documented cases where reporting sexual harassment negatively impacts the reporter rather than the harasser. With a strong culture of valuing science over all else, harassers who produce results, bring
prestige to an institution and garner research funding are
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protected while women’s complaints are minimized or ignored. In extreme cases, where there are repeated credible
reports against a single powerful scientist, universities may
opt to quietly allow the perpetrator to take a position at another university, keeping the harassment quiet, and subjecting a new cadre of students to this abhorrent behavior. [8]
It is unsurprising that women, who often fear retaliation,
are reluctant to report in a system that is really designed to
protect institutions and their reputations rather than victims.
How can we actually improve diversity?

You Can’t Fix the Women
Early efforts to help women succeed in the workforce
were largely aimed at somehow improving or training
women and people of color to adapt to the white male dominated working world rather than appreciating the very
value their differences bring. Fortunately, such efforts were
not very successful. It is well past time to stop trying to “fix
the women” and address systemic inequities that impede
diversity and embrace the benefits we can gain from an inclusive workforce. Given centuries of tradition and culture
supporting white males almost exclusively as the normative type in science and engineering, it is logical that culture change is the only avenue to making meaningful diversity improvement in the STEM workforce. What might
be less obvious is the critical role the dominate group must
play to make such change possible.
Keeping this in mind, it is first necessary to reject the
notion that diversity is a “problem” to be fixed by human
resources and the small number of women and minorities
in the organization. These groups do not possess the power
to address systemic organizational bias and change the processes that support such discrimination. We can start by
considering that diversity is not a problem at all but rather
an opportunity for organizations to excel. Culture change
efforts, like those undertaken when institutes develop poor
safety performance, must permeate all levels and aspects
of an organization. Much like an error or oversight by any
employee can contribute to an accident, diversity and inclusion efforts can be undermined by a few powerful individuals.
To illustrate this point, consider the case of Facebook,
a high-tech company with a powerful female Chief Operating Officer who is a persistent advocate for diversity in
the tech industry. [9] In 2015, as part of a well-intended
effort to improve diversity amongst their engineering staff,
Facebook offered an extra incentive to recruiters who identified diverse candidates who were eventually hired. The
incentive worked and recruiters quickly increased the number of female and minority candidates who were recommended for hire following a multistage interview process.
This effort backfired when a small, non-diverse, committee, at the highest level of the organization, frequently rejected the diverse candidates in the final approval stage of
the hiring process. As this became a pattern, recruiters actually stopped trying to attract diverse candidates in order
to improve their hiring rates and Facebook’s representation
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of women and underrepresented minorities in the engineering staff has not significantly improved. While the recruiters demonstrated they could bring qualified diverse candidates to the table, and balanced interview committees recommended hiring some of these candidates, this effort
failed because the high level leadership remained uncomfortable with these candidates especially if they did not already know someone in the company who could recommend them.

Changing the Culture
Culture change demands the commitment of decision
makers at all levels along with policies and processes that
are aligned with this commitment. It is not sufficient for
the top leader to declare that the organization will practice
fair and equitable hiring practices when a lower level manager can select all interview candidates, appoint the interview committee and approve their own hiring decisions
without review. Even when not intended, leaders lead by
example, so it is important that all leaders embrace and
demonstrate their commitment to organizational values
that support diversity and inclusion through their actions
and their words. Conversely, it is not productive to establish quotas for diverse hiring. Organizations must hire the
best candidates they can attract but should consider the attributes that really make someone the best candidate for the
job rather than automatically seeking the closest match to
existing staff.
These same principles apply to all organizational career building processes such as promotions, evaluations,
project assignments, professional development and mentoring. It diminishes the value of diverse staff when they
are not fully included and afforded the same opportunities
for career advancement as their peers. Women even experience reduced opportunities due to well-meaning mangers
who decide not to assign them to the most desirable projects (interesting, challenging, career building) once they
start a family. The manager may intend to help the employee with work life balance, but such efforts should always be discussed with the employee who may need a simple schedule adjustment rather than career limiting job assignments. Options for better balance should also be extended to male employees with children who also need to
manage their careers in balance with their family responsibilities.

Extending Privilege
Any meaningful effort to transform our workplaces
into inclusive environments must fully engage the workforce, and especially the dominant group which in STEM
fields is white males. This group, in any organization, holds
the vast majority of the power, it follows that they are in
the best position to compel the cultural and organizational
changes needed to prevent business decisions based on implicit bias and comfort zones instead of equal opportunity.
Career success is most often the product of hard work and
opportunity, although men tend to emphasize how hard
they worked for their success and women often attribute
some of their success to their good fortune. The reality is
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that men also benefit from such opportunities and are most
often the ones in the best position to extend their privilege
to others as they advance to higher levels in their careers.
Privilege comes in many forms such as advantages
gained by matching the dominate group in characteristics
like gender, skin color, ethnicity, nationality, religion, size,
socioeconomic status and sexual orientation. These attributes often come to us by virtue of our birth rather than
through our own effort. Factors such as socioeconomic status, birth country, gender and skin color can significantly
impact one’s ability to get a good education. Recognizing
privilege often requires some education and introspection.
As we can clearly see from Dr. Barres story, the difficulty
with understanding privilege is that people who experience
such benefits usually had this advantage for their entire life
and lack first-hand experience of the obstacles in place for
others. This is an area where we can all likely contribute to
advancing diversity and creating a more inclusive workplace regardless of level in our organizations.
An important characteristic of privilege is one’s ability
to offer it to others, however, most often, it is only offered
to people who are most like ourselves. Even though it is
not often acknowledged by people in the dominant group,
they likely benefited from advantages due to privilege.
Once we can fully understand our privileges and the barriers less privileged groups routinely face, it is important to
extend our privilege in an equitable manner, taking care to
include people who are not necessarily just like ourselves.
Sharing advantage can be as simple as pointing out when a
woman is being talked over in a meeting and giving her a
change to speak without interruption. A message like this,
in our existing culture, carries a lot more weight coming
from someone in the dominant group than from the woman
herself and contributes to equalizing the workplace. In this
way, we help our organizations become more diverse and
inclusive and gain the benefits of bringing a more complete
perspective to our work. Accordingly, because white males
form the majority of the people in the international accelerator controls community, they hold immense power to
extend the benefits of their privilege outside their dominant
group and really change our community for the better.

SUMMARY
Improving diversity in our organizations is key to
gaining more complete perspectives of the systems we produce and how they can be better. We are regrettably locked
in a holding pattern with respect to diversity supported by
social factors, strong culture and our human tendencies to
form homogenous groups and resist change. Becoming
more diverse can surely be uncomfortable, but by not taking steps and becoming more inclusive we risk maintaining
a narrow worldview and missing opportunities for consequential improvements in our field. Examples from other
fields show us that non-diverse workgroups can produce
inadequate and even disastrous solutions simply because
they do not include a wide enough worldview. To paraphrase Jonathan Raymond, “We don’t know what we don’t
know” and only by broadening our perspective can we
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identify our blind spots and eliminate them. By implementing culture changes in our organizations and extending the
benefits of our privilege to a wider group we can remove
barriers and become a stronger community, better positioned to provide the advanced control systems that will be
needed by future machines.
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Abstract
The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project is an international effort to build two radio interferometers in South
Africa and Australia to form one Observatory monitored
and controlled from the global headquarters (GHQ) based
in the United Kingdom at Jodrell Bank. The project is now
approaching the end of its design phase and gearing up for
the beginning of formal construction. The period between
the end of the design phase and the start of the construction phase, has been called bridging and, one of its main
goals is to promote some CI-CD practices among the software development teams. CI-CD is an acronym that stands
for continuous integration and continuous delivery and/or
continuous deployment. Continuous integration (CI) is the
practice to merge all developers local (working) copies into
the mainline very often (many times per day). Continuous
delivery is the approach of developing software in short
cycle ensuring that it can be released anytime and continuous deployment is the approach of delivering the software
frequently and automatically. The present paper wants to
analyse the decision taken by the system team (a specialized
agile team devoted to developing and maintaining the tools
that allows continuous practises) in order to promote the
CI-CD practices with TANGO controls framework.

INTRODUCTION
When creating releases for the end-users, every big software industry faces the problem of integrating the different
parts of the software and bring them to the production environment, that is where users work. The problem arises
when many parts of the project are developed independently
for a period of time and when merging them into the same
branch, the process takes more than what was planned. In
a classical waterfall software development process this is
usual, but the same happens also following the classical git
flow, also known as feature-based branching, that is when
a branch is created for a particular feature. Considering,
for example, one hundred developers working in the same
repository each of them creating one or two branches, then
∗
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it is easy to understand what is called the “merge hell” that
is when every merge has to deal with conflict parts and it is
impossible, for a single developer, to solve all the conflicts
thus creating delay in publishing any release. This problem
was analyses at the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project,
an international effort to build two radio interferometers in
South Africa and Australia to form one Observatory monitored and controlled from the global headquarters (GHQ)
based in the United Kingdom at Jodrell Bank. The selected
development process is Agile (Scaled Agile framework) that
is basically incremental and iterative with a specialized team
(known as system team) devoted to support the continuous
Integration, test automation and continuous Deployment.

TANGO-CONTROLS OVERVIEW
One of the most important decisions taken by the SKA
project is the adoption of the TANGO-controls framework
[1] which is a middleware for connecting software processes
together mainly based on the CORBA standard (Common
Object Request Broker Architecture). The standard defines
how to exposes the procedures of an object within a software process with the RPC protocol (Remote Procedure
Call). The TANGO framework extends the definition of
object with the concept of Device which represents a real
or virtual device to control that expose commands (that
are procedures), attributes (like the state) and allows both
synchronous and asynchronous communication with events
generated from the attributes (for instance a change in the
value can generate an event). Figure 1 shows a module view
of the framework.

CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION (CI)
CI refers to a set of development practices that requires
developers to integrate code into a shared repository several
times a day. Each check-in is then verified by an automated
build, allowing teams to detect problems early. According
to Martin Fowler [2], there are a number of best practices to
implement to reach CI:
• Maintain a single source repository (for each component of the system) and try to minimize the use of
branching, in favor of a single branch of the project
currently under development.
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Figure 1: TANGO-Controls simplified data model.
• Automate the build (possibly build all in one command).
• Together with the build, it must run also tests so to
make the software self-testing (testing is crucial in CI
because all the benefits of it come only if the test suite
is good enough).
• Every commit should build on an integration machine:
the more the developers commit the better it is (common practice is at least once per day). In fact, this
reduces the number of potential conflicts and once a
conflict is found, since the change is small, the fix is
easier (as a consequence if a build fails then it must be
fixed immediately).
• Keep the build fast so that a problem in integration can
be found quickly.
• Multi-stage deployment: every build software must be
tested in different environments (testing, staging and
so on).
• Make it easy for anyone to get the latest executable version: all programmers should start the day by updating
the project from the repository.
• Everyone can see what’s happening: a testing environment with the latest software should be running.

CONTINUOUS DELIVERY AND
CONTINUOUS DEPLOYMENT (CD)
Continuous delivery [3] refers to an extension of the CI
that correspond to automating the delivery of new releases of
software in a sustainable way. The release frequency can be
decided according to the business requirement but the greatest benefit is reached by releasing as quickly as possible. The
deployment has to be predictable and sustainable, no matter
if it is a large-scale distributed system, a complex production
environment, an embedded system, or an app. Therefore
the code must be in a deployable state. Testing is one of
the most important activities and it needs to cover enough
of your codebase. While it is often assumed that frequent
deployment means lower levels of stability and reliability in
the systems, this is not the reality and, in general, in software
the golden rule is “if it hurts, do it more often, and bring the
pain forward” ( [3], page 26). There are many patterns for
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deployment such as the blue-green deployment (Fig. 2, ( [3],
page 261)) and, in general, all of them are related somehow
to the DevOps culture. According to [4], "DevOps is the
outcome of applying the most trusted principles from the
domain of physical manufacturing and leadership to the IT
value stream. [...] The result is world-class quality, reliability, stability, and security at ever lower cost and effort; and
accelerated flow and reliability throughout the technology
value stream, including Product Management, Development,
QA, IT Operations, and Infosec". Practically it is an increased collaboration between development (intended as
requirement analysis, development and testing) and operations (intended as deployment, operations and maintenance).
In fact, it is very common, when those two areas are managed
by different teams, that the development team loses interest
in the operations aspects, when the software is managed
by a different team. Having a shared responsibility means
that development teams share the problems of operations
by working together in automating deployment operations
and maintenance. It is also very important that teams are
autonomous: they should be empowered to deploy a change
to operations with no fear of failures. Moreover, automation is one of the key elements in implementing a DevOps
strategy, as it allows the teams to focus on what is valuable
(code development, test result, etc. and not the deployment
itself) and it reduces human errors. The importance of those

Figure 2: Blue-Green deployment: If the active environment in production is the blue box, it deploys on the green
and if everything goes well the router can switch the incoming requests; if an error is discovered is always possible to
rollback.
practices can be summarized in reducing risks of integration
issues, of releasing new software and overall in having a
better software product. Continuous deployment goes one
step further as every single commit (!) to the software that
passes all the stages of the build and test pipeline is deployed
into the production environment.

CONTAINERIZATION
The system engineering development process has been
adopted in the initial design phase of the SKA project in
order to reduce the complexity by dividing the project into
simpler and easier to resolve elements. For every element
of the system, an initial architecture has been developed,
which comprises the software modules needed which requires a repository (each of them is a component of the
system). Since all components need to get deployed and
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tested together, the first decision taken is on how they need
to be packaged. A container is a standard unit of software
that packages up code and all its dependencies so the component runs quickly and reliably across different computing
environments. A Docker container image is a lightweight,
standalone, executable package of software that includes
everything needed to run an application: code (or more in
general binary), runtime, system tools, system libraries and
settings. In order to allow all the teams to work in the same
environment, it has been created a containerized Tango environment [5] is summarized in Fig. 3. Every tango project

Figure 4: K8s Integration repository module view.

INFRASTRUCTURE

Figure 3: SKA-docker project module view.
comes with a docker-composed based orchestration (dockercompose.yml file) that includes:
• MariaDB service container,
• DatabaseDs service container,
• For each device server in the project, one container
defined by the developer.
Each container includes one application (in TANGO terms
one device server) and testing is also made within a container
(created on the fly) with a standardized (for SKA) metrics file
output that states for each project/component the following
information:
• Build status: true or false,
• Test report,
• Coverage,
• Linting information.
For the integration of all the docker images (coming from
the different repositories), the integration environment is
based on Kubernetes (k8s) orchestration [6] and Helm [7].
Helm is a tool for managing Kubernetes charts where a chart
is a package of pre-configured Kubernetes resources that
are a set of information necessary to create an instance of a
Kubernetes application. In specific every chart contains at
least information concerning the version of the docker image
and the pull policy for the orchestration. In specific every
component has a helm chart that contains information concerning the version of the docker image and the pull policy
for the orchestration. It also contains the needed information
to initialize correctly the TANGO database (configuration
of devices). Figure 4 summarize the module view of the
structure of the repository for the integration of the SKA
components.

The infrastructure described in this section is possible
thanks to the use of a Makefile in each project that allows
to simplify the work on containerization and, overall, the
automation of the code building, testing and packaging processes. In fact, with one single command, it is possible to
compile the project, generate the docker image and test it
by dynamically creating a container for that purpose. The
Makefile also allows to push the docker image to the SKA
repository.

Runtime View
Figure 5 describes the runtime view of the CICD infrastructure in place for the SKA project. The starting point is
the source-code repository server where every team put their
code (for instance it can be Github). The CICD Server requests the code from the source code repository periodically
and keeps information about the execution of the pipeline
(see next section). The CI executor takes the pipeline configuration information and executes it pushing artifacts to
the Artifacts repository. If tests are successful the executors
starts the deployment of the software artifacts to various environments (like integration, stage and so on) using ansible
scripts [8].

Data Entity
The selected tool for CICD is Gitlab where the CI executor
is called “runner” and the CICD server is a code repository
that includes a description (in a yaml file) of the execution
that has to be done by the runners. Gitlab includes also an artifacts repository called “pages” for each repository. Figure 6
summarize the data model of the SKA CI-CD infrastructure
in a UML diagram.
The entry point of the diagram is the Pipeline that is
composed by many jobs. This has been standardised for
each project in:
• Build, where code is compiled and a docker image is
created;
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Figure 5: Runtime view of the SKA CI-CD infrastructure.
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success. Every time a master branch results in a condition
of instability, reverting to a condition of stability shall have
precedence over any other activity on the repository.
Every commit triggers a pipeline build and there may
be different rules applied to determine which stages are
executed in the pipeline based on factors like the branch
name. According to the data model, every pipeline job is
associated with its git commit (including tag commits) and
developers have to ensure that the stages complete as fast
as possible. For this reason it is possible to parallelize jobs,
for example unit tests and static analysis could be run in
parallel. Developers needs to keep all tests working on the
“master” branch that must be kept stable. When working
on a development project, it is important to stick to these
simple commit rules:
• Commit often.
• Git logs shall be human readable in sequence, describing the development activity.
• Use imperative forms in the commit message.

Workflow for Master Based Development

Figure 6: Data Model of the SKA CI-CD infrastructure.
• Linting, where code is analysed against a set (or multiple sets) of coding rules in order to check if it follows
the best practices decided;
• Test, where the compiled package (and docker image)
are tested; tests are grouped into Fast / Medium / Slow
/ Very Slow categories.
• Publish, where the coding artifacts are published;
• Pages, where test results and logs are published (the
name comes directly by the Gitlab technology).
In the Gitlab cloud space the artifacts stored are the logs
of each job executed and the test results obtained by the
Test job. Other artifacts (python packages, docker images
and so on) are stored in a different repository based on the
Nexus tool. For each git revision there is a version of the
pipeline configuration (stored in the repository with the name
“.gitlab-ci.yml”).

DEVELOPMENT WORKFLOW
There are two possible workflow in order to make a change
to a git repository whether there is branch or not. In general,
two concepts are important to the SKA way of using GIT:
• The master branch of a repository shall always be stable.
• Branches shall be short lived, merging into master as
often as possible.
Stable means that the master branch shall always compile and build correctly, and executing automated tests with

• A developer takes a copy of the current code base on
which to work
• Work is started on a local copy
• As the developer advances in the implementation commits are done on the local git repo.
• Unit tests are written and run in the development environment until successfully executed
• Once the tests pass the developer pushes the changes
into a remote repository
• The CI server
– Checks out changes every X minutes (or when
they occur)
– Runs static code analysis and provide feedback to
the developers
– Builds the system
– Runs all tests
– Releases deployable artefacts for testing (reports,
code analysis, etc.)
– Assigns a build label to the version of the code it
just built (i.e. docker image version)
– Alerts the team if the build or tests fail which fixes
the issue asap
– Provide feedback about coverage metrics

Workflow for Story Based Branching
• A developer takes a copy of the current code base on
which to work
• Work is started on a new branch based on the story
being implemented
• As the developer advances in the implementation commits are done on the local git repo.
• Unit tests are written and run in the development environment until successfully executed
• Once the tests pass the developer pushes the changes
into a remote branch
• The CI server
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– Checks out changes when they occur
– Runs static code analysis and provide feedback to
the developer
– builds the system and runs unit and integration
tests on the branch
– Provide feedback to the developer about test fail
or success
– Provide feedback about coverage metrics
Once all tests execute successfully on the branch, the
developer makes a pull request for merging the changes
into master.
As part of the pull request the code is reviewed by other
developers.
Code is merged into master branch
The CI server
– Runs all tests on the master branch
– Releases deployable artefacts for testing (reports,
code analysis, etc.)
– Assigns a build label to the version of the code it
just built (i.e. docker image version)
– Alerts the team if the build or tests fail which fixes
the issue asap

DASHBOARD
From a management point of view it is very important
to monitor the projects in SKA with at least the following
information:
• Latest build status and date
• Latest green build date
• Test coverage
• Testing report
In order to do that, a dashboard has been created as a
progressive web app (PWA). this kind of web application
are loaded like regular web pages or websites but can offer
user functionalities such as working offline, push notifications, and device hardware access traditionally available
only to native applications. In specific, PWAs combine the
flexibility of the web with the experience of a native application. In particular progressive means that it works for every
user, regardless of browser choice because they’re built with
progressive enhancement as a core tenet. Other important
qualities are:
• Responsive, it works for desktop, mobile, tablet;.
• Connectivity independent: it allows work offline
• App-like: feel like an app to the user with app-style
interactions and navigation;
• Fresh: always up-to-date thanks to the service worker
update process
• Safe: HTTPS
The deployment are based on a pipeline with two main
jobs:
• Retrieve data, from Gitlab rest api download a set of
json files (one per each page)
• Publish data, that generate the web page.
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CONCLUSION
All the decisions taken by the system team try to follow
the continuous integration suggestion from Martin Fowler’s
paper. In particular:
• For each component of the system, there is only one
repository with minimal use of branching that are short
lived;
• The build of each component is automated together
with tests that allows to push only the correct artifacts
into the artifact repository;
• Every commit triggers a build in a different machine
(not the local developer machine);
• Once the artifacts are built, they are transferred in an
integration repository which run a kubernetes cluster
and more tests are done;
• Having a common repository for the code artifacts and
for the test results artifacts make it very easy to download the latest changes from every team and for each
component;
• The integration environment is accessible for every
developer.
There is some work still to be done, the first and most
important is improving the performance of the tests. At
the moment, tests are executed after the code is compiled
and the docker images are built. A possible improvement
is building the docker images after the tests are executed.
Besides, more environments have to be created. For this
purpose a kubernetes cluster is going to be used so that it
will be possible to isolate each environment adding for each
of them the specific resources needed in terms of GPUs or
other resources. Having kubernetes will also make very easy
to implement the blue-green deployment pattern.
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Abstract
The Array Control and Data Acquisition (ACADA) software is a crucial part of the Cherenkov Telescope Array
(CTA) Observatory and requires the definition of an appropriate Software Quality Assurance (SQA) process. This activity is necessary to ensure the development and maintenance of a high-quality product, throughout the construction stage and the whole lifetime of the Observatory. Software Development, Software Management, and Software
Verification and Validation Plans are the mainstays of the
SQA activities documented in the SQA Plan (SQAP). The
Scope of this paper is to describe the SQAP proposed for
the ACADA work package, which includes all the necessary actions planned to guarantee process and product conformance to the ISO/IEC 25010:2011 standard.

INTRODUCTION
The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) is the next-generation atmospheric Cherenkov gamma-ray observatory. It
will be the world’s largest ground-based facility for
gamma-ray astronomy at very-high energies. The observatory will be composed of more than 100 telescopes and different types of calibration devices that need to be centrally
managed and synchronized to perform the required scientific and technical activities.
The operation of the array requires the presence of a
complex Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) system, named Array Control and Data Acquisition (ACADA) [1]. The quality level of the ACADA work
package is crucial for maximizing the efficiency of the
CTA operations.
An appropriate SQA activity is fundamental to ensure
the development and maintenance of a high-quality
ACADA product. Furthermore, it will help to improve reliability, maintainability, and cost-saving through the
prompt discovery of problems.
In the next sections, we will describe the SQA organization and planned activities. We will show how the defined
roles and tasks are coherently scheduled and organized
with the ACADA Management Plan, Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) Plan [2]. We will present the quality models and the related metrics defined to comply with
the required quality standards. Finally, we will describe the
procedures and methods applied to guarantee that, for each

phase of the project, the required level of quality in the design, implementation, testing, integration, configuration,
usage and maintenance of the ACADA product are met.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION
This section describes relevant roles and responsibilities
applicable to the ACADA-SQAP, together with the software quality tasks to be performed.

Roles and Responsibilities
The ACADA SDLC follows an iterative and incremental
model which is based on the ISO/IEC 12207:2017 standard
[3]. The roles and responsibilities of the personnel assigned
to the ACADA quality assurance activity are listed in Table
1. They are individuated based on the roles and responsibilities defined in the ACADA Management Plan and
ACADA SDLC [4]. Depending on the level of responsibility of the QA activity to be performed, four main bodies
have been defined1.
ACADA SQA Management Body is responsible for the
organization and implementation of the SQA activities related to the definition of the program and associated budget
and personnel needs. This body is also responsible for the
supervision and control of the planned activities for the
product and maintenance quality assurance.
The quality aspects of the ACADA system in the global
quality framework of the whole CTA project involve the
presence of the SQA Top Management Body, responsible
for the top-level tasks of the quality process assurance.
The SQA Professional Body is responsible for the technical implementation of the measurable quality quantities
(metrics) and the execution of the tests. This body is mainly
composed of designers, developers, and testers.
The validation and verification activities are performed
by the SQA Validation and Verification Body, which can be
composed of external and internal members of the project
(e.g. ACADA Coordinator, stakeholders). This body is in
charge to supervise the quality tests of the product and to
organize audits to evaluate the related quality reports.

PRODUCT ASSURANCE
The quality models adopted for ACADA are two, as recommended by [5]: Product Quality Model and Quality in
Use Model. They are related to the definition of the quality
___________________________________________

___________________________________________

† elisa.antolini@cta-observatory.org

1

These bodies are organization roles covered by already existing or
planned personnel from the CTA project organization chart.
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level of the product (Product Quality Model) and the quality level of the outcomes of interaction with the specific
users (Quality in Use Model) [5].

Table 1: ACADA QA Roles and Responsibilities
Roles
SQA Top
Management
Body
(SQA -TMB)

•
•
•
•
•

SQA
Management
Body
(SQA -MB)

SQA
Professional
Body
(SQA -PB)

SQA Validation and Verification Body
(SQA-VVB)

Responsibilities
Assure ACADA compliance with
stakeholders’ requirements
Approval of SQA activities program and budget
Ensure availability of resources
for ACADA SQA activity
Ensure that the QA objectives for
ACADA system are established
and accomplished
Assure the quality of ACADA
maintenance service

• Preparation of SQA program and
budget
• Periodic control of the SQA
planned activities
• Provide planning and oversee implementation of changes necessary to adapt the SQA activity to
major internal and external
changes.
• Determine the adequacy of the
manpower and resources for SQ
activities
• Interface with Safety, Reliability,
and Verification & Validation
personnel on SQA activities
• Identify and document non compliances
• Identify lesson learned that could
improve processes for future
products
• Presentation of the SQA issues to
the top management
• Implement SQA metrics defined
• Implement and Perform SQA
tests
• Produce Test Reports
• Implement design Specifications

• Perform Internal SQA audits
• Perform External SQA audits
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The Product Quality Model focuses on the quality of the
ACADA package, which can be evaluated by measuring
the quantities related to the internal and external metrics.
The internal metrics refer to static analysis, which aims to
measure the internal quality properties of the product. The
quality of the software behaviour while in execution is
quantified by the external metrics. Appropriate internal
properties of the software are a prerequisite for achieving
the required external behaviour. Appropriate external behaviour is a pre-requisite for achieving quality in use. For
this reason, the Product Quality activity must be coherently
applied at each stage of the SDLC, as shown later in the
paper.

Product Quality Model and Metrics
The attributes which define the ACADA Product Quality
Model are:
• Functional Suitability
• Performance Efficiency
• Compatibility
• Usability
• Reliability
• Security
• Maintainability
• Portability
Based on these quality attributes and the related subcharacteristics (as reported in [5]) the measurables quantities (metrics) have been defined in the ACADA SQAP. For
each metric, the information for the correct implementation, testing, and stage of applicability in the development
process have been provided.
As an example below is shown one of the internal metrics defined for the Installability, a sub-characteristic of the
Portability attribute.
• Metric Name: Installation Effort
• Purpose: Measure the level of effort required for installation.
• SDLC Stage: Integration & Verification
• ISO/IEC 12207 Reference: Verification
• Users of Metrics: Tester, SQA Internal Executor
• Method of Application: SQA Internal Executor counts
the number of implemented installation automated
steps, performed by the tester, and compare it to the
number of prescribed installation steps.
• Formula: X = A/B
• A = Number of automated installation steps confirmed in review
• B = Number of installation steps required
• Interpretation: 0≤X≤ 1 (closer to 1 the easier)
The outcome of the metrics is evaluated by a comparison
of performance data (X) with the related indicators. The
indicators are quantitative reference values defined based
on:
• Defined software quality standards
• Quality targets
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• Average quality levels achieved by other teams applying the same development tools in similar development environments
• Average quality achievements of the organization
• Best Practices from the Industry practices for meeting
quality requirements

Quality in Use Model and Metrics
The Quality in Use Model focuses on the whole ACADA
system and it is applied when the product is in the use
phase. The attributes which define the ACADA Product
Quality model, as reported in [4] are:
• Effectiveness
• Efficiency
• Satisfaction
• Freedom from risk
The quality in use measures are related to the impact of
the system on stakeholders. They measure intrinsic properties of the ACADA system, which can include software,
hardware, communications, and users.

PROCESS ASSURANCE
A good project organization with realistic planning and
schedule and good documentation of the intermediate work
steps is fundamental to guarantee a good quality of a product. Our SQA activities take care also of the quality of the
process defined for the realization of ACADA. The following process assessments [6] are conducted, based on the
development activity schedule, as shown in the next section:
• Supervision of the SQA activities
• Supervision of periodic reports to assess the achievement of quality objectives
• Review of progress of the SQA activity
• Final approval of the quality of software products

Process Metrics
The measurable quantities related to the software development process belong to three main categories. For each
category, proper metrics have been defined. These metrics
aim to monitor simultaneously the quality of the on-going
process, departures from the planned schedule and the error removal trend [6]:
• Software process quality metrics measure the quality
of the ACADA developing process based on the errors
detected per volume of software.
• Software process Timetable metrics measure the trend
of the objectives of the project reached based on the
ACADA schedule.
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• Error removal effectiveness metrics measure the effectiveness of error removal after a period of regular operation of the system (usually 6-12 months).

QUALITY ASSURANCE LIFE CYCLE
This section describes how the process and product SQA
tasks are performed coherently with the different stages of
the ACADA SDLC.
As suggested by the adopted ISO standard [5], an
ACADA Software Quality Life Cycle (SQLC) model has
been defined. The SQLC is strictly related to the development process as follows:
• The product under development phase is the subject of
internal measures of the software quality (internal metrics of the Product Quality Model).
• The product testing phase is the subject of the external
measures of software quality (external metrics of the
Product Quality Model).
• The product in use is the subject of the quality in use
(metrics of the Quality in Use Model).
The different stages of ACADA SQLC and the relationship with the SLDC phases are presented in Figure 1.
Each phase of the SQLC must provide the verification
and validation of a specific set of quality requirements. The
requirements are related to the software aspects (software
product quality requirements) to the software and the hardware (system product quality requirements) or the usage of
the overall product (system quality in use requirements).
The association between the different SQA tasks, the actors involved and the different stages of the SQLC is summarized in Table 2 and described below.
Quality Assurance Objective Specifications The first
step of the SQLC is part of the Requirement Analysis stage
of the SDLC, which defines the set of requirements based
on which the system will be designed, implemented, integrated and verified. As shown in Table 2 this phase must
define the quality assurance activities, schedule, and
budget. The quality attributes of the systems, which specify
the criteria for a qualitative description of how the system
must operate and perform a given function, must be defined here. At the end of this stage, the Quality Assurance
Plan (defined by the SQA Management Body and approved
by the SQA Top-Management Body) and the Qualification
test specifications (defined and approved by SQA Management Body) must be produced.
Architecture Peer Review This stage aims to assess the
quality of the architecture defining the system structure.
This is performed through the organization of internal and
external peer reviews involving SQA Validation and Verification Body. At the end of this stage, an ACADA architecture quality report must be provided.
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Figure 1: Software Quality Life Cycle (blue boxes) and Software Development Life Cycle (orange boxes) stages defined
for ACADA, based on ISO/IEC 25010:2011 and their relationship. At each stage, a specific SQ activity must be performed. As a result, the verification and validation of software product quality requirements (stage 2, stage 3 and stage
4), system product quality requirements (Stage 5) and system quality in use requirements (step 6) must be performed.

Internal Metrics Evaluation - Design Review The
quality of the detailed design of the ACADA components
is evaluated based on internal metrics defined in the Product Quality Model. The method of application is the design
review peers. The actors involved are the SQA Professional
Body, as the producer of the technical materials, and the
SQA Validation and Verification Body for internal audits.
At the end of this stage, design quality reports should be
produced.
Internal Metrics Evaluation – Testing The quality
attributes of the ACADA implementation are estimated by
applying the internal quality metrics which provide the execution of quality tests. The tests are performed by a member of the SQA Professional Body (developer), under the
supervision of the SQA Internal Executor, as part of the
SQA Validation and Verification Body. At this stage also
the software process quality metrics regarding the code error density and severity are evaluated, with the help of automatic tools such as Jenkins [7] and SonarQube [8]. The
results (internal quality test reports) are evaluated via dedicated audits involving different members of the SQA Validation and Verification Body. At the end of this stage, the

compliance with the software product quality requirements
is assessed.
External Metrics Evaluation – Testing The external
metrics evaluation of the SQLC is applied during the Verification stage of the SDLC, after the conclusion of the integration phase. The external metrics can verify the System
Product Quality Requirements of the current iteration process. The QA personnel involved are the SQA Internal Executor and Tester, belonging respectively to the SQA-VVB
and the SQA-PB. The outcome of the test must generate a
system quality test report. As for the internal metrics execution even in this case the results are evaluated and approved by a dedicated audit.
Quality in Use Evaluation The final stage of the SQLC
provides the validation of the quality in use requirements
and must be applied after the deployment stage of the
SDLC. In this case, the QA Validation and Verification
Body can involve the presence of external stakeholders either for the testing than for the audit phases. A Quality in
Use test report must be provided.
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The SQLC activity described here applies for each iteration of the SDLC. The fulfilment of the quality requirements in each stage of the process represents a pre-condition to proceed to the next phase of the SDLC.
Table 2: ACADA Software Quality Life Cycle
SQLC
Stage 1

QA Body
SQA TMB

SQA MB

Activities
Approval of SQA activities
program and budget
Ensure availability of resources for ACADA SQA activity
Preparation of SQA program
and budget
Determine the adequacy of the
manpower and resources for
SQ activities

Stage 2

SQA-VVB

Internal SQA audits
External SQA audits

Stage 3

SQA-PB

Implement Design Specifications (developers)
Internal SQA audits

SQA-VVB
Stage 4

SQA-PB

SQA-VVB

Implement and test internal
SQA product and process
quality metrics (developers)
Supervise tests (SQA Internal
Executor)
Internal SQA audits
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At the end of each iteration of the SDLC, the new software version is deployed and validated, ready to be used.
At this point the process timetable metrics must be determined and evaluated based on the ACADA schedule, performing audits organized by the SQA MB. After six
months of usage of the new software version, the error removal effectiveness metrics should be applied by the
ACADA team and evaluated by the SQA MB.

CONCLUSION
The SQA activities described in this paper illustrate how
the quality aspects of the ACADA software package have
been considered for both the product and development process aspects. The product assessment guarantees the quality of the product from a technical and functional point of
view. On the other hand, the assessment of a good process,
including intermediate work products and documents, is as
important as the product itself and becomes the main criterion for a reliable product. The SQLC approach adopted,
applied coherently with the different stages of the SDLC,
is an efficient mechanism for evaluating the status of compliance with the product, system, and usage quality requirements. This approach provides also a good method for
the discovery of problems in the early stages of the development process. In this way, an efficient and cost-saving
development and maintenance of consistently high-quality
ACADA product can be guaranteed.
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AUTOMATIC DEPLOYMENT IN A CONTROL SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT∗
M. Konrad†, S. Beher, A. Lathrop, D. Maxwell, J. Ryan
Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, Michigan State University, East Lansing, USA
Abstract
Development of many software projects at the Facility of
Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB) follows an agile development
approach. An important part of this practice is to make new
software versions available to users frequently to meet their
changing needs during commissioning and to get feedback
from them in a timely manner. However, building, testing,
packaging, and deploying software manually can be a timeconsuming and error-prone process. We will present processes and tools used at FRIB to standardize and automate
the required steps. We will also describe our experience upgrading control system computers to a new operating system
version as well as to a new EPICS release.

INTRODUCTION
FRIB [1] is a project under cooperative agreement between the US Department of Energy and Michigan State
University (MSU). It is under construction on the campus
of MSU and will be a new national user facility for nuclear
physics. Its driver accelerator is designed to accelerate all
stable ions to energies >200 MeV/u with beam power on
the target up to 400 kW [2]. Commissioning of the second
linac segment is currently underway and the accelerator is
planned to support routine user operations in 2022 [3].
FRIB’s controls group strives to support commissioning
and operation by rolling out bug fixes and new features as
fast as possible. To make this happen controls engineers are
following principles of agile software development which
include iterative, incremental and evolutionary development
and a short feedback and adaption cycle. Unfortunately, this
approach can be slowed down significantly by the fact that
building and deploying control-system software can be a
complex and error-prone process that often requires considerable manual work by experts. In the following we will
describe how we speed up the build and deployment process for FRIB’s controls software by following continuous
integration (CI) and continuous delivery (CD) principles.

CONTROL SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT
The vast majority of computers on FRIB’s control-system
network are based on the x86-64 architecture. This includes
workstations, servers, as well as industrial computers in
cPCI and MicroTCA form factor. FRIB has standardized on
Debian GNU/Linux as operating system for control-system
computers. Even hard real-time applications are running
on Debian GNU/Linux with a real-time kernel rather than
on special real-time operating systems like VxWorks or
∗
†

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science
under Cooperative Agreement DE-SC0000661
konrad@frib.msu.edu

RTEMS. This heavily standardized environment helps to
keep the test matrix small, simplifies the CI infrastructure
and allows sophisticated tools developed in the IT industry to be leveraged for software deployment, configuration
management as well as for monitoring.
FRIB’s controls network is independent from its office
network. For security reasons the two networks use separate
hardware and a firewall allows only predefined connections
between them. In addition to the production control system used to operate the accelerator, FRIB’s controls group
operates a development control system on a separate network to support development and testing. The development
network mimics the architecture of the production network.
In particular both networks share the same network topology, run the same IT infrastructure services (DHCP, DNS,
storage servers, hypervisors,...) as well as the same controlsystem services (Alarm Server, Archiver Appliance, Channel
Finder,...). A limited number of “control-room” workstations as well as control-system devices like programmablelogic controllers, motor controllers, LLRF controllers etc.
are available to support development and testing. In some
cases simulation applications are mimicking the behavior of
hundreds of devices based on a simplified model [4]. Virtualization is used extensively on both networks to increase
availability and flexibility as well as to reduce hardware and
maintenance cost. The similarity between both networks
allows many bugs to be discovered on the development network before software is deployed to the production network.

CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION
All source code required to build software for FRIB’s
control system is stored on a central Git [5] repository server
on the office network. The revision-control workflow largely
follows the Gitflow [6] approach which requires developers to implement new features and bug fixes on feature
branches allowing them to work on their feature without
the risk of breaking other developer’s build. Each repository
contains branches for “unstable” and “release” targets. Completed feature branches are merged into an “unstable” branch.
Tested software is released by merging from an “unstable”
branch into a “release” branch. For both branches software
is automatically built, tested and packaged on a Jenkins CI
cluster [7]. The resulting Debian packages are pushed into
separate Aptly [8] repositories for the development and production environments. See [9] for an in-depth description
of FRIB’s CI approach.

AUTOMATIC DEPLOYMENT
The Debian package repository as well as the Git repositories are mirrored into the corresponding controls network
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Figure 1: FRIB’s development and production controls networks are separate from the office network. Configuration
data and software package are mirrored to these networks.
allowing them to operate independently from the office network (see Fig. 1). This ensures control-system machines
can be reinstalled even if services on the office network are
down.
FRIB relies on the open source versions of Puppet [10]
and Ansible [11] for managing the configuration of controlsystem computers (nodes). Both tools use a declarative
language to describe the desired state of the target nodes in
form of manifests (Puppet) and playbooks (Ansible). When
the tools are run, they inspect the current state of the target node and perform the actions required to reach the desired state specified in the manifest/playbook. In contrast
to a simple shell script that for example installs a software
package, customizes its configuration files and starts the
corresponding service, a well designed Puppet manifest or
Ansible playbook is idempotent – applying it multiple times
doesn’t install the software again, a required line is added to
a configuration file only once and services aren’t restarted
unnecessarily. In addition to avoiding potentially expensive
operations this prevents possible side effects like unneeded
restarts of services. This property of the tools allows them
to run periodically, deploying updates automatically as they
become available in Git and the Debian repository while at
the same time correcting undesired configuration drift.
Puppet requires an agent running on each target node
which pulls the desired configuration from a central master
server. Ansible on the other hand pushes configuration from
a central server to the target nodes through SSH. It thus can
manage nodes on which an agent cannot be installed.
Both Ansible and Puppet allow code to be bundled up in
modules. Modules for common IT administration tasks like
managing web servers, database management systems etc.
are available as open-source software. FRIB has selected
Puppet as the primary configuration management tool for
its control system due to the availability of a wide range
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of Puppet modules that are often offering more flexibility
than the modules available for other tools. Other reasons for
choosing Puppet were its powerful language, its (compared
to Ansible) high performance, its built-in logging capabilities and the fact that Puppet is also used for managing Linux
nodes on FRIB’s office network allowing for code and expertise to be shared. In the following FRIB’s deployment
strategy and as well as the tools used will be described for
EPICS IOCs and Channel Access gateways. The deployment
of other key control system components like archivers and
other middle-layer services has been automated as well but
is not described in this publication.

EPICS IOCs
The about 300 EPICS IOCs are among the most critical
components of FRIB’s control system. It is important to
ensure they are all running the desired software and configuration while at the same time keeping IOC downtime at
a minimum. At FRIB support libraries are built on the CI
cluster and get installed as Debian packages whereas IOCs
are built from source code on the target machines. This
approach has the following advantages:
• Projects containing handcrafted C/C++ code are built in
a predictable way on the CI cluster. Compilation errors
and failing tests are discovered during development.
• Uninstalling a Debian package removes all contained
files. This allows libraries and header files to be removed from system folders cleanly.
• Dependencies between packages ensure that required
libraries and tools are installed and compatible.
• Bugs in an IOC’s database files can be fixed in the field
quickly.
• IOC database development is sped up for devices which
are not available on the development network as well as
for systems that interact with a large number of devices.
Note that although FRIB’s deployment strategy allows
database files to be modified in the field, the majority of
changes are tested on the development network before they
are deployed to the production network. However, the ability
to apply a hot-fix in the field can help to reduce accelerator
downtime.
A disadvantage of building IOCs on the target nodes is
that this causes the deployment to be more complex than
installing a package. FRIB has developed the EPICS Soft
IOC Puppet module [12] to simplify the required steps of
managing IOCs. It provides defaults that make it easy for
IOC engineers to follow best practices and facility conventions. At the same time the module allows IOC engineers to
deviate from the default if necessary. The following Puppet
manifest provides an example for managing an EPICS IOC
process with this module:
$iocbase = ’/usr/local/lib/iocapps’
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class { ’epics_softioc’:
iocbase => $iocbase,
}
package { ’epics-asyn-dev’:
ensure => latest,
}
vcsrepo { "${iocbase}/myioc":
ensure
=> ’latest’,
provider => ’git’,
source
=> ’https://git-server/repo.git’,
owner
=> ’softioc’,
group
=> ’softioc’,
}
epics_softioc::ioc { ’myioc’:
ensure
=> running,
enable
=> true,
bootdir
=> ’iocBoot/ioclinux-x86_64’,
log_server => ’log.example.com’,
subscribe => [
Package[’epics-asyn-dev’],
Vcsrepo["${iocbase}/myioc"],
],
}
When instantiating the epics_softioc class, it has to be
pointed to a directory containing the source code of the IOCs
running on this node. The class will automatically ensure
that libraries and tools required to build and run IOCs are
installed. In particular this will install packages providing
EPICS Base, procServ [13], the system’s native compiler as
well as Make. IOC-specific libraries and tools like the Asyn
support library can be installed with a package resource.
Rather than defining the iocbase variable in each node’s
manifest, it is recommended to define it facility-wide or to
look up the directory in Hiera [14] so that engineers can find
the IOC directories in the same location on all nodes. The
epics_softioc class needs to be instantiated once on each
node that should run EPICS IOCs. If the roles and profiles
design pattern [15] is followed, this would typically be done
in a Puppet profile that gets included for each node running
IOCs.
The remaining lines in the manifest are describing an IOC
instance. They can be repeated if multiple IOC instances
are supposed to run on a node. In the example given the
vcsrepo Puppet module [16] is used to clone a Git repository containing the IOC code into the IOC base directory.
Other methods for providing the source code like copying
the files using Puppet are supported as well. By default
the epics_softioc::ioc defined type automatically compiles the IOC code contained in the sub-directory matching
the defined type’s name. If ensure => running is specified, the IOC will be started automatically using the node’s
init system. In the above example the service will also be en-
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abled which causes it to be started automatically on system
boot. epics_softioc::ioc automatically configures IOC
services to be started after the network has been brought up.
On nodes using systemd it can also ensure that other services
are running and that certain network drives are mounted before the IOC service is started (e. g. for autosave).
IOCs automatically get started under procServ running
an IOC shell script (by default st.cmd) in the specified
IOC boot directory. By default procServ is configured to
restart crashed IOC processes after writing a core file to
support debugging. Local users can connect to the shell
of a running IOC through telnet or a Unix domain socket.
epics_softioc::ioc automatically configures logging
of all activities on the IOC shell including automatic rotation and compression of old log files. The log_server
argument causes log messages from the IOC process to
be send to the specified log server. If multiple IOC processes should be managed on a node, the vcsrepo and
epics_softioc::ioc resources can be repeated for each
IOC. By default the EPICS Soft IOC Puppet module runs
IOCs with limited privileges. The required users and groups
are created automatically and directory permissions are set
appropriately.
Subscribing the epics_softioc::ioc resource to the
package and vcsrepo resources automatically triggers a
rebuild and a successive restart of the IOC when a new
version of the source code is checked out or when a support
library is updated. This allows IOCs to be updated in a fully
automatic way. If automatic recompilation or automatic IOC
restarts aren’t desired these features can be disabled.
Defaults provided by the Puppet module can be overridden
facility-wide to make it easy for engineers to follow their
conventions.

Channel Access Gateway
For security reasons the FRIB controls network is split
into multiple sub-networks. Channel Access connections
between these networks are only possible through Channel
Access gateways [17]. The epics_gateway Puppet module [18] has been developed to simplify management of these
gateways. Its architecture has some similarities with the
EPICS Soft IOC module. Two classes need to be instantiated
to bring up a gateway: epics_gateway ensures the packages providing the gateway, procServ and the required tools
are installed whereas epics_gateway::gateway configures and starts instances of the gateway. Multiple gateway
instances on the same node are possible to support bidirectional gateways or setups where more than two networks are
supposed to be connected through gateways running on the
same node. The configuration files of the gateway defining
the permissions for access through the gateway are provided
as a directory for each gateway instance. Again these directories can be checked out from a revision control system
using the vcsrepo Puppet module. The Puppet module automatically restarts a gateway instance when a new version
of its configuration becomes available to ensure the changes
become active.
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Firmware Deployment to Embedded Devices
FRIB operates about 350 RF amplifiers that consist of
various sub-components each running their own firmware.
In total more than 4 000 firmware images need to be managed
for these amplifiers. The main controller embedded in each
amplifier rack runs Linux on an ARM-based single-board
computer. Firmware updates are performed by copying the
image to the controller using the Secure Copy Protocol (SCP)
and running a command over Secure Shell (SSH) to program
the image. Puppet agent is not available on these devices.
However, the controllers come with a Python interpreter
allowing the firmware update process to be managed using
Ansible.
FRIB has developed an Ansible playbook which compares
the current firmware versions read out by the IOC with the
firmware version available in Git. If an update needs to
be performed the playbook copies the relevant firmware
images to the controller, executes the corresponding update
commands and reboots the controller.
Ansible is also used to manage SSH keys for accessing
the controllers and to disable password-based remote logins
with the weak default password set by the vendor. This
improves IT security by replacing shared passwords by keys
that can be removed individually to revoke access for a user.

DEPLOYMENT PROCESS AND
EXPERIENCE
Changes are deployed continuously to nodes on the development network. When an engineer merges a new feature
to an “unstable” branch it will be built and deployed automatically within a few minutes. This enables engineers to
test their code frequently. Releasing to production means
merging from an unstable branch to a release branch; again
deployment is performed automatically. Branch permissions on the Git repositories prevent direct pushes to release
branches and enforce pull requests to be reviewed by another
engineer who is familiar with the operations schedule. This
effectively prevents deployment at inopportune times.

Commissioning vs. Operation
During the commissioning phase of an accelerator
changes typically get deployed in small increments in a
“rolling release” pattern. During operations, on the other
hand, engineers might need to wait for a maintenance shutdown before they can deploy new features. In the meantime,
which at FRIB can be as long as half a year, a large number
of changes to various systems might pile up. Some of them
might require multiple components to be upgraded at the
same time – e. g. a piece of software and the corresponding
Puppet code managing its configuration. In some cases software on multiple nodes might need to be updated to ensure
compatibility. Interactions between a large number of such
changes can be difficult to understand, resulting in higher
risk. At FRIB this risk is minimized by integration testing
the to-be-released software on the development network.
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This requires a feature freeze in preparation for a maintenance shutdown. FRIB maintains multiple collections of
software to support this approach. Collections targeted at the
development network are called uc1, uc2, uc3,... (“unstable
software collections”) while software collections targeted
at the production environment are named fc1, fc2, fc3,...
(“FRIB software collections”). For example while an older
collection (fc1) might be in use on the production network,
a new release (uc2) might be under test on the development
network in preparation for deployment during an upcoming shutdown. At the same time some developers might
already have started working on features that are intended
for the next software collection half a year later (uc3). Once
a package has been tested on the development network it
can be released to the corresponding FRIB software collection by merging into the corresponding release branch. New
software collections are planned to be released during each
maintenance shutdown.

Management of Puppet Code
The sum of all Puppet configuration files (manifests, templates, modules, Hiera data etc.) for all nodes on the network
is called an environment. Puppet supports multiple environments allowing changes to be implemented in a separate
environment before integrating them into the production
environment. Each node can be pointed to one of these
environments. A new environment can thus be tested on
a small number of machines before applying the changes
to all nodes. Environments provide a way of rolling out
changes that affect multiple machines in a coordinated way.
FRIB leverages r10k [19] to check out the required modules
from a revision-control system to combine them with the
manifests for each environment. This allows modules to be
developed and revision controlled separately from the rest of
the environment. By translating Git branches into environments r10k makes it easy to create and destroy short-lived
environments for testing.

Staged Upgrades
At FRIB major changes affecting many machines like upgrading to a new major EPICS release or operating system
version are typically performed machine by machine or in
small batches to keep the risk low and to simplify scheduling these upgrades. An operating system upgrade generally
requires transitioning to a new software collection which
has been build for the new operating system and the libraries
it ships with (e.g. from fc1 to fc2). This means a slightly
different system configuration is required (e. g. pointing to
the fc2 package repository rather than to the fc1 repository). A new Puppet environment can be created based on
the existing environment to test these changes before they
are merged into the production environment. Although not
strictly necessary, at FRIB nodes are usually reinstalled from
scratch in the context of an operating system upgrade. This
step ensures that the Puppet configuration is still working
correctly with the new operating-system version and guarMOMPL006
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antees that the node can be reinstalled in case of a hardware
failure.
The described approach of upgrading node-by-node allows a mix of multiple operating systems or EPICS versions to be used in parallel on the control-system network. Systems benefiting from the latest operating system/compilers/libraries can thus be upgraded early while the
upgrade of other systems is still in preparation. In general
we strive to complete these kind of upgrades within a few
weeks to avoid the effort of maintaining multiple software
collections for a longer time.

Experience
At FRIB it turned out to be difficult to clearly separate
management of the controls applications from management
of the underlying infrastructure – in particular when custom
kernel drivers needed to be loaded, permissions needed to
be granted to allow access to hardware or when real-time
constraints needed to be met. As a consequence FRIB has
decided to follow a DevOps strategy with control-system
engineers and IT administrators working as part of the same
team. In practice this means that IT administrators and
controls engineers both have administrative privileges on
nodes running IOCs and that the Puppet code for IOC nodes
is maintained collaboratively while manifests dealing with
IT infrastructure like authentication etc. are only accessible
by IT administrators.
A valuable side effect of automating the deployment of
control-system nodes with a configuration management tool
is that their manifests/playbooks document all steps in a standardized way which enables engineers unfamiliar with the
details of a system to understand its deployment if necessary.
At FRIB we found that this transparency encourages team
work. Additionally, the ability to execute this “documentation” allows its completeness and correctness to be verified
(e. g. by wiping out nodes at a favorable time and rebuilding
them from scratch). In a control-system environment where
availability is important this can help to keep the mean time
to repair low. At FRIB the typical time for running Puppet
to rebuild a node from scratch is ≈10 min.
The described Puppet modules can be used in enterprise
environments with a Puppet master as well as for deploying
services to stand-alone virtual machines on desktop computers (e. g. using Vagrant [20]).

CONCLUSION
FRIB has successfully implemented an infrastructure for
CI and automatic deployment based on industry-proven opensource tools like Jenkins, Puppet and Ansible. The strategies
and mechanisms in place have boosted deployment speed
significantly and thus enabled agile development. The developed Puppet modules simplify deployment of key controlsystem components like EPICS IOCs, archivers and gateways by increasing abstraction while at the same time preserving flexibility. By providing good defaults they make it
easy for engineers to follow best practices and facility stan-
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dards. Firmware upgrades of embedded devices have been
automated successfully on a large scale using Ansible.
The described approach and tools have been applied successfully over several years at FRIB. The built-in flexibility
allows to support both the commissioning phase as well as
accelerator operations efficiently. Over the last years larger
updates like operating system upgrades of all control-system
computers have been performed multiple times with minimal downtime. The strategy of testing changes on a development network before deploying them to production has
helped significantly to improve the quality of FRIB’s software before deploying to production. Overall, FRIB’s CI and
automatic-deployment infrastructure has proven invaluable
in improving repeatability and thus increasing confidence in
its control system.
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THE DESIGN OF INTELLIGENT INTEGRATED CONTROL SOFTWARE
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Abstract
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The control system of the scientific experimental facility requires heterogeneous equipment access, domain
algorithm, sequence control, monitoring, log, alarm and
archiving. We must extract common requirements such as
monitoring, control, data acquisition. Based on the TANGO framework, we design typical device components,
algorithms, sequence engines, graphical models and data
models for scientific experimental facility control systems
developed to meet common needs, and are named the
intelligent integrated Control Software Framework of
Facility for Scientific Experiments (iCOFFEE). As a
development platform for integrated control system software, iCOFFEE provides a highly flexible architecture,
standardized templates, basic functional components and
services for control systems that increase flexibility, robustness, scalability and maintainability. This article
focuses on the design of the framework, especially the
monitoring configuration and control flow design.

The control system architecture of a typical large scientific facilities is a two-tier architecture consisting of a
monitoring layer of the network structure and a control
layer of the fieldbus structure. The monitoring layer is
deployed on the virtual server and the console computer
to provide centralized operations for control, status, and
data storage. The control layer is deployed on the virtual
server or embedded controller to provide real-time collection and control of the device.

INTRODUCTON
Large scientific facilities [1] generally have tens of
thousands to hundreds of thousands of irregular control
points, and the types and quantities of controlled devices
are huge. The control system must be highly automated
and robust, requiring continuous operation for many days.
The construction period of the project is long, and the
demand in many fields will constantly change. The control system must accept these changes and adapt to the
changing and expanding needs.
We urgently need to consolidate the common requirements of monitoring, control, data acquisition and storage
of the control system to meet the functional performance
requirements of the facility's control system. iCOFFEE is
a distributed, hierarchical, object-oriented control software framework through which many similar application
software systems are built.
This control software framework [2] is devised to address the general problem of providing distributed control
for large scientific facilities that do not require real-time
capability within the supervisory software. Sometimes
real-time control is also necessary, which is partly solved
by an integrated time system or an industrial control system, which is not discussed in this article.

___________________________________________

† email address: drops.ni@caep.cn

Figure 1: The control system architecture of the typical
large scientific facilities [3].
As provided in Fig. 1, the monitoring layer is a software system based on Ethernet structure. It consists of a
network switching system, a server system, and a console
computer. It provides system services and humanmachine interfaces for the facility control system, including control, monitoring, and data management.
The control layer is a fieldbus-based data acquisition
and control software system consisting of a network
switching system, a server system and an embedded controller. The device service software is used to collect and
control the device.
The control point consists of sensors and actuators that
are connected to the control layer via a fieldbus or network interface. A large number of IO devices are accessed
through the PLC controller, and several intelligent controllers directly access the aggregation switching system
through a serial port server or a network interface.

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
In order to realize the special requirements of the facility control system, the software architecture will adopt a
hierarchical SOA model, which is a typical pyramid model, which is aggregated layer by layer, and the granularity
is larger. The software is divided into three layers: device
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service layer, system service layer and integrated monitoring layer, as provided in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: The software architecture of the typical large
scientific facilities [4] .
The integrated monitoring layer provides a unified integrated operating environment for the control operation
of the entire facility, enabling centralized control, monitoring and data management of the entire facility; the
integrated monitoring layer can be divided into three
different dimensions of integrated control functions according to actual needs: facilities, systems, groups.
The system service layer provides a combined control
function for a single system under a bundle group, which
is a large-scale control function aggregation of the device
service layer, and this layer provides parameter delivery
and experimental data archiving.
The device service layer provides software mapping for
independent devices to implement device control, status
acquisition, device diagnostics, and self-test, using device
drivers. Therefore, all heterogeneous devices implement
the unification of software interfaces and provide consistent standard services on network protocols.
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THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENT
The entire life cycle of software development is managed by software quality assurance measures. EA (Enterprise Architect) supporting UML language is used to
implement a series of software design operations from
requirements analysis to summary design, detailed design,
database design, testing, release, and deployment.
The EA is used to analyze and design the requirements
in detail, define classes, and model the interfaces and
attributes of the software objects. The skeleton code of the
device service is generated by the TANGO [5] code generation tool, and the QT integrated development environment is used to fill the personalized code to realize the
development of the device service.
The configuration of graphical components, data components and monitoring schemes is achieved through the
framework's integrated development tools.
In order to develop cross-platform GUI software, QT
software was used for development. Two software middleware, TANGO and Thrift, were chosen.

THE CONTROL SOFTWARE
FRAMEWORK DESIGN
The control software framework named iCOFFEE is a
collection of interconnected abstract components, as provided in Fig. 3. The framework provides standard models
and configuration tools, which effectively improves the
reuse of code, reduces the construction cost and software
quality of the application software, and provides a basis
for long-term maintenance and update of the software.
iCOFFEE is more like a factory that can quickly build
applications for control systems for specific scientific
facilities.

Figure 3: The main components of the iCOFFEE framework.
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The control software framework is based on the typical
distributed software architecture of the software bus
(TANGO/THRIFT) [6], which consists of an integrated
runtime environment, a public service, a device service
library, a domain algorithm library, and an experimental
sequence library. The integrated operating environment is
the software portal, which mainly implements monitoring
interface configuration, operation and service management. At the same time, application software such as
configuration tools, code generation tools, public services
and debugging tools can be called in this environment.
Public services provide services such as logging, alarming,
and data archiving. The software equipment library includes software equipment library, domain algorithm
library, and control sequence library, which are continuously built by the integrated development environment
and will be more and more over time.
The main components of the framework are described
in detail in subsequent articles.

DEVICE LIBRARY BASED ON
DEVICE MODEL
Realize software equipment library, domain algorithm
library, control flow library and other equipment based on
TANGO software middleware. The Thrift-based IDL
language defines input and output type devices such as
serial servers and OPC [7] servers.
a) Software equipment library: motor, camera, oscilloscope, energy meter, etc.
b) Domain algorithm library: image de-drying algorithm, image feature extraction algorithm, fault diagnosis
fuzzy inference algorithm, etc.
c) Experimental process library;
d) Public service library: experimental data archiving,
historical data archiving, alarms, log collection, system
health monitoring, etc.

COMPONENT-BASED INTEGRATED
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
Monitoring and Control
The application software provides a graphical human
interface for the operator, on the console computer or
terminal. The human-machine interface is realized based
on the framework configuration, which ensures the quality of the code. The configuration of the monitoring and
sequence is based on the configuration tools provided by
the framework.

Graphical Component
Build a complex graphical display based on simple
graphical element definitions, saved as a new graphical
component that continues to build more complex graphical components as an element. These components are
stored in the graphics library as assets for reuse by new
applications.
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The update of the status data uses the asynchronous
event mode, and the command uses the synchronous
scheduling mode.

Data Component
The data component is a scriptable input and output
model, and the input and output parameters are in JSON
format. You can build complex nested key-value models
using four simple types (Integer, Float, Boolean, and
String) to continue building more complex data artifacts
as a new element. Data components currently only support synchronous scheduling mode, and asynchronous
event mode is supported in the future.

Device Proxy Manager
It is responsible for creating and managing multiple device agents. The user does not care about the connection
of the device service. It only automatically obtains control
capabilities based on the command name. After the execution is completed, the execution result is normal or abnormal. In order to cope with the large number of device
services, the device proxy manager is implemented in a
multi-process architecture similar to Chrome software, as
provided in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Multi-process architecture.

Real-time Data Manager
The real-time data manager uses the factory mode to
create and manage state data. The user does not care
about the connection of the device service, and only automatically obtains the state data according to the attribute name, by polling or event mode.
To cope with the proliferation of device services, realtime data manager uses a multi-process architecture similar to Chrome software.

Sequence Engine
The sequence engine implements an ordered scheduling
capability of the software device service based on the
DAG model to implement sequence loading, starting,
resetting, and stopping. The sequence engine supports
serial mode, block mode, parallel branch mode, and conditional (abnormal) selection mode. It can implement
concurrent execution of no less than 100 nodes, support
nesting, and support more than 3 levels of nesting levels.
The example of sequence running was shown in Fig. 5.
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Message Log Collection
The message log is automatically generated by the
TANGO software, and the service based on Thrift generates a log structure similar to the Tango software. The log
uses file local storage, collects logs through open source
software, and implements intelligent analysis of logs
through intelligent data analysis systems.
Figure 5: Display of sequence engine.
A sequence consists of one or more atomic steps or sequences in a certain relationship. The constituent elements (sequences) are abstracted into one node. A node is
an ordered nested assembly. A node consists of one or
more child nodes. There is an ordered relationship between the child nodes, which can be expressed by a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The sequence is designed to
be a node class that runs automatically. The sequence is
created by the node factory class. The state of the node is
marked by the state machine. The automatic execution of
the node is implemented through the thread pool. The
node information class holds configuration information of
the node. Remote scheduling of atomic nodes is implemented by a node execution class.

DATA COLLECTION AND
INTELLIGENT ANALYSIS
The data mentioned here includes experimental data,
equipment historical data, log data and system health data.
The data is collected and stored in a centralized manner
and intelligently analyzed by various data services. Various experts use the big data analysis platform according
to the needs of their respective fields. Data is used for
data mining and analysis in various dimensions. (See
Fig. 6.)

System Health Monitoring
Build a system health collection service. It collects the
operating data of the system's network, CPU, and memory,
and automatically alarms according to the health algorithm. All data is archived through the data archiving
service for later big data analysis.
At the same time, the system health monitoring system
has a central view of all service states, which can partially
amplify the service status view of a certain area and expand layer by layer to evaluate the overall performance of
the system [9].

CONCLUSION
Construction of the iCOFFEE incorporates many of the
latest advances in distributed computer and objectoriented software technology. Primary goals of the design
are to provide an open, extensible, and reliable architecture that is used by many entities and provides long-term
maintenance and upgrades. The original intention of the
design was to reuse the software and quickly build the
application software.
Based on the framework of Tango and Thrift, the
framework uses the factory architecture and component
technology to continuously make the software reuse to a
higher level, and build a big data analysis platform based
on data collection.
In the future, we will add artificial intelligence technology to the framework, and do more research and exploration in the acquisition control system and data analysis
and processing.
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Abstract
The beam loss detection is of the utmost importance for
accelerator equipment safety. At CEA, we are closely collaborating with ESS and DMCS on development of ESS
nBLM. The system is based on Micromegas gaseous detector sensitives to fast neutrons produced when beam particles hit the accelerator materials. This detector has powerful features: reliable neutron detection and fast time response.
The nBLM control system provides slow monitoring,
fast security based on neutron counting and post mortem
data. It is fully handled by EPICS, which drives 3 different
subsystems: a Siemens PLC regulates the gas line, a CAEN
crate controls low and high voltages, and a MTCA system
based on IOxOS boards is in charge of the fast data processing for 16 detectors. The detector signal is digitized by
the 250Ms/s ADC, which is further processed by the firmware developed by DMCS and finally retrieved and sent to
EPICS network.
For other accelerator projects, we are designing nBLM
system close to ESS nBLM one. In order to be able to sustain the full control system, we are developing the firmware and the driver.
This paper summarizes CEA's work on the nBLM control system for the ESS and other accelerators.

INTRODUCTION
The CEA Institute of Research on Fundamental Universe
law (IRFU) works on astrophysics, particle physics, nuclear physics and instrumentation for projects like accelerator, magnetic resonance imaging, ITER (International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor), etc. The institute
has a lot of experience in contributing in accelerator facilities and especially for RFQ construction, and instrumentation.
In the context of an in-kind collaboration between IRFU
and ESS (European Spallation Source), a new type of beam
loss monitor (BLM) based on detection of fast neutrons has
been designed, manufactured and characterized. The BLM
is crucial in any accelerator; it quickly detects, measures
and locates the beam loss. The new neutron sensitive Beam
Loss Monitoring (nBLM) system has been designed for
fast and accurate measurement of number of neutrons produced when beam particles hit the accelerator material.
The nBLM detectors are powered with high and low
voltages and filled with gas, while the acquisition continu___________________________________________

† yannick.mariette@cea.fr
†† victor.nadot@cea.fr

ously makes analysis to detect and count neutrons. All electronics devices are remotely controlled and monitored by
EPICS.
At IRFU, the System Engineering Department (DIS) is
in charge of the nBLM control system development for the
ESS-nBLM project and it is also involved in other projects
based on the same detector technology. The Department of
Detector Electronics and Software for the Physics
(DEDIP) designs, constructs and qualifies the nBLM detectors.

THE NBLM DETECTOR
In low energy region of hadron accelerators, x-rays,
gammas and neutrons are present. Neutrons are produced
by the beam loss whereas gammas and x-rays result from
the RF. As the x-rays levels can exceed the neutron levels,
it is difficult to detect a beam loss in such region [1].
The new nBLM detector is able to detect the produced
fast neutrons while having a low sensitivity to gammas and
x-rays.
nBLM detectors are based on the use of Micromegas detectors [2]. Micromegas (MicroMesh Gaseous Structures)
are gaseous amplification structures. The detectors are bulk
Micromegas [3] and are equipped with the fast front-end
electronics cards (FEE) placed on-board of the detector,
outside the gas volume protected by a Faraday cage (see
Fig. 1). The FEE is based on the FAMAS current amplifiers
(Fast Amplifier Module for Micromegas ApplicationS) [4].
The advantage to amplify the signal before transmitting it
over the long cable is that we are sensitive to smaller signals.

Figure 1: Detector schematic with its FEE.
Two types of nBLM detectors with complementary functionality have been developed. Fast detectors aim to detect
serious losses in case of an accident. On the other hand,
slow detectors primarily aim to accurately monitor small
losses when low particle fluxes are expected but it introduces a reaction delay with around a hundred microseconds. Details of the final detector module design and performance are available in [5].
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NEUTRON DETECTION AND COUNTING
The typical shape of one neutron is a negative voltage
signal with a rise time of 30-50 ns and pulse duration of
100-200 ns, depending on the applied electric fields in the
detector (see Fig. 2).
An algorithm to identify neutrons in the signal has been
initially defined by CEA. ESS has evolved the neutron detection for the ESS-nBLM system [6]. The main idea is
similar and based on several parameters to detect neutrons.

Figure 2: Typical event shape expected in a Micromegas
detector.
The first amplitude threshold parameter (orange line in
Fig. 2) aims to detect an event. Then 2 criteria must be met
to consider the event as a neutron. The first criteria is that
the event amplitude must be under the second amplitude
threshold (green line in Fig. 2) and the second criteria is
that the Time Over the first Threshold (TOT) must reach
TOTmin (neutron TOTmin in Fig. 2).
However, an event can also originated from several neutrons that cannot be distinguished in time (pile-up of neutrons), then the shape is larger. When TOT is over the parameter Time Over the first Threshold pile-up start (TOTpileup_start in Fig. 2) and if the first criteria is valid, we
consider it is neutron pile-up. In this case the algorithm automatically switches to counting mode estimating the number of neutrons dividing the total event charge by the neutron mean charge.
When it is a neutron peak it is counted as one neutron
and when it is piled-up neutrons it is the result of the counting mode. Finally, the neutron rate is the sum of neutron
peaks and neutron pile-up every microsecond.

Figure 4: Possible event shapes and counting methods.
To validate the algorithm, a Python code has been developed. Experimental data acquired at IPHI (Injecteur de
Protons à Haute Intensité) [7], when a neutron field using
a Be target was produced, has been processed by the code
(Fig. 5).

Figure 5: First graph is the IPHI experimental raw data and
the second graph shows the results of events counting for
a given configuration.

ACQUISITION FEATURES
Figure 3: Decision tree to discriminate event(s).
Fig. 3 shows how to classify events, and in Fig. 4 all possible event shapes and their associated neutron counting
methods are summarized.

Here are the main acquisition features of nBLM system:
• It continuously detects and counts neutrons.
• Each detector is individually configurable.
• A smart scope helps to configure the neutron detection
(possibility to trig from raw or interpreted data).
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• The acquisition system stores and provides data on demand around the trigger.
• It monitors the beam line activation.
• Different trigger sources are available (timing system,
analog input, software).
• Event statistics help to validate settings.
• A beam permit signal which can trigger a stop in beam
production is continuously transmitted to the FBIS
(Fast Beam Interlock System).

CONTROL DEVICES
The control devices are the gas chassis, the power supplies (High and Low Voltage) and the acquisition device
which is a set of MTCA.4-based AMC boards plugged into
a MTCA crate (see Fig. 6).
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and each A2519 module has 8 channels. The SY4527 crate
embeds a CPU board to manage the modules and to run the
EPICS IOC.
The nBLM MTCA base configuration consists of a
power module and a NAT-MCH-PHYS board [10] which
configures backplane communication between several
AMC boards.
The carrier AMC board IOxOS IFC1410 makes the acquisition with one or two FMC modules IOxOS ADC3111
offering 8 inputs at 250 Ms/s (see Fig. 8). For the data processing the IFC1410 board provides a Xilinx Kintex UltraScale FPGA. A PowerPC with Linux OS is coupled to
the FPGA.

Figure 8: IOxOS boards: AMC board and FMC ADC module to the right [11].

Figure 6: Devices and interfaces overview.
nBLM detector requires a continuous gas flow (~1
L/h/detector). A main chassis provides gas to distribution
chassis which controls the gas for each line. Each line
brings gas to a group of detectors. The chassis architecture
based on PLC is shown in Fig. 7. Thanks to the experience
of the DIS and the DEDIP at CEA, compact gas boxes have
been designed and manufactured for ESS nBLM system.

Two software implementations are possible; the nBLM
software could be executed on the IFC1410 PowerPC or on
a motherboard which drives all IFC1410 boards plugged in
the MTCA crate. ESS chose the second option with the
AMC board Concurrent Technology AM G64/471-99, including a 4-core 3GHz Intel processor, as motherboard
[12].
An MRF mTCA-EVR-300(U) board with an interface
board IFB-300 is plugged inside the MTCA crate in order
to synchronize the data collected with the beam timestamping and to receive the data on demand trigger from MRF
Event Generator (EVG), or to send events to the EVG [13].
To trigger the FPGA, dedicated backplane trigger lines
connect the mTCA-EVR-300(U) board to the IFC1410.
At ESS, protection system has been standardized as
much as possible: nBLM, ICBLM, RF systems are using
the same hardware for interfacing with the FBIS. The protection signal transmission is insured by 2 IOxOS boards.
The FBI_1482 board, called piggy back, has 4 analog channels (RS485 support) that provides redundancy possibility
and one Ethernet datalink. The piggy back is plugged on a
µRTM board RCC_1466 connected to the FPGA through
the backplane.

FIRMWARE
Figure 7: Gas chassis architecture. A PLC Siemens S71500 is inside the main gas chassis. Each distribution chassis has a Siemens ET200SP remote I/O module [8].
For the power supplies, a CAEN SY4527 crate supports
different type of voltage boards over its 16 slots [9]. A7030
modules (3kV/1mA) have been chosen for supplying high
voltages for each detector while the A2519 modules
(15V/5A) supply the low voltages for the FEE. Each
A7030 module can control up to 48 channels (24 detectors)

The same firmware is running on the FPGA independently of the detector type (fast or slow). The firmware
has the following tasks:
• It processes detectors signal from ADC.
• It manages triggers.
• It provides neutron detection and counting.
• It provides monitoring data to EPICS.
• It provides machine protection functionality and manages communication to FBIS.
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• It provides data on demand.
• It provides acquisition status.
• It processes a file reader as input.
DMCS (Department of Microelectronics and Computer
Science of Lodz University of Technology) as ESS collaboration partner has developed the firmware with the
datapath written in C++ synthesized using Vivado High
Level Synthesis [14]. From CEA side a preliminary firmware was developed in VHDL in June 2018. This firmware
will be adapted to fulfill the requirements of other accelerators.
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Voltage and gas devices are used for several detector
units. In order to drive each detector without knowing
which device is associated with it, an abstraction layer has
been made including the device mapping.
Moreover, the main IOC depends of each device EPICS
library (acquisition, voltages, gas) and provides an autosave module for saving the current configuration of each
nBLM and a save and restore functionality to store and reload a specific configuration at any time (see Fig. 10).

SOFTWARE
ESS has defined a standardized protocol for PLC, with
S7PLC protocol for reading from PLC and Modbus protocol for writing into the PLC. The CEA complies with this
standard and has developed a parser tool [15] to help PLC
developers to generate EPICS communication from TIA
Portal data blocks description (AWL files). Moreover CSStudio GUI are automatically generated from AutoCAD®
drawing.
To interface the FPGA, an EPICS driver has been developed. It mainly uses the NDS3 library and the IOxOS library named tsclib. The Data on demand files are stored in
HDF5 files. GUI are developed under CS-Studio.
The SY4527 has its own IOC, but for machine
timestamping and database customization (alarms, limits)
an interposed IOC for the voltages control has been developed and could run on any other CPU than the SY4527.
Today at ESS a main nBLM IOC for the nBLM prototype is available and allows to control up to 6 detectors
with associated gas and voltages. The IOC runs on the Concurrent Technology AM G64/471-99 which is connected to
FPGAs through PCIe links (see Fig. 9).

Figure 10: EPICS dependencies for the main IOC.

LINAC4 TESTS (CERN)
In 2018, tests have been done at LINAC4 in real condition with one nBLM and a MTCA crate including an
IFC1410 board and a FMC ACD3111 module. It was the
first test with the MTCA architecture and preliminary firmware becoming an opportunity to experience the DAQ system.
With the firmware, from DMCS, 3 seconds of data had
been acquired. As the pulse was less than 1Hz, the data on
demand file contains 2 pulses, the Fig. 11 shows data with
a cut part between the 2 pulses.

Figure 11: Display of interesting sections of the beam.
With a trigger level a Python script concatenates and displays beam pulse data (trigger level, pre-trigger and posttrigger are set in the script).
As the accelerator was in normal functioning mode without beam loss, there are few neutrons and the negative
peaks seen in the Fig. 11 would be gammas due to the RF
presence during each pulse.

Figure 9: Data processing architecture for ESS nBLM.

Event scoping, event discrimination (neutron peak, neutron pileup, etc.) and neutron counting have been performed with the CEA firmware and its associated IOC (see
Fig. 12).
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RELIABILITY STRATEGY

Figure 12: CS-Studio view of an event shape acquired with
the scope functionality with an event configuration.
Statistics on event shapes with histograms have also
been made in real time for charge, amplitude, TOT, rise
time and pedestal (see Fig 13). This statistics are very useful to set the neutron detection parameters in order to try to
discriminate neutrons from gammas.

Figure 13: CS-Studio view of a histogram in real time of
the charge.

INTEGRATION TESTS
In order to validate and to ensure the system is working
properly, high level tests are performed. For this purpose
we use the internal tool developed at CEA, WeTest, that
runs unit and functional tests. Within the framework of the
nBLM, the unit tests check process variable ranges and
limits, whereas the functional tests aim to start one nBLM
in nominal mode by setting the gas, High and Low Voltages
(HV/LV) and acquisition configuration. WeTest also runs a
simulated data file reading and checks the number of detected neutrons. Hence after software and firmware update,
non-regression is also tested. The WeTest graphical interface follows the running test (see Fig. 14).

Each card, crate or rack is responsible for handling several detectors. In case one of these units malfunctions, all
detectors managed by the unit could not detect beam loss
in the region where nBLM are in default. In order to avoid
these situations and to increase the system reliability, ESS
specifies that the detectors in a same LINAC section will
be controlled by separated rack.
The averages of neutron charge, TOT and amplitude,
also called Most Probable Values (MPV), are monitored.
MPV are good indicators on the detector stability. In case
of an instability, it would mean there is a problem with a
subsystem (LV, HV or gas). The IOC continuously monitors the status of devices and MPV of each detector. It gives
to the firmware the status of components. The firmware
could send a signal to the FBIS in case of system components or function failure.

CONCLUSION
The ESS nBLM vertical test of the control system has
been successfully passed at Saclay in September 2019. The
nBLM systems are now ready to be installed in ESS by the
beginning of 2020.
Other accelerators are interested in using nBLM detectors. A full system could be adapted to their accelerator requirements, moreover extra features could be added.
The nBLM challenging development was an exciting
project since we were involved and we contributed to
nBLM system, from the specification to the installation of
the control system.
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Abstract
With the deployment of a Storage Spaces Direct hyperconverged cluster in 2018, the whole control system server
and network infrastructure of the Karlsruhe Research Accelerator have been virtualized to improve the control system
availability. The cluster with 6 Dell PowerEdge R740Xd
servers with 1,152 GB RAM, 72 cores and 40 TB hyperconverged storage operates 120 virtual machines in total. We
will report on our experiences running EPICS IOCs and the
industrial control system WinCC OA in this virtual environment.

INTRODUCTION
The Karlsruhe Research Accelerator (KARA) at KIT [1]
is a 110m 2.5 GeV electron storage ring with a 53 MeV microtron and 500 MeV booster. The design of the KARA
control system is based on EPICS 7.0 with Control System
Studio (CSS) as the main operators interface to the control system. Due to historical reasons, the beam lines are
controlled by TANGO and the commercial SCADA System
WinCC OA 3.15 [2].
Already in 2014, irst steps in control system virtualization
were successfully taken based on KVM at FLUTE [3] and
also at KARA with a small Hyper-V Cluster with a network
attached storage for the virtual machines (VM). As most of
the control system servers had to be replaced in 2017, the
decision was taken to move towards a complete virtualization
of all servers. The reasons have been:
• Higher control system availability due to the ability to
have zero-downtime hardware and base-OS updates
through live-migration of VMs
• The ability for a VM to restart on another host in the
event of sudden hardware failure
• Automatic deployment of new servers without any hardware depencies and without buying extra servers.
• Easy resource management of storage and RAM.
• Simple hyper-visor based backup routines
On the other hand, virtualization introduces also new
pitfalls:
• As it is easy to create new VMs, you can also easily
keep preliminary versions of control servers. These old
dormant VMs can deviate far from the actual control
system baseline causing a lot of trouble, if inadvertently
started.
• Automatic migration: It is tempting to conigure automatic migration of control servers in case of hardware
∗

wolfgang.mexner@kit.edu

failures of a virtualization cluster, but if you have not
really a high availability cluster, then this means restart
of the servers on a new node causing short interruptions
of several servers.
• Control over virtual networks: It is very comfortable
having also the network virtualized. But changing from
one network to the other means only changing a number
for the network adapter, shutting down the network, if
inadvertently changed.
• Network stability: Your cluster backbone has to be
really stable. From experience, some control hardware has a corrupt network stack implemented, working
badly with a virtualized environment
• Resource over provisioning: Virtual machines are splitting the maximum I/O of the virtualiziation hosts.
Therefore you need to take care for the I/O load of
all virtual machines.

HYPER-V CLUSTER CONCEPT
For KARA we started with the traditional concept of a
network attached storage (RAID 5 with 16 hard disks, connected with 10 GBit Ethernet) for the VM images and a pool
of Hyper-V compute hosts. Quickly we found that in this
simple setup with around 60 virtual machines the limiting
factor was the I/O capacity of the NAS storage slowing down
all virtual machines.
In 2016, Microsoft introduced the concept of Storage
Spaces Direct with Windows Server 2016, so we decided to
test for the next productive cluster this promising concept.
Storage Spaces Direct [4] uses industry-standard servers
with local-attached drives to create highly available, highly
scalable software-deined storage at a fraction of the cost
of traditional SAN or NAS arrays. Its converged or hyperconverged architecture radically simpliies procurement and
deployment, while features such as caching, storage tiers,
and erasure coding, come together with the latest hardware
innovations such as RDMA networking and NVMe drives.

Hardware Concept
The cluster consists of 6 Dell PowerEdge R740Xd servers
each having 3.2 TB NVME for cache, 3.2 TB SSD for HotData Tier and 16 TB HDD for Cold Data and a Intel Xeon
Gold CPU with 12 cores, resulting in a inal cluster capacity
of 1,152 GB RAM, 72 cores and 40 TB storage (see Fig. 1).
In 2019, the control group faced the problem, that the
used version of WinCC OA (3.11) was discontinued and
not anymore running under modern operating systems. In
addition, the newest version 3.15 was incompatible to the
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conigured as a team as well connecting all virtual networks
(VLANs) to the internal Hyper-V fully virtualized network
switch, allowing to connect each VM to every network required, also when a VM is transferred from one node to
another.

CONTROL SYSTEMS VIRTUALIZATION
WINCC OA
Structure

Figure 1: Cluster hardware concept
old version, therefore a control system upgrade for all 18
beamlines in a single shutdown was required. In this situation, it was decided to move to a fully virtualized control
system environment for all beamlines. Instead of installing
new control system servers at each beamline, all originally
separate private networks for each beamline have been virtualized and connected with 10GbE to the new Hyper-V
Cluster (see Fig. 2). The control server has been conigured
once and cloned once for each beamline with a dedicated
coniguration ile and virtual network interface. The whole
SCADA communication was sped up by a cluster internal
network between all servers.

WinCC OA Version 3.15 is the overall Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System (SCADA) for all KARA
beamlines (see Fig. 3). WinCC OA is the interconnection between the TANGO based beamline and the EPICS
based KIT synchrotron control. The beamline control with
SPEC as command UI and WinCC OA as graphical UI are
connected via an own developed TANGO interface to the
SCADA system.

Figure 3: WinCC OA SCADA Concept

Performance Constraints

Figure 2: Beamline virtualization concept

Licensing
As it is a commercial software, WinCC OA requires USB
dongles for operation. This problem was solved by an external USB dongle server, allowing to attach the USB dongle
virtually to a selected VM.

Networking
The internal cluster network is handled by a QLogic network board equipped with two redundant RDMA capable
10GbE ports, which are conigured as a team. So the whole
internal cluster network is handled by 12 separate 10GbE
ports. For external communication, two 10GbE ports are

The central WinCC OA SCADA server is logging around
4000 values with 1 Hz to disk, resulting in a continous I/O
load to the virtualization server. Periodically additonal load
is caused by the VEEAM backup. As this was causing some
latency, the VM of the central server was moved to a replication node. This replication node is a separate virtualization
server, which is permanently cloning all hard disk changes
to the central cluster disk. So in case of a failure of this
external server, Hyper-V is performing an automatic failover
restarting the server inside the cluster. By this the central
server has the full I/O capacity of a barebone server, but still
the advantages of hardware virtualization.

Introducing Docker
A typical control VM requires around 40 GB of harddisk
space plus around 4 GB of cluster RAM. In a irst test we
found that WinCC OA is smoothly integrating into a Docker
environment with portainer as graphical Docker management tool. Such a docker image requires only 1 GB of RAM
and can be handled much more much easily than a full virtual machine. At the moment we are preparing the Docker
images for the irst beamlines.
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EPICS

and the Hyper-V virtual machine. This ixes the problems
completely.

Most EPICS servers (IOCs) run inside the virtualized environment. This is possible as most hardware is nowadays
controlled via Ethernet (or serial interfaces that can be converted to Ethernet). The notable exception to this rule are
the beam-position monitors, the low-level RF system, the
bunch-by-bunch feedback system, and the data acquisition
devices, which all run EPICS IOCs directly on embedded
computers that are built into these devices.
The virtual environment for the EPICS servers is provided
by three virtual machines: one for IOCs running in production mode, one for Java-based servers related to EPICS services (e.g. the Control System Studio alarm server), and one
for testing new IOCs. This setup has proven suicient as
in a virtualized environment, which can provide suicient
CPU and memory resources, there is no gain in distributing
IOCs across several computers.

AUTOMATIC SERVER DEPLOYMENT

Server Concept

Issues with Link Aggregation
As mentioned earlier, we use link-layer aggregation on
the virtual machine hosts in order to improve both performance and availability. While this works ine for the network
interfaces that are part of the I/O backbone of the cluster,
it causes unanticipated problems when being used for the
network interfaces to the “outside world”.
These problems are caused by a signiicant number of
embedded devices, which have a wrong implementation of
the TCP/IP stack. Due to the way link aggregation of the
bonded VM host network adapters (NICs) works, a diferent
source MAC address is used depending on which of the
bonded NICs the packet is sent. When using the irst adapter,
the packets originate from the MAC address of the VM as
expected. However, when using the second adapter, the
packets originate from the MAC address of the network
interface in the host system. This means that packets sent by
the same VM will randomly have two diferent source MAC
addresses. By default these devices should use the address
resolution protocol (ARP) to resolve the source IP address
of a packet back to a destination MAC address. Instead,
they simply send the response back to the originating MAC
address. Hyper-V, however, discards packets that are targeted
at the IP address of a VM, but specify the destination MAC
address of the host system.
In theory, one should be able to resolve this issue by setting
the load-balancing mode to “Hyper-V port” or using the
LACP instead of the static teaming mode [5]. The irst
option did not seem to reliably ix the problems for us and
the second option did not work reliably either, seemingly
because of some compatibility problems with the Cisco
network switches that we use.
For this reason, we had to implement a workaround. Instead of directly communicating with devices that are affected by these problems, we use a Raspberry Pi minicomputer that acts as a reverse proxy between these devices

One of the goals of virtualization is making the operation of IT systems more eicient by reducing the number of
hardware systems that need to be deployed and maintained.
However, considerable time and efort is still needed for the
deployment and maintenance of systems installed inside the
virtual machines. In order to further reduce this efort, tools
that automate the deployment of operating systems and software and help with keeping the systems’ conigurations up
to date are needed. Very much like virtualization helps with
reducing cost by reducing the number of “real” hardware
systems, automation tools help by efectively reducing the
number of coniguration proiles that need to be managed
manually.

Initial Deployment
Originally, we used Cobbler [6] for automating the installation of Ubuntu Linux systems (both inside virtual machines
and on real hardware systems). However, we quickly became
unhappy with how Cobbler worked. In particular, it lacked
suicient support for customizations and was hard to integrate into our existing environment of network management
tools. Another issue was that it had a signicant number of
bugs and was poorly maintained. For example, no Debian
packages were provided for recent versions and such packages could not be easily built from the source tree either.
For these reasons, we developed our own solution called
Vinegar [7].
Vinegar is entirely written in Python and integrates a
HTTP and TFTP server. Using the Jinja template engine, it
irst renders coniguration iles for GRUB 2, delivering them
over the TFTP server. Subsequently, the Linux kernel and
initial ramdisk of the installer system are loaded from the
TFTP server by GRUB, and the installer system then loads
its coniguration iles (again templates rendered with Jinja)
via HTTP. This setup has proven to be very easy to use and
integrates perfectly with our existing environment.

Coniguration Management
Once the operating system is installed, one still has to
manage the system coniguration (installed software components, coniguration iles, etc.). In contrast to deploying
a new system, this typically is a recurrent task as the target
coniguration of a system is a moving target due to software
updates and coniguration changes.
We evaluated four diferent solutions for managing conigurations: Ansible, Chef, Puppet, and SaltStack. Chef and
Puppet are written in Ruby while Ansible and SaltStack are
written in Python. While we already had signiicant experience in developing and maintaining software written in
Python, we had no such experience in Ruby. This is why
we discarded Chef and Puppet early on. While Ansible and
SaltStack have some similarities, Ansible seems to be a bit
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more limited: It exclusively uses SSH to manage systems,
which makes it use for systems running Windows more dificult and limits the performance. SaltStack, on the other
hand can use SSH like Ansible, but it also has an integrated
high-performance transport based on ZeroMQ, that provides
superior performance when managing a large number of systems and works on Windows without any hassle.
For these reasons, we decided to go with SaltStack [8]
and have been using it for about three years without ever
looking back.
SaltStack is automatically installed on target systems as
part of the automated installation of the operating system.
Once installed, a system automatically appears in SaltStack
and subsequently, coniguration proiles can be assigned.
We use the coniguration proiles for a number of purposes,
e.g. managing the DNS and DHCP servers of the controlsystem network, managing the operator consoles (installing
Control System Studio and keeping panels up to date), and
managing EPICS servers (installing the EPICS environment,
checking out EPICS IOCs from the source code repository
and compiling them). Besides reducing the time and efort
needed to maintain these systems signiicantly, SaltStack has
brought us other advantages: The coniguration proiles in
Salt also serve as a centralized documentation of the system
coniguration (due to the possibility to have comment sections inside the proile deinitions) and by having centralized
coniguration proiles, one never has to worry again about
whether a coniguration change has really been applied to
all afected systems.
At the moment, we are looking into also using SaltStack
to manage the coniguration of some embedded devices:
SaltStack comes with a component called Salt Proxy that
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allows managing devices that cannot run Salt itself. This
component comes bundled with a number of plugins (e.g. for
managing network switches via SNMP) and we are looking
into writing our own plugin so that it can be used to manage
our data-acquisition systems from D-TACQ.

CONCLUSION
We successfully virtualized the EPICS and WinCC OA
control systems servers for KARA and the beamlines operated at the KIT synchrotron using a Hyper-V storage spaces
direct cluster. Vinegar and StaltStack are powerful tools for
the automatic server deployment.
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DATA STREAMING WITH APACHE KAFKA FOR CERN SUPERVISION,
CONTROL AND DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM FOR RADIATION AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
A. Ledeul, G. Segura Millan, A. Savulescu, B. Styczen, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract

Need for a Stream Processing Platform

The CERN HSE - occupational Health & Safety and
Environmental protection - Unit develops and operates
REMUS - Radiation and Environmental Unified Supervision
- , a Radiation and Environmental Supervision, Control
and Data Acquisition system, covering CERN accelerators,
experiments and their surrounding environment.
REMUS is now making use of modern data streaming
technologies in order to provide a secure, reliable, scalable
and loosely coupled solution for streaming near real-time
data in and out of the system.
Integrating the open-source streaming platform Apache
Kafka allows the system to stream near real-time data to
Data Visualization Tools and Web Interfaces. It also permits
full-duplex communication with external Control Systems
and IIoT - Industrial Internet Of Things - devices, without
compromising the security of the system and using a widely
adopted technology.
This paper describes the architecture of the system put in
place, and the numerous applications it opens up for REMUS
and Control Systems in general.

One of the main challenges of SCADA systems is to
exchange data to and from other systems, in particular data
visualization tools, web applications, data storage solutions
and other SCADA systems.
Furthermore, the expansion of Industrial IoT devices and
their respective monitoring solutions, created a need for a
fast and standard intercommunication solution that would
allow the SCADA to interface with these devices.
Recent developments in feature-rich data streaming
platforms, such as Amazon Kinesis [3] or Apache Kafka [4]
have made this achievable with minimal investment.
In the context of Safety SCADA Systems, certain
requirements must be met for such data streaming solutions:
• Security: data shall be streamed and accessed in a
secure manner; Access Control Lists - ACLs - must
be put in place.
• Reliability: given the important nature of data, the
streaming solution has to be fault tolerant and highly
available.
• Scalability: the platform shall be scalable horizontally
in order to face the steady growth of data volumes and
exchanges.
• Performance: the platform shall be able to handle an
important throughput, and provide the data with a low
latency.
• Loose coupling: the SCADA system must be able
to stream data in and out with low to no impact on
the system itself. In the context of near-real time
data streaming, an asynchronous transmission of data
is preferable, in order to reduce latency, diminish
producer / consumer dependency and accommodate
simultaneously multiple types of data consumers.

INTRODUCTION
CERN Radiological and Environmental Monitoring System
CERN HSE Unit is in charge of the implementation of
CERN Safety Policy, which includes Radiation Protection
and Environmental Impact Monitoring.
This CERN-wide monitoring program measures the
radiological and environmental impact of CERN, and
ensures workplace safety. It also provides the necessary
data for reporting to the public and host states authorities.
In order to achieve these objectives, the HSE Unit sets up
and operates heterogeneous instrumentation, able to measure
the nature and quantity of ionizing radiations produced by
the accelerators, possible contaminations and conventional
environmental parameters.
In addition, CERN HSE Unit provides a SCADA Supervision, Control And Data Acquisition - system, called
REMUS [1], based on WinCC Open Architecture - WinCC
OA [2], interfacing this instrumentation and allowing its
operation from various control rooms scattered across the
Organization.
At the time of writing, REMUS is interfacing 80 device
types. It contains 650,000 tags, manages 84,000 alarms and
handles a throughput of 3,700 changes per second. REMUS
archives roughly 38 billion measurements per year.

Open-source Data Streaming
With regards to previous requirements, REMUS opted for
Apache Kafka, a scalable, open-source and widely used
distributed streaming platform, originally developed by
LinkedIn for log processing [5]. It is today used by more
than 13,000 companies, including Netflix, Uber, Spotify,
Cisco, Yahoo, Twitter, Square, and overall a third of the
Fortune 500 companies.
Apache Kafka provides the following key functionalities:
• Publisher / Subscriber mechanism for streams of data
(Asynchronous message queuing system)
• Built in Kerberos / TLS - Transport Layer Security
- based authentication, authorization and encryption
mechanisms
• Distributed and fault-tolerant data retention
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•
•
•
•
•

Partitioning
Topic-based communication model
On-arrival data streams processing
Exactly Once delivery semantics
Idempotent data publication

Apache Kafka at CERN
CERN IT and Beams Departments operate Kafka clusters,
used by NXCALS [6] - Next CERN Accelerator Logging
Service - (Beams Department), IT Security Event Operations
and CERN Data Center Infrastructure Monitoring (IT
Department).
REMUS takes advantage of this robust infrastructure,
accessible from the different CERN networks, to set up its
data streaming solution (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1: REMUS Kafka cluster architecture.
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REMUS DATA STREAMING
CERN HSE Unit developed an open source WinCC OA /
Kafka full-duplex data transmission solution [7], built on top
of the WinCC OA C++ Driver API, libdrkafka and cppkafka
libraries, which allows to publish and/or consume messages
onto and/or from a Kafka cluster. The operation of this
connector has opened up new possibilities and improvements
for this SCADA system, as it became compatible with a
widely adopted, secured and powerful application databus
(see Fig. 2).

Measurements Data Streaming from WinCC OA
All ongoing measurements retrieved by the REMUS
supervisory system are published in near-real time through
Kafka, in a dedicated Kafka Topic. These messages
are generic JSON strings, structured as follows: the
identification of the data stream source (typically the
identification of the instrument acquiring the data), the
recorded value, the measurement unit, and the associated
acquisition timestamp, plus additional flags such as the
equipment health and alarming statuses. The identifier is
also used as the Kafka key. Kafka guarantees that for a
given key, all corresponding messages are stored in the same
partition, in the order they are sent, as long as the number of
partition remains constant. This mechanism helps with the
optimization of consumers’ processing, based on "At Least
Once" delivery semantics.
New publication tags are added automatically, at runtime, to the SCADA when a new equipment is declared,

Figure 2: REMUS data streaming architecture.
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allowing immediate streaming. These tags are declared and
constructed through transformations and compositions of
existing tags (timestamp, value, etc.), and are created at
runtime by a dedicated process. Then, every publication tags
update is streamed as a message to the Kafka cluster by the
WinCC OA / Kafka connector. In case source tags (identifier,
value, timestamp, unit and flags) are updated asynchronously
by the instrumentation, the connector features a debouncing
configuration for each publication. This mechanism ensures
consistent streams (see Fig. 3).
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enrichment consists of decoding the unit identifier and the
flags to a user-friendly representation, suitable for display in
front-end applications. Since the messages are immutable
once sent to the topic, another Kafka topic is used for the
storage of enriched messages (see Fig. 4).

Figure 4: REMUS measurement messages enrichment.
The processing of alarms state changes will be done by a
stateful stream process, also based on Kafka Streams.

Kafka Connect and Data Archiving
Figure 3: REMUS measurements publication.
At the time of writing, REMUS contains 3,300 publication
tags, sending about 600 messages per second to CERN Kafka
brokers.
REMUS measurement Kafka topic is composed of 24
partitions, leveraged by 3 brokers with a replication factor
of 3, therefore assuring high availability.

Alarms/Faults Data Streaming from WinCC OA
Similarly to the measurements streaming mechanism
already in production, the short term plan is to implement
the streaming of all alarms and fault state changes. This
feature will provide a straightforward way of sharing alarm
state changes to external systems.

DATA STREAMS APPLICATIONS FOR
CONTROL SYSTEMS
Stream Processing and Data Enrichment
The integration of Stream processing frameworks/
platforms such as Apache Spark [8], Apache Storm [9],
Apache Flink [10] and Apache Kafka Streams facilitates the
usage of stream processing for big data purposes. Stream
processing, as opposed to batch processing, allows data
processing and transformation in near real-time for large
sets of data, providing a useful functionality for Control
Systems.
REMUS is relying on Kafka Streams, released in 2016,
for its stream processing functionalities. Kafka Streams
provides "Exactly Once" semantics and benefits from Kafka
scalable and distributed architecture advantages.
In the context of REMUS measurement data streaming,
the messages are enriched by a stateless stream process. The

Kafka Connect is an open-source framework providing an
API for building Kafka connectors. Connectors can either
take data from a Data Source and push it into a Kafka cluster
or pull the data from a Kafka cluster into a Data Sink.
A large collection of connectors is already available,
interfacing Kafka with PostgreSQL, MySQL, ActiveMQ,
Elasticsearch, S3, HDFS, Influx DB, etc. [11] REMUS
utilizes a connector between its enriched data stream and
the open-source time series database Influx DB [12], for fast
querying of data series from client applications.
Other connectors could be used in the future, in order to
push the data to other data storage solutions optimized for
specific usages.

Desktop Data Visualization Tool
REMUS Data Visualization Tool, ERGO - Environment
and Radiation Graphic Observer -, is used in CERN control
rooms and by Environmental and Radiation Protection
experts for analytics of NRT - Near Real-Time - and
historical data.
ERGO now takes advantage of this new Data Streaming
Platform, consuming newly published measurement
messages for near real-time display.
This set of measurements is completed with historical
data coming from REMUS long term measurement database,
populated through an independent batch processing pipeline.
In addition to its standard message subscription
mechanism, Kafka integrates data retention capability,
allowing ERGO to fetch messages sent to the Kafka cluster in
the last minutes by offsetting the Kafka partition logs. This
feature ensures continuity of measurements coming from
the long term database, which are available after a couple of
minutes, and the near real-time measurements (see Fig. 5).
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Web and Mobile Data Visualization Tool
Web-based applications such as Grafana or Chronograf
provide data visualization and analytics tools out-of-the-box,
through Influx DB data source plugins.
The streams of data generated from REMUS are also
exploited by a responsive web application, REMUS Web,
able to display measurements in near real-time, among other
information about the SCADA processes. Write access to
REMUS Kafka Topics from the SCADA is secured through
TLS Encryption and Kerberos Authentication.
Access to the web application is protected by the CERN
SSO - Single Sign On - service [13].
Automatic generation of QR Codes from the web interface
provides a fast, user-friendly yet secured way for accessing
near real-time data from any terminal device having internet
connectivity (see Fig. 7).
Figure 5: ERGO data source mix.
Thanks to the Kafka partitioning and Kafka consumer
groups concepts, ERGO scales its data consumption
horizontally by launching several consumers on different
threads.
A map that links keys to partitions is cached locally, in
order to prioritize consumers that will consume data from
the exact partitions containing the measurement channels
the user chooses to load at start-up (see Fig. 6).

Figure 7: REMUS web measurement data pipeline.
Figure 6: ERGO Kafka Consumers start-up strategy.
Relying on this streaming infrastructure allowed for a
secured, reliable and scalable near-real time data source,
with a latency of less than 1 second between the data
acquisition from the distributed instrumentation, the stream
processing and the near real-time display of measurements
in CERN control rooms. It is in operation since March 2019
and has not suffered any downtime at the time of writing.
One considered evolution of this model is the usage of
Influx DB as data source of the buffered data, instead of the
Kafka partition logs.

One considered evolution of this pipeline is the addition
of other data sources than Influx DB, such as REMUS long
term measurement database.

SCADA Systems Inter-messaging
The wide adoption of Apache Kafka as a solution for
asynchronous data streaming opened up possibilities for
REMUS to communicate with external SCADA systems
based on different technologies such as Tango, EPICS [14],
WinCC OA etc.

Industrial IoT
Utilizing a bi-directional connector between WinCC OA
and Kafka permits communication with any IIoT layer
having Kafka connection capability.
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Furthermore, advanced Kafka configurations such as
Log compaction and mirroring, and native connectivity
with machine-to-machine oriented protocols such as MQTT
makes Kafka a suitable technology for the application layer
databus of a Layered Databus Architecture pattern [15].

[5] J. Kreps, N. Narkhede and J. Rao, “Kafka: A distributed
messaging system for log processing”, in Proc. 6th Workshop
on Networking Meets Databases (NetDB’11), Athens, Greece,
Jun. 2011.

CONCLUSION
The CERN HSE Unit enriched its WinCC OA based
SCADA system functionalities using Apache Kafka as a
data streaming Platform.
Through a minimal time investment, providing publishing
and consuming Kafka topics capability to a SCADA
system increases considerably its possibilities of developing
loosely coupled functionalities in the domains of data
processing, data archiving, data monitoring and intersystems communication.
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IMPROVING USER INFORMATION BY INTERFACING
THE SLOW CONTROL’S LOG AND ALARM SYSTEMS
TO A FLEXIBLE CH AT PLATFORM
M. Ritzert∗ , Heidelberg University, Heidelberg, Germany
on behalf of the Belle II PXD Collaboration
Log Messages

Abstract
Research groups operating large experiments are often
spread out around the globe, so that it can be a challenge to
stay informed about current operations. We have therefore
developed a solution to integrate a slow control system’s
alarm and logging systems with the chat system used for
communication between experimenters. This integration is
not intended to replace a control screen containing the same
information, but offers additional possibilities:
• Instead of having to open the control system’s displays,
which might involve setup work (VPN, remote desktop
connections, . . . ), a web interface or an app can be used
to track important events in the system.
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ActiveMQ

Message Gateway
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Message Reception
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Message Output

• Messages can easily be filtered and routed to different
recipients (individual persons or chat rooms).
• Messages can be annotated and commented on.
The system presented uses Apache Camel to forward messages received via JMS to Rocket.Chat. Since no binding
to Rocket.Chat was available, this interface has been implemented. On the sending side, a C++ logging library that
integrates with EPICS IOCs and interfaces with JMS has
been designed.

IMPLEMENTATION
The gateway combines data from the BEAST alarm system [1] and the message log. Both systems are configured
to publish their messages via the ActiveMQ message broker,
that is central to the distribution of all messages in the system. The gateway is registered as a listener on the respective
channels. It receives all messages, filters them and forwards
to the Rocket.Chat server.
All messages are also archived in an Elasticsearch
database. Archived log messages from this database are
combined with live messages received via JMS to provide
a fast and comprehensive overview in the CSS GUI, that is
also used to control the alarm system.
The outline of the system is shown in Fig. 1. The gateway
between ActiveMQ and Rocket.Chat is implemented as an
Apache Camel application. Camel is a message routing engine implemented in Java [2]. Its modular design means that
it is easy to provide new functionality on all levels interesting
for this work: message reception, transformation, routing
and output. Messages received in Camel applications are
passed through several different modules connected together
∗
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Rocket.Chat

Figure 1: Processing Steps for Log and Alarm Messages.
from("activemq:topic:LOG")
.filter().method("LogFilter")
.bean("LogConverter")
.to("rocketchat:https://my.chat:←#channel?accessToken=token&userId=user");
Figure 2: Example Camel Route for Log Messages.
to form a route. From the framework’s point of view, messages are passed around as anonymous Java objects. It is the
responsibility of the application to ensure that the output and
input expectations of connected modules match. Modules
can discard messages, or modify them to the extend that an
object of a different class is passed on.
In a typical configuration, there are at least two routes,
one for alarm messages, and another one for log messages.
Figure 2 shows the Java code to create a route for log messages from the LOG topic to #channel on a Rocket.Chat
server. The modules described below are implemented in
the LogFilter and LogConverter classes, and made available as the rocketchat: output module.

Message Logging
In order to log messages from an IOC, a C++ library,
Logfile, has been implemented. The most important functionality is logging to an ActiveMQ server via the STOMP
protocol. The messages will be converted to the MapMes-
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sage format, as it is also used by the BEAST alarm system [3],
by ActiveMQ. The core of the library itself is independent
from EPICS. IOC Shell commands to configure the logging
setup at runtime are provided when the library is used within
EPICS IOCs. The logging can either be implemented within
the device support code itself, or accessed from sequencer
code or via sub records. A threaded design is used to decouple the main thread from the potentially time-consuming
output operations, and avoid blocking the normal operation
of the IOC.

Message Reception
On the input side, a suitable module to receive messages
from ActiveMQ is readily available [4]. A standard configuration is used to connect to the JMS server and subscribe
to the interesting channels: Alarm events are posted to the
..._SERVER topic, and a dedicated topic LOG is used for log
messages. For the message format used by the BEAST and
logging systems, the output of the module is a message represented as a Java Map<String, String>, i.e. key/value
pairs.

Message Filtering and Routing
The first action applied to incoming messages is the filtering, since at this stage, the full message is still available.
For alarm messages, the filter condition is that the current
severity and the alarm severity match. This accepts only
events created when the alarm condition is triggered, while
messages created when acknowledging or releasing an alarm
are ignored.
For log messages, the most used filter looks at the severity of the message, to accept e.g. only WARNING or SEVERE
messages that should be broadcast to the wider audience
available via the Rocket.Chat server. Of course, it is also
possible to filter by any other property of the message, including the actual text of the message.
Routing of messages to different recipients can be implemented as a separate module, or integrated in the filtering
step. In any case, when messages are routed to different
recipients depending on the content, the information where
to route the messages to has to be attached to the message
by simply adding it with a well-known key to the map.

Message Transformation
When entering this module, all messages are still in a
key/value pair format. To allow posting to Rocket.Chat, they
have to be converted to a plain text format, with only few
additional options, namely the icon to display next to the message, and the display name of the sender. This conversion is
done in custom Java modules for log and alarm messages,
respectively. After completing this stage, the message is now
in the format suitable for the Rocket.Chat output module.
The default configuration is to use special symbols for
log messages at the warning and severe levels, as well as for
alarm messages. The latter are also tagged with @here to
trigger a notification in the Rocket.Chat clients.
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Figure 3: Rocket.Chat displaying messages from the alarm
and logging systems.
For messages where the recipient is not hardcoded but
stored in the message, this information is simply copied to
the new object.

Message Output
No module to interface Camel to Rocket.Chat was available, so a lightweight module, camel_rocketchat, has been
implemented.
Rocket.Chat offers several APIs for programmatic access.
The REST API [5] has been chosen, because it is easy to use,
and essentially stateless: No TCP connection has to be kept
alive (HTTP/2 can still be used, but will fall back to opening a new connection, when required), and no information
beyond the login token has to be stored between requests.
In combination with a personal access token obtained once,
there is exactly a single HTTP request per message to be
posted, and the implementation is straightforward.
The actual implementation consists of two parts: A small,
generic module implementing the posting of messages to
Rocket.Chat, and a second module that wraps around it to
provide the interfaces as required by Camel.

RESULTS
The system as described above has been implemented
for the Belle 2 PXD subdetector. A significant fraction of
the hardware used in the system is custom built, so that log
messages are available directly from the device support layer.
For other IOCs, logging has been integrated in Sequencer
programs, or interfaced to via sub records. In total, around
50 IOCs provide log messages. A single Camel application
with several routes handles the output of all log messages
with at least WARNING severity, and all alarm messages to a
dedicated Rocket.Chat channel, as well as the routing of a
few filtered messages to channels dedicated to special topics.
Figure 3 shows the rendering of two log messages and one
alarm event displayed in the Rocket.Chat channel in the web
browser.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We presented a simple approach to integrate a slow control
system’s logging and alarm information into the chat platform also used for communication between the shifters. The
solution is based on Apache Camel, that provides the framework for the messages processing pipeline, and the functionality to receive messages from ActiveMQ. Small modules
to filter, route and convert messages have been implemented.
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Thanks to the modular nature of Camel, switching from
Rocket.Chat to other output modules could be implemented
with only minimal changes to the code.
While, at present, the filtering and routing configuration
is statically built into the executable, one could envision a
system where each user can configure their own filter for
messages posted either directly to the user’s account or to a
channel the user set up only to receive log messages.
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DATA VISUALIZATION WITH DATA BROWSER SOFTWARE
K.Saintin, IRFU, CEA, Université Paris-Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette, France R.Girardot
Synchrotron SOLEIL, Saint-Aubin, Gif-Sur-Yvette, France
Abstract
Scientific facilities need to visualize a large amount of
data through several dedicated applications. These applications can monitor variables from a PLC, visualize data acquisition or browse them offline. Thus, an intuitive GUI
(Graphical User Interface) tool is necessary to handle multiple data sources.
In 2012, the computing team of SOLEIL[1] started the
development of the Data browser tool. This software uses
modular and extendable frameworks on which several institutes collaborated:
- CDMA (Common Data Model Access), initially developed by ANSTO, unifies the data access regardless of its
physical container (files, database …), and its logical organization.
- COMETE (COMmunity of Extendable Toolkit for
Experiment) graphical framework, initially developed by
SOLEIL, which provides a set of data visualization widgets and unifies the way there are connected to the data they
represent regardless of the source of this data.
Since then, SOLEIL developed several plugins for Data
browser: HDF/Nexus, TANGO. In addition, a collaboration with IRFU [2] control software team which is using
EPICS has been created. To fit Irfu needs, Data browser
tool is integrating new plugins: EPICS Channel Access,
EPICS Archiver Appliance.

CONTEXT
Today in scientific institutes, our end users require that
GUI applications display data coming from various
sources. Live data from control system as EPICS [3] process variables, TANGO [4]’s attributes or archived data
stored in a database as TANGO archiving system and scientific measurement data stored in files, as NeXus
[5]/HDF5 [6] files or EPICS archiver appliance [7] Google
protocol buffers files[8]. Users would like to use the same
collection of widgets for displaying the different data
sources (see Fig.1). Furthermore, it is convenient for them
to have a single tool to explore those data.
To address this issue, the computing team of SOLEIL
developed the Data browser tool. This software is based on
two main frameworks explained in the following chapters,
CDMA [9] and COMETE [10].

Figure 1: Project context.

COMMON DATA MODEL ACCESS
Working independently, SOLEIL and ANSTO [11] software development focused on the design of frameworks for
data processing, operating on top of a HDF data format.
ANSTO worked on a Gumtree Data Model [12] abstracting
data file access of the underlying HDF files (the standard
data format at ANSTO) by designing a data model with a
set of Java interfaces. This seemed to be a very promising
development to share. SOLEIL became interested in the
concept as it was coincidentally looking for a unified data
access layer based on NeXus (the standard data format
used at SOLEIL). The collaboration started between ANSTO and SOLEIL in January 2010, after a meeting between the authors at ICALEPCS 2009. The work started
from the data access layer of ANSTO's GumTree project,
written in Java.
Common Data Model Access (CDMA) framework proposes a solution and allows separation of responsibilities
between data reduction developers and the institute. Data
developers are responsible for data reduction code; the institute provides a plug-in to access the data.
The CDMA is a core API that accesses data through a
data format plug-in mechanism and scientific application
definitions (sets of keywords) coming from a consensus
between scientists and institutes. Using an innovative
“mapping” system between application definitions and
physical data organizations, the CDMA allows application
development independently of the data file container
and schema (see Fig. 2). Each institute develops a data
access plug-in for its own data file formats along with
the map-ping between application definitions and its data
files.
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Figure 2: CDMA general usage schema.
The next step was to display the data provided by CDMA
into a tool regardless the favorite Java GUI Framework.

COMETE GRAPHIC FRAMEWORK
To fulfil these goals, SOLEIL GUI developers propose
the COMETE framework, to build high quality, modular
and reusable scientific oriented GUI applications, with
consistent look and feel for end users. COMETE offers
some key features to software developers:
• A data connection mechanism to link a widget to any
data source
• Easy-to-use and succinct API
• Graphical widgets in SWT, AWT and SWING flavors.

Figure 4: COMETE software architecture.
The software architecture of COMETE is consisted of
three interfaces (see Fig.4), corresponding to MVC (Model
View Controller) design pattern paradigm:
• IDataSource interface that corresponds to the model
of the MVC design pattern, thanks to CDMA framework a CDMADataSource implementation allows the
connection with all the existing plugins developed in
CDMA framework (such as TANGO, Nexus, HDF…)
• ITarget interface is the view part of MVC design pattern. A Target can be a graphical widget or a functional
class. All implemented targets are available in COMETE widget project explained in the previous chapter.
• CometeBox provides utility class to connect a data
source to a target. It represents the controller of the
MVC design pattern.

PLUGIN DEVELOPMENT

Figure 3: COMETE implementations.
COMETE widgets are available in three implementations (Swing, SWT & AWT) and therefore integrate well
into any existing JAVA software (see Fig. 3). Anyone can
use this set of widgets because it’s based on the three major
toolkits. In fact, a COMETE Widget is a standard component with some code that makes it connectable to any data
source. COMETE components are dedicated to scientific
data but anyone can easily add new widgets or use the existing components in another context.

Initially ANSTO developed the first CDMA plugin
based on GumTree Data Model and NetCDF library. It was
a plugin in Eclipse RCP. At ICALEPS 2009 SOLEIL and
ANSO software teams decided to collaborate in developing a common solution to any kind of data source regardless its format or its localization. The first CDMA framework was delivered in 2010, and presented by SOLEIL on
ICALEPS 2011. The two first plugins were for HDF then
for Nexus format. Then in 2012, SOLEIL high-level application developers wanted to display Tango real time data,
Tango archiving data and Nexus acquisition data into the
same tool. Therefore, the Databrowser software was born
in 2012. It allows end-users of SOLEIL to work into a single environment instead of the many tools installed on their
computer. SOLEIL developed TANGO and TANGO archiving plugins.
In 2017, Mrs Katy SAINTIN leaved SOLEIL and joined
control software team of IRFU institute at CEA. IRFU’s
control system is mainly based on EPICS and MUSCADE
[13] solution, therefore three new plugins are developed in
2019, MUSCADE (live data) EPICS (live data), and Archiving Appliance’s google protocol buffer file plugin. See
the timeline development in the following figure (see Fig.
5).
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Figure 5: Plugin development historic.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, Databrowser software is a free software
published under GPL public license by SOLEIL software
team. Further progress in the project has continued in 2019,
and offer regular updates on the architecture or in the library behind it. SOLEIL developers are encouraging
strongly other institutes to contribute on this project. It is
possible to help, on many different topics such as CDMA
plugin development for a new data format, COMETE new
widgets implementation or simply for a new feature.
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Abstract
Agile Project Management (Agile PM), coupled with the
DevOps concept, has been worked out as a fundamental
approach in a highly uncertain and unpredictable environment to achieve mature software development and to efficiently support concurrent operation [1]. At the European
XFEL[2], Agile PM and DevOps have been applied to provide adaptability and efficiency in the development and operation of its control system: Karabo[3,4]. In this context,
the Control and Analysis Software Group (CAS) has developed in-house a management platform composed of the
following macro-artefacts: (1) Agile Process; (2) Release
Planning; (3) Testing Infrastructure; (4) Roll-out and Deployment Strategy; (5) Automated tools for Monitoring
Control Points (i.e. Configuration Items[5]) and; (6) Incident Management[6]. The software engineering management platform is also integrated with User Relationship
Management to establish and maintain a proper feedback
loop with our scientists who set up the requirements. This
article aims to briefly describe the above points and show
how agile project management has guided the software
strategy, development and operation of the Karabo control
system at the European XFEL.

beamline SASE1. Although this version could already support basic demonstration setups properly, it was lacking a
huge list of essential control system features and was still
suffering from reliability and stability issues. Hence, control software framework development had to be continued
parallel to providing 24/7 on-call support for the commissioning and later even user operation activities (see the applied priority pyramid on Fig. 1). Next to on-call support,
the parallel commissioning of continuously upcoming instrumentation set an additional challenge because of the
conflicting and frequently changing priorities which was
heavily influencing the development roadmap.
Another challenge was that only a few developers knew
the Karabo system and even less the code itself. Progress
required the introduction of new personnel while keeping
and spreading the know-how, as well as avoiding singlepoint of failures and technical debts.
With the support of our management, we have introduced an efficient group structure, and took appropriate
management, software engineering and technology choices
for addressing these issues and have successfully driven
the facility through its commissioning phase and started its
operation.

INTRODUCTION
European XFEL is a new facility with six scientific instruments as experimental stations at the end of its three
SASE beamlines[2] producing trains of very short X-ray
pulses. While the electrons are accelerated along a 2.1 km
long tunnel, the SASE photon beams are created and transported in an additional tunnel system with the total length
of 3.6 km. The accelerator machine is operated by DESY[7]
and is controlled by the DOOCS [8] control system which
is also supporting the FLASH facility. In contrast, EuXFEL’s photon transport and its experiments at the scientific
instruments are controlled by a novel in-house developed
control system Karabo [3,4].
Karabo version 2.1.5 has been released in March 2017
and has been used to start the commissioning of the first
___________________________________________

† sandor.brockhauser@xfel.eu

Figure 1: Priority of Operation vs. Development.

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING PLATFORM
The software engineering management platform has
changed according to the different phases it had to support:
• software framework development before commissioning. In a short period before commissioning, we had
the chance to implement major (and incompatible)
changes in the framework which would have been very
difficult during operation. In this limited period, we
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have focused on the implementation and consolidation
of these fundamental steps.
• essential development cycles with active deployment
support during commissioning. During commissioning, the highest priority became the operation, so the
development had to follow it and focus on improving
the reliability of the system.
• feature developments with stable deployment supporting the operation. Achieving the state when the deployed system became reliable and more stable, the focus could move from firefighting to a roadmap based
feature implementation. The roadmap still has to be
continuously adjusted to the actual requirements of the
scheduled high impact experiments.
Below, we detail the artefacts as we have applied then in
the last phase when moving from commissioning to operation.

• CAS Contacts. Main and deputy contact persons are
assigned to each customer group (e.g. scientific instrument). While the main contact has the responsibility to
keep the connection, collect requirements and suggest
priorities for the backlog, with their deputies they also
form a network which allows keeping the know-how
spread and avoid isolated solutions.
• Chapters. To support the highest priority instrument
groups, we could allocate dedicated people (e.g. main
and deputy contacts and a data analysis scientist) who
are closely working together with the representative of
the instrument who plays the product owner (PO) role
and sets the priorities for the backlog items. Chapters
supporting instruments in the same phase have their
Daily Standup Meetings together to ensure communication and help finding coherent solutions.
• Squad. For the implementation of a high priority strategic deliverable, we can form a group of developers
with required skillset who can work in sprint(s) as a
SCRUM[10] team. An external responsible is assigned
as PO who follows the development and can make immediate decisions.
• Task Forces. For longer projects which people cannot
be assigned exclusively for (like in case of a squad), a
group of assigned people with relevant experience and
interests (including external responsible) work together to align long term visions and build mid-term
goals to be prioritized in the backlog.
• Executive. While the Group Leader is the overall responsible who reviews the priorities, it is the Project
Manager who ensures that the processes are properly
followed and resources are optimally allocated. Technical Coordination Team (TCT) and the Chief Data
Analysis (DA) scientist are responsible for the design
of control [11] and data analysis[12] tasks respectively.

Agile Management
To be able to respond to dynamically changing requirements and/or priorities, we have decided to follow agile
principles [9]. In an agile environment, people are prepared
for changes and are ready to refine the goals as they become relevant and gain priorities. But the efficient execution of such process requires maturity at company level. It
is very important that software development team understands and appreciates the process to be followed, but it is
equally important that the whole company also understands and buys-in this process and especially the interfaces of the developers with the scientists as customers,
and with upper management who can change the priorities.
For this purpose, the CAS Agile Process (as well as its
modifications, see version 3 as Fig. 2 /note that better resolution figure is available on the corresponding poster/) has
been compiled into a figure which has been announced and
explained on different forums. This clarifies interfaces, but
also defines roles and responsibilities:
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Figure 2: Agile Process v3.0.
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• Test Engineers. All new software components pass
unit and integration tests. Additionally, release candidates are checked against regression tests. Test engineers feed then back to the developers directly.
The majority of the development work is done along a
Kanban board which features the prioritized Backlog; In
progress; (code) Peer Review; In Test; Done; and Blocked
columns. The Kanban process supported by Daily
Standups (in group of 6-8 developers) is materialized
through redmine [13] tickets, states, and gitlab [14] merge
requests.

User Relationship Management
An important element of the agile process is the management of the relationship with our users and scientists. Not
only they should use the defined interfaces, but they shall
also engage with the process and take specific responsible
roles, e.g. being the PO of a Squad, or Chapter. Most importantly, regular feedback is needed. Hence, the summary
of the weekly chapter review meetings (which also sets the
priorities) is collected and announced to the whole facility.
This provides visibility and also transparency among all
scientific instruments as our customers. While bi-weekly
‘Did you know?’ snippets are broadcasted after each
Karabo release, a demonstration meeting is also held where
users’ feedback and suggestions are collected and channeled to the relevant Task Force.

Roadmap Management
Task Forces provide mid-term goals for the TCT and
Chief DA who are responsible to check the design, optimize the dependencies, and regularly update the roadmap.
Features from the backlog are organized in a matrix to see
the affected severity groups, like stability, performance, robustness, usability, etc. This is used to help the prioritization and the finalization of the scheduling on the roadmap.
The roadmap prepared for 1-1.5 years in advance with the
details of the releases planned for the coming year is announced. Note that changes can occur in the roadmap, e.g.
as a consequence of changing priorities which is also announced.
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Smoke and subsequent regression tests are performed on
all release candidates. These regression tests include several test suits and are performed on all operating systems
Karabo is used on at EuXFEL. While some of the test suits
contains local tests only, there are distributed system test
too, some of which also involves hardware-in-the-loop
tests. Note that hw interaction can be tested in our Test Laboratory using different firmware setups of the controllers
(e.g. widely used Beckhoff PLCs).
While our GUI tests are automated using the Squish
tool [20], they are integrated to our fully automated regression test system implemented in robotframework [21]. All
logs and results are automatically collected and sorted to
facilitate the communication between the test engineers
and the developers until the release gets accepted and
tagged.

Roll-out, Deployment Management
The roll-out of a freshly tested Karabo release is announced in advance and is planned together with the instrument responsibles. Typically, a shutdown period is selected
to provide scope for performing some final tests with special hardware, too (e.g. DAQ and special detectors), before
its real use. The deployment itself is automated as Ansible
[22] playbooks which also supports an easy redeployment
of the system if needed. Shutdown and the subsequent
startup period also allows a sequential deployment (first at
the tunnel systems, and then at the instruments) which allows an easier identification of any occurring glitches.
Between two deployments, only hotfixes are supported
(see Fig .3) which can contain bugfixes and/or address specific issues.

Figure 3: Karabo release and deployment cycle.

Software Quality Assurance
We apply some basic programming and naming principles for code cleanness (e.g. camelCase[15], loose Hungarian notation[16], PEP8 [17]), Unit tests for functions and
modules (e.g. scan) and require integration tests with different modules (e.g. devices) for each sw component.
While we manually monitor our test-coverage, automatic
CI [18] tests are performed on the commits to provide immediate feedback to the developers. A manual process,
Gitlab’s code review is also applied to ensure a second eye
quality check before merging to the master branch. While
acceptance tests (e.g. Karabo device implementation [19])
is done with the scientists requested the development, other
manual type of tests (e.g. stress and performance tests) are
performed occasionally.

Monitoring and Incident Management
While the orchestrated deployment of specific versions
of Karabo device servers on the control network is managed by Ansible, an option for on-the-fly manual development is also available. While Karabo can show in its dynamic topology viewer the available servers within a section of the control system, in a so called Karabo Topic, a
global overview of which version of servers are active or
when they were up last time is not provided on the full control system level inside Karabo. Instead, this functionality
is implemented in an external tool, the OCD Manager
which provides a web interface for managing incident
calls. Hence an integrated environment is provided to register the incident and to have a first glimpse. The OCD
Manager is also providing a link to the electronic logbook
used at EuXFEL where technical details of the problems as
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well as the solutions applied are provided in a collaborative
environment. Incidents are carefully evaluated on a weekly
manner when people scheduled for on-call duty on the
week before are handing over to the OCD team of the subsequent week. Note that OCD Manager can also provide
statistics on how many incidents have occured (and how
long the interventions took) on different components
and/or instruments in a selected period. This tool is a great
help in identifying problems and how much they cost
which is an important input for prioritizing future developments.

[3] B B. C. Heisen et al., “Karabo: An Integrated Software
Framework Combining Control, Data Management, and
Scientific Computing Tasks”, in Proc. 14th Int. Conf. on Accelerator and Large Experimental Control Systems
(ICALEPCS'13), San Francisco, CA, USA, Oct. 2013, paper
FRCOAAB02, pp. 1465-1468.
[4] S. Hauf et al., J. Synchrotron Radiat., vol. 26, pp. 1448–
1461, 2019.
[5] J. Dugmore and S. Taylor, ITIL® V3 and ISO/IEC 20000,
The Stationery Office, 2008, pp. 2-5.
[6] J. J. Cusick, and G. H. K Ma. "Creating an ITIL inspired
Incident Management approach: Roots, response, and results." 2010 IEEE/IFIP Network Operations and Management Symposium Workshops. IEEE, 2010.

CONCLUSIONS
In the last three years, the CAS group has managed an
increase of its size from 12 to 28 while efficiently integrating the newcomers to the group structure by applying mentorship and a welcome structure with a training program. A
good and motivating atmosphere has been achieved where
the group members are happily volunteering to help one
another or even take on-call support duties. During this period, a workable system was delivered in spite of a difficult
task prioritization management environment. The Karabo
control system has been made stable and reliable, and is
ready to integrate newer and more sophisticated features.
As the stability and robustness of the system has increased,
the amount of required support by on-call has measurably
decreased; the execution of experiments became more mature. By the increased performance, GUI responsiveness,
and added tools, like the scan-tool, the usability of the system has been radically improved. After cumbersome early
experiences at SASE1 (FXE and SPB) in 2017, the improved Karabo has allowed smooth starting up of the new
instruments at the end of 2018 (SCS and SQS at SASE3)
and early 2019 (MID and HED at SASE2).
This achievement is the result of the whole of CAS
group which executed the described software engineering
processes, but it would not have been possible without the
support of management and the continuous devoted and
sometimes determined assistance of our scientists.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
FOR A PHOTON COUNTING DETECTOR PROTOTYPE
AT SOLEIL SYNCHROTRON
G. Thibaux†, Y.M. Abiven, D. Bachiller-Perea, J. Bisou, A. Dawiec, A. Jarnac, B. Kanoute,
F. Langlois, C. Laulhe, C. Menneglier, A. Noureddine, F. Orsini, Y. Sergent
Synchrotron SOLEIL, Saint-Aubin, France
P. Grybos, A. Koziol, P. Maj, AGH University of Science and Technology, Krakow, Poland
C. Laulhe, Université Paris-Saclay, Saint-Aubin, France
Abstract
Time-resolved pump-probe experiments at SOLEIL
Synchrotron (France) have motivated the development of
a new and fast photon counting camera prototype. The
core of the camera is a hybrid pixel detector, based on the
UFXC32k readout chips bump-bonded to a silicon sensor.
This detector exhibits promising performances with very
fast readout time, high dynamic range, extended count
rate linearity and optimized X-ray detection in the energy
range 5-15 keV. In close collaboration with CRISTAL
beamline, SOLEIL's Detector, Electronics and Software
Groups carried out a common R&D project to design and
realize a 2-chips camera prototype with a high-speed data
acquisition system. The system has been fully integrated
into Tango and Lima data acquisition framework used at
SOLEIL. The development and first experimental results
will be presented in this paper.

HARDWARE DESIGN
In order to optimize development time of the detector
acquisition system, several elements of hardware and
open firmware/software framework from the PandABox
[3,4,5] platform were chosen, reused and adapted for this
project.
We have developed hardware architecture in a compact
format for the need of the 2chips detector prototype.
The 3 stages electronics, in Fig. 2, consist of:
• The DETECTOR prototype to host the 2-chips hybrid
pixel module.
• The DAQ (Data AcQuisition) Box as readout electronics, designed to be a compact hardware variation
of PandABox.
• A server to accommodate the slow control and the
storage of the fast throughputs of experimental data.

CONTEXT
The goal of the project was to develop a complete acquisition system for a detector prototype based on the
UFXC32k readout chip [1]. It consisted of design and
realization of the specific electronics hardware, firmware
and software that allows performing pump-probe experiments at SOLEIL as depicted in Figure 1 and described in
[2].
147 ns
RX
(probe)

Δt2
Δt1

Ethernet
Control

server
3x SFP Gigabit
P2P Ethernet data

DAQ Box

Laser
(pump)
2x VHDCI Cables

Figure 1: Pump and probe-probe experiment.
The principle of the experiment consists of having laser
pulses, at half the frequency of X-ray pulses, to excite a
sample (Pump). X-ray pulses, coming from synchrotron
bunch, lighting the sample (Probe). Some preliminary
results are given in last section, after description of the
detector architecture with main focus on the data acquisition system.

DETECTOR prototype

Figure 2: Hardware architecture.
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DETECTOR Prototype
The detector prototype has been developed to host two
UFXC32k chips with characteristics shown in Table 1 and
covered in details in publications [1,6]. The Detector
electronic board was designed to host the detector sensor
and interface with the DAQ readout system.

Pixel size
Number of pixels
Active detection
surface
Inter chip gap

In-pixel corrections
Number of discriminators/pixel
Number of counter/pixels
Camera framerate

75 × 75 µm
256 × 257 pixels (including
one column of virtual pixels)
2× 2 cm²
75 µm covered by larger
sensor pixels (75 × 112.5
µm²)
Offset (7 bit) and gain (4 bits)
2 thresholds (low, high)
2 of 14 bits
20 kfps in 2-bit readout mode

Two high-speed VHDCI (Very-high-Density Cable Interconnect) cables are used to connect the Detector board
to the DAQ Box readout electronics.
On the Detector board, special care has been taken in
the design for relative electrical delay between LVDS
lines from the VHDCI connector to the wire bonded
UFXC32k chips (see Fig. 3).

Figure 4: Detector integrated in its mechanic.
The Detector Prototype dimension is 10.5 × 11.5 × 2.5
cm3 with a total weight of less than 500 g.

DAQ Box
The DAQ Box (Data AcQuisition Box) main purpose is
to control the UFXC32k chips and readout the image data
to the storage server through 3 SFP ports. Moreover this
box manages the synchronization with external system
such as laser signal for the pump-probe experiment. This
box is interfaced with TANGO clients via TCP Ethernet
communication.
The electronic DAQ board (see Figure 5) hosting Avnet
PicoZed Z7030 module based on a powerful Xilinx Zynq
7030 SoC (System on Chip), is a compact version of the
PandABox electronic [4]. It is developed with FMC interface that provides flexibility for different FMC board
applications.
FMC DET

Table 1: Characteristics of the 2-Chip Detector

Figure 5: Picture of the DAQ board.

Figure 3: UFXC32k chips integrated on DET board.
The Detector board, powered by an external 5V DC
power supply, also manages sensor polarisation (High
Voltage up to 150 V) and all the necessary low voltage
power supply to the UFXC32k chips for a total power
consumption of less than 8 W during the acquisitions.
Voltage and temperature monitoring were added
through I2C interfaces toward the DAQ Box.
Compact and light mechanical structure has been designed, as depicted in Figure 4, to ease the installation on
the beamlines in embedding the whole system in the experimental environment.

To interface the DAQ board with the Detector board, a
double width FMC card with a single LPC connector
Board has been developed for this specific application.
The DAQ Box mechanicals design (see Figure 6) was
designed to ease installation on beamline diffractometer
with a size of 17 × 31 × 9 cm3 and a total weight of
around 1 kg.

Figure 6: DAQ Box mechanic.

Server
The server used for the first tests of the detector prototype was chosen from standards used at SOLEIL with at
least four Ethernet connexions, one for the control network and three for point to point connexions to the DAQ
Box. At least 24 GByte of RAM is required to store the
incoming data. Future improvements of this system are
foreseen.
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FIRMWARE/SOFTWARE DESIGN
PandABlocks open framework [3] and Tango software
development for PandABox at SOLEIL were reused to
integrate the detector into SOLEIL control system. In
addition, a new data streaming mechanism through 3 SFP
ports has been developed in the DAQ Box firmware for
this project.
The detector settings and the control of the acquisition
are controlled by the Tango software over the TCP Ethernet network.
The detector settings consist of global configuration
(e.g. discriminators thresholds and settings of the various
UFXC ADCs) and pixel configuration (e.g, pixel gain,
offset, etc.) .
The control of acquisition is currently implemented
with operating modes shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Detector Modes
n images with 2 counters 14 bit
Software
+ 14 bit
external trigger
n triggered images with 2 counters 14bit+14bit
Pump&Probe
n modulo 2 of triggered
pumped&probe images 2 counters 2 bit + 2 bit
The data streaming from the detector to the server storage system was implemented using UDP/IP protocol with
point to point Ethernet links over the 3 SFP ports of the
DAQ Box to minimize network congestions.

ICALEPCS2019, New York, NY, USA

In the FMC block, a 200 MHz clock domain has been
used to comply with the image readout frame rate and not
to overcome the FPGA limitations.
The FMC block contains drivers for the signals sequence generation to control the detector with respect to
its specific serial communication protocol. This block also
retrieves the detector data chunks, build data packets and
to dispatch them, in a round robin manner, to three FIFOs.
Each detector data packet contains of 1024 Bytes of actual data, chip ID, counter ID, packet number and image
number. Dual clock port FIFO has been used to act as
buffer and permits the clock domain crossing to the 125
MHz system clock.
The TTL block with TTL inputs are used for the synchronisation of the detector counter collection (start of
exposure time) for “external trigger” and “Pump&Probe”
modes (shown in Table 1).
The SFP block has been developed upon an OpenCores
UDP IP Stack [7] including 3 SFP UDP modules, each
sending Gigabit Ethernet UDP/IP frames with data from
its dedicated FIFO. Each UDP frame respects a customised format including the frame data identifications information and the associated detector pixel data as described in Table 3.
Table 3: UFXC UDP Frame Data Description
Field
Header

FIRMWARE
The PandABlocks open framework, includes the building scripts and the source code that are required to build
the Linux OS for the Zynq ARM core and the embedded
TCP server to communicate with the FPGA logic blocks.
As shown in Figure 7, the main development based on
this framework was creating specific FMC and SFP
FPGA blocks for the detector project.
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Data

Frame data
1030 Bytes
Image count
2 Bytes
Acquisition mode
1 Byte
Counter H/L
1 Byte
Chip id
1 Byte
udp frame count
1 Byte
Data
1024 Bytes

Values Description
The number of the
image sent
Acquisition mode used
0x00 : counter LOW
0x01 : counter HIGH
0x1A: chip 1
0x2B: chip 2
Frame number of a
given image number
Pixel data

Figure 7: DAQ f irmware architecture.
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TESTS AND EXPERIMENTS

SOFTWARE
The purpose of the UFXC library is to interface high
level clients and the DAQ Box with ASCII communication protocol over TCP Ethernet network. It provides 3
main functions:
DAQ connection & detector monitoring (e.g.
open/close connection, set detector global configuration,
read DAQ temperatures & voltages); it also includes basic
functions to read or write the FPGA registers (simple
registers or tables);
Acquisition management (e.g. set acquisition mode,
low/high threshold, start/stop acquisition);
Data reading (e.g. set DAQ Box SFPs configuration,
image reconstruction).
Figure 8 shows the 3 main functional blocks of the
UFXC libraries and their dependencies:
Tango Device
UFXC / Lima detector
UFXC LIMA plugin
UFXC Library

Read data

Control Ethernet

TCP/IP control
socket

In the development of the complete system, various
tests have been conducted such as:
• Electrical test of the various produced boards.
• Firmware individual tests:
o Tests of emulating detector data with FMC
loopback card and analysing transmitted UDP
data with python scripts;
o Tests of detector signal sequence (comparison
with NI PXI system);
o Tests of the communication interface to the detector by writing and reading user defined pixel
configurations (e.g. geometrical gradients or
random values).
• Software/Firmware integration tests.
• Tests with in Lab with X-ray sources.
All these tests allowed to detect and to fix foreseeable
bugs occurring during the development process.

CRISTAL Beamline Experiment

Control
Acquisition
Connect &
Monitor

Validation Tests

UDP/IP data
socket

In February 2019, the first test of the detector with the
complete acquisition chain has been conducted on the
CRISTAL beamline at SOLEIL.
Figure 10 illustrates the electronics installation on the
diffractometer. A reference experiment was performed
with acquisition of diffraction rings from a PTFE sample.
This sample was already studied with other X-ray hybrid
pixel detectors (such as XPAD [9]).

SFP 1

DAQ Board

Detector

SFP 2

SFP 3

DAQ

Figure 8: UFXC Libraries Structure.
The development resulted in the standard Tango/Lima
[8] interfaces is depicted in Figure 9.

Beam Direction

PTFE Sample

Figure 10: Experimental setup on the CRISTAL beamline.

Figure 9: Tango/Lima Graphical User Interfaces.

The images acquired during the tests, as shown on Figure 11, contains: on top, the two counters images of a flat
field exposure, used to locate bad pixels and to uniformed
the detector pixels response. This enters in the constitution of the detector pixel calibration file (pixel gain, offset
…).
The bottom half of Figure 11 depicts the PTFE diffraction rings.
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CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
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software, such as 28 bit per pixel acquisition mode. This
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without saturating pixel counter dynamics.
This present development is part of a longer term detector program at SOLEIL. Next step consists to develop an
8 modules demonstrator based on the same ASIC.
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Abstract
Luminosity leveling is performed in the ALICE experiment of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in order to limit
the event pile-up probability, and ensure a safe operation for
the detectors. It will be even more important during Run
3 when 50 KHz Pb ion-Pb ion (Pb-Pb) collisions will be
delivered in IP2. On the ALICE side, it is handled by the
ALICE-LHC Interface project, which also ensures an online
data exchange between ALICE and the LHC. An automated
luminosity leveling algorithm was developed for the protonproton physics run, and was also deployed for the Pb-Pb run
with some minor changes following experience gained. The
algorithm is implemented in the SIMATIC WinCC SCADA
environment, and determines the leveling step from measured beam parameters received from the LHC, and the
luminosity recorded by ALICE. In this paper, the software
architecture of the luminosity leveling software is presented,
and the performance achieved during the Pb-Pb run and Van
der Meer scans is discussed.

INTRODUCTION
A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) [1] is optimized to study the collisions of nuclei at ultra-relativistic
energies, which provide a phase of matter known as the
quark-gluon plasma. It is one of the major experiments of
the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [2], which is a
27-km long particle accelerator designed to collide protons
and heavy ions with center-of-mass energies of √𝑠 = 14 TeV
and 2.759 TeV/nucleon, respectively. The LHC Interface
project [3] (LHC_IF) ensures the online data exchange between the LHC and ALICE, as well as the safe operation of
the complex experiment-collider interface.
One of its main tasks is to coordinate the luminosity levelling, which is necessary in order to limit the event pile up
probability to a few percent. In the 2018 heavy-ion run, the
LHC could provide up to 6 × 1027 cm−2 s−1 of instantaneous
luminosity, however in the ALICE experiment this value
had to be reduced through luminosity levelling to a value of
1×1027 cm−2 s−1 by applying a beam-beam separation in the
horizontal plane of up to several 𝜎 (beam size units). When
collisions between the beams are established and the LHC is
in stable beams mode, a controlled and automatic luminosity
ramp up kicks in to reach the target luminosity defined by
ALICE. During the remainder of the fill, minor corrections
∗

gianluca.valentino@um.edu.mt

are applied to the beam separation in order to maintain the
luminosity at a constant value. Luminosity levelling was
also required during special very low luminosity runs in order to measure and map the distortions in the ALICE Time
Projection Chamber with the two 𝐵-field polarities.
In this paper, following an description of the luminosity
levelling procedure, an overview of the software architecture
is provided, and the operational experience with levelling in
the Pb-Pb physics run in 2018 is presented and discussed.

LUMINOSITY LEVELLING PROCEDURE
Luminosity levelling via beam separation was first carried
out in ALICE with proton-proton collisions in May 2011 [4],
and for the first few years of operation made use of a fixed
step size in 𝜎 to displace the beams until the target luminosity was reached. In 2015, due to the higher beam intensity
and the running in main-main beam mode, the fixed step
size was deemed no longer viable due to the long and not
always convergent levelling procedure. As a result, the LHC
machine operator was required to manually steer the beams
until the target luminosity was reached, resulting in a loss
of data taking time and luminosity overshooting which can
damage ALICE’s detectors. Therefore, the luminosity levelling procedure was upgraded in 2016 to calculate a dynamic
levelling step size based on an inversion of the luminosity
formula and taking into account measured beam and machine parameters such as the bunch intensities, number of
colliding bunches and 𝛽∗ (which defines the beam size at
the ALICE experiment) [5].
The following intervals of validity for Δ𝛿 with the corresponding values of Δ𝑑 were defined:
if Δ𝛿 ≥ 0.52; Δ𝑑 = 0.5
if Δ𝛿 ≥ 0.27 and Δ𝛿 < 0.52; Δ𝑑 = 0.25
if Δ𝛿 ≥ 0.07 and Δ𝛿 < 0.27; Δ𝑑 = 0.06
if Δ𝛿 < 0.07; Δ𝑑 = 0.025

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
The LHC_IF control software is implemented in the
SIMATIC WinCC SCADA environment [6] and comprises
over 200 control processes, called managers. LHC_IF subscribes to the beam conditions published by the LHC via
the data interchange protocol (DIP) [7]. Depending on the
particle type (protons or heavy ions), the geometric beam
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Figure 1: Schematic of the software architecture of the luminosity levelling procedure implemented in the SIMATIC WinCC
SCADA environment.
emittance is computed via the well-known formula from the
beam energy, atomic number and atomic mass. The 1 𝜎
beam size is then obtained via the square root of the product
of the 𝛽∗ at IP2 received from the LHC and the geometric
beam emittance. It is assumed that the beams are round, i.e.
the beam size is identical in both the horizontal and vertical
planes.
To prevent oscillation in the Δ𝛿 calculation and, consequently, in the Δ𝑑, the instantaneous luminosity and the
bunch intensities are averaged over the previous 5 s and 10 s
respectively. A hysteresis interval of ± 0.005 𝜎 is applied
on each Δ𝛿 threshold. This hysteresis corresponds to the
residual instantaneous fluctuation of Δ𝛿. Finally, before its
publication, a check on the stability of Δ𝑑 over 5 s is also
applied. An overview of the processes and software architecture of the luminosity levelling procedure as implemented
in the WinCC SCADA environment is shown in Fig. 1.
Together with Δ𝑑, the other parameters leading to its
determination are also logged as data points with a 1 Hz
sampling rate for offline analyses. These include Δ𝛿, the
time-averaged luminosity and bunch intensities, and all the
parameters received from LHC. The panel through which
LHC_IF project members can view the status of the luminosity levelling is shown in Fig. 2. Apart from an instantaneous
numeric display of the most relevant parameters, a trend
view showing their evolution over time is also provided. The
name of the current luminosity source used in ALICE and
the status of the levelling (“ACTIVE” and “ENABLE” flags)
are also visible. From this panel, experts can also modify
the thresholds used to determine the Δ𝛿.

EXPERIENCE WITH LEVELLING IN
Pb-Pb PHYSICS
The Pb-Pb physics run at LHC commenced on 8th November 2018 during Fill 7427, and lasted until 3rd December

2018 during Fill 7494. A new optics was put in place in ALICE, with the smallest ever 𝛽∗ of 0.5 m. Initially, the same
luminosity levelling routine operational in the proton run
was used, with the appropriate corrections to take into account the heavy ion particles. However, early on during the
run, it was apparent that the luminosity in ALICE was lower
than expected, and the luminosity levelling procedure was
slow to converge and level the beams to the target luminosity.
Following some beam tests performed by LHC operation,
the cause of this was put down to a beam deformation and
reduced overlap at the IP introduced by strong local betatron coupling in IR2. This had the effect of increasing the
apparent beam size at IP2 by approximately 50%. A correction with skew-quadrupoles was implemented to solve
this issue during the ALICE polarity reversal, which took
place mid-way during the physics run. Due to the issue with
the beam deformation, the steps proposed by the automatic
luminosity levelling procedure, which assumed a nominal 1
𝜎 beam size of 16 𝜇m, resulted in smaller effective step sizes
in terms of real beam 𝜎, leading to a very slow convergence
to reach the target luminosity and hence loss of physics data
for ALICE. As the problem was only understood much later
in the physics run, the ALICE Run Coordination took the
decision to ask the accelerator operation to perform the levelling using a backup routine [8], rather than use the steps
proposed by ALICE.
An example of such a fill in which the levelling was performed in this manner is shown in Fig. 3. The step size
(Δ𝑑 computed by ALICE based on Δ𝛿 is shown in magenta,
however the actual steps applied by LHC are shown in yellow. This plot also shows the difference between the Δ𝛿
calculated assuming a nominal value of 𝜎, and using a 𝜎
value which is 50% larger. Although there are differences
between these two values (which increase with beam separa-
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Figure 2: View of the luminosity levelling Graphical User Interface in the LHC_IF WinCC expert application.
tion), the plot demonstrates that as expected, once the target
luminosity is reached then Δ𝛿 = 0.
The step applied by LHC is logged in units of mm, and
therefore in order to compare the step size applied with the
change in Δ𝛿 to validate the performance of the ALICE levelling routine (as was also done for proton-proton physics),
the LHC step size was converted to units of 𝜎 assuming
a 1-𝜎 value greater than nominal by a 50%. The result is
shown in Fig. 4, with the error bars representing the standard deviation. A linear fit applied to the data shows that
the average change in Δ𝛿 scales less linearly with the step
size applied by LHC than was observed for levelling during
proton-proton physics. This may be due to the fluctuations
in the apparent beam size at the IP over the entire heavy-ion
physics run either due to emittances or the strong betatron
coupling as mentioned earlier.
Van der Meer scans [9], in which the beams are transversally scanned across each other to determine the crosssection, have already proven to be a useful diagnostic tool in
order to evaluate the performance of the luminosity levelling
routine during proton-proton operation. The Van der Meer
scans performed in ALICE during the heavy-ion run were
analysed, and are shown in Fig. 5. At the moment when the
beams are colliding head-on, 𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 , which is the beam separation with respect to the absolute luminosity, should be zero,
which is in fact the case. The values of 𝐿0 and 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 have
been calculated assuming the measured beam emittance.

CONCLUSION
The LHC operation uses luminosity levelling via beam
separation to limit the event pile up in ALICE and ensure safe
and correct operation of its detectors. In the 2018 Pb-Pb run,
a procedure for calculating the levelling steps developed by
ALICE for the previous proton-proton run and implemented
in the framework of the ALICE-LHC Interface software architecture was deployed. However, due to initially unknown
issues with the effective beam size at IP2, the automatic levelling procedure which guarantees convergence to the target
luminosity without luminosity overshooting was replaced
by a feedback loop running on the LHC side. In this paper,
an overview of the software architecture used to implement
the ALICE levelling routine was presented, together with
some passive results obtained during the Pb-Pb physics run.
In order to detect issues with the LHC beams which could
affect the luminosity levelling procedure earlier, a possible
solution is to conduct scans during the intensity ramp-up
phase when the beam intensities are still low and it is possible to collide the beams head-on without causing issues for
ALICE.
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SCALABLE HIGH DEMAND ANALYTICS ENVIRONMENTS
WITH HETEROGENEOUS CLOUDS
K. Woods, R. Clegg, R. Millward, Tessella Ltd, Abingdon, UK
F. Barnsley, C. Jones, STFC/RAL, Didcot, UK
Abstract
The Ada Lovelace Centre (ALC) at the Science and
Technology Facilities Council (STFC) provides on-demand, data analysis, interpretation and analytics services
to scientists using UK research facilities. ALC and Tessella have built software systems to scale analysis environments to handle peaks and troughs in demand as well as to
reduce latency by provision environments closer to scientists around the world. The systems can automatically provision infrastructure and supporting systems within compute resources around the world and in different cloud
types (including commercial providers). The system then
uses analytics to dynamically provision and configure virtual machines in various locations ahead of demand so that
users experience as little delay as possible. In this poster,
we report on the architecture and complex software engineering used to automatically scale analysis environments
to heterogeneous clouds, make them secure and easy to
use. We then discuss how analytics was used to create intelligent systems in order to allow a relatively small team
to focus on innovation rather than operations.

INTRODUCTION
The ALC at the STFC in the United Kingdom (UK) has
been established as an integrated, cross-disciplinary data
intensive science centre, for better exploitation of research
carried out at large scale UK National Facilities including
the Diamond Light Source (DLS), the ISIS Neutron and
Muon Facility, the Central Laser Facility (CLF) and the
Culham Centre for Fusion Energy (CCFE).
The ALC has the potential to transform research at the
facilities through a multidisciplinary approach to data processing, computer simulation and data analytics. The impact will be felt across the many science disciplines and
communities these facilities support, including industry
and academia. However, for many National Facilities user
communities, the computing infrastructure can be very difficult to use. Many scientists lack the specialist expertise
to fully exploit the advanced computing infrastructure and
services available to them. Scientists need to focus on analysing and interpreting the growing volume of data they
obtain during their research; the mechanics of managing
datasets and configuring environments can be an obstacle
to their work. The Ada Lovelace Centre and Tessella have
developed a set of tools to facilitate the scaling of computing infrastructure in order to respond flexibly to variations
in demand.

PROBLEM
In supporting users of UK National Facilities, ALC faces
several challenges:

• the very large and growing volumes of data generated
by scientific instruments at facilities such as DLS,
ISIS and CLF.
• the variety of scientific techniques (e.g. neutron scattering, x-ray scattering, laser scattering) employed by
researchers requires different data analysis techniques.
• each data analysis technique must be made available
to researchers in a consistent, repeatable manner.
• analysis of experimental data is typically performed at
a scientist’s home institute.
• demand for computing resources is variable and unpredictable.
Large datasets generated by experiments are most efficiently stored in data archives located at the National Facilities. It is frequently impractical to transfer such large
datasets (often several hundred GB or more in size) to a
scientist’s home institute, either on physical media or via
the internet. Therefore, there is a pressing need to ensure
data can be moved quickly and efficiently between archives and compute clusters. Furthermore, scientists need
to select the best tools to process and analyse their data,
which requires that their experimental data is available on
the most appropriate compute resources.

SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE
To address these problems, ALC has created the Data
Analysis as a Service (DAaaS) platform. ALC and Tessella
have created three key infrastructure components which
underpin the operation of DAaaS.

External Cloud Provisioning
STFC operates a high-performance computing system,
which runs the OpenStack [1] software platform. Within
the STFC network this resource appears to researchers as a
private cloud. DAaaS is a collection of cooperating utilities which run on top of this OpenStack instance.
ALC has access to additional compute clouds (for example, via STFC's IRIS eInfrastructure initiative [2]). Commercial cloud offerings also represent a potential source of
compute resource that ALC can exploit, if necessary.
To support the operation of the DAaaS across multiple,
heterogeneous clouds, we created a provisioning service.
Provisioning DAaaS infrastructure on an external cloud is
a multi-step process.
1. We use Ansible [3] playbooks and AWX [4] (running
on the core DAaaS system in the ALC cloud) to provision the network infrastructure needed for the external DAaaS infrastructure with:
• a Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) [5].
• a public and a private subnet within that VPC.
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• a Network Address Translation (NAT) Gateway [6]
to allow internet traffic for the private instances.
• route tables for each of the subnets to direct to traffic to the NAT Gateway for the private subnet and
the Internet Gateway [7] for the public subnet.
2. Ansible playbooks are used again to provision and
configure the external cloud machines in the private
subnet with an OpenVPN [8] client in order to route
traffic back to DAaaS.
3. We then establish replicas of DAaaS infrastructure
services in the private subnet of the external cloud including:
• a Squid proxy [9].
• a CernVM File System (CVMFS) proxy [10].
• a Data Movement System (discussed below) web
API.
• a Data Movement Transfer System (also discussed
below) endpoint, where the other endpoint is at
ALC.
4. Use the VMM (also discussed below) to spin up preconfigured virtual machines for data analysis in the
public subnet of the external cloud.
To aid security, the infrastructure machines (CVMFS,
Squid, etc.) are located inside the private subnet; a bastion
server [11] in the public subnet is required to provide restricted access to the private machines.
The end result of this process is illustrated in Fig. 1:
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Virtual Machine Manager
DAaaS provides scientists with a range of virtual machines to perform data processing and analysis of experimental data. The virtual machines are pre-provisioned
with appropriate data analysis tools. Using a GUI, the scientist simply selects the virtual machine most appropriate
to their needs. The GUI passes the request for a virtual
machine to the Virtual Machine Manager (VMM).
The VMM was created to manage multiple pools of virtual machines. Each pool contains a number of identical
pre-provisioned virtual machines. The size of the pool is
configurable, according to the expected demand for virtual
machines of that type. Different pools contain different
types of virtual machine configured for different types of
data processing and analysis. For example, one pool of virtual machines can be provisioned with Mantid [14] for general analysis of neutron scattering data, a second pool could
again be provisioned with Mantid, but configured for many
CPUs (or GPUs) and/or large memory requirements, a
third pool can contain virtual machines provisioned with
other data analytics tools. Virtual machines are allocated
to users on demand.
The VMM is built with libcloud [15], which hides differences between different cloud provider APIs, providing
a means of managing different cloud resources through a
unified API. Consequently, the VMM is capable of managing pools of virtual machines spread over more than one
cluster, enabling DAaaS to operate on multiple clusters or
over multiple clouds.
It is important to emphasize that the VMM simply manages pools of virtual machines. The content of the virtual
machines (i.e. the installed data analysis environments and
software tools) is completely irrelevant to the VMM. In
other words, the virtual machines can be tailored for any
type of data analysis task, whether that be in the physical
sciences, biological sciences or any branch of data science.

Data Movement System

Figure 1: DAaaS provisioned for external cloud.
Ansible includes support for different cloud providers
(e.g. OpenStack, Amazon Web Services (AWS) [12] or Azure [13]). We exploit this to make the playbooks cloud agnostic from a system administrator’s point-of-view. Thus,
the provisioning service enables DAaaS to establish itself
in clouds other than ALC's own.
This ability confers great flexibility on DAaaS. It can
exploit external compute resources:
• when it has insufficient capacity to meet spikes in demand,
• when portions of STFC's infrastructure are not available (e.g. for routine maintenance)
• when it needs to satisfy special requirements (e.g.
GPUs or very large amounts of RAM).

The large datasets generated by experiments are most efficiently stored in dedicated data storage archives, which
are not always co-located with compute resources. The
Data Movement System (DMS) is used to efficiently transfer large data files, using a third-party transfer technique,
from the source storage on the target storage whilst also
preserving permissions. The DMS comprises three parts:
1. a FUSE [16] client, which forms part of a virtual machines used for data analysis. FUSE provides a Unixlike file system for the end-user.
2. a web API, which orchestrates the data transfer.
3. the Data Movement Transfer System (DMTS) which
performs the data transfer.
The DMTS employs a third-party transfer mechanism.
Data is transferred directly from the source (e.g. a data archive) to the target (e.g. a compute cluster), to avoid the
overhead of transferring data via the service making the request. When transferring data, the DMTS opens multiple
connections, each controlled by a dedicated worker thread,
to maximise the use of the available bandwidth (we assume
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that facilities running DAaaS employ high bandwidth, high
performance wide area networks). To preserve data confidentiality, the connections use secure sockets (but could be
configured as normal sockets).
The design of the DMTS utilises data transfer adapters.
We have created several adapters to implement different
data transfer strategies. For example, one adapter transfers
just the contents of the current directory (there is no point
in transferring files from other directories if a researcher is
not using them); another adapter transfers small files before transferring larger files. These techniques help ensure
that the DMS is fast, efficient and is perceived as responsive by end-users.
The DMS operates as a part of the DAaaS infrastructure:
it interacts with other DAaaS services and will accept requests only from authorized services. To this end the DMS
verifies the security certificate of a requesting service
against a known certificate authority (in our case STFC).
Such a de-centralized security model facilitates horizontal
scaling.
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loss of resource. The VMM also monitors allocated virtual
machines, to check if any have been abandoned (i.e. inactive for prolonged periods - the period is, of course, configurable). It will reclaim any abandoned virtual machines.
And, finally, the VMM will also monitor for clouds experiencing communication or performance issues) and will
attempt to spread the load to other clouds.

OPERATIONAL BENEFITS
The design of the DAaaS provides several operational
benefits.

Response
DAaaS is responsive. From the perspective of an enduser, the response time is essentially the time required to
boot a new virtual machine. The DMS transfers data from
archive storage to the virtual machine only as required.
There is no delay waiting for a large dataset to be transferred.

System Administration
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
CHALLENGES
Security
It is important that DAaaS infrastructure on external
clouds, especially public clouds, be secure to ensure the
confidentiality of research data. A uniform model across
all clouds is essential to ensure a consistent approach to
managing security. Our design uses a bastion machine, automatically provisioned using Ansible, to ensure minimal
access to the core DAaaS infrastructure through the use of
certificates and IP restrictions.

Consistent Deployment
The analysis of a dataset might be spread over several
sessions and there is no guarantee that a virtual machine
will be running on the same physical hardware in any two
sessions. Consistent creation and deployment of images is
critical to ensure a consistent experience between sessions.
We chose to use Packer [17] to automate the creation and
configuration of virtual machine images. Packer ensures a
codified infrastructure, ensures scripts are always executed
in the correct sequence. This degree of control over the
configuration of virtual machines enables analysis environments to be versioned.

Dealing with Scalability & Variation in Demand
Demand by scientists for compute resources is highly
unpredictable. The DAaaS infrastructure need to be able
to scale and respond to variations in demand. The number
of virtual machines in pools manged by the VMM is configurable and, each time a virtual machine in a pool is allocated, the VMM will automatically provision a new virtual
machine (up to a configurable maximum limit), so that it
always has a reserve of available virtual machines to allocate. The configurable pool size also allows support teams
to manage planned downtime - the pool size on other
clouds can be increased to compensate for the temporary

In DAaaS, cloud-specific knowledge is encapsulated in
the VMM and Ansible. We can manage different clouds
and scales via Ansible’s dynamic inventory capabilities –
in essence, a single set of playbooks is all that is required
to provision multiple clouds. This greatly simplifies the
administration of the system, enabling ALC’s DAaaS support team to spend a greater proportion of their time creating innovative developments and enhancements to DAaaS.

Monitoring & Analysis
The VMM monitors the levels of demand in the system.
It will auto-start virtual machines in response to demand, it
will cull abandoned virtual machines. The VMM logs the
usage of individual virtual machines types and the overall
load on the infrastructure. The log files can be analysed by
the system administrators to determine how resources are
being used and the results of the analysis used to optimize
the future use of those resources.

Security
The uniform security model abstracts cloud-specific differences from system administrators. This reduces the
scope for security breaches caused by error and misconfiguration.

CONCLUSION
We have created three key infrastructure components
which together provide the foundation to support scalable,
high-demand analytics environments across heterogeneous
clouds.
Our external provisioning service ensures that we can
extend the DAaaS infrastructure to utilise external cloud
resources, enabling DAaaS to exploit additional capacity
or specialist resources as required. External clouds can be
made available through collaborative ventures, such as
IRIS, or they can be commercial clouds, for example, Amazon Web Services or Azure.
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The VMM provides a means to manage pools of virtual
machines across heterogeneous clouds in a manner that is
transparent to the end-user. The VMM is entirely agnostic
to the content of the virtual machines used to perform data
analysis, allowing DAaaS administrators to tailor the number and composition of virtual machine pools to respond to
changing demand from researchers and to best suit available compute resources.
The DMS operates in tandem with the VMM to provide
fast, efficient transfer of data from storage to the data analysis virtual machines. Using a 3rd-party transfer mechanism, the DMS makes maximum use of available bandwidth and flexible adapters to ensure data is quickly
mounted on data analysis virtual machines and made available to scientists.
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SharePOINT FOR HEPS TECHNICAL SYSTEMS AND
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
X.H. Wu†, C.P. Chu, L. Bai, Institute of High Energy Physics,
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China
Abstract
High Energy Photon Source is the latest planned synchrotron light source in China which is designed for ultralow emittance and high brightness. The accelerator and
beamlines contains tens of thousands of devices which require systematic management during their construction and
operation. It is also necessary to capture project management information systematically. HEPS chooses the Microsoft SharePoint as the document tool for the project office and all technical systems. Additionally, Microsoft Project Server on top of SharePoint is used for the project management. Utilizing the SharePoint and Project software can
facilitate a lot of daily work for the HEPS project. This paper describes the SharePoint and Project server/client
structure and various applications been developed so far.

INTRODUCTION
In Recent years, the Institute of High Energy Physics
(IHEP) has launched several “big science” projects, which
require high-efficient management and project control in
order for on-time and within budget goals. However, the
use of modern collaborative work platform is not accustomed in these projects. Most IHEP employees are used to
traditional ways such as e-mail and standalone project
management tools to perform daily work. The old working
ways may be suitable for small or medium research projects but definitely not good for big projects. On the other
hand, in the past twenty years, many IT tools have developed to ease our daily work. It can be very beneficial to
look into these solutions and pick up suitable tools for our
projects. SharePoint [1] based office and project tools are
good candidates for IHEP initial IT upgrade work.
A 4th generation synchrotron light source features ultralow emittance and high brightness, the High Energy Photon Source (HEPS) designed by the IHEP, has started its
construction since June 2019. There are about 500 members in HEPS project which includes 5 technology divisions and 50 engineering systems. During the construction
phase of HEPS project, more than 20TB size documents
will be generated, about tens of thousands professional project tasks will be tracked. Each HEPS’s member needs to
visit or update documents and project progress frequently.
In order to achieve these works accurately and efficiently,
it is necessary to build a modern Technical Systems and
Project Management Platform.
The purpose of this work is to provide a modern service
platform for HEPS project. This paper present the system
design and platform development. Members within the

project whom are authorized with appropriate permissions
in a HEPS resource pool database. With this right permission, one can share and manage his/her project data, documents, photo and other resources to improve work efficiency. Meanwhile, this platform also provides many powerful features such as advanced search and analysis functions through which users can find useful information
quickly and then make reasonable decisions accordingly.
Additionally, this platform provides Project Web App
(PWA) application which allows multiple users to work
collaboratively and coordinating effectively on planning,
tracking and updating the status of HEPS project.

ARCHITECTURE
System Structure
As shown in Fig. 1, the architecture of HEPS SharePoint
includes three layers: network layer, application layer and
data layer. The servers in the network layer interacts directly with users, is responsible for publishing the proxy
site, processes and forwards all requests from the users, and
isolates users and data. Users need to access SharePoint
Web Front End (WFE) runs through this layer to achieve
security control, load balancing, etc. The network layer
cannot directly access data layer and can only be accessed
through the application layer. The WFE and APP servers of
SharePoint are built at the application layer. The WFE servers are responsible for handling users’ requests, and the
APP server are used for all running background services.
The date layer is used to store most of the system data and
user data. There are firewalls between the layers to ensure
the independence and security of each layer.

____________________________________________
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Figure 1: Structure of HEPS technical systems and project
management platform.
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HEPS currently has two SharePoint environments: production environment and development/test environment.
The production environment has two WFE servers, two
APP servers and one database server. The two WFE servers
are used for load balancing among nodes that are routinely
used. The APP services needs to use more resources, so we
have one search server and one other APP server. The data
layer contains one database server (planned to be replaced
with a database cluster to improve usability). The dev/test
environment includes one WFE server, one APP server and
one database server because of less data and access. The
two sets of environments do not affect each other.
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CURRENT STATUS
HEPS Introduction
The HEPS Introduction page presents the brief introduction of HEPS project. From this page, we can see the design
sketch of HEPS shown in Fig. 3.

Site Structure
Generally, there are three kinds of site hierarchy model
as bellows which depend on various factors [2].
• Each department has its own site collection.
• Single site collection and all department sites are subsites.
• Single site collection and all departments are organized into a hierarchy of sub-sites according to functions.
As shown in Fig. 2, first, considering that HEPS is a medium size organization, we choose one site collection; secondly, HEPS have several departments, such as project site,
documentation site and so on, these sites reside the second
level of HEPS homepage; thirdly, there are five main technical divisions in HEPS, we have created many sub-sites in
the low level. At the same time, we have created a site collection 2 which has disabled the ability to save site as a
template to achieve publishing feature.

Figure3: HEPS introduction webpage.

Documentation
During the progress of HEPS project, many technical
documents, meeting minutes, design reports, technical notices, etc. will be generated and saved. These documents
will initially be in different places, which makes it very inconvenient to find. After a period of time, due to too many
files, it may cause some documents to be lost. One of the
purposes of this document center is to establish a good document structure based on the project management file archive requirements, so that users can upload the required
files to a specific directory conveniently according to the
specification. In addition, the document center provides
spaces and ability for users with different authorization to
log in and edit documents such as weekly meeting minutes,
status report, review committee comments simultaneously.
This work reduces the hassle of sending documents back
and forth through email, avoiding potential out-of-synch
editing, and improving work efficiency. Furthermore, this
platform could record the revision process of the documents. Figure 4 shows the reviews of 1st meeting of International Advisory Committee for HEPS which is in the
SharePoint document center.

Figure 2: HEPS site collections.

Figure 4: 1st IAC meeting review.
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Forum
The purpose of this site is to provide HEPS members to
create technical discussion on issues or achievements with
other members in HEPS. The discussion forums are available for authorized members, different members can access
different section according to authorization settings. Every
member can launch a new discussion in the areas they care
about or participate in other topics which launched by other
members via this platform. At present, we have five HEPS
technical sections named as Accelerator, Beamline, Technical Support, Utility and Civil Construction and one
SharePoint Technical which is used to discuss features of
this platform.

Searching
The number of HEPS’s documents is increasing daily,
there are many document formats such as Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, PDF, XML, etc. We had deployed search
server into the SharePoint platform which provides search
function for users shown in Fig. 5. The search architecture
contains search components and databases. After configured the crawl content sources and search rules, and put the
searching function into use, users are able to find information they need from the SharePoint database or other external data source quickly and easily. Additionally, users
with different permissions could get different results when
they perform the same search query.

Figure 6: PWA user interface.

Authorization
HEPS project include many different roles which has
been added to the different groups that were assigned specific permissions according to project needs. This platform
includes several roles groups as the followings:
• Visitors: users who cannot sign in, need to read the
news or watch the videos of HEPS, but do not have
access to the details organizational information.
• Committee: could signed in and review the system reports, write reviewer comment.
• HEPS members: have access to information on the site
after once signed in, can participate in forums, wiki,
and edit document, etc.
• Site administrators: manage contents and roles of different divisions.
• Site collection administrators: ultimate control for the
site collection, manage the functionality of features
such as activate or deactivate site collection, document, recycle, etc.

THE NEXT STEPS
The next steps will be:
• Improve the user interface of HEPS website
• Increase contents of document center and media lists
• Create more discussion forums, show upcoming
events.
• Manage the HEPS project systematically by making
full use of project server
• Achieve data visualization for HEPS project progress
and funding performance for the purpose of data analysis.

Figure 5: Search user interface.

Project Management
The total investment of HEPS is close to 5 billion RMB
(~$700M), and the scheduled completion date is at the end
of 2025. In order to complete this large project as scheduled without delay, we use project software to help project
managers with Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), developing project schedule, assigning resources to tasks, tracking progress and spending, and so on. Moreover, we had
deployed project server which uses our SharePoint platform as its data sharing foundation and provide Project
Web App (PWA) user interface which is a browser-based
application. The system mangers could use project professional software to plan their projects and save the plans to
the project server [figure6], and the upper managers can
see all project schedules and plan the upper level projects
accordingly. By using these tools, every employees can
also manage daily work and collaborate effectively with
others.

CONCLUSION
The initial SharePoint and Project setup for HEPS has
completed. Many features have already been delivered and
used by users. This paper explains the system design for
most of the features of the HEPS Technical Systems and
Project Management. The system might not be perfect in
terms of look and feel, nevertheless, it is very suitable to
start working efficiently. It is hope that more members will
adapt to using this platform.
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PROTOTYPE DESIGN FOR UPGRADING EAST SAFETY AND
INTERLOCK SYSTEM
Z.C. Zhang†, B.J. Xiao, Z.S. Ji, Y. Wang, Institute of Plasma Physics, CAS, Hefei, PR. China
F. Xia, Southwestern Institute of Physics, Chengdu, PR. China
Abstract
The national project of experimental advanced
superconducting tokamak (EAST) is an important part of
the fusion development stratagem of China, which is the
first fully superconducting tokamak with a non-circle
cross-section of the vacuum vessel in the world. The
safety and interlock system (SIS) is in charge of the
supervision and control of all the EAST components
involved in the protection of human and tokamak from
potential accidents. A prototype for upgrading EAST SIS
has been designed. This paper presents EAST machine
and human protection mechanism and the architecture of
the upgrading safety and interlock system.

INTRODUCTION
Nuclear fusion which is a controllability reaction has
unquestionably been recognized to be one of the best
ways to solve the future energy crisis, and the tokamak is
a favourable equipment to realize nuclear fusion [1]. The
Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak
(EAST) in Hefei, a central region city of China, has been
a key role for the research of peaceful utilizations of
fusion energy. The huge tokamak project is complicated
and high cost, needs to be monitored to eliminate the
probability of potential hazard during the physical
campaign [2]. The role of safety and interlock system
(SIS) is focuses on protecting the machine and human
from accidents and preventing the propagation of the risk
from an accident during the operating campaign.

MOTIVATIONS FOR AN UPGRADE
The SIS is constituted by two horizontal layers, one
for the central safety and interlock system (CSIS), and
another for the different plant safety and interlock
systems, they are connected through optical network.
With the development of physical experiment, the SIS
had come close to reaching its limits for expandability.
For instance, the former central safety and interlock
system based on PLC just offers digital I/O channels
with 1ms scan time, and the response time of event is
around 4ms. What more, the primitive GREEN and RED
circles dashboard, and intermit-tent spurious monitor
problem make the central control team determines to
update the safety and interlock system.
_________________________________________
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The future needs of the EAST SIS research program
are: (a) more stable supervisory and control operation;
(b) high-precision execute and respond actions; (c) better
user-friendly interface [3].
Fulfilling all of these needs will require certain
improvements to the previous capabilities including: (1)
redesign the structure of SIS, (2) introduction of new
equipment, (3) further development of the HMI, and (4)
enhancements to the redundancy mechanism capability.

SYSTEM STRUCTURE
The new SIS keeps the former two horizontal layers,
and redistributes three vertical architectures according to
timing requirements. The structure of the prototype SIS
is illustrated in detail in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Structure of the prototype SIS.
The CIS is in charge of implementing the central
protection functions via the plant safety and interlock
systems (PSIS) through the central interlock network
(CIN). It also provides access to the local interlock data
of the different plant interlock systems. Each PSIS
provides local protection implementing the local
interlock functions of the corresponding plant system.
The CIN provides connection between the CSIS and
PSIS for inter-plant systems investment protection
functions. Communication within one plant system is
carried out through the plant interlock network (PIN)
and/or hardwired interconnections.
The systems such as water cooling, vacuum, etc. have
slow response time requirements are categorized into
slow architecture. System statuses are inspected through
digital channels. For the functions of plasma safe stop
and/or Poloidal Field (PF) coil current discharge in case
an interlock event arises, plasma protection module has
to be implemented on a fast architecture. Not only digital
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signals (interlock events and actions) but also analogue
variables (plasma current, electron density etc.) are
acquired. The third architecture is just used at Ion
cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) and lower hybrid
current drive (LHCD). Threshold values are preset in
custom hardware, when the acquired signals higher than
values, the hardware will trigger the event generator and
actuator.
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Slow Architecture
The former SIS belongs to the slow architecture, and
the system is intended to execute those central interlock
functions with slow timing requirements, which have
been established slower than 1ms. To increase the
availability and reliability of the CSIS slow architecture,
a redundant configuration has been selected. Fig. 3
illustrated the structure of the CSIS slow architecture.

SYSTEM PROTECTION MECHANISM
The interface between the CSIS and plant systems is
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Figure 3: Structure of the CSIS slow architecture.

Figure 2: Interface between CSIS and plant systems.
All interlock events managed by the CSIS are
classified depending on their impact on the running or
next plasma pulse. The relationship between event and
response are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Relationship Between Event and Response
Signal
Status
1st class alarm
2nd class alarm
Protection

Value
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

Response
OK
alarm
1stclass protection
OK
2ndclass protection
OK
actuator
null

SIEMENS SIMATIC S7-400 equipped with the
following components [3]:
• Master station:
CPU 417-4H with 2 × 15MB Memory
PS407 DC 24V/10A power supply
A CP 443-1 advanced communication processor
• Slave station: ET200M
PS307 DC 24V/10A power supply
Two IM 153-2 Profibus-DP communication interfaces
FM350-1 high-speed counter module
Three SM 321 digital inputs DI 16 channels DC 24V
Two SM 322 digital outputs DO 16 channels DC 24V.
All the signals from subsystems to the CSIS room are
transmitted through fiber-optics. The isolation devices
are custom devices which are used to remove ground
loops among different subsystems. In Fig. 2 it can be
seen that the CSIS just monitors the status of subsystem
with slow circle, so the EPICS is chosen to be deployed
on the slow architecture. It should be specially explained
that the slow architecture supervises the watch-dog
signal from PCS by using high speed counter module.
The communication between PCS and protect module is
described in fast architecture.

Fast Architecture
DESIGN OF SIS COMPONENTS
As mentioned, the SIS is divided in three parts. The
slow architecture has been established slower than 1ms
based on PLC, and the fast one executes functions within
50μs by using NI COTS. The hardwired architecture has
the shortest response time.

The EAST plasma control system operation cycle is
100μs, so the CSIS fast architecture is intended to
execute the central safety and interlock functions in 50μs.
From Fig. 1, plasma protection module is the unique
module in described CSIS fast architecture. This module
executes all fast functions, as well as all functions that
interface with PCS, which require a fast interface [4].
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As a difference to the slow architecture modules, the
fast plasma protection module processes acquired both
digital signals and analogue variables, which require
certain calculations (e.g. plasma current and fusion
power).
National Instrument CompactRIO is a reconfigurable
embedded control and high-accuracy acquisition system.
It has been the technology chosen as a fast logic device
for the CSIS and PSIS. Its rugged hardware architecture
includes hot swappable I/O modules (NI C Series), a
reconfigurable FPGA chassis, and an embedded
controller for communication and processing. NI FPGA
platform is comprised by: (i)cRIO-9039, a 8-slot chassis
features a Kintex-7 FPGA; (ii)two NI-9239, 4-channel
AI, 24-Bit, ±10V, 50kS/s/ch ; (iii) two NI-9401,
8-channel DIO, 100 ns, 5V/TTL.
CA Lab, interface between LabVIEW and EPICS,
makes the achievement of data simple now, this toolkit
can create, read and write EPICS variables easily.
EPICS time stamp, status, severity and optional PV
fields (properties) are bound into a resulting data cluster.
Users can get the data from both slow and fast
architecture [5].
The human machine interface (HMI) of safety and
interlock system is implemented by a server installed in
the EAST acquisition room and through a client to be
installed in central control room.

Hardwired Architecture
It is all known that the hardware circuit is the most
responsive approach. Hardwired architecture in EAST
CSIS is a set of custom devices, which consist of several
sensors and actuators, having the capability of reading
interlock event and generating response. Threshold value
can be set through the rheostat. When the value of
plasma current is lower than the preset threshold, the
actuators will turn off the ability of heating system such
as ICRF, LHCD. The majority of the functions are
automatic, and the response time is less than 1μs.
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Figure 4: Safety key and face recognition switch.
The EAST machine hall has two water doors. Two
motors control these doors respectively. Figure 5 is the
framework of the water door’s control system.

Figure 5: Framework of water door’s control system.
The control logic in Part I decides the states of motors’
rotation and door’s proper position. The Emergency
control logic ensures that the gate can be opened quickly
in an emergency case. Start-Stop logic enable the
function of entrance guard cards identifies. Discharge
control logic is a key control logic which comes from the
EAST’s discharge control signal. Part II is the control
part which will output a proper control voltage to drive
the motors based on the Part I’s logic. The status of
water door is also supervised in the CSIS slow
architecture [6].
During the EAST discharge, some radioactive
particles and rays will be emitted around the
environment [7]. Figure 6 is the Neutron (n) and Gamma
ray (c) detector.

PERSONAL SAFETY MEASURE IN CSIS
For personal safety, the safety part of CSIS provides
five protection measures that are safety key, face
recognition switch, water door, emergency button and
radiation monitor. With the permission of operator, the
person who enters the machine hall can get the safety
key with a blue entrance guard card. Only experiment
relevant person can pass the face recognition switch.
Then water door system identifies the card’s information
and moves the water door to the specified location.

Figure 6: Neutron (n) and Gamma ray (c) detector.
The probe of detector get the Neutron (n) and Gamma
ray (c), outputs a voltage signal, after processing module,
the result of radiation signal transmitted to the CSIS slow
architecture.
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CONCLUSION
EAST central safety and interlock system has been
designed. SIEMENS PLC and National Instruments
cRIO are integrated into a single system taking care of
slow and fast interlock functions. The fast safety and
interlock system is able to react within 50μs.
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Abstract
Synchrotron beamlines can benefit from the implementation of industrial robots in several ways: minimization
of dead-time, maximization of experimental throughput,
and limiting human presence during experiments. Furthermore, the robots add flexibility in task management.
The challenge for SOLEIL is to define a robotic standard
on both hardware and software which would be versatile
enough to cover beamlines requirements, while being:
easy to implement, easy to use, and to maintain in operation.
This paper will present the process of finding the
standard definition at SOLEIL, using 6-axis industrial
robot arms. It will detail all aspects of this development,
from market studies up to technical constraints. The specifications of the robots are aimed at addressing the most
common technical constraints of beamlines, with a special
care for mechanical properties. The robotic systems will
be integrated into the TANGO [1] control system using a
feature-based approach. This standard implementation is
driven by two applications: picking and placing samples
for powder diffraction on the CRISTAL beamline and
positioning of a detector for x-rays coherent diffraction
experiments on the NANOSCOPIUM beamline.

INTRODUCTION
Beamlines in synchrotron facilities can benefit from the
automation of tasks that do not require a high level of
expertise. This is especially true when scientists or users
have to perform repetitive tasks over long periods of time,
e.g. continuously switching between measurements and
sample replacements. The industrial robot is commonly
used for repetitive tasks such as these. In this paper, the
term “robot” refers to six degrees-of-freedom serial-link
robotic arms. Robots have been extensively used in the
industry, as they can perform a variety of tasks while
being very robust.
At SOLEIL, a survey among beamlines has been organized in order to poll for the potential use of industrial
robots. Among the beamlines which responded to the
survey: 40% expressed a need for robots, 30% answered
they would need to study whether a robot would be useful
or not, and 30% answered they would not benefit from a
robot.
Robots in synchrotron facilities have several potential
use-cases:
___________________________________________

* Work supported by Synchrotron SOLEIL, Paris, France
† yves-marie.abiven@synchrotron-soleil.fr
‡ simon.bouvel@synchrotron-soleil.fr

• Increased beam-availability: beam-exploitation could
increase, as they can operate in harsher environments
and inconvenient time schedules.
• Increased experimental efficiency: Less time lost at
opening hutches, changing samples, etc.
• Limit human intervention to increase overall safety:
Less tasks and time in hazardous environments directly diminishes risk – not only for personnel but also for delicate materials, such as samples or detectors.
• Improve the user experience by providing additional
automation and therefore lowering the amount of dull
tasks.
In order to deploy robots in an easy and efficient way, a
standard has been defined: setting up robot criteria, and
on the interfaces between the robot and the other equipment. This standardization process is essential for maintaining equipment operation in a complex facility such as
a synchrotron.
For a successful implementation of the robots, they
have to be fully integrated into the SOLEIL TANGObased control architecture. This development is usercentered to make sure it is effectively beneficial to the
users.
This paper presents the definition of the SOLEIL robotic standard as well as its implementation in two separate applications: a pick-and-place robot for powder diffraction on the CRISTAL [2] beamline, and a detectorpositioning robot on the NANOSCOPIUM [3] beamline.

ROBOT INTEGRATION
STANDARDIZATION
Several aspects of the robots have to be standardized to
ensure a proper implementation. Any new robotic system
must be compatible with maintenance in large facilities
that holds a limited amount of personnel. This requires: a
hard limitation on the assortment of deployed equipment,
easy deployments for non-expert roboticists, as well as
efficient interventions of technical personnel.

Standardization of the Robot Brand
There are several industrial robot brands that all produce robust and efficient products. Yet, synchrotron applications are quite different from common industrial applications. Each robot brand has its own perks over its competitors.
The criteria’s for choosing industrial robots are generally: price, mechanical characteristics, and velocity. For
synchrotron applications, up until now, velocity is not the
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most important characteristic, as the time is gained more
from the absence of human intervention rather than
gained from a hasty object manipulation. Regarding price,
the difference between brands is hardly the significant
factor – as the biggest price gains mostly comes from bigvolume sales. However, beamlines are very demanding on
mechanical properties of the robots. Most beamline applications consist in positioning an object (sample or detector) precisely, and hold it in place in a stable manner.
Robots are originally designed to be able to repeat the
same motion over and over, intensively. The use of robots
in beamlines deviates from what they were originally
designed for. The mechanical characteristics sought for in
beamlines are absolute precision and stability.
Stability, in the sense “residual motion when the robot
is controlled to be completely still”, is not a common
characteristic for robot manufacturers to specify. In order
to obtain quantitative information about this, some preliminary studies have been carried out by several manufacturers. The results of these studies indicate that robots
should be stable enough for most beamline applications,
meaning maintaining a 10µm stability over 48h. More
detailed studies are currently being carried out to confirm
these preliminary results on specific models.
The general movement in industrial robotics is towards
collaborative robots, meaning robots that operate safely in
close proximity with human beings. Even if the use of
robots in beamlines is, for now, restricted to experimental
areas where people aren’t present – opening up this standard to collaborative robotics is an open door for future
requirements.
At SOLEIL, three different ranges of robots have been
standardized to cover most of the applications:
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• A “small” size robot, with about 900mm arm range.
This robot is mounted on a frame designed to be easily movable from its environment, to be able to move
it from one beamline to another.
• A “medium” size robot, with about 1200mm arm
range
• A “large” size robot, with about 2000mm in arm
range, in order to cover large areas and angles in the
experimental environment.
With all of these robots, the same controller is associated, the only difference being the power output.

Interfaces Standardization
The robot itself is linked to many specific pieces of
equipment in the beamlines. In order to make possible a
standard integration of the robots, all the interfaces between the robot and the rest of the beamline have been
specified. A diagram of the equipment and its interfaces is
presented on Fig. 1. Some interfaces with the robot, like
power supply, are pretty straightforward, others must be
carefully specified:
• Interface between the robot and its tool, based on an
automatic tool changer, it facilitates processes automation. The amount of electrical and pneumatic connections within the tool changer has been decided in
order to anticipate future needs (with at least 10 electric contacts and 4 pneumatic links). The collision
sensor associated with the tool changer give more security in order to limit collision damages.
• Interface between the robot and the hutch: The small
sized robots are specified to be easily put in place and
removed in a matter of minutes. In order to carried
out this function, they are integrated on a mobile cart,
with its controller.

Figure 1: Architecture implementing an industrial robot at SOLEIL, and its interfaces.
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SOFTWARE INTEGRATION
OF THE ROBOTS
In conventional industrial implementation of robots, the
controller only communicates with a PLC using a
fieldbus. Thus the sequence of robot programs is executed
in accordance to a predetermined order.
At SOLEIL the robot is not implemented with this
PLC, because the TANGO control system already integrates a sequencer, scanning tools, etc... In this environment the robot is seen as a configurable objet contributing
to beamline automation. In order to deal between operation and safety in this environment, several profiles of
users are defined with higher to lower level of control
over the robots. The users would have the weakest level
of control, which is sufficient to run experiments autonomously. Then the beamline personnel, as well as technical
personnel will have a higher degree of control on the
robot, with access to some low-level commands. Finally,
the expert roboticists will be the only ones to have full
control on all the aspects of the robots, including security
aspects.
From the control system point of view, the robot controller has methods and attributes. Methods are routines
used to communicate and act on the physical environment, and attributes are parameters or variables of the
controller. Some methods can be applied to any robot
environment, such as ordering the robot to turn actuators
on, having the robot go to a parking position, enabling
robot brakes, etc. Some other methods can be taskspecific, like picking up a sample in a certain experiment,
or positioning a certain detector in space in another, etc.
In order to keep the control system of the robot as generic
as possible, all the task-specific methods are treated differently than generic methods. The task-specific methods
were named “features”, and two generic methods have
been implemented to interact with these features.
The two generic methods are the following:
• Interrogating the controller about the features that are
available. The response takes form of a tree of features. That was, any number of features can be implemented, each with potentially different argument
or responses.
• Executing a certain feature. Once the list of features
has been extracted using the first method, this second
method allows the user to launch these features.
The features themselves are coded inside the controlled
by the roboticist. For each new application, the roboticist
is able to program the corresponding features. The enduser will not be able to program these features directly,
only to get a list of them, and call them. Thanks to an
automatic identification of the environment the robot is
placed in, available features can be limited for the user.
This approach prevents allowing the end user to manipulate low-level functionalities of the robot, which is necessary for security reasons.
In practice, the users will be familiar with the generic
methods and attributes of the robot from a control system
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point of view, and will also have access to some specific
features, depending on their application. The following
Fig. 2 present a schematic view of the software integration of the robots.

Figure 2: Software integration principle.

APPLICATIONS
The first beamlines to be robotized at SOLEIL will be
the CRISTAL an NANOSCOPIUM beamlines.

CRISTAL Beamline
Robotization of the CRISTAL beamline will be used to
automate the sample exchange for powder diffraction
experiment. Because the beamline does not wish to have
the robot in place at all times, and due to the overall dimensions of the beamline, a small size robot has been
chosen.
As mentioned previously, this small robot in these
standards is mounted on a cart that includes its controller
and some electrical IOs, a fluid panel, and pneumatic
control valves.
The robot is used to pick sample from a rack, and place
it on the goniometer. The users can then proceed with
their measurements. The sample replacement is automated thanks to the robot.
Figure 3 shows a CAD representation of the robot in
the environment of CRISTAL beamline.

Figure 3: CAD representation of the robot to be integrated
in the CRISTAL beamline.
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The sample magazine will be able to store 36 samples,
all with identical sample holders. The users will then be
able to prepare the samples beforehand, saving time on
the beamline. We can nowadays estimate it will take the
robot about 5s to replace a sample on the goniometer.

NANOSCOPIUM Beamline
The NANOSCOPIUM beamline wishes to use the robot as a tool to position a detector inside the beamline.
The detector is to be mounted at the end of the robot to
observe diffraction patterns.
The further the detector is from the sample, the better
the resolution of the diffraction pattern will be. To be able
to use all of the beamline space, the robot chosen is a
large size robot, and it will be mounted on a large translation axis, as shown on Fig. 4.

Figure 4: CAD representation of the robot to be integrated
in the NANOSCOPIUM beamline, mounted on a translation axis.
A typical use of the robot in the experimental setup
takes place in two phases:
• First an alignment phase: the robot moves the detector around a 500mm sphere centered on the sample,
to identify a direction of interest for the diffraction.
• Then an acquisition phase: the detector is positioned
by the robot in the identified direction, but much further away from the sample (up to 5m away). The detector must remain very still during this phase, so that
changes in the data are caused by kinematic effects of
the sample, not by motion of the detector.
In this application, the problem of using the robot is
twofold: we must be able to perform precise positioning
of the detector relative to the sample, and the detector
must have great stability.
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Positioning the end-effector of the robot is a common
issue in industrial robotics, so manufacturers have built-in
solutions that allow it. Working in close collaboration
with the alignment group at SOLEIL, we are confident we
can achieve a 200µm precision positioning.
The stability is, on the contrary, quite an unusual request for robot manufacturers. The preliminary studies
performed make us confident that we can keep the undesired motion of the detector within a 10µm radius sphere,
but more thorough studies are currently in progress.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, the project of robotizing SOLEIL beamline was presented. The process of standardization of the
robotic solutions deployed was described. The most important criterion for the choice of a manufacturer in synchrotron facilities is the mechanical performance of the
robot. At SOLEIL, the chosen robot brand is Staübli [4], a
brand that has a history of mechanical excellence. As for
software integration, a feature-based approach was chosen, as it provides flexibility and comfort to the users, but
keeps the low-level security-sensitive programs to trained
roboticists. There are currently two applications for robotic integration, a pick-and-place robot for the CRISTAL
beamline, and a detector positioning robot in the NANOSCOPIUM beamline.
Other applications are currently taken into consideration, or using robots as tools for item classification for the
upcoming upgrade. The robots of the first two applications will be deployed in early 2020 for the CRISTAL
beamline, and mid-2020 for the NANOSCOPIUM beamline. A further review of the use of the robots in these
applications will help us have an evaluation of the benefit
and constraints of using robots in a synchrotron environment.
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Abstract
The operation of particle therapy facilities requires complex control and supervision systems, often spanning several software development environments, each containing
a large number of applications. While the componentbased development approach brings many benefits, the integration of the parts is still left to the initiative of each developer without a repeatable path that can be demonstrated
when the artefacts have to undergo the certification process.
Besides the development of such control and supervision
systems is not any more limited to a network based on fixed
workstations, but mobile devices have to be taken into account introducing an extra need for enhanced security.
As part of the technological update of one of its development environments, the Centro Nazionale di Adroterapia
Oncologica (CNAO) chose to build a development kit to
face these new challenges.

This development kit is based on models of applications
and services that are managed by wizards that configure
the general layout and create the connections among the
components so that the integration of the parts is performed
in a substantially unique way.
The developer is responsible to choose among the available models that already include the integration to the mandatory services and use the wizards to create the application and the project that is able to build the executable.
Developers are still able to add the specific business
logic and the required interactions; nevertheless, they will
be directed in doing so by a set of ‘hooks’ present in each
model that shall guarantee repeatability of behaviors also
in this area of the work.
In this document, we examine the development kit, highlighting the most valuable aspects that enable to build easily certifiable applications running in a multi-target system.
The services that support the actions performed by each application are described in a companion paper [1].

Figure 1: The CNAO accelerators and treatment complex.

MOTIVATION
CNAO (National Centre for Oncological Hadrontherapy) is a clinical facility, established and funded by the Italian Ministry of Health and the Lombardy Region, that uses
hadrontherapy for cancer treatments. To date, about 2500
patients completed successfully the treatment.
___________________________________________

* This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation program under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie grant agreement 675265

Hadrons (basically protons and carbon ions) are characterized by a maximum of energy deposition at the end of
their range and a sharp penumbra that allows to achieve a
precise coverage of the target and an enhanced sparing of
the surrounding healthy tissues. In addition, carbon ions
are more suitable for the treatment of radio-resistant tumors.
The treatment has the aim to transfer a given amount of
energy to a tumor. In doing so, the tumor is subdivided into
several slices orthogonal to the beam direction. Each slice
can be treated with several beams. Depending on the energy, beams have different characteristics. Thus, during
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TARGETS
The goal was to create a development kit that can create
end user applications to be used both on traditional devices
and on mobile devices with different operating systems.
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We therefore chose a basic platform that natively offered
this characteristic. The choice has fallen on Xamarin [4] in
Visual Studio (MS). Xamarin allows creating applications
in native format, starting from the same source code, on
tools that have installed one of the following operating systems: Windows, Android, IOS (future use), MacOS (future
use), Linux (future use) (see 3).
In addition, the services provided and introduced in [1]
were made available to the two other development environments that have historically been used by CNAO for the
construction of supervision applications, through appropriate interfaces:
• WINCC (Siemens/ETM SCADA)
• Labview (National Instruments)
Visual Studio (MS) has been selected for the characteristic of offering the possibility of building wizards directly
within the production tool.

ARCHITECTURE
The present CNAO control system architecture is composed of 4 layers (Fig. 3Figure ). The fourth and lowest
layer contains the device controllers. The third layer aggregates the outcome of the underlying layer and creates a
common interface based on OPC technology. The second
layer contains the data that belongs to both the real-time
and the project and configuration databases. The first layer
is devoted to the end user applications [5]. From the point
of view of the applications the second and third layer are
optional and can be by-passed. Thus, the end user applications in general can communicate with a database or an
OPC-UA [6] based controller (See Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).
The applications built with the development kit described in this paper, that we named CF2020, shall be part
of level 1.
TCP/IP

Signal
Acquisition
&
Distribution
System

Level 1
End User Applications

OPC-UA

each treatment, the physical conditions of the beam change
many times. The beams are produced, maintained and delivered by means of particle accelerators. A cycle is the period of time the machine takes to produce a beam with
planned energies, deliver the dose to the tumor slice and go
back to the initial condition. The spill is the operation that
transfers the beam from the machine into the tumor. A full
treatment is composed of many cycles. Depending on the
physical characteristics of the beam, the equipment has to
be set into different running conditions. A running condition lasts, in general terms, the length of a single cycle. For
each device, a mapping exists relating each beam characteristics with the equipment settings.
The main particle accelerator of CNAO is a synchrotron,
a circular accelerator, of about 25 m in diameter (see Fig.
1). Inside the ring, the sources, the lines of injection and
the linear accelerator are housed, so to realize a compact
layout. The Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) ion
sources produce a low energy beam that is then injected
into a linear accelerator where a first acceleration occurs
up to 7 MeV/u.
Along the 78 m synchrotron circumference carbon ions
and protons beams are accelerated up to 400 MeV/u and
250 MeV, respectively. Outside the main ring there are four
extraction lines, about 50 m each, leading the extracted
beam into three treatment rooms (see Fig. 1). In each of the
two side rooms a horizontal beam is driven, while in the
central hall both a horizontal and a vertical beam are directed. An experimental room is also under construction
and shall be equipped so that the beam line can be devoted
to research activities.
Because the plant activity affects human beings, building
applications to control and supervise such target has to undergo a set of quality assurance activities that have the aim
to demonstrate the consistency and the reliability of the artefact; additionally, evidence of the accelerator’s correct
behavior has to be provided to the regulatory body. Much
stricter rules have been adopted by the regulatory body
since the first construction of CNAO [2, 3]. Due to the fact
the number of applications necessary to run the facility is
quite high, the amount of work for upgrading or reproducing the center would be devastating without the help of an
environment that helps to demonstrate and document the
job being done.
Besides, the traditional way of supervising the activities
in the plant, based on fixed workstation is changing in favor of more flexible tools such as tablets and possibly
smartphones. These new devices impose a new approach
to the security aspects and to the choice of development
tools that are able to encompass all the different targets.
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Figure 2: CNAO Control System Layered Architecture.
When building software for plants such as the CNAO
medical center, several issues have to be taken into account: security and safety, interconnection protocols, high
robustness for unpatrolled subsystems,
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Figure 3: CF2020 Development Kit Architecture.
homogeneity of development regardless the devices and
the operating systems on which the software will run, long
term products life cycle encompassing decades and not
simply years or months.
CF2020 is an innovative framework for building such
mission critical software allowing nevertheless to keep a
low time to market factor.
The applications produced using the CF2020 approach
shall adhere to the MVVM paradigm [7].
The development kit includes (see Fig. 3):
• A set of model-based project templates. The templates
are composed of:
o Project files that are used to compile and build the
final application.
o C# source files, XAML source files and code
snippets that implement the models: these files
contain parameters that shall be translated into
code by means of the information supplied by the
developer when using the project wizards. The
files shall be grouped into View, ViewModel and
Model directories in the final project as recommended by the MVVM paradigm.
o Files containing run time configuration settings
for tuning the application in different target environments (e.g. DB name).
• A field class generator that is able to build C# classes
that represent in a suitable way the field objects (i.e.
database tables and views and OPC-UA server families: an OPC-UA server family is a group of OPC-UA
objects having the same variables). The generated
class files are kept in predefined libraries where can be
found by the wizards.
• Project wizards, which are able to build the final project on the base of the chosen model by selecting the
suitable files, substituting the parameters inside the
files using the information supplied by the developer,

generating the suitable code, building the run time configuration files and creating the project directories
containing the generated files.
• A set of libraries that shall support the implementation
of the behavior defined by the models, the client access
to the field and to the ancillary services such as file
system access and logging system access and take care
of the security aspects. These libraries depend on other
widely used support libraries that are open source or
commercial.
• The development kit is completed by a set of web services that supply basic functionalities such as access to
remote databases and file systems. The description of
such services is the topic of another paper in this conference [1].

SECURITY
Applications that run in a distributed and open environment, possibly from mobile tools, need an advanced authentication and authorization system. Each model included in CF2020 has the ability of requesting the identification of the user. Once authentication is performed, these
models are able to display only functionality that the user
has permission to access via authorization tokens (i.e. enabling buttons, menu items, fields or full panels). The authentication and authorization of clients and users is performed using the OpenID Connect standard, which is
based on OAuth 2.0 [8]. The details of the adopted mechanism are outside the scope of this document: the service is
introduced in a companion paper in this conference [1].

MODELS
Model Driven Architecture has been an approach to
building applications for a long time [9, 10]. It is an extension of design patterns to encompass the whole application.
Models require a deep understanding of the requirements
and the commonalities among applications that address a
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common domain. Thus, a survey of most of the applications presently running in the CNAO Control and Supervision System has been done before defining and implementing the tools that generate the application canvases. About
100 applications have been taken into account. The applications were grouped in the following categories:
• Applications managing data mainly contained in relational DBs or file systems for configuration and data
management purposes.
• Applications managing the core business workflow,
i.e. applications that are aimed to obtain the delivery
of the treatments on the patients or applications that
are able to show the amount of work done and the
amount of work to be done.
• Applications managing a single device in a family (executing commands and displaying indicators of a single device).
• Procedures, i.e. sets of operations performed on groups
of devices with a given sequence to obtain a change in
the state of the plant or data to be analyzed in order to
evaluate the state of the plant.
• Applications to manage groups of devices (executing
commands and displaying indicators in a group of devices).
• Applications to show the status of group of devices
(summaries of the status of devices).
For these categories of applications several models have
been devised. In general, models are composed of pages on
which data is displayed and managed, a navigation system
among the pages, a set of menu items for each page and
possibly a toolbar to execute standard commands such as
search and filters. A page can be configured having several
panels. The models define also the connection to all the
services needed to manage the data of the applications. The
models are briefly summarized as follows:
• A model that allows navigating between groups of entities of different types. For each group, a list of objects
is displayed. Selecting an object displays information
relating to that object. Objects can be added and deleted and the information relating to each object can be
modified. The objects can be represented by information residing in an instance of a single DB table or
in instances of different tables, one of which represents
the main table and the others the details. The information on the objects can reside on a single page or on
different pages. It is possible to order, search and filter
the information presented. Information can be represented in visual controls, tables or graphs
• A model that allows data to be transferred from files
contained in file systems to database tables. The model
allows users to select a set of files. Afterwards, the
model indicates if the data contained in the files are
already present in the database, and if so, whether their
values have been changed.
• A model that allows viewing and executing commands
on a single instrument.

• A model that allows performing a series of commands
on properties of field objects. The model allows selecting the set of objects and properties to operate on, to
start the execution of the commands and to view the
status of the going on operations for each object. The
operations on the objects can take place in series (i.e.
one object at a time) or in parallel by performing a set
of processes at the same time. The execution of the
commands can be suspended and resumed. This model
is able to group operations into the following tasks: initialization, execution, analysis, completion and finalization. The model maintains a log system for each operation.
• A model that allows viewing the status of the operations to be performed on different physical resources.
This model represents the status of each operation in a
calendar for each resource, assigning different values
and colors according to the state of each operation. The
state of the operations is kept in a database where other
applications can update the values.
• A model that allows managing a state machine. The
machine can be started, suspended, restarted and
stopped. The machine status data can be represented in
visual controls, tables, graphs. The advanced version
of the model allows adding detailed panels to the main
page that shows the status of the application, therefore
allowing for the management of extra data other than
the state machine.
• A model that allows viewing the status of a large number of components and perform commands on them.
The model can contain multiple pages and each page
can be split into different panels to allow a clearer view
of the data that can be displayed in visual controls, tables or graphs.
• A model that allows executing procedures on the system. The model is the composition of the previous
model that constructs the state machine and the previous model that executes commands on field objects.
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WIZARDS
The project wizards allow the user to select the desired
model, to select the targets operating system on which the
application will run, to choose the pages that will be included in the final applications, assign the model configuration parameters and define the menu and the menu items
that will be included in each page [11, 12] (see Fig. 4).
The types of page(s) that are included into each model
depend on the model. If the pages are enabled to contain
detail panels the developer can add as many panels as
needed and possibly choose their layout.
The outcome of the wizards is a skeleton of an application that is already a running executable. Consequently, the
developer knows that all the connections and interfaces are
respected and the basic behavior supplied by the chosen
model is fulfilled.
The skeleton contains ‘hooks’ to which the developer
can attach the code specific to the business logic of the application.
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The wizard is not a one-way application. The developer
can later modify the generated project adding pages, detail
panels and menu items where available. Additionally, an
undo mechanism has been developed, allowing developers
to return the generated application to a previous version of
the project whenever required.
The development kit can be extended adding new models and new wizards when the target environment requires
new types of applications [13]
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A set of test cases for validating the common toolkit behavior is supplied. These tests shall be always executed
when a new application is built to verify that for any reason
the basic functionality have not been disrupted.
Then the procedure already devised in CNAO that foresees the production of a test plan, test specifications and
test reports shall be adopted [14].

Figure 4: Building CF2020 Applications with the Wizards.

CONCLUSION
An environment such as the CNAO accelerators system
involves a sizeable effort to validate and certify the software that manages the plant. Additionally, the introduction
of mobile devices has extended the need for security and
requires a development kit targeting many different devices.
A wizard model-based supported architecture can reduce
the time required for validation and certification and allows
creating projects that build solutions for different devices
using always the same source code. The main advantages
of this approach are:
• The integration of the architectural modules and the
modules created by the wizards is made in a proved,
validated and documented way.
• The developer has a well-defined and constrained path
to integrate, validate and document the business logic
of the application.
• The risks are mitigated by reusing software and building new software following rules enforced by automatic code generation.
• The wizards automatically take into account the differences of the targets and frees the developer from the
task of adapting the code to the end devices.
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Abstract
The Italian National Hadrontherapy Center (CNAO) is
a cancer treatment facility that employs a synchrotron to
accelerate charged particle beams.
The configuration and support environment of CNAO’s
control system is responsible for managing the repository,
configuring the control system, as well as performing
non-real time support operations. Applications in this
environment interface with the relational repository, remote file systems, as well as lower level control system
components. As part of the technological upgrade of the
configuration and support environment, CNAO plans to
integrate mobile applications into the control system.
In order to lay the groundwork for the new generation
of applications, new communication interfaces had to be
designed. To achieve this, a web services approach was
taken, with the objective of standardizing access to these
resources. In this paper we describe in detail the update of
the communication channels. Additionally, the solutions
to challenges encountered, such as access management,
logging, and interoperability, are presented.

the third layer, as well as delivering these to the first level’s SCADA terminals. Operational data from the accelerator is archived at this level in a SCADA database. This
layer is also where the repository and repository services
reside. The repository is an Oracle DB cluster containing
data for running the facility. This data includes the physical characteristics of the accelerator, configuration settings for software applications, accelerator settings for all
currently available charged beams, and information to
link patient identifiers to their scheduled treatments.
The third layer is responsible for performing data transfer between the second and forth layers through the OPC
and OPC-UA protocol. Finally, the fourth layer, the closest to the accelerator equipment, possesses the strictest
real-time requirements, and contains hardware and software to manage each subsystem.

CURRENT CONFIGURATION AND
SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
The current physical architecture of the control system
is presented in Figure 1. This figure displays the physical
levels of the control system, specifying the hardware
equipment and role of each level [1]. Additionally, the
diagram presents the data transfer periodicity of the
communications between components.
The first layer contains the several types of applications. The largest component present in this level is the
collection of WinCC SCADA (Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition) [2] applications. Also present are Virtual Instruments, written in LabVIEW, which provide a
graphical interface used by operators to manage subsystems that are currently not integrated into the SCADA.
Additionally, the first layer also contains the configuration and support applications with a graphical user interface.
In the second layer, the WinCC SCADA system applications are responsible for obtaining data and alarms from
___________________________________________

* This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the Marie
Skłodowska-Curie grant agreement No 675265.

Figure 1: CNAO’s Control system, adapted from [1].
The Data transfer frequency between the fourth and
third layer is synchronized with events generated by the
Timing System. Namely, once per acceleration cycle, the
data in the fourth layer is refreshed, and can safely be
read during the time period between the two synchronization events. From the third layer upwards, the periodicity
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of data access depends on the type of application. Data
access to the SCADA supervisor possesses real-time
constraints and occurs once per cycle. Offline applications and repository services typically access the third
layer through OPC-UA without real-time constraints.
The configuration and support environment is a set of
C# applications in the first and second layer of the control
system, represented in Figure 1 as the “Offline Applications” and “Repository Services”. This environment’s
applications manage the repository and perform support
roles in the facility. There are currently over 60 applications in the configuration and support environment. Previously, these applications could only target desktop
workstations.
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be used by single-platform projects, in C#, that in this
project will target the Windows and Android platforms.
Using this sharing method, the .Net Standard library
can contain all code that implements non-platform specific logic, including the user interface. Figure 2 contains a
diagram illustrating the dependencies between executable
projects and libraries in the development of multiplatform applications for the upgraded environment.
However, in the case that these applications are only required to target one of the platforms, only one executable
project will be created in the solution.

UPGRADE OF THE CONFIGURATION
AND SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
The project presented in this document is the technological upgrade of the configuration and support environment. The objectives of the upgrade technological
upgrade were the following:
• Allowing mobile devices to be used in the control
system. In order to achieve this, applications of the
upgraded environment should target multiple platforms, namely Windows 10 and Android.
• Performing technological upgrade of the environment. The legacy configuration and support environment was designed in 2003. This project aims at integrating newer development frameworks and libraries
into the environment.
• Services designed for these applications should be
developed in a multi-platform solution and provide an
open interface, consequently allowing them to be reused in applications that target all devices expected in
the upgraded environment.
• Aiding the medical certification process through the
improvement of the testability and maintainability in
applications of the upgraded environment.
In order to fulfil the project’s objectives, the technological upgrade has been performed via the following steps:
• Selection of Technologies and libraries to be used in
the new applications.
• Design of a product line architecture [3] to be followed by the new applications. The product line architecture defines the general architecture of future
applications, as well as variation points to be filled by
developers.
• Design and development of services and tools for
supporting the future applications.

Development Environment
The Xamarin [4] development framework was chosen
for the applications and libraries of the upgraded control
system environment. By developing applications using
Xamarin with the .Net Standard code sharing method,
developers define shared library projects that can only
contain multi-platform logic [5]. These libraries can then

Figure 2: Dependencies between libraries and executable
projects in the upgraded configuration and support environment.

Application Architecture
In order to assist control system developers to create
applications for the upgraded environment, a product line
architecture was designed. This product line architecture
defines the general structure of applications in the upgraded environment, as well as several variation points. In
these variation points, developers can define their own
components to be used, according the application’s specific requirements. Figure 3 presents a class diagram of
the designed product line architecture, illustrating the
classes used by these applications, and the relationship
between each software layer.
As defined in this product line architecture, the separation between the presentation and the domain layers is
ensured by the usage of the MVVM software pattern [6].
Also, the architecture dictates the usage of the dependency injection pattern [7] for the initialization of services
and dependencies. Additionally, a framework library is
provided to developers, containing classes for initializing
MOPHA003
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the application, as well as base classes for several of the
software patterns dictated by the product line architecture.
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ers and clients. A client library designed to interface
with the identity provider and manage the tokens obtained.
• OPCUASiprod: Standard service library designed to
perform communication with OPC-UA servers in the
third layer.
• CnaoLog: Standard service library designed to perform local and remote logging. Remote logging can
currently be performed into RDAS and FDAS server
instances.
In this section, we describe the most important design
decisions in the development of these standard services.
In addition, their expected impact on the software environment is presented.

RDAS

Figure 3: Diagram of the product line architecture for the
configuration and support environment applications.
Finally, standard service client library classes are also
present in the diagram. These classes are available to
product line applications and implement domain and data
layer operations. In the next section we describe the web
services and client libraries developed during this project.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE STANDARD
SERVICES
The standard services were developed to facilitate the
communication between the future applications of the
configuration and support environment and the resources
they depend on. They are composed of several servers
and client libraries.
In the legacy environment, the communication between
applications and resources was performed through client
libraries, sometimes aided by tools present in the desktop
workstations they resided in. Because these tools are
unavailable to applications running on mobile devices, the
standard services had to be developed using a different
approach. The following standard service libraries and
servers have been implemented as part of this project:
• RDAS (Relational Data Access Service): Web service that exposes a RESTful API for accessing the
repository, as well as a client library that performs
object-relational mapping and interfaces with RDAS
server instances.
• FDAS (File Data Access Service): This service is
composed of a web service that exposes a RESTful
API to allow applications to access a set of files in the
server. Additionally, a client library has been developed to interface with the server.
• CNAO Identity Provider: An OpenID Connect [8]
Identity Provider that performs authentication of us-

The RDAS is composed of a server and a client library.
The server interfaces with the repository and exposes a
RESTful API that is accessible to authorized clients. The
RDAS client library was designed for two main purposes:
implementing the communication with the server and
allowing the repository database data to be manipulated in
an object-oriented manner.
The RDAS library defines a single interface for accessing the repository, alongside two concrete implementations. The remote implementation requests data from the
RDAS server, while the local implementation communicates directly with the repository databases, as shown in
Figure 4. The remote implementation does not require the
Oracle client application to be installed in the device, and
therefore can be used in all the environment’s devices.
Meanwhile, the local implementation was developed for
porting legacy applications with requirements that would
not allow them to use the remote interface.

Figure 4: Local and remote access to the repository
through the RDAS.
In order to fulfil the second purpose, the library implements several ORM features, allowing CRUD operations
in tables to be performed without the developer handling
SQL code. The developer can define classes to represent
database views, tables, or queries. Afterwards, the developer can perform queries using these classes, and addi-
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tionally, if the class represents a table, also perform insert,
update, and delete operations.

FDAS
Configuration and support environment applications are
occasionally required to access files in other control system devices. In the legacy environment, applications were
installed on machines with access to remote network
drives or FTP access, which is unavailable on mobile.
The FDAS service was developed with the purpose of
exposing files contained in the server to environment’s
applications via a RESTful API. In order to allow developers to define which folders are to be exposed, a virtual
file system abstraction was defined. The abstraction allows configuration of which folders will be exposed by
the FDAS server instance, and how to present them to
clients. Additionally, a client library was developed to
communicate with the server instances on behalf of clients.
Figure 5 contains a domain model, illustrating the relationships between FDAS servers, the client libraries, and
the identity provider.
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The OpenID Connect standard defines an identity provider entity, to which protected resources delegate their
authentication and authorization capabilities.
The identity provider was developed using the IdentityServer4 framework [10], which supplies a base implementation of the standard, as well as several extension
points to tailor the identity provider. The following extension points were developed and integrated:
• All configuration data for running the identity provider was persisted in the repository database, and
several management classes were defined to obtain
this data. This data includes client data, API and identity resources information. In total, 18 new tables
were added to the repository’s database schema.
• A custom profile service, which obtains and provides
claims about the user [11]. Since IdentityServer4
does not define how user data should be structured,
when using a custom user repository, developers also
have to implement and override all services that consume user data.
Protected resources, such as the RDAS and FDAS
server instances were configured to delegate access control to the identity provider. In the resulting access token
from an authorization request, the developed profile service includes a permission mask, which denotes the permissions of the respective end-user. The usage of permission masks was ported completely from the legacy environment, and the identity provider obtains them from the
repository. By using the permission mask scheme, user
permissions from the legacy environment were carried
over throughout environment’s upgrade.
Finally, a client library was developed to communicate
with the identity provider and manage the obtained tokens. This library is also used by other service client libraries to access their respective resources.

Integrated Logging

Figure 5: FDAS domain model.

Authorization and Authentication Service
As a part of the effort to standardize the access to resources of the control system, several security requirements were analysed. In legacy environment’s applications, authentication was performed by clients via the
LDAP protocol [9], and mobile devices integrated into the
upgraded environment are not able to access this service.
Additionally, in the legacy solution, client applications
performed the authorization of users, and it was desirable
for resources to also confirm the authentication process.
Consequently, we chose the OpenID Connect [8] standard
for authentication and authorization in the upgraded environment.

Event logging in the upgraded environment is performed via a base logging library and a set of optional
endpoint libraries, which were developed during this
project. The base library defines a façade logging interface, which is implemented by an optional library using
the Serilog logging framework [12].
The Serilog framework defines the concept of sinks.
Sinks are configured during the application initialization,
and later, whenever an event is sent for logging, each sink
receives the event and processes it as it sees fit. Two optional libraries implement sinks that log events received
into RDAS and FDAS server instances.
Both RDAS and FDAS services can be configured to
also act as a centralized logging endpoint. RDAS server
instances configured this way log events received into
pre-defined tables. Meanwhile, FDAS instances can be
configured with a folder path to store the organized logs.

OPC-UA Access
As mentioned previously, applications of the configuration and support environment may communicate with
OPC enabled servers in the third layer. During the enviMOPHA003
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ronment upgrade, no major design changes were required
for the OPC client library. Therefore, the legacy OPC
interfacing library was ported for the upgraded environment.
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CONCLUSION
During the past years, the configuration and support
environment of CNAO’s control system is being upgraded. In this document, we have presented the service oriented approach for designing the communication between
future applications in this environment to other control
system components.
As a result, several web services and client libraries
were designed and developed. These services, alongside
the technologies chosen in the product line architecture,
extend range of devices able to operate in the facility’s
control system, adding mobile devices.
The preliminary results of this project have been positive, with the first environment applications being developed currently. Additionally, a project to allow the services to be consumed by applications in other environments is currently underway, expanding their usage.
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SwissFEL UNDULATOR CONTROL SYSTEM
A. Alarcon†, Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen, Switzerland
Abstract
SwissFEL has successfully commissioned the Aramis
beamline, hard x-rays (2 – 12.4 keV), and the Athos line,
soft x-rays (200 eV to 2 keV), will start commissioning in
2020. The Aramis undulator line is currently composed of
13 variable-gap in-vacuum undulators. The Athos line
will be made of 16 APPLE II type undulators (Advanced
Planar Polarized Light Emitter). Both beamlines have
each undulator segment on a 5D mover system; they both
also have phase shifters and movable quadrupole tables in
between segments. PLCs and DeltaTau motor controllers
are used to control motion, for I/O interface, and interlocks. EPICS IOCs communicate with the controllers and
provide additional logic and some high level functionality. Further higher level functions are provided through
python scripts and other high level languages.

INTRODUCTION
Free Electron Lasers, FELs, represent the forefront in
high brilliance x-ray light source technology. They are
able to produce light twelve orders of magnitude brighter
than a synchrotron [1]. Also, as opposed to synchrotrons,
FELs provide very short coherent pulses, a short pulse xray laser. FELs are used to probe the structures and properties of organic and inorganic materials, but with much
better resolution and speed than synchrotrons. SwissFEL
is such a machine, built at the Paul Scherrer Institute, PSI,
near the town of Villigen, in the canton of Aargau in
Switzerland. Construction started in 2013 and commissioning in 2016.
All current FELs are composed of three fundamental
parts, a short pulse electron accelerator, a coherent x-ray
generating section, and experimental hutches. The x-ray
generating section consists of undulators and supporting
devices. Undulators are repeating magnet structures built
in such a way as to modulate the electron beam in order to
generate coherent and amplified X-ray pulses. This process is known as self-amplified spontaneous emission, or
SASE. SwissFEL will have two parallel X-ray generating
sections, Aramis for hard x-rays (2 – 12.4 KeV), and
Athos for soft x-rays (200 eV to 2 keV) [2]. The Aramis
line is operational and commissioning for Athos will
begin in 2020.

SwissFEL Aramis Undulator Components
The Aramis undulator line is built from two repeating
structures, the undulator assembly, and an inter-undulator
section. There are currently thirteen undulator assemblies, and 20 inter-undulator sections. The undulator assembly and part of the inter-undulator section are in movers, as alignment of the undulators and optical elements
___________________________________________
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within a few microns is critical for x-ray laser generation [2].
At the heart of the undulator assembly is a variable gap,
in vacuum, permanent magnet undulator. The movable
gap is actuated using a wedge system mounted on slides
with motors outside the vacuum assembly. A large cylindrical vacuum chamber surrounds this part, which is then
mounted on a large frame for mobility and stability. Supporting devices on this assembly are temperature sensors,
and emergency off switches. The undulator assembly is
then mounted onto a 5D, (x, y, pitch, roll, and yaw) cam
mover system.
The inter-undulator assembly also has a 2D, x and y,
wedge mover system, on which a focusing quadrupole,
corrector dipoles, and a beam position monitor are
mounted to. Another section of the inter-undulator contains a phase shifter, which is a small variable gap, permanent magnet device used to correct the natural phase
delay between the electrons and the x-rays. The last element in this section is a retractable, compressed air actuated, alignment quadrupole

SwissFEL Aramis Basic Undulator Controls
The undulator assembly has two independent Beckhoff
PLC controllers mounted onto its frame. One is for the
variable gap undulator, the phase shifter, and alignment
quadrupole, and the second one is for the 5D mover system (Fig. 1). Each has a touch panel interface for local
controls. The PLCs provide motor controls, kinematics,
digital and analog I/O, and interlocks.
The mover system for the inter-undulator assembly is
controlled by a custom DeltaTau motor controller installed outside of the accelerator tunnel. This controller
supports eight motors and encoders, and runs Linux. DC
power supplies for the quadrupoles and dipoles are also
installed outside the accelerator tunnel, along with vacuum support equipment.

SwissFEL Aramis Undulator High Level Controls
The SwissFEL project decided on using EPICS, Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System, due to
experience at the Swiss Light Source, SLS, also at PSI,
and for being in used in other FELs like the Linac Coherent Light Source, LCLS, at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory in Menlo Park, in the state of California,
USA [3]. This implies that all controllers ultimately talk
to an IOC, Input Output Controller, running EPICS, in
order to interface to the SwissFEL control system.
The undulator-assembly connects to two master IOCs,
one for all PLCs which support the variable gap undulator, the phase shifter, and alignment quadrupole, and the
other one for all PLCs for the 5D mover system. These
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Figure 1: Aramis undulator module.
two IOCs run in servers next to the SwissFEL main control room. An EPICS driver is used to transfer blocks of
data from the PLCs to the IOCs at a periodic rate setup by
the PLC; this is the case for all read and write transactions. In this manner all PLC programmed functions are
available in the SwissFEL control system.
For the inter-undulator assembly 2D mover system, the
IOC runs within the DeltaTau, as this controller runs a
Linux operating system. A series of EPICS drivers provide motor status and configuration access with the DeltaTau controller. For magnet controls, VME CPUs, outside of the accelerator housing, run EPICS in order to
communicate with the power supplies. IOCs for vacuum
controllers run on terminal server PCs, as some controllers require a serial connection.
The conversion from undulator gap to k, or the undulator strength parameter, electron path corrections due to
gap dependent undulator fringe fields, automatic phase
shifter adjustments, and photon energy calculations are
currently all done in one soft IOC. Parameters for these
conversions are uploaded by users to an online database,
which is then used to configure the IOC.

SwissFEL Athos
From a controls perspective, the Athos undulator controls are quite similar to Aramis. The undulator itself is
the most different, having four independent movable rows
of magnets. This type of undulator is known as APPLE,
Advanced Planar Polarization Light Emitter, and can
provide linearly or circularly polarized X-rays. This
makes it so Athos undulator controls require an additional
layer for polarization controls, compared to undulators at
Aramis.
The remaining of Athos controls will be the same, with
the exception that Beckhoff PLCs will be used to control
the inter-undulator 2D movers instead of DeltaTau controllers. Cold checkout will be starting in November of
2019, and full commissioning will start in 2020.

SwissFEL Aramis Commissioning Experience
Cold checkout started in the beginning of 2017. It consisted of exercising every movable part through its full
range of motion, and checking all input and output signals. For the undulator assembly this went quite smoothly as the device had been checked and used in the magnetic measurement facility. Only minor cabling and network
issues were encountered due to installation errors.
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Hot checkout is a bit more complicated for undulator
lines, as the ultimate way to prove full functionality is to
have a nominal intensity laser, and many accelerator systems can affect performance. Some issues were discovered after a few rounds of beam based alignment, which
were corrected by reconciling beam based data with in
tunnel alignment data. These alignment corrections were
done by adding offsets to the 5D mover systems. So far,
the maximum reached intensity has been about 600 uJ,
which is within performance expectations.
Beyond commissioning, there have been some mechanical issues, the major one affecting the gap drive mechanism of undulator 13. The taper interlock, which protects
the slides from damage, would regularly fault, around
once per week for several weeks. Unfortunately, an access into the accelerator housing is required to recover
this fault, and the whole process can take up to an hour. It
would be good to reconsider the necessity to access the
local controls to recover the taper fault, as even next to
the device, additional diagnosis cannot be done, as the
mechanical drive system is not easily viewable. The only
advantage of local recovery is the possibility of hearing
the drive system.
The undulator 13 issue has been mitigated by increasing the current of the motor driving the spindle. This only
makes it so the motor is able to push through the mechanical constraints, so in the long run, the mechanism will
wear out and fail faster than normal. Not much else can
be done, since the work required to open and change the
part is complicated.
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CONCLUSION
The Aramis undulator controls commissioning has been
a success. All elements have performed within expectations and issues have been limited. Interface improvements are being planned as users develop more efficient
ways to run the machine. An additional consideration
would be to rethink the need to have mechanical interlock
resets only accessible within the tunnel, especially in
cases where additional mechanical diagnosis cannot easily be accomplished.
Athos undulator controls commissioning will begin in
November of 2019, and the experience from Aramis will
help in making this project a success.
For any additional information or technical details,
please contact the author.
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LIPAc RFQ CONTROL SYSTEM LESSONS LEARNED
L. Antoniazzi, A. Baldo, M. Giacchini, M. Montis, INFN-LNL, Legnaro, Italy
A. Jokinen, A. Marqueta1, F4E, Garching, Germany
Abstract
The Linear IFMIF Prototype Accelerator (LIPAc) [1]
Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) will accelerate a 130
mA deuteron beam up to 5 MeV in continuous wave. Proton beam commissioning of RFQ cavity, together with Medium Energy Beam Transport Line (MEBT) and Diagnostics Plate, is now ongoing to characterize the accelerator
behavior [2]. The RFQ Local Control System (LCS) was
designed following the project guideline. It was partially
assembled and verified during the RFQ power test in Italy
[3]. The final system configuration was pre-assembled and
tested in Europe, after that it was transferred to Japan,
where it was installed, commissioned and integrated into
LIPAc Central Control System (CCS) between November
2016 and July 2017, when the RFQ Radio Frequency (RF)
conditioning started [4]. Now the RFQ LCS has been running for 2 years. During this time, especially in the initial
period, the system required several adjustments and modifications to its functionality and interface, together with assistance and instructions to the operation team. This paper
will try to collects useful lessons learned coming from this
experience.

cooling, etc.) developed using different hardware solutions. As a consequence every part of this structure must be
properly integrated to obtain the desired degree of control.
Following these criteria, the system is de-signed and realized using these assumptions:
• PLC hardware is chosen in tasks where security is the
most critical feature;
• VME system is used where the acquisition speed rate
is crucial.

THE LIPAC RFQ LCS
The RFQ Local Control System (LCS) architecture is designed to optimize the reliability, robustness, availability,
safety and performance, minimizing the costs related to its
purchase and maintenance. Following this philosophy and
the IFMIF EVEDA guidelines, the control sys-tem network
is composed by two different kinds of hosts:
• physical hosts for critical control system tasks;
• virtual hosts where no particular functional tasks or
hardware is required.
The architecture realizes the 3 layer structure described
by the IFMIF-EVEDA guidelines, each layer defines a
proper hosts group (equipment directly connected to the
apparatus, control devices and Human Machine Interface),
while the EPICS framework provides the interface between
them (Figure 1). In the final stage LCS is integrated in the
LIPAc Central Control System (CCS). The upper layer of
the CCS implements all the general services required by a
control system architecture and provides them to all the
LCSs; EPICS Channel Access protocol is the bridge between the CSS and LCSs for control parameter exchange
[4]. The architecture is designed to work either as a
standalone environment, as used during the RFQ power
test in Legnaro National Laboratories [3,5,6] and as part of
the LIPAc control system environment.
The RFQ system is a complex apparatus composed by
many kinds of subsystems (radio frequency, vacuum, water
___________________________________________

1

Figure 1: LIPAc RFQ LCS architecture.
The main functionalities of LCS are:
• Fast acquisition system for the RFQ cavity power;
• Vacuum system;
• Cooling system;
• Machine Protection System (MPS).
The fast acquisition is based on VxWorks real time OS
which run over a VME architecture. The most important
signals about RF power are sampled with a maximum rate
of 1MEvents/s (250kEvents/s on 8 channels).
Vacuum, Cooling and MPS functionalities are entirely
realized by SIEMENS® S7-300 PLCs and modular safety
system (MSS). The integration of these PLCs into the EPICS control network is accomplished by S7plc EPICS
driver, developed by SLS (Swiss Light Source) [7].

THE LCS DEVELOPMENT
Power Test
As anticipated, the first version of the RFQ LCS was assembled in 2014 to perform the power test of the RFQ
power couplers and cavity [3, 5, 6].
The RFQ power test was executed to validate the most
critical RF components of the cavity and, on the other hand,
it allowed to test the performances of the main ancillaries
as vacuum, cooling/tuning and control system.

now at ITER Organization, St.Paul lez Durance, France
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In that case, the standalone configuration of the LCS included additional network service (such as archiving,
alarm, etc., as in Fig. 2) and functionality (as the RF control
and PPS), as well as different configurations of the controlled systems (vacuum, cooling, MPS, RF signal acquisition, 1-wire system and RF signal generator).
In this configuration PLC/EPICS interface was implemented by an OPC (OLE [Object Linking and Embedding]
for Process Control [8]) DA (Data Access) server hosted by
a dedicated Windows embedded industrial PC which
hosted the Simatic Net OPC server, the IOC application
and device support. In a next stage, due to reliability and
maintainability issues detected both in the injector and
RFQ LCS (during the power test), LNL and project coordination agreed to adopt the S7plc EPICS driver, originally
developed by SLS (Swiss Light Source) [7] as standard interface for EPICS/PLC communication.
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The EPICS part was extended to cover the final size of
the RFQ LCS, as visible in Table 1: while the number of
PVs exploded, the number of IOCs decreased due to the
fact that some of the functional sub-systems were required
only for the test stage. For the Graphical User Interface
(GUI), a renewal was required in order to complete monitor and control the full RFQ apparatus.
Table 1: LCS Comparison Between the Power Test and the
Final Stage
Object
IOCs
Databases
PVs
Archived PVs
Control Panels

Power Test
6
17
1153
970
17

Final Stage
4
25
8852
450
21

In the first half of 2016 all the 5 cubicles and the 3 junction boxes were temporarily assembled and connected together at INFN-LNL for the last checks before the shipment (Fig. 3). A meticulous checkout was executed by an
external contractor entrusted to verify the congruency between the diagrams and the installed hardware, the correct
design and execution in relation to the electrical standards
and regulations. At final stage all the LCS apparatus were
power supplied to verify the correspondence between the
physical I/O and the software channels. At the end of the
test a certificate of compliance was released.

Figure 2: LIPAc RFQ LCS architecture for high power test
at INFN-LNL.
The RFQ high power test, executed at LNL in 2015, was
a great test bench to debug and improve the control routines. It also provided to the control team a better understanding of the controlled system and a clearer view of the
activities for the final installation such as for example the
calibration of the RF acquisition system. During this time,
vacuum routines were validated, while the cooling and frequency tuning procedures and control loops were defined
and tested. Implementation of the cavity frequency close
loop control together with the internally developed RF system control allowed to understand the interaction between
these systems, defining the exchange variables for the integration with the LIPAc RF system provided by the CIEMAT.

Verification and Factory Acceptance Test
After the high power test, the RFQ control system hardware was dismounted to be reassembled in its final configuration: 5 racks instead of the 3 used for the power test. The
final hardware assembly was internally designed and realized in order to minimize the installation time in Japan; for
this reason all the connection were connectorized and aggregated wherever it was possible.

Figure 3: LIPAc RFQ LCS installed at LNL.

INSTALLATION AND COMMISSIONING
Installation and commissioning of RFQ LCS was executed in several phases in accordance with project schedule
for the RFQ accelerator and ancillaries systems [4]. The
system was first partially installed and used in standalone
configuration during the RFQ baking. After that, installation and final integration into CCS were performed: in this
stage the functional checkout of the control system, the
commissioning of the controlled systems (vacuum, cooling, etc.) and integration with other LIPAc sub-systems
were executed.
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Installation and Integration for the RFQ Baking
During the second half of 2016 all the parts of the LCS
were installed in Rokkasho, with exclusion of the final connection to the devices on the RFQ, to allow the execution
of the baking procedure, which required the installation of
only part of the vacuum system to be executed. The whole
installation process including:
• connections between the cubicles, junction boxes and
power supply secondary board;
• installation of cable tray along the RFQ;
• installation of HMI console (Fig. 4);
• first stage of LCS integration into CCS;
• preliminary check-up of the system;
• predisposal of the LCS to perform the RFQ baking;
took only 3 people for 12 working days, thanks to the design choices, planning and verification done at LNL.

Figure 4: View of vacuum system and heater HMIs for the
RFQ baking procedure.
The high-level control part was partially integrated in order to allow a minimum operation of the vacuum system
via the Human Machine Interface (HMI) and to store the
data in the RFQ archiver service. In this hybrid solution,
the entire RFQ LCS was used as standalone control system;
under network aspect, all the hosts were already integrated
into the main CCS network.
During the baking procedure, the RFQ was keep in vacuum, warmed up and maintained at 100°C for about
10days, to degas the surface and improve the vacuum level.
The two heaters together with the relative temperature
monitor and control systems were integrated in two
standalone systems provided by a contractor. The interface
provided by the proprietary software was constituted by a
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configurable log text files containing the values of the
monitored temperatures. Due to a shipment delay, the baking system arrived in Rokkasho after the RFQ control team
departure, but thanks to the precious collaboration of the
QST and F4E colleagues, the system was properly installed
and integrated with the control system. The baking was
started regularly, and the temperature log, together with
vacuum level data were periodically uploaded to the LIPAc
SVN service to be available by remote.

Completion of the Installation, Integration and
Commissioning
The second stage of RFQ LCS installation, integration
and commissioning take place between February and July
2017. This phase included:
• Installation of the connections to the RFQ cavity (RF,
arc detector, vacuum, temperatures, etc.)
• Installation of the connection between the RFQ LCS
and the other subsystem (MPS, TS and RF system)
• Conclusion of the LCS integration into CCS;
• Calibration of RF signal acquisition
• Commissioning of the controlled system
• Acceptance Test
Once completed the cabling installation, all the I/O signals were tested from field up to the EPICS control environment, through the HMI machine, to verify transmission
along the entire signal path. During these tests some wiring
issues were detected on the components excluded by the
checkout at LNL: cryogenic pumps and compressors,
which were already shipped to Japan at that time.
Another HW issue faced out during the test of the interface with the RF system, where the ground connection of
signals which were supposed to be opto-coupled required
the modification of an interface electronic board.
The HW interface between RFQ LCS and MPS was
carefully checked and tested under every aspect (electrical,
logic, response time, etc.) detecting a special error case in
correspondence to the rearming of a status signal from
RFQ LCS to MPS. The signal was a dry contact and the
high performance of the MPS interface detected the contact
closing rebounds as a not ok status. In that case, the cause
was identified in a defect of the RFQ Modular Safety System (MSS) output module, which was substituted; but it
was an example of how the connection of systems with different pass bands can generate an issue.
At this stage, the RFQ LCS was already properly configured and integrated at network layer, but not under services aspect. As consequence, all the local services were
shut off and replaced by the ones provided by the CCS infrastructure, with the only exception of the archiver system
which was temporary left available in parallel.
All the EPICS applications and software were completely integrated in the LIPAc control system and finalized
following the standards required. Executing these operations, all the LCS were completely re-checked in order to
avoid the introduction of bugs at any layer (network, services configuration, control application, etc.).
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RF power level acquisition at the 8 couplers and at the
44 cavity pick-ups is crucial point to monitor the RFQ status and in particular the electric field flatness and modal
components. Due to the precision required RF line calibration is a critical task for the system, and the number of lines
involved (60) requires time. For this reason, an automatic
procedure was developed directly in EPICS to minimize
operation time: the system was able to acquire measurements, calculate the linearization parameters and save them
into the EPICS applications.
The LCS acceptance test was performed in order to verify the complete integration process under different aspects: hardware integration, network integration, EPICS
software integration, services integration, respect of IFMIF
LIPAc standards and LCS functionalities. Thanks to the
strict respect of the guidelines the RFQ LCS officially
passed the acceptance test in December 2017.

COMMISSIONING OF THE
CONTROLLED SYSTEM
The first subsystem to be commissioned was the vacuum
system, followed by the Cooling system, RF acquisition
and MPS. In the meantime and in the following period the
HMI panels and system services were improved and configured.

Vacuum System
Vacuum system logic was the same verified during the
power test in Legnaro, while the number of devices to control increased according to the final RFQ system. The system includes several enables signal as well automatic actions which give permission or deny to operate a component such as a valve or a pump, in order to preserve the
integrity of the system itself. HMI panels do not contain
detailed diagnostic information about the set of conditions
enabling or denying the operation. Due to that, the user
needed to consult the operation manual often. This was
something tedious for the user, but it established a collaboration which allowed to tune the procedures and to improve the control logic, in order to match the using case, to
fix singular error as the evaluation of the RFQ vacuum
level when one gauges goes out of service.
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The cooling skid experienced also the premature brake
of some temperature, pressure and flow sensors which required the substitution. In the meantime, modification of
the interlock configurations allowed to continue the operation in a degraded bust still safety conditions, thanks to the
distribution and correlation of the monitoring point.
To maintain constant the RFQ resonant frequency, the
controlled variable (frequency detuning ∆f) has to be provided from RF system to the tunning close loop of the RFQ
cooling system. This information is not directly available
in the variables shared by the Low Level RF (LLRF) system, which provide a different set of PVs to be evaluated
according to the working mode of the accelerator (conditioning or beam mode) in order to get the correct ∆f information for the close loop control. At this purpose the RFQ
control team developed and implemented the logic to elaborate the information from LLRF taking also into account
the data filtering in relation with the pulse operation period
and duty cycle. The frequency close loop control will be
validated once the accelerator commissioning will reach a
sufficient average power.

RF Signal Acquisition
The RF acquisition system, designed for the CW operation, required RF pulses >4ms to evaluate correctly the
field flatness, while the fast acquisition can, at maximum,
monitor 8 signal at 250kHz, providing the envelope of the
waveform at the HMI. At the beginning of the RFQ conditioning with short pulses (20µs), it was necessary to move
some RF signal to an oscilloscope to improve the sample
rate in order to better understand the behavior and perform
measurements useful also for RF system calibration. The
oscilloscope integration was not considered in the LCS design, so the preparation and frequent variation of the acquired RF signals (in the first period) was as necessary as
inconvenient. Nevertheless the scope remote interface became an essential instrument during the RFQ conditioning
and beam commissioning, as far as it was definitely integrated with a fixed set of signals (top right corner in Fig. 5).

Cooling System
The cooling skid of LIPAc RFQ, included the local control system, was provided by a contractor. The RFQ cooling system integrates the skid’s PLC with a second PLC,
responsible of the cooling/tuning system logic, and through
that up to EPICS level. The system integration was checked
at LNL, where it was not possible to perform functional
test on the skid due to unavailability of the needed infrastructure. Once installed in Rokkasho the cooling system
commissioning suffered a stop due to the inconsistency between the starting current of one of the pumps and the relative protection. The same starting current (2 times larger
respect the value in the datasheet) was measured also on a
new and equal motor; at that point the issue was solved
substituting the protection.

Figure 5: RFQ LCS console during the RF conditioning.
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HMI and CCS Services
HMI host was and physical machine placed in the LIPAc
control room: it was equipped with CentOS 7 OS and all
the EPICS environment (base and extensions) required to
perform RFQ LCS monitoring and control.
According to the guidelines, the machine was integrated
into the CCS network in order to use all the CCS services
and exchange EPICS data among the different sub-systems.
The control panels were developed with Control System
Studio (CS-Studio) application. The CS-Studio version
used during the control deployment was freeze to V.3.2.16
for schedule reason. During LCS integration and control
system maintenance (LCSs and CCS), software updates
were required: in particular CCS archiver service was migrated from an RDB to the new appliance available in EPICS. As consequence, incompatibility issues and features
limitation raised up between CS-Studio application and
services versions: HMI software update was required, but
the control panels were not completely compatible with the
new application version. Because of the project time schedule, two different versions of CS-Studio were installed in
the RFQ HMI machine in order to maintain RFQ control
panels usability and guarantee a correct interface to the
new services provided by the CCS. The control panel upgrade is scheduled in the next future.
For security reason, the entire control system is an isolated architecture which not provides remote access services: this approach maximized system security but, on the
other hand, limited the possibility to provide remote assistance during installation and commissioning stages.

USAGE EXPERIENCE AND SUPPORT
At least one member of the control group was always
present during the first period of usage of the system, to
support and train the user, to solve eventual issue, to improve the system implementing modification, and working
for future operation stage (beam operation etc.). Key activities were also the interlocks configuration according to the
system and operation conditions, as well as the organization of the screens to monitor the data (Fig. 5).
Additional support was provided also via Skype or email; once again thanks to the collaboration of QST and
F4E colleagues for the prompt support onsite and for the
implementation of the remote instructions.
In addition to the software and control application developed for the LCS, several applications were developed in
order to maximize work efficiency and optimize time operations. In particular tools for RF automatic measurement,
RF system calibrations and automatic beam transmission
setup were provided to the LIPAc. Many of these tools are
based on Python language and communicate with EPICS
environment through PyEpics module.

CONCLUSION (LESSON LEARNED)
Power test was a real step forward for the control system
maturity, which gave the chance to anticipate the operation
problematic, debugging hardware and software.
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The quite complete installation and FAT verification was
crucial to detect and fix hardware problematic. It was also
a training for the final installation phase.
Installation and commissioning of the RFQ LCS and the
relative ancillaries required large information sharing between the involved person and several competencies which
had to be distributed among the working team and the onsite engineers in order to overcome the problematic regardless of the people available onsite.
Electrical interface shall be well defined exchanging detailed schematics between the involved persons, and executing preliminary integration test wherever it is possible.
It’s also fundamental to take into account the response time
(pass band) of both the circuit in relation to the functionality.
Functionality involving different subsystem has to be
considered and detailed defined since the beginning of the
development of each system in order to don’t forget parts
difficult or impossible to be included in a second time.
Design of signal acquisition has to take into account the
requirements of enhanced performance or functionality,
not expected by the normal operation, and also the possibility of integrate additional instrumentation.
Provide the possibility to easily customize, develop and
include additional functionality to the system make user
proactive and collaborative.
Test and operation in real environment are mandatory
steps of system commissioning; brakes and faults are part
of the game.
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COMMISSIONING THE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR CRYOMODULE
CRYOGENICS DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM IN TEST STAND 2
E. Asensi∗ , W. Hees, N. Elias, M. Boros, P. Van Velze, J. Fydrych
European Spallation Source ERIC, Lund, Sweden
W. Gaj, IFJ PAN, PL-31342 Krakow, Poland
Abstract
The linear accelerator for the European Spallation Source
(ESS) contains 13 cryomodules with 26 double spoke cavities and 30 cryomodules with 120 elliptical cavities [1].
Before installation, these cryomodules will be tested in two
dedicated test facilities: Test Stand 2 (TS2) at the ESS site
in Lund and the FREIA Laboratory at Uppsala University
for the elliptical and spoke cryomodules respectively [2].
In this paper, the authors present the commissioning of the
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) based control system
for the cryomodule cryogenic distribution system (CDS) in
TS2. Once the cryomodule is connected to the CDS, these
circuits will allow the circulation of gas Helium at 4.5 K
and liquid Helium at 2 K to cool down the niobium cavities
and reach the material superconducting state, as well as to
keep a thermal shield with gas Helium at 50 K. Cryogenic
valves, temperature and pressure sensors are controlled and
monitored to operate this system successfully from a Control
Room using dedicated Operator Interfaces (OPI) developed
in CS-Studio and following the Experimental Physics and
Industrial Control System (EPICS) architecture.

INTRODUCTION
The CDS for TS2 is dedicated to transferring cooling
power from the Test and Instruments Cryogenic Plant (TICP)
to the ESS elliptical cryomodules under their site acceptance
tests in the test stand bunker. The system includes a cryogenic transfer line (CTL), one valve box and four auxiliary
process lines (Fig. 1).
The CTL runs from the TICP cold box in the cold box
building to the test stand bunker placed in the klystron gallery.
The line is a vacuum insulated multichannel line and its vacuum jacket houses four cold process lines (so-called headers),
thermal shield, supports and thermal compensation system.
The cryoline ends in the test stand valve box, in which four
branch process lines connect the headers with the cryomodule cold circuits. Thus the whole system consists of four
main and four branch cold process lines [3].
All the CTL cold main process lines at the interface to
the cold box are equipped with temperature sensors. These
sensors are mainly dedicated for the measurements of the
thermal performance of the whole CDS. Other instrumentation required for the commissioning tests, such as flow and
pressure transmitters, are located in the cold box and are
contracted out separately. The valve box is dedicated for the
direct connecting of the tested cryomodules and controlling
∗
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Figure 1: CDS Process and Instrumentation diagram.
the helium flows in different operation modes. For these purposes it is equipped with a branch cryoline (so-called jumper
connection) and a set of control valves. The branch cold
process lines are equipped with temperature sensors as well
as with pressure transmitters. These sensors and transmitters
are used to measure the thermodynamic states of the helium
flowing in and out of the cryomodule. For this purpose they
shall be supported by pressure transmitters installed on the
cryomodule circuits. The mentioned temperature sensors
are located in the jumper connection close to the interface
to the cryomodule [3].
The Control System in TS2 is developed to control the
processes in the cryogenic distribution system, valve box
and cryomodule in TS2, in order to cool down, maintain
and recover the elliptical cryomodule under test from cryogenic conditions, needed to allow the superconductive RadioFrequency (SRF) to test and operate the cavities in the cryomodule.

CONTROL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of the control system for TS2 includes
sensors and actuators for cryogenics, cooling water, vacuum,
motion control and RF (Fig. 2). These last two disciplines
are not PLC controlled and therefore out of this scope, all
the previous disciplines are connected to signal conditioner
elements or power supplies to be controlled by a PLC controller. OPI, archiver and alarm services are developed and
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connected to the PLC through the ESS EPICS Environment
(EEE) [4].
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allowing the communication of data through EPICS to visualize and manipulate the system using devices from the
Cryogenics library inside OPIs developed in CS-Studio Display builder [7].
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Figure 2: Cryogenic Control System Architecture.
TS2-CDS Controls consists of:
• 11 positioners for cryogenic valves with need of remote
electronics
• 1 PS2 drawer with remote electronics for 15 cryogenic
valves positioners
• 7 cernox temperature sensors consisting on 2 nominal
plus 1 redundant sensor in the TS2 side close to the
jumper connection and 2 nominal plus 2 redundant
sensors in the TICP side, by the CTL
• 6 PT100 temperature sensors consisting on 2 nominal
sensors in the TS2 side and 2 nominal plus 2 redundant
sensors in the TICP side
• 8 Thermolock temperature transmitters
• 3 Honeywell pressure sensors
• 3 Sensotec pressure transmitters
• 1 ITR 90 vacuum gauge
• 1 PLC including Power Supply, CPU and Input/Output
cards
• 1 Coupler for profibus DP/PA bridge
• 1 Input/Output Controller (IOC) in virtual Industrial
PC
• 1 OPI panel

COMMISSIONING
PLC Controls
As any other automated PLC-based control system developed at ESS, the control system for the cryomodule cryogenic has been generated through PLC Factory [5] retrieving
the information of the field devices from the Controls Configuration Database (CCDB) [6]. This method creates the
base code to control field devices by passing the EPICS pvs
associated to each object type to both the PLC and IOC

Temperature sensors are connected with 4-wire configuration to Thermolock conditioners which convert resistance
to 4−20 mA and give selection range bits to show the temperature range area where the sensor is reading, as cernox
resistance scale is converted to 4 sub-scales in the output
signal. However, some resistance could not be read during
the first cool down even directly from the flange, which prove
broken wires in the inner connections. Some other sensors
showed outputs corresponding to a different calibration or
different location, assumed swapped (Fig. 3). It was also
found that all cernox showed unreliable measurements and
fluctuations when changing range from the transmitter, being unstable during periods up to 30 and even 60 minutes.
This was originally associated to bad sensor thermalization
and overheating when the excitation current from the transmitter changes. In addition, some Thermolock temperature
transmitters in TS2 side were powered with inverted polarity,
which may had damaged the transmitters according to the
manufacturer and so were replaced with new ones to ensure
good functionality. As thermolock range bits did not provide
enough current for the PLC digital inputs (DI), 3 KOhm resistors had to be placed between 24 V power source and the
bits output to increase their current.

Figure 3: Temperature readings during first cool down.
After first cool down, vacuum was broken in the CDS to
open the jumper connection and CTL and fix the broken
wires in the sensors, to verify PT100 and cernox position
in the lines, to improve the cernox thermalization. Second
cool down followed the repairs and good results were seen
on the TICP side, while the measurements in TS2 side were
still showing inconsistencies (Fig. 4). The only difference
between these two subsystems is the length of the cable between the sensor and the temperature transmitters, which is
5 m in first case and 30 m in the second, and so an investigation was carried out concerning cable type and capacitance.
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to be more flexible or installed after positioners adjustments
and calibrations, possibly done with flexible hoses, have
redundancy for every important sensor, verify calibration
parameters in advance, and check every sensor’s resistance
before and after closing the mechanical interfaces.
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Figure 4: Temperature readings during second cool down.
Indeed, the capacitance of the cable presents a big problem when sending pulse-modulated low excitation currents
at long distances, and so is recommended to use individual shielded twisted pairs cables with proper grounding to
prevent noise to affect the measurements. After an improvement on the cable grounding and a zeroing on the feedback
loop, the measurements were restored and expected to be
reliable. However, some problems with resistances above
38 kOhm seem to still be present and the performance should
be checked during the next cool down.

Actuators
Cryogenic valves use Sipart PS2 positioners with remote
electronics due to radiation levels in TS2 bunker. The remote electronics are collected within a drawer located in
the control rack, which allows automatic initialization of the
valves if the right conditions are met and which is connected
to the PLC through a profibus DP/PA coupler. All valves
but one were successfully commissioned during the first
cool down, however, many mechanical adjustments were
needed to bring the positioners within the valves margins,
sometimes obstructed by fixed metallic compressed air lines.
The failure in the last valve initialization was identified as a
misconnection in a 50-pins connector and a spare channel
was used to rapidly fix the problem.

CONCLUSION
The commissioning of the CDS for TS2 took more than a
month, repairs and two cool downs, while ideally it was expected to be done in a week. As a first time installation, more
tests, FAT and SAT of the hardware and software components would have found some of the problems encountered
during the commissioning. Lack of time and resources is
always a complication when working with a new system and
delays due to unexpected events must be considered in future iterations. Recommendations for improvement after the
commissioning are the following: compressed air lines need
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Abstract
The collimation system used in the Large Hadron Collider
at CERN is positioned around the beam with a hierarchy that
protects sensitive equipment from unavoidable beam losses.
The collimator settings are determined using a beam-based
alignment technique, where collimator jaws are moved towards the beam until the beam losses exceed a predefined
threshold. This threshold needs to be updated dynamically,
corresponding to the changes in the beam losses. The current
method for aligning collimators is semi-automated requiring
a collimation expert to monitor the loss signals and continuously select and update the threshold accordingly. The
human element in this procedure is a major bottleneck for
speeding up the alignment. This paper therefore proposes a
method to fully automate this threshold selection. A data set
was formed from previous alignment campaigns and analysed to define an algorithm that produced results consistent
with the user selections. In over 90% of the cases the difference between the two was negligible and the algorithm
presented in this study was used for collimator alignments
throughout 2018.

INTRODUCTION
The CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the world’s
largest particle accelerator. It accelerates and collides two
counter-rotating beams, each having a nominal energy of
6.5 TeV during Run 2 [1]. The LHC is susceptible to beam
losses from normal and abnormal conditions [2, 3]. Such
beam losses are handled by a robust collimation system to
safely dispose of the losses in the collimation regions.
The collimation system makes use of 100 collimators in
the LHC, able to provide a cleaning efficiency of 99.998%
of all halo particles [4]. A collimator is made up of two
parallel absorbing blocks, referred to as left and right jaws,
which are positioned symmetrically around the beam.
The position of each collimator’s left and right jaw respect
a hierarchy, with the settings determined following a beambased alignment (BBA). This procedure moves collimator
jaws separately towards the beam halo, whilst monitoring
the measured beam loss signal. A collimator is said to be
aligned when both jaws are centred around the beam after
touching the beam halo. At present, collimator jaws automatically move towards the beam until the losses exceed
a threshold selected by the collimation expert. Once the
jaws stop moving, the expert must determine whether the
collimator is aligned or not, and update the threshold ac∗

cordingly. This provides a semi-automatic approach which
requires collimation experts to oversee and control the entire
alignment campaign.
Collimators are aligned each year during commissioning,
to ensure the correct setup for the LHC to achieve nominal
operation. They are aligned for different machine states; at
injection (450 GeV) 79 collimators are aligned, and at flat
top (6.5 TeV) 75 collimators are aligned. The collimator
settings are monitored along the year as the beam orbit may
shift over time [5], thus potentially requiring the collimators
to be realigned. Moreover, different collimator setups are
required when machine parameters are changed.
The frequency of collimator alignment campaigns motivated the development of an automatic method, to allow
for collimator alignments to be performed more efficiently
and at regular intervals. Automating the alignment procedure requires replacing each of the user tasks with dedicated
algorithms. This paper proposes to automate one of these
tasks by automatically selecting the threshold for stopping
the movement of the jaws based on real-time beam loss
data. This paper is structured by first presenting research
on threshold usage in time-series data and looking at the
initial attempt at automatic threshold selection in LHC collimation. This is followed by introducing the newly designed
algorithm and finally comparing the results.

BACKGROUND
A Beam Loss Monitoring (BLM) device is associated
with each collimator to detect the beam losses generated
when halo particles impact the collimator jaws. This BLM
detector is positioned outside the beam vacuum, immediately
downstream, as shown in Figure 1. Such particle losses
are proportional to the amount of beam intercepted by the
collimator jaws, which are in units of Gy/s.

Figure 1: The jaws of collimator i around the beam, with its
left jaw scraping the beam halo and the showers are detected
by the corresponding BLM detector downstream, from [6].
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Semi-Automatic BBA Threshold
Collimators are aligned using a beam-based alignment
procedure established in [7], which has been used in the LHC
since the start-up in 2010 [8]. A collimator is considered
aligned when a jaw movement towards the beam produces a
clear loss spike in the assigned BLM detector.
The beam-based alignment is currently performed semiautomatically whereby a collimation expert must make decisions as the alignment progresses. This requires the user
to select a collimator (i) and select a threshold based on
the current BLM signal (SiThres ), such that the collimator
jaw(s) will automatically move towards the beam until the
BLM losses exceed the selected threshold. The thresholds
are selected as low as possible to avoid cutting into the core
of the beam and to perform all collimator alignments in the
same fill.
Aligning a collimator starts off by moving both jaws towards the beam simultaneously, to save time in cases where
the jaws are far out. Following this, the collimator jaws must
be aligned one at a time to be able to associate the BLM
losses with the particular jaw. Therefore the left jaw is first
aligned until an alignment spike is observed, followed by the
right jaw. This is repeated for each jaw to obtain a second
alignment spike, to ensure that the collimator has indeed
touched the beam. This process is depicted in the state machine in Figure 2, whereby the threshold selection process
must be applied before each state.
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RELATED WORK
Automating the selection of the threshold for the LHC
collimators was previously studied in [9]. This was explored
alongside electromyography (EMG), as this commonly uses
thresholding to provide feedback on the recorded signal.

Thresholding in Electromyography
Electromyography is a technique used to evaluate and
record electrical activity produced by skeletal muscles.
When a muscle contracts, electrical activity is generated
within the muscle and this is recorded using electrodes
placed on the surface of the skin [10]. An important step
when working with EMG signals is preprocessing to extract
the relevant information. One of the most common signal
attributes extracted from the time-domain is the amplitude.
This is done by calculating the Root Mean Square (RMS),
as can be seen in a number of papers [11–13]. Thresholding
also plays vital roles in EMG studies:
• Subject Training - Threshold markers can be used in
a number of ways to accurately perceive how tense or
active a patient’s muscle really is. This is required when
patients have lost touch with whether a muscle is tensed
or not due to problems with muscle-oriented pain and
tension. In such cases a threshold is required as a target
level during an EMG activity, whereby the patient tries
to reach various thresholds multiple times [10].
• Seizure Detection - The unpredictability of seizure occurrence is distressing therefore it is suggested to wear
seizure detection EMG devices to prevent unexpected
deaths. Research presented in [14] implements an algorithm into a wearable device whereby if the number of
zero-crossings exceed a predefined threshold, then the
alarm is triggered. The device is able to give real-time
seizure alarms with a sensitivity of 93.8%.
Similar to EMG data, BLM signals are noisy time series
data. Therefore the analysis in this paper includes averaging
using RMS, as this methodology is commonly adopted in
time-series data analysis.

Figure 2: State machine of the jaw movements performed to
align a single collimator.
The BLM losses differ across collimators as well as between fills, therefore the threshold must be selected accordingly in real-time. In general, the ideal threshold must be:
• High enough to ignore any noise spikes, to directly
touch the beam without having any interruptions during
the movement towards the beam.
• Low enough to immediately stop the jaws and generate
minimal losses when the collimator actually touches
the beam.
Fully-automating the BBA, requires automatically selecting the BLM threshold, by finding a compromise between
the two requirements.

Initial Automatic Threshold Selection
When selecting the threshold at time t = 0s the most recent
values (BLMt=–5s to BLMt=–0s ) are given the most importance as these would indicate the latest level of losses. At
the same time, the previous values till BLMt=–19s must also
be considered as these indicate the previous situation of the
losses, in case the previous spike would still be decaying to
its steady-state value. This can be expressed mathematically
using an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA)
over a 20 second window:
EWMABLM

=

20

∑i=1 ei × BLMt=i–20
20

∑i=1 ei

(1)

In total 475 samples were gathered, each consisting of a
20 second window of 1 Hz BLM data, and the corresponding
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threshold selected by the user. A power function was fitted
to the user thresholds as a function of the EWMA, as shown
in Figure 3a, generating a correlation coefficient of 0.96611.
Based on this fit, the threshold was automatically calculated
using:

• Partially factor out high spikes

SThres
= 0.54 × (EWMABLM )0.86
i

(2)

The data used was based on semi-automatic alignments
performed in 2011 at 3.5 TeV. Since then, the energy has doubled and the data is now acquired and logged at a frequency
of 100 Hz. As a result, the EWMA and user thresholds are
no longer correlated, as shown in Figure 3b, therefore this
algorithm must be revised.
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• Assume long decays will eventually reach the steady
state level
• Introduce a gap above the steady state high enough to
allow for alignment spikes
The application used for the semi-automatic BBA was designed to provide a discrete list of thresholds. These thresholds were developed over time following experience from
manual alignments, and are available for the collimation expert to select the one which corresponds best to the current
BLM signal. These thresholds are kept also for the automation proposed in this paper, to better compare the results and
validate the tool.

Data Analysis

(a) 2011 user selected threshold against EWMA,
from [9]. A power fit can be applied to the data.

(b) 2016 user selected threshold against
EWMA.

Figure 3: Loss thresholds applied before the start of jaw
movements in a) 2011 and b) 2016, as a function of the
exponentially weighted moving average of the BLM signal.
Moreover, the waiting time between one alignment and
another was fixed at ∼10 seconds, ideally this should be
decreased as much as possible to increase efficiency. Finally,
this threshold selection algorithm was implemented at the
user application level, whereas moving it to the server level
would allow for faster execution.

IMPLEMENTATION
The automatic threshold selection algorithm must attempt
to mimic the BLM signal analysis made by the collimation
expert when selecting the threshold, namely:
• Give higher importance to the most recent BLM values

Alignments in 2016 were done using the semi-automatic
alignment tool requiring experts to manually select the
thresholds at the start of each jaw movement towards the
beam. This provided a data set of 1778 samples at injection and flat top, which were studied to find an automatic
technique for selecting a reasonable threshold. The samples consist of 7.5 second windows of BLM signals, as the
maximum decay time is 6 seconds at flat top [15], and each
sample was studied at 25 Hz, as this is what is available at
the time of threshold selection. In addition, the thresholds
selected by the user at the time were also extracted.
To determine whether there is a pattern between the BLM
losses and the user selected thresholds, the thresholds are
analysed against the maximum and average losses in Figure 4. The majority of the samples required thresholds below
2.5 × 10–5 Gy/s, and as expected, the larger thresholds are
selected both when the average loss is larger as well as the
maximum loss. Therefore RMS-smoothing will be applied
to be immune to outliers, being a verified approach in timeseries data. In order to assign different priorities to the data
depending on their occurrence in time, exponential weights
can be combined with the RMS by applying EWMRMS.

New Automatic Threshold Selection Algorithm
The threshold selection algorithm was implemented at
the server level [16] and is shown in Algorithm 1. This
algorithm is provided with the latest BLM data of length
188 (7.5 s at 25 Hz) to apply an EWMRMS on windows
of fixed length (length = 50). This is used to automatically
select a reasonable threshold (auto threshold) from a discrete
list. The first step is to create an array of length 188, of evenly
spaced numbers between -1 and 0 and use them as power
coefficients to the exponential function (weights[size=188]).
A window for each BLM data element i is taken with the
element itself and the 49 elements (or less) which precede it
(window[i-50, i]). The RMS is then applied to the window
and is multiplied by the exponential factor corresponding to
the data element (weights[i]), using Equation 3.
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(b) User selected threshold against the maximum BLM losses.

Figure 4: The threshold selected by the user against the (a) average BLM loss, (b) maximum BLM loss, 7.5 seconds before
the user selected the threshold. Marginal histograms are included to show the distribution of each measurement.

EWMRMS

=

weights[i] √

length

∑j=1

window[j]2

|window|

(3)

Once the EWMRMS is calculated for all data elements,
the maximum EWMRMS value is used to select the first
threshold higher. If the threshold selected is also the first
threshold above the mean value of the data, then the next
highest threshold is selected. Finally, if the selected threshold is less than or equal to the threshold selected for the
preceding movement of the same collimator, and if that
movement did not generate an alignment spike, then the next
highest threshold is selected.

RESULTS AND VALIDATION
The threshold algorithm was tested on the data set gathered. Figure 5 shows two BLM signals and the thresholds
selected by the user (user threshold) and the algorithm (auto
threshold), based on the BLM signal, for the next alignment
step. Figure 5a, displays an alignment spike 7 seconds before
the start of the alignment, and one can see that the spike completely decayed and the signal reached steady state towards
the end of the signal. Therefore in this case the spike is not
important and one would simply aim for a suitable gap between the steady state and the threshold. This is the approach
taken by both the user and the algorithm, such that the same
threshold was selected. On the other hand, Figure 5b shows
an alignment spike towards the end of the signal. In this
case the spike must be considered and the steady state before
the spike is ignored as now (and possibly in the future) the
steady-state losses are higher. Therefore the aim would be
to create a suitable gap between the new steady state and the
threshold, and partially factor in the spike. Once again both
the user and the algorithm selected suitable thresholds, such

int window_size = 50;
double T[] = threshold options;
double weights[] = power exponentials;
//INPUT: previous_threshold (T[prev_t])
mean = data_sum / data_length;
for i = 0; i <data_length; i++ do
start_position = i - window_size;
if start_position <0 then
start_position = 0;
end
window = data[start_position, i];
ewmrms = Calculate EWMRMS using
Equation 3;
end
auto_threshold = T[t] >max(ewmrms);
if auto_threshold >mean and T[t-1] <mean then
auto_threshold = T[t+1];
end
if t <= prev_t then
auto_threshold = T[prev_t+1];
end

Algorithm 1: Automatic threshold selection algorithm.
that they are high enough to allow for clear spikes, whilst at
the same time conservative of future losses.
The overall performance of the algorithm is determined
by comparing the selected thresholds to the ones selected
by the user. Figure 6a shows the difference between the
two thresholds against the thresholds selected by the user.
The difference is negligible for 90% of the cases, and the
large differences occur when dealing with larger thresholds
at 2 × 10–4 Gy/s, thus also making them suitable selections.
Finally, the thresholds selected by the new algorithm were
compared to those selected by the old algorithm in Figure 6b,
by comparing them to the user selected thresholds. These
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(b) BLM signal ending with a spike

Figure 5: Two examples of 25 Hz BLM signals with the thresholds selected by the user and algorithm.

(a) The difference between the thresholds selected by the new
automatic algorithm and the user, against the threshold selected
by the user. The dotted rectangle highlights that the larger
differences occur only when a high threshold is necessary.

(b) The new automatic algorithm selections against the old
algorithm selections, both compared to the user selections. The
dotted rectangle highlights that the new algorithm corresponds
better to the user.

Figure 6: The performance of the new automatic algorithm compared to (a) the user threshold, (b) the old automatic
algorithm, including marginal histograms to show the distribution of each measure.
results indicate that the new algorithm selected thresholds
that corresponded better to those selected by the user.
The threshold algorithm was incorporated into the beambased alignment software together with automatic spike detection [17], to fully-automate the alignment. This new software was successfully used during commissioning 2018 [18],
and all other alignment campaigns required throughout the
year [19]. As a result, the positive results of this new software validate the new algorithm designed for automatically
selecting the threshold.

CONCLUSION
The sensitive equipment in the LHC is protected by the
collimation system, which consists of 100 collimators precisely aligned around the beam. Collimator alignments are
currently performed semi-automatically whereby collimators automatically move towards the beam until the BLM
losses exceed the threshold predefined by the expert. Once

the threshold is exceeded, the expert must analyse the losses
to update the threshold as required, until the collimator is
aligned. This paper proposes to automate the process of
threshold selection, as a necessary step to fully-automate the
entire alignment procedure.
Previous work to automate the BBA threshold and thresholding in time-series data were studied to define a new algorithm based on more recent LHC data. The presented
algorithm is based on data from alignments performed in
2016, and the results obtained were compared to the user
selected thresholds at the time. Overall, the results indicate that the thresholds selected automatically were consistent with the thresholds selected by the users, and show
an improvement when compared to the thresholds selected
using the automatic algorithm presented in previous work.
These promising results endorse using this algorithm to fullyautomate the alignment, and in fact the full-automation was
successfully used throughout 2018, thus fully validating this
new algorithm.
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IMPROVING GESTURE RECOGNITION WITH MACHINE LEARNING:
A COMPARISON OF TRADITIONAL MACHINE LEARNING
AND DEEP LEARNING
R. Bacher, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
Meaningful gesturing is important for an intuitive human-machine communication. This paper deals with
methods suitable for identifying different finger, hand and
head movements using supervised machine learning algorithms. On the one hand it discusses an implementation
based on the k-nearest neighbour classification algorithm
(traditional machine learning approach). On the other
hand it demonstrates the classification potential of a convolutional neural network (deep learning approach). Both
methods are capable of distinguishing between fast and
slow, short and long, up and down, or right and left linear
as well as clockwise and counter-clockwise circular
movements. The details of the different methods with
respect to recognition accuracy and performance will be
presented.

INTRODUCTION
Controlling video games through a gaming console or
acting in a virtual or mixed reality environment recognizing arm, head and body motions all lead to popular and
intuitive interface features currently in common use. Even
in the case of industrial applications, novel interaction
technologies are gaining in importance, e.g. to simplify
quality assurance of manufacturing processes.
In the field of accelerators, hardware commissioning
and maintenance use cases might profit from such novel
interaction capabilities. For instance, wearing rough and
dirty working gloves during cooling-water maintenance
work is not adequate for touch sensitive devices. Interacting via hand or arm gestures might be a better choice.
Today’s users of accelerator control applications have
developed intuitions based on click-like interactions
through a mouse or a touch-sensitive device. Both interfaces provide high reliability, a very accurate pointing
capability and standardized user actions normally associated with graphical widgets. Therefore, any new interaction capability such as gesture recognition will only be
accepted by the users if it provides comparable or even
better handiness, ease-of-use, and reliability to click-like
interactions.
This paper discusses methods and their implementations aiming at improving the quality and reliability in
recognizing gestures based on different finger, hand and
head movements using machine learning algorithms. It
compares a traditional machine learning (TML) and a
deep learning approach (CNN) including a non-linear
regression for extracting the features of the movement
and a k-nearest neighbour method for movement classifi-

cation using memorized training data (traditional machine
learning) and a trained convolutional neural network for
classification (deep learning).

GESTURE TYPES
The consumer market provides various devices capable
of recognizing 2D/3D spatial gestures including handgestures, hand- or arm-gestures and 3-axis (yaw, pitch,
and roll) head movements (smart glasses). The native or
device-specific gestures such as “Closed-Hand”, “Fingers-Spread” or “Nodding” can be combined with preceding or following linear movements or rotations including
 Horizontal: left, right
 Vertical: upward, downward
 Diagonal: upward-left, upward-right, downward-left,
downward-right
 Circular: clockwise, counter clockwise
In addition, each of these enriched gestures can be performed as a long-or-short and slow-or-fast linear movement or rotation which is projected to a virtual plane in
front of the user.

GESTURE RECOGNITION WORKFLOW
The workflow to predict a movement associated with
an enriched gesture consists of two distinct phases: a
training phase and a real-time prediction phase. It is important that both the training and the real-time prediction
phase use the same algorithms.
The input for both phases is continuously recorded position data of the user’s input device in Cartesian (X, Y)
coordinates resulting from finger, hand, arm or head linear movements or rotations. The continuous stream of
sensor data is pre-processed to determine the position of
the signal within a certain time window. Optionally the
noise floor of the measurement can be reduced or obvious
outliers can be removed. If properly centred within the
time window, the cleansed data array is fed into the machine learning algorithms.

Traditional Machine Learning
The basis for the traditional approach is a wellengineered mathematical model (Eq. (1)) describing the
movements by a set of representative parameters (features).
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Figure 1: Recorded position sensor data (i.e. time series of 333 data points at intervals of 3 ms) associated with a Diagonal Upward-Right-Long-Fast movement.
Here, the parameters tstart and tend mark the start and end
time of the recognized gesture within the analysed user’s
finger, arm or head movement, respectively. Similar, sstart
and send are indicating the start and end position of the
gesture.
The features of a movement are extracted using a nonlinear regression (Nelder-Mead method) to fit consecutive
time series of sensor data (Fig. 1) to the pre-defined
model.
The regression reduces the dimension of the gesture
recognition task by two orders of magnitude and is performed for each Cartesian coordinate orientation (linear
horizontal movement, linear vertical movement) separately. Fitting the polar angle PHI allows the identification of
circular movements. If the regression algorithm converges
and the parameters are confined within reasonable limits,
the duration (tend – tstart) and the length (send – sstart) of the
gesture are calculated.

Comparing sstart and send of both horizontal and vertical
movement allows distinguishing between linear (left /
right horizontal, up / down vertical, left / right / up / down
diagonal) and circular (clockwise / counter clockwise)
movements.
During the training phase the extracted features of a
sufficiently-sized set of training data are used to generate
sets or clusters of learned data representing valid movement types (Long-Slow, Long-Fast, Short-Slow, ShortFast). The resulting prediction quality of the trained model is verified with a verification data set.
The duration and length of the movement are used as
input for a k-nearest neighbour analysis. This classification algorithm calculates the Euclidean distance between
the predicted data point (duration / length) and each
memorized learned data point. It searches the k-nearest
neighbours to identify the learned data cluster the predicted data point belongs to (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Predicted gesture duration / length and learned data clusters. The predicted movement (red dot) is classified as
a Long-Fast movement.
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IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Table 1: Convolutional Neural Network

Layer (Filters)

Array Size

Input

1 x 333 x 2

Convolution (18)

1 x 331 x 18

ReLU Activation

1 x 331 x 18

Pooling

1 x 165 x 18

Convolution (36)

1 x 163 x 36

ReLU Activation

1 x 163 x 36

Both the implemented traditional machine learning and
the deep learning algorithm are part of the Web2cHMI
library [1]. Web2cHMI is a Web-based native user interface implementation for accelerator operations and
maintenance applications in the context of the
Web2cToolkit Web service collection. Web2cHMI provides gesture recognition and speech recognition capability. It is entirely coded in JavaScript capable of being
processed locally by a standard Web-browser and does
not rely on any server-side logic.

Pooling

1 x 81 x 36

Algorithms

Convolution (72)

1 x 79 x 72

ReLU Activation

1 x 79 x 72

Pooling

1 x 39 x 72

Fully Connected

1 x 1 x 1120

ReLU Activation

1 x 1 x 1120

Fully Connected

1 x 1 x 560

ReLU Activation

1 x 1 x 560

Softmax Activation

1 x 1 x 280

Output

1 x 1 x 40

The k-nearest neighbour classification algorithm used
in the traditional machine learning approach searches the
20 nearest data points (k = 20).
The convolutional neural network capability is based
on the ConvNetJS JavaScript library [2]. Table 1 summarizes the parameters of the network layers.
Both the traditional machine learning and the deep
learning algorithm are capable of distinguishing between
32 linear and 8 circular movements:
 Diagonal: Upward/Downward – Right/Left –
Long/Short – Slow/Fast
 Horizontal: Right/Left – Long/Short – Slow/Fast
 Vertical: Upward/Downward – Long/Short –
Slow/Fast
 Circular: Clockwise/Counterclockwise – Long/Short
– Slow/Fast

Deep Learning
In contrast to the traditional approach deep learning
does not require any preceding feature engineering or
model building.
Data classification is performed by a multi-layer convolutional neural network well suited to classify time series
data. Consecutive time sequences of sensor data (X, Y)
are injected into the input layer. The input layer is followed by 3 convolution layers (CONV). Each layer extracts characteristic data features by moving small-sized
two-dimensional filter arrays across the data arrays of the
preceding layer all the while performing a convolution
calculation providing corresponding feature maps. Applying a rectified linear activation function (ReLU) provides
contrast enhancement of the data and pooling of adjacent
neurons halves the size of the resulting data arrays but
retains the most important information. The output of the
last CONV layer is passed and flattened through 3 subsequent fully connected layers (FC) connecting every neuron of the previous layer to every neuron of the next. The
FC layers provide binary classification. ReLU activation
is subsequently applied one more time. Furthermore, the
array size is reduced step-by-step. Finally, the output of
the last FC layer is transformed into a probability distribution by applying a special activation function (Softmax)
delivering the output predictions.
During the training phase a sufficiently-sized set of
training data are used to train the convolutional neural
network. The prediction quality is verified with verification data sets.

Table 2: Movement Parameters

Parameter

Value

sstart (long signal)

-0.8

send (long signal)

0.8

sstart (short signal)

-0.6

send (short signal)

0.6

tstart (fast signal)

0.35 * npoints

tend (fast signal)

0.65 * npoints

tstart (slow signal)

0.2 * npoints

tend (slow signal)

0.8 * npoints

Data Sets
The analysis discussed in this paper is based on generated data sets. Each set contains all sorts of horizontal,
vertical, diagonal and circular finger, hand or arm movements according to Eq. (1) parameterized by tstart, tend, sstart
and send (Fig. 1). Each movement is a 1s long time
series of data points at intervals of 3 ms and consists of
333 data points (npoints). The data points are normalized
ranging from -1.0 to 1.0. The characteristic parameters of
the simulated movement are summarized in Table 2.
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Duration (tend – tstart) and length (send – sstart) of each gesture type are randomly (tjitter, sjitter) distributed values
around a given mean value as given in Table 2. In addition, random noise (fnoise) is added to each individual
function value. Besides data sets for training and verification, test data sets with different jitter and noise values
have been generated for comparison purposes. The parameters of the generated test data sets are summarized in
Table 3.

ICALEPCS2019, New York, NY, USA

worst individual prediction probability out of the 40 gesture types to be distinguished.
In all cases the deep learning approach performs better
than the traditional machine learning algorithm.
Table 4: Training Quality

ntraining

Table 3: Data Sets

500

Data Set Type

tjitter

sjitter

fnoise

Training / Verification

5%

5%

10%

Test 0 (Reference set)

5%

5%

10%

Test 1 (fnoise fixed)

2.5%

2.5%

10%

Test 2 (fnoise fixed)

7.5%

7.5%

10%

Test 3 (tjitter, sjitter fixed)

5%

5%

5%

Test 4 (tjitter, sjitter fixed)

5%

5%

15%

TRAINING AND VERIFICATION
Due to the inherent complexity of the deep learning algorithm a training step of the convolutional neural network requires considerably more time to be performed as
in the case of the traditional machine learning algorithm.
To explore the training progress of both machine learning algorithms training has been performed with different
numbers of training steps (ntraining) and the prediction
quality of the classification algorithms after training has
been measured using 100 verification data sets.
The achieved training quality is summarized in Table 4.
It lists the mean prediction probability and the best and
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1000

1500

Algorithm

Mean

Min

Max

TML

0.936±0.017

0.50

1.00

CNN

0.997±0.002

0.93

1.00

TML

0.945±0.015

0.58

1.00

CNN

1.000±0.000

1.00

1.00

TML

0.949±0.015

0.61

1.00

CNN

1.000±0.000

0.99

1.00

PREDICTION
Individual gestures are never identical. In order to explore the prediction power for similar but slightly differently performed gestures, two series of tests have been
executed:
 Varying the jitter of the duration and length of the
simulated gesture but keeping the noise floor of the
position sensor data constant (fnoise = 10%),
 Varying the noise floor of the simulated position
sensor data but keeping the jitter of the duration and
length of the gesture constant (tjitter = 5%, sjitter = 5%).
As reference, the training and verification data set type
has been used. Both types (TML, CNN) of algorithms
have been trained through 1000 training steps. Each individual test includes 100 test steps. Table 5 summarizes the
test results.

Figure 3: Prediction quality (see Table 5) as function of the jitter of the duration and length of the simulated gesture.
The noise floor of the simulated position sensor data is kept constant.
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Figure 4: Prediction quality (see Table 5) as function of the noise floor of the simulated position sensor data. The jitter
of the duration and length of the simulated gesture is kept constant.
Table 5: Prediction Quality

Test

deficit may be overcome by user-specific, individually
trained models.
Similarly, the obvious disadvantage of the deep learning approach is its slow training behaviour. However, if
the neural network is finally trained, the algorithm seems
to be more robust with respect to deviations from the data
sets used for training which makes individual training
unnecessary. Feature engineering is not required. As a
consequence the features of the gestures remain largely
hidden. Finally, the deep learning approach provides a
higher prediction quality compared to the traditional machine learning approach.

Algorithm

Mean

Min

Max

TML

0.945±0.015

0.58

1.00

CNN

1.000±0.000

1.00

1.00

TML

0.959±0.015

0.53

1.00

CNN

1.000±0.000

1.0

1.0

TML

0.928±0.017

0.49

1.0

CNN

0.980±0.005

0.86

1.0

TML

0.971±0.007

0.86

1.0

REFERENCES

CNN

1.000±0.000

0.99

1.0

TML

0.849±0.037

0.15

1.0

CNN

1.000±0.000

0.98

1.0

[1] R. Bacher, “Augmented User Interaction”, in Proc.
PCaPAC’16, Campinas, Brazil, Oct. 2016, pp.
16-20. doi:10.18429/JACoW-PCAPAC2016-WEUIPLIO01
[2] ConvNetJS,

Test 0

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

https://cs.stanford.edu/people/karpathy/convnetjs/

Compared to the traditional machine learning approach
the deep learning algorithm is less sensitive to deviations
from the standard movement data set (reference data set
Test 0) used for training and provides in all tested cases a
higher prediction quality (Fig. 3). In particular, the prediction power of the traditional machine learning algorithm
degrades rapidly with increasing noise floor (Fig. 4).

CONCLUSIONS
The obvious advantage of the traditional machine learning approach is the short period which is needed to train a
model. However, proper feature engineering has to be
performed prior to the training and real time prediction
phase. A too simple or insufficiently engineered model
may result in a minor prediction quality and the algorithm
may only accurately work if the data to be analysed do
not differ too much from the data used for training. This
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INTERRUPTING A STATE MACHINE
K. V. L. Baker, ISIS Neutron and Muon Source, Didcot, UK
Abstract
At the ISIS Pulsed Neutron and Muon Source [1] we interact with a variety of types of beamline systems for controlling the environment of samples under investigation. A
state machine is an excellent way of controlling a system
which has a finite number of states, a predetermined set of
transitions, and known events for initiating a transition. But
what happens when you want to interrupt that flow? An excellent example of this kind of system could be a field ramp
for a magnet, this will start in a "stable" state, the "ramp to
target field" event will occur, and it will transition into a
state of "ramping". When the field is at the target value, it
returns to a "stable" state. Depending on the ramp rate and
difference between the current field and the target field this
process could take a long time. If you put the wrong field
value in, or something else happens external to the state
machine, you may want to pause or abort the system whilst
it is running you will want to interrupt the flow through the
states. This paper will detail a solution for such an interruptible system within the EPICS [2] framework.

WHAT IS A STATE MACHINE?
A state machine can be defined in an electronics context
as “a device which can be in one of a set number of stable
conditions depending on its previous condition and on the
present values of its inputs” [3]. An event is something that
happens, it may be a timeout or value is reached, or it may
be that a button is pressed. This event will in turn trigger a
transition from one state to another – there is a change in
the inputs for the state machine. Most practicable state machines are finite state machines – that is they have a finite
number of states and transitions. Infinite state machines are
plausible, but impractical, as such the use of the term state
machine will typically refer to a finite state machine.
One of the simplest examples of a state machine is something which can be on or off, such as a light. Most light
circuits will have a switch of some variety, typically one
that is open or closed. If the switch is open the light is off.
Pressing the switch to closed is an event which will trigger
the turn light on transition, and the light will then settle into
the on state. Figure 1 shows a simple state diagram for the
on/off state of the light.
The complexity is already apparent, for example: if there
is no power then the light cannot be on, if the lamp has
broken then it can be off in the on state, if the switch develops a fault then the state might not be alterable from the
present one, and so on. The more complex the system, the
longer the list of states that can occur.

Figure 1: Simple light state diagram.
This electronics concept is also applicable to programming, especially of systems which interact. If, rather than
a light, the button was to switch on a large scale lighting
system that can only be run at night which requires water
cooling. To allow the on state to be achieved the switch
must now be closed, the water flow must be of a suitable
rate and we need to know that the present time is between
sunset and dawn. Whilst this set of criteria can be fed into
a circuit and considered at an electronics level, this example is well suited to a software solution. It is straightforward to determine sunset and dawn by looking it up from
a trusted online source, and this can then be defined as an
appropriate action to consider in the state machine.

WHAT IS AN INTERRUPT ?
Typically an interrupt can be defined as a break or stop
of something continuous [4]. This is true in an electronics
or computing context as well, where an interrupt is often a
signal used to break the flow of code through a processor.
This can then be thought of as a specific type of event, one
which might alter the flow more rapidly than waiting for a
state to complete. An interrupt is in essence an input which
is treated in a prioritised fashion.
If we take the complex light situation above, then the
clock ticking over so that dawn has occurred will immediately mean a need to switch the light off. But, where is that
time being checked?
Each loop of the on state could go to that external source
to get the time of dawn and sunset for the current date, and
check the present time to see if it is night or not, then trigger
a transition to the off state.
A better programming solution would be for the on state
to go and get the dawn and sunset times each day and store
them in variables to compare, so it doesn’t need to keep
spending time getting that data as well as checking on everything else.
An ideal programming solution would be to have a separate process collect the dawn and sunset times once a day,
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keep comparing the present time against those stored values, and provide a simple state of “day” or “night” to the
on state to use to trigger appropriate transitions.

QUEUED STATE MACHINE OVERVIEW
A Queued State Machine (QSM) is a design pattern.
Within software engineering a design pattern is a language
independent reusable template that can be used to define
how the code should be structured. The QSM is a common
pattern used in LabVIEW [5], using a combination of design patterns to create the desired behaviour [6].
The command, action queue or event queue design pattern, and similarly the event-driven programming paradigm used in other languages provide something similar to
a queued state machine. The queue will typically have a
first in, first out (FIFO) array that will take a list of actions
to undertake, or events to process. The actions or events
will then be dequeued (removed from the queue) and actioned in the same order that they were enqueued (added to
the queue).
For a queued state machine, you queue the list of states.
A state differs from an action by being a stable condition
until a transition occurs, whilst an action is an event that
occurs and is then forgotten. This continuation of action,
such as ramping a value, provides a “ramping” state.
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However, a pause scenario might require something different again. If you pause you want to be able to resume
from where you are when you requested the pause to your
initial target, so you need to transition from ramping to
paused. From paused, a resume will take you to back to
ramping, and an abort will take you to stable, setting the
target to the present output. Figure 2 shows a flow chart for
the ramping state to decide on the transition to use.

USE CASES AT ISIS
There are a number of places where state machines can
come in handy for control systems, and one of the key ones
that has been considered recently at ISIS is that of magnets.
From a beamline controls point of view, these will typically
consist of a power supply unit (PSU) at the very least. The
PSU will begin in a “stable” state, where the output and
target are the same value, there is nothing changing. If a
new target is requested, then the system will enter a ramping state. In this ramping state the output is changing at a
defined rate. Once the output and target are the same value
then the system can return to the stable state.
The issue is that whilst ramping things can change, and
waiting for it to reach the target might not be practical, or
potentially possible. If you are ramping from 0 Amps to
100 Amps at 0.0001 Amps/second then it will take more
than 11 days. If you actually wanted to go to 1 Amp, which
would take about 3 hours, then there is a big difference in
elapsed time due to the mistake. The 22 days it would take
to undertake that first ramp and then get back to the actually desired 1 Amp could be used in a much better way than
waiting for ramps to finish.
Aborting that ramp would limit the delay. This means the
ramping state now needs to consider the following events:
are target and output the same; and whether or not an abort
has been requested. If an abort was requested there may be
some other tasks to undertake, such as setting the target to
the present output. You could monitor the abort in a separate process, as with the time of day previously described,
and simply set the target to the present output when the
abort is selected, which should transition the state from
ramping to stable.

Figure 2: Flow chart for a ramping state.
This starts to lead to obvious functions, for example an
abort function, which can be called by different transitions.
The system can be complicated further by various modes
of operation. A magnet may be superconducting, and an
abort may require better handling of switch temperatures
and the current in leads that just setting the output and target to the same values.
If the ramp you are using goes from one side of zero to
the other (for example, negative to positive), then depending on the PSU it may mean that the ramp has to go to zero,
change the direction of the magnet, and then continue. This
transition logic could be in the hands of the firmware or the
control system. If it is the former, then the control system
doesn’t need to be concerned about anything, and can just
send ramp targets as it wishes. If the firmware doesn’t handle a transition to zero itself, then there are a number of
states that can be dictated at the start of the ramp, namely
“ramp to 0”, “change direction”, and “ramp to target”. With
a superconductor having reached target then the leads to
the switch may also need to be ramped, adding to the complexity of the states and transitions.
With the number of interrupts, events to monitor, and
transition points to consider each state is repeating quite a
bit of code. For example, whilst ramping towards 0, we are
continuously asking, are we at 0, has an abort been requested, has a pause been requested, has another interrupt
occurred? Upon reaching 0 we have to know have we just
ramped down the leads for a superconductor, or are we
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about to change the direction and go to a new value, or is
the system at the requested target? This next step then
needs to know the history and a lot more about the state of
the system.
This is where a design pattern, such as a queued state
machine, can come in handy.

QUEUED STATE MACHINE IN STATE
NOTATION LANGUAGE
At ISIS our control system for beamlines, IBEX, is based
on EPICS. Because state machines are useful there is a system designed for use within EPICS to programme state machines, the State Notation Language and Sequencer [7]. An
SNL programme is constructed of a number of concurrently running finite state machines called state sets. It has
built-in functions for interacting with EPICS. It is possible
to call C code directly from states, and the syntax is very
similar to C. Which state in a state set to run is decided by
the when clause. If the logic within a when clause evaluates
to True that state is enacted. This description allows a
slightly different, and useful language to be employed for
this discussion. Rather than considering a finite state machine, a state set can be considered, with a when clause being the trigger to run a state, rather than considering triggers to exit states.
The queued state machine can be considered as a number
of state sets interleaving with each other. There is the main
state set that runs the states for what is being controlled, the
when clause driven by a single variable, a state set monitoring the interrupts, and a state set managing the queue.
The state set monitoring the interrupts has to be a tight
loop. After startup, it does nothing more than monitor those
values, and do the least amount of work possible to make
the other state sets change their behaviours. The queue state
set does nothing more than manage the queue, and the main
state set has all the logic and does all the work.

Abstracted Example
Let us consider a fairly simple abstracted system. The
system can be started, paused, resumed, and aborted.
The system can be run in Mode A, where a start requires
going through states 1, 2 and 3; Mode B, where a start necessitates states 2, 4, and 1 to be run in that order; or Mode
C which runs states 1, 3, 4 and 2. Any pause or abort has to
be acted on quickly. Whilst this is a simplified abstraction,
it should be possible to see how the queue could be helpful
in a more complex system without too much imagination.
The main state set in this abstracted example would
consist of states for being idle, start, pause, abort, state 1,
state 2, state 3, and state 4. As we are dealing with an abstraction we can assume that the states handle themselves,
in reality there may be more interaction between them and
they could need to respond to certain interrupts as well.
The idle state will be just that, idle, there will be no actions undertaken here. Start will look at the mode of the
system, and queue up the states to pass through. The pause
state will pay attention to whether or not the system has
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been started, and on a second request, or resume, it will
allow the system to continue as if there had been no interruption. Abort will clear the queue of states, and return the
system to an idle state. This state set would be controlled
by a single variable to represent each state, an enum would
be ideal, and the state to run will be whatever is contained
in that variable.

Figure 3: Start in mode B of QSM.
The interrupt state set monitors the start, pause/resume
and abort requests. Should any of these change, then the
associated main state is triggered, simply by setting the
driving variable, and this state set quickly goes back to
looking at the interrupting values. Should the interrupt be
invalid, then this state set can issue the warning and ignore
it, without delaying the main code to deal with the situation
too much.
The queue state set will receive a list of states to go
through from the start state, and as each state ends, will
action the next state in the queue by setting the driving variable for the main state set, pausing and resuming as appropriate.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate some examples of the
flows detailed above.
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whilst ramping you have to check whether you are at your
target, whether pause has been pressed, or whether an abort
has been requested. Three checks aren’t too bad, but if this
were a ramp for a cryomagnet then consideration needs to
be paid to whether or not the system is quenched, another
trip has been seen, the temperature of the magnet, etc. If
you then want to control your ramp rate as you ramp, going
to specific targets, or even just changing direction at zero,
you then have to start considering the end of a ramp step
versus reaching your target, increasing the complexity further for your states and transitions. As such, running a system which can be interrupted allows for the complexity,
without sacrificing readability or responsiveness.
A state machine is a powerful technique for keeping
track of what a system is doing, whilst a queue allows you
to order and re-order those states, whilst being able to interrupt them provides a more responsive system.
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BUILDING AND PACKAGING EPICS MODULES WITH CONDA
B. Bertrand∗ , A. Harrisson, ESS, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
Conda is an open source package, dependency and environment management system. It runs on Windows, macOS
and Linux and can package and distribute software for any
language (Python, R, Ruby, C/C++. . . ). It allows one to
build a software in a clean and repeatable way. EPICS is
made of many different modules that need to be compiled
together. Conda makes it easy to define and track dependencies between EPICS base and the different modules (and
their versions). Anaconda’s new compilers allow conda to
build binaries that can run on any modern linux distribution
(x86_64). Not relying on any specific OS packages removes
issues that can arise when upgrading the OS. At ESS, conda
packages are built using gitlab-ci and pushed to a local channel on our Artifactory server. Using conda makes it easy
for the users to install the EPICS modules they want, where
they want (locally on a machine, in a docker container for
testing. . . ). All dependencies and requirements are handled
by conda. Conda environments make it possible to work on
different versions on the same machine without any conflict.

INTRODUCTION
Distributing binaries of C/C++ programs is still not an
easy task today. Compiling locally and making modules
available via an NFS share is a common solution in the
EPICS community. Operating system package managers
like yum or apt are not new of course but they require one
to build different packages for each Linux distribution. In
recent years, language specific package managers became
more and more popular. There is no new programming
language without its own package manager. All modern
languages have their own: Python (pip), JavaScript (npm),
Rust (cargo)... It’s even coming to C/C++ with Conan [1]
for example. Conda [2] is another popular solution that is
not linked to a specific OS or language. Conda makes it
possible to build, distribute and install binary packages with
all their dependencies allowing users to concentrate on their
task and be more productive.

EPICS AT ESS
e3
The EPICS Environment at ESS named e3 [3] is based
on the concept developed by Dirk Zimoch at PSI that allows
dynamically loading of EPICS module resources. All the
IOCs use the same executable from EPICS base (softIoc)
that is not linked with any libraries. Shared libraries and
resources are all loaded at runtime by the require [4] module
that also performs dependency resolution. An IOC is started
by running the iocsh.bash script and a startup command
∗

benjamin.bertrand@esss.se

script that describes the modules to load. The iocsh.bash
script is a wrapper that starts a softIoc. For require to load the
required modules, they have to be in a defined file structure
as depicted in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: e3 tree structure.
The current e3 implementation includes some scripts making it easy for developers to build locally the modules they
want and has proven to work very well for development.

Development vs Production
With an NFS share for production use, some extra complexity appear compared to local development:
• keeping multiple versions of modules
• OS compatibility
For production use, the tree structure must allow adding
new versions of modules while keeping the existing ones.
This is easy for modules that nothing depend on, but becomes quickly very difficult to manage when rebuilding
dependencies is required. When a new module version is
added, all modules that depend on it have to be recompiled
to use this new release (due to ABI compatibility). But their
own version might not have changed. The notion of build
number is thus needed to have different builds of a same
version. This is exactly one of the problem that package
managers are designed to handle.
Another issue is that the modules can only be used on
the OS they were built on. Having modules built for different Linux distributions, in the same tree structure, requires
one to modify the EPICS_HOST_ARCH, changing it from
linux-x86_64 to something specific to the distribution, and
compiling each module on different OS. This is not only
true between Linux distribution like Debian and CentOS but
even between major versions of a distribution like CentOS 7
and CentOS 8. As we’ll see, this is also something conda
can solve.

CONDA
Conda is an open-source, cross-platform, binary package
manager first released in 2012. It comes from the Python
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community and was created to help data scientist to install
libraries with C/C++ dependencies. As such it is general
and language-agnostic. Conda is already used in the EPICS
community for pvaPy [5]. PSI [6] also has some conda
recipes for epics-base.

Conda Concepts
A conda package is a compressed tarball file (.tar.bz2) or
.conda file that contains a collection of files to be installed
and some metadata (under the info directory). The files to
install can be system-level libraries, text files or binaries.
The package filename includes the package name, version,
and build string joined together by hyphen as shown in Fig. 2.
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private server. JFrog Artifactory [8] is a universal repository
manager that supports conda channels out of the box.
A conda environment is a directory that contains a specific collection of conda packages. A conda environment
is a virtual environment that is completely isolated from
other environments. Each environment includes the subdirectories /bin, /etc, /include, /lib, /share, mimicking the
Linux Filesystem Hierarchy as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 2: Package naming convention.
The build string h03bb814_0 includes a hash based on
the package dependencies (h03bb814) and the build number
defined in the recipe (0).
Not all packages include a hash in the build string. A hash
is only added if the recipe has an explicit dependency in
the build, host, or run sections that has a matching entry in
conda_build_config.yaml which is a pin to a specific version.
For the calc package mentioned above, the hash is based on
the dependencies described in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: calc package hash input.
The build string is an important information as it makes
it possible to rebuild the same version of a module with
different dependencies.
A conda channel is a repository of conda packages.
Conda packages are downloaded from remote channels,
which are URLs to directories containing conda packages. By default conda will download packages from
https://repo.anaconda.com/pkgs/. Many other channels are
available. conda-forge [7] is a popular community-led channel with more than 7000 packages. Hosting a conda channel
only requires a webserver to serve the packages (following a
defined directory structure) and index file (repodata.json).
Private channels can be created on anaconda.org or on a

Figure 4: Conda environment structure.
Conda won’t modify system dependencies. An environment can be installed anywhere and doesn’t require superuser
privileges. As conda packages can be installed anywhere,
binaries and libraries shall be relocatable. This is done
using RPATH, the run-time search path hard-coded in an
executable file or library. The RPATH is set to a long placeholder prefix during the package creation. At install time this
prefix is replaced with the path of the conda environment.
Conda tracks and manages the dependencies between every installed package in an environment. An environment
can only include one version of a package. Installing a new
version will remove the previous one and update any required
dependencies. To work on different versions of a package,
you have to create different environments.
To use an environment, it should be activated by running
the conda activate <env> command. Activating an environment puts the environment bin directory in the PATH
so that installed binaries can be found. The activation can
perform other actions, like exporting variables, depending
on the packages installed. The conda deactivate command
puts back the shell in its previous state.

CONDA-BUILD
Building a conda package requires a recipe. A conda
recipe is a directory that contains at least a meta.yaml file
describing the package. Only the name and version are
mandatory fields. But a useful recipe usually includes the
source (this can be an url, a git repository), build number,
build and run requirements and some commands to test the
built package. The command to build the package can be
included in the meta.yaml format (using the script field). But
by default conda expects a build.sh (on Linux and OSX) or
build.bat (on Windows) script.
To create a package, the conda-build command:
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1. Reads the recipe metadata
2. Downloads the source into a cache.
3. Extracts the source into the source directory.
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Using a global file has two benefits. It enables you to separate the version of the requirements from the recipe (you
don’t have to update the recipe itself to create a new build)
and it keeps the versions of all dependencies centralized
ensuring all packages use compatible versions.

4. Applies any patches.
5. Re-evaluates the metadata, if source is necessary to fill
any metadata values.
6. Creates a build environment and then installs the build
dependencies there.
7. Runs the build script. The current working directory
is the source directory with environment variables set.
The build script installs into the build environment.
8. Performs some necessary post-processing steps, such
as shebang and rpath.
9. Creates a conda package containing all the files in the
build environment that are new from step 5, along with
the necessary conda package metadata.
10. Tests the new conda package if the recipe includes
tests by creating a test environment with the newly
created package and its dependencies and running the
test scripts.

Build Variants
The nature of binary compatibility (and incompatibility)
means that we sometimes need to build binary packages
(and any package containing binaries) with several variants
to support different usage environments. This is the case
for EPICS modules. The version of a module used at runtime must be identical to the version that was used at build
time. Strictly speaking, it should be a version that is ABI
compatible. In EPICS world, very few modules respect the
semantic versioning, meaning that using the same version
(major.minor.patch) is often needed.
The runtime requirement to use can be specified with the
run_exports key as shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Recipe run_exports.
With the pin_subpackage function, pinning values can
be decoupled from recipes. The above specifies that if a
package lists calc has a host dependency, the version used at
build time will automatically be added as a dependency at
runtime. If the calc version 3.7.1 is used at build time, the
pining expression at runtime would evaluate to >= 3.7.1, <
3.7.2a0. While if using max_pin=’x.x’, it would evaluate to
>= 3.7.1, < 3.8.0a0.
The version of the dependencies doesn’t have to be included in the recipe. Those can be defined in a separate
conda_build_config.yaml file, which can be global or local.

Portable Binaries
Making C/C++ binary packages that can run on many
Linux distribution is tricky [9]. The binary depends on the
libstdc++.so and libgcc_s.so libraries. If you compile on
a recent Linux distribution, the libstdc++.so library your
binary was linked against might contain symbols that are not
present on an older distribution. To ensure compatibility, one
approach is to compile on the oldest Linux distribution you
want to support. Anaconda used to compile with CentOS 5
and conda-forge with CentOS 6. One disadvantage is that
you are usually forced to use the old compiler that comes
with the distribution.
At the end of 2017, Anaconda switched to their own compilers. This comes with a lot of benefits: new and thus
improved compiler capabilities, including better security
and performance. It also means that you don’t have to rely
on an old Linux distribution to build compatible binaries.
The compilers come with their own libstdcxx-ng and libgccng libraries. conda-forge started the migration to the new
compilers at the end of 2018 and successfully completed it
in January 2019.
Using conda and anaconda compilers, binaries that run
on any Linux distribution can be built without much effort.
This requires of course that all the dependencies are built
with conda, but we can rely on that for the large number of
packages available on conda-forge (readline, ncurses, perl,
boost...). This makes the goal to compile once and run
anywhere a reality.

EPICS AND CONDA
Conda has many features that fit very well with the EPICS
use at ESS. By using conda, dependency management can
be left to the package manager and performed at install time
instead of runtime (by require). Dependency management
is a hard problem. It can in fact be expressed as a SAT
problem [10] (Boolean satisfiability problem) which is NPcomplete. In a conda environment, only one version of a
package can exist. Require doesn’t have to select the proper
versions of the modules compatible.
This is really similar to what is done in dynamic languages
like Python. Python modules are installed by a package
manager (like pip or conda) in a virtual environment and the
Python program loads the required modules at runtime but
it doesn’t handle the version to load. Only one version is
expected to be present in the environment. The exact version
of the Python modules needed are defined in a separate file
(usually requirements.txt when using pip).
A conda environment can be described in an environment.yml file, which is the equivalent of pip requirements.txt.
The versions of the modules to use don’t have to be in the
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startup command script anymore. By doing so we separate
the requirements from the program, following configuration
management best practices.
Putting everything we saw together, we can create recipes
for EPICS modules. They all depend on epics-base and require and are quite similar. A new recipe can be created using
a cookiecutter [11] template. The cookiecutter command in
Fig. 6 will create the files shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 6: Recipe creation.

Figure 9: calc meta.yaml recipe.

Figure 7: Recipe template.
The build.sh script, shown in Fig. 8, is identical for all
EPICS recipes.

run an IOC starts an interactive IOC shell meant to run in the
foreground. run-iocsh runs iocsh.bash using subprocess and
sends the exit command after a delay. It raises an exception
if an error occurred. This command makes it easy to perform
a basic test on any new compiled modules. It ensures that
the module and its dependencies can be loaded by require.

CONDA-BOT

Figure 8: common build.sh script.
Figure 9 shows a typical example of an EPICS module
meta.yaml file (calc).
The source section refers to an archive of the module.
The local src directory can be used to add extra files, like a
specific Makefile needed to use require. In the build section,
run_exports is used to impose the runtime dependency of
packages using this module.
In the requirements, the build tools (compilers) and host
requirements are listed.
The test section uses the run-iocsh [12] tool to test the
compiled module. run-iocsh is a small Python script that
was developed for testing purpose. The iocsh.bash script to

At ESS, we have an internal GitLab [13] server to store our
code. GitLab includes built-in CI/CD tools to easily apply
continuous software development. Each recipe includes a
.gitlab-ci.yml file that points to the same template shown in
Fig. 10.
This .gitlab-ci.yml file builds and uploads the recipe to
Artifactory on every push to the master or "release-xxx"
branches.
Using GitLab webhooks events, we can automate even
more the workflow to re-build recipes. Indeed when a new
version of a recipe is built, the recipes depending on that
package should also be rebuilt to ensure binary compatibility
between the different packages.
conda-bot [14] is a GitLab bot that was designed for this
purpose. It listens to webhooks events and triggers several
actions:
• create a merge request to update the recipe when a tag
is pushed to a repository from the epics-modules group.
• update the global conda_build_config.yaml file to pin
packages to the latest version published to Artifactory.
• trigger the build of dependent recipes
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is easy to manage dependencies and build different variants
of a package. It separates the dependencies from the runtime
(require). The anaconda’s compilers make it possible to
benefit from a recent version of gcc and to build portable
(cross-distribution) Linux binaries. Being able to install
binaries locally is a great gain for the developers. It makes
all the phases of a project more effective: development,
testing and deployment. This is still a proof of concept and
hasn’t been used to deploy IOCs in production. But conda
is already used to deploy epics-base as well as applications
like the Channel Access and pvAccess gateways.
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REVERSE ENGINEERING THE AMPLIFIER SLAB TOOL
AT THE NATIONAL IGNITION FACILITY
A. Bhasker, R. D. Clark, J. E. Dorham
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, USA
Abstract
This paper discusses the challenges and steps required to
convert a stand-alone legacy Microsoft Access-based application, in the absence of original requirements, to a webbased application with an Oracle back-end and Oracle Application Express/JavaScript/JQuery front-end. The Amplifier Slab Selection Tool (ASL) provides a means to manage and track the amplifier slabs on National Ignition Facility (NIF) beamlines. ASL generates simulations and parameter visualization charts of seated Amplifier Slabs as
well as available replacement candidates to help optics designers make beamline configuration decisions. The migration process, undertaken by the NIF Shot Data Systems
(SDS) team at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL), included reverse-engineering requirements from
an end-user perspective, identifying obsolete requirements,
and identifying new requirements due to evolving processes and changing NIF usage patterns.

INTRODUCTION
The National Ignition Facility (NIF) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) is composed of 192 laser beamlines, that converge on a hydrogen-filled target the
size of a peppercorn to cause nuclear fusion. Each of these
192 beamlines contains two large amplifier sections, the
main amplifier and the power amplifier. These amplifiers
consist of precisely positioned neodymium-doped phosphate glass slabs and provide 99.99% of NIF’s power and
energy [1]. There are 3072 slabs in use across all 192 beamlines. These slabs are expected to last through years of
daily use but do suffer damage over time. After a decade of
operations, and over 2700 shots fired, amplifier slabs are
being replaced due to wear and tear at the greatest rate
since NIF experimental operations began.
Replacing an amplifier slab on a NIF beamline requires
a number of criteria to be satisfied, which calls for interplay
between optics designers and component engineers. The
Amplifier Slab Selection Tool serves as a single place for
all of this – ranging from identifying available candidates
to verifying the candidacy of an available amplifier slab for
a given position by performing complex optical calculations for a given beam path.

THE LEGACY APPLICATION
The original ASL was developed when NIF was under
construction, over a decade ago. The original tool was built
using MS Access. Its front-end was comprised of forms
and reports for component engineers and optics designersserving as an optics tracking tool for the former, and a simulation environment for amplifier slab configurations on

NIF beamlines for the latter. It saved the beamline configuration of amplifier slabs in an MS Access Database backend. This standalone MS Access tool was important for
getting NIF built. However, it did not evolve with NIF. This
was largely because amplifier slabs did not demand significant maintenance for many years, so the standalone tool
did not require any enhancements during that time.

THE TARGET APPLICATION
One of the major applications used by NIF Engineers
and Scientists is a tool suite called Production Optics Reporting and Tracking (PORT), which has been developed
using Oracle Application Express (APEX). Oracle APEX
is a web-application development tool for the Oracle databases [2], that supports utilization of JavaScript and JQuery
components as well.
The PORT tool covers a wide domain of capabilities –
ranging from reporting and analysis to task-scheduling and
optics installation, as well as optics and targets tracking.
For the project described in this paper, the legacy MS Access Amplifier Slab tool was reverse engineered, revamped
and given a new home as a component of PORT.
PORT was implemented in APEX version 5.0 at the time
of this undertaking.

METHODOLOGY
The basic methodology used to convert this legacy application was to reverse-engineer, re-design and re-implement the application. The aim was to have a new application that was functionally equivalent to the legacy application but redesigned in a way to allow the team to fully leverage the power and features of Oracle APEX.
Since the low-level requirements needed to be extracted,
all the exploratory reverse engineering work was performed in a development environment that was a replica of
the production environment. The process began with extraction of the low-level design details from the source
code, and then extracting the high-level design information
from that. This information collected drove the design and
implementation of the new system using the target technology. The conversion of this tool from a legacy MS Access
application to an Oracle APEX application involved the
following steps (Fig. 1):

Identifying All the Legacy Functionality
The initial goal was to gain a broad understanding of
what features this tool provided to users. In the absence of
the original requirements, key application users were asked
for their input to understand usage patterns for the legacy
tool. Steps were also taken to gain a preliminary understanding of how data from other NIF systems, pertaining to
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1. Identify all functionality in Legacy tool
2. Identify Obsolete Functionalites
3. Reverse Engineer Requirements
4. Identify New Requirements
5. Design New Backend
6. Design New Frontend
7. Convert Data
Figure 1: Methodology followed.

Identifying Obsolete Functionalities
As an extension of identifying all the features offered by
the legacy tool, the team further identified features that
were no longer needed – a likely occurrence in a research
environment, where project needs and scopes are constantly evolving. The Amplifier Slab tool both tracks available amplifier slabs and helps optics designers simulate
amplifier slab configurations. The team was able to identify some information reported by the legacy tool that was
no longer required. For example, the optics inventory storage standards evolved over time. The location of available
Amplifier slabs used to be identified by a bin number, but
that is no longer needed by the users. Similarly, the legacy
tool offered a complex Auto-Selection functionality, that
had been of great value when NIF was being designed. It
would build a configuration of 16 amplifier slabs for a
beamline, based on an intricate set of rules. Today, however, no more than one amplifier slab needs to be replaced
on a beamline at a time. Thus, the legacy requirement to
build completely new configurations on a beamline could
be deprecated.

Reverse Engineering Requirements
The goal at this step was to perform a deep-dive analysis
to uncover the design requirements of the legacy tool. MS
Access Applications allow for creation of Tables, Queries,
Forms, Reports and Macros, from which the team needed
to reverse engineer the original requirements by delving
deep into the source code. Based on the identified functionalities, a two-pass plan was implemented to (1) identify the
backend database components corresponding to identified
application features and reverse-engineer the low-level requirements for them, and (2) to identify the low-level requirements for the application features themselves. The
identified backend database requirements were then used
to reconstruct high-level requirements, which were then
used to design the new backend database. The low-level
frontend requirements were similarly used to construct
high-level frontend requirements. The frontend requirements that were identified can be broadly classified in following two categories (Fig. 2):
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Functional Requirements: These were the requirements that were reverse engineered by meticulously going through source code. This involved
deep-diving into the MS Access source code and
building a list of use-cases. The functional requirements gathered during this process included technical definitions of content displayed, navigational
structure and access control constraints.
User Interface (UI) Requirements: These requirements had more to do with reverse engineering the
UI design decisions implemented in the legacy tool
that needed to be carried forward into the new tool.
This essentially involved identifying the application
entities and actions associated with them, which arguably made identifying this kind of requirement
more challenging, in the absence of the original requirements. These UI requirements could be either
dynamic or static application implementations. An
example of a static UI requirement is color-coding
the background color of the amplifier slab serial
number by slab vendor, allowing the user a quick
visual of vendor distribution across a beamline. An
example of a dynamic UI requirement could be any
scenario that involves a user action – e.g. a mouseclick on region that opens a pop-up window.
Reverse-Engineered
Requirements

Functional
Requirements

User Interface
Requirements

Technical Definitions
of content

Dynamic Application
Implementations

Navigational Structure

Static Application
Implementations

Access control
Figure 2: Types of reverse-engineered requirements in the
project.

Identifying New Requirements
Once the requirements had been reverse-engineered
from the legacy application, and data flow recorded, some
new requirements were added into the system. These new
requirements included valuable new functionality to the
application that the legacy system did not have as well as
requirements pertaining to the new implementation environment. The new requirements that were identified can be
classified as follows (Fig. 3):
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New Requirements
Identified
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100 to 8. The major contributing factors to this drastic reduction in the number of tables were:
•
•

Non-Functional
Requirements

Functional
Requirements

Requirements
Inherited from
Target System.

New Functionalities

Data Integrity
Requirements within
the Target System.

Enhancements on
Existing
Functionalities

Figure 3: Types of new requirements identified in the project.
•

Non-Functional Requirements: These included
requirements pertaining to platform compatibility
(Oracle APEX, web browsers etc), user authorization within the new target environment, and maintenance of data integrity by use of referential constraints. Since this project involved reimplementing
a legacy application within an existing system, several non-functional requirements, such as development platform and security were inherited from the
target system. Referential constraints were also
identified and set up to ensure a user could only add
an amplifier slab that existed in the overarching data
system.
• Functional Requirements: These include requirements that represent new features or functionalities.
These ranged from turning some report columns
into hyperlinks directing users to more detailed information, to newly designed webpages giving users
visibility into the difference in their simulation and
the actual NIF configuration. Other new functional
requirements included an added ability to refresh
parameter data for the amplifier slabs in real-time,
permitting more precise calculations when selecting
a replacement amplifier slab and setting constraints
to ensure that no more than 16 amplifier slabs are
placed on a NIF beamline.
These new requirements, along with the reverse-engineered requirements helped piece together an abstract design for the back-end and front-end of the reimplemented
application.

Designing the New Back-end
The new application’s back-end was redesigned to be
implemented in Oracle 12c, under the PORT schema. The
back-end requirements gathered resulted in a more compact database redesign, reducing the number of tables from
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The obsoleted requirements meant that several tables could be deprecated.
The technical capability offered by Oracle APEX to
use APEX_COLLECTION, which is discussed in
the next subsection.
Import tables were no longer required to hold source
data, since this application now resided with the
source data schema and could be directly queried.

Design decisions were also made to have data formats
match the target system (PORT), which also houses the
main data sources for the application, rather than matching
the legacy tool’s data formats, in an effort to make a seamless transition. Audit tables were new requirements introduced into the system, that were incorporated to keep track
of changes made in the simulation environment.

Designing the New Front-end
The new application’s front-end was redesigned as a
part of the PORT tool suite (Fig. 4), and thus able to leverage Oracle APEX tools. In particular, the team was able to
leverage APEX_COLLECTION to implement the bulkload of the functionality offered by the legacy tool.
APEX_COLLECTION are Oracle APEX constructs that
enable the temporary capture of one or more non-scalar
values [3]. It allows storage of rows and columns currently
in the session state, so that they can be accessed, manipulated, or processed during a user’s specific session [3].
Given the nature of the application as a simulation environment for NIF Engineers and Scientists to experiment with
different configurations of amplifier slabs on NIF beamlines, this feature was heavily leveraged – allowing users
to try several amplifier configurations before deciding to
save one to the Oracle database tables. This contrasted with
approximately 20 temporary tables used by the MS Access
application to achieve the same effect. The new application
also leveraged Oracle APEX’s modal dialog pages to enhance the user experience when looking for available replacement amplifier slab candidates. A modal dialog is an
overlay window positioned within the same browser window, that remains active and focused until the user closes
it [4]. In contrast with the legacy application’s functionality offering a small list of replacement options to the user,
allowing them to copy the selection to the clipboard, and
then pasting it in the desired location on the simulation
page, the new tool offers a list of options of candidate amplifier slabs that, when selected by the user, would autopopulate in the simulation tool.

Data Conversion and Population
The database conversion tool used to convert database
constructs in the MS Access database to Oracle 12c was
FullConvert v7 [5]. This allowed for automatic, direct conversion with minimal user inputs. This converted data was
then used as seed data for the newly implemented tables,
which could be further refreshed with the latest parameter
data.
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Figure 4: The Amplifier Slab selection tool on Oracle APEX. For a user-selected NIF Beamline, it shows the Serial
Numbers of the Amplifier Slabs installed, along with relevant parameter

CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE WORK
The conversion project of the Amplifier Slab tool from
MS Access to Oracle APEX was one of a series of such
conversions that have all been successfully completed. The
converted application is now actively maintained by the
PORT team and is being prepared to undergo an upgrade
from Oracle APEX 5.0 to Oracle APEX 19 at the time of
this writing.
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pyAT, Pytac AND pythonSoftIoc:
A PURE PYTHON VIRTUAL ACCELERATOR
W. Rogers∗ , T. J. R. Nicholls, A. A. Wilson, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK
Abstract

pyAT

Virtual accelerators are used for testing control system
software against realistic accelerator simulations. Previous
virtual accelerators for synchrotron light sources have used
Tracy and Elegant as the simulator, but without Python bindings for accelerator simulations it has been difficult to create
a virtual accelerator using Python. With the development
of Python Accelerator Toolbox (pyAT), that is now possible. This paper describes the combination of pyAT, Python
Toolkit for Accelerator Controls (Pytac) and pythonSoftIoc
to create an EPICS-based virtual accelerator for Diamond
Light Source.

MOTIVATION
High-level control system software is designed to interact
with the control system that is connected to the real hardware.
Testing this software can be inconvenient for two main reasons: during design and commissioning the hardware might
not yet exist, and during its operational lifetime the hardware
is in use most of the time.
A virtual accelerator is an application that allows testing
a control system by providing the same interface as a subset
of the control system that is required for the operation of
high-level applications. Although it is possible to provide
dummy values for different control system parameters, it
is much more useful to combine those parameters with a
simulation so that they respond in a physically accurate way
to any changes. The software under test then requires no
changes in order to run against a virtual accelerator.
Python has a number of advantages for developing a virtual accelerator: it is free and open source, is very widely
used in both science and industry, has many useful thirdparty libraries available, is simple to start using and is capable of building large applications that scale well.
To build this virtual accelerator we needed a number of
components:
• a simulation code for synchrotron light sources that can
be called from Python
• a Python framework that understands the elements of a
particle accelerator
• the ability to convert between engineering units (used
in the control system) and physics units (used in simulation codes)
• a server that can hook the Python code into the control
system
The following sections describe these components.
∗

will.rogers@diamond.ac.uk

Accelerator Toolbox (AT) [1] is a simulation code for
synchrotron light sources developed for use in Matlab. Its
numerical engine is based around ’integrators’ that calculate
the effect of a particle in 6D phase s pace. For efficiency
purposes these integrators were written in C and compiled
for use in Matlab.
This design allowed for the same integrators to be compiled for use in Python code. pyAT uses the same numerical
engine as AT, with Python classes and functions written to
derive accelerator parameters from the engine. It uses the
libraries NumPy and SciPy for several numerical utilities.
Previous virtual accelerators for synchrotron light sources
have used Tracy [2] [3] and Elegant [4] [5] as the simulator,
but these were missing Python bindings.
pyAT provides a number of features. Lattice and element
types are defined and may be loaded and saved to different
file formats. It performs particle tracking and allows calculation of transfer matrices and closed orbit with radiation
included or excluded. Other derived parameters that are calculated include linear optics, radiation integrals and detail
of the beam envelope. It includes a plotting package that
uses Matplotlib to provide various plotting functions.
Testing has shown pyAT to give exactly the same numerical results as AT with a speed comparable to other accelerator simulations [6].

Pytac
Python Toolkit for Accelerator Controls (Pytac) is a
Python library designed to enable working with the different parts of accelerators. Each element in an accelerator is
represented by an object that may have one or more ’fields’
corresponding to physical parameters. The ability to address
the different elements of an accelerator by position in the
accelerator and element family is often useful in high-level
applications and Python scripts.
>>> bpm1 = lattice.get_elements('BPM')[0]
>>> bpm1.fields()[pytac.LIVE]
['enabled', 'x', 'y']
>>> bpm1.get_value('x', data_source=pytac.LIVE)
-2.1e-5

Pytac allows requesting the live values of the parameters
from the accelerator control system. It also allows efficiently
requesting the values for an entire family.
>>> lattice.get_element_values('BPM', 'x')
[-4.6e-05, 8.2e-05, 7e-05, ...]

Many of the ideas in Pytac were inspired by a similar
application Matlab Middle Layer (MML) [7].
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Unit Conversion
It is often useful to use the same accelerator parameter
in different unit systems: the units used by physicists for
calculations, and the units used by the control system for
control and monitoring. Pytac has a built-in unit conversion
mechanism that allows requesting and setting parameters in
either of these unit systems. The following example requests
a quadrupole setting in engineering units (𝐴) and physics
units (𝑇 𝑚−1 ):
>>> quad.get_value('b1', units=pytac.ENG)
103.18108367919922
>>> quad.get_value('b1', units=pytac.PHYS)
-1.0192934647760261

Two unit conversion mechanisms are currently available:
polynomial (often used for linear conversions) and piecewise
cubic hermite interpolating polynomial (PCHIP), an algorithm provided by SciPy [8] that allows smoothed interpolation between arbitrary measured data points. Implementing
further unit conversion mechanisms is simple.

Configuration
The accelerator definition is stored in a number of CSV
files. These are easy to edit and are efficiently stored in
the Git version control system. The configurations for the
Diamond accelerators are exported using a Matlab script
from the existing configurations that are set up in MML.

ATIP
Accelerator Toolbox Interface for Pytac (ATIP) is the
adapter that makes pyAT available as a simulator for Pytac.
Once loaded, pyAT provides an online model for interactive
use in Pytac.
>>> lattice.set_default_data_source(pytac.SIM)
>>> lattice.get_element_values('BPM', 'x')
[0.0, 0.0, 0.0, ...]
>>> h_corr = lattice.get_elements('HSTR')[0]
>>> h_corr.set_value('x_kick', 0.1, units=pytac.ENG)
>>> lattice.get_element_values('BPM', 'x')
[0.24630504031808942, 0.12495575893699563,
-0.1257213016476168, ...]

Figure 1: How ATIP integrates into Pytac.
variables, or PVs). Many IOCs are embedded devices that
interact directly with hardware, but often it is useful to make
standalone IOCs that may not represent hardware devices at
all; these are called soft IOCs. pythonSoftIoc [9] is a Python
library that allows creating an EPICS IOC using only Python
code. The virtual accelerator uses this library to create an
IOC using the PV names used on the Diamond accelerator,
then respond appropriately to any interactions.

A PURE PYTHON VIRTUAL
ACCELERATOR
Using the tools above, it is now possible to assemble a
virtual accelerator using only Python. The definition of the
accelerator is provided by Pytac, the accelerator simulation
is provided by pyAT, and the EPICS IOC is provided by
pythonSoftIoc: see Fig. 2.

ATIP has a simple asynchronous threading mechanism.
Any changes that would require a recalculation using pyAT
are placed on a queue. A dedicated simulation thread loops
continuously, checking whether there are any items in the
queue. If so, it empties the queue, applies each change to its
model and recalculates. When a request for data is received,
ATIP will check whether an update is pending and if so will
wait until the recalculation is complete before returning that
data.
An outline of how ATIP integrates pyAT into Pytac is
shown in Fig. 1.

pythonSoftIoc
At Diamond Light Source we use the EPICS distributed
control system, with many servers known as IOCs that provide some subset of the control system parameters (process

Figure 2: How high-level applications may use either the
control system (left) or the virtual accelerator (right) interchangeably.
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This virtual accelerator is now being used to test the following high-level applications at Diamond.

High-Level Applications
Slow Orbit Feedback The slow orbit feedback system
is well simulated using the virtual accelerator. The beam
position is simulated and returned via the BPM elements;
the feedback system calculates a correction to be applied
to the corrector magnets over EPICS and the simulation is
updated once the correction has been applied. The 1 Hz rate
of the slow feedback system can be handled by the virtual
accelerator.
RF Feedback The orbit feedback systems correct the
beam orbit so that the BPM readings are zero. However,
there are multiple solutions to this, some of which may have
forced the electrons to a different energy than designed. The
RF feedback system determines whether the net effect of the
corrector magnets includes such a change; if so, it changes
the RF frequency to remove it. The slow orbit feedback and
RF feedback systems work together, and can both be tested
against the virtual accelerator.
Tune Feedback Diamond’s tune feedback system [10]
uses a subset of the quadrupoles to correct variations in the
tunes. A response matrix dictates how the tunes change
when the quadrupole settings change; this matrix is inverted
to determine the quadrupole changes required to correct a
deviation in the vertical and horizontal tunes.
Vertical Emittance Feedback Diamond runs a vertical
emittance feedback system [10] that keeps the beam size
broadly constant. Since pyAT provides the emittance value
for the ring using the Ohmi Envelope formalism, it is possible
to use the virtual accelerator to test the vertical emittance
feedback system.
BURT The Back Up and Restore Tool (BURT) is used
at Diamond to save and restore machine configuration in the
form of stored values for specific PVs. We have used the
virtual accelerator to test BURT functionality as we develop
a new version of Burt in Python. Burt may also be used to
save different configurations of the virtual accelerator.

Challenges
There are a number of details of the high level applications
that make using the virtual accelerator challenging.
Speed of calculation and update rates A fundamental
limitation of this design of virtual accelerator is the elapsed
time taken in order to recalculate machine parameters. These
simulations are typically run on desktop machines.
The simulation used for the virtual accelerator has the
two parts summarised in Table 1. This gives an approximate
update rate of 1 Hz, sufficient for most of the high-level
applications.
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The one example for which this caused problems was the
vertical emittance feedback system. The PV that provides
the vertical emittance value updates at about 5 Hz, and the
feedback system reports slower updates as a failure. As
Python is inherently single-threaded it is impossible to update a PV on the virtual accelerator while the recalculation
is taking place; in any case, unless there are valid new values
to report more frequent updates may cause feedback systems
to misbehave.
The vertical emittance feedback system can be tested
against the virtual accelerator if the update check is disabled; whether this check is useful in the application itself
is being considered.
Table 1: Virtual Accelerator Simulation Functions Executed
on a Typical Desktop PC
Function
linopt()
ohmi_envelope()

Description

Runtime

Derive linear optics
Calculate emittance

0.25 s
0.65 s

Control system complexities Sometimes the EPICS
Control System is more complicated than the simple view
presented by a virtual accelerator.
One example at Diamond is the way that the quadrupoles
are controlled, which uses a number of PVs to aggregate
contributions to the magnet setpoint from different sources,
one of which is the tune feedback system [10]. In this case
it was possible to test the tune feedback system by providing
’mirror’ PVs that respond in the same way to the original
setpoint PVs; in other cases simple transforms can be applied
to the PV value.
Certain PVs at Diamond are available as individual PVs
per element but are also available for convenience as a waveform PV: for example, there are two waveform PVs containing all 173 BPM values in the horizontal and vertical planes.
The natural way for the virtual accelerator to provide this information is per-element, but applications are more likely to
use the waveforms. To solve this we added a configuration
mechanism to aggregate individual values into addtional
waveform PVs.
These transformations are handled by classes in ATIP,
and it would be possible to make other transformations by
writing similar classes.

NOTES ON SOFTWARE
All of the components described above are open source
and the source code is available on Github. pyAT, Pytac and
ATIP are available on the Python Package Index (PyPI) [11]
for simple installation using pip. Any interest in using or
collaborating on these projects would be welcomed.
Jupyter notebooks are a good way of demonstrating the
capabilities of these applications. Some example notebooks
exist in the Git repositories, and further examples are being
developed.
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Python versions 2.7 and 3.5+ are supported, although
Python 2 support will be deprecated in the near future in
line with the approach of the rest of the Python community.

[2] M. Boge, “Update on TRACY-2 Documentation”, SLS Internal Note, SLS-TME-TA-1999-0002 (1999).

FURTHER WORK
The components described above begin to form a versatile
toolkit for accelerator physics and control system applications using Python.
The next application in this toolkit is Visualiser and Optimiser for Linear Optics (Volo), which uses ATIP and pyAT
to allow interactive lattice viewing and editing via a PyQt
GUI. Most of the capability for this tool exists in the components described above, meaning that the Volo project mostly
requires using these components and constructing an intuitive user interace. A prototype of this application is under
development; a screenshot of an early version is shown in
Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: A screenshot from an early version of Volo.
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UPGRADE OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE LHC HIGH LEVEL RF
Y. Brischetto, L. Arnaudon, V. Costa, D. C. Glenat, D. Landré, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The acceleration of particles in CERN’s Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) is carried out by sixteen superconducting
radiofrequency (RF) cavities. Their remote control is taken
care of by a complex system which involves heterogeneous
equipment and interfaces with a number of different subsystems, such as high voltage power converters, cryogenics,
vacuum and access control interlocks. In view of the renovations of the CERN control system planned for the Long
Shutdown 2 (LS2), the control software for the RF system
recently underwent a complete bottom-up refactoring, in order to dispose of obsolete software and ensure the operation
of the system in the long term. The upgraded software has
been deployed one year before LS2, and allowed successful
operation of the machine. This paper describes the strategy
followed in order to commission the system and to guarantee
LHC nominal operation after LS2.

INTRODUCTION
Any kind of software needs recurring updates, and the
control software for accelerator equipment at CERN does not
differ. Taking advantage of the downtime of the accelerators
during the Long Shutdown 2 (which started in January 2019
and will last until end of December 2020), it was decided
to perform a major update to FESA (Front-End Software
Architecture) [1]. Most of the CERN control software applications rely on this framework, therefore they will have to
be renovated before the end of LS2.
One year before the start of LS2, our team started the
renovations of the software controlling the LHC 400 MHz
RF system (ACS), which is based on FESA, and as a result
we were able to validate the new software during one year
of LHC operation.

OVERVIEW OF THE ACS RF SYSTEM
Sixteen superconducting radiofrequency cavities guarantee the acceleration of particles in LHC [2]. The 400 MHz
cavities are installed in groups of four inside cryomodules,
and two cryomodules are installed on each beam line. Each
cavity is powered by a 300 kW klystron and shares a 58 kV
voltage power converter and a high voltage equipment bunker
with the other cavities installed in the same cryomodule.
From an RF point of view, each cavity is driven by one
klystron amplification chain, thus the concept of line was
defined to identify the full chain of devices controlling one
specific klystron and the cavity connected to it. Moreover,
since a group of four klystrons shares a common power
converter and high-voltage equipment bunker, and drives
the cavities installed inside one cryomodule, the concept
of module was also introduced, to address the control of
the power converter and of the HV equipment related to

each cryomodule (as illustrated in Fig. 1). Each line and
each module is controlled by one dedicated programmable
logic controller (PLC), therefore the overall control system
is composed of sixteen line PLCs and four module PLCs.

Figure 1: Logical view of one ACS module and four lines.
Along with them, one additional PLC is charged with
the control of services as the fast interlock module for the
beam dump and environmental sensors monitoring the LHC
Faraday cages, which are installed underground and host
some of the low level RF controls.

CONTROL BEFORE RENOVATIONS
The remote control of equipment is generally integrated
into CERN’s control system by using FESA, a CERN-made
C++ framework that lets developers create control software
in a common manner, regardless of the equipment to be controlled. Until some years ago, FESA allowed the integration
of PLCs, offering developers the opportunity of only having
to define communication interfaces, relieving them from the
development of the code necessary to handle data transfer
with the controllers.
The control software for the ACS RF system that was in
use before the renovations presented in this paper was composed of six different FESA classes, three dedicated to the
communication with the PLCs, and three others handling the
exchange of status and control data between the lines, modules and the additional systems. High-level control interfaces
were developed using standard tools offered by CERN’s BECO (Controls group of the Beams department), whereas
most of the expert interfaces were implemented through
LabVIEW panels. The variety of the control software was
obviously a limiting factor, which implied that users had to
use different applications to control different parts of the
system, something that could definitely be improved.

SOFTWARE UPGRADES
In light of this situation, along with the advent of the major update of the FESA framework, and important changes
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planned on the control interface of power converters, a complete rework of the control software of such a heterogeneous
architecture as the ACS RF control system was then deemed
necessary.

Communication with PLCs
Although the latest version of the FESA framework,
FESA3, does not offer the integration of PLC communication, this same feature is nowadays offered by a new tool,
SILECS (Software Infrastructure for Low-level Equipment
Controllers), formerly known as IEPLC [3]. SILECS is a
CERN-made software which decouples the setting up of the
communication with controllers from the implementation of
a FESA class, by generating a source file that, once uploaded
to the controllers, makes the data flow possible without requiring any additional code. This is done via the definition
of so-called SILECS classes, which represent the actual data
that has to be exchanged with a controller.
In order to perpetuate the modules-lines-services
paradigm, three SILECS classes were developed for the
ACS system.

Control of ACS Modules
As previously discussed, the control interface of the power
converters was planned to be drastically changed. According to the previous implementation, the main observable
parameters for one specific device were transmitted in the
form of a large array, thus the control software for the ACS
modules contained code that performed the extraction of
the parameters necessary to operate the RF. The new version of the interface presents the same data in the form of
fields and grouped in properties, therefore the refactoring
of the software controlling the ACS modules involved the
complete rewriting of the code handling the readback of
data from the power converters. Another section of the
software interprets commands coming from the high level
control interfaces, controls the RF system, communicating
with the PLCs though SILECS, and in parallel, using RBAC
(Role-Based Access Control) and RDA3 (Remote Device
Access) libraries, sends the appropriate commands to the
power converter devices. In addition to this, the software
also maintains contact with and monitors the cryogenic system of every cryomodule.

Control of ACS Lines
The main feature of the software controlling the ACS
lines is a finite state machine composed of eleven states. The
state of the system is defined by monitoring a considerable
number of parameters coming from the line PLCs. Once
every second, the control software determines in which state
the system is and, at the same time, it ensures the proper
sequencing of actions which are sent to the line PLCs, interpreting commands and processing them in order to bring
each ACS line to the requested state. Figure 2 shows the
main states of the ACS system.

Figure 2: Main states for the ACS lines.

Additional Work
PLC FESA2 classes were replaced by SILECS interfaces
and integrated into the main ACS FESA3 classes. In order to
ensure a smooth transition to the new control software, the
totality of persistent and operational LSA (LHC Software
Architecture) [4] settings have been preserved, with the ones
belonging to the old PLC FESA2 classes merged into the
new FESA3 implementations. Both the module and the line
classes inform users in case of faults by activating alarms
in the control system and via a detailed description on the
control interface. JSON is now used instead of XML as a
storage format for this information. Finally, the upgrades
also involved the reintroduction of RBAC rules to protect the
system from unauthorized operation as well as the restoration
of the logging of the most important parameters in the CERN
Accelerator Logging Service.

HIGH LEVEL CONTROL APPLICATIONS
A considerable effort was invested in the migration of high
level LabVIEW control applications to the Inspector rapid
application development environment [5]. The migration of
the twenty-five expert control applications was completed
in less than six months. The Inspector applications were
successfully integrated into the CERN’s control system and
they are currently the main interfaces used to condition,
monitor and control the ACS system. Figure 3 shows one of
the expert Inspector interfaces.

SOFTWARE COMMISSIONING
An ad-hoc laboratory installation composed of one module PLC, one line PLC and one services PLC was used to
validate the system. The controllers were updated with the
SILECS generated sources and three FESA classes were run
on a test front-end to verify the functionality of the control
software. Thanks to colleagues from the Converter Control
Software section (TE-EPC-CCS) of the Electrical Power
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Figure 3: Main control application for the ACS system.
Converters group that supplied us with a test power converter device, it was possible to improve the power converter
control interfaces.
Following this phase, the new FESA classes for both modules and lines were deployed in LHC during the first months
of 2018, before the restart of the machine after the winter
break. The commissioning phase before the restart allowed
to further fine-tune the sequencing and to restart the LHC
with no delay. The FESA class controlling the external services was deployed during the TS1 (Technical Stop 1), that
took place in June 2018.

CONCLUSION
The LHC 400 MHz RF control software was renovated to
follow the evolution of the CERN front-end software frameworks. Three FESA classes were developed to substitute
the existing six, using the latest control libraries. Communication with PLCs was achieved via the implementation of
simple SILECS interfaces, and operator and expert applications were created using Inspector.
The software was successfully deployed and fully integrated into CERN’s control system, allowing LHC nominal
operation until the end of Run 2. The full software stack has
been validated and stands ready to restart LHC in 2021.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF ISO 50001 ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
WITH THE ADVANTAGE OF ARCHIVE VIEWER IN NSRRC
C. S. Chen†, W. S. Chan, Y. Y. Cheng, Y. F. Chiu, Y. C. Chung, K. C. Kuo, M. T. Lee, Y. C. Lin,
C. Y. Liu, Z. D. Tsai, NSRRC, Hsinchu, Taiwan
Abstract
Due to the limited energy resources in Taiwan, energy
conservation is always a big issue for everyone who lives
in this country. According to the data from the related
departments, nearly 98% of energy is imported from
abroad for more than a decade. Despite the strong
dependency on foreign fuel imports, the energy subsidy
policy leads to a relatively low cost of energy for end users,
while it is not reasonable. In order to resolve the energy
resource shortage and pursue a more efficient energy use,
the implementation of ISO 50001 energy management
system (EnMS) is activated with the advantage of the
Archive Viewer in NSRRC this year. The energy
management system will build up an overall energy usage
model and a certain number of energy performance
indicators to help us achieve efficient energy usage.

INTRODUCTION
According to the data released from ISO in 2017, more
than 22,870 enterprises have been certified to meet the
requirements of ISO 50001 globally. Comparing 2017 to
2016, the increment of certificated enterprises is nearly
13%. There are 290 enterprises certified in 2018 in Taiwan.
It shows the determination of Taiwan in energy
conservation. Since 2011, the Taiwan Green Productivity
Foundation has been entrusted to execute the consulting
project in deployment of ISO 50001. This project has
successfully assisted 125 enterprises in developing the
energy management systems and earned the third-party
certifications from 2011 to 2018 in Taiwan. This project
sums up to carry out 1,131 energy conservation treatments
and saves 120 million kWh of electrical energy in total
over the past eight years.
Figure 1 shows the trends of power usage and gross
domestic product per capita in Taiwan from 1995 to 2018.
Taiwan’s factories are an indispensable part of the global
supply chain for high-tech industry. Over the last two
decades, the total energy consumption grew up obviously
along with the GDP in Taiwan except for the drop in 2009
due to the great earthquake of September 21. It is always a
real dilemma when it comes to economic development and
environmental protection together. Due to the limited
natural resources in Taiwan, the development plan in this
country must be sustainable and environment-friendly. It is
the main intention to deploy the energy management
system to NSRRC.

Figure 1: Total power generation and GDP in Taiwan from
1995 to 2018.

ISO 50001:2018
ISO 50001 is an international standard which integrate
the energy performance system and the institutionalized
system. It provides enterprises a completed energy
management system to fulfil energy saving affairs. Its first
edition was released by International Organization for
Standards (ISO) in 2011, and revised to the latest version
in 2018. It combines the viewpoint from stockholder and
the concept of risk management to operate the PDCA
management cycles, which stands for Plan-Do-CheckAction, a repetitive four-stage model for continuous
improvements shown as Fig. 2.

Figure 2: PDCA cycles in ISO 50001:2018 energy
management system.
The latest version of standards labelled as ISO
50001:2018 are mostly the same with the former. The
biggest difference between ISO 50001:2018 and the
former version is laying a greater emphasis on the role of
high level structure, which implies the stronger importance
of leadership in the operation of PDCA cycles.
Furthermore, the clarifications on the content of energy
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performance indicator (EnPI) and energy baseline (EnB)
make it easier to understand these concepts.

ARCHIVE VIEWER SYSTEM
The Archive Viewer system in Taiwan Light Source
(TLS), a highly complicated system with hybrid SCADA
systems was proposed by Tsai et al. in 2007 [1]. It collects
most of the instrumentation data in TLS, including the
vacuum, magnet, RF, utility, cryogenic, power, safety,
optic devices and so on. These data are collected in the
central storage area network (SAN) via fibre network
without latency to form a big data base. Most importantly,
these big data could be extracted and arranged by different
purposes and systems to satisfy all kinds of end users.
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ISO 50001 IMPLEMENTATION
Some of the core concepts of ISO 50001 are presented
below. Most important part of this implementation lies in
the actions that top management takes to support the
implementation and maintenance of an EnMS. The top
management is important not only to demonstrate the
determination on energy conservation, but also to
coordinate with other related sectors. Once winning the
support of leadership, a series of review work have to be
done afterward.
Energy tracking could be easily accomplished by
analyzing the big data base of Archive Viewer system.
There are two electricity meters to record the electric
consumptions of TLS and TPS separately. Each of them is
composed of two high voltage feeders and different
capacity contract. The contract capacity of TLS and TPS
were 5,500 kW and 7,500 kW respectively before the
modification this year. Tracking the electricity usage helps
us to itemize the major equipment with significant energy
consumption. An energy profile composed of the
numerous data is a useful tool to allow management
acquiring the energy consumption status of the
organisation with more accuracy and details.

Figure 3: Network architecture of the Archive Viewer
system.
Figure 3 shows the latest version of network architecture
of the Archive Viewer system in NSRRC. The new
Archiver Viewer system provides better protocol
integration, such as dynamic data exchange (DDE), OLE
process control (OPC), PSP, EPICS, Modbus etc. [2]. The
data belong to different systems or different types of
classifications are collected by respective data servers. For
example, the data of de-ionized water systems and cooling
systems are collected together in server TPS1 due to the
higher importance of these data. The data collected through
direct communication with devices or gateways are
recorded and stored in server TPS4. On the other hand, the
data of power system are channelled to the server TPS6
from the existing power SCADA system. All of the data
mentioned above could be reviewed in real-time or
historical form on the union platform by enterprise
Ethernet. With the aids of the whole area coverage WiFi
within NSRRC and the remote desktop apps on smart
phones or remote devices, commanding on utility systems
becomes very simple and easily accessible. After
integrating the LINE Notify, the alarm server could send
instantaneous warnings once the readings of the
monitoring data exceed the thresholds. The big data base is
very helpful to build up the energy tracking model and
EnPIs, as well as to establish the long term EnB.

Figure 4: The energy profile of TLS in 2018.
Figure 4 shows the energy profile of TLS in 2018. The
different shades of red portions in this graph represent the
total energy consumption of the accelerator related
facilities. This part is excluded from energy review items
at the first stage due to its importance and immutability.
Therefore, the action plans proposed to meet energy policy
in this implementation are all confined within utility and
office usage. Energy consumption can be obtained by
reviewing electricity bills, calculating and estimating from
the data of Archive Viewer system. The energy baseline is
a reference for measurement of energy performance. In
order to review energy performance, the performance
indicators must be defined according to the conclusions of
energy management team. Respective performance
indicators could be proposed and adopted in their own
fields as long as the indicators could describe the energy
consumption well. The energy management team have to
review these data periodically and take actions at once if
any of these indicators show something wrong. All
processes mentioned above must be written down as
documentations and put into the P-D-C-A cycles to review
energy performance regularly. Five action plans in this
implementation are introduced as follows.
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FIVE ACTION PLANS
These five action plans have been discussed and
approved by the energy management team in NSRRC.
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decrease in top level room is about 2°C, and saves more
than 5% of air conditioning system energy in the specific
building.

Rationalization of Electric Contract Capacity

Adoption of EC Fan in AHU

Total electricity consumptions of TLS and TPS from
2016 to May, 2019 are shown as Fig. 5. The values of
electric power capacity in TLS and TPS were 5,500 kW
and 7,500 kW respectively before the modification to
5,300 kW and 7,100 kW in July, 2019. In order to avoid
breach of the contract, there is much buffer between real
usage and contract. It will save 4,000 USD every month
after the new agreement. Although it seems not a large
amount of money, the resource could be used in energy
conservation and make it a more efficient investment.

An EC (Electronically Commutated) fan is a fan with a
brushless, direct current and external rotor type of motor.
The rotation speed of the EC fan is adjusted by changing
input DC voltage. Therefore, the frequency invertor is not
a necessary device to achieve accurate temperature control.
Other advantages of EC fan include lower energy
consumption and vibration, smaller than plug fan, and
more reliable. For example, a 15,000 cfm plug fan could
be replaced by a set of two 7,500 cfm EC fans or a set of
four 3,750 cfm EC fans. The power of single plug fan is
10.55 kW, noise levels 86 dB(A). However, the double fan
set operates with 7.73 kW and 76 dB(A), the quadruple fan
set operates with 7.63 kW and 73 dB(A). Both reduce at
least 25% of power consumption.

Replace Metal Halide Lamps with LED Lamps
384 metal halide lamps were replaced with LED lamps
in TPS experiment hall. Each lamp power reduces from
400 W to 153 W and saves 700 USD every month.

Clean the Exchanger of TLS Cooling System
The exchange heat capacity of Cu de-ionized water
system in TLS was limited because of tubes blocking. It
caused the secondary pumps to operate with excess power
and valves out of control. The situation returns to normal
after the heat exchanger pipes got cleaned.
Figure 5: Total electricity consumptions of TLS and TPS
from 2016 to 2019.

Photovoltaic System in NSRRC

CONCLUSION
In this article, we describe the processes to get ISO
50001 certification in NSRRC. The energy efficiency in
NSRRC will become better in the future.
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Figure 6: The “Green Roofs” in NSRRC.
To respond to the “Green Roofs” policy held by the
government, it cost more than two years to set up
photovoltaic system on the available roofs in NSRRC as
shown in Fig. 6. The photovoltaic system generates 1.15
billion kWh of electricity every year which is up to 20% of
the total solar power generation in Hsinchu city. This solar
power system is estimated to reduce over 600 tons of CO2
exhaust every year, and furthermore, the shadow of solar
panels lowers the temperature beneath. The temperature
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APPLICATIONS OF AN EPICS EMBEDDED AND CREDIT-CARD SIZED
WAVEFORM ACQUISITION
Y. S. Cheng†, D. Lee, C. Y. Liao, C. Y. Wu, K. H. Hu, K. T. Hsu
National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center, Hsinchu, Taiwan
Abstract
To eliminate long distance cabling for improving signal
quality, the remote waveform access supports have been
developed for the TPS (Taiwan Photon Source) and TLS
(Taiwan Light Source) control systems for routine
operation. The previous mechanism was that a dedicated
EPICS IOC has been used to communicate with the present
Ethernet-based oscilloscopes to acquire each waveform
data. To obtain higher reliability operation and low power
consumption, the FPGA and SoC (System-on-Chip) based
waveform acquisition which embedded an EPICS IOC has
been adopted to capture the waveform signals and process
to the EPICS PVs (Process Variables). According to
specific purposes use, the different graphical applications
have been designed and integrated into the existing
operation interfaces. These are convenient to observe
waveform status and to analyse the caught data on the
control consoles. The efforts are described at this paper.

INTRODUCTION
TPS is a new and highly bright synchrotron light source
constructed at National Synchrotron Radiation Research
Center (NSRRC) at Taiwan. It consists of a 150 MeV
electron linear accelerator, a booster synchrotron, a 3 GeV
storage ring and experimental beam lines. Civil
construction began in the first quarter of 2010 and was
completed in the first half of 2013. Installation and
integration of the accelerator system began later in 2013.
The control system environment was ready by mid of 2014
to support commissioning and final subsystem integration
without the beam. Commissioning with the beam was
successful in December 2014. User service with 400 mA
top-up routine operation was kicked off since 2016.
TLS is a third generation of synchrotron light source
which built at the NSRRC site, and it has been operated
since 1993. The TLS consists of a 50 MeV electron linear
accelerator, a booster synchrotron, and a 1.5 GeV storage
ring with 360 mA top-up injection mode. The TLS Control
system is a proprietary design [1]. It consists of console
level workstations and VME based intelligent local
controller (ILC) to interface with subsystems. Hardware
and software on console level workstation change several
times due to evolution of fast evolution of computer
technology.
EPICS (Experimental Physics and Industrial Control
System) were chosen as control system framework for the
TPS and had been integrated and commissioned [2]. On the
other hand, in order to adopt newer technology and re-use
expertise of manpower, the upgrade and maintenance for
____________________________________________
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TLS control system have been decided to employ the
EPICS as its framework. Thus new installed and
rejuvenated sub-systems have operated at the EPICS
control environment. Mixed existing TLS control system
and EPICS framework were proofed without difficult
problems.
Many waveforms in synchrotron light sources are
necessary to monitor during routine operation, and
especially include current waveforms of pulsed magnet
power supplies (septa/kickers), waveforms of klystron
current and voltage, waveforms of LINAC RF power, etc.
Moreover remote waveform access supports have been
widely utilized to eliminate long distance cabling for
improving signal quality. Preliminary solution of remote
waveform access support is that a dedicated EPICS IOC
(Input Output Controller) is built to interface with
Ethernet-compliant oscilloscopes for capturing and
publishing real-time waveform data [3].
Recently, an advanced solution of remote waveform
access support is adopting a credit-card sized waveform
acquisition. The major benefits of this credit-card sized
waveform acquisition are EPICS embedded, better
resolution, better stability, and lower power consumption.
The efforts of applying a new credit-card sized waveform
acquisition on the TPS and TLS control systems are
summarized in the following paragraphs.

CREDIT-CARD SIZED WAVEFORM
ACQUISITION
A new credit-card sized waveform acquisition has been
developed to be as remote waveform access support for
observing necessary waveforms during routine operation.
This waveform acquisition module is a FPGA-based (Field
Programmable Gate Array) hardware architecture, named
“Red Pitaya” [4], which is an open-source hardware
formed into a credit-card sized layout. It equips one dualcore processor, one editable FPGA-based SoC, ADC
(Analog-to-Digital Converter) of two-channel-input,
external trigger functionality, DI/DO (Digital Input Output)
pins, one micro-SD storage, and one gigabit Ethernet port.
The main specification of hardware components is shown
as Table 1. This acquisition module has 7.5 Watt power
consumption, and is much lower than power consumption
of traditional oscilloscope. This acquisition module
internally supports Linux operation system which installed
into micro-SD card for setting up related software
packages, compiled FPGA codes and application programs.
According to the test of real signal inputs, this waveform
acquisition module can be equivalently employed to
replace several traditional oscilloscopes for being longterm waveform observation.
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Table 1: Specification of Acquisition Hardware

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Two or three parts of acquisition modules have been
combined into one box for the remote waveform access
support as shown in Fig. 1. The front panel of box is for
signal inputs and external trigger, and back panel is for
power and control network connections. The custom-made
attenuators with frequency compensation have been also
designed and implemented to meet various signal type,
such as 50 Ohm, 1 MOhm, high input voltage, etc.

Current
waveforms of
pulsed magnet
power supplies
(septa/kickers),
Waveforms of
klystron current
and voltage,
Waveforms of
LINAC RF power,
etc.

Waveform Acquisition Boxes
RP module

Div.
Div.

RP module

Div.
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RP module

Cables

Cables

Control Consoles

EPICS
Channel
Access

EPICS
CA

Graphical User
Interfaces
(EDM, CSS-BOY)

Archive DataViewer
(CSS-DataBrowser)

External Trigger

Control Consoles
JDBC

Server

Analysis Applications
Psycopg2

Python3, Matplotlib,
Scikit-learn, etc.

Cache
PostgreSQL
Database

Archive
Engine

3Hz/10Hz Data

SQL Commands

EPICS
CA

Figure 2: System architecture with credit-card sized
waveform acquisition systems.
In addition, each waveform data is also extracted several
characteristic parameters in the EPICS IOC to learn its
variation on injection of 3 Hz or 10 Hz. These parameters
have been archived into the relational database for longterm analysis usage. Client users can use the specific
toolkits to retrieve the data from database. In order to
analyse the archived data, the analysis applications have
been developed to make the statistics. It is convenient to
observe the long-term variation and stability.
An EPICS support has been built into a credit-card sized
waveform acquisition module which operates the Linux
operation system, and the compiled FPGA image file has
been loaded to communicate with the device support via
API library. One of EPICS database records is the
waveform record which stored data array acquired from the
acquisition device. Related record supports were created
with a link to the device supports, and especially the
waveform records are made basis array data processing.
Then waveform data are extracted key characteristic
parameters, such as peak amplitude and peak time location,
to monitor real-time variation. Furthermore complex array
calculation is done by the Python program in the IOC. The
software block diagram for establishing EPICS support of
waveform acquisition system is shown as Fig. 3. Client
users observe and analyse captured waveforms by use of
EPICS CA (Channel Access) mechanism easily.

Figure 1: Photo of an assembled box with three waveform
acquisition modules.
These assembled waveform acquisition boxes have been
mounted at the equipment areas of sub-systems, and
integrated into existing control environment according to
the different purposes. The conceptual system architecture
of new waveform acquisition is illustrated as Fig. 2. New
waveform acquisition module is as a standalone EPICS
IOC which connects to the control network. The captured
waveform data are calculated in the EPICS IOC, and the
PVs of processed waveform data are published. These
waveform PVs are launched to the existing graphical user
interfaces according to various functionality, such as for
pulsed magnet power supplies, klystron current and
voltage, LINAC RF power, etc.

Div.
Div.

Control Network

Bandwidth
Memory Depth
Ethernet
Storage
Power Connector
Power Consumption

Specification
Dual Core ARM Cortex A9
Xilinx Zynq 7010 SoC
512 MB
Channel: 2
Sample Rate 125 MS/s
ADC Resolution: 14 bit
Full Scale: +-1 V, +-20 V
50 Mhz
16 K Samples
1 GigE
Micro-SD up to 32 GB
Micro-USB, 5 V
7.5 Watt
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Control Network Connection
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Client
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(NumPy, SciPy)
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EPICS IOC (Device Support, Record Processing, Database)
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base, modules

API Library
(*.h)

FPGA Image
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Ubuntu Linux 16.04 LTS
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Figure 3: Software block diagram of EPICS embedded and
credit-card sized waveform acquisition systems.
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A new EPICS embedded and credit-card sized waveform
acquisition has been already implemented and employed
on the TPS and TLS control systems more than half year.
At the beginning, this system has applied on the subsystem of TPS pulsed magnet power supplies for replacing
broken Ethernet-compliant oscilloscope. These system are
more useful to monitor real-time current waveforms on
each beam injection of 3 Hz, and are easily for tuning
parameters of pulsed magnet power supplies. Furthermore,
this acquisition system has been also utilized to observe the
major waveforms of TLS booster ring for optimized
parameters adjustment, such as kickers, klystron current
and klystron voltage. The GUIs of these two sub-systems
are shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 5: Archive database viewer with dot display for
observing the variation of waveform peak amplitude of
TPS storage ring kickers, and occurred a little abnormal
status (K1)(red line).

(a)

(b)
Figure 4: Several credit-card sized waveform acquisitions
employed and integrated into the sub-systems of TPS and
TLS: (a) GUI of TPS pulsed magnets power supplies; (b)
waveform display page of TLS booster ring.

AUTOMATED ANALYSIS WITH
MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM
The characteristic parameters of current waveforms of
pulsed magnets power supplies which captured from the
credit-card sized acquisition have been drawn and recorded
into database for a long time. The amount of archived
parameters are huge from routine operation with 3 Hz/10
Hz injection mode, then display page of retrieved data from
database is shown at Fig. 5. These data can be the chance
of judging which time is abnormal status manually. To
simplify the mission, an automated analysis method to
judge abnormal status will be more essential.

Moreover the machine learning is the scientific study of
algorithms and statistical models that computer systems
use to perform a specific task without using explicit
instructions, relying on patterns and inference instead. It is
seen as a subset of artificial intelligence. Machine learning
algorithms build a mathematical model based on training
data, in order to make predictions or decisions without
being explicitly programmed to perform the task [5]. Thus
one of the machine learning algorithms can be suited for
automatically judging abnormal status of captured current
waveforms via processed sample data.
The “Decision Tree” method is a supervised learning
[6][7] from machine learning algorithm. The decision tree
algorithm can be applied for building an automatic
mechanism of judging abnormal status, and the functional
block diagram is shown in Fig. 6. Amount of archived data
is retrieved and divided into two parts; one is used for
training, the other is used for evaluating the model. The
decision tree model is generated based on critical
parameters with training data, then the model is verified via
testing data repeatedly. After completing the evaluated
model, new captured data can be approximately predicted
the result of the normal or abnormal status. The accuracy
with new advanced model will be raised through more and
more new acquired data to achieve fully automated
analysis.
1. Data Processing
for Peak Amplitude
and Time Location

Retrieving

PostgreSQL
Database
Raw Waveform
Data Captured
from Credit-card 2. Use Archive Engine to
Sized Acquisition Store Data into Database

Training
Data

Pandas
Data
Frame

Test Data

Decision Tree Generation
(from "sklearn.tree" import
"DecisionTreeClassifier")
with
"criterion entropy", "gini
impurity", "max_depth"

Model Tree
Evaluation
and Testing

Predicted
Results
from
Majority
Decisions

Figure 6: Functional block diagram of building a decision
tree mechanism for training amount of archived data to
judge abnormal status automatically.
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SUMMARY
To eliminate long distance cabling for improving signal
quality, remote waveform access supports are necessary to
be developed. A new EPICS embedded and credit-card
sized waveform acquisition system has been implemented
and applied on the TPS and TLS control systems. This is
successful to replace broken Ethernet-based oscilloscopes
which interfaced with a dedicated EPICS IOC. The
published waveform PVs are smoothly integrated into the
existing GUIs at the mean while. The analysis applications
are designed and enhanced continually, and hope to
provide automated analysis service in the future. This new
waveform acquisition system will accomplish better
diagnostic toolkit and highly reliable routine operation.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN ONLINE DIAGNOSTIC
TOOLKIT FOR THE UPC CONTROL SYSTEM
H. Z. Chen, Y. S. Cheng, K. H. Hu, K. T. Hsu, C. Y. Liao, C. Y. Wu
National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center, Hsinchu, Taiwan
Abstract
Most IOC (Input Output Controller) platforms and servers at the TPS control system have been connected to uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) to prevent short downtime of the mains electricity. To accomplish higher availability, it is necessary to maintain batteries and circuits for
the UPS system periodically. Thus, an online diagnostic
toolkit had to be developed to monitor the status of the UPS
system and to notify which abnormal components should
be replaced. One dedicated EPICS IOC has been implemented to communicate with each UPS device via SNMP.
The PV states of the UPS system are published and archived and specific graphical applications are designed to
show the existing control environment via EPICS CA
(Channel Access). This paper reports the development of
an online diagnostic toolkit for the UPS System.

INTRODUCTION
The Taiwan photon source [1] (TPS) is a highly bright
synchrotron light source constructed at the National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (NSRRC). It consists
of a 150-MeV electron linear accelerator, a booster synchrotron, a 3-GeV storage ring and experimental beam
lines. The TPS control system [2] is based on the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) [3]
framework, which is a set of open source software tools,
libraries and applications developed collaboratively and
used to create distributed soft real-time control systems for
scientific instruments. There are many devices in the TPS
control system that are compatible with SNMP, such as:
CompactPCI (cPCI) crates, network switches, UPSs etc.
Establishing a tool to automatically diagnose the device
condition is desirable because the device number is large
and they are distributed in different CIAs. We already developed diagnostic tools for Compact PCI creates. Next we
chose to monitor the UPSs and create tools to diagnose
their condition.
Most of the IOC platforms and servers at the TPS control
system have been connected to the UPS system to prevent
short downtime of mains electricity. The UPSs are installed
inside the Control Instrumentation Areas (CIA) which are
distributed along the outside wall of the machine tunnel.
To accomplish higher availability, it is necessary to
maintain batteries and circuits for the UPS system. Thus,
an online diagnostic toolkit had to be developed to monitor
the status of the UPS system.
The EPCIS IOC can read the UPS status and use the diagnostic toolkit to monitor their condition. When abnormal
conditions occur, such as a UPS working abnormally, overheating, too high output load in percent of rated capacity,
battery working abnormal and UPS battery charge too low.

The diagnostic toolkit will show an alarm message on the
GUI (Graphical User Interface) and send an alarm notification to the responsible personnel via E-mail.

SNMP DEVICE SUPPORT FOR EPICS
SNMP
The SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) is
a component of the Internet Protocol Suite as defined by
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and is a standard Internet protocol for managing and organizing information of Ethernet-based devices. It consists of the following three components, a managed device, an agent and a
Network Management System (NMS). The NMS is a software installed on the management side to query the agent
for information about the managed device, which is a node
in the network and implements a SNMP interface to collect
and store management information and make this information available to NMS using SNMP. The agent is the
software installed on the managed device and allows it to
collect management information from the managed device
database and makes it available to the NMS.

EPICS SNMP Device Support Module
The devSNMP [4] uses the net-snmp library for access
to SNMP-based devices. Net-snmp also includes a number
of useful utilities such as snmpget and snmpset for reading
and writing SNMP variables, and snmpwalk for listing
which variables a host makes available. The devSNMP
provides EPICS device support for hardware devices that
communicate via SNMP. By using devSNMP, the EPICS
IOC can query data from devices via SNMP, then store data
in the EPICS database for PV channel access.
Figure 1 shows the system structure of an EPICS integrating an SNMP with a UPS in the TPS. The EPICS IOC
retrieves information via SNMP from the UPS and the information will be stored in the EPICS database for PV
channel access. The GUI can show UPS information via
channel access and the diagnostic toolkit can use the data
to diagnose the condition of the UPS.

DIAGNOSTIC TOOLKIT
FOR UPS SYSTEM
The TPS UPS include a Network Management Card
(NMC) that can receive the status information of the UPS
and can send commands to control the UPS. The user can
manage the UPS with the NMC via web browser or via a
network management software which supports the SNMP
protocol.
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state. Clicking the history log button, the history of the abnormal message will be displayed. The button next to the
light showing the UPS status can open another page that
shows a more detailed status of the UPS.

Figure 1: System structure for EPICS integrating an SNMP
with a UPS.
The NMC can get UPS work information from UPS status, work temperature, input voltage and frequency, output
voltage, output current, output load in percent of rated capacity, battery charge status and battery voltage.
In the TPS control system, we have 24 UPSs distributed
in different CIAs. We cannot monitor the UPS status all the
time. If an UPS is working abnormal, the device connected
to the power supply will lose power thus affecting accelerator operation. Therefore, the diagnostic toolkit is used to
monitor automatically the UPS status all the time and create a GUI to display device information [5]. The diagnostic
tool will constantly confirm the UPS status and if an abnormal condition occurs, an alarm will be issued. The
alarm information shows the location, time and status of
the failed device to speed up troubleshooting. The EPICS
IOC will poll the data from the UPS and use them on the
PyDM display page and diagnostic toolkit.

Figure 2: CS-Studio Archive data browsing page for the
UPS.

EPCIS Archiver Appliance
The EPICS Archiver can store UPS component values
such as output voltage and battery capacity from the EPICS
IOC to provide historical data for analysis of the UPS conditions. The recorded characteristic parameters which are
stored in the database and can be retrieved for easy examination of its stability by the specific toolkits, such as
CS-Studio, Python, MATLAB, etc. Figure 2 shows the
CS-Studio Archive data browsing page.

GUI for Diagnostic Toolkit of UPS
The GUI is created by Python Display Manager [6]
(PyDM) which is based on the PyQt framework to build a
user interface for control systems. The PyDM supports
EPCIS CA which can read from and write to EPCIS PV.
We integrate GUI into the Diagnostic tool for Compact
PCI crates and the show system in Fig. 3. The green light
indicates proper functioning of the corresponding UPS. If
the UPS is working abnormal, the red light is displayed. If
any are not working normally, a message will show up at
the bottom of the page. The abnormal message contains position of the UPS and the time and cause of the abnormal

Figure 3: PyDM page for the status of all cPCI crates and
UPS.
Figure 4 shows the UPS working information which
contains the UPS working status, working temperature, input voltage and frequency, output voltage, output current,
output power, output load in percent of rated capacity, battery status, battery voltage and battery charge state in percent of capacity.
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Figure 5: UPS diagnostics program flow chart.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4: PyDM page with information for UPS.
If UPS component value is not between the upper and
lower limits, a yellow frame or red frame will appear. Exceed the HIGH or below the LOW that the yellow frame is
displayed. Exceeding the HIHI or the LOLO the red frame
is displayed. The limit value is set in the EPICS record database. If any abnormal state occurs, the top light will be
displayed in red and the corresponding light on the main
page will also be changed to red.

UPS Diagnostic Program
The UPS diagnostic program is built by using python.
By using the PyEpics package [7], we can interact with the
EPICS Channel Access(CA), which can read from and
write to Epics Process Variables (PVs) via the CA protocol.
This program will constantly confirm the status of the UPS.
If the UPS status or UPS battery status is in error or the
UPS Input/output voltage value, temperature etc. is not between limits, this program will let the UPS component status show a red light on the GUI and send an alarm via Email. The abnormal message will be stored and can be
shown on the GUI as a historical message [8].
Figure 5 shows the UPS diagnostics program flow chart.
A program was developed to check the UPS working status
and if its working abnormal with a component value not
between upper and lower limit, the program will send an
alarm message to the responsible personnel by E-mail and
activates the corresponding UPS status red light on GUI.
The alarm message is stored in a database as history and
shown on the GUI.

Maintaining high reliability of the TPS control system is
important for the operation of the accelerator. In the TPS
control system the hardware platforms are distributed in
different CIAs. Since we cannot check the device states all
the time it is necessary to have an automatic infrastructure
monitoring system for these devices.
When the UPS is working abnormally and the power
cannot be provided normally or the emergency power supply cannot be provided during a main power outage, the
equipment connected to the UPS will go off-line, which
will affect the operation of the accelerator. This toolkit will
send an alarm notification to the responsible personnel by
E-mail and it can be displayed on the GUI for early maintenance or replacement.
We have developed a cPCI diagnostic tools and UPS diagnostic toolkit, but there are many devices in the TPS control system hardware that are support by SNMP. We will
continue to develop device diagnostics and integrate them
together.
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HIGH ENERGY PHOTON SOURCE CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN*
P. Chu†, D. Jin, G. Lei, G. Li, C.H. Wang, G. Xu, L.X. Zhu, Institute of High Energy Physics,
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China
Abstract
A 6-GeV high energy synchrotron radiation light source
is being built near Beijing, China. The accelerator part contains a linac, a booster and a 1360-m circumference storage
ring, and fourteen production beamlines for phase one. The
control systems are EPICS based with integrated application and data platforms for the accelerators and beamlines.
The number of devices and the complexity level of operation for such a machine is extremely high, therefore, a
modern system design is vital for efficient operation of the
machine. This paper reports the design, preliminary development and planned near-future work, especially the databases for quality assurance and application software platforms for high level applications.

INTRODUCTION
An ultra-low emittance and high brightness 4th generation synchrotron light source, the High Energy Photon
Source (HEPS) designed by the Institute of High Energy
Physics (IHEP), has started its construction since June
2019. The main parameters for HEPS are listed in Table 1
which contains many challenging goals. It is necessary to
have accurate installation, state-of-art equipment and high
precision controls with high reliability. The control systems and related computing facilities are extremely important for the HEPS which includes not only traditional
control architecture design but also quality control for the
project. Also, the HEPS control systems support not only
the accelerator but also 14 beamlines which will be constructed at the same time. To build such a complex accelerator-based user facility, it is necessary to have an overall
complete design for the control systems.
Table 1: HEPS Main Parameters
Main Param.
Value
Unit
Top beam energy
6
GeV
1360.4
m
Main Ring circumference
Emittance
pm-rad
<60 (<40 with
anti-bend)
Beam current
200
mA
22
2
Brightness
>10
Phs/s/mm /mrad/0.1%BW
Injection
Top-up
Bunch struc680 (high-brightness
ture
mode),
63 (timing mode)
___________________________________________

* Work supported by the National Development and Reform Commission,
City of Beijing, and the Chinese Academy of Sciences.
† chuzm@ihep.ac.cn

The HEPS control system which considers of data for
future machine learning (ML) capability is designed. Accelerator and beamline controls are coordinated together
for the design. Quality control tools are under development
at this early stage of the project. Also, due to tight schedule,
a test bench is essential for mimicking online environment
and perform parallel test work to save overall construction
time.
The basic design principles for HEPS Control Systems
are listed below:
• Top-down architecture design: understanding the
big picture
• Distributed control systems
• Integrated development tools (GUI code editors,
repository management…) for higher software
quality
• Choosing advanced yet matured technologies
• Using industrial standards, choosing commercially available products first for lowering costs
• Considering expandability at design, balancing
the price and performance while satisfying physics requirements
• Collaborating with other accelerator projects
• Possible commercialization for R&D results

DATABASES
Accelerator generated data, from design to operation,
should be captured and saved systematically as much as
possible. Furthermore, applications to utilize the saved
data should be developed as well. However, due to the
large data-base scale and tremendous amount of work, it is
necessary to divide the entire database into many nearly
independent sub-database modules and connect them via
API (Application Programming Interface) or services. Optionally, one can join some sub-databases together with minor modifications in the schemas. This way the database
module development work can be shared independently by
many institutes and also avoid overwhelming complexity
for a single monolithic database.
Based on IRMIS [1] which is a good overall database
system for accelerators, as listed in Table 2, there are 17
sub-database modules identified. At this stage of the project, i.e. the design and early implementation phase, databases such as Parameter List, Naming Convention, and
Magnet have been developed to suit the project’s current
needs. In addition, colleagues from another IHEP facility,
the China Spallation Neutron Source (CSNS) is collaborating with the HEPS team to develop a Log-book and Issue
Tracking database and application for CSNS’s early operation need. Besides the four database modules currently
under development, a few others like Accelerator
Model/Lattice, Physics Data and Machine State, and Work
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Flow Control/Traveler have been developed by colleagues
for other projects which can be migrated here easily. The
rest of the database modules listed in Table 2 will be developed at later times while they are needed. HEPS select
MySQL as the database primary tool. Details for the three
currently under developing databases are described below.
Table 2: Planned database work
Figure 2: Generic magnet power supply control system.

ACCELERATOR CONTROL
HEPS accelerator controls is EPICS-based, distributed
systems. The system design principles are applying industrial standards, global timing system for both accelerator
and experiments, and modularized subsystems for easy upgrade and maintenance. The overall accelerator control
system architecture is shown in Fig. 1 with typical Device,
Middle, and Presentation layers. The Device layer provides
the control interface, such as μTCA, PXI or PLC, to devices. The Middle layer performs data assembly and persistence, and online analysis computation. Details for some
critical control system components are described below.
Presently HEPS selects the latest EPICS version 3 as the
control system platform. The EPICS-based device control
will choose mostly industrial standard with EPICS driver
support. Besides fast communication networks for global
timing system, fast machine protection system, and fast orbit (FOFB) feedback system, the standard communication
is through EPICS Channel Access (CA) protocol.

Because the Storage Ring FOFB correctors are serves
for not only for FOFB but also slow correction, the power
supply controller for these correctors have additional optical fiber interface as shown in Fig. 3. The “slow” part of
the FOFB corrector control is through the basic architecture shown in the left diagram of Fig. 3, and the “fast” part
of the corrector is controlled by the right side of the interface in Fig.3.

Figure 3: FOFB corrector power supply scheme.

Fast Orbit Feedback System
For the extremely low emittance requirement, an FOFB
system is required to correct orbit oscillations caused by
ground vibration, magnet power supply ripple and any
other possible causes. The orbit stability is to first suppress
any known source causing beam oscillation. The FOFB is
the last line of defense for beam bunch oscillation, therefore, it should avoid to overdesign the system.

Figure 1: HEPS Accelerator Control System architecture.

Magnet Power Supply Control
HEPS accelerator contains about 2500 magnets which
are powered by over 2800 power supplies. For power supplies other than those for the Storage Ring FOFB correctors are through Ethernet interface for data transmission.
The generic magnet power supply control system is shown
in Fig. 2, which has an Altera Cyclone 5 Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) chip and W5500 Ethernet interface.

Figure 4: Fast Orbit Feedback System architecture.
The goal of FOFB is to reach 300 Hz – 1 kHz of bandwidth with 576 Beam Position Monitors (BPM) and 192
correctors in each transverse plane. As shown in Fig. 4, The
BPMs and correctors are arranged to 16 nodes with each
node as star topology, while the 16 nodes are connected in
ring topology. The communication among the 16 nodes is
bi-directional and through 10 Gigabit Global Links. For
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each node, the FOFB computation is done via FPGA. Studies for better power supply response, computation algorithms are underway.

Global Timing System
HEPS Timing system is responsible for not only the accelerator but also all the beamlines and experiment stations. The overall timing system diagram which includes a
distributed event trigger system and a RF reference system
is shown in Fig. 5. The red lines in Fig. 5 represents the RF
reference lines and the blue lines are event trigger distributions. The main requirements for the HEPS Global Timing
System are RF phase stability less than ±0.1 degree peakto-peak in the Storage Ring, the bottom width of injection
kicker pulse less than 12ns, and the phases of reference line
clock and event timing system recoverable after power
drop. The master clock is running at 499.8 MHz which can
be easily up-scaled to 2998.8 MHz for the Linac or downscaled to 166 MHz for the Storage Ring.
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BEAMLINE CONTROL
As shown in Fig. 7, HEPS beamline control system architecture is similar to the accelerator controls’. For better
manpower resources sharing, the HEPS optical beamline
control is also handled by many accelerator controls experts. Also, it is not practical to have each beamline possessing its own database experts and handle all computing
needs, for example. Many tools and platforms built for the
accelerator can also be shared by the beamlines. Standards
like naming conventions and EPICS supported devices are
also shared.
The beamline data may be much more structured than
the accelerator data. Therefore, EPICS 7 which support
complicated data structure is considered as the data protocol for packaging the beamline and experiment data. Still,
the data structure has to be compatible for future mobile
applications.
The data acquisition (DAQ) is considered along with the
beamline controls. For the nature of fast DAQ and large
amount experiment data storage requirements, online data
reduction and analysis is essential for the beamlines. Standard data format should be chosen for compatibility with
various data analysis tools and shareable among institutes.

Figure 7: HEPS Beamline Control System architecture.
Figure 5: Global Timing System and RF Reference.
The event trigger system is based on the MRF Timing
System from the Micro-Research Finland Oy. It is planned
to prototype a MicroTCA based Event Receiver (EVR)
board which might be implemented in HEPS if schedule
allowed.
HEPS needs to deal with very small dynamic aperture
for minimizing perturbations to user experiments, and recharging and re-energizing bunches in the Storage Ring, a
complicated swap-out injection as shown in Fig. 6 is designed for top-up operation.

HIGH-LEVEL SOFTWARE
High-level applications are the tools for operating the
HEPS properly. As shown in Fig. 8, the overall high-level
application architecture and application flow can be divided into three layers: data, software API or services, and
application GUI. For better software architecture, reusability, and easy-to-program purposes, same functions appear
in multiple applications should be converted to either regular callable APIs or service APIs in the middle layer. Furthermore, due to the nature of the functions, it is better to
separate them in three groups so they don’t mixed together
and lose the flexibility: control system API, physics and
general-purpose API, and ML API. The three API groups
are also released independently as separate software packages. Details for these APIs will be de-scribed below.

Control System API

Figure 6: Swap-out injection scheme.

HEPS accelerator as well as optical beamline is based on
EPICS control systems. APIs such as CA calls are packaged along with connection exceptions and operation loggings, so application developers do not have to go through
tedious details. If there is any need for swapping with another control system, one can simply replace the EPICS
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suit many popular Big Data platforms for further data analysis.
Although HEPS will not have any operation data for ML
in a few years, IHEP, fortunately, has another two running
facilities, BEPC-II and CSNS, which can pro-vide data for
testing ML ideas. So far, there have been two examples
done with the ML effort. The first ML example is to align
misplaced timestamps for pairs of Linac BPM (beam position monitors) and DC (dipole corrector) signals, and The
second ML example is to apply Deep Learning Algorithm
to HEPS lattice design for optimizing two competing parameters, the beam dynamic aperture (DA) and its brightness (BN). Both examples have promising results and further development will carry on.

CONCLUSION
Figure 8: HEPS Control System architecture.

Physics and General-Purpose API
Physics related applications are built with physics API
which provides physics specific functions such as online
model computations, and general-purpose API supports
certain operations like parameter scan or correlation plot.
HEPS is considering a Java-based Open XAL [2] toolkit
includes not only definitive accelerator data structure but
also quite comprehensive functions for most accelerators.
On the other hand, beamlines and experiment stations can
have similar platforms for their physics needs.

Machine Learning API
Naturally different from the two categories of API mentioned above, ML API is the third API set for high-level
applications. A Python-based ML API platform has been
tailored for accelerators to access popular ML APIs such as
Scikit-Learn and TensorFlow, and accelerator control and
experiment data easily. For in-stance, besides the API for
calling ML algorithms, APIs for pre-processing raw data
from various accelerator data sources, and the computation
results showing in visual form for easy read should also be
provided. All these can be done with simple APIs to greatly
cut development efforts. With such a platform, physicists
can use Python, a popular scripting language, to quickly
develop ML-based data analysis applications. Also, one
can switch among ML algorithms for quick tests. The ML
API will also be responsible for converting data format to

The HEPS control systems have been initially designed
and a few tasks have been started. Modern technologies
will be applied to the actual implementations as further detailed design work done. For the software shareable between accelerators and optical beamlines as well as experiment stations, collaborations are formed. Starting from
project supports like databases and project management
tools, the controls team is also design and development
work in many areas. All the databases are saved in GitHub
repository for easy collaboration access [3]. This overall
modularized architecture design gives us the most flexibility and efficiency for development yet ensure high-quality
and reliable products. Also, researches in new fields such
as Big Data analysis have been started for such a future
synchrotron light source.
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Abstract
The FORS Upgrade project (FORS-Up), financed by
the European Southern Observatory (ESO), aims at upgrading the FORS2 instrument currently installed on the
UT1 telescope of the ESO Very Large Telescope in Chile.
FORS2 is an optical instrument that can be operated in
different modes (imaging, polarimetry, long-slit and multi-object spectroscopy). Due to its versatility, the ESO
Scientific Technical Committee has identified FORS2 as a
highly demanded workhorse among the VLT instruments
that shall remain operative for the next 15 years. The
main goals of the FORS-Up project are the replacement
of the FORS2 scientific detector and the upgrade of the
instrument control software and electronics. The project is
conceived as “fast track” so that FORS2 is upgraded to
the VLT for 2022. This paper focuses on the outcomes of
the FORS-Up Phase A, ended in February 2019, and
carried out as a collaboration between ESO and INAF –
Astronomical Observatory of Trieste (INAF – OATs), this
latter in charge of the feasibility study of the upgrade of
the control software and electronics with the latest VLT
standard technologies (among them the use of the PLCs
and of the latest features of the VLT Control Software).

INTRODUCTION AND UPGRADE
MOTIVATION
FORS2, acronym for FOcal Reducer/low dispersion
Spectrograph, is a multimode (imaging, polarimetry, long
slit and multi-object spectroscopy) optical instrument
mounted on the Antu Unit Telescope (UT) Cassegrain
focus of ESO Very Large Telescope (VLT) located on
Cerro Paranal in the Atacama desert in Chile. Originally,
two twin instruments have been built and installed, named
FORS1 and FORS2, but FORS1, after roughly ten years
of successful operations, has been decommissioned to
make way for the second generation of VLT instrumentation.
FORS2 entered regular science operations on April
2000 and has been observing ever since without significant interruptions. It is one of the most successful instruments in Paranal and led, with its twin FORS1 now decommissioned, to more than 2600 refereed publications
(as of 01.09.2019), of which almost 1600 are from
FORS2 alone. As a multi-mode instrument it has contributed to a broad range of science topics like spectroscopic
study of the GOODS-South field and the Chandra Deep
Field-South, Ly-alpha emitters in the early universe, spectro-polarimetry of massive stars, photometry studies of
young stellar regions, astrometric studies of brown dwarfs
and transmission spectroscopy of exoplanets and many
others [1].

FORS2 covers a wide wavelength range spanning from
330 nm to 1100 nm, with a very great sensitivity: the
transmission is above 60% over 360-1100 nm and reaches
almost 80% around 440 nm. It is equipped with a mosaic
of two blue-optimized 2k x 4k detectors, which can be
exchanged with a red-optimized detector mosaic. Due to
its versatility, the ESO Scientific Technical Committee
has identified FORS2 as a highly demanded workhorse
among the VLT instruments that shall remain operative
for the next 15 years. However, the current science done
with FORS2 differs from what was initially foreseen.
Many current observing programmes, photon-noise limited, use relatively short exposure times, and therefore,
beside efficiency, the read-out noise of the CCD become
an issue. The VLT Instrument Operation Team, since
years, is requesting therefore the upgrade of FORS2 with
a 4k x 4k broad band detector that shall improve the operations of the instrument, eliminating also the need for the
exchange of the red or blue detector systems on the instrument (currently only one can be installed at a time).
Moreover, both software and electronics controlling the
instrument have been developed at the end of the ‘90s and
several control parts are obsolete, not supported anymore
by vendors and not “VLTSW compliant”, i.e. they do not
follow the standards imposed by ESO for the instruments
currently installed at the ESO VLT.
These considerations led to the FORS-Up project, financed by the European Southern Observatory. The main
goals of the project, beside the upgrade of the FORS2
scientific detector (and of some instrument optics), is the
upgrade of the instrument control software and electronics
[2], which is the main topic of this paper.

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
FORS2 Subsystems
FORS2 physically consists of four parts: a top section
(which includes the two internal calibration units), a collimator section, a filter/camera section and the external
calibration unit.
• Top section. It contains the focal plane equipment.
The motorized functions are an entrance shutter, a
MOS (Multi-Object Spectroscopy) unit with 19 movable slits each composed by two blades that can be
moved individually and simultaneously, a longslit
mask unit with 9 slits and a mask exchange unit for
MOS spectroscopy (MXU) consisting of a storage
magazine holding up to 10 masks.
• Internal calibration units. They are equipped with the
following arc lamps: Ne (2x), Ar (2x), He (1x) and
HgCd (1x).
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Figure 1: FORS-Up current control architecture.
• Collimator section. It contains the two collimators
(Standard Resolution and High Resolution) and the
electronic cabinets.
• Filter/camera section. It contains the retarder plate
mosaics swing arm with the linear and circular retarder plate mosaics (used for polarimetry and spectro-polarimetry), the camera focusing stage, the exposure shutter, five filter wheels containing the Wollaston prism, the grisms and the broadband and interference filters and the scientific detector.
• External calibration unit. It is located in the UT Cassegrain tower and consists of three flat field lamps
(blue 1x and red 2x) which are linked to the Cassegrain tower with a fiber bundle.
Beside the motorized functions reported above, several
sensors are used to monitor the instrument status.

CURRENT CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
Control Software
The current FORS2 control architecture is based on the
VLT Software (VLTSW), a distributed system connecting
a set of workstations, dedicated to high level operations,
and Local Control Units (LCUs), dedicated to the control
of sub-systems hardware. The chosen programming language for the workstation applications (running Linux
operating system) is mainly C++, except for the Graphical
User Interfaces, as well as High-Level Operations Software (e.g. BOB, the Broker for Observation Blocks and
the instrument templates), which are based on Tcl/Tk.
The VLTSW are released by ESO on periodical basis
(the official release at the time of writing is VLTSW
2018). In the latest releases, the support of PLCs for the

hardware control has replaced and substituted the old
VME VxWorks-based LCUs
The VLTSW offers the following packages, termed
“standard”, needed to operate an astronomical instrument:
• Detector Control Software (DCS): it controls the detector system.
• Instrument Control Software (ICS): it is responsible
for the control of all the vital, low-level functionalities of the instrument.
• Observation Software (OS): it is responsible for the
coordination of activities of the DCS, ICS and the
Telescope Control Software (TCS). It also interfaces
with the VLT data flow, in particular with BOB,
which delivers the next observation blocks (observation recipe) to be executed, and the Archive, which
saves the results at the end of each observation.
• Maintenance Software (MS): it provides tools to
maintain the configuration of the instrument and to
check its health.
Several parts of the FORS2 control software, currently
based on the VLTSW 2006 and being ported on VLTSW
2010, present obsolescence or are not more supported by
the latest releases of the VLTSW. Among them:
• OS is not based on boss (the standard package that
implements the main functionalities of the VLTSW
OS), but instead is a “custom” OS.
• The detector controller is obsolete, not more supported by the VLTSW and not supporting the new foreseen upgraded CCD.
Several algorithms implemented in OS (especially
those dedicated to the optical alignments) are based on
ESO-MIDAS, a system which provides general tools for
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Figure 2: FORS-Up proposed control architecture.
image processing and data reduction which is also not
maintained by ESO anymore [3].
Figure 1 shows the current FORS2 control architecture.
The control software, running on the instrument workstation, communicates with the software that controls the
telescope and the scientific detector and with the three
LCUs controlling the instrument hardware.

Control Electronics
The control electronics of FORS2 is based on the
VME-based Local Control Units (LCUs), since this was
the standard for the control electronics of ESO instruments at the time of the FORS2 building, following a
similar trend in other big scientific experiments. The
crates are equipped with specialized I/O and motion control boards, some of them being custom made. This architecture has now started to be difficult to support and
maintain and a replacement is needed. PLC and COTS
based control electronics building blocks has superseded
the old VME based systems in the new designs. The
FORS2 control hardware is split into three parts, each one
mounted in a 19” system cabinet, plus a fourth cabinet for
the scientific detector system.

UPGRADE FEASIBILITY STUDY
In the framework of the FORS-Up project, INAF –
OATs is currently in charge of the feasibility study of the
upgrade of the instrument control electronics and software
of FORS2. The goal of the Phase A, which ended in February 2019, was the identification of the crucial points for

porting the current FORS2 control software and electronics to the latest VLTSW standard (VLTSW 2018), together with the realization of the software and electronics
design [4][5]. Recently, an upgrade to the Phase A has
been signed, termed Phase A+, with the aim to perform an
amendment study to see whether it is possible to adopt for
FORS2 even newer instrument standards developed by
ESO in the framework of the ELT (Extremely Large Telescope) programme.
In the following sections the main outcomes of the
Phase A work will be described. Phase A+ tasks will also
be shortly introduced.

Control Software
The FORS-Up control software will be based on the
latest VLTSW release (VLTSW 2018 at the time of writing). From the hardware point of view, the most notable
modification is the adoption of Beckhoff PLCs, which
replace the VMEs. As a consequence, at ICS level, the
ESO standard IC0/FB framework will be used to control
the instrument devices. With IC0/FB the high-level ICS
software runs on the instrument workstation, where the
IC0/FB device servers communicate with the PLCs
through the OPC-UA communication interface. In the
FORS-Up ICS design, almost all the devices will be driven by standard IC0/FB device servers, which are provided
by ESO in the framework of the IC0/FB architecture. The
only non-standard devices, which will require a dedicated
design and implementation, are the MOS slits (due to the
fact that their movement must be synchronized) and the
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exposure shutter (in operation it has to be controlled by
the DCS NGC, see below, running on a dedicated machine, and in maintenance by the IC0/FB device server
running on the instrument workstation).
FORS2 is a versatile instrument that can be operated in
several observing modes:
• direct imaging
• longslit spectroscopy
• MOS spectroscopy (with MOS slits or with the use of
the MXU)
• imaging polarimetry
• MOS spectropolarimetry
The package responsible to manage them is the OS. In
the new upgrade, the OS will be based on the standard
VLT boss package. It will implement all the functionalities of the “custom” FORS2 OS. Also, the ESO-MIDAS
routines used by the OS alignment algorithms will be
replaced by the equivalent CLIP methods thus eliminating
completely the need of MIDAS. CLIP (Common Library
for Image Processing) is a standard tool for on-line image
processing and is part of the latest VLTSW distributions.
Eventually, the old FORS2 scientific DCS controller,
FIERA, not anymore supported, will be replaced by the
New General detector Controller (NGC) package.
Figure 2 shows the control architecture foreseen for
FORS-Up. In the new architecture the control software,
running on the instrument workstation, communicates
with the PLCs through IC0/FB.
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costs, integration and maintenance efforts and easy installation. To this purpose and amendment of the Phase A,
Phase A+, has been signed by INAF - OATs with the
purpose to evaluate functional compliance, feasibility,
potential hazards and approximate cost in adopting also
for FORS2 the ELT Instrument framework and ELT electronics standards. The Phase A+ will last six months and
one of its tasks, beside feasibility and design based on the
new standards, is to eventually provide schedule and
recommendation for a possible development plan.

Control Electronics
Following the recommendations for the design of new
instruments, the proposed control electronics hardware is
based on a Beckhoff PLC platform. The original design
topology has been kept, where in each of the three cabinets a PLC control unit finds its place. The I/O modules
are either connected on the CPU itself or decoupled using
EherCAT bus and couplers (see Fig. 3). To keep the instrument downtime at minimum, the proposed baseline
design does not foresee changes in the electromechanical
architecture, keeping the motor assemblies as they are and
refurbishing the parts where necessary. An analogue tachometer is mounted on the motor for the speed control
loop feedback, thus the motion control modules identified
as the best choice for the baseline are the Elmo Gold
Whistle series. These are one of the few to still support
this control scheme and offers at the same time EtherCAT
connection and compatibility with Beckhoff software.

NEXT PROJECT PHASES
VLTSW development path foresees three years after
STC (Scientific Technical Committee) approval and financial committee authorization. However, in the last
years, ESO is working in developing new software and
electronics control standards for the forthcoming ELT
telescope that will supersede VLT standards named CII
(Core Integration Infrastructure). The aim is to develop a
full-fledged control system able to efficiently fight hardware obsolescence, offer modern software tools, lower

Figure 3: FORS-Up proposed hardware architecture.

CONCLUSIONS
The FORS-Up project aims to upgrade the FORS2 instrument installed at the ESO VLT. The Phase A of the
project, ended in February 2019, was carried out as a
collaboration between ESO and INAF – OATs, this latter
in charge of the feasibility study of the upgrade of the
control software and electronics with the latest software
and hardware technologies used on the VLT instruments.
An amendment of the Phase A (named Phase A+) has
been signed by INAF-OATs for evaluating the feasibility
and efforts needed to upgrade the FORS2 instrument with
the new software and electronics standards developed by
ESO for the forthcoming ELT telescope.
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AN UPGRADE OF THE
HARPS-N SPECTROGRAPH AUTOGUIDER AT TNG
R. Cirami †, I. Coretti, P. Di Marcantonio, INAF - OATs, Trieste, Italy
F. Alesina, N. Buchschacher, F. Pepe, OGE, Versoix, Switzerland
Abstract
HARPS-N is a high-precision radial-velocity spectrograph installed on the INAF – TNG in the island of La
Palma, Canary Islands. The HARPS-N project is a collaboration among several institutes lead by the Astronomical
Observatory of the University of Geneva. The HARPS-N
control software is composed by the Sequencer, which coordinates the scientific observations and by a series of
modules implemented in LabVIEW for the control of the
instrument front end, calibration unit and autoguider. The
autoguider is the subsystem in charge of maintaining the
target centered on the spectrograph fiber. It acquires target
images at high frequency with a technical CCD and with
the help of dedicated algorithms keeps the target centered
on the fiber through a piezo tip-tilt stage. Exploiting the
expertise acquired with the autoguiding system of the ESPRESSO spectrograph installed at the ESO Very Large Telescope (VLT), a collaboration has been setup between the
HARPS-N Consortium and the INAF - Astronomical Observatory of Trieste (INAF – OATs) for the design and implementation of a new autoguider for HARPS-N. This paper describes the design, implementation and installation
phases of the new autoguider system.

INTRODUCTION
HARPS-N (High Accuracy Radial velocity Planet
Searcher - North) is an echelle spectrograph installed on
the INAF – Telescopio Nazionale Galileo (INAF - TNG)
in the island of La Palma, Canary Islands. It covers the
wavelength range between 383 to 693 nm, with a spectral
resolution R=115000. The instrument allows the measurement of radial velocities with the highest accuracy currently available in the north hemisphere and is designed to
avoid spectral drift due to temperature and air pressure variations thanks to a very accurate control of pressure and
temperature. HARPS-N is fiber-fed by the Nasmyth B Focus of the 3.6 INAF - TNG telescope through a Front End
Unit (FEU). The two HARPS fibres (which inject the object and sky or a calibration lamp, respectively) have an
aperture on the sky of 1"; this produces a resolving power
of 115,000 in the spectrograph. Both fibres are equipped
with an image scrambler to provide a uniform spectrograph
pupil illumination, independent of pointing decentering.
The main scientific rationale of HARPS-N is the characterization and discovery of terrestrial planets by combining
transits and Doppler measurements.
The HARPS-NpProject is a collaboration between the
Astronomical Observatory of the Geneva University
(lead), the Center for Astrophysics (CfA) in Cambridge,
the Universities of St. Andrews and Edinburgh, the Queens

University of Belfast, and the INAF – TNG Observatory
[1].

HARPS-N Autoguider
HARPS-N current auto-guiding system (AG) has been
developed in 2012 using the LabVIEW programming language. This choice has been driven by the requirements of
controlling several devices in parallel:
• technical CCD (camera)
• piezo controller for the tip-tilt mirror
• 3-axis motion controller for the neutral density filters
The role of the autoguider is to correctly center the star
on the fiber during the acquisition phase and to keep the
star on the fiber, during the observation phase, by continuously moving the piezo tip-tilt mirror using small computed corrections in addition to the telescope tracking system. To do this, the software reads frames from the guiding
camera at the highest possible frequency, computes the barycenter of the star and sends the corresponding corrections
to the piezo tip-tilt mirror. The system also provides an integrated image algorithm for the calculation of the fiber
hole center, improving the quality of the guiding system
along the entire scientific exposure.
After few years of operations, the maintenance of the
LabVIEW-based autoguider software proved to be difficult, due to strong dependencies both inside the LabVIEW
VIs (Virtual Instruments) and between the AG and the Local Control Unit - LCU (Software which control the calibration unit of HARPS-N). The system startup was also
very complicated due to several initialization phases,
which slowed down the system considerably. For these reasons it was decided to re-design the entire software from
scratch, trying to simplify it based on the experience gathered in several years of operations. Exploiting the expertise
of the INAF – OATs, responsible of the design and the implementation of the autoguider system of the ESPRESSO
spectrograph installed at the ESO VLT on Cerro Paranal in
Chile [2], a collaboration has been setup between the
HARPS-N Consortium and INAF – OATs for the design
and implementation of a new autoguider for HARPS-N.

HARPS-N AUTOGUIDER DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION
The main goal of the HARPS-N autoguider is to maintain the target centered on the fiber hole during the whole
scientific exposure. It has also the responsibility to provide
the acquisition image to the Sequencer (the software in
charge of coordinating the scientific exposure) during the
acquisition phase to properly center the object on the fiber
hole and to calculate the corrections for offloading the telescope in case of telescope drift/bad tracking.
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After the acquisition phase, the Sequencer sends commands to the autoguider for starting the acquisition loop of
the technical CCD and starting the centroid and integrated
algorithms which in turn allow to compute the adjustment
needed to maintain the star continuously in position. Each
minute the Sequencer checks also the AG system for the
telescope offload corrections which are meant to offset the
telescope such that the star is centered and piezo set in their
nominal (middle) position. This is achieved computing
corrections averaged over one minute with the aim to prevent that piezo drift too much outside the nominal position.
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the PI GCS2 library (version 2.4.0), which allows to control one or more PI controllers connected to a host PC.
A configuration file provides the configuration parameters needed in the AG initialization phase and at runtime.
This file is written in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)
format and is read by the AG software using the Boost
Property Tree library.
All the relevant information needed at runtime are stored
in a Redis database. Redis is an open source (BSD licensed), in-memory data structure store which can be used
as a database, cache and message broker.

Hardware Architecture
The HARPS-N AG hardware is composed by the following parts:
• Shuttle PC, where the AG-Core module is installed.
The OS is Linux Debian 9
• FLI (Finger Likes Instrumentation) ProLine 4210
camera
• Tip-tilt piezo controlled by a PI (Physik Instrumente)
E-517 controller

Software Architecture
The new AG software consists of two modules (see Fig.
1): the AG-Core, implemented in C++11 and a web-based
graphical user interface (GUI), based on Vue.js. They are
described in the following sub-sections.
The two modules communicate using a REST implementation. REST (Representational State Transfer) is a
software architectural style that defines a set of constraints
to be used for creating web services. The GUI constantly
polls the AG-Core through HTTP GET requests and is able
to POST new parameters to the guiding loop. This design
provides to be a very flexible way to interact with the AGCore, even for eventual future remote observations, by
having the AG-Core running at the telescope site and the
AG GUI running on the observer machine.
AG-Core. The AG-Core software is implemented in
C++11 and is composed by several threads (beside the
main thread). The acquisition thread is responsible for the
image acquisition and delivers each acquired frame to two
synchronized queues (one for each algorithm). The centroid and the integrated image algorithm threads pop the
frames from the respective queues and perform the computations to calculate the corrections for the piezo tip-tilt and
the position of the fiber center respectively. The final correction is then send to the piezo software (also part of the
AG-Core) responsible for controlling the piezo hardware.
A further thread is responsible of getting the corrections for
the telescope offload.
The communication with the FLI camera is realized
through the FLI Software Development Library (version
1.40), which provides a core set of functions for programming FLI CCD cameras under Linux and Windows. The
communication with the tip-tilt piezo is realized through

Figure 1: HARPS-N autoguider control architecture.
AG GUI . The AG GUI is composed by a panel composed by several tabs. The main tab (Field Stabilization)
allows the user to visualize the live image, the image produced by the integrated image algorithms and the main algorithms status information; it also allows to set some parameters (e.g. technical CCD exposure time and algorithm
radius mask). A second tab (Stabilization status) can be
opened in case of algorithms warnings/errors, providing
more detailed information about the algorithms status.
Moreover, two engineering tabs are provided: the first one
allows to set all the most relevant technical CCD parameters (exposure time, binning, etc.), to move manually the
tip-tilt piezo and offset the telescope, the second one allows
to change all the algorithms parameters.
The AG-GUI is based on Vue.js [3], a JavaScript framework for building user interfaces. This technology is used
for creating standalone components that receive and send
data through JavaScript events. In the AG GUI, components are represented by button groups, pixelated images
and their settings, plots, buttons linked to the REST API,
etc. The use of npm (node package manager) [4] allows to
easily manage and add external open source JavaScript
codes. Inside the AG GUI, the most used Vue.js packages
are font-awesome, bootstrap-vue and vue-chartjs.
The npm build command is used to create a standalone
minified HTML file with its dependencies. The AG GUI
can be started by any host which locally has this HTML
file: from an operational point of view the AG GUI is
started by the Telescope Operator by opening this local file
(optimized for Chrome) in the browser (see Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: INAF – TNG telescope operator workplace. On the bottom right screens the HARPS-N AG GUI is visible.

AG Distribution and Installation
To minimize the build process requirements, ease the AG
software installation and its future maintenance particular
care has been taken to follow consolidated and well established DevOps practice. All the AG software, i.e. AG-core,
but also AG GUI, is kept under configuration control using
the GitLab web-based tool. Building, installing and packaging the AG software is achieved by using GNU Autoconf
tools. These tools, via dedicated configuration scripts, generates automatically appropriate makefiles and ancillary
files that are used afterwards to compile the source codes
shielding specific characteristics of the target machine. Being the operating system of the target machine fixed, in
principle, the usage of Autoconf tools would be not strictly
necessary, however thinking to future maintenance and operating systems upgrades its usage will certainly represent,
in the long term, an important benefit.
As described in the previous sections the new AG software relies on several open source libraries. Beside the
adoption of Autoconf tools for the building phase, the usage of the “integration area” concept for the software installation was also foreseen. All the precompiled software
libraries are kept under configuration control and installed
via “tar” file in a dedicated directory, called integration
root area. The Automake compilation process is instructed
to link all the headers/libraries needed at compilation of the
AG source code from this area (set via an environmental
variable) and installs consequently the compiled executables in a dedicated directory. This has two benefits: the
executable could be launched from “everywhere” in the

system provided that the proper path is stored in the PATH
environmental variable and that the whole software together with all the libraries can be installed within few
minutes: just an “un-tar” is required for the libraries installation and a re-build, limited however, to only the AG
source code. Keeping compiled libraries under configuration control has moreover the benefits to always ensure that
the code correctly compiles (and runs) with exactly identified libraries versions thus preventing dependencies issues
and speed-up re-installation in case of unexpected issues
especially at night during ongoing observations.

AG Algorithms
Two algorithms are used by the autoguider to stabilize
the image that enters the spectrograph fiber: the centroid
and the integrated image. They are described in the following sub-sections.
Centroid The main task of this algorithm is to provide to
the tip-tilt piezo the corrections to maintain the target centered on the fiber hole (1” diameter on sky). Each image
acquired by the camera in the acquisition loop is analysed
by this algorithm. This image is 60x60 pixels big with 1x1
binning and shows the fiber hole at the center surrounded
by the (annular) target halo. The algorithm makes use of a
user-defined circular radius mask centered on the fiber to
perform background subtraction (taking into account what
is outside the radius mask) and to calculate the image barycentre (using what is inside the radius mask). This radius
can be adjusted by the user to properly isolate the target
from the rest of the image (e.g. in case of close binary stars
or crowded fields). The difference, in pixels, between the
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Figure 3: HARPS-N AG GUI (Field stabilization tab).
calculated barycentre and the fiber hole center represents
the correction value to be sent to the piezo. In order to increase the algorithm robustness against seeing and flux
variations, while maintaining a quite good overall accuracy
in terms of stability, a Proportional – Integral – Derivative
(PID) calculation is applied before sending the actual correction to the tip-tilt piezo. The autoguider software that
control the piezo then applies to this correction a rotation
that takes into account the angle between the technical
CCD on sky and the piezo axes and converts the correction
value to be sent from pixels to piezo physical units.
Integrated Image In order to mitigate the effects due to
thermal drift and telescope vibrations of the position of the
fiber center hole (being HARPS installed on the Nasmyth
platform), a dedicated algorithm that computes the position
of the fiber hole center has been implemented. In this algorithm, the acquired frames from the technical CCD are
stacked together in order to obtain a “mean”, more stable,
image with the target halo around the fiber hole. After a
background subtraction, the algorithm divides this “mean”
image in several “slices” around the fiber hole center in
both X and Y dimension, in order to have two maximums
of flux for each slice (at the two sides of the fiber hole).
Then, for each slice, the two maximums are used to calculate the hole center along the slice. The median of these
values (for X and Y dimensions separately) is used to calculate the position of the fiber hole center. This new value,

written in the Redis database, is then used by the Centroid
algorithm to calculate the difference between the calculated barycentre and the fiber hole center.
Algorithms Quality Checks In order to validate the
correctness of the computed values, several quality checks
are performed by the algorithms themselves. The centroid
algorithm checks that the number of survived pixels after
the background subtraction is above a defined threshold
and that the computed corrections is less that a second
threshold. The integrated image, beside the check on the
survived pixels after the background subtractions, checks
if the new computed fiber hole position is not too distant
from the measured configuration value. Moreover, if the
number of saturated pixels in the live image is above a
fixed threshold, the fiber center coordinates are not updated
in the Redis database.
As a general rule, if one or more quality checks fail, the
corrections are not sent to the piezo or the coordinates of
the fiber hole center are not updated.

FIRST COMMISSIONING RESULTS
In September 2019 the new AG system has been tested
on the HARPS-N instrument at the INAF – TNG Observatory. In order to have the system working, the old AG computer running the LabVIEW code has been replaced by the
new shuttle computer with the new AG installed. The FLI
Camera has been connected to the new computer via USB
MOPHA030
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and communication with the PI piezo controller has been
changed from USB (used by the old AG system) to Ethernet.
Figure 3 shows the Field stabilization tab of AG GUI
during one of the first observation with the AG properly
working. To reach this step the first action was to properly
determine all the required transformations between sky,
CCD and piezo coordinates and subsequently to tune all
the necessary AG parameters. As can be seen in Fig. 3 the
system was able to deliver very good results on a Mv ~ 8
mag star already after the first trial: with an exposure time
of 0.2 s (visible on top left) the mean correction (in arcsec
units, visible on the two graphs, bottom) is less than 0.001
arcsec both in X and Y direction with an r.m.s. of the order
of 0.2 arcsec, well within the scientific requirements. The
left picture on Fig. 3 shows the live image together with
the current centroid determination (red cross) and mask circle (used to compute the background, as described in sections above). Yellow arrows represent the sky N-E orientation and continually rotates based on the information received from telescope telemetry. The blue circle shows
eventually the location of the fiber hole which is also reported, in X and Y CCD coordinates, in the “Fiber” section
of the panel (middle part, left). The right image shows the
result of the integrated algorithm computation and, as described, is used to continuously adjust/calculate the central
fiber position.
As can be seen form the image, the available buttons on
the GUI able to control the AG behaviour are really few;
this was a precise requirement to minimize operations from
the operator. She/he has only the possibility, beside the
mask radius, to change the exposure time (which is precomputed based on a star magnitude) e.g. if observational
conditions vary during the scientific exposure, pick (set)
the central reference hole positions in case the integrated
image is not working correctly and skip the corrections in
case that centroid algorithm delivers too wrong values.
Both last checks are anyway automatically performed by
the algorithms themselves and corrections are anyway not
set if computed values exceeds predetermined thresholds.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the design, implementation and installation
of the new AG system for the HARPS-N instrument at
INAF – TNG is presented, which represent a collaborative
effort between the Astronomical Observatory of the University of Geneva and the INAF - OATs. A first commissioning of the new system took place in September 2019
and already the very first and preliminary results show the
goodness of the chosen design, software development
practice and installation in an already existing working environment. Future steps foresee a second commissioning,
a sort of AG science verification, to install a new AG version with improvements based on the experience gathered
in the first run and to better tune all the parameters in order
to to reach the maximum possible performance. After the
science verification the new AG will become the integral
part of HARPS-N and will be delivered to the INAF - TNG
Observatory for routine observations.
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SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE DESIGN FOR CONTROLS
INFRASTRUCTURE AT SIRIUS LIGHT SOURCE
J. G. R. S. Franco† , P. H. Nallin, E. P. Coelho, C. F. Carneiro, R. C. Ito, R. W. Polli, V. S. Pereira,
A. R. D. Rodrigues
Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory, Campinas, Brazil
Abstract
Sirius is a 3-GeV synchrotron light source under construction in Brazil. Assembly of its accelerators began on
March 2018, when the first parts of the linear accelerator
were taken out of their boxes and installed. The booster
synchrotron installation has already been completed and its
subsystems are currently under commissioning, while assembly of storage ring components takes place in parallel.
The Controls System of Sirius accelerators, based on EPICS, plays an important role in the machine commissioning
and installations and improvements have been continuously achieved. This work describes all the IT infrastructure underlying the controls system, hardware developments, software architecture and support applications. Future plans are also presented.

INTRODUCTION
Sirius accelerator, the new 4th generation Brazilian synchrotron light source, has been under construction since
2014, along with the full operation of the current facility,
UVX. Engineering assemblies and installation, which include controls subsystems, have started in early 2018.
Sirius Controls System conceptual design aimed to be
scalable, distributed and easy to maintain [1]. Based on
these principles and on open-source solutions, hardware,
infrastructure and software concepts have been designed,
implemented and installed on Sirius site. Thus, the integration of a large variety of equipment has been achieved.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1: Core switch Aruba 5412R.
Lower level switches are placed in 24 different areas,
such as Sectors Instrumentation Areas, RF Room,
Transport Line Area, LINAC Area and Power Supplies
Room, and port numbers are extended with
10/100/1000Base-T equipment if needed.

HARDWARE SOLUTIONS
Controls system distributed nodes are based on the openhardware single board computer (SBC) Beaglebone Black
[2], running an embedded Debian distribution operational
system.
The inexpensive embedded system has been successfully in operation in LNLS current facility (UVX) since
2016 [3], as a replacement for outdated SBCs and also as a
test bench for Sirius nodes.
Main hardware projects aim the extended use of Beaglebones.

Network Topology

SERIALxxCON

Based on EPICS framework, controls systems topology
is composed of two Supermicro servers (with dual Intel
Xeon E5-2695 processors, 8x 64GB DDR4, 16x 8TB HDD
for data storage and 2x 480GB SSD for operational system)
and two core switches with 48 SFP+ ports each (Figure 1).
Lower level switches, having 4 10GBase-SR ports, 24
1000Base-T ports and PoE+ driver capability, are connected to the main ones in a star topology. Both switch
models have redundant power supply, fans and management modules. A ring interconnection will be available in
the future in order to have network redundancy.

Designed to be the main Beaglebone Black baseboard,
with over two hundred units distributed on controls cabinets (Figure 2), they are used to interface with several
equipment through either RS-485 or RS-232 serial communication. Standard FTDI module is available and also a
high-performance serial interface, developed with Beaglebone’s embedded Real-Time Processors (PRUs) [4], reaching pre-defined baudrates up to 15 Mbps. This is a requirement for power supplies communication, once the amount
of data to be transferred between systems is elevated.
The board also have inputs for both optical and electrical
timing system for synchronized operations using high-performance interface, which can be set up in three different
main modes:
• Single sequence curve execution, sending setpoint
commands;
• Continuous curve execution;
• Single broadcast command.

___________________________________________
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Power supplies are intended to communicate via PRU
interface while other systems, such as vacuum electronics,
RF and radiation probes, communicates at standard baudrates and can be controlled with both PRU or FTDI. SERIALxxCON boards also have a generic SPI bus (named
SPIxxCON) for general purpose board expansion.
Figure 4: SPIxCONV final layout and assembly.

Multi-purpose Counting System

Figure 2: SERIALxxCON hardware interface, installed in
Controls cabinet and single unit.

SPIxCONV
This project, based on SPIxxCON bus, consists on an extension board with a 18-bit analog input and output within
a range of 20 V (±10 V) and 32 digital pins that can be
configured either as inputs or outputs. This system interfaces with pulsed power electronics hardware in order to
control the output voltage for pulsed magnets as well as
read and write status commands to their power supplies.
Board layout is critical for high accuracy and several
tests were performed during developments. In Figure 3 histograms for three different inputs shows system accuracy
for 10000 reading samples, after a calibrating process.

Figure 3: Histograms for 10000 samples at -5 V (code
65536), +5 V (196607) and 0 V (code 131072).

Also based on Beaglebone Blacks and their embedded
Programmable Real-Time Units, a multi-purpose 8-channel hardware designed for counting pulses is available
(Figure 5). Focused on integration with Bergoz Beam Loss
Monitors (BLMs) and in-house developed gamma detectors, the system provides +24V and ±5V for powering sensors.
Maximum count rate achieved is 14.29 MHz when using
up to 2 channels (one channel per PRU) simultaneously
and 10 MHz if all channels are enabled (4 channels per
PRU).
There will be around 80 units installed in Sirius tunnel,
under the girders. As an alternative to cable and infrastructure reduction, this is the first controls hardware designed
to be powered on Power over Ethernet (PoE), where both
electric power and data are transmitted over the same
Ethernet cable.

Temperature Monitoring
Temperature measurements is an important diagnostic
for accelerator systems, especially for vacuum components. Thus, a hardware acquisition solution was developed, based on a PIC microcontroller (Figure 5). This module, named MBTemp, reads up to 8 four-wire Pt100 temperature sensors in a range from 0 °C to 425 °C. All channels readings are performed in 550 ms. Values are filtered
through an exponential moving average digital filter and
they can be read out via RS-485 interface.
For vacuum chambers temperature monitoring, 175
MBTemp modules and around 800 Pt100 sensors will be
installed along accelerators. MBTemps will be grouped in
multi-drop serial networks.

Voltage references for analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) characterization were obtained from the digital-toanalog converter (DAC), present on the same board. DAC
was first calibrated with a 7.5-digit multimeter.
This board is placed inside Pulsed Power Electronics
control crates. 20 units are currently in use (Figure 4) and
other 20 will be available for replacements.
Figure 5: Multi-purpose counting system unit and
MBTemp, which are being installed on Sirius accelerators.

Controls Cabinets Monitoring
A platform to monitor controls cabinets environment is
under development. It is a solution to acquire information
such as power quality, temperature, humidity, air flow, and
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prevent system failures or, perhaps, correlate those data to
them.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENTS
Server and Networking
Networking infrastructure is also shared to subsystems
from Diagnostics Group (screen monitors, timing, motion
controls and BPMs, for example) and Interlock system
(personal protection – PPS, machine protection – MPS and
user interface – IHM). In order to manage and isolate subnets, VLANs were created. So far, 58 VLANs are configured in controls network (layer 2), with data flow restricted
to areas or equipment. Some devices do not work properly
if an intense data traffic from other subsystems reach their
interface.
Controls server run on CentOS 7 and will be upgraded
to CentOS 8 soon. The chosen Linux distribution is due to
the available documentation and support provided for commercial Red Hat Enterprise Linux, once CentOS is a fork
of open-source Red Hat codes, which is highly stable and
community-supported. An application running on servers
is GlusterFS, which is a scalable network filesystem. This
tool provides a good data storage, once selected hard disks
are software-managed.
Both servers are powered from an external UPS. A monitoring interface is attached to them, making it possible to
know whether it is operating on battery or even if the battery is low. When these events occur, an email message is
sent to some collaborators. This feature can be used in the
future to ensure controlled shutdown.

EPICS Archiver Appliance
Archiver system run on controls system servers and it is
divided into two docker containers that interact with each
other. One for all Java EE containers and another for database.
About 34.000 process variables are assigned to be monitored ̸ scanned, which generate around 40 GB of data per
day in the archiving system. This interface is running
properly, however it is possible to improve its configuration.
It is also planned to change archiver database from
MySQL to its forked open-source server, MariaDB [5]. A
test version is already running simultaneously in Controls
server.
Another tool related to archiving system is its Web
Viewer. A JavaScript web application was developed inhouse, using chart.js library, inspired on SLAC version,
with no graphic frameworks.
Some improvements have already been achieved. In Figure 6 it is possible to view simultaneously 51 plotted PVs
representing vacuum measurements in Sirius booster sector, using semi-log axis. Exporting data into .xlsx files is
also available and, if needed, .csv and .ods can be added to
the interface.

Figure 6: Archiver Web Viewer, with 51 data series.
Web interface is constantly upgraded, with new features
requested by users as subsystems are under integration. A
beta release is first available. After a period for tests and
acceptance, this release is officially integrated to Sirius Archiver Appliance container.

Alarm System
Concerning a controls system alarm tool, some features
are interesting to have:
• Occurrences history
• Event acknowledgements
• Option to keep alarm condition after a trigger condition deactivation
• Access control
• Availability of notification options
BEAST, which has a Control System Studio (CSS) frontend for alarms monitoring, is running on controls servers
and currently in use. In the future, it is intended to gradually migrate all CS-Studio applications to Phoebus, which
does not support BEAST. As an alternative, it will be possible to adopt the new community-supported alarming tool.
Also, as a complement to the current BEAST, some new
studies and developments concerning Zabbix software tool
[6] are in progress, which will be described in a further section.

Logbook Application
Olog tool, a logbook service for accelerator operations,
is maintained in controls servers and used to log any important information about subsystem testing and commissioning. Several machine engineering collaborators have
access to it. This tool is also intended to be used at Sirius
scientific and beamlines department.

Containerization
Docker engine is largely used and container orchestration is performed with Docker Swarm tool, which manages
containers deployment and scaling.
Examples considering deployment with Docker Swarm:
• Archiver
• Olog
• EPICS IOCs
• Monitoring tools (Zabbix, BEAST)
• Web applications
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Controls Group maintain a Docker Hub organization
(http://hub.docker.com/u/lnlscon) where base container
images are available.

EPICS IOCs
EPICS IOCs for most devices are deployed on dedicated
docker swarm containers running in controls servers. They
are all based on StreamDevice tool and, if needed, a Python
bridge to equipment interface is written. For example, to
control an equipment using National Instruments VISA library.
Virtual machines may also be used to deploy EPICS
IOCs, although it is not usual. It was done in the case of
commercial CC Regatron power supplies, due to driver
limitations on Ethernet communication.
RF IOCs run on their own server and are mostly based
on StreamDevice module, except for RF interlock, which
interfaces with an Allen Bradley PLC (ControlLogix 5000)
via EtherIP module, and low level RF, using vanilla EPICS
to interface with NUTAQ’s API.

Controls System Screens
First supervisory system screens for Sirius were built
with Control System Studio, as it is a simple and intuitive
tool, heavily based on Eclipse. Recently, PyDM has also
been adopted by developers as a platform for controls system user interfaces.
Screens for vacuum (ion pumps and vacuum gauges),
pulsed power electronics, procServ manager, radiation
probes, RF systems (low-level RF and power sensor) and
CC Regatron power supplies are in use and frequently upgraded as accelerator’s sub-systems are currently under
commissioning. A general screen is initially launched (Figure 7), where buttons to specific ones are available.
Accelerator physicists are responsible for a High-Level
Applications system (HLA) [7] which includes screens for
controlling conventional in-house developed power supplies, designed with PyDM.

Figure 7: Initial screen for some controls applications.

Beaglebone Black Managing
Controls system distributed nodes, Beaglebone Blacks
mounted on SERIALxxCON boards, have installed on its
standard image two main services, BBB-Daemon and
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BBB-Function, which are very important for system modularity, start-up and remote monitoring and configuring.
BBB-Function, as its name supposes, is responsible for
detecting in which equipment the node is attached to. It is
done by hardware configuration checks and serial communication requests. The information about device type is
stored in a JSON file as well as the IDs of each one. Once
device is detected, all applications needed to interface with
the equipment is launched automatically. Before being
launched, each application have its project folder synchronized with server content in order to guarantee latest code
versions. This is also done for BBB-Function application,
which restarts if an update is found.
BBB-Daemon, on the other hand, is a service that keeps
sending UDP messages to the server to show the node is
waken-up. The message content is composed of Beaglebone's hostname and information stored on JSON file provided by BBB-Function. Controls server process incoming
UDPs messages and stores them in a Redis database. BBBDaemon also accepts remote commands for rebooting,
hostname and IP changing (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Screen for Beaglebone Black remote monitoring
and configuring.

Monitoring Application
A recently added application to controls system infrastructure is Zabbix, an open-source software tool for monitoring network infrastructure and devices, including servers, switches, virtual machines, workstations and many
other equipment (Figure 9). Zabbix server is running on a
docker swarm container and Zabbix agent has been installed in connected devices. Beaglebone Black minimal
image comes with agent installed.
Some features that are current available or in plans to be
implemented by Controls Group:
• Register multiple equipment and devices
• Configure a template for each device category, monitoring different items (CPU usage, storage left, if a service is active and running, etc.)
• Create dashboards, in order to show relevant information
• Add notification services
• Add general-purpose scripts
• Integration with EPICS
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Figure 9: Zabbix user web interface, with different customized dashboards.
Even though it is not mandatory for accelerators operation, it has been demonstrating to be a useful tool for identifying, solve and, perhaps, predict difficulties in the future.

CONCLUSION
Although there are still general infrastructure, assemblies and integration to be concluded, as Sirius accelerators
are not completely finished yet, new improvements and implementations are in progress simultaneously to installation activities.
The features currently available at Controls System allow a reliable operation, commissioning and optimization
for all machine subsystems, which are usually performed
from Controls Room. Having such a system is an important
step and essential to Sirius commissioning progress.
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Abstract
Large volumes of technical and logging data result from
the operation of large scale astrophysical infrastructures. In
the last few years several “Big Data” technologies have been
developed to deal with a huge amount of data, e.g. in the
Internet of Things (IoT) framework.
We are comparing different stacks of Big Data/IoT architectures including high performance distributed messaging
systems, time series databases, streaming systems, interactive data visualization. The main aim is to classify these
technologies based on a set of use cases typically related to
the data produced in the astronomical environment, with the
objective to have a system that can be updated, maintained
and customized with a minimal programming effort.
We present the preliminary results obtained, using different Big Data stack solution to manage some use cases related
to quasi real-time collection, processing and storage of the
technical data, logging and technical alert produced by the
array of nine ASTRI telescopes that are under development
by INAF as a pathfinder array for the Cherenkov astronomy
in the TeV energy range.

INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging technology that
is becoming an increasing topic of interest among technology giants and business communities. IoT components are
interconnected devices over the network, which are embedded with sensors, software and smart apps to collect and
exchange data with each other or with cloud/data centres.
The data generated by IoT devices is large in volume and
random in nature and needs to be analyzed using Big Data
analytics engine (see e.g. [1]) in order to extract the critical
information or to understand behavioural patterns.
ASTRI [2] (Astrofisica con Specchi a Tecnologia Replicante Italiana) started in 2010 to support the development
of technologies within the Cherenkov Telescope Array[3].
The first result of the project was the construction of a prototype telescope now installed at the astronomical INAF site
at the Etna volcano in Sicily. The next phase of the project,
∗
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currently underway, is the construction of a series of nine
units of ASTRI telescopes (named ASTRI Mini-Array) [4].
This paper presents the logging and monitoring software
architecture that is under development for the ASTRI miniarray telescopes that takes advantage of this new technological evolution to be prepared for the challenges related
to the operation of the telescopes including the reliability,
availability and maintainability of all its sub-systems and
auxiliary devices.

ASTRI TELESCOPES
The logging and monitoring system takes into consideration all the telescopes and their subsystems [5]. Each
telescope includes the system to control the telescope motion (such as the Mount Control System–MCS for the motion
of the mechanical structure and the Active Mirror Control–
AMC for controlling the primary and secondary mirrors)
and the camera activities. In addition, in the mini-array site,
we foresee some auxiliary systems to detect the environmental condition (such as the Weather Station–WS) and to
assess the quality of the observations (such as the All Sky
Camera–ASC). Figure 1 shows the telescopes sub-systems
and auxiliary systems handled by the logging and monitoring
software.

Figure 1: Telescopes sub-systems and auxiliary systems
handled by the logging and monitoring software.
Starting from the experiences with the ASTRI prototype,
we estimate a technical/operational data load of about 14
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Figure 2: Logging and monitoring software stack layers and employed IoT technologies and tools.
GB per day considering around 20.000 monitoring points
and 1 Hz sampling rate.
The interface protocol between the high-level control software and all the hardware assemblies is OPC-UA [6, 7] while
the control components are implemented upon the ALMA
Common Software (ACS) middleware [8]. Thus, the use of
OPC-UA allows the decoupling of the access peculiarities
of each assembly with the hardware control systems.

IOT SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

The ICD comprises, in form of tables, for each control or
monitoring point, a complete description of the information required, e.g. data type, OPC-UA node and connected
alarms. In our application, the IoT data producer is an OPCUA simulator application (one for connected device that
generates IoT data events). IoT Data are collected using
an OPC-UA client and sent through an Apache Kafka [10]
Producer over a given topic serialized using the Apache
Avro [11] shown in Fig. 3.

The logging and monitoring system software stack has
been implemented as standalone modules that can be built
and run independently. The architecture comprises three
layers (as depicted in Fig. 2):
Collector: it gathers together the IoT messages from the
connected telescope devices which are captured by a
message broker and are sent to the streaming application for processing.
Analysis: this layer comprises a streaming application
which consumes IoT data streams and processes them
for data analysis. The IoT data processor stores the
processed data in real time databases.
Visualization: this component retrieves data from
databases and send them to web pages in fixed intervals
so data are refreshed automatically. Dashboard
displays data in charts and tables using a responsive
web design and it is accessible on desktop as well as
mobile devices.

Data Workflow
Devices parameters are sent through OPC-UA protocol
and described by an Interface Control Document (ICD) [9].

Figure 3: Apache Avro schema employed to serialize the
telescope IoT data and a sample serialized OPC-UA data
from the Weather Station device.
A Kafka Consumer get the deserialized data from the subscribed topic and a Spark [12] application analyzes the data
stream and insert the analysis results into a non-relational
database optimized for real-time and Big Data applications
(e.g. Cassandra [13] and InfluxDB [14]).
Finally, monitoring data are visualized through interactive dashboards. Figure 4 shows sample dashboards using
Grafana [15] and Python Dash [16].
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Figure 4: Sample interactive dashboard visualization obtained using Grafana (left figure) and Dash (right figure).

Cloud Deployment
As the technology stack to implement the architecture
is made up of several independent components that can be
easily swapped out, we deploy each of them as a separate
Docker [17] container. This allowed us to start building,
testing locally and sharing them easily with the team working
on the project.
Once these stages were completed, we started to integrate
them and test many modules together. At that purpose, we
are using the GARR Cloud Platform [18], based on OpenStack [19] and Kubernetes [20] to orchestrate the execution
of the many modules needed within the ASTRI Virtual Datacenter (see Fig. 5).

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
DEVELOPMENTS
We presented a system aimed at monitoring and logging
the data needed to improve the operational activities of a
large scale telescope array. The prototype was designed
and built considering the latest software tools and concepts
coming from Big Data and Internet of Things. The software
stack is based on open source software minimizing the needs
for software development.
We are now planning scalability tests on the GARR Cloud
infrastructure to evaluate the system performances simulating different virtual telescopes and scaling the various
architectural modules according to the workload. Moreover
we are working on a Web dashboard that will allow the team
to automatically increase or decrease live the number of
simulated devices.
Future works are planned to integrate Machine Learning algorithms to perform anomaly detection and failure
predictions. Finally, the system will be deployed on the
forthcoming ASTRI mini-array.

Figure 5: Logging and monitoring software stack deployed at
the GARR Cloud Platform (based on OpenStack and Kubernetes) within the ASTRI virtual datacenter using the Docker
container based virtualization.
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TIMING, SYNCHRONIZATION AND SOFTWARE-GENERATED BEAM
CONTROL AT FRIB∗
E. Daykin† , M. Konrad, Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, East Lansing, Michigan

Abstract

Network Time Distribution

The Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, once completed,
will require hundreds of devices throughout the machine
to operate using synchronized timestamps and triggering
events. These include, but are not limited to fault timestamps, time-dependent diagnostic measurements and complex beam pulse patterns. To achieve this design goal, we
utilize a timing network using of-the-shelf hardware from
Micro Research Finland. A GPS time base is also utilized to
provide client timestamping synchronization via NTP/PTP.
We describe our methods for software-generated event and
beam pulse patterns, performance of installed equipment
against project requirements, integration with other systems
and challenges encountered during development.

Network timing is suitable for devices classiied as
medium or low-accuracy. For more modern devices in both
classes, PTP is preferred due to its superior accuracy, more
robust master selection, and more graceful handling of leap
seconds.

TIMING NETWORK TOPOLOGY
The FRIB timing network consists of two main segments:
a stable, high-accuracy iber event and time distribution network, as well as Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [1] and
Network Time Protocol (NTP) [2] distribution over the facility LAN. A schematic of this coniguration can be seen
in Fig. 1. Devices are classiied as high-, medium-, or lowaccuracy depending on their sensitivity to time drift and
jitter. These requirements are detailed below in Table 1:
Table 1: Timing Requirements
Class
High
Medium
Low

Accuracy
±1 �s

±1 ms
±1 s

Examples
Beam instrumentation
Devices with
timestamped interlocks
Most other network devices

Fiber Distribution

Figure 1: Simpliied layout of FRIB’s timing network.

MASTER DESIGN
The master time’s stability is maintained via widely available timing hardware. This hardware generates precise 1
pulse per second (1 PPS) and 10 MHz signals, which are
used for stable event distribution over MRF timing hardware,
in addition to providing a phase-locked oscillator (PLO) reference signal for the facilty-wide RF clock. The ine design
of this system is detailed in Fig. 2.

Fiber-optic event signals are suitable for devices classiied as high-accuracy and/or require event triggers. Events
and timestamps are propagated over a three-level, tree-like
network of inexpensive Micro Research Finland (MRF) [3]
distribution fan-outs. The master fan-out transmits events to
nine level 2 nodes, each in turn serving a handful of level 3
nodes within their respective ’region’. Level 3 nodes inally
distribute these events to client devices in their immediate
operating area.
∗
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Figure 2: Synchronization and event generation machinery.
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Figure 3: Generating a beam pattern with the scheduler interface.

Time Synchronization
An of-the-shelf grandmaster [4] receives a current timestamp from the Global Positioning System (GPS), which is
forwarded to its embedded NTP and PTP daemons for LAN
distribution, as well as a 1 PPS coaxial output to a rubidium
frequency standard [5]. The rubidium standard’s very low
jitter is supplemented by the 1 PPS input from the grandmaster to maintain the long-term stability of the standard’s
1 PPS and 10 MHz RF outputs. The 10 MHz output is used
to discipline the facility-wide RF reference clocks, while the
stable 1 PPS signal is forwarded to the iber event generation
equipment.

Timestamp and Event Transmission
Fiber Event Link Event generation is performed using
the EPICS ’mrioc2’ driver [6] on a CPU running a real-time
linux kernel and an MRF cPCI-EVG-300 event generator.
Upon receipt of a 1 PPS pulse, the EVG raises a PCI interrupt
to the CPU. The CPU, in turn, forwards the PTP timestamp
back to the EVG. The EVG’s internal PLL is locked to an
80.5 MHz signal from the facility-wide RF reference clock,
which it uses as the event-carrier clock signal. Event triggers and timestamps are then distributed to client devices
subscribing to them. Furthermore, the 1 PPS start-of-second
event is used to synchronize the RF reference clock, closing
the synchronization loop between it and the timing master.
Network Time For devices that do not support iber
timing, the GPS grandmaster also runs embedded implementations of PTP and NTP. The NTP application acts as a
stratum 1 clock, while PTP acts as the best master (priority
0) within the FRIB LAN 1 . Whenever supported, PTP timestamps are attached at the physical layer, providing sub-�s
accuracy, otherwise ofsets can reliably be expected within
1

Highest-priority in FRIB’s use case; lower priorities are also conigurable.

±1 ms . NTP’s ±100 ms accuracy is generally acceptable
in any other devices where PTP is unsupported.

SOFTWARE-GENERATED BEAM
CONTROL
Once completed, FRIB will have the capability to deliver
roughly 400 kW of beam power on target. To protect the target from thermal stress and accommodate for a wide variety
of experiment use cases, FRIB’s beam pattern is required to
be dynamic and highly user-conigurable. To this end, the
beam scheduler is able to manipulate the beam chopper to
generate single pulses of variable length, ’ramping’ pulsed
waveforms of linearly-increasing duty factor, and near-CW
operation with 99.5% duty factor.

Machine Cycle Anatomy
Timing-sensitive beam instrumentation requires event
data to arrive in 10 ms intervals, beginning with a 50 �s
’notch’ (beam of period) and ending with a ’beam of’ event,
ensuring the beam will always turn of if events stop arriving (e.g due to a software crash). These machine cycles are
deined by their duration in event cycles, thus, events must
be transmitted at one of 805,000 discrete ticks2 . The data
is structured into what essentially amounts to a 2 × n array
denoting events, and the times at which those events occur,
in a monotonic range between the 0th and 804,999th tick in
the cycle. The real-time EPICS IOC broadcasts these cycles
using two 50Hz software sequencers running in tandem [7],
which alternate arming and loading a machine cycle worth
of events into the EVG hardware queue.

User-Facing Beam Control
The capabilities of the beam scheduling machinery are
easily conigurable via a graphical interface (Fig. 3). For
2

80,500,000 ticks per second ÷ 10 ms per machine cycle = 805,000 ticks
per machine cycle
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operators, a simple screen allows pulse width and repetition
rate to be modiied within design parameters. For experts, a
more full-featured menu is available for modifying parameters outside of the written beam mode speciication, such as
ramp settings, notch width and machine cycle length.

PERFORMANCE
Fiber Timing
For valid measurements, diagnostics equipment requires
machine cycles to be exactly 10 ms long, with an event
car-rier running at exactly 80.5 MHz. Figure 4 shows the
readout from a client event receiver. Had the event
generator been using its internal fractional synthesizer
instead of external RF reference, the ield labeled ’Tics
Per Second’ would be seen drifting by tens or hundreds
of event cycles, which would result in noisy or unusable
measurements.

Figure 4: GTS monitoring data on a client EVR.

Network Time
Despite the presence of PTP-unaware network hardware
between devices, timing synchronization of less than 1 �s
is possible if hardware timestamping is supported and used.
To test a reasonably typical scenario, a PTP-unaware switch
was placed between the GPS grandmaster and a test device
supporting hardware timestamping. After a 1-minute sample
of time ofsets polling at 1-second intervals, a mean error of
2.4 ns was reported, with a standard deviation of 232.6 ns,
outperforming the 1 ms requirement by a signiicant margin.

Beam Control
Experimental and machine-protection considerations require complex and varying beam parameters. With software
event scheduling, tasks such as warming up charge strippers
and targets are point-and-click operations, saving operating
time and expense.

CHALLENGES
A few unexpected issues were encountered during the
implementation of FRIB’s timing system. With respect to
network time synchronization, it is not guaranteed that any
particular switch in the network is PTP-aware, Because of
this, it is not possible to use peer-to-peer delay negotiation;
however, this is perfectly acceptable if it is safe to assume
reasonably symmetrical propagation delay. Additionally,
synchronizing time across virtual LANs (VLANs) is inherently diicult by the nature of a VLAN; the problem is further
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compounded by the fact that PTP multicast packets are not
routable.
With respect to the hardware itself, we found a small subset of iber-optic cables to have connection issues which
were resolved by re-certifying the quality of the cable. Additionally, the power supplies used in the Compact PCI chassis
have a tendency to get quite hot and fail prematurely. This is
mitigated by the fact that these power supplies are redundant
and inexpensive.
The main unresolved issue with FRIB timing lies with
the 100 Hz machine cycle rate. In practice, diagnostic event
receivers are picking up 60 Hz line noise. The ifth harmonic
of this noise, 300 Hz, is impossible to ilter out of beam
current monitor measurements. Dropping the machine cycle
rate to 97 Hz is being explored.

CONCLUSION
FRIB’s timing synchronization and distribution system
is able to deliver timestamps and event triggers to a large
number of devices at in a reliable and cost-efective manner. By employing a highly stable timing master in sync
with the network time and RF reference, we can obtain accurate beam measurements and reliably reconstruct fault
timestamps. Software-generated event scheduling provides
high lexibility to user needs, as operators have the ability
to construct long, complex beam patterns without irmware
modiication.
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SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE FOR NEXT GENERATION
BEAM POSITION MONITORS AT FERMILAB
J. S. Diamond#, Fermilab, Batavia, USA
Abstract
The Fermilab Accelerator Division / Instrumentation
Department develops Beam Position Monitor (BPM) systems in-house to support its sprawling accelerator complex. Two new BPM systems have been deployed over the
last two years – one upgrade and one new. These systems
are based on a combination of VME and Gigabit Ethernet
connected hardware and a common Linux-based embedded software platform with modular components. The architecture of this software platform and the considerations
for adapting to future machines or upgrade projects will be
described.

INTRODUCTION
The Fermilab Booster is a synchrotron accelerator with
a circumference of 474 meters which accepts 400 MeV
protons from the Linac, accelerates to 8 GeV in less than
67 milliseconds to be injected into the Recycler. In 2018
the Booster BPM data acquisition system was upgraded to
a VME-based system based on in-house developed digitizer and timing modules. At the same time the design of a
VME-based BPM system for Fermilab’s newest accelerator, the Integrable Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA) was being developed. The decision was made to re-use as much
hardware, firmware and software as possible from the
Booster BPM upgrade project.

HARDWARE & FIRMWARE
Both the Booster BPM upgrade project and the IOTA
BPM project are based on VME 64x crates supplied by
Weiner. In the case of the Booster, six crates are utilized to
instrument all the BPMs while IOTA uses only one. Each
crate contains a Single Board Computer (SBC), a Timing
and signal distribution board and multiple digitizer modules. The Booster BPM system uses an Artesyn MVME8100 SBC with a QorIQ processor and 2GB of system
RAM. The IOTA BPM system uses a Concurrent Technologies 405x SBC with an Intel Core Duo processor and 2GB
of system RAM.
The Timing module is based on a design originally developed for the Main Injector and Tevatron BPM systems.
The timing module decodes the Fermilab site-wide machine clock, TCLK and synchronizes with the machine RF.
Each digitizer module receives ADC clock and trigger
signal from the timing module. The raw signals from the
BPM plates are passed through an analog transition module
and connected to an ADC channel on the digitizer module.
* This work was supported by the DOE contract No. DEAC0207CH11359 to the Fermi Research Alliance LLC.
# jdiamond@fnal.gov

The digitizer modules run at 250 MSPS and filter the data
through a down converter and into on-board RAM.
In the Booster BPM the analog transition modules are
present in the VME crate and use the VME bus for power.
The data acquisition software can detect these modules and
verify that they are present but otherwise does not interact
with them. In the IOTA BPM these modules are external
to the VME crate and powered by their own NIM crate and
have no interaction with the data acquisition software.
Plans for a future BPM system are incorporating a Raspberry Pi-based controller in the NIM crate for controlling
attenuation and gain settings on the analog transition modules.

EMBEDDED LINUX STACK
Buildroot is an open source embedded Linux build system that automates the construction of a cross-compile
toolchain, Linux kernel and root filesystem. Building a
Linux kernel and root filesystem from scratch gives the developer control over the cross-compile toolchain, which
support software is present and which kernel options are
used. Using Buildroot also allows us to achieve a system
footprint of less than 30 MB.

DEVICE DRIVERS
Communication with hardware devices over the VME
bus was achieved using the mainline VME driver introduced into the Linux kernel in version 3.10. This driver
allows developers to interact with VME attached device
from within a Linux kernel module (LKM) much like a PCI
or USB device. The mainline VME driver supports both
the Universe II and TSI-148 VME bridge chips through a
common API.
Each in-house developed hardware device requires an
LKM to be developed to facilitate communication between
the data acquisition software and the device. In the case of
the timing modules this LKM only communicates with one
device but the LKM for the digitizer and analog transition
modules must support communication with multiple devices. Upon insertion into the kernel the LKM requests
access to the VME bus by acquiring a resource from the
kernel VME driver. The VME resource is used to scan the
VME bus and probe for hardware. Once a hardware device
is successfully probed it is registered with the Linux device
model as a VME bus device. If the LKM is removed, user
space is notified, and the device is removed from the device
model as a part of the LKM shutdown procedure.
Access to hardware device registers is provided to user
space using the Linux sysfs filesystem. Each register on
the hardware is made available as a sysfs attribute that
can be read/written through the device’s entry in sysfs.
This is a useful tool for developers to interact with and
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diagnose hardware directly from the command line using
the familiar Linux tools such as ‘cat’ and ‘echo’. Access
to the digitizer’s memory buffers is provided through the
traditional Linux character device interface.
The timing modules and digitizer modules both deliver
interrupts to the system to synchronize the data acquisition
software with external events. Because the data acquisition software runs in user space and the interrupt handlers
exist in kernel space a mechanism for delivering interrupt
notifications must be chosen. Generic Netlink is a Linux
kernel feature design for passing asynchronous messages
to and from the kernel with an API similar to the sockets
interface. The user space application creates a socket and
binds it to a named socket on the kernel side that will
broadcast messages from the interrupt handler. The application that enters into a message handling loop and goes to
sleep until a message arrives. In addition to interrupts the
LKM developed for each type of hardware device use Generic Netlink to notify user space when hardware is probed
and when it is removed from the system.
The development of LKMs for multiple hardware devices with similar hardware and software interfaces resulted in the production of a lot of boiler plate code. To
assist in the development of these LKMs and the C++ API
to interface with them, a code generation tool named
‘drvgen’ was developed. The drvgen tool takes in a hardware device interface specification in the form of a commaseparated spreadsheet file. The specification includes the
register map, device memory region, interrupt handlers and
command functions. The code generated includes the
LKM and a C++ library that wraps the sysfs, character device and Generic Netlink interfaces. Modules with
stubbed-out functions are generated on the first drvgen run
for the developers to add custom code that won’t be overwritten by drvgen when the specification changes.
To communicate with the hardware a user space application asks the generated C++ library for a device object or a
pool of device objects that represent the hardware detected
on the VME bus. The C++ library uses the sysfs, character
device or Generic Netlink interfaces to communicate with
the LKM and the LKM uses the kernel’s VME API to communicate with the hardware. Stubs for interrupt handlers
are provided in a separate module for developers to write
interrupt handlers. When a feature or register is removed
from the specification a kernel message is written to warn
the developer that a deprecated feature was used if the application code continues to call it.
Development is underway right now to expand the data
throughput to the digitizer modules by utilizing their front
panel Gigabit ethernet interface through a rack-mount
ethernet switch. Both the Booster BPM and IOTA BPM
systems will be upgraded once these interfaces are established.
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Figure 1: BPM Data Acquisition Software Process Model.

DATA ACQUISITION SOFTWARE
The Beam Position Monitor data acquisition software is
responsible for arming the digitizer modules ahead of a
measurement and collecting data for each measurement after the digitizer modules have acquired it. Measurement
data must be collected before the next machine cycle begins so the digitizer modules can clear their buffers in anticipation of the next measurement.
The data acquisition software runs as a Linux daemon
process (see Fig. 1) and is started as a part of the system
boot process. Threads are spawned to handle requests from
external interfaces over a message queue, coordinate machine state through clock events decoded by the timing
module and to collect data from the digitizer modules into
a shared memory region. The daemon process writes log
messages to the Fermilab-developed TRACE facility to assist with diagnostics.
The daemon process reads its configuration from a human-readable text file and parses it with the libconfig library. The configuration contains the BPM database,
measurement profiles and machine state configuration and
various other system level parameters. The configuration
data is then made available via a global configuration object and published in the shared memory region to be read
by clients. The daemon process can be requested to reload
the configuration at runtime via a request sent over the
command message queue should changes be made by experts during operation.
Each accelerator at Fermilab has its own state and is synchronized with the rest of the complex using a clock system
known as TCLK. The timing module is responsible for decoding this clock signal and generating interrupts when
machine events occur. Taking these events and using them
to coordinate the position measurements is the responsibility of a State Machine implementation. A custom State
Machine implementation was developed for both the
Booster and IOTA BPM systems and is specified as a part
of the data acquisition software’s configuration. The State
Machine implementation configures the timing module
and responds to the events it generates by configuring the
data acquisition system to make position measurements.
The Data Acquisition system is responsible for managing the pool of digitizer modules. The Data Acquisition
system operates in 5 different states: Initialization, Ready,
Armed, Triggered and Readout. When the daemon process
starts up the digitizer modules are initialized according to
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the configuration file and the system transitions to the
Ready state while awaiting direction from the State Machine implementation or the command line utility. To prepare for a measurement a message is sent to the daemon
process to arm causing the Data Acquisition system to prepare the digitizer modules and transition to the Armed
state. From the Armed state the Data Acquisition system
can transition to Triggered when the digitizer modules are
triggered or back to Ready if the measurement is aborted.
Once in the Triggered state the data can be readout into the
shared memory region, or it can be armed again. If a
readout is requested, then the system enters the Readout
state while the data is transferred. If the system is armed
again without a readout the data is discarded.

USER INTERFACES
To interact with the data acquisition software an API library was developed that wraps the shared memory and
message queue interfaces in C++ classes.
A command line utility was developed to assist with diagnosing the data acquisition software from the console or
over the secure shell. All requests that can be processed by
the data acquisition software can be sent by an expert using
the command line utility. In addition, configuration parameters and measurement data can be inspected from the console using the command line utility. The output of the command line utility can be redirected to a file if the user would
like to dump data for offline analysis.
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The control system interface to the beam position monitors is different for each machine and as such it was appropriate to develop separate interfaces for the Booster and
IOTA or future BPM systems. The control system software
framework is called Acsys/FE and runs as a separate process and like the command line utility, uses the library API
to read measurement data out of the shared memory region
and send requests over the message queue. Future accelerators at Fermilab may use EPICS as the control system and
this model will allow us to develop an EPICS interface in
place of the Acsys/FE framework.

CONCLUSION
The development of an embedded-Linux based beam
position monitor system represents a two-year effort by
software developers and electrical engineers in the Accelerator Division, Instrumentation department. The system
that has evolved is flexible enough to be deployed in two
different accelerators, the Fermilab Booster and IOTA.
Plans for a future BPM system at the PIP-2 Integrated Test
stand are already in development for 2020 and include a
shift from the legacy VME bus to ethernet-attached hardware.
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SLOW CONTROL SYSTEMS AT BM@N
AND MPD/NICA DETECTOR EXPERIMENTS
D. Egorov, P. Chumakov, R. Nagdasev, V. Shutov, JINR, Dubna, Russia
Abstract
NICA (Nuclotron-based Ion Collider fAcility) is a new
accelerator complex designed at the Joint Institute for
Nuclear Research (Dubna, Russia) to study properties of
dense baryonic matter. BM@N (Baryonic Matter at
Nuclotron) is the first experiment at the complex. It is an
experimental setup in the fixed-target hall of the Nuclotron
to perform a research program focused on the production
of strange matter in heavy-ion collisions. MPD
(Multipurpose Detector) is a detector for colliding beam
experiments at the complex, and it is being developed to
provide: efficient registration of the particles produced by
heavy ion collisions; identification of particle type, charge
and energy; reconstruction of vertices of primary
interactions and the position of secondary particle
production. Existing Slow Control Systems for BM@N
experiment, assembling, and testing zones of MPD
detectors are based on Tango Controls. They provide
monitoring and control of diverse hardware for efficient
data taking, stable operation of detectors and quality
control of assembled modules. Current status and
developments as well as future design and plans for MPD
Slow Control System will be reported.

INTRODUCTION
The NICA (Nuclotron-based Ion Collider facility) is
accelerator facility which is now under construction at
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR, Dubna) [1].
NICA accelerator complex scheme is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: NICA accelerator complex scheme [2].
Two modes of operation are foreseen, collider mode and
extracted beams, with two detectors: MPD (MultiPurpose
Detector) and BM@N (Baryonic Matter at Nuclotron) [1].
First physical run at BM@N with basic setup was
performed in spring 2018, which also included new physics
program on SRC studies in collaboration with GSI, MIT,
Tel Aviv University etc. BM@N experiment scheme is
shown in Fig. 2.
MPD is currently under construction and its first test run
is planned on 2021. MPD scheme is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 2: BM@N experiment scheme.

Figure 3: MPD detector scheme [2].
Though these two experiments have different principle
of operation, they also have many common parts – same
type of some detectors, same hardware and the most
important point – same people, who develop and work with
it.
So the main tasks of Slow Control Systems, which are
described in this paper – monitor the statuses of the diverse
hardware, archive the data from the devices in unified
format to the database for further physical analysis and
provide scalability of the developed system, because the
number of modules and channels is different in both
facilities.
Tango Controls was chosen as the base for such systems.
It is free, open-source and cross-platform framework,
which supports multiple programming languages and has
tools that simplify the tasks mentioned above [3].
Most of the developments, described in the next section,
was tested during multiple technical and physical runs on
BM@N, but the same applications will be used on MPD.

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS
It is important for the shift crew to know the states of
detectors’ hardware. The shift leader must start data
acquisition according to the statuses of devices, proper
settings and so on.
Tango device server and the client with graphical layout
of detectors was developed for BM@N experiment [4].
The client window is shown in Fig. 4.
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Tango device server and client application was
developed for Wiener and ELMA VME crates for DAQ
modules, which provide tools for monitoring of crates’
statuses and control its state. Client application window is
shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 4: BM@N status client application.
This software allows not only monitor the states of
equipment, but also see the value of magnetic field inside
the analyzing magnet SP-41 and information from Data
Acquisition (DAQ) system – DAQ status, run number,
event number and spill count. Green color of the elements
means that everything is working properly in subdetector,
white color means that this detector is not yet implemented
in the common Slow Control System, e.g. FHcal, or
doesn’t have any other type of devices, except High
Voltage power supplies, e.g. ECal detector.
Long historical background of the subdetector groups
leads to unnecessarily wide spectrum of the Slow Control
hardware and software. A typical example of such situation
is the high voltage power supplies in different groups. For
now, the high voltage supplies produced by CAEN,
Wiener/Iseg and HVSys with similar parameters are
applied [5].
For example, Wiener MPOD crates and Iseg modules are
used at TOF400 detector high voltage system. The
communication between devices and Tango server is based
on SNMP protocol, with extended precision to provide
nanoampere accuracy of received current values. Acquired
data displays in the program, which allows to have multiple
plot forms with different settings and monitored values in
one application window, example is shown in Fig. 5. It is
written by our team in Python with PyTango, PyQt and
pyqtgraph modules.

Figure 6: VME crates client control application.
There are many other subsystems and software,
developed to control and monitor it, that is not covered in
this paper, but also important for the experiment, such as
gas systems, low voltage systems, magnet field
monitoring, front-end electronics control etc.

MPD DETECTORS ASSEMBLING SITES
AND TEST STANDS
The first stage of MPD detector will be put into operation
in 2021. Subdetectors’ groups, which take part in this stage,
are preparing assembling and test stands for their modules.
TOF detectors are now in mass-production stage and test
stand is ready for data acquisition on cosmic rays. The
scheme of this stand is shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: MPD TOF test stand scheme.

Figure 5: Voltage and current plots for TOF400 Wiener
High Voltage Power Supply.
Another important part is to control infrastructure
equipment, used by DAQ system and whole experiment. It
is necessary for some devices to control network
connection and Power over Ethernet to be able to reboot it
in case of errors, firmware or settings updates. Client and
server was developed to fulfil this task, which supports
control and monitoring of multiple network switches in one
application window.

For Slow Control System on these stands it is necessary
not only control proper tests of made detectors, but provide
monitoring of any values that are critical for assembling
process – temperature, humidity, atmospheric pressure, air
dust monitoring etc. The example of such data is shown in
Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: Humidity and temperature plots of TOF MPD
assembling area.
Some developments are needed only for tests of
materials, used in the assembling process. The coefficients,
that can be collected and archived, will be useful for testing
and further operation of made detectors.
Thin glasses are used in TOF modules and its technical
specification may vary from batch to batch. Keithley 6485
picoammeter is used for testing capacitor properties made
of these glasses. The processes of charge and discharge is
shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9: Keithley 6485 picoammeter control application.

PLANS
• Implement centralized configuration loading
software, which will help shift crew easily change
equipment settings according to the beam type or
another conditions;
• Implement web tool to simplify browsing and
downloading SC data for physicists;
• Implement CI/CD tools for new developments to
simplify deployment process.

CONCLUSION
• Existing Slow Control System at BM@N showed
good results during 5 Nuclotron runs. The data that
was archived in the 55th run for one month is now
actively used by physicists for data analysis;
• Mass-production test stands of MPD subdetectors are
preparing or ready for tests;
• Current developments will be base for MPD Slow
Control system.
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BEAM POSITION FEEDBACK SYSTEM
SUPPORTED BY KARABO AT EUROPEAN XFEL

V. Bondar*, W. Ehsan, M. Beg, M. Bergemann, C. Carinan, R. Costa, F. Dall'Antonia,
C. Danilevski, S.G. Esenov, R. Fabbri, H. Fangohr1, G. Flucke, D. Fullà Marsà, A. Galler,
G. Giovanetti, D. Göries, J. Grünert, S. Hauf, D. Hickin, T. Jarosiewicz, E. Kamil, Y. Kirienko,
A. Klimovskaia, T. Kluyver, D. Mamchyk, T. Michelat, I. Mohacsi, A. Parenti, D. Rueck, H. Santos,
R. Schaffer, A. Silenzi, C. Youngman, J. Zhu, P. Zalden, S. Brockhauser2
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Abstract
The XrayFeed device of Karabo [1, 2] is designed to
provide spatial X-ray beam stability in terms of drift
compensation utilizing different diagnostic components at
the European XFEL (EuXFEL). Our feedback systems
proved to be indispensable in cutting-edge pump-probe
experiments at EuXFEL.
The feedback mechanism is based on a closed loop PID
control algorithm [3] to steer the beam position measured
by the so-called diagnostic devices to the desired centred
position via defined actuator adjusting the alignment of Xray optical elements, in our case a flat X-ray mirror system.
Several diagnostic devices and actuators can be selected
according to the specific experimental area where a beam
position feedback is needed. In this contribution, we
analyze the improvement of pointing stability of X-rays
using different diagnostic devices as an input source for our
feedback system. Different types of photon diagnostic
devices such as gas-based X-ray monitors [4], quadrant
detectors based on avalanche photo diodes [5] and optical
cameras imaging the X-ray footprint on scintillator screens
have been evaluated in our pointing stability studies.

INTRODUCTION
At the European X-ray Free Electron Laser (EuXFEL)
facility there are currently three X-ray optical beam lines
which provide soft and hard X-ray photons to six
instruments. In order to control both the hardware
components of the beamline and the data acquisition from
the instruments, EuXFEL has developed in-house a control
system, Karabo. Hardware devices and system services are
represented in this control system as Karabo software
devices, and are distributed among various control hosts,
thus making Karabo a distributed control system. The
Karabo design is event-driven, offering subscription to
remote signals to avoid polling for parameter updates.
Devices communicate via a central message broker using
language (C++ and Python) agnostic remote procedure
calls (RPC) [6, 7]. Here, we focus on the design and usage
____________________________________________

of one such device, called XrayFeed. Its aim is to
continuously stabilize the beam position in experiments,
removing the need for direct user manipulation to ensure
beam stability.
The idea of feedback control is to make a setup that
ensures that any deviation of a measured parameter (beam
position) from the set point (desired position) will be
corrected, thus providing stability (e.g. beam position in a
given plane). It is implemented using the PID
(Proportional-Integral-Derivative) mechanism.
The XrayFeed software device (see Fig. 1) can be used
in conditions where external disturbances to the positions
of mirrors under control are not predictable and when the
PID
mechanism
satisfies
positional
accuracy
requirements [3]. The proposed device is robust for PID
tuning process as well as for PID controller operation. The
device allows different actuators and different diagnostic
devices to be involved in the feedback control schema and
monitoring of the real time behavior of the system under
PID control. By so-called diagnostic detector we mean a
diagnostic device whose output can be used as a
‘measured’ signal in feedback control loops. XrayFeed has
a flexible implementation allowing choice of diagnostic
device for feedback control and characterization and
optimization of the feedback solution used. In this paper
we describe the design of XrayFeed software device and
present results of its application for precise position
feedback control in the flat X-ray mirror system using
different actuators and diagnostic devices.

BEAM POSITION FEEDBACK SETUP
Block diagram of XrayFeed device implementing PID
algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2. Actual beam position in a
plane normal to the beam is measured by a diagnostic
device (Px signal on diagram) and is inputted into the PID
controller whose aim is to minimize beam position
displacement error e(t). This error is processed according
to the Proportional-Integral-Derivative algorithm using
PID gains determined during a tuning process. Resulting
PID signal is set in the actuator device as an input voltage
u(t).

* valerii.bondar@xfel.eu
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Figure 1: Karabo Graphical User Interface Dialog window of XrayFeed device.

Figure 2: Diagram of PID controller in a feedback loop
with Intensity Position Monitor (IPM) and Mirror (M1).
A number of beam position monitoring hardware systems
have been successfully used:
● X-Ray Gas Monitor (XGM)
● Pop-in imager
● Intensity and Position Monitor (IPM)
XrayFeed is required to guarantee beam position
stability despite possible external disturbances, therefore
all monitoring systems must provide stable control process
with required response times and should cause no
overshoots and wind-ups.

Integration in Karabo
Figure 3 shows location layouts for devices that take part
in the described feedback control within the EuXFEL photon optics tunnels and instrument beam lines.
To enable integration of XGM data into Karabo a software Karabo device was developed.

Figure 3: Block diagram of acuators and diagnostic devices
taking part in feedback setups. Setups of three instrument
lines are shown – SPB, FXE and MID.
Imagers are integrated in Karabo as separate devices.
Imager properties and functionality can be accessed by
users during run-time. Images acquired as well as
corresponding image data can be saved via DAQ system to
hdf5 files allowing offline quality control. For the feedback
control the image acquiring frequency was found to be
satisfactory at 10 Hz with image size 1640x1240 pixels and
16 bit resolution.
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TUNING RESULTS
To determine optimal P, I, D gains with each diagnostic
device in a control loop the following manual tuning procedure was performed in steps:
● Firstly, the optimal actuator working region has to be

found: output range in voltages, output deadband, lock
area, etc. Then, the optimal frequency at which PID
output signals can be sent to actuator has to be
evaluated
● By increasing P gain magnitude, with I and D set to
zero, the moment when PID output starts oscillating
around the desired reference position or a position
shifted with respect to the desired position is found
● With P gain set to ½ P found previously I gain is
increased until there is no offset between oscillation
average and desired position. If at the begin of this
step there is no offset already and control output
oscillates around desired value then I gain is left zero
● With P and I set to values found previously D gain is
increased until the beam position approaches the
desired position within minimal time but with control
process still being stable and with minimal
overshoots.

Imager as Feedback Diagnostic Device at FXE
experiment
Pop-in monitors are imagers with large horizontal beam
offset which are used for beam finding and alignment. To
compute the beam position image processing is used. The
pop-in imager (located in XTD9 photon optics tunnel) is
used as the diagnostic device in FXE instrument line feedback setup with piezo actuator of mirror M3 (located in
XTD9 photon optics tunnel) as actuator (see FXE part on
Fig. 3). In this setup, voltage applied to RY (y-axis rotation) piezo actuator is the controlled value, beam position
along x-axis in a plane normal to beam as measured by imager device is the target value, and the set point is the new
target value for the feedback.
After PID gains were determined during the manual tuning process, following steps described above, the accuracy
and stability of control process position correction was
tested by displacing (changing RY) beam from the desired
position and monitoring position recovery driven by the
PID algorithm back.
Figure 4 shows an example of the progress of the beam
position in time without and with feedback control. It can
be seen that applying feedback control improves systems
performance with respect to stability and response type.

X-Ray Gas Monitor (XGM) as Feedback Diagnostic Device at SPB Experiment
EuXFEL runs in burst mode with 10 Hz repetition rate
of the bursts and rates between ~10 kHz and 4.5 MHz
within the burst. The XGM setup provides non-invasive
single-shot pulse energy measurements, average beam position monitoring and pulse resolved measurements [4].
While monitoring pulse energy and beam position the
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XGM is able to resolve separate photon pulses at MHz
rates. Diagnostic device monitors beam position in plane
normal to the beam position with accuracy +/- 10 µm
within a range +/- 1 mm. In this setup the feedback is designed to compensate only the slow drifts as detected by
the average beam position within a burst. It therefore averages out the unpredictable fast jitters, providing moving
average.
The SPB instrument line XGM (located in XTD9 photon
optics tunnel) feedback was used as the diagnostic device
with piezo actuator of mirror M2 (located in XTD2 photon
optics tunnel) as actuator (see SPB part of Fig. 3). Before
manual PID tuning, the optimal operational region was
found for XGM. Stability of tuned PID feedback was
checked by displacing mirror M2 with following beam position return to initial point. With same settings of the piezo
actuator as in case of the pop-in monitor setup, applying
feedback control improved the correction of beam position
back to the initial position when compared to correction
done without feedback. Setting times to required beam position where similar to the ones observed in case of pop-in
monitor feedback setup (right plot on Fig. 4)

Intensity and Position Monitor (IPM) as FeedBack Diagnostic Device
The device allows ADC conversion at rates 2 GS/s
(12 bit), burst of 120 pulses at 1.1 MHz Repetition rate,
single pulse resolved readout and firmware-based peak integration. The IPM (located in FXE instruments area) was
used as feedback diagnostic device with piezo actuator of
mirror M3 (located in XTD9 photon optics tunnel) as actuator (see FXE part on Fig. 3). It has to be noted that since
IPM is located in FXE instruments area it cannot be used
continuously. Unlike XGM and pop-in imager detectors
IPM can be used in feedback loop only when FXE hutch is
searched. The same settings were applied to the piezo actuator as in case of setups with imager and XGM as diagnostic devices. After manual PID tuning in steps as described above, the PID feedback stability was checked by
displacing mirror M3 and following the return of the beam
position to initial point. When compared to correction of
beam position without feedback using XRayFeed improved setting stability with setting times similar to the
ones observed in pop-in and XGM feedback setups (see
right part of Fig. 4)

CONCLUSION
We have developed feedback software device, XrayFeed, to provide spatial X-ray beam stability in terms of
drift compensation for flat X-ray mirror system. Robustness of the feedback software solution allowed us to use
different types of diagnostic devices according to the specific experimental area where a beam position feedback is
needed. Our solution provides robust and reliable control
with performance characteristics like reaction time and stability with respect to external disturbances which are difficult to achieve when done manually.
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Figure 4: PID algorithm tuning results with pop-in imager used as a diagnostic device. Beam positions along x-direction
in a plane normal to the beam is shown changing with time (plot in the middle), all positions are in pixels. System behavior
in time without (left plot) and with (right plot) feedback control is shown. Beam stabilization with two different output
deadband magnitudes set to XrayFeed PID control (right plot).
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Abstract
One of the most critical phases in the development of a
Safety Instrumented System (SIS) is the functional specification of the Safety Instrumented Functions (SIFs). This
step is carried out by a multidisciplinary team of process,
controls and safety experts. This functional specification
must be simple, unambiguous and compact to allow capturing the requirements from the risk analysis, and facilitating
the design, implementation and verification of the SIFs. The
Cause and Effect Matrix (CEM) formalism provides a visual
representation of Boolean expressions. This makes it adequate to specify stateless logic, such as the safety interlock
logic of a SIS. At CERN, a methodology based on the CEM
has been applied to the development of a SIS for a magnet
test bench facility. This paper shows the applicability of
this methodology in a real magnet test bench and presents
its impact in the different phases of the IEC 61511 safety
lifecycle.

INTRODUCTION
The European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)
operates the largest particle physics laboratory in the world.
This research laboratory hosts many critical industrial installations that are necessary for the numerous experiments
performed here. Some examples are cryogenics plants, cooling and ventilation processes, powering systems, superconducting magnet test benches and many more. A failure in
these industrial installations or in their control systems may
have catastrophic consequences, such as enormous economic
losses, environmental damages or even human causalities.
For that purpose, at CERN, many Safety Instrumented Systems (SISs) have been engineered to mitigate the risks of
these industrial processes.

Safety Instrumented Systems
A SIS is a prevention mechanism designed to reduce the
probability of occurrence of hazardous events. The IEC
61511 standard [1] provides the so-called safety life cycle,
which provides guidelines to develop, maintain and manage
a SIS for the process industry. Once the unacceptable risks
are identified by the risk analysis, the process and safety experts must specify the necessary Safety Instrumented Functions (SIFs) to reduce the probability of occurrence of these
risks. A SIF specification must contain at least the following
elements:
∗

borja.fernandez.adiego@cern.ch

• The functionality of the SIF: a precise description of
the required SIF logic.
• The target Safety Integrity Level (SIL): a quantitative
measure of the risk reduction.
• The operation mode required for the SIF: low, high or
continuous demand, depending on the nature of the
process and risk.
Nowadays, Safety PLCs (Programmable Logic Controllers)
are widely used in SISs and the functionality of the SIFs is
implemented in the PLC programs.
The specification method to express the functionality of a
SIF must be simple, unambiguous and compact to allow capturing the requirements from the risk analysis, and facilitate
the design and implementation of the PLC program. There
are many specification methods to express unambiguously
the functionality of a SIF, for example, a textual boolean
expression, a logic diagram or a Cause and Effect Matrix
(CEM).

Objectives
This paper presents a real case study at CERN of the usage
of a CEM-based specification to express the interlock logic
of a magnet test bench installation. The benefits and limitations of this approach in comparison with the previously
adopted methods are also summarized.
The paper is structured as follows: first, the paper introduces the basic concepts and adopted CEM semantics for
this project. Second, the case study is described, including the process description and an example of the CEM
usage. Finally, the analysis and conclusions of this study are
presented.

CAUSE AND EFFECT MATRIX
Cause and Effect Matrix is a compact and intuitive graphical representation of boolean expressions. This makes it
adequate to represent stateless logic, where a given output
depends only on a combination of the current input signals.
CEM is generally well accepted to specify interlock logic
in the process and manufacturing industries. However there
are many variants of CEMs and the companies adopt the
semantics that best adapt to their processes and engineering practices. Some PLC providers have included the CEM
in their engineering tools. This is the case of Siemens Industrial Automation, which provides the SIMATIC Safety
Matrix [2]. This tool allows the use of CEM as a specification mechanism but imposes a specific software architecture,
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their own engineering tools, SCADA (Supervisory Control
And Data Acquisition), etc. The International Electrotechnic
Commission published in 2018 the IEC 62881 standard [3],
describing a widely accepted semantics of a CEM.
In this project, the CEM has been applied to specify the
interlock logic of a magnet test bench installation. The CEM
semantics have been defined by adapting the specific standards adopted by the oil and gas industry [4] to the engineering practices of CERN.

CEM can be exported to different formats (e.g. xlsx files for
visualization with Microsoft Excel) and test and verification
cases can be automatically generated.

Semantics

Process Description

The matrix consists of rows of signals (the causes) and
columns of signals (the effects), as seen in Table 1. The
intersection (cell) between a cause and an effect denotes how
the cause influences the effect, according to the following
basic rules:

The selected process is the so-called ClusterG magnet test
bench. This facility is mainly designed to test the superconducting magnet prototypes for the High Luminosity LHC
project [6], protection diodes, current leads and high temperature superconducting (HTS) future generation magnets.
ClusterG consists of five test benches, where magnets under
test are installed, and four different power converters, providing the required current to the benches. Moreover, four
mechanical commutators connect the power converters and
the benches. To optimize the operation time of the facility,
two benches can be powered at the same time.
The process instrumentation consists of: (1) forty-two
analogue input signals, mainly analogue sensors such as the
current lead temperatures and voltages; (2) one hundred and
thirty digital input signals, including digital sensors such as
temperature and flow switches of the water cooled cables,
the commutators feedbacks, a few signals indicating the data
acquisition and cryogenic statuses, etc.; (3) fifty-six output
signals, consisting in digital relays to operate the quench
protection matrix, the power converters, etc.
A simplified schema of the process is shown in Figure 1.
The highlighted elements (e.g. TSH1, FSL1) are used later
in the paper to present the specification examples.
The process experts provided the specification to develop
the control system to operate this facility. In addition, a
risk analysis based on the Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
(FMEA) of the process was performed and several hazards
of electrical and cryogenic nature to the workers and the
installation itself were detected. As a consequence a SIS
was designed to mitigate these risks, following the IEC 61511
directives.

• X: the cause, when active, triggers the effect (OR logic);
• N: the cause, when inactive, triggers the effect (OR
NOT logic);
• (N)Ai: the effect is triggered when all the causes with
the Ai entry (where i = 1, 2, ...) are simultaneously
active, or inactive if the prefix N is present (AND logic);
• TONx: the cause, if active for more than x seconds,
triggers effect (IEC 61131-3 [5] TON logic);
• TOFx: the cause, when active, triggers the effect and
the effect remains active for x seconds after the cause
becomes inactive (IEC 61131-3 [5] TOF logic);
• Multiple entries in a single column, or separated by ","
in a single cell, are combined with OR logic;
• The same effect may appear in multiple matrices, the resulting expression for this effect is an OR logic between
the activations of each matrix.
Table 1 illustrates an example of a couple of timed boolean
expressions (1) in this CEM notation.


 

Q01
I01 ∨ TON(I02, 20s) ∨ (¬I03 ∧ I04)
=
Q02
I02 ∧ (I03 ∨ ¬I04)

(1)

Table 1: CEM Example
Effect

Q01

CASE STUDY
This section presents a CERN case study of the applicability of the CEM formalism to specify the functional logic
of a SIS and of an interlock-based control system.

Operational Requirements
Q02

Cause
I01

X

I02

TON20

A1,A2

I03

NA1

A1

I04

A1

NA2

To support the described semantics and apply them to real
cases, a Python-based prototype tool has been developed at
CERN: SISpec. The tool provides a user-friendly graphical
interface to build the CEMs and provides syntax and semantic validation to avoid specification errors. In addition, the

The operational requirements for this installation were
expressed in a formalism designed by the process experts,
based on a table where the logic to operate the test bench was
included. The logic of the table connects the SCADA commands, the test types to be performed (one per test bench),
the input signals (sensors) and the output signals (actuators).
In the simplified example shown in Table 2, for the Test_A,
the operator selects the power converter to be used in this
test (e.g. PC1), and the control system checks the correct
status of the process inputs for the specific test, in this case
CRYO_A and DAQ_A (statuses of the cryogenics and data
acquisition systems). If the conditions are met for the specific
test, the control system gives the authorisation to the power
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Figure 1: Simplified ClusterG process schema.
converters to power the test bench. The real specification
table for this project has around two hundred and fifty rows
and eight columns.
In the cells of this table, selectors (e.g. PC1), boolean
values (e.g. 1), empty cells and plain text (e.g. "if PC1,
1 when all conditions fulfilled") are mixed to express the
desired logic. However while this table is convenient for the
process experts, it is an ambiguous requirements description
and makes the translation to PLC code open to interpretation
and error prone. Moreover, the lack of formal semantics
makes impossible the generation of test or verification cases.

Safety Requirements
The outcome of the risk assessment was the specification
of 28 SIFs to be included in a SIS. Table 3 shows a simplified
example of a particular SIF (SIF1), where a reference to the
risk analysis, the functionality and its formalization, the
associated target SIL and the operation mode (low, high or
continuous demand) are included.
This specification is unambiguous but written in a Microsoft Word document, which prevents the automatic generation of test and verification cases. In addition, when the
number of variables to be included in the boolean formula is
significant, or when the logic is complex with many parenthesis and boolean operators, a textual representation may
be very complex and it might be difficult to detect human
mistakes during the specification.

New CEM-based Specification
The ambiguity of the operational requirements and the
lack of tools and proper visualization for the safety requirements were the main motivation to analyse the potential
benefits that the CEM could bring to this project.

However, just by using the CEM method, the specification
of the project would still be rather complex. The significant
number of sensors, actuators and test types obliged us to
split the specification into several CEMs. Otherwise the
result would have been a CEM with hundreds of causes and
dozens of effects.
The strategy adopted to express the operational and safety
specification is presented in Table 4. It separates the operational and safety requirements and each of them is divided in
two levels, top and bottom, in order to split the specification
in smaller and simpler units, as follows:
• The bottom operational CEMs have process sensors and
SCADA commands (inputs) as causes and test types
(operational functions) as effects;
• The top operational CEMs have test types (operational
functions) and SCADA commands (inputs) as causes
and actuators as effects.
• The bottom safety CEMs have safety sensors (safety
inputs) as causes and SIFs as effects;
• The top safety CEMs have SIFs as causes and safety
actuators as effects.
The Tables 5a, 5b, 5c and 5d show the previously presented
specifications expressed in the CEMs. The SEL_PC variable is discretized in several Boolean variables for the Top
Operational CEM (only two of them are shown in Tables 5a).
The effects of the bottom CEMs are the causes of the top
CEMs. Finally, if an actuator is common for the operational
and the safety requirements, e.g. PC1, the effect of the Top
Operational CEM is a cause in the Top Safety CEM (see
PC1_OPER and PC1_PP in Tables 5a and 5b).
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Table 2: Simplified Example of the Operational Requirements
Condition

TEST_A

TEST_B

SCADA

SEL_PC
...

PC1 / PC3 / PC4
...

PC1 / PC2 / PC3 / PC4
...

Process
Sensors

CRYO_A
CRYO_B
DAQ_A
DAQ_B
...

1

Process
Actuators

PC1_OPER
PC2_OPER
...

1
1
1
...

...
if PC1, 1 when all conditions fulfilled
...

if PC1, 1 when all conditions fulfilled
if PC2, 1 when all conditions fulfilled
...

Table 3: Simplified SIF Specification
Reference

SIF1

Related risk

Risk analysis reference 1

Functionality

Shutdown the power converter if the
corresponding temperature of the
water-cooled cable is high (FALSE)
or the water flow is low (FALSE)

Formalized
functionality

If (COM_1 ∧ CON_A ∧ (¬T SH1
∨¬T SH2 ∨ ¬FSL1 ∨ ¬FSL2))
Then PC1_PP = 0

Safety Level

SIL2

Operation mode

Low demand
Figure 2: LADDER PLC program example.

Table 4: Selected Strategy to Split the CEM Specification
Top Operational CEMs
Effects: actuators
Causes: operational functions

Top Safety CEMs
Effects: safety actuators
Causes: SIFs

Bottom Operational CEMs
Effects: operational functions
Causes: inputs

Bottom Safety CEMs
Effects: SIFs
Causes: safety inputs

PLC Program Implementation

Verification and Test Case Generation
CEM facilitates the verification and testing activities
against the PLC programs thanks to its formalized semantics.
In this project, both verification and test cases were automatically generated by the SISpec tool from the CEMs. The
verification cases were executed by the PLCverif tool [9]
(PLC formal verification tool developed at CERN) and the
test cases were generated based on the algorithms presented
in [4] and executed in a test platform.

ANALYSIS
Both the operational and safety requirements have been
implemented in a S7-317F Siemens Safety PLC. The operational requirements have been implemented using the UNICOS framework [7] and the safety requirements using the
Distributed Safety Library [8] and the LADDER programming language. Figure 2 shows a part of the PLC program
corresponding to the Tables 5b and 5d, containing the logic
for the SIF1 and the logic for the actuator, the power permit
of the power converter 1 (PC1_PP). As it can be observed,
the implementation of the PLC program out of the CEMs is
straightforward and a well-defined program architecture is
established.

This section presents the benefits and limitations of the usage of CEM to the ClusterG project. Regarding the benefits
and improvements we can emphasize the following ones:
• CEM provides a fairly simple and graphical mechanism
for the process and safety experts to express the desired
logic;
• The unambiguous specification simplifies the communication between the control, process and safety experts;
• The translation of CEM logic to the PLC program is
trivial and automatic code generation is possible;
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Table 5: Simplified Example of the CEM Usage for the ClusterG Project
(a) Top Operational CEM

Effect

PC1_OPER

(b) Top Safety CEM

PC2_OPER

Effect

Cause

PC1_PP

PC2_PP

Cause

SEL_PC1

A1,A2,A3,A4,A5

SEL_PC2

A1

TEST_A

A1

TEST_B

A2

TEST_C
TEST_D
TEST_E

SIF1

NA1

SIF2

NA1

SIF3
A1

NA1

SIF4

NA1

A3

PC1_OPER

A1

A4

PC2_OPER

NA1
A1

A5
(c) Bottom Operational CEM

Effect

TEST_A

(d) Bottom Safety CEM

TEST_B

Effect

Cause
SEL_TEST_A

A1

SEL_TEST_B
CRYO_A

A1

DAQ_B

COM_1

A1,A2,A3,A4

CON_A

A1,A2,A3,A4

TSH1

NA1

TSH2

NA2

FSL1

NA3

FSL2

NA4

A1

CRYO_B
DAQ_A

SIF1

SIF2

Cause

A1
A1
A1

...

• The automatic generation of test and verification cases
is possible and particularly important when code generation is not an option, for example in the case of
Siemens safety PLC programs;
• The presented specification strategy and the usage of
CEM improved significantly the maintainability of the
project by having a well-defined program architecture
and the traceability between the PLC program, the
CEM specification and the risk assessment.
There are certain limitations or drawbacks of this method:
• CEM is not appropriate to all types of processes. While
CEM is convenient for stateless interlock logic, other
methods should be applied for different processes;
• Certain boolean logic may be difficult to express in one
single CEM and thus auxiliary CEMs may have to be
included. This was the case of the SIF2 for ClusterG.

...

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a CERN case study of the usage of a
CEM-based specification for the interlock logic of a control
system and a SIS. The paper analyses this new approach by
presenting the main benefits and limitations in comparison
with the previous specification methods.
The results are positive, especially in terms of removing the ambiguity of previous specification methods and
adding capabilities such test and verification cases generation. The future of this project will be focussed in two
directions. First, the extension of the semantics to different
activation logics that are common in our systems, for example rising edges, pulses, etc. Second, the improvement of
our CEM tool, SISpec, in terms of usability, new features
such as code generation and integration in the development
cycle of interlock-based control systems and SISs.
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EVALUATING VISTA AND EPICS WITH REGARD TO FUTURE
CONTROL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT AT ISIS
I. Finch, ISIS, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, United Kingdom
Abstract
The ISIS accelerators currently use the Vista Controls
System software Vsystem for machine control purposes. In
this paper we describe our preliminary work in evaluating
a possible migration to the EPICS control system, with emphasis on lessons learned in our previous software migration. We outline a Vsystem/EPICS bridge that has been developed to facilitate the trial and any migration following
on from that evaluation.

A HISTORY OF CHANGE
The ISIS spallation neutron source saw first beam in
1984 and was formally opened in 1985, with a second target station commissioned in 2008 [1]. Over the course of
35 years the controls system has had to incorporate several
generations of computer and embedded systems. The control system has also undergone two migrations of server
hardware platforms (GEC → DEC Alpha, DEC Alpha →
HP Itanium). The first of these hardware platform migrations was also a migration of operating system (GEC Core
OS → OpenVMS) and controls system software
(GRACES / BABBAGE → Vsystem) [2].
With the announced discontinuation of the Itanium processor architecture [3], a transition to a commodity x86
platform is in the early stages. This will be combined,
again, with a change of operating system as we migrate to
Linux. Since the existing Vista Controls System software
product Vsystem [4], colloquially called Vista, used to control the accelerators may be run on a mixture of operating
systems (OpenVMS, Linux, and Windows) and their compatible hardware platforms, this is anticipated to be complex but soluble.
However, during this computer hardware platform and
operating system migration we also plan to conduct an
evaluation of the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) [5]. If this evaluation is successful, we
may conduct a second controls system software migration.

VSYSTEM AND EPICS COMPARISON
Vsystem and EPICS both originated in work done during
the 1980s to create a control system for the Ground Test
Accelerator Controls System (GTACS) at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) [6]. While EPICS eventually
became an open-source project developed as a collaboration between multiple accelerator organisations, Vista is a
closed-source commercial product with paid support. Both
are distributed control systems with common features such
as databases, and channels (Vsystem) or process variables
(EPICS).

Vsystem is the more centralised of the two with databases existing on central servers, and the expectation that
input and output to the hardware will be performed by
readers and handlers respectively running on the same
servers. In EPICS Input/Output Controllers (IOCs), the
equivalent of Vsystem’s readers and handlers, are expected
to be distributed and localised to the controlled hardware
along with the databases.

FRONT END TEST STAND
The EPICS evaluation will be conducted on the ISIS
Front End Test Stand (FETS) [7], a hardware development
system separate from the main ISIS accelerators. FETS
consists of a Penning ion source, a magnetic low energy
beam transport (LEBT) to focus the ion beam, a Radio Frequency Quadrupole accelerator (RFQ) to bunch and accelerate the beam, a medium energy beam transport (MEBT)
and a chopper line to increase the separation of the bunches
ready for injection into a synchrotron.
The existing controls hardware on FETS is a mixture of
our in-house developed Controls Standard STE (CSS) and
CompactPCI Standard (CPS) systems. The CSS hardware
was developed and deployed in the 1990s and is based on
the STEbus standard [8]. It consists of an Intel 80188 processor, an Ethernet card, and one or more commercial offthe-shelf or ISIS-designed I/O cards. The CPS system is an
evolution of this design based on CompactPCI hardware
[9]. It was developed and designed in the 2000s and is our
most current system. The CPS hardware is also undergoing
a migration to Linux [10].
This CSS and CPS hardware on FETS already has Vsystem controls interfaces implemented. Since these systems
were developed in-house, no existing EPICS IOC are available.

PLANNING FOR MIGRATION
Development work for the EPICS deployment on FETS
has not begun with the development of IOCs for CSS and
CPS hardware. Instead software has been developed which
creates an EPICS bridge to the existing Vsystem controls
system. This will allow any existing hardware monitored
or controlled by Vsystem to be monitored or controlled
through EPICS.
This approach was chosen because it allows us to decouple any future migration of the controls system UI from the
migration of the controls system hardware interfaces. Each
may be done independently. In addition, since Vsystem
hardware interfaces exist for all our currently deployed
hardware we can apply finite IOC development effort to
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our newer systems. Planned obsolescence of older hardware systems may remove the need to ever develop IOCs
for those systems.
In the specific case of FETS this means that we may
choose not to develop IOCs for the older CSS system,
while ensuring the CPS system is fully migrated to EPICS.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE VSYSTEM/EPICS BRIDGE
Our existing Vsystem software runs on OpenVMS servers. OpenVMS is not one of the EPICS supported operating
systems, and porting to a new OS presents an unknown
amount of work. Fortunately, we have already deployed a
system written in Python which uses the MQTT messaging
protocol [11] and Vsystem’s events architecture to transmit
all changes in channel values to a MQTT broker. This same
system allows the values of channels to be set. This allowed us to develop the EPICS bridge on the supported
Linux OS, rather than OpenVMS.
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Figure 1: Overview of Vsystem/EPICS bridge pvecho
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The bridge was written in C++ with EPICS 7, using only
the standard libraries and Boost [12] as well as a headersonly MQTT library [13]. Additional attributes describing
the channels, such as units, limits, and alarm values were
drawn from a CouchDB database [14] developed for another project. The bridge was written to make use of pvDatabaseCPP [15], and thus uses the newer EPICS 4 style process variables. Since we have no legacy IOCs, and there is
an easy bridge to EPICS 3 style channel access variables,
this approach allows us the maximum design freedom.
The operation of the bridge, called pvecho, is shown in
Fig. 1.
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Evaluation of a migration of control systems software to
EPICS is underway at the ISIS accelerators, beginning with
a test deployment on our FETS hardware. Learning lessons
from past migrations we are being careful to perform this
initial deployment with careful consideration of phased deployment over a number of years, and of decoupling
backend and UI upgrades.
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ACCELERATOR CONTROL DATA MINING WITH WEKA*
W. Fu†, K. A. Brown, T. D'Ottavio, P. S. Dyer, S. Nemesure
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, USA
Abstract
Accelerator control systems generates and stores many
time-series data related to the performance of an
accelerator and its support systems. Many of these time
series data have detectable change trends and patterns.
Being able to timely detect and recognize these data
change trends and patterns, analyse and predict the future
data changes can provide intelligent ways to improve the
controls system with proactive feedback/forward actions.
With the help of advanced data mining and machine
learning technology, these types of analyses become
easier to conduct. As machine learning technology
matures with the inclusion of powerful model algorithms,
data processing tools, and visualization libraries in
different programming languages (e.g. Python, R, Java,
etc), it becomes relatively easy for developers to learn and
apply machine learning technology to online accelerator
control system data. This paper explores time series data
analysis and forecasting in the Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider (RHIC) control systems with the Waikato
Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) system
and its Java data mining APIs.

INTRODUCTION
The Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis
(WEKA) [1] system provides more than 80 machine
learning algorithms and models in the latest version and
third party addon packages. This number continues to
increase as more models become available over time.
Typically, a data mining process with machine learning
involves the following steps as shown in Fig. 1. WEKA
performs data mining tasks in a similar fashion.
In the RHIC controls system, time-series data is logged
and saved in databases or in files using a self-describing
data set (SDDS) format. WEKA supports four types of
data that includes numeric, nominal, string, and date-time.
WEKA also supports data files in ARFF/CVS formats
which is able to embed above named basic data types [2].
Due to the data format and type differences, most RHIC
controls data cannot be directly loaded into the WEKA
system. Proper data conversion and pre-processing are
required.
This data conversion process can be simplified by
taking advantage of the Collider-Accelerator Department
(C-AD)’s existing Database Management Tool (dmt). This
application pre-processes the data from a database into the
format needed by WEKA. Once the data is imported into
WEKA, all applicable data processing models, training
____________________________________________

* Work supported by Brookhaven Science Associates, LLC under
Contract No. DE-SC0012704 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
†
Email: fu@bnl.gov

models, visualization tools, and other handy tools
available in WEKA can be applied to the data.
For both logged and real-time data, we developed a
Java program which implemented the WEKA’s Java
machine learning APIs for data loading, conversion, preprocessing, and model training, and use the program to
load and convert logged/live RHIC controls data. The
data is then streamed into the WEKA data mining engine
providing for easy access to all of WEKA’s data mining
models.

Figure 1: Work flow of data mining with WEKA.
WEKA has a rich set of tools and Java APIs for many
kinds of data mining/machine learning tasks. In this
paper, we focus on accelerator controls time series data
analysis and forecasting.

TIME SERIES DATA FORECASTING
Time series data is a common category of accelerator
controls data. A time series data is predictable if:
• The

target data series has detectable and
recognizable change trends and patterns;
• The target data series has one or more associated
data series which have detectable and recognizable
change trends and patterns, and these trends and
patterns affect the data changes in target data series
and make the target data predictable;
Machine learning models can help detect and recognize
hidden trends and patterns quickly.
The temporal nature of accelerator time-series data
creates the desired need to predict future data trends in
order to anticipate and prevent problems and take
optimized action ahead of time.
Time series data are typically not suitable for data
mining or machine learning techniques which requires
each data point to represent an independent observation
and independent of data order. Time series analyses [3]
use statistical techniques to model a time-dependent series
of data. This is usually the better choice for forecasting
future data based on historical data. WEKA has a
MOPHA043
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dedicated package for time series forecasts which allows
users to develop time-series forecasting models.
“WEKA's time series framework takes a machine
learning/data mining approach to modeling time series by
transforming the data into a form that standard
propositional learning algorithms can process. It does
this by removing the temporal ordering of individual
input examples by encoding the time dependency via
additional input fields. These fields are sometimes
referred to as "lagged" variables. Various other fields are
also computed automatically to allow the algorithms to
model trends and seasonality. After the data has been
transformed, any of WEKA's regression algorithms can
be applied to learn a model.” [4]
In the RHIC controls system, physicists and controls
personnel often need to connect to the RHIC controls
network through secure networks as well as via remote
connections using NX servers (with a client software
named NoMachine). We have been collecting this time
series data in databases. Some of the information
collected includes user information, user access time
periods, user IP address, NX server host connection
information, and programs executed. Some problems NX
users occasionally experience include connection
allocation limitations or difficulties, system slowness,
program crashes and discovery of the connecting host
with the most available resources. Forecasting analysis of
this time series based data may help answer these
questions, and in turn, provide the data needed in order to
take the right measures to optimize NX server
performance.
All data (45K instances in approximately three years)
collected are time series with rough patterns. C-AD has
four NX server hosts available to users. Once loaded the
data into WEKA, the visualization features of WEKA
exposes some useful information hidden in the data
instantly:
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The information found above exposes a problematic
situation where many individual users have multiple
connected NX sessions through one or more NX servers.
In fact, further analysis showed that, in one case a single
user held 50 concurrent connections. Discoveries such as
this can be quickly found and addressed rather than
relying on manual or periodic scripts (cron jobs) to
perform the analysis.
The time series data collected in past and imported into
WEKA has some rough data change trends and patterns.
Recognize theses trends and patterns with the help of
WEKA machine learning models can help to predict the
future data. If we can predict the number of future remote
user connections, it may help us to rebalance the working
load in each machine timely and guide users the best host
machine to use.
WEKA time series analysis and forecasting use “ahead
step” as a time unit to predict the future data. This time
unit is automatically detected by the WEKA model
training process. When predicting future data with the
generated forecast model, each time unit is considered as
one “ahead step” so the future data prediction means
predicting future data in one or more “ahead steps” based
on past data change seasonality and change trends.
Two years of data (03/01/2017 through 03/01/2019) is
used to train the forecast model. The time series analysis
with different base learners are applied for forecasts of
1,2, and 6 time units (steps). The detected length of the
time unit (i.e. ahead step) in this case is 2 hours 31
minutes and 31 seconds. Figure 2 shows the data using a
one-step ahead data prediction model. Figure 3 shows the
data with 1, 2, and 6 steps ahead data prediction.

• Distribution of users on the 4 NX server hosts shows

some hosts are underutilized. This could provide a
useful technique for load-balance automation.
• Distribution of local (on-site) and remote (off-site)
NX users. Local usage is 40.66% while remote
access is 59.34%. This indicates that, these dedicated
machines for remote users are also heavily used
locally, Guiding local users to use local machines
may make remote users have more usable resource.
• 350 unique users made 45,000 connections from 858
unique IP addresses in about 4 years. This data
indicates, there are multiple duplicated concurrent
connections per user. This suggests properly user
connection control may be needed to avoid user
connection resource waste.
• Distribution of monthly usage based on user
connections. This gives a clear picture of when the
remote connection system are mostly used. And
users may avoid the peak time if possible.

Figure 2: NX server connection count: data and data with
one-step ahead prediction.

Figure 3: NX Server connection count data and data with
1, 2, and 6 steps ahead prediction.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show that the predicted data are
very close to the real data. As the number of ahead steps
increases, prediction accuracy decreases. The percent of
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correctly predicted ranges of connection counts is used to
measure accuracy. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE),
MAE = sum(abs(predicted - actual)) / N,
(where N is the number of data point evaluated), and Root
Mean Squared Error:(RMSE),
RMSE=sqrt(sum((predicted - actual)^2) / N),
are also calculated for evaluation of prediction accuracy.
For one step ahead prediction, the forecast model with
linear regression gave 99% prediction accuracy.
The MAE data measured also indicates that the
prediction accuracy drops as prediction ahead steps
increases as shown in Fig. 4. The actual future data
prediction with the forecast model also shows this trend.
The model makes pretty good prediction in the short
term (1 or 2 ahead steps). As the future time (or ahead
steps) increase, the prediction accuracy drops. This is
mainly because the prediction error accumulates further
into the future.
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live IO data prediction with one or more pre-configured
ahead steps and selected base learner. This can be useful
for accelerator control system for taking proactive
feedback/feedforward actions based on forecasting values.
In the RHIC controls system, the humidity and
temperature of RHIC ring service buildings are always
monitored and logged to ensure accelerator controls
devices in the service buildings are in good working
environments. Forecasting the humidity and temperature
changes ahead of time can help the accelerator controls
system operators take precautionary measures before a
climate related failure occurs.
We create a generic time series data forecasting
program by implementing WEKA’s Time Series Forecast
API in a Java program named TSF. This program can
analyse past logged data or monitor the live data along
with prediction data and display the original data along
with the predictions in a live display. The program is
flexible in specifying how many ahead steps is used to
predict the future data based on the historical data and
which base learner to use. The TSF program supports the
following features:
• Select any target parameter of any device in RHIC

•
•
•
•

Figure 4: MAE vs ahead steps in prediction.
Table 1: MAE/RMSE Results of Different Base Learners
(with one step ahead prediction)
Base Learner

MAE

RMSE

Linear Regression

1.3168

1.945

Neural Network

2.1867

2.603

SMO Regression

18.97

23.7

Gaussian Process

18.99

23.7

As the data shows in Table 1, the Linear regression base
learner gives better accuracy. The Neural Network
(Multilayer Perception) also gives good prediction
accuracy. SMOreg (Sequential Minimal Optimization
regression) and Gaussian process don’t work well for this
data. It is good practice to test many different base
learning models with the same training data set and then
select the best base model for the target data series
forecast.

TIME SERIES FORECASTING IN APPS
With the Java WEKA API, the time series analysis and
forecasting model can be implemented in controls
applications. The forecasting model can then be used for

•
•
•

controls system as the target attribute set to be
analysed and predicted.
Select any associated parameter or device as the
associated attribute set;
Monitor live data from selected devices, and analyse
and predict the target data set from the streamed IO.
Loading previously logged data;
Change the ahead step number (i.e the time ahead)
for data prediction;
Select different base machine learners;
Display program detected periodicity of data changes
in the source data;
Re-analyse data with different program settings (such
as after the ahead step number or base learner is
changed);

The forecasting analysis algorithm in this program can
be easily implemented in other accelerator controls
programs for conducting all kinds of data mining tasks
available in the WEKA system.
Figure 5 below shows the forecast analysis with logged
temperature and humidity data in RHIC service building
1012 for the yellow ring. The IO data, along with the
predicted data, and the prediction error at each data point
are plotted. The prediction ahead steps was set to 3,
representing about 31 seconds. The results show that the
predicted values are pretty close to the actual values. The
prediction accuracy increases more as the number of data
samples (data training size) increases.
We also examined the effect of ahead steps on the
prediction accuracy with MAE data, shown in Fig. 6.
Each ahead step is about 10.37 seconds. Ahead steps
ranging from 1 (~10 seconds) to 5 (~52 seconds) shows
that the prediction accuracy is reasonably good. The
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prediction errors increase significantly when the ahead
steps is set to 6 or more.

Figure 7: Monitoring and forecasting of live IO data.
Figure 5: Forecasting analysis of logged humidity and
temperature data.

Figure 6: Prediction accuracy vs ahead steps.
Figure 7 below shows live IO data monitoring along
with live data prediction using 3 ahead steps. The last
three data points (black and blue lines) are the live
predicted values. In this case, the total prediction ahead
time is ~8 minutes (using three ahead steps). The time
series forecast model does a reasonably good prediction in
this case.
With this live prediction capacity, controls programs
can take proactive actions such as sending an alarm when
prediction values become abnormally high (or low). This
can provide an operator more time to handle any
necessary changes to climate controls.
The TSF application can be updated to become
configurable for different types of IO data sources and
connect to appropriate feedback/feedforward actions.
These techniques can be applied to other controls
applications leading to a more “intelligent” controls
system.

SUMMARY
Many accelerator controls system data are time series
based, and many of them have detectable change trends or
patterns. With the help of the Java based data mining
package, WEKA, we are able to use WEKA’s GUI tool
and programming API to dynamically monitor time series
data change trends and patterns, and predict future data
changes accordingly. This gives related accelerator
controls systems a way to update certain controls
parameters intelligently and proactively. The Data
Management Tool (dmt) java application was updated to
stream data in accelerator controls databases into the
WEKA data mining engine. dmt handles the data
conversion and takes advantage of WEKA's powerful data
mining features to analyse any desired controls data for a
target problem. WEKA’s Java API was implemented for
time series data analysis and forecast. The subsequently
developed java program was used to dynamically analyse
past logged data, as well as monitor live accelerator
controls data from the RHIC controls system. The
application successfully performed live data prediction by
configuring a base-learner in advance of the analysis. This
makes it possible to apply proactive actions to related
controls parameters and realize a more intelligent controls
system.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ETHERNET BASED REAL-TIME APPLICATIONS IN
LINUX USING DPDK
G. Gaio†, G. Scalamera, Elettra-Sincrotrone Trieste S.C.p.A., Trieste, Italy
Abstract
In the last decade Ethernet has become the most popular way to interface hardware devices and instruments to
the control system. Lower cost per connection, reuse of
existing network infrastructures, very high data rates,
good noise rejection over long cables and finally an easier
maintainability of the software in the long term are the
main reasons of its success. In addition, the need of low
latency systems of the High Frequency Trading community has boosted the development of new strategies, such as
CPU isolation, to run real-time applications in plain Linux
with a determinism of the order of microseconds. DPDK
(Data Plane Development Kit), an open source software
solution mainly sponsored by Intel, addresses the request
of high determinism over Ethernet by bypassing the network stack of Linux and providing a more friendly
framework to develop tasks which are even able to saturate a 100 Gbit/s connection. Benchmarks regarding the
real-time performance and preliminary results of employing DPDK in the acquisition of beam position monitors
for the fast orbit feedback of the Elettra storage ring will
be presented.

INTRODUCTION
For today’s control systems Ethernet is an attractive option that can compete with and often overtake field-bus
technologies. Setting up an Ethernet infrastructure is
generally easier and less expensive than other communication networks. In the particle accelerator field, suppliers
of devices or systems are replacing the conventional interfaces (direct I/O, serial lines, GPIB, etc.) with Ethernet
links, especially in high performing instrumentation.
In time-sensitive applications such as feedback systems
and, more recently, performance optimization applications
using machine learning, it is fundamental to process synchronous data in real-time because their effectiveness
scale linearly with the repetition rate. For this reason
interfacing Ethernet based devices to the control system
in the most efficient way is becoming even more important than in the past.

Real-time Networking
Since 2005 the new front-end computers installed in
Elettra and later in FERMI run the GNU/Linux operating
system. The kernel versions span from 2.4.25 running on
the oldest PowerPC VME boards to the less older 3.14.58
installed on rack-mount servers.
Until the release of RT_PREEMPT on the mainline
(2.6.23), the vanilla Linux kernel was unreliable predicting the execution of a task.
____________________________________________

† giulio.gaio@elettra.eu

Even today, the network stack is unsuitable for developing time sensitive network applications [1]. The POSIX
socket operations (system calls), which transfer control
from the application layer to the kernel have significant
overheads (e.g. context switch and CPU cache pollution).
Moreover in the last fifteen years the network performance has grown faster than the one of the CPUs due the
stagnation in the single thread performance. Interrupt
moderation techniques try to mitigate the CPU load
caused by high-end network interface cards (NIC) but at
the cost of increasing the latency.
In order to overcome these limitations, for the FERMI
and Elettra front-end computers involved in time critical
applications we adopted RTAI and more recently Xenomai, which enable systems to perform real-time tasks.
Since the majority of these applications exchange data
through Ethernet, the drivers of the on-board NICs were
modified to execute the interrupt handler in the
RTAI/Xenomai domain and run arbitrary code bypassing
the Linux network stack [2].
The downsides of this approach are the development
time for patching Ethernet device drivers at every kernel
upgrade over different architectures and the complexity of
debugging real-time applications that usually run in kernel space. For these reason in the last years we have carried out a campaign to evaluate the real-time capabilities
over Ethernet of the latest Linux kernel running in multisocket servers.

LINUX TUNING
Thanks to the evolution of the Linux kernel, nowadays
a system can be easily configured to prioritize low latency
over throughput [3]. The most common customizations to
perform are:
BIOS
• Enable turbo mode to allow the CPU to reach its
maximum clock frequency.
• Disable CPU lower state to avoid the CPU turning to
deeper sleep states.
• Disable hyper-threading because the logic cores that
share resource with other logic cores can introduce
latency.
• Disable virtualization and monitor options because
they introduce latency in memory access.
Linux
• Remove a given CPU core from the general kernel
Symmetric multiprocessor system (SMP) balancing
and scheduler algorithm (isolcpu), pin the critical task
to the reserved CPU core.
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• Inhibit the kernel from sending scheduling-clock interrupt to isolated CPU cores (nohz_full)
• Enable HugePages; larger but fewer pages are needed. This reduces the number of Translation
Lookaside Buffers (TLBs, high speed translation
caches) and consequently the time to translate a virtual page address to a physical page address.
• Disable Linux CPU governor which defines the CPU
power-saving policies.
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Performance tests are regularly performed by the
DPDK team with high-end Intel and Mellanox NICs and
the results are publicly available [5]. These documents
report the maximum attainable line rate in different configurations but no information is given on latency or jitter
performance.

Network
• Set the SMP IRQ affinity to match the PCIe routing
between CPU sockets and NICs
• Configure the interrupt moderation policy to achieve
the lowest latency in acquiring packets from the NIC

Bypassing Linux
Bypassing the Linux network stack and retrieve data
from the network board in polling mode has become a
common practice. Some software solutions are provided
directly by vendors (VMA by Mellanox, OpenLoad by
SolarFlare/Xilinx) or by the open source community. The
most popular are NetMap, PF_Ring ZC and DPDK [4].
DPDK, initially developed by Intel in 2010, is supported directly by the Linux Foundation and sponsored by
market leaders as ARM, Red Hat, AT&T and Ericsson. It
is free of charge and supports many vendor cards with a
maximum speed of 200 Gbit/s. A large community with
many subprojects, an established roadmap, frequent meetings and the presence of the industry, assures a high level
of reliability and support in the long term.

DPDK
DPDK is a framework providing Linux with a complete
set of functions for receiving, sending and processing
Ethernet packets and for assigning memory and CPU
resources to real-time applications.
In order to reach the maximum performance in terms of
latency and throughput, the user has to assign to DPDK a
pool of NICs and CPU cores which become unavailable
to the Linux kernel. A special driver maps the NIC PCIe
addresses into user space memory so that the process of
network card initialization and data processing is performed in a more friendly environment.
The DPDK application, which runs in user-space (see
Fig. 1), is usually executed in two steps. The first configures the Environment Abstraction Layer (EAL), which is
responsible for gaining access to low-level resources such
as hardware (CPU cores and NIC ports) and memory
space. In the second part the user code spins on a dedicated core waiting for incoming packets. Once the packets
are available, data processing and retransmission can be
managed by the same core or executed on other reserved
cores. Lockless ring buffers and inter-process communication libraries assure efficient and consistent data transmission between processes running on different CPU
cores.

Figure 1: DPDK bypass scheme.
At the Elettra synchrotron light source the most jittersensitive real-time application based on Ethernet is the
fast orbit feedback [6], a system that corrects the electron
beam orbit at 10 KHz using 96 Beam Position Monitors
(BPM) and 164 corrector magnets. In order to test DPDK
in a real application, the fast orbit feedback network layout has been modified to duplicate the data stream coming
out of BPM electronics and forward it to a single rackmount server. The goal of the test was to validate the
mainline Linux kernel together with the DPDK platform
as a possible alternative to the present feedback architecture.

Revamping the Fast Orbit Feedback System
The fast orbit feedback is presently composed by
twelve VME computers interconnected in a ring topology
by means of a reflective memory system using fibre optics. Each of the VME CPUs is connected through a local
1GbE switch to eight Libera Electron BPM detectors [7]
sending beam position measurements at 10 kHz rate.
Each computer performs one twelfth of the whole calculations consisting in matrix products and digital filtering (1
PID + 8 notch filters centred on some harmonics of the 50
Hz up to 600Hz). The corrections are applied to 164 corrector magnet power converters by means of analog links
driven by DAC cards installed on each computer.
A process for replacing the exiting power converters
and BPM detectors have started a few years ago. In order
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to recover spare parts before the full upgrade of the storage ring [8], some prototypes of the new devices with
Ethernet interface (10 GbE for the BPM electronics, 1
GbE for the power converters) will be installed in the
existing storage ring.
As the present feedback infrastructure is partially unsuitable to host the new devices, an upgrade of the feedback architecture is ongoing using the new technology
based on DPDK.

• Test 3: single process running on core 2 connected to
one 10GbE port through a socket, maximum load on
core 0 Linux.
• Test 4: four processes running on four isolated cores
(2, 3, 5, 6) connected to four reserved 10GbE ports
through DPDK, maximum load on core 0 Linux (see
Fig. 3).

doi:10.18429/JACoW-ICALEPCS2019-MOPHA044

Test Setup
The twelve original 1GbE local switches have been replaced by four more powerful devices (Extreme X440 G2,
48 port 1GbE + 4 10GbE ports). Every switch is configured to connect the BPMs of three of the twelve storage
ring sectors partitioning data in three VLANs.
The traffic of the VLANs is mirrored to one 10GbE
port and sent through fibre optic cable in the main server
room. An Intel dual socket server (Xeon E5 2637, 3.5
GHz, dual CPU socket, four cores per socket, 16Gbyte
RAM, Ubuntu 18.04, Kernel 4.15.0, DPDK 18.02) is
connected to the fibre cables by means of four 10GbE
ports (Intel X710). The first two 10GbE ports are paired
to CPU 1, the other two to CPU 2.
Every 100.2 μs (feedback repetition period) ninety-six
FPGAs inside the BPM detectors fire synchronously one
UDP packet of 80 bytes that is routed to the server. There
is no other load on the switches so the jitter added by the
network is assumed to be very low.
The difference between the feedback repetition period
and the measured time between the arrival of two consecutive bunches of 24 packets (belonging to one fourth of
the BPMs) on a single 10GbE port is a realistic estimation
of the jitter per cycle of the system (see Fig.2).

Figure 3: Block diagram of the DPDK test setup in the
global orbit feedback system.

Results

Figure 2: Jitter estimation.
A test program which performs the statistics using a
POSIX socket connection or the DPDK layer is executed
in four scenarios. Seven of the eight cores are isolated
leaving to Linux only the core 0. Every test is run for 100
seconds. In the last two tests core 0 is overloaded with
the utility “stress”, which imposes a configurable amount
of CPU, memory, I/O, and disk stress on the system.
• Test 1: single process running on core 0 connected to
one 10GbE port through a socket, no load on core 0
Linux.
• Test 2: single process running on core 2 connected to
one 10GbE port through a socket, no load on core 0
Linux.

The test results are summarized in Table 1. In more
than 1 % of the cycles the POSIX socket connection
missed the deadline of 100 μs.
In Test 1 the maximum elapsed time between two consecutive bunches is 7.5 ms with lost packets.
In Test 2 the maximum elapsed time between two consecutive bunches of packets is 0.8 ms with no packet lost.
In Test 3 the results are affected by the load added by
the program “stress” on core 0 reserved to Linux. The
maximum elapsed time between two packets is 12.1 ms.
Table 1: Jitter Distribution with Socket Connection
Jitter
< 10 μs
< 50 μs
< 100 μs
< 200 μs
< 1000 μs
> 1000 μs
Lost packet

Test1
95.1%
0.27%
3.2%
1.37%
0.0045%
0.001%
0.058%

Test2
91.6%
4.8%
2.74%
0.81%
0.0003%
0
0

Test3
88.7%
6%
4.4%
0.8%
0.04%
0.028%
0
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In Test 4 the maximum elapsed time between two
bunches of packets is below 40 μs in all cores (see Table
2). The processes on core 2 and 3 are affected by more
jitter with respect to core 5 and 6. The cache pollution
done by “stress” on core 0 (cores 0, 1, 2 and 3 are on the
same CPU socket) is the most probable cause.
Table 2: Jitter Distribution with DPDK
Jitter
< 1 μs
< 2 μs
< 3 μs
< 4 μs
< 5 μs
< 10 μs
< 20 μs
< 30 μs
< 40 μs
> 40 μs

Core 2
0
99.91%
0.046%
0
0.032%
0.026%
0
0
0.006%
0

Core 3
0
99.88%
0.05%
0%
0.0598%
0.0038%
0
0.0006%
0
0

Core 5
0
99.98%
0.015%
0
0.0018%
0.0004%
0
0.0002%
0
0

Core 6
0
99.98%
0.013%
0
0.0023%
0.0006%
0
0.0002%
0
0

CONCLUSIONS
Nowadays hard real-time performance over Ethernet in
Linux can be achieved easier than in the past. The development time for bypassing the Linux network stack is no
more worth thanks to a number of available productionquality vendor-neutral software platforms. The first tests
of employing DPDK for an alternative fast orbit feedback
architecture at Elettra is promising. The next step will be
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the integration into DPDK of the code for the feedback
calculations performed with AVX-512 instructions.
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A NEW SIMULATION STRUCTURE TO IMPROVE SOFTWARE
DEPENDABILITY IN COLLIDER-ACCELERATOR CONTROL SYSTEMS∗
Y. Gao† , T. Robertazzi, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, USA
K. A. Brown, J. Morris, R. H. Olsen, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, USA
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Abstract
The Collider-Accelerator Department (C-AD) at
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) operates a
world-class particle accelerator – the Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider (RHIC). To ensure its safe and proper operations,
C-AD develops its own control systems. It is a large
distributed complex system consisting of approximately 1.5
million control points [1]. The system has two physical
layers: the front end level and the console level. In work [2],
a new simulation structure is proposed which aims to
improve the console level codes reliability. The structure
enables developers to conveniently do customized testing on
ADO1 codes, specifically ADOs using the General Purpose
Interface Bus (GPIB) interface [3]. In this work, a new
simulation framework is proposed. It extends the simulation
structure in [2] by accommodating new types of ADOs that
use the Ethernet connections. Together, they form a more
comprehensive simulation environment which enhances the
overall controls software dependability.

INTRODUCTION
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) is a world-class
particle accelerator, which helps scientists to study what the
university may have looked like in the first few moments
after its creation. RHIC contains two 3.8 kilometers
counter-rotating super-conducting rings to carry particle
beams which can be collided in 6 crossing regions to
provide possible interactions for experimenters to study.
The RHIC is operated by elaborate control systems at the
Collider-Accelerator Department (C-AD) of BNL. Instances
of the C-AD control systems are also applied in the Linear
Accelerator (LINAC), Electron Beam Ion Source (EBIS),
Tandem Van de Graff pre-accelerators, the Booster accelerator, and the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS).
C-AD control systems provide operational interfaces to the
accelerator complex. Its architecture is hierarchical and consists of two physical layers with network connections: the
Front End Computers (FECs) level and the Console Level
Computers (CLCs) level, as shown in Fig. 1. The front end
level contains more than 500 FECs, each of which running
on the VxWorksTM real-time operating system. Every FEC
consists of a VME chassis with a single-board computer2 ,
network connection, and I/O modules [4]. The console level
∗
†
1
2
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ADO stands for Accelerator Device Object, see details below.
They can have different processor architectures, e. g. POWER3E,
MV2100, MV3100, XILINX, etc.
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Figure 1: RHIC system hardware architecture.
is the upper layer of the control system hierarchy, which consists of operator consoles, physicist workstations and server
processors that provide shared files, database and general
computing resources.
There are several fundamental system components in the
C-AD control systems.
Accelerator Device Object (ADO) It abstracts features
from the underlying devices into a collection of control
points (also known as parameters), and provide those parameters to the users of the control systems. ADO designers
determine the number and names of parameters based on
the needs of the system. ADO parameters can be viewed or
edited by the Parameter Editing Tool (PET). ADOs provide
the set() and get() methods as the controls interface to the accelerator devices. The accelerator complex is controlled by
users or applications which set() and get() parameter values
in instances of the ADO classes. A special preprocessor is
used to help to convert ADO “.rad” files3 into C++ files [5].
It takes care of the necessary details, and allows the ADO
designers to focus on the more important parts: the ADO
functionalities.
Controls Name Server (CNS) It is a centralized repository where unique name/value pairs can be efficiently managed and queried. Given an object’s instance name4 , the
CNS will provide enough information so that the associated
data can be accessed. The CNS is session oriented which
means several copies of it can be run at the same time as
long as each of them has its own host. This feature allows
developer to have a “private” CNS, which makes it possible
to signal a process to look for an ADO instance in a different place from where it normally resides. The proposed
3
4

It stands for RHIC ADO Definition file.
That object can be an ADO parameter, a Complex Logical Device (CLD),
a manager’s parameter name, or an alias (a name used by developers
which is more human-readable), etc.
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6LPXODWLRQ
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simulation framework leverages this property to redirect applications to interact with simulated ADOs instead of real
ADOs.
Logging System The logging system in the C-AD control systems is used to save machine parameters and device
values to provide a history of accelerator’s performance and
data to be analyzed for machine physics studies [4]. Logging
requests are initiated by files that define what device parameters to be logged and the method of logging. Data can be
logged upon demand or periodically. In the early years, data
were logged by demand using the General Purpose Monitor
(Gpm), hence also called Gpm logging. The data logged
in this way are usually array data, so they occupy a large
amount of storage space. The second logging method came
later, which aggregates and updates information periodically.
This type of logging method is called pool logging. Users
can get their interested information from the pool logging
data without the need of making individual logging requests,
hence it reduces the access frequency of FECs. The pool
logging data are typically stored in scalar format and hence
enabling more data to be archived. For comparison of the
two logging methods, 14% of items (such as ADO parameters, etc.) are saved by Gpm logging occupying 85% of
data volume, while the rest of 86% items are saved by pool
logging occupying only 15% of data volume [6]. Several
applications can be used to view, edit and process logging
data, such as Gpm, LogView, etc.
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Since eventually DIGI devices also need to communicate with hardware
devices through Ethernet.
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Figure 2: The overall simulation framework consists of two
independent parts.
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Figure 3: The structure of the simServer.
Figure 2 summarizes the two parts of the new simulation
environment.
This work concentrates on the second part. Key use cases
in the control system are summarized. The next development
phase is discussed.

Motivation
In work [2], a simulation architecture was proposed to
improve ADO codes reliability. The framework focuses
on testing ADOs with the General Purpose Interface Bus
(GPIB) [3] connections to devices. It consists of several function blocks, and has a switch mechanism which enables users
to conveniently turn on and off the simulation mode without
changing the ADO codes. In the simulation mode, each
ADO parameter can be tested using three different sources
of data, i. e. random data, file data or log data. Moreover, it
contains a special module which automates a particular kind
of testing on ADO codes. Testing results are summarized
and presented to users for codes analysis.
In this work, a new simulation framework is proposed
which covers a different type of ADOs that use the Ethernet
connections (including5 DIGI interface [7]) to devices. The
simulation framework adopts a totally different structure.
Specifically, it is based on a powerful networking engine
called Twisted, which is an event-driven network programming framework developed by the Twisted Matrix Labs [8].
The simulation framework can handle multiple types of devices at the same time.
Together with the simulation structure in [2], they form
a more comprehensive simulation environment which covers a large amount of ADOs frequently used by developers.
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RELATED WORK
There is another simulation structure in the C-AD control
systems called simServer [9]. In this section, we briefly review this simulation work, and compare it with the proposed
simulation structure.

simServer
The simServer is a simulation structure that is proposed
in the controls system to simulate data for ADO parameters.
The structure of the simServer is shown in Fig. 3.
It uses some special features of CNS and “adogen” to
allow users to set ADO parameter (including measurement
parameters) values. As introduced above, when applications
(e. g. PET) need to communicate with an ADO, they first
search through CNS to find out where the ADO is running
and then make the connection. Moreover, users can create
a private copy of CNS, which is operated on users’ local
machines (so it will not affect the normal operation of the
system) and could contain different ADO information. By
doing that, users could direct applications to interact with different ADOs without making any change on the applications’
side.
“adogen” is the program to convert “.rad” files into C++
codes which are then compiled to generate ADOs. “adogen” has a runtime switch “-dummy”, which generates a
special version of ADOs (dummy ADOs). Those dummy
ADOs have their “get()” and “set()” methods dummied-out,
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i. e. they simply return OK. This feature effectively makes
all ADO parameters simple memory containers. Users can
write data into dummy ADO parameters (including measurement parameters), so that they can interact with applications
without actually connecting to any hardware.
The simServer is a place (a server or specifically, an ADO
manager) where it holds those dummy ADOs for applications to access. The simServer simulation structure is useful
in situations where a programmer wants to force some particular parameter values (which are not likely to appear in
the practical operation of the devices) for testing purposes.
For example, giving a voltage measurement of a magnet a
high value which exceeds its engineering limit.
The simServer can interact with applications through a
special version of ADOs (without the need of any hardware).
The building of a simServer is relatively simple and it works
for different types of ADOs (since all ADOs are dummy
ADOs in the simServer, their methods are dummied-out to
be simple memory containers). However, the simplicity of
omitting ADOs’ code details limits its testing capability. It
can only perform tests in the application level, since there is
no way for it to test the ADO codes itself (the ADO codes
are already modified to be dummy codes), which is more
important to the overall system reliability.
The simulation structure proposed in this work can test
both the ADO codes level and the application level. Users
can run their customized testing data with ADO codes unchanged, and interact with the applications.

TWISTED FRAMEWORK
The simulation structure proposed in this work employs an
event-driven networking engine called Twisted from Twisted
Matrix Labs [8]. The Twisted framework is asynchronous,
therefore it is very efficient and scalable. This section briefly
introduces some important facts about the Twisted framework.

Reactor Pattern
The Twisted framework uses a design pattern called reactor pattern [10]. It works like a loop that waits for events to
happen and then reacts to them. For that reason, the “reactor”
loop is also known as an event loop.
The Twisted framework uses callback [11] to invoke userdefined function codes. It is a fundamental aspect of asynchronous programming with Twisted. Figure 4 shows how
the Twisted framework uses callback to invoke users’ codes.
From the figure, we can see that the users’ callback codes
are in the same thread as the Twisted reactor loop. Thus, at
anytime if the users’ codes are running, the Twisted loop has
to wait, and vice versa. The reactor loop resumes when the
callback returns.
The reactor is the most important abstraction in Twisted.
At the center of every program built with Twisted, there is always a reactor loop that making the whole thing go. In other
words, writing programs with Twisted means choosing the
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Figure 4: Callback pattern in the Twisted framework.
reactor pattern, which means programming in the “reactive
style” using callbacks and cooperative multitasking.

Useful Concepts
The simulation structure in this work is essentially built as
a TCP server. It (instead of real hardware) interacts with the
ADOs (that using Ethernet connections) for testing purpose.
There are several useful concepts in the Twisted framework
that simplify building a TCP server greatly.
Transports A Twisted Transport represents a single
connection6 that can send and/or read bytes. The Transport abstraction represents any such connection and handles
the details of asynchronous I/O automatically. It is usually
common to use the Transport implementations that Twisted
provides. This way, the Transport objects will be created
automatically whenever the reactor makes new connections.
Protocols As the name suggests, Twisted Protocol objects implement protocols (e. g. TCP, FTP, etc.). Strictly,
each instance of a Twisted Protocol object implements a
protocol for one specific connection. This makes Protocol
instances the natural place to store the accumulated data of
partially received messages (since the Twisted framework
is asynchronous, the data are received in arbitrary-sized
chunks). The way the Protocol instances decide what connections they are responsible for is through a callback method
which is called by the Twisted codes with a Transport instance as the only argument. That Transport instance is the
connection the Protocol instance is going to use.
Twisted includes a large number of ready-built Protocol
implementations for various common protocols [12]. Depending on the demands, it is also common to implement
new Protocol classes.
Protocols Factories Each new connection needs its
own Protocol instance, and Twisted handles creating new
connections. Thus, it will be convenient to also let Twisted
make the appropriate Protocol “on demand” whenever a new
connection is made. That is the job of Protocols Factories.
As the name implies, Protocols Factories follow the Factory design pattern [13] and they work in a straightforward
6

The connection can be a TCP connection, I/O over UNIX pipes and UDP
sockets, etc.
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Figure 5: Architecture of the simulator using Ethernet connections.
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ture, users can set ADOs’ parameters for testing purpose. All
of those functionalities will be illustrated with an example
below.

Simulation Protocols and Protocols Factory
Twisted provides a rich library of Protocol implementations for various kinds of demands. Since commands coming
from devices usually end with a delimiter (e. g. a newline
character “\n”, or a carriage return “\r”), “LineOnlyReceiver”
is adopted as the simulation’s Protocol [12], which only
receives lines. “ServerFactory” is an implementation of
Twisted Protocols Factories [15], which is adopted as the
simulation’s Protocol Factory (since the simulator is essentially a TCP server).

Simulation Configuration File
way. Twisted invokes a Protocols Factories method to create
a new Protocol instance for each new connection.
Next, we discuss in detail about the simulation architecture.

SIMULATION STRUCTURE OVERVIEW
The simulator’s structure is shown in Fig. 5. It is implemented using the Twisted framework and serves as a
simulation server, interacting with clients from the network.
The simulation server can handle requests from multiple
clients at the same time (clients are usually different types
of devices). Each client is served with a Protocol Factory
instance, which contains information about how to perform
tests for a particular type of device.
The simulation structure supports three testing modes
(and a default mode if the testing mode is unspecified), i. e.
log mode, random mode, and file mode. There are several
features about this simulator that are worth mentioning. First,
parameters from the same ADO can run different simulation
modes. For example, some parameters may use random
mode to test on different data points, while other parameters
from the same ADO may use file mode to run user-specific
testing data. Users can decide what simulation modes to be
used for which parameters depending on the testing purpose.
Second, for the log mode, the logged data are fetched from
the remote data servers [14]. Using data servers is an efficient
way to handle users’ requests for logged data. It reads the
data quickly and culls the returned data so that it sends the
user only the data that can reasonably be distinguished on
the display applications (e. g. LogView).
Moreover, users can specify a time delay value, which
will be added to the communications between the client and
the simulator. The granularity of the time delay can be in
second, millisecond, microsecond, or nanosecond7 . Setting
parameter values is also supported in the simulation struc7

The time delay function is implemented using the “sleep” function of
the “time” module in Python. The accuracy of the function depends on
the underlying Operating System (OS)’s sleep accuracy. On Linux, the
granularity of the system clock can be around 1 ms. Using a real-time
system will further increase the accuracy of the “sleep” function.

Following the same principle as in [2], to generalize the
simulation structure to accommodate various types of devices, a simulation configuration file is applied. Each type
of device has its own configuration file. The file is written in
standard XML format [16], and contains a list of information
about how to interact with a particular type of device using
user-customized testing data.
To better understand the kind of information a configuration file maintains, consider the following example. There
is an ADO called “ampmotion” that is interacting with an
applied motion controller [17] through Ethernet.
The first part of the configuration file lists several individual settings, such as the delimiter that ends the commands
sent from the device (e. g. a newline character “\n”), the delimiter that ends the responses from the simulator (device
uses it to detect messages received), and the time delay value
(can be 0).
The second part lists information about all the device
commands and the corresponding responses for each simulated ADO parameter. It has several sections. Take the
command “IP” for example8 .
Section “CmdResp” lists hardware command elements.
Each element has the following information:
• The name of the hardware command (such as “IP”);
• The response format for this command (such as
“IP={}”);
• Number of parameters needed to form the response (“1”
for the example, since there is only one pair of “{}”
needs to be filled to form a response);
• Simulation mode (e. g. “randRangeInt”, which means
generating a random integer in a range);
• Simulation mode parameters (e. g. “15000; 20000”,
which sets the range of “randRangeInt” to be
(15000, 20000)).
Section “Default” lists default responses for all the simulated parameters (“16500” for the example “IP”), which
will be used if the simulation mode is unspecified when the
simulation starts.
8

This command is used to query the immediate position of the controller.
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Section “Log” lists the information about how to get the
logged data for any parameter that uses log simulation mode.
It contains the directory of a log file, a start time and a stop
time to locate the part of the logged data that are interested,
and the ADO parameter name for the command (“positionM”
for the command “IP”). The logged data will be played repeatedly (in loops) from the start time to the stop time during
the entire simulation.
Section “File” lists the information about how to get testing data from a file for parameters that use file simulation
mode. Information includes the directory of the file that contains the testing data, a pair for each parameter consisting of
command name and an identifier (“IP;ip” for the example).
The identifier “ip” will be used in the simulation to locate
the testing data from the testing file.
The third part of the configuration file lists simulation
configurations for setting commands. It contains key-value
pairs for all the setting commands that will be used in the
simulation. The key is the command’s format used for setting
the ADO parameter, and the value is the command used for
getting the ADO parameter value. For the “IP” example,
the key-value pair is “FP{d}-IP”. “FP{d}” is the setting
command’s format, which means the command is composed
of “FP” plus an integer number. Later in the simulation, the
integer number will be used as the response to the query
command “IP”, and returned to the requester.

Simulation Procedure
The simulation procedure can be described as follows.
First, there is a server configuration file to be created,
which contains necessary information to start the simulation
server, such as the name of the host the server is running on,
the name of the data server, listening port numbers, and the
directories of the simulation configuration files.
The simulation server starts based on the information in
the server configuration file. Once it starts, a “simData” abstraction instance is created for each type of device. The
instance is created with a simulation configuration file as the
only argument. It includes the user-customized testing data
and appropriate methods to generate and organize responses
(in the right format that the device supports) based on the
testing data. In other words, the “simData” instance has the
necessary knowledge about how to interact with the underlying device using the testing data. Then, a simulation Factory
instance is created by loading a “simData” instance. The
Factory instance generates new Protocols for new connections and serves as the bridge between the Protocol instance
and the simulation data. One Factory instance is responsible
for one type of device. The Protocol instance is dealing with
all the low level work. It is in charge of handling new connections, receiving commands from ADOs, getting responses
from Factory instances, sending responses back to clients,
and managing connection lost. One Protocol instance is
created for each new connection from the network. The
listening socket tells Twisted to monitor the network for new
connections on a specific port, and use the Factory to make
new Protocol instances for new connections.
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Furthermore, users can use Twisted to create and run
the simulation server as a daemon process [18], so that the
simulation server can continue its services even the terminal
session is closed or the user logs out.
Simulation results can be verified through different ways.
Viewing the parameter values of the simulated ADOs is an
easy and efficient way. Standard controls systems tools such
as PET or LogView can be applied.

Key Use Cases
The main use cases of this simulation framework along
with the one in work [2] are summarized as follows:
• Improve ADO codes reliability;
• Replace hardware devices when they are not available;
• Test failure conditions without interrupting normal systems operations;
• Automated system and unit test of software;
• Validate the upgrade of software.

FUTURE WORK
Our focus thus far has been on defining the overall structure of an useful control system simulation environment
within the framework of the existing, real control system.
One of the future goals is to construct a version of the system that can be completely self-contained. This would allow
working in an environment in which all aspects of the system can be controlled, without impact on the actual running
control system.
Another interesting topic is the combination with machine
learning. A possible extension of the simulation architecture
is the construction of a special client that monitors both the
inputs and outputs of the simulated ADOs. Since the special
client has the complete information of both the data feeding
in and the data coming out, machine learning techniques
such as anomaly detection [19] can be applied with the special client to further test the ADO codes reliability. We
imagine this special client to become the main user interface
developers could use to construct and perform testing suites
and even develop regression testing groups.
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A NEW SIMULATION TIMING SYSTEM FOR SOFTWARE TESTING IN
COLLIDER-ACCELERATOR CONTROL SYSTEMS∗
Y. Gao† , T. Robertazzi, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, USA
K. A. Brown, M. Harvey, J. Morris, R. H. Olsen, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, USA
Abstract
Accelerators need to be operated in a timely way to successfully accelerate the beam from its creation at its source,
to the experiments at its destination. Thus, synchronization among accelerator devices is important. The ColliderAccelerator Department (C-AD) of Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) develops their own control systems for
their accelerator complex1 . The synchronization in the CAD control systems is accomplished by a distribution of
timing signals, which are sent out along so-called2 time
lines [1] in the form of digital codes. Accelerator devices in
the complex which require their times synchronized to the
acceleration cycles are connected to the time lines. Those
devices are also equipped with time line decoders [2], which
allow them to extract timing signals appropriately from the
time lines. In this work, a new simulation timing system is
introduced, which can generate user-specific timing events
for software testing in the C-AD control systems.

INTRODUCTION
Accelerator systems must be synchronized for the proper
operations of equipment over a wide area. In order for the
beam to have the desired properties (momentum, size, intensity, etc.), devices must act in concert, and evolve together
in a particular way [2]. Hence the synchronization among
accelerators, and devices within each accelerator is crucial.
In the C-AD control systems, the synchronization is accomplished by a distribution of timing signals around the
accelerator facility [2]. Devices which need timing signals
synchronized to the acceleration cycles are connected to the
time lines. Timing signals are sent out along a time line in
the form of digital codes, and those codes (representing the
timing signals) can be extracted by devices (equipped with
time line decoders) in the accelerator complex from the time
line as signals to perform certain operations.
To better understand it, consider the following example.
The Booster main magnet power supply is programmed to
start to follow a reference function when it receives a time
line trigger from the time line. A time line trigger is also
typically called a time line event, which corresponds to a specific hexadecimal number and is given a 3-letter acronym. In
this case, the hexadecimal number is 000A, and its acronym
∗
†
1

2
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The complex includes the Linear Accelerator (Linac), the Electron Beam
Ion Source (EBIS), the Tandem Van de Graff pre-accelerators, the Booster
accelerator, the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS), and the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC).
These time lines are like timing buses inside a computer.

is BT0, which stands for Booster-Time-zero. This time line
event triggers the start of the Booster main magnet cycle,
hence this name. Moreover, BT0 is distributed to all devices
on the time line, therefore any other device who is interested
in this event will also be programmed to respond to it.
In the C-AD accelerator complex, there is an elaborate
timing system to accomplish the synchronization, which
provides a highly reliable, serial timing link to all equipment locations. Events and clocks derived from this link
are used to initiate hardware operations including changes
in settings, state changes, and data acquisition. Particularly,
the synchronization is collectively conducted by three timing systems [3], the event link system, the beam-sync event
system, and the Real Time Data Link (RTDL). The event
link system provides a reliable serial timing link to equipment locations throughout the RHIC complex. It is a crucial
component in the C-AD control systems.
This work mainly focuses on the event link system. Specifically, a new simulation timing system is proposed, which
can generate user-defined timing events at specific times on
specific event links. Developers can use this simulation system to interact with timing-sensitive applications for testing
purposes, hence improving the reliability of the controls
timing system.
A more detailed motivation is presented.

Motivation
The occurrences of timing events on the C-AD event links
affect the running of controls software in many ways. Some
particular timing events trigger the executions of some software methods directly. Other events (such as PPM3 user
codes) establish a context that affects the way software operate.
In the front end level, Front End Computers (FECs) detect
events by VME boards with direct connections to an event
link. In the console level, ADO managers4 and other console
level processes receive notifications over the network from
FECs. FECs use “relMon” ADOs to deliver notifications of
events as they happen on the event link. For each event link,
a special “evMon” ADO delivers regular reports that summarize all the events that have occurred during a Supercycle
(a 4 seconds time period on the RHIC event link, see details
in the next section).
In order to test software thoroughly, the software should
be run in a variety of timing conditions. For example, we
sometimes need to arrange a time to test a piece of software
when multiple PPM users are active at the same time in the
3
4

Pulse to Pulse Modulation, which will be introduced later.
Console level servers which hold ADOs. ADOs stand for Accelerator
Device Objects, see next section for details.
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Supercycle or when the Supercycle is particularly long or
particularly short. This can be difficult to do in practice
because changes made to the Supercycle affect the entire
complex. Since console level servers and applications learn
about event link activities by notifications over the network,
they do not necessarily require changes to the events on the
actual event link. A “Virtual Event Link Server (velServer)”
could deliver “relMon” notifications and “evMon” reports
that simulate the timing conditions desired for software testing.
A virtual event link server would be a special ADO manager. The expected functionalities are:
• Each virtual event link server would support one “evMon” ADO and multiple “relMon” ADOs for some
selected sets of events;
• It would accept a definition of all the events in the
user-specific event links as an ordered list of events
code-time pairs;
• It would repeatedly “play back” all the events in the
right order and approximately at the right time (looped
fashion);
• When any of the “relMon” events occurs, the virtual
event link server would send an asynchronous report
to any client with asynchronous requests;
• At the end of the event list, the virtual event link server
would send an “evMon” report summarizing all the
events that had occurred in the event list.

PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we will introduce some basic conceptions
in the C-AD control systems that are related to the proposed
simulation timing system.

Accelerator Device Object
One of the most fundamental concepts in the C-AD control systems is the Accelerator Device Object (ADO) [4].
The ADO model is a flexible way to view accelerator equipment. It was introduced during the development of the RHIC
control system in the late 1990s. One of the primary goals
of the ADO concept is to establish unified standards for controls software development, which automates the integration
of device level controls into the overall control systems and
simplifies the coding process.
ADOs provide developers ways to control the accelerator
complex. They (instances of C++ or Java classes) abstract
features from the underlying controls devices into a collection of collider control points (also known as parameters),
and provide those parameters to the users of the control systems. Each parameter can possess one or more properties
to better describe the characteristics of the devices. ADO
designers determine the number and names of parameters
based on the needs of the system.
Two of the most important ADO class methods for device control are the set() and get() methods. They act as
the interface to access controls hardware. The accelerator
complex is controlled by users or applications which set()
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and get() parameter values in instances of the ADO classes.
ADOs also support event codes, which will execute some
specific codes whenever the defined events happen. This is
the mechanism of generating simulated timing events in the
proposed simulation structure.
Since the crafting of ADOs is so crucial, special development tools are used. The source file of an ADO is typically
stored in a file with a “.rad” extension, which stands for
RHIC ADO Definition file. A preprocessor called “adogen” is used to transform “.rad” file source codes into C++
codes [5]. It takes care of the necessary details and allows
ADO designers to focus on the more important parts, i. e.
the controls interfaces, which are the set(), get() methods
and event codes.

Controls Name Server
The Controls Name Server (CNS) provides [4] a centralized repository where unique name/value pairs can be
efficiently managed and queried5 . In C-AD control systems,
given an object’s instance name6 , the CNS will provide
enough information so that the associated data can be accessed.
The CNS is session oriented which means several copies
of it can be run at the same time as long as each of them
has its own host. This feature allows developers to have a
“private” CNS. This makes it possible to signal a process to
look for an ADO instance in a different place from where it
normally resides. The simulation framework introduced in
this work leverages this property to redirect applications to
interact with simulated ADOs instead of real ADOs.

Supercycle
One of the major concepts in C-AD timing system is called
the “Supercycle”. It is a very important timing mechanism
to the accelerator complex, which enables the machines to
act in concert to accelerate the beam from its source to its
destination. A Supercycle typically consists of a set of events
from which all other events are delayed in one way or another.
In this sense, the Supercycle timing is considered the highest
level of timing [2].
The events that generally compose the Supercycle are
one or more Tandem or Linac cycles, one or more Booster
cycles, and one AGS cycle. The granularity of these events
is 1/60 second (this time length is also called one “Jiffy”).
The length of the Supercycle is usually about 3 to 5 seconds
long.
The software application that is used to control the Supercycle is called “SuperMan”, which will be introduced in the
next section.

Pulse to Pulse Modulation
Another important concept in the timing system is called
Pulse to Pulse Modulation (PPM). PPM refers to the fact that
5
6

Function likes a Domain Name Server (DNS) [6].
That object can be an ADO parameter, a Complex Logical Device (CLD),
a manager’s parameter name, or an alias (a name used by developers
which is more human-readable), etc.
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machine cycles within the same Supercycle, for the same
machine7 , can be used differently [2].
The function of an individual PPM user is to control different machine cycles that occur on the Supercycle. A PPM
user can be configured to allow a certain number of cycles
to occur on one machine before allowing another PPM user
to begin on the same machine, or while overlapping with
another PPM user on a different machine.
Each machine usually has multiple users, and each user
can be identified by a specific color in software used to
control PPM devices. Moreover, user settings can always be
found in the controls system, which allows quick changes
to be made to the machines’ setup by switching or adding
PPM users as necessary.
To better illustrate the concept, consider the following
example. Suppose PPM user 1 has a Booster cycle within
a Supercycle that is used as part of the acceleration cycle
for the physics program. During the time the AGS is accelerating the beam for the physics program, the Booster
may be idle. However, that time within the Supercycle could
be used to study Booster phenomenon. Therefore, another
PPM user, say user 2, could be configured accordingly with
a group of setpoints and timings for this purpose. This user
can be set to occur during the time that the Booster would
have been idle, by programming it with the appropriate time
in the Supercycle.

System Tools
SuperMan It is a program to set up and make active a
Supercycle. It reads and dictates the live magnet function
through the controls system and displays the information
to the users. The program allows the users to predict what
changes need to be made in order to alter the Supercycle.
The changes will be verified by the program and proceeded
if they are acceptable. The user can then load the changes
and give the machine a new Supercycle.
EventLinkDisplay It is a program to display event data
for all PPM users in event links. Users can select an event
link they want to monitor, and then acquire the event information (including event names, event times, etc.) on that link
in real-time for once or continuously. The result is displayed
in a list format with those event information. The event information are fetched from the underlying “evMon” ADOs’
reports, which makes it convenient to verify the simulation
results by showing the simulated timing events’ information
on the “EventLinkDisplay” through a private CNS.

SIMULATION ARCHITECTURE
OVERVIEW
The simulation architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The virtual
event link server (the “velServer” block) holds the “relMon”
and “evMon” ADOs, interacting with the applications that
need event triggers.
7

Here machine refers to the accelerator complex, e. g. AGS, Booster, Linac,
etc.
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Figure 1: The architecture of the virtual event link server.
The “relMon” and “evMon” ADOs are simulated ADOs.
They have the same alias as the real ADOs, so that the existing applications can directly interact with them without
changing their codes. On the other hand, the simulated
ADOs only reside in the local hosts so as not to interrupt
the overall system. The “private” copies of CNS on those
local hosts will have their real ADOs’ entries replaced with
the corresponding simulated ADOs’. Then the applications
running on those local hosts will communicate with the simulated ADOs properly. The exact ADOs to simulate are
decided based on the users’ demands.
To better understand the simulation structure, we first
introduce each of its function block in a top-down manner,
then describe the simulation procedure.

Build the Configuration Files
Currently, there are four event links that can be simulated,
i. e. the AGS event link, the Booster event link, the EBIS
event link and the Linac event link. First, users need to run
“extractInfo” to extract information about those event links
from the database. Those information will be used to run the
simulation later. The information are stored in the “EvLink”
and “CodeMap” files.
One “EvLink” file is created for each event link, so a total
of 4 are created. Each file stores information about all the
“relMon” ADOs on that event link. For each “relMon” ADO,
the following information are recorded:
• The 3-letter8 name of the event that the ADO is responsible for (such as BT0);
• The corresponding event number (such as 10);
• The ADO’s generic name;
• The ADO’s alias.
Take the “EvLink” file for Booster for example. One entry it contains is “BT0 10 belMon.simBT0.10 belMon.bt0”,
where “BT0” is the 3-letter acronym, 10 is the event num8

Some event names have more than 3 letters, but most of the names are 3
letters.
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ber, “belMon.simBT0.10” is9 the ADO’s generic name and
“belMon.bt0” is the ADO’s alias.
Each “EvLink” file also contains event code maps for
that event link, which includes the correspondences between
event names and event codes. For the “BT0” example, the
code map entry is “BT0 10”.
The “CodeMap” file stores the code maps for all the Supercycle events. Note that, a Supercycle usually contains
events from other event links. Therefore, an event from an
event link could have a different event code in the Supercycle. In such cases, the original event codes are applied in the
simulation. “BT0” event has the same event code both in
the Booster and the Supercycle, thus its entry in “CodeMap”
is the same “BT0 10”.

Software Generator
Since one server file (“velServer”) only supports a specific
set of ADOs (which depends on the users’ demands), to
accommodate various users’ demands, a new server file
needs to be created for each new user’s request. To facilitate
the building of such server files, the “serverGen” block acts
as a software generator [7] which automatically produces
the server files for users.
The event list for the simulation is provided by users in
the file “EvList”. This file contains what events users want
to generate and at what times. The information is organized
as pairs. For example, the first line of an “EvList” file could
be “SCS 1”, which means Supercycle starts at 1 “Jiffy”. The
second line could be “BT0 4”, which means Booster-Timezero event starts after 3 “Jiffies”. The file can contain many
other events based on the users’ demands.
The “EvList” file can come from an existing SuperMan’s
history file (for simulating Supercycle events) or can be
created based on users’ demands. Specifically, users can
write it in a plain text file or it can come from the logged
data for the selected event link. If no file is specified, a
SuperMan’s history file10 is used as the default event list file.
The “serverGen” loads the “EvList” file and uses the information from the “EvLink” and “CodeMap” files to generate
the server file, which will be built later and serves as the
virtual event link server to interact with applications (by
sending event triggers at specific times defined by the users).
Note that, multiple “EvLink” files (a total of 4) can be loaded
in the same simulation, in which case multiple event links
are being simulated.

Control the Events Generation Process
Once the server file is generated, users can build it and
start the virtual event link server. The server sends out event
triggers to all the asynchronous clients at appropriate times.
The “Pet” is a file that is used to create a customized PET
page for the virtual event link server. The PET page lists all
9

The “simBT0” in the middle of the name implies that this is a simulated
ADO, in order to differentiate it from the normal ADO.
10A SuperMan’s history file is chosen as the default value for it already
possesses a proper format that can be directly loaded and used by the
simulator.
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the events that are in the server. For each event, the PET page
lists its event name, event code, a switch, and times at which
this event will be triggered. The switch gives users an easy
way to turn on and off a particular event on the simulated
event link. For an event that is currently turned on, users
can also edit its event times to specify when it appears on
the simulated event link. The PET page is expected to act as
a major user interface developers could use to conveniently
control the events generation process.

Simulation Procedure
First, users run the script “extractInfo” to gather event
link information and build the Supercycle code map. Note
that this script only needs to be run one time before the
simulation starts, since the information can be reused for all
the simulations.
Next, users need to specify what events they want to simulate and at what times. They do it by creating a “EvList”
file. For simulating Supercycle events, existing SuperMan’s
history files can be used directly as the event list file. Otherwise, users can either write one in a text file or use the
logged data. If no file is specified, a default SuperMan’s
history file is used. Either way, the file is in a list-of-pairs
format. The first element of the pair is the event name or the
event code, the second element is the event time at which
the event is going to be triggered11 .
After having all the necessary files, the “serverGen” starts
to generate the server file. The outputs are “velServer”,
“cnsConfig”, and “Pet”.
velServer It is the source code of the virtual event link
server, which holds the simulated “relMon” and “evMon”
ADOs based on the users’ demands. Once the simulation
starts, the virtual event link server triggers events at specific times according to the information in the “EvList” file.
The events are triggered by calling the ADOs’ “EVENTCODE” [5]. If logged data are used, the server invokes another script “ReadEventLinkLog” to fetch the logged event
information12 . The event list is played in a looped fashion.
cnsConfig The simulation is performed on a private
CNS so as not to interrupt the normal operations of the
facility. The private CNS directs clients to communicate
with the simulated ADOs, which are held by the virtual
event link server to generate event triggers. The “cnsConfig”
file is used to configure the private CNS so that it gets the
necessary information to set up the entries for the simulated
ADOs.
Pet As introduced above, the “Pet” file is used to create
a PET page, which could serve as the main user interface
for developers to interact with the virtual event link server.
Through the PET page, users can decide whether or not to
11The unit for the time can be in “Jiffy” or “microsecond”,

and it represents
the time difference that is relative to time 0.
12“ReadEventLinkLog” is a C++ application in C-AD to fetch logged event
data.
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trigger a particular event, and also specify at what times
this event can be triggered. Any change made in the current
event loop will start taking effect from the next loop.
One thing that is worth mentioning, the PET page renders
the simulation structure the flexibility of controlling events
on the link without the need of recreating the server’s source
file. This could be very useful in cases where users just want
to modify the existing events that are in the simulation. This
also indicates that if all the supported events on a particular
event link are listed in the “EvList” file, then users just need
to run the “serverGen” once to generate a server file that
has the ability to simulate any event on that event link. In
this way, as long as doing simulations on that event link, the
server file can be reused. Users only need to operate through
the PET page to meet the simulation needs.
Simulation results can be verified through viewing the
event information in the “EventLinkDisplay” (by selecting
the event links that are in the simulation), using the private
CNS that is configured with the “cnsConfig”.

SUMMARIES
In this work, we propose a new simulation timing system
which aims to generate user-specified timing events for software testing in the C-AD control systems. It can be used
in various timing-related testing scenarios. For example, to
test programs which have PPM features, we can apply the
simulator to create timing conditions for different PPM users
to verify each one’s functionality. It could also be possible to
make the virtual event link server to be synchronous with the
real Supercycle, so that developers can do experiments using
the simulated Supercycle without interrupting the normal
operations of the facility.
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Abstract
The Experimental Areas group of the CERN Engineering department operates a number of beam lines for fixed
target experiments, irradiation facilities and test beams.
The software currently used for the layout of the beam lines
(BEATCH), beam optics (TRANSPORT), particle tracking (TURTLE) and muon halo calculation (HALO) has
been developed in Fortran in the 1970’s and 1980’s and
requires renovation in order to ensure long-term continuity.
The on-going Software Migration Project transfers the
beam line description to a set of newer commonly used
software tools, such as MADX, FLUKA, G4Beamline,
BDSIM and others. This contribution summarizes the
goals and the scope of the project. It discusses the implementation of the beam lines in the new codes, their integration within the CERN layout database and the interfaces to
the software codes used by other CERN groups. This includes the CERN secondary beam line control system CESAR, which is used for the control of the beam via setting
of the magnets, collimators, filters etcetera, as well as
readout of the beam instrumentation. The proposed interface is designed to allow a comparison between the measured beam parameters and the ones calculated with beam
optics software.

2.

3.

quantum chromodynamics) and Beyond Standard
Model physics. They require stable beam conditions
for prolonged periods of time.
The irradiation facilities such as HiRadMat,
CHARM, IRRAD and GIF++, which are used for
measurements of irradiation hardness of different
types of materials, electronics or detectors.
The test beams, used for prototype tests and calibration of detectors, e.g. for LHC, linear colliders, space
& balloon experiments. These are also utilized for outreach purposes (e.g. within the Beamlines for Schools
programme). Users of the test beams usually require a
large spectrum of beam conditions within a few days.

INTRODUCTION
Beam Lines Managed by the Group
The Experimental Areas group of the Engineering department is responsible for the management of the fixed
target experimental areas and test beams at CERN. This includes the so-called secondary beam lines, their associated
facilities, beam line elements and infrastructure. The group
is also ensuring the support in regards to the operation, design and physics studies of secondary beams and the technical and engineering support.
Figure 1 illustrates the CERN accelerator complex layout. The areas and beam lines managed by the EA group
include three categories:
1. The fixed target experiments, including COMPASS,
NA61, NA62, NA63, NA64, CLOUD, UA9 and several others. These are often designed to perform precision studies in the fields of the Standard Model (e.g.
___________________________________________

† a.ge@cern.ch
†† bastien.rae@cern.ch

Figure 1: CERN accelerator complex scheme.

Requirements on the Software for the Beam Simulation and Beam Line Control
The group is responsible for a wide spectrum of beam
lines mentioned above, which sets broad requirements on
the software which is used to describe the beam lines, simulate beams, control beam line elements and read out beam
instrumentation data. The ideal set of software has to be
able to provide its users with the computation of the particle production at the targets and be able to simulate the
beam optics properties (such as momentum selection,
transverse beam parameters, beam intensity, particle type
etc.) along the beam line. In addition it must provide input
(if necessary, via a suitable interface) for other groups at
CERN dealing with e.g. radiation protection, civil engineering, ventilation, survey and metrology and material
survival studies. Finally, it has to be able to control the
beam line elements with the aim that the envisaged beam
properties can be achieved, measured and verified.
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SOFTWARE MIGRATION
Current Status
Since no single existing software program is capable of
covering the full range of requirements listed above, the
description and control over the beam lines can only be
achieved by a set of several software codes. Currently, four
major programs are used for this purpose. These have been
developed in the 1980’s in Fortran and use card based input
(see the example in Fig. 2).
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•

TRANSPORT and BEATCH, produces the
graphical output of the beam line with the correct
apertures and element names as well as calculates
the maximal transverse and longitudinal beam
line acceptance.
BLI, which is used to calculate the electrical current needed in a specific magnet to achieve a
given integrated magnetic field or integrated gradient.

These software codes are, however, limited in their functionality, have small user communities and currently have
to be maintained within the EN-EA group, requiring dedicated time, effort and know-how.

New Software Codes for Beam Simulations

Figure 2: Card based input illustrated from the example of
the Transport input code for the P42 beam line in the
CERN North Area.
They now are compiled for a Linux operating system and
are executed on the CERN LXPLUS cluster.
•

•

•

•

BEATCH [1] is used to generate coordinates of beam
line elements for their installation and alignment. The
EN-EA group is now the last active user of this code
at CERN.
TRANSPORT [2] is a matrix based tool for beam optics calculations. It performs calculations of the transfer matrix parameters and beam size up to third order
and can also perform matching (which only reliably
delivers useful results for first order calculations).
TURTLE [3] is a particle-tracking tool, which includes
total absorption at collimators and at magnet apertures,
particle decay, calculate transmission and particle distributions (X, X’, Y, Y’, Δp/p). It is convenient to use
in parallel with TRANSPORT, since these two codes
have almost identical input formats.
HALO [4] is a Monte-Carlo simulation software for
muon tracking, which tracks parent particles (π, K)
and their decay products (μ, ν).

There is also a set of auxiliary tools made specifically by
the EN-EA group, such as
• Beamplt, which produces a simple graphical output of the optics, based on Transport output.
• Beamopt, a more sophisticated version of
Beamplt,
which
compares
output
of

The purpose of the software migration project is to
change the set of routinely used software programs to the
new ones, fulfilling following conditions:
• The new set of software programs covers at least the
same functionality as the previous set.
• There is a support team (outside of EA group) responsible for maintenance and upgrades of the new software, preferably based at CERN.
• There is a large user community for the software, preferably also at CERN.
• The software can serve as (or must have an) interface
to other groups at CERN. One has to consider that:
o The most common tool used for the description of
beam optics at the PS and SPS rings (including
their extracted primary lines) is MADX [5].
o The most common tool used by the radiation protection group as well as for target and collimator
material studies is FLUKA [6] [7].

Software Infrastructure
The Layout database is a CERN-wide database [8], designed to contain for all CERN beam lines the integration
and installation drawings, a naming portal, photographs of
the beam lines, tunnels, areas, as well as tables with all parameters relevant for the beam line description (see Fig. 3).
The beam lines managed by the Experimental Areas group
will be included in the database in the framework of the
software migration project. It is foreseen to import beam
line parameters such as magnet names, magnetic lengths,
apertures, B→I curves and others from the CESAR database (see next chapter) into the layout database. It is also
planned to use the already existing function of automatic
generation of MADX input files from the layout database.
This application takes various parameters from the database, which are required to construct the MADX input and
creates the sequence file for any beam line.
In order to have advanced flexibility, the GitLab [9] platform is used to store the strength parameters for each magnet. These two separated information sources (Layout database and GitLab repository) allow the user to select a
beam line and if necessary to create several MADX input
files with distinct beam optics settings.
MOPHA047
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within the EA group. It is designed to use the MADX Twiss
file output to produce a figure with the relevant optics parameters along the beam line. The figure includes information on magnet apertures, collimators and vacuum pipes
and displays the beam line element names (see Fig. 4).

Figure 3: Example of the layout database website open in
an internet browser.
GitLab is an online repository for code and files, which
is frequently used for software development [9]. It includes
version management, allowing several project participants
to edit files, which can be later merged by the folder owner.
It provides access to the released (stable) versions of the
software as well as to the working versions. Older versions
can be viewed and recovered if necessary, which also secures a convenient back-up for files and code. Within the
EA group, it is envisaged to store and edit on GitLab beam
optics and other simulation input/output files for all currently existing and also proposed future beam lines. The
descriptions of the beam lines will include the lists of responsible persons (beam physicists, engineers in charge,
etc.), important links, user guides, tuning procedures etc.

MADX
MADX is a commonly used optics software, at CERN
and worldwide [5]. It has a C++ style input, which as opposed to the TRANSPORT code described above allows
calculations to be included in the definition of the variables. Its functionality includes calculations, matching and
output of the transfer matrix along the beam, which is usually used for the description of the secondary beam lines.
It also provides basic tracking possibilities similar to the
TURTLE code, in which beam-matter interaction is not
simulated, but the particles are simply absorbed when they
reach a collimator yoke or a magnet aperture.
MADX is also capable of generating survey file output
[10], which can be later used by the metrology team at
CERN for the alignment of the beam line elements.
The functionality described above makes MADX a feasible
substitute for BEATCH, TRANSPORT and TURTLE at the
same time.
To complement the standard MADX graphical output, a
dedicated graphical output tool is under development

Figure 4: Output of the graphical tool on the example of
the H6 beam line of CERN North Area. The trajectories of
the particles with a particular position offset (green), angle
offset (red) and momentum offset (blue) is represented as
a function of the location along the beam line.
The tool is also capable of calculating the maximal transverse and longitudinal beam line acceptance and of performing matching of the quadrupole settings in order to
achieve the required beam parameters. It also performs
tracking, similarly to MADX, and can calculate the beam
transmission through any segment of the beam line. Currently the tool is being rewritten from C++ code into Python in order to make it platform and operating system independent. It is the only tool envisaged for use after migration, which has been developed within the group and will
have to be maintained locally.

Simulation of the Beam-matter Interaction
FLUKA is a FORTRAN based tool for the beam matter
interaction with a large user community and strong support
at CERN [6] [7]. The software has been used for decades
and is well calibrated, using existing measured data. A
graphical user interface, named Flair, makes the input definition more convenient for the users. FLUKA also has a
specific Line Builder tool for beam line design, which was
initially developed for the studies of losses in the LHC accelerator and its collimation, but can be also used for the
design of other beam lines.
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Figure 5: Workflow diagram for the activities of the Experimental Areas group and the respective software codes used in
these activities.
(Front-End Software Architecture) class [16]. FESA clasG4Beamline [11] is a software code for the beam line
ses are developed by equipment experts to control most of
design, based on Geant4 [12], to simulate beam-matter inthe elements in the beam lines. The equipment addresses
teraction. Geant4 is a popular open source software, heavare stored in the CESAR Data Base, which is designed for
ily used mainly in the detector development community.
convenient modification of its elements in order to keep up
BDSIM [13] is another Geant4-based software for beam with the frequent physical changes of the beam line eleline design. While having a smaller world-wide user com- ments in the secondary beam lines.
munity than G4Beamline, it has a local support at CERN
and has the technical advantage of being able to use the use
MADX Twiss output files for a comparably easy generation of the BDSIM input files.
Fig. 5 depicts the typical workflow of Experimental Areas group for the set-up and operation of a new experiment.
The software codes and infrastructure envisaged to be utilized of the workflow are displayed below the respective
steps.

CONTROL SYSTEM SOFTWARE
CESAR
CESAR is a client-server control system for the beam
lines of the PS and SPS experimental areas, used by beam
physicists, operators and user teams of the experimental areas [14] [15]. Apart from controlling 30 different types of
hardware, CESAR is used for viewing, controlling and
managing the beam line settings (magnets, collimators,
scintillators, obstacles, etc.).
Technically, CESAR is a three-tier application with
many GUIs, a J2EE server and front-end computers (see
Fig. 6). CESAR communicates with the different types of
hardware by subscribing to the corresponding FESA

Figure 6: Schematic representation of CESAR functionality
Via the CESAR GUI (see Fig. 7) the physicists and operators can view equipment readings and control the beam
line elements from the CERN control centre and user control rooms. Beams can be tuned by controlling magnets,
collimators and other equipment. There is also the possibility to view the beam profile and intensity with help of beam
instrumentation devices, such as wire chambers, scintillating counters and ionisation chambers. The aforementioned
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elements are of several different types, and hence have different FESA classes for data acquisition and control. However, as an example, in CESAR a regrouping of the different profile types in a single window has been implemented.
These are ordered along the beam path in the beam line.
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types used for beam line are listed. The beam physicist can
add magnets and other beam elements one by one, enter the
position, the magnet strength (“k-values”) and other relevant parameters for each magnet (see Fig. 8). New magnet
types can be created within this application in case they are
not yet available in the table. At the end the beam physicist
can save the generated beam line as an input file for
MADX software.

Figure 7: Window with CESAR GUI.
At the end of the tuning, the expert or user can save the
configuration into a beam file. If the users prefer to use different beam configurations (energy, particles, intensity...)
than the one currently loaded, they can do so with help of
a control computer in the counting room by loading the corresponding beam file. The users have also the possibility to
modify most of the settings for their beam line and can request to access the experimental zone in which their experiment is installed. When they initiate the procedure to open
the zone, CESAR communicates with the access safety elements and switches them into safe position. Once the procedure is finished, CESAR verifies with the access system
that the conditions for access have been granted.
In summary, CESAR is a highly integrated tool that allows its users to have full information and control of the
beam. In long term several new applications can be included into it, which would make the use of CESAR software even more convenient for the beam physicists, operators and the users.

Coupling of CESAR with MADX
It is foreseen to couple the CESAR control system with
the MADX software described above. With a comparably
limited effort an application will be developed that creates
a beam file directly from a MADX Twiss output file. CESAR will read the Twiss file and find inside its own database (to be updated on a weekly basis from the central
CERN layout database) the corresponding magnet and the
associated currents for setting up the required beam optics
in the beam line. CESAR would also need to check if there
is no missing information and if all the elements from the
MADX output file are present in the CESAR database. It
is also possible to implement for every beam file a display
of its MADX graphical output within the CESAR GUI
window.
In the longer term an application for creating the MADX
input files using the CESAR database can be developed.
The database contains a table, in which most of the magnet
MOPHA047
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Figure 8: Simplified proposal for the window of beam line
generator application.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The software codes currently used by the EA group for
the description of the beam lines are obsolete and it is difficult and resource consuming to secure a long term support for those. Hence, a migration to new software codes is
currently undertaken.
The functional requirements for new software codes
have been defined and a set of software suites fulfilling
these requirements has been identified. The project of the
EA software migration is well under way and is scheduled
to finish before the end of LS2, i.e. early in 2021.
The CESAR control system will continue to be the control system of choice for the experimental area beam lines.
A link between the CESAR control software and the beam
optics code MADX will allow for many useful tools and
applications, e.g. the possibility to compile MADX files
from CESAR or to construct/modify the beam lines, as
well as for creating a live beam optics display or automated
beam tuning within the same control system window.
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Abstract
The Proton Irradiation Facility (IRRAD) is a reference
facility at CERN for characterizing detectors and other accelerator components against radiation. To ensure reliable
facility operations and smooth experimental data handling, a
new IRRAD Data Manager (IDM) web application has been
developed and first used during the last facility run before the
CERN Long Shutdown 2. Following best practices in User
Experience design, IDM provides a user-friendly interface
that allows both users to handle their samples’ data and the
facility operators to manage and coordinate the experiments
more efficiently. Based on the latest web technologies such
as Django, JQuery and Semantic UI, IDM is characterized
by its minimalistic design and functional robustness. In
this paper, we present the key features of IDM, our design
choices and its overall software architecture. Moreover, we
discuss scalability and portability opportunities for IDM
in order to cope with the requirements of other irradiation
facilities.

INTRODUCTION
The Proton Irradiation Facility (IRRAD), located in the
East Area of the Proton Synchrotron (PS) accelerator complex at CERN, is an infrastructure dedicated to the qualification of materials, electronic systems and detector components for High-Energy Physics (HEP) experiments. A
beam of protons with a momentum of 24 GeV/c accelerated
by the PS is delivered to IRRAD, in pulses, and used for
the irradiation experiments. IRRAD started its operations
in 1999 [1]; it went through a major upgrade in 2014 to
deal with the increasing demand for irradiation experiments
by the HEP community, linked to the development of the
High-Luminosity LHC [2]. Every year in IRRAD, hundreds
of electronic and detector components, called “samples”,
are tested and qualified. Dosimetry is an important part of
the operation; thus, during the irradiation experiments, aluminum dosimeters are placed together with the samples for
defining the actual accumulated fluence [3] through gamma
spectrometry. As a result, the registration, planning and
follow-up of these experiments require the management of a
considerable amount of data.
In the early years of IRRAD, a software application called
Sample Manager was developed and used on a local computer for the registration of the samples to be irradiated.
For the upgraded IRRAD facility, this system was outdated,
∗
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running only on local computers with specific drivers, and
could not be upgraded. Thus, these facts called for the development of a new web-based system with specific software
requirements. These requirements were that the new system should be in line with the new IRRAD facility software
needs, integrate into the modern software infrastructure of
CERN, and provide better User Experience (UX). Since
this application would be online, security was also a crucial
issue to be considered. Moreover, after the irradiation experiments, the samples are radioactive and therefore this system
had to be also compliant with the CERN traceability procedures and able to send/receive data from the official system
used by CERN for the traceability of potential radioactive
equipment (TREC) [4]. Last but not least, the scalability
and portability of the system were also important aspects
taken into consideration for future developments.
In this paper, we describe the overall development of IDM,
the new IRRAD Data Manager web application [5], and its
key functionalities. More specifically, in the second section,
the design life cycle of IDM is described. In the third section,
the software choices, the architecture and the deployment
methods are presented. In the fourth section, we focus on
the functionalities of IDM. Finally, in the fifth section, we
conclude by providing some statistics regarding IDM operations during the IRRAD run of 2018, and presenting, as
future work, our ideas on extending and adapting the IDM
functionalities to other irradiation facilities.

DESIGN LIFE CYCLE
As stated in the previous section, User Experience was
an important aspect for the new web application IDM. In
particular, IDM should provide an intuitive interface targeting different user groups, such as physicists, engineers and
technicians. Therefore, IDM design was based on UX universal principles in order to be intuitive and user-friendly [6].
In particular, we applied a User-Centered Design (UCD)
approach, which allows for a better understanding and identification of the users’ requirements and goals [7].

Research and Exploration
The first phase of a UCD focuses on the users’ needs and
tasks. For this reason, we used the CERN Irradiation Facilities online database developed in previous work in order
to find information and details about existing irradiation facilities at CERN and worldwide [8]. Then, we interviewed
coordinators, operators and users of IRRAD and of some of
the irradiation facilities found. This allowed for a better understanding of the current state of the art regarding the used
software tools. We thus gained a better insight of the users’
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implementation. This final UCD phase may, in practice, require to return to the UI prototyping if none of the proposed
UI designs end up fitting the evaluators’ expectations.

Insight Synthesis
The second phase of a UCD requires taking into consideration the previously acquired user insights and defining
specific user requirements and use cases. In this step, roles,
permissions and tasks for each role were described in detail [9]. For instance, one specification included in the document is that an administrator is authorized to view all the
experimental data of the facility, whereas standard users can
only access the data of the experiments they are participating
in.

UI Prototyping
After several iterations of this requirement and use case
definition process, the next step is the design of (possibly
many) User Interface (UI) prototypes. For producing such a
UI prototype but without implementing any actual functionality, the use of a wireframe software such as Balsamiq was
deemed necessary. Balsamiq is a graphical user interface
application that allows developers to build and test easily UI
prototypes [10]. Figure 1 provides some examples of such
early UI design prototypes.

DEVELOPMENT
The four main concerns guiding our software design and
development decisions were the compliance with the CERN
software infrastructure, security, scalability and portability
specifications. We address these questions while detailing
below our software choices, the IDM architecture and its
deployment facets.

Software Choices
To face these main concerns, we decided to use the stateof-the-art web technologies described below.
Django IDM has been developed using Django, an
open-source high-level Python web framework [11]. Django
is a modern web technology that insures better security, for
example via cross-site request forgery (CSRF) protection,
quick development and less code, avoiding redundancy.
Oracle Database Oracle was chosen as the default
database for storing the IDM data. The choice of the Oracle database is based on the fact that Oracle is broadly
used in other CERN software infrastructures and is also
well supported by CERN, thus allowing for better database
maintenance and backup opportunities [12].
JavaScript and JQuery For the purpose of making
IDM more user-friendly, some interactive components were
implemented. JavaScript and JQuery, a JavaScript library
that helps with the high-level manipulation of HTML and
other web-related data structures, were chosen for the implementation of the IDM front end in order to simplify the
development of these interactive features [13].
Semantic UI The IDM front end aims for a minimalistic design, focusing only on the components necessary to
be compliant with the UX principles [6]. For this reason,
the layout of IDM was implemented via the Semantic UI development framework, which provides enough aestheticism
and responsiveness to user interfaces [14].

Architecture

Figure 1: Balsamiq prototypes.

Evaluation
The final step of a UCD, before actual software implementation, is the evaluation of the projected designs. The already
built prototypes were tested and evaluated by the facility operation team, and the most suitable prototype was chosen for

The IDM software architecture is mainly based on the
Django architecture (see Fig. 2), which abides by an alternative to the traditional Model-View-Controller (MVC)
architecture, the Model-View-Template (MVT) architecture.
More specifically, the Django architecture contains three layers of development: the Model, View, and Template layers.
The Model layer provides the structure and primitives for
the manipulation of user data. As shown in Fig. 2, this layer
is, in our case, directly mapped to an Oracle database, which
means that each Model class is represented by a database
table. In addition to the IDM data, the Oracle database
stores also operational information related to the irradiation
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facility such as the particle flux, read by IDM and used for
the real-time computation of estimated accumulated proton
fluences.
The View layer provides the logic for user request processing and response. In this layer, the Infor-provided [15]
suite of web services for Enterprise Asset Management
(EAM) [16] is integrated in order to allow for a transparent
communication between IDM and TREC [4]. These web
services implement the requests for the create, read, update
and delete operations (CRUD) in the Infor EAM system used
in the back end of TREC [16].
Finally, the Template layer provides a specific syntax used
for rendering the information and presenting it to users. As
shown in Fig. 2, the Semantic UI framework, JavaScript
and the JQuery library were integrated in these templates in
order to provide an intuitive and interactive user interface
for IDM.
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tion experiments and the traceability of the IRRAD samples
and other potentially radioactive components (see Fig. 3).

Registration
All the data related to an irradiation experiment are registered in IDM. Users first register into the dedicated mailing
list (e-group) of IRRAD users; this provides the permission
to the users to log into IDM. Once logged in, they can request
to perform an irradiation experiment by providing details
such as information about the samples to be irradiated, the
type of irradiation experiment requested and the availability
of the components to be tested. Moreover, for reasons of
data privacy, users can only see and modify the experiments
to which they are associated and take part in. Thus, when
a user registers an experiment, he/she also needs to assign
access permissions to the specific users that this experiment
will be visible to.
On the IRRAD side, the facility coordinators who have
access to the IDM "administrator" view can approve the
experiment requests if the experiment complies with the
planning of the facility and the irradiation procedures. Once
the irradiation experiment is approved, the users are then
allowed to register the samples corresponding to their experiments; they can also provide additional details such as
the quantity, dimensions and physical composition of the
samples necessary for computing the parameters related to
the operation.

Planning
Figure 2: IDM architecture.

Deployment
DevOps technologies allow for the Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) of software. Thus,
a Docker container [17] is used for the containerization of
the IDM software in order to deal with potential dependency issues. Leveraging the software services provided by
CERN, this Docker image is built on the CERN Platform-asa-service (PaaS) infrastructure, based on RedHat OpenShift,
which facilitates the automatic process of building Docker
images [18]. OpenShift is based on Kubernetes, an opensource system for automating deployment for containerized
applications [19].
In line with our focus on security issues, IDM uses the
CERN Single Sign-On (SSO) system for user authentication,
ensuring in this way a level of security for IDM comparable
to other CERN services. For this purpose, a basic Apache
server was deployed that acts as a SSO authenticating proxy
for the application.

FUNCTIONALITIES
IDM provides the key functionalities needed for the data
management of the IRRAD facility, the follow-up of irradia-

In IRRAD, there are nine remotely-controlled, movable
stages (IRRAD tables) along the path of the proton beam;
they are used to place the samples for irradiation [20]. This
setting introduces some complexity when planning the irradiation experiments. IDM enables a better planning of
the experiments’ sequence by providing an overview of the
registered experiments and samples, and of their availability,
to the facility coordinators and operators. Through IDM,
the coordinators can assign the samples to a suitable support and keep track of their position. Moreover, they can
associate dosimeters to the relevant samples; those will be
used for assessing after irradiation, through spectrometry,
the accumulated fluence.
Furthermore, the fact that the samples are positioned in
parallel along the beam line causes another challenge in
the planning of the irradiation experiments. Even though
a high-energy beam does not degrade completely after interaction with a thin layer of matter, however, it interacts
and produces secondary particles, if a significant amount of
matter with considerable density (e.g. interaction length) is
put into the beam. For mitigating this phenomenon, users
are asked to register the material composition of their samples. This information is then used for the computation of
experiment-specific proton interaction lengths, which provide the necessary information to the coordinators on the
amount of samples that can be irradiated at the same time.
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Figure 3: Typical screen shots illustrating IDM key functionalities.

Follow-up
Once an irradiation experiment is launched, IDM provides a status panel for the follow-up of the experiment;
it is refreshed every five seconds. The start of an experiment triggers the corresponding functions for reading the
beam flux values and providing an estimate of the accumulated fluence. When the IDM-estimated accumulated
fluence reaches the user-requested fluence, the irradiation
experiment is considered as complete and a notification is
sent to the coordinators.

Dosimetry
As previously mentioned, dosimeters are used in order
to assess the accumulated fluence actually received by the
samples; to get an accurate value, a gamma spectrometry
analysis of these devices is thus performed once an irradiation experiment is completed [3]. These data are registered
and provided to the users as the final dosimetry results, necessary for further physics data analysis.

Traceability
CERN uses a dedicated system for ensuring the proper
traceablity of potentially radioactive equipment [4]. In order
for IDM to be compliant with these traceability procedures,
naming conventions compatible with TREC are used in IDM
when labeling the samples and dosimeters used in the facility. Moreover, through IDM, the relevant labels can be
printed and then attached to the corresponding samples and
dosimeters.
When samples have to be transported outside the IRRAD
facility to a CERN area or shipped to another location out-

side CERN, the users need to perform a transport request and
transfer the relevant data to the CERN radiation protection
service, through TREC. Similarly to IDM, TREC requires
the registration of certain characteristics of the samples such
as the dimensions or the material type. Since these data are
already registered in IDM, the need of integrating these data
into the TREC system is obvious so that the users do not
have to perform the same registration in both systems. Moreover, the facility operators need to collect the samples after
irradiation into containers; those must be also registered
in TREC. This requires creating associations among samples and containers and registering them directly in TREC
through IDM. To implement these functionalities, IDM uses
the Infor EAM web services for data exchange [16].

History
For minimizing the amount of radioactive waste, which
has an important environmental impact, but also for reducing
the cost of an irradiation experiment, facility operators and
users should be attentive to not repeating similar irradiation
experiments and to keeping the materials set in the beam to
a minimum. To help in these matters, IDM implements functionalities that allow for knowledge sharing among IRRAD
users by keeping the history of the previously performed
experiments. Users can choose to make their experiment
details visible to other IRRAD users. This way, the latter can
learn from past experiments, in particular, the procedures
that need to be followed and the expected results.
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UI Customization

[3] A. Curioni et al., “Single- and multi-foils 27Al(p, 3 pn) 24Na
activation technique for monitoring the intensity of highenergy beams”, Nuc. Inst. Meth. Sect. A, vol. 858, p. 101-105,
2017. doi:10.1016/j.nima.2017.03.058

One important principle of good user experience design
is the idea that there is no "one size fits all". Therefore, IDM
needs to be easily customizable and appealing to the various
users’ taste. Thus, IDM provides functionalities that allow
users to customize their interfaces. For example, they can
change certain display configurations such as background
color or font size.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, IDM, a new software tool for the management of the data from the CERN Proton Irradiation Facility,
IRRAD, is presented. After following a user-centered design approach, key functionalities were implemented based
on modern technologies such as the Django framework,
JavaScript, JQuery and Semantic UI. IDM runs in a Docker
container and was deployed on OpenShift.
IDM was first used for the IRRAD run of 2018, handling
the data of 81 irradiation experiments involving 97 users, 787
samples and 405 dosimeter entries; 2056 dosimetry results
were registered and handled by the system during that year.
Feedback from facility users, operators and coordinators was
received during the whole run and used for improving the
functionalities and user experience of IDM.
In the coming years, new functionalities will be added to
IDM in order to satisfy the users’ requirements and follow
the facility upgrades. Moreover, we will investigate the
possibility to customize IDM for other irradiation facility
infrastructures with different characteristics and needs. In
certain cases, IDM may in fact be already functional, with
small modifications and specific configurations, for other
irradiation facilities.
Finally, the development of IDM was also the motivation for working at a more abstract level, identifying the
key concepts related to the data management of irradiation experiments; this led to the creation of a standardized
model, the Irradiation Experiment Data Management ontology (IEDM) [21]. A by-product of this formalization
effort is that, from this ontology, a web application similar to
IDM can be automatically generated and used as a starting
point for the development of a data manager system for other
irradiation facilities [22].
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TEST-BENCH DESIGN FOR NEW BEAM INSTRUMENTATION
ELECTRONICS AT CERN
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CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The Beam Instrumentation group has designed a new
general-purpose VME acquisition board that will serve as
the basis for the design of new instruments and will be used
in the renovation of existing systems in the future. Around
1200 boards have been produced. They underwent validation, environmental stress screening and run-in tests to ensure their performance and long term reliability. This allowed to identify potential issues at an early stage and mitigate them, minimizing future interventions and downtime.
A dedicated test-bench was designed to drive the tests and
continuously monitor each board functionality. One board
has more than 45 functions including memories, high speed
serial links and a variety of diagnostics. The test-bench was
fully integrated with the CERN Asset Management System
to allow lifecycle management from the initial production
phase. The data captured during these tests was stored and
analyzed regularly to find sources of failures. This was the
first time that such a complete test-bench was used. This
paper presents all the details of the test-bench design and
implementation.

INTRODUCTION
The CERN Beam Instrumentation (BI) group is in
charge of designing, implementing and maintaining the instruments for the CERN accelerator complex. There are
different types of instruments, including Beam Position
Monitors (BPMs), Beam Loss Monitors (BLMs), Wire
Scanners, etc. Currently there are several thousand instruments deployed in the different accelerators, some of
which have been installed for several decades, with many
using dedicated electronics. During the construction of the
LHC the majority of instrumentation systems [1] were designed to use a common VME acquisition platform, the
Digital Acquisition Board (DAB)-64x, which speeded-up
developments, provided a standardised software interface
and greatly improved maintainability. The largest instrumentation systems using this board are the BLM [2] and
BPM [3] systems for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC),
with over 4000 and 2500 devices acquired respectively.
Looking towards the future, the group intends to standardize the new electronics systems with the development
of another general purpose VME board, the VFC-HD
(VME FMC Carrier High Density) [4] Over 1200 units
have been produced so far. This board is already being used
in the development of new systems, such as the new BPM
electronics for the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron, the
renovation of the BLM systems in the LHC and its injectors, and is foreseen to be the default acquisition platform
for several other new or upgraded instruments.

Since the VFC-HD will be used in many critical systems,
the quality and reliability of the production are extremely
important. This paper describes the design and implementation of a test-bench that was used to validate the VFCHD production in terms of both functionality and reliability.

THE VME HIGH DENSITY FMC
CARRIER BOARD (VFC-HD)
The VFC-HD (Figure 1) is a generic acquisition board
for processing data either from an on-board FMC mezzanine, or via dedicated SFP fibre-optical inputs. Once processed in the on-board FPGA, this data can be stored in an
on-board memory or read-out directly via Ethernet or
through the VME bus to a host CPU. The high density
FMC connector allows instrument specific or standard industrial modules to be hosted, providing great flexibility.
The card also has on-board temperature and voltage sensors for self-diagnostics and provides inputs for timing and
debugging links such as White Rabbit [5] or Beam Synchronous Time (BST) [6].
The VFC-HD board will be used for the main upgrades
of many beam instrumentation systems at CERN in the
coming years, offering increased performance, maintainability and reliability. Around 1200 boards have been produced and tested with the following main characteristics:
• Intel ArriaV GX Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA)
• High Pin Count FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC-HPC)
slot, fully ANSI/VITA compliant:
o 3 Low/High User Banks A and B (LA, HA & HB)
o 10 gigabit lanes connected to FPGA transceivers
o Programmable power supply voltage (Vadj).
• 6x Small Form-factor Pluggable Plus (SFP+) transceiver slots
• 4x GP (General purpose) SFP+ with up to 6.5Gbps
• 1x GP SFP+ with optional clock for White Rabbit
Ethernet
• 1x GPSFP+ with optional clock data recovery (CDR)
for Beam Synchronous Time (BST) reception
• 2x 4GB DDR3 memories
• Flexible clocking resources: adjustable and programmable Voltage Controlled Oscillators (VCO) and
Phase Locked Loop (PLL).
• 30 single ended connections to VME64x P0 to support
clock & trigger distribution in (custom) BI LHC VME
crates
• 40 single ended (or 20 LVDS) connections to VME P2
available for rear transition modules
• 4 LEMO connector for general purpose input/output
on the front panel
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back the two daisy chained signals from all the VFC-HD
boards under test.
In order to test the front panel connections, loopbacks
were installed on each VFC-HD connector i.e. on LEMO,
SFP (3.5dB electrical attenuation) and on the FMC slot
with the loopback mezzanine (LA, HA, HB, and clock
lines, plus a custom JTAG loopback)
All the other VFC-HD features were tested internally by
the FPGA and didn’t need any additional hardware. Only
the VME64x P2 rear transition modules (40 lines) were not
tested by this test-bench, because it would have involved
too many extra hardware connections. They are nevertheless tested right after production by the manufacturer.

Figure 1: The VFC-HD board.

TEST-BENCH DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION
The test procedure for the VFC-HD validation is composed of three main steps.
The first step occurs directly after production and is performed by the manufacturer at its premises on a specific
test-bench designed by CERN. This setup allows each feature to be checked one at a time on a single board and generates a complete report. Most of these tests are automatic
and take a few minutes per board. This test-bench is not
described in this paper.
Then, in a second step, the boards are delivered to CERN
where they are visually checked before undergoing a
screening sequence of 24 hours in a climate chamber with
temperature and humidity cycling. This is intended to trigger any impending faults due to things such as bad soldering or incorrect cleaning that can lead to short circuits.
Finally the boards are installed in a VME crate for a runin phase of 2 to 4 weeks to detect any infant failures which
typically appear at the beginning of the lifetime for most of
their electronic components.
For the two types of tests performed at CERN a specific
test-bench including hardware, firmware and software was
designed and implemented. It consists of the parts described in the following sections.

Hardware
The VFC-HD test bench hardware is similar to the operational hardware used in beam instrumentation systems. It
is composed of a VME crate, equipped with standard
power supply module and fan tray, a CERN VME backplane and a MEN-A25 CPU board (Intel Pentium D1519,
1.5GHz, 8GB RAM). A total of nine crates were prepared
to test the full VFC-HD production over six months. One
crate was used for the burn-in procedure and the eight others for the run-in procedures. A full crate can be seen in
Figure 2.
Three custom boards were designed in order to test the
VME64x user defined connector (P0 connector). These
boards were mainly used to pull-up, propagate and read

Figure 2: Full VME crate equipped with VFC-HD boards
in the climate chamber.

Firmware
A specific ArriaV firmware (Figure 3) was designed for
this test-bench. The goal was to be able to test every component on the board and as many hardware lines as possible
in an autonomous way and all in parallel, so that power
consumption, noise and temperature would create worst
case scenario of operation conditions.
Thus the FPGA firmware was built in such a way that it
generates patterns for all its interfaces in parallel and constantly checks their behaviour.
More than 20 hardware components and their links are
tested by this firmware such as all high speed serial links,
GPIO, DDR3, EEPROM, Flash, external PLL and oscillators, ADC, all FMC lines, VME bus including IRQs and
custom lines (i.e. P0), temperature and voltage sensors, etc.
The unused resources of the FPGA; multipliers-accumulators, Block RAMs and Logic, have also been filled by arithmetic functions and comparators to operate the chip under
full stress conditions. All the results, including status, errors and test counters, are stored in a simple 1kB array of
registers quickly readable by the software in one multiplexed block transfer access, protected with a checksum
code.
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Figure 3: VFC-HD built-in-test (BIT) firmware overview.

Real-Time Software

Data Storage and Analysis

A simple real-time (RT) program was written to read the
status and the internal test results of all the boards under
test. The real-time behaviour was needed to guarantee that
the results of each test iteration were read and processed
before the next one. The program also checked the functioning of the VME interfaces (e.g. data transfer, interrupts)
C++ was used for the development, together with the
CERN Front-End Software Architecture (FESA) Framework [7].
The RT program runs in a CPU in the same crate as the
boards under test. In an ideal setup, we would have fully
decoupled the devices under test from the system running
the tests. However, to simplify the design and keep the cost
at a reasonable level, we decided to have the test programs
in the same VME system inserted in the climate chamber.
The frequency of the read-out of the status and hardware
test results was adapted to the type of tests being run. A one
second read-out rate was used for the burn-in phase, while
one minute was used for the long-term tests.

The results of the tests were stored in the new CERN
logging system, NXCALS, based on Apache Spark. This
allowed for direct analysis of the time series data with Python scripts. We also used Jupyter notebooks intensively to
facilitate the sharing of results (Figure 4).

User/Expert Application
A Java application was developed to drive the execution
of the different tests and to monitor their proper execution.
The engineer in charge of the test had a full overview of
the tests that were running at any one time. This included
nine VME crates with up to 16 boards each (144 boards in
parallel). This was very useful to identify cases where the
system was not running correctly allowing it to be immediately reconfigured, potentially saving up to two weeks of
test run time.
The application also offered integration with the CERN
Asset Management and Maintenance System. This is explained in detail in the next section.
An overview of the graphical display of the tool can be
seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 4: Analysis of correlation of transmission errors
with temperature.

ASSET MANAGEMENT INTEGRATION
We wanted to trace the boards from a very early stage
with the testing at CERN after the manufacturing. This
would ensure higher reliability and the possibility to trace
back any issues found during future operations.
The User Application interfaced with the CERN Asset
Management System [8] through web services. This allowed checks on whether a board present in the test-bench
was already registered in the system. If not, then the system
allowed the engineer in charge of the test to register the
board automatically.
The results of the different phases of testing were stored
for each board in the CERN Manufacturing and Test Folder
(MTF) system [9]. Non-conformities were also entered in
MTF along with their correspondent details.
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Figure 5: Overview of the user application during tests. We can see the errors appearing with the temperature cycling.

RESULTS
The validation tests started at the end of 2018 and lasted
until the summer of 2019, when the nine-month long
screening and run-in was completed for the 1200 boards.
During that time, the test setup was constantly improved to
address any issues found resulting in an advanced
test‑bench which is now available for any future test campaigns. The tests successfully validated the devices in different environmental conditions, determined the high temperature tolerance [10] and screened early life failures of
the VFC‑HD [11]. In this manner, the overall device dependability was determined, with a Mean Time To Failure
(MTTF) above 200 000 h estimated following the run‑in
tests.
At the same time all the boards are now in the CERN
Asset and Maintenance Management system, guaranteeing
that we can keep track of the full history of the boards, from
any early non-conformities in the manufacturing process to
future operational issues.

MAIN CHALLENGES
The approach that was followed to build the test-bench
was to use the same tools as in operation to minimize the
overall effort. This turned out to be very useful in general
but we faced issues linked to the nature of the execution of
the tests and the fact that many of CERN’s operational systems were not fully available during the accelerators shutdown period. As an example, the burn-in tests required the
hardware configuration to be changed every day, with
some of the services involved needing up to several hours
to take into account the new configuration.
The test-bench evolved during its lifetime to cover more
test cases as we got familiar with the behavior of the VFCHD, and also to fix issues. We had more than 20 versions
of the setup. We could only handle these changes following

a data driven approach. The interface to the tests results
were described in several spreadsheets that were processed
and imported in the system with a suite of Python scripts.

CONCLUSION
We have presented the full design and implementation of
a test-bench for the new acquisition electronics platform
that will be used for many beam instrumentation systems
at CERN. This is the first time such a complete and intensive testing methodology has been used for such systems.
The test-bench was very useful to identify early failures
before installing the boards in the accelerators which
should reduce the number of interventions required to fix
issues in the future, with a clear positive impact on the
availability.
While such a complete test-bench may not be appropriate for all projects in terms of cost-benefit, for large scale
productions it is essential to ensure future reliability. Now
that the initial investment has been made, the test-bench
itself can be reused for other types of devices with only
small adaptations required.
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TOWARDS IMPROVED ACCESSIBILITY OF THE TANGO CONTROLS∗
P. P. Goryl, M. Liszcz, S2Innovation, Kraków, Poland
A. Götz, R. Bourtembourg, ESRF, Grenoble, France
V. Hardion, MAX IV Laboratory, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
Tango Controls is successfully applied at more than 40 scientific institutions and industrial p rojects. These institutions
do not only use the software but also actively participates
to its development. The Tango Community raised several
projects and activities to support collaboration as well as
to make Tango Controls being easier to start with. Some
of the projects are led by S2Innovation. These projects are:
gathering and unifying of Tango Controls documentation,
providing a device classes catalogue and preparation of a socalled TangoBox virtual machine. Status of the projects will
be presented as well as their impact on the Tango Controls
collaboration.

DOCUMENTATION
Until recently, the Tango documentation consisted mainly
of The Tango Book (a big pdf file provided with the source
distribution) and many other documents in different formats
(pdf, word, html, etc.). The book contained precious information but it was maintained by a single person and it
was difficult to get external co ntributions. In 2015, it was
decided to merge all the available documentation in a single
location and to make it easy to contribute to. In order to
encourage contributions the idea was to write documentation like code [1]. It was then decided to use Sphinx [2]
and to convert and publish all the tango-controls related
documentation on readthedocs [3].

Tools
The existing documentation was converted to reStructuredText [4] and imported into a GitHub repository. Keeping the documentation in a git repository allows the use of
standard git flow p rocedure. The contributions are accepted
as pull requests which are then reviewed before merging into
a published branch. Thanks to Travis [5], the pull requests
are validated prior to the merging. The converted documentation is next published with the use of the Sphinx toolset
on readthedocs. The readthedocs service allows for providing multiple versions of the documentation, making them
accessible also for the previous releases of Tango Controls.

New Documentation Structure
The book and various other documentation, including
tools’ manuals, HOW-TOs and tutorials were grouped into
sections suitable for users with different roles and different
levels of experience. Such a structure allows the reader to
Work supported by Tango Controls Collaboration

Community Involvement
The original documentation of the Tango Controls was
written by the community members. However, before it was
made available in a public repository, only its authors were
able to contribute to specific documents. Now, any community member can propose improvements and contribute to
the new Tango Controls Documentation.

TANGO CONTROLS DEMONSTRATION
VIRTUAL MACHINE
Goal

Initial State

∗

find the right section depending on whether she/he is an enduser, a developer or a system administrator. The intended
audience is stored as a meta-data within each document.

There are a lot of tools and libraries in the Tango Controls ecosystem. Although most of the tools including Tango
Controls kernel have straightforward installation, newcomers may find it difficult to choose the configuration suitable
for their needs. The availability of multitude of tools and
applications for the Tango Controls makes it overwhelming
for new users who would not like to invest much time into
investigating technical details. The so-called TangoBox, a
Tango Controls demonstration virtual machine image, provides a way to use the ecosystem without the need to spend
time on investigation, selection and configuration of most of
Tango Controls tools.
The additional goal is to provide a working configuration
example. User may look how certain applications are deployed and configured. There are also shell scripts which
serves as installation process documentation and can be referenced for custom deployment.

Contents
The TangoBox comes with pre-installed Tango core libraries and tools, including various desktop and web applications. These are available as launchers, directly from its
desktop.
JLinac provides a GUI application backed by simulation
device servers. It is a demo based on a real application from
the ESRF control room. Jive and Astor let the user learn
how Tango Controls administration works. Pogo, JDraw,
TaurusDesigner allows starting developing for Tango Controls. There are examples of generic GUI applications and
widgets provided in Java, Python and C++ (ATK, Taurus,
Cumbia). TangoBox contains various device servers, including a Modbus device server. It is also possible to interact
with the Tango Controls via web applications, like Waltz,
JupyTango and Egiga.
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There is also a release for running on Amazon AWS cloud.
This release features the Remote Desktop Protocol.

ubuntu:bionic

Towards Containerisation
Over the years, Docker [6] has been widely adopted as a
technology for containerizing applications. Since the past
few releases of the TangoBox, device servers and other services are progressively moved to dedicated containers running within the virtual machine. This improves maintainability, enables better manageability and endorses software
reuse. Running most of the services in their own containers
allows for seamless upgrades of these services as well as
eases the process of upgrading the Ubuntu operating system. In the latest 9.3 release of the TangoBox, the following
services are containerized:
• Archiving suite (including HDB and HDB++ device
servers and E-giga web application),
• Waltz web application (without the REST server),
• JupyTango (with complete Jupyter stack),
• JLinac accelerator simulator (multiple device servers),
• Modbus device simulator.
All client applications, the DataBase device server and
the SQL database server are still running directly inside
the virtual machine. There are plans to move the databaserelated services into dedicated containers.

Build Process
Before the 9.3 release, the build process of the virtual
machine was fully manual. Starting with the 9.3 release,
the virtual machine can be provisioned using a set of Bash
scripts. The scripts can be run on a fresh virtual machine
instance in order to install all the software and configure
all the services. Others can use these scripts as a reference
on how to install Tango Controls and related software on
a clean system. Still, some device servers require manual
configuration so unattended installation is not possible. The
VM provisioning scripts are available online [7] under LGPL
license.
The dockerized part of the virtual machine is built automatically using the GitLab continuous integration services. The images are hosted at the GitLab container registry
and are pulled into the virtual machine by the provisioning
scripts. In order to improve maintainability, a common image with basic libraries and tools was created. Other images
build on top of this common image. Relations between the
images are shown in Fig. 1. The Dockerfiles are available
online [8].

Use Cases
The TangoBox can be useful in a wide range of scenarios.
Not only it provides a demonstration of Tango Controls
capabilities and features but also can be used by developers
for building and testing new software. A pre-configured
virtual machine also facilitates organization of trainings and
workshops.
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libtango

tangoboxbase

tangoboxarchive

tangoboxhdbpp

provides .deb & .whl
packages for the VM

tango-sourcedistribution

tangobox-...

provides device servers

Figure 1: Docker images used by the TangoBox.

DEVICE CLASSES CATALOGUE
Goal
New device classes for accessing all kinds of hardware are
developed by the Tango Controls Community all the time.
A web application called Device Classes Catalogue [9] has
been developed to allow for effective search if a particular
device is already supported. This application is meant to
facilitate code sharing and prevent duplication of work.

Catalogue
The catalogue stores the references to the repositories or
the institutes (URL or contact information) where a specific
device class can be found. Each device class is associated
with meta-data which includes, among others, information
on supported hardware, class family, programming language,
operating system and license. The catalogue stores also information on device classes interfaces (attributes, commands,
pipes and properties). This indicates the completeness of
support for a particular hardware.
The application is developed within Django framework
and integrated with Tango Controls webpage.

Catalogue Contents
Automatic update is provided by so-called import
script [10]. The import script can search an SVN repository or use a CSV file or take the information provided from
environment variables. The import script can also parse java
or python source code or HTML documentation to generate
metadata for the catalogue.
Previously, most of Tango Controls institutes use a shared
SVN repository on Sourceforge, tango-ds [11]. Nowadays,
most of the institutes keep their development in their repositories. However, the shared SVN is still in use by some
of the institutes, and it stores a lot of useful source code.
There is a weekly run job which checks for changes in the
repository and updates the catalogue (Fig. 2).
As it is now, the catalogue lists more than 750 device
classes. The catalogue is about to be updated with device
classes developed at more institutes.
New development has been made in order to increase the
number of device visible in the catalogue. By using the
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Figure 2: Example of CI/CD pipeline triggering an update
of the Tango Catalogue for a particular Tango device.
Continuous Integration pipeline of the different institutes
the Tango server can be registered or updated to the Tango
Catalogue more systematically. The main advantage is to
be agnostic to the type of repository e.g svn or git based,
private or public, github or gitlab. The first prototype has
been developed with the MAX-IV Gitlab Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) pipeline [12]. A script
is triggered automatically collecting the information on device classes and uploading to the Tango Catalogue. Some
information can be missing since not all Tango server code
comes with an xml descriptive file (usually generated by
Pogo). So the script can takes environment variable to set
custom information about the equipment such as the manufacturer, the class type, the model or the communication
bus.

CONCLUSION
The new Tango Controls Documentation collects all relevant information in a common place. Having a single, unified
source of information is especially useful for people new to
Tango. Storing documentation in a GitHub repository makes
it easier for the Community to collaborate on improving it.
The TangoBox virtual machine allows newcomers to
quickly start working with Tango Controls. It also supports
experienced users, developers and system administrators in
their day-to-day work.
The Device Classes Catalogue promotes open-source software, endorses software reuse and prevents duplication of
work. The developers of Tango device servers can quickly
verify if someone already implemented a device class for
their hardware. The import script and Continuous Integration services facilitate the process of publication new classes
to the catalogue.
The development, usage and maintenance of the documentation, TangoBox and Device Classes catalogue facilitate
collaboration within the Community.
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Book to sphinx,
• Olga Merkulova, for re-organising the documentation
and writing getting started,
• Lukasz Zytniak, for converting many documents to
Sphinx,
• Igor Khorniakov and Łukasz Dudek, for setting up CI
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TANGO RFC

Abstract
More than 40 laboratories use Tango Controls as a
framework for their control systems. During its 18 years
of existence, Tango Controls has evolved and matured.
The latest 9.3.3 release is regarded as the most stable
and feature-rich version of the framework. However, it
makes use of what is today considered as outdated CORBA
technology which impacts all the stack, from the low-level
transport protocol up to the client API and tools. The
Tango Community decided to move forward and is preparing
for so-called Tango Controls v10. Tango v10 is meant to
be more a new implementation of the framework than a
release of new features. The new implementation shall
make the code easier to maintain and extendable as well
as remove legacy technologies. At the same time, it shall
keep the Tango Controls objective philosophy and allows
the new implementation to coexist with the old one at the
same laboratory. The first step in the process is to provide
a formal specification of current concepts and protocol.
This specification will be the base for the development and
verification of new source code. Formal specification of
Tango Controls and its purpose will be presented along with
tools and methodologies used.

The Tango Request For Comment (RFC) is the name of
the project which aims to define the most important aspects
of Tango without being tied to any implementation. This is
an attempt to separate what Tango adds compared to CORBA
and ZeroMQ.
The idea of specifying Tango came after the Tango
Kernel meeting held in 2019 at Solaris, Kraków, Poland
(Fig. 1). Tango version 10 is a recurrent discussion in
the community. Although everyone agrees to remove the
obsolete technologies, the analysis of the code showed that
Tango is tightly linked to CORBA, making it very hard to
reuse the existing C++ implementation called "libtango9".
A complete re-implementation is always a risk especially
when the current stable version is heavily used and depended
on by many sites.

CONTEXT
After the first release in 2001, the Tango [1] control system
framework has been continuously evolving and improving,
triggered by the request of new features and the need for
better performance.
Each new release has been developed guaranteeing
full backward-compatibility. Currently, Tango 9 uses
CORBA synchronous and asynchronous communication
and ZeroMQ protocols for publish-subscribe data transport.
Both CORBA and ZeroMQ are well documented protocols,
with clean open-source implementation libraries that provide
complete APIs. Thus, the need for a complete product
specification in a formal language was not mandatory.
The existing documentation, in the form of the Tango
Controls manual and the API documentation, and the close
cooperation of core developers has been sufficient to keep
knowledge and compatibility between versions.
However, aging of certain technologies and libraries
used by the framework together with the turnover in the
developers team, led to a non optimal understanding of some
Tango kernel implementation concepts within the growing
community of the Tango Controls collaboration.
∗

Work supported by Tango Controls Collaboration

Figure 1: The Tango Kernel group meeting in Kraków,
Poland.
Two attempts were made to advance on v10. The first way
was to propose another architecture with a different level of
abstraction in a form of a plugin. The migration plan would
consist of implementing a CORBA plugin first, to check the
compatibility with the former "libtango9".
The second attempt was a prototype where CORBA was
replaced with gRPC [2] done by the MAX IV Laboratory.
It demonstrates the feasibility by making a PyTango* client
communicating with a PyTango server. The prototype
was breaking not only the backward compatibility with
Tango v9 in terms of wire protocol but also changed some
CORBA-specific behaviours.
The conclusion was that Tango needs a new
implementation in any case which then raises the
question "What makes Tango so Tango?". The answer is the
Tango RFC project. The Tango RFC project got inspired by
the ZeroMQ RFC [3] after investigating [4] how the other
open source projects solve this problem.
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THE ZEROMQ RFC
The ZeroMQ RFC is a formal specification intended to
define the communication protocol in order to ensure that
different implementations of ZeroMQ stay compatible.. The
resulting text and document organisation follows some very
simple collaborative principles.

Augmented Backus-Naur Form
Augmented Backus-Naur form (ABNF) [5] is a formal
descriptive language, often used to describe network
protocols. Its main advantage is the possibility to directly
use the specification written in ABNF in order to check the
conformity of an implementation. An example of ABNF
syntax is shown in Fig. 2.
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ONE SPECIFICATION, SEVERAL
IMPLEMENTATIONS
The main goal behind writing the Tango RFC is to
guarantee the strict interoperability in terms of behaviour
between client and server which may use e.g. different wire
protocols. The aim of the RFC is to act as a guideline for
any new implementation of Tango in order to ensure the
compatibility with other implementations. For example
Tango can be implemented in the same programming
language but may target a different architecture and still
stay compatible or vice versa.
The project started in June 2019 with the objective after
4 months to write the first basic specifications and then
evaluate the benefits of the selected mode of work. The
goal is to focus on Tango v9 to understand what has to be
preserved for the future Tango v10. New features can be
added once the specification covers the essential of the Tango
model.

Methodology and Tools
Figure 2: A example of ABNF syntax that specifies the
structure of a device name in Tango.

Collective Code Construction Contract
Collective Code Construction Contract (C4) is simple
organisation inspired by the git flow in which each
specification is managed by an editor and written by
contributors. Specific rules are applied regarding the status
of the specification.

Consensus Oriented Specification System
Consensus Oriented Specification System (COSS) is a
simple, open, shareable, collaborative way to specificy
software systems. It ensures the specification does
not become proprietary by introducing key component
(protected by patent). It allows to track changes in
specification. COSS defines a strict lifecycle for the formal
documents. This lifecycle is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: The COSS lifecycle defined by the original
specification.

The Tango Controls Community, including the institutes
which constitute the Tango Controls Collaboration,
commercial companies and individuals linked to Tango are
involved in writing RFCs. Anyone from the Community
can contribute by writing a specification or commenting on
the pull-requests.
RFC editors are selected from the institutes participating
in the Tango Consortium board.
To keep the Community synchronised, a commercial
company (S2Innovation) has been engaged to document the
process and animate the team meeting by teleconference
every second week. In addition to teleconferences,
substantive discussions take place as comments on
GitHub [6] pull-requests or issues. On daily basis, a Slack [7]
channel supports communication.

CURRENT STATUS
The documents are based on a common structure, that
starts with a meta-data section and a preamble. The purpose
of introducing the feature is described and explained by
typical use cases. These two paragraphs provide an informal
introduction to the following detailed formal specification.
Mark-down is the language chosen to describe the document.
Several documents will build up the full specification.
Each of the documents is itself a specification of a certain
feature (ex. attribute, command, pipe) on a certain level
(semantic, behaviour, implementation) that can be, read or
applied separately. However, in the current design, there are
interconnections between the RFCs.
In order to define a clear and unambiguous specification,
the use of key words Indicating Requirement Level [8] was
adopted. The capitalized word MUST indicates a strict
requirement while the word MAY indicates an optionsl
feature.
Tango RFCs are a work in progress. Figure 4 shows the list
of currently proposed specifications. The updated list can be
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specification for the current Tango 9 design.
The
formal specification, aimed at providing a complete and
comprehensive coverage, will bring benefits to all the
institutes that joined the Tango Collaboration during its
lifetime, allowing for a better understanding of Tango. The
specification will guarantee that the main features of Tango
v9 are maintained in future versions of Tango so that sites
using Tango or planning to use Tango can be sure to
have a stable base on which to base their control system.
Moreover, the Tango 9 formal specification will be used as
the foundation for defining the future Tango 10. The same
methodology will be used to write the v10 specification
before starting the development.
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Figure 4: The Tango RFC list.
found in the README file in the project repository [9]. Two
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CHALLENGES
Writing specification of the already existing protocol
is mostly a matter of describing the facts. However,
existing documentation describes Tango Controls from the
end-user perspective and essential details of the protocol,
like handshaking or keeping the connections alive, are
not documented. Besides, the existing documentation is
not formal, and its text could be interpreted differently by
different readers. Thus, providing a precise and formal
specification requires analysis of the source code and testing
the different use cases to determine the actual behaviour.
Moreover, after initial analysis a few ambiguities were
discovered in the current implementation. A simple example
is naming of the Tango Properties—different constraints and
restrictions are implemented by different parts of the system.
Another challenge is to make the specification readable
while keeping it precise and accurate.

CONCLUSION
The Tango RFC project is the result of the Tango
Collaboration requirement to distill a complete formal
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EVOLUTION BASED ON MICROTCA AND MRF TIMING SYSTEM
F. Gougnaud†, P. Bargueden, J.F. Denis, G. Ferrand, A. Gaget, F. Gohier, P. Guiho, T. Joannem,
A. Lotodé, Y. Lussignol, Y. Mariette, V. Nadot, N. Solenne, Q. Bertrand
IRFU, CEA, Gif'sur-Yvette, France
I. Hoffman Moran, E. Reinfeld, I. Shmuely, SoreqNRC, Yavne, Israel
Abstract
For many years our Institute CEA Irfu has had a sound
experience in VME and EPICS. For the accelerator projects Spiral2 at Ganil in Normandy (France) and IFMIF/LIPAc at JAEA/Rokkasho (Japan) the EPICS control systems
were based on VME. For 5 years our Institute has been involved in several in-kind collabo-ration contracts with
ESS. For the first contracts (ESS test stands, Source and
LEBT controls) ESS recommended we use VME based solutions on IOxOS boards. Our close collaboration with
ESS, their support and the requirements for new projects
have led us to develop a standardized hardware and software platform called Irfu EPICS Environment based on
microTCA.4 and MRF timing system. This paper describes
the advantages of the combination of these recent technologies and the local control system architectures in progress
for the SARAF project.

INTRODUCTION
The CEA Irfu Institute started to use VME in 1983 to
upgrade the command control of the Linear Accelerator of
Saclay, called ALS, located at Orme des Merisiers very
close to Saclay. The associated VME real time system was
Versados then VxWorks from 1989. VxWorks was chosen
for the accelerator prototype MACSE based on superconductive cavities. In 1993 we came into the EPICS community with the platform VME/VxWorks that we used for different projects and collaborations. For instance, we used
this EPICS solution for the collaboration with the Tesla
Test Facility at DESY (Germany), for Spiral2 [1] at Caen
in Normandy (France) and for the IFMIF LIPAc project at
Rokkasho (Japan).
The migration to MTCA.4 was decided in summer 2018.
This paper presents the context and the design for this
MTCA.4 platform and the application in the SARAF project introduced in [2, 3, 4].

CONTEXT
We started a collaboration with ESS (European Spallation Source) in 2014 essentially based on VME/Linux,
IOxOS boards and Siemens 1500 PLC solutions. We were
in charge of the control system of the ESS source and
LEBT at Catania (Sicily, Italy) and several RF test stands
for ESS [5]. The IOxOS Company had already started its
migration to MTCA.4 and their acquisition boards presented a definite advantage.

___________________________________________

† francoise.gougnaud@cea.fr

The FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC) acquisition boards
permitted us to upgrade to MTCA.4 by saving the FMC
and the cabling.
We noticed that our usual VME companies neglected
the VME support. We also felt that IOxOS was becoming
more involved in its new orientations, MTCA.4, than in
VME. This situation was new.
ESS decided to migrate to MTCA.4 very early on [6].
We could observe their progress on MTCA.4 with the
IOxOS boards and the advantages of using both MTCA.4
and the MRF timing system. ESS ICS encouraged us to do
such a migration. Our partner SNRC accepted CEA’s recommendation to migrate to MTCA.4 for the SARAF control system. Therefore, all together we decided this migration in summer 2018. The CEA team updated and standardized the IRFU EPICS Environment [7] with MTCA.4
solutions based on IOxOS, MRF boards and ESS ICS EPICS drivers to start. See Figure 1. Now, we are beginning
to use our own IOxOS EPICS drivers for more flexibility.

MTCA.4 PLATFORM
Generalities
MTCA is an electronic framework for analogue and digital signal processing. MTCA.4 was released as an official
standard by the PCI Industrial Manufacturers Group
(PICMG) in 2011 and is strongly supported by the xTCA
physics groups and electronics manufacturers.
Advantages regarding VME are a larger bandwidth, additional timing and trigger signals in the backplane, introduction of Rear Transition Modules (RTM) allowing to
connect cables from the rear and to swap IO and processing
boards without the need to remove the rear cables. The
RTM can provide low and high speed analogue signals,
digital signals, clock signals and management signals.

Crates
We plan to standardize 2 MTCA.4 crate types with several boards. Our first choice is the crate NATIVE-R2, a
very compact one.

MCH and CPU boards
The NAT-MCH-PHYS80 offers an 80-port PCIe Gen3
switch and can be combined with the Rear Transition Module with quad-core Intel® Xeon® E3 CPU NAT-MCHRTM-COMex-E3. Currently, the new PCIe hub module
turns the NAT-MCH-PHYS80 into a powerful single-slot
solution for management and switching that is available for
MTCA.4.
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Figure 1: IRFU standard platform.
This set of 2 cards is the core of the standard solution for
all our MTCA crates.

IOXOS Fast Acquisition Boards
These last years on VME we have been using the IOxOS
FMC boards, which have given us entire satisfaction.
Therefore, we follow the strategy proposed by IOxOS.
From the CPU point of view, we replace the VME CPU
IOxOS IFC1210 by the MTCA.4 IFC1410 intelligent FMC
carrier in AMC form factor featuring an NXP QorIQ T
series Power PC processor and one Xilinx Kintex UltraScale FPGA accessible by the user. This AMC IFC1410
is able to carry 2 FMCs and consequently offers a convenient flexibility.
We keep the same FMC acquisition board as used on
VME, the fast board ADC-3111 including 8 channels with
16-bit/250Msps ADCs. See Figure 2.

Example with IOxOS nBLM Acquisition
The IFC1410 and FMC ADC-3111 have been successfully used on the Saclay neutron sensitive Beam Loss Monitor test stand [8] for more than one year.
This new detector is based on the Micromegas detector
principle that is a gaseous detector with a gas chamber.
These nBLMs are designed by CEA for ESS.
As the timing response of this detector is very fast and
the duration of a neutron peak is in the order of 100-150 ns,
the sampling frequency 250 M Samples per second of the
FMC ADC-3111 is used and necessary. This set AMC
IFC1410 and FMC ADC-3111, which we have been using
for several months, is perfectly adapted and will be integrated again for other nBLM use. In addition to this fast
acquisition, the nBLM needs a slow control for the high
and low voltage power supplies and a PLC to control the
gas.

IOxOS Semi-fast Acquisition
To this configuration, we also add the FMC ADC-3117
board whose sampling frequency is comprised between 1
and 5 M Samples per second. This board has 20 channels
(ADC 16-bit 5MSps) and 2 channels DAC (16-Bit 1 MSps)
and is carried by the IFC1410.
Figure 2: IRFU MTCA platform.
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µRTM Availability
A µRTM can also be connected to the IFC1410 using the
backplane connectors and be used for protection. IOxOS
offers a µRTM module RCC_1466 featuring high-speed
links (SFP 1-5) and including a slot to plug a mezzanine for
specific applications. This mezzanine is used at ESS for the
fast beam interlock [7] and is the FBI_1482 one.

Slow control
In addition to the MTCA.4 platform, the usual solutions
of the slow control are still being used. Siemens PLC 1500
series controls vacuum, cryogenics and interlocks. A
Kontron 2U Industrial PC is implemented to run EPICS
IOCs dedicated to the PLCs and independent networks.
Beckhoff modules are used for remote inputs and outputs.

TIMING SYSTEM
Purpose
The timing signals are used for the synchronization of
the different subsystems of the machine. It is needed to
trigger at different locations at exactly the same time and
to generate events in sequence with predefined time intervals.
Another major purpose is the timestamping of the events
at different locations for the analysis of data, post-mortemdata for instance.
The communication of the MRF signals through the
backplane allows to avoid many wire connection problems
and results in more reliability.

Solutions
For several years we have been using VME MRF modules on the Saclay ESS RF test stands and IPHI accelerator.
For MTCA.4 the timing system modules are currently the
MRF mTCA-EVM-300 used as Event Generator (or Master) and the MRF mTCA-EVR-300U as Event Receiver. In
addition to being an Event Generator the mTCA-EVM-300
module can also be used as a fan-out or as a concentrator.
The events are generated by the event generator (EVG).
Then they are distributed to the subsystems on the event
receivers (EVRs) through an optical fibre network in a tree
structure. This tree starts from the EVG, is fanned out by
the fan-out and achieves the EVRs.
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of timing events, allows the distribution of eight signals updated with the event clock rate.
The NAT Rear Transition Module CPU NAT-MCHRTM-COMex-E3 runs the EPICS IOC dedicated to the
MRF timing system in each MTCA.4 crate.
The EVRs are also capable of sending event codes up to
the EVG that can redistribute the event again, downwards
to all the EVRs. We have not yet evaluated this powerful
possibility.

SARAF MEBT CONTROL SYSTEM
This standardized platform will be used in the coming
months for the control of the source, the LEBT, the MEBT
and the Super Conducting Linac (SCL) of the SARAF project. The SCL includes 4 cryomodules. The first two host
13 Low-Beta HWR and 12 superconducting Solenoid
Packages (SP). The last two host 14 High-Beta HWR and
8 SP. Here only the MEBT control is described. See Figure
3.

Requirements
The control of the SARAF MEBT requires control of
CAENels power supplies for 8 quadrupoles and eight steerers, vacuum and water cooling, 3 rebunchers including 3
LLRF and diagnostics. For Faraday Cups, Profilers or ACCTs the FMC ADC-3117 has the adequate sampling frequency.

Implementation
For the vacuum and water cooling instrumentation, a
Siemens 1500 PLC is used. The control of the CAENels
power supplies will be based on the EPICS streamdevice
and Tcp/Ip communication. The diagnostics Faraday cup,
2 ACCTs and 5 profilers will be controlled from the
MTCA.4 standardized platform.

Process
The EVG generates a bitstream including the events,
data and clocks on the optical fibre network up to the first
fanout that broadcasts on the other fanouts and EVRs and
so on. The EVRs receive the events, data and clocks, decode them and execute the orders.
The information regarding the beam is synchronized and
includes the beam destination and mode, the required current, the pulse length and other data to be defined.
The timing information is converted to 8-bit event codes
and distributed to EVRs as an optical signal. The event
clock rate determines the timing resolution (50MHz, 20ns)
to (125 MHz, 8ns). The 8-bit distributed bus, independent

Figure 3: SARAF MEBT synoptic with MTCA crates.
The SARAF LLRF is outsourced for the whole project.
The LLRF will rely on an AMC board in charge of the
LLRF itself. This AMC will be MTCA.4 integrated with
the MRF mtca-EVR-300U and the NAT boards of the platform. The BPMs are also outsourced with the same philosophy of architecture.
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CONCLUSION
Even if sometimes we have to struggle with some difficulties linked to new boards and technologies, we are very
confident. Furthermore, the good relationship with the ESS
team and the proximity of the solutions (MTCA .4, MRF
timing system, IOxOS boards) and their support is a real
advantage for our small Laboratory.
The installation of the Injector and LEBT control at
Soreq will take place in Q1 2020. The MEBT controls
should be installed in Q3.
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STATUS OF CONTROL AND SYNCHRONIZATION SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT AT INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS∗
M. Grzegrzółka† ,A. Abramowicz, A. Ciszewska, K. Czuba, B. Gąsowski, P. Jatczak, M. Kalisiak,
T. Leśniak, M. Lipiński, T. Owczarek, R. Papis, I. Rutkowski, M. Sawicka, K. Sąpór, D. Sikora,
M. Urbański, Ł. Zembala, M. Żukociński, ISE, Warsaw University of Technology, Poland
Abstract
Institute of Electronic Systems (ISE) at Warsaw University of Technology designs, builds and installs control and
synchronization systems for several accelerator facilities. In
recent years ISE together with the Deutsches ElektronenSynchrotron (DESY) team created the RF synchronization
system for the European XFEL in Hamburg. ISE is a key
partner in several other projects for DESY flagship facilities.
The group participated in development of the MTCA.4 standard and designed a family of components for the MTCA.4based LLRF control system. Currently ISE contributes to
the development of the Master Oscillators for XFEL and
FLASH, and phase reference distribution system for SINBAD. Since 2016 ISE is an in-kind partner for the European
Spallation Source (ESS), working on the phase reference
line for the ESS linac, components for 704.42 MHz LLRF
control system, including a MTCA.4-based LO signal generation module and the Cavity Simulator. In 2019 ISE became
one of the co-founders of the Polish Free-Electron Laser
(PolFel) located in the National Centre for Nuclear Research
in Świerk. The overview of the recent projects for large
physics experiments ongoing at ISE is presented.

INTRODUCTION
Institute of Electronic Systems (ISE) is part of Warsaw
University of Technology - one of the leading technical universities in Poland. ISE develops state of the art electronic
systems. Among others, ISE collaborates with Deutsches
Electronen Synchrotron (DESY) and European Spallation
Source (ESS), working on control and synchronization systems for linear accelerators. This contribution presents the
overview and status of the most significant on-going projects
under development at ISE.

Currently, ISE works on a novel real-time redundancy subsystem [2] (Fig. 1) whose aim is to further improve overall
reliability of the Master Oscillator. This solution will provide continuous reference signal even in case of almost any
potential failures in the system. It is accomplished through
continuous monitoring of signal’s parameters, low-latency
detection and switching, and energy storage in a high-Q
filter.

Figure 1: Photo of the XFEL Master Oscillator Redundancy
Controller.

UPGRADE OF MASTER OSCILLATOR
FOR FLASH
ISE is also involved in development of a new Master Oscillator system for FLASH facility. Contribution of ISE is
similar to E-XFEL’s case and include preparation of system
concept, design and assembly of system modules, as well as
participation in installation and commissioning activities.
Main motivation for the efforts is to refresh the dated
system and improve the performance. Architecture of the
new system will follow the previously developed E-XFEL’s
Master Oscillator and surpass its performance (expected rms
jitter below 10 fs rms). Current activities are concentrated
on working out the detailed concept and selection of the
most critical components.

XFEL MASTER OSCILLATOR
In collaboration with DESY, ISE was developing Master Oscillator for European Xray Free Electron Laser (EXFEL) [1]. ISE was responsible for the component selection, prototyping, design of system modules, installation,
and commissioning of the frequency synthesis system. The
system currently provides ultra-low-noise 1.3 GHz reference
signal at the E-XFEL facility, offering following parameters:
< 16 fs rms jitter (10 Hz to 1 MHz bandwidth), < 10−12
long-term frequency stability, and +41dBm of output power.
∗
†

Work supported by Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education,
decision number DIR/WK/2016/06 and DIR/WK/2016/03.
M.Grzegrzolka@elka.pw.edu.pl

SINBAD SYNCHRONIZATION SYSTEM
SINBAD (Short Innovative Bunches and Accelerators at
DESY) is an accelerator research facility at DESY. It will be
a host for many experiments, related to ultra-short electron
bunches and high gradient acceleration techniques.
To ensure proper and stable work of ARES - Accelerator
Research Experiment at SINBAD - a high frequency phase
reference distribution system had to be designed, manufactured, installed, and tested [3]. This includes temporary distribution system that will be later upgraded to its final form,
utilizing active interferometric phase stabilization [4, 5], optionally supported by thermal stabilization.
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The ISE team is responsible for developing phase reference distribution system architecture, designing all the
sub-modules, coordinating manufacturing, pending tests and
installation of the system, as well as conducting research on
new approaches to the reference signal phase stabilization
problem at SINBAD. First modules of the interferometric
phase stabilization links were manufactured and are currently
being tested.

ESS’ PHASE REFERENCE LINE
The European Spallation Source (ESS) in Lund (Sweden)
is a next-generation neutron source. The particles are emitted from a rotating tungsten target bombarded by a high
energy proton beam produced in a linear accelerator (linac).
It consists of more than 200 different accelerating RF cavities
and diagnostics instruments along the 6̃00 m tunnel, each requiring precise phase synchronization for Low-Level Radio
Frequency (LLRF) and Beam Diagnostics systems which operate at two frequencies: 352.21 MHz and 704.42 MHz. The
required phase stability at both frequencies is 0.1° for short
term (during 3.5 ms pulse) and 2.0° for long term (hours to
days) between any two points in the 600 m long accelerator
tunnel.
A precise Phase Reference Distribution System (PRDS)
will provide low phase noise and low drifts reference signals
for components along the linac. Active drift compensation
techniques cannot be used due to high level of radiation
inside the tunnel. ISE/WUT develops PRDS basing on a
passive synchronization scheme, where pick-up cables from
RF cavities and beam diagnostic instruments are paired and
length-matched to corresponding reference distribution cables [6, 7]. Since both connections are exposed to the same
environment conditions (temperature, pressure, humidity)
phase drift errors between them are minimized. This allows to make the PRDS system passive and to place it in the
accelerator tunnel.
The main part of the PRDS is a Phase Reference Line
(PRL). It is based on a single 1-5/8” coaxial (air) rigid line
(Fig. 2) placed under the ceiling of the accelerator tunnel.
The line distributes the reference signals close to the linac,
providing them to 58 points (Tap Points), corresponding
with the linac subsystems. Each Tap Point consists of the
directional coupler [8, 9], which picks up the signals from
the rigid line and delivers them to the endpoint distribution
module called PRL Split Box (Fig. 3). Each unit has several
frequency-selective (filtered) signal outputs which provide
reference signals (352.21 MHz or 704.42 MHz) locally in
the tunnel.
The 352.21 MHz and 704.42 MHz reference signals are
generated by the Master Oscillator which is an ultra-lownoise signal generator. These have to be distributed to nearly
300 endpoints, requiring in total 300 W of input power. To
amplify the reference signals low phase noise power amplifiers were developed together with Institute of Radiolelectronics and Multimedia Technology at WUT. The PRL is

Figure 2: Photo of assembled element of the rigid line.

Figure 3: Tap Point interior (half of thermal insulation removed).
supplied with both reference signals at a single point located
in the middle of the line. A dedicated high power 3 dB hybrid coupler is used to provide RF power to both branches
of the PRL.
To achieve the best possible drift performance and fulfill
ESS synchronization requirements, the PRL is equipped
with an active temperature stabilization system. For the same
reason, the rigid lines are sealed, filled with dry nitrogen,
and equipped with a pressure stabilization system.
The temperature control system consists of dedicated thermal insulation which covers the PRL mainline as well as
the Tap Points together with heating elements and PT100
temperature sensors. The precise regulation of PRL temperature (+/- 0.1 °C) is controlled by the Temperature Control
Box (TCB), based on commercial PLCs.
The PRL project is in its final stage. Around 75% of
the equipment is already installed in the ESS facility. The
remaining components will be installed and commissioned
by mid-2020.
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ESS’ LLRF CONTROL SYSTEM
ISE realize the ESS LLRF project as part of the Polish
Electronics Group (PEG) Consortium [10], collaborating
with ESS and Lund University on development of the LLRF
control system used in the medium and high beta section
of the ESS’ linac [11]. PEG is mainly responsible for the
design of several components for the LLRF control system.
It will also assemble the system units, test them, and install
them in the accelerator.
ISE is responsible for design of four components: LO
RTM, PSS Switch, RF Splitbox, and Cavity Simulator. It
will also plan the in-rack cabling and supervise the installation of the LLRF control systems in the accelerator.
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ters, and an RF low-pass filter for the LLRF output signal.
The device must ensure low phase drifts (<0.004 °/K) between the RF reference and cavity probe signals. Series of
measurements comparing different types of devices were performed and custom-designed Wilkinson RF dividers were
selected for the design.

Figure 6: Photo of the RF SplitBox.

LO RTM
The LO RTM (Fig. 4) [12] is MTCA.4 compliant module
responsible for generating the Local Oscillator (LO) and
clock signals and distributing them to four LLRF control
system units. The generation circuit is based on direct analog frequency synthesis scheme optimized for a very low
additive phase noise.
Total number of 36 boards will be installed in the accelerator and test systems. So far, 15 pieces were manufactured
and tested. They are foreseen to be used in cavity test-stands
and systems in the medium beta section.

Cavity Simulator
The Cavity Simulator (Fig. 7) [13] is not a part of the
LLRF control system, but it was designed to verify its proper
operation. The device reproduces the signals coming from
the accelerating cavity and the amplifier driving it. The
simulation model is implemented in a high-performance
Xilinx Kintex Ultrascale FPGA. A custom front-end with a
set of fast data converters was designed to interface the RF
signals.
Four units of the Cavity Simulator were manufactured.
The main features of the firmware were implemented, but
the development to extend the device functionality is still
on-going.

Figure 7: Photo of the Cavity Simulator.
Figure 4: Photo of the LO RTM board.

PSS Switch
In case of personal safety emergency, the PSS Switch
(Fig. 5) is responsible for turning off the RF signal that drives
the high power amplifier feeding the accelerating cavities.
Because the device is part of the Personal Safety System
(PSS), it has to be very reliable. It is realized as a 19" module,
and it is based on a high isolation mechanical RF relay.

SUMMARY
The overview of the current projects for linear accelerators
developed at ISE was presented. ISE continues development
of state of the art electronic systems. One of the future
projects is the development of the trigger and synchronization system for Polish Free Electron Laser (PolFEL), currently under construction in the National Centre for Nuclear
Research in Świerk.
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Lua–LANGUAGE–BASED DATA ACQUISITION PROCESSING EPICS
SUBSCRIPTION FILTERS*
J. O. Hill, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, USA
Abstract
A previous paper described an upgrade to EPICS enabling client side tools at LANSCE to receive subscription
updates filtered selectively to match a logical configuration
of LANSCE beam gates, as specified dynamically by control room application programs. This update paper will examine evolving enhancements enabling Lua–language
based data acquisition processing subscription update filters, specified by snippets of Lua-language source-code
embedded within the EPICS channel-name’s postfix. We
will discuss the generalized utility of this approach across
a wide range of data acquisition applications, projects, and
platforms; the performance and robustness of our production implementation; and our operational experience with
the software at LANSCE.

LANSCE
The Los Alamos Neutron Science Centre (LANSCE)
was originally designed to be a versatile machine for medium-energy (800 MeV) nuclear physics experiments. It
had three injectors and could simultaneously accelerate
positive hydrogen ions (H+), negative hydrogen ions (H-)
and polarized negative hydrogen ions (P-). These three
beams could all have different intensities, duty factors, and
even different energies – depending on experimental needs.
Today LANSCE can simultaneously generate four Hbeam types and two H+ beam types. It services several experimental facilities including a proton storage ring, a lowintensity neutron research facility, proton radiography, ultra-cold neutron source, isotope production, and a proposed materials test-station.
Developed during the infancy of computer control systems, the architecture of the original LANSCE control system (LCS) had elements of data-acquisition along with elements of traditional computer control system architectures. One of the more interesting and useful features of the
legacy LCS system was its ability to do "Timed" and "Flavoured" reads. A "Timed Read" sampled typically relative
to the leading or trailing edge of a beam gate. A "Flavoured
Read" refers to the ability to schedule the read for a particular machine cycle containing a desired configuration of
beam-gates. A “Flavour” is configured by specifying for
each of 13 timing system beam gates whether it must be
present, must be absent, or is not relevant. Therefore, there
can be up to 313 possible flavour combinations. In practice,
only a few (meaningful) combinations of the six beam destination beam-gates along with a handful of diagnostictrigger-gates are used, but more esoteric flavours for diagnostic and experimental purposes are considered to be essential.
___________________________________________

* Work supported by US Department of Energy under contract
DE-AC52-06NA25396.

At LANSCE the 120 slot super-cycle of regularly scheduled beam gates repeats at a 1 Hz rate, but there is also a
cycle-stealing scheduling anomaly allowing multiple incompatible beam species to be scheduled in the same cycle,
and if more than one of them is currently enabled only the
gates for the highest-priority species will be emitted during
that cycle. This allows, for example, a beam species associated with one-shot enabled proton-radiography, to modally assume a cycle assigned also to the beam species used
for high repetition rate production-oriented neutron experiments.
A pivotal requirement, imposing unique constraints on
implementation of the lowest levels of the real-time embedded system-software, is that configuration of "Timed"
and "Flavoured" data acquisition cycles must be dynamically selected by application programs at the situational
compulsion of LANSCE operations and tuning staff.

EPICS CONTROL SYSTEM
An EPICS Input Output Controller (IOC) is configured
with Database Records implementing function blocks for
various purposes including logical IO, numerical calculation, and ordered sequencing. The EPICS Channel Access
(CA) internet communication subsystem is based on a publish-and-subscribe communication model where clients
subscribe for updates, servers publish updates to subscribed clients, and records post state change events to
servers. A channel is a virtual communication link between
a client side application program and a process variable
(PV) exported by a service. EPICS clients issue asynchronous read, write, and subscribe requests to the process variable in the service. Clients are notified when the network
connectivity of a channel changes.
An essential tenet of the original EPICS design was that
regular periodic processing of EPICS Records isn’t disturbed by influences outside of an IOC thereby guaranteeing time-periodic algorithms such as PID loops, and timedeterministic response by EPICS Records to state changes
detected within sensors, are properly maintained. The load
induced by Record Processing is constant and predictable.
In contrast, externally induced load from network clients is
variable. Therefore record processing executes at higher
priorities, and CA network services execute at relatively
lower priorities. Multiple event-queues, containing subscription updates, communicate in between record-processing, and the server’s per-client dedicated threads.

LUA – A BRIEF INTRODUCTION
“Lua”, a language designed specifically to be embeddable within other software, was created in 1993 by members
of the Computer Graphics Technology Group (Tecgraf) at
the Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro, in Bra-
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zil. "Lua" (pronounced LOO-ah) means "Moon" in Portuguese. It is a dynamic typed language, allowing automated
conversion between string and numeric types, with a mixture of C-like and Pascal-like syntax. Lua is easily interfaced with C-language software.

LUA – OUR PERSPECTIVE
Lua provides unique features suitable for its embedding
within the core of EPICS, and for improving the overall
utility of EPICS. Lua provides efficient, compiled to bytecode virtual machine execution, a compact footprint, a
portable implementation, and incremental garbage collection. Lua exception handling ensures that the sequence of
nested function calls conveying execution to a failuresource-code-line might be reported. Lua has been successfully deployed into many industrial applications, and based
on this reputation it is expected to be robust. Lua has a
comprehensive set of features, and powerful adjunct-libraries written by an active user community. Lua is well proven
for configuration, scripting, and rapid-prototyping, and is a
strong return-for-effort candidate functionally upgrading
weak areas in the pre-existing implementation of EPICS.
Finally, Lua has a liberal MIT license, compatible with EPICS.
There are some negatives. In particular, with Lua the default scope of variables is global, arrays start at one although storing data at index zero isn’t prohibited, and there
is ambiguity between nil-valued contrasted with non-existent table elements. Lua lacks support for user-defined-type
dedicated memory allocators appropriate within memory
constrained systems. See below.

MOTIVATION – DATA ACQUISITION
PROCESSING SUBSCRIPTION FILTERS
For review, at LANSCE an essential requirement is that
the flavour of a particular channel’s subscription update
stream currently viewed by the operations and tuning staff,
must be dynamically selectable. It is not practical for all
useful permutations to be a priori instantiated as flavourdedicated EPICS Records, and instead we must specify flavouring when subscribing. Subscription update rates must
be managed due to our 120 Hz cycle rate to reduce loading,
while simultaneously facilitating cycle aligning of updates
originating from multiple IOCs.
Furthermore, at LANSCE we have additional requirements that starting and ending waveform process-variable
element-sequence indexes need to be specified as time offsets from timing system gates, and or waveform edges.
Another important requirement at LANSCE is to convey
to specialized application programs the beam-gates actually occurring within a particular data capture’s cycle subject to the LANSCE cycle-stealing scheduling anomaly.
The data-processing subscription update filter must insert
an additional word at the beginning of the waveform element sequence identifying the actually occurring set of
beam gates. This type of filter establishes a private protocol
between itself and the application program that selected it.
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Moreover, it is possible at LANSCE for the super-cycle
beam gate scheduling and the relative time offsets of all of
the timing gates, to be reconfigured by operators at any
time, and therefore we have additional requirement that flavour selection matching and timing gate edge references
are computed against the particular configuration of the
timing system that generated the data, and not against the
current configuration of the timing system which might be
very different considering that the filter execution must be
postponed until it is running in the server’s downstream
lower-priority event queue consumer, processing on behalf
of a particular client.
Finally, practical considerations dictate that the configuration of filters used by a particular subscription can be
specified without revising the source code of the CA Client
general purpose application programs, obtained from the
wider EPICS user community.
Dynamically configured subscription filtering is a site
specific feature required at LANSCE, but our goal was to
provide general purpose infrastructure easily customized
across a wide range of sites and projects, effectively paradigm shifting EPICS from its general-purpose processcontrol-system origins into a wider utility also as a flexible
data-acquisition-system.

MOTIVATION – ENHANCED EVENT
QUEUE FUNCTIONALITY
The original EPICS IOC event queue implementation
has some flaws. First, there was a very limited set of data
transported on the event-queue; they were the process variable’s scalar value, its alarm state, and its time-stamp. Furthermore, it wasn’t possible for a single copy of device support allocated constant data associated with a particular update to be shared in the event queues of multiple clients.
This type of sharing, and avoidance of memory copying,
becomes essential when waveforms, and or other types of
complex site specific data, are stored on the event queues
of multiple clients. Second, suppression of intermediate
updates is normal and expected in memory-constrained
systems, when event production exceeds consumption
rates [1]. However, the original implementation’s memory
management allowed reordering of events on the queue.
This was observed comparing arrivals of subscription updates of one channel versus another, but not within updates
for a single channel. Third, real-time atomic bindings of
the data with site specific attributes must be preserved as
data updates flow through the EPICS database and event
queue conduits.

IMPLEMENTATION – FILTER SYNTAX
Our design configures the subscription update filters
with a snippet of Lua code specified within a CA channelname postfix. This approach avoids revising the source
code of CA Client general-purpose community obtained
application programs. Such postfixes are recognized and
removed by the CA Server before passing the channel
name to its service layer. Two basic forms of this channelname postfix both begin with a percent character followed
MOPHA058
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by Lua source code enclosed by square or curly brackets
specifying respectively a direct-action filter or a factory.
Emulating Lua long literal strings, optional matching long
brackets also delineate the postfix, for example [[]],
{={}=}, or [===[]===]. Long brackets allow an unlimited character set unambiguously within the postfix.
Some examples are provided in Tables 1 and 2 below, with
myPV serving as the channel’s name.
Table 1: Lua Filter, Channel Name Postfix
myPV%[val >= 3.2 and val <= 3.4]
myPV%[val.alarm.condition.severity~=0]
myPV%[3.4<val]
myPV%[==[val%3.4 [[nested comment]] ]==]
myPV %[val==3.2]

Table 2: Lua Factory, Channel Name Postfix
myPV%{myFilterFactory ('blue')}
myPV%{myChannelFactory()}
myPV%{ myApplicationsFactory(10,2)}
myPV % {flavour('savoury')}

The channel name postfixes are themselves implicitly
prefixed, just prior to compilation into a callable Lua
chunk, as in table 3.
Table 3: Implicit Prefix
filter
factory

local val=...; return
local chanName=...; return

Filters are called, passing the subscription update payload, in an argument named val. Filters return nil,
false, true, or a data-object for conveying suppress, suppress, send, or send replacing the update payload’s value with the returned data object respectively.
With Lua, functions are first class values meaning they can
be stored in variables, passed as arguments to other functions, and returned as results from functions. A factory may
return type Boolean, a direct-acting filter function, or a
channel object. A channel object may provide a method
named filterFactory returning type Boolean or a
channel specific direct-acting filter function. See table 4 for
a description of that method’s interface. Factories return
Boolean false or true for when all subscription updates will be permanently disabled or enabled respectively.
Table 4: Channel’s Filter Factory Interface
filterFactory ( channel, lowDelta, highDelta, timeout )

A subscription update subordinate property optionally
supplies a default filter to be used when the channel name
postfix is absent.

IMPLEMENTATION – DATA
ACQUISITION PROCESSING
SUBSCRIPTION FILTERS
The server creates a private Lua context for each of its
clients, thereby eliminating client-to-client side effects,
and also reducing mutual-exclusion overhead. Our implementation provides a set of Lua classes, as proxies for each
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of the Lua primitive types. These objects enclose, in addition to one of the Lua primitive types, also a C++ 11 smart
pointer to the Data Access Catalog container introspection interface, providing efficient access to a hierarchy
of the object’s subordinate properties. Furthermore, these
wrapper objects implement appropriate Lua operators so as
to behave transparently as proxies for the enclosed Lua
primitive type. Finally, the Lua indexing operator is also
implemented, providing access to subordinate properties.
For example, Data Access interfaced subordinate properties are conveniently accessed simply as ordinary variables within Lua source code as shown in table 5.
Table 5: Lua Property Index Syntax
val.alarm.condition.severity

The EPICS CA protocol has been enhanced so that,
when asynchronous requests fail within the server, a detailed multi-line diagnostic message is conveyed to the application’s response call-back method. A diagnostic message is essential when providing the sequence of nested
function calls leading up to the source line of a Lua execution failure. Such diagnostics are operationally essential
improving productivity when users misconfigure waveform indexes out of bounds, misconfigure non-existent
gate-names, or for any other Lua exceptions occurring unexpectedly during rapid-prototyping. Detailed diagnostics
messages are also forwarded to clients when there are Lua
compilation errors.

IMPLEMENTATION – WAVEFORMX
RECORD
A new DBF_VARIANT database field type has been
added to the EPICS database. The variant field type is implemented as a class enclosing two C++ 11 smart pointers
to the Data Access Catalog, introspection, and Mutator, modifying, C++ abstract base classes. The DBF_VARIANT value field in the new waveformx record provides
therefore a polymorphic reference to any scalar and vector
primitive data type, and significantly also a polymorphic
reference to any hierarchical set of subordinate properties.
Furthermore, when processed, a shared immutable reference to its value field’s Data Access Catalog container introspection interface is placed on the private EPICS event queue of each subscribed client. The database is
also now upgraded to range-check precarious type conversions.
This record is essential at LANSCE, allowing the realtime binding between the data and the LANSCE specific
timing and flavouring properties to be transparently preserved, when transporting data through the EPICS database
event-queue conduits.
In contrast to the waveform record, the waveformx
record provides also new-functionality fields specifying
the default filter, samples-per-second, trigger name, trigger
edge, and trigger edge offset correction metadata. The additional fields are used when calculating a waveform update element sequence’s starting and ending element, and
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for supplying a default filter when the user does not specify
one in the channel name postfix.

IMPLEMENTATION – LANSCE SPECIFIC
SUBORDINATE PROPERTIES
At LANSCE, we provide polymorphic Data Access
container interface adapters for the subordinate properties
described in table 6. The schedule array contains bitmask elements encoding the set of gates scheduled in each
of the 120 slots of the LANSCE super-cycle. The cycleIndex provides the current index in the schedule
array. The gateSet array provides time-offset delay and
width information for each of the LANSCE gates. The updateVersion is incremented whenever either of the
schedule array or the gateSet array is modified by
the timing system.
Table 6: LANSCE Device Specific Properties
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cently improved immediacy of diagnostic screen update response to set-point adjustments, has improved productivity
of our operations and tuning staff.

Figure 1: LANSCE isotope production beam position last
100 µs, raster patterned beam.

val.device.timing.cycleIndex
val.device.timing.updateVersion
val.device.timing.schedule[i]
val.device.timing.gateSet[i].width
val.device.timing.gateSet[i].delay

We emphasize, that site-specific polymorphic Data
Access container interface adapters are fully supported
and easily implemented for site specific properties.

IMPLEMENTATION – LANSCE FILTERS
At LANSCE site-specific flavour filters and time-slice
filters have been implemented. Example filter syntax is
provided in table 7. Filter one selects cycles with gate
H+IP and also sans both gates H-GX and MPEG. Filter
two replaces the CA payload with elements 50 through 150
of the waveform data. Filter three selects cycles that have
beam gate H+IP, replacing the payload with the first 150
µs of the waveform. Filter four replaces the CA payload
with -30 through -10 µs of waveform data before the falling
edge of gate MPEG, selecting only cycles containing
MPEG. Filter five, replaces the CA payload with 100 µs after waveform rising edge through 150 µs before waveform
falling edge selecting only cycles containing LPEG. Filter
six, selects 100 µs after gate T0 through 15 µs before
waveform end for any flavour.

Figure 1: LANSCE isotope production beam position last
200 µs, raster patterned beam.

Table 7: LANSCE Filter Examples
1
2
3
4
5
6

XXTDAQ001D01%{flv('H+IP no H-GX MPEG')}
XXTDAQ001D01%{tim('(50:150)em')}
XXTDAQ001D01%{flv('H+IP','(0:150)us')}
XXTDAQ001D01%{tim('~MPEG(-30:-10)us','MPEG')}
XXTDAQ001D01%{flv('LBEG','(100:~(-150))us')}
XXTDAQ001D01%{tim('(T0(100):~(-15))us')}

Figures 1 and 2 show the position of raster patterned
beam at the LANSCE Isotope Production Facility selected
for two different time-slices. Figure 3 shows a LANSCE
linac oscilloscope-style beam-position screen push-button
selecting the flavour and the gate-relative time-slice. Our
perspective is that data acquisition filters, along with re-

Figure 3: LANSCE linac beam position oscilloscope-style
button flavoured and time-sliced.
The LANSCE flavour filters also rate-govern, and synchronize, high-repetition-rate flavours. This is accomplished when, for each flavour, at most four evenly distributed indexes into the schedule array are selected for enabling subscription updates. Index selections are identical
across all IOCs, as synchronized by the timing system. The
same rate-governing mechanisms are utilized when users
specify that the flavour isn’t relevant. This type of index
MOPHA058
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match enabling of subscription updates greatly reduces
load on upstream IOC-to-IOC cycle correlation engines.
Additionally, our design anticipated, and we now observe
in practice, greatly improved probability of operator display updates being perceived stationary and synchronized
in between updates, across multiple IOCs.
We emphasize, that site-specific Lua filters are fully supported and easily implemented for site specific purposes.
The LANSCE specific Lua filters, implemented as C-language source code Lua snap-ins, along with LANSCE specific polymorphic Data Access container interface
adapters are provided as examples on the world-wide-web
[2].

IMPLEMENTATION – EVENT QUEUE
MODIFICATIONS
A fully order-correct event queue sharing immutable
payloads in between multiple clients, and based on C++ 11
shared pointers to the Data Access polymorphic container
introspection interface, has been implemented.

IMPLEMENTATION – MEMORY
MANAGEMENT
Lua allocates, and resizes, many small random-sized
memory blocks, typically from the C-language runtime’s
dynamic memory pool. We expect an inevitable design
trade-off blending in between increased fragmentation or
increased CPU consumption, depending on allocation
strategies. Lua lacks support for user-defined-type dedicated memory allocators, facilitating fixed-sized-block
based allocators [3], a standard approach in the memoryconstrained EPICS IOC. Nevertheless, the Lua allocator is
replaceable, and our replacement allocates blocks sized
less than a threshold value from a free-list. We set this
threshold so that all of our Lua user-defined-types allocate
from this free-list.

IMPLEMENTATION – INSTALLATION
Site specific Lua filter installation requires only registry
function registration as described in the EPICS Application
Developer’s Guide [4]. A new configuration environmentvariable, see Table 8, specifies a white-space separated set
of registry function names for Lua state initialization,
called once per each new client attaching to the server. The
interface to these functions is the lua_CFunction in the
Lua reference manual, returning LUA_OK for success, otherwise failure. The EPICS build system has been modified
so Lua source files are first compiled to byte-code, next to
a C-source-code with a lua_CFunction callable
method for loading its embedded Lua byte-code, and finally into object-code. EPICS base R3.15 source-code, upgraded as described herein, and in use operationally at
LANSCE implementing FPGA embedded advanced signal
processing diagnostic and feedback control systems, can be
found on the world-wide-web [5][6].
Table 8: Filter Install Environment Variable
EPICS_CAS_LUA_STARTUP_FUNCTIONS
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IMPLEMENTATION – FUTURE WORK
We will soon implement specialized filtering based on
the actual flavours subject to cycle-stealing. Furthermore,
at LANSCE our filters process every update at 120 Hz, for
multiple signals, for multiple clients. Therefore the filter
execution efficiency is significant, and we have some additional optimization ideas, allowing more clients and subscriptions per installed EPICS IOC. We also anticipate
need for additional new record types consistent with the
waveformx record’s paradigm.

OTHER USES OF LUA WITHIN EPICS
We have also, as an original-concept presented at multiple EPICS user-group meetings, leveraged the embedded
Lua interpreter supplying an alternative EPICS IOC shell,
and a Lua scripting record. Lua offers a significant functionality upgrade compared to the EPICS IOC shell, and
has been plumbed capable of calling any of the EPICS IOC
shell commands. The Lua scripting record provides an alternative in between the EPICS C-language based subroutine record and the EPICS calc expression interpreter. It provides rapid prototyping similar to calc, Lua’s
improved full-language-functionality compared to calc,
but reduced efficiency compared to the subroutine
function-block. Rapid-prototyping is available via modifications to the Lua record fields specifying Lua source file
names.

CONCLUSIONS
EPICS base has been enhanced supporting Lua–language–based data acquisition processing subscription update filters. Such filters determine if a particular subscription update may be forwarded or not, and might also postprocess the subscription update’s data replacing the subscription update message’s data payload. Site-specific hierarchical process-variable subordinate properties and sitespecific Lua filters are fully supported and easily implemented. The new features paradigm shift EPICS from its
original process-control-system origins into a much wider
utility as also a flexible data-acquisition-system. These
new features are in operational use, improving productivity, at LANSCE.
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ULTRA-HIGH PRECISION TIMING SYSTEM FOR
THE CEA-LASER MEGAJOULE
S. Hocquet†, N. Bazoge, P. Hours, D. Monnier-Bourdin, Greenfield Technology, Bègles, France
T. Falgon, T. Somerlinck, CEA CESTA, Le Barp, France
Abstract
High power laser such as the Laser MegaJoule (LMJ)
or National Ignition Facility (NIF) requires different types
of trigger precision to synchronize all the laser beams,
plasma diagnostics and generate fiducials. Greenfield
Technology, which designs and produces picosecond delay
generators and timing systems for about 20 years, has been
hired by CEA to develop new products to meet the LMJ
requirements. More than 2000 triggers are about to be set
to control and synchronize all of the 176 laser beams on the
target with a precision better than 40ps RMS. Among these
triggers, Greenfield Technology’s GFT1012 is a 2 or 4channels delay generator challenging ultra-high performances: an ultra-low jitter between 2 slaves of 4ps RMS
and a peak-to-peak thermal drift over 1 week lower than 6
ps due to a thermal control of the most sensitive parts (thermal drift is below 1ps/°C) and specific developments for
clock management and restitution. Ongoing investigation
should bring the jitter close to 2 ps RMS between 2 slaves.

INTRODUCTION
The Laser MegaJoule (or LMJ), is a high-power laser
facility based in France dedicated to study high energy density physics and more particularly inertial confinement fusion [1]. To control and set up all of the 176 laser beams
and laser and plasma diagnostics, the LMJ timing system
must meet harsh requirements [2]. Recent evolution of the
trigger requirements has split the timing system specification into 2 performance categories: standard and high precision timing (SPT/HPT). Requirements are sum up on Table 1 below.
Table 1: LMJ Timing System Requirements
Range

Jitter
(RMS)

Thermal
drift

Qty.

(peak-to-peak,
over 1 week)

SPT
Triggers

±1s

HPT
Triggers

± 50µs

><100ps

<2ns

~2000

<5ps

<10ps

~500

Greenfield Technology (GFTy) is a company specialized in timing systems for 20 years and has been
mandated to give a global solution. To achieve this task
with cost control, GFTy has designed a specific timing
system for the LMJ from the command-control
software to the optical splitters in addition of the
master-slave architecture (see Figure 1 for details).

ULTRA-HIGH PRECISION
SLAVE GFT1012
To achieve ultra-high precision triggers, GFTy has designed the GFT1012 which is a 2 or 4-channels slave.
GFT1012 conception has been focused on two major axes:
• Minimize noise to minimize temporal jitter
• Thermal control to maximize stability over time

Noise Control
To be compatible with the rest of the timing system architecture, GFT1012 is linked to the optical network made
of a master clock and two stages of optical splitters.
GFT1012 is able to decode the same optical signal made of
a 1B/2B message at 155,52MHz. However, to minimize instability due to the optical reception sensibility, GFT1012
incoming optical power has been maximized by choosing
1-to-4 optical splitter as second stage of the optical network
(instead of 1-to-16 optical splitter for GFT1018, standard
slaves also used on LMJ).
Clock management is essential in timing system, that is
why a clock and data recovery (CDR) function is implemented after optical reception. This function can be
achieved by a PLL (phase-locked loop) such as ADN2817
and ADN2814 from Analog Devices but these components
are designed for higher frequency systems (up to 2.7Gb/s
for ADN2817 and 675 Mb/s for ADN2814) and are no
more dedicated for 155,52MHz timing system frequency.
Table 2 shows In/Out clock jitter for different frequencies:
at 155 MHz, the jitter is way above 5ps RMS.
Table 2: In/out RMS Jitter for ADN2814 and ADN2817
Frequency
155 MHz
311 MHz
622 MHz
1.2GHz

ADN2817
15 ps
11.5 ps
5.7 ps
3.3 ps

ADN2814
8.2 ps
3.2 ps
2.7 ps
-

Furthermore, GFTy tests on ADN2814 shows that this
PLL was not as stable as expected over time and 8ps variation in few minutes have been measured (see Figure 2).

___________________________________________
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Figure 1: LMJ timing system architecture associated with specific GFTy products.
• GFT1012, precise solution target has 1ps/°C thermal
drift ambition
Thermal control has been achieved thanks to Peltier
cells. To minimize current on Peltier cells, dimensions have
been limited and the global slave architecture has been split
into isolated function (each block seen on Figure 3).

Relative drift over time between 2 GFT1012 with ADN2814 (10 min average)
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Figure 2: Stability of 2 GFT1012 thermally stabilized with
a CDR function made with an ADN2814 PLL.
Changing frequency was not a possibility for LMJ (but
could be a next generation solution). Then, GFTy decided
to design its own CDR function to limit noise and be more
stable. RMS jitter below 3ps has been measured before output drivers.
To minimize noise sources, metal shielding has been developed: GFTy split the electronic devices into 2 isolated
parts, power management and system part on one side and
stabilized performance on the other side (Figure 3). See as
“a box in a box” this second part is also thermally controlled with 2 80mm ventilators (see thermal control part
below).

Thermal Control
Thermal variation impacts directly on delay stability. It
is a well-known issue in GFTy products and thermal management implies different cost solutions:
• GF1018, low-cost solution has 50ps/°C thermal drift
• GFT1004, standard solution has 15ps/°C thermal drift

Figure 3: GFT1012 Top view – Insert: Peltier cell view below metallic part.
Compromise between thermal control and noise management was challenging:
• Metal shielding of every function was best for noise
but added too much thermal transfers: plastic box was
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preferred for mechanical consolidation and air gap for
thermal isolation
• Peltier cells are driven with PWM (pulse width modulation) which can bring noise: performance part and
thermal control part have isolated grounds to limit
noise

GFT1012 PERFORMANCES
RMS Jitter
RMS jitter is measured thanks to a Lecroy oscilloscope
that has been characterized with a 0.9ps RMS internal jitter. Jitter has been measured between two different
GFT1012 as shown in Figure 4.
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Performance limitation is due to the use of PWM to control temperature: turning PWM off brings back RMS jitter
below 3ps. GFTy supposes that ground shielding could be
better and a new conception could even bring RMS jitter to
a lowest level never reached: 2ps rms jitter could be expected.

Thermal Drift
Before testing the stability over time, GFTy tested the
stability over temperature. Use of a climatic chamber stabilized at 0,1°C allows to decorrelate thermal contribution
of GFT1012 to the thermal contribution of fibers, master
clock and time interval meter as shown on Figure 6.
10MHz GPS clock

10MHz GPS clock

CLK in input

21°C stabilized temperature
Master

CLK IN input

T0 output

Sortie OPT

Master

T0 output

Optical message

Optical splitter
-20dBm optical
power

Optical splitter

Entrée OPT

GFT1012 #1

Time interval meter TC842

Trigger
T1 output
C3 osc. input

Oscilloscope Waverunner
625Zi (Lecroy)

T1 output

Figure 4: Jitter measurement setup.
RMS jitter below or about 4ps has been measured and
confirmed by CEA measurement [2]. GFTy measurement
is shown on Figure 5. LMJ requirement of 5ps is then guarantee.

T1-T2 measurement

GFT1012 #2

C4 osc. input

GFT1012 #2

T1 output as
reference

Reference GFT1012 #1

-20dBm optical
power

Figure 6: Thermal drift setup.
GFT1012 is almost independent of environment temperature (see Figure 7: delay variation evolution is 0,5
ps/°C (test made between 24,5 and 27,5°C). GFT1012
working temperature is between 20-28°C. Ambition of
1ps/°C thermal drift is achieved.
Thermal drift
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Figure 7: GFT1012 Delay variation function of environment temperature: Slope (in red) of 0.5ps/°C.

Stability Over Time

Figure 5: Jitter measured between 2 GFT1012: 4ps RMS.

Stability over time is the main challenge for GFT1012.
To test its performance, Figure 8 setup is slightly modified:
GFT1012 #2 is now also in the climatic chamber so all of
the devices are thermally stabilized at 21 ± 0.1°C. Measurements are made for 1 week: every 30s 10000 measureMOPHA059
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ments (recurrent frequency of 1kHz) are made and averaged to create one point. Since TC842 time interval meter
has high jitter level (about 10 ps RMS), raw measurements
are still noisy: since we want to measure long-term drift, a
10min sliding average is added.
Relative drift over time between 2 GFT1012 (10 min average)
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LMJ operations: variation of 4ps peak-to-peak have been
measured over one month [2].

CONCLUSION
GFTy global solution from command-control to masterslave architecture meets the CEA harsh requirements for
the LMJ timing system that will allows to synchronize all
of the 176 laser beams within the 40 ps requested based on
2 subsystems able to manage about 2000 triggers ranging
from 100ps RMS jitter (GFT1018 low cost solution) to 5ps
RMS jitter for ultra-high precision triggers and fiducials
thanks to GFT1012. GFT1012 is also very stable over time
(6ps over one week and below 10ps expected over months)
and over temperature (below 1ps/°C between 21 to 28°C).
Verification has been made between 24 and 27°C: variation
is 0,5ps/°C. Future development and noise management
could bring RMS jitter at about 2ps RMS.

Time [h]

Figure 8: GFT1012 Delay variation function of time over
one week.
Results are as expected and contained in 6ps peak-topeak over one week: daily variation are 2-3ps typ. To confirm that measurement, CEA has set up another experiment
with a different climatic chamber and replace the time interval meter by a Lecroy oscilloscope. Single shot measurements have been made to be more representative of
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THE PERSONNEL SAFETY SYSTEM OF ELI-ALPS*
F. Horvath†, L.J. Fulop, Z. Héjja, Sz. Horváth, G. Kávai, T. Kecskés, I. Kiss, V. Kurusa, K. Untener
ELI-ALPS, Szeged, Hungary
Abstract
ELI-ALPS will be the first large-scale attosecond facility
accessible to the international scientific community and its
user groups. The facility-wide Personnel Safety System
(PSS) has been successfully developed and commissioned
for the majority of the laboratories. The system has three
major goals.
First, it provides safe and automatic sensing and interlocking engineering measures as well as monitoring and
controlling interfaces for all laboratories in Building A:
emergency stop buttons, interlock and enabling signals,
door and roller blind sensors, and entrance control.
Second, it integrates and monitors the research technology equipment delivered by external parties as black-box
systems (all laser systems, and some others). Third, it includes the PSS subsystems of research technology equipment developed on site by in-house and external experts
(some of the secondary sources).
The gradual development of the system is based on the
relevant standards and best practices of functional safety as
well as on an iterative and systematic lifecycle incorporating several internal and external reviews. The system is implemented with an easily maintainable network of safety
PLCs.

INTRODUCTION
ELI’s long-term objective is to become the world’s leading user facility utilizing the power of state of the art lasers
for the advancement of science and applications in many
areas of societal relevance [1]. The main objective of the
ELI Attosecond Light Pulse Source (ELI-ALPS) pillar is
the establishment of a unique attosecond facility that provides ultrashort light pulses with high repetition rates.
The Personnel Safety System (abbreviated as PSS) of
ELI-ALPS is responsible to prevent or reduce any laser related harm or risk to the persons working in the facility.
This system is one of the several protection layers aiming
to prevent persons from getting life-threatening exposure,
injury or damage potentially caused by laser radiation.
The PSS provides safe and automatic sensing and interlocking engineering measures as well as monitoring and
controlling interfaces for all non-ionizing Laser- and Lowshielded Target Areas. The system consists of highly reliable sensors and actuators (collectively called field devices),
and logic solvers which maintains the data link between the
field devices.
___________________________________________

* The ELI-ALPS project (GINOP-2.3.6-15-2015-00001) is supported
by the European Union and co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund
† ferenc.horvath@eli-alps.hu

The PSS is complemented by other engineering controls:
entrance control, mobile laser shielding walls, curtains, organizational and administrative controls (e.g. safety signs,
safety trainings) and personal protective equipment (e.g.
laser safety goggles).
The PSS communicates and integrates several other
safety systems delivered by external parties: the PSS subsystem of the laser source systems, the fire safety system,
the Safety Access Control System (Saf-ACS) as well as the
Radiation Monitoring System in the future. For the block
diagram of the PSS, see Fig. 1.
The system has been developed by following the relevant international standards and recommendations with
particular reference to the IEC61511, as well as considering the experiences of similar projects [2-5].

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
The completely independent Environmental, Health and
Safety Division systematically surveyed and still continuously monitors the hazards and risks of the facility with a
special focus on research technology related ones. The engineers and scientists are heavily and regularly involved in
this work in order to identify and mitigate as risks as possible.
These hazard and risk assessments target all kinds of
hazards from fire, electrical to laser radiation and so on.
The results of the assessments are the allocation of safety
functions to different kind of protection layers, with a special focus on laser safety and safety instrumented systems:
requirements against external suppliers (e.g. companies delivering laser systems) as well as requirements against the
facility-wide PSS. An important measure related to the PSS
systems is the regular training (including exams) of all personnel working in the lab, especially the area managers responsible for the proper and safe operation of the respective laboratories.

RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT
The general architecture of ELI-ALPS’ research technology includes three major parts. Laser Source (LaSo) systems provide the necessary laser beam to the experiments.
They arrived as black box systems satisfying the prescribed
PSS requirements (internal states, interface). Beam
transport systems transfer the laser beam to the Secondary
Sources. Developed in-house as a white box system. Secondary Source (SeSo) Systems are the equipment in which
the attosecond pulses are generated. Developed in a collaboration of domain-experts as grey box systems from PSS
point of view.
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Fire Safety System

Facility-wide PSS system
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Monitoring System
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Laser lab PSS system

Legend
Black-box system
Grey-box system

Laser Source
Systems

Beam transport

Secondary
Source Systems

White-box system
Safety connection
Data connection
To be established

Figure 1: PSS Block diagram.
That is, in “interlock tripped” state using the impleThe PSS is implemented on three levels (see Fig. 1):
mented
safety systems the emission of laser radiation
• research technology equipment’s (laser or secondary source) PSS: either delivered by an ex- above safe measure in any part of the system shall be
ternal party (black-box systems) or developed avoided (e.g. blocked by a beam dump, stopped by turning
off the electric drive systems, stopping pump laser operafully (white) or partly (grey) by ELI-ALPS
• laser and/or secondary source lab PSS, cover- tions by disabling triggering signals, etc.).
In “maintenance” mode the same operation is expected
ing the two ends of beam transport (white-box,
in terms of output light parameters as in “normal” mode,
developed by ELI-ALPS)
but in this mode the system is accessible for experts for
• facility-wide PSS for integration (white-box)
The high-power laser systems have been developed by tuning, that is, certain parts of the interlock (like covers)
external parties. Already during the development phase of are disabled, while others are still active and may cause an
these the safety requirements, including operation states “interlock tripped” state (like not allowed roller blind
and interfaces towards the facility-wide PSS have been opening).
prescribed and communicated. Therefore, all high-power
LABORATORY SAFETY STATES
laser system has similar safety features and able to cooperate with the facility-wide PSS. The laser systems (as well
In the case of laser controlled areas different lab safety
as the secondary sources) have four well distinguishable states must be distinguished depending on the operation
operation states:
mode of the laser equipment and the hazards present in the
• “OFF” state: the system is not running; it is ready laboratory. The laboratories might be in one of the followfor “maintenance” or “normal” operation. Associated ing safety states:
• Class1: Maximum Class1 laser radiation can be
color: green
present in the lab. Indicated by green lights and
• “NORMAL” state: the system is working
by sign “No laser hazard” on the Information
properly; status is achieved either after “OFF” or
Panels.
“maintenance” states. Associated color: yellow
• Class 2/3R: Maximum Class3R laser radiation
• “MAINT” state: this mode corresponds to a state
can be present in the lab. Indicated by yellow
where certain interlocks are disabled. Only trained
lights and by sign “Caution! Low power laser
people can operate the equipment in this mode. The
ON” on the Information Panels.
maintenance mode is accessible from the “OFF” and
• Class 3B/4: Class 4 laser radiation can be present
“normal” state. Associated color: red
in the lab. Indicated by red lights and by sign
• “INTERLOCK TRIPPED” state: at least the
“Danger! High power laser ON” on the Inforlight emission from the system has to be stopped due
mation Panel
The state of the laboratory determined by the facilityto an external or internal interlock fault (e.g. cover
switch or entrance door), but not necessarily means the wide PSS according the status of all the laser and/or sectotal electric shutdown of the system. In that state, the ondary source equipment inside as well as the field devices.
system has to be recovered into the “OFF” state. AssoACCESS CONTROL
ciated color: green-yellow-red.
A Security Access Control System (Sec-ACS) was deThe safe operations (“OFF”, “normal”, “interlock
tripped”) are defined such that the design of the system in- livered together with the Building Infrastructure for hanherently avoids any laser light above safe level to escape dling access to offices, workshops and partly to laboratory
the enclosures of the system (besides the normal output areas. The Safety Access Control System (Saf-ACS) depoint).
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signed and developed to cover all laboratory areas in Building “A” together with a proper integration towards the SecACS, as well as in an integrated manner with the facilitywide PSS at the same time.
Access to certain laboratories happens through dedicated
airlock rooms (changing rooms). The entrance of the airlocks is managed by the Sec-ACS, while the entrance of
the laboratories is managed by the Saf-ACS: the two access
control systems communicate with each other in order to
(a) fulfill the requirement of having maximum one door
open momently, (b) operate with the same access cards in
order to make them transparent for the personnel.
In order to facilitate dynamic access of personnel, depending on the state of the laboratory, the Access level is
defined. It determines in which state a person can enter a
given lab. The access levels are: Class1, Class2/3R,
Class3B/4, Security according to the columns of Table 1.
Table 1: Saf-ACS Decision Table
Undefined Class 1

Class2/3R

Class3B/4

Security

Class 1

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

Class2/3R

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

Class3B/4

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

Access rules are stored in a database local to the SafACS. The Security staff can enter the lab in any mode, but
their access causes and immediate interlock in Class3B/4.
One key element of the access control is the different
kind of entrances as well as how the facility-wide PSS relates to these:
• Dedicated entrances: The door through which people enter or leave the laboratory in normal cases.
They are equipped with card reader operated by the
Saf-ACS, but electromagnetic lock, sensor, visual
signs, information panels are operated by the facility-wide PSS.

ICALEPCS2019, New York, NY, USA

•

Non-passage doors: Doors, which does not serve as
a dedicated entrance, permanently locked by mechanical means and not connected to Saf-ACS, but
supervised by the facility-wide PSS.
Transport doors: Non-passage doors, which can be
opened for transportation. during formerly planned
and approved transportation periods.

•

SAFETY INSTRUMENTED FUNCTIONS
Interlocks
The following kind of interlocks are distinguished according to Fig. 2.
• Facility Interlock (FI): Provided by the facilitywide PSS, on the basis of an alarm from an interconnected facility-wide safety system, e.g. Fire Safety System, Signals from the Fire Safety System are connected
to a dedicated central PLC, which transfers these signals in the internal network of the system, see Fig. 3.
Later on, the Radiation Safety System will also be connected to the facility-wide PSS.
• Laboratory Interlock (LI): Provided by the facility-wide PSS, on the basis of a signal from a safety
device. The Laboratory Interlock only affects the laboratory it occurs in. If an equipment in another lab is also
affected (e.g. unauthorized opening a common door),
the lab PLC transfers this interlock signal as a Facility
Interlock towards the other PLC.
• Equipment Interlock (EI): Provided by the
equipment’s internal PSS. Equipment Interlock signals
received by the local unit of the facility-wide PSS,
which uses it to determine the safety state of the laboratory and trigger further interlocks if needed, depending
on the situation.

Facility wide PSS
system
FI

Legend

Laser lab

SeSo lab

LI

S

Laser
source PSS BD
system

EI

LI

Beam Transport

LI

S

Safety device

PLC

PLC cabinet

BD

Beam dump

Secondary source PSS
System

EI
LI

S

BD

PLC

PLC

LI

Beam Transport
transport
Beam
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S
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Figure 2: Types and propagation of interlocks.
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Laboratory Interlocks
Laser OFF There are several Laser OFF buttons in
every laboratory, within a reasonable distance from the
equipment, according to the applicable safety regulations
as well as the results of the risk assessment. The personnel
can stop all laser radiation by pressing one of them. Pressing will generate a Laboratory Interlock event in the PSS.
Doors The entrant has a limited time (10 seconds) to
open the door after the PSS released the door lock. After
opening, he or she shall close it within 30 seconds. If an
unauthorized access happens, or the door has been open too
long, a Laboratory Interlock will be tripped.
Roller blinds In laboratories with windows, roller
blinds are equipped with the same sensor as the doors and
shall be closed during Class 3B/4 state. If any of them is
opened while the laboratory is in the abovementioned
safety state, a Laboratory Interlock will be tripped.
Discrepancy interlock Where SIL certified sensors are
used, the signals of their contacts shall arrive to the PLC at
the same time. If the delay between the two signals is too
long the PLC will detect it as a discrepancy error, which
causes a Laboratory Interlock immediately. This interlock
can only be acknowledged by the responsible engineer, after detailed investigation of the failure.
Beam dumps There will be motorized linear stages
installed in each laboratory, which will move a mirror into
the way of the laser beam to drive it into a beam absorbing
device. This set along with its control button is referred as
beam dump (abbreviated as BD) in the following. All linear
stages have two strictly defined end positions (opened and
closed), in which it shall be normally positioned at during
normal operation. If the BD is out of position for too long,
a Laboratory Interlock shall be tripped. All beam dumps
are equipped with SIL graded safety sensors to detect
which position they are, as well as illuminated operation
and close buttons and an emergency button.
The positon of each BD shall be taken into account by
the laboratory PSS to determine the safety state of the laboratory.

Mode Enabling
Alignment mode When Class2/3R auxiliary lasers are
used in the lab, which usually do not have status feedback,
the lab shall be switched into Class2/3R state manually. For
this purpose, a dedicated Alignment switch is installed in
every lab.
Maintenance mode To enable switching the equipment into Maintenance mode, a dedicated laboratory
Maintenance switch is installed in every lab. This switch
sets the laboratory into Class3B/4 mode immediately,
while the PSS prohibits the equipment to change its state
to Maintenance mode when the laboratory Maintenance
switch is OFF.
Transport mode To disable the interlock of the
transport doors (see above), there is a key-operated switch
installed next to every one of them. This switch is only effective in Class 1 and Class 2/3R mode. In Class 3B/4
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mode opening a transport door cause an immediate interlock, regardless the state of the transport switch.

Information
Besides safe sensing and interlocking, the other main
task of the PSS is to provide all the necessary information
to the personnel working in the labs. The modes of transferring the information are the followings:
Audible signs The most important safety events are
expressed by audible signs. When the lab goes into Class
3B/4 mode (by opening a BD or switching the Maintenance
switch on) a short continuous signal is given, while the
open status of a door is indicated by a pulsed signal.
Lamps At every entrance, a three colors LED lamp
reflects the state of the laboratory. Meanwhile, every equipment has its own three colors signal tower reflecting its
state.
Information panels At every entrance there is an Information panel that provides all the necessary information
needed for the entrant, such as safety state of the lab, area
manager contact information, necessary laser protective
glasses (if relevant) and dynamic information on the denial
or approval of the entrance request. Inside the lab there is
another panel that contains all relevant information, such
as the state of the followings: lab, all equipment inside, the
doors and roller blinds. It also provides information about
the interlocks. The cleared interlocks can be acknowledged
here as well as the type of the necessary protective glass
can be selected.
PSS monitoring software The PSS has an OPC UA
interface towards the high-level control and monitoring
software of the infrastructure. All the necessary information is transferred, such as the state of the labs, the
equipment, the doors and roller blinds, laser OFF buttons,
interlocks. The events are logged. The authorized employees (e.g. the Laser Safety Officer) have access to this information, but remote manipulation of the PSS is not possible
as this is a one-way connection. The OPC UA interface is
separated from the safety code in the PLC and programmed
in such a way that it can not accept commands from the
high level interface, just monitoring requests.

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
The driving force behind the choice of the controller was
to be able to handle the complexity of logics easily as well
as the requirement of having a modular system prepared
for further extensions in the future. Therefore, the PSS system is based on PLCs. The PLCs are extended with proper
Digital Input (DI), and Digital Output (DO) modules to
provide the necessary amount of connection points towards
the devices. The block diagram of a sample laboratory is
shown on Fig. 3.
The safety PLCs are connected to each other, forming a
safety network. Highly reliable industrial switches are installed next to every PLC for interconnecting them through
a deterministic Ethernet network. The info panels also use
these switches to connect to the PLCs. On this network, the
PLCs can exchange information and spread interlock signals (fire alarm, facility level interlock) among each other.
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The first step is a general I/O test to ensure if all Inputs and Outputs of the safety PLC work properly
by using a software developed for this purpose. This
test was conducted on every cabinet, after assembling, but before installation.
Second step is to check if the complete system
works according to the specification and test plans,
which are validated by an independent engineer as
well as by the Laser Safety Officer. After the PSS is
commissioned, this type of test shall be conducted
after every modification.

SUMMARY

DO

Beam dump
co ntrol

DO

Lamp –
lab&equipment

DO

Audible sign

DO

Equipment
maint.enable

DO

Equipment
interlo ck

DO

Door lock

Emergency door open er – only for emergency exits

Figure 3: PSS architecture – laboratory.
Every laboratory has its own dedicated safety PLC,
which is installed in a wall mounted metal cabinet along
with all the necessary accessories. The cabinets are fed
from the UPS power supply to ensure that all the labs are
in safe state in case of electrical blackout.
The field devices have 24VDC Safety Extra Low Voltage supply from the cabinet.
Field devices that are mounted on the wall, their position
were determined according to the guidance of the area
manager and the laser safety officer. Some laser off buttons
and the BD control buttons are placed on the optical table,
within reasonable distance of the working area.
Mechanical parts work in positive action. All safety devices (laser off buttons, door sensors) shall be in “closed”
state to form a safety loop. If this loop brakes, the interlock
of all the related equipment shall be tripped immediately.
The PLC is also able to execute safety and non-safety
functions as well, so the field devices are divided into two
groups:
• Safety devices: Their malfunction may immediately cause dangerous situations, so they need to be
highly reliable and fail-safe. The chosen products
comply with the IEC 61508 standard. These devices
are the PLC itself, the laser OFF buttons, the door
and roller blind sensors, the BD position sensors and
the emergency door opener.
• Non-safety devices: Their malfunction can cause
inconvenience in the laboratory but not endanger the
health of the resident personnel. These devices are
the audible and visual signs, the information panels,
the Alignment, Maintenance and transport switches.
To ensure that the PSS fulfills its specification a comprehensive functional test shall be conducted before the system is commissioned:

Now the PSS is functional in ten labs and all the Laser
Sources are partially (lasers under commissioning) or fully
integrated into the system.
The PSS is continuously developing as new equipment
arrive in the facility but thanks to the thorough documentation of requirements and the modular designs, no fundamental modifications were needed.
During the next years, the PSS will be expanded to the
ionizing areas, on the basis of the experience gained in the
non-ionizing areas, complemented with additional risk assessments and safety functions such as search protocol and
integration with the Radiation Monitoring system.
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Abstract
Failure event and maintenance record based data collection systems have a long tradition in industry. Today, the
particle accelerator community does not possess a common
platform that permits storing and sharing reliability and
availability information in an efficient way. In large accelerator facilities used for fundamental physics research, each
machine is unique, the scientific culture, work organisation,
and management structures are often incompatible with a
streamlined industrial approach. Other accelerator facilities
enter the area of industrial process improvement, like medical accelerators due to legal requirements and constraints.
The Heidelberg Ion Beam Therapy Center is building up a
system for reliability and availability analysis, exploring the
technical and organisational requirements for a communitywide information system on accelerator system and component reliability and availability. This initiative is part of the
EU H2020 project ARIES, started in May 2017. We will
present the technical scope of the system that is supposed to
access and obtain specific reliability statistical information
in ways not compromising the information suppliers and
system producers.

THE HIT MEDICAL ACCELERATOR
The heavy ion accelerator at HIT is used for rasterscanning radiation of cancer patients (cf. [1, 2] for an
overview) with different types of ions from three sources [3]
in several treatment rooms, two with horizontal fixed beam
exit (operational since 2009) and the heavy ion gantry with
rotatable beam exit (operational since 2012 [4]), and a beam
exit for experiments (see Fig. 1). Each combination of source
and destination may be used for medical treatment, represented within the Accelerator Control System (ACS) by the
so-called virtual accelerator number. A radiation plan consists of a series of beam pulses chosen from a catalogue of
255 different energy values (88–430 MeV/u for carbon, 48–
220 MeV/u for protons), 6 focus sizes, 15 intensity values
(2 × 106 –5 × 108 particles per second for carbon, 8 × 107 –
2 × 1010 pps for protons), and 36 exit angles in case of the
gantry. These tuples of beam settings are named the MEFI
combinations. Both the virtual accelerator as the MEFI combination may be changed from beam pulse to beam pulse
(multi-plexed operation).
∗

klaus.hoeppner@med.uni-heidelberg.de

Figure 1: HIT accelerator facility with ion sources, linear accelerator, synchroton, two horizontal beam exits and gantry
for medical treatment. The experimental area is not shown.

THE ARIES PROJECT
The ARIES (Accelerator Research and Innovation for
European Science and Society) project [5], running since
May 2017 until April 2021 and co-funded by the European
Commission under its Horizon 2020 programme, brings
together a consortium of 42 beneficiaries from 18 countries:
accelerator laboratories, technology institutes, universities
and industrial partners to jointly address common challenges
for the benefit of a number of projects and infrastructures
in high-energy physics, as well as in photon and neutron
science. By promoting complementary expertise, crossdisciplinary cooperation and a wider sharing of knowledge
and technologies throughout academia and with industry,
ARIES will significantly enhance the science and technology
base for European accelerators.
The main goals of ARIES are linked to developing and
demonstrating novel concepts and further improving existing
accelerator technologies, providing European researchers
and industry with access to top-class accelerator research
and test infrastructures, enlarging and further integrating the
accelerator community in Europe, and developing a joint
strategy towards sustainable accelerator science and technology.
ARIES comprises a strong industrial participation with
8 industrial partners, including three small and medium en-
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terprises and one association. Innovation will be fostered
by joint co-development programmes with industry, by supporting innovative technologies with market potential, and
by advancing concepts and designs for medical, industrial
and environmental applications of accelerators for the wide
benefit of European science and society.
The goals of ARIES work package 6.3 task (CERN, HIT)
are:
• establish standard body of RAMS knowledge for particle accelerator applications;
• compile and rank existing RAMS standards, methods
and practices in major laboratories;
• analysis of optimal RAMS characteristics for particle
accelerator systems;
• spreading the identified best RAMS practices in order
to introduce a common baseline; assessing the feasibility of an Open Data Infrastructure for accelerator
reliability.
Highly reliable operation becomes ever more critical for
future energy-frontier machines as well as many applications
(e.g. accelerator-driven systems, hadron therapy). Through
workshops and expert discussions the network will at first
compile Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, Serviceability (RAMS) methods and practices at major and representative particle-accelerator facilities, create an inventory,
and apply some ranking. Further analysis will then allow
defining an optimal RAMS characteristics for particle accelerator systems. The identified best RAMS practices will be
communicated to the partner institutes as well as to the entire accelerator community in order to introduce a common
RAMS baseline. The feasibility of an Open Data Infrastructure for accelerator reliability will be assessed through
topical workshops and expert exchanges.

IMPROVEMENT OF RELIABILITY,
AVAILABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY,
SERVICEABILITY (RAMS)
Reliability and maintenance data are vital to analyse and
improve system performance. RAMS methods are well established in industry, with the OREDA (Offshore & Onshore
Reliability Data) project [6] founded by several oil and gas
companies as an good example. Contrary, the particle accelerator community does not possess a common platform
that permits storing and sharing reliability and availability
information in an efficient way. In large accelerator facilities used for fundamental physics research, each machine is
unique, the scientific culture, work organisation, and management structures are often incompatible with a streamlined
industrial approach.
As a pilot example we choosed the HIT medical accelerator for testing and implementing a workflow to collect and
analyse reliability statistical data. First, HIT is a rather small
accelerator facility with just a single installation, making the
communication between technical experts easier. Second,
since HIT is a medical accelerator, it already has to fulfill
several legal requirements as part of the risk management
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that is necessary for the treatment of humans. Thus, a culture
of documenting maintenance tasks and critical incidents is
already existing, with the disadvantage that most protocols
are kept as single, non-related documents, not allowing an
easy statistical analysis.
For implementing a reliability and availability information
system at HIT, we are performing the following steps:
1. Development of a database model for a RAMS information system. This task was outsourced to the Austrian Institute of Technology (AIT), who implemented
a database model mainly based on the well established
OREDA standard (see Fig. 2 on the following page).
AIT imported the model into their Oracle database
server and provided a web front end. This step is mainly
finished.
2. HIT allocated a scientist and a master thesis student
for the task of designing and creating a tool chain to
collect data from various sources as shown in Fig. 3 on
the next page, like:
•
•
•
•

Operating log books
Technical logs
Maintenance logs
Technical documents.

As a feedback from some technical experts we got the
requirement, that the workflow to implement a RAMS
information system must not increase the workload of
technical groups. Most of them have their own workflow to document maintenance tasks and failure events.
Unfortunately, for historical reasons these workflows
are quite unique and incompatible, sometimes stored
in own engineering data and document management
systems. We found the most technical groups are entering their data into self-designed Excel sheets. For
this reason, we are currently designing Excel sheets
that keep the original design as much as possible. The
implementation of scripts to parse the Excel data with
Python using the xlrd module is under preparation.
3. Once a sufficient amount of RAMS data collected, we
have to implement the statistical analysis. The database
model allows to achieve statistical data based on
•
•
•
•

population size and length of observation periods,
taxonomies identifying sub-systems,
different failure modes,
environmental conditions (e. g., additionally to
temperature and humidity, in the case of accelerators the lifetime of parts also depends on the fact,
whether the part was operated under radiation).

Another feedback we got from technical groups were concerns about the privacy and safety of data. Thus, in the
design of the database model, a role-based access and a privacy concept was considered and implemented. As general
rule, the privacy and ownership of data within the RAMS
information system never changes. Only the technical experts and administrators of an organization are able to view
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Figure 2: Simplified database model, representing equipment classes, type and units with their properties and reliability
statistics. The tables keeping taxonomy data and environmental conditions are not shown.
or change sensitive data like the manufacturer of a particular equipment unit. Only anonymous statistics are shared
between the organization.

CONCLUSION

Figure 3: Workflow for collecting RAMS data from various
sources.

Reliability and data sharing concepts have worked and
provided value within various industries. There is no principal reason why a similar concept shouldn’t work in an
academic environment of accelerator facilities. Up to the
current state of the implementation of a RAMS information
system as part of the work package task 6.3 of ARIES, it
looks like the real challenge is not a technical one. Established database models like OREDA fit into an accelerator
environment with rather small changes. The main issue are
the personnel resources to collect the reliability data. Thus,
a main focus of the WP 6.3 task has to deal with allowing
technical experts to enter their reliability data as easy as
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possible. Another part of the task will have to deal with
concerns about the privacy of sensitive operational data.
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AN OFF-MOMENTUM BEAM LOSS FEEDBACK CONTROLLER AND
GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE FOR THE LHC
B. Salvachua∗ , D. Alves, G. Azzopardi, S. Jackson,
D. Mirarchi, M. Pojer, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
G. Valentino, University of Malta, Msida, Malta
Abstract
During LHC operation, a campaign to validate the configuration of the LHC collimation system is conducted every
few months. This is performed by means of loss maps,
where specific beam losses are voluntarily generated with
the resulting loss patterns compared to expectations. The
LHC collimators have to protect the machine from both betatron and off-momentum losses. In order to validate the
off-momentum protection, beam losses are generated by
shifting the RF frequency using a low intensity beam. This
is a delicate process that, in the past, often led to the beam
being dumped due to excessive losses. To avoid this, a feedback system based on the 100 Hz data stream from the LHC
Beam Loss system has been implemented. When given a
target RF frequency, the feedback system approaches this
frequency in steps while monitoring the losses until the selected loss pattern conditions are reached, so avoiding the
excessive losses that lead to a beam dump. This paper will
describe the LHC off-momentum beam loss feedback system
and the results achieved.

INTRODUCTION
In the Large Hadron Collider two counter-rotating beams
collide in 4 experiments at a centre-of-mass energy of up to
14 TeV [1, 2]. In order to keep the beams on their desired
trajectory, super-conducting dipoles with a nominal field of
8.33 T are used. A collimation system protects the machine
against beam losses. The loss of a very small fraction of
the circulating beam is a concern because this may induce
a magnet quench, where a superconducting magnet enters
the normal conducting state, initiating a beam dump or, in
extreme cases even damaging machine components.
More than 100 collimators are located in the LHC ring in
order to concentrate beam losses in these dedicated areas.
The main betatron cleaning occurs in LHC Insertion Region
7 (IR7) and off-momentum particles are cleaned in LHC
Insertion Region 3 (IR3). A collimation hierarchy is defined
with robust primary collimators with smaller gaps catching
primary beam losses, secondary collimators more retracted
than the primaries intercepting secondary showers, and absorbers to intercept and absorb the remaining showers. At
both sides of each colliding interaction point, tertiary collimators provide local protection to the strong focusing triplet
magnets while additional absorbers are used to intercept the
physics collision debris.
∗

belen.salvachua@cern.ch

The hierarchy of the collimation system has to be validated
and verified at least every three months during machine
operation in order to ensure that any possible drift does
not affect the beam cleaning efficiency. The validation is
done by means of beam loss maps. Betatron cleaning is
validated by transversely exciting a low intensity beam with
white noise in a controlled way, generating slow beam losses
that are used to verify the collimation hierarchy in IR7 and
the residual leakage into the cold magnets. Off-momentum
cleaning is verified by shifting the Radio-Frequency (RF)
by a fixed amount resulting in an orbit shift for both beams.
This shift is more pronounced were the machine dispersion is
highest, leading to higher beam losses in the off-momentum
collimation system in IR3.
The validation of the LHC configuration through loss
maps is performed at every stage in the LHC cycle: at injection energy with injection protection collimators inserted
and retracted, at the end of the energy ramp, at the end of the
beam squeeze, when the beams are colliding, as well as for
special experimental configurations. Off-momentum validation [3] of a single configuration requires two dedicated fills
for each configuration (to probe particles with both higher
and lower than nominal momentum) where the beams are
completely lost on the IR3 collimators. A minimum of 5 to
8 configurations need to be validated in this way. For the
betatron cleaning a procedure was developed that allows loss
maps to be performed without dumping the beam. However
this was not initially the case for off-momentum loss maps,
whose time significantly impacted the machine availability
for physics. In order to perform the off-momentum loss
maps in a controlled way without losing the beam a feedback based on the signal from beam loss monitors located
downstream from each collimator was developed, together
with a dedicated graphical user interface.

BEAM LOSS MONITORING DATA
The LHC is equipped with more than 3 600 ionisation
chambers [4] distributed along the ring and covering the
regions were high losses are expected. Downstream from
each collimator there is at least one such ionisation chamber.
The beam loss monitors detect secondary shower particles
the number of which, for a given energy, are proportional
to the number of initiating protons. The signal is read-out
in 12 different running sums (RS01 - RS12) ranging from
40 µs to 83.9 s calculated every 40 µs. A Java concentrator
publishes the BLM data every 1 Hz for each of the running
sums. A special fast data stream of RS06 (integration time
of 10.06 ms) is published via FESA (Front-End Software
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Architecture) [5] software at a higher rate, 100 Hz and downsampled to 25 Hz. This is the stream of data used for the
automatic collimation alignment [6, 7]. It is only available
for the monitors downstream of the collimators and a few
additional monitors in the dispersion suppressor regions of
IR3 and IR7.

RADIO FREQUENCY TRIM
The technique used in LHC Run 1 (2010 - 2013) to validate the off-momentum configuration was to change the
RF frequency by an amount large enough to move the beam
onto the primary collimators in IR3. This was done with
low intensities in the machine, below 3 × 1011 protons per
beam. The RF frequency shift used was very large, typically
±500 Hz. While this allowed the beam halo leaking into
the cold magnets to be accurately measured, the beam was
irreversibly lost, making the validation lengthy, in particular
at top energy.
Several studies were performed in order to asses the minimum RF frequency shift that is needed to generate enough
losses to validate the collimation hierarchy [8], but this shift
depended on the optics and on the collimator settings.
In LHC Run 2 a feedback that trimmed the RF frequency
while monitoring the beam losses via the fast stream of BLM
data was implemented. The feedback worked correctly in
many cases but, due to the way it was implemented, the system was not optimal. A target shift of RF frequency was set
with the frequency then changed at a rate of 110 Hz/s. The
RF setting was immediately reverted if the losses exceeded
a pre-defined threshold. This meant that if the acquisition
of the BLM data was delayed or lost for any reason the controller could not revert the RF setting quickly enough. In
order to explore ways to better control the frequency trims
a new feedback controller together with a graphical user
interface was developed.

NEW FEEDBACK CONTROLLER
The new feedback controller is fully based on Python,
although low level processes in FESA still control the RF
trim and provide the fast BLM data. Active trims to the
hardware and acquisition actions are performed via a Java
API for Parameter Control (JAPC) [9].
The system architecture is presented in Fig. 1. The RF frequency is trimmed via UDP packges sent to the RF Gateway
from the LHC Feedback Controller FESA class, also used for
the LHC position, tune and energy feedbacks. Monitoring
of the BLM signals is done via one of the LHC collimator
FESA classes that acts as a data concentrator, gathering the
fast stream of BLM data at 100 Hz and making it available to
the collimator controller at 25 Hz. The beam current is also
monitored to inhibit the feedback if the beam intensity is
higher than a pre-defined threshold. The project is organized
in three layers:
• Hardware: involving beam current transformers (BCT)
for monitoring of total beam current, the low level RF
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system for the frequency change and the BLM system
for measuring the losses.
• FESA Middleware: the reading from and writing to
hardware is done via the FESA classes shown in Fig. 1.
• Python Top Level: interaction with the user is performed using a Graphical User Interface (GUI) written in Python, whilst monitoring of the signals (BCT,
BLM and RF frequency) and the actual off-momentum
feedback controller implementation is also done with
Python code.
The frequency trim sent to the global LHC feedback controller needs be done in momentum units and not in frequency. However it is more intuitive for the user to select the
frequency in Hz directly. The software therefore converts
internally the user selected value using Eq. 1
∆p = −1 × 8.3333 × 10−6 ∆ f

(1)

where ∆p is the value in momentum units and ∆ f the value
in Hz. Valid values of ∆ f are between ±500 Hz and is
constrained by the application.
Additional checks are performed before the offmomentum feedback is active, including a check for
machine protection purposes, where the beam intensity in
the machine needs to be smaller than the predefined value
of 5 × 1011 p.
The feedback can be started in three different configurations defined by the user via the GUI:
1. Loop mode using 1 Hz BLM data.
2. Feedback mode using 1 Hz BLM data.
3. Feedback mode using 100 Hz BLM data.
All of them are initiated in the same way, with the user
specifying the frequency shift parameters: start (∆ finitial ),
end (∆ ffinal ) and step (∆ fstep ).
The input parameters used for the comparison of the BLM
data are:
• BLM maximum ratio limit: the maximum allowed ratio
of the measured BLM value to the BLM dump threshold.
• Dispersion Suppressor (DS) relative limit: the maximum ratio of the current BLM value to the initial BLM
value in the selected dispersion suppressor BLM monitors. Only the monitors in the dispersion suppressors
left and right of the off-momentum cleaning region in
IR3 are taken into account.
• BLM maximum value limit for 100 Hz.
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Figure 1: Architecture diagram of the off-momentum feedback controller project.

Loop Mode 1 Hz BLM Data
This is called loop mode because the final frequency shift
is achieved in iterative steps of a user selected frequency
change, with the trim reverted each time between steps. The
loop starts by setting the initial frequency shift (∆ finitial ).
Normally this would be zero but the GUI allows for a different starting point if it is smaller in absolute value than the
allowed (∆ ffinal ). Before evaluating the amount of beam loss
observed the algorithm waits for the expected time needed to
reach the target frequency (assuming 110 Hz/s). After this
time the losses acquired at 1 Hz are evaluated, reading the
values from the BLM concentrator (LHC_BLM_ACQ class).
In this case all BLM monitors (values and dump thresholds)
are read-out, but only the unmasked channels (channels that
can initiate a beam dump) are taken into account. The check
will return True if any BLM monitor of any running sum is
above the selected BLM maximum ratio limit. Note that in
this case the loop takes into account information of all BLM
monitors in the LHC ring and any running sum. The trim is
fully reverted after each step independently of the previous
result but the result is kept in memory. The next step is
to evaluate if the losses in the dispersion suppressor area
were high enough to measure the halo cleaning leakage. The
increase of signal (ratio of the current signal to the initial
signal) for the BLM monitors in the dispersion suppressors
of IR3 are used for this. These cells correspond to magnets
where the losses are expected to be highest. If the signal

is higher than the pre-selected limit DS relative limit the
check returns True and the loop stops. If the signal from the
dispersion suppressors in IR3 is still lower than the limit, but
the losses in the ring were higher then the same frequency
shift is tried once again before stopping the loop. If both the
dispersion suppressor signals in IR3 and those in the ring are
below the selected limits the loop continues by increasing
the trim to ∆ finitial + n∆ fstep until ∆ ffinal is reached.
Figure 2 (top) shows how the total frequency trim is increases over time until one of the stop conditions is reached.
In this case, as the last step is not repeated, this corresponds
to the case where the condition in the dispersion suppressors of IR3 is reached but ring losses are below selected
threshold.

Feedback Mode 1 Hz BLM Data
In this case the feedback also starts with the ∆ finitial frequency shift but the frequency is constantly increasing (or
decreasing, depending of the sign of the trim) in steps of
∆ fstep until ∆ ffinal is reached. At each step the feedback evaluates the losses in the ring and in the dispersion suppressor
using the same criteria as in the Loop mode. The feedback
keeps trimming until any BLM in any running sum is above
the selected margin to the dump limit or the signal in the
dispersion suppressor is above threshold. Figure 2 (bottom)
shows the evolution of the frequency over time in this mode.
The losses are evaluated at every point.
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ple. When the class is initiated default values of frequency
shifts and beam loss limits are configured. These parameters can be changed by the user afterwards. The controller
can then be called with these values, just indicating if the
frequency shift is positive or negative (as shown below, in
code line 2). The user can also specify as input parameters
the minimum and maximum frequency shift and the step
(see below in code line 3). The three modes of controller
have the same interface.
1
2
3

Figure 2: Simulated RF frequency change over time for the
Loop Mode (top) and for the Feedback Mode (bottom).

Feedback Mode 100 Hz BLM Data
This feedback uses the fast stream of BLM data. However, the data is resampled at 25 Hz and is only available
for the BLM monitors downstream of the collimators and 2
BLMs in the dispersion suppressors of IR3. For this reason,
the check of losses in this mode is done with the BLMs at:
the 2 primary skew collimators in IP7 (TCP.B6L7.B1 and
TCP.B6R7.B2); the BLM downstream of a tertiary collimator in IP1 (TCTPV.4R1.B2) that will detect high losses
from Beam 2 leaking from IR3; one BLM downstream of a
tertiary collimator in IP5 (TCTPV.4L5.B1) that will detect
high losses from Beam 1 leaking from IR3. In this mode
this total of 6 monitors in representative locations replaces 1
2
the data from the full ring used in the other two modes.
In addition to the check on the signal to dump ratio for 3
the 4 BLM monitors selected, an additional check on the
absolute value of the signal is also performed. For the dis-4
persion suppressor signals the checks are the same as for the 5
6
1 Hz data, based on the increase of signal from the start of
the loss map.
The final frequency shift is reached in steps and the losses 7
described above are evaluated at every step, as shown in 8
Figure 2 (bottom). The user can select only one of the three
modes. For proton beams, the feedback mode at 100 Hz is
the most performing option. However, for ion beams, the
loss distribution along the dispersion suppressor it is very
different than for protons and since the feedback mode at
100 Hz only checks 2 pre-selected BLM monitors in the DS,
it is not the best option for ions. For ions, it is recommended
the usage of the feedback mode at 1 Hz or the loop mode at
1 Hz as the check is done in all monitors in the ring.

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION AND GUI
The active part of the controller was built in a dedicated
and independent Python class - the Loss Map Controller;
offMomentumLossmap. The off-momentum feedback can
either be called from the Python interpreter of a custom
Python script or from a dedicated GUI. The interface is sim-

lm = OffMomentumLossmap()
lm.lossmap_freq_loop_pos_dp()
lm.lossmap_freq_loop( min_freq = 0, max_freq =
200, step_freq = 5)

Decorators are used to limit the maximum and minimum
range of default parameters. For example, the maximum and
minimum values for the dispersion suppressor relative limit
are set to 50 and 1.
Another class covers the monitoring and publication of
measured beam loss, RF frequency and beam intensity,
GenericMonitoring. This is also a generic configurable class.
When using it in standalone mode, the user can specify the
FESA (hardware) properties that are monitored, the graph
line names and the maximum number of points for each
line. The class accesses the FESA properties via JAPC and
creates an array with a rolling buffer with the number points
specified and emits a pyQt signal when the buffer is updated.
In the code lines below, one can see an example for the
configuration of the beam current signals.

class BctMonitoring(GenericMonitoring):
def __init__ ( self , japc = None):
this_fesa_properties =
("LHC.BCTDC24.A/Acquisition#totalIntensityB1",
"LHC.BCTDC24.A/Acquisition#totalIntensityB2")
line_names = ("Beam1","Beam2")
super(BctMonitoring, self ) . __init__ ( fesaProperties
= this_fesa_properties , lineNames =
line_names)
self . lineColors = ((0,0,204) ,(204,0,0) )
self .signalName = "BCT"

A Graphical User Interface was built in Python using the
Qt Designer tool. This is used to generate the layout of the
GUI and provides an XML file that can then be automatically converted to a Python class. There is one tab for each
controller mode, but monitor graphs, default settings and
start-stop actions are common in the GUI for the 3 modes.
Figure 3 shows a picture of the final GUI. On the top-left
of the GUI the three tabs for the selection of the feedback
mode are displayed; on the middle-left there is the configuration of maximum frequency shift and the step size; on the
bottom-left there are the two panels for the default values
selection (injection or top energy); on the right side of the
GUI, the four graphs dedicated to the monitoring are displayed: RF frequency (top-left), beam currents (top-right),
relevant BLM signals for Beam 1 (bottom-left) and relevant
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BLM signals for Beam 2 (bottom-right). The configuration
of the monitoring part is done using the GenericMonitoring
class.

Figure 5: Distribution of beam losses after a primary collimator in IR3 (red) and in IR7 (blue) together with the change
of RF frequency (black) as function of time.

Figure 3: Graphical user interface for the beam loss offmomentum feedback.
The connection between the GUI layout and the offmomentum controller is done in an additional class called
AppOffMomentumLossmap. This class is responsible for the
threading of activities and defines controller settings at injection and top energy. The logs are displayed to the user in the
GUI and are also saved locally in log files. Figure 4 shows
the relationship between the main classes of the Python Top
Level.

Figure 4: Description of the main classes used in the project.

RESULTS WITH LHC BEAMS
During 2018, several off-momentum loss maps were successfully done using the described feedback. Figure 5 shows
as example of the distribution of losses (blue and red lines)
while the RF frequency is changing (black line). The data
is displayed at 1 Hz although the 100Hz mode was used as
feedback.
Figure 6 shows as example of one of the loss maps
achieved using this feedback. From August 2018, this offmomentum feedback was the default software used on the
LHC to validate the off-momentum configuration.

Figure 6: Off-momentum loss map done with the feedback
on.

CONCLUSIONS
During 2018, a feedback controller to perform the offmomentum beam loss protection validation of the LHC was
deployed in operation. The feedback software is based on a
2-tier structure, using FESA Middleware to access the hardware and a Top Level Python project to control and configure
the feedback with a Python Graphical User Interface. The
feedback was shown to be very effective, allowing several
off-momentum loss maps to be performed with the same
beam without triggering a beam abort, thus optimizing the
machine time required to validate the collimation protection
hierarchy.
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ELECTRONICS FOR LCLS-II BEAM
CONTAINMENT SYSTEM SHUT-OFF*
R. Kadyrov†, E. Chin, C. Clarke, E. Rodriguez, F. Tao, D. Brown, M. Petree
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, California, USA
Abstract
LCLS-II is a new xFEL facility under construction at
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. Its superconducting electron linac is able to produce up to 1.2 MW
of beam power. The existing normal conducting LCLS
linac can operate concurrently in shared accelerator
housing. A Beam Containment System (BCS) is employed
to limit the beam power and prevent excessive radiation in
case of electron beam loss or FEL breach. Fast and slow
shut-off paths are designed for devices with different
response requirements. The system is required to shut-off
the beam within 200 µs for some of the fast sensors. The
fast path is based on custom electronic designs, and the
slow path leverages industrial safety-rated PLC hardware.
The system spans 4 km of LCLS-II and combines inputs
from about 150 sensors of different complexity. The
architecture is based on multiple levels starting with
summing sensor inputs locally and to converting them into
permits for the shut-off devices. Each level is implemented
redundantly. Automated and manual tests at all levels are
implemented in the system. System architecture,
electronics design and cable plant challenges are presented
below.

INTRODUCTION
There have been multiple changes to the BCS
architecture since it was presented to the community last
time [1]. The hardwired shut-off for devices with fast
response requirements has grown into the “fast shutoff
path” subsystem comprised of custom electronic units with
copper and fiber interconnections. The role of the PLC has
been expanded to supervising, testing the fast path
electronics and shut-off devices, and centralized bypass
handling. Not all initiatives for the PLC implementation
presented previously in [1] have been implemented, and
the final design closely follows de-facto standards of safety
systems implementation at SLAC with redundant
implementation and diversity in programming.

from beam stoppers provide inputs to I/O in the field, PLC
CPU processes readings from the field I/O, evaluates
interlock conditions, and issues slow path permits for the
Shut-off chassis (SOC).
All sensors with shut-off time requirements below
500 ms are connected to the “fast path”. The following
sensors use the fast shut-off path: Average Current Monitor
(ACM), Beam Loss Monitors (BLMs), and the Photon
Absorber Burn Through Monitor (BTM). Faults from
sensor electronics are summed in digital summary chassis
(DSC) and passed to the SOC for permit generation. The
subsystem with the fastest response required is the BLM.
If beam is not mitigated in 200 µs after the beam loss,
thermal damage to personnel protection equipment can
occur at beam power above 250 kW.
Both paths are shown in Figure 1. Permits from the shutoff chassis are passed to the interface chassis that translates
the signal levels and logic to be compatible with the shutoff devices.
A typical BCS installation combines sensors within
reach of PLC I/O and DSC which corresponds to three to
five 100-m sectors of the accelerator structure. Installation
boundaries are defined based on signal density in each area
and optimal cable lengths. Installation locations are
selected such that the permitting signals are passed in the
upstream direction towards primary shut-off devices to
reduce the response time.
Slow Sensors

Fast sensors

PLC I/O

Processing
Electronics

PLC Processing

Digital Summary
Chassis

Shutoff Chassis

Shutoff Interface Chassis

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The BCS sensors are divided into two categories by the
shut-off time required. The first category includes sensors
with response requirements of 500 ms or more that are
connected to the “slow path” which is based on distributed
Siemens failsafe PLC I/O and safety PLC CPUs. Magnet
Current Monitors (MCMs), vacuum breach interlock
system, cooling water differential pressure switches,
bremsstrahlung radiation monitors and position indicators

Manual confidence test at each level
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Figure 1: System fast and slow shut-off paths. Fast path
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Most installations have one or more DSC and PLC I/O
heads installed in one or adjacent racks. Electronics for the
sensors can be one or more 100-m sectors away. There are
11 installations planned in the system, they are shown in
Figure 2.

SLOW PATH IMPLEMENTATION
The slow path is based on redundant PLC systems with
two processors and two separate sets of distributed I/O
systems. The PLC logic will be implemented by two
developers independently following one programming
specification document. The expected response time of
safety runtime to a slow fault is below 200 ms. Regular
runtime is used for fast path supervision, configuration and
testing. A Human Machine Interface (HMI) is installed in
a BCS rack close to the Control Room. It displays the
current system state and allows authorized users to change
the system configuration and interlock thresholds using the
hardwired access key. One HMI communicates to both Aand B-chain PLC processors.
PLC I/O heads and the HMI operate on its own network
infrastructure built on fiber optic. A circle topology is used
for the PLC field I/O network to increase availability. The
network and fiber used for the permit distribution use a
fiber trunk shared only with other safety systems.
The changes to the PLC implementation since it was
presented in [1] also include replacing the PLC processor
to Siemens S7-1500F series and removing the third
supervisory PLC. Changing the distributed I/O to
ET200MP systems with increased maximum cable length
reduced the number of BCS installations. At each location,
regular and failsafe I/O are combined on the ET200MP rail.
ET200SP rails are used in addition to ET200MP at
locations where a failsafe 4-20 mA interface is required for
MCMs.
A unidirectional serial interface is implemented in each
PLC for EPICS status reporting. An ASCII string is sent
periodically with encoded system status bits and registers
to EPICS for monitoring and archiving.
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FAST PATH IMPLEMENTATION
The basis architecture using a summary layer (DSC) and
permit generating layer (SOC) was previously used in
LCLS BCS. The following changes have been
implemented to fulfil LCLS-II requirements. First, an
additional permit path was added to allow each sensor to
trip the superconducting (SC) linac, the normal-conducting
LCLS linac, or both. Second, due to an increased sensor
count, expandability is added at the DSC level when
several DSCs can be daisy-chained together. All long haul
connections are made with fiber optic, and regular copper
cabling is used for local connections.

Digital Summary Chassis
The DSC acts as a middle layer node to interlock all BCS
electronics and associated sensors that require fast shut-off
in a given region. Each chassis is able to handle up to eight
sensors. Inputs are optically isolated and protected from
overvoltage and overcurrent.
Each input can be configured to inhibit beam in the two
linacs independently by generating two permitting outputs.
Since the SC linac shares accelerator housing with LCLS
starting in the final third of the housing, the fault in sensors
in the first two thirds of the housing removes the SC linac
permit only. As BLMs detect losses of beam in all beam
transport lines, all faults in sensors downstream of LCLS
injector starting point revoke permits both from SC and
LCLS injectors. The photodiode BTM is located in the soft
X-ray (SXR) beamline and can be hit by FEL produced by
either linac, thus it also revokes both permits. Some slow
path sensors like MCM and water switches disallow beam
production by one linac only if corresponding magnet
power supply or cooling circuit is not shared between
LCLS and LCLS-II.
DSC channel bypasses are centrally managed through
the PLC. DIP-switches on the DSC main board are used for
local bypassing of unused channels. These switches are not
accessible from front or rear panels and are meant for initial
configuration only.
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Figure 2: BCS Architecture Layout and expected response time at each installation.
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Permitting outputs are generated as two redundant
1 MHz optical tones that are sent to one of two SOCs or
another DSC. Test switches are available on the front panel
for testing individual inputs as well as each of the four
output permits.
A Beckhoff BK9000 Terminal I/O is used for status
monitoring. Four KL1872 16-channel digital input
modules report input sensor fault and bypass status, permit
configuration and the status of output permits. A KL3002
analog input module is used for on-board voltage
monitoring. The BK9000 communicates to EPICS softIOC
via the controls network.

Shut-off Chassis
The SOC is the central node for BCS permit logic. It
processes the inputs from DSCs at each installation and
converts them into redundant permitting outputs for shutoff devices. There are two SOCs in the system, they share
the design of hardware but run a different logic for each
configuration.
The first configuration is installed in Sector 1, close to
the SC linac injector shut-off devices. They are the
Acousto-Optic Modulator (AOM), two Laser Safety
Shutters (LSS), the Gun RF and the RF for first SC
accelerating section. Another output is used to notify MPS
and the timing system that the BCS trip has occurred. It
requests to stop data buffering in fast diagnostics for posttrip investigation. This SOC takes inputs from DSCs at
installations from the injector to Sector 30, 3 km away.
The other configuration is deployed in the Beam Switch
Yard (BSY) and interfaces to the LCLS BCS, SXR/HXR
kicker and septum sets. The last two are used as dedicated
hardwired path for beamline safety stoppers interlock: if a
stopper goes off the out limit switch, the permits to
corresponding kicker and septum are removed. The BSY
SOC covers installations from the BSY to the Near
Experimental Hall. The SOC has inputs reserved for
system extension to include LCLS-II Scientific Instrument
(L2SI) BCS installation and LCLS-II High Energy (HE)
upgrade.
Each SOC is able to process permitting inputs from up
to eight summary chassis through 32 optical inputs for Aand B-chains separately for SC and LCLS injectors. All
inputs are active and cannot be bypassed. Unused channels
are disabled with DIP-switch on the mainboard inside the
SOC at the time it is built. There is a bidirectional
redundant handshaking interface between the two SOCs
through optical fiber. The two chassis exchange permits for
LCLS and SC linac operation.
Given the complexity of the interlock logic and possible
changes to the requirements after design is complete and
before the system is fully deployed, it was decided to
implement the logic on a programmable device (CPLD).
Both chains will run identical firmware which will be
reviewed by an independent verification team.
Along with DSC inputs, the interlock logic takes inputs
from the PLC. The slow-path permits are combined with
fast path permits through this interface. In addition, the
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PLC is able to revoke the permit going to each shut-off
device individually for testing purposes.
Cross-interlocking is implemented with sum A- and Bchain permits inside the SOC such that both redundant
permits for each shut-off device are removed if either chain
trips. This feature can be disabled with a front panel switch
in order to demonstrate that each chain can functions
independently during testing.
Outputs to the shut-off devices are 24 V DC voltage
signals or “dry”-contacts that operate in failsafe logic:
voltage level and close contacts indicate permitting
condition. Front panel tests switches are implemented for
output permits.
Similarly to the DSC, the SOC uses Beckhoff Terminal
IO for status monitoring and relaying status to the control
system.

Interfaces to Shut-off Devices
The laser used for the LCLS-II photo-injector
incorporates an Acousto-Optic Modulator (AOM) which
must be active for the laser pulse to be extracted. The BCS
interfaces to the AOM through its External Modulator
Efficiency control input. While no voltage is applied to the
input, no laser output is generated. The BCS-to-AOM
interface chassis is designed for fast control voltage
removal. A dual trip mechanism is used with a fast analog
switch connected in series with a slower but more reliable
relay. The relay and the switch can be tested separately with
buttons on the front panel. The modulator efficiency
voltage during permitting conditions can be adjusted with
a potentiometer. The AOM interface chassis combines
BCS permits with MPS and Laser Safety System inputs
that also use the AOM as primary shut-off mechanism. The
AOM is the fastest shut-off device in the system. The last
pulse on the laser output is observed 28 µs after the BCS
permit is removed after which there is no laser extracted.
The Superconducting accelerating section RF and the
LCLS-II Gun RF use the same solution for interrupting the
RF path between the LLRF output and the Solid State
Amplifier (SSA) input. A PIN diode is used with
submicrosecond switching time. An RF coupler is installed
after the diode and couples the RF signal back to the LLRF
Precision Receiver Chassis to ensure that the RF signal
does not reach the SSA while the BCS permit is revoked.
The test switch on the front panel can be used to activate
the trip.
The LCLS-II BCS has a single point of connection to the
LCLS BCS from the SOC in the BSY to the legacy LCLS
SOC. The two systems are decoupled otherwise.
Permits for septa are summed with other interlocks and
passed to the enabling input of the power supply controller.
Permits for kickers will be connected directly to the kicker
interface chassis to enable kicker modulation.
The LSS controller chassis comprises laser shutter
controllers and repeating relays. Each shutter is equipped
with a set of switches which are replicated to PLC for
confirmation that the shutters are closed. Otherwise the
system generates an alarm.
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More details on BCS shutoff devices and alarms can be
found in [2].

Shut-off Time Calculation
The distance for signal propagation from the most
downstream sensor to the SC electron gun is about 4 km
which corresponds to 20 µs of signal delay assuming 2/3rd
speed of light propagation speed in fiber or copper media.
The AOM, the fastest shut-off device, is able to inhibit the
beam production in less than 30 µs. Once safety margins
and uncertainties are accounted for, 100 µs of the 200 µs
overall response budget is left for the fast shut-off path
electronics. It is split between the sensor response, signal
latency in processing electronics, DSC, SOC and shut-off
interface chassis. At the design stage, 10 µs was budgeted
for each electronic unit, but the first articles build
demonstrated even faster response. The response time of
the electronics is mostly defined by the speed of
optocouplers in input and output interfaces and the 1-MHz
tone used for fiber optic connections.
Expected beam shut-off times for sensors at each
installation are shown in Figure 2 and range from about
80 µs for sensors close to the AOM to less than 120 µs for
distant sensors connected to first of two cascaded DSC.

Built-in Test Features
Testing capabilities are built in at each level of the
system hierarchy. Manual test switches generate faults at
the device, DSC, SOC and shut-off interface levels and
allow testing the interlock propagation to lower levels
down to each shut-off device. An automated test can be
instigated by the PLC in device electronics. The PLC can
also change the permitting outputs inform the SOC to the
shutoff devices to test each device individually. The use of
the PLC allows the interlock logic testing and bypass
configuration verification to be done within minutes and is
fully automated. For the ACM, the PLC requests a test tone
to be injected in the RF cavity, which generates a trip in the
ACM processing electronics, so in this case, the automated
test covers the sensor level as well whereas for BLMs the
test comprises an injected charge to the processing
electronics only. In addition to these invasive confidence
trip tests, all sensors connected to the “fast-path” are
continuously self-checking, verifying the sensor health and
connection continuity. Confidence tests and self-checking
are diagnostic tools that cover all parts of the sensor
electronics and shutoff architecture functionality.
Diagnostic coverage for each level is shown in Figure 1.

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS
ANALYSIS (FMEA)
The FMEA identified numerous safe detectable and
undetectable failures along with several dangerous
detectable and three dangerous undetectable failures. Two
of them pertain to shut-off devices that are not used as the
primary shut-off mechanisms, and the third one deals with
the response time of AOM, a sudden increase of which is
not detectable with system diagnostics and therefore needs
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to be verified periodically through measurement. Currently
statistics are being collected on how reliable the 28 µs
AOM response time is. Based on the results, a decision on
the periodicity of such test during operations will be made.
Failures caused by continuity loss between layers are either
safe because of positive logic of permitting signals or
detectable by diagnostics embedded in failsafe PLC I/O.
The ability to instigate the test trip and the continuous
self-checking at the sensor and electronics levels give a
high diagnostic coverage of the system shut-off path and
addresses most of failures listed in FMEA. This, in
combination with redundant implementation (hardware
fault tolerance of 1), ensures a high safety integrity level
(SIL) which is commensurate with SIL-2 defined in
IEC 61508. A specific SIL is not required, however the
Radiation Safety Systems Technical basis document [3]
indicates that SIL-2 is an appropriate design goal for the
project. The slow path leverages an industrial safety-rated
solution capable of delivering SIL-3 per Siemens PLC
safety manual.

SUMMARY
The BCS combines about 150 sensors along all 4 km of
the machine. Most of them are connected to a fast interlock
path that consists of DSC, SOC, interface chassis and shutoff devices. There is in addition a slow interlock path based
on distributed PLC I/O system and PLC processor units.
The slow path shares the SOC, interface and shut-off
devices with the fast path. Each level is implemented
redundantly. Permissive signals from the sensor electronics
are collected by the DSC or the safety PLC. Redundant
signals from the DSC are inputs to one of the two SOCs
which provide permitting signals through a shut-off
interface chassis to the shut-off devices. The shut-off
devices allow or inhibit the production of beam. The fast
shut-off path is expected to stop the beam production
within 120 µs for the most distant sensors. Debug hooks
and test points are provided to streamline troubleshooting
and certification including automated testing between the
sensor electronics and the SOC.
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NEW INJECTION INFORMATION ARCHIVER FOR SuperKEKB
H. Kaji∗ , High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, Ibaraki, Japan
Abstract
We developed the injection information archiver which
records a variety of injection-related data for the SuperKEKB collider. The recorded data are utilized to understand the beam quality and the beam background at the
interaction point. Even though the first version of the injection information archiver is working well, it cannot be
operated with the maximum injection rate of 50 Hz. Therefore, we develop a new system that collects the injection
data via the dedicated optical network. It is realized by expanding the Bucket Selection system. We installed one node
which collects data from the network and records them into
the archiver. The system worked without any problem and
collected injection-related data in the 2019 spring run.

Figure 1: Accelerator layout at KEK and the location of
injection-related data.

INTRODUCTION
The efficient and stable beam injection is important for
the SuperKEKB collider [1]. It operates high current beams,
like 2.6 A (positron ring) and 3.6 A (electron ring), to archive
the large luminosity.
The detailed understandings of the injection operation
and injected beam-pulse are important to discuss the beam
quality, collision quality, and the beam background at the
interaction point. For this purpose, the injection information
archiver system is developed in 2018 [2]. It is successfully
operated and the interesting results are evaluated from the
recorded data.
However, this system has the issue that data acquisition
can not be implemented in the injection rate >25 Hz. And
such a high rate injection will be carried out in the future
large current operation at SuperKEKB.
We developed the new injection information archiver system which can record the pulse-by-pulse data in 50 Hz. This
system utilized the distributed shared memory network to
collect the necessary injection related information.

INJECTION INFORMATION
The injection information archiver collects a variety of
data. For example, the operation parameters of injector linac
(LINAC) are collected and recorded. Besides, the following
data are collected with the software process developed for
this purpose.

Injected Current
The injected current, Δ𝐼, is defined as follows:
aft
bef
Δ𝐼 = 𝐼bunch
− 𝐼bunch
,

(1)

bef and 𝐼 aft
where 𝐼bunch
bunch are the bunch current of RF-bucket
which LINAC injects beam-pulse (Injection-bucket). It is
∗

hiroshi.kaji@kek.jp

recorded twice, before injection and after injection. The
data of the appropriate channel of the bunch current monitor
(BCM) is collected and recorded.

Operation Current Loss
There is the current loss of the storage bunches caused by
the injection operation. The well-known loss is the injection
kicker effect. T he s torage b unches a round t he Injectionbucket is kicked to approach the injection beam-pulse. This
process makes storage bunches oscillating. Therefore, they
emitted the synchrotron radiation and their bunch current is
decreased.
We can determine and record this effect. T he current
loss is defined with E q. ( 1). However, we change the measured bunch. In the SuperKEKB accelerator case, ±500
RF-buckets around Injection-bucket is affected by the injection kicker. The beam loss can be measured by applying the
offset within this RF-bucket region.

Location of Information
The injection-information archiver collects a variety of
data from the large beamlines. Figure 1 shows the location of
the above information. They are spread on the SuperKEKB
accelerator area.
The master IOC of Event Timing System has most of the
injection-information since it manages the injection. There
are the BCMs at the D7 hall. The master IOC of Bucket
Selection located at the Central Control Building (CCB). It
decides the next Injection-bucket.

DISTRIBUTED SHARED
MEMORY NETWORK
We utilize the distributed shared memory to collect the
injection information since their source is broadly spread. In
this section, we introduce its module, network configuration,
and the interruption functions.
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Selection system [4]. We expand the Bucket Selection network and, additionally, install the PCIexpress card of the
reflective memory and the server as the archiver node.
We call the VME nodes at LINAC and the D7 hall as the
“LINAC” and “D7” nodes, respectively. And for two nodes
at CCB, the VME node is called the “CCB-1” node, while
the PCIexpress node is called the “CCB-2” node.

Network Interruption
The reflect memory modules have network interruption
functions. Each node can send the interruption signal to the
other node. Then, the node received the interruption signal
launches the interruption to its own CPU.
The process starts with the LINAC node. It interrupts the
CCB-1 node. The CCB-1 node decides the next Injectionbucket. In this process, the bunch current information which
is provided by the D7 node is referred. The operation timing of LINAC is calculated for implementing the injection
towards the selected RF-bucket. They are written on the
reflective memory. Then, the CCB-1 node launches the
network interruption to the LINAC node. This function is
utilized in the Bucket Selection system.
At the end of the above process, we define the new network
interruption from the CCB-1 node to the CCB-2 node. The
CCB-2 node implements the following injection archiver
process.

INJECTION ARCHIVER PROCESS

Figure 2: Pictures of VME-5565 (up) and the master IOC
of Event Timing System in which the VME-5565 module is
inserted (down).

Modules
The reflective memory modules [3], VME-5565 and PCIe5565PIORC, are utilized to configure the network.
Figure 2 is pictures of VME-5565 (up) and the VME IOC
in which the reflective memory is inserted (down). This node
is placed at LINAC and the master IOC of Event Timing
System. Therefore, the reflective memory and Event Timing
modules are inserted in the same VME-bus.
Figure 3 is pictures of PCI-5565PIORC and the archiver
node (right). The PCIexpress card of the reflective memory is inserted in the rack-mount server which the archiver
software is running.

Configuration of Network
Figure 4 is the schematic view of the reflective memory
network. We configure the loop topology network with the
four reflective memory nodes. Three of them are the VME
nodes and the remaining one is the PCIexpress node. Actually, the three VME nodes are developed as the Bucket

The CCB-2 node collects the injection information from
the reflective memory. Firstly, the next Injection-bucket
is checked on the reflective memory. It is written by the
CCB-1 node. Then, the bunch current of Next-bucket is
bef . Other injection information
collected. This becomes 𝐼bunch
is collected from the reflective memory. The Next-bucket
data is buffered until the next interruption process. Then
the bunch current of the same channel is collected again. It
aft .
becomes 𝐼bunch
For recording the collected data, the EPICS Archiver Appliance [5] is operating on the server.

CONCLUSION
The injection information archiver system is important
to understanding the beam quality, collision quality, and
beam background at the interaction point of the SuperKEKB
accelerator. It records a variety of injection-related data. We
developed and operated the first version of the injection
information archiver in 2018, successfully.
We developed the new injection archiver system which
can collect and record the injection information in 50 Hz. It
utilizes the distributed shared memory network so that the
fast and robust transferring of data is realized. The Bucket
Selection network is expanded for this purpose. We installed
the archiver node which consists of the PCIexpress card of
the reflective memory and rack-mount server. The EPICS
Archiver Appliance is running on this server to record the
injection-related data.
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Figure 3: Pictures of PCIe-5565PIORC (left) and the server (right). The upper server in the left picture is the server for the
archiver node. The EPICS Archiver Appliance is running on this server and recording the collected data. The PCIexpress
card is inserted in the back panel.

Figure 4: Schematic view of the reflective memory network. It is configured with four reflective memory nodes. Three
nodes are developed with the VME module. They are the Bucket Selection network modules. The PCIexpress node is
installed into this network as the archiver node.
This system works correctly in the 2019 spring run without any problem. We recorded the injection data successfully.
We hope the understanding of beam is advanced by deeply
analyzing these data.
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IMPROVING RELIABILITY OF THE FAST EXTRACTION KICKER
TIMING CONTROL AT THE AGS*
P. Kankiya†, J. Jamilkowski, Brookhaven National Laborarory, Upton, USA
Abstract
The fast extraction kicker system at AGS to RHIC
transport line uses Stanford Research DG535 delay generators to time, synchronize, and trigger charging power supplies and high-level thyratron trigger pulse generators. This
timing system has been upgraded to use an SRS DG645
instrument due to reliability issues with the aforementioned model and slow response time of GPIB buses. The
new model provides the relative timing of the separate
kicker modules of the assembly from a synchronized external trigger with the RF system. Specifications of the timing
scheme, an algorithm to load settings synchronized with
RHIC real-time events, and performance analysis of the
software will be presented in the paper.

INTRODUCTION
The design principle of a fast extraction system is to give
the circulating beam a deflection at the kicker position. The
RF synchronized discharge trigger is distributed to the alternating gradient synchrotron (AGS) extraction fast kickers and the RHIC injection fast kicker system via fiber
links [1].
Two DG535 pulse delay generators are used in each
kicker system. The particles with initial conditions at the
beginning of G10 are traced through the lattice and receive
an appropriate kick at the kicker and an additional kick at
the ejector. Extraction bump are produced using two supplies to create bumps centered on H10 septum and G10
kicker. Over time the control of kicker timing using the
DG535 trigger generation system has been fallible.

power group as a concern and an upgrade to modern pulse
generator was proposed.

Upgrade Strategy
The SRS DG645 has been chosen to serve as a pulse
generator. The new software developed for this device runs
on Linux as opposed to a Front-End Computer in the case
of DG535. Other than the chief benefit of improving reliability , there is also additional benefit of reduced cost of
removal of network device used for communicating using
a GPIB bus. As DG645 device is capable of communicating using the ethernet. The timing specifications [2] of
this model provide a significant improvement in jitter and
resolution as described in Table 1.
A new software Accelerator Device Object (ADO) [3]
was created to control the DG645 physical device.
The new ADO receives event activity from another ADO
from a set called aelMon (AGS event link monitor), which
is a reflected value of the real-time event generation system. These events are used to load new delay settings to the
respective channels as configured for kicker timing. The
AGS operation is PPM (Pulse to Pulse Modulation) based,
that is, operation of that facility for multiple recipes, with
characteristics of beam intensity, species, main magnet cycle, and certain other machine parameters which can vary
on successive pulses. The ADO instance is also PPM based
which means that there are different delay settings stored
for a different profile of AGS operation [4]. These settings
are automatically loaded at the change of AGS user occurs,
as the software keeps track of the active users.

Table 1: DG645 Specifications

Feature

Range

Channels

4 independent pulses controlled
in position and width.

Range

0-2000s

Resolution

5 ps

Jitter

Ext Trigger to any output < 100
us

Reasons for Upgrade of Delay Generator
Multiple hardware upsets of DG535 during the run and
need for AC resets resulted in a significant amount of down
time of AGS operations. This was reported by the pulsed

Figure 1: Execution time of new delay settings across
seven AGS cycle.

___________________________________________
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To maximize performance, software commands are
pushed onto a queue and loaded to the device as one command. This helps to reduce the number of interactions with
the hardware and to make sure operation is completed before a new AGS super cycle occurs. Supercycle refers to
the overall repetitive sequence of the facility as a whole,
while a Cycle is defined as the single, complete period of
operation of a particular accelerator, usually associated
with the sequence of the main magnet and/or rf system[5].
The time to load all the settings was tracked with respect to the AGS group end event. In Fig. 1, the red and
black marker bars represent the AGS supercycle start and
AGS group end event [6]. The red and black traces display
the execution time of delay settings and delay value itself
One of the challenges of software upgrades is backward
combability for software integration. For maintaining compatibility with archive servers, the naming scheme of the
control parameters were kept consistent with old ADO.
This also helped with retaining user interfaces and prevent
any failure in external applications which were a client to
the old ADO parameters.
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RESULTS
The timing system upgrade of ATR beamline was successfully commissioned. The pulsed power supplies that
need to be charged tor successful firing of kicker modules
at extraction were fired appropriately (Fig. 2). The reliability of the system has been significantly improved as not a
single incident of communication failure has been reported
throughout the run.
The same software model will be adopted for the upgrade of F3 kickers for a booster to AGS (BTA) extraction
and will be used in FY2020. Managing the timing for extraction in such cases is more challenging due to the inherently shorter nature of the Booster cycles.

Figure 2: G10 kicker pulse viewed from a scope, captured
at the AGS group end event.
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AUTOMATION OF THE UNDULATOR MIDDLE PLANE ALIGNMENT
RELATIVE TO THE ELECTRON BEAM POSITION
USING THE K-MONOCHROMATOR
S. Karabekyan†, S. Abeghyan, W. Freund, European XFEL GmbH, Hamburg, Germany
L. Froehlich, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
The correct K value of an undulator is an important parameter to achieve lasing conditions at free electron lasers. The accuracy of the installation of the undulator in
the tunnel is limited by the accuracy of the instruments
used in surveying. Moreover, the position of the electron
beam also varies depending on its alignment. Another
source of misalignment is ground movement and the
resulting change in the position of the tunnel. All this can
lead to misalignment of the electron beam position relative to the center of the undulator gap up to several hundred microns. That, in turn, will lead to a deviation of the
ΔK/K parameter several times higher than the tolerance
requirement. An automated method of aligning the middle
plane of the undulator, using a K-monochromator, was
developed and used at European XFEL. Details of the
method are described in this article. The results of the K
value measurements are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The European X-ray Free Electron Laser (EuXFEL)
produces spatially coherent photon pulses in the energy
range from 0.26 to 29.2 keV at electron beam energies of
10.5 GeV, 14 GeV, or 17.5 GeV [1].
It has two hard X-ray Self-Amplified Spontaneous
Emission (SASE) undulator systems and one soft X-ray
SASE undulator system for producing high brightness
laser radiation.
The hard X-ray undulators SASE1 and SASE2 consist
of 35 undulator segments, each 5m long with a 40 mm
magnet period, separated by 1.1 m long intersections for
e-beam steering, focussing, and phase adaptation. In case
of the soft X-ray undulator (SASE3) the setup is similar
but has 21 segments and a longer magnet period of
68 mm [2].
In order to get a correct K value of an undulator, the
middle plane of the undulator gap must coincide with the
trajectory of the electron beam. Therefore, it is important
to have the ability to adjust the middle plane of the undulator gap relative to the electron beam.

REQUIREMENTS FOR
UNDULATOR SYSTEMS
One prerequisite for achieving lasing is the tuning of
the K-value of all undulator segments to a very high precision. The undulator segments are characterized by the
, where B is the effective magK-parameter: 𝐾 =
____________________________________________

netic field and 𝜆 is the undulator period.
From FEL tolerance calculations, it can be shown that
the relative error in the produced wavelength must be
smaller than the Pierce parameter ρ. ρ is a fundamental
scaling parameter and gives a measure of the exponential
gain and saturated efficiency of a high-gain FEL, with
typical values in the X-ray regime of 10–4 ≤ ρ ≤ 10–3 [3,
4]. The error in K for the given error in λ at 1 Å (~12 keV
photon energy) is approximately 3∙10-4 and determines the
required K-measurement accuracy.
This magnetic tuning and calibration of the undulators
was done in the lab before the transport to the final position in the tunnels. Mounted in the tunnels there is no
possibility to measure the K-values precisely enough by
means of magnetic measurements. Photon-based commissioning [5] of the European XFEL undulators requires a
precise adjustment of the K-parameters of all undulator
segments and phasing between these segments. The undulator commissioning spectrometer, also known as KMonochromator or K-Mono, which is in essence a hard xray monochromator based on a Si(111) channel-cut crystal, makes it possible to measure the spontaneous radiation of the undulator segments for K-tuning and other
diagnostic measurements (e.g. pointing, phase matching)
[3, 6, 7].
One important goal is the characterization of the undulator segments with a well-defined electron orbit after
electron-beam based alignment and once lasing was established. In this case a database of energy spectrum
measurements for each undulator segment will make it
possible to identify changes due to radiation damage or
changes in the mechanical alignment

K VALUE MEASUREMENT METHOD
There are several methods for K-tuning, phase matching, and trajectory alignment for which the K-mono can
be used [3, 6, 7]. Here we have used the K-mono with
SR-imager, a highly sensitive imager with a big field of
view (27 mm x 15 mm), for observing the spatial profile
of the spontaneous radiation of single undulator segments
[5]. During our tests this appeared to be the fastest method.
When tuning the K-mono to photon energies slightly
below the resonant energy of the undulator segments,
donut-like rings appear, as the divergence angle of the
spontaneous radiation depends on the photon energy and
the off-axis spectrum gets ‘red-shifted’. For even harmonics the on-axis flux is zero, but flux can be observed at an
angle of only a few µrad away from the axis.
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The diameters of the rings depend on gap settings, ebeam energy, detuning factor, and distance to the undulator segment. With these parameters known with high
accuracy, the K parameter can be determined directly
from the ring diameter, which is a measure for the observation angle Ѳ in the undulator equation:
𝜆 =

1

²

𝜃²𝛾² .

(1)
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the nominal K-value for 9.3 keV photon energy while all
other segments were opened. The fitting algorithm was
applied to the images to determine the ring diameters and
subsequently the K-values (see Fig. 1). Two independent
measurements (repeated after two hours) were performed
in July in order to estimate the measurement error, including drifts of e-beam energy and position as well as electronic noise. This scan was repeated in October after the
vertical alignment of cell 8 (green curve in Fig. 2).
The slight slope on the measurements from July is
caused by a residual linear taper setting along the undulator system. Besides that the correlation of the curves is
quite good, considering that three months passed between
the measurements and beam parameters changed.
Most notably the deviation at cell 8 has vanished after
the vertical alignment (described below). The measurement of cell 3, which is the first cell of the undulator, is
not reliable, since there was no clear ring image. These
measurements show that the RMS value of ΔK/K for the
entire SASE1 system, without middle plane adjustment
and excluding applied linear taper, is ~ 4.3∙10-4.

UNDULATOR MIDDLE PLANE CONTROL
Figure 1: Example of online ring fitting, here for undulator segment 8 of SASE1.
For relative K tuning of the segments it is sufficient to
tune to the same spatial profile by taking into account the
geometrical factor of different distance to the screen,
since all other parameters are equal for the segments.
When looking more precisely, there is a slight distortion
in vertical direction, and therefore a slightly larger vertical ring diameter due to the 2-bounce mode of the monochromator with the dispersion in vertical direction. Due to
the large distance to the source point the acceptance angle
of the monochromator crystal is small (10 to 20 µrad) and
this effect can be neglected. For very precise measurements the beam should always be vertically centred on the
screen, in order to avoid small energy shift. From the
rings also the spatially integrated intensity and the beam
pointing can be determined.
For the SASE1 undulator we have performed three
complete scans where segment by segment was closed to

The gap of the undulator is controlled by four servo
motors. Two motors are controlling the upper strong back
and the other two motors are controlling the lower strong
back. The control system of the undulator is done by
means of Beckhoff TwinCAT. The feedback value of the
gap could be obtained either from the rotary encoders
installed on the motors, or from two linear encoders, located on both sides of the undulator and directly measuring the gap between the magnet structures (see Fig. 3).
For the standard operation the linear encoders are used for
the undulator gap feedback. It is done in the following
way. The linear encoders are measuring the distance between the magnet structures. The PLC is reading this
value with 1 kHz frequency. The difference between the
gap value provided by the rotary encoders and the linear
encoders is measured during a PLC cycle. This information is used for feedforward correction to the rotary
encoders in the sequencing PLC cycle. Thus, it is possible
to achieve the truth-measured gap value with a delay of
one millisecond.

Figure 2: K value measurement results for SASE1 undulator system.
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measurement by means of the Matlab script. This script
drives the undulator to desired K value, implementing the
gap offset, taking the images, and fitting the ring diameters. After the finishing the offset scan for current undulator, the gap is driven to the value, where the magnetic
field of the undulator is negligible, which is 100mm.
Afterward the measurements are made on the subsequent
undulator. For one scan from -0.5 mm to +0.5 mm in
0.1 mm increments, approximately four minutes are required.

Figure 3: Undulator cell, consisting of undulator segment
and intersection.
Similarly, the vertical offset of the middle plane of the
undulator gap is realized. Depending from the direction,
the vertical offset is added or subtracted as an additional
correction value to the rotary encoder values.
The Distributed Object-Oriented Control System
Framework (DOOCS) is used for the control of the accelerator at European XFEL. Therefore, the interface to
DOOCS is provided for the vertical offset scan. Figure 4
shows a DOOCS client panel for control of the undulator
middle plane.

Figure 4: GUI for the manual control of the undulator
middle plane.
Every undulator cell is equipped with DOOCS location
for the middle plane scan control. The operation consists
of the following life-cycle:
• Cell preparation. This is done from the local control
console only. The step ensures Undulator control
system safety, allowing only authorized operations.
This action is internally referred as Enable Scan
Mode.
• Switching Scan Mode ON. This can be done locally
as well as remotely from DOOCS.
• Set target offset in milimeter unit and issue start
command.
Figure 5 shows the undulator middle plane scan program flowchart.
The interface to the DOOCS control system allows to
automatize the process of the undulator middle plane scan

Figure 5: The flow chart of the undulator middle plane
scan program.

DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
From tuning of lasing in the SASE1 undulator system,
it was suspected that the middle plane of undulator segment 8 was not centred with respect to the electron beam.
This suspicion was verified with a procedure for finding
the vertical magnetic centre of the undulator gap
The variation of peak field and K-parameter along y is
calculated using Eq. (2), and shown in Table 1, using
SASE1 undulator period [8]:
∆

=

, 𝑦=

2∙

∆

.

(2)

The vertical deviation from the presumed magnetic axis
of the undulator (y-offset) was varied in steps of 100 µm
while keeping the gap constant. In the actual vertical
centre of the undulator gap the magnetic field (and with it
the K value) is minimal, thus the resonance photon energy
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is maximized. The K-mono is tuned below the undulator
resonance, therefore the difference between resonance
energy and K-mono energy is higher and thus the ring
diameter is larger. From Table 1 we can derive that a
vertical offset of 200 µm from the centre corresponds to a
deviation of K in the order of the Pierce parameter.
Table 1: ΔK/K Variation Along Y
y [mm]
offset from
center
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

∆K/K
resulting deviation from
nominal K
0.0
0.000123
0.000493
0.001110
0.001973
0.003084

With the measured data and the best-fit curves (see
Fig. 6) we could determine the best vertical undulator
position to -306 µm offset with an estimated positioning
error of less than 100 µm from the centre, which is better
than the requirement. It is difficult to determine an error
bar for each measurement point. The two points at the
zero position were measured before and during the scan.
The possible reason for the deviation could be the electron beam condition, since the beam energy as well as
orbit jitter (e.g. from feedback control) were not taken
into account in this measurements. The undulator middle
plane control accuracy could also be a reason for this. For
each measurement point we have taken more than one
hundred pictures.
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laser. There are many sources of errors of the resonant
radiation of the undulator. These include deviations of the
energy, position and angle of the electron beam (1), as
well as the accuracy of the gap positioning or the local
temperature of the undulator magnetic structures. Nevertheless, the results of measuring the K value, for example,
in SASE1 showed that even without additional adjustment
of the vertical position of the undulators middle plane, the
RMS value of ΔK/K is very close to the Pierce parameter.
First automated procedures were used to measure the K
value for all 35 segments of the SASE1 and SASE2 undulators and acquire a full data set in a reasonably short time
of less than 45 minutes.
An automated procedure to scan the position of the undulator middle plane relative to the electron beam position was implemented. The scan time of one undulator
segment during our measurements is four minutes, but it
can be significantly reduced by optimizing the communication process between the local PLC and the DOOCS
control. There is still a large potential for improvements
by optimization of the procedures in terms of speed, accuracy, and functionality. It is planned to use the system for
regular undulator inspections, e.g. for assessing radiation
damages to the undulators, for which we need mainly
improvements on the software side. Procedures will be
further developed for automated K- and hard x-ray FEL
spectrum measurements
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CONCLUSIONS
The correct value of the K parameter is one of the most
important conditions for the operation of a free electron
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INTERGRATED MULTI -PURPOSE TOOL FOR DATA PROCESSING AND
ANALYSIS VIA EPICS PV ACCESS*
J.H. Kim†, H.S. Kim, Y. M. Kim, H.-J. Kwon, Y.G. Song
Korea Multi-purpose Accelerator Complex, Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Korea
Abstract
At the KOMAC, we have been operating a proton linac,
consists of an ion source, low energy beam transport, a radio frequency quadrupole and eleven drift tube linacs for
100 MeV. The beam that users require is transported to the
five target rooms using linac control system based on EPICS [1] framework. In order to offering stable beam condition, it is important to figure out characteristic of a 100
MeV proton linac. Then the beam diagnosis systems such
as beam current monitoring system, beam phase monitoring system and beam position monitoring system are installed on linac. All the data from diagnosis systems are
monitored using control system studio for user interface
and are archived through archiver appliance [2]. Operators
analyze data after experiment for linac characteristic or
some events are happened. So data scanning and processing tools are required to manage and analysis the linac
more efficiently. In this paper, we describe implementation
for the integrated data processing and analysis tools based
on data access.

INTRODUCTION
We have been implemented KOMAC control system
based on Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) framework. Control System Studio (CSS) and
archive appliance for data archiving that can communicate
with EPICS using Channel Access protocol has adopted for
managing data. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of KOMAC control system.

for archiving and processing the acquired data. KOMAC
has been managing five target rooms for users. To provide
proper proton beams it is important to figure out linac characteristics. Therefor various beam diagnostic systems such
as Beam Current Monitoring system, Beam Phase Monitoring System, Beam Position Monitoring system and wire
scanners, are installed in beamlines and target rooms. And
Data processing tools are required to analyse acquired data
from beam diagnostic system. So High level applications
have been developed to analyse the.

LEBT SCAN TOOL
Low Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) system consists of
two solenoids magnets and two steering magnets for high
current proton beam and minimization of beam losses, as
LEBT system match the ion beam from ion source into the
Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) as power supplies for
LEBT system are controlled. To analyse and characterize
LEBT system, magnet current need to be changed in various range. It takes a lot of time and effort to do it manually.
Therefor we have been implemented LEBT SCAN tool
based on CSS and Python [3] script, which can access EPICS Input Output Controller (IOC) using channel access
libraries. Figure 2 shows LEBT scan tool.

Figure 2: The LEBT scan tool.
The LEBT scan starts when the operators enter a proper
value and click the start button. The acquired data that are
ion source current, RFQ current, DTL24 current data from
Beam current monitoring system, are shown progress table
and all the raw data are archive in text format in the designated directory. When scanning is over, the result of LEBT
scan is shown in table using color map.
Figure 1: The block diagram of KOMAC control system.

PHASE SCAN TOOL

The control system is divided into three types: LINAC
control system for monitoring linac status; Timing system
to synchronize all the devices; Data Management system

To increase the beam power, it is important to set proper
set points of RF amplitude and phase. The RF phase is
measured by 10 stripline-type BPMs. The beam energy is
measured using the data from two BPMs. The Phase scan

____________________________________________
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tool adjusts phase set of the RF and saves the measured
data from 2 BPMs. The Phase scan tool shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: The Phase scan tool.
The result of the beam phase measurement is saved in
text form and the beam energy are calculated through the
Matlab-based user interface. Figure 4 shows the result of
the phase scan.

Figure 6: The data browser for KOMAC.
When inputting required data PV prefix and selecting
search button, PV list with corresponding prefix among
PVs, which are stored in archive appliance are shown in
tree form. The data in the required time zone are plotting
in graph form using plot button and the average, maximum,
minimum and standard deviation of the output data are displayed above the graph. As selecting the interval on the
graph using mouse click, the average maximum, minimum
and standard deviation of the interval is recalculated and
shown as Fig. 7.

Figure 4: The result of the phase scan.

DATA BROWSER
The archive appliance was chosen as the KOMAC data
archiving system and two archive appliances are used in a
cluster. Figure 5 shows the architecture of the archiving
system for KOMAC.
Figure 7: The result of setting interval for retrieved data.

Figure 5: The architecture of the archiving system for KOMAC.
The stored data through the archive appliance can be
loaded and extracted using CSS toolkit. To get the desired
data operators need to extract the loaded data using CSS
and then process the extracted data. To simplify the process
a data browser has been implemented to load data into Python using JSON and then plot the loaded data using MATPLOTLIB [4] and TKINTER. Figure 6 shows the data
browser.

If you press the plot button after selecting another PV,
the previously drawn data disappears and the current PV is
drawn.
The data browser can draw waveform and array data.
The waveform data are stored using archive appliance and
the stored data remain for a moth by archive policy In order
to distinguish the array data from the others, the getPVTypeInfo() function is used to read the ‘RTYP’ field of the PV
before retrieving the data. If the data type of PV is ‘waveform’, the data browser plots the only data at start time.
Data processing of the interval also applies to waveform
data. Figure 8 shows the plotted waveform data using data
browser.
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figure out the proper phase set point. The data browser retrieves the data, included waveform and array data, from
archive appliance and plot the data. And by setting the interval on the plotted graph, the processed data are displayed.
In the future, selecting a specific time of the plot-ted
data, the function to plot waveform data at that time will be
added. And the tools for data processing and analysis will
be integrated.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Figure 8: The result of the waveform data retrieval.

CONCLUSION
The Integrated Multi-Purpose Tool for Data Processing
and Analysis via EPICS PV Access has been developed.
The focus of the integrated tools is to provide convenience
to users by simplifying the data processing process.
The LEBT scan tool changes the value of solenoid magnets current and steering magnets current and the result of
scan are shown in color mapping table. The Phase scan tool
adjusts the set of the RF and calculates beam energy and
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AUTOMATION IN NSRC SOLARIS
WITH PYTHON AND TANGO CONTROLS
W.T. Kitka∗ , M.K. Fałowski, A.M. Marendziak, N. Olszowska, M. Zając
SOLARIS National Synchrotron Radiation Centre, Krakow
Abstract
NSRC SOLARIS is a 1.5 GeV third generation light
source constructed at Jagiellonian University in Krakow,
Poland. The machine was commissioned in April 2016 and
operates in decay mode. Two beamlines PEEM/XAS and
UARPES were commissioned in 2018 and they have opened
for conducting research in fall 2018. Two more beamlines
(PHELIX and XMCD) are installed now and will be commissioned soon. Due to small size of the team and many
concurrent tasks, automation is very important. Automating
many tasks in a quick and effective way is possible thanks to
the control system based on TANGO Controls and Python
programming language. With facadevice library the necessary values can be easily calculated in real-time. Beam
position correction with PID controller at PEEM/XAS and
UARPES beamlines, alarm handling in SOLARIS Heating
Unit Controller and real-time calculation of various vacuum
parameters are shown as examples.

whole process can be monitored from Taurus-based GUI
which is shown at on the Fig. 1.

Figure 1: PID correction application.
Beam position correction process’ course has been shown
on the Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

INTRODUCTION
Control system at SOLARIS is based on TANGO Controls. Thanks to tools like PyTango [1] and Taurus [2] and
their intuitive APIs creating new controllers and GUIs is fast
and easy. In case of data processing, facadedevice library
has vital importance. Devices created with it subscribe to
events from other, low-level devices and deliver processed
signals [3]. With addition of enormous collection of available Python packages, programmers can automate a lot of
processes at synchrotron.

Figure 2: Currents (red and dark blue) and their difference
(light blue).

PI CORRECTION
SOLARIS operates in decay mode with two injections
per day: first one at 7:00 AM and second one at 4:00 PM.
Therefore, the position of the beam changes during the shift
so beamline operators have to correct it. As this correction
requires frequent but very small changes, TANGO device
with PI controller was created. To correct the beam position,
differences in currents from slits should be minimized. The
minimized current difference is described by the formula
𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡1−𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡2
. The executive element is the mirror. To
𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡1+𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡2
ensure that the mirror is not moved too far during the process,
the correction is turned off when sum of the moves reaches
set threshold. After tests, sample time 10 s and proper values
of 𝐾𝑖 and 𝐾𝑝 were established. With the use of configured
PI controller TANGO device, the current difference is kept
in range from -0.002 to 0.002 on UARPES beamline. The
∗

wojciech.kitka@uj.edu.pl

Figure 3: Sumaric movement of mirror’s motor (pink) and
currents difference (light blue).

HYSTERESIS MODE IN SOLARIS’ HUC
The Heating Unit Controller (HUC) is used to bake-out
the vacuum elements [4]. In basic mode if average pressure
from input analog channels is higher than defined maximum
pressure value the heating process is paused. If this alarm
is present longer than configured Waiting Time then the
heating process is turned off. This works well for leaks,
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Figure 4: Mirror’s motor position (green) and its sumaric
movement (pink).
but if the maximum pressure threshold has been set too
low and alarm will not be noticed by the operator, then
the system may be cooled. This can result in the need to
repeat the entire, usually long, process. The solution to
this problem is hysteresis mode. If the maximum pressure is
exceeded, the system is cooled slowly. If the average pressure
drops below a certain value (the default value is 80% of the
maximum pressure), then the heating is resumed. Otherwise,
the system is still cooled until the ambient temperature is
reached. Configuration of hysteresis process has been shown
on the Fig. 5.
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Figure 6: Pressures.

Figure 7: Vacuum product.
Python programming language, its many available packages
and the transparent API of PyTango. Automation is especially important in small laboratories with a short number
of employees, as it significantly increases productivity. Employees do not have to focus on simple, repetitive tasks and
can devote to more complex challenges.

REFERENCES
[1] PyTango,
http://pytango.readthedocs.io

Figure 5: Heating process configuration in hysteresis mode.

VACUUM PARAMETERS CALCULATION
In order to analyze the condition of individual synchrotron
elements, operators perform calculations on signals extracted from archiving. However, for some of the mostchecked attributes, this is not productive. In this case, it
is worth using the facadedevice library to calculate values
in real time. Thanks to this, operators have access to both
archival and current values. An example of such calculations are the SectionVacuum and RingVacuum classes,
which provide information about the state of individual vacuum sections and the entire accelerator. In addition, the
VacuumProduct class provides data for a so-called vacuum
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒
product 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 . Signals from device of SectionVacuum class is shown on the Fig. 6 and from VacuumProduct
class on the Fig. 7 .

[2] Taurus,
http://taurus-scada.org
[3] facadedevice,
http://tango-facadedevice.readthedocs.io
[4] W. T. Kitka et al., “Heating Unit Controller at
NSRC SOLARIS”, in Proc. IPAC’18,
Vancouver,
Canada,
Apr.-May 2018,
pp. 3885-3887.
doi:10.18429/JACoW-IPAC2018-THPAL106

CONCLUSION
As shown in the examples above, Python and TANGO
Controls enable programmers to efficiently automate many
different tasks. This is possible thanks to the versatility of
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RECENT UPDATES OF THE RIKEN RI BEAM FACTORY
CONTROL SYSTEM
M. Komiyama, A. Uchiyama, M. Fujimaki, N. Fukunishi
RIKEN Nishina Center, Wako, Saitama, Japan
Abstract
We report on two of the latest updates for the RIKEN
Radioactive Isotope Beam Factory (RIBF) control system. First, the successor of the existing beam interlock
system (BIS) has been recently developed. The new interlock system is based on a programmable logic controller
(PLC) and uses a Linux-based PLC-CPU. This allows the
Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) programs to be executed in addition to a sequence
CPU. By using two kinds of CPUs properly in accordance
with the speed required for each signal handled in the
system, we have succeeded in reducing the response time
to less than one third of the existing BIS using a prototype.
Second, a trial was performed to extend coverage of the
alarm system. We have applied the Best Ever Alarm System Toolkit (BEAST) in addition to the Alarm Handler
over several years (mainly for vacuum components). We
have attempted to include the magnet power supplies but
found difficulties in treating older power supplies that
have large fluctuations of read-out values for their excitation currents. Our trials to overcome this problem are
presented in this paper.

The hardware configuration and the process flow in the
existing BIS are shown in Fig. 1. The BIS was developed
based on the Melsec-Q series programmable logic controllers (PLCs). It was designed to stop beams within 10
ms after receiving an alarm signal from the accelerator
and beam line components. Upon receiving an alarm
signal, the BIS outputs a signal to one of the beam choppers that immediately deflects the beam just below the ion
sources. It also inserts one of the beam stoppers (Faraday
cup) installed upstream of the problem component. After
inserting the relevant beam stopper, the beam chopper can
be switched off, and beam delivery can resume up to the
inserted beam stopper. This feature is particularly useful
during beam tuning because beam tuning is conducted in
a step-by-step manner from an injector to a final-stage
accelerator. The inserted beam stopper can then be extracted from the beam line after the problem is fixed.
ex.) too-high beam loss detected by baffle slit
1. Input alarm signal
BIS Station 3

ex.) error of a magnet power supply
1. Input alarm signal

BIS Station 1

BIS Station 4

DO
DI
AI
LINK
CPU
PS
2. Output a signal to a beam
stopper (Faraday cup)

MELSECNET/H (SI Cable, Double loop)

DO
DI
ETHER
LINK
CPU
PS

DO
DI
AI
LINK
CPU
PS
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UPGRADE OF BIS

DO
DI
AI
LINK
CPU
PS

INTRODUCTION
The RIKEN Radioactive Isotope Beam Factory (RIBF)
is a cyclotron-based accelerator facility aimed at the development of nuclear physics, material science, and life
science. RIBF consists of two heavy-ion linear accelerator
injectors, five heavy-ion cyclotrons including the world’s
first superconducting ring cyclotron (SRC). Cascades of
the cyclotrons can provide the world’s most intense RI
beams over the entire atomic mass range by using fragmentation or fission of high-energy heavy-ion beams [1].
For example, a 345-MeV/nucleon 238U beam of 72 pnA
and a 345-MeV/nucleon 124Xe beam of 173 pnA have
already been obtained.
The components of the RIBF accelerator complex (such
as the magnet power supplies, beam diagnostic devices,
and vacuum systems) are controlled by the Experimental
Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) [2] with a
few exceptions such as the control system dedicated to
RIBF’s radio frequency system [3]. However, all the
essential operation datasets of EPICS and other control
systems are integrated into the EPICS-based control system. In addition, two types of interlock systems that are
independent of the accelerator control systems are also
operated in the RIBF facility: a radiation safety interlock
system for human protection [4] and abeam interlock

system (BIS) for hardware protection from recent highpower heavy-ion beams [5].

DO
DI
AI
LINK
CPU
PS
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BIS Station 2

BIS Station 5

Faraday cup
3. Inserted into a beam
transport line

2. Output a signal to a beam chopper

LAN for Control System

Beam chopper at the exit of an Ion sourse
Set interlock pattern
/ Monitor signals

3. Deflect the beam

Stop the beam within 10 ms

BIS-PC

Figure 1: Example of the hardware configuration and
process flow in BIS. The green line signifies communication via Ethernet.
The BIS began its operation in 2006. The recent response time is 15 – 20 ms (greater than its design value)
because too much information is shared among each station through optical links in the BIS and increasing input
signals. The beam power has already exceeded 10 kW,
and beam operation at the level of several tens of kilowatts is expected in the near future [6]. To operate higherpower beams more safely, a response speed of 10 ms or
less is required for the BIS. In addition, a greater number
of components than those included in the present BIS
have to be carefully monitored. This is because subtler
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After confirming the basic performance of BIS2 prototype, we applied it to a small part of the RIBF facility,
namely the Azimuthally Varying Field (AVF) cyclotron
and its low-energy experimental facility, as a first step in
the RIBF BIS upgrade. The AVF cyclotron has three ion
sources and four beam lines downstream of it. Three of
the beamlines are used for low-energy experiments and
the other transports a beam to the next heavy-ion cyclotron RRC. Thus, the interlock logic should be changed
properly according ion source choice and the beamline
depending on each experimental condition. The interlock
signals implemented in the BIS2 prototype are the same
as the existing BIS including errors in the magnet power
supplies used such as excessive beam loss detected by
baffle slits installed at the AVF cyclotron, beam transport
lines, and so on. As a result, 43 digital input and 23 analog input signals are registered in addition to 8 output
signals of the beam choppers and Faraday cups.
BIS-PC

Read / Set
Register Information

Set interlock pattern
/ Monitor signals
LAN for Control System
Read / Set Register
Information using netDev* Input alarm signal

FL-net
AI
AI
AI
DO
DI
Sequence CPU
PS

Monitor signals
Output instruction

BIS Station 2

BIS Station 1

FL-net
DO
DI
Linux-based CPU (EPICS-IOC)
Sequence CPU
PS

failures can potentially cause severe accidents in the case
of very high-power beams. Therefore, we have commenced the development of the next-generation BIS
(hereinafter, BIS2) in 2017, which is designed to exhibit
superior performance and convenience in operation compared to the existing BIS. This is because there is a limit
for the existing BIS to reduce the response speed for the
increasing number of associated components.
The BIS2 implements interlock logic fundamentally
equivalent to that of the existing BIS. We decided to develop the BIS2 system from scratch and designed it to
reduce the amount of data shared between different stations in order to reduce response time. In the BIS2, only
the output signal status is shared among stations. We
adopted the FA-M3 PLC system to satisfy the above requirements [7]. We constructed a two-stationconfiguration BIS2 as a prototype without a technical
limit to increase the number of stations and the number of
I/O points.
Figure 2 shows the hardware constitution and the process flow of the BIS2 prototype. The system employs a
multi-CPU configuration. The sequence CPU, I/O modules, and FL-net module are mounted on both stations,
and the Linux-based CPU (hereinafter, F3RP61 CPU) is
mounted on only one of the stations. Interlock logic is
implemented in the sequence CPU because high-speed
processing and high reliability are required. High-speed
processing is not necessary for setting and monitoring the
interlock signal. These functions are implemented in the
F3RP61 CPU and will be operated coupled with the main
RIBF control system. We execute EPICS on the F3RP61
CPU and access it from the upper-level PC via Ethernet
[8]. The monitor and setting information of the signal
(which is connected to the I/O module of each station) is
stored in a register on the sequence CPU of the same
station. The EPICS PV executed on the F3RP61 CPU
accesses the sequence CPU via the PLC-bus in the case of
the sequence CPU in the same station. It accesses the
sequence CPU on the other station via the Ethernet using
netDev, which was developed by the control group of
KEK and RIKEN Nishina Center in 2004 aiming at controlling various types of PLCs, and the in-house controller
developed by the RIKEN Nishina Center [9]. As each
BIS2 station is planned to be distributed in the accelerator
facility as well as BIS, there are cases that an input signal
and a corresponding output signal may be connected to
the I/O module of different stations. The interlock signal
information transfer between the two stations is performed through FL-net (an open network protocol used
for interconnection between controllers). As a result of
oscilloscope-measured signal transmission speed, the
average response time observed is 1.4 ms and 3.8 ms for
the operation within one station and using two stations,
respectively. Thus, the time used for data transmission
through the FL-net is 2.4 ms which is consistent with the
specification listed in the catalog. The measured response
speed is better than the specification required in the BIS2
development.

ICALEPCS2019, New York, NY, USA

Monitor signals
Output instruction

FL-net

Sharing DO-status
Output signal
Output signal
Faraday cup
Beam Chopper / Faraday cup

Figure 2: Hardware constitution and process flow in
BIS2. Blue lines signify communication via Ethernet,
green lines signify communication via PLC bus, and
purple lines signify communication via FL-net.
As each signal registered in BIS2 may or may not be
necessary depending on the choice of the beamline used
for experiment, it is necessary to set the validity of each
signal in both BIS2 and BIS before beginning the experiment. For example, when an experiment is performed
using beamline-A, an abnormal signal from a device on
beamline-B is unnecessary barring a few exceptions.
BIS2 provides a bi-type EPICS PV for setting signal
validity and sets the signal pattern for each experiment by
writing 0/1 to the EPICS PV from the upper level. Writing
to the EPICS PV is executed through graphical user interfaces (GUIs) or shell programs. We are developing GUIs
using EPICS Motif Editor and Display Manager (MEDM)
[10] and Control System Studio (CSS) Best OPI, Yet
(BOY) [11]. Furthermore, each interlock history is recorded in the PostgreSQL database using CSS’s Best Ever
Alarm System Toolkit (BEAST) [12]. By recording the
interlock history in the database used by BEAST, not only
can the history be easily traced from the BEAST client
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GUI, but the data can be used in various ways as required.
The CSS operating environment used here is described in
the next paragraph. Figure 3 shows the sample GUIs of
BIS2.
At the beginning of September, a part of the aforementioned signals were connected to the BIS2, and the remaining signals will be connected before the start of the
next beam service scheduled this October.

Figure 3: Sample GUIs of BIS2.

MAINTENANCE OF ALARM SYSTEM
Besides the BIS, we operate an alarm system. The role
of the alarm system is to notify accelerator operators of an
anomaly signal via a monitor display and sound. We have
applied the alarm system mainly to signals that have a
slight time delay before they drastically affect the safe
operation of the facility (> 10 ms) and to signals that
cannot be connected to the BIS due to the signal number
limitation of BIS. For example, in the vacuum system, the
BIS works when the gate valve on the beam transport line
is unexpectedly closed due to deterioration of vacuum
pressure or valve failure. However, an alarm system detects unexpected vacuum pump stoppages that cause
gradual deterioration of the vacuum pressure. As another
example, when sudden shutdown of the operating magnet
power supply causes the read-out value of the excitation
current (ADC) to read 0 A, the BIS is activated. In contrast, when the ADC changes at a certain ratio for the set
value of the output current (DAC), the alarm system notifies the operator of its situation.
In accordance with the above, we are monitoring the
status of the following equipment with an alarm system:
1. Vacuum pumps and valves associated with the pump
system. For example, whether the Turbo Molecular
Pump on the beam line is on or off (normally, on).
2. Vacuum pressure at the cyclotrons and the beamlines.
3. Various devices in the AVF cyclotron and the ion
sources for it.
4. The ratio of difference between DAC and ADC of
the magnet power supply.
The number of signals listed above is 213, 74, 17, and
763 in total at the moment, respectively. At the RIBF
accelerator facility, various acceleration modes are available by changing the combination of the accelerators
used. Therefore, the signal necessary for the experiment
at that time is selected and monitored. Depending on the
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type of experiment, we monitor approximately 1000 signals with an alarm system.
The signal monitoring listed in 4 is especially effective
during the beam delivery for the experiment. When the
beam condition is changed due to sudden unexpected
variation of output current from a magnet power supply, it
needs more time to identify the troubled one among hundreds of magnet power supplies in operation from the
GUI for control. Therefore, it is meaningful to check the
difference between DAC and ADC with an alarm system
regularly to ensure they do not have a large difference
between them. However, as some of the ADCs used for
our old magnet power supplies have large fluctuations of
readout values, it has not worked well for some time.
Therefore, we have determined the alarm setting rates by
examining fluctuation of each magnet power supply. As a
result, alarm ratio was set in 3 patterns according to the
level of the fluctuation of ADC. In descending order of
the fluctuation of ADC, a minor alarm is output when the
difference between DAC and ADC exceeds ±10%, ±20%,
±50% of the DAC. A major alarm is output when the
difference exceeds ±20%, ±30%, ±90%. Large values of
50% and 90% are mainly applied to old magnet power
supplies for steering magnets with small rated currents. In
the region where the excitation current of the magnet
power supply is relatively stable, the alarm system is
useful for setting under these conditions.
There is another factor that makes it difficult to set the
alarm level. The fluctuation of the ratio of ADC to DAC
is extremely large when the operating current is nearly 0
A (for example, a power supply used for a beam steering
magnet). We are currently investigating how to deal with
differences in ADC stability due to the output current
region within the same magnet power supply. Currently,
magnet power supplies that output current of nearly 0 A
during the experiment are excluded from the monitoring
targets of the alarm system manually before each experiment. In the next beam service scheduled this October, we
will attempt to improve the alarm setting. At present, the
threshold value is limited to be universal for all the exaction currents, but it causes the difficulty mentioned above.
We will modify the alarm setting so that a proper threshold value can be automatically selected and applied within the multiple levels predetermined depending on its
excitation current.
The RIBF alarm system has been operated using Alarm
Handler [13]. Since 2012, CSS BEAST has been introduced and operated alongside. When newly registering an
alarm signal, CSS BEAST is used. We employed the CSS
version 4.5.0 for the alarm server, and execute it on Linux
CentOS 7. For the client, we use both CSS version
3.2.16.3 and 4.5.8 on both Linux and Windows PC, in
relation to the existing CSS BOY programs. In addition,
with reference to the case of KEK, EPICS PVs dedicated
to the alarm system are created separately from the EPICS
PV used to control the equipment. They are operated on
the IOC dedicated to the alarm system. Thereby, the control of the device is not affected by the change or issues of
the alarm PV.
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EPICS SUPPORT MODULE FOR
EFFICIENT UDP COMMUNICATION WITH FPGAS∗
M. Konrad† , E. Bernal, M. Davis
Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, East Lansing, USA
Abstract
The driver linac of the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams
(FRIB) contains 332 cavities which are controlled by individual FPGA-based low-level RF controllers. Due to limited
hardware resources the EPICS IOCs cannot be embedded
in the low-level RF controllers but are running on virtual
machines communicating with the devices over Ethernet.
An EPICS support module communicating with the devices
over UDP has been developed based on the Asyn library.
It supports efficient read and write access for both scalar
and array data as well as commands for triggering actions
on the device. Device-related parameters like register addresses and data types are configurable in the EPICS record
database making the support module independent of hardware and application. This also allows engineers to keep
up with evolving firmware without recompiling the support
library. The implementation of the support module leverages modern C++ features and relies on timers for periodic
communication, timeouts, and detection of communication
problems. This allows the communication code to be tested
separately from the timers to keep the run time of the unit
tests short.

INTRODUCTION
FRIB [1] is a project under cooperative agreement between the US Department of Energy and Michigan State
University (MSU). It is under construction on the campus
of MSU and will be a new national user facility for nuclear
physics. Its driver accelerator is designed to accelerate all
stable ions to energies >200 MeV/u with beam power on
the target up to 400 kW [2]. Commissioning of the second
linac segment is currently underway and the accelerator is
planned to support routine user operations in 2022 [3].
The FRIB linac requires about 350 low-level RF controllers [4] to actively stabilize the RF field in the accelerating cavities as well as roughly 55 machine protection
nodes [5] preventing damage to the machine by turning off
the beam within 35 𝜇s in case of a fault. The EPICS support module described by this publication acts as a driver
enabling the EPICS Input/Output Controller (IOC) to communicate with these devices.

processor [6] implemented in the FPGA allows these devices
to be controlled remotely. Since this processor does not provide sufficient resources for running an embedded EPICS
IOC, the IOC needs to run on a remote machine instead.
A simple C program running directly on the soft-core processor initializes the hardware and handles communication
over Ethernet. Due to the lack of an IP stack, the devices’
capabilities for handling network communication are limited
to UDP (TCP is not supported).

UDP PROTOCOL
The UDP communication protocol specifies that an IOC
initiates communication with a device by sending a request
packet. The device generally responds with one or more
UDP packets. The following commands are supported:
• Read registers
• Write registers
• Read waveform
• Read a block from persistent memory
• Erase a block from persistent memory
• Write a block to persistent memory
• Request write access
The commands for reading and writing registers can transfer multiple consecutive registers at the same time to increase
efficiency. Three memory regions are defined for reading
and writing registers. They correspond to read-only memory
(e. g. for reading out sensor data), read/write memory (e. g.
reading/writing set-points) and to “write-once” memory, respectively. The latter address range is used to implement
commands which trigger some action on the device (like
“start ramp”).
The read waveform command transfers an array from the
device to the IOC. These arrays can be very large and need
to be broken into many UDP packets.
The commands for accessing the persistent memory are
acting on a block of memory. They allow flash memories
or EEPROMs to be read/modified remotely. The block size
usually depends on the capabilities of the memory chip used.
The driver automatically selects the most efficient block size
if the device supports a range of block sizes.

HARDWARE

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Both the LLRF controllers as well as the MPS hardware
have been developed in-house and use a low-cost pizza-box
design based on a Spartan 6 FPGA. A MicroBlaze soft-core

The Asyn support module [7] is leveraged to implement
the functionality for asynchronously reading/writing registers and for providing the device-support layer. However,
some aspects like transfer of large waveforms or firmware in
parallel to other communication are not supported by Asyn
and thus are implemented by other means in the driver.
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Table 1: Supported Data Types for Scalar Data Transfer

Waveform Transfer

Asyn Data Type

Array data can be read from the device by sending a single
request. The device responds by transmitting the array chunk
by chunk. If a chunk is lost, a timeout expires and the driver
requests the missing part again until all blocks have been
received. The assembled array is then passed to Asyn which
updates the corresponding record.
Devices can support a command for freezing circular
buffers. This can be implemented in the IOC database as
a chain of records that freeze, read and unfreeze the buffer
(see Fig. 1).
A separate read-out mode geared towards streaming applications is currently under development.

asynParamInt32
asynParamUInt32Digital
asynParamFloat64

Size (bit) Signedness
32
32
16.16

signed
unsigned
N/A

The driver relies on the asynOctetSyncIO facilities provided by Asyn to perform network communication. This
makes the driver code independent of the underlying operating system.

Dynamic Driver Configuration
The firmware of the low-level RF controllers is improved
continuously resulting in registers being added or modified
frequently. This also requires the IOC to be flexible. To accomplish that, register names or other information about the
meaning of registers for low-level RF or MPS applications
is not compiled into the driver. Instead, this information
is dynamically read from the INP/OUT field of the corresponding EPICS record during IOC start. After evaluating
the Asyn-specific part of these fields, Asyn passes the remaining part to the drvUserCreate function of the support
module which extracts the register address and the data type
from the string. This information is then used to create the
parameter with Asyn Port Driver. This approach also makes
the support module device agnostic, allowing it to be used
with both the low-level RF controllers as well as with the
MPS nodes.

DATA TRANSFER
The driver supports the data types listed in Table 1
for both scalar and waveform data transfer. While the
asynParamInt32 and asynParamUInt32Digital data
types can be mapped directly to the VAL/RVAL field of the
corresponding EPICS records, the driver also supports conversion of fixed point values with a scaling factor of 2−16
(16 bit integer part, 16 bit fractional part). These values are
represented as double-precision (64 bit) floating point numbers in ai/ao records.

Register Transfer
Data is read from the device periodically (by default at a
rate of 10 Hz). The IOC automatically determines the memory range which needs to be read out based on the lowest
and highest register address used in each address range. The
required address range is generally transferred in one packet
to improve efficiency. Write operations to registers on the
other hand are performed immediately writing one register
at a time. This ensures write packets are sent with minimum latency and in the order the data was submitted to the
corresponding EPICS records.

bo

waveform

bo

Freeze Buﬀer

Read Buﬀer

Unfreeze Buﬀer

FLNK

FLNK

Figure 1: Chain of records that freeze, transfer and unfreeze
a circular buffer.

Firmware Update
Users can update firmware by sending a firmware image
through Channel Access to a waveform physical variable
(PV). The driver will incrementally write the data to the controller ensuring that other communication with the device
is not blocked while the firmware image is programmed. In
each step a block of flash memory is erased and programmed.
Once the waveform data has been written completely, the
driver signals success to Asyn, which completes the asynchronous processing of the record.
Read back of the firmware image is triggered automatically (see Fig. 2). An aSub record calculates the SHA-1 hash
value of the read back waveform. This value is available as
an array of 40 characters. Additionally, the first 39 bytes of
the array are also available as an EPICS string (by default
EPICS strings are limited to 39 bytes plus one byte for the
null termination). EPICS strings are simpler to display on
user interfaces and are generally better suited for archiving
than arrays. Archiving the hash value is an effective way
of keeping a record of firmware updates. Access security
on the firmware update PVs ensures only expert users can
program firmware.
Optional status records can be used to monitor progress
while reading or writing firmware (see Fig. 3). This is useful

waveform

waveform

aSub

Write Firmware

Read Firmware

Calculate SHA1

FLNK

FLNK

Figure 2: Mechanism for automatically reading back a
firmware image after writing it.
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Figure 3: User interface allowing engineers to update firmware. The SHA-1 hash is calculated from the read back image.
for providing feedback to users who are working with large
flash memories which might take multiple minutes to read
or write.
A Python application allows firmware upgrades from the
command line. Mass upgrades can be sped up by running
several instances of this Python script in parallel with a
tool like GNU Parallel [8], thereby enabling the upgrade of
several devices at once.

TIMER-BASED ARCHITECTURE
The support module uses timers to perform the following
operations:
• Periodic read-out of registers
• Writing to a register
• Incremental array transfer without blocking other communication
• Detecting communication problems (timeouts)
• Keeping write access
All timers required for these operations are managed by
an instance of epicsTimerQueue. Each device has its own
timer queue resulting in one additional thread per device.
Timers used in the context of Asyn use separate timer queues.
epicsTimerQueue manages multiple timers with a single thread. The timers are organized in a priority queue
ordered by their expiration time. The thread waits for the
first timer on the queue to expire before it calls the timer’s
expiration handler, removes the timer from the queue and
sleeps until the next timer expires. The fact that all timerdriven operations related to a device are triggered by the
same thread guarantees that only one of them is performed
at a time making additional locking unnecessary.

TEST AUTOMATION
The described support module is intended to be used for
configuring the machine protection system. Thus malfunction might cause the machine protection system to be configured incorrectly, potentially leading to severe damage to the
accelerator. To prevent this, the driver module needs to be
very reliable. Unit tests verify that the driver behaves as intended. In particular, tests verify that the driver calls Asyn’s
asynOctetSyncIO facilities correctly when processing a

write request. This has been accomplished by injecting either an asynOctetSyncIO object or a mock object into the
driver’s constructor. For normal operation the driver uses
the asyncOctetSyncIO object whereas the mock object is
used when running the unit tests. The mock object verifies
that the data passed to the object is correct thus ensuring
that the driver processes data correctly.
Compared to a conventional implementation, the timerbased architecture of the driver helps to eliminate “sleep”
statements from the code base making it possible to eliminate
wait times when executing unit tests.

CONCLUSION
The described support module has been used successfully
at FRIB for almost two years in a production environment.
It supports efficient transfer of both scalar registers as well
as arrays over a UDP-based protocol. FRIB’s largest IOC
using this driver controls 168 low-lever RF controllers with
about 220 000 records.
The ability to add/modify registers without recompiling
the driver speeds up the test and release process and thus
facilitates agile development. Longer-running transactions
like reading out large waveforms or programming a new
firmware image are implemented using timers so they do not
block the remaining communication. Allowing firmware to
be upgraded through Channel Access enables FPGA engineers to update firmware themselves. Along with the ability
to perform mass upgrades this reduces the time required to
deploy new firmware considerably.
Automated tests ensure that the driver is behaving as
intended making it suitable for use with FRIB’s machineprotection system.
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TIMING SYSTEM UPGRADE
FOR MEDICAL LINEAR ACCELERATOR PROJECT AT SLRI
R. Rujanakraikarn†, P. Koonpong, S. Tesprasitte
Synchrotron Light Research Institute, Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand
Abstract
A prototype of 6 MeV medical linear accelerator has
been under development at Synchrotron Light Research Institute (SLRI). Several subsystems of the machine have
been carefully designed and tested to prepare for x-ray generation. To maintain proper operation of the machine, pulse
signals are generated to synchronize various subsystems.
The timing system, based on the previous version designed
on Xilinx Spartan-3 FPGA, is upgraded with better timing
resolution, easier configuration with more timing channels,
and future expansion of the system. A new LabVIEW GUI
is also designed with more details on timing parameters for
easy customization. The result of this new design is satisfactorily achieved with the resolution of 10 nanoseconds
per time step and up to 15 synchronized timing channels
implemented on two FPGA modules.

INTRODUCTION
Synchrotron Light Research Institute (SLRI) has been
developing a prototype of the 6 MeV medical linear accelerator for cancer treatment. This project has been proposed
to help increase the availability of low-cost radiotherapy
machines in Thailand. The already-designed linear accelerating structure of the prototype has operating frequency at
2,998 MHz, a 3.1 MW magnetron driven by a solid-state
modulator, and a hot-cathode electron gun. The prototype
has a fixed-position drive stand without gantry to provide
housing for the modulator cabinet for magnetron, electron
gun, and an automatic frequency control (AFC) system in
order to provide resonant frequency tuning. All of the subsystems, including a collimator motion control system [1],
are connected to the Main Control System in a private network as shown in Fig. 1.

detection and interlocking system. The timing system that
provides synchronization of all of the machine subsystems
is indispensable, with appropriate accuracy of the timing
signals connecting the subsystems. All timing signals required for individual subsystems have their specific time
domain requirements. If there are no such signals, it will be
very difficult to set other machine parameters in order to
produce the required electron beam. This has a direct impact on the quality of cancer treatment as well.
In order to generate the required timing signals one
needs to be able to adjust the resolution of the pulse width
(in microseconds) and delay time. Signal period can be adjusted to determine the frequency of the main clock. Analog output voltage level can also be determined as needed
with enough number of channels as required by the subsystems. Configuration of all timing signals is also important.
All of these requirements can be achieved by an easy-touse GUI that is appropriately designed to communicate
with users. Existing timing system [2] has been used for
testing the operation of the medical linear accelerator prototype for some time with satisfactory result.
Recently, a new timing system has been designed to
achieve better performance and to serve more requirements
of the machine tests. In this paper all major upgrades of the
timing system for this project are described. System design, both hardware and software, is explained in the next
section. Installation and result are presented in the final
section.

SYSTEM DESIGN
This section describes the main upgrades and implementation, both hardware and software, of the new timing system developed in this project. New timing signal characteristics and time-domain requirement settings of the signals are also explained in details.

Hardware

Figure 1: Network diagram of the machine prototype [1].
In order to produce X-rays to obtain the properties of the
beam needed for cancer treatment using the prototype, it is
necessary to produce the electron beam with the appropriate properties. The process of producing good electron
beams depends on the synergy of all the subsystems, from
the electron source, RF source, dosimetry system, and error
___________________________________________

† roengrut@slri.or.th

The main hardware platform for the new timing system
is the Xilinx’s Spartan 3 FPGA development board [3, 4],
which is based on the same platform chosen for the existing
system. The system main clock of the FPGA main board
runs at 50 MHz providing the resolution of 20 nanoseconds
for time domain characteristics of the timing signals. This
main system clock is multiplied by 2 in this new system so
that the resolution is doubled to the order of 10 nanoseconds in order to set up the timing signals whose pulse width
and delay time are of better resolution. The time-domain
characteristics of individual timing signals can be set independently at the outputs of each timing module.
One FPGA module has a maximum capacity of 8 timing
outputs. The parameter adjustment on the FPGA depends
on serial communication via RS-232 with the single board
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computer as an intermediary between remote personal
computer and the FPGA module. The remote personal
computer which runs the GUI program communicates with
the single board computer via Ethernet 10/100 Mbps. Synchronization between multiple FPGA modules can be done
by connecting one output signal of one FPGA module as
an external trigger to another FPGA module. In this development we have chosen to implement 2 modules connected
in cascaded configuration to each other as shown in Fig. 2.
The last output (CH8) of FPGA module 1 is chosen to be a
trigger signal to FPGA module 2 for synchronization purpose. Therefore, by utilizing this synchronization configuration, the system effectively generates the total of 15 independent timing signals. In addition, both FPGA modules
can communicate independently with the single board
computer via their own RS-232 ports.
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The FPGA modules including a single board computer
and other electrical parts are installed in a standard 19-inch
equipment box. Figure 3 shows the installation of one
FPGA module whose 8 timing signals and the trigger signal can be selected from SMA connectors at the back of the
equipment box shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 3: Installation of the timing system hardware.

Figure 4: The back side of the timing system hardware.

Software

Figure 2: Timing system diagram.
The following characteristics are summarized for the
timing signals generated from this system implementation:
• Parameters of the signal from each channel can be determined independently from each other.
• The output impedance of the desired channel can be
chosen either 50 Ω or 1 kΩ.
• Fundamental period (T0) for determining the frequency of the main clock signal can be specified for
the frequency from 0.0002 Hz to 10 MHz.
• Delay time for shifting the desired timing signal can
be independently chosen for each channel, which
must be referred to the main clock signal, with a resolution of 10 nanoseconds per adjustment step.
• Pulse width of each desired channel has a resolution
of 10 nanoseconds per adjustment step.
• For the channels with 50 Ω impedance output, the amplitude can be set between 2 and 20 volts.
• For the channels with 1 kΩ impedance output, the amplitude can be set between 1 and 10 volts.
• External trigger option can be enabled or disabled for
individual FPGA modules (EXT Trig Channel).

The main software design is focused on user interface in
order to set the required timing parameters of the desired
timing signals. The reference design is chosen based on the
existing timing system which was developed in [2] using
LabVIEW 2015. Figure 5 shows the new LabVIEW GUI
for the new timing system.

Figure 5: A new GUI of the timing system.
User can input the determined pulse width, delay time,
and amplitude of the timing signal for each channel via this
GUI. These parameters are subsequently transmitted via
Ethernet communication to the single board computer to
perform conversion and manage various interlock signals
MOPHA076
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of the system before being sent to the FPGA modules. As
discussed earlier, FPGA module 1 and FPGA module 2
communicate with the single board computer via RS-232
port 1 and port 2, respectively. Standard Commands for
Programmable Instruments (SCPI) is used as a basic international standard to generate commands for communication in order to create the timing signals for this system.
The timing period T0 is created within the FPGA module
to be used as a reference for all channels. Delay time and
pulse width are limited to be smaller than T0. A VHDL
function is designed and implemented in the FPGA modules to support a rate of 0.0002 Hz to 100 MHz at 10 nanoseconds resolution. It also supports Burst Mode from 1
pulse to 9,999,999 pulses on the time-base basis. The outputs of the system can be chosen as a single pulse mode or
burst mode, with additional information on duty cycle. The
external trigger is also supported in the FPGA modules.
The trigger input can handle the maximum frequency of
100 MHz. Rising-edge or falling-edge mode for the external trigger signal can be easily chosen with the maximum
voltage of 15 Vdc.

Figure 6: Timing signal module installation.

INSTALLATION AND CONCLUSION
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Figure 6 shows the installation of all hardware cabinets
and other necessary electrical equipments in a standard 19inch rack. The overall performance and time-domain characteristics of the timing signals generated from this system
are satisfactorily achieved as desired. The concurrent operation of the multiple timing channels including the pulse
width and delay time can be obtained similarly to the existing system. With this new design the timing resolution
of 10 nanoseconds for each step size adjustment is
achieved as expected. The output voltage level of all timing
channels can be easily customized. In addition, the synchronization option of two FPGA modules provides us
flexibility to select and utilize more timing signals which
will be required as the medical linear accelerator with multiple subsystems can be expanded, either for system test or
commissioning purposes, in the future.
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RENOVATION OF THE SPS PERSONNEL PROTECTION SYSTEM:
A CONFIGURABLE APPROACH
T. Ladzinski, B. Fernandez Adiego, F. Havart, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The renovation of the SPS Personnel Protection System
(PPS) comprises the installation of industrial access control solutions and the implementation of a new safety instrumented system tailored to the particular needs of the
accelerator. The SPS has been a working horse of the
CERN accelerator complex for several decades and its configuration has changed through the many years of operation. The classic solutions for safety systems design, used
in the LHC and PS machines, have not been judged adequate for this accelerator undergoing perpetual changes,
composed of many sites forming several safety chains. In
order to avoid expensive software modifications, each time
the accelerator configuration evolves, a configurable safety
software design was proposed. This paper presents the
hardware architecture of the PLC-based SPS PPS and the
configurable software architecture proposed. It further reports on the testing and formal verification activities performed to validate the safety software and discusses the
pros and cons of the configurable approach.

INTRODUCTION
The Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), CERN’s second
largest accelerator, was put in service in 1976. Its access
control and safety interlock system, also known as the Personnel Protection System was upgraded in the beginning
of the nineties. However, after nearly three decades of use,
it has reached its end of life, with further upgrades no
longer possible due to lack of spare-parts and more severe
safety constraints.
During the ongoing Long Shutdown (2019-2020) of the
CERN accelerator complex the SPS PPS is being fully replaced. This major project will complete the renovation
process of the Personnel Protection Systems, providing the
same level of safety across the CERN accelerator complex.
In the design of the system, feedback from the implementation and operation of personnel protection systems of the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1] and Proton Synchrotron
(PS) [2] has been taken into account. At the same time, as
a new industrial partner was chosen for the implementation, certain parts of the design have been completely reviewed and new solutions proposed. In particular, it was
considered that the very rigid implementation of the LHC
PPS resulted in high total cost of ownership of the system.
The accelerator evolves with time as new access zones are
added or existing ones modified. Each zone is a development apart, albeit sharing the same library of components,
and implementation of a new site or simply an addition or
removal of one door has proven very expensive in the past,
especially in terms of testing and validation. In order to improve the situation for the SPS PPS, it was proposed to design a configurable system, expanding the concepts already

introduced in the past for the protection of personnel in the
secondary beam line experimental areas at CERN [3].

SPS INTERLOCKED ZONES
The SPS accelerator is a circular machine housed in a
7 km long tunnel 60 m under the ground. In addition to the
main ring tunnel, the SPS complex includes the transfer
tunnels linking the ring with the PS and the LHC machines
as well as several experimental areas. The SPS is currently
used to deliver beams to the LHC and to three experimental
regions: the North Area, as well as the HiRadMat and the
AWAKE [4] facilities. In the past the SPS was used as a
collider with clockwise and counter clockwise beams circulating in opposing directions.
Access from the outside to the SPS zones is strictly controlled and is only possible using dedicated access points.
Once the current project is completed, they will be composed of a Personnel Access Device (PAD) [5] and a Material Access Device (MAD). Sixteen access points are present in the SPS, each leading to an access zone. Access
control is managed at access zone level, with authorisations delivered to adequately trained personnel performing
approved works in a given access zone.
Several access zones which are always interlocked with
the same elements inhibiting operation with beam form a
safety chain. In every safety chain there are at least three
important safety elements capable of stopping the beam. In
general two are of magnetic type and one is a beam line
obstructer. Figure 1 represents graphically the relationship
between the safety chains (also referred to as “interlocked
zones”) of the SPS complex.

Figure 1: SPS Safety Chains with arrows representing proton beam direction.
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FROM SECTORISATION TO IMPLEMENTATION MODEL
The details of each access zone are recorded in the socalled sectorisation drawings, where each access point,
door, patrol checkpoint etc. is shown on simplified plans of
the facility. These drawings are similar to process instrumentation diagrams and are a basis for a detailed design of
the personnel protection system as well as an important
source of information for operators and equipment groups
preparing maintenance and upgrades. Figure 2 shows an
example drawing for two of the SPS access zones. Each
access zone is divided into several sectors. The subdivision
of access zones into sectors has been introduced in order to
facilitate patrolling of the facility. Prior to any beam operation the access zones are patrolled for absence of people.
By dividing the zones into smaller segments, this procedure is easier to organise. In case of an intrusion, only the
concerned sectors need to be patrolled, thus reducing accelerator downtime.
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In the traditional approach to safety system design the
sectorisation drawings have served as a basis for electrical
single line diagrams and in parallel for the implementation
of the access zone PLC code. In a configurable approach,
a generic access zone code has to be designed and implemented. This code is then instantiated for each access zone
controller. The geographical and logical relationships of
the different components of each access zone are represented in the form of configuration tables and the complete
PPS is also represented as a matrix of interlocked zones
composed of one or more access zones (also referred to as
sites). Given the history of the evolutions of the SPS machine, the maximum possible size of the installation was
set, as described in Table 1.
Table 1: Dimensioning the SPS PPS
Item
safety chains (including
extraction chains)
access zones (sites)
access points per site
access elements per site
beam elements per chain
sectors per site

Maximum
Config.
16

Current
Config.
6 (9)

32
1
32
16
16

16
1
3-25
3
2-12

Several tables have been introduced to store the configuration of the SPS PPS, either at central or at site level.
Safety chains table holds information about the configuration of each chain in terms of sites composing it. Each
row represents a safety chain and the columns the sites. The
inter-site relationship table holds information about adjacent sectors belonging to different sites. Figure 3 graphically represents these tables, which are stored centrally.

Figure 3: Global configuration tables.

Figure 2: Sectorisation document – BA4 access zone is
represented in green, while light orange colour is used for
TT40 access zone.

Each site controller holds information about the different
access safety elements constituting the site. Information is
stored in several tables, where a row indicates an access
element and the tables describe if it contains position contacts, emergency passage, a controllable lock etc. In addition, configuration tables describe the sectors structure in
each access zone, indicate which access elements belong
to which sector and which patrol checkboxes are associated
to which access element.
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The core of the safety program is then developed using
interlock matrices, where a status matrix is calculated locally in each site controller and is permanently fed to the
central (or global) interlock controller which evaluates if a
safety action (veto) should be applied to the elements of a
given site (see Fig. 4).
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The hardware configuration of each site controller is set
to the maximum possible site size (compare Table 1). However, having sixteen identical site racks was not a feasible
option. The SPS sites differ a lot in actual size, the equipment is expensive and cubicle space limited. This problem
was overcome using the Siemens Configuration Control
Option Handling mechanism. Option handling allows to
have a maximum reference configuration which is then reduced to the actual one installed by deactivating unused interface modules by editing a database entry. Figure 6 represents option handling example.

Figure 4: Interlock matrices principle.

SYSTEM HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE
The SPS PPS safety-interlock part is based on Siemens
F1500 series of PLC controllers. It is composed of the
Global Interlock (GI) controller forming the Central Layer
and sixteen Site controllers at the Site Layer. In addition,
at the Equipment Layer, each PAD is equipped with a Siemens F Open Controller. The later one is composed of a
safety part (monitoring of door and token distributor contacts) and non-safety part (interfaces with: access control
database, biometry iris recognition system, dosimeter
check etc.) [5]. The GI and Site controllers are linked together by a ring type dedicated fiber network using Ethernet Profisafe protocol. Figure 5 shows a vertical slice of the
PLC architecture with only one of the sixteen sites represented.

Figure 5: Safety PLC architecture overview.

Figure 6: Hardware configuration option handling.

SAFETY FUNCTIONS SPECIFICATION
Safety functions have been traditionally specified in
terms of concise natural language statements (e.g. When an
emergency exit is used, apply veto to the beam elements.).
The initial SPS PPS safety functions specification was prepared using simple if-else conditional statements that contain Boolean expressions to remove the natural language
ambiguity and describe the system in an easily implementable manner. It was based on a methodology introduced for the PS personnel protection system specification [6].
In the configurable approach used in the SPS, the actual
implementation differs significantly from the initial specification as the system configuration has to be taken into
account. Thus, the specification describing the pure functionality should be considered together with the configuration tables to understand the PLC program implementation.
For this reason, implementation of the safety functions in
the PLC program contains many extra input variables, corresponding to configuration variables (e.g. indicating how
many access doors are installed in an access zone). The input variables of a safety function are no longer Boolean
variables representing for example the state of a particular
sensor, but rather 16-bit Word variables, where individual
bits have to be checked using a mask from the configuration table.
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As a consequence of the configurable software design,
the testing activities become very complex since the number of combinations to check for the system is very high.
An example PLC program, which implements only one
safety function specified with a few conditional statements
and Boolean formulas has 115 Word input variables. Testing exhaustively all the combinations is practically impossible (around 10553 combinations to check) and a different
approach is needed.

VERIFICATION & VALIDATION
The verification and validation of the SPS PPS follows
a rigorous approach with multiple stages of tests and procedural verifications, involving several independent teams.
Software verification activities of the SPS PPS focus on
two principal axes: verification of the functions manipulating the configuration tables and verification of the actual
safety functions. This approach helps limit the number of
test combinations. In each case, truth tables are used to
check the correctness of the output variables of individual
functions against possible combinations of input variables.
The combined software is then validated in a test platform environment. The SPS PPS test platform is composed
of a Global Interlock PLC, a Site PLC and a complete access point including its PLC. The test platform is representative of the site installation in terms of controller architecture (compare Fig. 5). However, it uses Siemens SIMIT
modules for I/O simulation [7]. For the already installed
sites manual tests were conducted for all the safety relevant
cases, observing the state of the outputs, the HMI and the
state of internal variables, where appropriate. The test platform has not only proven useful to perform the tests of the
safety program but also to check the ergonomics and the
correct implementation of the human machine interfaces
prior to real life operation of the system. Only software validated in the test platform was deployed on site, this way
the site commissioning could focus on the correct functioning of the site installation, not on debugging the software.
In addition, formal verification techniques to check that
the PLC program fulfils the specification have been considered for the SPS PPS safety software. In particular,
model checking was used. The PLCverif tool [8], developed at CERN, can automatically generate the formal models out of the PLC programs, create the temporal logic formula out of a given specification and invoke external
model checkers to perform model checking. The complexity of applying model checking is hidden from the user of
the tool, who only has to provide the PLC program and the
specification to be checked. The most common limitation
of model checking is the state space explosion when the
number of combinations to be checked is too big. The first
trials with PLCverif and the SPS PPS PLC programs have
shown promising results. So far, only one formal model of
the safety functions had a state space that could not be verified by the model checkers integrated in the tool. PLCverif
has allowed spotting a few potential problems in the PLC
software implementation such as use of undocumented bypass flags or an unknown operation mode that could result
from a double sensor error in the operator key panel.
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Further work to increase the coverage of the previous
testing activities is being conducted. This autumn the test
platform will be equipped with two additional site controllers and two access point controllers emulating PAD and
MAD devices. This will allow to test three access zones
simultaneously and verify the correct functioning of safety
chains composed of multiple sites. In addition, automatized tests that can perform the verification of the combined software (i.e. configuration management functions
and safety functions) are being investigated. Since automatic testing can be performed at any time on the test platform, this could increase the test coverage by performing
more exhaustive tests and be used to verify the complete
implementation as well as future upgrades.

COMMISSIONING OBSERVATIONS
The validated software has already been deployed in
eight freshly installed access points and two access zones.
The TAG41 access zone, housing the AWAKE facility, is a
location where R&D activities continue despite the accelerator shutdown. In order to meet the research schedule
milestones, the new system had to be commissioned in advance of the rest of the SPS.
The commissioning started with systematic electrical
continuity tests of the field instrumentation. Using the Siemens Configuration Control Option Handling made these
tests more challenging than in classical installations. A
very small error in the option handling configuration can
easily be misinterpreted as a systematic error in cabling or
instrumentation.
A feature of the configurable approach, resulting from
the introduced complexity is the abandoning of the commonly used input/output names which usually are derived
from single line diagram equipment codes. Therefore, one
cannot quickly identify which physical object a given variable corresponds to and needs to consult a translation table.
In the long term perspective the advantages of having
both hardware and software developed in a way that is easily expandable and independent of instrumentation naming
convention is definitely beneficial, but the additional effort
with system commissioning should not be underestimated.

CHANGE MANAGEMENT
For each site controller the safety software is composed
of core safety blocks (FB, FC) and of configuration data
blocks (DB). The safety blocks form the reference program, which is identical in all the site controllers; its version can easily be traced with a safety signature. Software
for each controller is instantiated with the site configuration information in the data blocks. A change request may
be of configuration or functional nature. In the first case,
only the corresponding data block needs to be modified. In
the second case, no data blocks are modified, only the reference program.
For the most recurrent modification, which concerns
change in the size of an installation (e.g. addition of a new
door), the validation can be limited to a sensor-actuator on-
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site test. This will ensure that the change in the configuration corresponds to the actual change in the field elements
and is anyway a mandatory step in case of any safety installation modification. Simple comparison of safety signature ensures that the modification is only limited to configuration and the reference program remains unchanged.
Therefore intermediate testing phases do not need to be repeated, provided the reference program has been fully
tested and validated before.
In case of changes not related to configuration, but to
functionality, the configurable approach can also be beneficial. Although the modification is usually more complex
to specify and to test, it only needs to be tested in the reference program once and then instantiated with the already
used configuration DB in each site controller. This general
schema requires that all the site controllers have the same
program loaded, hence any modification of the reference
program requires uploading it in all the site controllers,
which may at times be problematic due to operational constraints. However, one must not forget that the common
program is used in all the site controllers; if a functional
modification is required, it is required everywhere and
should be deployed everywhere.
Site specific software blocks, that is software blocks implemented only for a particular site (e.g. to protect from
Laser related hazard present in the AWAKE experiment),
are not part of the configurable approach. Their modification is not related to the reference program and has to be
treated on a case by case basis. It is worth noting that so far
site specific functions only had to be implemented in one
out of the sixteen site controllers.
The SPS PPS is instantiated with the current field configuration, hence configuration changes such as addition of
a new door or area are not expected in the immediate future, but the software is ready to accept them. Most user
feedback obtained so far, concerned the implementation of
the access point software, which may require implementation changes. Although not directly part of site configuration management, the fact that the software was designed
to pass only resultant status between different layers of
controllers facilitates testing and deployment of the access
point software upgrades.
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and maintenance activities. The system’s design should allow much easier integration of future changes in the SPS,
such as addition of new elements or of a new interlocked
area, as well as faster validation of upgrades.
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CONCLUSIONS
A configurable approach for the design of a large safety
interlock system has been proposed and is being implemented for the SPS Personnel Protection System. It has
been successfully deployed on the first sites of the SPS,
including the TAG41 access zone housing the AWAKE experiment. In addition to complex patrol management common to all the sites, the AWAKE specific safety functions
(Laser and Electron Gun interlocks) have been fully validated and work is on-going to thoroughly test the system
and validate it for the protection of personnel against hazards from proton beams. This is done in parallel to the site
installation works scheduled to last till summer 2020. More
testing efforts and more challenging commissioning resulting from added software complexity require additional resources during the project phase, but simplify the operation
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AUTOMATIC RECONFIGURATION OF CERN 18 kV ELECTRICAL
DISTRIBUTION – THE AUTO TRANSFER CONTROL SYSTEM
J.C. Letra Simoes, S. Infante, F. Marin, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Availability is key to electrical power distribution at
CERN. The CERN electrical network has been
consolidated over the last 15 years in order to cope with the
evolving needs of the laboratory and now comprises a
210 MW supply from the French grid at 400 kV, a partial
back up from the Swiss grid at 130 kV and 16 diesel
generators. The Auto Transfer Control System has a critical
role in minimizing the duration of power cuts on this
complex electrical network, thus significantly reducing the
impact of downtime on CERN accelerator operation. In the
event of a major power loss, the control system analyses
the global status of the network and decides how to
reconfigure the network from alternative sources,
following predefined constraints and priorities. The Auto
Transfer Control System is based on redundant
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) with multiple
remote I/O stations linked via an EtherNet/IP ring (over
optical fiber) across three major substations at CERN. This
paper describes the system requirements, constraints and
the applicable technologies, which will be used to deliver
an operational system by mid-2020.

MOTIVATION
Three of the main 18 kV substations, ME9, SEM12 and
BE9, located in different CERN geographical sites, are
involved in the Auto Transfer control system. These are
three key substations supplying the SPS (Super Proton
Synchrotron), the North Area experimental areas, the
Prevessin site (stable network), the LHC (Large Hadron
Collider) 18 kV loop, the Meyrin site, the ATLAS
Experiment, the LHC1.8 site (general services and
machine networks) and the safety networks. The three
substations are, under nominal condition, supplied via the
French grid at 400 kV but they can also be supplied by the
Swiss grid at 130 kV in case of problems on the French
grid.
The ME9 substation is obsolete, more than 40 years old.
It is currently undergoing a major renovation, in line with
the electrical network consolidation plan and in
conjunction with CERN accelerators shutdown phase. The
renewal of ME9 implied a complete redesign of the
substation and therefore of the 18 kV network, bringing
improvements in terms of availability and flexibility of the
network.
Additionally, with the existing Auto Transfer being
obsolete, difficult to maintain and evolve, it was the right
time for re-engineering and replacing the existing, 20 years
old Auto Transfer control system.

The system was only partially mastered in terms of
hardware and software, as its development and
implementation had been outsourced to an external
company. This limitation often created difficulties in case
of major power outages that involved an auto transfer
requiring post-mortem analysis. For this reason, it was
decided to go for an internal implementation of the new
system.
The project specification was developed in direct contact
with the operation team, who has the expertise about the
system expected behavior in every possible configuration
scenario. The specification covers all the operation needs
and allows future evolutions of the network with minor
modification at the software level.

SPECIFICATION
The Auto Transfer control system main function consists
in automatically reconfigure and resupply the three 18 kV
substations in case of a power outage due to failures on the
French grid (400 kV), the Swiss grid (130 kV) or internal
failures related to transformers, bus bars or inter-substation
liaison cables. See Fig. 1 for details. However, resource
limitations and system operational constraints shall be
taken into account. Examples are the power availability of
each source, limited by its upstream transformer, and the
maximum power accepted by the inter-substation liaison
cables. Theoretically, up to six sources can be used to
supply the seven bus bars composing the three substations;
none of them can be left in parallel with another,
particularly between the French and the Swiss grid. The
Auto Transfer control system shall be able to reconfigure
the network by opening/closing breakers with a minimum
of maneuvers, maximizing the number of supplied bus bars
by their nearest source, according to a predefined
configuration set by the user (operation team).

THE SOLVER APPROACH
In order to cover the specified requirements, several
solutions were envisaged. Former system used a domino
approach, which consisted in supplying each bus bar as a
separate entity of the network: a domino. Using this
approach, each bus bar had one main (nominal) source and
one or several backup sources. The control system
managed each domino so that it could be powered by one
of the breakers directly attached to it, according to
predefined priorities. This approach created dependency
between dominos, leading to unnecessary maneuvers and a
need of synchronization between substations. Furthermore,
it was tailored to the existing network configuration,
limiting its evolution.
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Figure 1: CERN 18 kV single line diagram representing the six sources capable of supplying the seven bus bars spread
over the three main substations ME9, SEM12 and BE9. Breakers in bold are operated by the control system.
The new 18 kV network being redesigned in ME9 to
bring extra redundancy and availability has made this
approach no longer suitable to the needs. The new network
layout can create rings via switchgears that are not
controlled by the control system and therefore the dominos
can no longer be managed. In order to solve this problem,
the Solver approach was proposed. This approach was
initially based on G. Dantzig’s simplex algorithm [1] for
maximizing a linear function but its implementation on a
PLC would become very complex due to the high number
of variables needed to describe the maximization
functions, restrictions and the intermediate calculations to
achieve the optimal result. Based on this algorithm, the
Solver approach was designed and implemented.
The Solver approach consists of analyzing the entire
network as a single entity and calculating dynamically the
possibilities of supplying it entirely. These possibilities are
calculated based on the status of the electrical path needed
to connect one source to a given bus bar. These paths are
based on settings predefined by the operation team and live
status of the network elements (availability, faults, etc.).
With these possibilities the Solver has two main objectives
to achieve:
• Maximize the number of supplied bus bars
• Maximize the score1 of the entire network
Operators configure the system by assigning to each bus
bar, its main (nominal) source and the backup sources to be
used in order of priority. Once the configuration is set, a
pre-check is made by the control system to guarantee the
___________________________________________

1

The score is calculated based on the source priority supplying a given
bus bar. The nominal sources have the highest score and the backup
sources with the lowest priority have the lowest score.

specified restrictions are respected. Restrictions are
imposed by the physical architecture of the network. Once
the configuration is validated, the Auto Transfer control
system analyzes the current status of the network and
evaluates if the two main objectives can be improved or
not. If improvement is possible, the control system will act
on the concerned switchgear in order to reconfigure the
network for the new optimum. If not, the system remains
in a surveillance mode.
In order to validate this approach, a simulator has been
written in Excel (using VBA). This simulator allows the
operation team to graphically set the 18 kV network in
different scenarios (including power outages, fault, etc.)
and define configuration recipes for the network (Table 1).
Once the simulation setup is ready, operators can run the
solver and evaluate the optimal calculated solution.
This tool became a technical communication tool
between the operation team (user) and developers,
allowing a better understanding of the system and the
identification and solution of multiple problems, prior to
final implementation of the software.

ARCHITECTURE
PLC and HMI
Schneider M580 redundant PLC will be used to run the
control application. This PLC is composed by two
redundant CPUs, physically separated (CPU A in ME9
substation and CPU B in SEM12 substation). The two
CPUs are connected via a dedicated single mode optical
fiber allowing the exchange of data in real time between
the primary and standby CPUs. This architecture provides
redundancy to the system in case of a major hazard
involving ME9 or SEM12. See Fig. 2 for details.
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Table 1: Auto Transfer Control System Configuration
Source Name
Bus Bar

BE/BE9

EHT7/E9

EHT102/1E

SW

SIG1

SIG2

SIG1+2

EMD4/E9

Backup 1

Nominal

Backup 2

Backup 3

Backup 5

Backup 6

Backup 4

EMD9/1E

Backup 1

Nominal

Backup 2

Backup 3

Backup 5

Backup 6

Backup 4

EMD7/1E

Backup 2

Backup 1

Nominal

Backup 3

Backup 5

Backup 6

Backup 4

EMD8/1E

Backup 2

Backup 1

Nominal

Backup 3

Backup 5

Backup 6

Backup 4

EMD1*9

Backup 6

Backup 5

Nominal

Backup 1

Backup 3

Backup 4

Backup 2

EDM3*9

Backup 6

Backup 5

Nominal

Backup 1

Backup 4

Backup 3

Backup 2

Figure 2: Auto Transfer control system PLC architecture.
A dedicated single mode optical fiber ring will be used
to interconnect the CPUs and the remote I/O stations,
installed on each substation. Each remote I/O station hosts
the dedicated I/O cards used to collect the switchgear and
other field information from the protection relays (from
Arcteq and Schneider). CPUs collect the data from the I/O
stations using industrial communication protocol
EtherNet/IP.
One local Human Machine Interface (HMI) will be
installed on each substation, sitting on the same
EtherNet/IP ring used for the I/O stations. The embedded
switches allowing Quality of Service (QoS), will assure the
critical data packets between PLC, CPUs and I/O stations
will be treated with higher priority than data packets to be
used by the HMI.
EtherNet/IP is part of the Common Industrial Protocol
(CIP). It is an application layer protocol transferred inside
the TCP/IP packet. This means EtherNet/IP is just a way of
organizing the data inside the TCP or UDP packets [2].

SCADA Supervision
The CERN Electrical Network Supervision (ENS)
system will monitor the Auto Transfer control system so
the CERN Control Center (CCC) can supervise it 24h/day,
7 days a week. In case of a major event, hundreds of events
are triggered simultaneously and since the PLC does not
have the capability of sequencing and time stamping the

events locally, a solution has been proposed in order to
allow a reliable post-mortem analysis. The operation
requirement for the time stamping is to record the events
with a sampling period below 20 ms. To fulfill this
requirement, the proposed solution consists of using an
intermediate gateway collecting the data from the PLC and
dealing with the time stamping separately. This function is
assured by a Modbus/TCP to IEC 60870-5-104 gateway,
the WAGO 750-880/025-001. This industrial controller
reads the data from the PLC memory at a cycle time below
2 ms, time stamps and buffers it in sequence and converts
it to IEC 60870-5-104 messages to be sent to the
supervision. The IEC 60870-5-104 gateway time
synchronization is assured via a clock synchronization
command (message 103). This message is periodically sent
by the RTU (Remote Terminal Unit), which is
synchronized via CERN NTP servers. With this solution,
at supervision level, the data source time stamp is
preserved, allowing a reliable post mortem analysis.

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
Planning
Projects of this size, having an impact on the
organization operation, must be phased and coordinated
with the global CERN accelerators schedule. Furthermore,
the commissioning phase of the project requires a complete
availability of the network, which is not easy to achieve. In
order to cope with this limitation, the operation team
manually reconfigures the network in order to reduce and
possibly avoid any power cut. The drawback of this
solution is that the system is tested on a semi-real situation,
meaning, the loads connected to the network are not
nominal. This commitment is considered acceptable since
this system is not classified as a safety system.
Nevertheless, the potential in-rush currents problems have
been taken into account during development, meaning the
automatic transfer is done in a specific sequence and
includes delays between commutations.

Hardware
While evaluating the hardware modification needed to
implement the new control system, cables between the
protection relays and PLC crates and 18 kV switchgears
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were found damaged. Cable insulation was degraded due
to cables aging, UV exposition from the fluorescent
lighting bulbs, differences of temperature, etc. These
findings led to additional cost as well as time schedule
limitations.

CURRENT AND FUTURE WORK
The Auto Transfer control system is currently in
development phase. This includes the PLC and HMI
software applications. The simulator has been used to test
the different scenarios and the logical equations are now
validated for implementation. The preliminary tests are
foreseen to be completed before the end of 2019. On site
installation is foreseen to be completed in the first quarter
of 2020 with final commissioning in April 2020.
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CERN CONTROLS OPEN SOURCE MONITORING SYSTEM
F. Locci*, F. Ehm, L. Gallerani, J. Lauener, J. Palluel, R. Voirin
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The CERN accelerator controls infrastructure spans several thousands of computers and devices used for Accelerator control and data acquisition. In 2009, a fully in-house,
CERN-specific solution was developed (DIAMON) to
monitor and diagnose the complete controls infrastructure.
The adoption of the solution by a large community of users,
followed by its rapid expansion, led to a final product that
became increasingly difficult to operate and maintain. This
was predominantly due to the multiplicity and redundancy
of services, centralized management of data acquisition
and visualization software, its complex configuration and
its intrinsic scalability limits. At the end of 2017, a completely new monitoring system for the beam controls infrastructure was launched. The new "COSMOS" system was
developed with two main objectives in mind: firstly, detecting instabilities and preventing breakdowns of the control system infrastructure. Secondly, providing users with
a more coherent and efficient solution for development of
their specific data monitoring agents and related dashboards. This paper describes the overall architecture of
COSMOS, focusing on the conceptual and technological
choices for the system.

INTRODUCTION
The CERN Accelerator Control System [1] relies on
many components and a substantial infrastructure, which
must be available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This hardware and software infrastructure needs to be monitored in
order to anticipate or detect failures and fix them as quickly
as possible. The Controls Open-Source Monitoring System
(COSMOS) project was launched in 2017 to renovate the
existing in-house solution [2] [3], which was suffering
from its hyper-centralized model, the multiplicity of the solution, service overlap and scalability issues.

THE CONTEXT
In monitoring, the term ‘host’ refers to a device with an
IP address (responsive to ping) while ‘service’ refers to any
application, resource or hardware component (network device, module, sensor, etc.) providing a particular function
on the host.
The accelerator control system has just under 7000 hosts
(Fig. 1), mainly Linux CentOS CERN 7 computers (the use
of Windows is declining in the domain of accelerator controls) and specific Ethernet devices (BMCs1, PLCs2, etc.).
The number of Linux computers is constantly increasing,
by 5 to 8% per year, while disk space has increased by a
factor of 500 in a decade.
_________________________________________
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2

Baseboard Management Controller
Programmable Logic Controller

Figure 1: Main types of control system hosts.

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE
Reviewing the existing system and evaluating major
products in the monitoring field (collectd, Icinga2, Zabbix,
Prometheus) helped us to define the main objectives of the
COSMOS project and laid the foundations for the future
solution.

Preliminary Study Recommendation
Recommendations emerging from the preliminary study
were the following:
x Align the new monitoring system with CERN IT
services (e.g. the central “DB on Demand” service)
and industry standards in order to allow us to focus
on our core business.
x Use de-facto standard technologies and open-source
software as far as possible.
x Propose a new paradigm where specific aspects of
the monitoring are delegated to experts who become
responsible for collecting their metrics, define alerts
and setup their own dashboards.

Scope of the COSMOS Monitoring System
When designing a monitoring system, it is important to
consider the origin and the nature of data we want to monitor. We can distinguish at least two types of information
intended for users with different objectives:
x Functional monitoring to detect infrastructure related failures, to alert the system administration
team or equipment experts and to assist in taking
technical decisions.
x Business monitoring focused on operational data
and providing support for controlling the accelerator.
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Figure 2: Integration and interconnection of the software component.collectd: acquisition of OS Metrics.
Table 1: Selected Open-Source Software
Product

Motivation

Collectd

MIT License, easy to install, file-based
configuration, modular layout, large
plugin collection, CERN support

(5.8.1)

Prometheus
(1.7.1)

Apache License 2.0, easy to install/run,
rich data model, functional query language, powerful rule processing, graphing
and alerting, HTTP API

Icinga2

GPLv2, file-based configuration, ~75%
of needs covered, extensive features, collectd support, scalability, availability,
multi-tenancy, large user community, support, complete documentation

InfluxDB

MIT License, write and query performance, on-disk compression, scalability

Grafana

Apache License 2.0, easy to install, filebased configuration, dashboard flexibility, data-sources support (Influx, Elastic
Search), large user community

(2.10.4)

(1.6.3)
(5.4.2)

Experience shows that it is very difficult to combine both
aspects and to provide simple and efficient tools that take
the different needs into account. Therefore, COSMOS is
exclusively dedicated to the functional monitoring of the
controls infrastructure.
We wanted to avoid the pitfall of a Unified Monitoring
Infrastructure (UMI) solution, which does not fit the size
and diversity of our infrastructure. As discussed later, it has
been possible to propose a perfectly customized and compact solution, based on a limited number of targeted opensource software (OSS) components, see Table 1 for details.

Finally, with a more modular approach, we wanted to
share development between teams and thus clarify the responsibilities of each stakeholder (system administrators,
application experts, operation, etc.).

THE SOLUTION
Overall Architecture
Figure 2 shows the COSMOS architecture. At its heart,
one ﬁnds an open-source product called Icinga2 [4]. Icinga
covers most of our needs out of the box and perfectly fits
the collaborative and distributed model that we need to
monitor our heterogeneous infrastructure (from the hardware, software and human point of view).
Icinga2, which started as a fork of Nagios, introduces the
‘plugin’ concept, a standalone extension to the Icinga2
core. Each plugin instance (commonly called ‘check’) executes a specific logic and produces a health report of the
related component (see Table 2 for details). The result of
the check is made of a functional status report of the component and optional additional metrics (“performance
data”) that are sent to the Icinga2 server. The server then
generates a notification (by email or SMS) according to the
user configuration, and sends status and performance data
to the IDO1 (MySQL) or time series (InfluxDB) database
as appropriate.
In parallel, COSMOS uses collectd [5] agents to gather
system metrics from hosts, related devices (disks, memory,
etc.) and the network. collectd makes this information
available over the network to the central server, where data
is stored into the InfluxDB database as well.
_________________________________________
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Table 2: Common Host and Services Checks
Check

Mode

Source

ICALEPCS2019, New York, NY, USA

very stable product that was successfully adopted beforehand by CERN's IT department. We use both sides of collectd’s client-server model. The client is a daemon running
on every host within the scope of accelerator controls,
whether diskless (front-end computers) or disk-based
(servers) and technical consoles). Every five minutes a predefined set of metrics is collected through the daemon. The
typical amount of system-related metrics per host is between 60 and 90. Covered areas are – non-exhaustively –
CPU usage and statistics, RAM usage, disk status (with
S.M.A.R.T. attributes when applicable) and partition usage, as well as network measurements. Metrics are tailored
to the hardware that collectd is running on: for instance, we
automatically detect if extra partitions are present on the
system, or if SSDs of a particular brand are physically present, in order to get relevant information about their depreciation. Once collected locally on a host, metrics are sent
to an instance of collectd acting as a server and running on
the COSMOS server. This instance plays three roles:

basic connectivity (host
alive: ping, ssh)

active

system

boot diagnostic (reboot
count., Eth. speed, etc. )

passive

system, REST

Crate and BMC1 metrics
(fan speed, power sup.,
temp., batt., bus, led, etc.)

active

IPMI

Timing network, specific
devices and sensors

active

SNMP

Real-time fieldbus and
sub-network agents

passive

REST (proxy)

Disk partition usage,
CPU load, std. and
EDAC2 memory, etc.

active

collectdunixsock

PLC3

active

JMX [6]
(proxy)

Process status (up/down)
and diagnostics (CPU,
memory, etc.)

passive

systemd, system, REST

x

Application status and
functional metrics

active

JMX, CMX,
NGINX [7]

x

Whenever it is not possible to compute the status of a
service from a single Icinga2 check, or in order to detect
trends, COSMOS uses Prometheus as an intermediate
agent. Prometheus [8] then generates the service status using its functional expression language (see ‘Prometheus’
chapter below for details).
The central IDO database is used by expert tools such as
IcingaWeb, to establish, in real time, a complete diagnostic
of each component, to manage notifications and downtime,
and to provide detailed statistics and event histories.
Finally, data can be visualized and analyzed by expert
users thanks to a dedicated Grafana [9] instance.
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x

Transferring metrics to Icinga2 that will determine
whether measurements are within an acceptable
range.
Pushing metrics to the Influx database, which is the
main source of data for Grafana, COSMOS’s graphical visualization layer.
Writing metrics into RRD files (Round-Robin database), one for each metric. RRD files provide a lowlevel data visualization alternative to Grafana,
mostly used as a fallback method by system administrators.

An Open-Source Software Based Solution
In accelerator control, as in other fields, the network
size, the number and complexity of deployed equipment
and the rate of change are constantly increasing. It makes
monitoring a vital part of system administration activities.
At the same time fortunately, some extremely powerful,
open source monitoring tools, have appeared on the market. By selecting and integrating several of these tools, we
have built a lightweight and efficient solution that best met
our objectives (Fig. 3).
collectd is the piece of software that we use to gather
operating system metrics on every host covered by COSMOS. This tool, dating back to 2005, still receives regular
commits and is released under the MIT License: this is a
_________________________________________

Baseboard Management Controller
Error Detection and Correction
3 Programmable Logic Controller
1
2

Figure 3: An OSS solution fitting each kind of metrics.

Icinga2: Hosts and Services Checks
An Icinga2 check is a piece of code running on monitored nodes or directly on the Icinga2 central server. In the
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latter case, it uses custom or dedicated protocols such IPMI
or SNMP to gather raw data from which it computes the
final status of the service, based on pre-configured thresholds. A check can be as simple as a few lines of Bash, C or
Python. It can be active or passive. An active check is triggered by the central server in polling mode and takes metrics from the nodes on a periodic basis. A passive check is
a standalone agent (usually running on the monitored node
or proxy), pushing data to the central server asynchronously. With COSMOS, it is used in particular to reach
hosts deployed on Ethernet subnets like White-Rabbit,
CERN’s Control timing system. The Icinga2 REST API is
then used to send the result to the Icinga2 server. In the case
of systems for which it is critical to fork processes and allocate resources at any moment, passive checks are also
recommended. For the same reason, it is suggested to use
high-performance languages such as C or C++ for realtime systems. For instance, acquisition of metrics for lowlevel processes is performed with C++ Management Extension (CMX [10]) agents, as described later in this document.
In addition to custom plugins developed by users, there
are over 3,000 third-party Nagios plugins [11] we can use
to easily enhance the monitoring system.

Prometheus: Application Metrics Acquisition
In many cases, application monitoring is based on observation over time, instead of a single indicator such as a
counter. Basic service checks turn into complex, stateful
agents. Instead of designing, implementing and maintaining such agents, the idea is to use Prometheus and let it act
as an agent for Icinga2, using its embedded data storage
and powerful query language (Fig. 4).
The Prometheus language allows the definition of any
kind of rule, from a simple comparison of a single metric,
to a complex check against an aggregation of metrics over
time. This provides a lot of flexibility, whilst hiding the implementation details from the upper layer. An Icinga2 active check (prom-check) queries alerts and metrics from
Prometheus in order to expose them as performance data.
To ease aggregation and classification inside the higher
layer, a set of standard labels has been defined: hostname,
application and service. Besides the rules, which are manually defined, the Prometheus configuration is automatically derived from the Icinga2 configuration.
It is trivial to integrate Prometheus with Java applications through the standard JMX protocol [6]. However, for
native applications that are monitored through the C++
CMX interface [10], custom development was needed.
Such native applications run on soft real-time, diskless
computers called Front-Ends (FECs). As Prometheus performs HTTP GET calls to scrap the raw metrics, it is necessary to run a HTTP server directly on the FEC. Several
solutions were evaluated: Boost Beast, Apache, Lighttpd
and NGINX [7]. Due to its stable memory usage, small
footprint and low CPU usage, NGINX became the webserver of choice. A native module was developed to read
CMX metrics from the shared memory and publish them
through HTTP via a heap buffer [12]. The module is real-
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time compliant: everything is done in-memory, without
disk access.

Figure 4: Overview of the CMX monitoring stack.

Graphical User Interfaces
COSMOS presents monitoring data in various fashions.
Firstly, operators can still use the previous DIAMON console, refactored to use COSMOS components as data providers (or backends), without modifying the overall appearance and behaviour of the GUI. From custom tree
views, the user can quickly visualize failing systems and
restart them if necessary.
Secondly, Grafana (Fig. 5) is the main entry point for
visualizing infrastructure metrics. As collectd ingests data
and sends it to the Influx database, Grafana is used to query
and display results in graphical manner. Teams can create
their own dashboards, focusing on particular aspects of the
infrastructure. For instance, displaying a chart of fan
speeds for specific kinds of hardware or retrieving the
amount of RAM used by a process over time, in order to
spot potential memory leaks.

Figure 5: Visualization of server metrics in Grafana.
The final user interface is IcingaWeb (Fig. 6), the frontend to Icinga2, which is very efficient at providing an overview of problems occurring in the infrastructure, as well as
a detailed history of events. In addition to its powerful
search tool and its integrated and customizable views, IcingaWeb offers a complete, multi-user interface to interact
with the monitoring process (events control, downtime period, checks scheduler, etc.).
MOPHA085
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some of the high-availability features of Icinga2 to improve overall reliability (clustering, failover mechanism,
etc.)
Table 3: Metric Statistics
Item

Figure 6: IcingaWeb showing host groups.

Checks Deployment and Configuration
COSMOS includes an automatic configuration tool, developed in Python, to generate Icinga2 configuration files
on a daily basis, from three different data sources:
x The controls configuration database (Oracle) describing each host, service and their dependencies;
x The list of hosts managed by Ansible and their predefined variables;
x The user-specific data (alarms setup, check arguments, etc.).
If we choose to delegate the development and maintenance of checks to the users, it is also essential to provide
adequate means to store and deploy these pieces of software. COSMOS uses GitLab for this purpose and in particular its CI/CD module to build (when necessary) and deploy checks whenever the user makes changes in his code.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLANS
Less than one year (1.25 man-years) has been required
to build the core part of COSMOS (Icinga2, collectd), covering 80% of the basic infrastructure monitoring. The second phase of the project, which is ongoing, is dedicated to
the monitoring of processes, application metrics (Prometheus) and to the integration of specific diagnostics and
critical accelerator equipment (cryogenics, magnet protection, etc.). Today, a single Linux computer (2xCPU
2.2GHz/10 Cores, 128Gb RAM) is hosting the COSMOS
services (Icinga2, collectd and Grafana) and easily supports the load.
It performs on average 30,000 checks every 5 minutes
and generates a large number of metrics, as shown in Table
3.
System administrators and control experts quickly
adopted the COSMOS tools for diagnosis and daily
maintenance work. We must now provide the system with
a framework dedicated to a wider audience (equipment
groups, operation) and allow the configuration of custom
checks (setup, notification, etc.) in a more autonomous
way. The use of IcingaWeb may also be extended to all users. To do this we must guarantee that the system can support a large number of simultaneous connections, that it is
secure, provides proper backup services and the required
level of availability. We are considering implementing

Source

~Number

OS metric types

collectd

250

OS metric cardinality

collectd

236,000

Check types

Icinga2

80

Check cardinality

Icinga2

29,600

Perf. data types

Icinga2

2,500

Perf. data cardinality

Icinga2

1,378,000

The experience gained so far shows that the new collaborative model is being well-received by users and works
perfectly. The project study also demonstrated that no single monitoring tool on the market could cover 100% of our
needs. However, it is relatively easy to build a complete
system by integrating a small number of open-source software tools, providing that the tools are properly selected
according to their functionality, complementarity and interconnectivity.
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THE DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
AND VISUALIZATION SYSTEM
J. Luo†, L. Li, Z. Ni, X. Zhou, Institute of Computer Application,
China Academy of Engineering Physics, Mianyang City, China
Y. Gao, Stony Brook University, New York, USA
Abstract
The analysis of experimental performance is an essential
task to any experiment. With the increasing demand on experimental data mining and utilization, methods of experimental data analysis abound, including visualization,
multi-dimensional performance evaluation, experimental
process modeling, performance prediction, to name but a
few. Oriented to the high power laser experimental facility,
we design and develop an experimental performance analysis and visualization system, consisting of data source
configuration component, algorithm management component, and data visualization component. It provides us feasibilities such as experimental data extraction and transformation, algorithm flexible configuration and validation,
and multi-viewing presentation of experimental performance. It will bring great convenience and improvement
for the analysis and verification of experimental performance.

INTRODUCTON
Large-scale physical experiments are conducted intending to capture experimental data and make further scientific analysis, which plays a significant role in multiple discipline researches, like Hefei Light Source (HLS), European X-ray Free-Electron Laser (XFEL), Large Hadron
Collider (LHC), International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), National Ignition Facility(NIF), to
name but a few [1-6].
Taking the high power laser facility as an example, a shot
experiment often produces hundreds of gigabytes data,
ranging from energy scalars to focal spot images. After a
shot is conducted, all diagnostic subsystems start to acquire
these experimental data and further archive them into the
database. Subsequently, scientists utilize the visualization
subsystem to observe the ordinary report of the experiment,
and make statistical analysis of the experimental data captured offline, to evaluate the performance of this experiment and the status of the facility. Furthermore, fresh experimental data contributes to modify the performance
model of each laser beam.
With the development of the equipment, the demand of
experimental data analysis increases rapidly, resulting in a
variety of data analysis and visualization programs. These
programs are conventionally customized for different application scenarios, by realizing different analysis algorithms and different graphical forms. On one hand, they are
well-adapted to specific scientific scenarios; on the other
hand, this program development pattern leads to a great
___________________________________________

consumption of manpower involved in program development, a messy data manage framework, a high redundancy
of experimental data storage, and also a narrow application
range of each program.
To address these issues mentioned above, we designed a
unified data management scheme; on this basis, we further
realized an experimental performance analysis and visualization system. This system is under commissioning at the
high power laser facility.
The next section provides an overview of current data
management architecture. Problems of experimental data
application are discussed in section Ⅲ. Section Ⅳ illustrates the design of experimental performance analysis and
visualization system. Finally, we conclude this paper in
section Ⅴ.

OVERVIEW OF CURRENT DATA
MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE
The experimental equipment produces a large variety of
data. These data are multi-folds, mainly including process
data that indicates the real-time circumstances of the facility entities, progress data which supports the automatic
scheduling and management of experimental tasks, physical phenomenon data that describes the initial input and final output of an experiment. This paper focuses on the process of the physical phenomenon data, it is also called the
experimental data.
As mentioned in the former section, after an experiment
is conducted, all diagnostic subsystems start to measure
these experimental data and further archive them into the
database. Subsequently, these experimental data are mainly
utilized for online visualization, offline statistical analysis,
and decision supportive computations like the modification
of the performance model (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Flow of experimental data.
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PROBLEMS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
APPLICATION
Operators utilize the experimental data to evaluate the
performance of this experiment, while scientific researchers utilize them for numerical analysis or simulation,
mostly by off-line methods. With the increasing demand
on experimental data mining and utilization, many efforts
have been made, resulting in a variety of data analysis and
visualization programs. However, these programs are conventionally customized for different application scenarios,
by realizing different analysis algorithms and different
graphical forms.
Despite a variety of data analysis and visualization programs, the application of experimental data reveals many
shortages and problems, which can be summarized as follows:
1. The experimental data coming from a large variety of
measurements are heterogeneous. At the very beginning of database archiving system design, we mainly
concern for the performance of data storage, while
overlook the performance of data utilization. For
some raw data in the database, due to their data formats, the extraction of useful information is a timeconsuming task. It greatly affects the efficiency of
data utilization.
2. The previous products of data analysis and visualization programs mostly utilize the C/S framework, so
that each data analysis and visualization program are
only applied in a narrow user range. The degree of information sharing is quite low.
3. Different scientists analyze the experiment data from
different backgrounds and views, which results in different data integration patterns, different analysis algorithms, and different data visualization forms. This
leads to meaningless repetitions of manpower development, and a large amount of meaningless maintaining jobs.
Hence, this motivates us to raise one question: Can we
design a unified framework for experimental data utilization, in which the experimental data processing algorithm and development environment can be configured?
Such that different experimental data application program can be produced by simple configuration, or a few
codes are needed.
To answer this question and address the above issues, the
efforts as well as the contributions of this paper are: a unified data management scheme is designed; on this basis, a
web-based experimental performance analysis and visualization system is further realized, which presents an effective reference for other experimental data related applications. The feature of “web-available” here is primarily to
support an easy access of experimental performance information in the whole facility [7].

Figure 2: Basic concept of experimental data management.

EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS AND VISUALIZATION
We designed a unified data management scheme; on this
basis, we further realized a web-based experimental performance analysis and visualization system. The main insight
is to enable the unified management of data process algorithms and the personalization for data visualization.
The basic concept of the unified experimental data management scheme is depicted in Fig. 2, which consist of 4
layers, namely data applications, data warehouses, data analytics, and data sources. The original experimental data is
measured and stored in Oracle databases, with a variety of
formats. Data analytics realizes the statistical and other
analysis computation. Data warehouses store the analysis
results. Data applications supports the process of simple
but sophisticated operational data visualization, by configuration according to their usages.
Based on the basic concept of the unified experimental
data management scheme, we realized a web-based experimental performance analysis and visualization system,
whose main task is to provide a web-available graphical
experiment report, multi-dimensionally analyzing the performance of an experiment. The overview technical architecture is described in Fig. 3. It mainly includes 3 components: data source configuration, data process algorithm
management, and result data visualization.

Data Source Configuration
The component of data source configuration mainly defines the data correlated to the input of analytics algorithms
and data visualization. It covers a wide range, including
files and databases.
For algorithm input data definitions, we currently realize
the method of writing SQL sentences, not provide GUI interfaces yet, which means that SQL sentences should be
written through the algorithm management platform. For
visualization component, the data source configuration and
correlation is operated via graphical interfaces.
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Figure 3: Technical architecture of the web-based experimental performance analysis and visualization system.

Algorithm Management
The component of algorithm management provides
functionalities of algorithm integration, data input definitions, computation task deployment, and analytics computation service.
The motivation behind this component is that: different
scientists analyze the experiment data from different backgrounds and views, using different computation tools; we
expect to provide this algorithm management platform,
such that different analysis computation environments can
be integrated and run their functions under this unified
framework. Hence we just concern the data deliveries and
transfers, while the data process logics are implemented by
physical scientists who are more professional than us.
What’s more, this platform also enables the validation of
some immature algorithms. This will greatly help some
theoretical analysis researches.

Data Visualization
The component of data visualization reuses a commercial product, which provides the basic graphical dashboards and the editing functionality.
The main tasks of this component consists of painting
the graphical layout of web pages, binding data to the dash
boards, and editing the presentation forms of dash boards.
All visualization systems are web-available.

CONCLUSION
We designed a unified data management scheme; on this
basis, we further realized a web-based experimental performance analysis and visualization system. This system is
under commissioning at the high power laser facility,

providing the analysis and visualization of experimental
performance.
Our future work is to implement the GUI interfaces of
algorithm data input definitions, and the integration of
more databases and computation environments.
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Abstract
The Trigger Synchronisation and Distribution System
(TSDS) is a core part of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
Beam Dumping System (LBDS). It comprises redundant ReTrigger Lines (RTLs) that allow fast re-triggering of all highvoltage pulsed generators in case one of them self-triggers,
resulting in a so-called asynchronous dump. For reliability
reasons, the TSDS relies on many RTL redundant trigger
sources that do not participate directly in the execution of a
normal dump. After every dump, signals propagating on the
RTLs are analyzed by Post Operation Check (POC) systems,
to validate the correct performance and synchronisation of
all redundant triggers. The LBDS operated reliably since
the start-up of LHC in 2008, but during its Run 2, new failure modes were identified that could induce damage for the
beam dump block and the dump protection elements. In order to correct these failure modes, an upgrade of the TSDS
is realized. This paper reviews the experience gained with
the LBDS during LHC operation and describes the new architecture of the TSDS being implemented. Measurements
and simulations of signals propagating on the RTL are presented, and the analysis performed by the POC systems are
explained.

INTRODUCTION

The Beam Interlock System (BIS) is connected to
thousands of devices around LHC, and in case a problem is
reported by one of them, the BIS requests a beam dump [2].

Trigger Synchronisation and Distribution System
The TSDS is built around the two redundant Trigger Synchronisation Units (TSU), responsible for the detection of
a dump request (DR) coming from various sources and the
dispatch of the Synchronous Beam Dump Trigger (SBDT)
to the HVPGs, synchronously with the passage of BAG in
MKDs [3].
The TSDS also comprises a Re-Triggering System (RTS),
allowing the asynchronous fast re-trigger of all HVPG in
case of one MKD HVPG self-triggers.
Each MKD HVPG is equipped with a Re-Trigger Box
(RTB), that couples internal pickup signals to the RTL to
generate a pulse when the HVPG is triggered, and also to
capture the pulses on the RTL, and send them to their PTMs.
Each MKB HVPG is equipped with only a Re-Trigger Receiver (RTR), that will capture the pulses on the RTL, and
send them to their PTMs.
These RTBs are interconnected by the RTL cable, composed of 4 conductors that are used as two pairs, with a
common shielding. One pair is used for the RTL pulses, the
other for a Continuity Monitoring (CM), where a constant
current is used to check the RTL continuity, see Fig. 1.

The LHC Beam Dumping System
The LBDS is a critical system, ensuring safe extraction
of the beam from LHC. The beam is sent to the extraction
channel using 15 extraction kicker magnets (MKD) and 15
extraction septa (MSD). It is then diluted by 4 horizontal
(MKBH) and 6 vertical dilution magnets (MKBV) on the
beam dump absorber (TDE). To allow for the rising edge of
MKD magnetic field, a particle free Beam Abort Gap (BAG)
of 3 µs is maintained in LHC [1].
The High Voltage Pulsed Generators (HVPG) power
the MKDs and MKBs. At the reception of a trigger, four
Power Trigger Modules (PTM) will start the conduction
of two switches composed of Fast High Current Thyristors
(FHCT) that discharge capacitors into the magnet.
The Beam Energy Tracking System (BETS) is a
surveillance system within the LBDS, continuously checking
that the voltages inside each HVPG correspond to the beam
energy, to guarantee a correct extraction angle at any time.
In case one HVPG exceeds tolerances, the BETS requests a
beam dump [1].

RTL

T IN

T OUT

n:1

1:n

From
HVPG
Pickup

CM

To
PTM

To
IPOC

Figure 1: Simplified schema of RTB.
The TSDS was already upgraded before LHC Run 2, to
add a redundant direct connection from BIS to the RTLs as
a second layer of protection in case of failure of the TSU
cards [4, 5].
A simplified view of the current architecture of TSDS
is shown in Fig. 2. We can see from left to right the 15
MKD (A-O) HVPG (blue) connected to the RTL through
their RTB, and the 10 MKBs (MKBHA-D to MKBVA-F)
HVPG connected to the RTL through their RTR. About
300 m separate the MKDs from the MKBs in LHC tunnel.
At reception of a DR, the TSU cards send an Asynchronous Beam Dump Trigger (ABDT) to the RTLs through
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Figure 2: Simplified view of current TSDS architecture.
a Re-Trigger Delay (RTD) of 270 µs. This delay gives 3
LHC revolutions time to the TSU to send the SBDT at the
passage of BAG in MKDs. When activated, the BIS issues
a DR to the TSU cards, and sends a second ABDT to the
RTLs through a RTD of 320 µs.
Normal Beam Dump Scenario The TSU cards receive
the DR from BIS, and send their SBDT to the 25 HVPG. All
HVPG pulse synchronously with the BAG. The TSU and
BIS redundant trigger are sent on the line after the beam
dump.
MKD HVPG Self-Trigger Scenario In case of one
MKD HVPG self-triggers, the RTB connected to the HVPG
internal pickups injects pulses on the two RTLs that propagate, and are detected by the 24 other HVPGs, yielding in
a so called asynchronous beam dump, as the MKDs pulse
outside the BAG. Beam present on the rising edge of MKDs
is absorbed by dedicated protection elements.
MKB HVPG Self-Trigger Scenario In case of selftrigger of one MKB HVPG, no pulses are injected on the
RTLs. The BETS detects the discharge of the HVPG, and
will issue a DR. The TSUs sends the SBDT, and all MKDs
and remaining MKBs pulse synchronously with the BAG.

Diagnosis of Redundant Pulses on the RTL
In case of a normal beam dump, the TSU and BIS ABDT
are sent on the line after the beam dump. They do not participate directly in the dump action, but are needed in case
of failure of the TSUs. So to make sure that these redundant
protections are functioning properly, two Internal Post Operation Check (IPOC)[6] systems (green in Fig. 2) will capture
the pulses on both ends of the RTLs, and the XPOC system
will check for their correct amplitude and synchronisation
after every beam dump execution [7].
Figure 3 shows the signals measured on the RTLs by IPOC
systems in case of synchronous beam dump: The 15 MKD
HVPG pulsing, then the ABDT-TSU max 270 µs after dump,
and then the ABDT-BIS max 320 µs after dump.

EXPERIENCE WITH LBDS
Since the beginning of LHC operation, the TSDS performed very well, and all beams were properly extracted, but

IPOC
MKD end

ABDT-TSU
SBDT
15x MKD

ABDT-MKB

DB-CHECK
(Not Present)
ABDT-BIS

IPOC
MKB end

ABDT-MKB
SBDT
15x MKD

ABDT-BIS

DB-CHECK
(600 us)

ABDT-TSU

Figure 3: Pulses captured by IPOC on the current RTLs
(blue), and illustrated for new RTLs (yellow).
the LBDS suffered from unforeseen failure modes, which,
in view of HiLumi-LHC and the increasing beam intensity,
could yield to damage of the TDE and LBDS protection
absorbers. The following subsections summarise the most
relevant events noticed since the beginning of LHC operation.

Redundancy Loss of RTL
When we installed the IPOC on both ends of RTL to
validate the BIS/TSU pulses, we realised that one of the two
RTL was open on one of its many connections [5]. This
proved the inefficiency of the CM system, and made IPOC
the only reliable way to validate the good health of the RTLs.

Attenuation of Pulses Propagated on the RTL
With these new RTL IPOC systems, we realised that the
ABDT coming from TSU and BIS propagating on the RTLs
after every synchronous beam dump were sometimes seriously attenuated. This problem was not understood at the
start of LHC Run 2, but was identified as only a diagnosis
problem, not a safety issue [5].

Self-Triggering of MKB Generators
As explained in the scenario above, the SBDT is sent by
the TSU based on a DR issued by the BETS. Depending on
the BETS detection time (∼250 µs to ∼1 ms) and the TSU
synchronisation time (0 - ∼90 µs), the remaining current
in the self-triggered MKB at dump time presents variable
amplitude due to damping, and can be in phase opposition
with the other synchronously triggered MKBs, as shown in
MOPHA088
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Fig. 4. This can yield the loss of almost two MKB instead
of one expected [8].

Figure 4: Currents in MKB magnets captured by IPOC after
one MKB HVPG self-triggered

Coupling between MKB Generators
When performing tests during technical stop, we spotted an event where an MKBH HVPG self-triggered, and
its neighbour HVPG was also triggered. This was not expected, as MKB HVPG do not inject triggers on the RTL.
This was traced down to a problem of current flowing from
the self-triggered HVPG to its neighbour through the RTL
shielding. This problem was immediately mitigated by installing nanocrystalline cores around RTL cables connected
to MKBH HVPGs.

MOTIVATION FOR CONSOLIDATION
Various upgrades in LBDS HVPGs are already performed,
to reduce the probability of self-trigger, like lowering HVPG
voltage or using higher rated semiconductors for renovated
PTMs [9].
But the combination of the coupling between MKB
HVPGs and the possible MKB phase opposition could yield
the loss of more than half the horisontal dilution, which is
an unacceptable failure mode for the TDE [8].
So it was decided to upgrade the architecture of the RTS,
to remove the problem of MKB HVPG coupling, and phase
opposition between MKBs.

NEW ARCHITECTURE OF TSDS
Figure 5 shows a simplified view of the new chosen architecture of TSDS. Added elements are shown in orange.
MKB RTRs are replaced by RTBs, so in case of selftrigger of MKB HVPG, pulses are injected on the RTLs to
re-trigger all other MKB HVPGs, solving the problem of
coupling.
In order to avoid an asynchronous beam dump in case
of MKB HVPG self-triggering, a decoupling box (DB) is
inserted on the RTLs where the BIS RTDs are located. This
DB contains decoupling diodes to block the propagation of
pulses from MKB side to MKD side of the RTL. A new RTR
is inserted on MKB side before the diodes, with electronics
to detect pulses on the RTL and issue a DR to the TSUs.
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In case the connections from the DBs to the TSUs fail, the
MKB self-trigger would be detected by the BETS, but the
beam dump could be executed almost without dilution, depending on the BETS reaction time. This is an unacceptable
scenario which could yield in serious damage to the TDE.
To cover this case, this DB-RTR also send an ABDT to
the RTLs on MKD side through an RTD of 120 µs, so in
case the SBDT are not sent by TSUs after this delay, an
asynchronous dump is performed, which is less critical for
the TDE than a synchronous dump without dilution.
Eventually, a last pulse is sent on the RTLs from the SBDT
through a RTD of 600 µs, to make sure that the diodes in the
DBs are still blocking after the execution of the beam dump.

New MKB HVPG Self-Trigger Scenario
1) When an MKB HVPG self-triggers, it injects pulses on
the RTLs thanks to the new MKB RTBs. 2) All other MKB
HVPG are re-triggered, injecting even more energy on the
RTLs. 3) These pulses will propagate on the RTLs 300 m
up to the DB located before MKD HVPGs, and are blocked
here. 4) These pulses are detected in DB-RTR, and a DR
is issued to the TSUs. 5) The TSUs will send the SBDT to
trigger the MKDs.

Reliability Analysis
An analysis was conducted to evaluate the impact of this
new architecture on the LBDS reliability. Different solutions were compared in terms of failure modes and resulting
reliability and availability [10]. This study shows, that as
coupling between the MKB generators cannot be excluded,
the new TSDS architecture reduces the probability of the
failure case ’Insufficient/ No Dilution’ in comparison to the
current system. The probability for ’no dilution’ failure in
new architecture is negligible (∼ 1e12 years mean time to
failure) and expected increase of asynchronous dumps per
year is very small (1 per 1000 years and beam) The results
of this study have been discussed in the CERN Machine
Protection Panel, together with energy deposition studies for
the dump absorber and the associated vacuum windows.

DESIGN OF NEW RTS COMPONENTS
To implement this new TSDS architecture, we have to
make sure that in case of one MKB HVPG self-triggering,
the pulses injected on the RTL are propagated up to the
DB and properly detected. Also the new ABDT-MKB sent
120 µs after SBDT must be detected and analysed by IPOC
after every dump. The problem of pulses attenuation discussed before could prevent both features. So a simulation
of the RTS was launched to understand this pulse attenuation
observed on the RTL.

Simulation Model
The RTL comprises multiple components equipped with
nonlinear devices (diodes, TVS). In such a configuration
the time-domain simulation does not allow a linear approximation of the entire system being studied. In the light of
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Figure 5: Simplified view of new TSDS architecture
this fact, a circuit-block simulation of the RTS was captured
in order to predict its behaviour in view of worst-case fault
scenarios, such as self-triggered HVPG or failures of RTB
components. In addition, the gain from minor changes could
be evaluated: increase of signal amplitudes at the source
level, replacement of obsolete components, suppression of
additional load from the line.

Analysis of Pulse Attenuation on RTL
Further analysis of pulse amplitude and time for thousands
of normal beam dumps showed that the ABDT suffered an
attenuation depending on both beam energy (HVPG voltage) and pulse time after SBDT. Figure 6 shows ABDT-BIS
measured by IPOC on MKD side, after travelling trough 15
MKD RTBs. Pulses at low energy (blue) are less attenuated
than at higher energy (red), and the attenuation depends
strongly on the time between SBDT and ABDT.
ABDT-BIS pulse level at MKD end [V] vs Delay to LBDS trigger [us]
450 GeV

3

2

1

6500 GeV

200

300

400

500

Figure 6: Analysis of pulses attenuation on the RTLs
First simulations of RTL could not reproduce this attenuation phenomenon.
Attenuation in RTB Using a more detailed model, including RTB transformer core hysteresis, we could make an
estimate of the flux seen by the output transformers, and their
impedance loading the line. This attenuation phenomenon
was understood to be due to magnetic core saturation in
the RTB, illustrated in Fig. 1. At time of dump all MKD
HVPGs pulse and inject energy on the RTL, and depending
on HVPG voltage, this can saturate the output transformers of the RTBs, which will then absorb any pulse sent on
the line subsequently. The transformers start to de-saturate
slowly after the dump, so depending on when the TSU and
BIS ABDT are sent on the line, they will see transformers
in various saturation states, which explains the variable at-

tenuation observed depending on both HVPG voltage and
ABDT time shown in Fig. 6.
The duration of the pulses delivered to the line by the
RTB should be limited through correct selection criteria of
the RTB I/O transformers, depicted in Fig. 1. The allowable
flux parameter of the input should be high enough in order
to trigger the power stage of the generator; the allowable flux
of the output transformer however should not be lower than
the voltage-time product of the RTL signal present at this
point. New RTB design assumes 80 µVs and 250 µVs for
the input and output transformer respectively.
Attenuation in Cable One of the main concerns of the
simulation work was the characterisation of the RTL cable.
The measurements performed in the LHC tunnel over the
300 m-long section of RTL cable has shown an important
attenuation and distortion, which could not be explained
based on cable manufacturer specification. Measured cable
attenuation characteristics were fit into simulation model, to
be able to perform predictions on the renovated RTL.
Only recently has it been noticed that the RTL cable is
star-quad type, not two separated twisted-pairs as expected.
It is not designed for the transmission of two pulsed signals,
but only one, even if cable convention at CERN shows two
pairs, but recommended for DC controls signals only.
This could explain the loss observed in the cables, due
to cross-talk from RTL pair to the CM pair, as visible on
Fig. 1. Non-trivial simulation of this cable in unbalanced
mode will start soon and results will be compared against
measurements. The removal of the CM system could be
a solution to use the cable correctly, as its efficiency was
proven poor anyway.

Re-Trigger Time Improvement
The re-triggering time, from self-triggered MKD HVPG
to the last triggered MKD HVPG, should be minimised to
limit the energy deposited on protection elements in case
of asynchronous dump. Figure 7 shows a measure of retriggering time, by simulating self-trigger of each MKD
HVPG one after the other.
The Detection Time (blue) is mainly due to the PTM
and FHCT turn-on delay, and is almost constant ∼ 0.5 µs.
Propagation time reduction at the level of the RTB is difficult
MOPHA088
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yield damage to TDE and the dump protection elements in
condition of HiLumi-LHC beams. A new architecture of
TSDS is being implemented, solving problems related to the
retrigger system observed in operation since the start-up of
LHC. The new LBDS re-triggering system will have to be
carefully validated before the start of LHC Run 3, during a
long reliability run without beam.
Figure 7: Re-trigger time for each MKD HVPG self-trigger.
because of unavoidable inductance of the I/O transformers,
and it has low contribution to the overall re-triggering time
(tens of ns). This time was already reduced by faster electronics used in new PTM [9].
The Propagation Time (orange - blue) depends on
RTL cable, and varies from ∼0.3 to ∼0.8 µs. Currently the
RTL cables are following cable trays above racks, and are
about 5 m long between each generators. By straighter routing we could gain probably up to 3 m of cable per generator,
so around 0.2 µs gain on MKD section.
Also, a prospect for a RTS based on optical power transmission has been studied as an alternative approach [11].

Insulation of RTL from HVPG
In order to prevent a possible cross-talk of neighbouring
generators (uncontrolled and unwanted couplings) the shielding of the RTL will not be connected to the chassis of the
LBDS generators. As depicted in the schematic Fig. 1 a
new RTB grounding scheme also foresees the I/O decoupled
from each other and the generator chassis.

Improvement of Diagnosis of Pulses on the RTB
The IPOC systems on both ends of the RTL must now analyse the amplitude and time of the two added ABDT-MKD
and DB-CHECK, as illustrated in Fig. 3 in orange. The
IPOC systems of all HVPG are also extended to capture the
I/O signals of RTBs. This will allow us to have a measurement of the ABDT on the RTL at the level of every HVPG,
to check the attenuation profile of the line. Also in case
of self-triggering of one HVPG, the waveforms of HVPG
pickups and RTL signals will be available for diagnosis.

TEST AND COMMISSIONING
The test of this new implementation will start Q2 2020,
when all renovated HVPGs will be ready in LHC tunnel.
Before the restart of LHC we are planning a long reliability
run period, to simulate operational conditions and validate
the performance of the consolidated LBDS.

CONCLUSION
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LBDS performed very well since the beginning of LHC
operation, but unforeseen failure modes occurred, that could
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DESIGN OF VESSEL AND BEAMLINE VACUUM
AND GAS CONTROL SYSTEM FOR PROTON RADIOGRAPHY*
P. S. Marroquin†, J. D. Bernardin, J. G. Gioia, D. A. Hathcoat, A. Llobet, H. J. Sandin,
W. W. Winton, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, USA
Abstract
A new capability for conducting explosively-driven dynamic physics experiments at the Proton Radiographic
(pRad) facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) is in development. The pRad facility, an experimental area of the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center
(LANSCE), performs multi frame proton radiography of
materials subjected to an explosive process. Under design
is a new beamline with confinement and containment vessels and required supporting systems and components. Five
distinct vacuum sections have been identified, each
equipped with complete vacuum pumping assemblies. Inert gas systems are included for backfill and pressurization
and supporting piping integrates the subsystems for gas
distribution and venting. This paper will discuss the design
of the independent vacuum control subsystems, the integrated vacuum and gas control system and full incorporation into the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control
System (EPICS) based LANSCE Control Systems and
Networks.

OVERVIEW
Proton Radiography at LANSCE

CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
Mechanical Design
The beamline components include the upstream beam
pipe, the containment outer vessel, the confinement inner
vessel, and the downstream beam pipe. An assortment of
valves allow for the sections to be isolated and to permit
independent vacuum pumping, gas handling, and operation. Not all valves, piping and assorted other vacuum components are depicted on Fig. 1 which illustrates the beamline and vessels and associated vacuum carts.

Figure 1: Beamline vacuum components.

The proton radiography capability at the LANSCE Area
C pRad facility has been advancing materials science for
over 20 years [1, 2]. High energy protons, provided by the
LANSCE proton accelerator, are used to produce multi
frame radiographs of materials during dynamic experiments. The new beamline will extend pRad capabilities in
terms of material size and types, explosive dynamics and
imaging. The design incorporates a nested vessel network
to contain and observe the dynamic experiment, a beamline
to transport and focus the proton beam, a vacuum and gas
handling system to provide the necessary environment, and
a control system to operate all of it.

The number of vacuum isolation valves totals to 45 of
which 12 are gate valves and the remainder are right angle
or globe valves. The two largest valves are the beam pipe
isolation valves on either side of the outer vessel. For measuring vacuum and/or pressure there are 18 Convectron vacuum gauges, 8 ion gauges and 12 pressure gauges. The target vacuum base pressure is 50mTorr and the design pressure for post-experiment is 97,807 Pag (14.0 psig). Each
vacuum cart contains one roots blower and one rotary vane
pump. All of these components are read and/or remotely
controlled solely by the control system, to work within requirements that during alignment operations with proton
beams the beamline area is evacuated of personnel.

New pRad Beam Line Vacuum System

Instrumentation and Controls

Vacuum performance and isolation requirements resulted in five major isolatable sections of beamline and
vessels [3]. To support independent operation of the five
sections, and to comply with project assembly/disassembly
requirements, five identical vacuum pump carts will be
used, each with separate but coordinated control equipment. Various vacuum pumps, isolation valves, vacuum
gauges, check valves and other devices are included in the
system design.
___________________________________________

* Supported by the US Department of Energy, Los Alamos National
Laboratory. Managed by Triad National Security, LLC for the DOE
National Security Administration (Contract 89233218CNA000001).
† pilar@lanl.gov

Valves included in this design vary in sizes and types but
all are air actuated and commanded by 24 volt binary signals. Limit switches are used for open/closed indications.
Software will monitor travel times and consistency and validity of open/close signals and issue faults when required.
All valves fail closed on loss of signal or air.
Rotary vane pumps back roots blowers which in combination, are required to rough out the system to 50 mTorr in
30 minutes.
For vacuum measurements, a number of Convectron and
ion gauges are located throughout the system. The ion
gauges are used specifically during high vacuum leak
checking prior to main operation. Also included are a few
MOPHA090
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pressure sensors for use during set up, post-experiment diagnostic and special procedures. Assorted non-controlled/monitored devices like check valves, filters, expansion tanks, etc. are included to complete the design.
An assortment of non-vacuum related measurements are
also included for diagnostic purposes.
The National Instruments (NI) compact RIO (cRIO) programmable controllers will provide automated control system functionality. The cRIO provides 4 or 8 slots for I/O
modules, an FPGA tightly coupled to the I/O modules and
a real time Linux based controller with several network
ports. The real-time controller and FPGA are programmed
using NI LabVIEW.
Two 8 slot NI cRIO 9048s provide control and measurement for all beamline and vessel instrumentation, see Fig.
2 and Fig. 3. Central coordinated control of the entire system will be implemented within the primary control cRIO.
Each of the five vacuum carts will be controlled by an
NI cRIO 9041, see Fig. 4. Supervisory remote control of
the carts by the primary cRIO is always enabled. Local
control is permitted by selection of the appropriate diagnostics mode. Touch screens are provided for local displays
and input for set up and diagnostics. Software implemented
control sequences for all devices are kept local to the individual cart’s cRIO.

Figure 2: cRIO Control Chassis 1.
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Figure 3: cRIO Control Chassis 2.

Figure 4: cRIO Vacuum Cart Control chassis.

Network
Data communication between the cRIO controllers and
operators in the control room uses a subnetwork of the
LANSCE accelerator controls network [4]. Network components consist of multiple rack mounted fiber connected
switches with connections to end devices via shielded CAT
6 twisted pair cables, see Fig. 5.
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EPICS Channel Access is the primary network process
variable protocol with each network component offering
both server and client services for a highly robust and top
performing control variable distribution solution [5].

Figure 6: Control mode structure.
The Mode Pump-Down 1 logic is depicted in Fig. 7.
From left to right: operator commands and pre-conditions
are checked before starting mode, selected valves are
opened or closed as necessary until all are in position, each
cart opens or closes cart valves, roughing pump is started,
when specified vacuum is reached vacuum pump is started,
cart is then considered to be successfully pumping down.
When all carts are pumping then Pump-Down 1 mode is
achieved.
Figure 5: Network layout.

Logic and Software
Controls software is distributed over the seven cRIOs.
Lower level instrument control and measurements of local
devices are located on vacuum cart cRIOs while higher
level sequences, mode control, fault actions and operator
command interfaces are located on the supervisory cRIO.
EPICS Input Output Controller (IOC) Core systems are
deployed on each cRIO which provide multiple control
system functional components such as process variable
definition, scan control, alarms, calculation, device interfaces, state sequences and more [6]. The LANL/EPICS
lvPortDriver utility is used for EPICS IOC to LabVIEW
interfacing [7].
For robust, consistent and maintainable LabVIEW software on the cRIOs, the LANL/LANSCE LabVIEW framework is employed. This framework enforces a well-engineered structure for the LabVIEW software deployed on
the real time controller and FPGA.
From a top down standpoint, the pRad vacuum system
control is driven by operating modes, see Fig. 6. Multiple
modes have been defined. To perform a normal experiment
event, a “shot”, the sequence would be: pump down the
beamline and vessels to the specified vacuum setpoint, stay
at that vacuum level with vacuum pumps on, transition into
“ready for shot” when shot is imminent (pumps are shut
off, all valves but beam pipe valves are closed), perform
the shot, determine success, gas vent as needed. Other
modes are for set up, diagnostics, leak checks, gas fill and
off-normal actions.

Figure 7: Logic sequence for mode pump down 1.

CONCLUSION
Design of the pRad vacuum control system is in progress
and is nearing completion. Software development and system deployment is scheduled next year. This paper only
briefly touched on hardware and software selections, control logic and design decisions. This system is but one part
of the complex engineering and science efforts that contribute to successful proton radiography at LANSCE.
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Abstract
The high power linac of European Spallation Source,
ESS, accelerates 62.5 mA of protons up to 2 GeV in a sequence of normal conducting and superconducting accelerating structures. The normal conducting part is being
commissioned in Lund, Sweden. The Medium Energy
Beam Transport (MEBT) line has been designed tested and
mounted at ESS Bilbao premises to guarantee tight requirements are met. Installed in Lund during summer 2019, and
its commissioning is foreseen to the second quarter of
2020.
The main purpose of this 3.62 MeV MEBT is to match
the RFQ output beam characteristics to the DTL input requirements both transversally using quadrupoles, and longitudinally RF buncher cavities. Additionally, the beam is
also cleaned by efficient use of halo scrapers and pulse
shape by means of a fast chopper. Besides, beam characterization (beam current, pulse shape, size, emittance) is
performed using a comprehensive set of diagnostics.
Therefore, firstly, control integration of magnets and
steerers power supplies, for quadrupoles, as well as synchronism, triggering, linked to high voltage pulsers within
the chopper control, is part of the commitment for the present work. Secondly, the control developments of beam instruments such as Faraday Cup and Emittance Meter Unit
will be described. All the integrations are based on ESS
EPICS Environment (E3) [1].

INTRODUCTION
The ESS MEBT is the section of the accelerator where
proton beam is of 3.6 MeV and current of 62.5 mA with
pulsed shape of 2.8 ms length at 14 Hz.
At these energy levels, specific interceptive beam instrumentation can be still inserted into the beam trajectory,
whereas at higher energy stages, beam radiation and high
temperatures does not allow their use. Eleven (11) quadrupoles are set for matching the proton beam transversally,
11 steerers will redirect the trajectory of the beam, 3 RF
buncher cavities are set for conditioning the beam longitudinally, a stripline fast chopper shapes the beam pulses, and
a Beam Dump.
As depicted in Fig. 1, the beam instruments inserted
tightly in the 3.81 m length MEBT. The layout includes 3
Wire Scanners (WS), 8 Beam Position Monitors (BPM),
which are housed inside 8 of the quadrupoles with very
strict tolerances. In addition, one Fast Chopper, 3 x 2
Scraper blades (SC), 1 Faraday Cup (FC), 1 Emittance Meter Unit (EMU) provided by one pair of horizontal and vertical slits, and one pair of horizontal and vertical grids, 2

Beam Current Monitors (BCM), Fast Current Beam Monitor (FCBM), Non-Invasive Profile Monitor (NPM) and
Bunch Shape Monitor (BSM) are part of the Beam Diagnostics set for MEBT.
In terms of control, ESS-Bilbao is responsible for the
FC, EMU, motion of the SC, Fast Chopper, Quadrupoles,
Steerers and Buncher Cavities. Therefore, Fig. 1 is representing only interfaces that affect to these elements.
ESS-Bilbao is also in charge of the control management
of cooling and local protection system interlocks as a part
of the control of those elements.
HW and SW architectures are thoroughly studied to provide a consistent standardized system for the control development.

Figure 1: Control layout for ESS MEBT.

CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
MicroTCA has been the technology adopted for high
speed processing and communication interfaces. MicroTCA crate provides a fundamental module Micro Carrier Hub (MCH) which adds management and communication functionality to the system such as Intelligent Platform
Management Interface (IPMI), clock distribution and generation, switching functionality, increasing architecture robustness with the possibility of MCH redundancy.
The fact of using MicroTCA.4 standards, provides the
architecture versatility of Advance Mezzanine Card
(AMC) and Rear Transition Module (RTM) boards along
with precise time characteristics.
An initial stage, while waiting for the maturity of some
MicroTCA HW boards, have been developed using VME
technology. It has been properly studied as a previous step
to MicroTCA migration.
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The architecture defined for Beam Instruments, consists
in a MicroTCA crate, provided with AMC, RTM and FMC
boards necessary for the specific application of each Instrument, including digitizer and timing boards. Figure 2
shows MicroTCA crates for FC and EMU.
Although several beam instruments could be managed
from one MicroTCA crate, in terms of reliability and
maintenance improvement, each MicroTCA crate will control one beam instrument.
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is needed for the IOCs controlling pulses timing and synchronization. Thus, the communication for configuration
of positive and negative pulsers is controlled from the crate
embedded CPU. It uses both IOCs to generate a serial communication proprietary protocol.
Slow interlocks are controlled through Programable
Logic Controller (PLC) Siemens S7. An EPICS module is
developed for each MEBT device type. Then, a soft-IOC
running on a virtual machine is developed for each device.
The IOCs require the particular EPICS PLC communication module and sp7plc module, for ethernet interconnection with the PLC.

MicroTCA Hardware

Figure 2: MicroTCA crates for FC and EMU.
Motion utilities for the instruments are developed using
Beckhoff PLC modules [2], directly controlled by the embedded system central processing unit (CPU) in the MicroTCA crate. Thus, other purpose slow analogue and digital inputs and outputs will be using Beckhoff modules
which will be controlled through the mentioned CPU as
well. Figure 3 shows Beckhoff rack for motion control.
In case of fast response Inputs and Outputs (I/O), those
are controlled over AMC boards. This is the case of Fast
Chopper using an MRF UNIV-TTL-DLY board with restricted timing requirements. Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) [3] integration and Channel Access communication links the systems.

Figure 3: Scraper pair, motion control Beckhoff rack.
Virtual machines are used for controlling devices
through communication protocols.
Twenty two (22) CAENels Current and Voltage-Controlled Bipolar Steerer Power Supplies (PS) are controlled
through a proprietary protocol encapsulated over TCP/IP
frames, programmed in EPICS.
Eleven (11) Elytt Unipolar PSs for quadrupoles are controlled through Modbus TCP/IP from EPICS.
On the other hand, Fast Chopper consists of an EPICS
integration of several devices, where an embedded system

The basic MicroTCA infrastructure consists in 3U crates
with six AMC slots, managed by the NAT-MCH-PHYS
carrier hub from NAT. The AMC cards are IOxOS
IFC1410, which contains a Xilinx Kintex Ultrascale FPGA
and two slots for FMC cards. The FPGA Mezzanine Card
(FMC) digitizer boards used for these applications are designed by IOxOS who provides also the drivers to direct
access through the FMC connector to its CPU FPGA.
The main CPU is AM 900/412-99 developed by Concurrent Technologies has four (4) Ethernet ports, two in the
front panel and two in the backplane.
Ethernet connections are needed for external access as
well as a dedicated PHY for the EtherCAT bus to control
the Beckhoff modules.
Synchronization with the general accelerator timing is
made via events received through the MRF MTCA EVR300U board, an event receiver board manufactured by Micro Research Finland (MRF).
At an initial stage while waiting for the maturity of some
MicroTCA HW boards, initial developments have been
done using VME technology.

Control Software
The system SW environment and architecture are based
in a Linux system. The MicroTCA CPUs have a local hard
drive with CentOS 7 installed. ESS ICS plans to use Embedded Linux based in Yocto Project on a diskless configuration for the final operations.
The SW includes FPGA firmware, Linux modules drivers, integration EPICS drivers and modules. Specific instrument application EPICS modules are also developed.
The EPICS environment is the E3 ESS defined and it is
compatible with the standard EPICS.
Several EPICS Input/Output Controllers (IOC) are developed to
achieve the MEBT control integration. The engineering GUIs have been developed with CSS
BOY.

BEAM INSTRUMENTS INTEGRATION
Emittance Meter Unit
For low energy linear accelerators, a typical method for
measuring the transverse emittance is using a slit and grid
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system.
For each slit position, the narrow aperture allows the passage of a beamlet populated by particles that
have almost equal position x and a certain angular distribution, that impact over grid wires.
As an example of beam instrument integration, EMU architecture and interfaces are going to be explained as a
complete overview of representative beam diagnostic instrument.
The HW consists in a MicroTCA crate equipped with
three AMCs: IOxOS IFC1410, AM900 CPU from Concurrent Technologies and MRF EVR 300U from MRF, as well
as the required MCH card.
Plugged on the 2 FMC connectors of IOxOS IFC_1410,
there are 2 IOxOS FMC ADC 3117, 20 analogue channels
per board, 5 MSPS, 16 bits. It has been a challenging project to include 20 analogue channels in a MTCA.4 FMC.
The requirements are 24 current wires per horizontal and
vertical plane. This is reduced to 24 physical channels due
to a switching function performed by a controlled multiplexor in the front-end electronics.
Moreover, further external systems are controlled from
the MicroTCA crate: motion control Beckhoff modules including motor and encoder drivers are connected via direct
ethernet.
The AM 900/412-99 CPU controls the Beckhoff EtherCAT bus provided with 4 axes. Each axis contains a stepper
motor, an incremental encoder, home and in limit switches.
Machine protection System (MPS) switches are also connected to these modules. Analog and digital inputs and outputs Beckhoff modules are connected to control adjacent
functionality: power supply to provide BIAS voltage to repel secondary electrons emerging from the grid wires, or
additional control functions such as plane change, front end
(signal conditioning electronic) checking, wire checking
and calibration.
Each beam instrument has a Local Protection System
(LPS) commanded by Siemens S7 PLC for cooling supervision, where temperature and water flow are monitored
through PT100 thermocouples and water flow sensors.
Other slow interlocks signals are also managed such as instrument health status. This PLC has links with Accelerator
Beam Interlock System (BIS), that is out of the scope of
ESS-Bilbao developments. Figure 4 represents the EMU
control schematic.
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In terms of EPICS developments, the EMU SW developments based in EPICS E3 Environment consist in 5
IOCs.
i) The main EMU IOC mebt_emu module which is based
on sscan record control and functionalities.
ii) Digitalization IOC, that incorporates the specific digitizer driver modules and other modules such as asyn, nds3,
nds3epics.
iii) Synchronization IOC which controls the EVR Event
that generates a MicroTCA back plane acquisition trigger
signal.
iv) EtherCAT IOCs, an IOC for the 2 axes of the horizontal plane along with further control, and another IOC
for the 2 axes of the vertical plane, based on ECMC [4]
module.
v) Slow Interlocks IOC is using s7plc module which determines
the
PLC
interconnection.
Then
a
MEBT_plc_EMU interlocks specific module is developed
for signal monitoring and alarms acknowledge, this one
running from a virtual machine.

Faraday Cup
The FC will be used to measure the beam current and as
a beam stopper for accelerator start up. The FC is designed
in order to withstand the commissioning beam modes.
The Faraday cup’s main EPICS module has the next
basic functionalities: i) Send insert/retract instruction to the
Beckhoff I/O. ii) Control the repeller PS via Beckhoff. iii)
Get the data from the FC.
The FC is controlled from another MicroTCA. In this
case only an analogue channel is needed, for this purpose
an IOxOS FMC ADC 3117 is used. FC has two positions:
inserted and homed; movements that are performed with
an electro-valve connected to Beckhoff modules.
Slow Interlocks module and IOC for communication
with Siemens S7 is generated.
Figure 5 represents the Engineering GUI of the FC.

Figure 5: Engineering GUI of the FC.

Scrapers

Figure 4: EMU control schematic.

The motion of the Scrapers consists in six axes, located
by pairs, with a linear movement that are controlled each
one by a stepper motor model Nanotec ST4118M1804-B
with a brake model Nanotec BWA-025-5, and incremental
encoder model SIKO MSK1000-11-M-E1-2-I-1-1.00 with
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a magnetic band SIKO MSK1000-1-0.3-10-0.01-St-TMAM-0 has a resolution of 1 µm and an index signal 1 mm.
Those motion elements are controlled by the Open
Source SW of ESS ERIC designed for controlling HW
Beckhoff modules (ECMC).
Actuator has a stroke of 80 mm and a pitch of 2 mm. The
total required torque in motor axis is 0.42193 Nm.
Axes motion has been developed in EPICS either as independent axes or as correlated axes by pairs. Figure 6
shows the engineering GUI for scraper’s motion.
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For the correct functionality of the chopper system, the
two pulsers triggering must be synchronized very precisely. The MRF UNIV-TTL-DLY outputs module,
plugged on the AMC MRF EVR board, is used for the outcoming trigger signals in order to have an accuracy of 10
ps. UNIV0 output is connected to negative pulser and
UNIV1 output is connected to positive pulser. The rising
edge of the trigger signal is a few ns, and synchronization
fine delay from 2.2 ns to 12.4 ns in steps of 10 ps.

Figure 6: Engineering GUI for scraper’s motion.
The limit switches are inside the interval of the HW limits. The stroke of limit switches is approximately 240 mm.
The limit switches are model OMRON SS-01Fl2-3.
Three limit switches are used. Two for motion control
purposes and one for machine protection system (MPS).
There are SW limits to delimit the positions of the actuator movement. The SW limits are configured inside the
control purpose limit switches trajectory.
In the homing procedure, the movement rebases the SW
limits, to go the “HOME” switch. But then the actuator
movement does not rebase the SW limits.
The homing procedure moves the actuator backwards
until reaching the “HOME” limit switch, and then it moves
forwards until the next index signal.

FAST CHOPPER
The chopper purpose is to clean the head and tails of the
beam, coming out of the RFQ into the MEBT in order to
avoid the beam losses. This is achieved by means of a
stripline fast chopper which produces the required deflection to the beam. The chopper system is composed by two
opposite polarity pulsers, stripline chopper and two
dummy loads.
The chopper control configures the voltage output from
the pulsers that is injected to the chopper stripline, and generates the trigger signals as the trigger inputs for each
pulser. In normal operation trigger is a double squared
pulsed signal coming from the Timing System. This trigger
is fed to the input of each pulser and generates the voltage
pulse required for the chopper. The voltage amplitude, the
pulse width and other features of the output signal of the
pulsers can be defined remotely. Figure 7 shows the double
squared pulsed generated.

Figure 7: Double squared pulsed generated in chopper.
For the configuration of the pulsers, there is a serial communication from the embedded CPU. This is TCP/IP via
Ethernet communication, with two converters from AKNORD that are connected to change it to Serial RS-232 fiber optics, required at the input of the pulsers. The protocol
is proprietary from FID GmbH, the manufacturer of the
pulsers. In the final installation, Moxa device servers are
used as Ethernet to serial converters.
The control of the chopper is implemented in EPICS.
The main EPICS module for the Fast Chopper is the
mrfioc2 module, which allows total control of the MRF
EVR from EPICS.
For pulser control, the PulserProtocol module based on
streamdevice, for configuring the features of the pulsers is
generated, and then an IOC for each pulser is launched. Interlocks IOC communicating with its associated S7 PLC is
also generated.

MAGNETS
The developments made for Magnets include the configuration and control Elytt Unipolar PSs [5] for the quadrupoles by a Modbus TCP/IP, protocol where alarm levels are
also configured. An IOC running as communication slave
for each PS acting as a Modbus Slave is generated, that requires the specifically EPICS module with the device Modbus map generated, and the modbus module ESS version.
Quadrupoles also require interlocks control. A PLC device is assigned for each. The EPICS communication with
the PLC has a particular module and 11 IOCs supervising
the safety of all of them. In Fig. 8 is displayed the CSS
engineering screen of quadrupoles interlocks.
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CONCLUSIONS

Figure 8: Engineering screen of quadrupoles interlocks.
The magnet steerers redirect the trajectory of the beam
by 22 FAST-PS-2020-400 [6]. Eleven for each plane horizontal and vertical. These FAST-PSs from CAENels are independent current- or voltage-controlled digital bipolar
power supply modules. Remote communication is guaranteed by means of an Ethernet 10/100/1000 autosensing
socket present on the front panel of the power unit.
A specific protocol EPICS module is developed dependent on AsynDriver, and Stream Device is generated. Each
steerer PS is controlled via an IOC including this module
which acts as communication slave running on an IPC.

TEST BENCH AT ESS-BILBAO
One of the challenges accomplished is the integration of
the FC on the Ion Source Hydrogen Positive (ISHP) at
ESS-Bilbao Injector. FC acquisition triggering had to be
adapted to Injector synchronization system which is handled by National Instruments (NI) devices, being PXI and
CRIO into the ESS-Bilbao ISHP’s control system. Signal
accommodation for the current read also needed to take
place as well as surge protectors are included in the electronics Front End. The results of the current measured were
satisfactory as they were compared with the captured va
lues of two ACCTs located along the LEBT at ESS-Bilbao injector.
Figure 9 shows ESS MEBT FC under test at ESS-Bilbao
injector.

The architecture provided has been satisfactory, for the
requirements of execution times, response and functionality, that can be reused in further developments. Interfaces
and signals included in the control design have managed
the systems as expected.
New reusable EPICS modules, compatible with EPICS
standard framework have been generated.
MEBT control integration has served to test new HW as
MicroTCA is an emerging embedded architecture. Control
developments have served to validate mechanical and
functional design of beam instruments such as actuators,
motors, encoders, gearboxes, brakes under vacuum
conditions.
Signal processing vertical integrated tests have helped to
test front end electronic designs connected to digitizers.
Chopper timing challenging conditions have been successfully achieved.
Pioneer MicroTCA integration with real beam at ESSBilbao injector has been fruitfully accomplished.
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Figure 9: MEBT ESS FC at ESS-Bilbao Injector.
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Abstract
The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) will be the next
generation ground-based observatory for gamma-ray
astronomy at very-high energies. CTA will consist of two
large arrays with 118 Cherenkov telescopes in total, deployed in the Paranal (Chile) and Roque de Los
Muchachos (Canary Islands, Spain) Observatories. The
Array Control and Data Acquisition (ACADA) system
provides the means to execute observations and to handle
the acquisition of scientific data in CTA. The Resource
Manager & Central Control (RM&CC) sub-system is a
core element of the ACADA system. It implements the
execution of observation requests received from the
scheduler sub-system and provides infrastructure services
concerning the administration of various resources to all
ACADA sub-systems. The RM&CC is also responsible of
the dynamic allocation and management of concurrent
operations of up to nine telescope sub-arrays, which are
logical groupings of individual CTA telescopes performing coordinated scientific operations. This contribution
presents a summary of the main RM&CC design features,
and of the future plans for prototyping.

INTRODUCTION
The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) is the planned
next generation observatory for ground-based very-highenergy gamma-ray astronomy [1]. In order to provide full
sky coverage, CTA will consist of two large arrays with
118 Cherenkov telescopes in total, to be deployed in the
Southern (Paranal, Chile) and Northern (La Palma, Spain)
Hemispheres. The southern array will be sensitive to
entire energy range of CTA, covering gamma-ray energies from ~20 GeV to above 300 TeV. The northern array
will focus on low- and mid-energy ranges from ~20 GeV
to ~20 TeV. In addition to a large number of scientific
instruments, CTA will comprise three types of telescopes
covering different energy ranges: Small Sized Telescopes
(~4 m diameter) to cover the highest energy gamma-rays,
Medium Sized Telescopes (~12 m) to cover the core energy range of CTA and Large Sized Telescopes (~23 m)
sensitive to low-energy gamma-rays (SSTs, MSTs and
LSTs, respectively).
___________________________________________

* david.melkumyan@desy.de
† https://cta-observatory.org

The Array Control and Data Acquisition (ACADA) system provides the means to execute observations and to
handle the acquisition of scientific data in CTA [2, 3].
In this proceeding, we focus on the design and implementation of one of the top-level sub-systems of ACADA,
the Resource Manager and Central Control (RM&CC)
system. The purpose of RM&CC is to execute observations requests received from the Short-term Scheduler
sub-system and to provide to all ACADA sub-systems
infrastructure services concerning the administration of
various resources.

ARRAY CONTROL
AND DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
ACADA will provide the functionality required to monitor and control all telescopes and auxiliary instruments in
CTA; to perform observations and calibration procedure;
to handle, filter and store data from all the telescope and
auxiliary instruments; and to produce status and quality
reports.
The ACADA architecture was designed using the Software Platform Embedded System (SPES) methodology
[4]. A combination of OMG systems Modeling Language
(SysML) [5] and Unified Modeling Language (UML) [6]
was employed to model the ACADA system architecture
[7] (system requirements, system behavior and subsystems). The ACADA system is composed of several
closely interrelated sub-systems (Short-term Scheduler,
Transient Handler, Resource Manager and Central Control, Array Data Handler, Human Machine Interface,
Science Alert Generation Pipeline, Array Alarm, Configuration, Reporting, Monitoring and Logging). These subsystems are split up further into individual components.
Each sub-system and each component serves a welldefined easily comprehensible purpose. This architectural
approach allows us to implement a flexible use-case driven software development approach thanks to the traceability from use cases to the logical software elements.
ACADA will be implemented as a distributed software
system using the ALMA Common Software (ACS),
which is a set of application frameworks built on top of
CORBA middleware [8]. ACS is based on a containercomponent model and supports the programming languages C++, Java and Python. Each CTA site will contain
one instance of the ACADA system.
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Figure 1: Logical view of RM&CC, representing the highest-level components and the most relevant data elements and
interfaces of the system.
Any unavailable telescopes will not be used for the
RESOURCE MANAGER
schedule that is being created. Other resources (e.g. comAND CENTRAL CONTROL
puting nodes) are entirely managed by the RM.
RM&CC is one of the top-level sub-systems of
The Resource Manager consists of the following comACADA. It was prototyped following the Model-Driven ponents:
Architecture (MDA) approach of ACADA [9]. RM&CC
• The Root Supervisor is the root node of the
comprises two components; namely, Resource Manager
ACADA supervision tree. All components started by
and Central Control. Figure 1 shows an UML diagram
the root supervisor are deployed to run in a persistent
indicating the main components of the RM&CC subway, and are restarted by the supervisor in case of a
system. The Resource Manager component is the master
problem. For fault tolerance, the Root Supervisor
element that provides the ACADA system with start-up,
component is instantiated in two instances (“cold”
shut-down, supervision and registry functionality. The
and “hot” instances), deployed on different compuCentral Control component is responsible for execution of
ting nodes. The list of all components to be superscheduling blocks (SB) received from the Short-term
vised by the Root Supervisor is statically configured
Scheduler (Scheduler) [10]. It creates sub-arrays and
through the ACS configuration database.
sends corresponding commands to the telescopes, to the
• The Component Starter provides services to any
auxiliary instruments and to the Array Data Handler Syssupervisor component that needs to instantiate and
tem (ADH) [11]. The CC then monitors observation prostart another component. The Component Starter is
gress and provides this information to the Human Macapable of finding a computing node appropriate for
chine Interface (HMI) [12]. One instance of RM&CC
hosting a particular supervised component to be
exists per ACADA system.
started. It helps a supervisor component to initialise
and run, providing pertinent run-time initialization
RESOURCE MANAGER
parameters, in a process which may be componentspecific.
The Resource Manager (RM) provides to all ACADA
sub-systems administrative and infrastructure services
• The Device Registry tracks availability for service
concerning various resources. The later comprise teleof telescopes and auxiliary devices. If some device
scopes, auxiliary instruments, computing nodes and
has been taken out of service due to a problem, for
ACADA components. The Scheduler and the RM share
maintenance, or for other reasons, this information is
responsibility for the management of telescopes. A telestored in the Device Registry.
scope that should not be scheduled for sub-array actions
• The Computing Node Registry tracks availability
can be marked unavailable in the RM by the operator via
and utilization of computing nodes used by ACADA.
HMI. The RM and the Scheduler work in tandem: on the
It can be used by the operator via HMI to obtain a
one hand, on any change of telescope availability, the RM
list of all nodes utilized by ACADA components; to
informs the schedulers; on the other hand, at the begincheck individual availability and idle status; and to
ning of every short-term scheduler run, the Scheduler asks
take some computing nodes out of service, or rethe RM for current telescope availability information.
activate them.
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• The Persistence Service is an ACADA-wide service
to persist the state of those components that require
it. A simple-to use development version of the Persistence Service is implemented. This development
version reads its content from a flat file in JSON
format.
• The Role Look-up Service allows look-up of components by role name, facilitating identification of a
service component by functionality. It provides convenient access to the currently active member of the
successor chain of an ACADA component (see section Supervision Tree). The Role Look-up Service
also keeps references of all instances of all components, as well as the particular control ticket each one
holds (see section Control Tickets). Almost every
ACADA component uses the role look-up functionality of the Resource Manager.
• The Array Elements Supervisor provides the capability to start-up, shutdown, and supervise software
components of Array Elements.
Figure 2 shows the logical view of the Resource Manager component.
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Supervision Tree
Reliable operation is a primary quality requirement of
ACADA. To handle potential failure, ACADA employs a
supervision tree concept, used in Erlang’s fault management system [13]. For that purpose, the system is structured as a tree, where each tree-node supervises its child
nodes. The supervision includes the following functions:
starting a supervised component; monitoring the status of
a supervised component, and replacing a supervised component with its successor if something goes wrong (e.g. if
a supervised component becoming network-wise unreachable).

Control Tickets
In the supervisor tree, the life time of a predecessor and
the corresponding successor component might overlap. In
order to avoid conflict, the API methods of each service
component include a control ticket. The latter will be used
to guard against conflicting concurrent access, where only
a single control ticket can be valid at a time (i.e. control
tickets constructed later invalidate those constructed earlier). The client should then operate with the particular
component instance which owns the valid ticket. All
commands that change state as a part of the ACADA
command tree have to carry a control ticket.

Figure 2: Diagram showing the logical view of the Resource Manager component. Only the highest-level components,
and the most relevant data elements and interfaces are shown.
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Figure 3: Logical view of the Central Control component, representing the main components of the system.

CENTRAL CONTROL
The Central Control component implements the execution of scheduling blocks received from the Scheduler
sub-system. CC uses the monitoring system to oversee the
conditions to continue the execution of a SB, and cancels
that execution if the conditions become adverse. Figure 3
shows the logical view of the Central Control component.
CC consists of the following components:
• Array Supervisor: A single Array Supervisor exists
per site. Receiving new sub-array actions from the
Scheduler causes the array supervisor to respond, instantiating as needed any sub-array supervisors.
When creating the Sub-array Supervisor, the Array
Supervisor hands over run-time information such as
the list of telescopes allocated to the sub-array to act
on. The Array Supervisor is supervised by the Root
Supervisor of the Resource Manager. The Array Supervisor provides SB execution statuses to other subsystems; in particular, it informs the Scheduler when
an observation has been completed.
• The Sub-array Supervisor receives from the Array
Supervisor a list of telescopes and a sub-array action
to execute on those telescopes. Given the sub-array
action type, the Sub-array Supervisor has the facility
to determine which sub-array sequencer to instantiate. It derives this from an identifier in the scheduling block. After initialization, the Sub-array Supervisor asks the sub-array sequencer whether any additional components (e.g. ADH) need to be initialized
and supervised. The sub-array supervisor also checks

that the conditions associated with that sub-array,
such as good weather conditions or allocation of telescopes are being fulfilled. These conditions are
specified in the scheduling block. Whenever one of
them fails to be met, the observations are stopped.
The Sub-array Supervisor informs the Array Supervisor when processing of the corresponding subarray action has come to an end.
• The Sub-array Sequencer is responsible for the execution of one sub-array action, as derived from the
scheduling block. This corresponds to the execution
of a script, which governs the actions at the sub-array
level. The scripting environment provides the means
to execute the main observatory operation modes.
The tasks or script to be executed via the Scripting
Environment are extracted from the Operation
Scripts Repository. Being responsibility of the subarray sequencer, it steers any non-telescope-related
components required to support the sub-array action.
The Sub-array Sequencer also executes a sequence of
steps and synchronizes the actions of the individual
telescopes. For this, it uses the abstraction services of
telescopes. Figure 4 illustrates the functional diagram
of Sub-array Sequencer script execution.
• The Non-telescope Sequencer controls nontelescope related hardware assemblies, specifically
those that are not directly involved in sub-array actions (such as an all-sky monitoring device). Nontelescope sequencers are supervised by the Root Supervisor of the Resource Manager.
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• The Telescope Abstraction provides a convenient
interface to be used by the sub-array sequencer. It
makes it easy to deal with one individual telescope.
The prime focus here is uniformity of access across
telescope types.
• The Observation Script Repository stores the different observation scripts that define the observation
tasks to be performed. At its simplest level this is a
directory location in the system used by the sequencer to retrieve the observation scripts. Eventually, the
Observation Script Repository will be implemented
as a database or a code repository.
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based on context. An example of a high-level Python
script is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Example of a high-level sub-array sequencer script (written in Python).

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4: Sub-array Sequencer script execution.

Scripting Environment
The scripting environment provides the means to execute the main observatory operation modes. These are
implemented as high-level Python scripts, and are executed by the Sub-array Sequencer component. This environment simplifies the script code by specifying a standard
way of structuring the scripts and provides ways to test it.
Most observation operations follow a standard set of
phases (e.g. telescope camera configuration, slewing of
telescopes, data acquisition). The scripting environment
therefore allows a script to be defined in terms of phases.
These detail conditions for completing a phase and moving on to the next one, or for running phases in parallel.
The latter enables reduction of the configuration time and
an increase of data acquisition time. The scripting environment supports the definition of commands for common operations shared between various operation modes.
It provides a convenient access to the telescope and other
resources, where definitions are imported automatically

In this paper, we present the main design features and
the current implementation status of the RM&CC system,
a part of the ACADA system of CTA. This prototype is
intended as a proof of concept, applying a model driven
approach to component based modelling of the ACADA
system. The current version of the RM&CC system is
capable of executing basic observation modes and running of multiple operations on various sub-arrays simultaneously. It also provides the main functionality of a
supervision tree that includes dynamic instantiation, start,
supervision, shutdown and replacement a supervised
component with a successor, in the case it vanished or
reached an error state.
RM&CC has been successfully integrated with the
Scheduler and HMI sub-systems.
Our plans for development in the immediate future include the following tasks:
• Extending the scripting environment, to support a
full set of CTA observatory operation modes.
• Expanding the functionality, performance and stability tests of the system.
• Designing and implementing a Scripts Repository
environment to handle high-level Python scripts
submitted by user.
• Continuing integration efforts with other ACADA
sub-systems.
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STATUS OF OpenXAL AT ESS
N. Milas∗ , J. F. Esteban Müller, E. Laface, Y. Levinsen
European Spallation Source ERIC, Lund, Sweden
CORE AND EXTENSIONS

Abstract
The Open XAL accelerator physics software platform is
being developed through international collaboration among
several facilities since 2010. The goal of the collaboration is
to establish Open XAL as a multi-purpose software platform
supporting a broad range of tool and application development in accelerator physics and high-level control. This
paper discusses progress in beam dynamics simulation and
updated application framework along with new generic accelerator physics applications for the ESS branch of the
collaboration. We present the current status of the project, a
roadmap for continued development and an overview of the
future developments needed for ESS future commissioning
work.

INTRODUCTION

The decision to use Open XAL at ESS was taken in
2015 [3] taking into account the similarities between SNS
and ESS and the possibility of re-using part of the work
already developed. Between 2015 and 2019 a fair amount
of changes to the core part of the code were done in order
to fit Open XAL to site specific needs at ESS. The main
efforts were directed towards improving the site specific online model (JELS) and in the development of applications
required for the first stages of the accelerator commissioning.
Further changes were done in the applications framework,
that was shifted from Swing to JavaFX, on the data saving
format with the addition of HDF5 as the new standard among
many others.
In this work a summary of the specific development of
Open XAL functionalities will be described as well as the
first set of application used for the Ion Source and LEBT
commissioning between 2018 and 2019. An overview of the
future developments will also be outlined.

natalia.milas@esss.se

Open XAL has been upgraded to Java 12 with minor modifications and it will be available at the Control Room for
the next commissioning phase starting on the second quarter
of 2020. At ESS we use a Gitlab server to have the sources
locally stored, and builds are now done using Gitlab-CI.
We split the deployment process for Open XAL core and
applications, so that each application can follow its own deployment schedule. During the commissioning of the LEBT
and the Ion Source in 2019 we noticed that the deployment
process of Open XAL as a single unit made the process of
debugging and releasing new features for the Applications
cumbersome. We now have several Git repositories, one
for the core and services, one for the lattice, and for the
applications.

Model and Machine Description

Open XAL [1, 2] is a generic open source software platform for accelerator physics. Open XAL is written in the
Java programming language but is accessible via any JVM
based scripting language. It is used world-wide by different accelerator labs including: China Spallation Neutron
Source (CSNS) in Dongguan, China; European Spallation
Source ERIC (ESS) in Lund, Sweden; Spiral2 program at
the Grand Accélérateur National d’Ions Lourds (GANIL) in
Caen, France; and Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) in Oak
Ridge, TN, USA.

∗

Development and Deployment

The machine description is now imported from the official
lattice repository, which uses the TraceWin [4] format, and
the SMF xml files are generated accordingly. The definition
of apertures has been extended and now each element can
have an array describing its aperture, and an integer to set
the aperture shape (e.g. rectangular, elliptical). Markers can
incorporate an aperture bucket to describe the aperture of
the drift spaces. The AcceleratorSeq class includes methods
to get the aperture for all its elements.
We also simplified some of the existing elements. Dipole
bending and steering magnets had different classes for vertical and horizontal orientations, and they have been merged.
The field map classes have been completely refactored to
allow quick development of new field map classes. This new
field map model has a 4𝑡ℎ Runge-Kutta integrator for the
equations of motion of a particle in electromagnetic fields
and allows the superposition of field maps.
Open XAL had a simple model for misalignments implemented for some elements. This has been refactored to
take into account all elements, except for dipole magnets,
and is valid only for small angles, when the approximation
tan 𝜃 ≈ 𝜃 holds. We use the standard yaw-pitch-roll convention (Tait–Bryan angles). For the misalignment, sequence
type elements like the RF create a global misalignment and
single elements inside the sequence can have their own parameters, the final quantities used are the sum of all misalignments for each single element.
Originally, Open XAL was designed for bunched beams
only. We included a new algorithm in the EnvelopeTrackerBase class to simulate space-charge effects for continuous
beam [5], which is needed to model the ESS LEBT. This
algorithm can be activated by enabling a flag either while
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running, setUseDCBeam(True), or in the xml at the model
parameters input file, useDCBeam=”true”. The space charge
routine considers only linear space charge effects and assumes a uniform distribution. During the last commissioning
period we tested the new space chage model and compared
with measurements as show in Fig. 1 which shows a very
good agreement between data and model.

Beam Size [mm]

30

OpenXAL Simulation
BFIM data X
BFIM data Y
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20
15

Figure 2: Horizontal beam size in the ESS RFQ simulated using Open XAL (blue) and TraceWin (orange). Initial beam
kinetic energy 74.6 keV and no space charge.
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At ESS, all functionalities of Open XAL core are also
available as a library in the ESS Jupyter server and can can
be readily accessible via python.

Figure 1: Comparison between Open XAL model using the
DC beam space charge model and data from the ESS LEBT.
Another issue with modelling the ESS LEBT was that
the corrector magnets are too long and a single kick was
not accurate. We added the possibility to split a dipole
corrector in several slices to overcome this problem. Each
slice can have a different weight, which is also useful when
the magnetic profile cannot be approximated by a square
function. Varying weight allows reduction of the error in the
approximation. The sign of the kick for vertical correctors
was changed to follow our convention.
Finally, a model for the RFQ is currently under development [6], which is the only section of the accelerator
missing an online model. As a proof of concept, we developed a model based on the classical two-term potential
function. We started from the simplest model because we
are concerned about the computation speed, since JELS [7]
is mainly used in Open XAL as an online model. Figure 2
shows the results of our model compared to a simulation
run using TraceWin [4]. Unfortunately, it is clear that the
accuracy of the model using the two-term potential is not
sufficient and a more precise model is under study.

JavaFX FRAMEWORK
A new framework for physics applications is being developed based on JavaFX called FxApplication and is being
used for all new applications. It adds a tool bar with the same
functionality as the Swing version and also a link to the User
documentation Wiki. The ESS logbook was integrated in
Open XAL so that applications can post new entries from a
dialog or generate automatic messages.
For JavaFX applications a new plotting library was created, which is now part of the XAOS framework [8]. XAOS
is written using the Java Platform Module System (JPMS)
and runs in Java 12. This library includes many plotting
formats ranging from line and histograms to density plots. A
set of plugins can be added to any plot, and those include: error bars, plot statistics, cursor, zoom, axis properties among
others. A example plot screen is shown in Fig. 3.

Other General Changes
A bug in the JCA plugin for EPICS communication was
found and fixed. The plugin was throwing timeout exceptions
when getting a PV after trying to connect to a non-existing
PV. In the same context, a pvAccess plugin has been developped using the pvAccessJava libraries to add EPICS7
support to Open XAL. There are still minor differences in
the behaviour of the JCA and pvAccess plugins that we plan
to fix. A new DataAdaptor was developed to allow applications to support files using the HDF5 binary format, in
addition to XML that was currently supported.

Figure 3: Example area plot from the JavaFX XAOS library.
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APPLICATIONS AND SCRIPTING
The Open XAL configurator application is a simple tool
to configure some of the Open XAL settings, as the default
optics, logbook server address, and the status of the authentication system RBAC. The GUI for the configurator is
shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 5: LEBT aplication GUI.

Figure 4: Configurator aplication GUI.
For commissioning a LEBT viewer application was created. In this application the trajectory and envelope along the
LEBT and the commissioning tank are displayed together
with readings from diagnostics. From the application it is
possible to manipulate some of the magnets and power supplies from the source and LEBT and it is also possible to
perform a simple matching based on diagnostics readings
(from profile and emittance monitors). A more detailed
description of this application can be found in [9] and an
example showing the LEBT GUI is in Fig. 5.
The Scanner application allows a multidimensional scan
of any number of variables. A new widget has been developed to quickly select multiple channels to read from or write
to. As for other applications, the data is stored in HDF5 or
XML files afterwards. It is possible to filter the scan ranges
by analytical formulas that accept most basic mathematical
operations and comparators. Configuration such as time
delay between data acquisitions and multiple acquisitions
for each setting is available. There is minimal analysis of the
data in the application itself, expecting instead that the user
develop scripts to fulfil their specific needs. Some additional
features were added to the Scanner application based on the
experience using it during commissioning which increase
the flexibility in terms of handling the scan procedure for the
user with a few flags, and a new command line feature was
added. The latter allows the user to define a generic command to be executed in between each scan step (for example

an executable script), and the command in turn can control
if the scan should continue or not based on its return value.
For the next commissioning step a trajectory correction
application is under development. Two correction methods
are included so far: a 1-to-1 and a SVD correction. The matrices used can be extracted from the machine model or can
be measured. It is possible to define machine blocks where
a subset of the machine BPMs and steerers are selected and
are independent of the XML file sequences definitions. The
overall trajectory can be corrected to the BPM zeros or to a
predefined reference trajectory. To complement this application a Trajectory Display Application was also developed
(see Fig. 6).
For the phase scan and transverse matching applications
we plan to start using scripting language, instead of going
straight to GUIs. They will be implemented as Jupyter notebook scripts, tested in the control room and transported to
its final form as GUIs after debugging is completed. This
was needed in order to optimize the time developers spend
between application writing and commissioning.

NEXT STEPS
In conjunction with SNS we plan to define a universal
diagnostics data format in HDF5 allowing easier exchange of
information between the laboratories. Further development
of the HDF5 Data Adaptor is also foreseen in order to allow
document writing and saving simultaneously as well as fast
writing of long array like channels.
We are considering implementing a multi-particle tracker
together with a PIC code or another space-charge solver into
a new Tracker. That can considerably slow down the simulations in the control room but those can be run independently
from the main application for further analysis of experiment
results and can be a valuable ally.
Another addition to Open XAL, this time aiming at future
upgrade with the neutrino ESS Super Beam project [10]
would be the addition of 𝐻 − stripping probability calculation
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[3] M. Munoz and Y. I. Levinsen, “Evaluation of
OpenXAL”, ESS, Lund, Sweden, Rep. ESS0017729, May 2015, https://chess.esss.lu.
se/enovia/link/ESS-0017729/21308.51166.
60928.13621/valid
[4] D. Uriot, “TraceWin Simulation Software”, http://
irfu.cea.fr/Sacm/en/logiciels/index3.php
[5] B. Bolling and N. Milas, “DC beam space-charge
modeling for OpenXAL”, in Proc. 10th Int. Particle Accelerator Conf. (IPAC’19), Melbourne, Australia, May 2019, pp. 3177–3180. doi:10.18429/
JACoW-IPAC2019-WEPTS037
[6] J. F. Esteban Müller and E. Laface, “New RFQ and field
map model for the ESS linac simulator”, in Proc. 10th
Int. Particle Accelerator Conf. (IPAC’19), Melbourne,
Australia, May 2019, pp. 3181–3183. doi:10.18429/
JACoW-IPAC2019-WEPTS038

Figure 6: Trajectory Correction and Display application
GUI.
along the machine. This is still a work in progress and is not
the highest priority for ESS at the moment.
Finally, after this many changes the ESS branch and the
main branch of Open XAL have diverged considerably. We
have been in touch and we are planning next year to try
to build and run the ESS version of Open XAL at SNS to
evaluate if all changes can be merged to the main branch.
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ESS DRIFT TUBE LINAC CONTROL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
AND CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
M. Montis, L. Antoniazzi, A. Baldo, M. Giacchini, INFN-LNL, Legnaro, Italy
T. Fay, ESS, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
The Drift Tube Linac (DTL) of the European Spallation
Source (ESS) [1] is designed to operate at 352.2 MHz with
a duty cycle of 4% (3 ms pulse length,14 Hz repetition frequency) and will accelerate a proton beam of 62.5 mA
pulse peak current from 3.62 to 90 MeV. According to the
project standards, the entire control system is based on the
EPICS framework [2]. This paper presents the control system architecture designed for the DTL apparatus by INFNLNL [3], emphasizing in particular the technological solutions adopted and the high-level control orchestration, used
to standardize the software under logic design, implementation and maintenance points of view.

INTRODUCTION
The entire ESS linear accelerator and, as consequence,
the DTL require dedicated equipment and strategies for the
control (Figure 1). DTL system is interfaced with other different apparatus composing the normal conducting linac
and transversal systems and services, such as RF system,
Machine Protection System (MPS) and Personal Protection
System (PPS). Because of the complexity of the project
and the number of persons involved at different layers, the
DTL Control System (CS) design and implementation
must follow precise strategies and solutions, with the aim
of optimizing costs and time during the stages of the installation campaign in Sweden.
DTL CS is in charge to provide the software and hardware layer required to operate the apparatus. Not all the
functional sub-systems composing the DTL are in charge
of the DTL CS Group, so the control system architecture
exposed here can cover only a part of them.
All the external sub-systems (e.g. RF system) must exchange data and information with DTL CS. Due to that, a
big effort is required at level of coordination among the
different parts (ESS and stakeholders).

• At the lower level there are all the DTL functional subsystems. Under CS aspects, the lower layer defining
the field where the I/O signals come from.
• The middle layer defines the set of controllers used to
perform the logic and the automation required by the
application (Hardware and Software). In this layer all
the control units (EPICS Input/Output Controllers IOCs) run both the low-level interface applications and
the high-level state machines (Control System Core).
• At the highest level, all the services provided by ESSERIC to performs the normal tasks to operate the
Linac. The principal services and tools are:
o HMI tool, which defines the set of control panels used to control the DTL apparatus. For this
purpose, a six-monitors screen is used and EPICS Control System Studio (CSS) application
is devoted to implement the control panels.
o Archiver service provides to the DTL CS the set
of tools to archive and retrieve EPICS process
variables (EPICS PVs) according to the strategies provided by INFN-LNL.
o Alarm service provides the interface to the operator to supervise DTL status, indicating cases
of warnings (not interlocks).

CONTROL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The architecture realizes the canonical 3-layer structure
(Figure 2) where:

Figure 2: DTL Control System Architecture.

Figure 1: Schematic of the ESS Linac.
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Figure 3: The scheme emphasizes the different technologies used for each functional sub-system to design the DTL control system.
The Archiver and Alarm services will be implemented
for the acceptance tests required by contract and executed
at LNL before the final installation in Lund. After the final
installation, these services will be substituted by the ones
provided by the Central Control System. The possibility of
having the services duplicated can be useful during the
DTL CS installation stage: based on the experience matured in similar projects, this strategy can introduce an additional degree of freedom for the workers involved in the
commissioning, letting them be independent from the Central Control System in case of problems of issues with the
services.
The principal functional sub-systems of the Control System Architecture are (Figure 3):
• High Level Control: it can be considered as a software
layer over the other sub-systems and it is in charge to
define the applications (controls loop and logic) accordingly to the Concept of Operations designed. It
can be considered as the brain of the DTL control system (DTL Core Control System).
• Tubes Thermos Sensors: set of thermos sensors placed
along the DTL provides the apparatus’s temperature.
This can be considered a crucial sub-system because
DTL temperature monitoring is used as part of safety
system to prevent damages to the apparatus (in particular the steerer sub-system). Beckhoff® hardware [4]
and EtherCAT protocol technologies were chosen for
this sub-system;

• Vacuum System: it provides the hardware and software for creating the vacuum in the DTL. While the
hardware part is in charge of ESS-ERIC, part of the
functionalities will be developed by INFN-LNL. In
this case, software implementation will be done directly integrating the hardware into EPICS and defining the algorithms for this functional sub-system.
• Water Cooling Controls: it is devoted to maintain the
cavity at normal operating temperature and for the frequency rough tuning. A skid system, built by an external company, will be controlled locally by a Siemens®
PLC [5] and remotely through EPICS. According to
the standard defined by the project, a dedicated service, PLC factory, will be used to provide the integration layer between the industrial solution and the EPICS environment: this approach is based on both Modbus protocol and TPC/IP server for data exchange, in
order to provide asynchronous and synchronous communication. The interface task is in charge to INFNLNL.
• Tuning Motor System: using the frequency detuning
information coming from the RF system, this system
implements the fast closed loop to automatically keep
the cavity tuned at nominal frequency (frequency fine
tuning). Beckhoff® hardware and EtherCAT protocol
will be used also for this sub-system;
• Power Supplies Controls: the DTL has 30 steerers
placed along the cavity to proper manipulate the beam.
MOPHA096
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As previously mentioned, this sub-system is monitored
by the Tubes Thermos Sensors one because the steerers are designed and built using permanent magnets
and, as consequence, it is crucial to control the working temperature for every device in order to prevent
demagnetizing effects. These devices will be directly
integrated in EPICS through a serial communication
protocol.
• Arc Detector: the RF window is an important component for the accelerator. To guarantee its integrity it is
mandatory to observe the presence of arcs on the RF
windows and in case to stop the RF power. Periodic
test procedures must be realized in order to verify the
efficiency of the detection apparatus. For this sub-system, a specific test board, developed in house, will be
used and interface to EPICS via Beckhoff® technology.
Table 1: Hardware, Software and Protocol Assumed to
Develop Every DTL Functional Sub-System
Sub-System
High Level Control
(CS Core)

Technologies
(HW, SW, Protocols)
• EPICS framework
• No dedicated hardware

Tubes Thermos
Sensors

• EPICS framework
• Beckhoff hardware
• EtherCAT protocol

Vacuum System

• EPICS framework
• Hardware provided by
ESS
• Serial and TCP-IP communication
• Siemens PLC low-level
logic and EPICS integration
• PLC factory tool for integration
• EPICS framework
• Beckhoff hardware
• EtherCAT protocol

Water Cooling Controls

Tuning Motor System
Steerer System

• EPICS framework
• Hardware provided by
the tender
• Serial and TCP-IP communication

Arc Detector

• EPICS framework
• Hardware system based
on AFT Microwave
• Custom electronic test
board with Beckhoff interface
• EtherCAT protocol
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TECHNOLOGY ASSUMPTIONS
The DTL CS was designed following as much as possible the guidelines and the standards provided by the project. The choices of the kind of hardware, software and protocol were done keeping in mind these conditions and, at
the same time, trying to provide a modular, robust system
easy to maintain.
As consequence, the control system designed and under
development follows these assumptions:
• It has been chosen a unique hardware standard where
possible. Most of the functional systems use Beckhoff® hardware for their implementation: this solution
is supported by the Project and the maintenance operation can be easily managed (spare parts required and
intervention times).
• Where Beckhoff® hardware is chosen, EtherCAT protocol is the standard used for communication. Under
EPICS there are different modules available to perform EtherCAT communication, and the ESS EPICS
Environment (E3) used to implement the control software provides a subset of them. In order to standardize
the applications, we decided to use the EPICS ecmc
module developed by the Motion Control & Automation Group (MCAG): this module was designed to integrate Beckhoff® technology into EPICS through
EtherCAT protocol; it is focused in Beckhoff® motion
modules, but it is possible to extend the usage to any
kind of Beckhoff® module. Because of that, the DTL
CS adopted in every functional sub-system the EPICS
ecmc module where Beckhoff® hardware must be integrated (a recap is available in Table 1).
• For sub-system where dedicated devices were required
(cooling system, steerer system, etc.), the CS used different communication protocols for the implementation:
o Serial communication via TPC/IP where possible, in order to provide an easy maintainable
software.
o Modbus and TCP/IP server/client communication where PLC technology is required.
For part of these functional sub-systems, dedicated test
benches have been prepared with the aim of testing and
verify the technologies chosen and described (in particular
the Beckhoff® hardware): in Figure 4 an example of test
bench used to perform preliminary test on the hardware devoted to the tuners control system and thermos sensors
monitoring.
As part of the contract, all the control system designed
and the technical assumptions adopted were discussed and
approved by the project during the Critical Design Review
(CDR) meeting.
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CONCLUSION

Figure 4: Test bench for the tuner system.

The DTL control system architecture design was based
on preliminary tests and evaluations in order to determine
the most performant hardware in terms of costs, integration, robustness, modularity and maintenance.
Based on the guidelines, documentation and standard
adopted by the project, the entire DTL control system will
be developed in EPICS: the framework will provide the
main features in terms of integration and robustness at low
level (logic to the field) and at high level (services and automation). Under software and logic aspects, a big effort
has been required to define the automation devoted to manage and control the entire DTL apparatus: this approach
will significantly reduce operation downtimes and, at the
same time, will give us additional degrees of freedom during the installation stage in Sweden.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

REFERENCES

Considering the DTL machine and its characteristics in
terms of design and functionalities, a dedicated automation
will be realized for each tank (Figure 5): the aim of this
approach is to have the maximum degree of freedom during the operations the DTL has to perform: 1) RF conditioning and 2) Beam operation.
In addition to the DTL-tank automation, for each functional sub-system a dedicated self-check logic will be designed in order to execute dedicated initialization procedure and verify continuously sub-system’s health: in case
of fault, the information will be propagated to the central
core system. Every single functional automation also foresees to operate into a degraded condition, which is reflected
at main core level. In this situation, the DTL apparatus can
performs its operations conditioned to the acknowledge
made by the operator. Every functional algorithm will implement the same logic flowchart, in order to standardize
the code structure and, as consequence, the maintenance.
All the logic composing the DTL control and automation
will be part of the DTL control system core which will
manage the configurations and I/Os at all the levels in the
architecture.

[1] ESS website, https://europeanspallationsource.se
[2] EPICS website, https:/epics-controls.org
[3] EPICS INFN webpage, https://web.infn.it/epics
[4] Beckhoff® website, https:/beckhoff.com
[5] Siemens® website, https:/news.siemens.com

Figure 5: DTL-tank state machine schema.
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EPICS BASED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR SPES TAPE STATION FOR
BEAM CHARACTERIZATION: MOTION SYSTEM AND CONTROLS
M. Montis1, M. Giacchini1, T. Marchi1, INFN-LNL, Legnaro, Italy
B. Genolini2, L. Vatrinet2, D. Verney2, IPN, Orsay, France
J. Abraham3, iThemba LABS, Somerset West, South Africa
Abstract
The SPES [1] [2] Tape Station (STS) for Radioactive Ion
Beams (RIBs) characterization is under construction at
LNL. This tool will be used to measure the actual composition of the radioactive ion beams extracted from the
SPES-β ion source and to optimize the source’s parameters. STS will provide beam diagnostic information by determining the beam composition and intensity. At the same
time, it will be able to measure the target release curves
needed for the source’s characterization and development.
The core part of the system, the related motor and controls
are being designed and constructed in synergy with IPN
Orsay (France), iThemba Laboratories (South Africa) and
the Gamma collaboration (INFN-CSN3). In particular, the
mechanical part is based on the existing BEDO [3] tape
system operated in ALTO while the control system for motion is an EPICS [4] base application under implementation
by iThemba and INFN, result of an upgrade operation required to substitute obsoleted hardware and update logic
and algorithm.

INTRODUCTION
In order to characterize the radioactive ion beam provided by the SPES ion source, the STS uses particular techniques mainly based on γ-ray spectroscopy of the β-decaying radioactive nuclei.
The ions are implanted on an aluminated mylar moving
tape and either measured in-situ or transported to a shielded
decay location. The detection of single γ-ray spectra or β-γ
coincidence spectra provides then the required information. The further movement of the tape allows removing
any residual long-lived activity before a new measurement
cycle is started (Figure 1).
The radioactive ions of interest are produced, extracted,
ionized and pre-selected at the SPES target location. Two
tape stations are foreseen in the present layout. A first Tape
Station (STS1) is placed just out of the production and preselection bunkers and serves as the first feedback for the
source operation. A second Tape Station (STS2) is installed
after the High-Resolution Mass Spectrometer (HRMS) to
operate as feedback for the HRMS itself. For non-reaccelerated beams (with and without the use of the HRMS),
STS1 is used for beam composition determination before
delivery to the experiments.

Figure 1: Schematic view of the Tape Station.

THE STS CONTROL SYSTEM
In Legnaro Laboratories a tape station was used to perform similar diagnostic analysis for dedicated experiments,
but the status of mechanical, electronics and controls let us
decide to invest in a new version: obsolete devices such as
motors and electronics components not more available on
the market is a crucial point for guarantee the maintenance
of the system. At the same time, the old LabVIEW based
control software must be updated in order to eventually
manage new sensors and actuators.
With the focus to provide a solution fully integrated in
the main SPES control system, a new EPICS control system has been chosen.
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Figure 2: Tape Station layout provided by IPN Orsay.
Through the agreement among LNL, IPN-Orsay and
iThemba Labs a brand-new diagnostic station for the SPES
project in under development and production: based on the
tape station design (mechanical and algorithms) used in
IPN, the mechanical upgrade was in charge of LNL while
the new control design was provided by LNL and iThemba.
Figure 2 shows a 3D sketch of the core part of the system, namely the tape cassette. The box contains two disks
which host the mylar tape and allow to roll it in either direction, just like a movie tape. To do so, three motors and
a feedback system are employed. One stepper motor defines the velocity and rotation direction of the tape, while
two DC motors controlled by the feedback system roll the
tape around the disks, keeping the proper tension. In addition to the cassette, the main components of the tape station
system are (Figure 3):
• The vacuum system
• The detection system (data acquisition and detector’s power supply)
• The electrostatic beam deflector
The control system to be implemented has three main
tasks:
1. It has to drive the motion of the tape cassette
according to user-programmable parameters
like tape speed, number of steps, number of cycles.
2.

It has to coordinate the movement with the
other subsystems, acting as master handler.

3.

It has to provide a global user capable of dealing with all the aforementioned subsystems and
to allow the user setting all the experiment parameters.

The approach chosen is to implement the master functions on the same EPICS server that is controlling the motion of the cassette and to dialogue with the other subsystems using either EPICS variables (slow controls) or digital
signals (real-time controls). Doing so, the control servers
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Figure 3: Global scheme of a single STS.
of the other subsystems are kept independent and there is
no need for real-time software communication.
The logic already developed and used in IPN (Figure 4)
is used as starting point for the new algorithms required to
integrate and control all these sub-systems; the schema defines different parallel processes provided by the application, where the user can configure the setup according to
the experiment’s requirements. For example, the system
can be set in order to automatically or manually change the
rotation direction of the tape, using different velocity profiles according to the initial configuration.

Figure 4: Logic designed to control the motor system for
the actual STS.
For the human-machine interface, Control System Studio (CSS) application is chosen because it is the standard
tool used to realize all the control system interfaces for all
the systems and apparatus controlled in EPICS in the SPES
project.

MOTION CONTROL PRELIMINARY
DESIGN AND TEST BENCH
The motion system is a crucial part of the entire STS
control apparatus because it has to guarantee specific characteristics and features in terms of tape velocity and position precision. As consequence, the campaign of hardware
and software upgrade must be verified and the solutions
adopted validated.
MOPHA097
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For this reason, a preliminary test bench (Figure 5) has
been realized with the double objective of:
• Verify the set of hardware chosen by LNL and
iThemba accordingly to the specification
provided by IPN.
• Verify the low-level EPICS software required
to communicate and control the hardware
chosen for implement the tape station.
Under software aspect, the solution designed for the motor control is based on EtherCAT bus: initially developed
by Beckhoff® [5], this protocol is an Ethernet-based fieldbus system and is suitable for both hard and soft real-time
computing requirements in automation technology reducing hardware costs. At the same time, the EPICS layer has
been built from Etherlab [6] device driver and Diamond
Light EPICS EtherCAT master support [7].
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hardware to a prototype of the Tape Station and control is
through a dedicated Graphical User Interface (GUI) (Figure 6). This kind of tests were very important in order to
verify and guarantee the minimum performances required
by the scientists. Devices used and tested in this test bench
were the ones which will be used in the final stage.

The test bench is a single EtherCAT slave I/O system
populated with all the modules required to:
•

Communicate to the EtherCAT master (the
main server where the EPICS applications run)

•

Control the stepper motor and the two DC motors

•

Read the potentiometers’ position used to verify the tape tension

More than that, different basic modules devoted to provide
Digital I/O have been selected in order to guarantee an additional degree of freedom to the system (in case additional
signal must be interfaced).
Results coming from the tests performed using the test
bench let us to validate the proof of concept (hardware selection and software design): the entire set of Beckhoff®
modules chosen for the tape station was fully controlled
under EPICS and, as consequence, every single device
(stepper and servo motors, potentiometers, encoder, etc.) is
completely interfaced into the EPICS framework.

Figure 5: Test bench actually available in LNL for testing
the EPICS low lover software layer.

CONTROL SYSTEM TESTS PERFORMED
In collaboration with iThemba LABS, we were able to
perform a set of tests directly connecting the control system

Figure 6: Tape Station setup for tests performed.
As previously mentioned, the tape system is based on the
device used in IPNO-Orsay and it has been built by LNL
workshop using the original draws provided by the French
Laboratory. During the reverse engineering, some minor
modifications have been done. As consequence, these tests
were also important to verify the mechanical part.
The set of tests performed covers different aspects: basic
EtherCAT communication, hardware performances, software functionalities and system performances. In particular:
•

Test on package lost: EtherCAT packet loss can
occur when multiple processes is processed by
the CPU. In the original design, the EPICS application should run into the same machine
providing control panels. Because of the usage
of multiple applications, we discovered packet
loss. The situation required a different dedicated server for the controller. After the software migration (checking the functionality was
maintained), we observed the absence of packet
loss into the EtherCAT communication;

•

Test on a dedicated test bench for required max
speed: we ran the stepper motor and the 2 servo
motors at the maximum speed according of
3m/s to the requirements received from the mechanical experts. Tests performed let us achieve
the nominal specifications and during these
tests we observed no package loss;

•

Test on assembled tape station for achievable
max speed: we started by moving each motor
independently at slow speed to ensure the direction of rotation and the readback from potentiometers were correct. Then we ramped up the
motor speed at increment of 0.1 m/s while continuously optimizing the PID parameters. Dur-
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ing this process, instability occurred as a natural consequence of the tuning. At the same time,
mechanical tuning was required due to misalignment and parts not perfectly tightly. Once
all the mechanical issues were resolved, we
were able to reach the maximum specification
speed required by design; more than that, we
pushed the system to 4.5m/s;
•

•

Test for positional precision and travel time in
a typical experimental setup (implantation to
detection): once the maximum speed was
reached, we focused on optimizing the travel
time and the relative speed profile taking into
account a travel distance of 555mm, (distance
between implantation and detection points, according to the mechanical draws). The optimization process required a fine tune of the PID
and acceleration related to the stepper motor.
According to the results obtained, the tape station can move required experimental distance
in an average of 0.75s reaching a top speed of
2.1m/s and with a precision of 2mm;
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Test for positional precision for long tapes runs:
we performed a long run of about forward and
25m back to 0. In this situation we found a position error of +20mm; this suggests the tape
slip somewhere along the path so long run are
not repeatable. With the actual setup, this is a
limitation on the performance of the system and
the relative implantation and detection.

CONCLUSION
The tape station is the first diagnostic system completely
designed and realized from the scratch in EPICS for the
entire SPES project. One of the most challenging point is
the substitution of the actual hardware in use on a similar
apparatus with a brand new one and, as consequence,
providing the software required to control it. Results coming from the tests performed are promising, in particular
for the debug made under software and electrical parts
which let us achieve the project requirements, keeping in
mind the necessity of partially modify the mechanics part.
The great collaboration among the Laboratories involved in this project has given the boost required to reach
the preliminary goals in a very short time, and the actual
results can confirm it.
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A NEW COMMUNICATION INTERFACE FOR THE EUROPEAN
SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY (ESO)’s VERY LARGE TELESCOPE
TECHNICAL DETECTOR CONTROL SYSTEM USING ARAVIS, AN
OPEN-SOURCE LIBRARY FOR GenICam CAMERAS
K. F. Mulholland∗ , Observatory Sciences Ltd., Kirkcaldy, U.K.
J. Knudstrup, F. Pellegrin, European Southern Observatory, Garching, Germany
Abstract
The European Southern Observatory’s [1] Very Large
Telescope (VLT) [2] Core Control System (CCS) [3] provides support for high-performance industrial cameras with
its Technical Detector Control System (TDCS). Until now,
TDCS has used a communication interface based on an API
from Allied Vision Technologies (AVT) [4], which only
supports cameras made by AVT. As part of the VLT 2019
release, a new communication interface has been developed
for TDCS using Aravis [5], the open-source library for GenICam [6] cameras.
Aravis has been independently developed to provide support for cameras from any vendor, although this is not guaranteed. It reads the GenICam interface of a GigE Vision camera to enable control. It also has capabilities for USB3Vision
cameras.
With this new communication interface, support for other
manufacturers is now possible. It has been tested with cameras from AVT and Basler [7], and further tests using a CameraLink camera with a GigE Vision adapter are planned.
This paper will discuss the capabilities of Aravis, considerations in the design of the communication interface, and
lessons learnt from the implementation.

INTRODUCTION
The VLT [2] is one of the most advanced facilities for
ground-based astronomy in the world. It is composed of
four 8.1-m Unit Telescopes (UTs) and four 1.8-m Auxilliary
Telescopes (ATs). The VLT CCS [3] is a software framework providing general operational tools and facilities for
communication, logging, an online database, and an alarm
system. It also includes a Real-Time Display (RTD) system, interfaces for instrument control, and toolboxes to build
applications, amongst other functionality.
Although the VLT first started operations in the late
1990’s, it is still constantly evolving to incorporate new
techniques and technologies. For example, operating highperformance industrial cameras that transmit high-speed
video over a Gigabit Ethernet (GigE) network, with the GigE
Vision standard, has been achieved with the Technical Detector Control System (TDCS).
Cameras that implement the GigE Vision standard use the
Generic Interface for Cameras (GenICam) [6]. This aims to
provide a generic interface for cameras, irrespective of the
connection they use. For example, as well as GigE Vision,
∗

kfm@observatorysciences.co.uk

GenICam is also used by USB3 Vision and Camera Link
cameras. The GenICam standard mandates that the camera
parameters are stored in a self-describing XML file, which
maps the features to the camera’s registers. An application
API can then easily read and set parameters in the XML file,
and GenICam is able to retrieve or set the matching values
from the camera’s registers.
Up until now, TDCS was only able to communicate with
cameras from Allied Vision Technologies (AVT) [4]. It has
used the PvAPI SDK, which is no longer supported. While
changing the communication interface to be based on the
new Vimba SDK, also made by AVT, was considered, an
alternative, Aravis, was chosen because Aravis is:
• open source
• actively maintained
• vendor independent

TDCS
TDCS is designed to be compliant with the overall VLT
CCS. It allows the controlling and configuration of GigE
Vision cameras, streaming the camera data to a real-time display, the application of customised data processing recipes,
and storage of data in FITS files. It implements a state machine which is also generally compatible with the VLT’s
CCS architecture.
TDCS is implemented in C++ and is multithreaded. Several threads are used in order to maximise performance.
There is one permanent thread, which is used to handle
commands. Other threads perform specific tasks such as
acquiring data from the camera, or process the data. The
overall architecture of TDCS is shown in Fig. 1.
TDCS currently uses a communication interface based
on AVT’s PvAPI SDK to communicate with GigE Vision
cameras. Messages are sent to TDCS via the VLT CCS
messaging system. These messages might be to change the
state of TDCS, to start or stop acquisition, or to change
parameters, etc. TDCS parses commands to determine what
to forward to the camera, and "translates" the commands into
the camera’s API calls. Similarly, it receives frames from
the camera and is able to publish them to e.g. the Real Time
Display (RTD) module of VLT CCS, convert and store them
into a FITS file format, and/or apply customisable recipes
to perform user-defined data processing.
TDCS is currently used by ESPRESSO [8], and will be
used by four other new instruments currently under construc-
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The design of the new communication interface is the
same as the previous PvAPI-based interface and is shown
in Fig. 2. A separate thread for receiving frames is used to
maximise performance and maintain responsiveness while
waiting for data to be acquired. Frames are also checked
for errors in this thread, and a struct is used to store the
frame along with pertinent information. This is then passed
back to the communication interface class in the Acquisition
Thread.

Figure 1: The internal architecture of TDCS. Solid lines
represent data transfer, and dashed lines represent communication.
tion: NIRPS [9], SoXS [10], MOONS [11], and ERIS [12].
In addition, METIS [13] will use a product derived from
TDCS on the Extremely Large Telescope.
ESPRESSO is capable of using light from up to four of
the VLT’s UTs. The light from each UT is monitored by
two technical cameras, each of which are connected to a tiptilt mount, to automatically apply stabilisation. One further
technical camera is used as an exposure meter.

Figure 2: How the communication interface receives frames
from the camera (solid lines), and passes commands and
configuration changes to the camera (dashed lines).
The camera is queried for its parameters upon achieving
a successful connection. In the XML file describing the
camera parameters, there is a special node named "Root",
from which every other node can be found. Each node can
be queried to test if it is a category or a feature, so the nodes
are iterated through, and for each category node, its children
are then also iterated. A map is used to record parameter
information along with a string key, for each feature node
(Fig. 3).

ARAVIS
Aravis [5] is an open-source library for GenICam-based
cameras. It is based on glib/gobject [14, 15] and implemented in C. It is actively maintained and has an active
community. It is released under the LGPL v2+.
Aravis implements the GigE Vision and USB3 protocols used by high-performance industrial cameras. As
well as the library, Aravis includes some basic tools, a basic ethernet camera simulator, and a simple video viewer.
One of the tools which may be particularly useful is
arv-tool-<version>. This is a command-line tool which
allows viewing and setting of camera parameters.

IMPLEMENTATION
The Aravis-based interface is implemented as a C++ class,
which inherits from the TDCS base communication interface
class. The interface is responsible for implementing virtual
functions defined in its parent class.

Figure 3: A representation of the C++ maps used to store
variable parameter names for different vendors. Adding
more vendors is simply a case of adding another entry into
the top-level map.
As discussed above, moving from AVT’s PvAPI SDK to
Aravis allows to use not only AVT cameras, but will also
allow the use of cameras from other manufacturers in the future. Currently, the communication interface has been tested
with cameras from Allied Vision and a Basler acA130030gm camera. While the GenICam Standard mandates a
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common format for camera parameters, it does not necessarily mandate e.g. the parameter names. Therefore, the
communication interface uses C++ maps for the parameters
which are known to be variable, dependant on manufacturer.
A top-level map uses the vendor name as the key, and another map as the value. The bottom-level maps use the same,
generic, names as keys and the vendor-specific names as the
values. As support for more manufacturers is required, these
maps can easily be expanded.

BENCHMARKING
The new, Aravis-based, communication interface has been
benchmarked in order to compare it to the old, PvAPI-based,
communication interface. Four tests were run for each communication interface. The tests were written in Python, and
involved sending messages to the TDCS control process,
via the CCS messaging system, to change state and perform
commands. The time taken for each test was measured using
the Linux system command time [16].
The tests performed the following:
1. Change state to Off, then Standby, then Online; start
and then stop acquisition; change state to Standby, then
Off
2. Change state to Off, then Standby, then Online; start
acquisition, publish a frame, and then stop acquisition;
change state to Standby, then Off
3. Change state to Off, then Standby, then Online; start acquisition, acquire six frames, and then stop acquisition;
change state to Standby, then Off
4. Change state to Off, then Standby, then Online; start
acquisition, and acquire a frame; send a command
to change the exposure time to 0.2 s; acquire another frame, and then stop acquisition; change state
to Standby, then Off
where the state Off means that there is no active connection
with the camera and no threads for publishing or processing data are running; the state Standby means that there is
an active connection with the camera but only the control
thread is running, and the state Online means that there is
an active connection with the camera and all TDCS threads
are running.
As seen in Fig. 4, the new communication interface ran
each test around 1.5 s faster than the old communication
interface. It is therefore likely that there will not be a negative
impact on performance of the overall TDCS by changing to
the new Aravis-based communication interface.

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
A new communication interface has been implemented for
the VLT’s TDCS, which controls technical detectors over a
Gigabit Ethernet connection. The new communication interface is based on Aravis, an open-source, glib/gobject-based
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Figure 4: Benchmarking results, showing the average time
taken for four different tests to be run, in seconds, for the
old, PvAPI-based, communication interface (solid blue circles), compared to the new, Aravis-based, communication
interface (solid red squares). The standard deviation of each
measurement is also shown.
library for communication with GigE Vision and USB3 Vision cameras. It has been tested with cameras manufactured
by Allied Vision Technologies and Basler. Benchmarking
results indicate that the new communication interface should
not negatively impact performance.
The new communication interface is being released with
the 2019 version of the VLT software. It is planned to add
support for more camera manufacturers, and to explore if a
CameraLink camera (perhaps using a GigE converter) could
be supported. New versions of Aravis have already been
released since development began, and upgrading to a newer
version of Aravis will occur for VLT’s 2020 release.
Testing will occur at the VLT in October 2019, after which
ESPRESSO will be migrated to use the new communication
interface.
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XCHEM LABORATORY PUCK SCANNER –
ALGORITHM AND RESULT VISUALISATION
U. M. Neuman∗ , J. D. O’Hea, Diamond Light Source Ltd, Didcot, UK
K.Ward, I. Rey, Tessella, Abingdon, UK
Abstract
Macromolecular Crystallography (MX) facilities are
known for using many samples and require software tools
which can scan, store and help to track samples’ Data Matrix
codes and to maintain the correct sample processing order.
An open source Data Matrix code scanning program, Puck
Scanner, developed at Diamond Light Source (DLS) is introduced, its scanning algorithm explained and the continuous
visualisation of results presented. Scanned codes are stored
together with date, time, and the number of valid codes
within a puck. This information is crucial for researchers as
it allows them to match the sample with X-ray scanning results. The software is used in Diamond’s XChem laboratory
on a day to day basis and has started to be adopted by other
facilities.

INTRODUCTION
An MX beamline experiment collects the diffraction patterns produced by an X-ray beam sent through a crystal
sample [1]. Crystal samples are prepared in a laboratory,
placed in a sample holder and moved to the beam. Both
in-house and external laboratories may be used to prepare
the samples. The scope of this paper is the DLS [2] internal
sample preparation laboratory XChem. The XChem laboratory sample preparation process is described in [3]. The
process is assisted by various software tools: Shifter [4],
PanDDA [5], XChemExplorer [6] and the discussed Puck
Scanner.
Puck Scanner is used to scan the Data Matrix [7] codes on
top of each of the sample pins and on the side of the ‘puck’
in which the pins are stored. The decoded Data Matrix codes
are stored on a disk by Puck Scanner together with the date,
time and the number of successfully scanned codes before
the sample puck is sent to the beamline. Scanning pucks
before sending them allows researchers to track the pucks.
Not all codes need to be successfully scanned for reserchers
to identify a puck.

COMPONENTS
The XChem laboratory uses standard sample holders unipucks (universal pucks) (Fig. 1) - produced by companies like Crystal Positioning Systems [8] and MiTeGen [9]
with an additional Data Matrix on side. This side Data
Matrix code is a crucial addition. Before this was introduced researchers experienced lots of problems related to
mismatching the pins and pucks. There are 16 slots in each
puck arranged in two rings. Each slot has a number assigned
∗
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(a) Unipuck top

(b) Unipuck side

(c) Puck template

Figure 1: Unipuck top 1a and side1b, and puck template 1c.

to it. A characteristic cut in the edge of the puck - the notch
- is visible in the right bottom corner of Fig. 1a.
Standard SPINE [9, 10] sample pins with Data Matrix
codes printed on top are used by the XChem laboratory.
Crystals are held on the pins using small loops attached to
the tips. Fig. 2 shows a pin from two different perspectives,
the side and the top with the Data Matrix codes visible.
A laboratory stand designed and 3D printed at DLS supports the puck scanning procedure (Fig. 3). It has two camera
slots - one for a camera pointing at the side code and one for
a camera pointing at the top of the puck. The notch ensures
that the puck is positioned correctly and the side code is
visible to the camera. Without the notch there would be no
guarantee this side code is seen by the side camera. The
cameras are connected to the laboratory PC using USB 2.0.
Basic microscope pencil shaped cameras by Supereyes are
used by XChem [11].
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Figure 2: Pin side (left) and top (right) view.

Figure 4: Data Matrix code.
have to be kept at a very low temperature and when not
being scanned the pucks are submerged in liquid nitrogen.
It is important to minimise the time they are kept at room
temperature. Not all of the sample pins have to be scanned.
As long as the puck code and several pins are successfully
scanned the researcher will be able to track the puck.
The automated Data Matrix code detection must be able to
detect and read the codes visible in the image (Code Locator)
and secondly identify the orientation of the puck so that an
appropriate position in the puck can be assigned to each
pin code (Puck Locator). Both of the problems are resolved
using image processing supported by simple optimisation
methods.

Code Locator
Figure 3: Laboratory stand used in the XChem laboratory,
designed at DLS.

AUTOMATED CODE DETECTION
Data Matrix codes are two dimensional codes. Each Data
Matrix code contains two adjacent solid borders which create
an ‘L’ shape pattern (Fig. 4). This pattern appears to be
relatively easy to find and can therefore be used to initially
detect the codes in an image.
When Puck Scanner is running on a computer it attempts
to detect a code in the field of view of the side camera. Once
it is successfully detected and scanned the view switches to
the top camera and Puck Scanner attempts to read as many
codes as it can from the top image. The camera continuously
feeds frames to Puck Scanner. This constant updating helps
to get better results as sometimes the light conditions change
between frames. The scan is complete when all of the detected codes are successfully scanned or when the scan times
out. Sometimes the pins’ tops get rusty or damaged. The
scanner therefore tries to read the codes for a certain amount
of time (currently 5 s) and stops when it times out. Samples

Code Locator is a part of the scanner algorithm which
consists of two steps. Firstly ’L’ shapes in the image from
the Data Matrix codes are detected using OpenCV image
processing methods. The precise location is then fine tuned
using separate optimisation steps.
The algorithm assumes that the size of the Data Matrix is
specified by the user. All the image processing operations
are applied on a gray scale version of the input image.
Image Processing The image processing part of Code
Locator make uses of several image processing methods implemented in OpenCV. The steps involved in this algorithm
are identified in Fig. 5 (top part). The algorithm constructs
a set of polygons (using threshold and contour detection
methods); all ‘L’ shaped polygons are then extracted from
this set.
Optimisation Once the ‘L’ shapes are detected in an
image a small image fragment with an area twice as big
as the size of the code is cut out from the original image
around the each of the ‘L’ shapes. The steps involved in
the optimisation process are illustrated in Fig. 5 (bottom).
The Data Matrix codes are squares partially filled with black
colour. These small fragments consist mainly of a light silver
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Figure 5: Code Locator - steps. Adaptive Threshold [12] and Morphological Open Operation [13] are well established
image processing methods implemented in OpenCV [14].
background on which a dark code sits. The Data Matrix area
is thus easily detectable.

Puck Locator
The locations of the pins on the puck are found either using
image processing techniques or (if this fails) optimisation
methods. Puck Locator determines the slot number for each
code visible in an image of the top of a puck. The Puck
Locator uses the positions of the center of the codes (as
determined by the Code Locator) as input. There must be
at least six slots in use for the optimisation algorithm to
succeed; the preferred primary process is therefore image
processing.
Image Processing The steps involved in image processing are illustrated in Fig. 6. The image processing algorithm
aims to find the notch at the edge of the puck which sits
between slots 11 and 12 (see the puck template in Fig. 1c).
Once the notch position is established the template can be
used to establish the boundaries of each slot. A slot number
is assigned to a code if its boundary encloses the center of
the code. This method works even if only one pin is present
in the whole puck.
Optimisation Sometimes the notch cannot be found
by the image processing procedure due to factors such as
light condition. When this happens Puck Scanner uses an
optimisation procedure instead to identify the location of
the puck. The optimisation process determines the size,
the position and the orientation of a puck based upon the
positions of the codes identified by Code Locator. Each
code is assumed to be printed on the top of a sample pin
and roughly in the center of a puck slot. The puck has no
rotational symmetry, so if the approximate position of the
center of each slot is known, the unique orientation and

position of the puck can be determined. The procedure is
illustrated in Fig. 6 (bottom part).
The puck radius is calculated according to Eq. 1 where 𝑅
is the puck radius and 𝑟 the outer layer radius.
𝑅=

𝑟
0.79

(1)

When the puck center and size are known the puck orientation is found by rotating the puck template in two degree
increments to a number of different positions and seeing
which angle best fits the codes identified by Code Locator.
For each angle a total error is calculated and the angle with
the smallest error is indicated as the correct position. For
each code, at a given angle, the error is simply the distance
from the point to the nearest template slot center. The total
error for the angle is then the sum of the errors of every code.

RESULTS AND VISUALISATION
Graphical User Interface
Puck Scanner comes with a graphical user interface (GUI)
which allows users to interact with the program. The GUI
contains the following elements: a menu bar, scan record table, start/stop scan button, code table, image frame, message
box and a progress bar (Fig. 7).
The GUI can be used to configure and test the cameras
(‘Options’ on menu bar). The scan record table holds all
the records kept in the store (left hand side of the GUI).
Scan button allows to start or stop the scan (below the scan
record table). It also helps to indicate whether the scanner
is running or not - its layout and colour changes accordingly.
The code table displays the list of codes from a puck (middle
of the GUI). Notice the puck code is displayed above this
table. Both the scan record table and the code table are
colour coded. For the scan record table red means none of
the codes in a puck could be read, green means all of the
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Puck Locator
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ERROR FOR
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Figure 6: Puck Locator - steps. Adaptive Threshold and Open Operation are image processing methods implemented in
OpenCV.

Figure 7: Graphical User Interface - scan record table visible on the left hand side, start/stop button in the bottom left
corner, code table in the middle, image frame on the right hand side and progress bar in the right bottom corner.
codes visible were successfully read and yellow means that
only some but not all codes were read. For the code table
red means the scanner fails to read the code, green scan was
successful and gray means no code detected. The image
frame shows the current scanning scene (when the scanner
is running) or the image from the store linked to the record
chosen in the scan record table (right hand side of the GUI).
The message box and progress bar are primarily used during
scanning to inform the user about the status of the scanning
process (under the image frame).

Progress Visualisation
Fig. 8 shows how the code table, the image frame and the
process bar of the GUI change while a puck is being scanned.
The timeout for this scan was set to 20 seconds.
20 seconds is quite a long timeout compared to 5 seconds
used currently by XChem. It was set this high for illustration
purposes. It can be observed that most of the codes are
registered at the very beginning of the scan - within the first
few seconds.
Fig. 8(a) shows the result obtained at the very beginning
of the scanning process, when just 3% of the set time has
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(a) Scan completed in 3%
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(b) Scan completed in 30%

of the set time elapsed
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of the set time elapsed

(c) Scan completed in 93%

of the set time elapsed

Figure 8: Scanning in progress.
elapsed. It can be observed that even after such short time
most of the pins are successfully scanned, only three failed.
The empty slot was identified correctly. Fig. 8(b) shows
the result after 30% of the elapsed time. All the readable
codes are successfully read. Fig. 8(c) shows the result at
the very end of the process - after 93% of the elapsed time.
The result hasn’t changed between Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c) as
the last pin is covered with rust and is very difficult to read.
Although this one code is not scanned the result is still valid
and usable for tracking purposes.

[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

CONCLUSION
Thanks to Puck Scanner, researchers don’t have to scan
pins manually one by one in order to track their samples.
Puck Scanner makes the laboratory workflow smoother and
saves a lot of time (it takes only a few seconds to scan a
whole puck). It is used on an everyday basis by the XChem
laboratory at Diamond Light Sources. Every month around
400 pucks are scanned in the laboratory and the scanner has
been constantly in use for the last two years. It is also used
by two external laboratories.
Puck Scanner is an open source implementation. The
stand can be 3D printed, the cameras are non-expensive so
any laboratory that needs a puck scanner could easily and
cheaply use this one. All the code and documentation can
be accessed online [15]. It is still a work in progress and any
support in the code development would be very welcomed.

[6]

[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
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quasar: THE FULL-STACK SOLUTION FOR CREATION
OF OPC-UA MIDDLEWARE
P. P. Nikiel∗ , P. Moschovakos, S. Schlenker, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
quasar (Quick OPC-UA Server Generation Framework)
started as OPC-UA server generation framework. The
project evolved into a software ecosystem providing OPCUA support for distributed control systems. OPC-UA servers
can be modeled and generated and profit from tooling to aid
development, deployment and maintenance. OPC-UA client
libraries can be generated and published to users. Clientserver chaining is supported. quasar was used to build
OPC-UA servers for different computing platforms including
server machines, credit-card computers as well as system-onchip solutions. quasar generated servers can be integrated as
slave modules into other software projects written in higherlevel programming languages (such as Python) to provide
OPC-UA information exchange. quasar supports quick and
efficient integration of OPC-UA servers into a control system
based on the WinCC OA SCADA platform.
The ecosystem is adapted to different OPC-UA stack implementations and thus can be used as fully free and opensource solution as well as with and for commercial applications.
The contribution will present an overview and the evolution of the ecosystem along with example applications from
the ATLAS Detector Control System (DCS) and beyond.

PREVIOUS WORK
The OPC-UA Standard
The OPC-UA standard [1] is very attractive for information exchange between nodes of a distributed control system.
The prime advantages are: information modeling, firewall
friendliness, portability to different computing platforms, usage of open standards, security and scalability. The standard
defines how information is to be exchanged but it leaves the
corresponding aspects of software engineering undefined.
Therefore software engineers are left without tools to make
OPC-UA compliant software. In addition it bears the risk of
multiple incompatible software architectures and implementations which are difficult to maintain in a big distributed
system which is expected to be used for a decade or longer.

Quasar
quasar was born as an OPC-UA server generation framework [2, 3] to standardize the process of OPC-UA software
creation. It was used to create, develop and maintain multiple OPC-UA server projects, primarily for the controls of
the ATLAS [4] and other LHC experiments at CERN. Opensourcing in 2015 [5] permitted its application to numerous
∗

Piotr.Nikiel@cern.ch

projects beyond CERN, e.g. to create OPC-UA servers for
commercial power supplies [6].
quasar profits from the Model-Driven Architecture. The
models used in quasar are called quasar designs. quasar
designs are on a conceptually higher level than OPC-UA
information models. A number of dependent artifacts is
generated from quasar designs: source code, model visualizations, documentation, SCADA integration, among other.

MOTIVATION FOR EVOLUTION
Due to the positive experience with a growing number of
OPC-UA applications, the new standard gained wide interest. Consequently, new applications (and thus requirements)
followed. Among the requirements the following were of
the highest importance: liberation from restrictive software
licensing, embedding of OPC-UA software components on
embedded targets, distributing processing logic to a chain of
serially or parallely connected OPC-UA components, quick
integration into SCADA systems and integration of OPC-UA
software components into other programming languages.

EVOLUTION OVERVIEW
Liberation from Restrictive Licensing
Initially, the Unified Automation’s C++ OPC-UA SDK [7]
(further referred to as UA-SDK) was supported as the only
OPC-UA implementation. However, the UA-SDK requires
a paid license to develop with, which is considered to be
relatively costly, especially for multiple developers. This was
considered a significant barrier to wider adoption of OPCUA. In addition, the source code is closed-source, which
poses a significant limitation for build platforms requiring
access to the source code, like Yocto (detailed in the next
subsection).
Thus an attempt was made to find a substitute for the UASDK. Among free and open-source OPC-UA protocol stacks,
open62541 [8] was considered the most promising choice.
A compatibility library called open62541-compat [9] was
made to adapt the API of open62541 to the one offered by
UA-SDK. As the result, while building OPC-UA software
components made with quasar, it is possible to select the
protocol stack: either UA-SDK (paid) or open62541 (free
and open-source).
The open62541-compat library covers most of the features achievable with the UA-SDK . However, at the time of
writing, certain features were not yet available. For example, the internal architecture of the open62541 leaves much
less freedom on how to process incoming OPC-UA requests
than the UA-SDK. This limits the distribution of requests
processing into multiple threads and prevents job queuing.
Nevertheless only few applications known to the authors
MOPHA100
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were impacted by this limitation; in most applications both
open62541 and UA-SDK did equally well.

Advancements in Server Generation
The quasar ecosystem as a whole profits from significant
advancements in the core quasar itself. A summary of few
most important items is given, with regard to the initial
publication [2, 3].
The introduction of calculated variables permits server
users and administrators to quickly provide calibrations, conversions, unit changes and introduction of new quantities by
defining OPC-UA variables with values based on analytic
formula evaluation of other variables. The prime advantage
is that recompilation of the server is not necessary - calculated variables are loaded from the configuration file which
is parsed at runtime.
OPC-UA methods became supported, with any number of
arguments and return values. In addition, methods in quasar
servers can be executed in threads which are separate from
the protocol stack’s threads, so potentially long-lasting and
CPU-intensive tasks can be spawned without affecting the
processing of other OPC-UA requests.
The support for restrictions of the configuration schema
appeared. In addition, generation of documentation for the
configuration schema as well as address-space was added,
to the benefit of users and server administrators.
quasar optional modules feature standardizes the way in
which external dependencies of servers are used. In addition,
a publicly-available repository of quasar optional modules
was created.

OPC-UA on Embedded Targets
The ubiquity of embedded systems nowadays is visible
also in the domain of detector control systems. Often the processing systems used for such devices are powerful enough
to permit to embed OPC-UA software components directly
within the devices. This is a significant improvement compared to previous approaches when only simple protocols
were used for the embedded systems.
quasar was successfully used in multiple embedded software projects. Different build and deployment strategies
were tested: cross-compiling, usage of Yocto and native
compilation on the embedded target.
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build the target software is built from source) and therefore
the achievable coverage of target systems is very wide.
quasar’s build system was extended to support Yocto’s
CMake-based recipes. quasar can be used to create OPC-UA
server applications for Yocto. Sample recipes for OPC-UA
applications as well as all dependencies not handled by builtin recipes are provided.
In addition, Yocto is used as the work-horse of higher
level environments, e.g. Xilinx’s PetaLinux [11]. Therefore
quasar OPC-UA servers can easily be built with PetaLinux.
Native Compilation on the Embedded Target: In certain situations the embedded systems were powerful enough
to conveniently build the OPC-UA software natively. quasar
was used in such situations exactly like if an OPC-UA server
was being made for a desktop or a server-grade machine.
Note on Resource Footprint Measurements were performed to estimate executable size and memory consumption of a simple OPC-UA server made with quasar using the
open62541 as the protocol stack. Two environments were
measured: on the armv7l architecture on an embedded board
with Zynq SoC using PetaLinux and on the x86_64 architecture using CentOS 7 on a desktop PC. In both cases the
protocol stack was linked statically to the executable, while
the remaining dependencies were linked to shared objects delivered by the operating system. For armv7l, the executable
size was 1.4MB and the RSS2 was 12M. For x86_64 the
executable size was 2.6MB and the RSS was 7.5MB. Note
that the usage of RSS is not an ideal measure of memory
consumption on architectures in which virtual memory is
used and swapping might take place.

Generation of Corresponding OPC-UA Clients

Yocto-based: Yocto [10] is an open-source project
(backed by numerous companies from the embedded sector)
which creates highly customized Linux distributions. Yocto
builds everything from sources (even the compiler used to

In many situations, an OPC-UA client for information
exchange with an OPC-UA server made with quasar needs
to be embedded into a computer program.
The quasar ecosystem delivers a solution to this problem
called UaObjects (abbreviated UaO) [12, 13]. Using C++
variant of UaO, a client library for C++ can be generated,
in which proxy (surrogate) classes are provided for every
quasar class of the server for which the corresponding client
is generated. The proxy classes expose methods to read,
write or call OPC-UA variables or methods (respectively)
declared per given quasar class. In the methods, OPC-UA
client code is generated which deals with all aspects such as
data encoding, calling the protocol stack, processing errors
and other.
UaO users therefore do not need to know much about
OPC-UA or its client APIs. The only requirement is that
those users have access to the quasar design of the server
for which the client is generated.
Within the ATLAS Detector, the UaO approach found
applications for interconnecting the Data Acquisition (DAQ)

1

2

Cross-compilation: quasar projects can be crosscompiled for an embedded system of choice. The path(s)
to the cross-compiler and the sysroot 1 are required to be
configured and an OPC-UA server executable ready to be
run on the target is produced.

sysroot (also known as rootfs) is the folder corresponding to root directory
on the embedded device file system.

RSS, Resident Set Size - part of the memory occupied by a process held
in the RAM.
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systems with the Detector Control Systems (DCS). Namely,
often the DCS runs an OPC-UA server which is responsible
not only for controls and monitoring but also has hardware
interfaces to configure the detector. However, the configuration data is often in possession of the DAQ system, thus
it needs to find its way to hardware controlled by DCS via
OPC-UA. Therefore, an OPC-UA client generated by UaO
is integrated into the DAQ software.

• intermediate data processing.
For example, server 2 performs statistical operations
(e.g. average, median, FFT, etc.) which significantly
reduce the amount of published information.
• separation of management/maintenance/responsibility.
For example, server 1 is within the responsibility of the
experiment infrastructure while server 2 is within the
responsibility of data processing teams. The separation
allows for the modifications of the algorithms used in
server 2 without impact on server 1, and especially
without impact on other clients that server 1 might
have.

Chaining Multiple Clients and Servers
quasar can be used to create both OPC-UA servers and
corresponding OPC-UA clients. Therefore, it is possible
to easily create multi-stage information exchange in which
one OPC-UA server integrates an OPC-UA client which
connects to another OPC-UA server. Such an arrangement
is depicted in the Figure 1.

DCS

other systems

systems

(e.g. DAQ)

(SCADA)

using UaO

other OPC-UA
clients
(e.g. diagnostic)

OPC-UA server 2
OPC-UA client made
with UaO for server 1

OPC-UA server 1
API or speciﬁc
protocol

information source/sink
Figure 1: An example of chained servers and clients. The
client generated using UaO for server 1 is used from within
of the server 2. All arrows without label indicate OPC-UA.
The possible use cases for such an architecture are:
• providing different levels of abstraction for different
stages of information exchange.
For example, server 1 (in the figure) exposes data at
very low level of abstraction (e.g. data read directly
from hardware, like contents of registers of a chip).
Server 2 processes data such that they are exposed on
much higher level of abstraction, for example as results
of measurements which can be expressed in physical
quantities (volts, amperes, etc).
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Both servers of the example can be created using quasar.
The OPC-UA client made for server 1 and used in server 2
can be obtained using UaO.
The schema can be much more advanced, for example:
one server might connect to many different clients and the
number of processing stages might by freely chosen.
A more realistic example of such an application is given
in the examples section of this contribution.

Quick Integration into SCADA Systems
Integration of OPC-UA connectivity to a SCADA system depends on chosen SCADA platform. For the WinCC
OA SCADA [14], which is the chosen SCADA for all Detector Control Systems of LHC experiments, the OPC-UA
connectivity is achieved by configuring so-called peripheral
addresses3 per each data point element4 which is mapped
to a given OPC-UA variable. Such task might often be tedious, especially for big systems. In addition, coherency
between peripheral addresses and OPC-UA address-space
must be maintained. Both factors prompt for automation of
peripheral address assignment.
The quasar extension Cacophony [15] allows for the automatic creation of SCADA data structures and peripheral
addresses using the quasar design and configuration file of
the corresponding server by generating SCADA program
instructions (i.e. CTRL code for WinCC OA). The approach
saves relatively big effort for control system developers, because all OPC-UA servers made with quasar can have their
SCADA counter-part done at negligible cost.

Integration into other Programming Languages
All components of the quasar ecosystem are primarily
oriented towards the C++ programming language. However,
often the integration into other programming languages is
necessary. Since at the time of writing Python was perceived
to be the most common programming language into which
the OPC-UA server needed to be integrated, the quasar
ecosystem was extended with a module called Poverty [16].
3

4

In WinCC OA, a peripheral address for OPC-UA uniquely identifies given
variable in a chosen OPC-UA server. In addition, supplementary data to
ensure connectivity is also often there, like the subscription to be used.
A data point element is an equivalent of a process variable in the WinCC
OA architecture.
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The Poverty module is capable of generating a dynamicallyloaded library per chosen quasar design which can be imported into any Python program. The library delivers methods to manage (e.g. start) an OPC-UA server for which it
was created as well as methods to operate on its addressspace. Note that in this scenario the Python application is
considered a parent application to the quasar-made OPC-UA
server.
However, the Python application is limited to publishing
or reading information to or from the address space while the
embedded OPC-UA server cannot be used to invoke parent
application Python code.
From a user point of view, equipping a Python program
with an OPC-UA server (for example, to publish data from
Python over OPC-UA) only requires to use the Poverty module to obtain the library, load it into Python, start the server
and call a function to publish data. It is therefore a very efficient approach forintegrating OPC-UA servers into Python5 .

APPLICATIONS
At the time of writing, 16 OPC-UA server projects were
used in production or were in pre-production use (each of
the projects is usually deployed in multiple instances - with
different configuration - on different nodes of the distributed
control system). Many more are in the development phase
awaiting future upgrades of the ATLAS detector.
Among these projects, the server for the Slow Controls
Adapter (SCA) OPC-UA is the most interesting example
application [17]. It is the most advanced OPC-UA server in
terms of quasar features used (different types of variables
and methods, advanced threading, relatively large OPC-UA
address-space etc.).
In addition, the project profits from many extensions detailed in this writing. In the New Small Wheel (NSW) upgrade project, UaObjects is used to provide OPC-UA clients
for DAQ software performing detector configuration. The
DAQ configuration process is run in parallel with the DCS
control and monitoring activities with both systems accessing the same SCA instances. In this case the concurrency is
handled entirely by the OPC-UA server. In the Liquid Argon
(LAr) upgrade project, UaObjects is used to make an OPCUA client for a second-stage OPC-UA server called LAr
LTDB Peripheral OPC-UA server. The peripheral server
provides high-level abstraction of system-specific electronics boards containing several SCA chips; each command
sent to the peripheral server translates into multiple commands sent to the generic SCA OPC-UA server. This gives
freedom of development (i.e. separation of responsibility)
to the LAr software developers because the generic server
(SCA OPC-UA) is used by multiple several other ATLAS
upgrade projects.
5

Note that one can find OPC-UA implementations written purely in Python.
The advantage of using quasar is that one stays within the quasar ecosystem, so it is possible to quickly integrate such an embedded OPC-UA
server into a SCADA system (using aforementioned Cacophony module)
or use (aforementioned) UaObjects to make a client for it.
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Cacophony (detailed above) was used to create SCADA
integration code, for rapid integration of SCA connectivity
into SCADA projects for the NSW detector. In addition
Cacophony is planned to be used to integrate the aforementioned LAr LTDB Peripheral OPC-UA server into the DCS.
Other OPC-UA software solutions created with quasar
include:
• OPC-UA servers for commercial industrial power supplies used by all LHC experiments: CAEN, Iseg,
Wiener [6],
• OPC-UA server for the monitoring and control of
ATCA shelves, compliant to the PICMG standard,
• several servers for specialized hardware in ATLAS,
• OPC-UA servers for integration of system-on-chip
boards into ATLAS DCS: gFEX and eFEX OPC-UA
servers,
• ATLAS version of Wiener VME crates OPC-UA server,
• Generic IPbus [18] server,
• Generic SNMP server.

FUTURE OUTLOOK
Different ideas were recognized as future quasar ecosystem development directions. Bridging the gap of supported
features between UA-SDK and open62541 is important because in certain applications only the latter can be used (e.g.
due to licensing). Support for OPC-UA events could help
to cleanly implement event-type notifications. Internally
within quasar, the code generation engine will shift from
XSLT (majority today) to Jinja2 [19], which is easier to
maintain (ongoing development). quasar servers will also
be able to load arbitrary additional OPC-UA address-spaces
to support alternative ways of information modeling.

CONCLUSION
Since the initial publication, quasar evolved significantly
and well-beyond sole server generation framework. Nowadays, control systems made of multiple OPC-UA clients and
servers, potentially involving many stages of data processing, can be made with quasar. Such systems might involve
software components written in programming languages different from C++ (e.g. Python) with seamless integration with
the other components. The Cacophony extension frees control system developers from tedious task of SCADA systems
configuration to provide OPC-UA connectivity. Multiple
new features seen in the core quasar, like calculated variables, bring added value to server users and administrators
without need to write any code.
quasar was successfully applied to a wide range of applications; many of the applications are seen in the ATLAS
DCS. Beyond the DCS, applications are seen CERN-wide
and also in different projects collaborating with CERN.
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Certain applications are in production for more than
4 years and no design flaws or instabilities were found which
could be attributed to the quasar architecture. Multiple new
applications will enter production in the years to come.
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THE PLC CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE RF UPGRADE OF THE
SUPER PROTON SYNCHROTRON
J. C. Oliveira†, L. Arnaudon and A. Diaz Fontalva
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
During the CERN Long Shutdown 2 (LS2), the 200 MHz
main acceleration system of the Super Proton Synchrotron
(SPS) is being upgraded. Two cavities will be added to
reach a total of six. Each new cavity will be powered by
Solid State Power Amplifiers (SSPA) grouped into 16
"towers" of 80 modules each, in total 2560 modules. This
paper describes the newly developed control system which
uses a master PLC for control and interlock of each cavity
and the slave PLC controllers for each of the solid state
amplifier towers. The system topology and design choices
are discussed. Control and interlocking of all subsystems
necessary for the operation of an RF cavity are detailed,
and the interaction between the master and slave PLC
controllers is outlined. We discuss some preliminary results
and performance of the test installation.

INTRODUCTION
During the long shutdown 2 (LS2), the LHC injection
chain is being updated to increase the beam intensity
supplied to the LHC in order to increase the collision
luminosity [1].
In the SPS, the 200 MHz main acceleration system is
being upgraded for this purpose.
It will go from 4 TWC (traveling wave cavities) with 2x4
sections (Fig. 1) + 2x5 sections to 6 TWC of 2x4 sections
+ 4x3 sections (Fig. 2)

Figure 1: One section of 200MHz TWC.

___________________________________________

† joao.carlos.oliveira@cern.ch

Figure 2: Renovation of 200MHz TWC system.
The two new cavities, of four sections each, will be
powered by a new solid-state amplifier chain that will
provide 1.6 MW to each cavity.
The other 4 cavities, of 3 sections each, will continue to
use the old tube amplifiers with 1.05 MW each.
The whole system (Cavity, amplifiers, etc.) is controlled
by PLCs (programmable logic controllers).
In this article, we will focus on the control system of the
solid-state amplifiers.

THE NEW SOLID STATE AMPLIFIER
The new amplifier chain is composed as follows (Fig.3):
• The RF signal is generated by the beam control (Low
Level RF system)
• Two fast RF switches, one on the Low Level side (LL
RF Switch), one on the high level side (HL RF Switch)
• 16 pre-drivers (TTis) of type TTi Norte SSPA (Solid
State Power Amplifier) delivering 1250 Wp each
(Fig. 4). The RF drive signal is split in 16 to feed the
16 pre-drivers.
• 16 Thales towers, with 80 SSPAs each, which deliver
115 kWp per tower. The output signals of the 80
SSPAs are combined to power the cavity.
• The RF signal to the cavity will be 1.6MWp

THE NEW CONTROL SYSTEM
The new control system is composed as follows (Fig. 5):
• A master PLC of the brand Beckhoff
• Sixteen tower controllers of the brand Beckhoff
• An in-house designed fast-interlock system coupled
with an analog acquisition system to monitor RF
signals
• A FESA server running on FEC
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Figure 3: Overview of the new TWC SSPA system.
•

Figure 4: TTi SSPA pre-driver.
Master PLC
The main features and functions performed by the
Master PLC are:
• Hardware signal acquisition of several devices:
o Cavity services (blower, pumps, etc)
o The 16 TTi SSPAs
o The 16 tower PLCs (Fig. 6)
o The fast interlock
o The hybrid combiners
• 2 modes of control: local or remote. In remote mode,
the system acts according to the received commands
from the CCC (CERN Control Center) and returns
the state of the system. In local mode, the system is
controlled via a touch screen, which acts as a GUI
(Graphical User Interface), and implements more
features for the specialists.

•

Local monitoring and supervision of the whole
system by means of a GUI (Graphical User
Interface). The system GUI allows RF specialist to
modify the cavity operation mode and system
configuration settings, send cavity control
commands, and follow the interlock sequence
evolution. It also gives visual information by means
of different colors in case of faults or warnings and
indicates in which part of the system these
happened. Furthermore, there is a dedicated tab for
the Tower PLCs where it is possible to monitor the
status of every tower as well as modifying manually
their specific settings and setting them to ON or
OFF.
Communication with the Fast Interlock system by
Ethernet using Modbus TCP
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Figure 5: Control diagram.

Figure 6: Amplifier hall with 32 towers.
• Framework communication with the tower PLCs by
means of the Beckhoff ADS protocol. The
communication is carried on continuously by means of
commands sent by the master PLC and status received
from the Tower PLCs.
• Event handling and fault registration. System events
such as faults, warnings or information messages
concerning the sequence evolution are continuously
registered and shown in the GUI. These messages can
come from either the master or the tower PLCs.
• Continuous storage of critical system data such as
timeouts, event history, software version or the towers’
communication settings, performed every time there is
a change in the system or a modification by the
operator.
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• Selection of the cavity operation mode, local or
remote, according to the RF specialist’s choice, and
processing of cavity control commands such as ON,
OFF, STANDBY, or RESET depending on the RF
specialist’s orders.
• Startup interlock sequence, where a series of critical
conditions are checked. These conditions have to be
accomplished in order to assure a proper startup of the
cavity and they also need to follow a specific
activation sequence.
• This sequence is divided into 3 Levels, corresponding
to the different critical systems and/or services of the
cavity:
o Services level (Level 1), where the air
blowing & water pumping services are
checked.
o RF powering level (Level 2), where the TTi
amplifiers and the Towers are properly set.
o Fast Interlock level (Level 3), where the most
critical systems connected to the PLC master
are checked, such as the vacuum service, the
emergency switch or the RF switch.
Tower PLC Controller
An SSPA tower (Fig. 7) contains 80 amplifiers. These
amplifiers are water-cooled and are powered by 400V
three-phase.
Each tower has several service signals:
• 400V detection
Analogue signal for water temperature
• Analogue signal for water flow
• Digital signal for water leak detection
Each SSPA uses a control signal and two status signals
all connected to the PLC (80 outputs and 160 inputs).
There is also a wired contact called ‘interlock’ between
each tower PLC and the master PLC. This cable carries two
important signals:
The “Tower Enable” signal is activated by the master
PLC to allow switching ON of the SSPAs.
The “Tower OK” signal is activated by the tower
controller if there is no fault.
The "interlock" cable is very important in the case of loss
of Ethernet connection and if one needs to turn off a tower
very quickly. An OFF command over Ethernet takes a few
hundred milliseconds, while through the interlock cable it
only takes a few milliseconds.

Figure 7: Thales SSPA tower.
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The tower PLC is also a Beckhoff controller and
performs the following tasks:
• Monitors signals from the services (water temperature,
water flow, etc) and cuts all the amplifiers in case of
fault
• Monitors the signals of the amplifiers and cuts the
faulty amplifier in the event of a fault
• Receives commands from the master PLC and
executes it
• Returns the state of the tower to the master PLC
• Keeps the list of faults in memory and sends them to
the master PLC
When a “Tower ON” command is issued the tower
controller sequences the switch-on of the amplifiers,
waiting until the previous amplifier is ON or Faulty before
trying to activate the next one. The goal is to avoid the
intense supply current peak which would occur if all the
tower amplifiers were switched on at once.
When powering on the SSPA, the PLC performs the
following steps:
• It verifies that the SSPA has not been turned OFF in
the last 80 seconds. If so, it waits 80 seconds before
going further. This must be done to discharge the
amplifier capacitors
• It checks that the services are OK (water temperature,
water cooling and 400 V), that no other SSPA is
starting up and that the signal “Tower enable” is
activated
• It activates the ON output of the amplifier
• It waits 100 ms for the two SSPA state signals to
become OK. If these signals are not OK within 100 ms,
the SSPA is set in the FAULT state and the hardware
output is disabled
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and their controllers have been fully tested. The others will
be tested following the reception of the SSPAs from
Thales.
A full system test of 16 towers, with the master PLC and
the fast interlock system, is planned by end of 2019. The
final hardware test of the two new cavities will be carried
out starting September 2020.
Remote control will be implemented using the standard
tools from CERN’s Controls group.
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Fast Interlock and Analog acquisition
This system (Fig. 8) is responsible for acquiring
analogue signals received from hybrid combiners. These
signals indicate the "forward" power and the "reverse"
power values.
The fast interlock activates the LL RF Switch via an
optical fibre and the HL RF Switch over a copper cable if
the state of the system is OK. We use a fibre optic for the
LL RF SW because it is placed inside a Faraday cage.
The fast interlock system checks selected “reverse”
signals, the cavity vacuum and the “PLC Master OK”
signal. If one is missing, the two RF switches are opened.
The master can check the status and send a reset command.

Figure 8: Fast interlock crate.

CONCLUSION
The controllers for the SSPA towers are all installed in
the new amplifier hall. During the last 3 months, six towers
MOPHA103
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ADAPTATION OF CERN POWER CONVERTER CONTROLS
FOR INTEGRATION INTO OTHER LABORATORIES
USING EPICS AND TANGO
S. Page, J. Afonso, C. Ghabrous Larrea, J. Herttuainen, Q. King, B. Todd
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Modern power converters (power supplies) at CERN use
proprietary controls hardware, which is integrated into the
wider control system by software device servers developed
specifically for the CERN environment, built using CERN
libraries and communication protocols. There is a growing
need to allow other laboratories to make use of power converters that were originally developed for CERN and, consequently, a desire to allow for their efficient integration
into control systems used at those laboratories, which are
generally based upon either of the EPICS and TANGO
frameworks.
This paper gives an overview of power converter equipment and software currently being provided to other laboratories through CERN's Knowledge and Technology
Transfer programme and describes differences identified
between CERN's control system model and that of EPICS,
which needed to be accounted for. A reference EPICS implementation provided by CERN to other laboratories to
facilitate integration of the CERN power converter controls
is detailed and the prospects for the development of a
TANGO equivalent in the future are also covered.

THE CERN KNOWLEDGE
TRANSFER PROGRAMME
The Knowledge Transfer (KT) group at CERN aims to
engage with experts in science, technology and industry in
order to create opportunities for the transfer of CERN’s
technology and know-how. The ultimate goal is to accelerate innovation and maximise the global positive impact of
CERN on society. This is done by promoting and transferring the technological and human capital developed at
CERN.

CERN POWER CONVERTERS
Over the years, CERN has designed various families of
power converters. The recent designs all work with the
third-generation CERN-designed Function Generator/
Controller (FGC3) and five switched-mode 4-quadrant
converter families and five fast-pulsed converter designs
are now available under license [1]. The switched-mode
converters range from the CUTE (±12.5 A ±15 V) to the
SIRIUS (±450 A ±450 V peak, ±200 A ±80 V RMS),
which can be combined in series or parallel combinations.
The fast-pulsed converters range from 50 A to 3000 A with
pulse durations of at least 5 ms and typical repetition rates
of 1-2 Hz. The 320 A MaxiDisCap design can operate
faster with support for pulse rates up to 10 Hz.

FGC3.1 AND FGC3.2
The current third-generation Function Generator/
Controller is FGC3.1 [2]. This small control computer
was de-signed between 2007 and 2011 and went into
operation in 2012. More than 2700 have been
produced. It runs at 10 kHz and supports a current or
field regulation period of 100 µs or multiples of 100 µs.
This limits the regulator bandwidth for the rejection
of perturbations to around 1 kHz.
Component obsolescence makes further production of
the FGC3.1 difficult and some applications need more
bandwidth than can be provided with 10 kHz regulation, so
the FGC3.2 development was started in 2018 for operation
from 2022 [3]. The FGC3.2 will be plug-compatible with
the FGC3.1, except for increased power consumption on
the +5 V. This may require an upgrade of the PSU, depending on how many other cards are sharing the supply.
If a lab or company wishes to license a CERN power
converter design or use the FGC3 controls with an existing
power converter, then FGC3.1s are available for small
quantities that do not need more than 10 kHz bandwidth.
For large quantities or high-performance applications, it
will be necessary to wait for the FGC3.2 design to be ready.

Firmware and FPGA Programming
In both cases, CERN will provide the firmware, FPGA
programming and support during integration and commissioning as well as long-term updates as part of the license
agreement. All the firmware and FPGA programming
source code will be available for review, but CERN will
not give permission to compile them locally nor to create
derivative versions or distribute this code. CERN invites
bug reports, bug fixes and feature requests from licensees.
Despite the hardware reaching the end of its production
life, the FGC3.1 programming will continue to be supported for at least 20 years. The FGC3.2 should be producible until at least 2027 and it will also be supported at
CERN for at least 20 years. We anticipate future refreshes
of the design after 2027 to replace obsolete components.
The step from FGC3.1 to FGC3.2 includes a significant
change in architecture. The older design is based on the
combination of a Microcontroller Unit (MCU) + Digital
Signal Processor (DSP) + Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA), while the newer design will use a multicore
ARM-based System-on-Chip (SoC) with an FPGA. The
FGC3.1 was a “bare-metal” design with a tiny real-time
micro-kernel on the MCU and no operating system on the
DSP. With FGC3.2, the System-on-Chip (SoC) will run
Linux with the PREEMPT_RT patch.
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CONTROLS ELECTRONICS
The second-generation FGC2 is used with analogue voltage sources in the LHC. The FGC supports the digital current regulator in software with an analogue voltage reference emitted via a DAC. The FGC3 supports this mode of
operation, however, it also has digital serial interfaces to
work with digital voltage sources.
CERN has developed a family of low-level power converter control cards and crates that can cover a wide range
of different topologies. Collectively, these are known as
RegFGC3 cards and crates. At the heart of switched-mode
designs is the VSREG_DSP board, which combines the
TMS320C28346 DSP with a Spartan 3 FPGA. This DSP
has nine high-resolution PWM generators, sufficient to
drive four IGBT H-Bridges. It supports the voltage regulator, filter damping and firing control in software.
An analogue thyristor firing card is included in the catalogue of RegFGC3 cards. When this is used, the FGC3 implements the voltage regulator and filter damping loop in
software and the firing reference is emitted via the DAC.
Other cards support state control, analogue and digital
interlocks, fast-accelerator-interlocks, White Rabbit networking, external high-performance ADCs and other facilities.
RegFGC3 card and crate designs are available under license. The first KT agreement was signed with a European
manufacturer in 2016. They successfully used the
switched-mode controls crate and cards with their 20 kA
80 V converter design for the TRIUMF main cyclotron
magnet [4]. This was commissioned in March 2018.

SOFTWARE SERVICES
AND EXPERT TOOLS
CERN has more than five thousand power converters
across the accelerators, including 1750 in the LHC. Around
four thousand are now controlled by FGCs, physical or virtual, and this number continues to rise. Managing such a
large park of equipment requires effective expert tools that
scale to such large deployments. These are part of CERN’s
FGC offer [5].

PowerSpy and FortLogs
PowerSpy is an advanced web application that was developed at CERN since 2015. It allows power converter
experts to acquire and analyse analogue and digital signals
as well as tabular log data from FGCs and other sources.
Common analysis features such as fast Fourier transforms
and first-order time constant analysis are provided. A public standalone version of the application is available for
testing online [6].
FortLogs is a log acquisition database that is in development for operation in 2020. Based on Postgres, it presents
a RESTful API to allow applications to store, stream, tag,
search and retrieve up to a million multi-megabyte acquisitions. A Python library makes it easy for Python programs
to use the FortLogs API. PowerSpy uses a Python back-end
under Apache and it will use the library to save all acquisitions in FortLogs as well as provide an elegant UI to search
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the contents. Automatic nightly clean-up will delete old acquisitions that have not been pinned. PowerSpy, FortLogs
and the Python library can be licensed independently and
used as the acquisition and analysis tool for any data
source.
FortLogs provides the foundation for the FGC logging
server, which automatically reads out log data from FGCs
if their power converter trips.

Terminal
FGC3s have a USB port to connect a PC running a terminal emulator. It is possible to connect to the same terminal via the fieldbus using PowerSpy or a command-line
tool.

THE CERN CONTROLS MODEL

Figure 1: The CERN controls model.

Three-Tier Control System
The CERN control system is based around what is
known as the three-tier model, as shown in Fig. 1. The upper tier is typically an application running on a console in
the control room. The lowest of the three tiers is a diskless
front-end computer, which is physically connected to one
or more pieces of hardware to be controlled, either directly
or via a fieldbus. The lower tier is responsible for the integration of the hardware into the wider control system, offering a controls interface, reporting alarms and driving the
hardware in real time. Between the upper and lower tiers,
there is a middle tier, which aggregates and manages the
devices presented by the lower-tier front-ends.
Communication between the three tiers is handled by
standardised middleware.

The Device / Property Model
Physical or logical equipment in the CERN control system is represented by what is known as the Device / Property Model. Each piece of equipment is represented by a
named device. Attributes of the device which either represent settings affecting the operation of the device or report
data acquired by the device are known as properties. A client may set, get or subscribe to those properties in order to
modify or retrieve their values.

Implementation
Control-room applications (the upper tier) at CERN are
mostly written in Java, although Python is rapidly growing
in popularity. The middle tier, which provides business
MOPHA105
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logic, settings management and sequencing, is also implemented in Java, with ActiveMQ middleware used between
those two tiers for compatibility with the Java Message
Service (JMS).
Software on the lower tier consists of a combination of
drivers for connected hardware and a real-time software
device server, built using one of the FESA or FGCD frameworks common at CERN. This software is implemented in
C/C++. Communication with the lower tier uses ZeroMQ
middleware to present the device / property interface.

The FGC Lower Tier
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containing the PVs will respond back. At CERN, this functionality is instead provided by a central directory service
which can be queried.

Input / Output Controller
An important module in the EPICS architecture is the
Input / Output Controller (IOC). This module serves
mainly as a CA server, although it can also be a CA client
to other IOCs.
As mentioned earlier, the IOC fills the 3rd layer in the
EPICS control model, and can be connected to hardware or
software interfaces. It is comparable in its functions to
CERNs FGC gateway or FESA device server.
In the next section we will describe our approach to exposing FGC properties via an EPICS IOC.

EPICS IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 2: The FGC lower tier.
In the case of the FGC power converter controls, the
lower tier front-end computer is connected to an Ethernetbased real-time fieldbus, known as FGC_Ether, to which
up to 64 FGC power converter controllers may be connected, as shown in Fig. 2. The computer runs software that
communicates with the FGCs in real time using raw Ethernet and acts as a gateway to the wider control system.

THE EPICS CONTROLS MODEL
The Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System
(EPICS) is a set of tools and software components that can
be adopted by developers to create and implement control
systems. Its development began around 1991 and since
then it has been adopted by many accelerator laboratories
as well as other physics facilities. It provides a tool-based,
distributed, event-driven architecture that can scale from
small facilities to large laboratories.
Like the CERN controls model, it consists of a 3-tier
control system. Both 1st and 3rd layers are similar in the
sense that they refer to client applications and front-ends
(FGC_Ether gateway / FESA device server or IOC), respectively. In contrast, the EPICS 2nd layer refers to the network, connected through the Channel Access (CA) protocol, while at CERN it refers to physical application servers.

The IOC contains several components, following a modular design approach.
One of the most important is the IOC database, where
the records reside. The records themselves, depending
upon their type, can contain different fields, and are able to
perform operations on their data as well as access other record values. Since they fill a similar role to CERNs properties, they are the logical choice for exposing them within
an EPICS system.
Three other important components are record support,
device support and device drivers. Record support routines
implement all record-specific behaviour, making it unnecessary for the database to have any record-type specific
knowledge. In a similar way, device support modules implement the logic required for interacting with a device,
making it unnecessary for records to have any knowledge
about the devices they are handling. Finally, device drivers
can be developed to handle more complex hardware access, if device support is not sufficient.
Many custom tools have been developed to fit these layers. They abstract complex EPICS and CA concepts from
the developer, letting them focus on the actual interaction
with the devices. To integrate FGC property handling with
EPICS, we decided to use two well-known device support
development tools: asynDriver and StreamDevice. Both
are widely known by the EPICS community and maintained by experienced EPICS developers.

The Channel Access Protocol
Channel Access (CA) offers clients the possibility to get,
put or monitor Process Variables (PVs), which are identified by a unique name across the entire network. These
commands are equivalent to CERN’s get, set and subscribe
commands.
In addition, CA also provides a search command, which
is used to find out which CA servers contain a set of PVs,
by broadcasting the request to all CA servers. The servers

Figure 3: Merging of EPICS and FGC architectures.
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Figure 3 shows how EPICS and FGC systems can be
combined together. However, since both FGCs and IOCs
take the role of databases in each of their systems, it is important to guarantee that the information in the IOC records
is consistent with the information in each FGC property. In
order to do so, the IOC records should only serve as a simple abstraction layer, and processing them should always
trigger the reading or writing of the underlying FGC properties. Record processing is automatically triggered by CA
puts and by hardware interrupts, so both put and monitor
commands are guaranteed to act upon the real FGC property value. However, getting a value from a record must be
preceded by a processing order (i.e. using a CA put), otherwise it will use the “cached” value in the record without
a guarantee that it is the same as in the FGC.

Command / Response Protocol

Figure 4: Command / response protocol integration with
EPICS.
Figure 4 shows how the command / response protocol is
implemented in EPICS for FGCs. For each FGC property
that is exposed, there are usually two EPICS records: one
for setting and the other for getting the value. Exceptions
apply for properties which are only settable or gettable.

Figure 5: Command/response protocol integration with
EPICS.
As illustrated in Fig. 5, StreamDevice is used to translate an EPICS record put/get into an FGC command/response protocol interaction. If the response for setting/get-
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ting this new value is an error, then StreamDevice will recognize it as such and invalidate the corresponding record.
This will give clients the necessary feedback of whether
actions are successful. In addition, writing to a SET property record will also trigger the reading of the respective
GET property record, through a forward link field (FLNK).
This will guarantee that the GET property record will stay
consistent with the new value in the FGC. However, it is
important to note that if other FGC clients are changing
these properties actively, it will always be necessary to explicitly process the record before reading it. This also applies to properties that are only gettable.
Since there are hundreds of FGC properties, we had to
make use of record templates. On the StreamDevice level,
basic protocol files were generated for handling string, integer and float type properties. More types can be added if
necessary. Then, on the record level, several record templates were designed – for setting and getting FGC properties of different types – that take advantage of the protocols
previously mentioned. Finally, each record template can be
used to instantiate any number of records, in order to cover
all the exposed FGC properties, using instantiation files.
These files are auto-generated, each covering the set of
properties of one FGC class. These instantiation files
should be imported in the IOC start-up script, for each of
the FGCs connected to the IOC.

FGC Published Status Decoding (UDP)
Figure 6 shows the FGC status publication integration
with EPICS. These messages are periodically unicasted by
the FGC gateway to a set of pre-defined IP addresses (in
this case the IOCs), where they must be received, decoded
and used to update the corresponding records. Each message consists of a single UDP datagram, containing enough
slots of data for 65 devices (FGC Gateway + a maximum
of 64 FGCs) in binary format. Each device may have a different set of properties encoded, depending upon its class.

Figure 6: UDP status publication integrated with EPICS.
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However, since this data is not self-describing, the IOC
must know in advance how to decode the published properties of each device.
The tool selected for this device support module was
asynDriver. It provides a structured environment for developing support modules for hardware devices, taking care
of most of the communication with other EPICS layers.
The user only has to select which interfaces to make available and implement how they communicate with the device. These interfaces will affect how the records interact
with the asynDriver parameters.
We identified the types of properties exposed by the
FGCs and matched them to asynDriver parameters and
EPICS records, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: FGC Property and AsynDriver Parameter Types
FGC published property type
Int (8, 16, 32
bits)
Float (32 bits)
Bitmask (8 or
16 bits)
Enum (8 bits)

AsynDriver parameter type

Record
type

asynParamInt32

longin

asynParamFloat64
asynParamUInt32Digital
asynParamUInt32Digital

ai
bi (each bit
separately)
mbbi

Internally, asynDriver uses several auto-generated C++
classes, all sharing a common abstract interface. Each one
is responsible for parsing the results of a different FGC
class and exposing them as asynDriver parameters.
When the fgcudp device support module is instantiated
by the IOC startup script, it should be configured with the
following information:
• UDP port number to listen to.
• Which gateways will be sending their publication data to that port, and the data ID (this allows
the data from multiple gateways to be received in
one port). It is also possible to set a reception
timeout.
• For each gateway, the existing FGC device numbers, names and classes. Internally, the device
support module will instantiate the appropriate
C++ class to handle each FGC.
Accordingly, for each device, a set of records should be
instantiated depending upon the FGC class. These are I/Otriggered records, updated when the asynDriver receives a
new value. They can also be set as invalid if the received
data format is unknown, or if there is a timeout while waiting for new UDP datagrams.
As in the command / response protocol, there is a different record instantiation file for each FGC class. These records will interact with the parameters exposed by asynDriver. Both C++ and record files are auto-generated simultaneously to ensure that they are consistent.
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THE TANGO CONTROLS MODEL
TANGO is an object-oriented control system started as a
collaboration between ESRF and SOLEIL laboratories. It
uses a combination of CORBA and ZeroMQ for network
communication.
Several features are exposed per device, such as: device
name, properties (persistent storage items), attributes (device data fields), commands (device actions), events and
others.
In order to provide the above features, TANGO devices
may use different services provided by the framework. An
important one is the TANGO database (MySQL) which is
used as persistent storage for device properties and device
names.
Several tools are provided, such as Jive – a graphical tool
for browsing and editing the TANGO database and
ATKPanel – used to control any device.
These modules, together with existing TANGO bindings
to C++, Java and Python, make it simple to develop, test
and release new device classes.

TANGO IMPLEMENTATION
This work is currently under development. It may not
represent the final product. For this implementation, we decided to use pyTango, which allows us to use several Python APIs developed at CERN, such as pyFGC.
Each TANGO attribute will expose a single FGC property. The attribute read/write methods make use of pyFGC
to translate a write into a SET command and a read into a
GET command. Then, the respective FGC responses will
be parsed and used to update the attribute value or throw
an exception in the case of an error. Alternatively, TANGO
commands can be used to expose FGC write-only properties.
In case of UDP status properties, a separate thread will
use pyFGC to wait for new UDP packets. It will then parse
them and update the respective attributes.
Finally, naming data will be exposed as TANGO database properties, which are loaded by each device.
We will make use of Python metaclasses to generate each
TANGO FGC class dynamically, based on a JSON file containing a list of FGC properties. This will make it very simple to add or remove FGC properties, since only the JSON
file will need to be modified. This task can even be done
automatically, before the release of each new version.

FUTURE PROSPECTS
CERN power converter controls are now in use at three
other labs via knowledge transfer agreements. The EPICS
reference implementation for FGCs and ongoing development of an equivalent for TANGO will ease their integration into control systems at a wider range of labs and several organisations have expressed interest. We look forward to establishing new collaborations and to further developing our offering to benefit a wider scientific community.
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FGC3.2: A NEW GENERATION OF EMBEDDED CONTROLS
COMPUTER FOR POWER CONVERTERS AT CERN
S. Page, C. Ghabrous Larrea, Q. King, B. Todd, S. Uznanski, D. Zielinski,
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Modern power converters (power supplies) at CERN are
controlled by devices known as Function Generator/Controllers (FGCs), which are embedded computer systems
providing function generation, current and field regulation,
and state control. FGCs were originally conceived for the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in the early 2000s, though
later generations are now increasingly being deployed in
the LHC Injector Chain (Linac4, Booster, Proton Synchrotron and Super Proton Synchrotron).
A new generation of FGC known as the FGC3.2 is currently in development, which is intended to provide for the
evolving needs of the CERN accelerator complex, and
other High Energy Physics (HEP) laboratories via CERN's
Knowledge and Technology Transfer programmes. This
paper describes the evolution of FGCs, summarises tests
performed to evaluate candidate components for the
FGC3.2 and details the final hardware and software architectures chosen. The FGC3.2 will make use of a multi-core
ARM-based System-on-Chip (SoC) running an embedded
Linux operating system in contrast to earlier generations

which combined a microcontroller and Digital Signal
Processor (DSP) with software running on “bare metal”.

EVOLUTION OF FGC POWER
CONVERTER CONTROLLERS
The first Function Generator/Controller, FGC1, was an
evolution of the controls developed in the 1980s for the
Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider power converters,
with one small controller embedded in each converter. In
1997, the MCU was updated and a Texas Instruments C32
DSP was added to support digital regulation of the current.
This evolved into a second version, FGC2, used in the LHC
with error corrected memory to improve radiation tolerance. In 2007, development started on a third generation,
FGC3, with the same MCU + DSP architecture but with
newer and more powerful components. The resulting
FGC3.1 was put into operation in 2012 [1]. Some 2700
FGC3.1s have been produced to date, for use in the CERN
accelerator complex.

NEW REQUIREMENTS
The FGC3.1 embeds a Renesas RX610 32-bit MCU running at 100MHz for global interfaces, a Texas Instruments
C6727 DSP running at 300MHz for function generation
and regulation and a Xilinx Spartan 3AN FPGA for glue
logic. This hardware platform is capable of running at
10 kHz and supports a current or field regulation period of
100 µs or multiples of 100 µs. This limits the regulator
bandwidth for the rejection of perturbations to around
1 kHz.

In 2018, the FGC3.2 development project was launched
for two main reasons:
1. The FGC3.1 uses components which are now endof-life, making procurement progressively more difficult and expensive.
2. Certain circuits at CERN need more than 1 kHz current regulator bandwidth.
The goal for the FGC3.2 is to be a plug-compatible replacement for the FGC3.1, ready for operation from 2022,
that can be manufactured until at least 2027 and which can
provide a significantly higher regulator bandwidth.
There is not a specific bandwidth requirement, rather the
objective is to create the fastest possible controller for a
similar price to the FGC3.1. The new design will also increase the size of the memory, upgrade the networking
speed and will address other issues, such as the complexity
of writing software for two different processors.

HARDWARE CHOICES
It was evident that a multi-core System-on-Chip (SoC)
would provide the processing resources in the FGC3.2. Extensive market research was carried out, followed by feasibility studies on a few selected SoCs. The following processor families were considered: ARM, Intel Atom, AMD
Embedded (G) and High Performance (R), Power Architecture, Intel Quark, AVR32, AVR and PIC microcontroller. Some of these are better suited to small, low-performance embedded systems and only ARM and Intel SoCs
were studied further. In total, twenty-one were compared
using twenty-seven criteria. Only ARM-based SoCs were
retained due to their widespread use in embedded systems,
their extensive community support and their superior Thermal Design Power (TDP) to performance ratios. The ARM
family consists of three main series: M, R and A. M and R
series parts were predicted to be too slow for FGC3.2’s requirements, thus leaving series A (Cortex) as the preferred
choice. After comparing the ARM Cortex-based SoCs, the
four listed in Table 1 were selected for further testing.
Table 1: SoCs and Evaluation Kits
SoC
Xilinx Zinq
XCZU9EG
TI AM5728
NXP
LS1046A
HiSilicon
Kirin 960

Evaluation Kit
EK-U1-ZCU102-G
Beaglebone Black
LS1046ARDB-PB
Lemaker
HiKey 960

Primary Cores
4 x ARM A53
@ 1.50 GHz
2 x ARM A15
@ 1.50 GHz
4 x ARM A72
@ 1.80 GHZ
4 x ARM A73
@ 2.36 GHz
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Evaluation kits for these four SoCs were purchased but
the Kirin 960 SoC was later dropped due to a lack of support and suitable documentation. Of the others, the Xilinx
SoC is a special case as it integrates the programmable
logic of an FPGA with the four ARM cores. The TI SoC is
the only one with 32-bit cores (A15), the A53 and A72 both
being ARMv8 64-bit devices.

SoC Benchmarking
Benchmarking included nine CPU tests (simple iteration, PI calculation, bubble sort, quick sort, fast fourier
transform, n-body problem, secure hash algorithms, CoreMark, and Linpack) and twelve memory tests (read, write
and copy operations, each for single and burst char and
double access). All benchmarks were run twice, with a program compiled with no optimization (gcc flag -O0) and
with optimization (-O2). The relative results of the CPU
tests with optimisation for the three remaining SoCs are
presented in Fig.1 (simple iteration was optimized away).
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FINAL SPECIFICATION
As mentioned, the FGC3.2 needs to be plug-compatible
with the FGC3.1, so the I/O is essentially unchanged. A
summary of the final specification follows:

Typical Environment
•
•
•

Enclosed in a 3U 220 mm chassis with a
DIN41612 connector that is pin-compatible with
the FGC3.1.
Powered by +15V, -15V and +5V supplies, limited to 6W, 2W and 17W respectively.
Designed for industrial environments, for 0 - 40ºC
ambient temperature with natural convection
cooling at 25W full-load.

Analogue Input / Output
•

Four analogue input channels and two analogue
output channels, supporting CERN accuracy class
3, as defined in Table 2 [2].

Table 2: Definition of CERN Power Converter Accuracy
Class 3
Parameter
Resolution
Initial uncertainty after
calibration
Linearity
Stability (12 h)
Short term stability (20 m)
Noise (500 Hz bandwidth)
Repeatability

Value
1
10

Definition
ppm
2 x r.m.s. ppm

10
10
2
15
50

(max) ppm
(max-min) ppm
2 x r.m.s. ppm
2 x r.m.s. ppm
2 x r.m.s. ppm

Digital Input / Output
Figure 1: Relative SoC performance with -O2 optimisation
(longer is better).

•
•

The total time of all benchmarks for the NXP, Xilinx and
TI SoCs were 129, 303, and 335 seconds respectively, making NXP’s LS1046A around 2.5 times faster than the other
two SoCs.
Since the FGC3.2 requires an FPGA anyway, the Xilinx
SoC would have been a very convenient solution, however,
the performance of the A53 cores is insufficient compared
to the A72 cores of the NXP LS1046A. It is worth mentioning that Xilinx is planning to release a new family
called the Versal Adaptive Computing Acceleration Platform that will contain dual A72 cores and FPGA logic on a
single chip. However, this will come to market too late for
the FGC3.2 and is likely to be too expensive compared to
the four-core LS1046A plus separate Xilinx Artix7 FGPA.
To conclude, the NXP LS1046A was chosen because of
the superior performance, the relatively new 64-bit ARM
A72 cores, the wide range of integrated peripherals and the
long 15-year lifetime guaranteed by NXP, thanks to the automotive version of the component.

•

•
•
•

16 status inputs, 8 command outputs.
2 interlock opto-coupled inputs and 2 interlock relay outputs.
2 diagnostic busses, supporting up to 32 diagnostic interface modules (DIM). Each DIM having 24
digital and 4 analogue inputs and one trigger input
for the first-fault latch with 8 µs timestamping.
6 identification busses, based on 1-Wire.
Local chassis broadcast and point-to-point serial
communications.
2 banks of 5 general purpose digital signals.

Network
•
•
•
•

100 Mbit/s FGC-Ether [3], and 1 Gbit/s network
support.
Capable of communicating over the control network with an un-programmed FPGA.
FPGA reprogrammable via the SoC.
1 Gbit/s Ethernet to communicate with other
FGCs or devices such as fast orbit feedback controllers or field measurement devices.
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Figure 2: FGC3.2 hardware prototype in 4.5U board dimensions embedding full controller functionality: Ethernet communication ports (left), main processing and memories in the middle, powering (top right) and all peripherals with gluelogic embedded in the Artix7 FGPA (bottom right).

HARDWARE PROTOTYPE
A hardware prototype FGC3.2 has been produced, a diagram of which is shown in Fig. 2, with the key aspects
highlighted. The objective of the prototype was to validate
the core design hardware choices for the critical aspects of
the FGC3.2, in particular:
• Programmable logic implementation, programming strategy and powering.
• I/O implementation, including the rear-side connector circuits as well as networking and local
non-volatile storage using a commercial SD card.
• SoC implementation, programming, powering,
and exploitation together with a commercial
DDR4 memory.
To facilitate these objectives, a larger form factor was
used for this prototype. This implementation will be modified for a second prototype which is intended to adhere to
the final dimensions, and address notably:
• Consolidation of powering into a single topology.
• Modification of the RJ-45 network ports to match
the final preferences of the design.
• Calculations for the power dissipation and thermal performance of the constituent electronics.
• Integration of the analogue acquisition chain, implemented on a separate board which is in parallel
development.

Production and Assembly
The NXP LS1046 chip is in a 23 x 23 mm 780 FC-PBGA
package, requiring dense multi-layer PCB routing as well
as highly integrated 0201 decoupling capacitors using via-

in-pad technology. The prototype PCB has been manufactured using 16 copper layers with tracks of 4 mils and clearances of 4 mils. This requires a high-quality PCB manufacturer.
The constraints this imposes are higher than those of the
FGC3.1 and the final version of the FGC3.2 is likely to
have a similar complexity to the prototype. This means the
FGC3.2 will be more complex to assemble and rework and
additional effort will be needed for the design-for-test
phase and the addition of debugging features which are to
be used to facilitate the production and assembly of the
board.

Prototype Observations
The SoC, DDR4 RAM and Xilinx FPGA and its peripherals all require very specific powering.
The prototype has 14 different powering voltages ranging from 0.6V to 15V. Moreover, the sequencing of powering between the SoC, DDR4 and the FPGA are challenging. Avoiding parasitic powering of components through
voltage translators and buffers is difficult and remains to
be completely solved in the next prototype.
To facilitate debugging, power domains were decoupled
to allow flexible sequencing and measurements, profiting
from the larger PCB area available. The next hardware version will optimise the powering to achieve the 3U 220mm
dimensions compatible with the FGC3.2 enclosure.
One critical aspect remains thermal management. The
SoC 1.0V core voltage is rated at 14.3A under full load
conditions. This will require a custom radiator to be designed for the enclosure.
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The LTC3866 DC-DC converter has a QFN-24 package,
and whilst it succeeds in meeting the electrical requirements of the processor, being highly integrated, it causes
difficulties in debugging due to limited visual inspection of
the QFN device soldering.

SoC Integration
Even though the SoCs from many manufacturers use the
same ARM Cortex cores, there is a wide diversity of approaches for common tasks. With the NXP LS1046A, some
very specific and rather uncommon solutions are used. For
example, pin functionalities cannot be set from software.
They must be configured using Reset Configuration Word
(RCW) bits that are loaded before the bootloader. Moreover, different internal modules have different endianness
and information about these is limited. The main reference
manual doesn’t have a global overview and sometimes different names and abbreviations are used for the same thing.
Given the difficulty with the documentation, NXP and the
user community are crucial for support, however, to date,
neither have been very responsive.
Nevertheless, the prototype board has been proven to
boot correctly and run Linux. At time of writing, several
key components such as powering, serial communication,
Ethernet controllers and DDR4 RAM have been validated.

FIELDBUS AND INTEGRATION
The FGC3.2 will be physically connected to the control
system via an Ethernet-based fieldbus known as
FGC_Ether [3] using an RJ45 Ethernet port on the frontpanel. Up to 64 FGC3.2s can be connected to a single
FGC_Ether network, which is managed by a real-time
front-end computer system known as the FGC gateway.
The gateway integrates the FGCs into services across the
wider control system such as middleware, access control,
timing and alarms. The software of the FGC gateway is
based upon a framework called FGCD, a more modular
form of which will be used for the FGC3.2 (see Controls
Software below).

OPERATING SYSTEM
Two options were considered for an operating system:
so-called bare-metal (ultimately improved with a simple
OS, like RTOS) and Linux. During benchmarking, those
two options were compared and no significant difference
in performance was observed. The most important and desirable characteristics of the bare-metal environment are its
deterministic behaviour and rapid interrupt response. However, those can be greatly improved on Linux using specialised techniques and Linux comes with numerous drivers, saving time, that otherwise would have had to be spent
developing similar functionality in a bare-metal environment.
NXP offer an OS based upon the Ubuntu Linux distribution, however a more cut-down, minimalist distribution is
more appropriate for an embedded system such as the
FGC3.2. To create a working OS stack, a project called
Buildroot was used. The other major popular alternative is
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Yocto. NXP provides their own build system called
Flexbuild, however this seems to be complex and inflexible. Buildroot was chosen over Yocto for its simplicity,
given it has sufficient functionality for the FGC project.
The U-Boot bootloader was used. Using Buildroot proved
to be simple and straightforward.
To summarise the configuration used, the first stage
bootloader and the second stage bootloader are realized using U-boot, which then loads the Linux Kernel stored in
the ITB file (a file containing the kernel and device tree
blob). There is no specific Linux distribution used: the
user-space is based on Busybox and Buildroot packages.
All the images are stored and loaded from an SD card. A
Python script was developed to automate configuration,
creation and testing of all OS components.

CONTROLS SOFTWARE
The current software architecture of the FGC-based control system is composed of two main components: FGC
embedded firmware written entirely in C and front-end
computer software written mostly in C with C++ elements.
As both components are now being completely reworked
or rewritten, an opportunity is present to modernize both
the technology and the approach. In the upcoming versions
of those components, a modern C++ standard will be used
with an aim to share as much code as possible between the
FGC and the front-end computer and to make the whole
software composed of plug-and-play modules in a common framework. The code is compiled using Linaro GCC.
Pluggable modules in the new version of the framework
will include basic controls services such as logging, communication, fieldbus integration as node or master as well
as services specifically for the operation of power converters. The latter will be based upon the CCLIBs libraries and
will provide, amongst others, regulation, function generation, signal calibration and logging [4,5].

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
CERN has a team who actively help groups to license
their technologies to member-state companies and accelerator labs around the world. In 2016, they funded a project
to allow FGC3 controls to be integrated into the EPICS
framework at other labs. In 2019, a second phase was
funded to integrate FGC controls with the TANGO framework [6].
Given that the FGC3.1 will soon no longer be able to be
manufactured, requests for small quantities can be satisfied
from the stock at CERN, but large quantities will need to
wait for the FGC3.2 to become available in 2022. Furthermore, for high-bandwidth applications, the extra performance of the FGC3.2 is the only option.

SUMMARY
Developing new controls electronics and software using
a modern SoC is challenging in part because of the increased complexity and feature set. To benefit from this
more advanced silicon requires Linux and the drivers that
it provides, which is a major shift compared to the bare
MOPHA106
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metal of the previous generation. It solves many problems
but cannot hide the increase in overall complexity.
Once this shift to Linux is made, it should ease the way
to future generations that will refresh the SoC and other
components, but otherwise not change the architecture dramatically.
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PYTHON BASED APPLICATION
FOR BEAM CURRENT TRANSFORMER SIGNAL ANALYSIS*
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Abstract
There are a variety of beam current transformers that are
used at all accelerator facilities for current and bunch
charge measurements. Transformer signals are traditionally measured using integrator electronics followed by a
digitizer. However, integrator circuits have a limited bandwidth and are susceptible to noise. By directly digitizing
the output of the transformer, the signal bandwidth is limited only by the transformer characteristics and the digitizing platform. Digital integration and filtering can then easily be applied to reduce noise resulting in an overall improvement of the beam parameter measurements. This paper describes a python-based application that performs the
filtering and integration of a current transformer pulse that
has been directly digitized by an oscilloscope.

INTRODUCTION
Current transformers have been the standard instrument
for current and bunch charge measurements across all accelerator facilities. At the BNL Low Energy RHIC
electron Cooling (LEReC) facility [1], a Bergoz
Integrating Current Transformer (ICT) is utilized for
calibrated bunch charge measurements. The LEReC
beam contains a com-plex bunch structure defined by the
704 MHz fiber laser producing individual electron
bunches of about 40 ps full length which are grouped
together
into
a
single
macro-bunch.
The
macrobunches contain thirty individual bunches and
macrobunch trains are separated at ~9 MHz frequency,
as shown in Fig. 1.

The ICT provides precise macrobunch measurements
down to the pC level and provides a pulse proportional to
the bunch charge with a fixed width of approximately 70 ns
[2]. Initial configuration of the ICT measurement system
used a Bergoz Beam Charge Monitor Integrate/Hold/Reset
(BCM-IHR) integrator module. When the LEReC program transitioned to long macrobunch trains and continuous wave (CW) beams, the integrator could no longer be
used to calculate beam charge. Therefore, to utilize the
ICT during these operational modes, the output of the ICT
is directly digitized with an oscilloscope. A custom Python
application integrates each pulse to provide bunch-bybunch charge calculation and estimated beam current.

HARDWARE SETUP
The ICT is a specially designed current transformer that
integrates the charge of the passing beam pulse and then
outputs the results. The immediate integration allows for
the measurement of beam pulses with picosecond pulse
widths. In addition, it reduces the effects of pulse-to-pulse
crosstalk and eddy-current loss [3]. At LEReC, the ICT is
an in-flange module with 5:1 turn ratio and is located in the
Injection section of the LEReC accelerator beam line [4].
The output is carried over LDF1-50a, ¼’’ Heliax cable to
the monitoring electronics 100 meters away. A SPDT relay
is used to connect the ICT to either the BCM-IHR electronics or the Keysight DSO-X-3024A oscilloscope and can be
controlled remotely. Controls for the BCM-IHR gain settings and calibration settings are remotely available using
a VME-based digital output module and the output is digitized on a custom Zynq-based digitizer chassis. Both the
oscilloscope and the BCM-IHR electronics run off an external 1 Hz trigger.

BCM-IHR vs. Oscilloscope

Figure 1: The LEReC beam structure. Thirty electron
bunches (blue) spaced by 1.4ns placed on a single ion
bunch (red), with ion bunch repetition frequency of 9 MHz.
___________________________________________

* Work supported by the US Department of Energy under contract No.
DE-AC02-98CH10886.
† mpaniccia@bnl.gov

Macrobunch charge is determined by integrating the output pulse from the ICT. Integration in the BCM-IHR electronics module is performed in two stages: first, a positive
integration window, followed by a negative integration
window. The two windows are summed together and provide a DC level proportional to the charge captured. The
two-window configuration performs a baseline subtraction
that reduces the effects of baseline noise and baseline
droop. Integration window length can be adjusted using a
potentiometer and is limited to 0.1 - 7µs; both windows
have the same duration. The module can operate at a maximum repetition rate of 10 KHz [5]. At LEReC, the integration windows are set to 7 µs in order to capture up to 60
macrobunches. However, the BCM-IHR integrator is limited to 40 nC before saturating, limiting the number of macrobunches to 10 at nominal individual electron bunch
charges of 130 pC.
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In order to measure longer pulse trains with higher electron bunch charges, the ICT output is switched to the oscilloscope. The oscilloscope captures the raw output from the
ICT and transfers the data over the network. A simple Python application provides remote control for the oscilloscope configuration (time base, vertical range, etc.) and can
be configured to provide a 20 – 200 µs capture window
before the sampling rate decreases. The application then
integrates each macrobunch individually and provides an
average bunch charge, estimated beam current, and an array showing the bunch-by-bunch variation.
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than a specified threshold. Pulses from the ICT are well
above the threshold and remain unaffected. Additionally,
this process smooths out quantization steps for low resolution pulses, as shown in Fig. 2.

PYTHON APPLICATION
The Python application utilizes the BNL custom Python
libraries designed to interface with the RHIC Controls system [6]. The application is split between a manager used
for continuous logging and a GUI used for analysis.

Application Manager
Collection Method Communication with the oscilloscope is done with a custom socket library developed by
the Keysight application team and the oscilloscope is controlled with SCPI commands. Upon starting the application, the oscilloscope is initialized by resetting to factory
defaults, clearing any existing errors, and configuring the
horizontal, vertical, and trigger settings. The application
allows the user to configure the vertical and horizontal configurations at any time during operations. After configuration is complete the oscilloscope is armed for single capture and after the scope is triggered the data is transferred
as 8-bit binary values. Using the Python struct package the
hexadecimal values are unpacked into a NumPy array of
double-precision values. At the default window size of
20 µS, 80,000 samples are transferred in < 1 second.
Noise Filtering Ground loops, switching power supplies, RF cavities, and vacuum pumps can all add noise into
the measurement system. This noise is present on the baseline and can be as large as the ICT output for small charges.
The typical noise profile for the LEReC ICT consists of
high frequency burst reoccurring at a low frequency out of
phase with the ICT output. The bursts of high frequency
are within the bandwidth of the ICT output making it difficult to filter out using the standard techniques. To remove
both the low frequency and high frequency noise and preserve the integrity of the ICT output, the application employs a wavelet denoising technique using the pywavelt
Python library.
Wavelet denoising uses the Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) and applies filters directly to discrete levels. The
DWT decomposition filters the signal into several discrete
levels containing the time-frequency relationship over a
certain frequency range. As the levels increase, the center
of the frequency range increases. Low frequency baseline
ripples are removed by zeroing out the first level(s) of decomposition. Since the ICT output spectrum consists of
mostly high frequencies, the low frequency zeroing has little impact on the signal of interest. At the higher frequencies, the filter removes high frequency content that is lower

Figure 2: The LEReC ICT pulse for single macrobunch.
The blue trace is the raw output from the oscilloscope and
the green trace is the filter response.
The application provides the user options to turn on/off
the wavelet filter as well as choose what levels to filter for
both baseline filtering and high frequency filtering. Additionally, the user can select various wavelets to use for the
DWT to optimize the filter performance. After the filtering
is complete on the user specified levels, the ICT signal is
reconstructed by performing an inverse DWT.
Pulse Binning After filtering, the individual pulses
from the ICT are separated out into individual NumPy arrays using a binning process. The binning process searches
through the signal array and slices out the pulses when
identified. Traditional threshold detection can be achieved
using vectorization,
index = numpy.nonzero( x > thresh )
or, more cumbersomely, using a for-loop. However, threshold detection is susceptible to noise. Therefore, each individual pulse is picked out of the data array using slope detection. The output of the ICT has a fixed rise time of 40 ns
and a fall-time of approximately 60 ns. The rise-time of
the pulse is greater than the rise-time of the noise and can
be easily distinguished after taking the first derivative. A
built-in NumPy function, diff, performs the first derivative
and returns an array of the results. A second function, index, from the peakutils library returns an array containing
the index location of all the maxima values. Using the two
functions, the start of each ICT pulse is captured in two
lines:
diff_x = numpy.diff(x)
index = peakutils.index( diff_x ).
Integration Charge per pulse is proportional to the integral of each ICT pulse. Each bin, containing a single ICT
pulse, is integrated using the simps function from the SciPy
integrate package, which performs a Simpson Integration.
Prior to integration, any DC offset from baseline droop is
removed. As defined above, macrobunches are 9.1MHz
apart and are close to the cutoff frequency for the ICT, <
15 MHz. As a result, the ICT pulses never fully return to
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Figure 3: Example of a LEReC ICT GUI. In the picture on the left, the application displays each ICT pulse layered on
top of each other and the right picture displays the ICT pulses in a waterfall type plot.
zero and cause the baseline to droop as the number macrobunches increase. Eventually the baseline settles out to a
value proportional to the beam current. To remove this
droop, the baseline is approximated linearly from beginning to end of the ICT pulse in each bin and subtracted out.
After each pulse is integrated, the charge values are
logged in an array. Average charge per macrobunch and
the standard deviation is calculated and logged along with
the frequency between macrobunches. In CW mode, the
beam current is estimated by multiplying the average
charge per bunch and the total number of macrobunches.
The calculated beam current is compared to a DCCT to calibrate the ICT measurements. Additionally, a power spectrum of the bunch-by-bunch charge array using a simple
FFT is provided.

Application Interface
A GUI was designed in the QT Interface Designer software to visualize the ICT pulse and the post-processing
performed by the manager. The output of the Designer
software is a user interface (UI) file. The Python PyQt library builds the GUI from the UI file, removing the need
to manually layout the GUI in the Python script.
The GUI provides two charts displaying the full window
response from the oscilloscope and a closeup of the bins.
In the close-up chart, the bins can either be plotted on top
of each other or as a waterfall to easily view variations between pulses. Data displayed on the GUI is independent
from the device manager to allow the user to manipulate
the data without corrupting logged information. The user
can adjust filters, integration factors, and bin sizes to optimize the performance and then copy the changes into the
manager. An example of the GUI can be seen in Fig. 3.

CONCLUSION
The Python application provides functionality to the
LEReC ICT for all beam conditions and provides a simple
user-friendly interface for analysis. The application can be
easily adapted for different current transformers and different oscilloscopes for quick and reliable measurements.
The application was implemented at the LEReC facilities
for the 2018 run and was the primary resource for ICT
measurements during the 2019 run.
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Abstract
The Detector Control System (DCS) [1], [2] is one of the
main pieces involved in the operation of the Compact
Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment at the LHC. The system
is built using WinCC Open Architecture (WinCC OA) and
the Joint Controls Project (JCOP) framework [3] which
was developed on top of WinCC at CERN. Following the
JCOP paradigm, CMS has developed its own framework
which is structured as a collection of more than 200
individual installable components each providing a
different feature. Every one of the systems that CMS DCS
consists of, is created by targeting and installing a different
set of these components. By automating this process, we
are able to quickly and efficiently recreate systems both in
production, but also, to create development environments
identical to the production ones. This latter one results in
smoother development and integration processes, as the
new/reworked components are developed and tested in
production-like environments. Moreover, it allows the
central DCS support team to easily reproduce systems that
the users/developers report as being problematic, reducing
the response time for bug fixing and improving the support
quality.

INTRODUCTION
Control and real-time monitoring are essential for the
successful operation, wellbeing assurance and efficient
data taking of the CMS detector. This is where the DCS
comes in play. Similar systems are used in all the LHC
experiments but the design, structure and implementation
differ between them. In CMS the DCS is implemented as a
big distributed system [4] where each node, which is called
a system or a project, plays a distinct role either providing

general infrastructure or having a dedicated role interfacing
and interacting with a single subsystem of the experiment.
The DCS community in CMS consists of a central team
that is responsible for the control system that handles all
the common and generic infrastructure of the experiment
and a set of sub-detector teams, each of them being
responsible for one or more systems that handle the
specific needs of every individual subsystem of the
experiment. Apart from being in charge of the general
infrastructure, the central team provides support to the rest
of the experiment in control system related topics as well
as tools that can be reused by the other teams or implement
common experiment-wide functionality. Finally it provides
administration and operation of all the control system
related server infrastructure of the experiment in terms of
OS and generic software like WinCC, OPC servers etc.
The experiment’s control system is designed in a way of
small reusable software entities that are called components.
As mentioned above, each system and as an extension its
role, is defined by the set of components that are installed
into it. All systems start from a minimal initial point
differing only by a little and diverge from one another with
the installation of the components taking their final state
and altogether forming the control system of the
experiment. Out of the 200 individual components around
half are provided by the central team while the rest are
system specific and are developed by the sub-detector
teams. Most of the central components, offer generic
functionality that can be used and even extended while
others implement a specific feature, like the
communication with a certain type of device. This modular
architecture allows for better maintenance of the system,
but at the same time makes it highly dependent on the
ability to constantly be able to install components.
Furthermore, it renders CMS independent of the specific
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state of a project at a certain point. This way, the system as
a whole or any of its parts can be re-created from scratch
whenever needed e.g. in case of hardware failure, offering
high availability.
The sub-detector systems are created and maintained by
the central team but they have installed software that is
developed by the sub-detector teams. It is important that
the software delivered by the various teams is tested and its
installation is uneventful. Moreover in case of updates and
improvements in the control system software, the
corresponding components are reinstalled in order for the
new feature to become part of the system. One of the steps
in the software development lifecycle is the creation of
projects and the installation of newly developed features or
components to these projects.
From all the above it is evident that project installation
and recreation is a key tool on the design of the DCS in
CMS. It is of the outmost importance that the system can
be re-installed from scratch at any given point. This means
that for every change made in any of the components the
installation procedure needs to be replicated in order to
make sure that the newly developed features are installed
without a problem and that they do not interfere with
existing code.

SYSTEM CREATION AND
ADMINISTRATION
A solution that plays an important role in providing this
functionality is the fwConfigurationDBSystemInformation
tool provided by the JCOP framework team. It consists of
a schema for an oracle database, a WinCC script and a User
Interface (UI). The schema which is responsible for
holding the data is organized in such a way that allows the
association of the data in the various tables. The user can
register hosts, projects as well as specific information
about them and components. Then tree structures can be
created by assigning projects to hosts and components to
projects. The UI is used as the interface between the user
and the database in order to view and alter its contents and
of course create tree structures like the ones mentioned
above. The script is the interface between each project and
the database, enabling data flow from the project to the
database and the other way around.
The logic behind the tool is that an instance of the script
runs in every project and updates the database with the
project’s information every time a user-defined interval has
elapsed. Since the user has stored the project’s information,
any discrepancy between the project and the database can
be identified and reported. Additionally the project can
store its local component related information. This consists
of which components and when they were installed and if
the operation was carried out successfully again allowing
for discrepancy reporting and fixing.
This tool is used extensively by the central DCS team of
CMS for monitoring and administering all the control
system projects. This tool can operate in two modes with
the one specified above being the one called “local”. This
means that the database is used as a means for the project
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to store its information and the actual project is the master.
Whatever happens in the project manually by the user is
stored in the database. A second mode exists which is
called “central”. In this mode, the database is used as a
reference point and all stored information in it is passed to
the project. In both modes the aforementioned script is
used as the link between the project and the database,
storing information in the database in the local mode and
changing the project settings in the central one. In the
central mode, apart from generic project information,
components are also installed and deleted based on the
database contents. In fact this is the mode used in CMS for
administering the production machines. Moreover, since
apart from the central team the rest of the community
involved in the control systems does not have direct access
to the control system machines, through this tool they are
allowed to interact with their systems. An interface is
provided to them through which they can modify the
contents of the database and thus install or re-install
components in the production systems.
An extension to this functionality was created in CMS.
A whole suite of batch files was developed in order to use
the database stored information to also create projects, not
just administer them. That is how the production systems
in CMS are created whenever this is needed. Either during
a normal installation, e.g. migration to new hardware or
new version of OS etc. or in case of recovering from
failure. This greatly eases the creation of projects as it can
be done with the execution of a single script.

PRODUCTION SYSTEM
REPRODUCTION
As it has already been stated, the need for system
creation is constant and could appear at any time, either in
production or in a development system. It was decided to
extend the tool and make its use possible also during the
development process. Though this would mean that
whenever information is changed in the database the
production systems may be affected. To avoid such
scenarios, a set of changes needed to be implemented in
order to avoid interference between the data stored in the
database for the production systems and the ones stored for
the development systems. This would allow the team to
give access to the tool also to new members that are not
experienced and would otherwise not be granted access in
order to not interfere with the production systems.
The chosen solution was the following. Two databases
where used instead of one, connected to each other with a
database link, and a set of three schemas. The first schema
is the production one that already existed. Let’s call it
schemaA for the shake of this example. So schemaA exists
in databaseA. In a second database, let’s call it databaseB
a second schema was created that was named schemaB.
This would hold all the development environment data. A
third schema was created, schemaA, in databaseB which
would be empty without any tables but contains only views
and triggers for redirecting the data to the correct schema.
For every table in the normal schema that comes with the
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tool a view was created in schemaA in databaseB. The view
was constructed in such a way that it queries both other
schemas, schemaA in databaseA and schemaB in
databaseB. This way the tool can see all entries, both the
production and development ones. For every action that
can be done in the normal schema tables i.e. INSERT,
ALERT, DELETE a trigger was created in schemaA in
databaseB that would redirect all traffic to schemaB in
databaseB. This logic is displayed in Fig. 1. Following this
approach, all the production data such as project and host
info and all the registered components are available for use
in the development environment.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the database
configuration used.
At the same time it was decided to extend the tool so that
it would be possible to copy structures. For example, as we
mentioned previously, during development it is crucial to
install new or revised components in an environment that
simulates what is used in the production control system.
Copying structures in the database would allow us to
quickly instruct the tool to create a copy of a production
project in one of the development machines. To do so, the
production data would have to stay hidden for modification
but at the same time be visible because they would have to
be copied. Using the copy structure functionality in the
database and then the batch file utilities, a production
environment could be recreated as quickly as possible.

EXTENDING COMPONENT
TARGETING
One of the main features of the original tool is
bookkeeping for the JCOP components. It provides a native
way of storing the list of components that are installed in
the project as well as the list of components that should be
installed. Components are organised using groups. The
user defines a group that contains a set of components, and
targeting it to a project automatically assigns all the
components of this group to the project. This allows for
easier targeting of multiple components and dependency
handling as we can ensure that bunches of components are
targeted at the same time.
A limitation on this approach was spotted on CMS in the
case of major software updates. An example of this would
be a new release of the JCOP framework where all its
components have to be reinstalled. At the same time, all the
CMS specific ones that are affected by the changes in the
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framework need to also be modified and reinstalled. In
cases like this, new groups have to be created and
populated with the corresponding components. This is
because groups do not support multiple versions of the
same component as this could lead to inconsistencies,
because two versions of the same components would be
targeted at the same time. In addition to this, the installation
scripts running in each project have to be stopped because
inconsistencies would be detected between the project and
the database. Also, since the projects in CMS are operated
in central mode, not listed components would be deleted
causing problems to the system.
A new approach was implemented, keeping the old
design of groups but extending it in order to overcome the
above limitations. The solution was to use a “tag” that is
assigned to each component in the group and to the project.
This way, an extra constraint is used in order to associate
components to projects. Instead of automatically assigning
each component of a group to a project, now only the
components that are inside the group and have the same tag
as the project are assigned to it. An eventual upgrade will
then follow these steps: the group is modified by inserting
the new components with an updated tag; at the same time
the project’s tag is updated to match the one of the new
components; then everything would be automatically
targeted without the need to un-target things or stop scripts.

BROADENING THE USERBASE
As discussed above, the installation process is very
important in CMS. This is not only true for the central DCS
team that is responsible for maintaining the production
systems and making sure that they operate non-stop but
also for the members of the development community in
CMS that create control system related software and are
not in the central team. They have to make sure that what
they develop is in an operational state and can safely be
installed in the production systems. To ensure this, they
have to be able to simulate the installation process, which
means testing it in conditions that are as close as possible
to the production ones. This need became even more
important during the long shutdown 2 (LS2) – taking place
in 2019 and 2020 – as CMS is replacing all the DCS servers
and in parallel is following the general CERN update of
WinCC to its newest version. To accompany the changes
in WinCC version the JCOP team will also release a new
version of its framework that will be compatible with the
new WinCC version.
This combination of upgrades will require a lot of testing
and system recreation during the development period from
the whole CMS community, and of course, in the end, a
total system upgrade all of it with minimal or - if possible
- no downtime. The tool mentioned above with all the
upgrades done would be essential throughout this
procedure, saving a lot of time on the process. To ensure
that each of the teams work fully focused on their own
space and that no distraction or interference occurs
between the various groups in CMS, it was decided by the
central team to include the idea of ownership in the objects
in the database, more specifically in computers, projects,
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and groups of components. Therefore the workflow of each
team is optimised, because their work environments are
isolated and easily reproducible. This will play a key role
in the process of the upcoming upgrades in the CMS
infrastructure, both hardware and software, ensuring a
faster development lifecycle and a better testing
environment, minimising the possibility of undesired and
unpredictable behaviour during software deployment.

CONCLUSION
The creation procedure of new projects is a part of the
everyday work on the maintenance and improvement of the
control system in CMS, either because a system has to be
recreated to reproduce a potential problem, or a new feature
has to be tested in an environment that simulates the
production one. This is also true in cases of major software
upgrades or on hardware failure and upgrades. The
extensions of the fwConfigurationDBSystemInformation
tool presented in this paper have highly enhanced the level
of support provided by the central team, both in cases of
every day support and debugging as well as in the case of
system upgrades. Furthermore, making the tool available
to the whole CMS community has reduced the
development difficulties and the time consumed by the
members of the subsystem communities during the testing
period of development. The tool is expected to play an
important role in the upcoming hardware and software
migrations in CMS DCS in the next couple of years, as well
as in the upcoming ones as the system is continuously
evolving with time.
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IMPROVING PERFORMANCE OF THE MTCA SYSTEM BY USE OF
PCI EXPRESS NON-TRANSPARENT BRIDGING AND POINT-TO-POINT
PCI EXPRESS TRANSACTIONS
L.Petrosyan∗ , DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
Increasing Performance of the MTCA System by use of
PCI Express Non-Transparent Bridging and Point-To-Point
PCI Express Transactions.
The PCI Express provides one of the highest data transfer
rates today. However, with increase in number of modules in
a MTCA crate and client programs, and also with complication of modules and increase in number of module registers,
as well with increase in amount of data requested by the users
the performance of the whole system plays an important role.
Distributed systems are gaining popularity as they fill the
need of next generation systems.
Multiprocessor systems provide not only the ability to
increase processing bandwidth, but also allow greater system
reliability through host failover.
The use of non-transparent bridges in PCI systems to
support intelligent adapters in enterprise systems and multiple processors in embedded systems is well established.
In these systems, the non-transparent bridge functions as
gateway between the local subsystem and the backplane.
Such applications can be ported to PCI Express by the use
of non-transparent bridges, with the non-transparent bridge
integrated into a PCI Express switch in place of one of the
transparent bridges.

PCIe has to have only one Root Complex, PCIe Bus configuration and memory mappings has to be done by the one
Host to avoid the Bus numbering and memory mixing.
Non-Transparent Bridging used to connect two independent address/Host domains; it allows to connect second
Host to the existing PCIe bus. A Non-Transparent Bridge
consist of two back-to-back PCIe endpoints, a Virtual and
Link side endpoints (Fig. 1). A Non-Transparent Bridge
isolates the address spaces of different Hosts by appearing
as an endpoint to each side.

PCIE NON-TRANSPARENT BRIDGE
MTCA systems use the PCIe as a central bus. Adding
a second CPU to the existing MTCA system, using NonTransparent Bridging, will allow to increase the performance
of the system.

Figure 1: Non-Transparent Bridge.
∗
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Figure 2: Key elements of the Non-Transparent Bridge.
The Key elements of the NTB (Fig. 2):
• BAR0/1 used for NTB configuration, visible from both
sides of the NTB
• Up to 4 BARs, individually enabled
– BAR 2/5 are aperture into the address space on the
far side of the other endpoint, provides ad-dress
transaction from one side to other
• 8 Scratchpad Registers (BAR0)
– Provide a means of communication between two
Hosts over a non-transparent bridge. They are
readable and writeable from both sides of the
NTB
• 16 Doorbell Registers (BAR0)
– The doorbell registers are used to send inter-rupts
from one side of the NTB to other.
The PCIe packets are routed by address and Bus number,
so to send packets from one side to other the addresses and
bus number have to be translated.
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The Packets passing through the non-transparent bridge
provided by:
1. Direct Address Translation Register for each enabled
BAR on both sides (Fig. 3.)
• The content of the register could be the PCIe address of some endpoint in other side of the NTB.

1. Boot Time configuration. Done by MCH. After the
boot the NTB ready for use.
a. Enable NTB on the Current port,
b. Enable BARs and set Sizes for each BAR.
2. Run time configuration. Done for each transaction by
NTB device driver.
a. Setup Address Translation Register for current
BAR,
b. Setup Requester ID Look Up Tables,
c. NTB Virtual and Link side device drivers communicate using Scratchpad Register and Doorbell
Register to share the information. The drivers
setup Address Translation Tables and Requester
ID Look Up Tables. The drivers initiate PCIe
Transactions.

Figure 3: Direct Address Translation Register.
2. Requester ID conversion across NTB, Re-quester ID
translation lookup tables (Fig. 4).
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PCIE NON-TRANSPARENT TEST
Boot Time-MCH: PCIe Switch on MCH configured to
have 2 BARS on each NTB side with 1 MB size. Run Time,
NTB Device Drivers on both sides.

Figure 4: Requester ID translation lookup tables.
To enable and use of the NTB some configuration has to
be done.
In case of MTCA system we have two possibilities to set
the NTB:
1. Set the NTB port on the second CPU and insert this
CPU to any slot of the MTCA crate,
2. Set one of the MTCA crate slots as NTB port and insert
CPU in this Slot.
The second approach is better, we are independent from
second CPU. In our test we used second approach (Fig. 5).

Figure 5: Two possibilities to set the NTB.
To enable and use the NTB some configuration has to be
done. The configuration of the NTB could be dividev in two
parts:

Figure 6: Transaction from Host2 to SIS8300 and TAMC
532 are tested.
NTB Virtual and Link side device drivers communicate
using Scratchpad Register and Doorbell Register to share
the information.
• Used Virtual and Link side NTB device drivers created
on base of Universal driver
• Universal driver has information about all AMC PCIe
endpoints
• Virtual/Link side Driver sets Address Translation Registers:
• Link Side BAR2 address of SIS8300
• Link Side BAR3 address of TAMC532
• Virtual Side Driver sets RID-LUT:
• Virtual Side LUT: Root Complex
• Virtual Side LUT: SIS8300
• Virtual Side LUT: TAMC532
• Link side Driver sets RID-LUT
• Link Side LUT: Root Complex
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Transaction from Host2 to SIS8300 and TAMC532 as
well communications throw the Scratchpad registers and
interrupts throw the Doorbell registers are tested (Fig. 6).

USE CASES
Different Use Cases (Figs. 7 and 8):
• Send Data from one Host to other
• Link Side server controls one of AMC Module
• Virtual Side server controls both modules
• One module send Data to Virtual Side
• Other module sends Data to Link Side using PCIe Poin2
Point connections
• Connect two MTCA system, or external CPU to MTCA

Figure 7: Link Side server controls one of AMC Module.

CONCLUSION
This short document reports our experience of establishing non-transparent bridging in MTCA system.

Figure 8: Virtual Side server controls both modules.
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LINUX-BASED PXIe SYSTEM FOR THE REAL-TIME
CONTROL OF NEW PAINTING BUMPER AT CERN
M. P. Pimentel∗ , C. Chanavat, E. Carlier, G. Gräwer, N. Magnin, N. Voumard, T. Gharsa
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
In the framework of the LHC Injectors Upgrade Project,
the new connection from Linac4, injecting a 160 MeV Hbeam into the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) requires
a set of four slow kicker magnets (KSW) per PSB ring to
move the beam on a stripping foil, remove electrons and perform phase space painting. A new multiple-linear waveform
generator based on a Marx topology powers each KSW, allowing adjustment of the current discharge shape with high
flexibility for the different beam users.
To control these complex power generators, National Instruments (NI) PXIe crates fitted with a set of modules
(A/D, D/A, FPGA, PROFINET) are used. Initially,
control soft-ware developed with LabVIEW has validated
the test bench hardware. A full software re-engineering,
accessing the hard-ware using Linux drivers, C APIs and
the C++ framework FESA3 under Linux CentOS7 was
achieved for operational deployment.
This paper describes the hardware used, and the integration of NI PXIe systems into CERN controls environment, as
well as the software architecture to access the hardware and
provide PSB operators and kicker experts with the required
control and supervision.

BACKGROUND
The PSB comprises four superposed rings, each equipped
with four KSW magnets located at the injection area. A dedicated multi-waveform pulsed current generator individually
powers each magnet [1, 2].
A single of those generators is composed of a master controller module, referred as KSW interlock card (KIC), and
five capacitor charger/discharger (CCD) modules, 1x120V
and 4x1200V. All of the mentioned modules are equipped
with Anybus®-IC interfaces providing PROFINET communication interface [3]. To receive fast control commands, the
generator power amplifier receives instructions by means of
a hardwired connection with the FPGA controller board on
the PXI crate. Finally, a feedback controller board receives
an analog reference signal of the required waveform to be
played in order to compare it with the discharge feedback and
compensate any deviations perfecting the discharge shape.
In addition to that, a pickup signal is available to read the
final generators discharge.
A single Front-End Computer (FEC) controls and monitors all the mentioned peripherals on four generators corresponding to a ring. Fig. 1 is a simplified illustration of the
described system.
∗
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Figure 1: BI.KSW system.

CONTROL HARDWARE
The final FEC setup selected, to control four of those generators, consists in a NI PXIe-1082 chassis equipped with
a PXIe-8821 controller. To interface with the PROFINET
modules, the control crate is equipped with a Kunbus®
DF-Profinet-IO operating as bus controller. The control
crate hosts as well a field-programmable gate array
(FPGA), NI PXIe-7841R, controlling four power
amplifiers acting di-rectly in synchronisation with timing
triggers. To ensure in-ternal processes synchronisation with
the central timing, and generate part of the necessary timing
synchronous triggers, a CERN custom hardware module,
central timing receiver (CTR), incorporates the control
crate. To generate the analog reference waveform, the crate
also features an NI PXIe-6358 DAC module. In order to
read the magnet discharge shape, a NI PXI-6132 digitizer
is also incorporated.

OBJECTIVES
For early testing and validation of the prototype pulsed
current generator, a test bench has been set up with all the
components constituting a single ring. During this phase
of prototyping and development, a first expert control system has been developed using LabVIEW™ as development
environment.
In an effort to optimise the integration within the CERN
accelerator control system and profit of all the existing
generic tools, a Linux based approach has been retained
for the final operational control system design. The software
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re-engineering approach has been divided in three phases,
as described bellow.

Phase One
The two main aspects requiring attention at an early stage
for this approach are technological availability and performance validation against the strict system constraints.
Technological availability The first step was to install
and test CERN CentOS 7 (CC7) Linux distribution and
request the hardware manufacturers to provide the drivers
and access libraries to evaluate their performance.
Performance validation The control system computes
and re-configures thousands of parameters on all four generators every PSB cycle, i.e. every 1,2s. Taking into account
the worst-case scenario charging time for a generator being
800ms. And considering the earliest event available in the
timing, allowing the user identification, being 900ms before
beam injection. The time frame available for the software
to compute and configure all the electronics is 100ms. The
bottleneck in terms of performance for this system was the
PROFINET field bus communication. Iterations of tests and
improvements in collaborations with the manufacturer lead
to an acceptable speed of communication to configure all
the 24 peripherals of a KSW setup.
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interrupt signals synchronously with the accelerator timing.
The pickup signals, caught by the data acquisition terminal, are in their turn captured by the internal post-operation
check (IPOC) generic software. This application runs in its
individual process [4].

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
This paper will only address in more detail the part referring to the control and synchronization of the generators
specifically developed for this project. Being the result of
a reuse development, the IPOC system will not be deepened further. Figure 2 illustrates a simplistic overview of
the control architecture software detailed in this document.

Phase Two
After the system functionality, performance and stability
validation, a system components analysis, separating system
specific functionalities from wider technological functionalities, was performed aiming at reusability possibilities. From
this analysis resulted the following structure, implemented
in the form of C++ libraries:
• Algorithm (KSWAlgoLib) - Library regrouping all
the required algorithms for computing operational commands and generating hardware settings.
• Communication (ProfiNetHWLib) - Library providing all PROFINET network configuration and communication, developed to be reusable in other applications.
• Fast logic (CNIRioLib) - Library interfacing with the
project dependent gateware.
• Waveform (WaveGenCards) - Library providing interface with the DAC board, developed to be reusable in
other applications.

Phase Three
In order to provide an operational API and integrate within
CERN’s control infrastructure and central timing, a final software layer is required, using CERN’s FESA3 framework [6].
The created API consists of two intercommunicating classes,
enabling a fully abstracted ring control from operation, and
individual control over the generators by the experts. Additionally, a third existing generic class incorporates this
architecture, to provide control over the equipment state.
Aside from that, a separated process is running a generic
class configured to control the CTR board and the generated

Figure 2: Generator control global architecture.

Algorithm Library (KSWAlgoLib)
This Library regroups all the algorithms for the validation
and generation of the different waveforms [ 2]. Essentially,
this library takes as an input the three first waveform coordinates. Each coordinate is defined by a time and amplitude,
since the first point is always located at t =0. The operation
is only required to input five values. Table 1 presents some
metrics, illustrating the library dimension.
Table 1: KSWAlgoLib Metric Analyses
Metric
Total Files
Total Lines
Code Lines
Functions Count
Classes Defined

Value
22
4957
3887
299
25

According to specifications [2], there are four distinct
types of waveforms, as illustrated by Fig. 3. Each of those
waveforms require different configurations of the generators.
With this paradigm in mind, the architecture chosen for
the implementation of this library is mainly based on the
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2 × 4064 elements for the higher defined s ample r ate of
3.125 Ms/s.

Communication Library (ProfiNetHWLib)
This particular piece of software takes care of the
PROFINET communication management, not only by providing a communication interface, but also by preparing the
network, locating and initialising all its components. This
library includes implementations supporting the Kunbus®
master controller board, and the in-house developed KIC
and CCD 1200v and 120V with incorporated Anybus®-IC.
Table 2 presents some metrics, illustrating the library dimension.
Figure 3: KSW possible discharge shapes.
chain of responsibility pattern [5]. The five received inputs
are passed to a chain of handlers, each handler decides either
to process the request or to pass it to the next handler in the
chain until handled, or fall into an unmanageable situation
raising a catchable error. This architecture provides great
decoupling and expansion possibilities. In this library, a linear regression algorithm incorporating a “corners rounding”
feature also found its place. Figure 4 illustrates a stripped
down unified modelling language (UML) diagram of the
final architecture of the library.

Figure 4: KSWAlgoLib Stripped Down UML.
Due to its high computational complexity and path diversity, this implementation is currently being submitted to
more than 180 unitary tests, per waveform type, to validate
its correctness. As shown in Fig. 4, clients can request computation data from “WaveformCalc” self-instantiable class.
Taking the five operation points as input, this instance generates 30 configuration parameters and one 2 × 10 elements
array per generator, or any bad parameter message if present.
This library can also take requests separately, to obtain
the linear interpolation required for the DAC configuration.
This second function is separated, because it is also required
during expert operation with manually defined points, however, during remote operation its impute is the 2 × 10 array
generated by “WaveformCalc” computation, returning a variable sized 2D array that can process at its maximum size

Table 2: ProfiNetHWLib Metric Analyses
Metric
Total Files
Total Lines
Code Lines
Functions Count
Classes Defined

Value
32
3894
2641
197
19

Due to this network diversity and elements multiplicity,
the adopted architecture is based on the creational factory
design pattern [5], and since it is a communication software,
a notification mechanism is also incorporated to advertise
new data in the network. Figure 5 illustrates the stripped
down UML diagram of the library’s architecture.
This architecture allows to instantiate any amount of devices of any of the proposed types dynamically. This implementation is engineered in such a way that all the instantiations are automatically constructed, by requesting to the
master controller its generic station description (GSDML).
Slaves are then mapped and the client only needs to call
the instance pointers to start using any of the devices. This
architecture also facilitates parallelism due to its notification
mechanism. With this technique, each slave instance is responsible for the information exchange with the hardware
at notification time, originating separated threads for each
instance, greatly improving communication speed. This architecture provides a base easily extendable to add any new
devices and controllers for other project. Additionally this
library is prepared with a third supervisor category, not exposed in Fig. 5, allowing to add supervisory devices, like
touch panels supporting PROFINET interfaces. One of the

Figure 5: ProfiNetHWLib Stripped Down UML.
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particular challenges of this implementation, deserving mention, was the question of maintenance replacement of a CCD
or KIC board. The PROFINET protocol ignores IPs for its
configuration; only device names are used for the network
lookup. As soon as the devices are found on the network,
the IP addresses are overwritten according to the master
configuration fi le. This fact requires every single replacement board to be programmed with the correct name prior
to the replacement, demanding expert intervention. By running a sequence with pre-initialisation trough device control
protocol (DCP) and simple network management protocol
(SNMP), the problem has been solved, turning the whole
PROFINET network into a plug-and-play system. Additionally, using the network supervisory functions, hot swap
capability has been added (i. e. no system restart is needed
to replace a CCD or KIC board).

Fast Logic Library (CNIRioLib)
The fast logic library is a C++ project specific library
that simplifies the access to the NI RIO FPGA device from
the KSW control software. Table 3 presents some metrics,
illustrating the library dimension.
Table 3: CNIRioLib Metric Analyses
Metric
Total Files
Total Lines
Code Lines
Functions Count
Classes Defined

Value
2
647
535
44
11

It takes care of the driver initialization and the loading of
the bitstream into the FPGA and it exposes business logic
methods with structured parameters that will split/unsplit
data to/from the FPGA registers. Being a project specific
library, without reuse possibilities, there was no particular
interest in designing a structured architecture for this software.

Waveform Library (WaveGenCards)
The WaveGenCards library defines an hardware abstraction layer, thanks to which it is easy to integrate new waveform generator card types without having to recompile the
applications which will use it. The library API is based on
a simple model of waveform generator functionalities, as
shown in Fig. 6. According to this model, each waveform
generator card has one horizontal control block, allowing
the setting of the sample rate, the number of samples to generate, and the trigger source. Up to now only external trigger
source is supported, with as parameter the input impedance,
the level and the edge. Each waveform generator card contains a collection of output channels with configurable output
impedance and coupling. Each channel provides a collection of ranges, every range having its own offset adjustment
limits. The waveform to generate is set by output channel.
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The library also provides the horizontal characteristics for
each waveform generator card, as well as the vertical characteristics for each of its channels, describing the possible
values for all the parameters of a given waveform generator
card type.

Vertical Settings
01101101
10101011
00110010

DAC

Waveform
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Range

Offset

Impedance Coupling

WaveGenChannel 0
WaveGenChannel 1

...

WaveGenChannel N
External Trigger Settings
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DRAM
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Edge
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Samples

Sample
Rate

Trigger
Delay

WaveGenCard

Figure 6: Simple waveform generator card model.
Table 4 presents some metrics, illustrating the library
dimension.
Table 4: WaveGenCards Metric Analyses
Metric
Total Files
Total Lines
Code Lines
Functions Count
Classes Defined

Value
51
6987
4833
279
38

Real-Time Software
The Front-End Software Architecture, known as FESA,
is a complete environment for the equipment specialists to
design, develop, deploy and test their equipment software,
called a FESA class [6]. These C++ generated FESA classes
provide a base for control integration with CERN’s infrastructure and services. Two classes have been developed, in
this project context, using this framework.
Generator Class One instance of this class is deployed
per generator, giving access to all its detailed configuration
and acquisitions parameters, this class is protected by a
role-based access control (RBAC) and is only accessible
by machine experts for intervention purpose. This class also
rejects any command if the equipment is running in remote
mode. There are two distinct groups of data in a FESA class,
being global data and instance data. Global data refers to
data shared between all running instances, while instance
data is particular to a single instance. Table 5 gives metrics
about this class and the non-generated files implemented in
it.
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Table 5: Generator Metric Analyses
Metric
Global settings fields
Global Acquisition Fields
Instance Setting Fields
Instance Acquisition Fields
Total Files
Total Lines
Code Lines
Functions Count
Classes Defined

Value
8
23
42
162
10
3167
1099
72
6

Ring Class Only one class instance comes on top of the
four generator instances abstracting all their complexity into
only 6 parameters to the operation, 5 of them the definition
of the 3 first points of a discharge curve, and one kick enable or disable option. All these options are Pulse-to-Pulse
modulation settings. This class also processes other settings
and acquisitions. Reserved to operation experts, there are
parameters defining the nominal amplitude and operational
limits. Exclusively for the equipment experts, computation
constants and equipment limits can be defined. Therefore
three sets of RBAC authorisations are defined for different
sets of controls. Table 6 gives metrics about this class and
the non-generated files implemented in it.
Table 6: Ring Metric Analyses
Metric
Global settings fields
Global Acquisition Fields
Instance Setting Fields
Instance Acquisition Fields
Total Files
Total Lines
Code Lines
Functions Count
Classes Defined

Value
26
0
22
8
12
143
89
6
1

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Through this project, the use of non-proprietary operating
system and software has been successfully validated on a
PXI platform using only off-the-shelf modules. Nevertheless, the use of a proprietary software solution at the early
stage of the project has permitted to validate the different
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power components with at the same time an easiest and
flexible approach to implement, test, validate and modify
the required control functionalities. The re-engineering of
the available proprietary based software within the CERN
accelerator control system has permitted to optimise the software structure while keeping the available hardware. This
approach opens the door for a reduction on the dependencies
from proprietary software, while homogenising the control
software across different type of equipment.
The results obtained on the test bench implementing a
full vertical slice of the control system shown a great performance, with an average of 56ms, to compute and configure
all the hardware for a ring.
The second valuable aspect of this project is its organisation around generic libraries for PROFINET communication
and waveform generation providing a reusable base for future
projects.
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Abstract
Microphonics and Lorentz Force Detuning are common
sources of detuning in Superconducting Radio-Frequency
(SRF) cavities and continuous wave (CW) systems. Requirements as tight as 10 Hz, are common in such systems
and are equivalent to change in cavity length of only a few
nanometers. Traditional approaches to mitigate detuning in
SRF cavities consist of mechanical modifications of the cavity/cryomodule environment and advance control techniques
such as active compensation. In this research, we explore Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques that can improve existing
control systems to ensure better performance and lower detuning. Machine learning (ML), as part of AI, can learn the
complexity and non-linear behaviour of the system. Deep
Learning (DL), as one of the greatest algorithms in ML, can
scale and distribute well on the cores of high-performance
computers (HPC). This enables the controller to learn the
huge amount of data coming from diagnostic instrumentation. Furthermore, Gaussian Process (GP) can be used in
parallel with DL to increase the performance of ML. We describe such AI implementation on a computer model of the
RF control of an SRF cavity for LCLS-II. This model, called
Cryomodule-on-Chip (CMOC), was developed at LBNL. It
is our main goal to implement such AI-supported control for
the compensation of microphonics in LCLS-II SRF cavities.

INTRODUCTION
The quality of the electron beam affects the quality of the
X-rays produced in Free Electron Lasers. The amplitude and
phase of the electromagnetic fields in accelerating cavities
are controlled by the Low Level RF (LLRF) control system.
In particular, for the Linac Coherent Light Source upgrade
(LCLS-II), the LLRF must provide high stability of the phase
and amplitude to produce narrow-band hard X-rays [1].
In this contribution, we investigate the use of AI as a tool
to enhance the stability of the LLRF system. We utilize
CMOC, a software developed at LBNL, to model the different noises present in the system; later on CMOC is also used
to model the LLRF. AI and ML have been previously used
in conjunction with control systems for numerous applications: We utilized formation flying control systems to keep
∗
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two satellites in formation [2–4]. We also used different AI
frameworks to enhance the performance of the control [5–7],
similar approaches can be implemented for the control of particle accelerators and their sub-components, e.g. the LLRF.
We have previously explained the challenges of applying
these AI techniques to LLRF [8].

LCLS-II AND LLRF MODEL
LCLS-II is composed of 35 cryomodules, each with 8
SRF cavities used for staged acceleration of an electron
beam. The RF power driving each of these 280 accelerating
cavities is provided by Solid State Amplifiers (SSA) [9] and
controlled by the LLRF. The current LLRF framework is a
proportional and integral (PI) controller that is implemented
in an FPGA [10] and is sketched in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Diagram of a PI Controller.
The chosen gains for this PI controller are 𝑘𝑝 = 1200
and 𝑘𝑖 = 3.8×107 [11]. These gains can further be tuned
dynamically with ML algorithms, according to the cavity
probe signal, forward power, reverse power, and other system
parameters, e.g. minimizing reflected power and losses. As
a result, the gain coefficients will take values from a set of
optimal parameters that minimize errors depending un the
particular state of the system.

Cavity Model
A model of the system encompassing the SRF cavity, the
LLRF, and the cryomodule was developed by the LLRF
team at LBNL and has been used to study the electrodynamic performance of the system. For a cavity with several
electromagnetic modes, each mode can be represented by a
resonant circuit model, see Fig. 2.
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Figure 3: Beam loading noise without feed-forward.
Figure 2: Circuit model of a resonant mode in a cavity.
The equations describing the electrodynamics of the system [10] are:
𝑉 = 𝑆𝑒𝑗𝜃 ,
𝑑𝜃
= 𝑤𝑑 ,
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑆
= −𝑤𝑓 𝑆 + 𝑤𝑓 𝑒−𝑗𝜃 (2𝐾𝑔 √𝑅𝑔 − 𝑅𝑏 𝐼),
𝑑𝑡

(1)
(2)
(3)

Figure 4: Beam loading noise with feed-forward.

The 𝑉 measures the energy stored in each mode, 𝑆 and 𝜃 represent the magnitude and phase of 𝑉, respectively, 𝑤𝑑 shows
the detuning frequency, 𝑤𝑓 shows the cavity bandwidth, 𝐾𝑔
represents the incident wave amplitude, 𝑅𝑔 is the coupling
impedance of the beam, and 𝐼 represents the beam current.

SIMULATIONS
CMOC code is used to simulate the cavity responses to the
control system and different measurement noises. Figure 3
represents the cavity field amplitude versus time when the
controller is not applied, and beam gets activated. Figure 4
represents the response of the control system when the feed
forward control is activated. It is clear how the control system is able to keep the cavity field amplitude in the specified
limits. Figure 5 represents the cavity field amplitude when
there is detuning in the cavity, and still the response lies in the
limits with feed-forward control activated. Figure 6 shows
the response when measurement noise is applied. LLRF
amplifies higher noises and it will be send back to SSA. Figure 7 represents how measurement noise in the range of 130
to 260 dBc/Hz can lead to amplitude error [11]. Noise is
amplified with higher gains, and also higher noise lead to
higher errors in the control system. Later on, this and other
data will be passed through a ML algorithm to increase the
performance of the control system.

Figure 5: Detuning with feed-forward.

Figure 6: Measurement noise.

AI FOR IMPROVED CONTROL
The methods of AI can explore the underlying complexity
of a system, its behaviour, and later use that information to
tune the characteristics and the parameters of the system. In
this work, the complexity of the LLRF is the set of variables
in the whole control system, the parameters to be tuned are
the control parameters, and the control system should act
optimally. Particle accelerators and their sub-components

Figure 7: Signal error under different levels of measurement
noise and gain configurations.
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are complex systems with numerous variables and phenomena happening at various time-scales. For the LLRF, the
variables in the control system defining its complexity are
the signal coming out of the cavity, the signals rate of change,
the detuning, error of the stability, the energy spent from
the RF source, PI controller parameters, and the controller
settling time. The optimal state of operation is imposed as
a constraint to the control system, ensuring the LLRF performance increases with the help of AI. The AI algorithm
includes an optimization phase to produce the data and a ML
phase to map the space of data to the whole space working
environment. Figure 8 illustrates the AI approach we are
investigating.
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Figure 9: Data production through optimization and the
control system.
features of data, which leads to maximizing the information coded in the data while reducing the computation time
during the training stage. Subsequent metrics can be implemented to check for improvements on data quality with
each reduction. This process repeats itself until we reach a
satisfying point for the quality of data. Only then is the data
fed into the ML algorithms. Figure 10 shows how the data
is processed for the ML algorithms.

Figure 8: Our artificial intelligence framework.
To embed the constraint of finding an optimal state on
the LLRF control system, an optimization algorithm finds
the best possible variables that minimize a loss function.
The loss functions are the RMS error and the energy spent
by the system. When the loss function is minimized, they
make a Pareto Front figure showing the relationship between
the error and energy. Pareto Front plots the objective functions against each other. More energy can reduce the error
and vice versa. We showed this trend in [5–7]. The variables in the optimization algorithm are the parameters of
the controller. In this sense, for each value of the signal, the
optimization algorithm finds the optimal value of the controllers parameters. In this phase, sufficient data needs to be
produced so that the ML algorithm can extend the optimal
state constraint into an arbitrary set of data. Figure 9 shows
how the data is produced with the optimization and control
system.
After sufficient data has been produced, the data is now
analysed. In this step it is useful to plot each parameter
against each other to see the distribution of the data. Different metrics can then be implemented to test the data quality.
Interaction plot and histogram are used to measure the data
distribution. Next, the data size is reduced to decrease noise
and error, complexity and quantity. Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) and feature selection are used to reduce the

Figure 10: Data processing framework.
The input to the ML algorithm is the signal and error.
The ML mechanism branches in two: Gaussian Process and
Deep Learning, see Fig. 11. The first algorithm estimates
the energy with confidence interval to measure the uncertainty of the estimation of the second algorithm. The second
algorithm estimates the parameters of the controller, which
are obtained through optimization in the AI algorithm for
training. The raw data in general does not have the required
format for either GP or DL and needs to be processed. Figure 12 represents the data processing for the DL in more
details.
The data information can then be shown to see how it
is distributed. Next, the non-valued data is removed. The
resulting data set can now be separated into testing and
training sub-sets. After that, the input and output to the DL
is assigned and we can look at statistical parameters, like
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The data enters the DL algorithm that minimizes the mean
square error (MSE) and mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE). The whole process runs on an HPC, using TensorFlow to distribute the neurons on the multiple cores to be
used. Figure 14 represents the optimization loops used in
the deep learning algorithm.

Figure 11: Deep Learning and Gaussian Process learning.

Figure 14: Deep learning optimization algorithm.
The hyperparameters are introduced as variables in the
first loop of optimization for the deep learning. The optimization algorithm is gradient descent in the second loop.
The chosen loss function, either MSE or MAPE, is minimized in the first loop as well to find the optimal number of
layers and neurons for the deep learning architecture.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Figure 12: Data process for the deep learning.
the mean and the standard derivation. The mean and the
standard deviation of the training set are in such a way as to
normalize the input to the DL; the DL output, however, is
not normalized. Figure 13 shows the algorithm used in the
DL framework. This will be implemented and processed on
High Performance Computer (HPC) resources.

The performance of the existing LLRF control system
for SRF cavities in LCLS-II, which is a PI controller, can
further benefit from AI algorithms. An AI algorithm can
be used to select the optimal values of the P and I gains
based on the working condition, characterised by live readouts coming out of the LLRF control system. In particular,
Gaussian Process and Deep Learning are two ML algorithms
that can learn the working condition of the LLRF and predict an optimal controller configuration for the LLRF. This
technology has the potential of compensating in real-time
for cavity detuning arising from microphonics and Lorentz
Force Detuning, yielding in turn a higher stable electron
beam and higher-quality X-rays. This is on-going work, we
will use HPC systems to perform the DL training of CMOC
simulated data and plan to test this AI-upgraded controller
into LCLS-II test cavities.
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CODE GENERATION TOOLS AND EDITOR FOR MEMORY MAPS
P. Plutecki∗ , B. Bielawski, A. Butterworth
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Cheburashka, a toolset created in the Radio Frequency
Group at CERN, has become an essential part of our hardware and software developments. Due to changing requirements, this toolset has been recently rewritten in C++ and
Python. A hardware developer, using the graphical editor,
defines a memory map, which is subsequently used to ensure
consistency between software and hardware. The memory
map file is an input for a variety of tools used by the hardware engineers, such as VHDL code generators. In addition
to aiding the firmware development, our tools generate C++
wrapper libraries. The wrapper provides a simple interface
on top of a Linux device driver to read and write registers by
exposing memory map nodes in a hierarchical way, performing all low-level bit manipulations and checks internally. To
interact with the hardware, a software that runs on a frontend computer is needed. Cheburashka allows us to generate
FESA (Front-End Software Architecture) classes with parts
of the operational interface already present. This paper describes the evolution of the graphical editor and the Python
tools used for C++ code generation, along with a description
of their main features.

INTRODUCTION
Cheburashka [1], developed in Java, has been serving
both as an editor of XML memory maps and a code generation tool for FESA [2] (Front-End Software Architecture)
and the driver wrapper. For the VHDL code generation,
Gena, a tool written in Python, has been used. At some
point it has been decided to rewrite the code generators in
Python, with extensive use of templates. The file format of
the memory maps has been changed to YAML [3]
(YAML Ain’t Markup Language), also to work with a
new tool called Cheby [4], a VHDL generator developed
by the Hardware and Timing section, Controls group at
CERN, the successor of Gena. Despite YAML being more
human-readable than the original format (XML),
considering the complexity of memory maps for devices
which have been developed at the Radio Frequency group
and users’ habits, a new memory map editor was needed.

MEMORY MAP EDITOR
The new GUI (Graphical User Interface) has been developed to work with new file format (YAML) for memory
maps. Since many code generation tools written in Python
were already production ready, instead of having a monolithic program for editing memory maps and generating code,
it has been decided to have the editor split into two parts:
∗

p.plutecki@cern.ch

• a generic C++ core, that, based on a schema file, can
work with a single document YAML file,
• a set of Python scripts that will provide features specific
for the memory map editor and possibility of running
external Python tools, such as code generators.
To achieve this, a Python 3.6 interpreter has been
embedded in the editor, using pybind11 [5] library.
As it is not a trivial task to design an intuitive interface,
the GUI is composed of dockable widgets (see Fig. 1),
which can be freely rearranged by the user. These widgets
can be hidden, detached, tabbed and resized. All changes
done to the layout are saved in the user’s configuration
file, so they are persistent.

Core
The core of the editor has been written in modern C++,
using Qt5 [6] libraries. For parsing YAML files, yaml-cpp
[7] has been selected, as it is a C++11 library that supports
the latest YAML standard (1.2).
The editor needs a schema file, which defines the structure of a YAML file that is being edited. The schema, also
a YAML file, specifies allowed mappings and sequences.
Moreover it defines basic validation rules for scalars:
• if it is required,
• its type:
– boolean,
– integer,
– hexadecimal integer,
– floating-point,
– string,
– enumeration,
– file.
• regular expression pattern matching,
• its default value,
• in case of numerical types, a range (minimum and/or
maximum value).
In most cases, these validation rules are sufficient,
although sometimes it is necessary to define more
sophisticated checks. For this, a validation function
written in Python can be bound to a scalar or a mapping.
In addition to the validation, auxiliary attributes can be
defined in the schema, such as a tooltip text, if a scalar can
be added, removed or edited by the user. The latter are
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Figure 1: Main window of the memory map editor, with all widgets docked.
especially useful when some data need to be calculated at
runtime and presented to the user.
By default, when opening the application, the standard
schema is loaded, but the user can select a custom schema
file in the settings menu.
The GUI has standard features such as:
• a search menu, working also with regular expressions,
• an autosave functionality with configurable interval and
file rotation,
• an advanced undo/redo mechanism, which covers all
user actions.

The debugging process might be difficult, especially when
a developer can’t reproduce steps leading to an application
crash. As a precaution, breakpad [8], an open source library,
has been used as the crash dump generator, mainly because
of its availability on target platforms (Windows, Linux). If
the application crashes, a dump file is created, which later
can be used by the developer to see stack traces, combined
with source code references, that lead to the crash.
Using Gitlab’s CI/CD (Continuous Integration/Continuous Deployment/Delivery) mechanism,
the Continuous Deployment strategy has been put in place.
After the developer commits changes to the repository, the
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application is built for Windows and Linux and deployed to
CERN’s network file systems, becoming accessible to the
users. Symbol files, required to create references to source
files in stack traces, are automatically created and stored.

C++ and Python Bindings
The C++ core exposes the major part of its interface (also
partially Qt’s API) to the embedded Python interpreter, but
the bindings themselves are not sufficient for the editor to
work properly, as it has to react to changes in a memory
map made by the user. To solve this, a configuration file
needs to be provided. It allows to define hooks to a Python
module and function, that will be automatically called when
a defined event occurs. Currently, hooks can be defined to
such events as:
• an attribute has been inserted, modified, removed,
• a node has been inserted, moved, removed,
• a file has been loaded,
• a save or exit action has been requested,
• the opened file has been changed externally.
The configuration file also allows adding a custom button
or a menu entry inside the editor, which, when clicked, will
trigger a defined Python function. If a function needs user input, for instance to run an external tool with specific options,
a list of arguments with their data types can be configured
as well. For every defined argument, a dialog will pop up,
with a default value from the previous call.
By default, the embedded interpreter adds the binary path
to its search path (PYTHONPATH), but often it is necessary
to specify additional ones. Platform dependent paths can
be defined in the configuration file and, during runtime, the
user can set alternative ones using the editor’s settings menu.
This is extremely useful as the GUI can be extended by
existing Python software.

Advanced Validation
Many memory map nodes and their attributes need special
validation, which is not achievable using standard rules that
can be defined in the schema. A good example of such mechanism is a conversion factor validator. A read conversion
factor is a formula that takes a raw value of a register and
converts it to a high-level value, usually using basic algebra.
A write conversion factor does the opposite, takes a highlevel value and converts it to a raw value, that can be written
to the hardware. Since our tools need the formula to work
"as is" in both C++ and Python, it has to be syntactically
and semantically correct, which checked by a Python validation function, using AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) parsing.
Another example might be verifying that fields (sequences
of bits) inside a register don’t overlap. Any inconsistencies
found by validators will be immediately highlighted by the
editor allowing the user to fix them right away.
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Special Functionalities Fone in Python
Some features specific to the memory map editor have
been implemented in Python. The first one is the memory
node addressing. An address attribute can be set as a relative
(to the node’s parent), hexadecimal value, or "next", which
indicates that the address should be calculated based on the
node’s predecessor. Addresses are automatically recalculated when the memory map layout is altered. The same
happens when some attributes (memory size, register width)
are changed.
A memory map can contain submaps, which are memory
nodes that point to a different memory map file. Contents
of submaps are seamlessly loaded and presented as if they
were parts of the top-level map. The editor can detect if
any changes have been made inside a particular submap and
upon saving or exiting the application ask the user what to
do with these. When multiple nodes are referencing the
same submap file, only the first one is editable. Also the
GUI can detect if a submap file has been changed externally
and inform the user.

CODE GENERATION
A tool called PyCheb is used as an entry point for our
code generators. This tool is responsible for opening a memory map file and initial parsing, providing a comprehensive
interface for other scripts. To make sure that any required
changes and improvements in the generated code are easy
to achieve, the Jinja2 [9] templating engine has been used.

Driver Wrapper
The first main feature of the driver wrapper generator is to
create a CSV (Comma-Separated Values) file, which serves
as an input for EDGE (Encore Driver GEnerator), developed
by the Hardware and Timing section of the Controls group
at CERN.
The second one is to generate a C++ library, which closely
interacts with the EDGE Linux driver. The library provides
a hierarchical interface over every memory node that is defined in a memory map. The interface allows software developers to read or write to registers and their fields, having all
low-level bit-shifting and masking operations done by the
wrapper. Before setting values, raw or high-level, they are
automatically converted to the proper data type (depending
on the register’s signedness and its width), by rounding the
value and clamping it to the limits of the underlying data
type, avoiding accidental overflows. For blocks of memory,
the wrapper offers an array-like interface, maintaining the
possibility of accessing the raw pointer to the data.
Another interesting functionality is a proxy object, which
can be obtained from an object representing a register. The
proxy, offering an identical interface to its parent, caches all
write operations to the register itself or its children (fields)
and can prepare a register to be written with a single driver
call. A proxy object can be initialized with a value from the
hardware and then all its children can be accessed without the
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need to read the value from the hardware again, preventing
mismatches in the readout.

FESA
Based on a complete memory map, some parts of a FESA
class, software that runs on a front-end computer, can be
automatically generated. The main file describing a FESA
class is the FESA design document. This XML document
defines the real time behaviour, the data store and the operational interface provided by the software to the clients.
One of the biggest parts of the design is the definition of
data store fields:
• configuration fields — read only fields,
• setting fields — data to be written to the hardware,
• acquisition fields — values read from the hardware.
This tool generates FESA fields based on memory map
nodes and their attributes, such as access mode or
persistence. The name of a field is constructed using the
names of its parents, joining them with underscores. In the
case of setting fields, it is the high level value that is being
set, but, as shown by experience, sometimes it might be
useful to set a low level value as well. To achieve that, two
additional fields per field concerned are created:
• overwrite value,
• overwrite mask, or overwrite enable in case of memory
nodes with conversion factors. If this field is set (or is
different from zero), an alarm is raised.
For acquisition fields, an additional field is created for
memory nodes with conversion factors, containing a raw,
low level value.
Another part of the generated FESA design are properties,
which represent the user interface of a FESA class. Inside
the memory map file, a user can define a property which
references existing memory map nodes explicitly or using
a regular expression. If needed, a specialized filter can be
applied. The filter is a body of Python’s lambda expression,
which will be evaluated during the generation. Inside that
filter, PyCheb’s interface can be used freely, so a user can, for
example, create a property containing all readable memory
nodes.
During the development process, it often happens that
the memory layout has been changed and some changes
have to be backported. Usually this requires regeneration
of the design file and then merging of the generated version
with the old one, but retaining changes introduced by the
developer. To solve this issue, parts of the FESA design,
such as custom types, properties of device data fields can be
placed in the memory map file, allowing us to generate the
complete design file.
In addition to the design file, C++ code is being generated.
For memory nodes that are multiplexed based on a cycle
(beam purpose and client) currently being played in the
accelerator complex, two RT (Real Time) actions are created:
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• read action, which reads data from the hardware and
sets it in the data store,
• write action, which writes the data from the data store
to the hardware.
These RT actions extensively use the Driver Wrapper
inter-face. Its proxy mechanism is especially useful, since a
single register can have several corresponding fields in
the data store. If the generation tool detects the presence
of certain registers inside the memory map, it creates
several proper-ties and an RT action needed for handling
the acquisition buffers, using a standardized approach to
read out data from the hardware developed in the RF
group. In case a FESA class is restarted (for example when
the front-end computer is rebooted), the persistent data
store needs to be written to the hardware. The code
responsible for this functionality is generated as well.

CONCLUSION
Opting for the extensive usage of Python has proven to
be the right design choice, due to the rapid development
process and the possibility of combining all existing and
new tools in a single entry point, the memory map editor.
As the com-plete toolset has been used by the software
developers, new requirements and feature requests
emerged. Many of those caused modification of the
memory map schema, which, thanks to the highly
configurable GUI, have been imple-mented in an efficient
manner. Memory map attributes often require special
validation rules, which now can be written in Python. The
code generators, with the logic separated from the view
using a template engine, have been extremely easy to
customize. Since the software and hardware developers at
CERN often work on different platforms, the editor and
the code generators are easily accessible for both Linux and
Windows users.
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BIG DATA ARCHIVING FROM ORACLE TO HADOOP
I. Prieto Barreiro, M. W. Sobieszek. CERN, Geneva, Switzerland.
Abstract
The CERN Accelerator Logging Service (CALS) is used
to persist data of around 2 million predefined signals coming
from heterogeneous sources such as the electricity infrastructure, industrial controls like cryogenics and vacuum, or
beam related data. This old Oracle based logging system
will be phased out at the end of the LHC’s Long Shut-down
2 (LS2) and will be replaced by the Next CERN Accelerator
Logging Service (NXCALS) which is based on Hadoop. As
a consequence, the different data sources must be adapted
to persist the data in the new logging system. This paper
describes the solution implemented to archive into NXCALS
the data produced by QPS (Quench Protection System) and
SCADAR (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition Relational database) systems, which generate a total of around
175,000 values per second. To cope with such a volume of
data the new service has to be extremely robust, scalable
and fail-safe with guaranteed data delivery and no data loss.
The paper also explains how to recover from different failure
scenarios like e.g. network disruption and how to manage
and monitor this highly distributed service.

INTRODUCTION
CALS is used to persist and retrieve billions of data acquisitions per day and is considered a mission critical service.
The data is coming from heterogeneous sources such as the
CERN accelerator complex, related subsystems and experiments [1]. The logging system was initially designed for a
throughput of 1 TB/year and it is currently operating far over
its design limits, storing over 1.2 TB/day. The underlying
storage of CALS is based on Oracle Database and uses an
old monolithic architecture which is difficult to scale up [2].
CALS will be phased out at the end of the LHC’s Long
Shut-down 2 (LS2) in 2020 and will be replaced by the Next
CERN Accelerator Logging Service [3] (NXCALS) which
is based on Hadoop.
The replacement of the logging system will have an impact
on many client applications which use a database to database
transmission mechanism to archive the data in the logging
system. This is the case for QPS (Quench Protection System)
and SCADAR (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
Relational database) [4], which are first storing their data in a
temporary database and then transferring a sub-set of the data
to CALS for permanent storage using PL/SQL. As NXCALS
is based on Hadoop, this approach of data transmission is
technically not possible and therefore it was necessary to
implement a new mechanism to feed the new logging system
with the data.
This paper describes the solution implemented to archive
in NXCALS the data produced by QPS and SCADAR. The
client systems of NXCALS must register the signals before archiving their data values, and these two systems have

registered over 1.6 million signals in the logging system
which generate a total of around 175,000 values per second.
Therefore, the implemented solution must cope with big data
volumes and it was designed to be extremely robust, scalable
and fail-safe with guaranteed data delivery and no data loss.
The paper also explains how to recover from different failure
scenarios like e.g. network disruption and how to manage
and monitor this highly distributed service.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The tasks performed by the new data source for NXCALS,
named WinCC OA Data Source (WCCDS), are conceptually
simple:
1. Get the list of signals registered in the logging system.
2. For each registered signal, get the list of values not
yet transmitted to the logging system and send them to
NXCALS.
3. Wait for the reception acknowledge of the transmitted
values and mark them as logged.
4. Allow data re-transmissions on user demand.
5. Manage the registration, removal and modification of
the signals in the logging system.
The implementation of the WCCDS service was split into
two main processes: Datasource process for the first four
aforementioned tasks and Metadata process for the last task.
Figure 1 shows the system overview; the different QPS and
SCADAR applications store their data and metadata in two
different database schemas. The data schema contains the
values and timestamps produced by all the signals of the
system. The metadata schema keeps track of the signals
registered in the logging system and contains additional information, like the name of the table where the signal values
are stored or the timestamp of the last values archived in
NXCALS for each signal. The WCCDS service queries both
schemas and transmits the data and metadata to NXCALS.
When the service receives the reception acknowledge for
the transmitted data, it marks the data as transferred to
NXCALS.

Data Partitioning and Scaling
The volume of data to be transmitted to the logging system is too big to be handled by a single JVM (Java Virtual
Machine) process and the WCCDS service profits from the
data partitioning defined by CALS, where a signal belongs
to a data category and a data category belongs to a data
transfer group. For example, QPS has over 135,000 signals
registered in the logging system which are partitioned into
53 data categories. The data categories are spread over 20
data transfer groups.
This data partitioning allows a simple distribution of the
data transmission among different JVM processes and machines depending on the capacity of the available resources.
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Figure 1: System overview.
After performing stress tests, performance tests and process
tunning for QPS, it was established that each datasource
process will manage two transfer groups and each machine
will run five datasource processes. If the volume of data
grows in the future, it will be possible to modify the distribution by i.e. having a single transfer group per process or
even to modify the strategy to distribute the data categories
among different processes. The whole system can be easily
scaled up by distributing the different datasource processes
on additional machines.

DATASOURCE PROCESS
The datasource process is in charge of getting the signal
values not yet transmitted to the logging system, send them
to NXCALS, wait for the reception acknowledge and mark
them as sent in the database. The process is divided into two
logical modules, data producer and data consumer, linked
by a communication channel (Figure 1). The default implementation of the channel is based on a Concurrent Blocking
Queue.

Data Producer
One of the difficulties of the data producer resides in how
to optimize the queries to the temporary database containing
the application data in order to have a low impact on its
performance.
The values of the signals belonging to a transfer group
can be stored in different tables, therefore, the first optimization implemented was to group the queries for the signal
values by table. The second optimization was to query the
data in configurable time windows defaulting to 300 seconds.
Finally, the last optimization was to introduce a timestamp
aligner algorithm for grouping multiple signals in the queries
used to obtain the values to transmit into the logging system.
Without such an algorithm, the queries to obtain the values
would be executed individually for each signal, having a
negative impact in the database performance. For example,
Table 1 shows the metadata table containing the timestamp
of the last logged values for five different signals and their

aligned timestamps. Using the aligned timestamp, it is possible to execute only two queries to obtain the new values
for the five signals. For example, the first three signals will
be grouped by their aligned timestamp in the query:
select * from data
join metadata on
metadata.signal_id = data.signal_id
where
metadata.aligned_stamp = ’09:20:30’
and data.timestamp > ’09:20:30’
and data.timestamp <= ’09:25:30’;
The only inconvenience of the timestamp aligner approach
is that some values will be sent twice to the logging system,
which is not an issue for NXCALS as such data will be deduplicated by the system. However, it improves greatly the
performance on the queries to the database.
Table 1: Example of aligned timestamps for several signals
Signal
ID
1
2
3
4
5

Timestamp
Last Logged Value
09:20:45
09:20:49
09:20:37
09:20:07
09:20:11

Aligned
Timestamp
09:20:30
09:20:30
09:20:30
09:20:00
09:20:00

Figure 2: Acknowledge of time window batches.
When the data of a time window is obtained from the
database, it is split into multiple data batches and sent to
the communication channel in order to be processed by the
data consumer. The last task to be performed by the data
producer is to wait for the reception acknowledge of the data
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batches and update the timestamps in the database accordingly. The acknowledge of the data batches can be received
in any order, therefore, the data producer waits until it receives the acknowledge of a consecutive block of batches
from the beginning of the time window before updating the
timestamps. Figure 2 shows a time window of five minutes
split into eight data batches with the acknowledge received
for the batches 2 to 5. If the next acknowledge received corresponds to the first data batch, the data producer will update
the last logged and aligned timestamps in the database to
include the values sent in the first five batches. The entire
communication, described above, has asynchronous nature
therefore its performance is very good.

Data Consumer
The data consumer digests the data batches and sends the
individual signal values to NXCALS. Then it waits asynchronously for their reception acknowledge. When the confirmation is received for all the values of a batch, it sends
the batch reception acknowledge to the data producer.
If the publication of a value to NXCALS throws an exception, the data consumer will check whether it is a recoverable
error in which case it will try to re-publish the same data. If
the exception is not recoverable, for example, due to a bad
data formatting, the exception will be propagated to the data
producer and the complete batch will be invalidated, storing
the error in the database and locking the data to avoid its
re-transmission. The system monitoring and alerting, explained in a subsequent section, will detect the locked data
and send an alert to the service administrators for a further
investigation of the problem.

Blocking Queue
The communication channel between the data producer
and consumer was implemented using a blocking queue.
If the producer is faster than the consumer processing the
data, the queue will be filled and the process will be blocked
until the consumer removes items from it. This approach
avoids having out of memory errors due to the increasing
heap space used by the application in the case of having slow
consumers.
Even if the process is blocked temporarily, there is no
risk of data loss because the metadata tables contain the
timestamp of the last values archived in the logging system.
As soon as the process resumes its normal operation, it will
start processing the data sequentially from the oldest values
not yet transmitted.

Data Re-Transmission
In certain situations, the administrators of the systems
generating the data might request a data re-transmission to
the logging system. For example, a typical use case is to add
a new signal in the logging system and archive its values
from a number of hours in the past.
Since the values of all the signals are stored in the temporary database, the data re-transmission can be triggered just
by re-setting the aligned timestamp of the required signals in
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the metadata table. When the data producer starts processing
data for the signals, it will get the values to transmit starting
from the time specified in the aligned timestamp.

Network Disruption Events
In the case of a network disruption event, the data flow
between the different system layers might be affected (Figure
1). If the source applications cannot send their values to the
Oracle temporary storage, they will buffer the data in the
local file system until the connection is restored. At that
point, the applications will resume the data transmission
sending first the oldest values stored in the buffers. This
sequential data transmission will guarantee that there are no
gaps in the Oracle database for the application data and all
the values will be processed by the datasource.
If the disruption event affects the communication between
the Oracle temporary storage and the datasource process,
the data producer will not be able to obtain any new data.
As soon as the connection is restored, the data producer will
see the new data and it will resume its normal operation.
Finally, the network issue might affect the communication between the datasource and NXCALS. In this scenario,
the data consumer will try to send the batch data and wait
asynchronously for the reception acknowledge. Since the
acknowledgement will not be received until the network disruption is resolved, the confirmation of the batch reception
will not be sent to the data producer and the data transmission for the signals will be temporarily blocked until the
communications are restored.

METADATA PROCESS
The metadata process manages the registration, removal
and modification of the signals in the logging system and
their organization in a hierarchical, tree-like structure, which
allows a better navigation and categorization of the signals.
The process checks regularly the metadata tables looking
for new signals to register, remove or modify and propagates
the changes to the logging system.
An additional task of the metadata process is to look for
inconsistencies between the signals registered in CALS and
NXCALS. This feature will be helpful during the initial
deployment of the WCCDS service to ensure that the signals registered in CALS are also registered in NXCALS.
The number of inconsistent signals between both systems
is exposed by JMX (Java Management Extensions) and is
available for the system monitoring and alerting.

TESTING
The testing of the WCCDS service was split into functional and stress tests. The functional tests were performed
using a mock application and they aimed to verify the correct implementation of the service. The stress tests were
performed with live data coming from the QPS production
system which is producing around 150,000 values per second. The objectives of the stress tests were the following:
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Figure 3: Performance comparison between PGC and CMS garbage collectors.
• Measuring the data transfer rates for each of the 20 data
transfer groups.
• Grouping the data transfer groups in order to have a
similar transfer rate for each process.
• Optimizing the number of data transfer groups to be
included in each datasource process in order to obtain
the best possible performance.
• Tuning the the number of concurrent executors used in
the different modules of the datasource process.
• Testing the data re-transmission up to 12 hours in the
past.
• Estimating the number of machines required to execute
the service.
The initial stress tests were performed using a pool of 20
virtual machines, each of them executing a single datasource
process handling a unique data transfer group. An additional
virtual machine was used to execute the metadata process.
The first round of tests allowed the measuring of the data
transfer rates for the transfer groups and the initial tuning of
the datasource parameters to optimize its performance.
The second round of tests was performed using two physical machines, each of them having 128GB of RAM and
two CPUs of type Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v4 @
2.20GHz, having a total of 40 CPU virtual threads. The
results obtained from the tests demonstrated that the optimal
configuration for the service was to include two data transfer
groups per datasource process with a distribution of five
datasource processes per machine. This configuration has a
relatively low usage of the hardware resources during normal
operation but allows data re-transmissions up to 12 hours in
the past without having a big impact on the normal operation
of the service. The JVM processes were running under Java
HotSpot 64-Bit Server VM (build 1.8.0_152-b16).

Java Garbage Collector Issues
During the stress tests of the system several kind of issues occurred; in some cases it crashed the execution of the
datasource process and in other cases it threw very strange
exceptions while processing the data. The issues could not
be reproduced systematically and they appeared randomly in

the different datasource processes. After analyzing the issues
in detail, it turned out to be a bug in the Java’s Garbage-First
Collector (G1).
Therefore, the subsequent tests aimed to compare the performance and stability of the garbage collectors PGC (Parallel Garbage Collector) and CMS (Concurrent Mark Sweep).
Figure 3 shows the execution time of data re-transmission
of 10 hours for the 20 transfer groups using PGC and CMS
garbage collectors. The data re-transmission took between
70 and 160 minutes when PGC was used and between 130
and 445 minutes for CMS. In the comparison between the
data re-transmissions of each transfer group, the processes
executed with CMS was between 1.4 and 3.2 times slower
than PGC. Therefore, PGC was selected as the garbage collector for the execution of the processes.
The modification of the garbage collector completely removed the instability of the system and the datasource processes were running for over a month without further interruptions.

SYSTEM MONITORING AND ALERTING
The status of the different processes and the hosts is constantly monitored by the Prometheus [5] ecosystem
(Figure 4).
The WCCDS processes expose relevant metrics for monitoring their current state via JMX. The datasource process
exposes the number of metadata groups being processed
and how many are locked due to an exception, the number
of errors reading from the database and publishing to NXCALS, and the number of records read from the database.
The metadata process exposes the number of signals which
are registered in CALS and not registered in NXCALS.
Prometheus gathers the metrics exposed by the WCCDS
processes along with the host metrics which are exposed by
Prometheus’ node exporter, like CPU, memory or network
usage. They can be then displayed in Grafana [6] in a form of
custom charts and dashboards. Prometheus also compares
the metric values against a set of customized alerts defined
for monitoring the healthy state of the processes and the hosts.
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For example, if the data processing of a transfer group is
active for more than a certain amount of time, if the number
of signals locked due to an exception is greater than 0 or
if the CPU usage of a host is higher than 75% for more
than a given threshold, an alarm will be triggered. The alert
manager process will receive the alarms, group them by
type and send notifications by email or sms to the relevant
receivers, depending on the type of the alarm.
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CONCLUSION
The WinCC OA Data Source service was implemented
to archive data produced by the QPS and SCADAR systems
into the Next CERN Accelerator Logging System, which
will replace the old CERN Accelerator Logging System
at the end of the LHC’s Long Shut-down 2 in 2020. The
data produced by QPS and SCADAR in normal operation
is around 175,000 values per second. During the data retransmission tests the transfer rate reached peaks of 800,000
values per second.
The new service substitutes the previous approach of data
transmission to the logging system, from Oracle to Oracle
using PL/SQL, by a Java distributed service which is extremely robust and fail-safe with guaranteed data delivery
and no data loss. The service can scale up easily by distributing the data generated by the source systems among
new processes and distributing the Java Virtual Machine
processes on additional machines.
The code-base implemented for the service will be re-used
at CERN by other services that store their data into their
own temporary database and have a need for a permanent
storage solution.
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IMPROVING ALARM HANDLING FOR THE TI OPERATORS BY
INTEGRATING DIFFERENT SOURCES IN ONE ALARM MANAGEMENT
AND INFORMATION SYSTEM
M. Bräger∗, M. Bouzas Reguera, U. Epting, E. Mandilara, E. Matli, I. Prieto Barreiro, M. P. Rafalski,
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
MOTIVATION AND FUNCTIONALITY

Abstract
CERN uses a central alarm system to monitor its complex
technical infrastructure. The Technical Infrastructure (TI)
operators must handle a large number of alarms coming
from several thousand equipments spread around CERN. In
order to focus on the most important events and improve the
time required to solve the problem, it is necessary to provide
extensive helpful information such as alarm states of linked
systems, a geographical overview on a detailed map and
clear instructions to the operators. In addition, it is useful to
temporarily inhibit alarms coming from equipment during
planned maintenance or interventions. The tool presents
all necessary information in one place and adds simple and
intuitive functionality to ease the operation with an enhanced
interface.

INTRODUCTION
Alarm systems are an essential component in all environments where technical equipment is supervised by control
systems. At CERN, different alarm system solutions have
been designed over time and were mostly dedicated to cover
precise expert systems. With the grouping of several control
rooms in the CERN Control Center (CCC) and the increasing
infrastructure for LHC operation, more equipment needed to
be supervised by the Technical Infrastructure (TI) operators.
The existing tools and their technology were developed in
the last millennium and it was difficult to maintain these
with young developers and modern tools.
Today’s alarm system integrates state of the art technologies and provides the operators with all functionality for
efficient alarm handling. Each alarm has information about
precise location, fault cause and consequences and the actions to be done. The information is concentrated in a tool
that easily allows to identify alarm avalanches and provides
detailed information for single alarms. The official CERN
map is used to give a geographical overview with animated
live alarm information. Extensive filtering possibilities have
been introduced, which makes the tool usable not only for
the TI operators, but also for the equipment specialists and
other services like the CERN fire brigade.
The paper provides an overview of the chosen architecture
and design decisions for ALIS to deliver an improved alarm
handling experience to the end-users.
∗
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Today’s core requirements for a sophisticated alarming
tool have not changed much since the early 90’s [1]. Only
data variety and velocity have tremendously increased. In
first place stakeholders want a service that is agnostic to
all kind of errors and helps to quickly get an overview in
critical situations. Due to the regular feedback of the TI
operators CERN’s in-house alarm systems became over the
years more and more sophisticated and today we are technically able to provide a state-of-the-art ALarm Information
System (ALIS) that integrates many long-requested features
and consolidates the current diversity of tools. To fulfill
modern user needs ALIS must be accessible from all kind of
devices including mobile devices. This naturally lead to the
choice of creating a web application instead of a traditional
industrial SCADA desktop program.
The application comes with an intuitive search interface to
browse through more than 170’000 TI alarms. The biggest
alarm sources are electrical devices, security related equipments such as access doors or smoke- and fire detectors, and
pre-calculated alarms from other SCADA devices. As speed
was one of the main requirements to the new system, search
results are non-blocking and provided in between 300ms
(search for all active alarms) to maximum few seconds. The
filtered alarms can then be displayed either as a list or on
an interactive map including live updates. Furthermore, the
user can consult all alarm details from the so-called Single
Alarm Page that is opened when selecting a particular alarm.
To prevent unauthorised access to the sensible content
the tool makes use of the CERN OAuth2 Single-Sign-On
service.

ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW
The ALIS system is based on an existing open-source
infrastructure called CERN Control and Monitoring Platform (C2MON) [2] [3] [4] (see also Fig. 1). C2MON is
used at CERN as back-end for the Technical Infrastructure
Monitoring (TIM) [5] service which is acquiring and storing
sensor data for a multitude of SCADA applications and user
groups. TIM also provides live updates for the previously
mentioned 170’000 TI alarms, which are evaluated out of
230’000 input tags coming from various hardware and software sources. The service has a separate web-based and
domain specific workflow-driven data entry system called
MoDESTI [6]. It allows to enter and review all relevant data
for a proper alarm treatment. MoDESTI takes care of validating the entered information before storing into the TIM
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Figure 1: Architectural overview.
reference database and handling the online re-configuration
of the TIM-C2MON server.
C2MON has the concept of attaching metadata information to tags and alarms, which is used in the TIM context to
configure alarms together with the core information. Metadata are kept in-memory in C2MON, which has next to speed
the advantage that ALIS can still run in a degraded mode
and provide basic information for incoming alarms to the
operators.
Alarms belong to at least one context related category,
for instance to the category Electrical Alarms. This allows
users to create individual channel configurations by selecting
categories of their interest. Together, with all other metadata
entered via MoDESTI the user profits from powerful filtering
combinations in ALIS which can be extremely helpful when
trying to understand complex alarm scenarios.

via web-socket, which is realized with the Atmosphere framework [10].

Query Optimisation Approach
The main use case of ALIS is searching and filtering for
alarms, in particular for active ones. Therefore, special care
was put on optimizing the query speed for this case.

User

Alarm Search

yes

BACKEND
The server back-end of ALIS is written in Java and Spring
Boot [7]. Spring Boot makes it easy to create stand-alone,
production-grade Spring based Applications with an embedded Apache Tomcat [8] server for running the web front-end.
During the startup phase the back-end is initialising local
caches for the most re-used data, that is:
• active alarms,
• geo-coordinates of the CERN buildings,
• geo-coordinates for equipment that have been integrated into the CERN ArcGIS [9] map.
This is providing the high responsiveness of the
application and avoids to constantly request data from the
TIM-C2MON instance or the reference database.
The list of all active alarms is retrieved with the C2MON
client API and then continuously synchronised from a live
update listener thread. This thread is also responsible of
propagating the alarm value updates to the subscribed clients

Advanced
search?

yes

only active
alarms?

Get from DB all
alarm IDs matching
search criteria

no

Get alarm details
from database

Alarm
reference
DB

no

Return alarm details
from "active alarm"
In-Memory cache

Synchronise alarm
state with active alarm
cache and return
result

End

Figure 2: Workflow for optimising speed of search results.
The workflow in Fig. 2 aims to illustrate the concept
used for the query optimiser logic. When receiving a query
via HTTP GET request the back-end checks first of all, if
the caller is only interested in active alarms. If so, it can
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leverage from the local in-memory cache which is keeping
an up-to-date list of all active alarms. Depending on the
other filter criteria, it might even be possible to extract the
result set without database query. This is for instance the
case when filtering active alarms by priority or name. More
complex search queries are realised against the database by
passing directly the RSQL [11] search string, which used
to encode the search criteria on the front-end, to the Spring
Data JPA [12] layer. This flexible and powerful approach
avoids writing a lot of additional search logic and brings
good performance results.
Before returning the result set to the requester it is necessary to synchronise the current alarm state with the local
cache as the reference database is not providing this information due to the fast update rate.

FRONT-END
Developing the user interface as a web application allows
us to use a single application to target several clients, from
desktop to mobile devices. It is developed using Vue.js [13]
front-end framework and makes use of Vue’s centralised
state management (Vuex [14]). The Single Page Application
(SPA) is composed of the four following components:
• Search Interface
• Interactive Map
• Alarm List
• Single Alarm Page
Figure 3 illustrates the font-end workflow implemented
to display live alarms from a search request. The user starts
by entering some search parameters in the search form that
are sent to the ALIS server as two separate requests. The
first is a GET request to the REST API that returns an
array con-taining all the requested alarms. In parallel a
second request is sent to the WebSocket service to start a
subscription to status changes for the same list of alarms.
The WebSocket client is implemented with the Atmosphere
framework [10] and is responsible for providing live
updates. Any change in status triggers an update that is
sent to the client. Both re-quests store their results in the
central store. Vue/Vuex takes care of automatically
notifying the active component so that the data driven user
interface immediately updates to reflect the changes in the
data source. Separating the status man-agement from the
display layer allows for a more reactive user interface
since alarms don’t need to be fetched again from the
server when switching between different display modes.
The default interface displays the alarms in a list, sorted
by time, and colour coded depending on their priority level.
Thanks to the integration with CERN’s GIS portal [15]
alarms that contain geographical location information can
be displayed on a map. A third page is provided to display
detailed information of a single alarm and requires a new
call to the server to fetch the information not distributed via
WebSocket. Those additional data are merged into the alarm
object in the store so that subsequent access to the detailed
page don’t require more calls to the server.
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Figure 3: Front-end Workflow.
Search parameters are encoded into an RSQL [11] string
before sending them to the server. RSQL is particularly
suited for communicating with REST APIs and allows us to
provide the user with an easy way to save and share complicated search queries in the form of URLs.

OUTLOOK
The current implementation of ALIS is based on existing
data sources and data structures. The data on the different
information displays is generated and maintained by tools
outside the ALIS framework, which makes it difficult to
provide timely updates for changes in the alarm descriptions,
their causes/consquences or actions to be done. This data is
today entered via the MoDESTI procedure or by the current
TI alarm console (Phoenix), which is realised as Java desktop
application and needs to be maintained separately.
Currently, operators are still using a separate desktop application as main alarm console (Phoenix), which is linked to
ALIS for providing more information. As the ALIS functionality is overlapping and extending the Phoenix functionality,
it is envisaged to integrate the missing parts directly in its
framework.
The ALIS architecture based on web technology allows
to integrate information from different data sources quite
easily. Modules that connect to external systems like the
asset management system can show dependencies and the
state of neighbouring installations. Direct access to existing
online analysis tools for equipment will be integrated to complete the live information for the operators and equipment
specialists in order to ease troubleshooting and repair.
In the future, the presented system could be extended for
a generic SCADA web use case following the same architectural principle. By distributing live data via WebSocket,
SVG images can be animated by making use of modern
JavaScript libraries such as Snap.svg [16].
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Suwalska, “Tools and Procedures for High Quality Technical Infrastructure Monitoring Reference
Data at CERN”, in Proc. ICALEPCS’15, Melbourne, Australia, Oct. 2015, pp. 1036–1039.
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Using the current implementation of the ALIS system was
accepted from the beginning by the users. Improvements and
missing features were added timely by the development team.
Tests showed a very good robustness and fast availability of
live data. This confirms the chosen architecture and encourages to add more modules and functionality to provide this
service to an extended number of users. The availability of
ALIS on all web-capable devices enlarges its usage to teams
in the field and provides live status information for nearby
equipment. By using modern technologies, it should also be
easier to find qualified personnel for maintenance and future
extensions.
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Abstract
Users visiting scientific installations aim to collect the
best quality data frequently under time pressure. They look
for complementary techniques at different sites and when
they arrive to one they have limited time to understand the
data acquisition architecture. In these conditions, the
availability of generic and common interfaces to the
experimental channels and measurements improve the user
experience regarding the programming and configuration
of the experiment. Here we present solutions to the data
acquisition challenges provided by the Sardana scientific
SCADA suite. In one experimental session the same
detector may be employed in different modes e.g., getting
the data stream when aligning the sample or the stage,
getting a single time/monitor controlled exposure and
finally running the measurement process like a step or
continuous scan. The complexity of the acquisition setup
increases with the number of detectors being
simultaneously used and even more depending on the
applied synchronization. In this work we present recently
enriched Sardana interfaces and optimized processes and
conclude with the roadmap of further enhancements.

SARDANA INCREMENTAL AND
ITERATIVE DEVELOPMENT
ALBA Synchrotron [1] was designed, constructed and
commissioned in 2003 - 2012. In the selection process of
its control system, commercial SCADAs competed against
open source projects: EPICS [2] and Tango [3]. At that time
these last two had been already successfully applied in
numerous scientific installations. Finally the Tango
Control System was selected [4] however its direct
application to the experiment control was lacking many
specific features like, for example, generic interfaces of the
laboratory equipment, flexible sequencer or turn-key and
customizable scans. Therefore, the Sardana project [5, 6],
highly inspired on SPEC [7], was started in 2007. Its initial
scope was mainly focused on the motion control, data
acquisition and storage for the needs of step scans or
similar measurement procedures. Works on the Taurus
project [8, 9] dedicated to graphical user interfaces (GUI)
started at a similar time. Both projects together compose
the Sardana SCADA Suite which consists of Python
libraries extendable with plugins and exported to the Tango
control system.
___________________________________________
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In 2013, DESY, MAXIV and SOLARIS together with
ALBA established a collaboration on Sardana and Taurus.
At the same time Taurus started gaining popularity within
the Tango collaboration and became the de facto standard
for building client applications in Python. From then on,
many enhancements were proposed and implemented by
the community of developers e.g., native integration of
diffractometers, hardware and software synchronized
continuous scans or improved integration of one and two
dimensional fast detectors (1D and 2D). In the next
chapters we will concentrate on the data acquisition
possibilities offered by Sardana.

STRIVE FOR OPTIMAL
USER EXPERIENCE
When synchrotron users arrives to the laboratory they
have limited time to understand the beamline components
and the data acquisition architecture. At the same time they
would like to tune the experiment parameters to achieve the
best quality of data. Similarly, beamline staff newcomers
would like to understand the data acquisition setup as
quickly as possible to be able to exploit it to the maximum
and prepare it in the best way for the upcoming users. For
both use cases, a standard experiment control software is
highly commendable.
The user interacts with the beamline control system
viagraphical or command line interfaces (CLI). Each
beamline at ALBA has, among others, one Taurus GUI
application with a synoptic view of the line - a high level
navigation tool enabling single-click access to the involved
instruments. When interacting with the synoptic the
instrument panels show all the relevant control and
acquisition points represented by the element widgets.
Thanks to the generic interfaces of the Sardana elements,
any type of moveable (anything that can be controlled by
commanding a set point e.g., a motor, a temperature
controller or a power supply) is represented by a motor
widget. The same applies to the experimental channels: the
channel widget provides a basic acquisition control
interface to a counter, 2D detector, etc., hiding the
complexity of the specific configuration behind an optional
form with expert parameters. The live-view of the
acquisition points e.g., either motor’s position or channel’s
current value, is as easy as drag-and-dropping from the
element widget to plots or trends. The flexibility,
immediacy and ease-of-use of this set of tools is specially
welcome in highly dynamic contexts such as manual
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alignment of a beamline or prototyping of new setups.
Furthermore, Taurus user interfaces, can be built at
minimal cost – not even programming but simply
configuring few parameters, also in systems without
Sardana or Tango [9, 10].
In Sardana, user experiments or other procedures are
executed with the help of macros. A catalogue of
predefined macros, including complex scans, exists.
Custom macros can be easily programmed in the Python
language.
The complexity of the experiment configuration comes
from the numerous parameters offered to the user. First of
all, the experimental channels and their corresponding
synchronization must be selected. Also, in the case of the
scans, it may be interesting to visualize their results online
and hence the plotting needs to be configured too. Data
storage options such as the data format or the destination
path for the data file(s) also need to be configured. It is
quite common to acquire a single snapshot of the beamline
state just before starting the experiment and to store it
together with the final data. All these parameters can be
configured with the experiment configuration widget and
can be stored persistently and reused between the
experiments.
Spock is a complementary or alternative CLI application
based on IPython [11], which can run stand-alone or be
embedded in a GUI as another widget. It provides access
to all elements of a given Sardana system and allows macro
execution. Users not familiar with element or macro names
may obtain help thanks to context-aware auto-completion
and system-introspection macros. Experimental channels
can be read from the CLI almost as easily as from the GUI
(e.g. using the count macro to acquire over a given
integration time and read the value of a channel or channel
group). Also the same parameters that can be set via the
experiment configuration widget, can be get and set using
macros.

MEASUREMENT APPLICATIONS ON
THE EXAMPLE OF SCANS
Numerous experimental techniques involve execution of
scans. A scan is a measurement process that mainly
consists of two actions: variation of a set point (one or more
moveables) and data collection from detectors or sensors.
Sardana offers two different modalities of scans: stepbased scans and continuous scans. The former performs a
sequential iteration of motion and acquisition stages, while
the latter moves and acquires in parallel, significantly
reducing the execution time. Also related, the timescan is a
special type of scan where no moveable is involved and the
data collection gets triggered based on preset time values.
Sardana continuous scans aim to be as similar as possible
to their step equivalents. This is achieved on various levels:
experiment configuration, macro input/output parameters
and produced data [12]. The execution of continuous scans
requires the synchronization of moveable elements, with
detectors/sensors acquisitions. By default, best effort
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software synchronization is selected, but more precise
results can be achieved by configuring and using hardware
synchronizers. Three synchronization types are supported:
 Trigger - single acquisition is started by the

synchronizer and automatically stops when the
integration time elapses.
 Gate - single acquisition is started and stopped by the
synchronizer.
 Start - the first acquisition is started by the
synchronizer and the rest of them are governed by
given integration and latency times.
The measurement preparation phase, explained in detail
in the next chapter, enables optimal use of hardware with
the capability to load a sequence of software-triggered
acquisitions. This type of hardware pre-allocates the
necessary resources, saving a significant amount of time in
comparison to a preparation before each single acquisition
point, and significantly reduce dead time of step scans (e.g.
in the case of the ALBA Em# [13] the acquisition time was
reduced by a factor of 10).
Data produced in a scan can be stored in arbitrary
formats by means of recorder plugin classes. Sardana
already comes with some built-in recorders like HDF5 [14]
or SPEC. Each scan produces an entry in the output file,
containing data from the moveables and the experimental
channels. In the case of fast detectors, the processing and
storage of their data by Sardana may be too inefficient. In
this case, the data storage task is delegated to the detector
itself or to an intermediate control software layer such as
LImA [15] and then Sardana only stores a reference to the
actual externally-saved data. Furthermore, if the HDF5
data recorder is used and the detector stores to HDF5 as
well, then Virtual Data Set (VDS) references are created in
the main output file, providing transparent access to all data
from it.
Apart from the turn-key scan macros, custom step and
continuous scans can be easily developed. A Sardana step
scan is simply implemented as an iteration over a Python
generator which yields the next moveables positions and
acquisition integration times. By simply developing a
custom generator the user can create new dynamic scans,
for example, adapting to the results being acquired. A
similar idea was reused in the continuous scans, where
waypoint generators allow to compose complex
measurement procedures from continuously scanned
regions (moveables stop in between the regions), as
demonstrated on the example of a continuous mesh scan.
This last application, and many other examples of scans,
could benefit from the support of non-linear motion
trajectories currently not implemented in Sardana.

DATA ACQUISITION ON
DIFFERENT LEVELS
Single Acquisition
Any experimental channel in Sardana can directly
perform a single acquisition over a given integration time,
MOPHA121
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similarly as any moveable can be requested to go to a given
set point. Single acquisition assumes basic configuration:
software synchronization and timer acquisition mode. The
user, whenever applicable, is still able to configure a timer
channel proceeding from the same controller.

Grouped Acquisition
A measurement group is a high level Sardana element
whose role is to coordinate a complex measurement
process and to provide a simplified interface to it. It groups
both the experimental channels and synchronizers and
establish a relation between them.
The measurement process is divided in two phases:
preparation and data acquisition. In the preparation phase,
the measurement group configuration is loaded to the
hardware. The configuration for the experimental channels
whose acquisition is time-controlled by an internal or
external hardware includes: the synchronization type
(trigger, gate or start), number of repetitions (number of
hardware triggers or gates to be armed), number of starts
(number of software starts to be armed), integration and
latency times and finally, the acquisition mode (timer or
monitor and the corresponding channels playing this role).
The synchronizers receive a synchronization description
(described in detail in the “Trigger/Gate” section below).
The measurement preparation phase, based on the element
types and the configured synchronization, assigns the
involved elements into actions: synchronization, hardware,
software, software start and 0D. The data acquisition phase
starts the hardware and handles differently elements
according to the action they belong to. The main activities
during this phase are the continuous state interrogations
(whether acquiring/synchronizing or done) and data (or
data references) readouts which are subsequently passed to
the downstream results collection.
Measurement groups usually involve multiple channels
from the same hardware, (e.g. multiple channels of the
same ADC card) which share the same communication
interface with the hardware. In such cases, whenever the
communication protocol allows that, grouped multichannel commands and queries can be used in order to
achieve better synchronization and to reduce the
measurement dead time.

Autonomous Acquisition
Some hardware, apart from the capability to execute a
controlled and synchronized acquisition, are able to
perform an autonomous acquisition e.g., continuous
sampling of an ADC, a live video of a CCD camera, etc.
Having two different control applications to deal with these
two use cases introduces an extra complexity to the end
user in terms of learning the application, memorizing
different channel identifiers and configuring the channel.
The challenge of combining both acquisitions in a single
system lies in smoothly switching between them and
correctly re-configuring the hardware. Sardana
Enhancement Proposal (SEP) 17 [16] describes how to
implement this new acquisition mode.
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EXPERIMENTAL CHANNELS AND
SYNCHRONIZERS
Sardana Suite is extendable with different types of
plugins: controllers, macros, data source schemes,
recorders, widgets. In order to foster the sharing of plugins
within the community, the Sardana Plugins Catalogue [17]
was recently created. Users are encouraged to search the
catalogue for existing plugins before implementing their
own, as well as to register their plugins in it to be reused by
the community.
In this chapter we will focus on describing the details of
the controller type of plugins, and more specifically, of the
data acquisition related ones.
The controller plugins are used by Sardana to abstract
and unify the access to specific hardware (or sometimes to
software simulators or other control systems). They are
implemented as Python classes following a defined
interface which depends on the type of equipment to be
controlled.
All experimental channels in Sardana have value and
value buffer attributes: the former exposes the result of the
most recent acquisition (maintains the cache with the result
until the next acquisition is started) and the latter is a
continuous acquisition buffer (with each value in the buffer
identified so that an acquisition can be efficiently retrieved
and reconstructed in blocks by a data collection
aggregator). The common interface for experimental
channels also defines start and stop commands to control
the acquisition and a state attribute which indicates
whether the channel is acquiring. The following is a
description of the various types of data acquisition related
controllers and interfaces currently supported by Sardana.

Timerable
Timerable controllers in Sardana represent hardware that
allows time-controlled acquisition, i.e. that either has an
internal clock allowing to pre-define acquisition intervals,
or that it may be controlled by an external gate signal
(including software start and stop commands). In the first
case, the clock can serve to control acquisition of one or
more experimental channels and is also represented as
another channel in Sardana. In the second case, two pieces
of hardware are chained together and one of them plays the
role of the synchronizer. Current implementations of
timerable controllers are the counter/timers and the 1D and
2D channels.
Counter/Timer is a timerable controller type used to
represent hardware capable of counting digital signal edges
or clock ticks. Sardana extends this concept to any
hardware whose time-controlled acquisition yields a scalar
value (admittedly, the counter/timer name is misleading but
it is maintained for historical reasons). While a
counter/timer acquisition is in progress, the hardware is
periodically interrogated for the updated counter value and
these is notified to the user.
1D and 2D are timerable controller classes
representing channels that yield results in the form of onedimensional and two-dimiensional arrays. In the last
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decades detectors tend to produce larger volumes of data at
a higher rate. Handling of such data in the controls software
during the acquisition process may not be optimal and
therefore the 1D and 2D controllers may either report the
data or just a reference to it to the downstream results
collection. In the case of working with references, the
responsibility of handling the data (e.g., storing or
displaying it) can delegated either to the hardware, or to an
intermediate control software, or to the controller itself. If
a controller manifests this capability, the following extra
attributes are added to the channel interface: value
reference and value reference buffer (for accessing the
references) and value reference pattern and value reference
enabled (for configuring the data destination).

0D
Hardware without the possibility to time-control the
acquisition but which can read scalar values may be
integrated with the 0D controller classes. During a Sardana
acquisition, their channels are continuously read (software
sampling) during the interval indicated by the user. The
intermediate results are buffered and at the end of the
acquisition, a custom function is applied to the buffer (e.g.,
average or sum), and the result of such calculation is passed
to the downstream results collection.

Pseudo Counter
A pseudo counter controller acts as an abstraction layer
for one or more experimental channels (counter/timer, 0D,
1D or 2D) allowing the results to be transformed into a
form meaningful to the user. Pseudo counters can be even
build on top of other pseudo counters allowing more
complex transformations while at the same time keeping
the control software well structured and easier to follow.
One example of a pseudo counter is IoverI0, which
normalizes a measured channel result. New
transformations can be integrated into Sardana with custom
pseudo counter controller classes. The pseudo counter
value gets updated automatically every time one of its
experimental channel values get updated.

Trigger/Gate
Trigger/gate controllers represent synchronization
devices such as digital trigger and/or gate generators. Their
main role is to synchronize acquisition of the experimental
channels. They are configured with a synchronization
description composed by one or more groups, each group
describing an equidistant sequence of gate signals
parametrized by the total and active periods, the initial
delay (or initial position) and the number of repeats. Nonequidistant synchronizations are possible by configuring
multiple groups with different periods. The description is
always expressed both in time and position domains
(except for timescans, where the position domain is
meaningless), allowing the coordination of time and
position-aware synchronizers with a single configuration.
In the time domain, elements are configured in time units
(seconds) and the generation of the synchronization signals
is based on the passing time. In the position domain,
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elements are configured in distance units referring to the
“position” of a moveable element configured as the
feedback source (this could be mm, mrad, degrees, etc.). In
this case, the generation of the synchronization signals is
based on receiving updates from the source. In summary,
the trigger/gate controller class translates the
synchronization description of a given measurement and
configures specific hardware synchronizers.

ROADMAP
While the Sardana Suite is a stable product successfully
applied in more than 30 laboratory setups, it is still under
continuous development in order to catch up with the
emerging software and hardware technologies.
In the nearest future we will focus on reducing the dead
time in the step scans, finishing the implementation of the
autonomous acquisition (SEP 17) and refactoring of the
plugin systems in order to substitute the custom-made
solutions with the current Python standards.
Next we will focus on exposing to the user an enriched
unified interface of certain capabilities of the laboratory
equipment regardless of the underneath implementation
(hardware or software). Examples of those capabilities are
regions-of-interest for 1D and 2D experimental channels,
or limits enforcement and backlash correction for
moveables.
Also, the support of non-linear motion trajectories could
open new possibilities in relation with continuous
scanning, and will be the mid-term milestone in the
roadmap.

CONCLUSION
Sardana provides a gentle learning curve to the control
system thanks to the consistent look-and-feel of its Taurusbased GUIs, its macro execution syntax familiar to SPEC
users, and its python-based extendability. This improves
the user experience especially for those visiting different
beamlines of ALBA and other institutes within the Sardana
and Taurus collaboration, as well as to those with previous
SPEC experience.
Measurement processes in Sardana are composed from
well isolated layers: macros, scan framework,
measurement group, actions, controllers and elements
connected by generic interfaces. This organization not only
makes it easier to understand the data acquisition
architecture of a given system, but it also promotes code
reusability and facilitates the implementation of new
features.
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Abstract
The Vacuum Controls Configurator (vacCC) is an
application developed at CERN for the management of
large-scale vacuum control systems. The application was
developed to facilitate the management of the
configuration of the vacuum control system at CERN, the
largest vacuum system in operation in the world, with over
15,000 vacuum devices spread over 128 km of vacuum
chambers. It allows non-experts in software to easily
integrate or modify vacuum devices within the control
system via a web browser. It automatically generates
configuration data that enables the communication
between vacuum devices and the supervision system, the
generation of SCADA synoptics, long and short term
archiving, and the publishing of vacuum data to external
systems. VacCC is a web application built for the cloud,
dockerized, and based on a microservice architecture. In
this paper, we unveil the application's main aspects
concerning its architecture, data flow, data validation, and
generation of configuration for SCADA/PLC.

INTRODUCTION
In the early 2000’s, during the construction of the LHC
and anticipating a considerable increase in the number of
vacuum devices to be controlled, a software application
(vacDB-Editor) and a set of databases (vacDB) were
developed to homogenize and automate the configuration
of the SCADA and PLCs for CERN’s vacuum systems.
Figure 1 shows a simplified overview of this application
with its main building blocks.
vacDB Editor

UI
SCADA Configuration Files

Survey DB

SCADA server

User Consoles

LayoutDB Synchronizer

Export Module

PLC Configuration Files

vacDB

PLCs

Controllers

Data Validation and
vacDB CRUD
Layout DB

Figure 1: vacDB-Editor overview.
Users interact with the vacDB-Editor user interface,
where they can modify the configuration of the control
system
(adding/removing
equipment,
modifying
equipment attributes, configuring vacuum sectors, alarms).
After validating user input, data is persisted in vacDB, and
from it, an export functionality generates the configuration
files that are used by both the SCADA (WinCC-OA) and
PLCs (Siemens S7/TIA). These files allow PLCs to
communicate with device controllers, enable the

communication between the SCADA and PLCs, and
configure all SCADA functionalities such as
automatically-generated graphical interfaces, archiving,
alarms, and sharing of data with external systems.
In addition, the vacDB-Editor provides a functionality to
import equipment and sectorization data from CERN’s
Layout database. All of the described functionalities (user
interface, configuration exporter, Layout DB synchronizer,
and data validation & persistence) are packaged into a
single monolithic application, which runs on each user’s
desktop computer.

The Need for Upgrading the vacDB-Editor
Over the past years it has become increasingly difficult
to maintain and upgrade the existing vacDB-Editor
application. This is due to its obsolete technology stack,
written in Java 6, using an old version of Oracle‘s ADF
framework, whose development is dependent on a no
longer supported IDE, JDeveloper 10g, released in 2007
[1]. Because of mandatory upgrades of the Java runtime
environment at CERN, the vacDB-Editor, using older
versions of Java, became more and more unstable, with
frequent bugs and crashes reported by the users.
In late 2018 it was announced at CERN that a mandatory
update had to be performed to upgrade Oracle databases
[2], from version 11g to 18c, on all of CERN’s production
instances, affecting vacDB. Since Oracle 18c requires a
more recent JDBC driver, not available in JDeveloper 10g,
an unsupported migration of the vacDB-Editor was
performed to support the new driver. While this migration
was extremely difficult to perform, it appears to have been
successful. It is however impossible to be sure that it will
continue working as new Java runtime environments get
deployed at CERN. Combining the technical reasons above
with the scarce user base of ADF and JDeveloper, it was
decided to rewrite the vacDB-Editor application using
modern technologies, on a micro-service architecture,
allowing us to be more resilient to technological
advancements in the future. The new version of the vacDBEditor is called vacCC, short for Vacuum Controls
Configurator.

HIGH LEVEL ARCHITECTURE
vacCC is based on a microservice architecture, where
each functionality is handled by an independently
deployable application [3]. Although more complex to
implement due to the increasing number of software parts,
interactions, and underlying infrastructure, the usage of
microservice architectures has been shown to bring
important advantages over monolithic applications. We
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consider the following advantages to be the most relevant
for our case:
• Allows for individual upgrades of each microservice,
as opposed to monolithic applications, where the entire
application needs to be upgraded at once.
• Improved service resilience as the failure of a
microservice will not affect the behaviour of other
functionalities.
• Allows different programming languages to coexist in
the same application, enabling us to choose the right
tool for the job.
• Provides a logical separation of concerns, making
software better organized, and therefore easier for
software developers to master, develop, test and
maintain their code.
vacCC
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Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of vacCC in
production and development environments. An Openshift
router exposes the application to CERN’s General Purpose
Network (GPN). Based on the request URL, the router will
forward HTTPs requests to the appropriate load balancer,
which will in turn forward the request to a microservice
Pod [7] in a round-robin fashion. In addition to forwarding
requests to Pods, load balancers provide a service
discovery feature. Every time a new Pod of a certain
microservice is created, the load balancer will
automatically detect it and will start forwarding requests
once it becomes available. This feature, combined with the
stateless nature of all microservices, allows vacCC
microservices to scale horizontally and to perform zerodowntime updates.
The following sections explain with a greater detail the
implementation of the front end, validation & persistence,
exporter, and synchronizer microservices.

FRONT END
Validation
and
Persistence

Front End

Exporter

Synchronizer

vacDB

Figure 2: vacCC microservices.
According to Figure 2, the application logic was divided
into 4 microservices:
• Front end: the web graphical interface that allows
users to edit the configuration of the control system.
• Validation & persistence: exposes RESTful APIs [4]
for other services to interact with vacDB, ensuring the
validity of data used in CRUD operations.
• Exporter: generates SCADA and PLC configuration
files from vacDB data.
• Synchronizer: synchronizes CERN’s accelerator
equipment database (Layout DB) with vacDB.
All vacCC microservices are containerized and
orchestrated in Openshift [5], a Kubernetes [6] application
platform.
Load Balancers
/

www.vacdbeditor.cern.ch

/backend

FrontEnd

FrontEnd
PODs

Validation
and
Persistence

Validation and
Persistence
PODs

The front end microservice provides the user interface of
the application. It allows users to be abstracted from the
complexity of vacDB, enabling them to modify vacuum
machine parameters (e.g. equipment and their attributes,
sectors, archiving, data sharing, etc.) that are required for
the export of the SCADA and PLC configuration for the
control system. The application is built as a single page
application, implemented using the React Framework [8].
The graphical styling is provided by the Ant Design
framework [9], which includes pre-made enterprise-class
UI design components that can be added to the application
with minimal configuration, enabling significant timesavings during development, while ensuring a consistent
look and feel of the application.
Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of the front end
application. The application is organized following the
React model, where web elements such as pages and their
elements (buttons, tables, forms, etc.) are hierarchically
organized into components. Components interact with
backend services (validation & persistence, exporter, and
synchronizer microservices) using REST and WebSockets
[10], the latter being used in special cases of long lasting
requests with intermediate steps that need to provide
feedback to the UI. Request data is stored in the application
store, using Redux [11], that components can access
directly.

vacDB

Router
/exporter
Exporter

Exporter
PODs

Synchronizer

Synchronizer
PODs

/synhronizer

Figure 3: Deployment architecture.
Figure 4: Architecture of front end application.
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VALIDATION & PERSISTENCE
The validation & persistence microservice is responsible
for providing the interface between other microservices
and vacDB. It achieves that by exposing RESTful APIs that
allow other microservices to indirectly perform CRUD
operations on the database. It is implemented with Spring
Boot [12], a widely used framework for building web and
enterprise applications, with an extensive user base, a rich
set of features, with a convention-over-configuration
approach that fosters simplicity and standard coding
practises. Prior to any create, update, or delete operation on
vacDB, data validation is performed to ensure that user
intentions will result in a valid configuration, aiming to
reduce the possibility of errors during subsequent vacDB
SCADA and PLC exports. While vacDB itself provides a
form of validation by the usage of constraints on the
database level, this microservice makes use of attribute
boundaries defined in MasterDB (the metadata source of
vacDB) to improve the detection of user input errors.

Architecture
The architecture of the validation & persistence
microservice is composed of 3 layers, as illustrated in Figure 5 below:

API

Service Layer

Auditing

Security

Data Access
Objects

vacDB

Figure 5: Architecture of validation & persistence
mcroservice.
• API: exposes REST endpoints for other services to
interact with vacDB.
• Service Layer: handles requests from the API layer,
performs data validation, and when necessary,
combines results from multiple Data Access Object
(DAO) operations to serve API requests.
• Data Access Objects: provides objects that allow
direct access to vacDB. This layer is implemented with
Spring Data and Hibernate.
• Auditing: records modifications in the configuration
of the vacuum control system.
• Security: provides authentication and authorization
services for the entire application, ensuring that only
users with the required priviledges are able to perform
database operations.
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Security
For user authentication and authorization, the Spring
Security module is used and customized to obtain user
authentication from CERN’s active directory database.
Upon a successful authentication, a JSON Web Token
(JWT) [13] is issued to the client application. On every
request, the client sends back the token, which is decoded,
analysed, and matched against current authorization
permissions in vacDB: this allows the microservice to
confirm the identity of the client without the need of
sharing credentials on every request. A great advantage of
JWT is its stateless nature. With its usage, no sessions are
maintained between the microservice and its clients,
enabling any Pod to serve a particular request.
Authorization for a particular operation (create, update,
delete) on a specific entity (equipment, equipment
attributes, sectors, etc.) is configured to use method-level
security. DAO persistence methods are annotated with the
role required to execute the method operation and matched
against the requestor’s granted roles.

Data Auditing
The validation & persistence microservice maintains
audit logs for every change made in the configuration of
the vacuum control system. Every time a configuration
parameter changes, on any entity (e.g. equipment,
equipment attributes, sectors, etc.), a log is added to an
audit table containing a description of what changed (e.g.
“timeout value changed from 10s to 30s”), when it was
changed, and which user performed the change. Given that
this functionality was common to all DAO objects, it was
implemented using Spring’s AOP (Aspect Oriented
Programming) paradigm [14]. Each create, update, or
delete operation in any DAO object is captured by an AOP
advice (which is essentially a trigger function) that
compares the current version of the object to be modified
to its future version, and stores a change log result in the
audit table. AOP allows the DAO classes to be completely
unaware of the data auditing mechanism.

vacDB
In order to ensure that the configuration of the vacuum
control system is always possible during CERN’s Long
Shutdown 2, where the configuration of the control system
is changing on a daily basis, one of the project
requirements was to make vacCC compatible with the
database used by the vacDB-Editor. This provides users
with the possibility of using the vacDB-Editor in case of
problems in the new application, especially important
during the validation stage of the application. The easiest
approach for this problem was to make both applications
share vacDB, avoiding the need of creating custom
software to keep vacDB and a new database consistent.
As illustrated in Figure 6, vacDB has 2 types of
databases.
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Metadata
Master DB

Machine Instances
LHC DB

SPS DB

CPS DB

Figure 6: High level overview of database interactions.
Master Database The Master DB is a metadata database
that defines information common to all accelerators.
Examples of metadata found in Master DB are the
attributes that define each control equipment type, default
values for attributes, datapoint definitions, and the types of
data for each datapoint element (uint, float, etc.). A single
instance of Master DB is shared amongst all Machine
databases.
Machine Databases Machine databases contain data
concerning a particular vacuum installation (LHC, SPS and
ComplexPS). These databases share definitions from the
Master DB in read-only mode. In Machine databases, we
find definitions of vacuum sectors, equipment and their
attributes, archiving, alarm settings, and all other data
needed to generate all of the export files required for the
configuration of the vacuum control system.
Control System Configuration Versioning Machine
databases contain several versions of data for a given
accelerator and, as illustrated in Figure 7, all database
entities point to a version. This feature is necessary to allow
future versions of the control system to be edited without
affecting the current production versions, and also to
maintain history of previous configurations of the control
system.
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device datablocks; these contain all relevant information
that will allow PLCs to connect and interact with device
controllers. Two special datablocks are generated to enable
bilateral communication with the SCADA: the Read
Register, for the SCADA to read from the PLC, and the
Write Register, for the SCADA to send data – commands
or configuration - to the PLC. PLC functions copy data
from device datablocks to the Read and Write registers on
specific memory positions specified in the PLC
configuration files.
For the SCADA, the exporter microservice generates
configuration files with the data that will allow the
configuration of all datapoints for every vacuum device.
Each datapoint will be configured with the archiving
settings defined in vacDB, and each datapoint element that
requires communication with a PLC will be automatically
configured to point to its corresponding memory location,
within the appropriate PLC Read or Write register. In
addition to the configuration required to enable the
communication between SCADA and PLCs described in
the previous paragraphs, other files are generated to
configure the display of equipment in the SCADA
synoptics, alarms, long term archiving, and data sharing
through middleware protocols with other control systems.

SYNCHRONIZER
The Layout DB is a CERN-wide database that models
the architecture of CERN’s accelerators. It contains data
concerning most accelerator subsystems, including RF,
beam instrumentation, magnets, cyogenics, and vacuum.
The purpose of the synchronizer microservice is to
automatically import vacuum data from the Layout DB
into vacDB, ensuring that the official, approved layout of
the vacuum system is reflected in vacDB. Fig. 8 shows the
data-flow between the Layout DB, the synchronizer
microservice, and vacDB.

...
VDB_EQP
VDB_VERSION

VDB_SECTOR

ID
------------------------------Other fields...

ID
VERSION_ID
------------------------------Other fields...

Master DB

LHC DB

Figure 7: Versioning in Machines databases.
When a new database version is required, it is usually
copied from an existing version – typically from the
production version. A new database version ID entry is
created on the versions’ table and all database entities that
point to the source version ID are duplicated with the new
version ID field.

EXPORTER
The Exporter microservice is responsible for generating
the configuration files for both the PLCs and for the
SCADA.
For each PLC, the exporter generates function block
calls for each vacuum device connected to it, along with

SPS DB

CPS DB

Synchronizer

Layout DB

Figure 8: VacDB relation with Layout DB.
Through vacCC’s user interface, users can trigger a differential analysis between vacDB and the Layout DB. The
differences detected in the analysis are based on the create,
update, and delete operations made on the Layout DB that
are not reflected in the Machine DB, concerning vacuum
sectorizations, and equipment and their attributes (position,
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type, and hierarchy). The analysis process provides users
with a list of actions that need to be performed on vacDB
to bring it up to date with the Layout DB. Users can use the
synchronizer service to automatically perform the suggested updates.

CI/CD
A continuous integration and continuous delivery
(CI/CD) philosophy is used in all vacCC microservices.
With continuous integration, developers push their code
daily, if not multiple times per day, into the master
repository of each microservice. Code is automatically
compiled, and unit, integration, and linting tests are
performed at each commit. This methodology allows
compilation errors and non-conformities to be detected
early, thus minimizing the risk of faulty code reaching
production and staging environments. Continuous
delivery, on the other hand, is the process of automating
code deployment. By eliminating human intervention in
the deployment, we can guarantee that code is always
released in a standard manner, thus reducing risk and
minimizing deployment times.
Build

Test

Lint

Deploy
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The adoption of a microservices architecture in vacCC
brought several advantages. It allowed to split a big
problem into smaller, independent, and more easily
manageable pieces of software, enabling developers to
work simultaneously on the different system components.
Future upgrades of vacCC to new technologies can now be
carried on a service by service basis, without the need of a
big team of software developers uniquely dedicated to
upgrading the whole application at once.
The usage of Openshift/Kubernetes to manage our
application containers made our applications self-healing
in case of hardware problems, brought zero-downtime
deployments, and allows for dynamic horizontal scaling to
ensure a consistent performance of the application.
The development of continuous integration and delivery
pipelines, with integration testing and automatic
deployment to staging and production environments,
allowed developers to be more confident on the changes
they make. This is now the standard for all new
applications developed for vacuum controls at CERN.
In summary, we expect these architectural and
technology choices to result in more agility to react to new
user requirements and technological changes, making
software in vacuum controls ready to face the upcoming
years.

DEV

push
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the tool for editing the configuration of the control system.
Users have reported a significant increase in productivity
using the new interface, which is especially important
during the Long Shutdown 2 of the LHC, when tens of
thousands of configuration changes are expected.
We are currently in the validation phase of the exporter
microservice and expect to complete the development
stage of the synchronizer miroservice on late 2019, when
the vacDB-Editor will be completely replaced by vacCC.
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LOCAL OSCILLATOR REAR TRANSITION MODULE FOR 704.42 MHz
LLRF CONTROL SYSTEM AT ESS∗
I. Rutkowski, K. Czuba, M. Grzegrzółka, Warsaw University of Technology, Poland
Abstract
This paper describes the specifications, architecture, and
measurements’ results of the MTCA-complaint Local
Oscillator (LO) Rear Transition Module (RTM) board
providing low phase noise clock and heterodyne signals for
the 704.42 MHz Low Level Radio Frequency (LLRF)
control system at the European Spallation Source (ESS). The
clock generation and LO synthesis circuits are based on the
module presented at ICALEPCS 2017. The conditioning
circuits for the input and output signals must
simultaneously achieve the desired impedance matching,
spectral purity, output power as well as the phase noise
requirements. The reference conditioning circuit presents an
additional challenge due to input power range being
significantly wider than the output range. The circuits
monitoring the power levels of critical signals and
voltages of supply rails for remote diagnostics as well as
the programmable logic devices used to set the operating
parameters via Zone3 connector are described.

INTRODUCTION
Modern linear particle accelerators subject charged subatomic particles (or ions) to electormagnetic field in order to
increase their energy. A Low Level Radio Frequency (LLRF)
control system stabilizes the electromagnetic field inside accelerating modules using the amplitudes and phases of the
cavity RF signals detected by down-converting them to an
intermediate frequency. The signals are then sampled and
digitized by high-speed precise analog-to-digital converters.
The architecture necessitates synthesis of clock and LO signals. Quality of those signals influences the performance of
the field detection.
The European Spallation Source (ESS) LLRF control system is based on the Micro-Telecommunications Computing
Architecture (MTCA) [1]. The two aforementioned signals
are generated by the LO board having a rear transition module (RTM) form factor and supplying 4 neighboring LLRF
systems [2]. Important parts of the design are based on a
module designed for the Cavity Simulator project [3] known
as CS-LOG and described in [4].
The next section lists requirements of the LO-RTM
project.

REQUIREMENTS
The input reference frequency is 704.42 MHz and the
nominal input power is +3 dBm ± 2 dB. The clock to reference frequency ratio is 1/6 and the IF to reference frequency
ratio is 1/28 or 1/22 (corresponing to 117.40 MHz and 25.16
or 32.02 MHz, respectively). LO and clock signals’ phase
∗

Work supported by Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education,
decision number DIR/WK/2016/03

noise requirements are presented in Table 1 and they are
dependent on the sufficient quality of the reference signal.
Other requirements:
• compliant with the MTCA.4 RTM specification,
• form factor: RTM (mid-size or full-size),
• combined power good signal for all power supply voltages and information about board temperature shall be
provided to the MTCA.4 management,
• 1 reference output (power level: +13 dBm ± 1 dB),
• 4 main LO outputs (power level: +15 dBm ± 1 dB),
• 4 main clock outputs (power level: +15 dBm ± 1 dB),
• the main signals connector type: SMA,
• 1 monitoring LO output and 1 monitoring clock output
(power level: > -20 dBm),
• the monitoring output signals connectors type:
MMCX,
• RF signals connectors’ location: front panel,
• clock and LO signals spectrum: sine waves with maximum harmonic spurious level of -60 dBc,
• the non-harmonic spurious not greater than -60 dBc for
clock and not greater than -50 dB for LO,
• the VSWR on each port (Reference Input, LO Outputs,
CLK Outputs) not greater than 1.5 (corresponding to
return loss of -14.0 dB),
• the maximum absolute error of the power detection:
1 dB,
• resolution of power detection: 0.05 dB or better,
• the module shall be controlled by the AMC module
through Zone3 connector,
• the pinout of the Zone3 connector: compliant with the
DESY digital class D.1.0 [5],
• 1 clock signal shall be provided at the Zone3 connector,
• Zone3 signaling standard: LVDS,

DESIGN
This section describes circuits introduced in LO-RTM to
fulfill the new requirements.

LO Signal Conditioning and Distribution
The selection of LO frequency synthesis scheme as well
as selection of the IF divider and amplifier were presented
in [4]. Direct Analog synthesis scheme was selected for the
design because it introduces no systemic frequency error
and reduces the far-from-carrier uncorrelated phase noise.
The circuit verified on CS-LOG was modified to achieve
the desired output power level at 4 outputs. A 1W HBT
linear amplifier is used as the final driving stage in addition
to the low-noise preamplifier (see Fig. 1). An attenuator
sets the second stage’s point of operation. A coupler and
resistive power divider provide signal to the power detector
and the monitoring output.
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Table 1: Phase Noise Performance Requirements
Offset (Hz):
Clock Phase noise





√dBc :
(Hz) 
SPD √dBc :
(Hz)

LO Phase noise SPD

10

100

1k

10k

100 k

1M

10 M

-90

-110

-125

-140

-149

-152

-154

-104

-120

-130

-140

-145

-150

-153

Power Levels’ Monitoring

Figure 1: A simplified schematic of the LO signal conditioning and distribution circuit.

All three distribution signals are equipped with a logarithmic power detector. The detector’ output voltages are
low-pass filtered and amplified to match the whole input
range of the ADC digitzing the signals. A very small refresh
rate is assumed, making sampling frequency unimportant.
The converter was selected to fulfil the resolution and absolute error requirements.

Clock Signal Conditioning and Distribution

Digital Logic

The clock signal power conditioning circuit was changed
to provide the higher output power at 4 outputs. The operation amplifier was replaced with a wideband HEMT unit.
Similarly to the LO circuit a coupler and a resistive power
divider were added (see Fig. 2).

On the CS-LOG a microcontroller was used to configure all the on-board integrated circuits. The requirements
concerning the Zone3 communication and LVDS signaling
render the microcontroller unsuitable as currently available
microcontrollers support LVDS standard only for communication with a display. A Programmable Logic Device (PLD)
from the MachXO2 [6] family manufactured by Lattice Semiconductor was selected based on:
• number of IO pins needed,
• supported signaling standards,
• number of required different power supply voltage rails,
• presence of build-in configuration memory,
• presence of build-in oscillator,
• price.
Due to low amount of data transfered between the RTM
and a AMC module the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI)
was selected as the communication protocol. Two out of
eight 8-bit registers are writeable, while the other six contain
read-only values of detected power levels.

Figure 2: A simplified schematic of the clock signal conditioning and distribution circuit.

Reference Signal Conditioning and Distribution
The reference input power dynamic range of -2 dB to +2
dB must be compressed to -1 dB to +1 dB at the output.
This can be done either by controling gain of the signal
distribution circuit by external loop or by using non-linear
characteristics of devices making up the circuit. The second approach was taken since it is safer (doesn’t depend on
proper operation of the stabilizing loop) and requieres less
component.
Two actions were taken in order to minimize leakage of the
mixing products to the main reference output. The isolation
between output ports of the two-way power divider was
maximized and two parallel amplifiers were used instead of
one after this divider (see Fig. 3).

Figure 3: A simplified schematic of the reference signal
conditioning and distribution circuit.

TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
Three revisions of LO-RTM were designed, produced,
assembled, and tested. A mirrored land pattern of the main
DC/DC power converted rendered revision 1.0 unsuable. It
was tested with additional external power supply bypassing
the converter. The power level of the clock’s second and
third harmonics was too high. Revision 1.1 was operational,
a stronger low-pass filter improved the the clock’s spectrum,
but some of the requirements were still not meet:
• the return loss at the LO outputs was too small,
• the output power of the LO signal was outside the specified range for extreme reference signal’s input power
values.
Lumped components were placed at each port of the LO
signal’s power divider to improve the impedance matching.
A fixed attenuator between LO signal’s amplifiers (see Fig. 1)
was replaced with a programmable one, allowing to adjust
the output power to the desired value.
MOPHA124
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15 pieces of revision 1.2 were manufactured and assembled. Before connecting to the power supply they were
visually inspected. No defects were detected during the
inspection. All boards passed the test and the results of measurements were similar, therefore results for only oneboard
(see Fig. 4) are presented. The reference input is visible in
the bottom-left corner. The LO (in the middle) and the clock
(top) sections are seperated to minimize interference.

Figure 6: Power of LO signal’s 5th harmonic (dBc) as a
function of the input power and attenuation.
The spectrum of the clock signal (see Fig. 7) is independent of the input power, can not be chnaged by software, and
meets all the requirements.

Figure 4: Picture of an assembled LO-RTM board.

Spectrum
The output power of the LO signal varies with the input
power and can be controlled by changing the intermediate
attenautor settings. The LO signal spectrum was measured
as a function of the input power and attenuation for two IFs
and two IF signal standards. Figure 5 shows power of the
LO signal fundamental (dBm) and Fig. 6 ilustrates the power
of 5th harmonic (the strongest according to measurements)
relative to the fundamental. For operating conditions complying with the output power requirement the SFDR criteria
is also satisfied.

Figure 7: Clock signals spectrum at clock output 1.

Impedance Matching
Impedance matching at a given port was measured with
all other ports terminated. The clock ports’ matching meets
the requirements (see Table 2).
Table 2: Clock Ports’ Reflectivity at 117.4 MHz

Figure 5: Power of LO signal’s fundamental (dBm) as a
function of the input power and attenuation.

Channel

Value [db]

1
2
3
4

-16.87
-17.73
-18.14
-17.94

The reflectivity at the LO port varies strongly as the function of frequency due to filter’s characteristic in the passband (see Fig. 8). The LO ports’ reflection coefficients fulfill
the specification.
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Figure 10: Phase noise spectra of an ideally converted reference signal and the LO signal (two IFs and two signaling
standards).
a new revision with minor improvments might be dsigned
or more boards of the revision 1.2 will be manufactured.
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WASTE HEAT RECOVERY FOR THE LHC COOOLING TOWERS:
CONTROL SYSTEM VALIDATION USING DIGITAL TWINS
B. Schofield∗ , M. O. Peljo, W. Booth, E. Blanco, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
In order to improve its energy utilization, CERN will
deploy a Waste Heat Recovery (WHR) system at one of the
surface sites of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) which will
provide heating power to a local municipality. To study the
effects that the heat recovery plant will have on the cooling
system, a ‘digital twin’ of the cooling plant was created
in the simulation tool EcosimPro. The primary question
of interest was whether the existing control system of the
cooling plant would be capable of handling transients arising
from a sudden shutdown of the heat recovery plant.
The simulation was connected via the communication
protocol OPC Unified Architecture (OPC-UA) to a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) implementing the cooling plant control system. This ‘virtual commissioning’ setup
was used to study a number of scenarios representing different cooling loads, ambient temperature conditions, and
heat recovery plant operating points. Upon completion of
the investigation it was found that the current cooling plant
control system will be sufficient to deal with the transients
arising from a sudden stop of heat recovery plant operation.
In addition, it was shown that an improvement in the controls
could also enhance the energy savings of the cooling towers.

INTRODUCTION
To minimize the environmental impact of CERN’s activities, an environmental commitment has been agreed on
[1]. WHR has been identified as a key measure to increase
the energy efficiency [2]. Preparations have started for installing WHR on the cooling sites, and the project is starting
with a pilot at LHC point 8, providing heat from the primary cooling water for use by the nearby municipality of
Ferney-Voltaire [2]. During the early design phase of the
WHR plant, the question was raised as to whether the existing cooling plant and its associated control system would
be capable of rejecting disturbances in the cooling water
temperature caused by a failure of the WHR plant. The
cooling towers supply primary cooling water to cryogenic
refrigeration plants, which are critical for operation of the
LHC. Transient events in the cooling plant could cause the
secondary cooling circuits for the cryogenics to shut down,
which would then halt the operation of the LHC. In order to
investigate the effects that the WHR plant might have on the
primary cooling water system, it was decided to use a virtual
commissioning approach to verify the performance of the
existing control system under a set of temperature transients
caused by a sudden loss of the WHR.
∗

brad.schofield@cern.ch

VIRTUAL COMMISSIONING USING
DIGITAL TWINS
The principle of virtual commissioning is to connect a
production-ready control system implementation with a simulation model (a ‘digital twin’) of the process to be controlled. This practise allows engineers to detect errors earlier
in the development process, and facilitates the final commissioning phase. Lee and Park [3] provide an overview of
virtual commissioning as used in manufacturing processes.
They identified that the main obstacle for wider application of virtual commissioning is the model building, which
requires in-depth expertise, both in modeling and control
engineering. Model validation is then a critical step in order
to give credibility to the results. However, once a model
has been developed, its usefulness does not end at the commissioning phase, as it may be used continuously for operator training, and evaluation of updates to control strategies.
At CERN, a process simulation of cryogenic refrigeration
plants of the LHC has been developed by Bradu, Gayet, and
Niculescu [4]. The simulation model connects to the existing
control and supervision systems, and is used extensively for
operator training. Virtual commissioning has also been employed by Booth, Blanco Viñuela, Bradu, and Sourisseau [5]
for the development of the heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system of the Compact Muon Solenoid
(CMS) experimental cavern.
In this paper, the development of a model of the primary
cooling water plant at LHC Point 8 is presented. The model
was implemented in EcosimPro, a multidomain modeling
and simulation tool. The EcosimPro model was then connected to a PLC running a copy of the currently operational
version of the cooling plant control system using OPC-UA,
and a number of simulated scenarios identified by the process experts were evaluated.

MODELLING AND IDENTIFICATION OF
EVAPORATIVE COOLING TOWERS
The focus of this work was the development of a mathematical model of the main element of the primary water
cooling plant, namely the evaporative cooling towers. The
primary water cooling plant at LHC point 8, known as Surface Fluid 8 (SF8), has five main cooling towers, as well
as two backup towers. A schematic of the cooling plant is
shown in Fig. 1. The five main towers receive the combined
return water from three primary cooling circuits, and collect the cooled water in a common basin from where it is
supplied to these three circuits. One of the circuits (corresponding to the cryogenics equipment) can be rerouted to
the backup towers; however modelling of these towers was
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this case a Variable Frequency Drive (VFD)) and is used to
increase the air flow in the tower to increase cooling capacity. Drift eliminator prevents the smallest mist escaping the
cooling tower. The sprays are used to create small droplets
in order to increase the convection and evaporation area, and
to equally distribute the water across the cooling tower cross
section. The cooling tower fill is used to slow down the
water and increase time of contact and area with the counter
flowing air. [6]

Figure 1: Cooling system at LHC point 8. The common
basin collects cooled primary cooling water, from where the
cooling water is distributed to clients.

not undertaken. The WHR plant is to be installed on the
combined return line.
Although the five main towers are almost identical, there
are some small differences between them. The intention
with the modelling effort was to derive a common model
structure which could be used for all towers, and then to
parameterize each tower independently.
Heat transfer in evaporative cooling towers involves both
convection at the air-water interface and heat absorption by
the evaporating process water due to mass transfer. Evaporative cooling is very effective, due to the latent heat transfer
during the phase transition from water to vapor. Latent heat
transfer is the thermal energy transfer in a constant temperature process. The cooling water evaporation rate is only
between 1-2 per cent, but it plays an important role in the
heat dissipation. The losses from evaporation must be compensated by adding new process water. As a result of the
evaporation, a theoretical minimum for the leaving cooling
water temperature is the ambient wet-bulb temperature, and
often temperatures less than ambient dry-bulb temperatures
are reached.
The components of an evaporative cooling tower are illustrated in Fig. 2. They consist of, from top to bottom: a
fan, drift eliminators, water spray, cooling tower fill, shower
area and basin. The fan is powered by an electrical motor (in

Figure 2: Mechanical draft counter flow evaporative cooling
tower. Figure shows the components inside the cooling tower,
which are needed to increase cooling capacity and prevent
water from escaping the cooling tower.
Several calculation methods for modeling steady state
operation of cooling towers exists in commercial products
and the theory behind is often based on knowledge freely
available in the literature. The most widely used methods to
model steady operation points are the Merkel method and
the Poppe method [6, 7]. Dynamic models capable of modeling transient events are more scarce and complex. However
the modeling method presented by Jin [8] suited the requirements of this project and available data well. Jin, Cai, Lu,
Lee, and Chiang [9] have published an article about a steady
state model for control and optimization of HVAC-systems.
Later Jin [8] revisited his previous work and extended the
model and covered a validation study also for transient modeling.

Dynamic Modeling of Output Water Temperature
Jin, Cai, Lu, Lee, and Chiang [9] proposes that the heat
dissipation rate Q can be calculated using a semi empirical
model, a combination of physical modeling and empirical
parameters. Physical properties of the model are based on
the analogy between cooling tower and a heat exchanger.
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Q=

T1 − Twb
R

(1)

where T1 is the entering cooling water temperature and Twb
is the ambient wet-bulb temperature. The overall heat resistance R consists of the heat resistance of the water side and
the heat resistance of the air side:
R = Rw + Ra

(2)

The heat transfer at the water-air film can be considered
as forced convection, and equations for calculating the heat
resistances Rw , Ra as functions of air and water mass flows
mÛ a and mÛ w can be expressed as [9]:
1
l
= b1 mÛ w
Rw

(3)

1
= b2 mÛ la
Ra

(4)

Substituting Eqs. (2), (3) and (4) into Eq. (1) a model for
the heat dissipation rate Q is obtained:
Q=

l ·b m
l
b1 mÛ w
2 Ûa
l +b m
l
b1 mÛ w
2 Ûa

(T1 −Twb ) =

l
c4 mÛ w
Ûw
1 + c3 m
m
Ûa

l

(T1 −Twb ) (5)

where c4 = b1 , c3 = bb12 and l are the empirical parameters
of the model.
Jin, Cai, Lu, Lee, and Chiang [9] experimentally validate, that the Eq. (5) can be used to estimate steady state
heat dissipation rate of a counter flow evaporative cooling
tower and thus the leaving cooling water temperature T2 .
The model parameters c3 , c4 and l are optimized against
manufactures steady state cooling tower performance data,
or real operational steady state data.
In a PhD thesis by Jin [8], the steady state model by Jin,
Cai, Lu, Lee, and Chiang [9] is revisited and the model is
further developed for dynamic modeling. Jin [8] proposes
and validates that the Eqs. 6 and 7 can be used to dynamically
model the rate of change of output water temperature T2 over
time.
dT2
= c1 ϕ(t)
dt

(6)
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Parameter Identification and Model Validation
Historical operation data was used to parametrize and
validate the model of the cooling towers at SF8. The data
from various sensors linked in to the existing control system
is continuously logged in to the LHC logging system, from
where the data was queried. SF8 has sensors for cooling
water input temperature T1 and volumetric flow. The cooling water output temperature T2 is measured with sensors
submerged in each of the cooling tower basins. The ambient conditions where obtained from nearby temperature and
humidity sensors. The air mass flow is estimated by a linear
model identified for the fan speed signal under assumption
that the output air is saturated and its temperature equals
input cooling water temperature.
While the quality and availability of the data was good,
the data needed to be combined and modified to correct form.
An algorithm was developed in R programming language to
detect steady operations points from time series data. The
algorithm identifies time periods where the model input variables T1 , Twb , mÛ w , mÛ a and output variable T2 are all steady
and aggregates the values into steady operation points, an average of each variable over a steady time window. The steady
state parameters were then optimized as non-linear multi
variable least squares problem by the Levenberg-Mardquardt
method, available in an open source R-library minpack.lm,
which minimizes the offset for estimated output variable T2 .
To gather data for identifying the dynamic parameter c1 , step
response tests where carried out with the towers. R was used
to solve the optimal parameter c1 as a linear least squares
problem.
Fan speed signal
100

Fan speed (%)

The heat dissipation rate Q is calculated using the overall
heat resistance R of the cooling tower:
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Figure 3: Validation plot ETR-880, rmse = 0.4905 °C, mean
Twb = 13.57 °C. The model captures the dynamics well with
minor offset.

(7)
where steady state parameters c3 , l, c4 and dynamic parameter c1 are optimized against operational data.

Transient events available in the historical data where used
to cross validate the dynamic performance of the model.
It was found that the model reproduces the dynamics in

ϕ(t) = −

c4
l (t)
Ûw
Cp w m

1+

h

Û w (t)
c3 m
m
Û a (t)
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output temperature T2 very well with root mean squared
error (RMSE) between 0.5 and 1.25 °C. Model estimation
versus the real measured value is presented in Fig. 3. Further
details of the model parameter identification and validation
can be found in Peljo [10].

Model Implementation
The model structure in Eqs. (6) and (7) was implemented
as a cooling tower component in EcosimPro. A complete
model of the SF8 cooling plant was created by instantiating and parameterizing five of these tower components with
the parameters obtained as above. Two parameter sets were
used; one corresponding to a tower with slightly different
fan geometry, and another for the remainder of the towers.
A simple model of the basin was implemented, and the cooling clients and the WHR system were modeled as simple
heat sources and sinks. The cooling tower component also
implemented the different operational modes of the towers,
which include bypass, when the return water is routed directly into the basin; showering, where the return water is
routed through the tower’s nozzles but the fans are inactive; and ventilation, in which the fans are run at a speed
determined by the output of a PID controller based on the
measured temperature of the water in the basin. A schematic
of the simulation model is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Implementation of the SF8 plant created from
individual tower components in EcosimPro.

VIRTUAL COMMISSIONING SETUP
Upon completion of the cooling plant model implementation in EcosimPro, the final step required to create a virtual
commissioning setup was to connect the simulation to a
copy of the production control system running on a PLC. To
accomplish this, OPC-UA was chosen as the communication
protocol. The EcosimPro model can be compiled into an
executable program which includes an OPC-UA server. The
server exposes methods which allow an OPC-UA client to
run the simulation for a given period of time. The server
can also be configured to expose simulation variables which
may be read from and written to. For the purposes of virtual
commissioning, it is desired to write control signals to the
simulation model, and read back the process variables which
are used as inputs to the controller. For the cooling towers,
the control signals are the valve commands which control
the bypass and showering modes of operation, as well as the
fan activation signals and speed setpoints, which are unique
to each tower. The measured value is the water temperature
in the basin.
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The control system for the SF8 cooling plant is implemented in a Schneider Premium PLC. A copy of the control
system was loaded into a laboratory PLC, and the Schneider
OPC Factory Server application was used to expose PLC
variables via an OPC-UA server. In order to connect the
OPC-UA servers of the simulation and the PLC, an OPC-UA
client application was created using an open source Python
OPC-UA package[11]. This Python client performed the
data exchange between the EcosimPro model and the PLC,
including the necessary scalings of the variables. The client
was also responsible for running the EcosimPro model for
fixed periods of time, and synchronizing this with real time.
Simulations were performed for periods of five seconds,
which was slightly slower than the sampling rates used in
the production control system, but still much faster than the
time constants of the process.

CLOSED LOOP SIMULATION RESULTS
A number of different scenarios for possible temperature
transients caused by a sudden loss of heat recovery plant were
proposed by the process experts, and tested using the virtual
commissioning system described above. A full description
of the obtained results can be found in Peljo [10]. These
scenarios represented particularly critical combinations of
operating modes and ambient conditions, which represented
the greatest challenges to the cooling plant control system.
One such scenario is a condition in which the ambient wet
bulb temperature Twb is 12 °C, the client heat power to be
dissipated is 20 MW, and the WHR is operating at 6.3 MW.
This represents a spring or autumn condition in which the
LHC is running. A sudden loss of the WHR plant would
require that the 6.3 MW it had been capturing would have
to be dissipated by the cooling plant. This transition would
have to occur sufficiently quickly to prevent an excessive rise
in the temperature of the primary cooling water supply.
The results of a closed loop simulation of this scenario
are shown in Fig. 5. The sudden loss of the WHR plant
occurs at approximately 40 minutes into the simulation, and
manifests itself as a sharp rise in return water temperature
T1 in the lower plot. Following this, the supply water temperature T2 begins to rise. The controller output rises, and
at approximately 46 minutes is high enough to cause an additional tower to enter ventilation mode. It should be noted
that the fan speed range of 0-100% in fact corresponds to
approximately 30–50 rpm, meaning that there are some discontinuities in the controlled cooling power of the plant.
This is also the reason that the system is not in steady state
at the beginning of the simulation.
After the activation of the ventilation in the second tower,
the basin temperature begins to drop, and returns to the
setpoint of 22 °C after approximately 30 minutes. During
the transient the basin temperature rose less than 1 °C, which
was well within the requirements stipulated by the process
experts.
It was found that the behaviour of the control system in
the remaining scenarios was also acceptable (see [10] for
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tion model and PLC which allowed closed loop simulations
to be made. A number of simulations were performed based
on operational scenarios defined by the process experts. The
simulation results indicated that the existing cooling plant
and its controls were sufficient to deal with a possible fault
in the WHR plant, and therefore that re-engineering of the
control system in conjunction with installation of the WHR
plant would not be required.
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Figure 5: Simulation results for Twb = 12 °C, client power
20 MW, and WHR power 6.3 MW, with WHR plant failure
after approximately 40 minutes.
details). Based on these results it was concluded that the
existing cooling plant and its control system would be able
to cope with the worst case disturbance scenarios which may
arise in conjunction with the introduction of the WHR plant.

CONCLUSION
In this paper the development of a dynamic simulation
model for evaporative cooling towers has been presented.
The purpose of the model was to create a virtual commissioning setup which could be used to analyze the behaviour
of an existing control system, implemented in a PLC, to a
proposed change in the cooling plant, namely the addition of
a WHR plant. The open process control protocol OPC-UA
was leveraged to create a generic interface between simula-
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CONTROL SYSTEM INTEGRATION OF MAX IV INSERTION DEVICES
J. Lidón-Simón, P. Sjöblom, A. Dupré, G. Todorescu, H. Al-Sallami, N. Al-Habib, A. Thiel,
M. Lindberg, V. Hardion, MAX IV Laboratory, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
During the last 3 years, MAX IV has installed and commissioned in total 15 insertion devices out of which 6 are
new in vacuum undulators, 1 in vacuum wiggler, and 7 inhouse developed and manufactured Apple II elliptically polarized undulators. From the old lab, MAXLAB, 1 PU is
also reused. Looking forward, 3 additional insertion devices
will be installed shortly. As MAX IV only has one Control
and IT group, the same concept of machine and beamline
installation have been applied also to the insertion devices,
i.e. Sardana, Tango, PLC, and IcePAP integration. This
has made a seamless integration possible to the rest of the
facility in terms of user interfaces, alarm handling, archiving
of status, and also future maintenance support.

Figure 1: Softimax EPU under test and assembly in MAX
IV magnet lab.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of a synchrotron facility is to create a flux
of photons that can interact with atom electron shells of
a variety of samples that range from proteins crystals to
semiconductors. The photon flux is created by forcing a
highly relativistic beam of electrons to deflect back and forth
over its ideal golden orbit by making them travel along a row
of permanent dipole magnets with alternating polarity.
The devices hosting the magnet arrays and the mechanics
to move them around the beam are called insertion devices
(IDs). If the magnet arrays are arranged to give a broad
photon energy spectrum, the system is called wiggler. A
different arrangement named undulator gives a more narrow
photon beam spectrum, and within that group a subset called
elliptically polarized undulators allow to adjust the phase
characteristics of the output beam. The energy of the photon
spectrum is controlled by changing the distance between
the permanent dipole magnets and the electron beam while
changing the relative position of the magnet arrays modifies
the polarity of the photon beam.
All the insertion devices share the same mechanical principle of two girders, an upper one and a lower one, Fig. 1.
The distance between these girders defines the gap mentioned above. Besides that EPUs girders are divided in two
subgirders that can be shifted longitudinally with respect
to each other, Fig. 2. The mechanically simplest insertion
devices are the IVUs at Cosaxs, Danmax and Femtomax
beamlines which have a single motor that acts on the distance between girders; more complex setups like the Wiggler
in Balder beamline have two motors that act on the gap at
both girder ends, allowing to increase the gap at both ends
independently, giving the option to tilt the girders; one last
type of IVUs, present in Biomax and Nanomax beamlines,
have four independent motors at each girder end, adding
the posibility of introducing a different offset between each
girder and the photon beam plane. Ultimately, the EPUs are

Figure 2: Each EPU girder has two subgirders that host the
magnet arrays and can move relative to each other and to the
subgirders in the other girder. Together they determine the
polarization of the light.

equipped with 4 extra motors (8 in total) that allow to move
independently their 4 subgirders in the horizontal plane. The
girders can be up to 4 m long and weight up to 13.5 tons.
The massive structures in Fig. 1 are needed as the maximum
attractive force between the top and bottom girder is 46 kN
while the maximum repellent force is 30 kN dependent on
subgirder phases.
The maximum longitudinal force is 35 kN and the maximum transversal force is 7 kN. As the force between permanent magnets is not linear with distance, closing the gap
will cause an ever increasing rate of attractive force as the
gap is closed. This causes the entire casted iron structure to
bend dependent on gap and phase. From a mechanical point
of view, the magnets on the girders can be moved to 0.5 mm
far from the beam vacuum chamber, but as this would create
too high heat load is not allowed in operation.
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Positioning the IDs requires sub µm control over these
heavy mechanics that as stated above, depending on the
phase of the magnets, are either pushing or pulling with
several tens of kilo newtons.
Typical safety requirements of an ID are to avoid crushing
the vacuum tubes where the electrons travel or closing the
magnet arrays in a way that the beam can melt the mechanical structure or hit metal creating bremsstrahlung radiation.
Besides that the ID should be operated both from the accelerator control room as well as from the beamline, preferably
in synch with the beamline monochromator, with the accelerator control room having priority and the possibility to
lock the operation. The ID should also be safe to maintain
inside the storage ring without the possibility that someone
remotely starts the motors.
At the moment, the MAX IV rings host a mixture of 6
new in-vacuum undulators, 7 in-house developed and manufactured Apple II elliptically polarized undulators [1], 1 in
vacuum wiggler together with 1 reused PU from the old lab,
MAXLAB. In total, 15 IDs have been installed and tested
while 3 IDs are planed for the near future. The facility has
now reached a state where 11 beamlines with their respective
IDs are in simultaneous stable operation and receiving light
from the 1.5 GeV and 3 GeV rings.

CONTROL SYSTEM
Low Level Hardware
The six IVUs and the Wiggler are equipped with different
flavours of stepper motors chosen by the equipment manufacturer. At procurement time, the interface boundary was
set at the driver level, that was part of the deliverables as
well.
The EPUs require the movement of heavier structures at
speeds where brushless DC servomotors are the best option.
All motions have been equipped with absolute encoders
to simplify operation, avoiding possibly complicated homing procedures. Wherever the equipment protection system
required position information, separate encoders, also absolute, where installed.
All devices allowing taper in their motion schemes are
equipped with sensitive tiltmeters to prevent forcing the
mechanics unnecessarily.
Precision switches have been used to limit the motion
stroke of all axes, that, moreover have a second pair of overtravel switches to directly kill the driver power stages in the
unlikely situation of a limit-switch failure.
Thermocouples and vacuum sensors are available to monitor the state of the devices with components under vacuum.
In order to rectify the alterations to the beam orbit caused
by the magnetic structures of the IDs, corrector coils are
fitted at the entrance and the exit of all the devices.

Motion Controller Layer
IcePAP [2] is the MAX IV Laboratory standard motion
controller in all applications, which simplifies synchronization with other motorized elements and reduces the effort
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at the software level and the learning curve for operators,
users and engineers. With that in mind, equipment manufacturers were requested to provide machines with motors
and drivers of their choice with the requirement of having a
quadrature or pulse/direction interface as position reference
suitable to be rack mounted, Fig. 3. For axes with external

Figure 3: EPU control cabinets.
drivers, IcePAP manages motion profiles and closed-loop
positioning and the upper layers rely on the IcePAP system functionality for inter-axes synchronization. A basic
handshake between controller and external drivers allows to
power on the external driver and know when it is ready to
accept motion commands.
Limit switches, encoders and a disable signal for equipment protection from the PLC unit are directly routed to
IcePAP as well.

Equipment and Personal Protection Systems
A Rockwell Allen-Bradley PLC takes on all equipment
protection responsibilities. This equipment receives the
signals from the different sensors mentioned above: overtravel switches, tilt sensors, thermocouples, encoders, contact switches for protection panels, water sensors and generates a signal that disables IcePAP and the external drivers
power stages in case the whole system exceeds the allowed
operational parameters.
Wherever the equipment and its surroundings create hazards that require safety rated de-energizing of the power
stages, the PLC was equipped with modules that offer the
adequate certification to interface the safety rated inputs
available in the selected external drivers.
A key-based system is available in all motion cabinets
to override the disable functionality and allows expert personnel to take correction measures and bring the equipment
back to normal operation.

Corrector Power Supplies
The interaction of the electrons in the storage ring and the
magnets of the insertion devices distorts the path followed
by the beam. The magnitude and direction of the distortion
is dependent on the gap and phase settings of the insertion
device. Coils at the entrance and exit of the device allow to
correct these deviations. Fast bipolar power supplies have
been used for that purpose.
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Motion Control
At MAX IV Laboratory, machine and beamline networks
are split. The virtual machines where the motion control
software for all MAX IV insertion devices are located in the
machine network.
Each insertion device is controlled through Sardana [3]
(one Sardana instance per ID). All motors are exposed in the
Sardana pool and can be moved individually. Pseudomotors
(on top of those motors) convert motor positions to insertion
device properties (gap, taper, offset, phase, ...) and manage
motion synchronisation.
ID motion from the machine controlroom is executed
through Sardana macros that communicate with the pseudomotors. Those macros are used to schedule actions and
perform complex motion sequences (like removing all taper
before a gap motion):
• Move taper to 0
• Move gap to setpoint
• Correct motion error
• Move back taper
The insertion device elements (motor/pseudomotor) are
exposed by Sardana as Tango devices [4] and can be used by
other services like the archiving system, Fig. 4, or the alarm
system, Fig. 5.
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The insertion devices are located in the storage rings and
are therefore the responsibility of the machine division. The
machine controlroom has priority on the ID control system
and takes care of alarms and other issues. The controlroom
can lock the insertion device and block all motion queries
from the beamline side. An expert GUI, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7,
allows the machine controlroom to get an overview of the
entire ID system (motion, alarms, vacuum ...) and it is
implemented based on the MAX IV svgsynoptic [5].

Alarms
All PLC alarms are exposed as tags and by a Tango device,
Fig. 7. Those alarms are reported on the machine alarm
system through PyAlarm.
The PLC is also in charge of monitoring some diagnostic
equipment inside and around the insertion device (reporting
temperature, pressure etc) that are exposed in the control
system as FacadeDevices [6]. Those high level Tango devices are built on top of the Tango PLC device. This Tango
device manages the PLC communication bandwidth and
pushes Tango events to the high level device on each update.
The high level devices are just a collection of PLC tags (like
alarm, state, setpoint, monitored value etc) referring to the
same physical equipment.

Figure 6: GUI available to monitor IVU status on the machine side. Invaluable when an alarm is activated or test and
tuning is needed.

Figure 4: Insertion device motion control on the machine
network.

Figure 5: Safety system based on PLC.

Figure 7: GUI available to monitor EPU status on the machine side.
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Motion Envelope Limitation
To avoid overheating due to excessive generated radiation
in the EPUs, some phase and gap combinations are forbidden.
The PLC system reads absolute encoders measuring the
critical axes and disables all motors if the system enters in
an area defined by a motion envelope.
To avoid triggering the PLC system, before a motion, the
Sardana macros check for motion envelope violation, Fig. 8.
Those macros take in consideration both setpoint and motion
path and can open the gap before a phase shift (and close it
back after) to assure a safe phase motion.

Figure 8: Phase vs Gap. The yellow curve defines a motion
envelope. Motion is allowed only above this operational
envelope. It is also not allowed to cross this envelope.

Feed Forward Beam Path Correction
A feed forward Tango device subscribes to the Sardana
pseudomotor’s position attribute (gap and phase) events.
Each time one axis is moving, Sardana publishes a Tango
change event. On each event, the feed forward Tango device
calculates the new current setpoint value for the corrector
coil power supplies, based on a lookup table.
This look up table is calculated based on measurement
campaigns carried out by the ID group where the impact on
the beam orbit for each insertion device is characterised.
The feed forward software implementation is based on
the MAX IV FacadeDevice reactive architecture and works
for a storage ring injection rate up to 10 Hz.

Beamline Control
Beamlines at MAX IV run in separate networks, Fig. 9.
The beamline is the main user of an insertion device and
decides the beam characteristics that need to be delivered
by the insertion device. The insertion device is used in the
beamline scan system, it has to be seen from the beamline
control system as a movable object and has to be moved synchronously with the monochromator to define the beamline
energy.
A MAX IV TangoGateway [7] allows to forward Tango
requests and events between two control systems in different
networks making it possible to expose the insertion device
functionality from the machine network to the beamline
control system.
On the beamline Sardana instance, the ID is instantiated
as a simple motor. Position, state and other requests are
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forwarded from the machine Sardana high level pseudomotors through the gateway. The device can be moved and
involved in any scan through the beamline Sardana environment as a standard movable object. All beamline ID
motion commands (seen from the beamline as writing to
a position attribute) are in fact executing a Sardana macro
(like MoveGap) on the machine control system through the
Tango gateway.

Figure 9: Insertion device motion control on the beamline
network.

CONCLUSION
MAX IV has already reached a state where 10 beamlines
are taking users, 4 more are in different phases of commissioning and 2 more are starting procurements.
The use of a well established in-house set of technical
solutions has allowed installation, test and commissioning
of a big number of insertion devices in parallel to the rest of
the work for accelerators and beamlines in a relatively short
period of time.
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STABLE OPERATION OF THE MAX IV LABORATORY
SYNCHROTRON FACILITY
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A. Milan-Otero, P. Bell, D. Erb, A. Amjad, A. Nardella, H. Petri, J. Rosenqvist, D. Spruce
MAX IV Laboratory, Lund University, Lund, Sweden
Abstract

MAX IV Laboratory, inaugurated in June 2016, has for the
last 8 months accepted synchrotron users on three beamlines
— NanoMAX, BioMAX and Hippie — while simultaneously
pushing towards bringing more beamlines into the commissioning and user phases. As evidence of this, the last call
issued addressed 10 beamlines. As of summer 2019, MAX
IV has reached a point where 11 beamlines simultaneously
have shutters open and are thus receiving light under stable
operation. With 16 beamlines funded, the number of beamlines will grow over the coming years. The Controls and IT
group has performed numerous beamline system installations such as a sample changer at BioMAX, Dectris detector
at Nanomax, and End Station at Hippie. It has additionally
developed processes, such as automated IT infrastructure
with a view to accepting users. We foresee a focus on end
stations and detectors, as well as data storage, data handling
and scientific software. As an example, a project entitled
“DataStaMP” has been recently funded aiming to increase
the data and metadata storage and management system in order to accommodate the ever increasing demand for storage
and access.

At MAX IV, the Controls and IT group has the responsibility to find solutions and coordinate the work involving
control systems for the machine and beamlines. The group
is divided into 5 collaborating subgroups, whose latest activities are summarised in the subsequent sections. As a group,
we value taking part in collaborations with other facilities
and using open and shared technology and knowledge.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the MAX IV machine status web
interface showing 11 open shutters during top-up mode operations of the 1.5 GeV and 3 GeV rings at 250 mA.

INTRODUCTION
MAX IV is a fourth generation synchrotron facility with
one linear accelerator and two storage rings at 1.5 GeV and
3.0 GeV respectively. The ring lattices are designed as multi
bend acromats in order to reach emittances in the ultra-low
few hundred pm rad range and hence achieve ultra-high
brightness and transverse coherence. Inaugurated in June
2016, the facility has accepted users for three beamlines —
Nanomax, BioMAX and Hippie — while design and commissioning for 13 beamlines is ongoing. A milestone was
reached in June 2019, when 11 beamlines had their beam
shutters open and receiving light simulatneously, Fig. 1.
The facility performance is dependent on the availability
and reliability of its accelerators. Without a stable electron
beam, the possibility to build state of the art beamlines is
very limited. MAX IV is therefore constantly monitoring the
availability and reliability of its accelerators, and presents the
result to users through a web interface, Fig. 2. For the year
to date (mid September, 2019) the up-time and meantime
between failures has been 98%, 61 h for the 1.5 GeV ring,
98%, 43 h for 3 GeV ring, and 98%, 42 h for the short pulse
facility (located at the end of the linac).
∗
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Figure 2: Statistics on the availability and reliability of the
accelerators at MAX IV.

INFORMATION MANAGING SYSTEM
The Information Management System (IMS) team has a
broad foot-print across MAX IV and strives to find efficient
ways to support all the software and tools that falls into
the information management and web category. In 2018,
a lot of effort was put into making the development and
delivery processes more efficient and less error prone with
fewer manual intervention. Dockerizing [1] applications
and building an automated continuous delivery process were
central to this goal. Dockerization in particular has proved
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to be highly successful, as it allows users to take the lead
in developing their applications which can be subsequently
deployed and maintained within existing infrastructure. It is
therefore foreseen that more applications will be migrated
to this model.
The IMS team has supported the Digital User Office
(DUO) system for user applications with the addition of
experiment session management. Through this, the main
proposer can manage the co-proposers, select shifts, manage
access to the experiment hall, etc. As DUO is synchronised
with MAX IV Active Directory, users also gain seamless
access to the facility IT infrastructure.
Experimental logging has bene migrated from ELog to
ELogy — a web based multi-purpose logbook used by most
groups in the facility, including user operations at beamlines
Fig. 3. It supports rich text editing and attachments, and
each logbook can be configured with a template and custom
attributes to increase productivity and facilitate information
sharing. Moreover, it exposes a REST API which makes it
easy to integrate with other software.
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We are also participating in the development of SciCat —
a data catalogue management system in collaboration with
PSI and ESS, Fig. 5. SciCat facilitates easy management
of data life cycle, from the point of collection of raw data,
through data transformation for the purpose of analysis, and
finally migration to long term storage. The system helps to
link publications to their entire data provenance, manage
data ownership and open data requirements.

Figure 5: A screenshot of the SciCat tool for data life cycle
management.

CONTROL SYSTEM ELECTRONICS
HARDWARE
The control system electronics hardware team deals with
almost all aspects of motion, detectors, cameras, triggering, timing, data acquisition, counting, etc. Electronics are
closely integrated with the control system software, and
much of the work revolves around collaborative projects, e.g.
the IcePAP motor driver [2] and Em# electrometer [3] [4]
to some extent already described in [5] and [6].

Motion System
Figure 3: A screenshot of the Elogy logging platform.
We have also been developing WebJive — a web based
tool for interacting with a Tango control system enabling
devices configuration, command execution and attributes
read/write in near-realtime, Fig. 4. Furthermore, it enables
users to create custom dashboards with a simple drag and
drop interface, to save them for later use, and even share
them with others via web links. Currently, it is deployed on
six beamlines. MAX IV has recently entered a collaboration
to develop WebJive together with SKA (Square Kilometer
Array.)

MAX IV has been part of the IcePAP collaboration since
2013 and is still active in promoting and updating the system. To date, approximately 1300 hybrid two phase stepper
motors have been installed at the facility and a further 250
motors will be commissioned in the coming 12 months,
mainly at the Softimax, Cosaxs and Danmax beamlines.
To increase awareness of the status of the motion system,
the Kibana [7] and Grafana [8] frameworks have been used
for the development of status grids to present textual and
numeric information on the motion control systems, e.g.
firmware versions, Fig. 6, logged temperatures, Fig. 7, etc.
With these tools in place, alarms conditions such as over
temperature or extreme motor configuration can detected
and alerts sent out automatically via email or sms.

Figure 6: A screenshot of a status grid created using the
Kibana framework for facility system monitoring.

Figure 4: A screenshot of the WebJive platform for webbased visualization of the Tango database.

To make the tuning of motion faster and more accurate,
a tool for plotting motion variables has been developed,
Fig. 8, and made available to the synchrotron community
through GitHub. Information such as current in the motor
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Figure 7: A screenshot of a status grid created using the
Grafana framework showing the temperatures of two different IcePAP motor driver cabinets.

wires, encoder position, deviations from expected position
in closed loop and status such as motion are layered on top
of each other to provide an instant picture of the system.
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demand for storage capacity and performance at all synchrotrons and free electron lasers worldwide. Similarly, the
open science movement and the desire to make all valuable
experimental digital assets available and accessible to the science community, puts high requirements on the stewardship
and data management services provided by a facility.
To address these issues and meet the most immediate
needs of the science community, the Knut Alice Wallenberg foundation (KAW) has decided to fund a project called
DataSTaMP (Data Storage and Management Project) [12]
at the MAX IV laboratory. The project has a budget of 75
MSek and a time line that stretches from July 2019 to December 2023. DataSTaMP is a cross-functional effort between
the teams in Controls and IT group (KITS) at MAX IV, and
is estimated to occupy 14 full time equivalents at its peak.
The overall mission is to improve the value of the data generated at the facility in terms of the benefit to research, in
the spirit of the European Open Science Cloud [13] and the
FAIR data principles [14].
The implementation of DataSTaMP is split into four work
packages, Fig. 9, each covering a different aspect of the improvement of storage and the management of experiments.
The project will be an evolution of the Scientific Data Management [15] developed at MAX IV.

Figure 8: A screenshot of the IcePAP oscilloscope tool used
for motion configuration and tuning.

Electrometer
The Em# has become a de facto standard electrometer at
MAX IV, with 37 low voltage and 21 high voltage units in
operation at the facility. Developed at ALBA, this four channel picoampere meter is present at almost every beamline as
it is fully integrated into the Tango, [9], and Sardana, [10]
environment. The electrometer is also located in the Front
Ends for the 3.0 GeV ring where each Front End has two
x-ray beam position monitor (XBPM) stations for diagnostics of the photon beam. The photon beam position data is
stored in long term archive and complements the data for
the electron beam positions.

Integrated Data Collection, Encoder Reading and
Triggering
In the near future we see another long term collaboration
emerging in the form of PandABox [11] — an integrated data
collection, time stamping, position readout and triggering
tool. MAX IV has one unit that has passed the testing phase
and is now in operation at the Balder beamline. Further
units for the NanoMAX and SofitiMAX beamlies have been
ordered, and other beamlines are also considering their use.

DATASTAMP
The rising adoption of high-data rate detectors and the
resulting ever-increasing generated data volumes is driving

Figure 9: The four key workpackages of the DataSTaMP
project: Data Management of Experiments, Experimental
Data and Metadata, Data Evaluation and Data Storage.
The work package of Data Management of Experiments
covers both optimization of the user office system and a
portal to access experimental data and services such as visual
browsing, analysis of data and data downloading. The aim is
to make all experimental data and other digital assets related
to a proposal accessible for users.
Experimental Data and Metadata collection includes the
development of a data acquisition framework that will be
capable of handling high the data rates predicted in the next
few years [16]. The framework will support the separation
of control from data flow and has a unified way of handling
the harvesting of data from all the detectors at MAX IV.
Experimental data will be made more valuable to researchers
by automatically recording metadata at an experiment in a
data catalogue.
Data Evaluation encompasses the implementation of a
collaborative analysis platforms. JupyterHub will serve as
the basis for the multi-user environment and will allow re-
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mote data processing and sharing of analysis workflows. The
current MAX IV JupyerHub was implemented in a collaboration with the Niels Bohr Institute at Copenhagen University
and utilises containerization with support for swarm and
dockerspawner [17].
Data Storage aims to provide a user-friendly storage service and expand the offline storage to include warm storage for offline processing and cold storage for non-active
data. The goal is to offer experimental data generated at the
MAX IV laboratory a permanent home.

CONTROL SYSTEM SOFTWARE
Since the previous status report [18], the focus of the
control system software team at MAX IV has been directed
more and more towards data acquisition. A dedicated time
has been allocated to follow up the development of detectors since it is a critical component for synchrotrons. The
Control System Software group has also developed a unified
data acquisition platform [16], running in a dedicated data
acquisition cluster connected to all beamlines, using ZMQ
as a data transfer protocol, and gRPC for the inter-process
communication.
Regarding the project management, the process is in a
very mature state using Agile and Lean management [19].

Accelerators and Beamlines
A generic Tango Feedback Device [20] has been developed to run the Slow Orbit FeedBack (SOFB) which tunes
feedback in the storage rings, the trajectory feedback in the
linac and the monochromator stability on the beamlines. The
device is fully configurable for Single/Multiple Input/Output
applications and requires only that the sensor and actuator are
available as TANGO attributes. For multiple input-output
applications, the device handles the inversion of the response
matrix using using Singular Value Decomposition.
At the Nanomax beamline, the previously presented [21]
flyscanning motion and trigger scheme has been in user
operation throughout 2017 and 2018. This system allows
time-based triggers to be sent to Dectris Pilatus, Quantum
Detectors Merlin, and Xspress3 detectors synchronised to
measurement of the sample position over a 1D linear scan.
Over teh course of 2019, the system has been redeveloped,
with the replacement of the original Physik Instrumente (PI)
piezo stage with an NPoint model capable of supporting a
heavier sample environment, Fig. 10. A new Tango device
written in C++ and communicating over USB has been developed to communicate with the NPoint piezo controller.
As in the original scheme, the linear motion is based on a
programmable waveform motion, with a time duration over
the linear region to match the requested number of trigger
cycles. A Stanford Delay generator operating in burst mode
is used to send the time based triggers, initiated by an output
trigger signal from the NPoint. This new system will enter
user operation in October 2019.
Hdb++ Cassandra has been chosen as the long term
archiving database in order to achieve performance in heavy

Figure 10: Design of the new Nanomax sample environment.

read/write operations. Its distributive nature provides high
available and horizontal scalability. Only one cluster is
shared by the accelerators and the beamlines. This system has been migrated to a physically new dedicated cluster
based on Cassandra. The decommissioning of the previous
nodes, based on virtual machines, took longer than expected
as the migration involved much more data than originally
anticipated. A recurrent repair job which frees storage by
removing redundant data has now been added to mitigate
this. Cassandra Reaper has been installed as a new tool for
Cassandra database maintenance, and has enabled excellent
stability since the last virtual node was decommissioned.
Currently, 60,000 event records are stored per minute which
results approximately in 1 TB data increase per month in
data storage.
At the Balder beamline [22], a linear energy quick scan
has been implemented to perform fast experiments when
moving the monochromator. The signal timing is coordinated by a PandAbox [11] unit which reads the motor encoder position and generates gate pulses with a controlled
high time. This makes it possible to acquire fluorescence
(Xspress3 detector) and transmission (Em#, [3]) data synchronously. The setup is fully integrated in Sardana, [10].
The ICE (Ions in Coincidence with Electrons) endstation
at Balder uses a RoentDEK HexAnode Delay Line Detector
to obtain complete kinematic information on specific dissociation channels in a reaction. The electron bunch triggers up
to 22 ADC cards connected to two detectors. The hardware
vendor provides capture drivers which have been modified
to push the data stream to a DAQ cluster [16]. Here a sorting algorithm distinguishes the digital traces and serializes
electron and ion hits on the detector. The raw and sorted
data are stored in the MAX IV online data storage in Nexuscompliant HDF5 files. Post-processing produces histogram
plots of time-of-flight information which provide insight
into the chemical reactions taking place in the sample. The
raw data can also be re-analyzed with changed experimental
parameters to achieve a more complete view of the physical
processes.
Sardana [10] — a software suite for supervision, control
and data acquisition — is used extensively at MAX IV. Such
a critical system needs a modern way of logging and monitoring the different events that happen behind the scenes, in
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order to better understand and maintain the software available at each beamline. Elastic Stack has been selected to
performs this role at MAX IV, and uses Beats [23] to monitor the existing log files generated by Sardana generates and
and push the log entries to an Elasticsearch [24] instance. Finally, Kibana provides a simple means to access and analyze
the registered logs via web interface. An individual Kibana
dashboard has been created for each beamline, allowing its
users to monitor the logs from a browser.
Webjive is an easy and quick-to-use web interface with the
aim of supporting interaction with the control system. The
Devices view exposes the configuration of all the devices in
an interactive treelike hierarchy. The Dashboard view allows
the users to create their own interfaces [25]. The frontend
is developed using React, Redux and Typescript whereas
the backend includes a GraphQL based API which exposes
Tango, a Mongo Database for persistence and JWT based
authentication. A prototype of the SVG Synoptic [26] has
been migrated to a similar Webjive technology stack.
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system configurations so as to best match the eventual runtime environment. One use-case is a Docker stack in which
a device server, client and data stream simulator were run.
In another case, Docker enabled 32 simultaneous instances
of a stress test to be quickly launched in an attempt to isolate
an infrequent bug. In yet another case, Ansible deployment
logic was efficiently tested within a Docker image.
PLC2Tango is a new web application used to decrease
the lead time of Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) configuration in the control system, Fig. 12. The tool has been
deployed to Species, FlexPES and other beamlines , and has
proven to be faster to work with than the previous tools. The
PLC group also produces more complete and stable configurations due to the PLCe2Tango validation features. It brings
more autonomy and faster feedback since the control group
no longer needs to be directly involved.

Software Infrastructure
An automatic Continuous Integration and Continuous
Delivery process has been implemented, integrating several
tools such as GitLab CI [27] and Ansible AWX [28], Fig. 11.
In just one commit, the packages are built, published to our
internal repository, and — for some projects — deployed to
our production machines. We also use periodic routines to
diagnose, notify and deploy packages.

Figure 12: A screenshot of the PLC2Tango web application for configuration of Tango devices communicating with
PLCs.
Figure 11: An example of Gitlab pipeline for a python module.

CONCLUSION
Ansible AWX is a web application for remote configuration of the accelerators and beamline control systems. The
main functionality provided by Ansible [29] is the provision of version control of the control system configuration.
A daily cron job checks any important modification of the
system, but also reports any possible updates to be applied.
The Continuous Delivery pipeline uses this application in
order to apply weekly software and system updates. In the
future, it is envisaged that the machine and beamline staff
will be able to manage the version of their software through
this portal.
The aforementioned containerization of the various development environments at MAX IV has brought several
advantages. Docker allows a stable and repeatable operating
system to be quickly set up so that multiple developers and
testers can be assured of a homogeneous environment. Furthermore, Docker lets developers have different and distinct

MAX IV is well on its way to transcending from a commissioning state to a operational state, where stable accelerators deliver beams to a number of beamlines that in turn
accepts users. MAX IV has adopted the strategy of having one group, Controls and IT System (KITS in Swedish)
to solve the challenges associated with mcahine/beamline
control system integration, user account management, and
machine/experimental data handling. From a facility point
of view, the synergy from having few competing systems
and all staff dedicated to supporting them, have payed off
due work load sharing and knowledge spread.
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PyDM - STATUS UPDATE

H. H. Slepicka∗ , M. Gibbs, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, USA
Abstract

PyPI

PyDM (Python Display Manager) is a Python and Qtbased framework for building user interfaces for control systems providing a no-code, drag-and-drop system to make
simple screens, as well as a straightforward Python framework to build complex applications. Here we report the
state of PyDM as well as the new functionality that has been
added in the last year of development, including full support
for EPICS PVAccess and other structured data sources, and
also the features targeted for release in 2020.

Since PyDM is now available at PyPI, it can be easily
added as a dependency to other python packages as well as
installed at computers via ”pip install pydm”.

PROJECT STATE
Over the past year PyDM had a couple of feature and
bug ix releases which included infrastructure work along
with new widgets and enhancements for the user experience
while creating screens on the Qt Designer.

Anaconda
The PyDM package is available to Anaconda users at the
following channels:
– pydm-dev: latest development build;
– pydm-tag: oicial release versions;
– conda-forge: oicial release versions;

NEW WIDGET - TEMPLATE REPEATER
The PyDMTemplateRepeater widget was added in version 1.7 of PyDM.

INFRASTRUCTURE
PyDM supports Linux, macOS and Windows and Python
2.7, 3.6 and 3.7. In order to ensure that the codebase is
healthy and new code added does not break the existing features and platform compatibility, project relies on continuous integration (CI). PyDM initially relied on the cloudbased tools TravisCI (for builds and tests on Linux and macOS), and AppVeyor (for Windows builds and tests). An
efort was made during the past year to migrate away from
two diferent systems to the new Azure Pipelines provided
by Microsoft.

Azure Pipelines
Azure Pipelines is free for open-source projects and offers 10 parallel builds with support for the three platforms
in which PyDM works. This allowed us to reduce the build
and test time and also to enhance the operations performed
when new code is added to the master branch and new tags
are released.
When new code is added to the master branch a new version of the package is uploaded to the ”pydm-dev” channel at Anaconda and is immediately available for users for
early tests and development. If a new release tag is created, the pipeline creates a new version of the package
and uploads it to the ”pydm-tag” channel at Anaconda,
deploys the documentation to the GitHub Pages website
(https://slaclab.github.io/pydm) and also uploads a source
package to the Python Package Index (PyPI).

OBTAINING THE PACKAGE
PyDM is available via PyPI and Anaconda channels, as
well as source via GitHub.
∗

slepicka@slac.stanford.edu

Figure 1: PyDM Template Repeater Widget design concept
The PyDMTemplateRepeater lets users specify a display
ile as a ”template”, and then specify a JSON ile as a ”data
source” that will ill in multiple instances of that template
with values. The widget can lay out the instances vertically,
horizontally, or in a ’low’ layout, which is similar to a grid
layout that wraps to new rows as the row ills. If used in
a python-based display, users can directly supply a list of
dictionaries to act as a data source - expand the widget capabilities and allowing it to be hooked up to databases, web
APIs, etc. This widget was built to create huge displays
with lists of controls for dozens of devices, in a dynamic
way, without having to write any code.

LIVE PROTOTYPING WITH
QT DESIGNER
In order to provide higher idelity for users developing
displays with the Qt Designer, PyDM now ofers an option
to connect widgets to live data and render embedded displays while inside Qt Designer. Previously, widgets would
only connect to the data plugins when running the screen.
The PYDM_DESIGNER_ONLINE environment variable
controls this feature and when this variable is deined the
live prototyping will be enabled.
It proved to be useful and reduce the amount of work that
users have due to resizing and rearrangement of widgets at
the screen due to the data being displayed when connected
to the data plugin.
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Figure 2: PyDM Template Repeater widget rendering Magnet control templates based on a list from a JSON ile.

PYDM 2.0
PyDM 2.0 will bring changes into how data plugins work
and how data is provided to widgets. Despite being a major
change to the PyDM architecture, existing widgets and displays will continue to work without changes. The breaking
changes were conined to the data plugins which are independent pieces of code that can be easily modiied.
Over the next sections we will highlight what will change
on PyDM with the upcoming version 2.0.

Out With The Old, In With The New
Python 2.7 will no longer be supported due to its endof-life [1]. Most (if not all) of the packages that PyDM requires will drop support for Python 2.7 with new releases
and PyDM must also move ahead so it can leverage the new
Python features and provide better performance, scalability
and extensibility.
As soon as Python 3.8 is oicially released, late October 2019, it will be added to the test matrix to ensure that
PyDM is compatible with this new release. Code will be
kept compatible with at least Python 3.6.
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the introspection lookup maps ields in the data structures to
properties needed by PyDM widgets, like value and alarm
state.
Widgets designed with a speciic data plugin in mind can
take advantage of the additional metadata stored in the
DataStore to enhance the user experience and provide
more capabilities which were not possible with the
previous design of PyDM 1.x series.
A PyDMChannel is a class that connects a widget to a
speciic data plugin through a protocol identiier along with
a connection string according to the format deined by the
data plugin.
When new data is available to the PyDMConnection, it
stores the data in the DataStore and emits a signal to all
channels connected to it notifying them that new data is
available. The PyDMChannel instances fetch data from the
DataStore for the speciic channel address and execute the
subscribed callbacks for the widget with the newer data
and introspection information.
A detailed migration guide will be released with the
doc-umentation for the new version.

Code Organization
PyDM previously shipped with a couple of data plugins
in it. In order to reduce the amount of dependencies and
allow for a faster and more modular development of
PyDM 2.0, we decided that all data plugins will become
external packages to be installed on a needed basis by
users depending on their needs.
Splitting the data plugins will provide greater code
coverage and data source speciic tests to be executed on
each data plugin package.

Structured Data
Up until PyDM 1.x series, only scalar and scalar arrays
were allowed to be transferred as values to Channels via
the Qt signals, which imposed a limitation on the type and
amount of data that could be handled. Moreover, this design
also imposed a copy of the data for each connection tied to
a data plugin, since each piece of data was transferred using an individual Qt Signal which was sent to the proper
slot at each of the widgets sharing the same connection.
With PyDM 2.x series, the data transferring mechanism was
refactored in such a way that now data plugins store a data
payload dictionary at a central storage area called the DataStore.
The DataStore class contains two dictionaries, data and
introspection. Both are keyed on the channel address, and
the values are the data payload and a introspection lookup
table, respectively. This new design allows PyDM to store
structured and complex data to be consumed by widgets and

Figure 3: PyDM TreeView widget rendering structured data
from an EPICS PVAccess NTNDArray.
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New Widget - TreeView
The PyDMTreeView is a useful widget to visualize structured and hierarchical data.
Its initial goal was to help in the troubleshooting process
for new PyDM data plugins and it proved to be very valuable
as a lexible, general-purpose data inspection widget.

CONCLUSION
This past year, many features were added and bugs were
ixed in the PyDM codebase. The deprecation of Python 2.7
will open new frontiers to be explored and enhancements to
be made. Support for structured data, along with the many
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other improvements to become available with PyDM 2.0,
will open new opportunities for widgets, data plugins and
user experience enhancements.
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PyDM - EXTENSION POINTS

H. H. Slepicka∗ , M. Gibbs, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, USA
BEYOND DRAG AND DROP

Abstract
PyDM (Python Display Manager) is a Python and Qtbased framework for building user interfaces for control systems providing a no-code, drag-and-drop system to make
simple screens, as well as a straightforward Python framework to build complex applications. PyDM developers and
users can easily create complex applications using existing
Python packages such as NumPy, SciPy, Scikit-learn and
others. With high level interfaces for data plugins and external tools, PyDM can be extended with new widgets, integration with facility-speciic tools (electronic log books,
data logger viewers, et cetera) as well as new data sources
(EPICS, Tango, ModBus, Web Services, etc) without the
need to recompile or change the PyDM internal source.

PyDM
In 2015, studies were performed to evaluate software to
be used as the next-generation display manager[1] at SLAC.
Based on the output of the study and evaluation of potential candidates, it was concluded that a new framework was
required to fulil the demands from scientists, operators and
engineers for user interfaces and application development.
PyDM is an open-source Python-based framework for
control system graphical user interfaces (GUIs) intended to
span the range from simple displays without any dynamic
behavior, to complex high level applications, with the same
set of widgets.
It provides a system for the drag-and-drop creation of user
interfaces using Qt Designer[2] and it also allows for the
creation of displays driven by Python code.
Since PyDM is based on Python, it can be leverage the
scientiic Python ecosystem (see Fig. 1).

As many other display managers, PyDM allow users to
create synoptic displays via drag-and-drop of widgets at a
form in a WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get)[3]
fashion.
While this is a great solution for synoptic displays in
which process variables are presented in a very well deined
and static way, it imposes limitations on what can be done
when business logic and client-side data processing are desired for more intelligent displays.
To overcome this limitation, PyDM takes advantage of
the Qt Framework and also from the Python language to allow users to develop the view using the Qt Designer (Fig.-2)
and after that, users can create a Python class (see Listing1) that allows them to add code to the displays and interface with the widgets created using the Qt Designer through
code.

Figure 2: UI developed via drag-and-drop using Qt Designer

from pydm import Display
class MyDisplay(Display):
def __init__(self , parent=None , args=None ,
macros=None):
super ().__init__ (...)
# Interact here with your ui..
self.ui.form.setTitle('Hello ICALEPCS ')
def ui_filename(self):
return 'inline_motor.ui'

Listing 1: Example of a Display class
Another possibility is to develop the whole display or application using just Python code, which is again possible
due to fact that PyDM is based on Python and Qt. This approach imposes a higher learning curve since users must be
familiar with the composition of layouts, the instantiating
of widgets as well as the coniguration of their properties
via Python code.
The PyDM Tutorial[4] covers all three ways of making
displays and walks the user through each step with details.

NEW WIDGETS MADE EASY
Figure 1: Scientiic Python Ecosystem. (Credit: Jake VanderPlas, ”The Unexpected Efectiveness of Python in Science”, PyCon 2017)
∗

slepicka@slac.stanford.edu

PyDM widgets are data source agnostic, this means that
they have no knowledge of the origin of the data coming to
them.
The widgets provided with PyDM rely on seven key
pieces of information from the data-sources: connection sta-
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tus, current value, alarm status, write access status, enumeration strings, engineering units and precision.
From the seven items above, only connection status and
current value are needed for display widgets and additionally write access status is needed for input widgets. All the
other information is optional and used to enhance the user
experience.

Creating New Widgets
In order to help developers with the development of new
widgets and establish a uniform interface, PyDM provides
a base class hierarchy for widgets (See Fig.-3).
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that talks with a data source (See Listing-2 in which we
demonstrate how one can create a Progress Bar widget that
displays its progress based on the value of a channel data
source).
PyDMWritableWidget extends PyDMWidget and adds
the callback for write access as well as the machinery to
disable the widget in case the data source informs that the
requested channel is read-only.
from qtpy.QtWidgets import QProgressBar
from pydm.widgets.base import PyDMWidget
class MyProgBar(QProgressBar , PyDMWidget):
def __init__(self , parent=None , init_channel
=None):
super ().__init__ (...)
def value_changed(self , new_value):
super ().value_changed(new_value)
self.setValue(new_value)

Listing 2: Example of a Progress Bar widget

Widgets and Qt Designer
Since widgets are Python code, as long as they are installed as Python packages or can be reached through the
PYTHONPATH, PyDM will be able to run with a custom
widget without the need to tweak the PyDM package itself.
This approach is valid for Displays that are developed
with code and no other work is required, but users won’t
be able to ind this new widget in Qt Designer for a dragand-drop display unless this widget is transformed into a
plugin.
PyDM provides a simple method to create plugins that
can be found by the Qt Designer. Using as an example the
widget from Listing-2, developers would need to utilize the
qtplugin_factory in order to add the needed interfaces for
Designer (See Listing-3)
from pydm.widgets.qt_plugin_base import
qtplugin_factory
from my_widgets import MyProgBar

Figure 3: PyDM helper class hierarchy for widgets
PyDMPrimitiveWidget is the base class for all PyDM
compatible widgets and it provides the needed pieces to add
Rules support for custom widgets. Most of the time, custom
widgets that require no channels, e.g. containers, embedded
displays, auxiliary buttons such as shell command, or widgets that require many channnels that would not be conigured through a simple text property, e.g. plots, will inherit
from PyDMPrimitiveWidget.
PyDMWidget is the base class for all display widgets, e.g.
as label, image display, scale indicator, tab bar, etc. By
inheriting from PyDMWidget, developers get the whole machinery in place to interact with a channel. By extending
the callback methods, one can easily create a new widget

# ProgressBar plugin
MyProgBarPlugin = qtplugin_factory (MyProgBar ,
group="My Custom Widgets")

Listing 3: Example of a Qt Designer Plugin
Once the plugin is available, Qt Designer inspects the
paths deined in the PYQTDESIGNERPATH environment
variable and loads the PyQt plugins for each ile with a ilename ending in _plugin.py, e.g. my_custom_plugin.py.
The _plugin.py ile must import the plugin created at
Listing-3.
The end result will be a new category at the Qt Designer’s
Widget Box called ”My Custom Widgets” with the ”ProgBar” widget inside which can now be used to create displays
via drag-and-drop.
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Figure 4: With the new PyDM 2.x Data Architecture, a widget with a PyDMChannel instance requests a connection to a
data plugin. When new data is available from a data source (typically a control system), the Connection instance adds data
to the DataStore and notiies the channel instance, which then runs the subscribed callbacks on the Widget. For writing
operations, the channel instance transmit the payload created by the widget to the connection, which writes the data to the
data source.

CONNECTING WIDGETS TO DATA
As discussed above, PyDM base widgets are data source
agnostic and rely on seven basic pieces of information.
PyDM widgets connect to data sources via PyDMChannel instances that are linked to a certain Data Plugins.
Data Plugins are Python classes that provide data from
a speciic type of data source to one or more PyDMChannel instances. A Data Plugin must have a unique identiier for its protocol (e.g. ”ca” for EPICS Channel Access,
”archiver” for Archiver Appliance, ”modbus” for ModBus
plugins) and also a PyDMConnection class deinition so
connections to the data source can be established using this
Data Plugin.
PyDM’s dynamic data plugin loading system
looks for data plugins in folders speciied in the
PYDM_DATA_PLUGINS_PATH environment variable.
The requirements for the autoloader are:
– The ilename must end with _plugin.py;
– The protocol identiier must be unique;
– The plugin class must inherit from PyDMPlugin;
– The plugin class must provide a class for connection
that inherits from PyDMConnection;
In the PyDM 1.x series, only scalar and scalar arrays were
allowed to be transferred as values to Channels via the Qt
signals, which imposed a limitation on the type and amount
of data that could be handled. Moreover, this design also
imposed a copy of the data for each connection tied to a
data plugin connection since each piece of data was transferred using an individual Qt Signal which was sent to the

proper slot at each of the widgets sharing the same connection. With the PyDM 2.x series, the data transferring
mechanism was refactored in such a way that data plugins
now store a data payload dictionary in a central storage area
called the DataStore (See Fig.-4).
The DataStore class contains two dictionaries, data and
introspection. Both are keyed on the channel address, and
the values are the data payload and a introspection lookup
table respectively. This new design allows PyDM to store
structured and complex data to be consumed by the widgets. The introspection lookup guides PyDM base widgets
on which ields in the payload are used for the seven key
data items needed for a widget to work.
Data Plugin speciic widgets can take advantage of additional metadata stored in the DataStore to enhance the user
experience and provide capabilities that were not possible
with the previous design of PyDM 1.x series.
A PyDMChannel is a class that connects a widget to a
speciic data plugin through the speciic protocol identiier
along with a connection string according to the format deined by the data plugin.
When new data is available at the PyDMConnection, it
stores the data in the DataStore and emits a signal to all channels connected to it notifying them that new data is available.
The PyDMChannel instances fetch data from the DataStore
for the speciic channel address and execute the subscribed
callbacks for the widget with the new data and introspection
information.

Creating a New Data Plugin
PyDM provides two data plugins out of the box, EPICS
Channel Access and Archiver Appliance due to the fact that
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the SLAC particle accelerators use EPICS for their control
system. As described above, one can create new data plugins and use them with PyDM and its widgets.
from pydm.data_store import DataKeys
from pydm.data_plugins.plugin import PyDMPlugin ,
PyDMConnection
class Connection(PyDMConnection):
def __init__(self , ...):
super ().__init__ (...)
self._value = 0
self.data[DataKeys.CONNECTION] = True
self.data[DataKeys.WRITE_ACCESS] = True
self.send_new_value ()
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Click) for a widget if the tool is compatible with that particular widget, otherwise it won’t be added to the menu to
avoid confusion and mistake by users. If the tool is to be
used without widgets, it will be rendered in the PyDM main
window Tools menu.
When tools are invoked the call method will be invoked,
sending the channels in the case of a widget-compatible tool
and the sender, which is generally the widget. In the case
of a tool that is not to be used with widgets, both channels
and sender will be None.
import subprocess
import logging
from pydm.tools import ExternalTool
from pydm.utilities.iconfont import IconFont
from pydm.utilities.remove_protocol import
remove_protocol

def send_new_value(self):
if self._value is not None:
value = self._value
self.data[DataKeys.VALUE] = value

logger = logging.getLogger(__name__)

self.send_to_channel ()

class ProbeTool(ExternalTool):

def receive_from_channel (self , payload):
new_val = payload.get(DataKeys.VALUE ,
None)
self._value = new_val
self.send_new_value ()
class NumberEchoPlugin(PyDMPlugin):
protocol = "echo"
connection_class = Connection

Listing 4: Example of a PyDM Plugin that echoes a number
value using the default introspection keys
Widgets can connect to the data plugin at Listing-4 using
”echo://test” in which ”echo” is the protocol and ”test” is
the address identiier.

BRING YOUR EXTERNAL TOOLS
Displays and applications often need to be integrated
with facility-speciic electronic logbooks, control system
utility software and more.
One of the PyDM design principles is to not enforce
SLAC-speciic tools as part of the framework, but instead
ofer a well-deined and lexible interface for users and developers to extend it and easily connect to their own tools.
PyDM refer to those tools as ExternalTools, which are
dynamically loaded into PyDM following the same concept
as the data plugins (with some small diferences):
– The ilename must end with _tool.py;
– The tool class must inherit from ExternalTool (See
Listing-5);
– The external tool ile must be reachable through the
PYDM_TOOLS_PATH or loaded via the PyDM Main
Window menu ”Tools, Load...”;
Developers can deine if an external tool is to be used with
widgets and/or without widgets. If a tool is to be used with
a widget, it will be rendered in the Context Menu (Right

def __init__(self):
icon = IconFont ().icon("cogs")
name = "Probe"
group = "EPICS"
use_with_widgets = True
kwargs = {"icon":icon , "name":name , "
group":group , "use_with_widgets":
use_with_widgets}
super ().__init__ (** kwargs)
def call(self , channels , sender):
cmd = "probe"
args = [cmd]
if not channels:
channels = []
for ch in channels:
args.append(remove_protocol(ch.
address))
try:
subprocess.Popen(args , stdout=
subprocess.PIPE , stderr=subprocess.PIPE)
except Exception as e:
logger.error("Error while invoking
Probe. Exception was: %s", str(e))

Listing 5: Example of an External Tool which opens an
external program called Probe and sends as parameter the
channel used at the Widget.

CUSTOMIZING THE LOOK AND FEEL
The Qt Framework provides a great feature called Qt
Style Sheet[5], with terminology and syntactic rules that are
almost identical to CSS (Cascading Style Sheets)[6].
Based on that, PyDM widgets do not impose style sheet
coniguration to allow for maximum customization of the
look and feel by developers and end users to support facilityspeciic color schemes, typography, etc.
PyDM provides properties on widgets that can be used as
selectors when developing custom style sheets (See Listing6 in which we use custom properties such as error and interlocked). QSS extends CSS by allowing users to tweak Qt
properties via the style sheet rules.
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PneumaticValve[error="Lost Vacuum"] #icon {
qproperty -penStyle: "Qt:: DotLine";
qproperty -penWidth: 1;
qproperty -brush: red;
}
PneumaticValve[interlocked="true"] #interlock {
border: 2px solid red;
}
PneumaticValve[interlocked="false"] #interlock {
border: 0px;
}
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disciplinary facilities - not only at particle accelerators and
science laboratories.
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Abstract
The detection of beam loss events in accelerators is an
important task for machine and personal protection, and for
optimization of beam trajectory. An optical beam loss monitor (oBLM) being developed by the Cockcroft Institute at
Daresbury Laboratory required integration with the rest of
the controls and timing system of the site's electron accelerator, CLARA (Compact Linear Accelerator for Research
and Applications) [1]. This paper presents the design and
implementation of an inexpensive solution using a Domino
Ring Sampling device from PSI. Signals from the oBLM
are acquired and can be processed to resolve beam loss
events to a resolution of 0.2m.

INTRODUCTION
Beam losses refer to fractions of the beam which deviate
from the nominal beam trajectory and impinge on accelerator components. Beam Loss Monitors (BLMs) are radiation detectors located along an accelerator line in order to
observe particle showers. Unlike conventional beam loss
monitors, which detect beam loss at discrete locations,
oBLMs can detect along the whole length of the machine.
This provides much better localisation of beam loss
events [2].
An oBLM system consists of a fibre placed along a
beamline with photodetectors and readout hardware at the
end of the fibre. The operating principle of an oBLM is
based on Cherenkov radiation generated as a result of electromagnetic radiation crossing the fibre. This occurs when
the particle beam hits any obstacle. The flash of Cherenkov
radiation travels down a quartz fibre and is then detected
by a silicon photomultiplier. By comparing the arrival time
of the response from either end of the fibre it’s possible to
localise the position of the beam loss relative to the middle
of the fibre.

Since the group velocity of the pulse of Cherenkov light
in the quartz fibre is approximately 2/3rd the speed of light,
the distance of the beam loss event from the middle of the
fibre is given by the equation:
𝐷

∆𝑇𝑐

(1)

Where ∆𝑇 is the difference in the arrival time of the pulse
at either end of the fibre (see Fig. 1) [3-4]. The magnitude
of the response is proportional to the amount of charge lost.

oBLM Signal
The impulse response from each detector of the oBLM is a
damped 20MHz oscillation (see Fig. 2). Multiple beam
losses result in a signal that is the sum of impulse responses
with different delays and magnitudes. These delays and
magnitudes must be determined and processed to gain information about the locations and sizes of beam losses.

Figure 2: oBLM detector impulse response.

Figure 1: Principle of operation. Cherenkov radiation causes peaks in the voltage from a photo multiplier, the amplitude
and delay of which is proportional is to the magnitude and position of the loss respectively.
___________________________________________
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SYSTEM INTEGRATION
Data Acquisition
A data acquisition system (see Fig. 3) was required that
would be able to reconstruct the signals from the detector
and provide sufficient timing resolution to resolve beam
loss events to individual components on CLARA. The
DRS4 evaluation board, produced by PSI was chosen because of its high sample rate, up to 5.12Gsps, and comparatively low cost of €1200 [5]. Components of the accelerator are separated by as little as 0.2m on CLARA so the
system needed to be able to resolve to 1ns or better
see Eq. (1). While the existing data acquisition hardware
used for CLARA which samples at 250Msps would have
been sufficient to reconstruct the signal, a sample clock
synchronous with the trigger and interpolation would have
been required to achieve the 1ns timing specification. The
high sample rate achieved by DRS4 avoids this complexity.
This was an important factor given the small amount of
time available to work on this project.
The evaluation board comprises of a switched capacitor
array which buffers analog signals, an ADC to sample the
buffered signals and an FPGA to control the board. The device also has a trigger input and is communicated with over
a USB connection. The board is supplied with a user interface and a library for integration with other software.
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channel buffers. It is interrupt driven, updating EPICS PVs
when new data is available. It has been shown to operate
up to 100Hz.
Once data is acquired it is made available over the EPICS network via an Ethernet connection and presented to
machine operators in a user interface. It is also archived
using the EPICS Archiver Appliance and timestamps, synchronised using the Network Timing Protocol (NTP), provide sufficient resolution to synchronise oBLM waveforms
with other data about the state of the machine [8-9].

COMMISSIONING
Four oBLM fibres were placed around the CLARA front
end beam line of different diameters. Two fibres of 600 µm
core in North and East orientation, and two of 400 µm core
at South and West (see Fig. 4) Multiple fibres allow the direction of the loss to be determined and provide a more robust measurement of timing of the loss, different sensitivities increase the dynamic range of the device. The data acquisition system was connected to the oBLM and configured to sample at 5.12Gsps, with acquisition triggered by
the timing system supplied by Micro Research Finland
(MRF).

Figure 4: Quartz oBLM fibres laid over CLARA front end
in North, South, East and West orientation.

Figure 3: Data acquisition system.

Control System Interface

Commissioning the device involved inserting screens or
other devices at known positions along the accelerator and
observing the response on one end of each of the four fibres. The delay of the impulse response for each position
was recorded and used to provide a calibration value for
that fibre. This accommodated for minor differences in the
path lengths and positions of the fibres along the accelerator since they were laid over the machine and not held in a
consistent arrangement (see Fig. 4).
A user interface was then designed that showed the response against a diagram of the machine showing the positions of different components (see Fig. 5). This allows for
operators to interpret the oBLM response data and make a
judgement about where beam losses are occurring.

The distributed control system EPICS is used for
CLARA. A Raspberry Pi 3+ was used to host the DRS4
evaluation board and connect the device to the rest of the
controls network [6]. This was achieved by writing a support module using the Asyn Port Driver C++ base class and
the user library for the DRS4 supplied by PSI [7]. The support module exposes basic functionality of the device, allowing a user to initialise the board and read data from the
MOPHA136
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Figure 5: Response from Screen 05 inserted shown on user
interface against a scaled diagram of the machine.

FUTURE PLANS
Commissioning produced a system that proved useful
during exploitation. It helped operators to find losses when
steering the beam and setting up the machine. There are a
number of areas that can be improved.
Firstly the device required an external bench power supply and included no power supply regulation or protection.
At some point the device was given the wrong supply voltage and failed. Planned updates to the oBLM will address
this.
Secondly the length of the fibres and the sampling window (200ns) limit the length of the machine that can be
monitored. By reducing the sampling rate to just over
1Gsps, the system will be able to monitor 200m of fibre
covering the full length of the machine. The lower sample
rate will still easily reconstruct the signals and achieve the
1ns timing specification to give the position resolution required.
Processing of the signals from either end of the fibres
was not implemented because it was possible to calibrate
the system by causing losses at known positions by inserting screens. For applications where this isn’t possible, calibration that is independent of the system being observed
will be important and this process should be investigated.
Finally more work is needed to process the signals to reduce both the importance of the operator in the amount of
data produced. For example, for each shot of the beam
eight waveforms are saved, two from each channel representing the time and amplitude vectors. This produces
65Kb of data in total per shot causing problems in data storage and retrieval. Waveforms must be analysed by the operator along with the calibrations and diagram of the machine to estimate the position of the beam loss. Further
work is needed to design a method to process these waveforms and give the position and magnitude of the losses.
This is challenging because of the duration and oscillations
of the impulse response. The ability to resolve closely
spaced losses is limited by the width of the response. When
the responses from multiple losses overlap they become
difficult to resolve, see Fig. 6. Improvements to the readout
electronics and implementation of deconvolution filters are
both being investigated to address these challenges.
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Figure 6: Response to 4 screens inserted at various lengths
along the beam. Smaller responses are masked by the tail
of the other responses.

CONCLUSION
Integration of an oBLM was achieved with a DRS4 evaluation board controlled by a Raspberry Pi. The system was
integrated into the EPICS control system allowing data to
be archived, compared to other diagnostics on a shot to shot
basis and presented to users in an interface. Calibration of
the device was performed in commissioning and the system proved useful throughout exploitation. Further work is
needed to improve the device and this is ongoing.
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TIMING SYNCHRONIZATION AND CONTROLS INTEGRATION FOR
ESS DETECTOR READOUT
W. Smith†, STFC, Sci-Tech Daresbury, Warrington, UK
J. Nilsson, S. Alcock, ESS, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
The European Spallation Source (ESS) is a new facility
being built in Lund, Sweden, which when finished will be
the world's most powerful neutron source. STFC has an inkind project with the Detector group at ESS to provide timing and control systems integration for the detector data
readout system. This paper describes how time is synchronised and distributed to the readout system from the ESS
timing system, and how EPICS is used to implement a controls interface exposing the functionality of detector front
ends.

INTRODUCTION
ESS will be the leading facility in Europe in neutron science [1]. Neutrons are produced at the facility through the
process of spallation when protons collide with a tungsten
target. These neutrons are guided along beamlines to scientific instruments. The detectors that form part of these
instruments generate neutron events which are then
timestamped.
Data produced by detectors is acquired by detector
readout front end nodes. These are connected in a ring or
star topology to a detector readout master. The readout
master runs firmware on an FPGA that controls the front
ends, ingesting the data they produce and sending it to the
DMSC (Data Management and Software Centre. The
readout master is monitored and controlled by an EPICS
IOC (Input Output Controller) [2]. (See Fig. 1)

Figure 1: Detector readout system ring topology.
___________________________________________
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The readout system does not specify anything about the
front ends. Instead the readout master exposes a register
space to the control system and forms packets of data to be
sent to the DMSC. The EPICS support module defines the
communications between the control system and the detector. This definition is used to along with a register map for
a specific detector implementation to create an EPICS IOC.
Integration with the control system allows parameters on
the detectors and the readout master to be monitored and
controlled, alarms generated, logged and responded to, and
data archived in the EPICS Archiver Appliance [3][4].

Timing System
ESS uses an event timing system provided by Micro Research Finland (MRF) to distribute an 88.0525 MHz clock,
triggers, timestamps, and other data about the accelerator
[5]. This clock and time must be transferred to the detector
readout master and forwarded to the front end. They are
then used to timestamp responses from detectors for time
of flight measurements and more generally correlating data
across many different systems. The readout system aims to
provide timestamps with a precision of at least 100ns.

TIMING SYNCHRONISATION
The timing system briefly comprises of event generators
(EVM) and receivers (EVR) connected by a fibre network.
A GPS receiver provides a 1Hz signal to an EVM which
transmits this along with an 88.0525MHz event clock.
EVMs transmit event codes and EVRs recover the clock
and then decode and respond to event messages.
Timestamps are transmitted by sending the current NTP
time (Network Timing Protocol) [6] from the EVM to each
EVR and then sending the 1Hz signal to validate the time.
Time and a synchronous clock could be provided to the
detector readout system by embedding an event receiver in
the detector readout master. This would require either using
transceivers on the readout master FPGA [7]which would
reduce the bandwidth of the readout system, or developing
an FMC (FPGA Mezzanine Card) based EVR. It was decided early on in the project not to do this because it required too much effort to develop. Instead the time and
clock on a separate PCIe EVR would be synchronised with
the time and clock on the readout master.
Due to limitations of the PCIe EVR, the event clock can
only be supplied through a prescaler. As such the highest
clock that can be transferred is 44.02625MHz. This is sent
from one of the outputs of the EVR to the detector readout
master. Having provided this clock the synchronisation
process involves sending a time in the future and then sending a pulse from another EVR output to validate that time.
When the detector readout master receives the time valid
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signal it starts counting with the clock provided. This
timestamp counter is then distributed around the ring to
front end detector nodes. Data acquired at those nodes can
be associated with those timestamps.
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synchronously the detector readout system now has the accelerator pulse timestamp. This is included in the waveform packets that are sent to the DMSC.

CONTROL SYSTEM INTEGRATION

mrfioc2 Implementation
The ESS branch of the EPICS support module mrfioc2
[8] is used to implement the synchronisation process (See
Fig. 2). Sequencers in the EVR define event codes that can
be generated with known delays. A sequencer is configured
to run once if enabled and if the 1Hz event is received from
the EVM. The sequencer contains events that cause the following operations:
1. Reset the EVR prescaler. This allows the phase of the
time valid signal relative to the clock sent to the detector readout master to be consistent every time the
synchronisation process is performed.
2. Send “Reset” and “Enable” commands to the detector
readout hardware.
3. Read the timestamp latched by the EVR when the sequencer was triggered and send that plus some additional time to the detector readout hardware.
4. Send the time valid pulse at the appropriate time to
validate that timestamp.

It was decided that the EPICS IOC, the program that
handles communications between the detector system and
the rest of the ICS (Integrated Control System), would not
run on the readout master FPGA. This would have meant
using either a Zynq SoC [9] or instantiating a processor like
a MicroBlaze [10] on the FPGA, but neither were supported by the ICS at the time. Instead, the IOC runs on an
industrial PC and communicates with the readout master
using a serial communications protocol defined by the ESS
Detector Group. A USB connection between the IOC host
machine and a UART interface on the readout master is
used for the communication. The support module uses
StreamDevice to implement the communications protocol
[11]. This was chosen for ease of implementation.

Register Access
The support module allows all registers in the register
space to be read and written individually or as blocks. This
is useful when setting up a detector or to pull the current
state of the register space.
Other registers which hold information that relates to the
setup of the readout system or the status of the detector are
additionally exposed as EPICS records. While the need for
this is clear the specification of what these records should
be and which registers they should relate to is not known
until the instruments themselves are complete. As a result
the support module only defines the methods of communication and timing synchronisation.

Figure 2: Synchronisation process showing events in EVR
sequencer and the actions that they cause.

Accelerator Metadata
The accelerator repetition rate is 14Hz. Every pulse of
the machine is associated with timing system event number
14. The timestamp of this event is used to correlate data
about the accelerator with other systems. Data collected
from the detectors must have this timestamp associated
with it.
To achieve this the sequencers previously used for timing synchronisation are reconfigured to assert the time
valid signal every time the event 14 is received. The firmware responds to this by latching the current value of the
timestamp counter. Since the two systems are operating

Figure 3: Generation of IOC from register map using parameter templates.
Since the register map can change throughout development and because many of the parameters are of similar
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types, templates are used to define the records needed by
different classes of parameters. These can be as general as
read write 32 bit integers or as specific as MAC addresses
which span multiple registers. Parameter templates define
the records required to expose that parameter in EPICS and
are used with a register map that specifies offsets and
names to generate an IOC. The templates make use of the
Autosave support module for read write parameters [12].
This is used to restore the values entered previously if the
system is restarted.
A Python script is used to parse a register map file and
create an EPICS command script that loads the appropriate
templates (See Fig. 3). Adding a new register is simple;
provided a template for a similar parameter exists all that
is required is a one line change to the register map. This is
especially useful for designs employing lots of groups of
similar parameters, such as the data acquisition channels of
a detector. No knowledge of EPICS is required to add new
registers that are exposed in the control system.

DEMONSTRATOR
A demonstrator was built to prove the integration of the
detector readout master with the controls and timing system. It also provided a system to test the acquisition and
transfer of data from the detector to the DMSC. This comprised of an FPGA development board with a 4 channel
ADC mezzanine card. The demonstrator was connected to
an industrial PC that ran the IOC and controlled the PCIe
EVR that provided a clock and time (See Fig. 4). All of the
parameters of the demonstrator are exposed as EPICS records. Parameters that give information about the status of
the system are archived using the EPICS Archiver Appliance. A CS Studio user interface was developed to allow
users to configure the acquisition, network and synchronisation settings [13].

Testing and Deployments
The demonstrator was initially deployed at a lab at ESS
and used to develop the timing synchronisation process.
Tests at the V20 beamline at HZB Berlin followed. The demonstrator provided timestamped synchronous data acquisition with integration with the controls system and DMSC
and this made it attractive to other projects at ESS. It was
decided that the system could be used for readout of beam
monitors. This added additional requirements, most notably running, and synchronising, multiple demonstrators
from one IOC and timing system. It was this that pushed
the development of the IOC generation script.
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Figure 4. The readout demonstrator system showing connection from the EVR to the ADC used to perform end to
end test.
An end to end test at the lab at ESS involved sending a
pulse at a known time from the EVR to one of the channels
of the synchronised readout demonstrator. The timestamp
of the rising edge of the acquired pulse was then monitored.
The timestamp was shown to have a constant offset relative
to the time it was sent from the EVR. This showed that the
demonstrator was able to maintain synchronisation with
the rest of the timing system. Provided the bias is accounted for the timing resolution of the system is limited
by the stability of the clock, exceeding the specification of
100ns precision.

FURTHER WORK
While the demonstrator successfully demonstrated synchronisation and single register communications more
work is needed. StreamDevice allowed for simple implementation but it doesn’t easily lend itself to block read and
write. Instead the Asyn EPICS support module will be used
to define the communications [14]. This allows much more
flexibility.
The USB based communications will be replaced with a
1 Gigabit Ethernet connection. This will improve the reliability of the connection, increase the data rate and make
setup of multiple devices easier.
The register map that is used to generate the IOC is currently not in the same format as a similar file used to generate the firmware that runs on the readout system. These
two processes will be merged so that changes only need to
be made to one file.
Finally the demonstrator will be extended to include the
ring of front end nodes. More tests to prove the synchronisation of the system will be required.
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CONCLUSION
An EPICS support module which controls the ESS
detector readout hardware has been demonstrated. A script
to parse a register map makes modifications to the system
easier and less prone to error, requiring minimal knowledge
of EPICS. These processes will be unified with a similar
script for firmware generation from a single register map
file. Further work is needed to implement block read and
write of registers and use ethernet for communications
Synchronisation with the timing system has been proven
in tests at ESS and during deployments at the V20 beamline
at HZB. The system has been shown to exceed the timing
accuracy specification required by ESS.
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BEAM GATE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE PROTON INJECTOR
AND BEAMLINES ON KOMAC*
Y.G. Song†, H.S. Kim, J.H. Kim, H.-J. Kwon
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Gyeongbuk, Korea
Abstract
The Korea Multi-purpose Accelerator Complex (KOMAC) 100 MeV proton linear accelerator operates with the
programmable timing system to change real-time timing
parameters for low and high-flux proton beam utilization.
The main requirements are to synchronize the operation of
the facility including accelerator, target, and instruments,
to provide the base frequency of up to 60 Hz on a variable
beam repetition rate, and to support post-mortem analysis
when a beam trip occurs. The MRF event timing system,
which consists of one event generator and eleven event receivers, is configured to control the beam gate and beam
distribution to transmit the proton beam to the target beam
line. The timing events are distributed from the event generator to local event receivers. Local subsystem specific
timing can be adjusted locally from beam monitoring and
RF modulators. Corresponding to user’s demands, beam
gate should be automatically controlled, and the beam distribution must be precisely synchronized with the main reference signal for beam gate and accelerator operation. The
timing system is configured with sequence logic for beam
gate control, and the timing events can trigger the software
to perform actions including beam on or off, post-mortem
data acquisition, and beam distribution on the beam lines.
The results of the timing control system for the beam gate
and beam distribution are presented.

INTRODUCTION
The KOMAC linac and multi-beam lines were designed
to provide users with a proton beam under various beam
operation conditions. Representative specifications of the
linac are maximum beam energy of 100 MeV, and peak
beam current of 20 mA, and the adjustable repetition rate
is up to 120 Hz. The specifications of the KOMAC 100
MeV linac are summarized in Table 1. The KOMAC has
four beam extraction points at 20 and 10 MeV for proton
beam utilization [1, 2].
The proton accelerators are capable of accelerating the
beam under stable operating conditions of various components. The accelerator operating conditions must be kept
constant. This can be achieved by changing the beam pulse
width and repetition rate for beam service conditions while
the accelerator conditioning is stable. To change the beam
repetition rate, it is limited to the high frequency repetition
rate fixed in the accelerator operating condition. As the
number of beam user increases, various beam conditions

____________________________________________
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are required. In order to satisfy this problem, the beam extraction repetition rate can be changed regardless of the
high frequency operation repetition rate.
Table 1: The Summarized Specifications of KOMAC
100 MeV Proton Linac
Parameters

20

100

Extraction energy (MeV)

1 ~20

20 ~ 100

Beam current (mA, peak)

20

20

Beam duty (%)

24

8

Beam current (mA, average)

4.8

1.6

2,000

1,333

120

60

96

160

Pulse length (μS)
Repetition rate (Hz)
Beam power (kW, average)

The KOMAC timing system is an MRF event timing
system. Event Generator (EVG) is responsible of creating
and sending out timing events to an array of Event Receiver (EVR) [3]. Event sequences provide a method of
transmitting sequences of events stored in random access
memory with defined timing. Using the event sequence,
the beam pulse is synchronized with the operation of high
frequency and the beam pulse repetition rate can be used
without limitation.

KOMAC TIMING SYSTEM
The timing system was fabricated using a versa module
eurocard (VME) system composed of an event generator
(EVG-230) and event receiver (EVR-230RF) based on EPICS software [4, 5]. The EVG is responsible for generating
and sending out event codes over 2-Gbits/s fiber optic links
to an array of EVR, which is programmed to decode specific event codes. The EVR generates trigger pulses for the
linac components, such as the beam diagnostics, highpower RF system, and high-voltage power supply through
the fan-out board. One EVG and one fanout are installed in
the control server room, and 12 EVRs are installed in the
klystron gallery and beam experiment hall. Figure 1 shows
a schematic layout of the timing system with a 300-MHz
external reference signal.
For beam extraction, timing was added to the beam injector with a BNC565 delay generator. The delay generator
receives a 20 MHz clock and trigger signal from the EVR.
The trigger signal determines the repetition rate for the
beam service request, and the delay generator operates in
burst mode to synchronize the external clock and the trigger and generate the trigger as requested pulses. The beam
trigger is limited to a divisor of the rf repetition rate.
MOPHA138
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Figure 1: Schematic layout of the event timing system in
the klystron galley and beam experiment hall.

BEAM GATE
In order to handle pulse repetition rate limitation and
beam pulse termination after providing the requested beam
pulse, the sequence random access memory of the EVG is
used, and the beam pulse control is implemented in State
Notation Lange and Sequencer.
The beam pulse width accelerated in the RFQ is determined by the rf pulse width of the RFQ. To distribute the
signal of the beam pulse, the beam pulse width of the beam
injector and the RFQ rf pulse width can be found at the
intersection point. The burst mode of a delay generator is
used to provide beams according to beam requirement, and
a delay generator is additionally used for beam pulse distribution. Using a sequencer replaces the delay generator’s
burst mode, eliminating the need for additional delay generators.

Switching Beam Sequence
Event sequencers provide a method of transmitting sequences of events stored in random access memory with
defined timing. The 8-bit event codes are stored in a RAM
table each attached with a 32-bit timestamp relative to the
start of sequence. For example, if the accelerator rf is
driven at 10Hz, the beam period is 1, 2, 5, 10, which is a
divisor of 10, depending on the rf operation period. The
event sequence can be used to accelerate the beam from
1Hz to 10Hz, although it is an irregular period but synchronized with rf operation. It is important to use the beam repetition rate without limitation to meet the beam condition.
When the operation period of the rf is determined in advance. We prepare the event list and timestamp of various
beam periods in advance and pass them to the event sequence.
This method is constructed using a transferArray recode
[6]. The transferArray record manages elements of waveform record. This record copies arbitrary part of waveform
elements and pastes them into another waveform. Figure 2
describes schematic view of transferArray record. Ten sequences are prepared in the waveform records for Event
code and Timestamp and one of them are selected and set
into EVG with the processes of transferArray records.
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Figure 2: Copies event cord and timestamp waveform elements and pasts those in to waveform record of EVG sequencer random access memory.

Beam Gate Control
The EVG generates and sends out event clock signals
and codes to an EVR array through a fan-out board. The
high configurability makes possible the building of an entire timing system with a single EVG without external
counters. Events are sent out by the EVG as event frames
that consist of an 8- bit event code and an 8-bit distributed
bus data byte. The-100 MHz event transfer rate is derived
from an external 300-MHz RF clock. The optical event
stream transmitted by the EVG is phase locked to the reference clock.
The beam pulse depends on the beam fluence in the
beam target room, and the beam pulse should be stopped
after the beam satisfying the accumulated fluence is provided. The sequencer was used to control the pulser using
an event code PV in the EVR that could count the number
of beam pulses. The sequencer was installed in mrfioc2 to
distribute beam pulses, and enable/disable pulsers of EVR
that handles output pulses. The beam pulse allows one
event code to be used. The sequencer in the main EVR controls the pulser of the EVR using beam pulses compared to
the number of beam pulses that require PV of the event
code counter.
record (bo, "$(SYS){$(D)}BGEna-Sel") {
field (OUT, "BGFout")
field (ZNAM, "Disabled")
field (ONAM, "Enabled")
}
record (dfanout, "$(SYS){$(D)}BGFout") {
field (DESC, "Beam Gate Output On Off ")
field (OUTA, "$(SYS){$(D)-Out:FP0}Ena-SP CA")
field (OUTB, "$(SYS){$(D)-Out:FP1}Ena-SP CA")
field (SCAN, "Passive")
field (PINI, "YES")
field (SELM, "All")
field (DOL, "$(SYS){$(D)}BGEna-Sel")
field (OMSL, "closed_loop")
}
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Figure 3: User interface to control beam gate and switch from EvCode and Timestamp to EVG sequencer.
Figure 3 shows a user interface for beam gate and event
sequence control the EVR sequencer. EVR database includes an analog out BGCnt-Set record for number of beam
pulse set value, fanout BGFout record for enable/disable
control for output pulse. The following describes some of
the beam gate record defined in the EVR database.

CONCLUSION
In order to handle pulse repetition rate limitation and
beam pulse termination after providing the requested beam
pulse, the sequence random access memory of the EVG is
used, and the beam pulse control is implemented in State
Notation Lange and Sequencer. When the operation period
of the rf is determined in advance. We prepare the event list
and timestamp of various beam periods in advance and
pass them to the event sequence. This method is constructed using a transferArray recode. The beam pulse depends on the beam condition of the user, and the beam
pulse should be stopped after the beam satisfying the condition is provided. The beam pulse, which was limited to
high frequency operation, can be used without restriction,
and the burst mode of the beam pulse can be used where a
beam pulse is needed without a belay generator.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLC BASED MACHINE PROTECTION
SYSTEM FOR MAGNETS AT ESS
D. Sánchez-Valdepeñas*, M. Carroll, A. Nordt, M. Zaera-Sanz
European Spallation Source ERIC, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
The European Spallation Source ERIC (ESS) will be the
most powerful neutron source in the world, aiming at an
average beam power of 5 MW. One of the ESS goals is to
deliver neutrons with a 95% overall availability for the 22
research instruments that will be installed at the ESS. To
reach this goal, the Protection Systems Group (PSG) develops several interlock systems. One of these systems is
the Machine Protection System (MPS) for Magnets (MPSMag), which collects signals from the Local Protection
Systems (LPS) of each of the 150 quadrupole magnets distributed along the 600 meters long Linear Accelerator
(LINAC). When MPSMag detects a failure of any quadrupole magnet systems, it triggers a beam stop.
The MPSMag design implements requirements from the
stakeholders of the LPS for quadrupoles (LPSMag), operations and accelerator teams.
The concept of operation, software design and hardware
architecture will be presented in this paper.

CONCEPT OF OPERATION
The concept of operation for the MPS [3] is inspired by
the ISO 15289 standard. MPSMag has interfaces with different systems to fulfil the protection functions and a description of the signals exchange and interfaces is given in
Figure 2.
MPSMag exchanges software signals such as Proton
Beam Mode, Proton Beam Destination, configuration and
all the Process Values (PV) related to machine protection
with Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System
(EPICS) through an Input Output Controller (IOC).
The Timing system has a Network Time Protocol (NTP)
for MPSMag PLC events time stamping.

INTRODUCTION
Machine Protection supports ESS in reaching its reliability, availability and maintainability goals, in the following way [1, 2]: protect the facility by not allowing proton
beam production if a condition could lead to beam induced
damage; protect the beam by generating beam interruptions
only if strictly necessary; support identifying the initial
failure.
Protection functions that span across several systems,
are called global protection functions. Protection functions
that are part of only one system, are called local protection
functions. The time response requirements for executing a
protection function, can be very different, ranging from a
few microseconds (fast response time) to several hundreds
of milliseconds (slow response time). The Beam Interlock
System (BIS) implements the logic for global protection
functions and consists of several PLC based Machine Protection Systems (MPSs) to implement slow global protection functions and the Fast Beam Interlock System (FBIS)
to execute fast global protection functions. The FBIS is the
link between the MPSs and the actuator systems and only
the FBIS triggers a beam stop. The FBIS has a time response of microseconds. The relation between Local Protection Systems, the Beam Interlock System and the Actuator systems is shown in Figure 1.
The first MPSMag prototype has been implemented using Siemens industrial Programmable Logic Controllers
(PLCs), the PROFINET real-time fieldbus communications protocol and Siemens Totally Integrated Automation
(TIA) Portal software.
____________________________________________

* david.sanchezvaldepenas@esss.se

Figure 1: Relation between local Protection Systems, the
Beam Interlock System and the actuator systems. The
Beam Interlock System consists of PLC based Machine
Protection Systems (MPSs) and the Fast Beam Interlock
System (FBIS).
The Local Protection Systems for the quadrupole magnets (LPSMag’s) protect the magnets from overheating or
faults in the powering system. The LPSMag’s send Local
Beam Permit signals, OK or NOT OK (NOK) to MPSMag.
The LPSMag in the Normal Conducting Linac (NC-Linac)
is a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) which sends
one Local Beam Permit signal for each quadrupole in the
Medium Energy Beam Transfer line (MEBT) to MPSMag.
In the Super Conducting Linac (SC-Linac), the LPSMag is
implemented on the level of the power converters. Each
power converter sends a Local Beam Permit signal for each
quadrupole to MPSMag.
In case a Local Beam Permit signal of a quadrupole upstream of the Proton Beam Destination is NOK, the MPSMag initiates a beam stop or prevents beam operation sending a Magnet Beam Permit (MBP) signal NOK to the FBIS.
In addition, MPSMag sends the configured Proton Beam
Mode and Proton Beam Destination, Keep alive signal, and
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redundant MPSMag Ready and MPSMag Beam Permit to
FBIS via PROFINET.
MPSMag provides a masking functionality, allowing for
operation also in case certain devices are not functional (or
not yet installed as it will be the case during the early commissioning of the LINAC).
In case of a failure of a non-critical component, such as
the NTP server, EPICS communication, one of the redundant power supplies or the Human Machine Interface
(HMI) panel, the MPSMag shall still operate. The MPSMag Beam Permit and MPSMag ready signals shall be still
to OK and the system shall be able to re-arm in case of
interlock. After a maintenance operation of the system,
MPSMag shall be fully operational, that means the EPICS
communication, both power supplies, HMI and the I/O
modules shall be OK again. MPSMag archives input and
output changes and relevant internal information in a buffer
together with a timestamp that can be read by EPICS for
diagnostic purposes at any time.

Figure 2: MPSMag signals exchange.
After a power-on MPSMag checks its own health, and if
it is OK, it calculates checksums of its hardware and software. These values are sent to EPICS to do a consistency
check.

SOFTWARE DESIGN
The software design for the PLC based interlock systems
used for Machine Protection [4] is modular and allows
scaling the systems with every ESS construction phase
without having to verify previously validated section of
code again. All the interlock systems share common functions and data types, which are stored in a global library.
The MPSMag specific functions and data types are stored
in the project library. This method reduces code development and testing time because the code and data types need
to be qualified only once. Moreover, the change control
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management is more efficient and reduces the human errors when developing code.
MPSMag software is implemented in two PLCs, one
failsafe PLC for the logic of global protection functions,
and a standard PLC to pass information to EPICS and the
HMI [4].
The software design is based on the state machine methodology, using state equations and output equations. Figure 3 shows the state machine for MPSMag.
The MPSMag inputs are all hardwired LPSMag signals
and the system configuration (via EPICS). MPSMag outputs are hardwired signals (MPSMag Beam Permit and
MPSMag Ready). The MPSMag outputs are sent to the
Fast Beam Interlock System (FBIS) via current loops and
via PROFINET.
In the start-up state, The PLC performs the start-up configuration process. This process consists of reading the
PLC stored checksum value from EPICS and comparing
with the calculated checksum. This is needed to ensure the
correct version of code is in the PLC.
In the attempting arm state, the PLC checks if the required Local Beam Permits for the quadrupoles upstream
of the configured Proton Beam Destination are OK.
In the armed state, the PLC is ready for beam operation
and all the considered protection functions are ready for
execution. MPSMag Beam Permit and MPSMag Ready
signals are set to OK.
In the interlocks state, no beam is allowed and the PLC
is not ready due to the passivation generated by the interlocks (i.e. MPSMag Beam Permit NOK, MPSMag Ready
NOK). The PLC system remains in this state until a manual
rearming (through EPICS) is done.
In the machine reconfiguration state, MPSMag Ready is
NOK as the machine is being reconfigured but no re-arming is required by the operator as it is not an interlock situation. As soon as all the conditions for beam operation are
met again, the PLC system goes into the armed state.
Internal logging of events takes place periodically (each
PLC scan cycle) and the data is sent to EPICS for monitoring and further stored in a database. The PLC updates an
internal memory circular buffer to store all the variables of
the system in case of interlock. In case the communication
with EPICS is lost when an interlock occurs, this valuable
information will be available when the communication
with EPICS has recovered.
Additionally, in every state the checksum of the failsafe
PLC and standard PLC codes are compared to the stored
value. If any potential difference is detected the PLC system will go to start-up state.
TIA Selection Tool was used to evaluate the time response of the design and verify the requirements.

HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE
MPS electrical design is based on rack systems. The installation of the racks follows the ESS construction phases.
To scale the system the crates design inside the racks is
modular, reducing the testing and validation time and improve the flexibility of the system. Only two different kind
MOPHA139
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allowing module switchover if one power supply fails.
When both power supplies fail, an interlock is triggered. To
allow a remote reset of the interlock systems a Siemens
LOGO solution is used to restart the power on demand.

of crates have been designed for all the PLC based interlocks systems: Remote I/Os and Power Supply Units
(PSU).
The MPSMag hardware architecture is based on the Siemens S7-1500 series, with one failsafe PLC (1516F3PN/DP), called MPSMag-FCPU that can provide up to
SIL 3 and time response of hundreds of milliseconds and
one standard PLC (1516-3PN/DP), called MPSMagGCPU (Gateway CPU), to exchange data with the SCADA
system an EPICS.
Remote I/O crates are distributed along the klystron gallery to read the Local Beam Permit signals. The remote
I/Os are based on the Siemens ET-200SP series. The
fieldbus network inside the crates is PROFINET with
PROFISAFE profile in copper with star topology. The connection between the crates is done with optical/electrical
switches (SCALANCE XC206-2 SFP) in a bus topology.
To increase the reliability of MPSMag, failsafe logic is
used to perform the exchange of hardware signals. Nominal operation of the system is represented by an active signal. An active signal corresponds to a flowing current in
the loop, while a deactivated signal or loss of the supply
results in a safe state of the MPSMag. The implementation
of the interface between MPSMag and the Local Protection
Systems is shown in Figure 4.
The hardware connections for MPSMag Beam Permit
and MPSMag Ready signals are current loops in 2-out-of3 redundancy.
Inside the PSU crates a redundant power supplies system
has been implemented with the SIEMENS SITOP solution;

Figure 4: Interface between MPSMag and LPSMag in the
Normal Conducting-Linac and the Super ConductingLinac (SCL).

CONCLUSION
The implementation of MPSMag is based on the concept
of operation and system architecture providing fast scalability and reducing verification and installation times. The
system has been tested and relevant dependability requirements have been achieved. The supervision interface,
PLCs communications and the HMI panel have been programmed and tested.
In the next few months, commissioning of MPSMag will
start.
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Figure 3: State machine for the ESS Machine Protection System for Magnets.
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DYNAMIC SYSTEM RELIABILITY MODELLING OF SLAC’s RADIATION
SAFETY SYSTEMS
F. Tao†, K.W. Belt, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, USA
Abstract
When the LCLS-II project is completed in 2020, there
will be three major Department of Energy (DOE) beam
programs occupying the same 2-mile long accelerator tunnel, e.g. LCLS, LCLS-II and FACET-II. In addition to the
geographical overlap, the number of beam loss monitors of
all types has been also significantly expanded to detect
power beam loss from all sources. All these factors contribute to highly complex Radiation Safety Systems (RSS) at
SLAC. As RSS are subject to rigorous configuration control, and their outputs are permits enabling beam production and transportation, even small faults can cause a long
down time. As all beam programs at SLAC have the 95%
beam availability target, the complex RSS’s contribution
to overall beam availability and maintainability is an important subject worth detailed analysis. In this paper, we
apply the reliability engineering techniques to analyze the
RSS reliability for all three beam programs. Both qualitative and semi-quantitative approaches are used to identify
the most critical common causes, the most vulnerable subsystem as well as areas that require future design improvement for better maintainability.

INTRODUCTION
At SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, there are
multiple beam programs taking up part of the same famous
two mile long linear accelerator (linac) constructed over 50
years ago. In 2020, when the second generation free electron x-ray laser powered by superconducting electron
beam, e.g. LCLS-II, starts operation, there will be three
large scientific research user facilities in SLAC, e.g. LCLS,
LCLS-II and FACET-II. All those beam programs have
their own dedicated beamline components, and share some
infrastructure and supporting systems as well.
Being a user facility implies that the SLAC should deliver the beam to the user for their experimental use at a
high availability. The availability target for both LCLS and
LCLS-II is 95%. Unlike simpler synchrotron radiation facility such as SSRL in SLAC, LCLS and LCLS-II’s x-ray
laser are driven by an electron accelerator using normal
conducting and superconducting RF technologies respectively. Those system are very complex as many subsystem
must function in a coordinated manner for the successful
system operation.
Among those systems, Radiation Safety Systems (RSS)
including Personnel Protection System (PPS) and Beam
Containment System (BCS) are carrying out safety critical
functions, and play an important role in the system availability. Those reasons include:
___________________________________________
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• The outputs of RSS are permit signals, which are vital
for the overall system operation. Without those permit
signals, the beam cannot be generated, accelerated,
and delivered to the end users.
• RSS are safety-critical systems with rigorous configuration control, the failed parts have to be isolated
and/or repaired to restore the system to normal state.
Bypassing faulty parts is generally not allowed, as this
will disable the safety function or increase the potential radiation risks, which should be carefully evaluated.
• Unlike other critical systems such as RF, which has
some level of redundancy, radiation safety systems are
usually configured as one out of two (1oo2) or one out
of one with diagnostics (1oo1D), any failure in the single chain will stop the beam operation, make it unavailable for user experiments.
• When RSS are tripped off for some reason, it usually
implies there is something wrong, either lower level of
control/protection system fails or there is some procedural violation. It generally requires operators to find
out the cause of the trip, rather than simply pressing
the Reset button to resume the operation. For this reason, the system restoration time is longer.
• With the rigorous configuration control, any invasive
diagnostic/repair work requires “Radiation Safety
Work Control Form”, and need approval from various
stakeholders before the work are permitted. This also
contributes to the longer restoration time.
For reasons lists above, it is important to evaluate the
RSS reliability as early as in the design stage, and constantly re-assess the situation during the entire lifecycle of
the system, including operation, maintenance, and proof
testing periods. Although the reliability assessment is generally for random failures, continuous assessment and failure analysis can help to identify the systematic failure
causes. As a return, it can enhance the overall system
safety, which definitely takes priority over the system
availability.
Though both PPS and BCS are both safety-critical RSS,
two systems are fundamentally different by following criteria:
• System topology: PPS is mostly a de-centralized system, is built upon each zone or region, higher level system will look at each area for decision making; BCS is
a centralized system, individual sensor equally contributes to the system action.
• Technology used: PPS is not required to be fast, so
they are typical electrical or programmable electrical
systems. Electronics are often contained inside commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) sensor and the signal
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processing unit. BCS is mainly electronic systems with
some programmable electronics for data acquisition.
There are already statistics on the LCLS beam program
availability as well as the reliability metrics from each individual system including RSS [1]. However, such a long
time statistics does not provide insight on the system design and provide guidance on system testing and maintenance. On contrary, the statistics approach often failed to
take the effects of system upgrades into consideration. In
another word, after a new system upgrade, some components are in the burn-in stage associated with higher failure
rates. Therefore, we believe the reliability modelling approach is far more useful, and can reveal the system interdependency, provides insights on the vulnerabilities and
point the direction for future improvements.
Once the reliability modelling is completed, the next step
would be reliability prediction, which is to apply reliability
data to predict the system reliability performance in terms
of Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) and Mean Down
Time (MDT) etc. The reliability prediction is generally performed based on the assumption that system components
have a constant failure rate, e.g. within their useful product
life. Unfortunately this is not the case for some legacy PPS.
In the middle section of linac, e.g. from Sector 10 to Sector
20, the PPS is 50 years in service built with mechanical
relays. Obviously those relays are long past the useful life,
and their failure rates are on the rise. Therefore, the reliability predication of these systems should be used with precaution.
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system, which include PLC CPU, I/O modules. The fiber
optics media and the network switches are excluded from
the evaluation as the system adopt a ring topology and is
immune to single point failures. The mobile HMI panels
(Fig. 1) are not included in the availability calculation as
there are more than 10 panels, and a single panel failure has
no impact on system operation.

Figure 1: Mobile HMI Panel of MBC.

System Level PPS
There are three beam programs coexist in the accelerator: LCLS, LCLS-II and FACET-II. LCLS and LCLS-II
use different injectors and accelerating RF structure. In the
accelerator layout, the Cu beam from LCLS and SC (Superconducting) beam from LCLS-II can be delivered to either soft x-ray (SXR) or hard x-ray (HXR) undulator to
generate x-ray laser and delivered it to 3 SXR experimental
hutches and 5 HXR hutches. In the Near Experimental Hall
(NEH), there exists all three SXR hutches and one HXR
hutch. While all four hutches in the Far Experimental Hall
(FEH) are for HXR experiments. The overall accelerator
layout is shown in Fig. 2 below:

PPS RELIABLITY MODELLING
PPS has three levels of implementation, from bottom to
top are:
• Chassis/Assembly for a specific functionality, such as
BSOIC (Beam Shutoff Ion Chamber), BTM (Burn
Through Monitor), Stopper, Secure Loop, Set Entry
Loop etc.
• Zone level PPS for a local zone control,
• System level PPS responsible for a particular beam
program.
• RSS network infrastructure and operational interface

Network and Operational Interface
On the top level, there is a PLC based distributed system
named as “Master Beam Control” (MBC), which includes
a S7-1500 PLC system, and mobile HMI panels for operators to operate both PPS and BCS. For PPS, it transmits
“Hardware Enable” signal to each local PPS system so that
they can accept the operator commands from EPICS with
the companion of this signal. For BCS, the “Beam
ON/OFF”, “Reset” signals are also transmitter to BCS
racks for beam operation. The mobile HMI panel, as shown
in Figure 1, is also used for alarm display and
acknowledge. During the LCLS-II construction, this PLC
system has been expanded to cover every sector where exists RSS racks. The reliability can be calculated for this

ESA

Figure 2: SLAC’s Accelerator Layout.
In the LCLS-II baseline design, SC beam can be delivered to HXR and SXR hutches, while Cu beam can only be
delivered to HXR hutches. Another ongoing CLTS project
enables the Cu beam’s delivering to SXR hutches as well.
Combining both projects, both SC and Cu beams can be
delivered to any SXR/HXR hutches for experimental use.
To meet this goal, beam stoppers and beam switching
devices are critical. These devices locate from Sector 28 to
the Beam Switching Yard (BSY) as shown in Fig. 3:
BSYA
950\960
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CLTH
LCLS-I Cu
LCLS-II SC

X
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BTMBP34A,B,C
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Figure 3: SC and Cu Beam Switching.

Global Beam Switching
As shown in Fig. 3, the beam switching involved the coordination of multiple devices including magnets,
kicker/septum and stoppers. For this reason, a dedicated
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safety PLC has been developed for this control. It is a Pilz
PNOZMulti safety PLC system to make sure the correct
action with correct sequencing. BCS also provide permits
to those kicker/septum as a quicker shutoff to lessen the
damage in case of beam mis-steering or larger than expected beam power.

BSOICs
BSOICs are beam loss detectors owned by PPS to detect
the higher than normal radiation level (usually setpoint is
chosen as 10mrem/hr) in areas accessible by people during
beam operation. Depending on the location and detector
type (Gamma or Neutron), a BSOIC’s trip may trip off SC
beam or both SC/Cu beam. For FACET-II beam program,
there are only 3 BSOICs interlocking to the beam production and transportation. For the sake of simplification, we
denote these BSOICs as Group D BSOICs. For LCLS and
LCLS-II beam programs, there are far more BSOICs to detect the abnormal radiation dose level. Those instruments
are divided into three groups, Group A interlocks to SC Injector and RF only; Group B interlocks to both SC and Cu
Injectors and accelerating RF, and Group C interlocks only
to Cu beam operation.
Historical data shows that BSOIC are generally reliable
instruments with fewer issues, but they requires periodic
calibration to ensure the accuracy.

BTMs
BTMs are used to detect mis-steered beam or equipment
damage (e.g., stopper being burned through), where such
would risk radiation exposure to personnel. They are typically associated with BCS collimators or insertable stoppers, and consist of a pressure-monitored gas-filled-bladder near or around the associated device. Beam impinging
on the BTM causes minute holes which reduce the bladder
pressure until the pressure switch trips. There are two
types of BTMS: “fixed volume” BTMS which are sealed
against incoming gas, and “flow-through” BTMS which allow a slight gas flow out. BTMS are “dual-chain” devices
having redundant pressure monitoring switches tied to
PPS.
As BTM is also called “Disaster Monitor” by other accelerator laboratories, which implied that a true BTM fault
indicates something very bad has happened. For this reason, currently all BTM on LCLS and LCLS-II beamline
trip off both SC and Cu beams. There are a small quantity
of FACET-II BTMs only trip off FACET-II beam.
BTMs in the photon area often have small leakage issues, and need to be re-filled before they trip off the system. During the re-filling process, the PPS has to be
switched to the “testing” mode, and make the beam program unavailable for experiments.

BCS RELIABILITY MODELLING
Unlike PPS, where there are multiple levels of control
systems, BCS is a centralized system for each beam program. The exception is the Master Beam Control (MBC)
PLC system, which crosses the boundary of individual
beam program and shares the site wide RSS information.
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LCLS-II BCS PLC System
The existing LCLS BCS and the new FACET-II BCS use
customized simple electronics, hence the reliability is expected to be very high. The new LCLS-II BCS uses Siemens S7-1515F safety PLC and distributed I/O modules as
the backbone for data acquisition and control. It not only
perform interlock functions for slow BCS sensors, but also
exchange configuration/control/status information with
fast electronics associated with fast BCS sensors.
LCLS-II BCS has an output connecting to the LCLS
BCS shutoff chassis, so that if the LCLS Cu beam is the
source that cause a LCLS-II BCS fault, it can re-route the
shutoff request to the LCLS BCS shutoff chassis to initiate
the shutoff. For this reason, considering the fail-safe nature
of the safety PLC, the PLC system failure will also make
the Cu linac unable to operate.

Beam Loss Monitors (BLMs)
In addition to the existing point beam loss monitors (Protection Ion Chamber) and line beam loss monitors (Long
Ion Chamber) installed for LCLS BCS, LCLS-II BCS will
add a large quantity of Diamond sensor for point beam loss
monitors and special fiber optics area beam loss detectors.
Due to the high beam power of LCLS-II, the fiber optics
has a full coverage from beginning to the end of the accelerator to detect the abnormal beam loss along the accelerator. The shutoff action for those beam loss monitors are targeted shutoff from beginning of the accelerator to Beam
Switching Yard (BSY) as the accelerator till BSY is deeply
buried underground, and the beam mis-steering is less dangerous than in other areas where the accelerator tunnel is
close to the ground.
For this reason, we divide the BCS BLMs into 3 groups
the same way as PPS BSOIC. Group A interlocks to SC
linac only; Group B interlocks to both SC and Cu linac
while Group C only interlocks to Cu linac.

RELIABLITY PREDICATION
With the PPS and BCS major component discussion in
the previous sections. We can create a reliability block diagram for both x-ray laser and FACET-II experiments as
shown in the Fig. 4 on the next page.
Since PPS is mostly an electrical system using COTS
parts, reliability prediction is feasible if only the complete
BOM is available. Legacy PPS uses electromechanical relays and timers to build the logic circuits. In a typical zone
PPS, there is about 35 such relays involved in the safety
functions, while others are used to either drive LEDs or for
CAMAC communication. In a typical stopper chassis,
there is 24 relays installed inside with only a few responsible for the safety control function as well. The typical
“Parts Count” method can provide a quick but conservative
estimation of the reliability performance for systems within
this category. PPS sensors are mainly switches, e.g. pressure, position, keyswitch etc., whose reliability data is
widely available from commercial reliability handbooks
including [2], [3]. The only exception is BSOIC, whose
processing unit is composed of simple electronics and an
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8031 microprocessor. The field track shows that the
BSOIC failure rates are very low.
There are three brands of PLC used in PPS and BCS:
Allen-Bradley ControlLogix, Siemens Simatic S7 controllers and distributed I/O modules, Pilz PNOZMulti safety
PLC. The reliability data of the first two brands can be easily obtained from [4] and [5] respectively. The reliability
information for Pilz PLC is difficult to find, but as a SIL3
rated PLC, its SISTEMA library file contains dangerous
undetected failure rates published, and as well as the Diagnostic Coverage (DC). From those information, we can calculate the failure rate reversely.
Reliability predication for BCS electronics is quite complex. For customized electronics with common electronic
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parts, the reliability calculation can use the same “Part
Count” method using BOM of the design and reliability
data handbook [6]. The difficulty come from sensors used
in radiation detection, as they are new to SLAC and has no
credible documented failure modes and failure rate information.
The overall RSS reliability modelling is shown in Fig. 4
below.
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Figure 4: Reliability block diagram of SLAC’s beam program.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyze the SLAC’s accelerator layout
as well as the major systems of the RSS including PPS and
BCS. For SLAC’s three beam programs, FACET-II, LCLS
and LCLS-II, their beam availability’s dependence on RSS
has been analyzed. There are several interesting observations:
• S11-S20 Zone PPS are legacy relay based systems.
Their failure will prevent the SC beam’s delivery to
the x-ray laser experiment, regardless the high project
cost;
• Master Beam Control (MBC) is responsible for the
global RSS operation. Even though it is not a safety
rated system, its failure will make it impossible to operate any SLAC’s beam experiments.

• LCLS-I and LCLS-II are not independent, which is
less desirable as their beam can both delivery to any
SXR/HXR hutches.
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FACET-II RADIATION SAFETY SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
F. Tao†, B.M. Bennett, N. Lipkowitz, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, USA
Abstract
Facility for Advanced Accelerator Experimental Tests
(FACET)-II is an upgrade of the FACET. It uses the middle
third of SLAC’s 2-mile long linear accelerator to accelerate
the electron beam to 10GeV, with positron beam to be
added in the Stage 2 of the project. Once the first stage
completes in late 2019, it will be operated as a Department
of Energy (DOE) user facility for advanced accelerator science studies. In this paper, we will describe the Radiation
Safety Systems (RSS) design and implementation for the
FACET-II project. RSS including Personnel Protection
System (PPS) and Beam Containment System (BCS).
Though both systems are safety critical, different technologies are used to implement safety functions. PPS uses Siemens PLC as the backbone for control but legacy CAMAC
for data acquisition; while BCS develops customized electronics for faster response to protect safety devices from
radiation induced damage, and depends on VME I/O modules for operational data communication.

Key parameters of the FACET-II project are listed in Table 1. As this paper is focused on the radiation safety aspects of the project, only those parameters related to radiation safety are listed in the table.
Table 1: Key Parameter of FACET-II [1]
Parameter
Rep Rate
No. of bunches/pulse
Bunch charge
Final beam energy
Final peak current
Final beam power

Unit
Hz
nC
GeV
kA
W

Nominal
30
1
2
10
72
600

Range
1 - 30
1
0.5 - 5
4 - 13
10 - 130
2 - 1950

A detailed illustration of the FACET-II beamline layout
and the RF accelerating structure is shown in Figure 2:

INTRODUCTION TO FACET-II PROJECT
FACET used first two third of the SLAC’s two mile long
linear accelerator to generate high density beam of electrons and positrons. The initial motivation for constructing
FACET was plasma wakefield acceleration, but the operation results shows that it achieved far more than that.
In 2016, FACET completed its mission to make way for
the LCLS-II project, which takes up the first one third of
the accelerator originally taken by FACET. The new
FACET-II will be a major upgrade over the previous
FACET, taking up the middle one third of the accelerator.
The beam energy of the FACET-II is 10GeV with the repetition rate up to 30Hz.

Figure 1: Schematic layout of FACET-II.
This project will be implemented in two stages. In the
first stage, a new photoinjector and two bunch compressor
in the linac will be restored; and a new positron damping
ring with injection and extraction line will be installed in
the second stage.
As the radiation hazards assessment completed by radiation protection physicists is based on the stage 1 baseline
design, we will limit our discussion in this paper only for
this baselined design. Modification of the accelerator and
associated experimental area of FACET-II later may require additional modification of the radiation safety systems, and is beyond the scope of this paper.
___________________________________________

† Email address: fengtao@slac.stanford.edu

Figure 2: FACET-II accelerator layout.

RADIATION SAFETY SYSTEMS
In SLAC, major radiation hazard is ionization radiation,
which comes from electron or positron beam. In addition
to the passive shielding, Radiation Safety Systems (RSS)
are designed and deployed to further mitigate the risk. RSS
include two active control systems built on two distinct
principles:
• Personnel Protection System (PPS): keep people
away from beam
• Beam Containment System (BCS): keep beam away
from people
Although two systems are both safety critical, but they
are designed to prevent/mitigate radiation risk for different
hazardous scenarios. As a result, the response time required
and the technology deployed are significantly different.
The subject of PPS is people, whose movement is slow.
Therefore, the typical PPS response time is in terms of seconds. In SLAC’s recent engineering practice, a 5 seconds
response time has been specified for the worst case scenario, as the real response time of PPS may differ case by
case, depending the location of the fault and the signal
transmission path to the shutoff devices. Radiation protection physicists are required to use this time constant in their
radiation risk assessment. Mechanical engineers are also
required to put sufficient material behind the BTM correspondingly in the case of burn-through.
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BCS’s primary functions are to detect abnormal beam
loss during operation, as well as to protect critical beamline
devices whose failure have personnel safety consequences.
According to this functional definition, the BCS’s device
protection function is identical to that of the Machine Protection System (MPS). The difference on device protection
between two systems lies in that protection of beamline devices by BCS limits to those safety critical devices whose
failure may bring enormous risks to people. Examples of
these devices include beam stoppers used as safety token
for downstream access, and safety collimators used in ray
trace study. Rigorous configuration control and periodic
proof testing are important characteristics lacking by MPS
but are critical to those safety devices.
Historically, due to the high beam power of the SLAC’s
beam program, BCS was required to shut off the beam in a
very short time, usually in terms of tens of milliseconds. In
recent years, as the beam power of LCLS or FACET has
been significantly reduced, a 600ms response time has
been adopted to pave the way for adoption of safety PLC
in BCS.
Particular for FACET-II, existing control infrastructure
of FACET will be utilized to the maximum extent to lower
the project cost. For this reason, PPS will continue using
the legacy Siemens S7-315F PLC system as the backbone
for control and data acquisition. BCS still uses customized
electronics with modernization of some chassis only.

BCS DEVELOPMENT
FACET-II BCS makes substantial simplification to that
of the FACET, as the linac length has been reduced by half.
The main architecture keeps unchanged but with less sensors/devices and modernization of some chassis.

BCS Shutoff Path
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• A Commercial-Off-the-Shelf (COTS) laser safety
shutter and the associated shutter controller. Those
products are supplied by nmLaser Inc. The controller
will be installed in an enclosure in the Injector Vault
on the wall, and the shutter will be installed on the
laser table.

BCS Requirements
In the previous FACET BCS, there are beam loss monitors and beam current monitors installed in the beginning
of the accelerator and BC1. In this project, after beam loss
assessment, we request the project to seal the penetrations
(from the gallery above the ground to the underground accelerator tunnel) to eliminate the needs for radiation loss
monitors. Thus avoiding the LION (Long Ion Chamber)
system as well as the instrument gas system. In addition,
we request a more thorough analysis on the “maximal creditable beam”, so that exactly scenarios under which the
maximal beam power can be generated are analyzed as
well as the possibility. Through this detailed assessment, it
is concluded that the max creditable beam energy from
FACET-II is still within the limit that the Main Dump can
take, thus avoiding a complicated Average Current Monitoring (ACM) system.
With the simplified BCS requirements, the active control
system components are distributed in Sector 19 and Sector
20 experimental area (as shown in Figure 3). These sensors
belongs to three categories:
• Beam loss monitor: including Protection Ion Chamber (PIC) for point beam loss detection, and Long Ion
Chamber (LION) for line beam loss detection.
• Pressure switch to monitor the instrument gas, which
is used by PIC/LION sensors.
• Flow switches to monitor the cooling water to beamline components with energy deposition, e.g. Beam
Stoppers, Main Dump.

Any fault from BCS sensors/devices will inhibit the production of beam. The FACET-II BCS has three independent shutoff paths to remove the radiation hazards:
1. The Gun Solid State Sub-booster must be put into a
“STANDBY” timing. This inhibits the photoelectrons
from the FACET-II cathode being captured and accelerated into the linac structures downstream.
2. Linac Sub-boosters must be put into a “Staggered
Standby” timing state. This prevents acceleration of
photoelectron beam or dark current.
3. A dedicated laser safety shutter must be inserted to
prevent the Injector laser from striking the FACET-II
photocathode and generating photoelectrons.

BCS Electronics and System Design

To be specific, devices involved in those three independent shutoff paths are:
• Two new Sub-Booster Trigger Chasses (SBTC) will
be installed in Sector 10 for the Gun RF shutoff and
L0Ab/L0Bb RF Shutoff respectively. The newly designed SBTC chassis uses CPLD logic components
to improve the performance.
• Existing Sub-booster Interface (SBI) in each sector
from Sector 11 to Sector 19.

Signal from PIC/LION sensors is processed in the
PIC/LION chassis, where the signal will be conditioned,
integrated and compared with pre-determined trip thresholds (in terms of mV) to determine if the excessive beam
loss has occurred. On the output path of the PIC/LION
chassis are dual redundant OK/Fault dry contact switches.
With all of BCS inputs are OK/Fault type switch signals,
another customized chassis, e.g. Digital Summary Chassis
(DSC), will act as “AND” logic gate to summarize all kinds
of sensors’ OK/Fault condition and output to the shutoff

Figure 3: FACET-II BCS beam loss monitor layout.
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chassis. This chassis is designed to accept 16 input channels and can be daisy-chained in case more input channels
are required.
The shutoff chassis will issue three permissive signals to
shutoff devices. As this chassis was originally developed
for transmitting the signal over longer distance, the output
voltage is -48VDC and is not compatible with newly developed electronics. For this reason, A redundant solidstate and electromechanical relay pair is used to convert the
permissive signal to +24VDC permit signals for shutoff devices.
Similar to other accelerator control projects, one of the
challenges is cable plant design. The hub for SBI control in
each linac sector, the interface to linac timing system, and
the future FACET-II operations are located in three different locations, where are exactly the three generations of accelerator operation centers at SLAC, e.g. CCR (Central
Control Room), MCC (Main Control Center) and ACR
(Accelerator Control Room). In the system design, we utilize the new safety network infrastructure to migrate some
hardwired signal to Ethernet, and re-configure the freed out
cable connections to eliminate the need for new long haul
trunk cable.
In Sector 10, a remote I/O drop of the Master Beam Control (MBC) will be added to provide the “Beam ON/OFF”
command and fetch the status back to ACR. The reset signal will also be provided through the remote I/O. The block
diagram of BCS is shown in Figure 4 below:
Voltage & Logic
Conversion
Beam ON

BCS FACET-II Shutoff
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Figure 4: FACET-II BCS block diagram.

PPS DEVELOPMENT
FACET PPS was named as “Global West” for its physical location; and LCLS PPS is called “Global East”. As the
new LCLS-II Superconducting Linac takes up the west end
of the tunnel, the FACET-II PPS will be denoted as “Global
Middle” to reflect this change.
Siemens S7-315F PLC was adopted in PPS as part of efforts to modernize safety system built from electromechanical relays. The system can be classified into two tiers: zone
level and system level.
In the zone level, the legacy relay based system is mainly
unchanged. The zone level PPS is responsible for following functions:
• Zone search: operators will swipe through the tunnel
to make sure that no people are in the tunnel before
bailing the zone from “Permitted Access” to “No Access” and turning on the beam
• Lighting and audio/visual warning: indicate if the local radiation/electrical hazards are ON, and provide
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audio/visual warning for people inside the accelerator tunnel
• Access Control: enable people to enter/exit the accelerator with keys as safety tokens; or without keys in
emergent situations.
• Emergency Off buttons to stop the beam.
In the middle section of accelerator, zone level PPS are
mainly unchanged from old days. Those systems are still
relay based with some electronic chassis for dedicated
functions such as set-entry loop, secure loop etc. System
level PPS has been migrated to PLC system to enable/disable global radiation generating devices, and shut off the
beam in the case of safety violation.
For the FACET-II project, radiation generation devices
are defined in following groups:
• Gun/L0-A/L0-B/TCAV RF: Modulator (MOD) 102, 10-3, 10-4, 10-5.
• Accelerating RF Power Supply: Variable Voltage
Substations (VVS) VVS-5, VVS-66, VVS-7, VVS9.
• Accelerating RF Modulators: 19-1/2/3/4/5/6, 204A/4B/3C.
There are two sets of stopper are defined within the
scope of FACET-II. In SLAC, the stopper in the “generalized” sense include insertable stoppers and bend magnets
which can deflect the beam. Those two stopper sets are:
• Stopper set in Positron Vault for the beam to the Positron Target: Extraction Line stoppers EXT-ST1,
EXT-ST2; Extraction horizontal bend EXT-HBEND
• The backward beam stopper RST1F and two bend
magnets BX01F, BX02F.
With the radiation hazard sources and the beam stopper
sets identified, the function of system level PPS can be defined as:
• Get the PPS zone “Radiation Ready” status from S10
Injector Vault, linac Sector 10 to Sector 20
• Get the PPS zone “Radiation Ready” status from
LCLS Global East PPS for Sector 20 and all the way
to BSY
• Enable all radiation generation devices and remove
the backward beam stopper set when the PPS zones
are “Radiation Ready”
• The Positron Vault stopper will be inserted before the
area is accessible.
• The backward beam stopper should be inserted before the Injector Vault is accessible.
Three Beam Shutoff Ion Chambers (BSOICs), supplied
by Thermo Fisher, will be installed to detect the above the
normal radiation to those accessible areas to protect people.
These devices are complement to those beam loss monitors
(PIC or LION) of BCS, but focus on those locations people
have access during the normal operation. The usual trip setpoint is 10mrem/hr.
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• BSOIC in the Sector 10 Injector Vault close to the
exit: its trip will shutoff FACET-II beam
• BSOIC in the entrance to the Positron Vault: its trip
will insert the Positron Vault stopper set
• BSOIC in the S20 Injector Vault: its trip implies that
the beam from FACET-II lost the containment and
needs to be shut off.
BSOIC chassis developed at SLAC will be responsible
for transmit the OK/Fault signal from processing unit of
BSOIC to PPS, and get the activate/bypass command by
the system level PPS according to the accelerator operation
information and the zone access state. The BSOIC chassis
also re-route the analogue readout to EPICS for data
achieving purpose.
System Level PPS exchanges two critical information
with the zone level PPS through so-called “secure loop”
and “set entry loop”.
“Secure Loop” is a current loop pass through Sector 10
all the way to Sector 20 and its status will be read into PPS
safety PLC in CCR. It is a sum up signal of all area “Radiation Ready”, so when the loop is made up, it implies that
the middle section of the linac is searched, secured and
ready for the beam. The safety PLC will combine this information with the downstream S20- BSY “Radiation
Ready” status to determine if all the areas are ready for the
FACET-II beam.
On the other hand, “set-entry” loop will summarize all
the relevant VVS OFF status and send to PLC to inform the
system that the radiation hazards are OFF and it is safe to
bail to the “Permitted Access” state and allow people to access the accelerator tunnel.
There are safety functions of the system level PPS such
as enable the keybank to release the key for access, yellowmagenta radiation warning lights etc.
The FACET-II system level PPS is implemented with
Siemens S7-315F safety PLC with both safety and nonsafety I/O modules. The safety portion of the PPS is dualredundantly configured to ensure the safety integrity. The
PLC configuration diagram is shown in the Figure 5.
CCR
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, we briefly discuss the Radiation Safety
System (RSS) requirements and design for the FACET-II
project. Both PPS and BCS are discussed as part of the
RSS. In PPS design, the previous PLC architecture is retained, but the interface to new radiation generating devices will be added or modified. As the half of the FACET
PPS devices have been removed by the LCLS-II construction, the corresponding modifications are necessary to
make the system level PPS complete again.
For BCS, the system has been significantly simplified
due to passive shielding and the reduced quantity of sensors required. The system architecture keep unchanged
with modernization of some hardware, which include
newly re-designed SBTC chassis and the COTS laser
safety shutter.
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MOTION CONTROL DEVELOPMENT OF THE MATERIAL HANDLING
SYSTEM FOR INDUSTRIAL LINAC PROJECT AT SLRI
R. Rujanakraikarn†, P. Koonpong, S. Tesprasitte
Synchrotron Light Research Institute, Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand
Abstract
The prototype of industrial linac for food irradiation application using x-ray has been under development at Synchrotron Light Research Institute (SLRI). Several subsystems of the machine are carefully designed for proper operation. Material handling system with its motion control
and its relationship with a beam scanning system is explained in this paper. Hardware selection and software development together with a networked control system is described. This system is being developed and tested with the
object detection system to monitor and control the position
and velocity of materials on a conveyor belt.

This is to ensure that each product moves through irradiation zone to receive desired dose without slippage or gaps.
This can effectively improve the efficiency of the irradiation facility.

INTRODUCTION
Synchrotron Light Research Institute (SLRI) has been
developing a prototype of linear accelerator for industrial
applications. One of the main purposes of this new project
is for food irradiation application. Since agricultural products are Thailand’s primary economy, this newly proposed
project is aimed to increase the availability of the low-cost
machines for domestic uses. This accelerator-based system
is one of the platforms that can provide good facility for
food irradiation. There are three key elements in this accelerator-based system, an accelerator system to deliver the
energetic beam, a scanning system to provide uniform
beam coverage of the product, and a material handling system that moves the product through the beam in a precisely
controlled manner [1].
In the designed prototype there are several main components for each key element. Firstly, the accelerator system
consists of an electron linear accelerating structure of the
S-band standing wave type, a 3.1 MW magnetron driven
by a solid-state modulator, and a hot-cathode electron gun.
Secondly, the scanning system comprises a beam scanning
magnet and a scanning horn to provide full coverage for
irradiation to products. Lastly, the material handling system is composed of conveyor system, motor drive system,
and electronic control system. The diagram of this accelerator-based irradiation facility prototype can be shown in
Figure 1.
The primary goal of the irradiation facility is to deliver
the specified amount of required radiation to the products
without unnecessary, wasteful, and excessive dose. Thus,
monitoring and control of the process parameters and the
information of objects to be scanned are important in order
to effectively spread the beam with appropriate field
strength. Once the parameters and object information are
known, the motion of the conveyor belts in the material
handling system must be precisely controlled.
___________________________________________

† roengrut@slri.or.th

Figure 1: A prototype of accelerator-based irradiation facility.
In this paper, a real-time motion control development of
the material handling system together with its relationship
to the beam scanning system and object detection system
is described. Hardware selection and software development together with a networked control system are explained. Elementary result of the design and tests is briefly
explained with some discussion on proper machine operation. Concluding remark is summarized at the end of the
paper.

SYSTEM DESIGN
This section explains the brief description of the prototype system design. An overall system diagram showing
the beam scanning and the material handling systems is
shown in Figure 2. In this diagram, all subsystem controllers are connected in a private network to form a networked
control system. These controllers are responsible for motion control of the conveyor belt, camera control for object
detection [2], and scanning magnet control for the generation of time-dependent magnetic field deflection of the
beam. The main purposes of implementing these subsystem controllers are for process parameter measurement and
sensing, and reporting information to and receiving control
setpoints from a main system controller which is connected
to the same network. The main system controller is designed to implement control algorithms in order to oversee
the operation and stability of the whole system. The personal computer in the diagram is connected to the network
to receive and display all process parameters and send settings and responses to the main system controller’s various
requests.
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Figure 2: Overall system diagram with networked control
system.
Since the main focus of this paper is on the motion control of the material handling system, the detail will be on
the design and operation of motion controllers. The relationship to the beam scanning system and object detection
system of the prototype is described in the result and discussion section.

Hardware
The motion control system is crucial for real-time control of the machine prototype in order to ensure that the
product or object moves through the irradiation zone in a
timely manner. For the development phase of the project, a
number of hardware have been selected for control system
design. The selected ones discussed here are conveyor
belts, motor and electronic driver, and controller boards.
Conveyor Belts are chosen from commercially available
ones. In the initial phase of this project, with a limited experimental space, only two sets of a two-meter long convey
belt with desired specifications to handle product loads and
speed range are selected. Custom motor fixtures are also
fabricated because brushless DC (BLDC) motor are separately chosen. Figure 3 (from top left to bottom right)
shows the selected conveyor belt, BLDC motor and driver,
custom motor fixtures, and motor installation, respectively.

Figure 3: (top left) Conveyor belt, (top right) BLDC motor
and driver, (bottom left) custom motor fixtures of the prototype, (bottom right) motor installation.
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BLDC Motor and Electronic Driver are chosen from
the commercially available ones. They are Oriental Motor’s BLE2 Series brushless motor [3]. This BLDC motor
comes with electronic driver which allows easy settings
through its front panel. The motor speed can be arbitrarily
set by applying external DC voltage. Its speed can be measured from the driver’s pulse output which provides 30
pulses when the motor output shaft makes one rotation.
Controller boards are 32-bit microcontroller boards for
the prototype development. Two main microcontrollers are
STM32 and ESP32. They are selected to communicate to
each other to build a motion controller shown in Figure 2.
The STM32 board is chosen to perform general low-level
measurement and control tasks such as motor speed detection using timers [4], pulse frequency and duty cycle measurements, DAC control, PWM control, general time-based
measurements and interrupt service routines, UART communication, and digital PID controller implementation for
motor speed control. The ESP32 board is programmed to
report parameters while receiving motor speed setpoint
from the main system controller. ESP32 is implemented as
a TCP client device to communicate over WiFi with the
main system controller or PC as a TCP server. Finally, the
two microcontroller boards communicate to each other via
UART. Other electronic parts such as amplifier circuits,
isolator circuits, and interface circuits are not explained in
this paper.
Figure 4 shows some hardware test setup and the result
of the board tests. System identification by using a blackbox model of the motor and driver system is also performed
to obtain mathematical transfer function. The input of this
test is based on PRBS generator in order to collect motor
speed output over the entire speed range. To help visualize
the hardware interconnection of the motion control system,
feedback control loop and communication between controller boards are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4: (top left) Microcontroller boards, (top right) lab
test with BLDC motor and driver, (bottom left) motor
speed detection test, (bottom right) system identification
result for the BLDC motor and driver system.
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Figure 5: Diagram of the feedback control loop and communication between controller boards for one motion controller.
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the fixtures fits perfectly to the conveyor belt parts and
BLDC motors without hindering the motion of the system.
Controller boards are carefully tested in order to obtain
accurate motor speed information and take complete control of motor speed. These primary tests are motor speed
detection using STM32’s timer, DAC output test, and interrupt tests. Tests for ESP32 are accomplished by carefully testing its IoT-ready capability. UART communication between STM32 and ESP32 is tested to ensure the correction of information exchange. TCP communication between a PC as a server and multiple ESP32 clients is fully
tested and the result is satisfactory. Small transmission delay occurs during the entire test for our wireless network.

Software
The main software development in this initial development is for microcontroller boards. The software running
on STM32 is coded in C. Standard HAL drivers are used in
most of the code. For ESP32, the code is designed in C++
for Arduino IDE. Since there are multiple motion controllers in this prototype, care must be considered for clientserver communication in the network. Communication between one TCP server and multiple TCP clients is managed
using standard JSON data format.

Figure 7: PID speed control test over network.

Figure 6: Example test of communication between 2 motion controllers and a PC (as a server).

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Tests for the proposed motion control system, both hardware and software, of the material handling system are performed. There are series of tests in order to ensure that each
part of the system works correctly as desired. In this initial
development, PC is chosen to perform as the main system
controller for ease of the software test and evaluation.
First, the selected sets of BLDC motor and driver are
tested. Resulting smooth operation over the desired speed
range is achieved. System identification is performed in order to obtain transfer function of the black-box model. This
mathematical model is expected to be used in a controller
design with more advanced control algorithms. This is expected to be further designed in the future once the main
system controller is developed, and the full interoperation
between all systems (motion control system, object detection system, scanning system, and accelerator system) is
needed for system commissioning.
Motion of the combined motor and conveyor belt system
is tested after installation of the motor with the custom fixtures. The test result ensures that the mechanical design of

The BLDC motor and conveyor belt speed control is performed by the implementation using digital PID controller
on STM32 board. The test is carried out over network using
ESP32 board and PC. The initial performance test result for
one motion controller is shown in Figure 7. For low motor
speed (less than 2,500 RPM), the performance of the controller is acceptable. Moderate result is obtained for the
motor speed of more than 3,000 RPM. Regarding the desired conveyor speed with respect to operational condition
of the machine, it is preferred to run conveyor belt with
slow speed. This is directly related to the beam output from
the linac in the accelerator system. Better control performance, however, is still needed for our motion control system. More improvement in software coding and controller
tests will be performed to achieve better speed control.
These, for example, are resolution of the controller output
signal, motor speed detection vs transmission delay of the
network, communication between microcontroller boards,
and application of model-based multivariable control algorithms for this system. During this initial development, the
motion control system can perform quite well as an IoTbased control system for our machine prototype.
Regarding operation and interaction between motion
control system, beam scanning system, and object detection system, more detailed algorithms and control strategies are further needed. The diagram shown in Figure 8 illustrates that if the object has rectangular shape, the time
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varying magnetic field strength in the figure is typically desired to give the scanning action that can be used to effectively spread the beam across the object. Since the frequency of the magnetic field strength is fixed, conveyor
belt speed must be constant for this object to be successfully scanned. The same control action is necessary for the
object shown in Figure 9. Constant conveyor speed is required because the magnetic field has only varying amplitude but constant period. It can be seen that, currently, this
motion control system is ready for the entire system tests
and further development.
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through irradiation zone in a proper manner with respect to
the generated time-dependent magnetic field shape. The
system design, both hardware and software, is described in
detail with discussion on control system implementation.
From the series of tests performed, overall performance of
the motion control system is satisfactory. Discussion on
control system performance improvement is provided with
respect to operational condition of other subsystems of the
machine prototype. This motion control system is currently
ready for overall real-time system tests and further development of the machine.
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Figure 8: Beam scanning magnet system and time-dependent variation of the magnetic field [2].
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Figure 9: Expected time-dependent magnetic field for the
tested object [2].
If, on the other hand, the scanning frequency used to control scanning magnet varies over time, the speed control
will be completely different. Velocity profile of the conveyor belt needs more calculation and adjustment in order
to match the magnetic field profile at each time instance.
At the moment, this is left for further discussion for optimal
mode of operation.

CONCLUSION
The proposed motion control for the material handling
system is developed for the prototype of linear accelerator
for industrial applications, specifically for food irradiation
application using x-ray. The primary purpose of the system
is to provide automatic control strategies for the motion of
the conveyor belts, including motors and electronic drive
systems, in order for the product to be scanned to move
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EVOLUTION OF THE CERN LINAC 4 INTENSITY INTERLOCK SYSTEM
USING A GENERIC, REAL-TIME COMPARATOR IN C++
A. Topaloudis∗ , J. C. Allica Santamaria, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
During the commissioning phase of Linac 4, three watchdog interlock systems were used to protect the accelerator
and its equipment. These systems cut the beam if losses,
calculated by combining the intensity measurements at various locations, exceed some predefined thresholds. While the
existing systems were designed to be simple and robust to
ensure safety, the future connection of the linac to the Proton
Synchrotron Booster (PSB) requires new instances of these
systems with additional requirements. Such requirements
include the remote communication of the watchdogs with
the intensity measurement systems to decouple any physical
dependency between the two systems, and the arithmetical
/ logical combination of the measured data based on the
watchdog location. As the Controls Interlocks Beam User
(CIBU) hardware interface to the Beam Interlock Controller
(BIC) is simple, the software part of the system can be redesigned to be generic and application agnostic giving a
single decision (beam permit in this case) after performing
a configurable set of comparisons. This paper describes the
transformation of the existing watchdog interlock system
into a generic comparator by its software upgrade, enabling
its usage for other applications.

INTRODUCTION
While the accelerators of the proton injector chain at
CERN deliver beams to the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
within specification, the requirements for the upgraded HighLuminosity LHC (HL-LHC) exceed their capabilities. The
LHC Injectors Upgrade (LIU) project aims to address this by
upgrading the proton injectors to deliver the high brightness
beams needed by the HL-LHC [1].
In the framework of the LIU project the PSB is undergoing
a profound upgrade including the connection to the new
Linac 4 injector. Linac 4, a normal conducting H − ion
accelerator, started being constructed in October 2008 and is
foreseen to be connected to the PSB in 2020 [2]. The linac is
foreseen to produce many different beam types which will be
sent to various different locations throughout the subsequent
injector complex, such as beams to the LHC, the CERN
North and East experimental areas, the CERN antimatter
facility and the ISOLDE facility. During its construction
period, Linac 4 was commissioned with beam in several
stages including a Half-Sector Test (HST) in 2016/17 where
half of the PSB injection chicane was temporarily installed
and tested [3].
In order to provide safe and successful commissioning and
operation, numerous beam diagnostic devices that measure
the various parameters of the beam have been developed [4].
∗

athanasios.topaloudis@cern.ch

Amongst others, several Beam Current Transformers (BCT)
have been installed along the linac to provide continuous
beam intensity information via a dedicated digital acquisition
module - the Transformer Integrator Card (TRIC) [5]. By
combining the intensity information in two locations of the
accelerator, the beam transmission between those locations
can be derived. Such information is essential not only for
ensuring the quality of the delivered beam, but also the safety
of the accelerator and its equipment as low transmission
indicates particle losses.
Linac 4 is protected by a Beam Interlock System (BIS)
that comprises a mixture of various hardware, software and
external conditions in order to cut the beam and prevent any
damage in case of a failure [6]. The BIS is based on the
evaluation of several interlock signals from User Systems
that are collected via the dedicated user interface to the BIC,
the CIBU [7]. To enable the proper operation of the new
linac and maximise the beam availability, the user systems
should take the future destination of the linac beam pulse
into account while providing their interlock signals.
One such user system is the Beam Current Transformer
Watchdog that monitors the beam transmission in key locations of the accelerator and provides its interlock signal
to the CIBU via a custom VME module. Such a signal is
derived from a combination of high loss detection for a particular destination and a bad pulse counter on a beam type
basis. To fulfil the requirements and provide the needed
flexibility to the operators a hybrid design was chosen by
complementing the hardware based watchdog with real-time
C++ software responsible for implementing the business
logic of the system.

MOTIVATION
During the commissioning phase of the Linac 4, three
watchdogs were installed to protect its source, its dump and
the temporary HST. Inter-Process Communication (IPC)
structures were used to transmit the intensity and time stamp
information from the BCT acquisition software to the watchdog making the sharing of the hosting CPU by the two systems a prerequisite [8].
As Linac 4 gets its final form with all the lines being constructed and in view of its future connection to the PSB,
new instances of the Watchdog system with additional requirements are needed to protect the full injection chain [9].
As it can be seen in Fig. 1, the temporary watchdog that
protected the HST is no longer needed and will be removed,
whereas the ones installed at the source and the dump will remain. Two additional watchdogs will be installed to protect
the full accelerator line and the beam transverse emittance
measurement line (LBE).
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Figure 1: Linac 4 Watchdog Layout showing the 6 Watchdog instances and their related BCTs.
Furthermore, the PSB injection will be protected in two
stages, the transfer line at the end of Linac 4 up to the injection to the PSB and the PSB injection itself. With the PSB
comprised of 4 superposed rings [10], the former require the
arithmetical combination (summing) of the intensity measured at each PSB ring injection line to be comparable with
the intensity measured at the end of the linac. Accordingly,
the overall injection efficiency requires the logical combination of the 4 individual injection transmission values from
each PSB ring to cut the beam from the linac in case of
problems in any of the rings.
The increased number of watchdog instances (more hardware modules) can be problematic due to space limitation
in the new accelerator. In addition, the longer distances
involved for the new comparisons would require long and
expensive cabling solutions. Thus, the decoupling of the
physical dependency between the BCT and the watchdog
systems is essential. Furthermore, the additional functionalities of the arithmetical and logical combination of the
intensity information require the refurbishment of the software part of the system as they were not taken into account
during its initial design.

A GENERIC COMPARATOR
The functionality of the watchdog software is implemented in two stages: pre-pulse and post-pulse [8]. After

the beam has passed, the intensity information is read out
and the high loss flag and bad pulse counter are calculated
by comparing the relevant measurements. Then, as the BIC
is effectively re-armed before each pulse, the combined interlock signal is transmitted to the CIBU before the next beam
passage in real-time.

Modularised Readout
In order to decouple the physical dependency between the
BCT and the watchdog, the readout part of the watchdog
software was modularised to support new types of communication while being backwards compatible. Such an approach
enabled the maintenance of a single versatile version of the
C++ software that supported the development and testing
of new types of communication while maintaining the operational instances fully functional. Consequently, a new
module was added to realise the communication remotely
using the Remote Device Access (RDA) service that has
been the standard for remote communication in the CERN
control system for over a decade [11].
RDA is based on the Accelerator-Device-Model [12]
where devices, named entities in the accelerator system (i.e.
BCTs, Watchdogs, etc.) can be controlled via properties
which group the related fields of each device (e.g. Settings,
Acquisition, etc.). Hence, the new RDA based communication module enabled the parameterisation of the watchdog
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Figure 2: Arithmetic Comparison Model.
software to provide greater flexibility to the fields that can be
communicated by the BCT system in contrast with the predefined hardcoded IPC structures. Thus, where it is necessary,
the intensity information can be transmitted in number of
charges instead of current to provide more accurate comparisons.

The Core Functionality
In order to fulfil the additional requirements for the arithmetical and logical compositions of the comparisons, the
core of the watchdog software was redesigned and split into
two major categories: arithmetical comparisons and logical comparisons. This fundamental change in the structure
of the software leads to the instantiation of the Watchdog
devices per comparison and not per hardware module that
was the case until recently. Hence, various comparisons of
both types can be defined which can then also be used in the
composition of others.

Arithmetical Comparisons
The arithmetical comparisons are based on the simple
paradigm that can be seen in Fig. 2, where a given transmission is compared with a threshold. Contrary to the first
version of the watchdog software, the operands and the operator in the new comparison model can be configured. Hence,
all kinds of arithmetical comparisons can be supported while
maintaining the C++ code simple and common to all cases,
making it more robust. More specifically, the operands can
be:
• a fixed reference - useful for tests, commissioning, in
case of an absent measuring device
• a scalar - transmitted from a specified device (existing
situation)
• a scalar - resulting from the arithmetic combination
of measurements transmitted by more than one device
or of different kinds of measurements from the same
device

To benefit from the arithmetical composition, the remote
communication module needs to be selected. By specifying more than one field that should be transmitted by the
upstream and / or downstream devices and the composition
type (multiplication, addition) to be applied, the product or
the sum of multiple bits of information can be derived.
Similarly, the operator can be selected from [<, >, =]
to enable more flexible comparisons with various types of
pulses (e.g. the use of positive signals in the lab versus the
negative signals obtained in the linac).

Logical Comparisons
The logical comparisons combine the results of other
comparisons to provide a single outcome and are therefore
always scheduled to be performed after completion of their
dependencies. Following the same design pattern, they are
fully parameterised by a list of Watchdog devices that should
be used, as well as the logical operator [AND, OR] to apply.
Such modelling enables numerous combinations that in turn
allows complex protection schemes to be implemented. For
this type of comparison, the communication type is irrelevant as the readout of the individual results is achieved via
the internal shared data store of the software.
Hence, in the case of Linac 4, the transmission of each
PSB injection ring can be defined as a separate hardwareless, arithmetic comparison (Watchdog device). Additionally, a logical comparison will combine the results of these
arithmetic comparisons and give a single beam permit to
the connected CIBU only if the transmission to each ring is
acceptable.

Graphical User Interface
While the extended parameterisation of each comparison
(Watchdog device) enables great flexibility on their type
and nature, it adds a level of complexity in observing their
behaviour. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) was therefore
developed to facilitate such monitoring.
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Figure 3: Watchdog Graphical User Interface.
The GUI is organised in tabs per comparison (Watchdog
device) where the acquisition and configuration values are
shown in various formats, as it can be seen in Fig. 3
Group 1 of Fig. 3 depicts the colour-coded parameterisation of each comparison that includes the readout type, the
nature of the comparison, the composition type where applicable and the loss type that was used for the computation.
In addition, the BCTs whose measurements were used for
the beam permit calculation are grouped in a separate table
that can be seen in group 2.
The acquisition data are distinct in two additional tables
for an easier overview (groups 3 and 4 respectively). Therefore, one table states the destination that the comparison
should be relevant, the timestamp of the measurement, the
calculated loss and whether the pulse was qualified as beam
or noise. The other table groups the results relevant to the
beam type, i.e. the transmission in % and how many bad
pulses are still allowed before blocking the beam.
The overall comparison status is split into three colourcoded sub-statuses for a better visualisation that can be seen
in group 5. The Watchdog status (active or inhibited based
on the destination of the measurement), the high loss permit
and the bad counter permit. These statuses are grouped in a
table for each dependent comparison used in a final logical
comparison that is visible in group 6. This enables the user
to quickly identify the source of a potential blockage of the
beam permit and act accordingly.
Finally, the acquisition values are complemented by a
graph plotting the individual measurements used to calculate each result along with the applied qualification thresholds. As the number of individual measurements can grow

arbitrarily large, the plots can be toggled to be individually
visible via the toolbox in group 7.
In the example of Fig. 3, three arithmetical comparisons
are combined logically to give a single permit. The transmission from BCT0 to BCT1, from BCT0 to BCT2 and
from BCT1 to BCT2 that are visible in the group 2, is being
calculated and checked against the specified thresholds to
decide if there was a high loss or a bad pulse, in which case
the according counter is decreased (group 4). As soon as
any of the counters becomes 0, the beam permit is taken
away for that Watchdog device (group 6) resulting in the
final beam blockage that can be seen in group 5.

CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
In order to be ready for the Linac 4 to PSB connection
post LS2, the software part of the BCT Watchdog was redesigned. The readout was modularised and renovated to
enable multiple instantiations of the system irrespectively
of the physical installation of the measuring devices. Furthermore, the new comparison-based structure enabled the
combination of several measurements arithmetically and
logically that were needed to protect the various locations
of the injection chain. Finally, a GUI was developed for an
easier monitoring of the performance of each Watchdog.
The new, configurable, remote readout module together
with the possibility to add additional custom ones, decouples
the system from the BCTs making it application agnostic.
Moreover, the extended parameterisation of the Watchdog
devices that can perform a combination of any kind of comparison, enables the implementation of complex protection
schemes. Hence, the final output of the watchdog hardware
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derives from such comparisons, resulting in a beam inhibit
if the predefined criteria are met.

[6] B. Mikulec, B. Puccio, J-L. Sanchez Alvarez, “Beam Interlocks specifications for Linac4, transfer lines, and PSB with
Linac4”, EDMS 1016233 (2019)
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INTEGRATING THE FIRST SKA MPI DISH
INTO THE MeerKAT ARRAY
S. N. Twum∗ , A. F. Joubert, K. Madisa, SARAO† , Cape Town, South Africa
Abstract

SKA Dish Prototypes

The 64-antenna MeerKAT interferometric radio telescope
is a precursor to the SKA which will host hundreds of receptor dishes with a collecting area of 1 sq km. During the
pre-construction phase of the SKA1-MID, the SKA DSH
Consortium plans to build, integrate and qualify an SKA1MID DSH Qualification Model (SDQM) against MeerKAT.
Before the system-level qualification testing can start on
the SDQM, the qualified Dish sub-elements have to be integrated into the SDQM and set to work. The SKA-MPI DISH,
a prototype SKA dish funded by the Max Planck Institute,
will be used for early verification of the hardware and the
control system. This prototype dish uses the TANGO framework for monitoring and control while MeerKAT uses the
Karoo Array Telescope Control Protocol (KATCP). To aid
the integration of the SKA-MPI DSH, the MeerKAT Control
and Monitoring (CAM) subsystem has been upgraded by
incorporating a translation layer and a specialised SKA antenna proxy that will enable CAM to monitor and command
the SKA dish as if it were a MeerKAT antenna.

MeerKAT is a pathfinder telescope and will become part
of SKA Phase 1. Phase 1 marks the commencement of the
construction of SKA1-MID Dish array. This array will constitute 133 15-m diameter dishes and 64 13.5-m MeerKAT
dishes spread over approximately 150 km in the Karoo region.
The DSH consortium has delivered two prototype dishes
for the SKA1-MID array. The first SKA dish prototype
(SKA-P) was built and installed in China. It was put under
a series of structural tests to identify discrepancies with the
designs. The SKA-MPI dish, the second of the two prototype
dishes, is funded by the Max-Planck Institute and is currently
being assembled on the SKA site in South Africa.
The SKA DSH Consortium will integrate and qualify
the SDQM on the Karoo site as part of the System Critical
Design Review (CDR), [2]. Preceding this will be the verification of the dish sub elements using the prototype dish.
Part of the SKA DSH consortium’s effort in qualifying the
SQDM is to make optimal use of the existing MeerKAT
Receptor Test System (MKAT-RTS) [3] by leveraging the
qualified SKA1-MID and MeerKAT hardware:
• SKA1-MID Dish Structure (DS)
• SKA1-MID Local Monitoring and Control (LMC)
• SKA1-MID Single Pixel Feeds (SPF) - Bands 1 and 2,
SPF Controller and Services
• SKA1-MID Dish Fiber Network
• RTS Ku-Band Receiver
• MeerKAT L-band and UHF Digitisers
• MeerKAT CAM and Data Switches
In the following sections we explain the activities executed
to deliver the MeerKAT CAM DSH proxy software which
takes advantage of a translator to connect to the SDQM LMC
whilst providing a common interface to the rest of CAM.

INTRODUCTION
MeerKAT Overview
The MeerKAT telescope is a 64 dish interferometric1
array which is located in the northern cape of South Africa.
Lessons learned from the KAT-7 telescope, a seven dish
interferometric array engineering prototype built prior to
MeerKAT construction, were used to build a better and much
more sensitive MeerKAT telescope. First light was received
from the DEEP2 [1] commissioning field with 4 dishes in
May, 2016. DEEP2 was then observed with a progression
of 16, 32 and finally 64 dishes. The resolution achieved for
these DEEP2 observations were distinctively sharp, exposing
finer details for each array progression.
MeerKAT was launched in July 2018 revealing a very detailed image of our galactic centre and has since been fully
operational doing different science studies with a variety
of subarray configurations. The receptors, encompassing
the antenna structure with the main reflector, sub-reflector
and all receivers, digitisers and other electronics installed,
are controlled and monitored using the KATCP - a communications protocol built on the TCP/IP layer (see Fig. 2).
The CAM subsystem interfaces with all these subsystems to
provide health, state and alarm information, and to execute
overall control.
∗
†
1

stwum@ska.ac.za
South African Radio Astronomy Observatory
Radio interferometry is a technique which simulates telescopes with
diameters equal to the longest baseline

INTEGRATING THE DSH LMC INTO THE
MEERKAT RECEPTOR TEST SYSTEM
The SARAO CAM team has been tasked, by the SARAO
Software Engineering (SE) team, to support the DSH consortium by developing a KATCP/TANGO translator that
will be used between the MeerKAT Receptor Test System
(MKAT-RTS) and the SDQM LMC in qualifying the prototype dish. This is one of the two translators that was first
developed as part of a proof of concept whilst experimenting with the TANGO framework in the context of a real
telescope system [4], MeerKAT.

The SKA-1 MID Architecture
SKA is made up of multiple components, named elements.
One of those elements, the Telescope Manager (TM), acts
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as the telescope’s main control system. However, because
managing the hierarchy of multiple devices of the telescope
is such a complex task, each element has developed its own
local control and monitoring component that monitors and
gathers data from the element and sends it to TM. TM communicates directly with the elements’ LMCs through the
chosen TANGO Controls [5] protocol as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Simplified overview of the SKA architecture showing the TANGO monitoring and control interfaces from
LMC to the different devices.
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element’s external CAM interface, and the DSH subsystem
controllers, in order to command and monitor the antenna
behaviour.

Figure 3: Simplified overview of the MeerKAT architecture
showing the KATCP monitoring and control interfaces with
the DSH LMC.

DSH LMC Simulation
The MeerKAT Architecture
The MeerKAT architecture is quite similar in terms of
the subsystems of the telescope see Fig. 2, although it only
has 64 antennas. MeerKAT CAM is to MeerKAT what
Telescope Manager (TM) is to SKA. The only major difference is the communication protocol, KATCP, that is used for
transmitting control and monitoring data between different
subsystems.

Figure 2: Simplified overview of the MeerKAT architecture
showing the KATCP monitoring and control interfaces from
CAM to the different devices

The MeerKAT + DSH Architecture
The key idea in qualifying the SDQM is to leverage the existing MeerKAT system. To accommodate the new SKA dish
prototype, the MeerKAT CAM has to emulate the SKA’s TM
by implementing a TANGO interface to be able to monitor
and command the new SKA dish, see Fig. 3. The main point
of entry on the DSH element is through its LMC component. This component is responsible for managing the DSH

The DSH Consortium provided a virtual machine (VM)
of the DSH LMC software running back-end simulators of
the SKA1-MID hardware to use for testing when developing
the DSH proxy. However, because the VM is extremely
resource-heavy (~64 gigabytes in size), we had to create a
light-weight simulated version of it in order to use it in the
CAM’s simulated environment. The light-weight DSH LMC
simulator was developed using some of the tools from by the
TANGO community, viz: tango-simlib [6] and fandango [7].
Fandango is a python library, written by Sergio Rubio
from ALBA Synchrotron, for developing functional and
multi-threaded control application and scripts. It was selected on the basis that it can be used to take a snapshot of
a running TANGO device and export the device’s configuration into a json file. The generated json file captures the
same information as the POGO [8] generated xmi file (i.e.,
attributes, commands, and device/class properties). The fandango tool was used to export all of the configuration of the
running DSH LMC into a single json file to use later on to
generate a TANGO device simulator, using tango-simlib.
Tango-simlib is a data-driven library used for the development of TANGO device simulators. It uses configuration
files that capture the device interface to generate a device
simulator, making it easier for engineers to create simulators
without having to write any code. With just an interface
configuration file, a trivial simulator, with no behaviour, is
created. Device simulator behaviour is captured in the Simulator Description Datafile (SimDD) and its accompanying
override class module. The override class module is Python
code. It defines the internal variables and the action handler methods that implement the simulator, thus allowing
arbitrarily complex behaviour to be defined.
Much of the expected behaviour of the DSH LMC commands was captured in the TM-DSH Interface Control Doc-
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ument (ICD) and the dish movement behaviour was mostly
copied from the MeerKAT antenna simulator.

KATCP/TANGO Translator
Integration of the first TANGO based device into a simulated MeerKAT CAM system was done in [4]. This used
a generic KATCP/TANGO translator which exposes the
device’s commands and attributes as KATCP requests and
sensors, respectively. The schematics of the translator can
be seen in Fig. 4 in that it has an in-built KATCP server
device that the rest of the CAM system can connect to.

Figure 5: Different proxies communicating with respective
underlying device using a specific protocol. Proxy (top) is
the antenna proxy, Proxy B (middle) is the ancillary proxy
and Proxy C (bottom) is the DSH proxy.

reporting from both the MeerKAT and SKA receptors. This
also included having to map the DSH LMC commands to
the proxy commands, and the attributes (not all) to some of
the proxy sensors.
The DSH proxy also used the same implementation as
the MeerKAT proxy to generate coordinates, apply pointing
model corrections and the refraction correction when commanding the DSH LMC to simulate dish movements such
as tracking and scanning.
To ensure that the DSH proxy had the same basic behaviour of the MeerKAT receptor proxy, it was put under a
series of tests. These tests included running it against the
real MeerKAT receptor observation scripts that are used in
commissioning the receptors in the MeerKAT-RTS and also
against our daily integration tests.
Figure 4: The KATCP/TANGO translator showing details
of how it connects and communicates with a simple TANGO
device

TANGOnised MeerKAT CAM Proxy
The devices on the MeerKAT system are controlled
through a layer of proxies. Using KATCP requests, the
different proxies issue commands to control the underlying
device. In order to control and monitor the prototype dish,
another device proxy (DSH proxy) with the same high level
KATCP interface had to be developed (see Fig. 5).
One of the objectives of this project was to develop a proxy
for the SKA-MPI dish that would mimic the same behaviour
as the MeerKAT receptor proxy. The DSH proxy has to
expose the same set of sensors and higher-level requests to
the rest of the CAM system so as to not break compatibility.
Most of the effort went into refactoring the existing
MeerKAT receptor proxy so as to extract the common behaviour - this would form the basis for developing the DSH
proxy. This common behaviour corresponded to the common MeerKAT subsytems (i.e. digitisers), that were leveraged for this qualification task. Moreover, the TANGO translator was used as device handler by the proxy to act as a
TANGO client to the DSH LMC. A mapping of the dish
modes and states had to be made to ensure the consistent

Integration Outcome
Running the tests against the light-weight simulator served
as an indication of confidence in the robustness of the DSH
proxy ahead of the software readiness review meeting with
the SE team and other stakeholders. That gave the team the
go-ahead to integrate with the real DSH LMC software.
The integration effort of the MeerKAT-RTS CAM system
and the DSH LMC component was a success. The first phase
of the integration was done in the laboratory. There were
some issues raised during the process, however the majority
were resolved by the respective parties.
One of the issues that remains is that once the DSH LMC
goes offline for an extended period of time the DSH proxy
fails to re-connect with it as there are no more events being
received. This may be a TANGO issue, or a problem in our
translator.

FUTURE WORK
Much of the integration testing was performed in the lab
using the real SDQM LMC software prototype however
with back-end simulators of the sub elements such as Dish
Structure (DS), etc. There are plans in place later this year
to have the final integration in the Karoo, with the LMC
hardware and other components installed on the real SKAMPI dish.
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Further work is anticipated to happen at site. Six more
SKA dishes are expected to be built there under the leadership of the SKA Organisation. These six dishes will form
part of an Early Production Array (EPA), [9]. The EPA will
be used to demonstrate a working array to allow engineers
to identify any design and production defects before they go
ahead with the full-scale production. This is will serve as an
opportunity to integrate the other elements of the telescope
and see how they work together.
There is also a plan to expand the MeerKAT array by 20
additional SKA dishes, [10]. This project will be jointly
funded by the Max-Planck-Gesellschaft (MPG) and SARAO.
This is intended to increase the capability of the MeerKAT
array and the scope of scientific observations on MeerKAT
whilst also keeping the SKA resources and facilities running
during the SKA dormant period between the end of preconstruction and start of construction.

CONCLUSION
Using the KATCP/TANGO translator, the DSH proxy
exposed attributes from TANGO devices as KATCP sensors which could be monitored for the dish health. Also,
KATCP requests were converted to TANGO commands for
dish control and movement, and these were demonstrated
with success during a software readiness review. The first
integration effort with the LMC team also proved successful
with a few modifications to be done by both teams based on
encountered issues. The DSH proxy worked as intended and
thus, provides the ability to drive both MeerKAT and the
SKA-MPI dish as a single array.
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ACCELERATOR SCHEDULE MANAGEMENT AT CERN
B. Urbaniec, C. Roderick, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Maximizing the efficiency of operating CERN's accelerator complex requires careful forward planning, and synchronized scheduling of cross-accelerator events. These
schedules are of interest to many people helping them to
plan and organize their work. Therefore, this data should
be easily accessible, both interactively and programmatically. Development of the Accelerator Schedule Management (ASM) system started in 2017 to address such topics
and enable definition, management and publication of
schedule data in generic way. The ASM system currently
includes three core modules to manage: Yearly accelerator
schedules for the CERN Injector complex and LHC; Submission and scheduling of Machine Development (MD) requests with supporting statistics; Submission, approval,
scheduling and follow-up of control system changes and
their impact. This paper describes the ASM Web application (built with Angular, TypeScript and Java) in terms of:
Core scheduling functionality; Integration of external data
sources; Provision of programmatic access to schedule data
via a language agnostic REST API (allowing other systems
to leverage schedule data).

INTRODUCTION
In almost any field, effective schedule management is
key when it comes to being efficient and maximizing the
use of the time available. This also includes the organization of the activities related to the operation of CERN’s
particle accelerator complex. A lot of effort has always
been put into the CERN accelerator schedules, however the
schedule data has never been available in a programmatic
manner.
Launched in February 2017, the Accelerator Schedule
Management project resulted in a new web application that
is comprised of three modules to manage:
• The official accelerator schedules.
• Control system changes.
• Detailed planning for Machine Development periods.
Each of the modules is described in more details in the
following sections.

SCHEDULE MANAGEMENT
As the name suggests, the Schedule Management (SM)
module centralizes the creation, edition and publication of
the schedules. In ASM, everything is based on access roles
and is fully data driven, therefore, to satisfy the CERN requirement for separate schedules for the LHC and Injector
Complex, the person with the role of Schedule Manager
has simply configured new schedules accordingly using the
forms in the application. Recognizing the utility and ease
of use, other types of schedules haven been subsequently
added such as for different types of commissioning and facility schedules as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: ASM schedules configured for a variety of cases.
The SM module facilities creation and edition of schedules with its point and click user interface allowing to easily add different types of events such as:
• Background events – long running periods such as
Technical Stops, Physics runs, Machine Development blocks etc.
• Foreground events – specific types of events that
last for a relatively short time with respect to their
corresponding background events e.g. Controls
Maintenance Days within an extended Technical
Stop.
• Punctual events – events that are foreseen to occur
at a specific moment in time without a specific ongoing duration e.g. Start of Physics.
• Floating events – events for which the exact time
and duration are not known in advance, which are
therefore scheduled within an approximate time
window.
The ASM application validates events as they are scheduled, for example, ensuring they do not overlap. Once a
schedule is considered final, the person with the schedule
manager role can click to publish the schedule as a new
major or minor release. This will automatically update the
version number of the schedule and make it available in the
overall list of schedules.
Any authenticated user can go to the ASM web application and consult schedules in either yearly (Fig. 2), monthly
(Fig. 3) or weekly views (Fig. 4).
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Figure 2: Yearly schedule view with overview and legend.

Figure 5: Yearly schedule A4 print view.

Figure 3: Monthly schedule view.

Programmatic Access
An important aim at the start of the ASM project was to
provide programmatic access to the schedule data. This has
been achieved via a publicly accessible, language agnostic
REST API which is accompanied by interactive documentation using Swagger as shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 4: Weekly schedule view with event details.
According to the view, more or less details are displayed.
As shown in Fig. 4, the weekly view can list detailed entries for each day that people can easily follow during busy
periods such as beam commissioning.
In addition, it is possible to generate a print-view of a
yearly schedule which fits on a single page in a format that
users are familiar with from the time when the schedules
were prepared fully by hand. Such a schedule is shown in
Fig. 5 and is typically kept as an on-hand reference by people throughout the year. In the past, generating such a view
required time-consuming manual work using an Excel
spreadsheet to effectively draw the schedule by colouring
and labelling the cells in a worksheet.

Figure 6: Interactive REST API documentation.
The ASM REST API allows other systems to leverage
schedule data to facilitate the tasks of their associated users. As shown in Fig. 7, the CERN Accelerator Fault
Tracking (AFT) system [1] already incorporates ASM data
to allow users to easily analyse faults or availability in
function of the schedule and in an almost natural language
style. For example, “show LHC availability between 2018
Technical Stop 1 and Technical Stop 2 excluding Machine
Development periods”.
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Figure 8: Example controls changes.

It is envisaged to incorporate ASM into other systems in
the future, including:
• The CERN Accelerator Logging Service [2] to facilitate data extraction and analysis e.g. “extract LHC
BPM data during the 2017 LHC MD block 3”, thus
avoiding the need for the end-user to know exactly
which dates and times to use. Another example is in
the new NXCALS system, where schedule data
could be used to: condition whether or not data is
logged; increase / decrease acquisition filtering according to the schedule. A concrete use case being
to store all data from some systems, completely unfiltered during Machine Development blocks.
• The Controls Configuration Service [3] would also
benefit for the scheduling of events to automatically
migrate Controls devices from one software version
to another, during a particular Technical Stop event.

Each Controls Change entry also has a deployment status (pending, approved, completed, cancelled), therefore
anyone can consult the list of pending or completed
changes with respect to one or more schedule events.
According to the approval process required, a different
workflow is followed within ASM. For example, for
changes posing a risk to operations, the Operations group
responsible persons are involved in the process to ensure
they understand the planned work and give their approval
(or not) for the planned change prior to the foreseen deployment date. Overall the CC module helps streamline the
upgrade process and facilitates communication between all
parties involved. Furthermore, it captures a traceable record of all changes made over time, which can be referenced
in case of subsequent operational issues / degraded performance for which the cause is not clear from the outset.
ASM has been used by the Smooth Upgrades Working
Group to successfully plan and follow-up all Controls related changes since Technical Stop 2 in June 2017.

CONTROL CHANGES

MACHINE DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULES

Controls Changes (CC) is the second ASM module,
which aims to facilitate the so-called “Smooth Upgrades”
process to declare changes to the accelerator Control system in advance of when they will be deployed and to follow-up their status afterwards.
The CC module is integrated with the aforementioned
SM module and allows users (typically from equipment
groups) to declare Controls changes foreseen to occur at
different points in the accelerator schedule without having
to know the precise date e.g. “during 2020 Technical Stop
1”.
In addition to what and when, Controls changes are registered with a number of other attributes (Fig. 8) such as:
• Responsible person and people involved.
• Accelerator(s) affected.
• Hard deadline for implementation.
• Deployment risk and recovery strategy.
• Approval process required.
• External links (e.g. to documentation and issue trackers).

Machine Development (MD) essentially implies exploring new modes of operation and / or validating new equipment with beam. There are two types of MD scenarios:
• Dedicated MD blocks – when the beam time is only
used to perform the agreed development activities.
• Parallel MD blocks – when the development activities
take place alongside regular operation for Physics.
In both cases, people wishing to conduct MDs need to
submit a request, indicating the type of MD slot they need,
together with a lot of other attributes such as type of beam
and number of hours required, the people involved, the perceived merit of the MD, operational procedures to be followed, etc. All of this information and more (including accelerator specific attributes) can be submitted via ASM as
shown in Fig. 9. The definition of MD requests for a given
machine, including the validations to be applied, are fully
data driven. This means that adding new attributes to existing MD request templates or configuring new MD request
templates for different machines and use cases is relatively
straightforward and does not require any additional development.

Figure 7: ASM schedules integrated in AFT application.
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TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 9: New MD request.
There are typically many more MD requests than there
is corresponding allocated beam time, therefore it is important to optimize the available beam time by scheduling
the highest priority / most relevant MD activities. This task
falls to the CERN MD Coordinators who have a dedicated
role inside ASM with elevated privileges allowing them to
easily review and schedule MD requests, including sharing
notes with other MD Coordinators / Experts (Fig. 10).

ASM is a web application developed using the common
technology stack used for all CERN BE Controls Data Services software:
• Java using the Spring framework (notably Spring
Boot) for the stateless backend server processes.
• AngularJS, TypeScript and Bootstrap for the frontend.
• Oracle database for the persistence (note that no
Oracle specific features are required for ASM and in
theory any relational database could be used).
The common development process relies on Gradle and
Webpack for building, Jenkins and Ansible for managing
deployment pipelines, integrated with GitLab for source
control and automatic provisioning for new merge requests. Monit is used to manage the redundant processes
running behind HAProxy for high availability.

CURRENT STATUS
ASM is stable and the overall application has been used
in production since mid-2017, with the MD module in use
since the start of 2018.
In order to keep up to date with technology, the ASM
front-end has just been re-written to use Angular 7 with
Material Design. All other BE Controls Data Services applications will soon follow suit.

SUMMARY

Figure 10: LHC MD Block schedule.
Once MD requests have been scheduled, the requestor
together with any authenticated user can easily see what
has been scheduled for when.
The ASM MD module was intensively and successfully
used throughout 2018 for the LHC and the Injectors, allowing MD coordinators to efficiently schedule, follow-up and
report on the MD activities of the year. This was supported
by the ASM functionality to quickly produce different
types of MD statistics for a given period, as shown in
Fig. 11.

ASM brings added value to CERN when it comes to
managing the schedules that directly or indirectly impact
accelerator operation. With highly usable interfaces, ASM
saves people time when it comes to preparing schedules
and producing statistical summaries of how time is distributed between activities.
The data driven configuration of ASM makes it relatively low cost to tailor and apply to new use cases. The
programmatic access allows to leverage the schedule data
in different applications and further facilitate the work of
the corresponding CERN experts.
The Controls Changes module helps streamline the evolution of the Control system in a coordinated manner.
The Machine Development planning tool simplifies the
task of collecting, sorting and allocating MD requests to
MD slots and maximising the use of the precious beam
time.
Meanwhile, the use of open source software and a nonCERN-specific design mean that ASM could be ported to
fulfil similar schedule management requirements in other
institutes and domains.
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FEASIBILITY OF HARDWARE ACCELERATION IN THE
LHC ORBIT FEEDBACK CONTROLLER
L. Grech∗ , G. Valentino†, University of Malta, Msida, Malta
D. Alves, S. Jackson, J. Wenninger, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Orbit correction in accelerators typically make use of a
linear model of the machine, called the Response Matrix
(RM), that relates local beam deflections to position changes.
The RM is used to obtain a Pseudo-Inverse (PI), which is
used in a feedback configuration, where positional errors
from the reference orbit as measured by Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) are used to calculate the required change in the
current flowing through the Closed Orbit Dipoles (CODs).
The calculation of the PIs from the RMs is a crucial part
in the LHC’s Orbit Feedback Controller (OFC), however in
the present implementation of the OFC this calculation is
omitted as it takes too much time to calculate and thus is
unsuitable in a real-time system. As a temporary solution the
LHC operators pre-calculate the new PIs outside the OFC,
and then manually upload them to the OFC in advance. In
this paper we aim to find a solution to this computational
bottleneck through hardware acceleration in order to act automatically and as quickly as possible to COD and/or BPM
failures by re-calculating the PIs within the OFC. These results will eventually be used in the renovation of the OFC
for the LHC’s Run 3.

INTRODUCTION
Figure 1 illustrates the schematic of the Orbit Feedback
Controller (OFC) as it is implemented today in the LHC.
The red and blue arrows in Figure 1 show the data paths
of the Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) and the Closed Orbit Dipoles’ (CODs) signals respectively. The OFC uses
BPM measurements throughout the machine in order to automatically adjust the average beam position by performing
adequate changes to the COD currents [1].
The OFC was designed in C++ using ROOT libraries prior
to the LHC start-up in 2008. ROOT is a scientific software
framework originating from CERN with the purpose of being used for the analysis of experimental data related to high
energy and nuclear physics [2]. The Service Unit (OFSU)
was designed using CERN’s Front-End Software Architecture (FESA) and serves as an interface to the OFC from
which the operators can change certain parameters as well
as control the operation of the OFC itself. The OFSU also
serves as a proxy of the incoming measurements collected
and calculations done by the OFC [3, 4].
The currents flowing in the CODs are related to the beam
position as measured by the BPMs by a Response Matrix
(RM), which essentially describes changes in positions as a
function of COD deflections. The main principle behind the
∗
†
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gianluca.valentino@um.edu.mt

Figure 1: Schematic of orbit feedback controller [1].

orbit correction is to (a) measure the beam position using the
BPMs, (b) calculate the error with respect to the reference
orbit and then (c) calculate the change in current needed in
each COD to correct the beam position.
To calculate the required change in current in each COD
the OFC uses Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm, where the RM is decomposed into three more manageable matrices, from which the so called Pseudo-Inverse
(PI) is found. This PI then directly relates the required COD
deflections as a function of the measured orbit error [1].
The following is a basic description of the PI and the SVD
algorithm. The PI of a non-square matrix A, is a matrix
which when multiplied to A produces an identity matrix.
The PI is calculated after computing the SVD of A, which
evaluates A as a multiplication of three sub-matrices with
special properties, making it trivial to find the PI. Below is
the result after SVD:
A = UΣV ∗
where U and V are unitary matrices and Σ is a rectangular diagonal matrix, with non-negative real numbers on its
diagonal. The PI, A−1 , is calculated as follows:
A−1 = V Σ+U ∗
where Σ+ is Σ with the diagonals inverted, i.e. Σii+ = Σ1i i
In the OFC, the SVD is used to compute the PIs of the
horizontal and vertical RMs, which have around 1150 rows
(number of BPMs) and 550 columns (number of CODs in
one plane). Apart from this there might be different configurations of the LHC (optics) in which the magnets are used,
for which RMs and accompanying PIs have to be computed
as well.

PROBLEM DEFINITION
In the current implementation of the OFC, multiple response matrices (e.g. during the RAMP, 13-14 RMs are
used) for different machine configurations (optics) are used.
It might be the case that there is a change in the LHC operation due to a malfunction in the BPMs or the CODs and
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this would prompt a change in the RM as well. Considering
that it takes in the order of seconds to re-calculate a PI from
a RM using SVD, the OFC is unable to react quickly to
changing LHC parameters and therefore this functionality
is suppressed in the OFC. As a workaround when the LHC
operators suspect a malfunctioning COD which is causing a
residual error in the orbit correction, it is masked and thus
current requests are no longer sent to it. Following this the
PI is calculated offline on another machine using SVD and
then is manually uploaded to the OFC where it can be used
without the malfunctioning COD. This has been shown to
work in the past with non-critical CODs however it is not
a sustainable solution mainly because the whole process
can take from a few minutes to a few a hours to complete,
depending on the availability of expert operators who can
perform this task.
In the case of a BPM suspected to be malfunctioning,
the LHC operators can mask the respective BPM so that its
measurements are no longer taken into consideration during
the orbit correction calculations. This may also be done
automatically by the OFC itself and is accomplished by reading the hardware state given to it by the BPM UDP packets
coming from the respective BPM crates. Ideally, following
the masking of a BPM, the PI should be recomputed immediately, but due to the long computation time, the reading of
that BPM is instead set to the reference value.
Ultimately in the current OFC implementation, the required COD deflections are calculated using the original PI
without taking into consideration the malfunctioning BPM.
The result of this is that the beam position at the location
of the malfunctioning BPM is left relatively unaffected by
artificially forcing the position at that location to be exactly
the reference orbit [4]. This is an adequate solution when
a small number of BPMs are malfunctioning in sparse locations, however should it be the case that adjacent BPMs
are defective, the OFC might induce significant beam distortions. Thus it would be a significant improvement over
the current system to calculate the PI immediately and in
real-time for any malfunction in the BPMs.
As opposed to the solution mentioned above for the BPMS,
the situation for malfunctioning CODs is more critical.
When we multiply our positional errors vector with the PI
calculated by the SVD, we are using the entire set of corrector magnets included in the RM. Applying a correction
involving a malfunctioning corrector may lead to important distortions not only around a failing corrector but also
throughout the whole machine. The orbit will reflect the
absence of the corrector kick and the PI will automatically
try to restore the missing kick. As a consequence, in the
event of a corrector failure the feedback must be stopped
and the SVD on all response matrices recomputed without
that corrector.
There are 2 categories of correctors: (1) ≈ 250 correctors
with maximum currents between 70A and 600A where in
case of a powering failure an automatic dump trigger is generated and the beams are dumped immediately. (2) 756 arc
correctors (CODs) with a maximum current of 60A where in
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case of a failure a dump trigger is generated if the corrector
deflection is larger than 5 µrad.
Since the RMS kick strength of the CODs is around
12 µrad, the beam is dumped for the majority of corrector
failures (5-10 events per year), however for smaller deflections the OFC can correct the problem even if the PI is not
recalculated immediately. This is due to the circuit time
constants of these arc corrector magnets which range between 20 and 60 seconds, thus creating a sufficiently long
“beam rescue window”. These failures have to be detected
immediately by the OFC by reading the state information of
the power converters powering the CODs and then updating
the PI matrices by excluding the malfunctioning corrector
within no more than 2 seconds. The missing corrector will
leave a bump on the orbit but using this process it is possible
to continue operation in these conditions and thus saving the
beam.
The crux of this work was the recalculation of the new PI
matrix through the SVD algorithm as it has been found to
be the computational bottleneck of the OFC in this regard.
Regardless of whether the component failure comes from the
CODs or the BPMs, the aforementioned PI has to be recalculated in order to ensure the most optimal beam control and
consequently maximising the beam lifetime. Since the SVD
algorithm is very computationally
expensive for relatively

large matrices (O mn2 , where m is the number of BPMs
and n is the number of CODs), care should be taken as not
to compromise the the real-time behaviour of the OFC.

PROPOSED SOLUTION
For the case when the COD is not in a critical location in
the LHC, we propose that one of the heaviest computational
components in the OFC today, which is the pseudo-inverse
calculation through the SVD algorithm, could be made faster
by using hardware acceleration. Hardware acceleration libraries allow the use of multi-core devices, such as modernday conventional CPUs, much more efficiently through a
careful use of the CPU cache memory. Apart from this, such
libraries allow you to utilise other devices such as Graphical
Processing Units (GPUs) which have a massive number of
computational units.
Today there exist many GPU manufacturers, with the main
two brands being NVIDIA and AMD, however NVIDIA is
often considered at the forefront of the competition. NVIDIA
also developed a parallel computing platform, CUDA, for
the sole purpose of creating programs which can use both
the CPU and GPU for mathematical calculations [5]. There
exists another parallel computing platform, OpenCL, which
unlike CUDA is non-proprietary and royalty-free [6]. For the
tests described herein, only NVIDIA devices were considered, namely the GTX1080Ti and the Tesla V100, primarily
due to their availability as offered by CERN’s Techlab [7].
After some research we found a hardware acceleration
library called ArrayFire which might be ideal for the calculation of the SVD algorithm within the OFC [8]. ArrayFire
abstracts the hardware drivers from the programmer and pro-
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vides an easy-to-use interface with which to accelerate code.
Apart from this ArrayFire provides a myriad of hardware
accelerated mathematical functions ranging from simple array manipulations to multi-dimensional matrix manipulation
and linear algebra. ArrayFire also provides the user with a
choice as to which device, as well as which programming
paradigm to use for code acceleration.
In particular ArrayFire gives the programmer the ability to
choose from (1) OpenCL, (2) CUDA and (3) asynchronous
multi-threaded execution on multi-core CPUs. Both (1)
OpenCL and (2) CUDA offer the possibility to interface
with massively parallel architectures including, but not only
limited to GPUs whereas (3) the CPU implementation uses
optimised thread manipulations depending on the required
implementation.

TESTS
All the following tests were done on different devices,
each having different kinds of hardware. Specifically these
devices consisted of multi-core CPUs, a high-end gaming
oriented GPU (GTX1080Ti) and a high-end general-purpose
GPU (Tesla V100).
Benchmarking tests on each device were done, where the
ArrayFire and the original implementation using ROOT objects of the SVD algorithm were tested. Specifically these
tests focused on measuring the time it takes the device to
compute the PI of the response matrix, and finding the average execution time over many executions. Following this
another benchmarking test was done on the ArrayFire implementation focusing on collecting more statistics on the
execution time of the PI calculation.
Another test focused on comparing the PI provided by the
Orbit Feedback Service Unit (OFSU) with that calculated
by using ROOT objects and the ArrayFire libraries on the
different machines available. In this test the PI matrix was
multiplied with the original response matrix, which obtained
a pseudo-identity matrix. The latter was then compared to
an identity matrix from which some accuracy statistics were
obtained. Such statistics include the average error from the
ideal identity matrix as well as the standard deviation of the
errors.
The final test done focused on measuring the machines’
resource usage. This was done by running the benchmarking
test with one iteration of the PI calculation and measuring
the CPU usage as well as the memory consumption of the
process. Following this a python script was used to visualise
the measured data from the running process.

RESULTS
Benchmarking Tests
The benchmarking tests provided a good insight into the
effect of hardware accelerated libraries on the computation
time of the SVD algorithm. Figure 2 shows the average
execution time of the SVD algorithm for different libraries,
running on different machines. Note that some libraries
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were not possible to be used on specific machines, e.g. the
ArrayFire CUDA library could not be used where there was
no NVIDIA device. The ROOT and ArrayFire CPU libraries
were executed on all machines and for those machines which
have a GPU installed, these libraries were executed on their
respective CPUs.
From the results shown on Figure 2, it is clear that the
fastest libraries were the ArrayFire CPU and ArrayFire
OpenCL which on average outperformed the traditional
ROOT implementation by two orders of magnitude. The
execution time on Intel Core i7-4790 was similar for both
the ArrayFire CPU and OpenCL implementations however
the small difference between the two execution times could
not attest which one of the two libraries performs better.
The execution times for both Intel Xeon Co-processors were
also very similar to one another, however it is clear that the
Xeon Phi 7120 outperformed the Xeon E5-4650 on all occasions. From the results below it can also be concluded
that the ArrayFire CUDA implementation on both NVIDIA
devices was on average, approximately half an order of magnitude slower when compared to both the ArrayFire CPU
and OpenCL implementations.

Figure 2: SVD execution time on different devices.
Another important conclusion drawn from this test was
that the use of GPUs, namely the NVIDIA GTX1080Ti and
the NVIDIA V100, is not suitable for the SVD calculation
of the PI of the LHC response matrix as all of the CPU
machines outperformed them. The reason for the poor performance of the GPUs in this implementation is that the
speedup obtained from a massively parallel architecture of a
GPU is overshadowed by the time it takes to transfer data, to
and from such devices. Should it have been the case where
the SVD had to be performed on a much larger matrix, such
as a high-definition image, the use of GPUs would have
proved to be ideal. It is important to note that GPUs are
mounted on the motherboard via a PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) port, which is inherently slower than the
connection between the CPU and main memory. In addition,
ArrayFire optimises the SVD algorithm through the use of
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the CPU cache, which is orders of magnitude faster than
main memory [9].

SVD Accuracy Statistics
This test addresses the hypothesis that different device architectures (namely in GPUs) would provide different results
due to different optimisation techniques when hardware accelerating the SVD algorithm. The different results might be
caused by floating point rounding errors or different cut-off
values used within the SVD algorithms themselves as they
are implemented in the respective libraries. Note that all the
results calculated by all the libraries were compared to the
original PI of the respective RM which has been used in the
OFC. Throughout the rest of this test these results will be
annotated by OFSU (Orbit Feedback Service Unit) results,
as they were obtained from this FESA class.
To obtain results for this test first a pseudo-identity matrix
was obtained by multiplying the original RM by the PI obtained from the respective computation library calculated on
each respective machine as shown in Figure 2. Following this
an absolute error of all the elements of the pseudo-identity
matrix was obtained by subtracting an ideal identity matrix
from the pseudo-identity matrix. The average error and the
standard deviation of this absolute error from an ideal matrix
were then used as metrics for the accuracy of the respective
method by which the PI was calculated.
Figure 3a shows that the average error obtained from respective libraries is the same when executed on different
machines. This suggests that the computation result of the
PI through the SVD algorithm is not hardware dependent.
Figure 3a also shows a discrepancy in the error obtained from
the OFSU and the ROOT libraries, however this should not
be taken into consideration in this test. This discrepancy was
due to calculation parameters which could not be perfectly
matched from one library to the other. Such parameters
include the number of eigenvalues (singular values) to be
used in the calculation of the PI as well as the cut-off value
for such eigenvalues, below which the eigenvalue is zeroed
out.
The standard deviation of the error is shown on Figure
3b where it can be seen that this value is independent of
the hardware where the computation is running on, as was
the case for the average error. It can also be seen that the
standard deviation of the error is approximately the same
for all the libraries with which the PI is calculated. This
implies that the accuracy of the calculations is similar across
libraries.

(a) Average

(b) Standard deviation

Figure 3: Error of pseudo-identity matrix from an ideal
matrix.
being used simultaneously at any point in the execution of
the program.
This is different to when the ArrayFire libraries are used.
The bottom plot in each of Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively show the ArrayFire CPU implementation with multiple threads and here it can be seen that the approximate time
that these multiple threads stay alive, is in accordance to the
results obtained in Figure 2, which was ≈ 80 ms. Similarly
for the program when it is built with OpenCL libraries, it
can be seen from the middle plot in Figure 4 and the top plot
in Figure 5 that for ≈ 80 ms all of the CPU cores were used.

Memory and CPU Usage
The best performing device from the above tests was the
Intel® Core™ i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60GHz CPU. Following
this, CPU and memory usage analysis were done on all
three libraries supported by this device. First off was the
implementation using the ROOT libraries, and it can be seen
from top plot in Figure 4 that even if multiple cores are being
used throughout the execution of the program, they are not

Figure 4: CPU usage percentage during SVD calculation
using different libraries.
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CONCLUSION

Figure 5: Details from Figure 4.
Apart from the CPU utilisation, the machine’s main memory (RAM) usage was also analysed. Here Figure 6 shows
the memory usage for the original SVD algorithm using
ROOT objects; ArrayFire using CPUs; and ArrayFire using
OpenCL implementations respectively. The original implementation is quite standard, where after approximately 2
seconds, the response matrix is loaded and enough memory
is allocated to hold the PI after it is calculated. This memory consumption remains constant up until the end of the
execution.
For ArrayFire over CPU in Figure 6 (green plot) we see
a different scenario, where after 1.2 seconds, the memory
consumption increases by approximately one order of magnitude. This is due to ArrayFire copying the input response
matrix over many threads, in order to parallelize the algorithms used to calculate the PI. A similar situation can be
seen for ArrayFire over OpenCL with the difference being
that this implementation uses three times more memory during the calculation of the PI.
This difference in memory consumption between ArrayFire’s CPU and OpenCL libraries can be attested to the
specific programming paradigm used when opting to use
OpenCL. However the latter was not further analysed due
to it being proven to have a similar performance to the ArrayFire CPU implementation yet consuming close to three
times more memory.

From the work presented in this paper, it was concluded
that hardware acceleration libraries offer a good solution
to solve the computational bottleneck found in the current
implementation of the OFC when it is calculating the pseudoinverse for the response matrix used between the CODs and
the BPMs. However the use of GPUs in future designs of
the OFC would not be recommended due to the relatively
small matrices used in the calculations. It was found that
the time overhead of copying the input matrix to the GPU
would balance out the accelerated computation by the GPU.
In conclusion the preferred choice for accelerating the SVD
computation within the OFC is ArrayFire using CPUs.
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USE OF MULTI-NETWORK FIELDBUS FOR INTEGRATION OF
LOW-LEVEL INTELLIGENT CONTROLLER WITHIN CONTROL
ARCHITECTURE OF FAST PULSED SYSTEM AT CERN
N. Voumard∗ , C. Boucly, M.P. Pimentel, L. Strobino, P. Van Trappen, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Fieldbuses and Industrial Ethernet networks are extensively used for the control of fast-pulsed magnets at CERN.
With the ongoing trend to develop increasingly more complex low-level intelligent controllers near to the actuators
and sensors, the flexibility to integrate these within different control architectures grows in importance. In order to
reduce development efforts and keep the fieldbus choice
open, a multi-network fieldbus technology has been selected
for the network-interfacing part of the controllers. Such
an approach has been successfully implemented for several
projects including the development of high voltage capacitor chargers/dischargers, the surveillance of floating solidstate switches and the monitoring of a power triggering
system that, today, are interfaced either to Profibus-DP or
Profinet networks. The integration of various fieldbus interfaces within the controller and the required embedded
software/gateware to manage the network communication
are presented. The gain in flexibility, modularity and openness obtained through this approach is also reviewed.

INTRODUCTION
In the late 1980s, the PLC-based automation systems
became increasingly popular in the manufacturing industries
aiming to improve their productivity. The need to reduce
costs and downtime while ensuring a high level of flexibility
has led to the search for innovative decentralized solutions.
Some automation manufacturers decided to join their efforts
on a fieldbus project to find out a homogeneous common
solution. The Profibus standard was born. Today, the PI
Organisation (Profibus and Profinet International) counts
over 1400 member companies worldwide [1]. Subsequently,
a protocol based on Ethernet, Profinet, was designed with
a first version available from 2001 onward [2]. Meanwhile,
the ongoing trend to develop increasingly more complex lowlevel intelligent controllers near to the actuators and sensors
and the flexibility to integrate these within different control
architectures has grown in importance. The integration of
fieldbuses into the actuators and sensors themselves proves
this, reducing development efforts, as well as cabling costs.

CONTEXT
The CERN Accelerator Beam Transfer group (TE-ABT)
is responsible for beam injection, extraction and dump systems for the whole CERN accelerator complex. TE-ABT
has based its slow-control architecture on fieldbuses during the last two decades using off-the-shelf PLC compo∗
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nents from Siemens. As a choice of fieldbuses, TE-ABT
has focused its developments on Profibus-DP and Profinet
networks. However, other fieldbuses may be used in the
future and a multi-network fieldbus technology is currently
envisaged as the best solution. A few commercial companies
offers such multi-network device modules to integrate within
custom hardware: Hilscher, HMS Industrial Networks, Kunbus are examples. TE-ABT has decided to integrate Anybus
products from HMS Industrial Networks in its hardware.

MOTIVATION
As a need to decrease costs in cabling and get rid of PLCbased deported I/O controls which are greedy in terms of
space, complex and challenging to modify or add functionalities, TE-ABT has embedded Profibus-DP interface modules
in its hardware. One major concern about using commercial
off-the-shelve fieldbus modules is their lifetime. As an example, the old Power Trigger Controller card (described below)
that has been developed fifteen years ago was integrating an
earlier Profibus-DP module from HMS Industrial Networks.
This module is now obsolete and it has been necessary to
replace it by the CompactCom M40 module in the new version of the card. Thus, the old Profibus-DP modules will be
thrown away because no compatible Profinet modules can
be ordered in such quantities (only spares in low quantities
can still be ordered).
The new modules offer more flexibility than HMS’s previous version (no need to redesign the front panel and replacing the module is easier). However, their expected lifetime
won’t be more than twenty years. The same problem of
obsolescence is found with FPGA devices or other sensible components anyway, forcing designers to redevelop a
complete PCB.
As Profibus in existing TE-ABT slow control architectures
is being replaced by Ethernet-based fieldbuses during the
next few years, HMS CompactCom M40 have been selected
to move from one to the other without having to redesign and
re-validate the hardware. For new projects, only Ethernetbased fieldbuses are being used.

INTEGRATION EXAMPLES
Capacitor Charger/Discharger HV Power Supply
As a first example, a Profinet module has been integrated
into in-house development of a capacitor charger/discharger
high voltage power supply (CCD HVPS, see Fig. 2) for
the renovation of the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB)
injection transverse painting bumpers (KSW) [3, 4]. To
power the four magnets of each of the four rings of the PSB
MOPHA152
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KSW, 80 (16 × 120V + 64 × 1200V) of such high voltage
power supplies are needed. The KSW control is based on
PXI controllers with real-time software and FPGA logic.
To communicate with the power supplies, instead of
adding complexity to the PXI controller or an additional
set of deported I/O to generate analog references and readbacks, it was decided to integrate Profinet modules within the
CCD HVPS and a Kunbus interface (see Fig. 1) in the PXI
controller, allowing a significant cabling and infrastructure
costs reduction.

Figure 2: CCD HVPS with integrated PROFINET interface.
Figure 1: PXI/Profinet interface module from Kunbus Industrial Communication.
Each Kunbus Profinet interface controls 18 independent
power supplies via an Ethernet layer 2 switch. The integrated
Profinet modules allow full control of the power supplies as
HV ON/OFF, applying voltage and current references, voltage and current readback, enabling/disabling the feedback
regulation, etc. Adding new functionalities or new data to
the fieldbus is feasible without touching the hardware or the
cabling.
The Profinet modules integrated in these power supplies are Anybus-IC modules from HMS. The modules are
Profinet-based, but can easily, but only, be replaced by another Ethernet-based fieldbus (EtherNet/IP or DeviceNet),
as the RJ45 connector is mounted on the PCB itself. In its
simplest implementation, which is enough for this application data throughput, the Anybus-IC modules don’t need
an embedded processor to communicate with the host. A
synchronous serial interface similar to the Motorola SPI is
implemented in the controller FPGA for input and output
registers (shift registers), as well as for status and addressing
of the module. Thus, the FPGA is exclusively dedicated to
the power supply regulation. However, this basic implementation of the Anybus-IC module doesn’t offer full functionalities. Another asynchronous serial interface, which has
been connected to the FPGA in case of future needs, can
be used for configuration and data exchange. In this case, a
soft microcontroller would be integrated in the FPGA for initialization and communication with the Anybus module. A
supplementary RS-232 text-based monitoring interface may
be used for debugging and is also connected to the FPGA.

GTO Stack Surveillance System
Another application where the same Profinet fieldbus modules have been integrated is a GTO Stack Surveillance system. This system measures, using floating and self-powered
voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOs), the anode-cathode
voltage of each Gate Turn-On (GTO) in a stacked solid-state
based high voltage switch. All the VCOs are connected
via optical fiber to FPGA-based receiver cards (GSSR card,
see Fig. 3), connected to a slow control PLC via hard-wired
interlock and warning signals for safety, and via a Profinet interface to get statuses of each receiver card and the frequency
of each of the VCOs.

Figure 3: GTO Stack Surveillance Receiver card.
This system is based on the same Anybus-IC Profinet
module as in the previously discussed project. A change
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to another Ethernet filedbus being very unlikely, the RJ45
connector has also been put directly on the PCB.
The GSSR cards can survey up to four stacked GTOs. For
a higher number of stacked GTOs, these cards can be put in
parallel for stacks up to any size.

Power Trigger Controller
The newest modules from HMS, the CompactCom M40,
have been integrated in a Power Trigger Controller (PTC,
see Fig. 4) card for the post-mortem analysis of LHC’s Beam
Dumping System (LBDS) kicker generator signals. It analyses a variety of digital and analogue signals after each pulse
to ensure the pulsed Power Trigger Modules have correctly
functioned, and then communicates the results to the PLCbased slow-control. The CompactCom M40 has been chosen
because of its extensive flexibility. These modules are fitted
from the front panel of the cards via a CompactFlash type
connector. However, it is not compatible with CompactFlash
bus standard, as this module offers a wide variety of communication interfaces (parallel 8 or 16 bits, SPI, synchronous
serial interface shift registers). The PTC is an FPGA-based
card with an ARM Cortex-M3 softcore integrated to communicate with the Anybus module via a parallel 16 bits bus.
The ARM softcore initializes the CompactCom M40 modules and sets some network-specific parameters, according
to the module detected and initiates the data transactions.
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trol will move to Profinet. As to not invest time and money
in redesigning the PTC card, only the CompactCom M40
modules will have to be replaced by Profinet ones. The advantage of the CompactCom modules is that the PTC cards
won’t need to be dismounted ; the modules can be replaced
directly from the front panel.

CONCLUSION
The above example projects show that the use of fieldbus
embedded hardware for the control of fast-pulsed magnets at
CERN is increasing with the ongoing trend to develop more
complex low-level intelligent controllers located closer to
the actuators and sensors. CERN Accelerator Beam Transfer
group will continue to integrate these modules in its control
architectures in the future. The gain of flexibility integrating
fieldbus embedded hardware within control architectures is
extremely high, as well as the gain in the deployed infrastructure. In the past, TE-ABT was using dedicated PLC
modules to communicate with low level actuators and sensors garnering a huge cost for producing interface crates in
between the actuators/sensors and the slow control. Adding
a feature or diagnostics was increasing the price even more.
In term of flexibility, modifying the fieldbus frame for
adding or removing data is fairly easy to achieve. In terms of
infrastructure, integrating Ethernet fieldbus modules saves
space and a high cost of cabling using Ethernet layer 2
switches and standard connectors/cables. If the actuators or
sensors are far away from the slow control system, adding
one or more modules can easily be done. Moreover, the
CompactCom M40 Profinet modules have an internal switch
allowing to easily add modules on the bus.
One drawback of fieldbus-based system may be the poor
bandwidth. However, for the applications described above,
this is not a limitation. Moreover, Ethernet-based fieldbuses
offer much larger bandwidth than Profibus.
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SoC TECHNOLOGY FOR EMBEDDED CONTROL AND INTERLOCKING
WITHIN FAST PULSED SYSTEMS AT CERN
P. Van Trappen∗ , E. Carlier, M. Gauthier, N. Magnin, E. J. Oltedal, J. Schipper
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The control of pulsed systems at CERN requires often
the use of fast digital electronics to perform tight timing
control and fast protection of high-voltage (HV) pulsed generators. For the implementation of such functionalities, a
field-programmable gate array (FPGA) is the perfect candidate for the digital logic, however with limited integration
potential within the control system.
The market push for integrated devices, so called System
on a Chip (SoC), i.e. in our case a tightly coupled ARM
processing system with specific programmable logic in a
single device, has allowed a better integration of the various
components required for the control of pulsed systems. This
technology is used for the implementation of fast switch interlocking logic, integrated within the CERN control framework by using embedded Linux running a Snap7 server. It
is also used for the implementation of a lower-tier communication bridge between a front-end computer (FEC) and a
high fan-out multiplexing programmable logic for timing
and analogue low-level control.
This paper presents these projects where SoC technology
has been used, proposes system deployment & booting solutions and discusses possible further applications within distributed real-time control architecture for distributed pulsed
systems.

SYSTEM ON A CHIP TECHNOLOGY
A SoC is an integrated circuit that tightly integrates several components and peripherals of an electronic system,
which were once seen as separate chips on a printed circuit
board (PCB). The focus of this paper is on SoCs that integrate programmable logic (PL) with one or more computing
processors, from now on referenced as the processing system
(PS). Most commonly used are ARM® architecture processors which are well known for their use in mobile products
because of low cost and efficient power consumption. The
PS uses processors that are supported by the free and opensource software (FOSS) Linux mainline kernel which eases
the development of software applications.
The programmable logic is composed of the typical FPGA
cells and group functionality together in so-called Intellectual Property (IP) cores. These interconnect easily to the
PS using various types of the AMBA® ARM® AXI4
protocol buses, enabling e.g. high-performance memorymapped or streaming data transfer. Custom logic that is
implemented in these cells can be clocked at frequencies
higher than 100MHz for fast and deterministic behavior.
∗
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This is a strong advantage but FPGAs often suffer from integration problems, i.e. mainly communication-wise, into
existing control systems and middle-ware. Now having a
closely coupled PS to configure and treat the PL system data
makes that integration almost straight-forward. In addition
these SoCs embed various additional peripheral cores (e.g.
Ethernet, I2C) with mainlined drivers which significantly
eases the PCB design while reducing complexity during
gateware and software development.

SWITCH FAST INTERLOCK DETECTION
SYSTEM PROJECT
Project Description
Pulsed kicker magnet systems are powered by highvoltage and high-current pulse generators with adjustable
pulse length and amplitude. To deliver this power, fast highvoltage switches such as thyratrons or GTO stacks are used
to control the fast discharge of pre-stored energy. To protect
the machine and the generator itself against internal failures
of these switches, a modular digital Fast Interlock Detection
System (FIDS) has been developed for the consolidation of
existing systems. A Xilinx Zynq®-7000 SoC has been selected for implementation of the required functionalities [1].
HV switch malfunctioning is referred to as fast interlocks,
which need to be detectable over the system’s full dynamic
range. In addition to interlocking, they have often a corrective action such as pulsing other magnets in order to fully
deflect the beam and to avoid beam losses, thus to protect
the machine.
Before the 2020 restart of CERN’s accelerator complex,
the FIDS will be installed at four places: at the PS Booster
distributor, PS injection, SPS dump extraction and LHC
injection installations.

Implementation
High bandwidth pick-up signals (>100MHz) are sampled
from a HV pulse generator, for which full-scale digitizing
would not be cost-effective and also not required for the
FIDS functionality. Instead fast discrete comparators are
used to produce a 1-bit signal that indicate the presence of
a current or voltage. This simplification will not limit the
FIDS’ performance because the signal amplitude itself is
generally of no importance. It is important however that the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is high for the full dynamic range
of the input signals. This was implemented by having the
comparator reference follow the generator’s pulse forming
network (PFN) charge in order to fix the threshold level to
e.g. 50% of its flattop. Certain generators operate with PFN
charges between 10kV and 80kV and the pick-up signals
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Figure 1: Gateware block diagram.
amplitude has a direct linear relation to this charge. This
linear scaling is implemented in the PL while the user sets
among others the offset and multiplier through the PS. An
additional advantage of the comparator-based approach over
digitizers is that additional latency due to ADC conversion
and communication is avoided.

Programmable Logic
All interlock detection and reaction logic is implemented
in gateware, using VHDL. The logic is split into functional
blocks and designed into separate modules to encourage
reuse between projects.
Hardware Specifically designed for this project but
with reuse by other laboratories in mind, the following hardware has been designed:
• FPGA & ARM SoC FMC Carrier (FASEC), a carrier
for two low pin count FPGA Mezzanine Cards (VITA
57) with additional 200 kSPS bipolar analog inputs,
Ethernet connectivity and fail-safe functionality [2].
• FMC DIO 10i8o, an I/O card with a low-pint count
(LPC) connector housing 10 inputs with each two fast
differential comparators (propagation delay < 1 ns) and
20 12-bit DAC channels for comparator threshold setting [3].
Modular Approach As stated earlier, the FIDS will
be installed into a number of kicker system installations
that are all different, architecture- and hardware-wise. The
required functionality however is the same so the gateware
components were designed as independent modules which
are then instantiated as required by the installation. All
design-files are stored on CERN’s Git repositories and the
Git submodule functionality is leveraged to reuse this library

of FIDS modules. See Fig. 1 for an configuration template,
where the following modules are being used:
• fidsio_2fmc_3287: FASEC internal FMC Input/Output
management for the FMC DIO 10i8o cards (ref. EDA03287)
• fasec_io_interlocks: FASEC external Input/Output
management, including interlocks
• fids_erraticMissing: normal, erratic and missing shots
detection
• fids_short: magnet or transmission cable short-circuit
detection
• fids_slowVoltageCheck: 12-bit based XADC over- and
under-voltage detection
AXI4 Interface As shown in Fig. 1, all IPs are currently
connected using the AXI4-Lite bus, which is recommended
for simple and low-throughput memory-mapped communication. It currently does its job flawlessly but the design is
expected to be ported to AXI-Stream for the XADC interface and for a new interface to a PS AXI Direct Memory
Access (DMA) unit. That interface will allow streaming all
comparator 250MSPS samples to the PS and CERN logging
database be used for advanced event diagnostics.

Processing System
The PS has direct access to all PL registers and the Ethernet peripheral is used to forward certain registers to external users (e.g. equipment experts, CERN Control Room).
These registers can be used for equipment configuration and
diagnostic feedback. Several functionalities have been implemented on the PS, which is running Embedded Linux,
based on the Yocto Project® but configured and compiled
using the Xilinx Petalinux Tools.
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Cheby as Gateware-Software API The features of a
SoC are virtually endless and can lead to a complex system
with 100s to 1000s of registers configured. For efficient
development a single memory map definition should autogenerate both gateware constants and software headers with
the addressing constants and info. A new and FOSS tool
developed at CERN, Cheby [4] was used for this purpose.
FASEC Kernel Module A Linux kernel driver module
has been written to interface the custom gateware to the PS
user space. It registers the gateware FIDS memory and has
interrupt service routines to, among others, update the active
patch-panel over an external I2C bus (i.e. IO status to LEDs,
LCD screen).
Integration with Other Control Systems Generally a
SoC offers a wide variety of interfaces but a raw interface
doesn’t integrate directly into the CERN Control system. After discussion with the BE-CO Controls Group, the SILECS
framework 1 was selected as the best candidate for the job
because of an existing code-base and libraries for FESA3
(Front-End Softwre Architecture) [5] and middleware used
at CERN. The so-called SILECS virtual controller, a server
daemon, was ported to ARM® architecture for this project.
It runs on the SoC and allows register access by using the
Snap7 [6] protocol. An important advantage is that this is a
native Siemens PLC protocol which integrates nicely with
the existing TE-ABT generator slow control PLCs. The SoC
server daemon handles several clients to allow configuration
and status readback.
Automated Test Procedure Once more the power of a
SoC was leveraged to produce an automated test procedure
for the project card series production (FASEC and FMC DIO
10i8o, see higher). A Keysight 34972A Data Acquisition
Switch Unit was used as a programmable signal generator, able to multiplex a bipolar analogue voltage to all I/Os,
controlled over LAN by using industry-standard Standard
Commands for Programmable Instruments (SCPI). The test
procedure consists of Python scripts that run on the SoC
itself, controlling internal and external interfaces and performing self-checks using libraries such as pyVISA and
unittest. A single card functionality tests now only requires
a few minutes and outputs a full test report.

G-64 PULSE GENERATOR INTERFACE
REPLACEMENT PROJECT
Project Description
Motivation The G-64 hardware and software used as an
interface between the CERN PS Complex (CPS) pulse generators and the FEC for beam transfer has become obsolete
and no longer supported [7]. An single-board controller with
a Xilinx Zynq®-7000 SoC, the sbRIO-9607 from National
1

Communication libraries for interfacing industrial controllers and fieldbuses within the standard CERN BE-CO infrastructure (SILECS – Software Infrastructure for Low-level Equipment Controllers)
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Instruments (NI), was introduced to replace this hardware.
This project makes an interesting comparison to the previous one because the sbRIO was purchased off-the-shelf
and instead of using the standard embedded toolchain, NI
LabVIEW™ was used to some extend for both PL and PS.
sbRIO Control System The implemented control system is divided in two parts, the real-time task in the PS and
the FPGA configuration in the PL. The real-time task is
event driven and waits for events coming from the FEC, in
a master-slave scheme because one FEC controls several
pulse generators housing the sbRIO as shown in Fig. 2. The
real-time task communicates with the FPGA, which can execute many control algorithms in a single cycle of the FPGA
clock (40 MHz). The FPGA operates with true parallel execution and has dedicated hardware resources for each task,
rather than scheduling tasks and sharing resources, like in
processor-based systems.

HV Pulse Generator Hardware Configuration

Figure 2: Pulse Generator Control Layout.
A beam transfer pulse generator consists commonly of a
PFN and HV switch, e.g. thyratron, to transfer its charge to
a kicker magnet. The pulse generator and generator control
electronics are typically configured to service the various
sub-components and contain the following functionality:
• Thyratron timing and delays
• PFN reference and acquisition voltages
• PFN charging/discharging protection
• Interlock and thyratron protection
• Power control for all the different units
The sbRIO controller forms the communication layer and is
implemented in between the generator hardware control and
the FEC. Its basic functions are:
• Receiving control message sent by the FEC (kick
strength & module control),
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• Returning acquiring status and voltage acquisition from
the generator,

executed on the SoC after mounting or copying-over the
files.

• Programmable timing gate for precise pulse control.

Software Design

This sbRIO-9607 controller integrates a real-time processor
running NI Linux Real Time, a user re-configurable FPGA
and I/O on a single PCB. This architecture allows tailormade solutions in this case for the control and acquisition
of the CPS pulse generators, the link between the Frontend computer (FEC) and the pulse generator electronics.
The FPGA functionality allows adapting to the needs of
the different generator installations without changing any
hardware (Fig. 3).

Programmable Logic
The FPGA linked to the generator hardware performs
timing control tasks, PFN voltage measurements, reference
voltage settings, interlock and status readout and generator
control functions. The FPGA returns the generator hardware
data to the real-time task, which in its turn returns the data
to the FEC for operators and experts control and read-back.

Toolchain

Figure 3: sbRIO programming options.
The FPGA is programmed in NI LabVIEW™ and the realtime task has been programmed first in LabVIEW™, then
ported to C++ later on. Choosing LabVIEW™ to program
the real-time application has advantages in that its RealTime Module includes built-in constructs for multithreading,
real-time thread scheduling, and many other features specific to building robust, deterministic code. Furthermore,
communication tools with the FPGA are fully integrated in
LabVIEW™.
C++ is wider adopted, text based and an industry standard which is why later on the code has been ported. LabVIEW™ is now used only for the FPGA logic programming.

Processing System
NI provides tools to ease the communication between
software and gateware. The toolset is composed of two
parts, one to compile the NI FPGA project into a bitstream
file, the second one to generate a C API to embed in a custom
software project. This generated API allows the software to
access in read and write directions the registers defined in
the FPGA project.
The board runs NI Linux Real-Time, a pre-compiled Embedded Linux version by NI with patches for real-time support. The software developed is cross-compiled and then

Concerning the embedded software running on the ARM
cores of the Zynq SoC, as seen previously its purpose is
to interface the FEC, which is running high level real-time
software using FESA [5], with the generator hardware.
Libraries The FEC and SoC communication is historically based upon RS-232 protocol, which has been kept in
place for the time being to ease the transition. A specific
library was developed to build and exchange the different
messages depending on the hardware type. It is built around
standard Linux libraries, which allow us to use it on both
x86-64 and ARM architectures.
Non-standard libraries have been used as well, e.g. boost
shared pointer, in this project. These have been crosscompiled for the SoC ARM architecture. The CERN logging
library cmw-logger has also been ported to ARM, to allow
connecting to the logging system used all across CERN.
Architecture The final code was developed using the
Factory Method design pattern [8]. Each generator hardware
has its own FPGA implementation and RS-232 messages.
The hardware selection happens at runtime, which loads the
desired gateware configuration and messaging implementation. It allows us to develop and maintain a single software
program which is able to connect to the different generators
available to operation.
The embedded software can receive from FEC three types
of commands:
• Set kick and voltage settings for the generator hardware.
• Read after pulse acquisitions including voltages delivered, generator status and interlocks.
• Set generator hardware with a new status command:
ON, OFF, STANDBY or RESET.
Once the command is received from the FEC and decoded,
the program will read or write the concerned FPGA registers
and eventually send back a message to the FEC in case
of reading acquisition. The main program is then quite
simple, once the correct gateware configuration is loaded it
continuously waits for a RS-232 message and executes the
associated command.

OPERATIONAL DEPLOYMENT &
BOOTING SOLUTIONS
An important advantage of the presented SoC systems is
the availability of an Embedded Linux Operating System
(OS), much like the FECs used to control the machine. It
allows us to approach the operational deployment from different points of view and have more than one possibility for
integration in the CERN Technical Network (TN).
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We can either consider this hardware as completely independent and standalone systems or as fully connected Linux
computer using the same deployment tools as regular FECs.
Several flavors are possible depending on projects constraint
and external team cooperation.
Below is the description of the three different scenarios
we are currently investigating:
• Fully embedded: The hardware is considered as standalone and works on his own. It won’t be connected at
all to TN.
Each operational board is prepared upfront, the OS and
software will be flashed before on site installation.
Logging data, debug access and software/OS update
are only possible by connecting directly to the hardware
deployed on site.
This scenario is on one hand the simplest but on the
other hand it’s also the less convenient to maintain on
long term, e.g. in case of bug-fixing we will be obliged
to update all boards on site; also OS and software version tracking will require a lot of carefulness.
• Minimal support: The hardware is still considered
as standalone, meaning the OS and software will remain embedded on-board. However the board will be
connected to TN, and a SSH server will remain open.
This solution allows us to reduce maintenance work
by allowing remote access to programmers. It will
be possible to inspect the system remotely in case of
debugging and thanks to secure copy through ssh (scp)
to install software updates. Also some tasks, such as
software update roll-out, can be easily scripted among
the deployed devices.
To summarize, this mix requires less maintenance than
the previous solution but still encounters some limitations as maintaining and tracking the installed OS
and software and also the development or usage of non
CERN standard tools.
• Maximal support: The hardware is fully integrated
with CERN services, it will be TN connected and integrate a TFTP server to boot the OS, SSH access for
maintenance purpose, and also NFS and SNMP access.
Centralised monitoring and syslog support will complete the picture as make the Soc board look like a
common FEC.
This solution would be ideal for equipment groups, however it’s the most difficult to realize since it requires
significant work upfront to examine the different possibilities to achieve those requirement. Strong support
from other teams, especially BE-CO are required to
handle common-interest sources such as compiler and
kernel sources.
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PCB design times and providing a wide flexibility for configuration. However such a flexibility comes at a price, i.e. the
extended knowledge required for PL and PS in addition to
the complexity of the development software packages. Both
Xilinx and NI are doing a good job in abstracting some of
these with libraries and tools. An advantage of the Xilinx
PetaLinux tools are that they are based on common FOSS
tools used by all embedded developers, not limited to SoCs.
An advantage of the NI LabVIEW™ environment is that
most complexity is abstracted away at the price of using a
single-vendor proprietary tool.
Recent years have seen an increase of SoC used for lowlevel control systems, and it is a component that’s there to
stay and to be further used in the future. Example projects
in the making are a CERN-developed Distributed IO Tier
where the non radiation-tolerant System Board will house
a Zynq UltraScale+ [9] and the ESRF Zynq CarrIer for
RFoWR-based Timing sYstems [10]. Optimised integration within accelerator control infrastructure remains nevertheless a challenge both in term of computing security and
of re-validation when equipment safety functionalities are
included either at PL or PS level.
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DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT USING DOCKER
CONTAINERS FOR THE SMuRF PROJECT
J. Vasquez, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, USA
Abstract
The SLAC Microresonator Radio Frequency (SMuRF)
system is being developed as a readout system for next
generation Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
cameras. It is based on a FPGA board where the realtime digital processing algorithms are implemented, and
high-level applications running in an industrial PC. The
software for this project is based on C++ and Python and
it is in active development. The software follows the
client-server model where the server implements the lowlevel communication with the FGPA while high-level
applications and data processing algorithms run on the
client. SMuRF systems are being deployed in several
institutions and in order to facilitate the management of the
software application releases, dockers containers are
being used. Docker images, for both servers and clients,
contain all the software packages and configurations
needed for their use. The images are tested, tagged, and
published in one place. They can then be deployed in
all other institutions in minutes with no extra
dependencies. This paper describes how the docker
images are designed and build, and how continuous
integration tools are used in their release cycle for this
project.

THE SMURF PROJECT
The next generation of cryogenic CMB (Cosmic
Micro-wave Background) cameras [1] require densely
instru-mented sensor arrays. These arrays have large
number of sensors, in the order of 10,000 to 100,000 per
camera. The readout of this large number of sensors is a
big challenge that requires substantial improvements in
highly-multi-plexed readout techniques.
The SMuRF system is being developed as a readout
sys-tem for this next generation CMB cameras. It aims to
read 4000 microwave channels between 4 and 8 GHz, in a
com-pact form factor. The system reads out changes in
flux in resonators by monitoring the change in
transmitted ampli-tude and frequency of RF tones
produced at each resona-tor’s fundamental frequency.
The SMuRF system is unique in its ability to track each
tone while minimizing the total RF power required to
read out each resonator, thereby significantly reducing the
line-arity requirements of the system.

SLAC COMMON PLATFORM
The SMuRF system is based on the SLAC
Common Platform Hardware, Firmware, and Software.

SLAC Common Platform Hardware
The SLAC Common Platform hardware is based on
the ATCA (Advanced Telecommunication Computing
Archi-tecture) standard.
Control System Infrastructure

The carrier card contains the FPGA (Xilinx KU15P Ultrascale+) as well as all the digital, management, and power
distribution devices. The analog RF devices are located on
two double-wide AMC (Advanced Mezzanine Cards)
daughter cards. An RTM (Read Transition Module) card
contains slow speed analog devices.
The FPGA has 8x 12.5Gbps uplink and downlink
JESD204b interfaces to each AMC card, SPI buses to the
RTM, as well as a 10Gbps Ethernet link to the ATCA
crate’s backplane.
All these three boards (carrier, AMCs, and RTM) are installed in one slot of an ATCA crate. The crate provides a
dual-star Ethernet backplane, cooling, power distribution,
and a management network based on IPMI (Intelligent
Platform Management Interface).
Figure 1 shows all the component of the SLAC common
platform hardware.

Figure 1: SLAC common platform hardware. 1) AMC
daughter cards, 2) carrier card, 3) assembly of a carrier card
with AMC daughter cards, 4) ATCA crate, 5) RTM card.

SLAC Common Platform Firmware
The SLAC Common Platform Firmware is a set of
VHDL libraries which contain protocols, device access and
commonly used modules for all applications that use the
SLAC Common Platform hardware.
The SMuRF firmware application uses these set of libraries, as well as an application specific digital signal processing module. The final application digitizes and processes up to 400 channels in a 4 GHz bandwidth.

SLAC Common Platform Software
Rogue [2], a C++ library with Python bindings, is used
as a framework to write the low-level software application
that communicates directly with the FPGA.

SMURF SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
A SMuRF system is formed by an ATCA crate and an
external industrial PC. The ATCA crate has one or more
carrier cards in it. Each carrier card has his own FPGA,
which run the SMuRF firmware application, a set of AMC
daughter cards and an RTM card. The slot number 1 of the
ATCA crate is reserved for an Ethernet switch card.
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The software applications are executed in the external
industrial PC, which runs Ubuntu 18.04. The PC has a dedicated 10G Ethernet connection to the ATCA Ethernet
switch. The ATCA Ethernet switch has a point-to-point
connection to each carrier card in the crate though its backplane network. The PC can then access any card on any slot
at the same time.
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of a SMuRF system.
ATCA crate
Slot 7
…
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Slot 2

Industrial PC

Slot 1
Ethernet Switch

10G Link

Figure 2: SMuRF system block diagram.

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
The software application is based on the client-server
model. The server application is based on Rogue, and it is
used for handling the low-level access to the FGPA, and a
first stage processing of the data. The client application is
based on python, and it is used as a high-level interface to
control the SMuRF system as well as to process and analyzed the data.
The server application is in charge of providing access
to the firmware registers for configuration as well as monitoring of the system status. On the other hand, it also handler the reception of asynchronous streams of data originated at the FPGA application, which consist on 2240-byte
packets at a 10kHz rate. When the data is received, a first
processing stage happens, which includes down-sampling
and filtering of the raw data.
Rogue provides an implementation of a portable EPICS
[3] CA (Channel Access) [4] server. The SMuRF server application uses this EPICS server as a main communication
interface with clients.
The client application, called pysmurf [5], it is a pure
python application. It uses PyEpics [6] to access the server
application’s EPICS server. Pysmurf provides a set of highlevel routines that allow uses to configure and use a
SMuRF system, including data taking and analysis.
Beside the server and client, there are other applications
that are used in an SMuRF system:

ATCA Monitor
This application is based on Rogue, and it is used to
monitor the status of the ATCA crate, and the cards installed in it via IPMI. This application provides hardware
identification information (like FPGA firmware version,
card serial numbers, crate model, etc.) as well as runtime
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debug information (like fan speed, temperature, voltages,
and current levels, etc.).

Timing Master Controller
In some deployments, a timing system is required. For
these cases, an SLAC timing generator is used, which was
previously developed for other applications at SLAC. It is
based on the SLAC Common Platform, and consist of an
ATCA carrier card, with special AMC daughter cards, and
a special firmware application. The card is installed in slot
2 of the ATCA crate and distribute a timing data stream
though the backplane to all the other carrier cards in the
crate.
The software application used to control this system is
an EPICS IOC (Input Output Controller) application developed at SLAC. This same IOC application is used to control the timing master in the SMuRF system.

Debug Tools
These tools, developed at SLAC, are used for debugging
purposes. Some tools are C++ applications which communicate with the SLAC ATCA carrier’s IPMI controllers
(IPMC) and print out low level diagnostic information
about both the hardware and firmware status.
Another example is a C++ application and a bash script
wrapper used to load new firmware into the SLAC ATCA
carrier’s FPGA.
Finally, we also have EPICS command line client tools
(caget, caput, camonitor).

DOCKER CONTAINERS
A docker container [7] is a unit of software that packages
code and all its dependencies. Therefore, application running inside a container can be easily and reliably moved to
different computing environments.
A docker container is a running instance of a docker image. A docker image, on the other hand, is a static file
which contains all the needed components to run the application.
A docker image can be built and published in a central
location. Then, the image can be pull and run into different
servers, regardless of the underlying infrastructure (operating system, library versions, tools, etc.). The only requirement for the target server is to run the docker engine [8],
which is available for most of the modern operative systems.

DOCKER CONTAINERS FOR THE
SMURF SYSTEM
The SMuRF project is being developed by several institutions in the US. Each institution needs to run the SMuRF
software applications. Moreover, the software (as well as
firmware) application themselves are being actively, and
rapidly, developed, so new releases are frequent. In general, there is a strong compatibility dependency between
the firmware and software application versions.
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All these factors where the main motivation for deciding
to use docker containers as a deployment method for the
SMuRF project.
Each application used in the SMuRF project is deploy as
a container image. The docker image contains the application code, binaries, dependencies, as well of any configuration file need by the application.
Containers running in a typical SMuRF system are
showed in Fig. 3 and described below.

SMuRF
SMuRF
SMuRF
server
server
server

pysmurf
pysmurf
pysmurf

ATCA
Monitor

Utilities

Timing
IOC

Docker engine
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As there is only one ATCA crate in a SMuRF system,
there is only one instance of ATCA monitor.

Debug Tools
The debugging tools are available as a separate docker
image called “utilities”. This container can be manually
started by the user when needed, and there can be multiple
instances running at the same time.

Timing Master Controller
Finally, the timing IOC runs in yet another container. In
this case, as the IOC application was taken as-is from the
SLAC environment (which is based on RHEL6). The
docker image used for it is based on CentOS 6, with the
EPICS base and modules version used at SLAC to replicate
the same environment. This allowed us to use the same application without making any modification to the source
code.

Host Operating System
Infrastructure

Figure 3: SMuRF application running in docker containers.
The “Timing IOC” container is present only in some particular deployments.

Server Applications
The server docker image contains the server application
and all its dependencies, for example, all the Rogue framework, EPICS libraries, among others.
For the case of the SMuRF server application, which is
tightly dependent of the firmware application version, the
docker image contains the firmware image file as well. The
image contains a startup script which is run by default
when the docker container is runt. This script will automatically check is the firmware version running in the target
FPGA matches the image version it is expected, and if not,
it will load the correct version before starting. This feature
makes very easy for a user to change the application version they are running.
For each ATCA carrier in the system, there will be a
server container instance.

Client Application
The client docker image contains pysmurf as well as
some python tools and modules needed for it, for example,
ipython to run the client in an interactive python session,
matplotlib for generating data plots, among others.
For each server container instance, there will be a corresponding pysmurf client container. As the communication
between the client and server is based on a network protocol (the EPICS CA protocol), the client can be run in a different PC respect to the server, as long as the network between the PCs is setup correctly.

ATCA Monitor
The ATCA monitor application is contained in a docker
image, which includes the Rogue framework and its dependencies.

ADDITIONAL DOCKER ADVANTAGES
An additional advantage of using docker containers is
that the initial configuration for the server PC is minimal.
It only requires installing the host operating system (which
for the SMuRF system is Ubuntu 18.04, although is really
doesn’t matter), install the docker engine, and configure
the network interfaces.
On the other hand, additional features of the docker engine are used to improve the usability of the SMuRF system. For example, the docker compose tool [9] is used to
start several dependent containers with a single command.
For example, when a SMuRF server is started for a particular ATCA carrier card, a corresponding pysmurf container
is started as well, already configured to point to the correct
server application. Also, dependencies are used to make
sure that the ATCA monitor as well as the Timing IOC
(when used) constrainers are started as soon as the first
server container is started.
Likewise, features like the overlay network model [10],
which allows to create a distribute network among multiple
docker engines running in different PCs, could be used to
run the pysmurf client containers in a different PC respect
to the server application, in a transparent way for the user.

DOCKER CONTAINERS FOR
DEVELOPMENT
The concept of using docker container is very convenient for the release of stable application versions. However,
for the SMuRF project it was required to have a development environment as well. Therefore, we decided to use the
same docker container as development environment.
Using docker containers provides a uniform development environment, which is also consistent with the final
release environment. Using the same environment for development and release, guaranty that all the testing and validation done during the development process are still valid
in the final release version.
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The use of container for development purposes it is
based on the concept of volumes. Using volumes, it is possible to mount a directory located in the host file system
inside the docker container. This allows the developer to
make persistent changes to the code, while still compiling
it and running it inside the docker container environment.
There are mainly two types of developments done in the
SMuRF project: firmware and software development.
For the case of firmware development, although the
firmware image itself cannot be modified, configuration
files which are required by the firmware application can.
Also, it is possible to test new firmware versions with the
current stable software versions. This is usually the first
step when releasing a new server docker image. During
firmware development, a server container which points to
firmware files located in the host file system it is used.
On the other hand, for the case of software development,
the server software application code lives in the host file
system, and it is mounted inside the container. Then, the
code can be edited, compiled and execute, from within the
docker container itself. Both firmware and software development can be done at the same time as well in the same
docker container.
At the end of the development process, all the changes
are pushed to their respective repositories, new tagged version are released, and new docker images are generated and
published. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of this development cycle.

Server container
(sw devel mode)
mounted
volume

Software
repository
(host filesystem)

mounted
volume

Firmware related
files
(host filesystem)

Changes back
to repository

Changes back
to repository

GitHub
repository
tagged version

GitHub
repository
tagged version

Server container
(tag release)
Figure 4: Software and firmware development cycle using
docker containers.
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DOCKER IMAGE LAYERED STRUCTURE
As dependencies are common among most of the docker
images used in the SMuRF project, we are using a layered
structure for building then, as described in Fig. 5.

base

rogue

Utilities

pysmurf

pysmurf

ATCA monitor

SMuRF server
base

Server
(fw /sw
dev)

ATCA
monitor

SMuRF server

Server

Figure 5: Docker image layered structure. Square boxes
represent docker images, and the arrows show their dependencies. Circular boxes represent docker containers;
each one is an instance of the image indicated by the dotted
arrow.
First, a “base” image is built. It uses ubuntu:18.04 as its
base image, and add common system packages and tools,
for example, ipmi tools, python3, EPICS base, pyepics,
among others. The utility container is a running instance of
this image.
Secondly, a “rogue” image is built, using the “base” image as its base, and adding the Rogue framework and its
dependencies. Likewise, the “pysmurf” image is built from
the same “base” image adding pysmurf and its dependencies. The pysmurf client container is a running instance of
this “pysmurf” image.
From the “rogue” image, docker images for the applications that use Rogue are created using it as its base image:
the “ATCA monitor” image which includes the ATCA
monitor application and its dependencies, and the “SMuRF
sever base” image which includes the SMuRF server application and its dependencies, but excluding the firmware
related files. The ATCA monitor container is a running instance of the “ATCA monitor” image. On the other hand,
as this “SMuRF sever base” image does not contain firmware related files, its instance container is used for firmware and software developments.
Finally, the image “SMuRF server” is built using the
“SMuRF server base” image as a base and adding the firmware related files. The server containers are running instances of this image.
For the case of the timing master application, it is based
on a completely different operating system and packets.
So, it is a stand-alone image which uses centos:6.10 as a
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base image, adding SLAC specific packages and EPICS
modules.

DOCKER IMAGE RELEASE CYCLE
The code for each application is hosted in GitHub repositories [11]. Travis [12], which is a Continuous Integration
(CI) tool, it is used to automatically build docker image
every time a tagged version is released.
Every time a tag is push to one of the repositories, a
Travis build is triggered. When this happens, a user-defined process runs in the Travis building servers; this process is setup to build the docker image and push it to the
Dockerhub public repository [13]. Once there, they can be
pull to any of the SMuRF servers.
Figure 6 shows a diagram of this release cycle process.
The development workstation can be the SMuRF server PC
itself when access to the hardware is required for the development process. The development process follows the
diagram showed in Fig 4.
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as the deployment of new versions from part of the user.
Likewise, docker containers are also used for development
purposes. They provide a uniform development environment, which matches exactly with the final release environment.
In a SMuRF system, each application runs in independent docker container. The docker engine provides tools,
like the docker compose, which are used to facilitates the
startup process of a complete system with dependencies
between applications.
The use of container has showed a lot of benefits in a
complex, dynamic, and largely distributed project as the
case of the SMuRF project. Integration with modern CI
tools has made the release process automatic for the developer. Also, once a docker image is available it can be easily
pull to any server and run in a deterministic and relievable
way by any user.
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Figure 6: Docker image release cycle.
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THE LINUX DEVICE DRIVER FRAMEWORK FOR
HIGH-THROUGHPUT LOSSLESS DATA STREAMING APPLICATIONS∗
K. Vodopivec† , E. Breeding, J. Sinclair, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,USA
Abstract
Many applications in experimental physics facilities require custom hardware solutions to control process parameters or to acquire data at high rates with high integrity.
These hardware solutions typically require custom software
implementations. The neutron scattering detectors at the
Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory transfer custom protocols over optical fiber connected
to a PCI Express (PCIe) read-out board. A dedicated kernelmode device driver interfaces the PCIe read-out board to
the software application. The device driver must be able
to sustain data bursts from a pulsed source while acquiring
data for long periods of time. The same optical channel is
also used as bi-directional low-latency communication link
to detector electronics for configuration, real time health
monitoring and fault detection. This article presents a Linux
device driver design, implementation challenges in a lowlatency high-throughput setup, kernel driver optimization
techniques, real use case benchmarks and discusses the importance of clean application programming interface for
seamless integration in control systems. This generic framework has been extended beyond neutron data acquisition,
thus, making it suitable for new and diverse applications as
well as rapid development of field programmable gate array
(FPGA) firmware.

high sustained data rates. Our software framework, as shown
in Figure 1, consists of a Linux kernel device driver for tight
integration with PCIe devices, the user space library providing powerful but elegant application programming interfaces
and several generic tools for swift prototyping and verification.

INTRODUCTION
In this article we present a low-level software framework
that facilitates rapid PCIe-based FPGA firmware development and fast integration into control systems such as Experimental Physics and Industrical Control System (EPICS).
At the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS), custom hardware
and electronics are commonly developed to implement functionality that is not commercially available. Throughout the
design and implementation, FPGA firmware interfaces and
functionality are subject to change, and thus, software is
needed to drive test cases and verify functionality. When
firmware development is completed, new equipment needs
to be integrated into the control system for long term operations. Software must provide a means to control firmware
parameters, monitor functionality and read out data at very
∗
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Figure 1: Device driver framework architecture.

LINUX DEVICE DRIVER
Detector data from SNS neutron scattering instruments
are sent as packets over optical fiber to multiple PCIe readout boards hosted in a Linux server. The read-out board uses
a Xilinx FPGA to handle both the PCIe interface and the
packet transfers with the detector electronics. The theoretical
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maximum data rate on the optical channel is 212.5 MB/s;
this rate is established by the 2.5 Gbps line rate and 8b/10b
encoding of the physical layer device used by the detector
electronics. Due to limited memory resources on the detector
electronics, packet sizes are capped by design to be ≤ 10kB.
Small packet sizes coupled with a sustained rate of 200MB/s
results in an extremely high interrupt rate. In the Linux
environment, this means implementing a kernel device driver
with direct access to firmware resources.
FPGA firmware verifies and transfers incoming data packets to the CPU using direct memory access (DMA) to contiguous system memory. Physical memory allocation is
performed by the driver, and the driver communicates both
the starting address and size of this memory to the firmware.
This contiguous memory is managed as a circular buffer.
Producer and consumer indices protect from overwriting
data yet to be processed by software. It is thus evident
that allocated memory must be big enough to accommodate processing scheduling latencies and sustain preemption
fluctuations.

Data Transfers
Depending on the selected memory allocator, the Linux
kernel generally doesn’t allow the allocation of large blocks
of physical memory. The upper limit is a function of both
memory page size – driven by CPU architecture – and the
Linux kernel compile-time option called MAX_ORDER.
On Intel x86 platforms, this upper limit is 4MB; however,
this is the upper limit which degrades over time as memory allocations of various sizes can fragment the available
memory pool. Furthermore, the 4MB buffer, even when
allocated early in the boot process, is not adequate for the
rates required by some of the instruments at SNS. To achieve
larger buffer sizes, our driver uses a technique commonly
known as memory reservation. This method reserves physical memory before the Linux kernel boots, thus making
the memory invisible to the Linux kernel. Knowing the reserved memory physical address range, the device driver can
use and manage reserved memory for its private operations.
Memory reservation can be requested through the memmap
kernel boot-time parameter and allows the reservation of
arbitrary sizes contingent on installed memory. While this
technique works well with Linux kernels 2.6 and above, it is
considered fragile by the Linux community. Starting with
Linux 3.6 (back ported to 3.4), the new integrated functionality called Contiguous Memory Allocator (CMA) is
available. Like memmap memory reservation, CMA blocks
off parts of memory at boot time, but it later works with the
Linux memory allocator to allow the use of reserved memory for arbitrary allocations, until there’s a request for a large
memory block. This allows for better memory utilization
in dynamic environments but has no significant impact in
highly specialized applications where large memory blocks
are in constant use.
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Interrupt Handling
While it is common practice for DMA engines to generate an interrupt per received packet, this is not sustainable
in this scenario given the required throughput and small
packet sizes. Local measurements on a high-end server
show that the Linux operating system can handle tens of
thousands of interrupts per second; however, with growing
numbers, the interrupt latency increases and becomes nondeterministic. Each interrupt involves pre-empting currently
running tasks, switching the CPU context, and potentially
elevating to privileged mode. All these operations cost CPU
cycles and consequently have a negative impact on overall
system performance. Most high throughput devices (like
gigabit Network Interface Cards or RAID controllers) combine interrupt requests into groups and assert one interrupt
per group. This technique is commonly referred to as interrupt coalescing. For our application, interrupt coalescing
involves transferring multiple incoming packets via DMA
before sending them and then issuing a single interrupt. In
our framework, the driver sets the number of packets per
interrupt to coalesce. Using this approach, we can govern
the number of interrupts delivered to the operating system.
The number of packets to coalesce can be set as a static
group size based on expected throughput, at which size the
interrupts fluctuate depending on the current throughput.
Alternately, the group size can change dynamically with
fluctuating throughput to keep the interrupt rate constant.

Figure 2: Expected interrupt latency distribution as measured on Linux 3.10 kernel.
A high number of interrupts can have a significant impact
on overall performance as it adversely affects both kernel
tasks and application processes. A high interrupt rate also
increases the standard deviation of interrupt latency. We
define interrupt latency as the time between the assertion
of the interrupt by the firmware and the start of the corresponding interrupt handler routine in the operating system.
Due to the limited buffering resources in our hardware, long
interrupt latencies could result in data loss. While limiting
the number of interrupts greatly reduces latencies, it doesn’t
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eliminate the potential for long latencies. Our measurements
show that Message Signaled Interrupts (MSI) are delivered
to the kernel with more deterministic delays than legacy PCI
interrupts. On multi-core systems, further improvements to
interrupt latency times can be made by isolating one CPU
core and dedicating it to the interrupt handler routine. Care
must be taken to set CPU affinity for both kernel tasks and
user space processes. CPU isolation is the most intense modification of the operating system configuration. It may also
not fully utilize a single CPU core, which reduces overall
system performance capability. We find it necessary only
when many high throughput devices are installed in the same
system. Figure 2 shows the distribution of interrupt latency
measured on regular Linux kernel without any particular
optimizations applied. Actual interrupt delay numbers vary
based on selected CPU model and can be heavily impacted
by the other system tasks.
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Functions to open and close the device are thin wrappers
around the device file open() and close(), but add extra
checks. When a device is opened, the device driver and
application library exchange protocol versions to ensure
compatibility. When configured for exclusive access, the
device driver will reject any second or subsequent attempts
to open the device. One of the commonly used functions
is to query for device status and information from the device driver, such as the amount of DMA memory allocated.
Functions that allow reading and writing of device registers,
and function to transfer data to and from DMA memory, are
described next.
The majority of device functionality is exposed through
memory-mapped I/O register access, which allows the software application to use the register map based on the
firmware implementation, without a reloading of the device
driver. This capability is especially useful during FPGA
firmware design and development.

APPLICATION LIBRARY
The Linux kernel environment is not well-suited for general purpose application development due to its limited programming interfaces and very little control or management
of the actual code behavior. Programming mistakes will
often result in system crashes, potentially changing system
behavior in unpredictable ways, and in extreme cases even
damaging hardware. Thus, most software applications execute in user space to take advantage of the rich set of programming interfaces provided by standard libraries, which
include standardized interfaces for common hardware devices; however, user space applications must access hardware through a device driver. The application must assume
additional complexity in order to interact correctly with the
driver. To eliminate this complexity from the application,
we have created a high-level application interface library
that focuses on performance, general-purpose usability, and
ease of use.
Communication with custom Linux device drivers can be
done in several ways, including exposing the device through
the /proc file system, and more recently using the sysfs alternative. Most commonly the device file approach is used,
where each device is explicitly represented with a distinct
device file in the /dev/ folder. Device files can be opened
as regular files, but such access is subject to device driver
implementation as to what file functions are supported. The
read() and write() system functions allow the transfer of
data from/to the device driver, and bi-directional ioctl() is a
general way for communicating with the device driver. It is
exactly this universal ability to transfer arbitrary data to and
from a kernel driver that makes the use of ioctl() unpopular
with Linux developer community; however, due to its wide
usage it is unlikely to be removed in future Linux kernel versions. Our device driver implements exclusively pread() and
pwrite() hooks, and it uses an offset parameter as an index
to select particular functionality within the device driver.
The application library provides C/C++ interface functions to work with devices through the Linux device driver.

Figure 3: Implementation of zero-copy approach with contiguous DMA memory.
Functions for transferring data to and from the device
are designed using a “zero-copy” approach. With zero-copy,
data packets written to system memory by PCIe DMA engine
are directly manageable by the software application. When
an application requests data from DMA memory, the device
driver and library exchange their producer and consumer
indices to determine the valid data range. Then the library
returns a pointer to the DMA memory where valid data
begins, along with its size. The application is responsible
for interpreting the data as packets. The byte count of the
processed data must be acknowledged back to the library,
which then moves the consumer index in DMA memory
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accordingly, thereby enabling the FPGA firmware to push
more data. Figure 3 visualizes the implemented zero-copy
concept. This generic approach of passing memory blocks
to the application allows for arbitrary data formats as well as
DMA memory sizes. It also supports a DMA scatter-gather
mechanism if implemented by the firmware in the future.
One disadvantage of this approach is in the handling of the
circular nature of the DMA buffer. This is especially true
for the case where the application is decoding packets insitu. As the producer index reaches the end of the circular
buffer, the last packet gets split, with its beginning at the
end of the circular buffer and the remaining part rolling over
to the beginning of the circular buffer. In such cases the
application cannot process the data and reports back to the
library a processed data count of zero bytes. The library
detects this rollover case and will use a small internally
allocated buffer to make a copy of the contiguous data. The
next time the application asks for data, it receives a pointer
to the copied buffer. This is the only scenario in which data
is actually copied, and the impact of this copy operation on
the overall library performance overhead is negligible.

DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS
The diagnostic tools complete the framework and they
serve three roles. As complete and executable programs,
they serve as working code examples that are easy to understand and can be used as templates for application-specific
modifications. Secondly, with generic diagnostic tools already available out-of-the-box, new projects can immediately focus on the development of the FPGA firmware and
the software application, in parallel, and FPGA development can be tested almost completely before the customized
software application is complete. The last but very important role of the diagnostic tools is to serve as an unbiased
mediator between the FPGA firmware and the software application. Because they are used in many applications, are
well tested, and less likely to misbehave, these tools can help
identify and narrow down the source of any problems. The
set of diagnostic utilities includes a tool for reading or writing arbitrary device registers; a tool for programming flash
memory and rapid firmware updates; a data verification tool
that interprets test packets and verifies test pattern integrity;
a proxy tool that enables sending and receiving of packets
through a POSIX pipe; and finally a Python extension to the
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application library with an analogous interface. While not as
performant as C code, this last element is especially useful
for quick prototyping and testing through Python scripting.

DEPLOYMENT STATUS
This Linux device driver framework has been extensively
used during the past 5 years to collect event-based neutron
scattering data from 17 neutron instruments at the Spallation
Neutron Source as further explained in [1], and is being commissioned on 4 additional neutron instruments at the High
Flux Isotope Reactor as of late 2019. It has been demonstrated to be capable of handling 3 distinct devices running at
the maximum throughput of 200MB/s per device on a multicore CPU system. This is more than adequate for all current
SNS and HFIR neutron instruments, and provides adequate
capacity for several even higher flux neutron instruments
being designed for the Second Target Station project. The
framework has also been entrusted with handling the raw amplitude and phase data of the newly developed LLRF system
for the APS Upgrade project at Argonne National Laboratory, and has enabled APS to perform rapid prototyping of
the MicroTCA platform for digital LLRF control. Moreover, the framework has supported accelerator developments
at the Spallation Neutron Source for the MicroTCA-based
FPGA firmware for Ring LLRF systems, the Injection Kicker
Waveform monitor, and the MPS trigger controller.

SUMMARY
In this paper we presented the generic Linux device driver
framework, as used in custom FPGA applications at the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory and Argonne National Laboratory. Specific areas addressed in this article include: kernel
driver optimization techniques, real use case benchmarks,
and discuss the importance of a clean application programming interface (API) for seamless integration into control
systems.
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GLOBAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR HEPS
C.H. Wang , P.Chu, Institute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of Science, Beijing, China
H.H. Lv , Shanghai Institute of Applied Physics, Chinese Academy of Science, Beijing, China
Abstract
HEPS is a big complex science facility which consists of
the accelerator, the beam lines and general facilities. The
accelerator is made up of many subsystem and a large number of components such as magnets, power supply, high
frequency and vacuum equipment, etc. Variety of components and equipment with cables are distributed installation
with distance to each other. These components during the
stage of the design and construction and commissioning
will produce tens of thousands of data. The information
collection and storage and management for so much data
for a large scientific device is particularly important.
This paper describes the HEPS database design and application from the construction and installation and put into
operations generated by the uniqueness of huge amounts of
data, in order to fully improve the availability and stability
of the accelerator, and experiment stations, and further improve the overall performance.

INTRODUCTION
High Energy Photon Source (HEPS) has constructed at
suburban areas of Beijing in the end of June in this year.
HEPS is a big complex science facility which consists of
the accelerator, the beam lines and general facilities. The
accelerator is made up of many subsystem and a large number of components such as magnets, power supply, high
frequency and vacuum equipment, etc. Variety of components and equipment with cables are distributed installation
with distance to each other. These components during the
stage of the design and construction and commissioning
will produce tens of thousands of data. The information
collection and storage and management for so much data
for a large scientific device is particularly important.
Database system will provide global database for lighting project and application services, including accelerator,
beam line, HEPS project management, application software and database, thus ensuring HEPS whole big science
device from construction, installation and put into operations generated by the uniqueness of huge amounts of data,
in order to fully improve the availability and stability of the
accelerator, and experiment stations, and further improve
the overall performance.
This system designs the related database according to the
comprehensive requirements of physics and management,
and develops the Application Programming Interface (API)
and some database Application software. After passing the
test stage and initial operation, the database and application
software will be deployed to the computer room of the
computing and network communication system, and professional database managers will be responsible for daily
operation management and performance optimization.
All database design and application source code will be
stored in AcceleratorDatabase software set of GitHub
MOPHA157
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server under modern software management specifications
for domestic and international cooperation, and stored in
HEPS internal Git server to ensure software security.

DATABASE DESIGN
The database and its related application software architecture also follow the overall architecture of the upper
software in the accelerator control. The whole HEPS database covers a large range, and it is difficult to complete the
design and construction in one time with limited human resources. Therefore, the database can be functionally broken
up and modularized into several smaller databases to be developed separately and done in collaboration with other
labs. Each module is connected by simple modification of
Primary key and Foreign key, data acquisition API or software service.
The overall architecture of the accelerator and beam line
(non-experimental data) database set was based on
IRMIS[1] (Integrated Relational Model of Installed System) v3, and was designed based on the collaborative work
of the former DISCS[2] international accelerator database.
This part of the database will be open source database such
as MySQL. Most of the databases related to project management are based on MS SharePoint, so most of them are
stored in MS SQL database built in SharePoint in the form
of document whole and content decomposition data.
For the mysql-based accelerator and beam line database,
MySQL Workbench or other visual schema editing tools as
shown in the Fig. 1 are used to design the database schema
according to user requirements. After the schema preliminary design is completed, it is deployed to the MySQL
server under test.

Figure 1: Typical relational database development.

Data Management

The Main Technical Parameters
The main technical parameters and indexes of database
system design are as follows:
 1-2 million static parameters storage and query
 1-2 million EPICS PV to acquire storage
 Fast data retrieval
 Users (not administrators) can add static parameters
and EPICS PV
 A storage strategy based on a single PV
 Zero predictable maintenance Support
 Supports multiple data storage (short, medium and
long term), and automatically transfers data between
different data storage
 Provide a good management interface, users can add
parameters and PV through the browser, view various
parameters
 Support EPICS alias

Critical Database
The overall HEPS database covers a large range. At present, we have planned 17 working modules based on relational database according to functions, which are detailed
as follows:
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 Parameter List
 Naming Convention
 Magnet
 Lattice/Model
 Device/Configuration
 Physics/Save/Restore
 Logbook/Issue Tracking
 Operation/Maintenance
 Inventory
 Survey/Alignment
 Work Flow Control/Traveler
 Tech Notes/Documentation
 Cable
 Authentication and authorization
 Machine Protection System/ Interlock
 Alarm
 MPS Postmortem Analysis
In this paper, we will mainly describe the following database: Parameter List and authentication database and Inventory database.

Figure 2: Parameter table database design.
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Figure 3: Parameter table database web application.

Figure 4: Authentication process.

Figure 5: Authorization database login interface.
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PARAMETER LIST

AUTHORIZATION DATABASE

During the design and construction of the light source,
the design parameters and acceptance indexes of the accelerator and the beam line must be strictly controlled and
kept in a unique database. According to the current construction experience of major scientific devices (such as
BEPCII and CSNS), parameters can be determined by mail
or paper work contact sheet between each system. Due to
the large number of parameters, it is easy to make mistakes,
and a large amount of time needs to be spent on crosschecking between the persons in charge of each system for
many times, resulting in low efficiency. This traditional
working mode is not suitable for the management of modern advanced light source. Therefore, we refer to the original design of ESS and modify it into a parameter table database suitable for HEPS. The design of parameter table
database is shown in Fig. 2, including 14 tables, including
system, subsystem, equipment class, parameters and data,
and reference files of this parameter. Among them, the parameter database adopts the universal name/value matching design and can be compatible with image data. Therefore, this parameter table database can be applied.
The parametric table database also has a web-based user
interface application, as shown in Fig. 3, which currently
has the following functions: select, sort, modify, upload,
and delete. There is also batch import via Excel. The remaining functions to be completed are exporting selected
parameters to Excel sheets, generating printable reports on
parameter tables, generating layout diagrams for mechanical parameters based on component layout positions, and
so on.

This system adopts Oauth2.0 resource authorization protocol for user authorization authentication. Specifically, it
USES the oauth package for Java provided by Apache to
realize resource authorization access. There are four authorization modes of Oauth2. The system adopts authorization_code, and the authentication process is shown Fig.
4. This authority authentication database can be used uniformly for login interfaces of various databases (Fig. 5).

INTELLIGENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FOR HEPS DEVICES
Objective is to solve the information management of the
HEPS equipment from construction, installation and operation, so as to reduce the tedious manual labor. From the
beginning of the construction of HEPS, each system needs
to report the expenditure budget of equipment, and fill in
Excel forms of various budgets. The filling of forms is carried out from each system to the overall summary, which
costs a lot of labor, and often fills in various forms according to the needs. We will set up a complete relational database from the naming rules of the device. On this basis, all
kinds of customized tables are automatically exported out.
People can use mobile phone to scan QR code to track the
whole process of the equipment (budget, purchase, warehousing, receiving and other information), and quickly
browse. The data access scheme is shown in the Fig. 6. It
consists of six parts: uniform equipment coding, data extraction of each system, data analysis and uniform device
coding, server, data formatting, data storage. The data storage is divided into structural data, unstructured data and
operating data. The structural data is saved into the relational database. The unstructured data is saved into files.
The operating data is saved into time series database.

Figure 6: Data access scheme.
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This system provide the following functions:
Equipment from "life" (start to use) to "death" (scrap)
full information management including equipment
file management, equipment distribution management, equipment allocation management, equipment
scrap management, equipment classification management and equipment manufacturer management.
 Automatic generation of equipment inspection, automatic distribution of tasks, linkage maintenance business.
 Mobile terminal equipment repair, receive maintenance application, maintenance registration, acceptance and maintenance work. Inquire maintenance
record, statistic equipment failure rate, generate
maintenance account.
 Automatic generation of equipment maintenance, automatic distribution of tasks, linkage maintenance
business.
 Conduct periodic inventory of equipment assets using
equipment ledger and RFID tags.
 Fast and efficient, automatic production of inventory
records and ledger.
 Make spare parts plan and budget.
 Generate all kinds of required business statistical reports, standard desk accounts.
 Export EXCEL/PDF format, query authority can be
assigned and controlled.
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Through big data analysis of various state data of the
equipment, we can provide the problems that may occur in the equipment, and take the initiative to repair
and maintain the equipment in advance, so as to avoid
modification after failure.
 Equipment maintenance "foresight, nip in the bud",
keep the equipment in good condition for a long time,
reduce the failure rate.
The ultimate goal is to be based on the massive data
stored, the application of big data based on accelerator and
beam line can be developed by using data mining technology and machine learning algorithm, so as to provide decision-making analysis and early warning mechanism for the
operating efficiency of the light source, so as to improve
the operating reliability of the light source and the maximum utilization value of experimental data.

SUMMARY
So far, the HEPS has just started to construct in June of
this year. The whole HEPS database covers a large range,
and it is difficult to complete the design and construction
in one time with limited human resources. So, we will collobrate with other institutes. Databases can be functionally
broken up and modularized into smaller databases to be developed separately and done in collaboration with other institutes.
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COMPACT ELECTRONIC LOGBOOK SYSTEM
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M. T. Kang, Z. Zhao, J. Liu, D.P. Jin
Institute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China
Abstract
Compact Electronic Logbook System (Clog) is designed
to record the events in an organized way during operation
and maintenance of an accelerator facility. Clog supports
functionalities such as log submission, attachment upload,
easy to retrieve logged messages, RESTful API and so on,
which aims to be compact enough for anyone to conveniently deploy it and anyone familiar with Java EE (Enterprise Edition) technology can easily customize the functionalities. After the development is completed, Clog can
be used in accelerator facilities such as BEPC-II (Beijing
Electron/Positron Collider Upgrade) and HEPS (High Energy Photon Source). This paper presents the design, implementation and development status of Clog.

INTRODUCTION
In China, several accelerator facilities are being constructed right now or will be constructed in the near future,
so there are strong needs for an electronic logbook system
adopting new technologies and architecture to meet the requirements of modern accelerator controls and operations.
Clog is a web-based electronic logbook system, which is
developed using Java EE [1] framework, PrimeFaces [2]
component library, MySQL relational database and RESTful web service technologies. It forks from the source code
of Olog [3] and adopts the display style of Elog [4]. Clog
provides log submission, log query, log update and log deletion functionalities via the PrimeFaces UI (User Interface), it also provides RESTful API to communicate with
CS-Studio and mobile web UI using HTTP (Hypertext
Transfer Protocol) protocol.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Clog is developed using Java EE framework and deployed as a web application in GlassFish container. It implements a PrimeFaces UI to be accessed directly by any
popular Web browsers and RESTful API to interface with
CS-Studio and mobile web UI. The system architecture is
shown in Fig. 1.

Clog is developed based on the source code of Olog and
has made the following modifications to simplify the implementation:
• Replaced the HTML/Bootstrap/JQuery web UI with
JSF/PrimeFaces in order to simplify the UI development, deployment and maintenance.
• Removed BitemporalLog data type, which is very
complicated and unnecessary for a logbook system.
• Replaced the Jackrabbit attachment storage mechanism with plain file system, which is straightforward
and will facilitate data backup in the future.
• Replaced the JPA (Java Persistence API) Criteria API
with JPQL (Java Persistence Query Language) in order to improve the readability of the source code and
easier to program database queries.
• Added “subject” field into log entry, which is useful
to summarize the log entry.
• Removed “property” table from the database, which
is not commonly used.
• Removed Flyway database migration tool, which is
not necessary for a logbook system.

BACKEND IMPLEMENTATION
Database Design
Clog has five tables in the database as shown in Fig. 2,
the description for the tables are as follows:
• The “entry” table corresponds to log entries.
• The “log” table corresponds to different log versions
of a log entry.
• The “logbook” table is shared by both logbook and
tag, and they are distinguished by the “is_tag” field.
• The “sysuser” table saves user information.
• The mapping between entry and log are one-to-many,
which means one entry includes multiple logs and one
log belongs to one entry.
• The mapping between log and logbook is many-tomany, which means one log can belong to multiple
logbooks and one logbook can include multiple logs.

Figure 1: Architecture of Clog.
Figure 2: Clog database schema.
___________________________________________
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Core Logic Implementation
The core logic of Clog which is the most important part
in backend provides the following functions:
• Log submission: Submit a log entry with logbook, tag
if any, level, subject and description. In addition, upload attached files if any.
• Log query: Search a group of log entries with specified keywords combination.
• Logbook management: Add or remove logbooks.
• Tag management: Add or remove tags.
• User management: Add or remove user information.
The core logic is implemented as multiple stateless EJBs
(Enterprise Java Bean), which implement CRUD (Create,
Read, Update and Delete) operations to the database tables
via JPA entity beans and can be invoked by JSF (JavaServer Faces) backing beans and RESTful web service.
The EJBs implemented are listed below,
• logEJB
• logbookEJB
• tagEJB
• attachmentEJB
• userEJB

Attachment Storage
Attachments are stored in the file system, the hierarchy
is shown in Fig. 3. The “Root” directory is the Clog attachment repository; the “Attachment” directory stores the
original attachment files; the “Thumbnail” directory stores
the corresponding thumbnails for image files which are
generated during the attachment submission; the “Year”,
“Month” and “Day” directories are the timestamps of the
log entries; and the “Log ID” directory is the generated ID
when a log entry is created.
When a log entry is submitted with attachments, the attached files will be stored in the directory hierarchy comprised of year, month, day and logId. Meanwhile, for each
image file, an additional thumbnail with size 80*80 will be
stored in the same hierarchy in “Thumbnail” directory.
Similarly, when a log entry with attachments is retrieved,
the attached files can be located with the log’s timestamp
and ID.
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The user management page is shown in Fig 4, and the logbook and tag management pages are similar.

Figure 4: User management page.

Home Page
The Clog home page, as shown in Fig. 5, lists all the
available logbooks, including the logbook name, number
of logs in the logbook as well as the last submission time
and the user. The logbook name is clickable to navigate to
the log overview page for the logbook.

Figure 5: Clog home page.

Log Overview Page
The log overview page, as shown in Fig 6, is composed
of function buttons, search buttons and a log summary table. The function buttons can create, edit, delete and view
logs; the search buttons support keyword query of logs
with the combination of start time, end time, tag, level, author, subject and description; the log summary table displays log information line by line which is clickable to navigate to the log detail page.

Figure 6: Log overview page.

Log Submission Page
The log submission page, as shown in Fig. 7, is used for
creating a new log entry in the current logbook. The log
information that needs to be filled out includes tag, level,
subject, description and attachment.

Figure 3: Attachment directory hierarchy.

FRONTEND IMPLEMENTATION
Application Management Page

Figure 7: Log submission page.

The logbook, tag and user information can be created and
edited by Clog administrators.
MOPHA158
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Log Detail Page
The log detail page, as shown in Fig. 8, displays all the
information of a log entry, which includes creation time,
author name, author email, level, tag, subject, description
and attachment overview.
The attachment overview icons are shown as the image
thumbnails or other document icons according to the file
name extension, and they are clickable to access the original file, which is served by the attachment module in the
RESTful web service.
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After refactoring, the subject input widget is provided in
the log submission UI, the subject text is wrapped in the
XML data to be sent to Clog web service, and a new log
with subject field can be created via CS-Studio successfully. The CS-Studio log submission UI is shown is Fig. 9.

Figure 9: CS-Studio log submission UI.
Figure 8: Log detail page.

WEB SERVICE IMPLEMENTATION
The Clog web service provides RESTful API to communicate with other frontend client such as CS-Studio and
mobile web UI via HTTP protocol.
The following data types are supported:
• XML: Implemented with JAXB (Java Architecture
for XML Binding) package to communicate with the
desktop application client like CS-Studio.
• JSON: Implemented with FasterXML/Jackson package to communicate with web application client like
mobile web UI.
The available web service modules and the corresponding URL (Uniform Resource Locator) are listed below:
• Log: /resources/logs
• Logbook: /resources/logbooks
• Tag: /resources/tags
• Attachment: /resources/attachments

CS-STUDIO INTERFACE
CS-Studio is widely used as OPI (Operator Interface)
with EPICS control systems, so it will be very convenient
for users to create log entries within CS-Studio.
The SNS fork of CS-Studio [5] is used to interface with
Clog. However, in CS-Studio version 4, there is no subject
field in the log entry. Therefore, the CS-Studio source code
need to be refactored to support the subject field.
The following work has been done to achieve this goal:
• Add subject field support in “edu.msu.nscl.olog.api”
plugin in “cs-studio-thirdparty” module.
• Add subject field support in “org.csstudio.logbook”
plugin in “cs-studio” module.
• Add subject field support in “org.csstudio.logbook.olog” plugin in “cs-studio” module.
• Add subject label and subject text widgets in the SWT
(Standard Widget Toolkit) FormLayout in “org.csstudio.logbook.ui” plugin in “cs-studio” module.

MOBILE WEB UI
In addition to the JSF web UI, Clog also provides mobile
web UI with read-only permission for users to conveniently view logs on cell phones or other mobile devices.
The mobile UI is developed with Vue.js JavaScript framework and Bootstrap responsive CSS library.
Clog mobile home page is shown in Fig. 10 (a), log overview page is shown in Fig. 10 (b), and log detail page is
shown in Fig. 10 (c).

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 10: Mobile web page: (a) Home page. (b) Log overview page. (c) Log detail page.

CONCLUSION
By now, the development of Clog, including database,
backend core logic, web service, JSF web UI, mobile web
UI and CS-Studio interface, has been finished. It implements the complete functionalities of electronic logbook
and provides multiple user interfaces to improve the user
experience, which could meet the requirement of new accelerator facilities.
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ENABLING DATA ANALYTICS AS A SERVICE FOR
LARGE SCALE FACILITIES
K. Woods, R. Clegg, N. Cook, R. Millward, Tessella Ltd, Abingdon, UK
F. Barnsley, C. Jones, STFC/RAL, Didcot, UK
Abstract
The Ada Lovelace Centre (ALC) at the Science and
Technology Facilities Council (STFC) is an integrated,
cross-disciplinary data intensive science centre, for better
exploitation of research carried out at large scale UK Facilities including the Diamond Light Source, the ISIS Neutron and Muon Facility, the Central Laser Facility and the
Culham Centre for Fusion Energy (CCFE). ALC will provide on-demand, data analysis, interpretation and analytics
services to worldwide users of these research facilities.
Using open-source components, ALC and Tessella have
together created a software infrastructure to support the delivery of that vision. The infrastructure comprises a Virtual
Machine Manager (VMM), for managing pools of virtual
machines (VM) across distributed compute clusters; components for automated provisioning of data analytics environments across heterogeneous clouds; a Data Movement
System (DMS), to efficiently transfer large datasets; a Kubernetes cluster to manage on demand submission of Spark
jobs. In this paper, we discuss the challenges of creating
an infrastructure to meet the differing analytics needs of
multiple facilities and report the architecture and design of
the infrastructure that enables Data Analytics as a Service.

INTRODUCTION
Advanced scientific research facilities in the United
Kingdom (UK), such as ISIS, Diamond, Central Laser Facility (CLF) generate huge amounts of data. For example,
for the past 4 years Diamond has generated approximately
4PB of data per year. This is expected to rise to 15PB per
year within the next two years [1]. Scientists need advanced computing infrastructure, products and services to
interpret and manage the data they obtain during their research. STFC's Scientific Computing Department (SCD)
manages high performance computing facilities, services
and infrastructure to support such research.
However, for many scientists, making use of advanced,
high performance computing infrastructure can be difficult. For example, users of such facilities may be expected
to know how to select the most appropriate compute resource for their work, how to set up and configure virtual
machines, or how to move data between archives and local
storage on compute clusters. Without appropriate experience and training, such tasks can be daunting.
ALC, which is part of SCD, has a remit to support
STFC's science programme by building capacity in advanced software infrastructure for the handling, analysis,
visualisation, integration, modelling, and interpretation of
experimental data [2]. In pursuit of that goal, ALC and
Tessella have developed new software components, Piezo,
the VMM and DMS, designed to hide the complexity of

using such infrastructure. Piezo, the VMM and DMS are
designed to free researchers and scientists from the complex mechanics of managing datasets and environments,
enabling them to focus on the analysis and interpretation of
their data.
Piezo has been designed to support researchers using bespoke modelling and simulation codes, often developed by
the researchers themselves. The VMM and DMS are software infrastructure components designed to work in together in support of researchers using mainstream data
analysis tools.
Piezo, the VMM and DMS have all been created using
readily available open-source technologies.

PIEZO
Scientists at CCFE have access to a single Spark [3]
cluster for running modelling and simulation codes. Unfortunately, a small number of large codes can easily consume all of the available cluster resources, meaning that
smaller codes, especially those in development, are effectively shut out. CCFE scientists needed a way to run experimental jobs, easily, with guaranteed availability and
rapid turn-around. STFC has compute resources that it can
make available to CCFE scientists; the problem faced by
ALC and Tessella was how to make those resources available to CCFE scientists, while shielding them from the mechanics of transferring data and job management on remote
resources.
Our solution, called Piezo, creates on-demand, singleuser Spark clusters. The process of spinning up a Spark
job is relatively straightforward; spinning up a Spark cluster on demand to process that job requires a lot of detailed
technical knowledge, which many scientists do not possess. To orchestrate the management of these Spark clusters, we chose Kubernetes [4], because it provides facilities
which simplify the automated set up of the Spark cluster.
Piezo operates on two underlying systems:
1. a high-performance compute cluster.
• a Kubernetes instance running the cluster to administer Spark jobs.
2. a storage platform with an S3 interface.
Spark jobs are run as Docker [5] containers to ensure
consistency and repeatability between different execution
platforms. We created a simple web Application Programming Interface (API) to shield scientists from the arcane
technical details of creating and managing individual
Spark jobs. The web API is responsible for:
• creating Spark jobs.
• managing Spark jobs.
• managing the job results and output files.
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• informing the user of the job state and location
of results.
• security.
In principle, any distributed storage system supported by
Spark could be used as the storage infrastructure. The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [6] is a common
choice for Spark clusters. Under HDFS data is stored locally to the Spark cluster, providing good performance.
However, we chose to store input and output files on
STFC's Ceph [7] storage system, using an S3 API. Using
an S3 API means data does not have to be stored locally
with the Spark cluster - S3 decouples the storage infrastructure from the compute infrastructure. The performance,
compared to HDFS, is slower, but with ever increasing data
volumes, the superior scalability of S3 makes it the better
choice [8].
To manage the modelling and simulation codes, Piezo
uses the Harbor [9] container registry. Harbor provides a
simple way to create and manage a library of approved,
trusted modelling and simulation codes (in the form of
Docker containers). Scientists can administer the registry
themselves, creating containers for internally developed
codes or for approved codes of external origin.
Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of Piezo:
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VIRTUAL MACHINE MANAGER
The Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) is a utility to
manage the scaling of demand for computer resources in a
cloud. The VMM is built on OpenStack [11] and libcloud
[12] and provides an automated, cross-cloud mechanism
for managing pools of virtual machines.
The VMM is designed to manage multiple pools of virtual machines. Each pool contains a configurable number
of identical virtual machines. Each virtual machine is preprovisioned with an analysis environment and the tools researchers require to analyse their experimental data. Different pools contain virtual machines configured for different types of analysis. For example, ALC has created pools
of virtual machines to support the execution of specialist
codes for analysis of neutron and x-ray scattering data.
Other pools can contain other types of virtual machine configured to suit different computational needs (e.g. generalpurpose machines, machines with many cores, machines
with large amounts of memory, GPUs, etc.). It is a straightforward matter to create new pools of virtual machines
configured for other types of analysis. The VMM provides
a web API to orchestrate requests to allocate and manage
virtual machines.
To perform an analysis, researchers need only select (via
a higher-level GUI) the dataset they wish to analyse and
the type of virtual machine most appropriate to their needs.
The VMM will allocate, from the appropriate pool, a virtual machine of the selected type. The selected dataset is
automatically mounted on the virtual machine (see DMS
below). This process happens without further intervention
from the researcher. The researcher needs no special competence in creating virtual machines or moving data across
the network. Because the virtual machines are pre-provisioned they are quick to load and be ready for use.

DATA MOVEMENT SYSTEM

Figure 1: Piezo Architecture.
Piezo provides high-level job monitoring using Prometheus [10]. This information is needed by system admin
personnel, to ensure that the compute cluster has sufficient
resource to support the demands being placed upon it.
For more detailed monitoring of jobs, we expose the
Spark UI to scientists via the Kubernetes Ingress rules to
obtain detailed metrics of the performance of Spark. This
feature of Piezo allows scientists to optimise their own
Spark jobs within their own execution environment.
Piezo is a powerful general mechanism built on Kubernetes. It need not even run Spark, which is merely a convenient means for running jobs in parallel. Other frameworks could be used in its stead, or none at all (leaving Kubernetes to manage the scheduling the execution of Docker
containers directly).

When scientists perform data analysis, the data must first
be moved to where it is needed, namely the compute cluster. As data volumes grow, the efficient transfer of data
between archives (typically medium-term or long-term
storage locations) and compute clusters is becoming a
pressing problem. There is a balance to be achieved between the availability and cost of short-term data storage
on compute clusters and the latency of moving data from
archives. The Data Movement System (DMS) addresses
this problem transferring only data that is needed in a
timely, efficient manner.
The DMS uses a FUSE [13] client on the virtual machine
to provide a Unix-like virtual file system. It provides a
file/directory view to the end-user (scientist) but, crucially,
does not transfer any files until requested to do so (e.g. by
a scientist using an application to open a file). The DMS
supports file transfer in both directions - archived data can
be transferred to the compute cluster and processed data
can be saved back to the archive.
Our initial choice for the core data transfer technology
of the DMS was GridFTP [14]. It was easy to integrate and
provided acceptable performance. However, GridFTP's
MOPHA160
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plug-in mechanism did not support the setting of file permissions at the client end. The ability to preserve file permissions on transfer is a crucial requirement to respect the
confidentiality of data belonging to research groups. This
led us to create a second implementation of the DMS, featuring a custom data transfer mechanism, written in Python, using parallel, secure web-sockets. We have full control of file permissions and the solution is highly scalable.
The second implementation of the DMS also features
data transfer adapters. We have created data transfer adapters to:
• automatically transfer all files smaller than a defined
(configurable) size. Thus, many relatively small files
can be transferred quickly, in the background, with
minimal perceived delay.
• transfer all files when a parent directory is opened.
This means that while there might be a short delay
while transferring the first file, other files are transferred while the user is still viewing the first.
• transfer all files with a common file name element.
This allows related files to be transferred together (for
example, all files sharing an experiment ID).
Facilities can choose which adapters to use to best suit
their own local circumstances. The data transfer adapter
mechanism is open, allowing facilities to create their own
adapters to suit local circumstances.

CONCLUSION
In Piezo, we have created a solution to allow scientists
to submit modelling and simulation jobs, on-demand to a
Spark cluster running under Kubernetes. It provides an environment which permits jobs to be run at any time, on any
available hardware in a repeatable, containerised fashion.
The mechanics of job submission and management are hidden from the scientists, freeing them to focus on calculations and data analysis.
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The VMM and DMS work in tandem as key elements of
infrastructure supporting pools of virtual machines which
provide data analysis environments and tools. The VMM
and DMS are adaptable, configurable components, enabling ALC to provide flexible, responsive data analytics
services to users of STFC computing facilities.
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THE DETECTOR CONTROL SYSTEM OF THE MUON FORWARD
TRACKER FOR THE ALICE EXPERIMENT AT LHC
K. Yamakawa*, Hiroshima University, Higashi-Hiroshima, Japan
for the ALICE collaboration
Abstract
The ALICE experiment is presently finalizing its upgrade program toward the LHC Run 3 starting in 2021. The
Muon Forward Tracker (MFT) is one of the new detectors
developed in the framework of the ALICE upgrade program. In addition, the experiment is upgrading its whole
online and offline (O2) framework in order to dispose of
the data volume from all ALICE detectors. In the context
of the O2, the slow control data are also processed together
with the physics data. Therefore, the ALICE central Detector Control System (DCS) must be upgraded to operate
within the O2. The MFT DCS has been developed following the new ALICE central DCS strategy. The Finite State
Machine (FSM) for hierarchical control is designed as a
part of the MFT DCS. It was confirmed that the FSM has
correct behaviour by changes of element states by a simulator. Furthermore, the MFT DCS successfully operates using a simplified but realistic test bench based on the final
MFT elements.

INTRODUCTION
ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is one of the
LHC experiments at CERN. It focuses on the heavy-ion
program to understand the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP), a
state of deconfined quarks and gluons described by Quantum Chromodynamics.
During the first ten years of operation, the ALICE
experiment has produced precise and original data in order
to characterize the QGP formed in Pb-Pb collisions at
LHC. Its upgrade programs toward the forthcoming LHC
Run 3 in 2021 are being developed to realize measurements
of rare proves allowing further study of the QGP. In the
framework of this upgrade program, the Muon Forward
Tracker (MFT) [1] is a new detector being installed in the
forward region. In addition, the O2 [2] is a new computing
system to handle the data readout and reconstruction from
all ALICE detectors together with the detector monitoring
and slow control data. Finally, a totally new Detector Control System (DCS) for the MFT is being developed. In this
report, we present the latest status of the MFT DCS development.

MUON FORWARD TRACKER
The MFT is a new silicon pixel detector devoted to the
muon detection at forward rapidity in the range -3.6 < η <
-2.5. The MFT will be installed between the collision point
and the hadron absorber in front of the current muon spectrometer. The MFT improves the capability of muon tracking by track matching with the present muon spectrometer.
*

kosei.yamakawa@cern.ch

Thanks to the high accuracy of determination of the displaced muon generation vertices by the MFT, prompt J/ψ
and secondary J/ψ from B-meson decays can be separated.
Moreover, a better resolution of the di-muon invariant mass
spectrum can be achieved especially in the low-mass region.
The MFT consists of 2 half cones made of 5 disks
(Fig. 1). Each being composed of 2 detection planes. Each
plane is made of hybrid integrated circuits housing
Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS), which are a
new type of sil-icon pixel detectors integrating both
sensor and readout electronics in a single detection
device based on the CMOS technology [3]. The MAPS
allow a low material budget and effective signal
collection.
A ladder has typically 2-5 sensor chips assembled on
a flexible circuit made in Aluminum. A total of 280
ladders equipped with 936 sensor chips is needed for the
full MFT. Each half detection plane of a disk is
expediently separated into 4 zones consisting of 3 or
4 ladders. The power generation is handled locally
in a Power Supply Unit equipped with DC-DC
converters. A Readout Unit (RU) board collects the data
from each zone.

Figure 1: Schematic view of the MFT.

ALICE DCS IN THE CONTEXT OF O2
The O2 is a new computing system in which online and
offline systems are commonly merged. The slow control
data share the data stream in the O2 facility with physics
data from detectors. Detector conditions for each event are
one of the ingredients for the data reduction in online reconstruction. Online data reduction is a very important process because the O2 farms need to handle raw data at a rate
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of 1.1 TB/s coming from the detectors. The Giga-Bit Transceiver (GBT) technology [4], which is developed by
CERN, allows transfer of this large amount of data.
The ALICE central Detector Control System (DCS)
must be upgraded to follow the O2 strategy. The ALICE
central DCS introduces Alice Low level Front-End Device
(ALFRED) [5] in the DCS data line to control data transfer
with the GBT as shown in Fig. 2. The ALFRED is composed of ALF and FRED. The ALF is an interface between
the FRED and detector FEE via the Common Readout Unit
(CRU) on the First Level Processor (FLP). The FRED
plays a role of translation of high-level words within the
DCS to low-level words which are sent to the detector FEE
as hexadecimal command sequences. It manages commands to multiple ALFs. Physics and detector condition
data are stripped on the CRU. The communication protocol
via Ethernet between the WinCC Open Architecture (OA),
the FRED, and the FLPs is the Distributed Information
Management system (DIM) [6], which is based on the client/server paradigm.
Also, the ALICE DCS uses specially designed ASIC for
slow control integrated in the framework of the GBT,
called the GBT Slow Control Adapter (GBT-SCA) [7]. The
GBT-SCA integrates 16 I2C channels, 1 SPI, 1 JTAG, 32
General Purpose I/O (GPIO), 31 ADC, and 4 DAC channels.
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One FRED and 11 CRUs on 6 FLPs are installed in the
data stream of the MFT DCS. 10 CRUs split raw data from
the silicon sensors into physics data and DCS data and the
other CRU transmits hexadecimal data between the FRED
and the GBT-SCAs. The data stream of the MFT DCS is
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Readout Unit Boards and Sensor Chips
The RUs are also controlled by the MFT DCS. One
GBT-SCA and 2 PT1000 temperature sensors are placed on
each RU. PT1000s are connected to 2 ADC ports on the
GBT-SCA and their values are read each 10 seconds.
Data from the sensor chips are sent to the RUs. Then,
both data of the sensor chips and the RUs are delivered to
the FLP. They are split into condition data and physics data
on the CRUs. And then, the condition data are transmitted
to WinCC OA via the ALFRED.

DETECTOR CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
MUON FORWARD TRACKER
The MFT DCS follows the upgrade strategy of the ALICE central DCS and the DCS framework of CERN.
WinCC OA is a basis of supervisory control and data acquisition of CERN. Also, Joint COntrol Project Framework
(JCOP Fw) produced by CERN is installed on WinCC OA
to provide the standard DCS solutions.
General Architecture
Hardware architecture of the MFT DCS is divided into
three categories, power supply, detector operation including physics data stream, and a cooling system.
Table 1: CAEN Modules for the MFT
Modules

#

Type

A4527

1

System main frame

A1676A

1

Controller for EASY system

A3486

2

48 V power supply for EASY

EASY3000

4

Crates for hostile area

A3009

12

Radiation and magnetic tolerant power
supply boards

A3006

2

Radiation and magnetic tolerant power
supply boards

CAEN products are used as a power supply system of
the MFT as listed in Table 1. A4527 as a main frame of the
CAEN system communicates with the WinCC OA through
OPC. A3009 and A3006 modules supply low voltage to
the PSU and the RU boards.

Figure 2: Data stream in the MFT DCS.

Power Supply Unit
The DC-DC converters, the back-bias generators, and
the GBT-SCAs are placed on a Power Supply Unit (PSU)
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which is integrated inside the detector, very close to the active elements. Multiplexed outputs from the DAC ports and
the analogue switch and buffer/blocker are employed, due
to the limited space of the PSU and the limited ports on the
GBT-SCA.
One DAC port is used to obtain four analogue voltages
via the buffer/blocker to one zone (Fig. 3). The DAC output
voltage is corresponding to the input of the latch-up detections and the back-bias generator. Then, one GBT-SCA is
enough to generate power for the one detection plane working.
The multiplexed output voltage of the DAC is encoded
every 10 milliseconds (Fig. 4). Only one switch is on at one
time and all switches are off during transitions. Four continuous voltages at the output of the buffer/blocker (Fig. 5)
are generated.
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GBT-SCAs on the MFT DCS
20 GBT-SCAs are integrated on the PSU for the DCS of
the MFT. One GBT-SCA chip is assigned to a half detection plane. The list of the used GBT-SCA ports per halfplane is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: GBT-SCA Ports in Use
Ports on GBT-SCA

#

Usage

GPIO

24

Buffer selection and latch-up
monitoring

ADC (disk 0)

28

The same as ADC for disk 1
Besides, the temperature in
the MFT volume, humidity,
and the temperature of input
cooling water to the PSU

ADC (disk 1, 2, and 3)

25

Voltages and currents of digital and analogue, the latchup status of the PSUs, temperatures of the disks, and
bias voltage

ADC (disk 4)

27

The same as ADC for disk 1
Additionally, the temperature
of the MFT volume and the
temperature of the output
cooling water from the PSU

DAC

4

Signals for the PSU

Figure 3: Image of the buffer/blocker.

DEVELOPMENT OF FSM

Figure 4: Multiplexed signal from a DAC port.

Figure 5: Buffer output voltages from analogue switch and
buffer/blocker.

A Finite State Machine (FSM) is a core of hierarchical
control of the MFT. The JCOP Fw provides tools of the
FSM. The FSM tree structure is illustrated as shown in
Fig. 6. Control Units are logical nodes and their states are
de-fined by children’s states. Device Units are physical
nodes attached to device channels. A detector part and an
infra-structure part are major parts in the MFT FSM. The
infra-structure part is composed of the CAEN system
and the cooling system.

Figure 6: The tree structure of the FSM.
State diagrams are also designed for all nodes. The parent nodes need to know the children’s states to transit their
states accurately. Figure 7 shows the state diagram for the
top node. The different states correspond to operational
conditions of the detector according to the LHC status. SUPERSAFE means that the detector and channels of the
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power supply systems are OFF. The channels of A3009 and
A3006 modules are ON but low voltage power for the RU
boards and the sensor chips are not yet supplied in the
SAFE state. Then, the FSM turns to the READY state, if
physics data can be acquired with the RUs and the whole
detector are ON. Whenever an error happens in any of the
states of the top node, the state of the top node forcibly
moves to the ERROR state.
WinCC OA provides Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs).
The status of each FSM nodes can be easily known at a
glance of the corresponding GUI panel. The FSM state
transfer was demonstrated with a CAEN simulator (Fig. 8).
The FSM state transfer is tested with a CAEN simulator
and is confirmed to work properly.
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receives the values from the FRED and displays them on
the GUI (Fig. 9). Also, when the temperature exceeds the
given threshold, the FSM state moves. Thus, it is confirmed
that the FSM worked correctly.

Figure 9: Result of the read the Pt1000s on the RU.

SAFETY SYSTEM

Figure 7: State diagram for the top node.

Figure 8: Simulation result of the FSM for the top node.

TEST BENCH
A test bench for implementation of the MFT DCS with
the MFT hardware has been developed at Hiroshima University, Japan. The test bench has the simplest DCS chain
as the one in Fig. 2.
A test to read the temperature measured with 2 Pt1000s,
labelled R268 and R269, on the RU has been performed.
In the data stream, a command is sent from WinCC OA to
the FRED. The FRED translates the command to a sequence of hexadecimal commands to read the temperature
measured with the Pt1000 sensors. Next, the sequence is
delivered to the ALF and the CRU. Then, assigned ADC
ports of the GBT-SCA receives the sequence and answers
hexadecimal values of the temperatures to the FLP. The
values are transmitted to the FRED and the FRED converts
the hexadecimal values to the decimal values. WinCC OA

Two types of interlock systems are proposed to prevent
the MFT and its electronics from damages. One is software
interlock and the other is hardware interlock.
The FSM carries the responsibility of the software interlock. The software interlock is implemented for possible
problems which are not serious. If the temperature exceeds
a threshold of over-heating, the corresponding power supply is turned off (Table 3).
Detector Safety System (DSS) takes charge of the hardware interlock operation as a common system for all ALICE sub-detectors. The DSS is programmable by Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). The hardware interlock
turns off all power supplies for the MFT if crucial problems
such as failures on the cooling system occur.
As for the cooling system of the MFT, the pressure, temperature, flow rate of water and air cooling are monitored.
In particular, the pressure of the water-cooling is less than
atmospheric pressure to prevent from water leakage. The
parameters of the cooling system are not controlled but
monitored.
Table 3: Interlock States
Interlock Status

Temp. Status

Criteria

OK

Normal

T < 30 ºC

WARNING

Hot

ERROR

Too Hot

30 ≤ T < 50 ºC
50 ºC ≤ T

CONCLUSION
The MFT is a new silicon pixel detector improves the
capability of muon tracking by track matching. The MFT
DCS follows the upgrade program of the ALICE central
DCS.
The FSM is designed for the MFT. The simulation test
has been performed, and it shows the FSM worked as designed. Also, the test to read the temperature values measured with 2 Pt1000s on the RU via the data stream including the ALFRED with the FSM has been performed. It is
confirmed that the temperatures are displayed on the user
interface via the DCS chain and the FSM states moves correctly. Also, hardware interlock using the DSS and the
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software interlock with the FSM are proposed and designed.
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WIRE SCANNER
FOR HIGH INTENSITY BEAM PROFILE DIAGNOSTICS*
J. Yan, J. Gubeli, K. Jordan
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, USA
B. Bailey, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, USA
Abstract
A control and data acquisition system of a high speed
wire scanner is developed for high intensity beam profile
diagnostics. The control system of the wire scanner
includes two IOCs, a Soft IOC and a VME IOC. The Soft
IOC connects with an Aerotech Ensemble motor drive
through EPCIS motor record and controls the movement of
the wire scanner. An Electrical Input card samples the realtime position of the wire through an incremental encoder,
and generates a pulse to synchronize a VME ADC data
acquisition card, which digitizes and samples the beaminduced signal after pre-amplification. A VME Relay
Output card is installed to control the Brake Solenoid and
Actuator Solenoid. All the VME I/O cards are installed on
one VME crate and controlled by the VME IOC. The
system configuration and software of the wire scanner are
under development.

INTRODUCTION
The beam profile measurement device, commonly
known as a harp, consists of a 45 degree thin wire and two
orthogonal thin wires which pass in a controlled manner
through the electron beam[1,2,3]. When the wire intercepts
the beam, a beam-induced current, as a function of wire
position, produces a functional x-y plot. By plotting the
number of steps against the charge collected by an analogto-digital convertor (ADC), the beam’s profile is
determined when the data is fitted to a Gaussian
distribution. Wire scanners are among the most reliable
diagnostic tools presently available at electron- and ionbeam accelerator facilities and are crucial to their
operation. Wire scanners are interceptive devices and their
wires have damage thresholds that can be exceeded with
intense beams, causing them to melt or break. RadiaBeam
Technologies has designed and manufactured a robust high
speed wire scanner for high intensity beams using a new
wire material: boron-nitride nanotubes (BNNT)[4]. The
RadiaBeam wire scanner (RWS) will be installed in the
Low-Energy Recirculator Facility (LERF) at Jefferson Lab
to investigate the behavior of wires in a high-energy
electron beam. This paper details the mechanical structure
of the scanner, the control, and data acquisition system.

THE WIRE SCANNER SYSTEM
The complete RadiaBeam wire scanner system includes
linear motion, vacuum chamber, actuation, detection, and
associated controls. Figure 1 shows the picture of the RWS

system. The Aerotech linear motor is driven by an Aerotech
Ensemble HPe 75 high power PWM network digital drive
which provides deterministic behavior, auto-identification,
and easy software setup. The actuator, attached to the linear
motor, holds the thread fork and moves the wires inside the
chamber without breaking vacuum. As the conductive wire
passes through the beam, it collects a very small charge,
this current leaves the vacuum assembly via an SMA
connector and travels to a pre-amplifier through a cable,
and eventually is measured by an ADC DAQ card.
However, BNNT wire is non-conductive and it can’t pick
up a charge, so a high speed photodiode (PD) or a
photomultiplier (PMT) is used to investigate the beam
profile as the wire passes through the beam. Two types of
encoders, an absolute encoder and an incremental encoder,
are installed to measure the position of the wires. The
absolute encoder sends the position information to the
motor drive while the incremental encoder sends it to the
control system. During the beam test, the wires will be
optically imaged as they move into the beam and recorded
in the process. A CCD video camera and a Si photodiode
are installed on a viewport of the vacuum chamber so that
light emitted from the wires can be collected for imaging
and intensity monitoring simultaneously.

Figure 1: The picture of the RWS system.

SYSTEM CONTROL AND DATA
PROCESSING
The control and data processing of the wire scanner
system mainly consists of two parts, a software driver for
motion control and hardware interface cards for device
control and data acquisition. EPICS applications and
firmware for the whole system were developed. Figure 2
shows the block diagram of the system.

___________________________________________

* Work Authored by Jefferson Science Associates, LLC under U.S. DOE
Contract No. DE-AC05-06OR23177.
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Figure 2: The block diagram of the wire scanner system.
The Ensemble motor drive accepts remote commands
over Ethernet and is fully compatible with EPICS set of
software tools. In this application a soft IOC is running on
a Linux machine that utilizes a TCP/IP port to
communicate with the motor drive. The soft IOC calls the
EPICS motor module and all the operations of motor are
integrated in one motor record. This record includes
absolute or incremental moves, speed and acceleration
settings, position setting, motor enable/disable, home
running, position feedback, etc. The motor drive has
multiple connectors that not only provides three phase
current to the linear motor with a peak current of 75A, but
also interfaces with an absolute encoder, limit switches,
thermistor, and other I/O circuits. Here is the formula
between the power and the velocity (speed):
𝑃𝑊
𝐹 𝑁 ∗ 𝑉[m/s].
P is the power in watts and F is the force in Newtons. If
the maximum power of the drive is set to 100 Watts and the
force to move the actuator is 500 Newtons, then the
maximum linear velocity will be 200 mm/s. The absolute
encoder has a resolution of 0.1 um per tick so the maximum
speed of the motor record would be set to 2000000.
Incremental encoders are sensors that generate signals in
response to rotary or linear movement. They supply two
square TTL wave pulses offset by 90o, A and B, as well as
a reference pulse, Z. The VME Digital card samples these
A, B, and Z TTL pulses and calculates the distance of
movement. The FPGA on the Digital card is programmed
to detect the two pulse edges of A and B, and then generates
an output pulse having resolution either standard or high
accuracy resolution. Figure 3 shows input waveforms A, B,
Z, and the output pulses in Standard and High accuracy
evaluation. Standard accuracy is a single evaluation - 2um
per pulse and the High accuracy is a quadruple evaluation
with 0.5 um per pulse. In High accuracy mode, the FPGA
logic generates one pulse for each rising and falling edge
of A and B with a total of four pulses generated for one
evaluation. The output pulse is linked to the ADC DAQ

card and a BLM card to synchronize data acquisition.
Currently, the system is configured for 100 kHz pulse, and
both the ADC and BLM cards can handle that sample rate.
If Standard accuracy is selected, the translation can be up
to 200 mm/sec and for the High accuracy up to 50 mm/sec.
Currently, the motor speed of the Super Harp at Jefferson
Lab is around 1 mm/s. Obviously, the new wire scanner
system has a much higher translation speed.

Figure 3: Incremental encoder input signal and the output
pulses.
The system can work as either a regular accelerator harp
where the ADC DAQ card digitizes and samples the beaminduced signal after pre-amplification or as a PMT harp
where the BLM card is used. As a PMT harp, a
photomultiplier tube (PMT) is placed downstream of the
harp mechanism. As the wires pass through the beam, a
stream of electrons are scattered along the beam path and
are picked up by the PMT and sampled by the BLM card.
Both the ADC DAQ card and the BLM card have an onboard 16-Mbit SDRAM memory buffer for the sampled
data. The ADC DAQ card has a 16-bit ADC and can
measure an input voltage ranging from -10 V to +10 V or
current from -20mA to 20mA in single-ended or
differential mode. The BLM card has a large dynamic
range for logarithmic signal and can measure a negative
current from 10 nA to 1 mA[5].
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INITIAL RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

Before installing RWS scanner in the LERF beam line,
it was calibrated on the test bench with a laser beam
simulating the electron beam. The CCD camera, laser, and
photodiode are aligned and focused to provide sharp
images of the location of the center of the vacuum chamber.
Figure 4 shows the images of the middle wire caught by
the CCD camera when passing through the laser light. The
images illustrate the intensity change of the reflected light.

A high-speed control and data acquisition system for the
RadiaBeam wire scanner has been developed for high
intensity beam profile diagnostics. The motor drive has
been extensively tested with different parameters. The
high-power Aerotech Ensemble HPe was chosen to drive
the wire scanner. The software package that controls the
motor drive and other I/O interfaces has been implemented
in the EPICS control system. The hardware for device
control and data sampling has been configured to provide
multiple harp operations, such as a Super harp and a PMT
harp. Initial results have been achieved on the 45o wire by
using a laser beam to simulate the electrons and fitting the
photodiode signal and the wire position to a Gaussian
distribution. The next step is to install the wire scanner in
the LERF and CEBAF beam lines at Jefferson Lab for high
intensity beam testing. Before installing the wire scanner
in a real beam, more testing of the hardware and software
need to be performed.

Figure 4: Images of the wire with reflected light.
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VME IOC to control the procedure of operations. First, a
Relay Control card turns on solenoids to apply cooling air
and release the brake. Then, the soft IOC enables the motor
drive and moves the wire. At the same time, the ADC DAQ
card samples the real-time signal from the pre-amplifier
and saves it on the memory buffer. After the scanning is
finished, the sequencer turns on the brake, disables the
motor drive, and turns off the cooling air. Finally, the data r
in the memory buffer is dumped to a file for furthe
analysis. Figure 5 shows the reflected laser beam profile
measured with the photodiode with a motor speed 50
mm/sec. The vertical axis is the readback signal of the
photodiode, after a pre-amplifier, and the horizontal axis is
the position of the wire.
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AN EMBEDDED IOC FOR 100 MeV CYCLOTRON RF CONTROL
Z.G. Yin†, X.L. Fu, X.T. Lu, T.J. Zhang, China Institute of Atomic Energy, Beijing, China
X.E. Mu, North China University of Technology, Beijing, China
Abstract
An ARM9 based embedded controller for 100MeV cyclotron RF control has been successfully developed and
tested with EPICS control software. The controller is implemented as a 3U VME long card, located in the first slot
of the LLRF control crate, as a supervise module that continuously monitors the status of the RF system through a
costume designed backplane and related ADCs located on
other boards in the crate. For high components density and
signal integrate considerations, the PCB layout adopts a 6
layer design. The Debian GNU/ Linux distribution for the
ARM architecture has been selected as an operating system
for both robustness and convenience. EPICS device support, as well as Linux driver routings, has been written and
tested to interface database records to the onboard 12 multichannel 16bits ADCs and DACs. In the meantime, a chip
selecting encoding-decoding strategy has been implemented from both software and hardware aspects to extend
the SPI bus of the AT91SAM9g20 processor. The detailed
software, as well as hardware designed, will be reported in
this paper.

INTRODUCTION
CYCIAE-100 cyclotron is the proton-driven accelerator
of Beijing Radioactive Ion Facility. It provides a continuously adjustable high-intensity proton beam with energy up
to 100MeV and intensity up to 520uA [1]. The CYCIAE100 cyclotron radiofrequency system consists of two sets
of room temperature resonators, two 100kW power amplifiers and two sets of Low-Level RF systems [2-5]. The
LLRF crate is located in the RF power amplifier room, typically with no operators nearby. So, it is required to super-

vise the RF system parameters such as the dee voltage amplitude, phase, incident power, and reflected power, etc. in
the cyclotron control room, during daily operations. In the
field of accelerator control, the EPICS software package is
widely adopted to build control system and gain remote access over ethernet. Generally speaking, EPICS IOC control
software can run on various kinds of hardware and operating systems. For example, it runs on x86 PC with windows
and arm SOCs with Linux operating system. In order to
reduce the volume and power consumption, the reported
IOC was designed based on arm9 SOC chip with embedded Linux OS. Thus, it can be installed in the LLRF chassis
as a long 3U VME card, as shown in Figure 1. The hardware, firmware and software design of this IOC module
will be reviewed in the following section of this paper.

HARDWARE
ARM9 series processors combine the advantages of high
computational power with a small footprint. It also provides advantages such as high reliability and low power
consumption. These features make it ideal for embedded
controller design. In recent years, IOC based on ARM9
processor has been widely adopted for the control of many
large scientific devices around the world. For the hardware
designs of the IOC described in this paper, an
AT91SAM9g20 processor has been selected as the central
processing unit. Besides, the hardware design also includes
64MB SDRAM as memory, selects NAND FLASH and
SD card to store OS and data. Other related hardware resources are one USB bus, two serial ports, two SPI interfaces, one Ethernet, 40 GPIO, etc. The block diagram of
the hardware design of the embedded IOC is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1: The embedded IOC as VME 3U module.
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The major function of the embedded IOC is to implement interlocks by using EPICS Process Variables of the
main control system. This IOC monitors PV value of the
main control system via channel access protocol, performs
logical calculations and inhibit RF driven when necessary.
The protections include the interlock of water-cooling of
RF cavities, the main magnetic field, vacuum, and the RF
amplifies. For example, if the final stage amplifier reflection power goes high, the PV value with the name
“RFAmp:rev.Power” in the main control system changes
accordingly. Periodically, the interlock routing in embedded IOC read this PV, if the value is higher than the preset
threshold, the IOC will output low at certain GPIO pin to
switch off the RF modulator. In this way, the RF drive to
the RF power amplifier will be prohibited. Other related
RF interlocks are implemented in a similar manner.

Figure 2: Hardware design of the embedded IOC.
In the reported low-level RF system, the low-level parameters such as the amplitude, phase of the open-loop
driven are stored in the FLASH memory of DSP. Those
high-level starting parameters, such as the power level of
the pulse train, the relative phase of two cavities, etc. are
managed by the IOC and stored in the file system of the
embedded computer. At the operating time of CYCIAE100 cyclotron, these high-level parameters can be adjusted
online through the serial port, from IOC to DSP. Cyclotron
operators can send commands/data to embedded IOC
through CA protocol. After embedded IOC parsing the remote command and extracting parameters, it sends the
command to DSP through the serial port to modify the relevant operating parameters of the RF system. In the meantime, the LLRF system can report status and abnormals to
IOC through the serial port. Afterward, the embedded IOC
can generate status information and alarm information, and
forwarding to the remote control computer via CA Protocol.
In order to monitor and control the parameters of lowlevel RF system, the embedded IOC uses 4-channel ADC
chips with 16-bit resolution (the ADS8341) to digitalize the
key parameters of the LLRF system. It also utilizes 4-channel DAC chips with 16-bit resolution (the DAC8565) to set
the work point of the low-level RF system. Typically, after
DACs, the design includes several OPAMPs to obtain the
required signal level. The ADC and DAC devices are connected to AT91SAM9g20 processor through SPI bus. This
SPI bus is distributed to every module in the crate by the
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user-defined backplane. Since each low-level RF carte
needs to detect and control up to 48 analogy signals, at least
12 SPI slave chip select signals are required, and the number of SPI bus slaves of the AT91SAM9g20 processor cannot meet the requirement. Therefore, we use 74LV154 decoder to expand the 4 bits chip select signals to 16 bits.
Thus make embedded IOC hardware supports 64 analog
input/output channels.

SOFTWARE
The software structure of the EPICS based control system typically consists of 3 layers, including the operator
interface running at the operator end, IOC and channel access protocol running at the server-side. In the CYCIAE100 cyclotron low-level RF system, the operator interface
is developed using CSS and PyQt. It can run on multiple
operating systems. A Debian GNU/Linux for the ARM architecture is selected for embedded IOC. A set of EPICS
record database for the low-level system RF system has
been developed, together with corresponding device support and EPICS device drivers. Since the hardware design
adopts a 4 to16 extension of SPI chip select, a corresponding modified SPI Linux kernel driver has been developed.
The Linux kernel of version 2.6.38 has been cross-compiled to integrate this special modification SPI driver. In
the mean-time, the Board Support Package is also modified
according to the hardware.
In brief, the embedded IOC software design work mainly
includes the development of SPI device driver for Linux
kernel; the development of EPCIS IOC database, EPCIS
serial device, GPIO device, and SPI device driver support
routing; OPI interface, etc. In the following section, the development of SPI device drivers, EPCIS serial device drivers, and OPI interfaces will be detailly reported.

SPI Device Driver
The hardware design of 100MeV IOC system modified
the Chip Selection of SPI bus, the Linux kernel driver
should be adjusted accordingly to enable system-level
functionality. In Linux kernel 2.6, the SPI bus is treated as
a character device. SPI devices have a limited userspace
API, supporting basic half-duplex read() and write() access
to SPI slave devices. Using ioctl() requests, full-duplex
transfers and device I/O configuration are also available.
The standard version implementation doesn’t include the
feature of chip select extending, therefore line by line read
and modification of the code has to be done. The first step
is to add an atmel_spi_data structure [6] to describe which
GPIO they use as CS line and as well to enable or not the
use of the CS decode feature. Secondly, the at91_add_device_spi() has been revamped, it is now used to add an SPI
*controller* device only. The boards need to register their
SPI devices with spi_register_board_info(). The third step
is to modify the relevant code in the atmel_spi.c file under
the Linux-2.6.38/drivers/spi/ folder, to add decoding support for the driver. Lastly, it is needed to modify the board
support level definition file board-sam9g20ek.c under the
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Linux-2.6.38/arch/arm/match-at91/ folder, register the extended SPI device to the Linux device tree and initialize the
16 devices in the board level.
In practice, it is necessary to write a test program to verify the functionality of the SPI device driver. Several command-line testing codes have been developed to verifying
read from ADC and write to DAC on a test board. These
codes are cross-compiled to ARM microprocessor instruction set and executed in the target system console. Testing
results show the modification of Linux kernel driver works
as expected and the analog IO has been successfully extended to 64 channels.
In order to access the ADC and DAC devices using the
IOC control software, the corresponding EPICS device
support routing need to be developed. The development including coding for ADC and DAC device initialization
functions, implementing EPICS record initialization functions, the record read/write functions, and registering related functions in the EPICS device structure. It is also necessary to provide the device support routing in the "Device
Type" field in the device support file. All these routines are
written and transferred to the file system that runs on
AT91SAM9g20. Together with the IOC codes, EPICS
driver support routings are compiled using GCC on the target system. A loop test by connecting the DAC output back
to ADC has been performed. Multiple test results show that
the relative error between the set values of the DAC and
the reading values of the ADC are less than 0.4%. In such
a way, we have a conclusion that the SPI driver, as well as
the EPICS device driver, functions as expected.

Serial Communication with DSP
Stream Device is a wildly adopted EPICS serial communication driver in the past decade. It has been used in many
EPICS based accelerator control system, to establish communication with intelligent power supply, vacuum gauge,
etc. Stream Device uses a file to storage predefined protocol, thus it is suitable to communicate with the various kind
of device. The protocol file is, generally speaking, both
static and predefined. In most cases, it is very suitable for
driving well defined serial devices. However, the DSP controller of CYCIAE-100 cyclotron low-level RF system
takes advantage of a highly customized complex communication format to reduce dead-time of the real-time control. It is difficult to express the protocol into a static description. For example, the messages from the DSP controller are divided into three categories: command response, options menu list, and status information. The
command response has a fixed format and length. The options menu and running status information don’t, they depend on the context and time. In total the low-level RF system controller has up to 52 commands, including various
error reporting and status information. It is possible to do
the communication via Stream Device. Yet, in practices, it
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will be complicated and tricky. Therefore, the Python script
is selected to implement the EPICS serial communication
with the DSP controller.
Pyepics is the Python interface of the EPICS CA protocol developed by the University of Chicago. It uses the Python language to read and write EPICS PV via the CA protocol. The Pyepics operates through the EPICS base, performs operations such as reading, writing and monitoring
EPICS PV by calling executable binaries including
“caget”, “caput”, and “camonitor” in the EPICS base. In
this case, it is necessary to compile the EPICS base in the
target OS using AT91SAM9g20 SOC. In the meantime,
Python, as well as the Pyserial extension runtime environment, should also be installed to the target embedded
Debian system. After setting up these software modules,
we can proceed with coding and verifying the Python device support routings.
The Python serial device support program is divided into
three separate threads. They are the Pyepics thread, the
reading serial port thread, and the writing serial port thread.
In the device support, we set up two queues. One of them
is to store the serial traffic. The other one is used to save
EPICS message data. The read serial thread read messages
from DSP, process it and translate it into EPICS PV access
requests. The requests will then be processed by Pyepics
thread. The Pyepics thread will also monitor the changes
of certain PV value. If necessary, the change will be fetched
to DSP by writing serial port thread.
Before putting into use, this EPICS serial driver is verified on the open-source hardware platform Raspberry Pi.
After the preliminary test, the program is migrated to the
embedded IOC. We found that, sometimes, a small amount
of DSP responses are omitted by the driver. After trial and
error, the cause of the problem is located. The response
data generated by the DSP for some commands are bursty
in nature. In limited time, a large frame of data can easily
jam the PyEpics thread. That will eventually make one or
two messages followed lost. To solve this problem, the Python regular expression is used to parse the DSP response
message. In this way, effective parameter extraction is
achieved. The difficulty of processing a sudden large
amount of data transmission is conquered.

OPI Interface
The graphical user interface in the CYCIAE-100 cyclotron control room runs on multiple operating systems. It is
required that the remote OPI of Low-Level RF should able
to run on at least windows/ Ubuntu, and Macintosh OSX.
In the early stage, especially in the system development
phase, this OPI interface was developed using PyEpics and
PyQt frameworks. It can be considered as a fast prototype
for the development of IOC. Therefore, after commissioning of the cyclotron, in order to optimize and have better
performance, we use CSS to rewrite the OPI.
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Figure 3: OPI interface for the LLRF IOC.
In the new OPI, we use the LED animation to display the
switch status and use the text control to display the RF system information such as the Dee voltage, Driven amplitude, and phase, etc. Action button control as well as
Jython, Javascript is used to accept user input and make
change the PV value. For interlock process variables, the
trigger PV is used in the script. Standardized animation and
foreground/background color combinations are used to indicate the system interlock condition. Figure 3 shows OPI
interface design.

CONCLUSION
This paper describes the technologies involves in the development of an embedded IOC based on ARM9 series
processor, both from software and hardware aspects. The
reported system achieved the goal of collecting data and
implementing control using AT91SAM9g20 Soc. Special
Linux kernel driver and EPICS device driver was developed to enhance the feature of extended Chip Select decoding. Python language is used to develop EPICS serial device support. The related EPICS database and operator interface are also carried out.
This embedded IOC is developed in late 2013 and goes
online in early 2014. Together with the cyclotron LLRF
control, it has been put into continuous operation for 24/7
after the commissioning of the cyclotron on May 4, 2014.
Operational experience shows the design is stable and reliable. The embedded IOC was specially developed for the
LLRF system of CYCIAE-100 cyclotron, yet the technology involved can be valuable for similar control systems.
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CLOUD COMPUTING PLATFORM FOR HIGH-LEVEL PHYSICS
APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT ∗
T. Zhang† and D. Maxwell
Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, Michigan State University, East Lansing, USA

Abstract
To facilitate software development for the high-level applications on the particle accelerator, we proposed and prototyped a web-based computing platform, the so-called
‘phyapps-cloud’. Based on the technology stack composed
by Python, JavaScript, Docker, and Web service, such a
system could greatly decouple the deployment and development, that is the users only need to focus on the feature
development by working on the infrastructure that served
by ‘phyapps-cloud’, while the service provider could focus
on the development of the infrastructure. In this contribution, the development details will be addressed, as well as
the demonstration of developing Python scripts for physics
tuning algorithm on this platform.

INTRODUCTION
With the rapid evolution of information technology, the
development of high-level controls software in the accelerator community has been dramatically changing. To apply the
most state-of-the-art technology to the accelerator controls
application development is like standing on the shoulders of
giants, the modern application could always be expected.
High-level physics controls software is to solve the problems regarding how to control the machine with some complex physics tuning algorithms, could depend on complicated
physics model, or some generic data crunching routine. The
development of the high-level physics applications usually
requires a backend service running which can be treated
as the data source to the applications, including to accept
the input from the applications and to respond to the applications with output, such service typically is a so-called
virtual accelerator, which is driven by a speciic physics
model engine.
The data communication between the application and
virtual accelerator should be well abstracted, such that the
developed application can work with real accelerator rather
than the virtual one. For example, the implemented EPICSbased [1] virtual accelerator is an IOC application, which
also exists in the controls network, the high-level application
should be able to work with either of them.
The conventional way to develop the high-level physics
applications usually requires the developer to install all the
required software in a Linux workstation or make use of
the well-packed VirtualBox [2] appliance in the VirtualBox
application in any host OS. At FRIB, all the requirements
∗
†
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have already been packaged into Debian packages, the developer can easily install all of them by ‘apt-get’ commands
on any computer running Debian 8 or 9 OS, and the development work could start. While there is still the maintenance
overhead to keep the packages updated and troubleshoot the
coniguration issues. So, the web-based platform for physics
applications named as ‘phyapps-cloud’ was designed and
implemented [3].
Here is the signiicant advantage of ‘phyapps-cloud’. On
one hand, the users (the app developers and users) can do
the development in the web browser from anywhere, there
is no requirement for the development environment. On
the other hand, the platform developer can keep ‘phyappscloud’ always updated, with little maintenance efort. By
utilizing Docker [4] to containerize the physics applications
development environment, the maintenance efort can be
further reduced. In this paper, the design, implementation
and use case of ‘phyapps-cloud’ is presented.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The designed architecture for ‘phyapps-cloud’ is sketched
in Fig. 1. Below lists the main components to compose
‘phyapps-cloud’:
• Gateway: REST web service features the main entrance of ‘phyapps-cloud’, and the center for the users
and services management;
• Configurable Proxy: Web service features conigurable proxy, which provides a way to update and manage a proxy table by REST API;
• Service-�: Private service created by the users, currently, two diferent services are supported, both features with Jupyter-Notebook service and FRIB physics
application development environment, but one also
comes with the FRIB virtual accelerator service, while
the other does not.
The Configurable Proxy web service is maintained
by the opensource community [5], which is one part of the
JupyterHub project [6], while the others are developed at
FRIB as a byproduct of ‘phantasy-project’ [7], they are an
alternative method of deployment for physics applications
development based on web technology.
Gateway REST web app is developed with FLASK [8],
which is a lightweight WSGI web application framework for
Python [9]. It serves as the main portal where the user connects to ‘phyapps-cloud’, as Fig. 2 shows. All the new users
can sign up for the irst time to get onto the platform, then
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Figure 1: Overview of the architecture of ‘phyapps-cloud’
platform. All the apps are Docker containers, managed by Docker Swarm. The users can connect through
Configurable Proxy to the gateway, where all the private computing services (Service-i) could be spawned.
each user could control their own computing service supported by ‘phyapps-va’ and ‘phyapps-nb’. ‘phyapps-va’ is
the Jupyter-notebook service with FRIB virtual accelerator,
and ‘phyapps-nb’ is the one without the virtual accelerator. All the users should have the private space of Jupyternotebook environment to work with, if the virtual accelerator
is reachable, the user can test the EPICS controls physics
applications. The separated private space for each user is
implemented by containerizing the computing services by
Docker [4]. In fact, all the web apps including gateway app
and phyapps computing services, are packed with Docker
containers.
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and integrated, which indicates good extendibility. Currently,
all the phyapps computing services are preinstalled with
phantasy-project packages, one can develop applications
for FRIB driver LINAC while testing against the embedded
virtual accelerator.
If the target facility is not FRIB, a new computing service
is required to be created, i.e. to build another Docker container image, within which, the new ‘phantasy-machines’
package for the target facility should be created, and since
the current virtual accelerator built for FRIB is based on
FLAME physics model [10], the target facility should be
able to model with FLAME, if not, additional work is required [7].

Figure 3: The activity page of gateway web app, which
shows the status of all users, click the ‘Notebook URL’ will
direct to the Jupyter-Notebook page for conducting the work
(as shown in 1 ), while the phyapps service could be controlled by clicking ‘Service Name’ hyperlink.
Currently, each user can only have one computing service,
if a new one is created, the old one will be overridden. The
computing service supports the operations like ‘Start’, ‘Stop’,
‘Pause’ and ‘Resume’. Also, the administrative account with
highest privilege is initialized when the gateway app is
started up for the irst time. The administrator is able to
manage all the user and computing service resources, the
details can be found in the project site of ‘phyapps-cloud’ [3].

Figure 2: The index page of gateway web app, which shows
the brief information of ‘phyapps-cloud’, hyperlinks for other
operations, e.g. ‘Activity’ to show the current system usage
information by the registered users, and user login/sign-up
pages.
In the user workspace (see Fig. 3), the phyapps services
are distributed with a list of default Jupyter notebooks for
the convenience of the development, based on which, quick
demonstration could be expected. Once the container of
these phyapps service is updated, the user will be able to
get by restarting the computing service. As the ‘phyappscloud’ platform maintainer, additional computing service
with diferent preinstalled Python packages could be created

DEPLOYMENT
To make ‘phyapps-cloud’ easy to deploy and make
the most of the clouding computing technology, Docker
Swarm [11] deployment mode is applied.
Docker Swarm is a clustering and scheduling tool for
Docker containers. Containers are isolated from one another
and bundle their own software, libraries and coniguration
iles, they can communicate with each other through welldeined channels. Docker is a set of platform-as-a-service
(PaaS) [12] products that use OS-level virtualization to deliver software in containers.
As Fig. 1 shows all the components are Docker containers,
the ‘phyapps-cloud’ itself is a Docker Swarm stack. Swarm
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stack is managed by docker compose YAML coniguration
ile [13]. Before the deployment of the service stack, the
Swarm environment needs to be initialized to support other
nodes added as a worker into this swarm, thus, to scale the
entire stack [14]. After that, ‘phyapps-cloud’ platform could
be created on any Linux workstation by the following minimal docker-compose YAML ile (see Fig. 4), the extended
version could be found from the repository of ‘phyappscloud’ [3].
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CONTAINERIZATION
gateway web app The gateway web app is a FLASK
app, with MySQL as the backend database to keep all the
data, to make it deploy within the Docker Swarm framework,
containerization is required.
The essential practice to make a Docker container image
is to produce the inal Docker image as small as possible,
such that, the container startup time and network traic requirements will be reduced. All the packed containers are
pushed to Docker Cloud [17], where all published container
images are kept from developers around the world.
Figure 5 shows the Dockerile that is required by the building process, which will generate a Docker container image
with only 60 MB [18].

Figure 5: Dockerile for building gateway Docker container
image.

Figure 4: Docker compose YAML ile for ‘phyapps-cloud’
swarm coniguration.

To make the Swarm deployment painless, another
Makeile is created to handle all the macros show
in the YAML ile [15]. The inal deploy command
line is SRV_IP=<IP> make deploy, where <IP> is the
IP address or domain of the host workstation, say
10.20.30.40. Then the user can reach the platform by
visiting https://10.20.30.40:8000. Please note the
gateway is proxied by Configurable Proxy service.
The swarm service is easy to manage, by adding a few
lines to the compose YAML ile to make use the service
named portainer [16], which supports the platform maintainer to manage all the Docker containers in the nice web
UI. Any other containerized service could be added into the
swarm stack, too.

phyapps services The containerization for the phyapps
computing service is a bit complicated. First the container
so-called phantasy-base [19] is created based on the image debian:stretch-slim [20], and then installing all the
physics applications software packages for Debian Stretch
OS, which have already been packaged for the development at FRIB [7]. Then based on phantasy-base image,
phyapps:va and phyapps:nb are created, with the additional of the Jupyter-Notebook and virtual accelerator service [21].

USE CASE
Once the Docker Swarm stack is running, users can connect from the web browser. For the new user, register with
‘Sign Up’ form, then in the user page, new phyapps computing service can be created. Figure 6 shows the user has all
the control of the phyapps computing services.
Once created, the computing service can be started and a
new private Jupyter-Notebook workspace is ready for work
with, by simply clicking the ‘Notebook URL’ in the ‘Activity’ page. Each user can only successfully be redirected
to their own service, since a secret TOKEN used as the
Jupyter-Notebook service authentication is generated when
the private container is created.
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Figure 6: The User page of ‘user1’ in gateway app, where
‘user1’ can start a new computing service w/ or w/o FRIB
virtual accelerator service at LEBT, MEBT or LINAC segment.
In the Jupyter-Notebook workspace, the FRIB LEBT segment could be modelled with the live settings from virtual
accelerator. Firstly, the following scripts should output the
computing service information:
>>> import os, platform
>>> uname = os.uname()
>>> print("Hostname: {},
>>>
System: {},
>>>
Dist: {}".format(
>>>
uname.nodename,
>>>
uname.sysname,
>>>
' '.join(platform.dist())))
The output:
Hostname: 9542a1bbf328, System:
Linux, Dist: debian 9.9, indicate that the running
container ID is 9542a1bbf328 (check by command
docker container ps), OS is Debian 9.9 Linux.
Then all the script that developed for online modeling
could be input for testing. For example, the following snippet shows how to use phantasy to instantiate the whole
LEBT segment of FRIB virtual accelerator (machine name
is FRIB_VA).
>>> from phantasy import MachinePortal
>>> mp = MachinePortal(machine="FRIB_VA",
>>>
segment="LEBT")
>>> lat = mp.work_lattice_conf
And pull the live device settings of virtual accelerator to
the model environment by lat.sync_settings(), then
run the FLAME model by path, fm = lat.run(), which
will output a tuple of generated FLAME lattice ile (path)
and the FLAME model object (fm) [7]. The FLAME model
object can be used to do further studies, e.g. show the beam
envelope by plot_orbit(('pos', 'xrms'), ('pos',
'yrms'), flame_model=fm), Fig. 7 shows the envelope
plot [22].
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Figure 7: Online modeled envelope of LEBT segment of
FRIB virtual accelerator with FLAME.
The user can close the browser and resume the work at
any time later, all the work done in the Jupyter-Notebook
stays until the computing service is killed by the system
administrator. Multiple users can log onto ‘phyapps-cloud’
to do the work at the same time, to develop any machine
tuning algorithms with less efort.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present the details of a web-based cloud
computing platform for the physics applications development for FRIB driver LINAC. The well-designed gateway
service is created to serve as the portal of ‘phyapps-cloud’,
from where, multi-users can log on to the Python scripting environment provided by a private Jupyter-Notebook
service, which includes the FRIB virtual accelerator and
preinstalled phantasy framework. All the developed services are Docker containerized, composed Docker compose
YAML coniguration and Makeile iles to make the Swarm
stack deploy in just single line in any Linux workstation.
All the network access is managed by the conigurable http
proxy service, to make the whole system secure.
It is also worth mentioning that ‘phyapps-cloud’ swarm
could be deployed to the commercial cloud service providers,
e.g. Amazon AWS [23], Microsoft Azure [24], Google
Cloud Platform [25], etc. Since the UI of gateway web
app is developed with Bootstrap V4 [26], which is mobile
friendly, the users can still have a good user-experience in a
mobile devices like smart phone, tablet, etc., such kind of
machine tuning style would be truly the so-called acceleratorcontrol-in-the-palm.
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DESIGN OF VACUUM CONTROL SYSTEM FOR SUPERCONDUCTING
ACCELERATOR
J. M. Zhou, A. L. Li, K. N. Li, C. H. Peng, J. Zheng
China Institute of Atomic Energy, Beijing, China
Abstract
A linear superconducting accelerator is being constructed in our institute. Its vacuum control system should
be convenient and reliable. We intend to concentered the
control of each vacuum unit into a control box that implement the simple hard interlocking logic and the final action
output of the vacuum device and the complete interlocking
logic between the vacuum devices is realized in the PLC.
Operators can perform local operation through the front
panel of the control box or remotely control through the
computer by switching the local/remote switch. In addition, the control flow of vacuum extraction and the protection flow when leakage occurs are also given in this paper.

atmospheric state to about 1 Pa in one hour, and the main
pump adopts 400 L/s compound molecular pump [3],
which can pump the vacuum degree from 1Pa to 10-4 Pa in
three hours.
The beam pipeline is a stainless-steel pipe with a diameter of 100 mm. The vacuum requirement of the pipeline can
be satisfied if the interval between the two units is not more
than 14.4 meters. At the same time, 12 vacuum valves are
installed in different positions of the beam pipeline, which
can isolate different parts of the pipeline.

INTRODUCTION
Based on the introduced linear superconducting accelerator, our institute (CIAE) is carrying out technical upgrading to restore its normal working state, and further increasing the beam energy provided by HI-13 tandem accelerator
to meet user’s requirements.
The design indicators of this sub-item are as follows:
The average energy per nucleus of mass 25-240 heavyions is increased by 4 MeV.
Energy resolution ΔE/E<=5x10-4
Beam intensity>=20 Pn A
Bunching width T≈30 Ps
The main design work for this sub-item includes:
High frequency system
liquid helium cryogenic system
Vacuum system
Beam transport system
Accelerator control system
Beam measurement system
Superconducting acceleration module
Auxiliary system

VACUUM SYSTEM
A total of 31 sets of vacuum units are installed on the
linear superconducting accelerator. Each unit consists of a
pre-stage dry scroll pump, a solenoid valve, a molecular
pump, a vacuum valve and a measuring vacuum gauge.
The vacuum gauge provides two measured values, that is,
a low vacuum resistance gauge measurement, its range is
from 1 × 105 to 1 × 10-1 Pa [1], and the measurement range
of the ionization gauge is from 1 × 10- 1 to 1 × 10- 7 Pa [1].
The connection is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The vacuum system of linear superconducting accelerator needs to consider the vacuum situation at the constant
temperature cabinets and beam pipes, the pre-stage pump
adopts 8 L/s turbine dry pump [2], which can pump the
vacuum degree of the constant temperature cabinet from

Figure 1: Vacuum unit.

Control Scheme of Vacuum Unit
An on-site control box is designed, which integrates the
start and stop functions of each device. The operator can
operate the vacuum device through the buttons on the front
panel. At the same time, the status signal and control signal
of the device and the control signal of the PLC are connected into the control box, in which the basic interlock
logic and control outputs of the device are implemented,
while the status signals of the device are transferred to the
PLC. The system control provides three modes: debugging
mode, local mode and remote mode. The debugging mode
is to operate the vacuum device in the field to verify the
validity of the device without PLC; the local mode is to
transmit the operation signal of the site to the PLC. After
the interlock logic is executed in the PLC, the action command is sent to the execution relay in the control box to
make the device operate, such as starting and stopping; The
remote mode means that the operator sends an instruction
through the operation interface on the remote computer,
performs the same action as the local mode in the PLC, and
finally controls the running state of the device. At the same
time, after the local mode and the remote mode are
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switched, the current state of the device cannot be changed.
This function can be realized by a self-locking circuit.
The switch between local mode and remote mode is realized by the local/remote ping-pong button in the control
interface. When the local control signal or the control signal coming from the remote computer arrives, it is making
AND operation with the current mode state, and the result
is A or B, and then A and B make OR operation, a middle
process variable quantity is output, which is used in the
control circuit to decide whether to respond to the control
signal or not.
The vacuum control system provides independent control and automatic control of equipment. Independent con-
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trol is to independently operate a single device, which responds to commands from the operator according to interlocking conditions; During automatic control is performed,
the vacuum unit is started according to a predetermined
process until the system vacuum is established or the unit
is completely stopped.

Equipment Interlocking Relationship
The interlocking relationship of each device is shown in
Table 1.

Table 1: Interlocking Relationships
Action

Dry pump

Elec Valve

Dry Pump Start

Closed

Dry Pump Stop

Closed

Molecular pump start

&Started

Molecular pump stop

||Stopped

&Opened

Molecular
pump

By PASS
Circuit

Vacuum degree

&No error

& <10 Pa

||Error

|| >10 Pa

vacuum valve open

||Opened

||<10-4 Pa

vacuum valve close
<10-4 Pa

BY Pass Circuit close
Remark: &: AND, ||: OR

Figure 2: Automatic process.
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System Control Flow
Vacuum automatic establishment process: When the system adopts automatic process to extract vacuum, the operator issues an automatic start-up command in the operation
interface of the upper computer. Taking the constant temperature cabinet as an example, the unit operates according
to the process of Fig. 2. In this process, it is necessary to
judge automatically whether the vacuum degree meets the
requirement and whether the valve is opened correctly in
the anticipated time, so as to decide whether to continue
the next operation.
Vacuum protection process: After the vacuum of the system has been established, the vacuum of the system becomes worse and worse because of leakage or other reasons. In order to protect the equipment and vacuum of other
parts of the system, the system should be isolated and the
vacuum unit in this section should be stopped and alarmed.
The protection process is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Protect process.

CONCLUSION

REFERENCES

The vacuum system has been designed and tested. The
control software adopts EPICS architecture. The RS485
protocol interface is connected to the IOC through
StreamDevice and displayed in the host computer. The bottom digital quantity is collected and controlled by Siemens
s7-1500 PLC. Interlocking logic is implemented in the
PLC, and the automatic control flow and protection process
can meet the needs of the system.
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GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE PROGRAMMING CHALLENGES
MOVING BEYOND JAVA SWING AND JavaFX
S. Bart Pedersen, S. Jackson, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Since Oracle has decided [1] to stop supporting Java
Swing and JavaFX in 2018, replacing Java as our language
for the development of graphical user interfaces has posed
numerous challenges. Many programmers in the CERN
Accelerator Sector will have to adapt and to be re-trained
in whatever the next technology will be. Performance of
the new GUIs will have to be at least as fast as the existing
ones. In addition, programming environment, code
versioning, repositories, dependencies and documentation
need to be considered as well when choosing the new
technology.
First, this paper provides an overview of the research
done by the software section of the CERN Beam
Instrumentation Group related to comparing GUI
languages and explains the reasons for selecting PyQt as a
possible future technology. Secondly, the basis for starting
a project in PyQt is defined as a guideline for programmers
and providing recommendations for the Python [2]
environment to be supported.

INTRODUCTION
The software section of the CERN Beam
Instrumentation Group (BI) has the mandate to implement
real-time servers in C++ that control and monitor
instruments developed for beam diagnostics located
throughout the CERN accelerator complex. These servers
are designed and implemented using an in-house software
framework
called
FESA (Front-End
Software
Architecture) [3].
The section is also mandated to provide expert graphical
user interfaces (GUI) which until now have been
developed almost exclusively in Java. These GUIs allow
hardware experts easy access to their equipment for
parameter setting, signal visualization, error diagnostics,
calibration, data post processing and so on. This relies on
the underlying, low-level software architecture,
middleware (ex: Communication MiddleWare CMW [4])
and the various Java component libraries.
Due to the decision from Oracle to stop supporting Java
Swing and JavaFX in 2018, alternative software platforms
are currently being tested to replace Java for writing new
expert GUI applications. This gives us the opportunity to
plan for a good technological solution from a long-term
perspective, addressing new needs highlighted by the GUI
users, and the limitations identified in the current Javabased solutions.
In defining what a good graphical interface should be, it
is important to differentiate between the choice of a
programming technology versus the functionalities and
performance of the resulting GUI. The user should be
presented with features similar to what is available with the

current Java implementations, whilst providing improved
performance if possible. A comparison of different
languages and a list of mandatory graphical functionalities
are essential to make a fair analysis and the right final
choice.

GUI USAGE AND EXPECTED
GRAPHICAL PERFORMANCES
Context and Usage
The main purpose of an expert GUI is to give access to
the hardware of any beam instrumentation system through
a FESA interface. The GUI is mainly targeted to hardware
or software specialists although these GUIs are sometimes
also used for machine operation.
Most expert applications are written in Java Swing and
more recently JavaFX with a few applications developed
with Qt (C++ and PyQt [5]). The applications only run on
the non-public technical network (TN) at CERN and,
thanks to Java, they execute under both the Windows and
Linux operating systems with the only difference being the
graphical rendering performance. Some experts have
expressed the need to run expert applications on other
platforms (mobile telephones, tablets...) and from the
CERN general public network (GPN). As it is, most expert
GUIs are only connected to FESA devices, but this could
be extended to direct access to low-level hardware in the
future, which means a direct connection to the hardware
driver. A handful of applications are already
communicating directly to the hardware through TCP/IP
and UDP using in-house protocols, but these applications
are rare. Interfaces to retrieve data both from the logging
database and from the LHC post-mortem data [6] files are
also available. Figure 1 shows all the different
communication links between an expert GUI or a Python
script and the hardware (HW).

Figure 1: Snapshot of the actual links between the expert
programs, the hardware and the databases.
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Qt C++

It is important to differentiate four types of expert GUIs:
1. Single driver, device or FESA class interface (with
get/set and subscribe modes) giving real-time data
snapshots.
2. Fixed display to show read-only (acquisition) data.
3. Advanced application either to combine the data,
status and setting from different FESA devices, or to
do data manipulation before displaying.
4. Other types of “non-FESA” applications i.e. using
direct TCP/IP or UDP connections to hardware.

Performances and Data Rendering?
An application should allow the user to be authenticated
and then to select the desired device (instrument), a
particular timing event and to provide the communication
interface to this/these server(s) displaying any log
information along the way. It should be made-up of
different panels containing functional components and
charts. At this level, a standard look and feel should be
available for the user, with programmers adhering to this
for all their new graphical interfaces.
Software performance should, in principle, be high enough
to keep up with the hardware. However, it is accepted that
this is not always possible or desirable, and hence can be
limited to a certain amount of data and to a maximum
update rate. Typically, an application should be able to
display:
- 1D array chart or table at 10Hz with 10000 points;
- 5 x 1D array charts or tables at 10Hz with 2000 pts;
- 2D array chart/table at 10Hz with 100x100 pts;
- 10 x 1D array charts or tables at 1Hz with 10000 pts;
- 4 x 1D array charts or tables at 1Hz with 100000 pts;
- 2D array chart/image/table at 1Hz with 512x512 pts.

Surprisingly, building a whole interface in this
technology is relatively easy, even without the use of
QtCreator, with numerous low-level mechanisms (memory
management, etc.) taken care of. The C++ API of the
CERN common middleware is also functional, and can be
easily integrated into a Qt application.
In terms of rendering, several plugins and widgets have
been tested. QPainter is the low-level drawing tool of Qt.
It served as a reference to benchmark other plugins.
Qwt is a popular library for plotting data with Qt. It is a
well-documented library. However, its setup and its usage
are both tedious and its performance is similar to QPainter.
QCustomPlot is another popular library. It comes with
less support than Qwt (no 3D plotting for example) but
outperforms it in all other aspects. Its integration and API
are simpler, and its performance is impressive: large graphs
with a million points can be displayed and used effortlessly.
Other drawing plugins are also available, such as
QtCharts. They may be good alternatives, but they were
not tested because the three plugins mentioned above
already provided a good overview of the capacity of
Qt/C++.
A pure C++/Qt GUI seems to be a very good option. It
has good performance (depending on the widget/plugin
used), and it avoids intermediary layers which can increase
memory usage and/or decrease responsiveness (as seen
with PyQt for example).
However, different problems make it difficult to adopt.
Firstly, the initial setup is difficult. One can struggle to find
the proper use of qmake with another programmer then
finding it difficult to link with the CMW library. Secondly,
it is not well documented. Finally, it is not easy to find new
(young) PyQt and C++ developers on the market.

Web Based Application

COMPARISON BETWEEN
AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGIES
Java Swing
In order to prepare for the end of Java Swing and JavaFX
support, all JavaFX applications will initially be migrated
to Swing, with unused or outdated GUIs removed. Since
they are then sharing the same dependencies (using a single
Maven archetype), they will be adapted to the latest Java
project template structure in order to ease maintenance and
facilitate future migration.

QtQML
QML allows interfaces to be easily created from
documents with a JSON type format. Chart display
performance testing using random values were performed
for three different QML technologies: QML&JavaScript,
QML&C++ and QML&Python. Charts were tested using
QtChart.
The performance obtained with QML were found to be
very poor in all cases. In fact, it took several minutes to
create the charts, with constant application blockages and
a high consumption of CPU time and RAM.

Many client-side and GUI developments have moved to
the web and to cloud solutions (SaaS). Thus, web solutions
have already evolved, and they could be a mature solution
matching CERN’s requirement.
A new approach using this technique is currently being
tested to provide a fixed display. This allows the real-time
display of acquisition data from any FESA server from
both the TN and GPN networks through a Tomcat web
server. The initial performance was seen to fulfill the
specifications.
Web interfaces are becoming more and more mature and
their portability are very interesting. However, their
graphical performance is still lagging behind
C++/Java/Python, and other issues like security still need
to be addressed.
Another alternative could be the use of a combination of
Python and a web framework like Django [7]. This solution
would allow us to automate the creation of the web
interface as well as all graphical components including
charts, and at the same time to include Python scripts that
can be executed automatically on the server side.
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PyQt
Three different technologies combining Qt and Python
to do chart rendering have been looked at.
Mathplotlib is an old library with good performance. It
is easy to draw one single plot but difficult to include it in
an advanced GUI with multi-plot panels.
QtChart provides a set of easy to use chart components
that can be integrated into modern user interfaces. It can be
used for example as QWidgets. Users can easily create
impressive graphs by selecting one of the available chart
themes. It has very good performance, but some basic
functionalities such as zooming are not implemented. 3D
rendering is available but there is no 3D plot component.
PyQtGraph [8] is a pure Python graphical library built
on PyQt which is intended for use in
mathematics/scientific/engineering applications. The
library is very fast due to its heavy use of NumPy for
number crunching and Qt graphics for fast display.
Zooming, coloring, axes and units are present by default in
its components and 3D plotting is available.

PYTHON AND PYQT REQUIREMENTS
Python Distribution and Integrated
Development Environment (IDE)
A common distribution containing several Python 3.6
packages as well as some dedicated accelerator control
specific packages has been released at CERN. There are
still discussions ongoing about the IDE. QtCreator and
QtDesigner fit well for the design and implementation of a
GUI interface with Qt, but other frameworks such as
PyCharm are also being assessed.

Project Design and Template
It is foreseen that each programmer that needs to write a
new expert GUI should use the same project code template.
This template should be structured in a way that it can
separately handle:
the data interface (FESA, file, Logging database, PostMortem…). An intermediate layer to manage both data
subscription for the different clients (mainly graphical
components) and the dispatching of the data is currently
being tested.
The graphical components. A nice way to standardize
GUIs is to share common graphical component libraries.
The models that do the control
Basic examples could also be included into this project
to simplify the implementation. Furthermore, scripts to
either release code, to obfuscate packages or to deploy
operational programs should make life much easier and
would strengthen standardization.

Repository and Versioning
Python code and “binaries” should be committed to a
standard repository. The same approach as for Java could
be followed for the versioning, i.e. source code to be
committed to Git and applications deployed under two
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possible versions: PRO for production and DEV for
development.

Graphical Components
In order to structure the graphical components, three
levels and repository locations are proposed. The low-level
components composed of the basic graphical components
used by everyone (button, label, text field…). The
medium-level components that gather panels to be inserted
into the GUI’s main window. Some of them will already be
implemented and available for all GUIs, such as a data
viewer panel and timing panel. Finally, the high-level
components that mainly include frames and windows.

Qt Widget Architecture
All Qt widgets should be distributed into three different
layers. Every widget should contain the same Qt structure,
especially if it is a common interface to exchange data.
Naming conventions can also be used for every class,
variable and methods.
The design file (.ui file created with QtDesigner) and
interface can be used to create a graphical skeleton. It
should be possible to open the QtDesigner tool and to have
automatic access to these Qt widgets.

CONCLUSION
The software section of the CERN beam instrumentation
group already has an idea of the direction it will head
towards for future GUI development efforts. Web, Python,
and to a lesser extent C++ are all likely to be part of such
projects, with the use of Java already in steady decline.
The investigations into C++ did not bring about any big
surprises. It was already suspected that a C++ based GUI
would outperform its web, Python and even Java
counterparts. This was confirmed by the performance
figures which were very good especially using
QCustomPlot. Equally unsurprising was the significant
learning curve required for C++ developments, such as
understanding tools such as qmake, and the development
environment with the complex dependency requirements
for Qt and in-house libraries like CMW. Another problem
with C++ is the difficulty to hire adequately trained
developers and to find complete web documentation as
well as code examples.
Web technologies have already been demonstrated to
have a clear role in generic, fixed-display type
applications, but their extended use for fully-fledged
interactive applications is still not ideal. Nevertheless, we
see a bright future for the web interfaces combined with
Python.
The clear all-rounder from these investigations was
Python. The super-quick learning curve, enormous thirdparty library base, and availability of GUI design tools
means that even a junior developer can make a small GUI
in a day or two. In terms of the needs for GUI building, the
performance of charting components was identified as
paramount. In the case of Python, there is a choice of
several technologies, with PyQtGraph standing out as the
best option. Some GUIs have already been developed
MOPHA173
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using this technology and it appears to tick all the right
boxes. On a more negative note, there are some doubts
about the long-term maintainability of Python code, with
more guidance for code structure and conventions required
at the institute level, similar to what is currently available
for Java. Likewise, the development lifecycle of Python
applications in general currently tends to be very ad-hoc
from one developer to another. Standardizing on IDE use,
versioning, dependency management, code structure, code
conventions, etc., are all things that need to happen, before
we launch headlong into making dozens of new Python
applications.
There is already a move away from JavaFX, with the
porting of old GUIs to Java Swing. We will attempt to
standardize on new Maven archetypes for Swing
applications, trying to standardize on high-level
components and structures as much as possible. When the
time comes to eventually move to the next GUI
development platform, we hope that this effort will pay
dividends, in that the porting will be more formulaic given
that all the applications should roughly follow the same
conventions. In parallel like-for-like Python applications
will be developed for some well identified Java GUIs to
gain experience with realistic Python GUI development.
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OUTLOOK
Web technology has evolved rapidly over the last decade
and having simple but nice interfaces available in any web
browser to display and manipulate data is definitely
attractive. On-demand generation of HTML and JavaScript
web pages containing data from any location is already
common in the IT industry.
For several of our users such technology could respond
to their needs. This would include a client-server
mechanism made of a web interface provided by a server
in charge of finding, setting and processing data. This
server should be able to mix different languages to enable
Python scripts to be run to process data (Figure 2). The look
and feel and performance on the client side should only
depend on the architecture selected to generate the code. In
the end, everything regarding the interface can be
standardized and simplified with only the main data source
servers needing to be modified. We will soon start to
investigate the potential of this technology using the
Django framework.

Figure 2: Web interface combined with Java or Python data
source server.
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CURRENT STATUS OF KURAMA-II∗
M. Tanigaki†
Institute for Integrated Radiation and Nuclear Science, Kyoto University,
Kumatori, Osaka, Japan
Abstract
KURAMA-II, a successor of a carborne gamma-ray survey system named KURAMA (Kyoto University RAdiation
MApping system), has become one of the major systems
for the activities related to the nuclear accident at TEPCO
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant in 2011. The development of KURAMA-II is still on the way to extend its
application areas beyond specialists. One of such activities
is the development of cloud services for serving an easy
management environment for data management and interactions with existing radiation monitoring schemes. Another
trial is to port the system to a single-board computer for
serving KURAMA-II as a tool for the prompt establishment
of radiation monitoring in a nuclear accident. In this paper,
the current status of KURAMA-II on its developments and
applications is introduced.

INTRODUCTION
The magnitude-9 earthquake in eastern Japan and the
following massive tsunami caused a serious nuclear disaster for the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. Serious contamination by radioactive isotopes was caused in
Fukushima and surrounding prefectures, but the existing
radiation-monitoring schemes were incompetent for this situation due to damage and chaos caused by the earthquake.
KURAMA [1] was developed to overcome difficulties in
radiation surveys and to establish air dose-rate maps during and after the incident. The design of KURAMA was
intended to enable a large number of in-vehicle apparatuses
to be prepared within a short period of time by using consumer products. The in-vehicle part of KURAMA consists
of a conventional radiation survey meter, a laptop PC, a
USB-type GPS dongle, and a 3G pocket wifi router. The
data-sharing scheme based on a cloud-technology has enabled high flexibility and scalability in the configuration of
data-processing hubs or monitoring cars. KURAMA succeeded in the simultaneous radiation monitoring extended
over a wide area such as Fukushima prefecture and eastern Japan, in contrast to other conventional carborne survey
systems lacking scalability.
As the situation became stabilized, the main interest in
measurements moved to the long-term (several tens of years)
monitoring of radiation from radioactive materials remaining in the environment. KURAMA-II [2] was developed
∗
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for such purpose by introducing the concept of continuous
monitoring from vehicles moving around residential areas,
such as local buses and postal motorcycles. The ruggedness,
stability, autonomous operation and compactness were well
taken into consideration in its design, and an additional measurement capability of pulse-height information along with
location data was also introduced. KURAMA-II has been
successfully introduced to the continuous monitoring in residential areas and other monitoring activities [3–6], and the
accumulated knowledge is summarized and standardized in
the radiation monitoring in Japan [7].
In this paper, the outline and the current status of
KURAMA-II along with some results from its applications
are introduced.

KURAMA-II
Measurement Unit
KURAMA-II consists of a group of measurement units
connected over the network [2]. Each measurement unit
is based on CompactRIO by National Instruments to obtain sufficient ruggedness, stability, compactness, and autonomous operation feature. The radiation-detection part
of KURAMA-II is the C12137 series by Hamamatsu Photonics [8], a MPPC-based CsI(Tl) detector series characterized by its compactness, high efficiency, direct ADC output and USB bus power operation. The ambient air dose
rate, H ∗ (10), is calculated from the pulse height spectrum
obtained for each measurement point by using the G(E) function method [9–11]. Since the energy dependence of detector
efficiency is properly compensated by G(E) function, more
reliable results for environmental radiations are expected
than those from GM counters, which just count the number
of incoming γ-rays without identifying the energy of each
γ-ray.

Data Management in KURAMA-II
The file transfer protocol used in KURAMA-II has been
designed to comply with the standard protocols widely used
in today’s networks, such as Web Services. In this protocol,
two timestamped files, a text file for the air dose rates and a
32-bit binary file for the pulse-height spectra, are separately
produced for every three measurement points. Generated
files are transferred to a remote server by the POST method.
All communications between measurement units and a remote server are based on RESTful API. Unsent files inside
a measurement unit are archived as a single zip file for the
next available network connection. The server generates
the data files of radiation and energy spectrum based on the
received data for respective measurement units. A new visu-
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alization scheme for KURAMA-II has been developed on
GIS map scheme served by Geospatial Information Authority of Japan [12](Fig. 1) in addition to the current cloud data
storage service based on ownCloud [13]. Further analyses,
such as the reconstruction of the pulse height spectrum, are
available for Grid Square Statistics defined by the Statistics
Bureau of Japan (Fig. 2). This scheme is available not only
as an on-premise software but also as a cloud base service,
intending to introduce low-cost subscription plans for users
in small groups.

Figure 1: A typical radiation map based on a new visualization scheme developed on the GIS map scheme by Geospatial
Information Authority, Japan [12].

Figure 2: A typical pulse height spectrum reconstructed from
the data within a mesh displayed on the map. This function
is developed with JSROOT [14]. The numerical data is
available via the "Download CSV" button. This spectrum is
reconstructed from the data in the center region of Koriyama
city in Sep. 2019. The peaks of γ-rays of 134 Cs (T1/2 =2 y)
are almost vanished, while those of 137 Cs (T1/2 =30 y, around
1150 ch) and 40 K (natural isotope, around 2400 ch) are still
clearly observed.

APPLICATIONS OF KURAMA-II
Recovery of Farmlands near Fukushima Daiichi
Nuclear Power Plant
A differential measurement technique has been developed
for the evaluation of soil contamination [15, 16] based on
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high flexibility in the hardware configuration of KURAMAII. In this technique, the contribution from surroundings
measured by a nondirectional detector is subtracted from
the intensity measured by a detector collimated towards
the ground surface to obtain only the contribution from the
radioactivity on the ground. For the practical application of
this technique, a three- year project starting from the fiscal
year of 2018 has been approved by Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries, Japan, to build a “robot” for the
recovery of contaminated farmlands (Fig. 3). This “robot”
will be a faming tractor equipped with KURAMA-II for
radioactivity, an optical spectrum sensor to measure the
fertility and chemical property of soil, and the high precision
guidance system for the operation of tractor in farmlands.

Figure 3: A conceptual scheme of a “robot” for the recovery
of farmlands.

Figure 4: (a) An experimetal “robot” tractor equipped
with KURAMA-II for the evaluation of soil contamination.
(b) A typical example of the visualization of relative soilcontamination density (left) and the orthochromatic image
(right) of this experimental farmland. Ununiform distribution of imported soil (clean, but barren) in the center region
is clearly observed.
The simultaneous visualization of radioactivities and fertility of farmlands on the smart phones and tablet-type de-
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vices will be performed via a cloud service (Fig. 4). Numerical data of radioactivity and fertility along with their
positioning data will be also served for controlled fertilization machines or plowing machines to help farmers to
recover their farmlands.

Development of a Single-board KURAMA-II
In cases of extreme conditions including a nuclear disaster
in progress, the prompt establishment of radiation monitoring is required to minimize the opportunity lost and to ensure
the leading time for establishing more reliable, concrete monitoring scheme towards the incident. Therefore, we have now
been porting KURAMA-II to a single-board computer to extend its applications to such cases. A single-board computer
based KURAMA-II is designed to minimize its cost, size,
and power consumption rather than to maximize reliability,
durability, and precision. Many single-board KURAMA-IIs
will be deployed as disposable probes to the target area (e.g.
areas extremely contaminated by radioactivity) and transmit the data via mesh-network based on LPWA. This cheap,
simplified KURAMA-II will also be an affordable tool for
education to obtain a better understanding of radiation monitoring to the public.
The development of a single-board based KURAMA-II
has started as a two-year commissioned project of Nuclear
Regulation Authority, Japan since 2019. Spresense from
Sony [17] is chosen as the platform because of its integrated
GPS, audio processing capability applicable to pulse height
analysis, a powerful multi-core microcontroller, and its low
power consumption. Thanks to the extending and competitive market of MPPC module, a low-cost CsI(Tl) detector
based on the analog part of C12137 will be developed for this
KURAMA-II. The output pulse signals from this detector are
processed by an ADC for the audio signal in Spresense. As
for network communication, we expect to use Wi-SUN [18]
as the LPWA network for this KURAMA-II. Wi-SUN is
the de facto standard of network communications for smart
watt-meters for the electricity in Japan. Wi-SUN FAN [19],
the autonomous mesh-network protocol of Wi-SUN, is now
under implementation to commercial chipsets, we will start
field tests for Wi-SUN fan protocol with the chip-developer
as soon as the chipset is released.
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adviewer: THE EPICS AREA DETECTOR CONFIGURATOR YOU
DIDN’T KNOW YOU NEEDED ∗
Kenneth Lauer† , SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA, USA
Table 1: areaDetector Support in ophyd

Abstract
EPICS areaDetector connects area detector cameras to
plugin pipelines through the standard flat namespace that
EPICS provides. Visualizing and re-configuring this port
connectivity in AreaDetector can be confusing and - at times
- painful. adviewer provides a Qt-based interactive graph
visualization of all cameras and plugins, along with perplugin configuration capabilities and integration with an
image viewer. adviewer is built on Python, ophyd, typhon,
qtpynodeeditor, and Qt (via qtpy).

Plugins
AttrPlotPlugin
AttributePlugin
CircularBuffPlugin
CodecPlugin
ColorConvPlugin
FFTPlugin
FilePlugin
GatherPlugin
HDF5Plugin
ImagePlugin
JPEGPlugin
MagickPlugin
NetCDFPlugin
NexusPlugin
Overlay
OverlayPlugin
PluginBase
PosPlugin
ProcessPlugin
PvaPlugin
ROIPlugin
ROIStatPlugin
ScatterPlugin
StatsPlugin
TIFFPlugin
TimeSeriesPlugin
TransformPlugin

BACKGROUND
areaDetector
Each areaDetector [1] related device class from ophyd [2]
redresents a single ‘port’, i.e., a camera or plugin. All plugins
have a source port, indicating the location from which their
input data will be retrieved. Cameras do not have a source
port, as the information is sourced from a lower level (i.e.,
the C++ driver support).
To connect one camera to a plugin, one would need to set
the plugin’s source port to that of the camera. An ordered
set of camera and any number of plugins is referred to in this
document as a chain. A full configuration of plugins and
their corresponding cameras can be represented in several intuitive ways, including as a directed acyclic graph comprised
of one or more chains, or as a tree in which the parent of an
item indicates its data source where a depth-first traversal
reveals the individual chains.
adviewer provides a graphical user interface with both
representations of detector configurations, an interactive tree
or graph.

areaDetector DEVICES IN ophyd
ophyd makes available many device abstractions from
the broader EPICS [3] community - from the motor record,
scalers, and so on. There is first-class support for areaDetector detectors and plugins.
Camera and plugin support is summarized in Table 1.
Support for unlisted cameras and plugins are welcomed in
the form of Pull Requests to the main ophyd repository [4].

Versioning
All ophyd devices can be versioned1 with user-provided
metadata at the device definition time. Versioning is done
in a class hierarchy, such that later versions are subclasses
of previous versions and are marked as versions of the base.
∗
†
1

Work supported by U.S. D.O.E. Contract DE-AC02-76SF00515.
klauer@slac.stanford.edu
As of the v1.4 release candidate

Cameras
AdscDetectorCam
Andor3DetectorCam
AndorDetectorCam
BrukerDetectorCam
DexelaDetectorCam
FirewireLinDetectorCam
FirewireWinDetectorCam
GreatEyesDetectorCam
Lambda750kCam
LightFieldDetectorCam
Mar345DetectorCam
MarCCDDetectorCam
PSLDetectorCam
PcoDetectorCam
PerkinElmerDetectorCam
PilatusDetectorCam
PixiradDetectorCam
PointGreyDetectorCam
ProsilicaDetectorCam
PvcamDetectorCam
RoperDetectorCam
SimDetectorCam
URLDetectorCam

Users may select individual versions manually or programmatically request the most compatible class with a specific
release.
This is especially of use for areaDetector as the PV interface to each of the cameras and plugins has changed significantly over the many releases from R1-9 through R3-7.

Cameras
Cameras in areaDetector generally differ from detector
to detector. ophyd provides a base class that all cameras
are derived from, along with individual cameras for each
detector.

Standard Plugins
The standard plugins provided in areaDetector ADCore
are all made available, based on a standard ‘PluginBase‘
class, separated by plugin class and versioned by ADCore.
As of the ophyd v1.4.0rc2, all listed plugins are supported
from areaDetectorR1-9-1 through R3-4, inclusive.
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Detectors
Detectors in ophyd aggregate one or more cameras and
one or more plugins into a device.

DETECTOR SPECIFICATION IN
ADVIEWER
adviewer provides two main interfaces for specifying a
detector. It allows for general discovery over Channel Access
(CA) with only a PV prefix, and also specification of a partial
or complete PV list from the IOC.
This "discovery" functionality is shown in Fig. 1.
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Channel Access to determine camera and plugin versions
and availability.

Using the Camera and Plugin List
Once a detector has been specified by either a PV list or
a search over CA, there are several primary features then
available:
• Creating the Python code for an ophyd detector
• Configuring the connectivity of ports via a port graph
or tree
• Saving to a PV list
For the above, plugins may be removed from the full list
by selecting a checkbox next to the item. That would mean
that for a given unchecked plugin, it would no longer appear
in the generated Python code nor in the port graph.

CONFIGURING THE PORT GRAPH
The main port graph window includes both a port tree
and a graph, as pictured in Fig. 2.

Figure 1: adviewer: search over Channel Access by prefix
or use a PV list.

Discovery over EPICS Channel Access
With this method, the only required user input is
a PV prefix.
That is, if a plugin PV such as
13SIM1:image1:ArrayData_RBV exists, the common prefix would be only 13SIM1:.
For each ophyd areaDetector plugin, a regular expression is provided that indicates what a common plugin
suffix might be - as defined by the ADCore-provided
commonPlugins.cmd.
adviewer utilizes this by taking the user-provided prefix,
unrolling the common suffix expression to allow for multiple
plugins, and searching for a single known PV indicating the
plugin type (:PluginType_RBV) over Channel Access.
A similar method is used for the cameras, allowing for
adviewer to determine the make, manufacturer, ADCore
version, and camera driver version.

Discovery by PV List
For IOCs that do not follow the same convention as that
suggested by ADCore commonPlugins.cmd, adviewer also
allows for a PV list file to be specified.
The list is filtered to include only those that are likely
to be cameras or plugins. adviewer then reaches out over

Figure 2: adviewer: the port tree and graph.

Using the Port Tree
In Fig. 2, the left side represents the hierarchy of all plugins using a tree. Each line is a single camera or plugin, using
the port name as defined by the IOC startup script.
As the configuration is available through EPICS, this tree
automatically updates as any client reconfigures a port chain.
The tree is interactive, allowing for dragging and dropping
of one port to another location. For example, one could decide that an ROI is necessary prior to running some statistics,
and as such they might drag STATS2 to be under ROI2. The
plugin chain in text would be the following: SIM1 STATS2
ROI2.
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FUTURE WORK

Using the Graph
In Fig. 2, the right side represents the hierarchy of all
plugins using a directed acyclic graph. Each rectangle (node)
is a single camera or plugin, annotated by the unique port
name assigned to it. The direction is defined as from ”Out”
to ”In” on the nodes, or generally left-to-right.
To reconfigure a plugin chain, it is only necessary to click
and drag a new connection on the graph.
Right-clicking on a single port pops up a context menu that
allows for the configuration of any parameter on the plugin,
pictured in Fig. 3. For image plugins, it also allows the user
to spawn a user-specified (by default, a PyDM-based) image
viewer.

Future work might include:
•
•
•
•
•

Aiding PyDM to build out its image viewer
Showing plugin settings in the graph nodes
Showing preview images in the graph nodes
Expanding on ophyd’s detector definitions
Include a full image viewer directly in adviewer
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AN EPICS CHANNEL ACCESS IMPLEMENTATION ON SIEMENS PLCs
M. Boros†, R. Fernandes, European Spallation Source, Lund, Sweden
B. Péceli, G. Singler, evopro Innovation Kft, Budapest, Hungary
Abstract
At the European Spallation Source (ESS), a neutron research facility in Sweden, most of the controls are based on
PLCs and layered in the following (traditional) way: field
equipment ↔ PLC ↔ EPICS IOC ↔ high-level applications. In many situations, the EPICS IOC layer will not implement control logic per se and is only used for converting
PLC tags into EPICS PVs to enable the usage of high-level
applications such as CS-Studio, Archiver Appliance, and
Alarm System.
To alleviate this (traditional) way of doing controls, we
propose a simpler approach: implementation of the Channel Access (CA) protocol in the PLC layer for the latest
family of Siemens PLCs to remove the EPICS IOC layer.
We call it S7EPICS. S7EPICS respects version 13 of the
CA protocol specification, and supports multiple EPICSbased client connections at the same time – e.g. CS-Studio,
Archiver Appliance – without a noticeable service degradation (i.e. delays).
In this paper we introduce this implementation, its architecture and workflow, benchmarking results of tests performed, and future developments that could be pursued
such as authentication & authorization mechanisms using,
e.g., the Arrowhead Framework.

INTRODUCTION
Integrating a Siemens PLC with EPICS [1] high-level
applications requires an EPICS Input/Output Controller, or
IOC, properly configured with EPICS modules capable of
communicating with the PLC using, e.g., s7plc-comms [2]
or OPC UA [3]. Configuring an IOC, even for small projects, demands EPICS programmer skills, time and other
valuable resources – e.g. a machine prepared to run the
IOC. In some (control) use-cases, it would be simpler and
more effective if the PLC could “talk” the Channel Access
(CA) protocol [4] itself so that it could be interfaced directly with high-level applications.
In this paper, we describe an open source PLC code
called S7EPICS [5], which allows a Siemens S71500 family PLC instance to declare and handle EPICS Process Variables (PVs) that EPICS aware applications may consume
directly without an actual IOC running.
S7EPICS is a PLC code implemented as a TIA Portal
library. When the library is imported into an existing TIA
project and it is called in the main PLC cycle, the PLC becomes a fully-fledged CA server capable of receiving and
sending EPICS CA protocol messages through UDP (to
discover producers – i.e. servers – of PVs) and TCP packets
(to exchange PVs data between producers and consumer –
i.e. servers and clients).
___________________________________________

DESCRIPTION
Typically, a common control system scenario encompasses one or more field equipment that are controlled/measured by a PLC. The PLC, eventually equipped
with I/O cards, is located in a control cabinet and field
equipment are connected to either the PLC CPU or to one
of its I/O cards. The business logic is implemented at the
level of the PLC, working as a self-contained and independent (hard) control system. In addition, field equipment’s signals – interfaced by the PLC – are usually consumed by high-level applications to solve domain specific
issues.
In case of the (soft) control system is based on EPICS
(and consequently high-level applications too – e.g. CSStudio for OPI screens designing, Archiver Appliance for
signals archiving), the integrator has to create and configure an EPICS IOC that 1) communicates with the PLC
CPU or its I/O cards and 2) “converts” the PLC tags into
EPICS PVs in a bidirectional communication. The IOC
does not implement any control logic though, and (only)
has as a main function to map PLC variables into corresponding EPICS PVs. To implement this mapping, the addresses and, sometimes, the offsets of all communication
variables have to be specified in the EPICS IOC configuration, which is time consuming and prone to error. Moreover, the IOC has to be maintained and executed on a
(physical or virtual) machine, adding an extra layer of complexity to the control system as a whole. Figure 1 illustrates
the traditional PLC-EPICS integration involving an IOC
layer between the PLC and EPICS high-level applications.

Figure 1: Traditional PLC-EPICS integration.
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In contrast, when a PLC (of the Siemens S71500 family)
is equipped with the S7EPICS library, it is capable of both
answering PV name search requests and interchanging PV
data with EPICS high-level applications, making the IOC
layer redundant – assuming that the control logic is fully
respected/implemented by the PLC. Figure 2 illustrates the
(simplified) integration between the PLC and EPICS highlevel applications when using S7EPICS.

Figure 3: S7EPICS implementation in TIA Portal.

Declaring EPICS PVs

Figure 2: PLC-EPICS integration with S7EPICS.

Channel Access (CA)
The Channel Access (CA) is a communication protocol
that all EPICS aware applications need to implement in order to communicate with IOCs or CA servers. A Process
Variable (PV) is the addressable unit of data accessible
through the CA protocol. Each PV has a unique name
which is served by a single CA server. A CA server maintains two sockets:
• An UDP socket bound to the CA port listens for PV
name search request broadcast messages. PV name
search replies are sent as unicast messages to the
source of the broadcast.
• A CA TCP socket listens an arbitrary port number. The
exact port number is included in the PV name search
reply. The socket is used to build a Virtual Circuit between a CA client and the server (upon the establishment of a TCP connection among the two components).
S7EPICS supports the CA protocol and was strictly implemented according to the CA specification manual [4].
Moreover, S7EPICS was thoroughly tested with the most
popular EPICS CA clients (see subsection ‘Compatibility
with Existing EPICS Tools’ for additional details). To be
able to use the S7EPICS library the programmer has to call
S7EPICSMainCyclic block in a cyclic organization block,
e.g., OB1. The implementation of the S7EPICS library in
the TIA Portal is (succinctly) depicted in Fig. 3.

Declaring PVs in an EPICS IOC is done through the
specification of records that are stored in one or more .db
files – these are loaded in the IOC start-up script (i.e.
st.cmd file). Due to being a TIA Portal library, S7EPICS
declares PVs in a different way: instead of using the traditional record based declaration, S7EPICS implements a
dedicated PLC block called S7EPICS_DeclarePVs for declaring PVs. This block is composed of several input parameters that are used to specify the following PV fields:
• VAL (value of the PV in the selected DBR type)
• STATUS (is 1 for a normal, connected PV)
• SEVERITY (alarm state)
• UPPER_DISCR (upper discrepancy)
• LOWER_DISCR (lower discrepancy)
• UPPER_ALARM (upper alarm limit)
• LOWER_ALARM (lower alarm limit)
• UPPER_WARNING (upper warning limit)
• LOWER_WARNING (lower warning limit)
• UPPER_CONTROL (upper control limit)
• LOWER_CONTROL (lower control limit)
• EGU (engineering unit)
• TIMESTAMP (calculated from the PLC CPU time)
The S7EPICS code structure makes it easy to access PVs
across the PLC code since the index of the PV in the PLC
array is hidden – in other words, the PLC programmer may
refer to a PV simply by its name, not by its position in the
array, in the PLC business logic. For example, with S7EPICS, to assign the value 12 to a PV called Cryo:SetPower
of
type
integer
looks
as
follows:
"S7EPICS_PVs".PVs["S7EPICS_DeclaredPVs".
"Cryo:SetPower".PVArrayNumber].ValueDBRIntOrShort
:= 12;
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Scalability
S7EPICS relies on certain (system) constants that users
may assign values to 1) configure the logic of the S7EPICS
(running in the PLC) properly and 2) scale the system as
whole according to (specific) needs (see Table 1). These
constants dictate the behaviour of S7EPICS such as the
UDP port to listen for PV name search request. The maximum allocated PV count and allowed client connections
are also configurable through these constants. Modifying
these constant values automatically allocates the necessary
memory in the PLC code (see Table 2).
Table 1: S7EPICS Constants
Name
EPICS_TCP_Send_Timeout
EPICS_Server_Port
EPICS_Server_Version
EPICS_UDP_Server_Port
EPICS_Max_PV
EPICS_Max_Client

Default Value
T#3s
5064
11
5064
100
16

S7EPICS can handle a maximum of 200 simultaneous
EPICS connections. This means that multiple CA clients
can be connected to the same port of the PLC. Channel Access IDs like SID, CID, IOID and MonitorID are registered
by the S7EPICS PLC code for every client. Defining an
adequate value for the EPICS_Max_PV constant is crucial
to keep the PLC code at an optimal size.
Table 2: S7EPICS Memory Requirements
EPICS_ Max_PV
1
10
50
100
500
1000

Load
3 886 bytes
7 854 bytes
25 461 bytes
47 456 bytes
223 461 bytes
443 460 bytes

Work Data
616 bytes
4 576 bytes
22 176 bytes
44 176 bytes
220 176 bytes
440 176 bytes

Compatibility with Existing EPICS Tools
S7EPICS was methodically tested against widely used
EPICS tools and high-level applications such as caget, caput, camonitor, CS-Studio and Archiver Appliance. Both
reading and writing of PV data between the S7EPICS (i.e.
CA server) and tools/high-level applications (i.e. CA clients) have been validated, and are correctly performed
among the two components.
EPICS bundled (console) tools caget and caput send a
[FIN, ACK] TCP signal before closing down the CA TCP
connection. Industrial PLC devices, such as the Siemens
S71500, have a different reaction implemented than what
caget/caput tools expects: when a PLC receives a [FIN,
ACK] signal it closes the TCP connection immediately,
which (unfortunately) makes these tools display an error
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message. This behaviour, however, does not affect the success of PV communication and data exchange.
CS-Studio registers DBR_TIME and DBR_CTRL monitors for PVs. These monitors are fully implemented and
supported in S7EPICS.
Archiver Appliance reads PV fields like RTYP, SCAN
and NAME$. These fields are not part of the basic CA
fields; therefore, these need to be declared as new PVs,
e.g., [pvname].RTYP. Additionally, the programmer has to
make sure that new PVs are handled properly by the PLC.
Finally, to further validate the S7EPICS compatibility
with EPICS high-level applications, an existing IOC was
converted to the format of the S7EPICS_DeclarePVs PLC
block, thanks to a tool that reads an IOC .db file and outputs an external source .scl file for TIA Portal (generating
the same PV names and data types as declared in the .db
file). After the code was transferred to the PLC, the IOC
was stopped and the PLC using S7EPICS took its place.
CS-Studio successfully connected to all the PVs and the
same functions were accessible as with the IOC.

Performance
To evaluate the performance of the traditional PLC-EPICS integration versus the alternative proposed in this paper (i.e. S7EPICS), two tests were performed: in the first
test (A), a CS-Studio OPI screen reads PVs from an EPICS
IOC which, in turn, reads values from a PLC using s7plc
(in other words, PLC ↔ EPICS IOC (s7plc-comms) ↔
OPI screen). In the second test (B), the same CS-Studio
OPI screen reads PVs directly from a PLC using the S7EPICS library (in other words, PLC (with S7EPICS) ↔ OPI
screen).
Both tests were performed using the same PLC (Siemens
S71516-3 PN/DP), business logic, CS-Studio (version
4.6.1.26), OPI screen, and with 100 PVs combining all supported data types, namely:
• SHORT/INT (16 bit signed)
• LONG (32 bit signed)
• FLOAT (32 bit single precision)
• DOUBLE (64 bit double precision)
• CHAR (8 bit single character)
• STRING (string)
The (key) parameter being studied in both tests was the
time required to load the OPI screen, measured between the
first UDP PV name search request sent by CS-Studio and
the last TCP response sent by IOC. To perform the measurements, Wireshark [6] was used.
A tool called PLC Factory [7] was used to build the IOC
for test A. This tool, developed at ESS, retrieves the configuration model from the Controls Configuration Database (CCDB) [8] and generates (i.e. outputs) the following:
• ESS EPICS Environment IOC start-up (st.cmd file).
• EPICS record based declaration file (.db file).
• PLC external source code (.scl file) containing all the
necessary blocks (modbus block, TCP socket blocks
and array mappers) to communicate with the IOC.
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In test A, the communication time between the PLC and
the IOC was not considered due to the OPI screen loading
time being the phenomena of interest to measure. The variable values were not important. Repeating test (B) with
different PLC loads showed that the response speed of
S7EPICS highly depends on the PLC free computation capacity available per cycle. The tests were performed under
a PLC cycle of approximately 2-6 milliseconds.
Under these conditions, the average result of performing
test A (EPICS IOC ↔ OPI screen) was 0.5352 seconds,
while for test B (PLC with S7EPICS ↔ OPI screen) this
was 0.5960 seconds.

IOT AUTOMATION WITH S7EPICS

Figure 4: Local Cloud with Arrowhead.

The S7EPICS library is an effective solution to the interoperability issue of turning PLC tags into EPICS PVs.
However, beyond interoperability, further issues arise
when dealing with large-scale control systems – such as the
one under development at ESS – that are organized in a
traditional, hierarchical (control) structure. In this last section we identify some of the most acute issues and propose
a framework from the IoT Automation domain as a promising candidate to eliminate (or at least) mitigate those. The
aim of the discussion below is only to designate the direction of future work.
Considering the common specifications of large number
of I/Os, regularly changing experimental setup, various
communication protocols, etc., the following issues should
be tackled:
• User access management: proper authentication and
authorization of the operational and re-search personnel.
• Cyber security: machine-to-machine access management.
• Interoperability: translation between data formats and
semantics.
• Scalability and flexibility: quick response times to
planned and unforeseen changes.

The Arrowhead framework does not break down legacy
protocols such as the EPICS CA, but move them into a
state-of-the-art, loosely-coupled, service-oriented environment. Consequently, there is a significant potential in integrating EPICS-based automation operations at ESS with
the Arrowhead framework, bringing benefits such as access management, security and flexibility.

This listing resembles the main challenges of state-ofthe-art IoT Automation [9], which urges to make use of Internet technology in order to come up with solutions enabling the next generation of production automation systems. The Arrowhead framework [10] [11] is one of the
largest projects in the field. It proposes a service-oriented
control architecture (in contrast to the traditional, hierarchical approach) for industrial facilities with strict requirements on quality and security. Automation systems are organized into so called “local clouds”, which create secure
boundaries protecting the local automation operations from
any hazardous external activity (see Fig. 4). The local
cloud must implement mandatory core services (service
registry, authorization, orchestration) in order to become
self-contained and interoperable towards other Arrowhead
networks. Local clouds may interact with each other if local servicing becomes inefficient or impossible. This follows the system-of-systems design principle [12].

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
One of most important future development would be to
implement the array support for S7EPICS, which includes
handling long CA headers. The S7EPICS code already detects array requests and long CA headers, but a proper reply
is not yet implemented.
Even if an EPICS IOC implements access security, currently, S7EPICS (and the traditional CA protocol) does not
implement system authentication & authorization. One
way to properly manage this matter could be through the
adoption of the Arrowhead framework.

CONCLUSION
S7EPICS is an open source PLC code, implemented as a
TIA Portal library, which enables EPICS high-level applications to connect directly to a Siemens S71500 family
PLC without an actual EPICS IOC mediating the two components. Consequently, S7EPICS simplifies the control
system as a whole and, eventually, helps reducing its costs
and time to production.
The library may be instrumental for a (research) group
that does not possess (much) EPICS competences and/or
has substantial PLC development expertise, and when the
business (control) logic is entirely implemented in the
PLC.
To validate the S7EPICS library many tests were performed. These have successfully demonstrated that the library is compatible with generic CA clients (e.g. caput,
caget, CS-Studio) and is capable of successfully handling
(several) thousands of PVs without putting an unmanageable load on the PLC. Finally, this paper also proposes a
software architecture based on the Arrowhead framework
to find a solution for next generation challenges.
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A LIBRARY OF FUNDAMENTAL BUILDING BLOCKS FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL SOFTWARE
M. Scarcia†, R. Borghes, M. Lonza, M. Manfredda, E. Pedersoli, R. Mincigrucci
Elettra Sincrotrone Trieste S.C.p.A., Trieste, Italy
Abstract
In many experimental facilities there is a rising interest
by users and beamline scientists to take part in the experiment control software development process. This necessity
arises from the flexibility and adaptability of many beamlines, that can run very different experiments, requiring
changes in the software even during experiments.
On the other side, we still need a professional and controlled approach in order to be able to maintain the software
efficiently.
Our proposed solution is to exploit the object oriented
nature of programming languages to create a library that
provides a uniform interface both to the different controlled
devices and to experimental procedures. Every component
and procedure can be represented as an object, a building
block for experiment control scripts.

INTRODUCTION
The scientific data acquisition workflow at the FERMI
[1] facility of Elettra Sincrotrone is organized around two
software components. The FermiDAQ [2] takes care of the
actual data sources acquisition (including corresponding
metadata) and of its synchronization with the information
gathered from the FEL bunches. The Executer runs different experimental procedures in the form of Python scripts.
Initially some standard experiment templates were defined for each beamline by its staff and were implemented
through Python scripts. These scripts were meant not be
modifiable by beamline scientists and users, but only managed by the software developers in order to maintain a secure and robust approach to the underlying control and data
acquisition systems.
This approach proved in time to be impractical on the
FERMI FEL, where experimental setups and procedures
were observed to change sometimes even within a single
beamtime. Furthermore, even after the commissioning of
the machine was officially concluded a lot of internal research has been carried out by the machine physics and
beam transport groups, which is logistically usually based
on beamline software infrastructure. This type of work often requests a rather different workflow than user oriented
research.
The secondary motivation for this work derives from a
different problem we encountered in day-to-day operations. The Fermi control infrastructure, which is based on
the TANGO framework [3], comprises different software
devices that have different origins and usually different development histories. This means in practice that different
___________________________________________
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devices of the same type (e.g. motor controllers) have different command names for the same action (e.g. “Move”
instead of “MoveTo”), requiring specific code to be written
for each different device even if the actions to be performed
are the same. A uniform upper level interface for every type
of “abstract” device in the experiment control and data acquisition would therefore be a welcome tool.

OVERVIEW AND IMPLEMENTATION
Two main lines of development are currently being
merged in this project. The first regards the creation of elementary “building blocks” with which experimental procedures can be built with greater ease and simplicity. The
second concerns producing a uniform interface and the
possibility of grouping different devices performing similar tasks. The goal is to have a model that follows experimental flow rather than the control system organization.
Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the proposed library
and its interaction with existing components.

Figure 1: Library interactions.

Reusable Experimental Sequences
After the workflows on FERMI beamlines became more
stabilized we realized that the abstraction level where every
script is the equivalent of an experiment was too high for
many common cases of beamline operation. The natural
solution in order to decrease the level of abstraction was to
find the common elements in the workflow and codify
them as Python objects.
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A common element in experimental scripts on FERMI
beamlines is the synchronization of different devices with
the bunch rate of the machine. The bulk acquisition is handled by the FermiDAQ at the machine frequency (10Hz or
50Hz), but many devices cannot operate at this high frequency. Furthermore, pump-and-probe experiments frequently require that different devices be synchronized with
a single FEL shot, including mechanical shutters, optical
delay lines, etc.
Originally each experimental sequence was handled separately, but this proved to be inefficient, due to frequent
variations in the fine details and the addition of new devices. The core functionality was however the same, so this
was a natural choice for the first “building block” to be implemented.
The concept of a “FEL sequence” was therefore coded
as a Python class, with appropriate methods allowing the
prompt creation of standard FEL shot sequences and trigger sequences for experiment control devices or acquired
devices. All the currently used sequences can be rapidly instantiated as objects and there are ample possibilities of
evolution because most of the objects properties can be
customized.
The software was deployed and tested during an inhouse beamtime performed by the beam transport group
early this September. The challenge of controlling and synchronizing the acquisition of different devices across two
different beamlines was met with success demonstrating
the improved versatility of this new approach as the software routines needed to control this “unusual” beamtime
were essentially the same that could control standard experiments.

Device Abstraction and Grouping
A common need that has arisen during beamtimes on
FERMI is the possibility to group devices dynamically into
sets according to different operational needs. The same motors for example in one context may be grouped to represent the movement of a sample holder, while in another
context they could represent the movement of a CCD camera. The two sets usually though do not overlap completely,
so a dynamical management of these sets is important to
achieve efficiency when controlling the experimental environment.
A library of classes representing the different type of devices found on the beamlines was developed including motors, shutters, power supplies, valves, etc. These abstract
“devices” allow to have a uniform interface to different
software implementations. Derived classes allow to group
objects according to the required experimental setup. In
this way the perspective is shifted from the control system
point of view (the devices are grouped by driver/implementation) to the beamline scientist point of view (the devices
are grouped by their experimental function). In the first
case the organization is fixed, in the second we have the
desired flexibility.
This library has been used in the past year proficiently
on most of the FERMI beamlines.
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FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
The next step in the development of this software will be
to integrate the software written until now in a single library with a more uniform interface and the appropriate
documentation. On top of this we plan also to provide a
higher level of functions based on this library, that will replace the currently used “experimental scripts”. Software
maintenance will be simplyfied and beamline scientists or
users will be allowed to write their own scripts if they wish
to do so, while still providing a simple user interface for
standard operation. In this way we will provide advanced
users with a stable and controlled interface to the more sensitive parts of the software infrastructure such as the Tango
servers controlling the end-station devices or the machine
control systems.
We plan also to integrate this library with a quick scriptprototyping tool, which is currently used mainly in the data
post-processing phase.

CONCLUSION
With this library we can now provide the scientists with
a flexible tool for implementing highly customizable control software to run experiments. Furthermore, the objectoriented structure makes the development of experiment
control scripts easier and quicker also for software developers decreasing software maintenance costs.
This flexibility does not come at the expense of stability
as we are able to protect the most sensitive structures such
as the control system infrastructure beneath a strong and
trusted software layer.
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A CLOUD BASED FRAMEWORK FOR ADVANCED ACCELERATOR
CONTROLS∗
J. P. Edelen† , M. Keilman, P. Moeller, R. Nagler, RadiaSoft LLC, Boulder CO, USA
Abstract
Modern particle accelerator facilities generate large
amounts of data and face increasing demands on their operational performance. As the demand on accelerator operations increases so does the need for automated tuning
algorithms and control to maximize uptime with reduced
operator intervention. Existing tools are insufficient to meet
the broad demands on controls, visualization, and analysis.
We are developing a cloud based toolbox featuring a generic
virtual accelerator control room for the development of automated tuning algorithms and the analysis of large complex
datasets. This framework utilizes tracking codes combined
with with algorithms for machine drift, low-level control
systems, and other complications to create realistic models
of accelerators. These models are directly interfaced with
advanced control toolboxes allowing for rapid prototyping
of control algorithms. Additionally, our interface provides
users with access to a wide range of Python-based data analytics libraries for the study and visualization of machine
data. In this paper, we provide an overview of our interface
and demonstrate its utility on a toy accelerator running on
EPICS.

INTRODUCTION
As the demands on accelerator facilities increase so does
the need for automated tuning algorithms and control to
maximize uptime with reduced operator intervention. "More
uptime means more physics" is a growing proverb for the
industry aiming to optimize machine cycles and increase
efficiency. One obstacle to these efforts is that existing tools
are insufficient to meet the broad demands on controls, data
visualization, and data analysis.
To meet these needs, we are building a web-based toolbox
that features a generic virtual accelerator control room for
the development of automated tuning algorithms and the
analysis of large complex datasets. This package can be
integrated with any accelerator control system to assist with
complex data analysis tasks and development of control
algorithms. This includes loading archive data and direct
streaming of settings and readings from the control system
to the toolbox. Our prototype interface is currently available
from any web browser. Machine specific interfaces can
be installed behind accelerator firewalls and accessed from
anywhere on the controls network. Our toolbox bridges the
gap between EPICS-based [1] control systems and in-house
control systems by creating a common platform for analysis
∗
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and simulation. By using a flexible software framework, we
will have the ability to include machine learning libraries in
the future. At this time, the computational power available to
particle accelerator operations is increasing. The customer
demands on the particle accelerator industry are expanding.
Providing meaningful tools to the operators, scientists, and
engineers will help particle accelerator facilities manage
efficiency and ensure supply meets demand.

A CLOUD-BASED DATA ANALYSIS
TOOLBOX
Improved data analytics capabilities are essential for modern accelerator control rooms. Some facilities now incorporate jupyter notebooks into their daily operations with direct
connections to machine parameters and data archiving tools.
While this represents a significant step forward in accelerator
operations, these modules can at times lack the intuitive feel
of point-and-click analysis tools. As part of our framework
we are developing a suite of analysis and visualization tools
that allow users to upload, manipulate, and analyze data directly in an intuitive browser interface. Here we detail three
primary features of our prototype toolbox and describe our
plans for future work in this area.

Clustering
Clustering tools have been commonly used for many years,
however their presence in accelerator analysis and controls
has only recently seen wider adoption. scikit-learn [2] provides a simple gateway to a variety of clustering tools, however, users are required to build post-processing and cluster
selection tools on their own. Our interface connects with
four popular clustering algorithms and provides users with
point-and-click operations on the dataset for cluster selection
and further evaluation.
Figure 1 shows a sample dataset in two dimensions with results from running the clustering algorithm k-means. Users
can select the clustering algorithms and modify the hyper parameters as needed. Users can click on different clusters and
open them in a new plot which allows for further analysis to
be performed. For example additional clustering, frequency
analysis, or curve fitting.

Frequency Analysis
We have also implemented visualizations for numpy’s
frequency analysis tools [3]. Here users can easily perform a
1-D frequency analysis on imported datasets and identify the
spectrum of a given input signal. Figure 2 shows an example
of how the user interacts with the frequency analysis tools
and visualizations.
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Figure 1: Screenshot of an example dataset clustered with
k-means and colored by cluster number.

Our tool plots both the frequency spectrum and the original signal. Frequencies in the signal are identified and displayed on the top of the FFT plot for easy extraction. Users
have the option to save the raw output from this analysis or
images for presentations and reports.

Curve Fitting
Our interface also provides a compliment of curve fitting
tools. Users can choose to fit either the whole dataset of a
subset of the data through the use of the "trim" function. The
trim function allows one to use point-and-click to extract a
subset of data for further analysis. The equation should be
entered using pythonic syntax for exponentials. The curve fitting parser utilizes SymPy [4] to build the fit function which
allows for a wide range of functions and special functions to
be implemented. Currently we support trigonometric functions. Independent and dependent variables are specified
and a range of functions and combinations of functions can
be used. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of what a user might
see when trying to fit a series of sine functions to a dataset.
Here you can see equations displayed and confidence intervals for the fit parameters. These confidence intervals can
be turned on or off depending on the desired visualization.

Future Plans
During the next stage of this project we will develop
tools that allow users to analyze more than just 1-D features of datasets, for example 2-D histograms, plotting, and
frequency analysis tools. We will also further our integration
of these tools with accelerator control systems. We plan to
connect these tools with the control system for the Collider
Accelerator Division at Brookhaven National Lab. Addition-

Figure 2: Screenshot of a frequency analysis of a test input
signal described by y = 0.5 sin(0.1x)+sin(x)+0.5 sin(2x)+
0.6 sin(4x) + 0.5

ally we will allow users to connect to remote EPICS servers
and read parameter values both from data loggers or live
from the control system.

ACCELERATOR CONTROLS
In conjunction with the data analytics tools, we are also
prototyping a high level controls toolbox that can connect
both with accelerator control systems and with accelerator
simulation tools. At present we are simulating a toy beamline implemented in elegant that is connected to a local
EPICS database to mimic the environment of a real accelerator. Here we describe our interface and showcase a simple
beam steering task and diagnostics currently available on
our server.
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Figure 3: Screenshot showing a curve fitting example on a
subset of the data shown in Fig. 2.
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Sirepo landing page for the controls toolbox after we have initiated the connection with EPICS. At the moment the initial
beam parameters are user inputs to allow for demonstration of the toolbox. The dropdown menu on the upper right
hand side of the figure allows for different steering methods
to be used. Currently we have a linear orbit correction or
Nelder-Mead optimization. The Nelder-Mead optimization
currently uses a hard coded cost function which seeks to
minimize the position of the last two BPMs to ensure that
the beam trajectory is as close to the center of the beam-pipe
as possible.
The user sees an x-y plot for the beam position as well as
the digital readout of the beam positions and the corrector
settings. Quadrupoles are also accessible for more advanced
tuning or for emittance scan automation, which will be added
in the future. While the optimization runs, plots are updated
in real time, and a history of the beam information is maintained, enabling users to interrupt at any point if the machine
enters a bad state. Users can also view the beam position
along the beam-line and a history of the position, shown in
Fig. 6. Here the most recent set of beam positions are shown
in purple, with greyscale representing time in the past.
Finally, users can view the corrector settings as a function
of time, Fig. 7.

Future Plans
Local EPICS Server
Our local EPICS server is currently running EPICS version 7.0.2 with CA Protocol version 4.13. We have a
database of parameters similar to what one would find in a
real accelerator for a beam-line. In the background we have
an elegant simulation running continuously by reading and
writing to the EPICS database. The tuning algorithm and the
Sirepo interface interact with the simulation through EPICS
commands. In principle we could remove the beam-line
model in elegant and replace it with a real machine and the
functionality would be identical. Figure 4 shows a block
diagram of the data flow for our test system.

As part of our future plans these diagnostics will be generalized to allow for easy construction of custom interfaces
for particular beam-lines. Users will be able to specify more
advanced tuning algorithms and cost functions based on
their individual needs and they will be able to share these
interfaces by the simply copying and pasting a link into a
different web browser. When operating outside accelerator
firewalls, users will only have access to simulation data or
archive data from a particular EPICS server.
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Figure 5: Screenshot of the accelerator controls landing page during a Nelder-Mead optimization.

Figure 6: Screenshot of the BPM readings diagnostic showing the beam position along the beam-line.
Figure 7: Screenshot of the corrector settings diagnostic
showing the corrector settings as a function of time during
an optimization.
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HARDWARE-IN-THE-LOOP TESTING OF ACCELERATOR FIRMWARE∗
C. Serrano†, M. Betz, L. Doolittle, S. Paiagua, V. K. Vytla, LBNL, Berkeley, USA
MOTIVATION

Abstract
Continuous Integration (CI) is widely used in industry,
especially in the software world. Here we propose a combination of CI processes to run firmware and software tests
both in simulation and on real hardware that can be well
adapted to FPGA-based accelerator electronics designs. We
have built a test rack with a variety of hardware platforms.
Relying on source code version control tools, when a developer submits a change to the code base, a multi-stage
test pipeline is triggered. Unit tests are run automatically,
bitstreams are generated for the various supported FPGA
platforms and loaded onto the FPGAs in the rack, and tests
are run on hardware. Reports are generated upon test completion and notifications are sent to the developers in case
of failure.

While our group in particular handles specific technical
challenges and integration issues [2], the general development processes can be extended to those in other fields of
accelerator instrumentation. Those include:

OVERVIEW

Continuous integration is a development practice used
to prevent integration problems while modifying a small
part of a larger design. Industry practices have in the past
forced developers to run unit tests locally before committing changes to shared repositories. Today, this process has
been widely adopted and some of this tedious testing and
verification steps have been streamlined and automated.
Automated verification and continuous integration practices become particularly important when dealing with complex systems with many integrated parts, especially when
multiple groups work together on a design or parts of those
designs are shared among different projects.
The issues related to design complexity are not at all
unique to accelerator instrumentation but are in fact common in electronics and software industries [3]. However,
instrumentation and controls groups in accelerator facilities
usually lack solid development process and quality control,
let alone automated testing processes.
Deployment is also a very important step in accelerator electronics, usually carried our by software controls
groups who have more established release and deployment
processes. A usual example of integration difficulties encountered in accelerators is guaranteeing the coherence between FPGA firmware designs and their associated software
low-level drivers and high-level applications. If an FPGA
designer adds or removes a feature-or even renames a register that is expected by controls software-there needs to be
a process for those parts of the design to stay in sync. CI
processes help facilitate those steps by testing the entire system as a unit and by providing "artifacts" readily available
to all parties. These artifacts can be FPGA bitstreams or
software executables which are automatically generated by
the CI tools every time a developer submits code changes.
These artifacts can be set to be deployed automatically as
well.

FPGA-based accelerator instrumentation is based on the
coherent design of firmware, controls software, hardware
and communication links in between. All those layers are
usually not static entities but continuously evolve to provide
more features or improve performance. In addition to this
coherence problem, FPGAs are becoming larger and more
complex and, as software, firmware designs follow a fairly
complex layered approach in themselves.
In this paper we describe some of the practices we have
found useful at Berkeley based on common version control
tools and CI setup. Adopting these processes was a rewarding experience and proved easier to deploy than it seemed at
first. It has facilitated the task of developing complex, layered designs where these layers are tightly coupled and need
to be tested in conjunction [1]. When one of us is working
on a particular layer in the design and commits a change in
version control, the CI setup automatically runs unit tests,
builds FPGA bitstreams and runs fully integrated tests on
hardware, verifying that the entire design works as expected
as a whole.
Although, we have been using version control software
and been writing several tests for our firmware and software
designs, testing on the bench, or updating firmware on deployed electronics usually involved verifying many changes
all at once. With the CI process in place, not only can we
catch failures more often but the process is automated and if
something goes wrong after committing a change the developer who made the breaking change is setup to be notified
by email.
∗
†

This material is based upon work supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, under Contract No. DE-AC02-76SF00515.
CSerrano@lbl.gov

• Growing complexity of multi-layered designs.
• Issues related to interconnection of design layers and
overall coherence and integration.
• Collaborative development among organizations where
different groups, sometimes in separate institutes, are
responsible for layers within a common design.
• Lack of quality assurance and automated testing processes.
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Figure 1: Hardware and software CI flow.
In the following sections we dig deeper into how these
processes have been established at LBNL and provide some
details on our specific implementation. These concepts can
be applied to other needs and implemented using different
tools or frameworks.

CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION
Continuous integration (CI) builds upon the strengths of
Version Control Systems (VCS) to create a more efficient
and robust development flow. Version control facilitates
the collaboration between multiple developers working on a
common code-base by providing a means to merge, revert
and compare changes. However, errors introduced inadvertently can go unnoticed for multiple revisions, which can
have a compounding effect and greatly increase debugging
effort. Moreover, as systems grow in complexity, it becomes
more challenging for a developer to anticipate what sideeffects his/her changes might have elsewhere.
The use of CI mitigates these issues by introducing a
quality assurance (QA) step that is automatically triggered on
every commit, in the form of a suite of checks and tests that
aim to quickly measure the impact of the change being made.
This early feedback makes it easier to identify functional
regressions and address them before they’ve propagated.
Additionally, the inclusion of code quality and style checks
in the automated test suite can be an efficient way of keeping
the quality of a codebase high.
It is important to note, however, that the benefits reaped
by employing CI will only be as good as the automated test
suite it is using. Therefore, the first step towards the effective
deployment of CI in a development flow is to carefully plan
and create a collection of tests that adequately capture both
the individual and integration requirements of the various
building blocks of the project.

Creating a Test Suite
While it is important to be mindful of the overall execution
time of a CI test suite, there is no real limit to what it can
encompass. Indeed, any check or test that can be reduced to

a well-defined sequence of steps and be made to return an
appropriate exit status is a candidate. Despite how flexibly
tests can be defined, it is advantageous to have a build system
in place, such that common build, test and run steps can be
triggered with a single-command. Having access to this
capability greatly simplifies the creation and management
of a CI pipeline.
Individual tests or checks within a CI suite are typically
referred to as jobs. What follows is an example list of the
types of jobs that we have successfully integrated into our
automated testing pipeline:
• Run linters, such as Python PEP8 compliance checking
for code readability
• Verilog linting checks with Verilator [4]
• Compilation of Verilog source code with Icarus Verilog [5] and Verilator
• Running of self-checking testbenches
• Synthesis of HDL with Xilinx Vivado
• Bitstream generation and timing closure checks
• Live hardware tests on a wide range of FPGAs
In addition to pass or fail results, individual jobs can be
configured to store artifacts, consisting of arbitrary collections of files generated during its execution. This can be a
very useful way to archive the results of long-running processes, such as FPGA bitstream generation, as well as to
keep detailed logs of hardware tests for later triage/analysis.
Finally, it is important to note that the definitions of the
CI suite and pipeline are files that are themselves kept in
revision control. This means that any improvements and
changes made to the testing process can be reviewed, merged
and reverted just as any other piece of source code.
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Architecture
The architecture of a CI system (as shown in Fig. 1) can
be as simple or as complex as the project it is being used
with. As an area of active interest, especially in the software
development industry, several technologies and tools exist
that address and enhance the various parts that make up such
an automation system. These vary greatly in complexity,
ease-of-use and learning curve but, in its essence, a modern
CI environment can be distilled down to three basic elements:
• A CI Server that monitors a version-controlled code
repository for changes
• A dependency management system
• A “runner” that executes the tests and reports their
status to the CI server
Whenever a developer commits a code change to the
project repository, the CI server is initialized. After obtaining a complete snapshot of the updated codebase, it must
prepare the environment in which the tests that comprise the
CI pipeline will be run.
This step is especially important because it allows tests to
be run in a deterministic environment that doesn’t change
over time and greatly contributes to the reproducibility of results. This is in contrast with tests that are manually initiated
by developers in their own machines, where different tool
versions or local untracked changes may exist, thus affecting
the results in unexpected ways. The ability to explicitly and
uniquely specify the dependencies and environment used by
the CI test suite is therefore key to maximizing the benefits
such development flow can bring. Here, too, multiple software offerings exist that help tackle this challenge, typically
involving a form of containerization, where a full runtime
environment is generated on demand.
Once the environment is initialized, a “runner” process
takes over and starts executing the test suite. Related tests
can be aggregated in stages, within which, the jobs running
each test may progress in parallel. Later stages depend on
earlier stages completing successfully, creating a dependency
system that can be leveraged to organize the pipeline in an
increasing degree of complexity and execution time, so that
bad commits fail as early as process in the process, saving
test cycles and reducing feedback times.
The “runner” may be run on any network-accessible server
machine. We have found containerization (e.g., Docker, chroot) helpful for documenting and isolating the tools and
their valid versions. Also, such containerized processes can
easily be run on any machine, independent of its native software environment. A notable exception occurs when the CI
pipeline includes tests that require direct interaction with
specific hardware devices that are not, or cannot be accessed
from the normal network. In such cases, the “runner” necessarily runs on the properly hardware-connected machine.
Security concerns often mandate such a setup even when
the devices under test are Ethernet-connected, so they can
be kept isolated on a private network,
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DEVELOPMENT & VERIFICATION
FLOW
Simulation is always an essential part of FPGA development. Along with HDL code, testbenches get written,
starting with simple unit tests. Our CI framework builds on
that reality, starting with the mandate that developers not
only write testbenches such that the waveforms look right,
but also produce a PASS/FAIL result. These testbenches
can become stricter with time and experience.
Our Verilog-centric experience involves mostly Icarus
Verilog run from GNU Make. This “make checks” step is
then easy to encapsulate in a CI environment running shell
within Docker, so that these tests are accumulated and run
systematically.
Firmware on the FPGAs pretty much never runs in isolation. When it interacts with software, it’s important to simulate the two together, a process often described as hardwaresoftware co-simulation. Techniques vary, depending on the
communication framework between the FPGA and software.
When the software runs on a soft core inside the FPGA, ordinary HDL-style simulations can work without conceptual
modification. Compilers are added to the required infrastructure, and the binary output gets loaded by the simulation.
In contrast, programs running remote to the FPGA normally
need a simulation of the data transport channel. Then the
software can run either natively or in a dedicated emulator.
Our experiences cover RISC-V [6] soft cores, and C and
Python running on external computers. Ideally, most of
the application HDL code and software is independent of
the transport channel, so the simulated transport can be
somewhat generic. Much of our transport experience is with
an on-chip Ethernet/IP/UDP stack that directly attaches to
a hardware PHY; a simulation of that attachment can be
bridged to a workstation or CI server operating system with
the tun/tap framework, allowing full (but slow) emulation
of the final chip.
The transition from usual software-based testbenches to
tests that involve real hardware now seems natural. Certainly
developers are used to interacting with live hardware on the
bench. Just like the unit-test case, we add a mandate that the
developer’s experience gets transformed into PASS/FAIL
tests that can be refined and accumulated. On the CI side,
the infrastructure now includes a toolchain for the FPGA,
and tools for downloading bitfiles to the board(s). This last
CI stage is now constrained to run on a physically known
computer in the lab attached to the hardware made available
for such testing, rather than some abstract software-only
server that could be “in the cloud.”

LLRF Applications
The power of CI is instrumental in our development of
high-quality shared code that is used by multiple LLRF
applications. Library code changes can be made with the
confidence that every project using the shared sources will
continue to function as designed. Fig. 2 shows a test rack
at LBNL where LLRF systems for different projects coex-
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track of these dependencies during development and deployment previously had been through text files and shell scripts
that are tedious to maintain and potentially introduce unwanted platform dependency. As mentioned above, Docker
allows us to track dependencies in a platform-independent
manner. In addition to capturing dependencies, Docker is
closely tied in with the CI servers, and automatically builds
images with new dependencies as needed.
There are several other open source tools that perform
parts of the pipeline above really well like Ansible, Chef,
Salt, Puppet, Nix, etc. However only a few of them play well
with existing continuous integration servers.
With Docker, one just lists all the dependencies in one file
(typically named Dockerfile), and the file is usually placed in
the root directory of the repository. Upon changes to this file,
a typical CI server can be configured to rebuild a new image
with all the dependencies. Docker is able to containerize the
built image and run unit tests, integration tests, and hardware
tests within this container. These containers are ephemeral:
Docker creates a new one for the next round of tests. If
one wants to introspect the tests, it’s possible to login into
the container to view the results and browse the directory
structure. A typical CI system archives the results (in our
case, FPGA bitstreams and executables, for retrieval and
deployment). An example of the Dockerfile can be found
here [9].
Another feature of Docker is that the built images can
also be deployed on servers running remotely. This has it’s
caveats, but has potential to ease deployment in the field.
Some teams have started using Docker in this manner [10].

Continuous Integration Deployment

ist: LCLS-II (SLAC) [7], SNS/PPU (ORNL) and PIP-II [8]
(FNAL).
The same rack also includes the networking and optical
fiber equipment needed for inter-chassis and control system
communications. In order to run hardware in the loop tests
for LLRF applications, a hardware cavity emulator is used.
The cavity emulator is essentially a crystal with similar bandpass characteristics as a resonant cavity used in accelerator
(though with a wider bandwidth); it allows us to complete
tests using the same cavity bring up automated scripts that
are deployed in the accelerator.

CI servers and services tend to ping version control servers
to look for changes committed on the repositories. Upon
detecting changes to source code, they can be configured
to do several tasks. This configuration is typically done
through YAML (.yml) files. Each change in the codebase
can be setup to trigger a “pipeline” (a series of tests that can
be arranged in “stages”), as shown in Fig. 3.
As mentioned earlier in the paper it is up to the developer
or the team to structure the tests in a meaningful sense. As
it doesn’t make sense to synthesize code that doesn’t pass
unit tests the “pipeline” can be configured to halt in case of
a failure in the earlier stages.
The .yml files are expressive enough to capture rules for
setting up stages, environment variables (to setup the tests),
shell commands, and storing resulting artifacts (like executables and bitstreams).

SOFTWARE INFRASTRUCTURE

SUCCESSES

Figure 2: CI rack.

Dependency Management with Docker
We use several open source tools and some vendor specific closed source tools in our development workflow. Some
of the open source tools are fairly stable like Python, Icarus
Verilog, and Verilator. However, some are under active development like the RISC-V toolchain, LiteX, etc. Keeping

So far we believe we have enjoyed successes in a variety
of forms.
• All dependencies captured in one place. This was previously softly maintained through a text file. With advent
of Docker, this is just as easy as having Dockerfile (a
single file with instructions to install all dependencies)
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Figure 3: CI pipelines.
under version control, which then can reproducibly
build the development/deployment environments.
• New features are always checked to see if they inadvertently break old features, shortening the time-to-fix,
and particularly avoiding the need to spend precious
machine-study time finding and fixing simple bugs.
When a contributor adds a new feature to a shared codebase, the changes can break any of the unit tests, integration tests, and hardware tests. Having hardware in
the loop ensures that application, infrastructure, and
integration code are all tested realistically ahead of time
before the code arrives in the production environment.
We have found this to be a huge relief.
• Single reproducible setup accessible to all engineers.
Hardware-in-loop provides at least one production-like
test setup for every engineer. This is arguably superior
to an engineer-specific setup which is accessible to only
one engineer, when it comes to deployable code.
• Ease of keeping up with changes in dependencies.
When a version of e.g., iverilog or Verilator has
changed, testing the entire codebase against this can be
as simple as creating a new branch in version control,
changing the Dockerfile to point to a later version, and
committing to the codebase. This automatically, rebuilds the dependencies, and tests the code base against
the changes, and keeps the image rebuilt with dependencies for future uses.

CHALLENGES
Having real hardware in the testing loop comes with its
own special and exciting challenges.

• Reality of managing hardware: Our use case mandates
that the machine running CI software communicates
with hardware over interfaces like USB, Ethernet, PCIe,
etc. When a new device gets added, removed, or unplugged by mistake, the CI software should be made
aware so that the tests are run smoothly. As we expand
our test setup to various projects, and platforms, we
are starting to look into some creative ways to manage
hardware through forms of abstractions.
• Getting locked into CI providers: So far we have chosen to self-host with open-source git hosting and CI
software provided by Gitlab. However, not all features
of Gitlab directly translate to other CI suppliers, including commercial hosting providers. While using any
software, it is easy to get used to exclusive features,
eventually losing portability to other platforms.
• Perceived difficulty in setting up the CI framework. The
number of features and control knobs of a “modern” CI
system are immense. They were designed to maintain
and deploy large software packages with several dependencies across various platforms simultaneously. The
documentation can seem large, yet lacking at the same
time. That being said, we found it easy to get simple
tasks up and running in a reasonable amount of time.
• Running the tests locally. CI tools provide limited mechanisms to run the same exact stages of the pipeline
locally on a developer’s machine. They seem to be
working on it, but it’s not without its quirks.
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FUTURE PLANS
Considering the challenges above, we have our eyes open
for better ways to produce reliable software-firmware combinations for deployment. CI and Hardware-In-Loop tests
only bring us closer to that goal.

Dependency Management
We believe that dependencies can be installed in an identical way on both the local and remote machines even without
containerization tools like Docker that make use of processes
running in a container or a virtual machine. New package
managers and operating systems are being developed that
test, run and deploy code by just altering the run-time environment to point to the new dependencies. These tools also
cleanly provide a way to move back and forth between the
old state (in case of failure) and stay in the newly built state
(in case of success). GNU Guix and Nix are such package
managers.
These package managers also provide a CI mechanism
which are more sophisticated, see [11].
Other features we envision covering in the future within
the CI framework are automated generation of documentation and tracking metrics (such as code coverage) for testbenches.

CONCLUSION
The adoption of a CI process for the development of accelerator instrumentation has shown to have great benefits.
Tests and verification of integrated designs are now automated, decreasing the cognitive load on the developers and
guaranteeing a systematic verification of changes several
times a day, as soon as changes are made to any part of our
code base designs. Other features such as the automatic
generation of artifacts (in the form of bitstreams for our
FPGA builds) have proven to be useful for our controls collaborators, who are not necessarily familiar with the FPGA
bitstream generation process and who would like access to
those while developing software.
The CI framework, including hardware-in-the-loop tests,
has been successfully deployed at LBNL. Many of the components used in that setup, along with libraries and hardware
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designs used in LLRF applications have been published under Open Source licenses and can be found here [12].
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE MTCA.4 I/O CARDS FOR SPring-8 UPGRADE
AND NEW 3 GeV LIGHT SOURCE
T. Fukui, N. Hosoda, RIKEN SPring-8 Center, Hyogo, Japan
M. Ishii, JASRI/SPring-8, Hyogo-ken, Japan
H. Maesaka, T. Ohshima, E. Iwai, RIKEN SPring-8 Center, Sayo-cho, Sayo-gun, Hyogo, Japan
Abstract
We will start a full energy injection from the SACLA to
the SPring-8 from next year as a part of the SPring-8
upgrade. For this, we developed several I/O cards with the
MTCA.4 form factor. One of the key issues is a timing
synchronization between SACLA and SPring-8. We implemented required functions on the FPGA logic of a
commercially available I/O card. We develop a module to
distribute a trigger and clocks. We also developed cards
used for the beam position monitor (BPM) and low-level
RF system (LLRF). Those are included two types of
cards. One is a 16-bit digitizer used for LLRF for the
SPring-8 since 2018 march. We will use the card for the
BPM with modified FPGA logic. Second is an implementation of functions with the pulsed RF signals processed
on the FPGA logic of a commercially available card.
These functions are used for the BPM of the beam
transport line from the SACLA to SPring-8. The existing
system is used 1 Hz beam repetition but we need more
than 10 Hz to achieve an injection time less than 20
minutes to maximize user time. We will report the performance of the MTCA.4 cards, the upgrade plan of the
SPring-8, and the construction of the 3 GeV Light Source.

INTRODUCTION
In the last twenty years, SPring-8 has been providing
bright X-ray to users as a large-scale third-generation
synchrotron radiation facility with the highest electron
energy in the world. The SACLA project, which was
aiming to provide an X-ray free electron laser to users,
started in 2006 with a five-year construction schedule and
it has been in operation for user experiments since 2012.
We also built a beam transport line between the linear
accelerator of SACLA and the storage ring of SPring-8
for an optional operation; a full-energy injection to the
SPring-8 storage ring. An ultralow emittance electron
beam delivered from SACLA should be compatible with
the future upgraded SPring-8 facility. [1]
SACLA delivers pulsed X-ray laser beams whose pulse
duration is as short as a few femtoseconds. The peak
brilliance of SACLA is extremely high. The complementary use of the upgraded storage-ring light sources and
pulsed X-ray laser is essential for opening new frontiers
in science and technology. In SPring-8-II the dynamic
aperture will be markedly narrower than that in the current SPring-8. We cannot use the existing injector system

in SPring-8 without large-scale modification. In addition,
because of the long injection interval during top-up operation it is necessary to keep the injector system in a
standby condition, which will increase the operation cost.
On the other hand, the linac of SACLA is always running
for user experiments independently from SPring-8. Therefore, if the injection beam is delivered from SACLA, the
operation cost will be minimized. To enable operation by
SACLA users experiments and beam injection to SPring8-II in parallel, it is necessary to control the beam energy
and peak current on a pulse by pulse.
Last few years another project was started to build new
3 GeV Light Source at Sendai located in the north-east
part of Japan. The beam current and emittance of the
storage ring are designed to be 400 mA and 1 nm.rad. We
designed equipment of the 3 GeV Light Source with those
developed by the SPring-8-II project because the parameter of the linac and the storage ring is very similar to the
SACLA and the SPring-8-II. The 3 GeV Light Source will
use a top-up operation mode with a low emittance electron beam delivered from a linac. The linac consists of a
thermionic electron gun, beam, prebuncher cavity
(238 MHz), booster cavity (476 MHz), S-band
(2856 MHz) linacs, and main C-band linacs.
Prior to build the 3 GeV Light Source we will build a
small linac which will deliver an electron beam to the
New SUBARU storage ring located near the transport line
from the SACLA to the SPring-8. Figure 1 shows the
SACLA and the SPring-8 accelerator complex and New
SUBARU. At present the injector linac of the SPring-8
delivers the electron beam to the SPring-8 and the New
SUBARU in parallel. We are planning to shutdown the
injector linac after confirming the steady operation of the
injection from the SACLA because of reduction of operation cost. For this reason, the New SUBARU will need a
new injector linac dedicated for the New SUBARU. It is
beneficial to build a new linac for the New SUBARU
because it becomes a prototype for the injector of the
3 GeV Light Source. The linac consists of an electron
gun, beam, prebuncher cavity (238 MHz), booster cavity
(476 MHz), S-band (2856 MHz) linacs, and main C-band
linacs.
These projects will use MTCA.4 as the standard form
factor of an accelerator control system. And it will use for
the low-level RF (LLRF) system, timing system, beam
position monitors and beam current monitors.
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Figure 1: The SPring-8 facility and the SACLA. The New SUBARU located nearby the transport line from the SACLA
to the SPring-8.

MTCA.4 SYSTEM
More than 20 years operation of SPring-8, it is difficult
to maintain VME for the accelerator control. We decided
to select MTCA.4 as a standard form factor for SPring-8
upgrade and 3 GeV Light Source. Before this decision we
studied several form factors such as a Compact PCI,
VXS, ATCA, etc. None of them are the best for all requirements such as size, data transfer speed, redundancy
and availability on the market. The MTCA.4 is better for
us because it has been developed at DESY for EuroXFEL
and it can be a quick start to the development.
We started to test with a commercially available digitizer AMC for the LLRF system of the SPring-8. After the
evaluation we decided to develop the MTCA.4 system in
two ways. One is a required function to implement on the
FPGA logic of a commercially available I/O card and the
other is to develop a module include hardware. A detail of
the system is shown below sections.

Mezzanine Card (AMC) with a signal conditioning Rear
Transition Module (RTM), a general purpose AI/AO
DI/DO AMC and PMC/XMC carrier AMC with XMC
EtherCAT master module as shown in Fig. 2. EtherCAT
was selected as a field bus for a motor control and slow
analogue signals detection, such as the vacuum pressure
of the cavity. We use four signal conditioning cards to
digitize more than 30 RF inputs whose frequency is
508.58 MHz. To deliver the RF reference clock and the
sampling clock for the digitizer AMCs, we use RF backplane to reduce the interconnecting cables.

MTCA.4 System for LLRF for the SPring-8 Upgrade
After 20 years operation of SPring-8, it is difficult to
maintain old analogue modules of the LLRF system for
SPring-8 RF system. We decided to replace the old analogue LLRF system with MTCA.4 based one for SPring8-II [2, 3].
The LLRF system is composed of a MicroTCA Carrier
Hub (MCH) with CPU module, a digitizer Advanced
TUAPP02
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An under sampling scheme is used for the RF detection
which does not need the parameter sensitive mixer at
down conversion. It makes the signal conditioning RTM
simple. The amplitude and phase of the RF signal are
calculated from the digitized sinusoidal data by applying
digital down conversion (DDC). The cavity pickup signals are vector summed to form the station accelerating
voltage. The phase and amplitude of the signal are stabilized to the set value with a Proportional and Integral (PI)
feedback processes implemented in the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). We prepare two feedback
control loops; a cavity loop and a klystron loop. The
bandwidth of the cavity loop is set to ~100 Hz, because
the changing of the perturbations, such as the temperature
change of the cavity, is slow. The deviations of amplitude
and phase caused by the ripple of the klystron are compensated by the klystron loop. Its bandwidth is set to
~20 kHz.
We are developing digitizer AMC MMEADC01B
equipping 10 channels 370 MS/s 16-bit ADCs, two
500 MS/s 16-bit DACs, and a Kintex 7 FPGA. The signal
conditioning RTM has nine-channel RF inputs, one baseband input and one vector modulation output. The nine
single-ended inputs are converted to differential signals
with baluns. Its bandwidth is 400 MHz to 600 MHz.
Figure 3 and 4 show a photo of the signal conditioning
RTM and the block diagram.
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phase angle at the minimum reflection condition in order
to maintain the resonant frequency.

Figure 5: Reflected power from the cavity (filled circle)
and the phase angle between the forward and the pickup
signals (open triangle) as a function of the tuner position.
First two systems were installed at A-station and
D-station in 2018 and the other two were installed in
2019.
Table 1 shows the stabilities of the amplitude and phase
of the pickup signal of the cavity at a steady condition
This result satisfies the requirements.
Table 1: Stabilities of the Amplitude and Phase of the
Pickup Signal of the Cavity
Phase Noise

Amplitude Noise

A-station

0.059deg

3.7E-4

D-station

0.0587deg

2.4E-4

MTCA.4 System for Beam Position Monitor for
the SPring-8 Upgrade
Figure 3: Photo of a digitizer AMC (right) and a signal
conditioning RTM (left).

Figure 4: Block diagram of the digitizer AMC and a signal conditioning RTM.
We measured the dependence of the cavity reflection
power as a function of the tuner position with a constant
klystron output power. Figure 5 shows the result. The
tuner position was successfully controlled through the
EtherCAT motor controller. The RF signal amplitude and
phase as a function of the tuner position were measured.
The target value of the tuner control process was set to the

The beam position monitor (BPM) system for SPring8-II is required to be more stable and precise than current
SPring-8. The beam orbit stability should be 5 µm peakto-peak for one month to achieve the required optical axis
stability of 1 µrad and the source point stability of a few
microns.
To achieve these requirements, we designed the BPM
electronics with the following concepts.
• The signal is read-out by ADC with the high-speed
signal processing.
• An under sampling technique is used to eliminate the
drift of an analogue component.
• Pilot tones are injected to the signal line to monitor
the gain drift.
• Variable step attenuators are inserted to the RF frontend for a wide dynamic range.
• A MicroTCA.4 (MTCA.4) platform with an RF
backplane [5] is used the same as the LLRF system of
SPring-8 upgrade.
• The block diagram of the designed BPM electronics
is shown in Fig. 6. We use the same digitizer AMC of
the LLRF system. A signal conditioning RTM was
designed for the BPM system. Since the digitizer
AMC has 10 channels, signals from two BPMs are
processed by one AMC.
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Figure 6: Block diagram of the BPM electronics.
On the RTM, the RF frequency component is extracted
from an input signal by a SAW band-pass filter with a
~10 MHz bandwidth. The signal level is adjusted to the
ADC input by step attenuators and amplifiers.
The RTM is also equipped with four pilot tone sources
that generate RF signals with frequencies slightly shifted
from RF. These four tones are injected at the input state of
the RTM and they are used for the correction of gain
drifts etc.
We installed a prototype of the new BPM to the present
SPring-8. We evaluated the position resolution and longterm stability with this BPM head [4].
(A

(B

Figure 7: Scatter plots of beam positions from two BPMs.
The SP BPM data with a 0.13 nC single bunch is plotted
in (a) and the fast COD BPM data with a 30 mA stored
current is shown in (b).
The position resolution was evaluated by comparing the
data from the two BPMs. We analyze both single-bunch
single pass (SP) data and closed orbit distortion (COD)
data. Figure 7 (a) shows the scatter plot of the horizontal
SP beam positions of a 0.13 nC single bunch when the
beam orbit was intentionally kicked by the pulsed bumper
magnet at the injection part. To use correlation, a difference between the two BPMs is 31 µm RMS and each SP
BPM resolution can be estimated to be 31∕√2=22 μm
RMS which is well below the required resolution of
100 µm. Figure 7 (b) shows the horizontal COD fast data
of a 30 mA stored beam when the beam orbit was kicked

by a fast the magnet. The difference between the two
BPMs is 0.55 µm. The beam position resolution is estimated to be 0.55∕√2=0.39 μm RMS. This value is 10 –
100 times smaller than the beam size and sufficient for the
COD measurement.

MTCA.4 Module for LLRF and BPM of the
Linac
We have developed the LLRF system for the linac of
the 3 GeV Light Source and New SUBARU. This LLRF
system is an implementation of functions with the pulsed
RF signals processed on the FPGA logic of a commercially available card. We selected a combination of a SIS8325
as digitizer AMC and DWC8VM1 as a signal conditioning RTM with a mixer for down conversion [5] The linac
consists of an electron gun, beam, prebuncher cavity
(238 MHz), booster cavity (476 MHz), S-band
(2856 MHz) accelerating structures, and main C-band
(5712 MHz) accelerating structures. Stability requirements of the amplitude and phase for each component are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Stability Requirements of the Amplitude and
Phase for each Component
Phase Noise

Amplitude Noise

238 MHz

0.5 deg

8E-4

476 MHz

0.2 deg

1.5E-3

S-band

0.5 deg

3E-3

C-band

2.5 deg

1E-3

We measured the stability of the amplitude and phase
with the S-band component shown in Table 3. We set
59.5 MHz as an intermediate frequency and a signal is
sampled by 238 MHz This result satisfies the requirements.
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Table 3: Resolutions of Amplitude and Phase with S-band
Inputs

• The data rate of a timing signal is 1 Gbps and a timing signal is used 8B/10B cording.
• It has an asynchronous data transfer mode for an
alarm and interrupt event. Also the alarm signal is
distributed through M-LVDS of the AMC backplane.
• A clock signal is recovered from the input timing signal.
• A resolution of trigger delay is less than 0.1 nsec and
trigger jitter is 10 ps RMS.

Phase Noise

Amplitude Noise

S-band

0.07 deg

7E-4

S-band
(BW 20 MHz)

0.02 deg

2E-4
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We implement the functions for the pulsed RF signals
processed on the FPGA logic as listed below
• The IQ baseband data is sampled to 59.5 MHz
(=238 MHz ∕ 4) with a finite impulse response filter.
• The waveform of each shot is recorded with 8 k samples for raw data and 2 k for I/Q data.
• Two sampling point data relative to the trigger timing
are stored into the register with the trigger number of
each shot.
• It is capable to detect an abnormal waveform by
comparing it with a reference point of a waveform.
This function is effective to one channel.
• It is capable a decimation by four for a long waveform such as 476 MHz cavity.
• For the output of the vector modulator, amplitude and
a phase are used to generate IQ component signals
with 16 k samples.
The FPGA logic was tested by using the output RF signal feed the RF input. A waveform of the vector modulator is shown in Figure 8 (A). Figure 8 (B) shows a waveform of an RF input with I/Q demodulation. Figures 8 (A)
and 8 (B) show a phase difference corresponding to the
propagation delay and the function of the FPGA logic
working correctly.

Timing Module Synchronization Between
SACLA and SPring-8
We developed a timing synchronization module for injection from the SACLA to the SPring-8. This synchronization logic was implemented in a digitizer AMC. We
used a commercially available digitizer AMC, SIS8300L2
[5], and a custom made signal conditioning RTM [6]. A
block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 9. The
84.76 MHz, frequency of SPring-8 RF divided by six, is
used for the clock of the FPGA and the ADC. The AC
60 Hz signal is input to the AMC, and the pre-trigger is
generated inside the FPGA. The wait turn number n is
calculated using the measured phase at the pre-trigger
timing. The phase difference between the SACLA and the
SPring-8 is compensated by a frequency modulation control of the master oscillator for the SPring-8.

Figure 8: An output RF signal feed into RF input. An
input waveform of vector modulator is shown in (a) and
readout I/Q waveform is shown in (b).

MTCA.4 System for Trigger Module
We developed a trigger module for the SPring-8-II,
3 GeV Light Source and New SUBARU.
We implement the functions for the trigger processed
on the FPGA logic listed below and shown in Fig. 10.
• One optical link for input trigger and four optical
links for output.

Figure 9: Block diagram of the synchronization system.
The timing difference is measured at the phase detection
section. The precise adjustment of the gun trigger is compensated by the frequency modulation.
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Figure 10: Block diagram of the trigger board.

Universal Driver for MTCA.4
In terms of software development, it is ideal to use digitizer AMCs and trigger modules without any modification
of the source code for the application processes such as
EM and operator GUI.
The original idea of a universal driver for MTCA.4 was
developed at DESY [7]. There are two driver layers. One
is a hardware bus and OS specific driver. In our case, the
hardware bus is PCI Express and the OS is Linux. The
other is a module hardware specific driver, such as
SIS8300L2, SIS8325 and MMEADC01B. Because we
had experiences to develop a nexus driver and a leaf driver for Solaris OS on the VME system, we could accept
this idea smoothly.
Figure 11 shows the system structure of universal driver for MTCA.4. The bus driver is a hardware bus / OS
specific layer and common for child drivers. The child
driver is a hardware specific layer in the kernel. The driver shim is a hardware specific layer to transfer data from
user space to kernel space. The DevAPI is the generic API
layer. We do not have to pay attention to hardware when
we program applications.

STATUS OF THE PROJECT
As part of the SPring-8 upgrade project we started to
design the MTCA.4 system in 2016. First we replaced
VMEs of the LLRF system for the SPring-8 in 2018. The
next step is to replace a few VME of the BPM readout
system to the MTCA.4 for the SPring-8. Before the replacement we made a feasibility study in 2019.
We will build the BPM and LLRF system for the linac
as an injector of the New SUBARU. The timing module
will be used for injection from the SACLA to the
Spring-8. It is started at the beginning of 2019.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We developed several I/O cards with the MTCA.4 form
factor. We take two types of implementations. One is a
required function to implement on the FPGA logic of a
commercially available I/O card and the other is to develop a module including hardware.

Figure 11: System structure of universal driver for
MTCA.4 at SPring-8.
The first type is used for the timing module, the BPM
and the LLRF system for the linac of the 3 GeV Light
Source. The second is used for the BPM and LLRF system for the SPring-8 upgrade. The 3 GeV Light Source
will use both types of MTCA.4 systems.
We report the performance of the MTCA.4 cards. These
are satisfies the requirements for the upgrade plan of the
SPring-8, and the construction of the 3 GeV Light Source.
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LOW-COST MODULAR PLATFORM FOR CUSTOM ELECTRONICS IN
RADIATION-EXPOSED AND RADIATION-FREE AREAS AT CERN
G. Daniluk∗ , C. Gentsos, E. Gousiou, L. Patnaik, M. Rizzi
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The CERN control system is comprised of multiple layers of hardware and software that extend from the hardware
deployed close to the machine, up to the software running
on computers that operators use for control and monitoring.
A new centrally supported service is being developed for
the layers closest to the accelerator: Distributed I/O and
the Fieldbus, targeting both radiation-free and radiationexposed areas. A key aspect of this project is the selection
of industrial standards for the layers, which are currently
dominated by custom, in-house designed solutions. Regarding the Distributed I/O layer, this paper describes how we
are adapting an industrial crate standard to be suitable as
the low-cost modular hardware platform for remote analog
and digital I/O applications in radiation-exposed as well as
radiation-free areas. We are designing a low cost 3U chassis
with a standardized backplane accompanied by a radiation
tolerant, switched-mode power supply and an FPGA-based
System Board that houses the Fieldbus communication interface.

INTRODUCTION
In the years 2024–25, CERN’s Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) will undergo a major upgrade [1]. The High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) will provide instantaneous luminosities a factor of five larger than the LHC nominal value. To
achieve the physics targets several new technologies will
be introduced to the accelerator and many systems will be
renovated to increase the overall machine availability by
20 %.
The HL-LHC will place challenging demands on data
acquisition to/from the accelerator components which need
to be controlled and diagnosed, such as the new Nb3 Sn magnets. The need for larger amounts of diagnostics information
will result in a requirement for more throughput in the lower
layers of the control system and will therefore affect the
electronics in this tier and the communication links used
to send the information up the controls stack. The current
custom electronics–based controls architecture comprises
the following three hardware layers (Fig. 1):
• Front-end Tier: a powerful computer in various form
factors (VME, PICMG 1.3, MTCA.4, etc.) that can
host a variety of reusable electronic cards to control
accelerator components by sending and receiving data
and carrying out calculations in real-time.
∗

grzegorz.daniluk@cern.ch

Figure 1: Lowest layers of CERN’s accelerator control
system.

• Fieldbus Tier: a networking solution that ensures
communication between the master in the front-end
layer and a set of slaves in the distributed I/O tier
• Distributed I/O Tier: electronic modules that interface directly with an accelerator equipment in radiationexposed or radiation-free areas, controlled by the master in the front-end tier over the fieldbus. These are usually FPGA–based boards sampling digital and analog
inputs, driving outputs and performing various safetycritical operations.
Historically, in the front-end and fieldbus layers there has
been a lot of standardization, sharing and reuse of design effort between equipment groups. However, in the distributed
I/O layer, the lack of a generic, modular solution with simple
and robust inter-module communication resulted in many
custom-made developments in different form factors around
CERN. With the Distributed I/O Tier (DI/OT) project we are
designing a low-cost, reusable, modular hardware platform
that can be easily customised to serve the requirements of
various accelerator subsystems in both radiation-exposed
and radiation-free areas. Introducing a standardisation in
the distributed I/O layer of the control system automatically
allows all users to benefit from modules designed by other
groups or institutes. The main difference from the front-end
tier modular electronics is less complexity, a simpler interface between boards hosted within a single crate and the
provision of a radiation-tolerant variant of the hardware kit.

DISTRIBUTED I/O TIER HARDWARE KIT
A fundamental requirement for the DI/OT hardware platform, is basing it on existing industrial standards. The study
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phase (described in [2]) concluded that a 3U1 crate compliant with the CompactPCI Serial (CPCI-S.0) specification [3]
is best suited for the requirements of accelerator applications
at CERN. The standard features a robust connector targeting
transportation applications and a fully passive backplane,
which makes it suitable for systems in radiation-exposed
areas.
The full DI/OT ecosystem depicted in Fig. 2 consists of
a CPCI-S crate; an off-the-shelf CPCI-S 300W power supply; RaToPUS, a 100W radiation-tolerant switched-mode
power supply; a radiation-tolerant System Board; a nonradiation-tolerant System Board and a set of interchangeable fieldbus communication mezzanines. The fieldbus mez-

Figure 2: Distributed I/O Tier hardware kit.
zanines are designed in compliance with the ANSI/VITA
57.1-2008 FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC) standard. They
implement various communication technologies ensuring
control and data exchange with the front-end tier computer. Several protocols are supported to cater for different needs of installations in radiation-exposed (WorldFIP,
Ethernet-POWERLINK) and radiation-free areas (White
Rabbit, PROFINET). The System Board is an FPGA-based
card which acts as the crate controller. On one side it features an FMC connector to host one of the fieldbus communication mezzanines. On the other side, it is equipped with
the backplane connector to interface with all other boards in
the crate – the so called Peripheral Boards. A small fraction
of its FPGA resources is dedicated to implementing general
crate monitoring services (temperatures, voltage and current
levels, fan speeds) while the rest of it is free to the user to
implement any application-specific early data processing
algorithms.
A user of the DI/OT ecosystem would assemble a desired
configuration from the aforementioned components depending on the chosen communication protocol and area where
it is going to be deployed:
1

1U = 44.45 mm
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• radiation-exposed: DI/OT crate with RaToPUS,
radiation-tolerant System Board and either WorldFIP
or Ethernet-POWERLINK FMC mezzanine;
• radiation-free: DI/OT crate with any off-the-shelf
CPCI-S power supply, non-radiation-tolerant System
Board, any of the available FMC mezzanines.
An instance of DI/OT hardware would be further customised
by adding application-specific Peripheral Boards and FPGA
firmware running on the System Board.

CRATE SPECIFICATION
The fact that the DI/OT crate complies with the CPCI-S
specification, enables designers to use off-the-shelf crates
for lab prototyping as well as standardizes the voltages,
connectors and monitoring interfaces. However, the crates
currently available on the market are not suitable "as-is"
for wide deployments in CERN accelerators mainly due to
limited boards real estate and elevated kit cost. To overcome
those, an Open Hardware crate and CPCI-S backplane are
designed in the frame of the project [4].
The crate enclosure (Fig. 3) is assembled using 3U subrack components compatible with the IEC 60297-3 and
IEEE 1101.10-1996 mechanical standards. These are lowcost aluminum elements available in the products portfolio
of all major crate vendors. Furthermore, to allow more efficient passive cooling, especially for the crates deployed in
radiation-exposed areas of accelerator tunnels, the dimensions of the front space of the System Board and Peripheral
Boards is increased. Comparing to the standard CPCI-S
configuration, where the zone for each card is limited to
100 mm×160 mm×4 HP2 , the DI/OT crate can host longer,
220 mm, and wider, 6 HP, front boards. To make it possible
a customized backplane was designed, with additional spacing between the slots, and mounted deeper in the chassis.

Figure 3: DI/OT crate mockup.

The application-specific Peripheral Boards can interface
directly with sensors and actuators through their front panel.
2

1 Horizontal Pitch(HP) = 5.08 mm
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Alternatively, the chassis and the backplane offer a possibility to host Rear Transition Modules (RTMs). The RTMs are
usually fully passive boards that provide an interface with
external equipment through a direct RTM connector to the
corresponding Peripheral Board. This way, in case of an
emergency intervention, one can replace a faulty front board
without the need of de-cabling. To further increase the availability of DI/OT systems, the crate provides dual modular
redundancy power supplies in load-sharing configuration.
DI/OT systems deployed in radiation-free areas may feature complex and powerful digital circuits requiring forced
airflow for heat dissipation. The DI/OT hardware kit includes an optional 1U fan tray that could be mounted either below or above the main 3U crate. For reliability reasons, electronics deployed in radiation-exposed areas rely
mostly on passive, conduction cooling. To enable more
power-consuming electronics to be deployed in radiation
environments, the DI/OT kit provides a radiation-tolerant
fan control module. Both powering and monitoring of the
fan tray are provided through a single connector.

DI/OT CPCI-S Backplane
The 9-slot DI/OT backplane was designed in KiCad [5], a
free and open source EDA (Electronics Design Automation)
suite, according to the CompactPCI Serial specification.
Figure 4 presents a 3D render of both sides of the backplane design. The project is licensed under the CERN Open

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: DI/OT backplane front(a) and back(b) 3D render.

Hardware License and published in the Open Hardware
Repository [4]. Therefore, not only does it serve the needs
of CERN DI/OT applications, but has the potential of becoming a powerful platform that can be easily and freely
used as a base for further modifications and customization.
The DI/OT backplane features a set of Amphenol Airmax
connectors following the CPCI-S standard. The System
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Slot is populated with a full range of 6 connectors, P1 to
P6 (where P1 is the lowest, close to the bottom edge of
the board), while Peripheral Slots have only P1, P4 and
P6. P1 and P6 are used for communication with the System Slot, while P4 is defined in the standard as rear board
connector and interfaces directly a Peripheral Board with
its Rear Transition Module (RTM). While CPCI-S manufacturers provide backplanes of various number of slots,
the most widely spread configuration furnishes 9 slots and
the DI/OT backplane follows this trend. It provides interfaces between 8 Peripheral Slots and the System Slot by a
set of differential pairs in a star topology and a number of
multi-drop single-ended lines. Although the topology of
all interconnections (Fig. 5) has been preserved as specified by CPCI-S, their definition has been generalised and
abstracted from the communication protocols. Instead of
using complex busses like PCI-Express, USB and SATA
a simple inter-board communication technology (such as
high-speed SPI) with automatic identification of hardware
modules is supported by the System Board FPGA firmware.
This choice is more suitable especially for electronics in
radiation-exposed areas, where the complexity of a system
must be reduced as much as possible.

Figure 5: DI/OT backplane topology
(1: System Slot; 2-9: Peripheral Slots).

The DI/OT backplane provides a star topology of 144
LVDS lanes in total (18 LVDS lanes per Peripheral Slot),
as can be seen in Fig. 5. They are used as differential or
single-ended I/Os to implement communication between the
System and Peripheral Boards. Out of those, 1 LVDS lane
per Peripheral Slot is reserved for the distribution of lowjitter clock and 2 LVDS lanes are designated for high-speed
communication (using FPGA Multi-Gigabit Transceivers).
Additionally, a set of the following shared, single-ended
lines is available. The Reset line is driven by the System Slot
and lets the System Board reset all the Peripheral Boards in
the crate. A set of 5 multidrop lines (Multidrop IRQs in Fig.
5) can be used as interrupt lines of 5 priorities, or for any
other one-to-many signaling. Despite the fact that DI/OT
applications do not require a hot-plug functionality, a star
of single-ended presence detection signals and a service I2 C
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bus (shared among all the slots) is available. Those will be
used for Peripheral Board identification and thus automatic
discovery of a running DI/OT crate configuration.
Regarding powering, the DI/OT backplane preserves full
compatibility with CPCI-S and offers extensions. In the default scenario, each board receives through the P1 connector
two rails: +5V (standby power) and +12V (payload power).
The former is of very limited power (up to 10 W combined
through all slots) while the second shall be considered as the
main power source for digital and analog circuits. Depending on the needs of a particular board, it shall be equipped
with local Point-Of-Load (POL) DC/DC or linear regulators
to produce the voltages required to its operation.
Furthermore, the DI/OT backplane provides the means
for additional distribution of two auxiliary voltages to all
Peripheral Slots. The typical CERN Peripheral Board will
be equipped with an analog front-end to interface with very
precise measurement circuitry (e.g. for measuring the position of magnets with micrometer accuracy). This requires
some low-power bias voltage (e.g. +15V, -15V). To limit
the complexity of the whole system, the DI/OT backplane
provides an AUX Volt connector in the back. It is meant to
host an auxiliary power supply card that accepts +12V and
produces with local DC/DC or linear regulators the desired
voltages (AUX Voltage 1, AUX Voltage 2 in Fig. 5). The
auxiliary voltages are then provided to all Peripheral Slots
using the customized distribution through P4 connectors.
While 8 signaling pins of every P4 connector are utilized
for low impedance auxiliary voltage power rails, another 8
signaling pins are available for custom inter-board communication and the remaining 48 signaling pins are for direct
interfacing with the rear boards (RTMs).

CRATE POWER SUPPLIES
For radiation-free areas, the DI/OT crate will be equipped
with off-the-shelf 300W CPCI-S power supplies. However,
for radiation-exposed applications, such a straightforward
approach cannot be applied. Regular, switched-mode power
supplies are known to fail in radiation due to both Single
Event Effects (SEE) and Total Ionizing Dose (TID). Therefore, the vast majority of radiation-tolerant electronics currently deployed at CERN is equipped with linear power
supplies. Those are less complex and thus more resilient
to radiation-related effects. However, linear power supplies
suffer from poor efficiency, large heat dissipation and a form
factor dictated by the bulky 50 Hz transformer for output
powers in the order of 100 W, as required by the DI/OT.

RaToPUS, Radiation-Tolerant Power Supply
RaToPUS [6] is a 100 W AC/DC radiation-tolerant power
supply mechanically compliant with the CompactPCI Serial standard (CPCI-S.0). It takes in a universal AC input
(90–230 Vac, 50/60 Hz) and delivers up to 100 W on its payload channel (12 Vdc) and up to 10 W on a standby channel (5 Vdc). RaToPUS consists of two stages (Fig. 6): a
non-isolated Power Factor Correcting (PFC) AC/DC stage
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implemented by a PFC buck topology [7], followed by two
independent, isolated DC/DC stages implemented using the
Active-Clamp Forward (ACF) topology [8]. The DC link
between the AC/DC and the DC/DC stages is nominally
48 V (range: 36–72 V). This way, systems that are directly
powered from 48 V DC can benefit from the same design.

Figure 6: Radiation-tolerant power supply for DI/OT –
RaToPUS.

The first prototype of the resonant-reset forward converter [9] DC/DC stage was based on a radiation-hard PWM
controller chip designed at CERN for electronics in the
physics experiments (FEAST 2.1 [10]). However, this
straightforward approach showed limitations at the early
stage of the design. The resonant-reset forward converter
can require a large blocking voltage (up to 250 V) on the
main MOSFET (due to its sinusoidal peaking). Considering a 50 % derating for rad-hardness against Single Event
Burnouts (SEB), the MOSFET voltage rating would have
been at least 500 V, for the DC link of only 48 V. The resulting parasitics (on-state resistance and parasitic capacitances)
of this high-voltage MOSFET lead to large conduction and
switching losses, thus yielding only a 60 % efficiency as per
our experiments. Moreover, the FEAST-based controller,
originally designed for low power applications (10 W), does
not lend itself to the required modifications in a higherpower application (up to 100 W). The minimum specified
switching frequency is 1 MHz which is too high for a 100 W
power supply unless wide-bandgap devices are used. In addition, the stability of the regulation loop is heavily affected
by the fact that the type-III compensation network for the
error amplifier cannot be adequately modified as it is completely inside the FEAST chip, with fixed values of resistors
and capacitors.
The reviewed approach for the DC/DC stage design (currently ongoing) uses an ACF topology which in consort with
synchronous rectification on the secondary side can achieve
a potential DC/DC efficiency of 95 %. The chosen controller
integrated circuit for this stage is a standard current-mode
PWM controller (UC3845) with external compensation network, soft-start circuit, and slope compensation. Various
pin-to-pin compatible versions of this chip are available in a
SO-8 package from different semiconductor manufacturers.
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Figure 8: DI/OT general-purpose monitoring module – MoniMod.
Figure 7: Prototype of PFC buck AC/DC converter, 230 Vacto-48 Vdc.

This makes it easy to change the controller circuit without
having to redesign the PCB in case radiation tests reveal
issues with a particular part.
Regarding the AC/DC stage, the first prototype of the
PFC buck AC/DC converter has already been designed and
is currently being tested (Fig. 7). It is based on the same
controller integrated circuit (UC3845) albeit with a different
compensation network.

MONIMOD, THE MONITORING
MODULE
MoniMod [11] is the general-purpose, radiation-tolerant,
small form factor module of the DI/OT kit. For RaToPUS it
provides basic monitoring functionality (voltages, currents,
temperatures) and a standard PMBus (Power Management
Bus) interface to the System Board. Using PMBus ensures
conformity with other off-the-shelf CPCI-S power supplies.
For the 1U fan tray that can be optionally mounted on the
the DI/OT crate, it provides temperature measurements,
fan speed regulation and PMBus communication with the
System Board.
MoniMod is based on a 32-bit Cortex-M0+ microcontroller (ATSAMD21G18). The 12-bit multi-channel ADC
(Analog-to-Digital Converter) integrated with the microcontroller is used to provide voltage and current monitoring for
up to three different power rails, as well as temperature monitoring by means of up to three externally connected sensors
(e.g. LM61, PT100, PT1000). The PMBus-compatible I2 C
peripheral facilitates the implementation of the PMBus protocol; most of the low-level protocol work is offloaded to
the peripheral, keeping the core processor mostly free. The
PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) capabilities of the microcontroller are combined with three buck converter–based
drivers to enable regulating the speed of up to three 12 V
fans (without needing the fans to be PWM-capable themselves). The fan speed can also be monitored, for fans that
provide a tachometer. The board’s small form factor of
38.1×63.5 mm makes its integration into the limited space
of a standard CPCI-S PSU (Power Supply Unit) possible –
this size will be further reduced by omitting the fan drivers
for a PSU-specific version.

The microcontroller firmware implements a minimal subset of the PMBus protocol to provide access to the monitoring data; at the same time, suitable ad hoc extensions
were added to enable switching to – and controlling – an
I2 C-supporting bootloader that provides the System Board
with the means to remotely update the MoniMod firmware.
The selection of the microcontroller for the MoniMod
was governed by radiation tolerance requirements: the
ATSAMD21G18 has been tested to respond well with respect to TID effects. Although both its core and the multichannel ADC do intermittently misbehave once exposed
to radiation, these effects can be mitigated: using the integrated watchdog can bring the system back from core
faults, employing blind scrubbing can keep the ADC peripheral configuration registers in check and applying simple
filtering on the measurement data will remove most SEU
(Single Event Upset)-induced errors. Additional software
mitigation techniques, such as control flow checking and
software TMR will be evaluated. Finally, as a definitive
recovery measure, a dedicated hard-reset line allows the
System Board FPGA to promptly power cycle the whole
MoniMod monitoring module in case it stops responding
to PMBus requests. Since its functionality is not critical to
the rest of the DI/OT crate, the system can afford resetting
or even power cycling the whole monitoring module during
operation.
At the time of writing, the first prototype of MoniMod
has been produced and validated in the lab (see Fig. 8). The
next steps of its development process include radiation test
campaigns as well as detailed reliability studies.

FPGA-BASED SYSTEM BOARDS
For the proof-of-concept phase of the project, the DI/OT
System board was based on an the already existing CERN
radiation-tolerant board, the GEFE [12]. GEFE is a
radiation-tolerant FMC carrier that was originally designed
for the Multi-Orbit POsition System SPS (MOPOS). Since
its functionality, physical dimensions and radiation tolerance matched the requirements of the DI/OT project, a modified GEFE was designed and used it as the very first DI/OT
System Board. It features an FMC connector to host a
fieldbus communication mezzanine (WorldFIP mezzanine
plugged on top of the System Board in Fig. 9), a set of 6 Am-
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• White Rabbit:, for applications requiring a redundant
link for high-bandwidth and sub-ns synchronisation
[16].
In radiation-exposed zones, the DI/OT offering includes:
• WorldFIP: for applications requiring compatibility
with existing LHC equipment;
Figure 9: Proof of concept DI/OT System Board with WorldFIP FMC mezzanine.

• Ethernet-POWERLINK: for applications requiring
higher bandwidth or integration with off-the-shelf Industrial Ethernet equipment.

Radiation-Tolerant Ethernet-POWERLINK
phenol Airmax backplane connectors and a ProASIC3-3000
Flash-based FPGA.
Despite the fact that ProASIC3 has proven its reliability
in several CERN developments covering radiation-exposed
areas, it provides quite a limited number of resources comparing to modern FPGA families. The available space is
even more confined if one takes into account that all registers have to be triplicated at the synthesis stage and voters
need to be instantiated to ensure resilience to single event
effects (SEE). Those reasons led us into researching a different FPGA family for the final design of a radiation-tolerant
System Board. An interesting alternative has been provided by nanoXplore. This European company has launched
low-cost, radiation-hardened-by-design, SRAM-based FPGAs manufactured on the STM C65 space process. Being
radiation-hard by design, those do not require triplication
or voting techniques and offer block RAM memories with
embedded ECC (Error Correcting Code) protection. At
the time of writing, we are conducting a set of radiation
test campaigns in Paul Scherrer Institute to evaluate the
performance of NG_Medium FPGAs.
To cover the more demanding needs of systems outside
of radiation, the non-radiation-tolerant variant of the DI/OT
System Board was specified [13]. It will have the same
form factor and a set of FMC and backplane connectors as
the proof-of-concept design described earlier. However, the
non-radiation-tolerant variant will be a fully featured White
Rabbit [14] node and will be equipped with a much more
powerful System On Chip, Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+ ZU7
(see the project page [13] for the full specification).

While WorldFIP has been operating reliably since the
first LHC start-up, its bandwidth is limited to 2.5 Mbps.
A market review for 100 Mbps Ethernet, µs-level synchronization and up to 50 slaves per segment, explored leading
Industrial Ethernet technologies such as PROFINET, EtherNet/IP and EtherCAT. It concluded to the selection of
Ethernet-POWERLINK, as the radiation-tolerant fieldbus
for HL-LHC accelerator applications. The selection was
based on the fact that Ethernet-POWERLINK is the simplest
of the Industrial Ethernet protocols which makes it feasible
to implement a slave-node in a radiation-tolerant FPGA.
Moreover, Ethernet-POWERLINK features an open-source
implementation of its stack which gives direct access to
reliable source code. A mature option for making radiationtolerant digital designs, is using flash-based FPGAs, as is
the case, for example, of the GEFE board described in
the previous section. FPGA families like ProASIC3 have
proven to be reliable for radiation levels in the order of 400
Gy TID, 1E+13 p/cm2 HEH and for a compact design like
a fieldbus slave it is the optimal solution, at the time of writing. The FPGA configuration is stored in flash-cells which
are immune to SEUs in the LHC environment. The pure
logic is protected from SEUs by applying triple-modularredundancy of the flip-flops, followed by voting.

FIELDBUS
In radiation-exposed areas, at the time of writing, the
only fieldbus for the CERN accelerators is WorldFIP [15].
In radiation-free areas the most common protocols are
PROFINET and legacy PROFIBUS. The DI/OT kit offers
a selection of interchangeable communication solutions to
cover the different performance and environment requirements. In radiation-free zones, the DI/OT offering includes:
• PROFINET: for applications requiring mainly integration with off-the-shelf Industrial Ethernet equipment;

Figure 10: Simplified block diagram of the rad-tol POWERLINK implementation in FPGA.
A more complex approach to radiation-tolerant digital
designs, still within flash-based FPGAs, is the instantiation of a soft-core processor inside the FPGA. While re-
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dant power supplies, monitoring modules, fan-trays and
the FPGA-based System Board. A set of interchangeable
FMC mezzanines are designed to be plugged on the System
Board to provide communication with the higher-layers of
the control system.
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EXTENDING THE LIFE OF THE VME INFRASTRUCTURE AT BNL*
W. Pekrul†, C. Theisen, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, USA
Abstract

• microSD (Micro Secure Digital) Card Carrier

A large installation of VME controllers have been used
to control and monitor the RHIC Accelerator complex at
BNL. As this equipment ages a number of upgrade options
are being pursued. This paper describes an FPGA based
VME controller board development being undertaken to
provide a upgrade path for control applications that reuses
existing racks and power supplies and a catalogue of
custom application boards. This board is based on a Xilinx
Zynq that includes an ARM-9 and a large FPGA fabric. The
board includes DRAM, SPI-Flash, ethernet, SD card, USB,
SFP, FMC and an Artix FPGA to support the VME bus
protocol. The first application of a magnet quench detector
will also be described.

• JTAG interfaces to Zynq and Artix via 14 pin headers

INTRODUCTION
The RHIC complex is a long chain of sources and
accelerators at BNL. Its control system includes a large
installation of hardware built to the VME (Versa Module
Eurocard) bus standard. The standard was adopted in the
1980s and has gone through several iterations. As the
standard ages and the availability of new boards drops the
RHIC complex is still in need of replacements and
upgrades and controls for new applications. The ZVC
(Zynq VME Controller) was developed to provide an
answer to some of these issues. In addition it takes
advantage of the FMC (FPGA Mezzanine Card)
manufacturer catalogues, provides an architecture that
avoids operating over the slow VME backplane and
provides the potential for fast deterministic response time.

FEATURES
• Xilinx Zynq 7000 XC7Z045-2FFG900I AP SoC
• XilinxArtixXC7A50T-2FGG484I
• VME32 Bus Interface
• 1-VITA 57.1 FMC HPC connector
• 1-VITA 57.1 FMC LPC connector
• 1 GB DDR3 DRAM memory (four 256 Mb x
8 devices) connected to Zynq PS (processing system)
• 2-128 Mb Quad-SPI (QSPI) flash memory chips
connected to Zynq PS (32 MB)
• 128 Mb Quad-SPI (QSPI) flash memory chip
connected to Artix (16 MB).
• IIC EEPROMs connected to Zynq and Artix (32 Kb)
Stores MAC address, serial numbers, etc
• USB 2.0 ULPI transceiver with USB A Connector
___________________________________________

* Work supported by Brookhaven Science Associates, LLC under
contract no. DE-SC0012704 within the U.S. Department of Energy.
†
wpekrul@bnl.gov

• Clock sources:
° Fixed 33.33 MHz LVCMOS Zynq PS oscillator
° Fixed 200 MHz LVDS oscillator to Zynq and Artix
° Fixed 100 MHz LVDS oscillator to Zynq and Artix
Transceivers
° I2C 10 to 800 MHz programmable LVDS Zynq PL
oscillator
° External PL Clock on SMC connector
° External Transceiver Clock on SMC connector
° I2C 10 to 800 MHz programmable LVDS to SFP
• Ethernet PHY RGMII Interface with RJ-45 Connector
on Front Panel
• RS232 Interfaces via USB A Connectors to Zynq and
Artix on Front Panel
• Small Form-Factor Plugable Plus (SFP+) Connector on
Front Panel
• GTX (Gunning Transceiver) Support:
° FMC LPC connector (one GTX transceiver)
° FMC HPC connector (eight GTX transceivers)
° SFP connector (one GTX transceiver )
• I2C Bus Multiplexed to:
° 1-to-16 TCA6416APWR port expander
° M24C08 EEPROM
° RTC-8564JE real time clock
° FMC HPC connector
° FMC LPC connector
° SFP+ connector
° Programmable Clocks
• Eight Status LEDs (front panel):
° Power Good(s)
° FPGA DONE(s)
° One Zynq user LED
• Three “Blue Hose” Differential Link Connections
• 16-3.3V GPIOs on unused VME pins.
• Six additional power/ground pairs on spare VME pins
to allow maximum utilization of XC7Z045. (45W x 2)
• AP SoC PS Reset Push button on front panel.
• Configuration options:
° Dual Quad-SPI flash memory
° 14-pin PL JTAG header
° Secure Digital (SD) micro card
• On-board temperature, voltage and current monitoring
• Sequenced power up/down.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION
The ZVC design was inspired by the Xilinx ZC706 evaluation board [1]. The format is 6U VME single slot. Power
is supplied from the VME backplane. The Zynq FPGA on
the board includes dual ARM processors and abundant programmable logic resources. An Artix FPGA was added to
provide the VME interface function. The board provides
power, clocks and IO to two FMC cards. Figure 1 shows
the architecture.
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Zynq Features
• Zynq-7000 XC7Z045-2FFG900C AP SoC
• Dual-core ARM® CortexTM-A9 based processing
system (PS) and 28 nm Kintex-7 FPGA (PL)
• -2 Speed grade PS 800 MHz capable, clocked at
667 MHz
• USB, Ethernet, SPI, SD, I2C, CAN, UART and GPIO
• 350K cells, 218,600 LUTs, 437,200 flipflops
• 19.2 Mb block RAM, 900 DSP slices
• 2-12 bit, 1 Msps ADCs with 17 differential inputs
• 128 PS IO, 16 GTX IO, 212 PL HR (high range) IO,
150 PL HP (high performance) IO
• Switch selectable boot from microSD, QSPI or JTAG

RAM
The design includes 1 GB DDR3 SDRAM wired to the
Zynq PS. There are no hardware restrictions on how the
memory is allocated or how it is shared between the two
Zynq ARM cores.

Flash Memory
Figure 1: Zynq VME Controller architecture.
VME Interface
The design supports the VME32 specification [2] for 32
bit address and data. That includes support for 16 and 8 bit
data, 32, 24 and 16 bit addresses, interrupt controller, bus
arbitration, master /slave and system controller functions.
The VME interface control will be implemented in an Artix
FPGA with its own boot flash and clock. Open drain pullups and terminations are provided by the backplane. The
board only requires power and ground from the backplane
to function.

The design includes 32 MB of Quad SPI flash memory
wired to the Zynq PS. This memory is available to the boot
process. A 16 MB QSPI is wired to the Artix configuration
pins to which the Zynq has read/write access.

MicroSD
A 3.3V Secure Digital micro card connector is wired to
the Zynq PS and available to the boot process. A card detect
pin is also wired to the PS.

EEPROM
An M24C32 IIC EEPROM (32 Kb) is available for
board data. The EEPROM is wired to the Zynq PS. A
second part is wired to the Artix.

Xilinx Artix XC7A50T

Clocks

The Artix is wired to VME bus buffers, IIC EEPROM,
RS232 and quad SPI flash memory. It has its own 14 pin
3.3V JTAG header. It boots from QSPI flash triggered by
power up or signals from the Zynq. All IO banks are
powered from 3.3V except bank 15 which is supplied from
1.8V where an eight bit Zynq SPI bus and a Zynq interrupt
line are connected. The Zynq SPI bus is a path for the Zynq
to update the Artix's configuration flash. The Zynq can
drive the Artix PROG_B and INIT_B pins and monitor its
DONE_B pin. The Artix shares a fixed 200 MHz clock
with the Zynq. It also shares MGT transmit clock and data
lines with the Zynq to provide a high speed communication
path. The Artix will support a state machine and/or a
Microblaze VME controller. VME bus access could be on
command from the Zynq or autonomous. The full VME32
pin out is populated. Eight Artix IOs are wired directly to
unused VME bus pins.

The design includes a 33.3333 MHz oscillator from
which all the PS clocks are derived. It also includes a 10
MHz to 810 MHz VCXO wired to the PL clock that is
programmable through I2C and a fixed 200 MHz oscillator.
The 200 MHz is also wired to the Artix. A second VCXO
is wired to the MGT clock pins on the Zynq and the Artix.
Provision for single ended external PL and MGT clocks is
made through two SMC connectors.

GTX Transceivers
The design provides access to 16 GTX transceivers:
• Eight of the GTX transceivers are wired to the
FMC HPC connector.
• One GTX transceiver is wired to the FMC LPC
connector.
• One GTX transceiver is wired to the SFP+ connector.
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• One GTX transceiver is unused and is wired in a
capacitively coupled loopback configuration.

SFP
The design includes one SFP connector and cage
assembly that accepts SFP or SFP+ modules. It will support
single or dual fiber or Ethernet SFP modules from the front
panel. The SFP connector is wired according to
specification SFP Transceiver 1.0 5/12/2001 snia.org
SFFTA INF-8074i. Single transmit and receive differential
pairs are wired to MGT ports on the Zynq. An MGT
reference clock is wired to an IIC programmable oscillator.

Ethernet
The design includes a Marvell Alaska Tri-Speed
Ethernet PHY device for Ethernet communications at 10,
100, or 1000 Mb/s. The Zynq to PHY interface is RGMII
mode. The front panel connection is through a RJ-45
connector with built-in magnetics and LEDs.

Front Panel
The Zynq VME Controller front panel includes LEDs indicating power status, FPGA DONE and a user LED wired
to Zynq PS. The front panel has openings to access the
two FMC connectors. It also includes an SFP cage, an RJ45
socket wired to the Ethernet PHY, a USB A socket wired to
a USB PHY, and two USB A sockets wired to RS232 interface chips and a RESET button.

FMC Connectors
The design includes one full LPC and one full HPC Vita
Standard 57.1 FMC sockets. These include an I2C interface, 3.3V, 2.5V, 1.8V and 12V supplies. The HPC VADJ
voltage is 2.5V. The LPC VADJ is 1.8V. The FMC faceplates are exposed to the front of card to allow external
connections. The module PRESENT signals are wired to
the Zynq PL. The CLK and CC FMC pins are wired to
SRCC and MRCC Zynq pins. The

Power
All power comes from the +5V pins in the VME connectors through a soldered on fuse. VME +12V is also
wired to the FMC connectors through a soldered on fuse.
All of the Zynq and Artix supplies are generated on the
board from the VME +5V. "Power Good" from each regulator enables the next regulator in a fixed power up sequence. The sequencers hold the PS reset until all supplies
are good. The Zynq supplies are monitored internally. Voltage and current for the high current supplies are also monitored by the XADC through an FET mux into the Zynq.
The sequencers are set for 10% tolerance and will attempt
reverse sequence power down in the case of a drop in voltage. The six +5V VME power pins rated at 1.5 A per pin
allows for 9.0 A or 45.0 W. This single slot VME supply
power will restrict the applications that can be run on the
ZVC. Six additional power/ground pairs are wired to spare
VME pins. This should allow maximum utilization of the
Zynq PL.
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Real Time Clock
The design includes an Epson real time clock chip with
battery back up connected to the Zynq PS on an I2C bus.
Its 32 Khz clock and its interrupt line are wired to the Zynq.

IIC Bus
An IIC multiplexer connects the Zynq to multiple devices. The bus can be accessed from the PS. The devices
are FMC HPC, FMC LPC, RTC, programmable oscillator
to the Zynq PL, programmable oscillator to the SFP and the
EEPROM.

Boot and Configuration
The MIO switches select whether to boot the Zynq from
JTAG, QSPI flash or the micro SD card. MIO bit 7 and
MIO bit 8 are pulled up indicating the MIO banks are at
1.8V. MIO bit 6 is pulled up indicating setting the PS_PLL
for wide range.

FPGA Communication
An 8 bit SPI bus and a pair of GTX transceivers provide
communication paths between the two FPGAs. A 100 MHz
oscillator provides the GTX clock.

Reset
The Zynq PS reset is driven by the VME_SYSRESET
pin, JTAG resets, loss of any power rails or a push button.
A MAX16025 guarantees minimum length reset pulse.
Zynq power on reset is driven by any supply out of range
as monitored by power sequencers or a push button.

Debug Support
Three JTAG headers are provided to support the Xilinx
debug tools. The Zynq PL and the Artix FPGA are on their
own JTAG chains. The Zynq PS JTAG chain includes the
FMC cards with FET bypass switches.

FIRST APPLICATION
The first use of the ZVC at BNL will be in a magnet
quench detection system upgrade. The requirements are to
post process and monitor a large number of voltage tap
ADC channels with Zynq CPU1 running a bare metal DSP
type application. Configuration, data logging and
publishing will be done on Zynq CPU0 running Linux.
This mimics the old design where a VME controller board
communicates with a VME DSP board through shared
memory. The interface to the ADCs will be through fiber
optic tranceviers on a home grown FMC card and Zynq PL
SERDES. Critical systems will be tripped with digital IO.
Figure 2 shows the architecture.
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CONCLUSION
This development has added another tool to the toolbox
to increase longevity of VME hardware infrastructure at
BNL. Future work may include a cost reduced or a Xilinx
Ultrascale version.
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Figure 2: Quench Detector system architecture.

STATUS
As of this writing the first revision has been built and
substantially tested and a clean up revision is in fabrication.
The first application is expected to be deployed next year.
Figure 3 is a photograph of the board.

Figure 3: ZVC photograph.
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Abstract
The PandABlocks framework comprises the FPGA logic,
TCP server, webserver, boot sources and root filesystem,
developed for the PandABox platform by Diamond Light
Source and Synchrotron Soleil, for advanced beamline
scanning applications. The PandABox platform uses
a PicoZed System-on-Module, comprising a Zynq-7030
SoC, coupled to a carrier board containing removable
position encoder modules, as well as various input and
outputs. An FMC connector provides access to ADC/DACs
or additional I/O, and gigabit transceivers on the Zynq
allow communication with other systems via SFP modules.
Specific functions and hardware resources are represented
by functional blocks, which are run-time configurable
and re-wireable courtesy of multiplexed data and control
buses shared between all blocks. Recent changes to the
PandABlocks framework are discussed which allow the autogeneration of the FPGA code and tcl automation scripts,
using Python and the jinja2 templating engine, for any
combination of functional blocks and SFP/FMC modules.
The framework can target hardware platforms other than
PandABox and could be deployed for other Zynq-based
applications requiring on-the-fly reconfigurable logic.

INTRODUCTION
Many x-ray beamlines conduct experiments which involve
moving a motor and synchronously acquiring data from a
detector. When detector speeds are slow, it is sufficient to
step scan the motor, allowing it to move and settle between
each detector frame. For many modern beamlines, with
detector frame rates in the hundreds or thousands of hertz
range, continuous scanning is required, where the motor
constantly moves through a trajectory while the detector is
acquiring. This technique reduces detector dead-time, but
requires precise synchronisation between motion control
systems and detectors. To achieve this, the PandABox
(Position and Acquisition Box) platform was developed by
Diamond Light Source (DLS) and Synchrotron Soleil as
a FPGA-based solution for motion encoder and detector
trigger processing [1].
The PandA collaboration began in 2015 to develop a
common platform to replace their previous generation of
in-house systems for beamline synchronisation (Fig. 1):
Zebra at DLS; and SPIETBOX at SOLEIL. Both systems
∗

glenn.christian@diamond.ac.uk

Figure 1: The PandABox collaboration between Diamond
Light Source and SOLEIL.

are based around a Xilinx FPGA; a Spartan-6 in the case
of Zebra, and Spartan-3 in the case SPIETBOX. The goals of
PandABox were to develop a flexible system to address the
increasingly demanding requirements for beamline scanning,
and to overcome concerns with component obsolescence and
technical limitations of Zebra and SPIETBOX. A secondary
goal was to share resources between DLS and SOLEIL, with
SOLEIL taking primary responsibility for the electronic
and mechanical design and DLS developing the FPGA
firmware, software and user interface. The hardware design
for PandABox is freely available on the Open Hardware
Repository (OWHR) [2], and is commercially available from
Quantum Detectors [3].

THE PandABox HARDWARE
The PandABox hardware is shown in Fig. 2 [4, 5]. The
complete assembly is designed to fit within a 19 inch, 1U
rack. The system comprises a custom carrier board and
encoder daughter cards, and an off-the-shelf PicoZed Z7030
System-on-module (SoM), produced by Avnet [6]. The
PicoZed SoM contains a Xilinx Zynq-7030 System-on-Chip
(SoC), as well as various on-board peripherals such as
DDR3 and QSPI flash memory, ethernet and USB interface
chips. The Zynq-7030 comprises Kintex-equivalent FPGA
programmable logic (PL) fabric, alongside an embedded
dual-core ARM Cortex A9 processor system (PS). Signals
from the PS, PL, and peripherals, are brought out on microheaders on the underside of the SoM PCB, where they
connect to the carrier board. A Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA
is also fitted to the carrier to provide addition I/O and
monitoring capabilities, due to a lack of sufficient pins on
the Zynq SoC [1]. The Spartan-6, referred to as the ’Slow
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Figure 2: PandABox platform: internal view.
FPGA’ due to its use with non-time critical signals, connects
via an SPI link to the Zynq PL.
PandABox can interface with up to four motor encoders
via D-type connectors on the rear panel. The encoder
cards are designed to support a variety of incremental and
absolute protocols, such as quadrature, SSI, and BiSS-C.
The use of removable daughter cards allows for site specific
variants of the cards with different external interfacing, and
both SOLEIL and Diamond maintain their own versions of
the encoder cards adapted to their individual requirements.
The front panel provides six TTL inputs and ten TTL
output on BNC connectors, and two LVDS inputs and two
outputs on LEMO connectors, used, for example, for detector
triggering.
The carrier board contains three SFP sockets and one lowpin count (LPC) FPGA mezzanine card (FMC) connector,
to provide extended functionality and additional I/O such as
ADCs and DACs. The SFP ports provide the capability
for fast serial communication between PandABox units
and other devices, such as an MRF event generator [7] for
synchronisation with the accelerator timing system, making
use of the multi-gigabit transceivers (MGTs) on the Zynq.
The MGTs have been tested in loopback mode at up to
6.25 Gbps [4], and are used at DLS in the ’panda_sync’
block to share data between PandABoxes at a rate of 5 Gbps.
The FMC socket provides an interface to a range of FMC
devices. At DLS this is primarily used with an 8-channel
custom 24V I/O card used for receiving GPIO triggers from
motor controllers, and FMC analogue-to-digital and digitalto-analogue converters, such as the D-TACQ ACQ430 [8].
Space is reserved on the carrier board behind the FMC to
allow for fitting an extended-length (ELF) FMC card, such
as the D-TACQ ACQ427, for which a dedicated 15V power
supply is provided.
The carrier board also provides a microSD card slot for
non-volatile storage, an RS-232 serial port, gigabit ethernet

and USB2 port; all connected to the Zynq PS. The FPGAs
are connected to a JTAG chain, brought out on the rear panel,
that can be used for configuration and debugging, however
in routine operation the FPGAs are configured via the linux
OS on the Zynq PS.

THE PandABlocks FRAMEWORK
The PandABlocks framework comprises the boot-loaders,
Linux kernel image and root filesystem for the PS; FPGA
firmware for the PL; and TCP server, client and web-GUI.
The hierarchy of the software framework is shown in Fig. 3.
The ’rootfs’ build system combines the Zynq first-stage
bootloader (FSBL) with the built uboot sources to form
the second stage bootloader, as well as building the linux
kernel from sources and assembling the root filesystem. The
configuration of the PS block design is made within the IP
Integrator tool of Vivado as part of the FPGA build, and is
then exported to the build system for the rootfs. As such,
there are interdependencies between the rootfs build and the
FPGA build.

Figure 3: PandABlocks software stack.
The TCP server runs on the Zynq PS and acts as an
interface to the FPGA registers and serves as a bridge
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between the FPGA and remote client systems. The server
publishes two sockets, one for configuration control, and the
other for streamed data capture. The configuration control
socket accepts simple ASCII commands and returns all
data in readable ASCII format. The data capture socket
supports no commands and simply streams captured data
as ASCII text or in a lightly structured binary format. A
variety of clients can access the TCP server, including EPICS
and TANGO. For graphical configuration and interrogation,
a webserver and web-GUI were developed, based on the
Malcolm middlelayer framework, developed by DLS for
continuous scanning applications [9].
At the core of the PandABlocks framework, providing
flexibility and modularity, is the concept of Functional
Blocks (FBs) [10]. FBs represent specific functions or
hardware resources, and can be both reconfigured and
rewired at run-time, i.e. without the need to rebuild the
FPGA logic. Hardware FBs usually access external I/O;
examples are LVDS and TTL input and output blocks, and
position encoder inputs and outputs. Examples of ’soft’ FBs
include 5-input look-up tables, set/reset gates, clock dividers,
pulse generators and sequencer blocks.
Each FB has its own set of configuration and status
registers (CSRs) allocated and all FB can access shared
control and data buses. By default, 128 KB of memory is
allocated for the CSRs. This is divided into 32 pages of
4 KB, with each page addressing one functional block. This
is further subdivided to allow for up to 16 instances of each
FB, providing up to 64 registers, each 32-bit wide, for each
block instance.
Figure 4 shows a diagram representing the blocks and the
bus structure. The bit_bus can accommodate 128 single
control bits, and is used to communicate status signals
between FBs. The pos_bus can carry up to 32 data words,
each of 32 bits, and is used for transferring position type
signals between blocks, for example position encoder signals
between process steps. Mulitplexers on the position and
bit type inputs to blocks allow the arbitrary wiring of
signals between blocks. One special block, Position Capture
(PCAP), is responsible for the capture of the signals on the
pos and bit bus, via DMA transfer to the Zynq PS subsystem.

Figure 4: Functional block architecture.
The web-GUI provides a graphical representation of
the connections between functional blocks for a given
application. Blocks available within the design can be wired
together depending on the data type of the block’s ports,
and parameters can be set and read back for each block. An
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example is shown in Fig. 5 for a bi-direction raster, or ’snake’
scan. In this example, two encoder positions are input to a
sequencer block, via the pos bus. The sequencer block is
configured to trigger a detector using an LVDS output, based
on comparing the position values from the two encoders with
a table of compare points. The PCAP block is also triggered
at the same time as the output, to provide timestamping and
capture of other encoder values.

BUILD AUTOMATION
Whilst PandABlocks provided ease of configuring and
wiring functional blocks at run-time, the task of adding
new functional blocks to a design, and creating arbitrary
combination of SFP and FMC application modules, could
be cumbersome and was often prone to error. It was therefore
very desirable to automate these processes as much as
possible. The generation of the control module for each FB,
for interfacing the CSR buses, was already automatically
generated, as was the allocation of signals to the position
and bit buses. This was done using Python and the jinja2
templating engine, with the VHDL files being produced
from templates, and Python variables to keep track of the bus
usage. A recent effort was made to extend the autogeneration
to include other necessary HDL files, as well as tcl files used
in the FPGA build process.
A secondary goal of this work was to facilitate the addition
of new hardware targets to the framework. With this in
mind, a distinction is made between files which are targetdependant and those that are generic to PandABlocks.
Figure 6 illustrates the new autogeneration framework.
The configurations are defined through a set of text-based
ini files. For each configuration, an app.ini file defines the
set of soft blocks (as well as SFP and FMC blocks) that are
required, as well as specifying the target hardware. For each
target, a target.ini file defines the hardware, or carrier, blocks
available to it, as well any physical constraints specific to the
carrier such as the number of SFP and FMC ports, which the
Python code will ensure are not exceeded in the app.ini file.
For the purpose of autogeneration, SFP and FMC blocks
are treated as ’soft’ blocks, as multiple FMC and SFP based
applications are supported, and in the case of PandABox,
a different application can be implemented on each of the
three separate SFP ports.
The register definitions for each FB are defined in a
block.ini file. This file specifies the field-type for each
register, for example, param for constants, pos_mux and
bit_mux for multiplexing signals on the pos and bit bus
respectively, and pos_out and bit_out for appending outputs
to the buses. It also specifies additional information that
needs to be conveyed to the build system, such as IP that
needs to be included in the build, and additional constraints
that need to be read. The block.ini files from the ’carrier’
and ’soft’ blocks are input to ’generate_app.py’, where they
are parsed and used alongside the templates to produce
the generated HDL and tcl files. The generated files are
then combined with the carrier HDL and tcl files, as well
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Figure 5: Example of web-GUI for a snake scan.

Figure 7: ZedBoard running PandABlock demo app.
Figure 6: Flow diagram for auto-generated build processes.

the module HDL files, to produce the FPGA configuration
package.
Therefore in order to add a new functional block, a user
would need to write their functional HDL code, define the
registers they require in a block.ini file, and add the required
number of instances of the block to the app.ini file. This is
a substantial improvement over the previous method, which
required the creation of at least three HDL files for each new
block, as well as manual editing of several other files.

ADDITIONAL HARDWARE TARGETS
ZedBoard Demonstration
In order to demonstrate the porting of PandABlocks to a
different SoC device, a demonstration was made using the
Digilent ZedBoard development platform, Fig. 7 [11]. The
ZedBoard featues a Zynq-7020 SoC with Artix-7 equivalent
PL fabric, with various peripherals such as an OLED display,
user programmable switches and LEDs, an LPC-FMC
connector, and several PMOD header for general purpose
I/O.
In order to demonstrate the interaction of PandABlocks
with the ZedBoard hardware a simple functional block was

created which allows the user to read the state of the eight
switches, display a value on the eight LEDs, and choose
between different text fields to be displayed on the OLED.
Being a smaller and slower FPGA than that on the PicoZed,
it was not possible to achieve timing closure with the full
complement of PandA blocks, so only a small subset of
the soft blocks were included in this demo app. Other
differences between the ZedBoard and PicoZed included
details of the memory and USB chips; the former required
changes to both the devicetree and to the uboot configuration.
The steps necessary to port PandABlocks from the
PicoZed to the ZedBoard were the following: generating a
new Zynq PS block design in Vivado IP Integrator for the
Zynq-7020; generating the FSBL; editing of the devicetree
to account for component differences; and creating a new
target.ini to define the hardware blocks available to the
system. A new app.ini was also created to specify the soft
blocks to include in the design and to specify the ZedBoard
target.

SOLEIL UFX Detector Application
Another example of the PandABlock framework being
employed on other target hardware is in the DAQBox for the
control and readout from a UFXC32k hybrid pixel detector,
developed at SOLEIL [12]· This is also based around a
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PicoZed-7030 SoM, coupled to a custom carrier board,
Fig. 8. The carrier is essentially a compact version of the
PandA carrier, with 3 SFP ports and one FMC connector, but
without features such as encoder inputs, LVDS I/O, or Slow
FPGA. A custom FMC module was developed to interface
to the detector board via high speed cables, and image data
is streamed from the three SFP ports to a server via UDP/IP
on point-to-point links.
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Abstract
Detectors and electronic components in High-Energy
Physics experiments are nowadays often exposed to harsh radiation environments. Thus, to insure reliable operation over
time, their radiation tolerance must be assessed beforehand
through dedicated testing experiments in irradiation facilities. To prevent data loss and perform accurate experiments,
these facilities need to rely upon a proper data management
system.
In prior work, we provided a formal description of the key
concepts involved in the data management of irradiation experiments using an ontology (IEDM). In this work, we show
how this formalisation effort has a practical by-product via
the introduction of an ontology-based methodology for the
automatic generation of web applications, using IEDM as a
use case. Moreover, we also compare this IEDM-generated
web application to the IRRAD Data Manager (IDM), the
manually developed web application used for the data handling of the CERN Proton Irradiation facility (IRRAD). Our
approach should allow irradiation facility teams to gain access to state-of-the-art data management tools without incurring significant software development effort.

INTRODUCTION
Ontologies have been used in Artificial Intelligence (AI)
for years for various purposes such as knowledge formalisation, interoperability, complex querying and inference [1].
Nowadays, some companies choose to base their information systems on ontologies [2] and knowledge graphs [3],
the descendants of ontologies, in order to allow for better
data integration and communication. Ontologies have been
shown to be suitable for domain-specific knowledge formalisation, and are broadly used in various domains such as
biomedicine [4], bioinformatics [5] and law [6]. In addition
to formalisation, ontologies can have many practical applications, which were not explored deeply so far. We focus
here on one particular application, namely the management
of ontology-related data.
Data management is an important issue in several scientific domains [7], and in the High-Energy Physics (HEP) as
well. This is true when running physics experiments at the
CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) or similar accelerator
∗
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infrastructures, but also at earlier stages, during their development. Detectors and electronic components used in HEP
experiments are often exposed to harsh radiation environments. Thus, to insure reliable operations over time, their
radiation hardness must be assessed beforehand through dedicated testing experiments in irradiation facilities. To prevent
data loss and perform accurate experiments, these facilities
need also to rely upon a proper data management system.
In our previous work [8], we introduced the domain ontology for Irradiation Experiment Data Management (IEDM),
which formalises the concepts involved in irradiation testing
experiments. In this paper, we introduce both a new methodology for generating automatically web applications from
domain ontologies and our ontology-driven, data management web application generator (GenAppi). In this way, we
enable non-computer scientists to easily build and deploy
such applications. We use IEDM as a representative example
to illustrate our approach.
An interesting by-product of our proposal is that GenAppigenerated web applications end up being actually enriched
beyond their initial intended goal by the presence of a new
underlying ontology, the Ontology-based Web Application
Ontology (OWAO), and other web semantic technologies.
More specifically, these generated web applications can rely
upon well-established open standards, while user data are not
only stored in private databases but also as interconnected
knowledge graphs. This opens opportunities for both developers and domain experts, for instance in terms of inference
or coherence checking.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the second
section, we provide some background information about
ontologies, describe relevant user-interface ontologies and
discuss related work about ontology-based user interface
generation. In the third section, our new methodology is described, focusing on the OWAO ontology designed to enable
the description of the concepts and axioms integrated in our
web application generator (GenAppi). In the fourth section,
we present the IEDM ontology, used as an example ontology
to demonstrate the functionalities and User Interface (UI)
features of automatically generated web applications. In the
fifth section, we compare the IEDM-derived web application to the IRRAD Data Manager (IDM), a custom-made
web application currently used in the CERN proton irradiation facility (IRRAD)1 [9]. Finally, in the sixth section, we
conclude our work and present our ideas regarding possible
1

http://cern.ch/ps-irrad
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Description Framework Schema (RDFS) [15] and the Web
Ontology Language (OWL) [16]. These standards are used
in this work.

STATE OF THE ART
This section describes briefly what ontologies are and
how they are defined, present examples of UI ontologies and
discuss related work about ontology-based UI generation.

Ontologies
The term "Ontology" derives from the ancient Greek
words în (on), the present participle of the verb "to be",
and lìgos (logos), which stands for (one) who speaks (in
a certain way), or (one) who treats of (a certain subject).
Initially, the term was used in philosophy when referring to
the subject of existence [2], the science of being, and, more
simply, to "what exists" in the world [10]. As in philosophy,
also in computer science ontologies are used for the formal
description and classification of "what exists". However, in
computer science, "what exists" is what can be explicitly
represented as knowledge. Therefore, an ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualisation [11], a model that
defines concepts and relations among them for representing
an area of knowledge or domain. In detail, an ontology is a
set of domain-specific definitions and descriptions specified
using the following concepts:
• class, i.e., an entity of the domain;
• property, i.e., an attribute, of specific type (e.g., string,
integer, etc.), that helps to describe a class – such an
attribute is also called a data property;
• relation, i.e., a link between two or more classes in
order to describe a semantic relation among them – a
relation is often called an object property, as well.
The primary purpose of defining and using an ontology is
to reach a common understanding of the structure of a specific information among people or software agents. In practice, ontologies are thus used for sharing domain information
and to foster interoperability. Furthermore, ontologies contribute in analysing and reusing domain knowledge [12].
An ontology can be represented by a graph-like or only
tree-like structure where the nodes are the classes and the
edges are the relations2 . Once an ontology is defined, instances of these classes can be created and linked together
with the purpose of representing or annotating datasets and
resources. Nowadays, an ontology is considered to be the
sole schema describing the interrelations and restrictions of
resources whereas the whole set of schema and instances is
referred to as a knowledge base (KB) or knowledge graph
(KG) [3], term coined by Google [13].
Ontologies and KGs can be specified by languages dedicated to ontology description; each has its own structure
and syntax. The languages that have prevailed nowadays
because of their simplicity and expressiveness are the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [14], the Resource
2

In the case of a tree, the ontology is actually a taxonomy, since classes
are only organised in a hierarchical manner, representing a specific classification and inheritance.

UI Ontologies
The formalisation and standardisation of knowledge that
ontologies provide can be used for the description of the
UI components that form the fabrics of the vast majority of
computer software. In the literature, there have been several attempts to describe at least part of this type of knowledge [17–19]; UI ontologies have been developed to fulfil
specific requirements and describe certain parts of a UI or
web application. For example, the Semantic UI ontology
includes concepts related to the interface elements of its own
UI framework, Semantic UI [17]. Even though this ontology
seems suitable for our work, it does not include concepts
related to the visualisation of the elements (e.g., font size),
since Semantic UI has specific predefined themes that are
customizable only at compile time.
Concepts such as font size are, however, included in the UI
ontology of [18] supported by the community behind Linked
Open Vocabularies (LOV) [20]. This ontology describes
concepts of UI elements, relates these entities to properties
of style (e.g., colour or background colour) and is suitable
for describing forms and sequences in widgets.
Yet, both ontologies describe only the graphical front-end
part of a user interface, and they do not address concepts
related to actual data operations. Such an issue is treated
by the RDFa3 User Interface Language (RaUL) [19], a user
interface ontology used for the description and structure of
web forms as RDF statements that introduces concepts such
as CRUDOperation about specific operations (Create, Read,
Update and Delete, thus CRUD).

Ontology-based UI Generation
The idea of automatically generating UIs based on ontologies has been envisioned before. One example is the
work about ontology-based UI development where a User
Interface Ontology (UIO) is used to describe UI properties
and their semantic relationships [21]. By the use of UIO and
a VCards4 domain ontology, mappings between these two
ontologies are created and used to instantiate a user interface.
Even though this idea is similar to our work, it does not get
up to the point of automatically generating user interfaces,
as we do. Moreover, UIO is neither properly documented
nor publicly available, and therefore this work is not readily
reusable.
Another example, where an ontology of user interfaces
is used, is of Hierarchical User Interface Component Architecture (HUICA) [22]. This ontology describes the whole
process of user-interface development from the wireframes
to a Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture for UI interactive components. This ontology is divided in three parts:
3
4

RDFa provides ways to add metadata annotations to Web documents.
VCards is a file format for electronic business cards.
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Figure 1: OWAO excerpt.
the design part, where concepts such as wireframes are described; the UI part, where UI elements such as widgets or
composites are included; and the last part, used for an MVC
architecture. Since the main focus of this work is the HUICA
architecture, the author provides only a visual schema of this
ontology without providing the ontology in a language format (e.g., RDF). Moreover, the MVC architecture is used
only in the front end for UI interactive components, which
is a domain where several software tools exist and is not the
focus of our work.
In the work of Mahmudi et al. [23], ontologies are transformed into relational databases based on specific rules that
can then be used for the development of a web application.
However, a final operational web application is not presented.
Another related work about ontology-based UI generation
is the work of Hitz et al. [24]. In their paper, users must
provide input to an Application Ontology that is transformed
into a Target Ontology used for UI generation. Nevertheless, some proprietary annotations are required, adding some
limitations to its universality.

METHODOLOGY
Inspired by the existing UI ontologies and the related work
on ontology-based UI generation, in our work we first introduce OWAO, the new Ontology-based Web Application
Ontology, which describes concepts, operations and axioms
related to the generation of web applications via data extraction from a domain ontology. These concepts are integrated
in our web application generator GenAppi, which can be
used to create a Django web application specific to any user-

provided domain ontology [25]. General additional web
semantic services are also presented.

Ontology-based Web Application Ontology
(OWAO)
OWAO can be seen as a meta-ontology that builds upon
a set of (meta-)concepts to describe all entities present in
any domain ontology, together with those needed to automatically manage the user interface of ontology instances.
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 1, a Domain Ontology (DomainOntology) is composed of the classes DomainClass,
DomainDataProperty and DomainObjectProperty concepts.
These domain concepts are then mapped to the OWAO concepts that describe any Django web application, thus opening
the door to the ultimate management of all the data belonging
to the domain ontology.
Django web applications follow a Model-View-Template
(MVT) architecture. The Model layer defines the domain
data structure describing the tables and fields of the underlying database storing the application data. The View layer
defines the processes used for retrieving, formatting or saving the data to the database defined in the Model layer. The
Templates are used to render the information to the client.
In order to generate a domain-specific web application, the
concepts of the domain ontology have to be mapped to the
corresponding concepts of the MVT architecture, which will
enable the automatic generation of the MVT-compliant documents (instances of WebApplicationDocument) for the web
application.
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The domain concepts must be mapped to the web application related concepts (DomainModelClass, DomainModelAttribute and DomainModelRelation) of the Django web
application model. These mappings are used for the generation of the Model of the web application (see the GenAppi
subsection for more details). Then, for each DomainModelClass, the UI Operations such as Create, Read, Update,
Delete or List that are to be supported must be specified. In
the generated web application, this means that appropriate
WebApplicationDocuments will be available to the user, for
example View documents implementing the functionalities
of each Operation, and this for each DomainModelClass.
At the front-end level, every Operation is represented by a
specific UI fragment UIFragment, e.g., Form or Table.

Web Application Generator (GenAppi)
Exploiting state-of-the-art technologies for ontologies and
web applications such as Django [25], Jinja2 [26] or Owlready2 [27], the GenAppi software tool follows a specific
workflow for the generation of OWAO-based web applications. The main steps are displayed in Fig. 2 and described
here.
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Domain Ontology to Model Mapping Following the
user-provided OWAO mappings, the domain ontology
classes (DomainClass) are transformed to Python classes
(DomainModelClass) used to create the Model of the Django
web application. Data properties (DomainDataProperty) are
transformed to attributes (DomainModelAttribute) and their
datatypes are transformed to the equivalent datatype in the
model, e.g., xsd:string to TextField. Object properties (DomainObjectProperty) are mapped to relations (DomainModelRelation) of the Model. Their cardinality (RelationCardinality) describes the Django relationship (e.g., ForeignKey
or ManyToMany). For example, the OWL triple IrradiationExperiment createdBy exactly 1 User is transformed to the
field createdBy = ForeignKey("User") in the Python class
corresponding to the IrradiationExperiment domain class.
Operation Handling As displayed in Fig. 1, certain
UI operations such as Create or Update can be associated
to Model classes (DomainModelClass). For each of these
operations, GenAppi provides a corresponding Jinja2 [26]
template that includes the code implementation of the operation, independently of the Model. GenAppi uses these
templates to generate View Python documents, used for the
execution of the operations for each class.
Creating Templates and URLs Jinja2 templates are
also used to generate Django templates. These Django templates are needed to provide the UI presentation logic of the
generated web application, rendering and presenting data to
the users. A unique URL is associated of each template and
acts as a link to the corresponding View document.
Web Application Packaging After the generation of
all the previously mentioned files, GenAppi assembles them
in specific directories. Moreover, the OWAO and domain
ontologies are copied in the web application, allowing for
easier accessibility and portability, while making it possible
to create future instances of the domain ontology through
the web application.

Figure 2: GenAppi generator workflow.

Loading Ontologies Owlready2 [27] is the module that
GenAppi uses for handling ontologies within Python; it
enables existing ontologies to be represented as Python data
structures, opening the way to their dynamic management
via Python at run time. Since the Django framework is
based on Python, the Owlready2 module is simply imported
in GenAppi. When GenAppi is started, the domain and
OWAO ontologies are loaded into GenAppi via Owlready2
in order to extract the necessary information.

Migration and Server Settings The last step of
GenAppi is to handle the model migration to a dedicated
database. The default database managed by Django is
SQLite3, but this can be changed easily in the settings. After
the migration, a web server is also started and the web application is finally ready for use. From that point, instances of
the user-specific domain classes can be generated and managed via the UI client automatically generated by GenAppi,
in compliance with OWAO-specified requirements.

Additional Services
In addition to the generation of a proper UI for the handling of ontology-linked data, useful additional features have
been introduced within our framework.
Authentication and Authorisation The Django framework provides an integrated authentication and authorisation
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system. In order to use these functionalities, specific Jinja2
templates were created to generate the user interfaces that
allow users to register and sign into the web application.
Ontology Visualisation WebVOWL is a software tool
that allows for the easy visualisation and editing of ontologies [28]. WebVOWL is integrated in our framework and
customised to fit the configurations of a Django application. This allows for an easy graph-like visualisation of the
domain ontology used in the generated application.
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triples corresponding to object or data properties are transformed into the input fields of a form adequate for creating
the corresponding class instances. If this data property were
instead an object property, the GenAppi-generated application would add a foreign key to the instance. In addition,
if there are no instances of the class referred to, the user is
prompted by the application to first add an instance of the
class to which the foreign key is associated.

UI Preferences In the generated web application, users
can adapt the display view of the user interfaces. For example, they can change the font size or background colour.
This is implemented for better user experience.

THE IEDM ONTOLOGY USE CASE

Figure 3: IEDM core classes.
For the purpose of testing our automatic web application
generation methodology, the Irradiation Experiment Data
Management ontology (IEDM) was used as a domain ontology. As shown in Fig. 3, the IEDM ontology formalises
concepts of irradiation experiments focusing on the management of the data involved in them. IEDM was developed by
investigating and analysing the common elements and practices used in typical irradiation experiments and by the help
of domain experts. IEDM contains also instances describing the specific use case of an actual irradiation experiment
performed at the CERN proton irradiation facility (IRRAD)
[8].
When IEDM is used as an input to GenAppi, its classes
and object and data properties are transformed into the
Django model of an IEDM-specific web application. This
model is mapped by default to a SQLite3 database. Views,
templates and URLs of the MVT architecture are generated
and implement the operations for each class of the ontology.
In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 at the bottom, some screenshots of the
generated user interfaces are presented. Note that instances
of IEDM classes can be also saved directly in the ontology
(or in a triple store, in order to make the storage and querying
of large amount of data more efficient).
As described in the previous paragraphs, the key UI operations are defined in OWAO, and the relevant functions for
the model classes are generated by GenAppi. In Fig. 4, one
specific example of a Create user instance operation form
is demonstrated, where OWL superclasses in the form of

Figure 4: “Create user instance” form of IDM, at the top;
generated web application version, at the bottom.

COMPARISON WITH THE IRRAD DATA
MANAGER (IDM)
Currently, in the IRRAD facility, a custom-made Django
web application is used for the data management of irradiation experiments, the IRRAD Data Manager (IDM). IDM
follows the concepts of the IEDM ontology, but it has been
manually developed and fulfils the specific requirements
for the IRRAD experiments. IDM is used by both the IRRAD coordinator, operators and users for the registration
of data. It provides specific functionalities dedicated to the
planning of the irradiation experiments and their follow up.
The results of the experiments are also available via this
tool, which communicates with external systems. Finally,
it keeps a history of the performed experiments and of the
components that were irradiated [29].
IDM was developed for the same purpose as the GenAppigenerated web application presented above, namely the management of irradiation experiments data. However, IDM
may not be suitable for other facilities, because it strictly fol-
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Figure 5: List user interface of IDM at the top, generated web application at the bottom.
lows the operational requirements as specified by the IRRAD
management.
But, more importantly, the technologies IDM is based
on are strongly linked to the CERN software infrastructure.
First, the Django model of IDM is based on the Oracle relational database, which may not be available in other facilities.
In GenAppi, the user can specify the database that the web
application should use. Moreover, it is not built based on
semantic technologies as GenAppi, which allow for easier
knowledge sharing and interoperability. These web semantic technologies facilitate complex querying, reasoning and
inference. In addition to that, saving instances directly in
the ontology or in a triple store is also possible.
As shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, there is a resemblance
among the UIs of the IDM and the generated web application.
Regarding the additional services provided by both systems,
note that the IDM authentication service is the CERN Single
Sign On (SSO) system, while the generated application relies
upon the default Django authenticating system. Also, IDM
implements additional and complex functionalities that need
to be defined by the developer. For instance, it integrates
formulas to compute physics-related values that cannot be
easily defined in an ontology. Nevertheless, the generated
web application can be considered as a backbone for further
implementation and functionality customisation according
to the needs of the domain as done with other commercial
software tools (e.g., SIMATIC WinCC [30])

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we introduce a methodology for the automatic generation of Django web applications from domain
ontologies. For this purpose, the new Ontology-based Web
Application Ontology (OWAO) is defined for formalising the
concepts of the methodology; its instances describe the expected UI properties of the web application to be generated
from a domain ontology. An OWAO-based web application
generator, GenAppi, is described, and an example based
on the Irradiation Experiment Data Management (IEDM)
domain ontology is provided to illustrate the web application
interfaces that are automatically generated. Finally, we compare this generated web application with the IRRAD Data
Manager (IDM), the custom-made web application used in
the IRRAD proton irradiation facility at CERN.
Our work illustrates that our ontology-based generated
web application implements core functionalities similar to
IDM’s, but that it can be more easily adapted to other irradiation facility requirements, while relying on web semantic
technologies that enhance knowledge sharing, data interoperability and inference.
The generated web application is simpler than IDM and
does not yet implement its most complex functionalities.
However, it is more flexible and adaptable to other use cases.
Moreover, even though GenAppi-generated UIs allow for
some level of customisation, they still need to provide more
degrees of freedom for the users. Therefore, more focus
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will be given in the future to UI customisation, so that the
generated applications are more adaptable and offer different
“look and feel”, thus better fitting the user preferences.

[13] Google Knowledge Graph, developers.google.com/
knowledge-graph/
[14] Resource Description Framework (RDF), https://www.w3.
org/RDF/
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Abstract
Photon and Neutron sources are producing more and more
petabytes of scientific data each year. At the same time
scientific publishing is evolving to make scientific data part
of publications. The Photon and Neutron Open Science
Cloud (PaNOSC project is an EU financed project to provide
scientific data management for enabling Open Science. Data
will be managed according to the FAIR principles. This
means data will be curated and made available under an
Open Data policy, findable, interoperable and reusable. This
paper will describe how the European photon and neutron
sources on the ESFRI roadmap envision PaNOSC as part of
the European Open Science Cloud. The paper will present
the objectives of the project on the issues of data policy,
metadata, data curation, long term archiving and data sharing
in the context of the latest developments in these areas.

INTRODUCTION
Photon and neutron sources are hitting a data analysis wall
with the huge increase in data volumes, new techniques and
new user communities. Users are limited by the difficulty in
exporting huge data from the source to their home labs and by
the lack of easy access to data analysis programs and services.
At the same time science is becoming more open by sharing
the data, methods and publications - the so-called Open
Science movement [1]. Making the data used in publications
easily available enables others to reproduce the analysis
and findings. This has been one of motivations for neutron
and photon sources to adopt open data policies. Another
motivation has been the need to alleviate the data analysis
bottleneck by implementing modern data management so
that data analysis services can be built on top of data
catalogues. Lack of adequate data management limits the
data services which can be be offered to users.
PaNOSC has been financed by the H2020
INFRAEOSC-04 call as part of the EOSC project to
bring FAIR data to ESFRI Photon and Neutron sources
and to share the outcomes with all national photon and
neutron sources. The PaNOSC partners are ESRF project
coordinator (Grenoble, France), ILL (Grenoble, France),
EuXFEL (Schenefeld, Germany), ESS (Lund, Sweden),
CERIC-ERIC (Trieste, Italy), ELI-DC (Bruxelle, Belgium),
∗

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 Research and Innovation programme under Grant Agreement No
823852.

EGI (Amsterdam, Netherlands). In addition to the internal
partners, the following external partners will assist PaNOSC
in its missions - GÉANT (Amsterdam, Netherlands), DESY
(Hamburg, Germany), CESNET (Prague, Czech Republic),
STFC (Hartwell, United Kingdom).

DATA POLICIES 2.0
In the past (10 years ago) scientific data was produced
without any clear policy on the ownership, life cycle or
license of the data. Since 2010 it has become standard
practice to define a clear data policy for all scientific data
produced in research institutes. This is partly due to the large
quantities of data produced but also in order to manage the
life cycle of the data better. In order to invest in and manage
data for a longer period the ownership and license of the
data need to be specified.
All of the PaNOSC partners have adopted or are in the
process of adopting (ELI-DC) a data policy. The data
policies are all based on the PaNdata-Europe data policy.
Adopting a data policy is only the first step. Implementing
it is much more work. See [2] for a detailed description
of how one of the partners has addressed the challenge of
implementing a data policy.

Figure 1: PaNOSC FAIR objectives
One of the main objectives of PaNOSC (see Fig. 1) is to
update the PaNdata-Europe data policy framework to include
the FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable)
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principles explicitly. The FAIR principles are implicit in the
PaNdata data policy framework but making them explicit
involves changes to the existing data policies. This change
is part of the push to generalise FAIR data for the EOSC.
PaNOSC has done a critical review of the existing data
policies for all the partners and is preparing a new Data
Policy framework. The new data policy will include changes
to address the FAIR principles. The main areas which will
be impacted are the metadata which impacts the F, I and R
principles.
Data Management Plans (DMPs) are becoming a standard
requirement for many funding agencies. Therefore a Data
Management Tool is being developed to help facility users
to prepare DMPs for their data. The DMP will be a living
document which will be updated throughout the lifetime of
the data.

COMMON DATA API
Open data catalogues are the important first step in order
to implement FAIR data. Within PaNOSC partners follow
two main tracks to make experimental datasets findable.
One is to offer the public contents of their repositories
up to EOSC actors like OpenAIRE [3] or B2Find [4],
typically after the expiry of an embargo period. These third
party aggregation services offer a good exposure to a large
scientific community, however their current data model only
allows for a fairly generic set of associated metadata and
excludes relevant domain specific information, for example
about experimental technique, sample properties or beamline
configuration.
To overcome these limitations the partners have started to
establish a useful set of metadata and to design an extensible
query API that enables a search on these terms. All partners
are committed to implementing this API through their data
catalogues, so that an EOSC actor can easily provide a
federated search, spanning all participating facilities, which
is not limited to PaNOSC, but can include ExPaNDS [5]
members. The common search API provides a user-centric
view of the datasets hosted at a facility and does not rely on
any specific implementation of a data catalogue, like icat [6]
or SciCat [7]. With any returned search results, the user will
be given an appropriate list of options of what to do with
the data, for example download, transfer to another location
or the launch of a data processing or analysis session with
the data accessible. This makes the federated data catalogue
a major entry point for further services.
An optional authentication step will enable the search for
data that still falls under an embargo, i.e. data that the logged
in user has been given access to specifically.

SOFTWARE CATALOGUE
The PaNdata software catalogue [8] is a database of
software used mainly for data analysis of photon and
neutron experiments. It allows scientific institutes to upload
information about the software that they have created for
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others to download although the website does not contain
the binaries for the software.
PaNOSC will consolidate the PaNdata software catalogue
to make it the main source of generic and bespoke software
for data analysis of photon and neutron scientific data.
PaNOSC will enhance the software catalogue by providing
containerised versions of software and where possible
provide web based versions and jupyter notebook recipes
for testing the software. This will remove the burden of
installing software for users and help make scientific data
analysis more reproducible. The most common software
entries will be linked to example open data sets.

DATA SERVICES
Research Infrastructures are tasked with providing data
analysis services for their users and provide tools and support
to convert raw detector data into reduced data ready for
scientific analysis.
The current remote analysis services used in production
facilities fall broadly into four different models:
Model 1 - command line based access: Facility user
connects using a remote terminal protocol (nowadays
secured, SSH) through firewalls to internal facility
resources (workstations or High Performance Computing
installations).
Model 2 - remote desktop based access: Many of the
software tools used today for analysing data in existing
scientific facilities have a Graphical User Interface (GUI)
front end and run on a personal computer or High
Performance Computing resources. Recent progress in
remote display technology has opened the possibility to
develop web based access to remote desktops, so that
such applications with, for example a Qt interface, can be
controlled remotely. These have been used by some facilities
to improve security, user friendliness and efficiency in giving
direct access to remote data analysis services to scientists.
Model 3 - notebook based access: Web based documents
(like the Jupyter notebook) give us the possibility to
integrate scriptable and command line oriented analysis
software (as opposed to graphical software interactively
driven by users) into web based services. Combined with
containerised execution environments, this model improves
the reproducibility of analysis and is growing in popularity.
Model 4 - web services: Web services represent a
standard way of accessing resources programmatically on
the web. They fall into two main classes - REST-compliant
web services and arbitrary web services.
In PaNOSC, we consider model 1 to be broadly
implemented and therefore will concentrate on model 2 and
3.
Model 2 can provide the same interface and functionality
that is available locally to remote users, and has no
restrictions in applicability: GUI-driven and command line
driven applications can be run remotely (including software
that can only run on the Windows operating system): the
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ssh-based access described in model 1 is a subpart of the
functionality provided with model 2.
Model 3 shows great potential, in particular for scriptable
analysis tools and those for which an interface is available
in Python or some other programming language. Combined
with containers, this is a modern and relatively lean approach
of bundling analysis instructions and compute environment
to, for example, accompany raw-data or publications. We see
a trend in computational science beyond photon and neutron
science that analysis tools start to offer (Python-based)
libraries through which they can be controlled, and thus can
be natively controlled and integrated into Jupyter Notebooks.
While this notebook approach is not suitable for all existing
analysis tools, we predict that the momentum of the notebook
ecosystem and Python-based data libraries and tools will
turn the notebook approach into an important and effective
technology in the future.
Model 4 represents a big advantage for applications to
access resources over ad-hoc scripts. Nonetheless they
necessitate a lot of development effort if the application was
not designed to access resources on the web via web services.
PaNOSC will use web services for exposing and accessing
metadata and data catalogues. Data analysis applications on
the other hand are mostly desktop based and would require
a huge effort to rewrite them to use web services. Rewriting
applications is not in the scope of PaNOSC therefore they
will be made accessible via Model 2 i.e. remote desktop.
The vision for PaNOSC is that data sets – for example
associated with publications – can be found through a portal,
and corresponding data analysis services are made available
for this data set; for exampel using model 2 or model 3 as
outlined above.

SIMULATION
Simulations are an indispensable part of experimentally
driven photon and neutron science at all stages of the
data lifecycle: New ideas for experimental schemes
can be tested, they can support beamtime application
proposals, complement data analysis, and by comparison
to experimental findings, validate (or invalidate) the
theoretical foundations of the simulation algorithm itself.
All these application use cases require that the simulation
is capable of synthesizing the experimentally measurable
signal with a high degree of accuracy. Even more, the
simulation must ideally include all sources of background
and fluctuations. In the context of increasingly complex
experimental setups employing large scale facilities like
synchrotrons, free–electron lasers, high–power optical lasers,
or neutron sources, a representation of all components of
the experimental apparatus and the instrument as well as
the target or sample under investigation must be integrated
into the simulation. This requires a framework into which
existing simulation codes for e.g. the particle source,
the particle transport and beamshaping, the interaction of
beams and targets (samples), the signal generation and
particle detection, as well as the data processing immediately
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following detection, can be integrated with relative ease and
flexibility.
The work package 5 of PaNOSC develops such a
simulation environment under the title “Virtual Neutron
and X–ray Laboratory” (ViNyL).
ViNyL requires three components to be put into existence:
1. A
library
of
harmonized
“high–level”
application–programming interfaces to the “low–level”
simulation codes
2. Definition of metadata standards for simulation data.
3. Documented usage examples showcasing the
applications of simulation workflows in web based and
in desktop based user interfaces.
ViNyL builds on top of existing simulation frameworks:
The photon science simulation (python) module SimEx
(Simulation of Experiments) [9, 10], the neutron ray–tracing
environment McStas [11], and the x–ray optics simulation
and design framework Oasys [12] to name the most
prominent ones.
SimEx: SimEx is a python library. It defines abstract
classes representing the generic stages of a photon facility
experiment: the photon source, the photon beamline,
through which the photons propagate from the source to the
point of interaction with the sample, the interaction of photon
beam and sample, the signal generation, photon detection,
and signal processing.
McStas: The aim of the McStas package is to simulate
neutron beam lines from the source to the detector. This
is accomplished mainly by compiling a meta language
instrument file into a c code describing the experiment. The
user writes the instrument file by instantiating components
that describe physically separated beam line components that
are placed in the simulated experiment. The components
are smaller c codes which are frequently contributed by the
community at large, resulting in more than 200 components
in the latest McStas release. With the large component
library, the McStas package is capable of simulating the
entire beamline, including guide, choppers, sample, sample
environment and detectors. The resulting detector counts
can be saved in a hierarchical file format.
A python API for McStas called McStasScript have been
developed under PaNOSC workpackage 5, enabling the user
to write the instrument file in python. The API also covers
executing the simulation, provides easy access to the data
and convenient plotting functionality.
Oasys (OrAnge SYnchrotron Suite) is a modular
environment, built for simulations of X-ray optics in an
easy-to-use graphical user interface. Several add-ons for
it have been developed, each providing a different kernel
for calculation of the electric field propagation along
the beamline. Only a few are listed here for brevity:
ShadowOui for ray-tracing calculations, SRW for wavefront
propagation using fast Fourier transforms and WISEr for
wavefront propagation using numerical integration usable
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for calculation of grazing incidence optics. As OASYS is
highly modular, the calculations can be performed using
one method and then converted to another. This gives the
user an opportunity to do fast prototyping and then resort
to a more computationally expensive technique for more
accurate results. The main effort in PaNOSC is directed at
two improvements: computational optimization of the code,
including scalability; user accessibility of the environment
from a remote machine, either through SSH or remote
desktop.
The second pillar of ViNyL is the harmonization of
metadata standards and data formats for simulation data.
This will enable the construction of complex simulation
workflows, where data flows between the various simulation
codes without the burden of error prone reformatting of
output data from one code to become input data for the next
simulation step.
For each generic experimental stage, ViNyL will support
a common metadata standard. We will not (re)-define
these standards but rather build on community driven open
standards. Examples are the openPMD metadata standard
for particle and mesh data [13] or the Nexus standard [14]
based on HDF5 for experimental data, which we will employ
for simulated signal data, in cooperation with workpackage
3 of PaNOSC.
Our approach, to define a simulation software
infrastructure will allow users to access our simulation
capabilities from various types of user interfaces including
classical graphical or command–line user interfaces,
but also more modern frameworks such as the jupyter
notebook/jupyter lab ecosystem [15], or workflow
environments such as knime [16] Oasys.
A major advance of ViNyL compared to earlier simulation
environments is that it will be exposed as a service to the
user community, delivered either as a web (browser) service
or as a remote desktop application. Simulations as a web
service will be based on jupyter notebooks. We will provide
well documented and preconfigured notebooks, that a user
can modify to his needs and execute in an encapsulated
computing environment based on the binder service [17]
hosted on a high–performance computing system. This
aspect will be developed in close collaboration with work
package 4 of PaNOSC.
We also foresee to expose our simulation services
through remote desktop solutions. This is particularly
interesting for the Oasys platform which is developed as
a pure desktop application. Novel additions to Oasys,
such as coherent wavefront propagation, require substantial
compute resources. Here, a user could login via a remote
visualization service on the compute server that hosts the
Oasys application.
Clearly, one major use case of our simulation platform
is in the educational domain: Students, new employees
at research facilities and their users could perform virtual
experiments to learn about the various components of the
experiment, and to gain experience in handling research data.
Within PaNOSC, we will contribute to the teaching material
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for the photon and neutron science e–learning platform
developed in workpackage 8.

DATA PORTAL
This project aims to provide a common portal which
will offer access to the remote data analysis services at
each participating facility. These services will allow a user
to analyse experimental data through the provisioning of
remote desktops and Jupyter notebooks.
Initially work will be carried out to design a unified
architecture which will be implemented at each individual
facility. The objective here is to provide these data analysis
services locally. The portal will be developed collaboratively
across all partners and the code will be made available to
the wider open-source community.
It is assumed that each facility will have to develop certain
site-specific elements to enable integration into their local
systems and infrastructure. The architecture should take this
into account in order to ease deployment.
Once this primary phase has been validated, the next
step will be to develop a single access point that will allow
transparent access to the data analysis services provided by
each facility.
Consequently, a scientist will not only be able to search
for data across all facilities but will able to seamlessly access
online data analysis services.

EOSC INTEGRATION
In order to integrate our services in EOSC, we have
decided to partner with other stakeholders already involved
in the construction of the EOSC infrastructure such as
GEANT and EGI. With their active support, we have
started to prepare our AAI service following the AARC
Blueprint Architectecture (https://aarc-project.eu/
architecture/), as the AARC BPA is de facto the
standard AAI model for EOSC. The Photon and Neutron
AAI service, UmbrellaID (https://umbrellaid.org) is
currently being integrated with the eduTEAMS service
operated by GEANT. This integration, planned to be
completed by the end of 2019, is expected to provide full
compatibility of our community AAI with EOSC and the
other community services.
We are also actively working on data transfer where
we have 3 pilots running to identify the best solutions for
addressing simple use cases where a scientist wants to
access the PaN RIs data through EOSC services, typically an
analysis service not necessarily provided by the community.
In this scenario the data are archived on the RI premises
and the user service is remote. The 3 solutions currently
being explored are OneData and dChache both providing
some sort of cache on the service side and two more basic
solutions based on Webdav and GlobusOnline.
We will also have to consider user support activities,
service monitoring and accounting in the EOSC federated
model. These activities are currently being specified. Work
is planned in 2020 with the other EOSC builders to define
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and implement common mechanisms that should allow
smooth service operation.

EOSC VISION
PaNOSC sees EOSC as an opportunity to generalise the
adoption of FAIR data policies at all photon and neutron
sources. Adopting FAIR data will enable data sharing across
a wider community and the provisioning of services for
remote data analysis. In order for these objectives to be
realised the EOSC must provide the following services:
1. a common way of identifying, authenticating, and
authorising users (AAI) across Europe;
2. a free service for downloading data efficiently
(distributed and high bandwidth);
3. a (commercial or free) solution for long term archiving
of large quantities of open data (petabytes) coupled
to (commercial or free) high-performance storage and
compute resources for the (re)analysis of this open data;
4. a search machine for searching and finding scientific
data in a wide variety of domains;
5. a catalog of (free and commercial) services for
analysing data ranging from generic services like
Jupyter notebooks to specific applications per scientific
domain.
The above needs are considered the Minimum Viable
Ecosystem for the EOSC from the PaNOSC point of view. It
would be desirable for the EOSC to become more than just
a data warehouse. The EOSC should become the GitHub
of Open Science in Europe! To achieve this it must provide
scientists with a personal space where they can create content
(data analysis notebooks, workflows, publications), store
data and share their work with collaborators via a versioning
system like GitHub.
The PaNOSC RI’s would in return offer (1) petabytes
of raw and processed data in a wide variety of scientific
domains; (2) tools for generic and specific data simulation
and data analysis ; (3) notebook recipes and expertise
for reducing and analysing data; (4) training material for
understanding photon and neutron science. Figure 2 depicts
PaNOSC’s vision of the EOSC as multiple layers of clouds.
Some of PaNOSC RIs databases of data collected over
the last 3 to 4 decades are currently under-exploited e.g.
paleontology data in the https://paleo.esrf.fr is an
example of processed data which are not widely known or
exploited yet. These data are ideal for cross disciplinary
applications and linking up with data from museums and/or
other scientific disciplines

SUSTAINABILITY
The sustainability of the PaNOSC research data
infrastructure that will be integrated in the federating core
of the EOSC depends not only on sound business models

Figure 2: PaNOSC vision of EOSC cloud services

that create added-value for the end-users but also on the
incentive and rewards for researchers that encourage them
to participate in a culture of sharing the results of their
research. Without the engagement from researchers, we
could be technically successful but the impact of PaNOSC
would drastically be reduced.
The sustainability work package has the purpose to
reduce that risk by involving all the PaNOSC stakeholders,
by calculating the cost of the PaNOSC infrastructure in
an "auditable" way. A tool for measuring impact of
data and publications will be adapted to the proposal
system of the user offices to track citations of data and
experiments based on proposals and DOIs. By defining
suitable metrics to evaluate the impact of a FAIR data
infrastructureand exploring suitable business models will
enable a sustainability plan to be defined and implemented.
Considering the complexity of the task involved
an iterative approach based on the Deming PDCA
(Plan-do-check-act/Plan–do–check–adjust) cycle will be
adopted.
A database of stakeholders will be used to involve
stakeholders and get feedback via targeted questionnaires
and interviews. As engaging with the stakeholders only via
questionnaires may be not enough, a presence of PaNOSC
representatives to the Research Infrastructure User Meetings
and direct engagement with individual scientists who can be
considered early is foreseen. The feedback from stakeholders
and early adopters will allow us to address the other tasks
of the work package. An audit-able cost model will be
developed and metrics will be defined to evaluate the added
value of services.
The business models suitable for the sustainability of
the PaNOSC infrastructure and the sustainability plan will
follow. An important aspect that will be considered in this
work package is the analysis of the scope of the PaNOSC
infrastructure as part of the federating core of the EOSC, its
dependence on the EOSC sustainability and the associated
risks.
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TRAINING
Training is relevant for PaNOSC, and in a wider remit,
EOSC, in two regards:
1. Training is a central element for any scientific
community and thus digital platforms facilitating such
training should be part of the EOSC service catalogue
particularly because such platforms will serve users of
multiple facilities. At the same time, such platforms can
benefit greatly from leveraging other EOSC services,
such as access to data and computing power.
2. A fully comprehensive description of how data are
produced can rarely be automated but depends on the
commitment of the involved scientists for providing
adequate information and hence making the data truly
FAIR. Thus, for open science to become a reality it is
not sufficient that the underpinning technologies and
policies are in place. Equally important is the behavior
of the individual facility staff member and user and that
they see the importance and benefit of making their
data FAIR.
To address the two points above, PaNOSC has dedicated
a work package to staff and user training that contains
three high-level activities, namely e-learning platform, staff
training, and user training.

E-Learning Platform
PaNOSC will convert the e-learning platform https:
//e-neutrons.org to a platform suitable for both
photon and neutron sources and adaptable by EOSC.
The e-learning platform e-neutrons.org originates from
two EU funded projects NMI3 (https://nmi3.eu/)and
SINE2020 (https://sine2020.eu) and consists of a wiki,
moodle, and a simulation platform where virtual experiments
with (virtual) neutron instruments can be performed. As
part of PaNOSC it will be migrated to ESS for sustainability
and the platform will be extended with Jupyter technology,
which will enable interactive python based tutorials to be
developed as part of the platform (e.g. for data analysis
software). Moreover, the activities in simulations will be
leveraged to extend the simulation platform with instruments
from involved photon sources. In PaNOSC the e-learning
platform will be used to support the activities in staff and
user training.

Staff Training
Staff at the involved facilities will be trained in data
stewardship in order to facilitate the uptake of open science
and FAIR data at the facilities and to have them serve as
evangelists of open science. Moreover, staff will be trained
in how to use the e-learning platform for developing and
providing their own courses.

User Training
Training materials will be developed for users to foster the
uptake of services developed in PaNOSC, but the e-learning
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extensions will also be utilized to develop courses relevant
for all facilities, for instance to demonstrate for students how
the involved facilities complement each other. The training
will be provided through the e-learning platform and summer
schools.

Training Schools
One of the goals of PaNOSC as well as the other
EINFRAEOSC-04 cluster projects is to share scientific
software tools training and best practices. A very efficient
way of doing this which is common in the Open Source
community is by sponsoring events where users can meet,
exchange and be trained. PaNOSC has started doing this by
co-organising two events on software tools:
1. OASYS school [18] - the first OASYS school was
organised in May 2019 at the ESRF for training new
scientists how to use OASYS to design the optics for
XRay beamlines
2. h5py code camp [19] - a code camp to work on issues
in the HDF5 Python library (h5py) was organised in
September 2019 at the ESRF in conjunction with a
workshop on HDF5 the data format used by most
photon and neutron sources.
Both events were well attended and highly appreciated
by newcomers and existing members of the community.
They help share the knowledge and increase the number
of developers who understand the tools. This is vital for the
long term sustainability of Open Source software used by
the community. More events are planned together with the
other EINFRAEOSC-04 clusters to share best practices of
common software tools. The EOSC should play an important
role fostering such events.

COMMUNICATION
PaNOSC has been implementing a combined
communications-dissemination strategy, with the aim of
raising awareness among target groups about project results
and best practices, highlighting the benefits that the project
brings to the community. The final aim is to drive a change
in culture by embracing Open Science among the scientific
communities that the project will target. This translates
into the contribution to the definition of a common FAIR
vocabulary and narrative shaping open data policies and
their implementation, and underlying the training activities
of the users and staff who will be using the services and
tools developed in the project.
Effective communications also mean an increased
coordination and networking among the members of
PaNOSC, and between them and the other EOSC clusters and
stakeholders, in order to foster the exchange of best practices
towards a coordinated and harmonized construction of the
EOSC and its adoption by target user communities. To this
aim, regular meetings take place among the partners and
actors involved in the development of the Open Data policy,
and the services for data catalogue and storage, analysis and
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simulation, to plan future developments and update about
the progress of the project.
To ensure the community is on track and up to date,
the information about all advancements is made publicly
available through different web tools and platforms, i.e. the
project’s website (https://panosc.eu) and the project’s
open repositories on GitHub (https://github.com/
panosc-eu). The latter is an open source tool, which
has been used since PaNOSC’s start for the documentation
and management of the project and its team, allowing
and facilitating communications and interactions between
the partners on the different project’s topics and WPs.
PanOSC is has adopted a FAIR strategy for its internal
communication!
Actions taken to pass information to and interact with
stakeholders, as well as to assist exploitation of the outputs
and results also include:
1. Public project updates via the project’s and its partners’
websites, newsletters and social media posts, as well
as articles and/or press releases about key PaNOSC’s
events and achievements.
2. Interaction with multiple stakeholders at the project
annual meetings and at partners’ user meetings, at
scientific and industrial workshops and conferences
Europe-wide, at the ICRI conferences, EU presidency’s
events, EOSC events, ERIC Forum meetings, etc.
3. Interaction with contact points of the National
Ministries at the partners’ governing bodies’ meetings,
at events organized by the Ministries, as well as by
standard contact points of government grant agencies
in countries where partners are present.
4. Interaction with other clusters for the coordination and
co-development of services.
5. Consultation and discussion with the Observers and
other members in the PaNdata community.

MANAGEMENT
The project management methodology used for PaNOSC
will be based on PRINCE2 [20], a well-known structured
project management methodology and managed by the ESRF
in Work Package 1. This has resulted in the project being
divided into different stages with deliverables and milestones
used as control points.
The organisational structure for the project will comprise
the following bodies:
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Each Work Package has a leader in charge of coordination
and delivering the work agreed in the proposal and
feeding back status information to the Project Management
Committee.
The Project Coordinator will lead the
coordination with the European Commission and supervise
the Project Manager who will coordinate the day-to-day
execution of the project. Clear roles and responsibilities are
be assigned to all persons involved in the project.
To enable effective project management, regular internal
communication channels are used (bi-weekly Project
Management Committee videoconferences, mailing lists,
GitHub repository, etc.), the proposal funded by the
European Commission is used as the baseline project plan
and a escalation procedure is in place for any kind of
exception and/or issue.

CONCLUSION
Approaching the end of its first year of execution PaNOSC
has so far brought together its partner institutes to work
on the challenges of implementing FAIR and handle the
huge increase in data volumes. The agreed milestones and
deliverables are being respected, however plenty of work
is still required over the next three years in order to make
the most of the grant awarded and help push forward the
data, policies and services required to make the photon and
neutron sources FAIR-compliant.
PaNOSC as part of the EOSC will depend on the EOSC
for a number of services as outlined in the section on
the EOSC vision. The EOSC is still in the process of
being defined and developed which therefore increases
the uncertainty around its roadmap. PaNOSC has taken
this risk into account by targeting services which can be
developed and consumed locally first to ensure that existing
user communities benefit first in adopting Open Science
practices. The larger community of users of Open Data will
depend on the EOSC for services.
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA TRANSFER SYSTEM BENTEN AT SPring-8
T. Matsumoto†, S. Yokota, T. Matsushita, K. Nakada, Y. Hiraoka, M. Kodera, Y. Furukawa,
A. Yamashita, Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute Hyogo, Japan
Abstract
Recently, there have been high demands of open data to
promote data science such as material informatics. At
SPring-8, we have been operating the data transfer system
(SP8DR) for open data of the X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (XAFS) standard sample since 2013. However, it
proved to be difficult to use during various experiments at
SPring-8. To overcome these problems, we recently developed the BEamline ExperimeNTal stations oriENted data
transfer system (BENTEN) for generic use in synchrotron
radiation experiments. BENTEN provides an easy-to-use
and unified interface with REST API for data access from
both inside and outside SPring-8. BENTEN implements
user authentication and can also provide restricted data access among the members of the experiment. Data registration is performed with metadata files that describe data
such as experimental conditions and samples. To manage
multiple metadata in the experiments, Elasticsearch was
used as a metadata store. Data can be accessed flexibly via
a full-text search. We launched the BENTEN system in
March 2019 and provided open access to the XAFS standard sample and restricted data access in user experiments
at BL14B2. We plan to use BENTEN on public experimental stations to promote data science as well as other experimental data.

INTRODUCTION
SPring-8 is a third-generation synchrotron radiation facility in Japan. Brilliant synchrotron radiation X-rays are
produced from 8 GeV electron beams and are used for various experimental measurements for scientific research and
industrial applications. Experimental stations are equipped
for each of the 57 beamlines and a large amount of data is
produced from these experiments.
Recently, there have been notable advances in data science, such as materials informatics. As data science produces knowledge from data, it is highly desirable that data
be opened up to experimental data. Open data from the
point of view of social responsibility are also desired, especially in the case of data obtained through public funds.
In the case of other synchrotron radiation facilities, such as
ESRF, the embargo period for the publication of experimental data is set at 3 years as data policy [1].
At SPring-8, we have been providing open data access
for XAFS standard sample since 2013 with the experimental data transfer system called as SP8DR [2]. The
amount of XAFS data is approximately 800, which corresponds to the second place in the world [3]. These XAFS
data were utilized as reference for the measurements in
user experiments.

There are also demands for restricted data access for remote experiments and proxy measurements at SPring-8. To
satisfy these demands, SP8DR implements authentication
with the SPring-8/SACLA user information account
(SPring-8 ID) and provides authorized data access. Although SP8DR requires authentication, everyone can access
to the open data because the SPring-8 ID account registration is open to public users.
However, there were several problems with SP8DR. For
example, SP8DR required building a system for each
beamline. Therefore, it was difficult to extend the system
into other beamlines. It was also not easy-to-use nor flexible to manage metadata in various experiments. To overcome these problems, we recently developed the experiment data transfer system, BENTEN. In this paper, we report about BENTEN and its operation at SPring-8.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA TRANSFER
SYSTEM BENTEN
We developed BENTEN as a generic software for experimental data transfer to provide data access through the Internet for synchrotron radiation experiments with an easyto-use interface. As BENTEN covers open data access, it
is recommended to follow the FAIR principle [4]. FAIR
stands for Findable, Interoperable, Accessible and Reusable. Therefore, it is not enough to open data as it is. Data
must be regulated for human comprehension by attaching
metadata in the experiments, such as samples and measurement parameters. Machine readability is also important because the data will be used with artificial intelligence (AI),
such as machine learning.
To operate the remote data access system in our facilities,
we also need to have flexible data management. Therefore,
we required BENTEN to comply with the following conditions:
• Easy-to-use for data transfer functions such as authentication, metadata creation, data registration, and data
access.
• Metadata of raw data and derived data can be easily
described and flexibly managed for measurement data
in several experiments.
• Flexible data search can be performed with registered
metadata items.
• The data cycle, such as creation, access to and deletion
of open/closed, can be easily controlled.
• To refer dataset, each dataset is linked with persistent
ID (PID), and the contact person or organization is associated.
• The data reliability in data transferring is guaranteed
by the checksum verification.

___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the BENTEN system.
We developed the BENTEN software for SPring-8. But
it can also be used independently anywhere through proper
installation and settings. We plan to manage BENTEN as
Open Source Software (OSS) to promote uses in other facilities.
In Fig. 1, the schematic view of the BENTEN system is
shown. We designed the BENTEN agent to provide all the
functions in the data transfer system using REST API [5]
with JSON response. Django [6] was used to develop the
BENTEN agent. As the REST API is a call service based
on http protocol, it can be flexibly coordinated with other
software for Web and native applications. We also developed Python API for the BENTEN agent to make it easy to
use. Data registration can be easily done with command
scripts based on the Python API. For data access from the
Internet, a web portal was developed using Django. The
Python API can also be used for data access, but it is currently limited to use within the facility for secure data access.
To use BENTEN, authentication with the login procedure is required first. We adopted OpenID connect 1.0 [7]
for the authentication because it can manage both user attributes as well as authentication, and it was widely used in
cloud systems as OSS. We required authentication with
beamline account for data registration, and SPring-8 ID account for data access. The user attributes associated with
each account were used to control the range of access privileges.

Data Registration
In the data registration, we need to describe metadata in
the experiments into metadata files and these are registered
with experimental data files into the BENTEN system using the data register command as shown in Fig. 1.
For the metadata description, it may be possible to attach
information to existing experimental data files. However,
in Japan, various data formats are used for synchrotron radiation experiments, and no progress has yet been made in

standardizing data formats. Although NeXus [8], which
adds meaning to HDF5 container format [9], is widely used
as a common data format for scientific facilities including
synchrotron radiation experiments around the world.
Therefore, we have adopted the use of various data formats as they are. However, we required attaching metadata
files with unified data format using JSON, which is a flexible text-based data format suitable for reading by both humans and machines. In the metadata files, metadata items
are described with key-value pairs.
In BENTEN, registered metadata items were classified
into 7 categories; subject (basic data information), facility,
sample, measurement, instrument, dataset, and system. Example of these metadata items are shown in Table 1. To
express several metadata hierarchically, we used “@” to
combine different phrases in metadata keys.
Table 1: Example of Metadata Items
key

Description

@subject@correspondance
@subject@correspondance@affiliation
@subject@proposal_number
@subject@pid

Contact name

@measurement@method

Affiliation of
contact name
proposal number
Persistent ID

Measurement
method

Example
value
Takahiro
Matsumoto
JASRI

2014S0000
spring8.784d
08a8-f39a4ba0-ac136440688b54
fd
XAFS
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Figure 2: An example of data access for XAFS standard sample within the BENTEN web portal is shown.
In the experiment, we needed to define several metadata
items. For flexible metadata management, we adopted
Elasticsearch [10] as a metadata store. Because Elasticsearch is a schema-less database, we can easily add
metadata items required for experiments. Elasticsearch
also implements full-text search, and this function can be
used for flexible data access.
For the metadata description, several required metadata
items were defined that are essential to describe data. The
most important required item is the proposal number. The
proposal number is provided for each experiment and
stored in the proposal database with the members of each
proposal. Therefore, we can use the proposal number to derive restricted data access from the proposal in the experiment. Thus, the proposal number has the function of
providing a range of shared data and is extremely important.
For the required metadata, we also defined the access indicator (open or close) to determine accessibility. To refer
the data, the Persistent ID (PID) was also defined, which is
uniquely assigned for each dataset. Contact name and its
affiliation was also defined to inquire the data.
To reduce cost of describing these required metadata,
metadata items other than proposal number can be automatically defined when not filled in. For example, the contact name can be derived from the proposal database by
specifying the proposal number.
In BENTEN, one dataset can be composed from several
files. An example of file structure for one dataset is shown
below.
• <X>.json, <X>.system.json, <X>.user.json, …
• <X>/AAA.csv, <X>/BBB.tiff, …
First, we defined <X> to specify a name for registration.
We then included files starting from “<X>.”. Files with
JSON extension were used to describe metadata. To define

metadata depending on the purpose, many JSON files can
be attached. To include many experimental data files, we
can create the directory “<X>” to locate the files under the
directory. After the preparation of these files, the data register command was used to transfer the dataset to the BENTEN system.
To update the dataset, we requested to update the contents of the data files including the metadata files and performed the re-registration. In the re-registration, the updated files are only registered by checking the consistency
in the timestamp and hash of the files. Therefore, the update procedure can be easily performed based on file management and does not require editing the metadata store directory.

Data Access
After the data registration, we can access the data from
the Web portal as shown in Fig. 2. To access the data
through the Internet, we are first required authentication
with SPring-8 ID. To prevent unsecured access with an invalid login attempt, we have imposed a two-factor authentication. After authentication with the login account, we
send an email associated with the account and request consent to use the system.
In the left panel of Fig. 2, we can check the accessible
data (open data and account data) and the directory tree is
shown with structure shown below.
• /<facility name>/<class name (such as beamline
name)/<disk name>/…
In the case of Fig. 2, the facility name is set as SPring-8
and class name is set as BL14B2. With the directory structure, we can have a centralized data management for multiple facilities and beamlines. Under the class name directory, the directory for the disk name was also prepared, and
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this directory was used to classify experimental data for
each purpose. In the previous case, the disk name is set as
Standard to manage data for the XAFS standard sample.
Under the disk name directory, the data is allocated with
the same structure in the beamline storage. Therefore, the
transferred data can be managed with an easy-to-understand structure for users.
Access to the data can be done in several ways. The most
naive way to access the data is to follow the directory structure. It is also possible to access the data with the Lucene
query by specifying metadata items. As described above,
full-text search is also possible for flexible data access. In
Fig. 2, the Zr sample is searched with full-text search and
matched files are shown in the right upper panel. Here, we
can select each file to check the associated metadata items
and these are displayed in the right lower panel. Data
download can be easily performed by selecting target files
or directories and obtained with a zip file.

OPERATION OF BENTEN AT SPring-8
We started the operation of BENTEN at SPring-8 in
March 2019. The BENTEN web portal was prepared for
data access from the internet [11].
To promote the BENTEN system in the public SPring-8
experimental stations, we first attempted to use BENTEN
at BL14B2 to update the previous data transfer system
SP8DR. We have experienced several issues with the operation of BENTEN, but we have already solved most of
them, and BENTEN is now used at BL14B2 in close proximity to the production environment.
The most important issue in the operation was to define
correctly the proposal number to the metadata. As the proposal number is used to define the range of data sharing, it
is extremely important.
To overcome the problem, we developed an issuing machine for the proposal number. The issuing machine has a
card reader interface and a USB device. When the user
places the user card into the card reader, the SPring-8 ID is
read and the list of available proposal numbers is displayed
in the issuing machine, then the proposal number selected
by the user is stored in the USB device. To define the proposal number, the beamline staff provides the USB device
to the experimental user, and the user configures the proposal number to the USB device using the issuing machine.
The USB device is then adjusted to the measuring machine
to provide metadata for the measurement. Thus, we protected against errors the configuration of the proposal number by using physical USB device to transfer the data.
At BL14B2, the BENTEN system was introduced with
the issuing machine for the proposal number. and user experiments can be automatically performed with data transfer. Due to the automated measurements, metadata other
than proposal number have not been set yet. However,
transfer data can be accessed through the Internet with restricted members in the experiment, and experimental users can conveniently use the system.
We also used BENTEN for open data access to XAFS
standard sample. These data were registered offline with
enough metadata. For efficient metadata preparation,
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metadata items were automatically extracted when possible. For example, metadata items were extracted from the
XAFS data format (PF9809). We also prepared metadata
tools to obtain facility information such as the accelerator
energy, current, and filling pattern.
However, manual preparation of metadata remains necessary to provide enough metadata. We manually input
metadata items such as sample, measurement conditions,
and instrument in text data for XAFS standard sample, and
used this for the data registration.
An example of data access for XAFS standard sample is
shown in Fig. 3. In the right lower panel, we can check
XAFS spectrum plot as well as metadata values as shown
in Fig. 2. To facilitate the understanding of the data, BENTEN allows to set a thumbnail image for each dataset and
this image can be viewed with the Web portal. The content
of the thumbnail can be customized to fit the purpose.
We also experienced management issues in the operation.
Initially, we needed to have metadata management. Although BENTEN can allow us to define several metadata in
the experiments, we need to have a consistent metadata set
for each beamline. Therefore, we ask the beamline staff to
manage the metadata items used in the experiments. If the
required metadata items are not defined, the user can assign
the metadata items to the manager.
We also needed to have a policy for storage management
in transfer data. At SPring-8, there are 57 beamlines and a
large volume of data may be required for storage in transfer
data. In this case, we would incur a high maintenance cost
if we want to keep the data forever. Therefore, BENTEN
does not guarantee the data in the transferred storage, and
imposes the data guarantee for each beamline. If the data
is missing in the BENTEN storage, the data must be recovered by re-registration of the data in the beamline storage.
When the data in the beamline storage is missing, the data
can be restored from BENTEN, but it is limited when the
data is available in the BENTEN side.

Figure 3: Screenshot of the XAFS spectral plot image using the BENTEN web portal.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLANS
In this paper, we have reported the experimental data
transfer system BENTEN. BENTEN has been designed for
generic use in experimental data transfer for synchrotron
radiation experiments with a user-friendly interface. BENTEN implements authentication and can be used to provide
restricted data access as well as open data access. Metadata
is managed with Elasticsearch, and various metadata from
experiments can be flexibly managed. Data access can be
flexibly done through full-text search. We started the operation of BENTEN at SPring-8 since March 2019, and provided open data access of the XAFS standard sample and
restricted data access in user experiments at BL14B2.
In the future, we plan to use BENTEN for experiments
in public experimental stations. We are now preparing for
open data of hard X-ray photoemission spectroscopy
(HAXPES) standard sample, and remote access to image
data from Computed Tomography (CT).
The federation of data with other facilities is also an important issue for proceeding with open data. In Japan there
are many synchrotron facilities (SPring-8, KEK-PF, AichiSR etc.). Therefore, if the data format used in BENTEN
was standardized and can be utilized among facilities, we
can facilitate the data utilization to promote data science.
We began discussing open data access to XAFS data in
the XAFS society in Japan, and considered the possibility
of standardizing the data format and deposit the facility
data into the data repository being prepared by the materials data platform center of the National Institute for Materials Science (NIMS) in Japan. By utilizing a shared data
repository in NIMS, we could easily access experimental
data in different facilities with a unified data repository,
and we could also have a linked data access for other materials databases.
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To promote the use of data in synchrotron radiation experiments, we need to use several data repositories in addition to the BENTEN system in our own facilities. We are
trying to cooperate closely with other facilities for improvements.
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PUBLIC CLOUD-BASED REMOTE ACCESS INFRASTRUCTURE FOR
NEUTRON SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS AT MLF, J-PARC
K. Moriyama, Comprehenshive Research Organization for Science and Society (CROSS),
Tokai, Ibaraki, Japan
T. Nakatani, Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA), Tokai, Ibaraki, Japan
Abstract
An infrastructure for remote access for supporting research workflow is essential for neutron scattering user facilities such as J-PARC MLF. Because the experimental period spans day and night, service monitoring the measurement status from outside the facility is required. Additionally, convenient way to bring a large amount of data back
to user’s home institution and to analyse it after experiments is required. To meet these requirements, we are developing a remote access infrastructure as a front-end for
facility users based on public clouds. Recently, public
clouds such as Amazon AWS and Google Cloud, have been
rapidly developed, so that development and operation
schemes of computer systems have changed dramatically.
Various architectures provided by public clouds enable advanced systems to develop quickly and effectively. Our
cloud-based infrastructure comprises services for experimental monitoring, data distribution and data analysis, using architectures such as object storage, event-driven serverless computing, and virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI)
based on a microservice approach for application implementation. Facility users can access this infrastructure using just a web browser and VDI client. This paper reports
the current status of this remote access infrastructure.

INTRODUCTION
The Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility
(MLF) at the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex
(J-PARC) is a neutron scattering experiment user facility
with one of the world’s highest intensity pulsed neutron
beams in operation since 2008. Currently, the 21 installed
neutron instruments are used by domestic and international
users, in various research fields to conduct experiments.
Many of the instruments at MLF have introduced
IROHA2 [1], which is a web-based integrated instrument
control framework that controls data acquisition and sample environmental devices. IROHA2 is able to perform automatic measurement changing measurement conditions.
Using this function, long-running measurement over periods of several days can be performed. Therefore, the progress of measurement can be monitored remotely via the
web. However, due to security issues and system capabilities, currently, only instrument staff are allowed to monitor
the measurement status in this way.
With intense neutron beams, high-precision and -resolution position-sensitive detectors are used with advanced
event recording methods for data acquisition; experimental

data is generated at very high rates [2]. The total amount of
data generated in experiment ranges from hundreds of MB
to several TB per experiment.
These data are analysed using Linux-based analysis software. After each experiment, most beamline users would
normally take their data back to their home institutions in
the portable storage such as hard disks. Since many facility
users are unfamiliar with the Linux environment, virtual
machines with analysis software installed are distributed to
them.
Given this facility usage, to support research workflows
of facility users, the remote access infrastructure requirements are:
• The ability to remotely monitor the progress of longrunning measurements over the experiments
• To remove the necessity for users to physically take
large amounts of raw data back to their home institutions, by allowing data analysis and results acquisition
to be performed by one-stop, remote access.
• To allow multiple facility users quick and easy remote
access from both inside and outside the country.
To satisfy these requirements, we built a remote-access
infrastructure linked to the on-site systems at MLF using
the Amazon Web Services (AWS) [2], one of the main public clouds. Figure 1 shows an overview of our remote access.

WHY USE A PUBLIC CLOUD?
The reality of system and infrastructure development has
various limitations such as budget, human resources, and
security. Given these limitations, using a public cloud as a
development platform has the following advantages compared to conventional on-site systems and private clouds:
• No hardware management or installation costs are required.
• System development and operations can start small
and can be scaled as need. This can optimize resource
usage and thus, operating costs as well.
• Advanced services and functions provided via public
clouds enable efficient system development; in particular, a proactive use of advanced AI-related services
can be expected.
• The security of the service infrastructure is ensured at
a higher level than that of on-premises systems.
• A managed service that simplifies system management and operation.
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Figure 1: The overview of remote-access infrastructure.
• The global presence of a public cloud allows facility
users access with low latency, whether domestic or
foreign.
MLF has been in operation over a decade, seeing the
budget for the development of new systems reduce as
maintenance and upgrade costs for existing systems increase. Therefore, a public cloud, allowing development
and operation of more advanced and challenging systems
while reducing costs, is quite a useful infrastructure platform for facilities such as MLF

DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
In public clouds, a wide range of services is provided,
from a physical level to software. Selecting the appropriate
service to use, from these, is important from the view point
of system development and operation.

Selection Policy of Cloud Service
Figure 2 shows the hierarchical structure of services described in “as a Service” (XaaS) format, based on a cloud
computing service model. The letter “X” represents the
consistent parts: Infrastructure, Platform, Container, Desktop, Function, and Software. The following corresponding
services are provided:
IaaS is the service located at the bottom of the hierarchy and provides the most basic services such as virtual
machines, virtual networks, and storage, in the use of public clouds.
PaaS is the service that provides development platforms including OS and middleware such as RDBMS.
CaaS provides a service for the orchestration of containers such as Docker [3], which is one of the virtualization architectures running applications independently on a
host OS.
DaaS provides a desktop infrastructure based on VDI.
In DaaS, the same desktop environment can be used regardless of client environment and location.

FaaS is a relatively new service that has attracted attention recently. It provides an execution environment for
functions, called serverless computing. FaaS enables extremely rapid application implementation without the need
to build extra infrastructure.
SaaS provides software-layer services that do not require server management, such as web mail, blog services
and groupware.
As shown by the arrows in Fig. 2, the costs for development and operation as well as the flexibility in development are related to the position of the service within the
hierarchy. In terms of operation cost, the infrastructures of
the layers below a service in use are managed by the cloud
vendor, so the cost decrease as higher-layer services are
used. With regard to service usage fee, for example, virtual
machines and containers, in the lower layers, are charged
for continuous operation times, while serverless computing
in the FaaS layer is charged only for function execution
time, so the latter can be used at lower cost.

Figure 2: Hierarchical structure of cloud computing service
model.
In terms of development cost and flexibility, development becomes easier and costs are reduced as higher-layer
services are used; however, since functions and computing
resources are locked into a service, the flexibility is reduced at higher layers.
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Therefore, the adopted optimum service, while meeting
the requirements, should take into account the trade-off between development flexibility and cost.

Microservice Approach in Cloud Development
As described in the previous section, services of various
layers are available in public clouds. To develop the remote-access infrastructure, we used these services to adopt
a microservice approach, which has attracted attention as
an architecture for application development.
The simplest approach for application implementation is
to run conventional monolithic applications on the virtual
machine provided in IaaS. In contrast, microservices divide
functions into multiple independent small services that
communicate with each other, using well-defined API, and
build applications by collaboration. Using this approach to
public clouds, applications are implemented based on container architecture in CaaS and serverless computing in
FaaS.
Figure 3 shows the conceptual configuration of both approaches. In the monolithic application, various functions
are implemented together so that they are in a tightly coupled relationship each other. In this case, performance degradation due to failure or resource shortage as well as partial function changes, may affect the entire system. Therefore, it is not easy to modify such a system.
Microservice are designed to overcome the issues of the
monolithic application. Services are independent and
loosely coupled to each other, leading to higher flexibility,
compared with the monolithic application. Each service
can be adopted the optimal language and architectures for
development and can be modified, deployed, and scaled individually.
Based on this approach, microservices provides highly
independent services, at higher layers such as FaaS and
DaaS, in public clouds. This allows the effective implementation of applications with high maintainability and
adaptability to future changes.
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Object Storage： Amazon S3
Amazon Simple Storage Service [4], called Amazon S3
is a highly available (99.99%) and scalable object storage
service, suitable for storing large amounts of data. Theobject storage does not use a hierarchical structure like traditional file storage but stores data as objects together with
metadata in a flat space called a “bucket.”.” This service
has the following main features:
• A well-defined API for handling data.
• A lifecycle function that automatically deletes or archives data after a certain period.
• Event notifications for collaborating services.
• Static web hosting.

Serverless Computing：AWS Lambda
AWS Lambda [5] is a key service for building cloud-native serverless applications and is an event-driven program
execution environment. Applications can be implemented
simply by coding, without building a server. This service
has the following main features:
• Multi-language support: Java, Go, PowerShell,
Node.js, C#, Python, and Ruby.
• Event-driven code execution triggered by collaborating services.
• A billing method with function execution time.
• Automatic scaling according to the size of the trigger
event.
This service is particularly useful when building microservices on a serverless computing basis.

API Proxy：Amazon API Gateway
Amazon API Gateway [6] is another key service for
serverless computing and is useful for implementing microservices. This service plays an API Proxy by creating an
API layer between front-end and back-end services such as
AWS Lambda, Amazon EC2, and third-party services. The
main features are as follows:
• Fully managed services: API creation, publishing,
maintenance, monitoring and protection.
• REST and WebSocket API.
• HTTP methods: GET, PUT, POST, DELETE, etc.

Content Delivery Network： Amazon CloudFront
Figure 3: Monolithic and Microservices applications.

CLOUD SERVICES ON AWS
We adopted AWS as a platform for our remote-access infrastructure. It was developed mainly using the services described below.

Amazon CloudFront [7] is a service for the Content Delivery Network (CDN) that is a network optimized for delivering web content over the internet. Web content is
cached across multiple edge locations, which is the
data center of AWS global network, and user requests are
routed with the lowest latency. Using this service allows
the quick distribution of large amounts of data to
facility users around the world.
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Figure 4: System configuration and processing flow of the experimental monitoring.

Mail Sending：Amazon SES
Amazon Simple Mail Service [8] called Amazon SES is
an email sending service. Equipped with an SMTP interface and an API, it can be integrated with other applications
and services, such as AWS Lambda, to send email.

VDI：Amazon WorkSpaces
Amazon WorkSpaces [9] is a DaaS-type service that provides a VDI environment in the cloud. This is a fully managed service allowing quick and easy deployment of desktop environments without hardware inventory, OS version
patching or complex VDI management. The service has the
following main features:
• Multiple OS deployment: Windows and Amazon
Linux2.
• Multi-device client: Windows, Mac, Chromebooks,
iPad, Fire tablet, and Android tablet.
• Global desktop deployment based on multiple AWS
regions.
This service provides a convenient desktop for data analysis for facility users, both domestic and overseas.

EXPERIMENTAL MONITORING
Experimental monitoring is particularly useful when performing long-running measurements. It is not practical for
the user to be sat, continuously, in front of the instrument
display during an experiment, so the progress of the measurements would ideally be able to be monitored from outside the facility, via the internet.
So far, we have operated on-site systems to monitor experiments from outside the facility, but this provision was
only available to instrument staff. Therefore, we have developed a new service, allowing facility users to monitor
their experiments remotely by linking the existing on-site
systems with public cloud services. Figure 4 shows the
configuration and processing flow of this system.

Web Distribution of Measurement Status
Procedures 1–3 in Figure 2 are performed to distribute
the measurement status on the web. IROHA2, which is the

experimental management system, has a function to generate static HTML files, at regular intervals, of the measurement status displayed on the web interface, for monitoring.
The static HTML format is a security measure to prevent
unauthorized control from the outside.
The status collection server periodically collects HTML
files from the neutron instruments and uploads them to the
Amazon S3 bucket. Although Amazon S3 has a function
for static web hosting, it does not support HTTPS communication and flexible access control. Therefore, web access
is provided through Amazon CloudFront, which is the
CDN service.
When HTML files are uploaded to the S3 bucket, these
files are automatically distributed to the CloudFront edge
location. The communication between Amazon S3 (Origin)
and Amazon CloudFront (CDN) is encrypted by HTTPS.

Access Control with Signed URL
On AWS, the service combination of Amazon S3 and
Amazon CloudFront is commonly used for delivering private content. Access control is performed using a CloudFront function called “signed URL.”.” Only those who
have been issued the signed URL can access the CloudFront.
The signed URL is composed of the following elements:
1. Base URL (CloudFront domain)
2. Query strings
3. Policy statement (Base64 encoded)
4. Policy statement (RSA SHA-1 signed)
5. RSA key pair ID
The policy statement includes information such as accessible resources and expiration dates.

Issue of Signed URL
Procedures 4–7 in Figure 4 are performed to issue the
signed URL. The signed URL is generated by a Python
code deployed as a function in Amazon Lambda. This
Lambda function also sends the generated signed URL to
the facility user by email, in cooperation with Amazon
SES.
The Lambda function can be executed on demand
through Amazon API Gateway. Instrument staff submit a
signed URL request using an IROHA2 web interface. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of this interface. The instrument
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staff issues the signed URL by entering user information
(name, email address) and validity period of URL on this
web interface.
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DATA DISTRIBUTION
We have been distributing data generated in experiments
at MLF BL18, which is a beamline for a TOF-Laue neutron
diffractometer [10], using only Amazon S3 since FY2018.
This system used an FTP client to access Amazon S3, but
in order to enable easier data access, we have improved the
system to a web-based service using the same web delivery
and access controls as the experimental monitoring described in the previous section. In addition, the system introduced an event-driven serverless computing architecture
linking Amazon S3 and Amazon Lambda. Figure 7 shows
the system configuration and processing flow.

Uploading Data to the S3 Bucket

Figure 5: The screenshot of IROHA2 web interface to issue
the signed URL.

In the procedure 1 of Figure 7, data uploads from the instrument to the S3 bucket are performed on demand by the
MLF Experimental Database (MLF EXP-DB), a webbased data management system [11]. Data uploaded on the
S3 bucket are automatically encrypted.

Web Access

HTML Generation with Serverless Computing

In procedure 8 in Fig. 4, facility users access the experimental monitoring with a web browser by simply clicking
on the signed URL issued by email. Figure 6 shows a
screenshot of the IROHA2 measurement status.

In procedures 2–3, using an event-driven serverless
computation of Amazon Lambda, the data list in the S3
bucket is automatically converted into HTML format.
When data is uploaded, Amazon S3 publishes an event,
described in JSON format that contains information about
the uploaded data and directory structure, to Amazon
Lambda. Then, a Lambda function is triggered, written in
Python code, to generate the HTML files in the S3 bucket.

Web Distribution and Access Control
Procedures 4–8 are basically the same as the experimental monitoring, but the signed URL is issued from the
MLF EXP-DB. Figure 8 shows a screenshot of MLF EXPDB issuing a signed URL.

Figure 6: The screenshot of the IROHA2 measurement
status.

Figure 7: System configuration and processing flow of the data distribution.
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Figure 8: The screenshot of MLF EXP-DB web interface
for issuing signed URL.

Data Downloading
In procedure 8, the facility user accesses a web site for
data downloading by clicking the signed URL issued by
email and downloading the data. Figure 9 shows a screenshot of the web site called “MLF Data Browser”.
Access for facility users is directed to the lowest latency
edge location by Amazon CloudFront, so they can download large amounts of data at high speeds regardless of the
location they are accessing from.

DATA ANALYSIS
We built a remote desktop environment for data analysis
using Amazon WorkSpaces, which used the DaaS service.
Figure 10 shows the configuration of this system. Facility
users can access the deployed desktop environment by using a WorkSpaces client. This desktop environment has
analysis software already installed via Amazon Linux2,
which is a RHEL7 compatible OS. User authentication is
performed using a directory service called “Simple AD” of
the Amazon Directory Service. In addition, the desktop environment is NFS mounted on the Amazon S3 bucket
through Amazon Storage Gateway for using data on the S3
bucket.
Figure 11 shows a screenshot of the desktop environment installed.
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Figure 9: The screenshot of the MLF Data Browser.
STARGazer is a piece of data processing and visualization software for single-crystal neutron diffraction experiments in MLF BL18.
This desktop environment allows facility users to perform data analysis without installing software or downloading data to their PC. It also provides them with the
same interface and online working environment regardless
of their location. Furthermore, the workload of instrument
staff regarding user software installation and support can
be eliminated.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLANS
We have developed a remote-access infrastructure for
facility users to perform data downloads and analysis
alongside using the AWS cloud platform, linking the onpremises system such as IROHA2 and MLF EXP-DB. The
microservice approach was adopted to develop these systems by utilizing architectures such as serverless computing, object storage, and a VDI, allowing effective development and management.
The developed services are planned to be introduced to
the neutron instrument at MLF, gradually from FY2019. In
addition, other public cloud services such as Google Cloud
Platform and Microsoft Azure also will be introduced as
needed in the future.

Figure 10: System configuration of the remote desktop environment for data analysis.
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Figure 11: Linux-based remote desktop for data analysis.
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RecSyncETCD: A FAULT-TOLERANT SERVICE FOR
EPICS PV CONFIGURATION DATA*
T. Ashwarya, E.T. Berryman, M.G. Konrad
Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, Michigan State University, East Lansing, USA
Abstract
Record Synchronizer (RecSync) is comprised of a client
module called RecCaster and a server module called RecCeiver. Together they work to make PV (or record)
metadata residing in the Input-Output Controller’s (IOC)
database available to client applications like ChannelFinder. Currently, the server module RecCeiver is a custom-built Python application that cannot be run as a cluster,
hence it does not provide fault-tolerance. Further, the existing RecSync does not implement any authentication or
security feature that controls the access to reads and writes
to only verified clients and servers. In this paper, we explore an alternative to the current RecCeiver called ETCD
which is an open-source off-the-shelf distributed key-value
storage known for its high-availability storage and retrieval
abilities. It provides a role-based authentication feature
along with CA certificates-based and TLS-based security
feature to make client-server communication encrypted
and verified. It also provides useful features like conditional atomic transaction operations, live-watching of keys
in its storage and ability to view historical changes to a key.

RECORD SYNCHRONIZER
The existing RecSync [1] consists of two modules: RecCaster which is a client application that runs as part of an
IOC and RecCeiver which is a stand-alone server application written in Python using the Twisted networking library. Their aim is to make the metadata related to a PV
being hosted on an IOC available to clients like ChannelFinder [2]. The PV metadata that is sent from RecCaster
to RecCeiver consists of EPICS base version, a whitelisted
set of environment variables, name & type of all records
and any info tags associated with the records. ChannelFinder further provides RESTful APIs that various other
applications use in order to read the PV metadata.

Theory of Operation
RecCaster is a client application written in C and works
as an EPICS support module that spawns a thread on startup to upload all the IOC records to a server. After spawning
its thread, it waits for an announcement from RecCeiver.
Once it discovers a live and ready RecCeiver, it exchanges
handshake messages with the server. After the exchange of
initial handshaking, greeting messages are sent between
the client and server and then the uploading of the records
to the server begins. Once the records are uploaded successfully to the RecCeiver, client and server exchange periodic heartbeat messages indefinitely to signal they are
____________________________________________

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science under Cooperative Agreement DE-SC0000661

alive. In case the client dies and does not respond to the
server, the server closes its connection to the client.
RecCeiver on a successful upload of data from RecCeiver pushes all the data to ChannelFinder. In case of a
disconnected IOC, it signals to ChannelFinder to mark the
PVs from a disconnected IOC as inactive. RecCeiver can
be additionally configured to write the data it receives from
RecCaster to a SQL database or print it to screen or logs.
RecCeiver is a standalone application that cannot be run
as a distributed service on multiple nodes in a cluster. This
makes RecCeiver a possible single point of failure if the
node running the service goes down or gets disconnected
from network. At this point, until the RecCeiver service is
restored, the data available in clients like ChannelFinder
will be stale and will not accurately reflect an IOC’s state.
Also, the existing RecSync does not provide any authentication feature that restricts the transfer of the IOC record
metadata to only verified servers and clients. These shortcomings can be overcome using ETCD as a replacement
for the existing Python-based RecCeiver.

ETCD
In this section, we talk about the data model, operations
and useful features of the proposed alternative to the existing RecCeiver i.e. ETCD [3]. ETCD is a distributed, opensource key-value storage providing full replication of the
key-value store on a cluster of servers. It is commonly used
for distributed system coordination and metadata storage
like Zookeeper and Consul which are two other popular alternatives. ETCD uses Raft [4] to perform cluster operations like election of the cluster leader and getting a majority quorum before the data is committed and written to the
disk. Raft protocol is a distributed consensus protocol run
on each member of a cluster to maintain a replicated state
machine. Raft provides the leader election algorithm to
elect a leader node from among the cluster nodes. A clusterwide log called replicated log is used to keep the same state
among cluster members. Leader node is responsible for
writing the data to the replicated log and distributing it to
follower nodes to maintain an in-sync state within the cluster. In case the leader node dies or gets disconnected, a reelection is held to choose a new leader from the remaining
nodes.

Data Model
From a logical perspective, ETCD’s data store is a flatbinary key space where byte string keys are lexically sorted
indices. The entire key store have multiple revisions that
monotonically increment over the cluster’s lifetime and
older revisions of a key are available for fetch and read.
From a physical point of view, ETCD’s data store is a persistent b+ tree that is ordered by key in lexical byte order
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[5]. ETCD maintains a secondary in-memory B-tree index
to speed up read queries [6]. This index contains pointers
to the persistent B+ tree.

ETCD Operations
Operations that change the cluster state like writes and
deletes are handled by the cluster leader as they require
consensus from a majority of the cluster nodes. The leader
node on receiving a new change replicates the information
to the follower nodes. After it receives a receipt of acceptance from a majority of alive follower nodes, it writes
the change to the disk. Read operations do not need a consensus and hence can be performed by any alive node of
the cluster.
The writes to ETCD can be supplemented with a lease
specifying a certain period of time for which this key
should be kept in the store and once the lease time is expired or revoked, the key gets deleted from the ETCD store.
Leases are generally used to detect liveness of ETCD clients and are refreshed periodically by clients to show that
they are alive. Apart from read, write and delete operations,
ETCD provides a watch operation where keys can be asynchronously monitored for modifications. An ETCD watch
continuously watches a key for changes and then sends
these changes to clients over a stream of event messages
that contain information about the change made to the key
in an ordered, reliable and atomic way. ETCD also provides transaction operations which means multiple requests can be grouped together as a single request and be
processed atomically. Requests are grouped in a then/else
manner and executed if a certain condition exists in the
key-value store. All comparisons are atomic and if all comparisons are true, transaction is successful otherwise it is
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considered a fail and else (or failure) block is applied.
ETCD uses alerts to notify a user of any issues that requires the user’s attention. Some of these alert situations
include a failed member resulting in an unavailable cluster,
ETCD instance with no leader, high number of leader
changes, more than 1% of requests failing within last 5
minutes, slow requests, file descriptors getting near to exhaustion, ETCD cluster communication being too slow,
disk latency being too high and failing ETCD proposals.
An ETCD server provides its local metrics that can be used
to monitor the health of the node and for debugging purposes. These metrics can be fed to monitoring tools like
Prometheus and Grafana (see Fig. 1) to continuously monitor and adjust the health of ETCD cluster [7, 8].

Multi-Version Concurrency Control
Concurrency control is required by any data storage to
provide concurrent access to a piece of data to multiple
readers and writers. Locks are used to restrict reading of a
piece of data while the write operation is being performed.
During the locking period, readers get to read a previous
revision of data hence multiple revisions of the same data
have to be maintained to provide concurrency. To implement data store revisions, ETCD maintains a 64-bit cluster
wide counter called the ‘store revision’ which is incremented anytime a change is applied to the key-value store
to help sequentially order all updates. It also retains the past
revisions of a key up to a certain time period which is configured by the cluster administrator. A compaction process
is run periodically at the configured setting and deletes the
older revisions of a key.

Figure 1: Grafana View of a 3-node ETCD cluster at FRIB facility displaying various ETCD metrics like DB size, Disk
sync duration, memory, traffic etc.
TUBPL05
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Apart from the global counter ‘store revision’, ETCD
maintains ‘create_revision’, ‘mod_revision’ and ‘version’
for each key. ‘Create_revision’ is the store revision when
the key was created, ‘mod_revision’ is the store revision
when the key was last modified and ‘version’ is a local
counter that increments at every modification of the key.

There is a command line utility tool called ‘etcdctl’ also
available to communicate with the ETCD cluster through
gRPC. Additionally, there exists a JSON-gRPC gateway
that translates HTTP/JSON requests into gRPC request
calls to ETCD and gRPC responses from ETCD back to
HTTP format.

Authentication and Security

Fault-Tolerance in ETCD

ETCD provides authentication as a role-based access
control to key-value storage. Various roles can be created
and assigned to usernames such that only certain roles have
access to modify a certain key or key range thus limiting
the key access to only certain usernames. Access to keys
can be granted for read, write or both.
To provide security, ETCD uses automatic Transport
Layer Security (TLS) and certificates for server-client and
peer communication. ETCD server is configured with a CA
certificate and signed key pair to provide ability to clients
to verify the server identity. Clients can further provide
their own certificates to server in order for server to verify
an authorized client. Peer communication among cluster
members can be encrypted and authenticated by exchanging signed certificates among peers.

Faults or failures can occur in any deployment of servers
due to hardware/software malfunctions, power issues or
network disconnection/partition. An ETCD server can automatically recover from temporary failures like system reboots without any loss of existing data stored on its disk.
There are multiple failure scenarios discussed below that
ETCD cluster can handle using its fault-tolerance techniques to recover from permanent failures of its cluster
members.
• Failure of follower nodes – ETCD cluster can tolerate
up to (N-1)/2 follower nodes’ failure in a cluster of N
nodes.
• Failure of the leader node – On leader failure, election
happens after election timeout period within the cluster
to elect a new leader. Write requests are queued till the
re-election is complete. The new leader refreshes all
existing leases.
• Network Partition – During network partition, cluster
gets divided into majority (with more member nodes)
and minority sides (with lesser member nodes). In case
leader is in majority partition, minority side becomes
unavailable leaving majority as the new available cluster. In case leader is on minority side, a new leader is
elected on the majority side.
• Bootstrapping Failure – This kind of failure happens
during the bootstrapping period of cluster when required members cannot successfully start. This is handled by removing data directories and re-bootstrapping
with a new cluster token.

ETCD APIs
ETCD uses gRPC remote procedure call based APIs to
provide the following six types of functionality [9].
• KV – APIs for creating, updating, retrieving and deleting key-value pairs from ETCD server.
• Watch – APIs for monitoring changes to a key.
• Lease – APIs for granting, revoking and displaying key
leases.
• Authentication – APIs for setting authentication mechanism between server and clients.
• Cluster – APIs for configuring membership to the
ETCD cluster and for viewing cluster state.
• Maintenance – APIs for performing maintenance operations like taking data snapshots, defragmenting and
compacting storage.
KV APIs that are used for reads, writes and transactions
provide the following five API guarantees.
• Atomicity – KV APIs are atomic which means it either
completes entirely or not at all.
• Consistency – KV APIs are consistent which means
the order in which requests are made to the cluster is
kept the same across all members of the cluster.
• Isolation – KV APIs are serially isolated which means
one cannot read intermediate data from ETCD.
• Durability – KV APIs are durable which means completed operations, written and read data are all durable.
• Linearizability – KV APIs are linearized which means
reads from ETCD return the most current value. However, watch operations are not linearized and users are
responsible to verify the revisions in watch messages
to check for the order.

RecSyncETCD
The new RecSyncETCD comprises of two modules:
RecCaster-ETCD which is a C-based client application that
runs on IOC and ETCD server which is an off-the-shelf
distributed key-value storage as the new RecCeiver. RecCaster-ETCD reads records metadata from IOC database
and writes it to ETCD as key-value pairs. Each record from
IOC database has one key in the ETCD data store and the
corresponding value reflects the record’s metadata. The
value of a non-alias record’s key comprises of the following three parts.
1. ENV – This consists of record’s environment information like hostname, priority, port, time-to-live in
ETCD, EPICS base version, top directory, architecture, IOC name, EPICS CA related parameters, EPICS
host architecture, current working directory, IOC engineer, IOC location etc.
2. PROP – This consists of information like record type
and if record has any aliases.
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3. INFO – This consists of info tags attached to a record
in a key-value format.
For an alias record, the value in ETCD comprises of two
parameters: a flag denoting that this record is an alias and
the name of this alias record’s parent record. RecCasterETCD uses a queue-based data buffer to store write tasks
for each record. On starting, RecCaster-ETCD spawns a
producer thread and multiple consumer threads to increase
performance by sending parallel write requests to ETCD
server. The number of required consumer threads is configurable using variable recMaxNumThreads which has a default value of 5. The producer thread writes each key-value
pair to this queue and each consumer thread reads the keyvalue pairs from the queue and performs the write task to
ETCD server.

Theory of Operation
Before the RecCaster-ETCD is started, the configuration
for the ETCD server has to be provided using an EPICS
environment variable ETCD_SERVER. The main thread
(also the producer thread) of RecCaster-ETCD checks for
ETCD_SERVER environment variable and throws error if
this variable is missing or in wrong format. It also checks
for connectivity with the provided ETCD server and retries the checking of connection indefinitely till it establishes a connection.
On establishing a connection with ETCD server, it asks
ETCD server to grant it a lease for a certain time period
recEtcdLeasePeriod. This parameter is configurable and
has a default value of 15 minutes. In case granting of lease
is unsuccessful, the main thread keeps re-trying to get a
lease granted. After the lease is granted, the main (or producer) thread prepares a write task for each IOC record by
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forming its key-value pair with an associated lease. These
write tasks are pushed to the data queue where the consumer threads retrieve these tasks and execute them.
Consumer threads use a gRPC-based API from the
ETCDv3 C++ client library [10] to place write requests of
the record’s key-value pair to ETCD. In case any of these
calls fail or return an error value, consumer threads stop
sending any new requests and signal the main thread to
start a fresh upload of records to ETCD with a new lease
identifier. This transaction-like write operation makes sure
that ETCD always has either all IOC records or none to
avoid reflecting any intermediate IOC state to clients like
ChannelFinder.
After all records have been successfully uploaded, consumer threads enter a suspended state and the main thread
periodically sends requests to refresh the lease to ETCD
server to keep the records alive in ETCD. At this point, if a
user exits the IOC, the main thread sends a request to
ETCD server to revoke the lease for this IOC which further
deletes all the IOC records from ETCD server. Debugging
logs for RecCaster-ETCD can be configured to be turned
on by setting the variable recEtcdDebugMode to either 1,
2 or 3 which represent the different logging levels. The default value of this variable is 0 (or turned off). Figure 2
summarizes the communication between RecCaster-ETCD
client and ETCD server.

Failure Handling
There are multiple failure scenarios possible when either
the ETCD client (i.e. RecCaster-ETCD) or the ETCD
server itself shuts down during operation and takes some
time to restore their state. Here we discuss three such scenarios and how RecCaster-ETCD handles each of these.

Figure 2: Communication between RecCaster-ETCD and a 3-node ETCD cluster – Each interaction is numbered 1-7 in a
chronological order.
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• When an IOC goes down unexpectedly - If the IOC
running RecCaster-ETCD reboots, then it restarts the
RecCaster-ETCD and consequently a new ETCD lease
is granted and all the records are written back to ETCD
server with the new lease identifier. During the time
period an IOC is down, records from that IOC remain
in the ETCD server till the lease runs out. Once the
lease expires, the records get deleted and have to be
rewritten by re-starting the IOC.
• When an IOC disconnects from ETCD server – If there
is a network interruption between the IOC and ETCD
server, RecCaster-ETCD will not be able to refresh the
ETCD lease for this IOC. If the network interruption
gets corrected within the remaining lease time, the
lease will get refreshed in the next try. In case the lease
has expired when the network interruption is resolved,
RecCaster-ETCD gets a new lease granted and re-uploads all records to ETCD. If the network interruption
occurs while the writes are in progress, RecCasterETCD waits for the network issues to be resolved and
then re-uploads all the records.
• When ETCD server goes down – the ETCD server can
handle temporary reboots by saving all records and
leases on its hard disk. After the server is restored, the
leases can be refreshed successfully by the RecCasterETCD and no records will be lost. In case the server
goes down while the writes are in progress, RecCasterETCD tries indefinitely to connect back to ETCD
server and re-uploads all records on a successful reconnection.

SUMMARY
ETCD has been found to be a fault-tolerant, secure and
off-the-shelf alternative to the existing custom-built RecCeiver. Its exhaustive list of APIs provide an easy way for
the RecCaster-ETCD clients to use them in order to save
the record metadata to ETCD storage and keep them alive
for the time period the IOC is alive. RecCaster-ETCD implements a transaction-style upload of all record metadata
of an IOC by which the IOC state in ETCD is never intermediate but always either complete or absent. ETCD leases
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are a useful feature that RecCaster-ETCD uses to keep data
alive in ETCD store and to automatically delete an IOC’s
data from ETCD when the IOC gets disconnected. ETCD,
when used in a multi-node cluster provides the fault-tolerance benefits where the RecCeiver service will be up till
the majority of ETCD nodes are up. With ETCD’s rolebased authentication, it is possible to have only verified
IOCs upload their record metadata to a verified ETCD
server using secure TLS protocol.

FUTURE WORK
The future work for RecSyncETCD involves the development of a new ChannelFinder which reads data from
ETCD and provides this data as RESTful APIs to other clients. This new ChannelFinder will use data-pull method to
get its data from the ETCD server instead of the existing
data-push method where the RecCeiver pushes all its data
to the ChannelFinder. Another important future work activity involves adding the authentication and security feature
between ETCD server and the RecCaster-ETCD client.
This will include configuring ETCD server with role-based
authentication to provide access to only the permitted IOCs
to write their records to ETCD. Also, both the ETCD server
and RecCaster-ETCD will exchange and verify CA certificates to make sure communication happens only among
whitelisted servers and clients.
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION MONITORING WITH GRAPH DATABASES
AND SERVICE ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE
A. Kiourkos†, S. Infante, K. Seintaridis, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
CERN is not only the biggest particle physics laboratory
in the world but also a major electricity consumer. In 2018
alone, CERN consumed 1.25 TWh, equivalent to 1/3 the
consumption of the canton of Geneva. Reliable monitoring
of this consumption is crucial, not only for obvious operational reasons but also for raising the awareness of users
regarding their energy utilization. This monitoring is currently done via a web based system, developed internally
at CERN that is quite popular within the community. In order to accommodate the increasing requirements, a migration is underway that utilizes the latest technologies for
data modelling and processing. The architecture of the new
energy monitoring system with an emphasis on the data
modelling, versioning and the use of graphs to store and
process the model of the electrical network for the energy
calculations is presented. The algorithms that are used are
also presented and a comparison with the existing system
is performed in order to demonstrate the performance improvements and flexibility of the new approach. The system embraces the Service Oriented Architecture principles
and it is illustrated how these have been applied in its design. The different modules and possibilities are also presented with an analysis of their strengths, weaknesses, and
integration within the CERN infrastructure.

MOTIVATION
Energy Management
Energy Management has become an essential element of
operations management and allows the users to plan and
make decisions based on the historical data about their energy consumption [1]. The management of energy in the
industry and facilities like CERN is very context specific,
as it largely depends on the process. This implies that energy management solutions from other industries cannot be
easily copied. It is therefore important that users are able to
get accurate, reliable and easily accessible information
about the energy across the site and the different accelerator installations.

Using APIs provided by the archiving system, WebEnergy pulls the measurement data and combines it with the
electrical network model. The model has been defined and
is maintained by the system administrator within the system. The application uses this combined data to calculate
the energy consumption at the different levels of the network and for different consumers. The calculations occur
daily with help of a scheduled task and with the system
containing data up to the previous day.

Figure 1: WebEnergy dataflow.
The users can access the previously calculated data via
various dashboards where there are categorised and visualized in various charts.

Weaknesses
The application is used daily by numerous people at
CERN. The results are quite accurate and have been validated over time against the energy consumption bills generated by the electricity suppliers.
Despite its success though, there are still opportunities
for further enhancements and a number of additional features that will boost performance and add value for the users of the application and the organization.
The major area of improvement of the current application is the data model. Although simple to understand it is
purely hierarchical, Fig. 2, allowing single parent-child relationships and most importantly: it is missing the notion
of time.

Current Solution & Data Flow
To accommodate the energy management needs, a web
based application was developed at CERN (WebEnergy)
more than five years ago, Fig. 1. This application extracts
data archived by the SCADA system that is responsible for
the monitoring of the electrical network. These are energy
consumption measurements that are provided by the protection relays (IEDs) installed at the high voltage level of
the electrical network. These measurements are then collected by the SCADA and subsequently archived to an internal long term data storage system.

Data Management

Figure 2: WebEnergy data model.
The electrical network in a facility like CERN changes
continuously in order to accommodate the emerging needs.
Storing only the energy consumption over time is not
enough, the state of the model at any point in time is required in order to make meaningful comparisons. Because
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of the rigidity of the current structure, retrospective calculations or corrections are tedious, error prone and in many
cases not feasible. Overall the current model leads to data
loss with regards to the electrical network evolution over
time, and is quite “expensive” to keep updated.
To address these issues several different concepts and
technologies have been examined with an emphasis on
open source technologies, maintainability and future proof
design. An introduction on the most important ones and the
ones chosen for the implementation of WebEnergy 2.0 is
attempted in the sections that follow.

A GRAPH THEORY & GRAPH
DATABASES PRIMER
History
Graphs have existed for centuries with the most famous
example dating back to 1736. It was when Leonhard Euler
solved the “Seven Bridges of Königsberg” problem. In
brief, the problem in question was whether it was possible
to visit all four areas of the city connected by seven bridges,
while only crossing each bridge once. This lead to the
groundwork of graph theory and its mathematics by Euler
[2].

Basic Concepts & Terminology
Graphs and their use in graph databases consist usually
of the following four building blocks:
Nodes or Vertices – These are the objects that make up
the graph, the “nouns” in object oriented terms.
Relationships or Edges – These are links between the
nodes, the “verbs” that give context to the nodes.
Labels – Labels are a mechanism to logically group
nodes.
Properties – These are attributes that can contain a variety of data types providing the state of the model.

Graph Types
Graphs exist almost everywhere and they come in different shapes and sizes. Although in classic graph theory
nodes have one relationship between nodes, most realworld graphs have many relationships and can contain
even self-referencing edges [3], Fig. 3.
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Table 1: Graph Types
Graph properties

Description

Connected

A path between any two
in the graph exists
Nodes many not have a
path between them
The relationships between the nodes contain
domain specific values
The relationships between the nodes do not
contain any values
The edges have direction
The edges do not have a
direction
A graph with no cycles
(starting and ending in the
same node)
A graph with cycles
A graph with few edges
A graph with many edges
Whether nodes connect to
one or many other node
types

Disconnected
Weighted

Unweighted

Directed
Undirected
Acyclic

Cyclic
Sparse
Dense
Monopartite, bipartite
or k-partite

Graph Algorithms
The number of graph algorithms is vast [4] and it would
be impossible to list them all here but they can be very
broadly grouped into the following four categories:
Graph search algorithms – Algorithms used for traversing the graph either for searching a specific item or general exploration (e.g. Breadth First Search, Depth First
Search).
Pathfinding algorithms – Algorithms that allow you to
find the optimum path between nodes (e.g. Dijkstra’s algorithm).
Graph centrality algorithms – Algorithms to identify
the most important nodes within a graph and their impact
on the overall network (e.g. PageRank, Eigenvector Centrality).
Community detection algorithms – Detection community formation in networks (e.g. Louvain algorithm, Balanced Triads).

Graph vs Relational Databases
Figure 3: Graph types.

Relational databases (RDBMS) have existed for decades
and have been the workhorse of the industry for storage in
data oriented applications. Their value is undisputed with
features like concurrency control, transaction management,
data integrity mechanisms, common query language
(SQL), abundance of tools, frameworks and expertise.
In the recent years though, due to the size, speed and
complexity of the data, the relational model has shown its
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weaknesses that are particularly evident when complex interconnected data is involved. Furthermore, the schema
based data model sets limits on how the data will be stored,
requiring extensive normalization and filtering in order to
handle the vast amounts of unstructured data that is generated today [5].
RDBMS use foreign keys to mark relationships between
tables. This is fine for “shallow” relationships but when
“deep” relationships are involved the limitations of join operations become apparent, with performance and complexity implications. Foreign keys are not “real relationships”
as context information missing, Fig. 4.
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principles of a service in SOA is that it owns the data under
its responsibility and operations on that data.
The concept is not new and has existed in many forms
over years, some examples are:
• Web services
• OPC-UA
• gRPC
• Messaging (ActiveMQ, JMS etc.)
The main focus of SOA systems has been the loose coupling between the components and in order to accomplish
this in many occasions some type of communication bus is
involved, Fig.6. This is called an Enterprise Service Bus
(ESB).

Figure 4: Relational model for capturing connections.
In comparison graphs databases are more performant
with connected data, Fig. 5. The relationships in graph database systems are first class citizens and their schema-less
approach allows to move very quickly from the drawingboard to the database without elaborate normalising steps.

Figure 5: Graph model for capturing connections.
There are two prevalent models in the realisation of the
graph in modern graph databases, the Labelled property
graph and the Resource Description Framework [6]. Description of these models is beyond the scope of this paper
but it is sufficient to say that the Labelled Property graph
is the most popular form of graph model and is used by the
most popular graph database currently, Neo4j [7].

Figure 6: Service Oriented Architecture.

Microservices
The latest architectural trend in software systems is microservices. The concept can be considered an evolution of
the SOA with the main differences being the communication patterns, granularity of the services and stronger embrace of cloud technologies that are now ubiquitous [9].
Microservices communicate directly with each other using lightweight protocols and messaging. This allows to
have separate release cycles between services and different
teams working independently with clearly defined interface points, Fig.7. This modularization aims to also improve reusability and lead to shorter release cycles allowing to deliver new features in shorter times. On the other
hand the presence of a greater number of “moving parts”
within a microservice based system increases the operation
overhead and makes integration testing more complicated.
Regarding the granularity of microservices there is no
universal consensus and it is highly dependent on the subject domain. In general the service should not be too small
so that the runtime overhead complexity exceed its benefits.

SERVICE ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE &
MICROSERVICES
Definition
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a software architecture style that aims to achieve loose coupling between
interacting software components and reusability in different contexts. This takes the form of services that are provided by the different application components. These components usually communicate via a specific communication protocol over the network [8]. One of the defining

Figure 7: Microservices Architecture.
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WEBENERGY 2.0
Design Goals & Architecture
The main goals that were set for the design of the new
system have been:
• Increase data model flexibility so that different versions of the network model can co-exist.
• Introduce the notion of time in the network model so
that past calculations can be matched to the corresponding layout of the network.
• Split the system into clearly defined services to allow
to mix different technologies in order to benefit from
different frameworks and tools.
• Explore the possibility of power calculations.
• Introduce live energy monitoring consumption (last 15
~ 30 minutes) compared to only the previous day of
the current system.
• Explore energy consumption forecasting.
• Integrate virtual invoicing to make the users aware of
their energy usage.
The architecture of WebEnergy 2.0 has been designed
around separate services that collaborate and make the
complete energy management system. The layout of these
architecture and the interaction between the different services is explained in the sections that follow.

Hybrid Data Management
WebEnergy 2.0 uses two data management paradigms,
relational and graph. The redesigned data model with the
support of versioning is stored in a relational database
along with all other application data (settings, statistics
etc.), and as it is demonstrated later is exposed to the different services of the system via a dedicated REST API.
The graph database (Neo4j) is used as an ephemeral data
store, where the different versions of the model are loaded
in order to utilise its powerful traversal algorithms and perform the energy consumption calculations quickly and efficiently.
This approach allows to utilise existing infrastructure for
availability and data consistency and at the same time use
more modern approaches for the data handling and calculations.

Services
The services have been designed to be self-contained,
represent a specific business entity and act as black box for
the consumers of the service, Fig. 8.
Data REST API – With the use of Spring Data REST,
this service exposes the different tables of the database as
REST endpoints following the HATEOAS principles. The
hypermedia format supported by Spring Data REST is
HAL. These endpoints will be used by the different services to access the relational database.
Data Sanitization Service – This service is responsible
for the detection of abnormalities in the incoming measurement data from the devices. It can happen that there is a
faulty equipment reporting erroneous measurements or an
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IED that is replaced which causes its internal energy counter to be reset. These events impact the correctness of the
energy consumption calculation and it is important that
they are filtered out.
Data Import Service – The data import service is for importing the raw data from the long term archiving system
and/or HDFS. The new long term archiving system
(NXCALS) is heavily based on Apache Spark and at the
same time the archive data from the SCADA archive database is imported daily into HDFS as parquet files. This implies that the data can be imported via two sources, as required, either from the long term archive storage or directly
via HDFS. The service will be able to handle both data
sources.
Graph & Calculation Service – The existing WebEnergy application uses iterative algorithms for the calculation of the energy consumption at the different levels of the
network model. This although simple to implement, suffers
in terms of performance.
During the investigation for the new architecture, a
graph database (Neo4j) was examined as the engine for the
energy calculations. Neo4j supports user-defined functions
that can be used to take advantage of it power graph engine
to offload tasks to the graph database [10]. The electrical
network model consists of highly interconnected data, thus
suitable use case for a graph database.
We have developed a user function inside Neo4j that
uses recursion to calculate the energy consumption in various versions of the network model. The tests showed that
for any version of the network, with approximately 5000
nodes and 10000 relationships, the computation of the energy consumption for the complete model takes less 20ms.
This gives the possibility to the users to perform on the fly
calculations for any version of the network model.
The graph and calculation service is responsible for the
following tasks:
• Loading the model from the relational database and
import to Neo4j for the energy calculations.
• Retrieve the results for the calculation of the different
versions of the model from Neo4j and save to the database or serve them to the Administration or User service for displaying in the Administrator or User Interface.
• Receive alternative representations of the model from
the administrative service and import to Neo4j for the
energy calculations.
Administration Service – The Administration Service
takes care of the functionalities related to the management
of the model, like:
• Modifying the existing network model
• Creating different versions of the model
• Launching calculations
User Stats service – The User Stats service is responsible
for retrieving information from the user interface of the application and store usage data via the REST API to the database. This enables the analysis in order to further understand how the application is utilised by the users, identify
potential problems and in general provide relevant usage
analytics
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Figure 8: WebEnergy 2.0 Architecture.
Real Time Service – This service is responsible for calculating the status on network model in terms of energy
consumption using real time telemetry data.
This allows the visualisation of the current energy dataflow within the last hour or less.
The service will be implemented using the actor model
[11] where every actor is responsible for maintaining the
status of the different nodes in the network model. The service exposes http endpoints for the monitoring, control and
data feed for the visualisation of the current values
User Interface Service - The user interface service shall
be responsible for serving the user interface of the system.
This would be equivalent to an API gateway in microservices terms. It will be implemented using Spring Boot
and a number of REST endpoints shall be exposed for monitoring, control and serving the front end.

CONCLUSIONS
The development of WebEnergy 2.0 is underway with
some services of the application completed and others being developed. The microservices approach has provided
benefits in terms of independent work streams and early
delivery, as some services are operational without the need

for the whole system to be in place. In addition the modularity of the codebase has enabled us to introduce new
members to the project in less time when compared to monolithic applications where the new members require significant time to get acquainted with large codebases. The additional operational overhead has also become visible as
additional infrastructure is required to deploy and monitor
these services. The hybrid approach for the data model (relational + graph) has allowed us to use the best of both
worlds and address the shortcomings of the previous data
model.
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Abstract
A common need in large scientiic experiments is the ability to monitor by means of simultaneous data acquisition
across the whole installation. Data is acquired as a result
of triggers which may come either from external sources,
or from internal triggering of one of the acquisition nodes.
However, a problem arises from the fact that once the trigger
is generated, it will not arrive to the receiving nodes simultaneously, due to varying distances and environmental conditions. The Distributed Oscilloscope (DO) concept attempts
to address this problem by leveraging the sub-nanosecond
synchronisation and deterministic data delivery provided
by White Rabbit (WR) and augmenting it with automatic
discovery of acquisition nodes and complex trigger event
scheduling, in order to provide the illusion of a virtual oscilloscope. This paper presents the current state of the DO, including work done on the Field-Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) and software level to enhance existing acquisition
hardware, as well as a new protocol based on existing industrial standards. It also includes test results obtained from a
demonstrator used to showcase the DO concept, based on
two digitisers separated by a 2.5 km optical ibre.

INTRODUCTION
From the monitoring of particle accelerators to smart
electrical grids and from scientiic experiments performed
at the bottom of the sea to astronomical observatories and
meteorological stations on mountaintops, a common requirement in large-scale Test and Measurement (T&M) setups has always been the ability to remotely control, automate and synchronise the involved equipment (instruments).
This is of course true even in smaller setups, such as the ones
found in laboratories, but it becomes even more important
when the equipment is distributed across longer distances,
or placed in remote and hard-to-reach locations.
The accelerator complex of the European Organisation
for Nuclear Research (CERN), which includes the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) with a circumference of 27 km, is
a prime example of such an installation. CERN operators
need to be able to monitor the state of the accelerators and,
very often, to correlate measurements performed across the
accelerators (e.g. at beam transfer lines).
This paper presents the White Rabbit Trigger Distribution (WRTD) [1] system, a new development at CERN
that allows sub-nanosecond synchronisation of instruments
across several kilometres of distance and distribution of trig∗

dimitrios.lampridis@cern.ch

gers over White Rabbit (WR) [2, 3] in the form of network
messages. It also presents the Distributed Oscilloscope
(DO) [4], a proof-of-concept project for WRTD.

BACKGROUND
Historically, the need for synchronisation of instruments
has been addressed by various types of T&M systems. Already in the late 1960s, the General Purpose Interface Bus
(IEEE-488, GPIB) [5] was introduced to allow control and
readout of up to 14 daisy-chained instruments from a computer, using a cable of up to 20 meters total length. GPIB extenders were later introduced to overcome these limitations.
Long coaxial cables were (and still are being) used to synchronise the instruments and distribute triggers by means of
their external trigger input/output and “sync” ports. In the
1980s, the popularity of VMEbus led to the development of
the VME eXtensions for Instrumentation (VXI) [6], and a
decade later, PCI eXtensions for Instrumentation (PXI) [7]
was added to the list. Both VXI and PXI included multiple trigger lines on their backplanes for synchronisation between the instruments.
In more recent years, the proliferation of Ethernet-based
computer networks led in 2005 to the introduction of the
LAN eXtensions for Instrumentation (LXI) [8]. Where VXI
and PXI also imposed the mechanical format of the instruments, LXI focused on the protocol and provided services
(such as automatic discovery of attached devices), allowing
for rack-mounted, bench-top, modular or any other type of
form factor to be used and interconnected, as long as they
have a Local Area Network (LAN) port. Furthermore, the
Ethernet network allowed for long distances between the instruments and their operators.
The LXI standard is divided into the so-called “Device
Speciication” [9] which contains requirements for all LXIcompatible devices, and a set of optional “Extended Functions”. A group of three such extended functions, Clock
Synchronisation (CS) [10], Event Messaging (EM) [11]
and Timestamped Data (TD) [12] provide a synchronisation
layer on top of the core LXI standard, ofering similar capabilities to those found on the backplanes of VXI and PXI.
LXI CS is based on the IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [13] and it speciies its own PTP proile. LXI
devices supporting this function have their clocks synchronised with sub-microsecond accuracy. LXI EM deines the
methods for the exchange of messages directly between the
instruments using multicast User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
or point-to-point Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connections. LXI TD adds timestamps to all messages, events
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and acquired data. The combination of LXI CS, EM and
TD allows for events to be tied to absolute times for precise triggering, synchronisation and correlation among the
instruments.
Nevertheless, for time-sensitive applications, the submicrosecond accuracy provided by typical PTP implementations, such as the one in LXI, is often not enough. Modern oscilloscopes and digitisers provide the ability to take
billions of samples per second, in order to be able to capture events that last only for a few nanoseconds (or less);
in this context, even half a microsecond “of” in the trigger moment could render the measurement unusable or just
impossible to correlate with measurements from other oscilloscopes on the same network.
To address this issue, CERN initiated in 2008 the White
Rabbit project, an efort to develop a fully deterministic
Ethernet-based network which improves on top of PTP by
providing sub-nanosecond accuracy. Furthermore, during
the irst run of the LHC (2009-2013), the operators were
witnessing transverse instabilities in the accelerator, which
led to the development and deployment of the LHC Instability Trigger (LIST) [14,15] distribution project during the
irst Long Shutdown (LS1). The LIST, which is still operational today, is a trigger distribution system based on WR.
It can receive a trigger from a “cloud” of devices and distribute it to all relevant devices to for example freeze their
acquisition bufers. This was used during the second run
of the LHC (2015-2018) to synchronise instruments across
the accelerator and help in the early detection of instability
onsets.
In 2018, CERN launched the WRTD project, a new effort which builds upon the experience gathered from LIST
and which aims to provide a generic event distribution system, one that could be easily integrated in various types of
instruments and which could cater for a larger variety of experiments. Furthermore, and in an efort to bring it closer
to existing standards (and eventually merge it with them),
WRTD is based on the LXI CS, EM and TD extensions and
it uses the same LXI event message format.

WRTD
In WRTD, Nodes receive “input” Events and distribute
them to other Nodes over WR in the form of network Messages that are used to transfer the timestamp of the input
Event. The receiving Nodes are programmed to execute
some “output” Event (action) upon reception of a particular Message, potentially with some ixed delay added to the
timestamp.
There are two main categories of WRTD applications:
1. A ”source” Node receives an input Event, adds a ixed
delay to its timestamp and distributes it to other Nodes.
As long as the ixed delay added is greater than the
upper-bound latency of the network (a fundamental
feature of WR itself), all other Nodes will receive the
Message before the programmed time and will execute simultaneously their action (thanks to the sub-
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nanosecond synchronisation provided by WR). This is
the typical scenario for an event distribution system.
2. The receiving Nodes are recording devices (e.g. digitisers), capable of storing data in a recording bufer.
The source Node transmits the Message, with or without a ixed delay added to its timestamp. When one
of the destination Nodes receives the Message, it stops
recording and rolls-back its bufer to the moment speciied by the timestamp in the received Message (provided that it has a large enough bufer to compensate
for the latency). Thus, all Nodes will deliver recorded
data from the moment in the past when the input Event
was originally received at the source Node. In particular, this is the way that the Distributed Oscilloscope
uses WRTD.
Of course, the above list is not exhaustive, there are many
other potential applications but they are usually permutations of one of the above scenarios.

Basic Concepts
This section introduces various basic concepts of WRTD
in alphabetical order. These concepts are fundamental to
understanding how WRTD works (and, by extension, how
the DO works).
Alarm An Alarm is simply a user-deined moment to
generate internally an input Event on a Node. Every Node
checks periodically if any of the declared (and enabled)
Alarms need to be triggered.
Event Events represent inputs and outputs of a WRTD
Node. Input Events received on a Node will result in an output Event to be generated (assuming that the relevant Rule
exists to associate an input to an output). In that sense, inputs Events are the causes, while output Events are the effects.
Input Events can originate from a Local Channel, an inbound network Message, or an Alarm. Output Events can
be delivered to a Local Channel, or an outbound network
Message.
An Event is essentially a combination of an Event ID (the
“what”) and an Event timestamp (the “when”).
Local Channel Local Channels represent the connections of a Node to its environment. They can be either inputs or outputs.
A Local Channel input delivers input Events to the Node.
Typical examples include the external trigger input of a digitiser, a Time to Digital Converter (TDC) or a TTL input
channel on a digital I/O board.
A Local Channel output transmits output Events from the
Node. Typical examples include a Fine Delay generator or
a TTL output channel on a digital I/O board.
All Local Channels use speciic -reserved- Event IDs.
For inputs these take the form LC-I<x>, while for outputs
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they take the form of LC-O<x>, where <x> is a number starting from 1 (e.g. LC-I1). All other Event IDs are considered
to refer to network messages.
Message WRTD Event Messages (or, simply, Messages) follow the LXI Event Messaging format, as deined
in Rule 4.3 of the LXI Event Messaging Extended Function
speciication. To ensure compatibility and interoperability
with LXI devices, WRTD Event Messages are transmitted
using multicast UDP on address 224.0.23.159, port 5044
(Rule 3.3.1 of the speciication). Each Message is transmitted as a single Ethernet frame, with a UDP header and a
payload as shown in Fig. 1.
Within a Message, the “Domain” and “Flag” LXI ields
(octets 3 and 36 respectively) are ixed to zero. Although
there are currently no “Data Fields” deined (octets 37 and
beyond), it should be highlighted that the LXI Event message format supports an arbitrary number of data ields, in
the form of Type/Length/Value (TLV) triplets, which could
be used to provide additional functionality to WRTD in the
future.
Node WRTD is made of Nodes, connected to each
other over a WR network. Nodes receive input Events and
send output Events.
Every Node has Local Channel inputs and/or outputs allowing it to interact with its environment. It also has a connection to a WR network, allowing it to send and/or receive
Messages to other Nodes.
Rule In WRTD, the programming of Events, Messages
and associated actions is done by deining Rules. A Rule
simply declares a relationship between an input (cause) and
an output (efect) Event. A Rule can state that when a speciic Event is received a Message should be transmitted or,
that when a Message is received an output Event should be
generated.
An input Event to a Rule can be a Local Channel, a Message or an Alarm. When an input Event is received by a
Node, WRTD tries to match it with any declared (and enabled) Rule. Once an input Event has been matched and all
delays have been applied to it, it is forwarded to the next processing block that generates the preconigured output Event,
which is then delivered to a Local Channel or sent over the
network.

Reference Nodes
WRTD provides so-called “reference” Nodes for the
most common use-cases. These Nodes are based on open
hardware designs, which are also commercially available
from various manufacturers.
Every reference Node has a Field-Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) with one or more RISC-V soft-CPUs and
a WR core [16]. The soft-CPUs (based on the Mock Turtle project [17]) run embedded software (irmware) which
implements all the WRTD-related functions and connects
WRTD to the local application, while the WR core provides
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the interface to send and receive Messages over the WR network.
Of course, every reference Node additionally includes
application-speciic cores to handle everything else that is
not part of WRTD (e.g. a core to control an Analogue-toDigital Converter).
A irmware development framework (built on top of the
MT irmware framework) is also available. This framework,
which is used by the provided reference Nodes, can accelerate the development of irmware for new reference Nodes
and ensure full compatibility with WRTD.
Currently, the following reference Nodes are available:
1. A quad channel, 100 MHz, 14bit PCIe-based digitiser
capable of triggering via WRTD (SPEC150T-FMCADC).
2. A pulse-in/pulse-out WRTD Node in VME format, for
generic trigger distribution applications (SVEC-TDCFD).
SPEC150T-FMC-ADC This is a WRTD Node based
on the Simple PCIe FMC Carrier (SPEC1 ) [18] and the
Fmc-Adc-100M-14b-4cha (FMC-ADC) [19] ditigiser. It
provides the possibility to generate WRTD Messages based
on trigger events of the FMC-ADC, as well as to trigger the
FMC-ADC from incoming WRTD Messages.
It should be noted that the 100 MHz sampling clock of
the FMC-ADC is not yet synchronised to WR. This means
that there can be up to one sample period (10 ns) misalignment when correlating data from two SPEC150T-FMCADC Nodes. This is a limitation of the current FMC-ADC
design, not of WRTD.
The architecture of the Node can be seen in Fig. 2. The
user application running on the host communicates with the
Node via the WRTD library for all WRTD-related aspects
and via the ADC library [20] for everything else. Internally, the Node is running one irmware application, responsible for retrieving/delivering triggers from/to the FMCADC and the WR network. Since the ADC library and the
irmware application access diferent and separate parts of
the FMC-ADC, there is no danger of accessing the same
resources simultaneously.
The Node exposes ive Local Channel inputs and one output. Their mapping to ADC functions is shown in Table 1.
The forwarding delays introduced by the Node2 are summarised in Table 2.
1

2

This Node does not use the standard SPEC, because the itted FPGA
(XC6SLX45T) is not large enough for the complete design. Instead it
uses the pin-compatible XC6SLX150T FPGA (the rest of the board is
exactly the same, only the FPGA chip is diferent). This special version
is available from the manufacturers of the SPEC board upon request.
The delays in Tables 2 and 3 are representative of real performance when
the Node is programmed with a single Rule. If more Rules are declared, then the Node will need to perform more checks in every loop
and/or might be executing a Rule when another Event arrives. In any
case, WRTD provides the necessary diagnostics and statistics to calculate worst-case delays in such scenarios.
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Figure 1: Contents of a WRTD Event Message.
“message-to-pulse” converter with applications in the ields
of pulse distribution, trigger synchronisation, etc.

Figure 2: SPEC150T-FMC-ADC reference WRTD Node.
Table 1: Mapping of SPEC150T-FMC-ADC Functions to
Local Channels.
Channel

Function

LC-I1
LC-I2
LC-I3
LC-I4
LC-I5
LC-O1

ADC Channel #1 internal trigger
ADC Channel #2 internal trigger
ADC Channel #3 internal trigger
ADC Channel #4 internal trigger
ADC external trigger
ADC auxiliary trigger

Table 2: Forwarding Delays of the SPEC150T-FMC-ADC.
Direction

Value

Trigger out to WR
WR to trigger in

12 μs
12 μs

SVEC-TDC-FD This is a WRTD Node based on the
Simple VME FMC Carrier (SVEC) [21], the FMC Time
to Digital Converter (FMC-TDC) [22] and the FMC Fine
Delay generator (FMC-FD) [23].
The basic principle of this Node is simple: it takes in
external pulses on its FMC-TDC inputs, timestamps them
using WR time and converts them to WRTD Messages, to
be sent over the WR network. Conversely, the Node also
receives WRTD Messages which are then used to generate
pulses at a predeined moment on one of the FMC-FD outputs. As such, it can be seen as a “pulse-to-message” and

Figure 3: SVEC-TDC-FD reference WRTD Node.

The architecture of the Node can be seen in Fig. 3. The
user application running on the host communicates with
the Node via the WRTD library. Internally, the Node is
running two irmware applications, one responsible for retrieving triggers from the FMC-TDC and delivering them to
the WR network and the other for retrieving triggers from
the WR network and delivering them to the FMC-FD. The
user application can also use the FMC-TDC and FMC-FD
libraries to ine tune the respective cores (e.g. to change the
pulse length on FMC-FD outputs). However, this should be
done with care, as it could lead to a race condition between
the user and irmware applications.
The Node exposes ive Local Channel inputs and four
outputs. The inputs are mapped to the ive channels of the
FMC-TDC, while the outputs are mapped to the four channels of the FMC-FD. The forwarding delays introduced by
the Node are summarised in Table 3.
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Table 3: Forwarding delays of the SVEC-TDC-FD.
Direction

Value

Pulse in to WR
WR to pulse out

20 μs
40 μs
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from PyWrtd import PyWrtd
wrtd = PyWrtd(1)
wrtd.add_rule('rule1')
wrtd.set_attr_string(
'rule1', PyWrtd.WRTD_ATTR_RULE_SOURCE, 'LC-I2')
wrtd.set_attr_string(
'rule1', PyWrtd.WRTD_ATTR_RULE_DESTINATION, 'NET0')
wrtd.set_attr_bool(
'rule1', PyWrtd.WRTD_ATTR_RULE_ENABLED, True)

Provided Software
WRTD provides three options for accessing a Node via
software (in decreasing order of lexibility and complexity):
1. a C library.
2. a Python wrapper for the C library.
3. a command-line tool built using the Python wrapper.
C Library The WRTD C Library is the standard, most
lexible (but also complex) way of accessing a WRTD Node.
The library Application Programming Interface (API) mimics that of an Interchangeable Virtual Instruments (IVI) [24]
driver, with a strong inluence from the IVI-3.2 “Inherent
Capabilities” [25] and IVI-3.15 “IviLxiSync” [26] speciications.
struct wrtd_dev *wrtd;
uint32_t node_id = 1;
char error_description[256];
enum wrtd_status status;
status = wrtd_init(node_id, 0, NULL, &wrtd);
if (status != WRTD_SUCCESS) {
wrtd_get_error(wrtd, &status, 256, error_description);
fprintf(stderr, error_description);
return 1;
}
status = wrtd_add_rule(wrtd, "rule1");
status = wrtd_set_attr_string(wrtd, "rule1",
WRTD_ATTR_RULE_SOURCE, "LC-I2");
status = wrtd_set_attr_string(wrtd, "rule1",
WRTD_ATTR_RULE_DESTINATION, "NET0");
status = wrtd_set_attr_bool(wrtd, "rule1",
WRTD_ATTR_RULE_ENABLED, true);

Listing 2: Example of declaring a Rule using the Python
wrapper.
class. Listing 2 shows the same operations as in Listing 1,
being performed with the Python wrapper instead.
Command-line Tool WRTD provides a Python based
tool (wrtd-tool) for accessing a Node. The tool implements
several diferent operations on a Node. It supports most of
the functionality provided by the Python Wrapper.
$ wrtd-tool add-rule 1 rule1
$ wrtd-tool set-rule 1 rule1 LC-I2 NET0
$ wrtd-tool enable-rule 1 rule1

Listing 3: Example of declaring a Rule using the commandline tool.
When the additional lexibility provided by the C and
Python APIs is not required, the command-line tool ofers
the easiest and briefest way of accessing a Node. Listing 3
shows the same operations as in Listings 1 and 2, being performed with the command-line tool instead.

DISTRIBUTED OSCILLOSCOPE
The DO is built on top of WRTD as a set of Python modules. These include:
1. User applications
2. Server
3. Device applications

Listing 1: Example of declaring a Rule using the C library.
Listing 1 shows an example of accessing a Node using
the C library and declaring a Rule. Please note that, for the
sake of brevity, the example omits error-checking after the
irst function call.
Python Wrapper The WRTD Python wrapper provides a thin wrapper around the C Library, using the Python
“ctypes” package. The wrapper is provided as a Python
package with a single class (PyWrtd) that encapsulates the
complete WRTD C Library.
The Python wrapper makes it easier to develop applications that make use of WRTD since it encapsulates all device initialisation and error handling within the provided

Figure 4: Inter-module communication in the DO.
Figure 4 shows the various communication channels between the three modules. Within a given network, there can
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be many User and Device applications, but only one Server.
Devices use Zeroconf to announce themselves to the Server.
All synchronous communication is done via Remote Procedure Calls (RPC), using a “request/response” messaging
scheme, while all other (asynchronous) communication, including data publishing and notiications is performed using
a “publisher/subscriber” scheme. Both messaging schemes
are implemented with ZeroMQ.
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Demonstrator
Figure 6 shows the laboratory demonstrator that was built
in order to showcase the DO concept and measure its performance.

User Applications
User applications are clients with the ability to control
the coniguration of devices (WRTD Nodes) and to collect,
post-process and -possibly- display the acquired data from
them.

Figure 6: The DO demonstrator.

Figure 5: DO GUI user application made with PyQt.
Currently, there are two User applications available: the
“GUI” and the “Testbench”. The irst is the main DO user
application, which resembles a standard benchtop oscilloscope. All graphical elements of the GUI are built using
PyQt. Figure 5 shows an impression of the GUI. The second is used to test the Server and the Device applications,
as well as to perform diagnostics and calculate performance
statistics.

Server
The Server is a central unit responsible for managing
all the connections, preprocessing the data and providing
a common interface for connected applications. It acts as a
proxy between Device and User applications.

Device Applications
Device applications provide access to the underlying
hardware devices (WRTD Nodes).
There is currently one Device application available,
which works with the SPEC150T-FMC-ADC WRTD reference Node. It is built on top of the WRTD Python wrapper (for the WRTD-related operations on the Node, such as
adding/coniguring/enabling Rules) and ADC-LIB (for all
other aspects, such as coniguration of acquisition parameters).

The demonstrator uses two SPEC150T-FMC-ADC reference Nodes, installed on two slots of the same computer.
Analogue input channel #4 of each Node is connected to a
signal generator using matched-length coaxial cables. Furthermore, the WR port of each Node is connected to a standard WR switch. In order to emulate a distributed acquisition setup, one Node is connected using a 50 m ibre, while
the other is connected using a 2.5 km roll of ibre.
The total delay introduced when distributing triggers over
this setup can be calculated as:
Δ���� = 2∗Δ���� � +(�1 +�2 )∗Δ�� ���� +Δ���� (1)

Where Δ���� � is the delay introduced by the reference
Node (both introduce 12 μs), �1 and �2 are the lengths of
the two ibres (50 m and 2500 m), Δ�� ���� is the propagation delay for one meter of ibre (5 ns) and Δ���� is the
worst-case packet forwarding delay of a WR switch (10 μs).
Putting these numbers in Eq. (1), we calculate 46.75 μs of
total delay.
Given the fact the that sampling clock of the FMC-ADC
is 10 ns, that it has four channels and that it uses 2 bytes per
sample, the trigger-receiving Node needs to be able to “sacriice” up to 18 700 samples (or 37 400 bytes) of memory in
order to successfully roll back its bufer to the moment of
trigger on the other Node. This is not an issue at all for
the SPEC150T-FMC-ADC that is equipped with 256 MB
of memory.

RESULTS
A series of measurements were performed using the DO
demonstrator. The aim of the measurements was to evaluate
the accuracy and precision of data alignment between two
Nodes that receive exactly the same analogue signal.
For these measurements, a 1 kHz square-wave signal was
provided on ADC channel #4 of both Nodes of the demonstrator, using two matched-length (both labelled as “8 ns”)
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coaxial cables from the signal generator. One of the Nodes
was chosen as the trigger source, conigured for internal positive edge triggering on channel #4 crossing the 0 V threshold. The acquisition (same on both Nodes) was conigured
with 50% pre/post sampling and a duration that was shorter
than the period (1 ms) of the analogue signal. A measurement consisted of 20000 acquisitions performed with this
setup.
As already mentioned, the sampling clock of the ADCs is
not locked to WR, therefore the expected precision is 20 ns
(equal to two periods of the sampling clock). Another factor to take into consideration is that the Nodes were running an early development version of the SPEC150T-FMCADC reference design, which did not support retrieving and
applying the FMC-ADC calibration values. Therefore, the
two FMC-ADCs were running uncalibrated.
The accuracy of data alignment between the two Nodes
was calculated for each acquisition by detecting the zerocrossing of each data set and taking the distance between
the two zero-crossing points. The zero-crossing was calculated by taking a linear function deined by the two adjacent
samples of the data set that show a change of sign (from negative to positive) and calculating the value for which this
function becomes zero.
The precision was measured from the standard deviation
(σ) of the Gaussian distribution itted to the measured accuracy. The resulting histogram of the measurement is shown
in Fig. 7. As it can be seen from the results, the accuracy
(μ) is 180 ps and the precision (6σ) is 20.1 ns.
(μ=0.18, σ=3.35)
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Figure 8: Histogram of data alignment measurement with
reversed signal cables.
ing the two mean values and dividing by two, to arrive to a
mismatch of 435 ps.

CONCLUSION
The Distributed Oscilloscope successfully demonstrates
the use of WRTD for creating a virtual oscilloscope application, able to correlate signals across several kilometres of
distance. The generic API and open design of WRTD itself, as well as its reliance on existing industrial standards
and the availability of good documentation, provide a solid
base for building many other kinds of trigger distribution
systems with it.
In the future, it is foreseen to try to merge WRTD with the
IVI/LXI standards. Such a development would allow instruments with an IVI driver (e.g. PXI, LXI instruments) and a
WR interface to exchange events with each other. It would
also enable the production of commercial WRTD-enabled
devices.
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Abstract

Table 1: Existing Delay Generators Integrated Circuits

This paper discloses the silicon integration, in a 180 nm
CMOS technology, of a 4-channel delay generator dedicated to timing with resolution lower than a picosecond.
This integrated circuit aims at miniaturizing delay generators while fulfilling the needs of modern physics experiments.
The delay generation principle relies on the linear
charge of a capacitor triggered by the input pulse. The
output pulse generation occurs when the capacitor voltage
exceeds a programmable threshold voltage. A calibration
circuit is embedded on-chip to automatically match the
delay tuning range to the period of the master clock, ranging from 5ns to 7ns. The delay value is set with the help
of a 14-bit DAC which leads to a 400fs delay step.
Among other features, the chip embeds a combination
mode of either 2 or 4 channels to output narrow width
pulses. The chip is fully compliant with LVDS, LVPECL
and CML differential pulses at its input and produces
LVPECL pulses output.
The chip has been fully characterized over temperature
(0 to 60°C) and supply voltage (+/- 10%). The chip is
compliant with pulse repetition frequencies up to 20
MHz. The measured INL is 100 LSBs and the RMS jitter
is 1.8 ps. The power consumption has been measured to
350 mW for 4 active channels.

Parameter
Delay Step
Full Scale
RMS jitter
Pules repetition rate
Temperature
drift
INL

INTRODUCTION
Synchronization of large physics experiments requires
accurate timing systems having resolution down to a few
picoseconds. They are usually made of several multichannel delay generators that provide different sampling
rates for multi-shot or single short triggering for each
instrument distributed in a large area [1][2]. Experiments
using large number of instruments require large number
of delay channels and thus several multi-channel delay
generators. Therefore, miniaturization of delay channels
is highly desirable in order to provide either low volume
delay generator modules or delay generators embedding a
high number of delay channels.
A few Integrated Circuits providers offer delay generator products [3] [4] [5]. Nevertheless, as it could be seen
in Table 1, these solutions failed to fulfil the needs of
physics experiments in terms of time step which is limited

[3]
5
5
1
1

[4]
10
5.6
1.5

[5]
10
10
3
1.2

Unit
ps
ns
ps
GHz

-

10

-

ps/°C

30

40

20

ps

to 5ps in the best case. This paper discloses the implementation of a 4-channel delay generator in a 180 nm
CMOS technology and packaged in a small 56-pin QFN
package. Its small form factor as well as its overall performances in terms of delay step (< 500 fs), full scale
(7ns) and jitter (1.8ps) pave the way to the design of delay
generators having very large numbers of delay channels
and compliant with physics experiment requirements.
The paper is organized as follows: a first section introduces the targeted specification. A second section details
the overall architecture of the proposed delay generator
and the implementation of its building blocks and functions. The third section presents the measurements results.
Some conclusions end the paper.
Table 2: Delay Generator Specifications
Parameter
Channels
Delay Step
Full Scale
RMS jitter
Pulse repetition
rate
Master Clock
Frequency
Temperature
drift
INL

Value
4
<1
7
<2
< 20

Unit
ps
ns
ps
MHz

150 – 200

MHz

<4

ps/°C

<1

% FS
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Figure 1: Architecture of a channel of the delay generator.

CHIP SPECIFICATIONS
The proposed circuit aims at providing a fine delay
generation with a full scale corresponding to the period of
a high frequency master clock which could be used itself
as the counting clock of a coarse delay generator.
Table 2 lists the targeted specifications of the delay
generator chip. They have been set to be compliant with
modern physics experiments requiring a time step lower
than a 1 ps and a limited jitter. They have been set to be
fully compliant with Greenfield Delay Generators specifications.

DELAY GENERATOR ARCHITECTURE
Channel Architecture
Figure 1 depicts the overall channel architecture. It is
composed of a differential input buffer which could be
configured to be compliant with LVPECL, CML and
LVDS input.
An on-chip D latch has been integrated for on-chip resynchronization purposes. The D-Latch output triggers
the programmable delay generator.
Then the pulse enters a multiplexer that permits to output either directly the programmable delay output or a
recombination of 2 or 4 channels output.
Last, the multiplexer output is sent out of chip through
a LVPECL output buffer.
Figure 2 depicts the chronogram of the delay channel
from the pulse input to the comparator output.

temperature drift of their propagation time at the expense
of power consumption.
The pulse input Buffer could be configured to comply
with pulses having different input common modes ranging from 0.9 to 2.9V and different amplitudes. The pulse
input buffer is compliant with LVPECL, CML and LVDS
pulse formats.

D-CML
A differential CML D latch has been implemented for
on-chip pulse synchronization purpose.
In a first mode, the D-latch is enabled and is used to resynchronize the input pulse on the rising edges of the high
frequency master clock.
In a second mode, the D-latch could be deactivated. It
is then configured as a CML buffer to allow out of chip
pulse resynchronization.

Programmable Delay Generator
As depicted in Fig. 1, the core delay generator is based
on the linear charging of a capacitor with the help a constant current source [6]. A comparator is used to generate
the delayed pulse once the capacitor voltage drops below
a comparison voltage. The delay tuning is obtained by
controlling this comparison voltage through the use of a
14-bit DAC.

Input Buffer – Clock Buffer
Both input and clock buffers have been implemented as
Current Mode Logic (CML) gates which are based on
differential amplifiers with resistive loads. Their differential topology ensures their immunity to common mode
noise as power supply boise and variations. In addition,
low resistive load values have been chosen to increase the
bandwidth that helps in reducing both the value and the

Figure 2: Timing diagram.
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The linearity of the architecture relies strongly on the
14-DAC linearity as well as on the linearity of the capacitor charging.
For the sake of linearity, the 14 bit DAC has been implemented as a segmented current steering DAC. A thermometric architecture has been chosen for the 10 MSBs
while a binary structure has been chosen for the 4 LSBs
ensuring a good trade-off between linearity and implementation complexity. The elementary current sources
have been implemented using cascode structures to improve both linearity and power supply rejection.
The charging current source has been implemented using a switched capacitor current source scheme [7]. Indeed, a switched capacitor could be used to emulate a
resistor whose value is given by (1):
(2)
𝑅=
∗

where Csccs is the capacitor used as the switched element
and f is the switching frequency. The switched capacitor
current source generates a current whose value is given by
(3) [7]:
(3)
𝐼 = 2. 𝐶 . 𝑓. 𝑉
Where Vref is the value of a reference voltage.
The switched capacitor current source is used as the
reference current of a 10-bit DAC which current output is
used to charge the delay generator integrating capacitor.
The 10-bit DAC allows the control of the slope of the
voltage ramp across the integrating capacitor. The control
of the slope is advantageously used to calibrate the full
scale of the delay as explained latter.
As depicted in Fig.1, the switched capacitor current
source and the 14-bit DAC that sets the comparison voltage share the same Vref generator. In this condition the
delay generated by the core delay generator could be
expressed by (4):
= .
.
.
(4)
𝜏
Where n is the 14-bit DAC code, R is the load resistance converting the 14-bit current steering DAC into
the comparator voltage, Rrefdac the resistor converting the
Vref into the 14-bit DAC current reference, and C the
delay generator integrating capacitor. It is worth noting
that the delay depends only on the master clock frequency, and on ratios of capacitance and resistance. Using the
same kind of resistors and the same kind of capacitor
leads to a temperature independent architecture. Moreover, it ensures good robustness over manufacturing process and matching variations.
The delay comparator has been implemented as a multistage differential amplifier in order to get high gain
while no sacrificing bandwidth for the sake of lowering
the comparator aperture time and thus its jitter contribution.

Channel Multiplexer
A differential CML multiplexer has been implemented
that helps in combining the delay generator output with
the outputs of the other channels. In a first mode, the
multiplexer outputs the core delay generator. In a second
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mode, the multiplexer recombines the core delay generator with either one other channel or the three others.
In the 2-channel combination mode, the performed operation at channel 1 and 3 outputs are:
&𝑂𝑢𝑡
(5)
𝑂𝑢𝑡 = 𝑂𝑢𝑡
&𝑂𝑢𝑡
(6)
𝑂𝑢𝑡 = 𝑂𝑢𝑡
In the 4-channel combination mode the performed operation at channel 1 output is:
&𝑂𝑢𝑡
+ 𝑂𝑢𝑡
&𝑂𝑢𝑡
(6)
𝑂𝑢𝑡 = 𝑂𝑢𝑡
Both combination modes could be used advantageously
to produce very narrow pulses.

Biasing
The biasing of the different blocks involves a bandgap
reference that ensures low dependency to temperature and
voltage supply variations. The bandgap voltage is converted into a current with the help of a resistor. The current is then mirrored and applied to all CML gates of the
pulse path. The resistor is of the same type as used in the
CML gates in the pulse path to ensure a constant voltage
amplitude at CML gates outputs over voltage and supply
voltage variations.

Calibration
The chip embeds a Finite State Machine (FSM) allowing the automatic calibration of the full scale of the delay
range. Indeed, a calibration is needed to ensure that all
channels are matched in term of insertion delay and full
scale that should match the period of the high frequency
clock [8].
The calibration begins by the choice of a reference
channel and the channel to be calibrated. First, the user
chooses the code that corresponds to the minimum delay
and apply it onto the reference channel. Then the calibration FSM searches for the code to be applied on the channel to be calibrated to get the same delay. For that purpose, a pulse is generated and applied on both channels. A
phase detector (lead/lag detector) is used to measure the
delay difference between the reference channel and the
channel to be calibrated.
In the second step, the user chooses the full scale in
term of DAC code that should correspond to the period of
the high frequency clock. The code obtained in step one is
added to the chosen full scale. Then a pulse is applied to
both channels. The phase frequency detector measures the
delay difference between the reference channel and the
channel to be calibrated. The FSM then adjusts the slope
of the integrator to match the delay between the two
channels by playing on the code applied on the 10-bit
DAC of the switched capacitor current source.
Once the three channels calibrated, one is choose as the
new reference channel for the full scale calibration of the
former reference channel.

Programmability
All the configuration words of the chip could be written
and read in on-chip registers with the help of a standard
SPI interface.
TUBPR02
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Figure 4: Test bench setup.
Figure 3: Chip microphotograph.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Test Setup
The 4-channel delay generator has been implemented in
a 180 nm CMOS technology and packaged in a 56-QFN
package. As depicted in Fig. 3, the overall area is about 11
mm2.
A 4-layers test board has been designed for test purpose. It embeds a dedicated socket that permits the easy
replacement of the Device Under Test (DUT). For the
sake of test automation, multiplexers have been implemented on board to direct the input pulse to the particular
channel to be tested.
Figure 4 depicts the setup of the test bench. Anritsu
MP1763C pattern generator has been used to generate
both the LVPECL high frequency clock and the differential CML input pulse, both with very low jitter. The
LVPECL output signal is monitored using a 40 GS/s
Lecroy Waverunner 8404M oscilloscope that allows jitter
measurement down to 1 ps. The chip is supplied with the
help of low noise power supply. A Thermostream ATS
thermostat has been used for temperature stabilization
purpose.

Measurement Results
A 3.3 Volt power supply is necessary to bias the input,
output and clock IOs. All the other blocks are biased with
the help of 1.8 Volt power supply. When all the 4 channels
are biased, the measured power consumption is 350 mW.
Figure 5 depicts the delay, INL and jitter versus the 14bit input code. They are measured under nominal conditions (30°C, 1.8V, 3.3V) for one of the 4 channels, and for
master clock frequencies ranging from 125 MHz to 250
MHz, which is larger than the 150 to 200 MHz specified
range. It could be seen that the delay full scale over the
14-bit code always exceeds the master clock period as
expected. The measured delay step ranges from 400 fs for
a 250 MHz master clock to 730 fs for a 125 MHz master
clock frequency.
Measured worst case for the INL is about 100 LSBs
which represent almost 40 ps for a 250 MHz master clock
frequency and represents less than 0.7% of the full scale,

which is well into specification.
As expected, the jitter improves when the frequency of
the master clock increases, as a higher master clock frequency induces a faster ramp voltage across the integrating capacitor of the core delay generator. One could easily
see that the jitter degrades when increasing the code of
the 14-bit DAC. This could be easily explained as a higher code implies a longer integration time that results in
more noise to be integrated onto the integrating capacitor.
Worst case jitter is 2.4 ps for the largest code at 125 MHz.
However, it remains below 2ps for the targeted frequency
range (150 to 200 MHz) of the master clock.
Figure 6 depicts the delay, INL and jitter measurement
over temperature ranging from -10 to 90 °C. The delay
measurement shows a drift of the delay with temperature
of about 8 ps/°C. Nevertheless, a 2.5ps/°C temperature
drift has been measured once the chip is soldered on a test
board for a reduced temperature range.
The jitter degrades with higher temperature as it could
be expected. Nevertheless, it remains below 2 ps for the
specified 0, 60° C range.

CONCLUSION
In this paper a fully integrated 4-channel 400 fs time
step delay generator compliant with modern physics experiments has been presented. It includes several new
functionalities as on-chip input pulse resynchronization,
channel recombination circuits and automatic full scale
calibration. Measurement over temperature (0- 60°C) and
supply voltage have confirmed a time step of 400 fs, a
jitter of 1.8 ps and a controllable full scale range from 6 to
12 ns corresponding to master clock frequency ranging
from 250 MHz to 125 MHz respectively. The measured
power consumption is about 350 mW when all the 4
channels are activated.
The delay generator has been packaged in small 56QFN package It paves the way to the design of very low
volume fine steps delay generators or the design of delay
generators with very number of delay channels.
A second version is currently under design with availability scheduled in 2020. This second version targets
improved temperature drift and jitter performances. It will
embed a buffered register bank, allowing the simultaneous writing of all the configuration registers through the
use of a dedicated “load registers” pin.
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Figure 5: Delay, INL and RMS jitter measurement for different reference frequency.

Figure 6: Delay, INL and RMS jitter versus temperature.
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MAJOR UPGRADE OF THE HIT ACCELERATOR CONTROL SYSTEM
USING PTP AND TSN TECHNOLOGY
A. Peters†, C. Schoemers, J. M. Mosthaf
Heidelberg Ionbeam Therapy Facility (HIT), Heidelberg, Germany
Abstract
Two important reasons led to the first developments for
a new ACS for the HIT ion therapy accelerator complex:
a) the first implementation of the ACS was done in 20032005. It was implemented as a proprietary solution, which
works very well and reliable for more than 10 years.
However, more and more components e.g. parts of the
device control units (DCUs, [1]) are no longer in stock.
Thus a new realization using standard SoCs or similar is
necessary; b) new functionalities like multiple energy
operation [2] should enhance the duty factor of the accelerator facility resulting in significantly higher patient
irradiation efficiency. In cooperation with our commercial
partner Eckelmann [3] we are investigating the newly
available deterministic Ethernet technologies like "TimeSensitive Networking" with several IEEE 802.1xx sub
standards [4]. Early TSN implementations in embedded
controller boards and switches were obtained in a test
installation in autumn of 2018. The test bench was set up
to study the feasibility of e.g. the required timing precision using PTP, respectively IEEE 802.1AS-Rev. The aim
is to realize a "one-wire-ACS" based on Ethernet only for
deterministic data transfer and message based triggers for
synchronized ACS functions. Results from our TSN test
bench experiences will be reported.

THE HEIDELBERG IONBEAM
THERAPY FACILITY
The HIT accelerator complex is based on a linacsynchrotron system accelerating ions to energies up to
430 MeV/u corresponding to ion penetration depths of
approx. 30 cm in human tissue.

beam line (heavy ion gantry), all for patient treatment,
and an experimental area (Fig. 1). The synchrotron is a
cyclic operating device with phases of beam injection,
acceleration to the desired particle energy, corresponding
to the desired penetration depth (iso energy slice), beam
extraction, and preparation for the following cycle. Ions
are slowly extracted by the transverse knock-out extraction method with extraction times which last up to 5 s [5].
HIT uses the intensity controlled raster scanning method
of pencil beams as dose delivery system [6].
Cancer therapy with carbon ion and proton beams has
been carried out at HIT since 2009 (gantry part since
2012). Currently around 700 patients are irradiated per
year; approximately 5700 patients have been treated in
total since the beginning.

CURRENT HIT ACS AND
ITS TIMING SYSTEM
The HIT ACS has the following top-down structure:
 Presentation Layer with GUIs on Operator
PCs under Win10,
 Coordination Layer with different servers (OracleDB, Sequence Control, SataSupply Model) under WinServer2019 and the timing master, which feeds the real-time bus (RTB) and
communicates with the Therapy Control System (TCS),
 Communication Layer with network, RTB and
linked DCUs
 Devices and Subsystems for slow controls.

Figure 2: HIT ACS timing for the synchrotron part [7].
Figure 1: Schematic view of the HIT accelerator complex.
The facility – constructed from 2003-2008 – is
equipped with two fixed horizontal beam lines, a rotating
___________________________________________
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During treatment the TCS sends commands with the
next ion beam request via CAN bus to the ACS, which
contain the next accelerator settings (ion species, energy,
intensity, focus) to be carried out – safety in this communication and the subsequent cycle execution is assured by
several mechanisms like redundancy, checksums, etc.
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During treatment the ACS is completely under remote
control. The machine and its settings can also be fully
controlled by the operator.
The timing system was developed together with the device control units designed in 2003. They contain a
MPC5200 processor with a proprietary OS and an Altera
Stratix FPGA for the device type specific control firmware, written in VHDL. The DCUs are all linked to a
proprietary timing bus (RTB), which is realized using
Cat5 cable carrying primary events / triggers as HW signals. For the synchrotron cycles the following primary
events are used (see Fig. 2) to start the different machine
phases: Synchrotron Cycle Start, Spill Pause (Gate), Spill
End and a Master Clock on the fourth twisted pair. The
specified timing precision was ±1 µs, but by runtime
adjustment of the RTB signals between the DCUs a precision of ±10 ns was achieved. A new test showed that the
most time critical accelerator phase, the multi-turn injection into the synchrotron, needs a device-to-device timing
precision of about ±500 ns.

PTP AND TSN ‒ A SOLUTION FOR THE
HIT ACS UPGRADE?

THE MOTIVATION FOR
A MAJOR UPGRADE
Sixteen years after the ACS development started and
with about ten years of operation (with 8200 hours per
year) a major upgrade seems to be eligible:
(1) More and more ACS components get obsolete, a
new DCU generation will be necessary.
(2) New functionalities for higher efficiency of the facility are needed – the so-called “multiple energy
operation” scheme may reduce the irradiation time
by a factor of two, see Fig. 3. On the other side this
will cause a higher complexity of the ACS and
more flexibility is necessary within the timing of a
synchrotron cycle.
(3) To increase the ACS reliability furthermore, e.g. a
reduction of the cabling and connections would be
desirable, leading to a “one-wire-ACS” based on
Ethernet only for deterministic data transfer and
message based triggers for synchronized ACS
functions.

Figure 3: Using a “multiple energy operation” scheme
will reduce the irradiation time per patient up to a factor 2
(IES: iso-energy layer).
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In industry a lot of different real-time buses are in use
today, but more or less all of them are vendor-specific,
even if they use the Ethernet HW platform. Therefore a
new standard will lead from standard Ethernet (IEEE
802.3) to “Time Sensitive Networking” (TSN) introducing real-time communication with hard, non-negotiable
time boundaries for end-to-end transmission latencies, or
shortly: “deterministic” Ethernet. This aims for time synchronization within networks with high precision (IEEE
802.1AS). The clock synchronization of all networklinked controllers is achieved by distribution from one
central time source directly through the network. Basis of
this technique is the IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol
(PTP), which utilizes Ethernet frames to distribute time
synchronization information. In the case of the HIT ACS
the primary events (HW) can be replaced by Ethernet
commands with time triggers (SW), if all clocks of the
ACS are synchronous within less than ±500ns.
The questions to solve are:
 Will this technique be available today or in
near future? Yes, there is a big boost by the automotive market. And there is a very lively
community around TSN, see e.g. [8] for a
yearly industry conference on this topic.
 Are there enough components available to test
the features and promised performance? Yes,
here is a short list of such devices under investigation at HIT/EAG: a) Network Switches:
Hirschmann/Belden RSPE35, Cisco IE4000,
etc.; b) Embedded Controllers: MitySOM,
NovPek, NetLeap, etc.; c) Grandmaster
clocks: Meinberg microSync and others.
Seeing these results of a comprehensive market survey
HIT set up a test bench together with its partner company
at the end of 2018. The aim was to check the capabilities
of TSN for the next generation ACS.

FIRST TIMING MEASUREMENT
RESULTS FROM A PTP/TSN TEST BENCH
Along the HIT ACS conditions of today a small test
bench was designed. Distances comparable to the HIT
building were assumed, e.g. a length of 100 meters from
one switch to a second one using fibre optic cable (FOC)
and also up to 100 meters of copper cable to connect
embedded controllers as the worst case, see Fig. 4.
In the existing ACS 100 Mbit/s network, the load is less
or equal to 5% with bursts up to 10% (normal “cyclic”
operation), the TSN LAN is a 1 Gbit/s network, the load
is estimated to only double in the next generation ACS.
The first test case to be investigated: Compare clock synchronization precision of two embedded controllers
across the network with optional additional network load
by two PCs. As we need no absolute time the grandmaster
clock was activated on one of the switches.
NetLeap Evaluation boards were used which are
equipped with NOVSOM®CVL Intel Cyclone V SoCs;
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these chips contain a dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 processor system with additional FPGA logic on a single chip.
RT-Linux is used in the ARM cores; the TSN/PTP stack,
commercially available from companies like TTTech or
CAST, is implemented in the FPGA logic. For the exact
measurement of the time jitter between two controllers
the signals “Pulse per second PPS” of both boards were
connected to an oscilloscope. In addition, tools like ftp
and Iperf were used on two attached PCs to increase the
network traffic.
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The HIT ACS timing constraints are satisfiable using
TSN/PTP; an implementation of the enhanced TSN
standard IEEE802.1AS-REV (still Draft 8.1, should be
finalized by end of 2019) will introduce improved time
measurement accuracy in addition. Thus the “one-wireACS” seems possible – a check with more embedded
controllers in the network is still due. Other TSN features
like scheduling and traffic shaping (IEEE 802.1bv) as
well as frame pre-emption technology (IEEE 802.1bu)
will also help to make the ACS network traffic more secure and reliable. All components to be used are commercially available today or in the near future; they are based
on industry standards concerning HW and SW, only the
device interfaces will still remain proprietary. Fortunately,
the existing FPGA firmware code for the different accelerator devices in VHDL can be transferred from ALTERA
Stratix to Intel Cyclone SoCs with only few modifications.
An implementation study of a TSN based HIT-ACS 2.0
is under way and will be ready in Q1/2020 – the planned
realization is scheduled in the years 2020-2022.
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Abstract
The new MRF event timing system is one of the most
important components to maintain the reliable and stable
operation of the SuperKEKB project. This system is utilized to distribute high precision level timing signals and
accompanying control instructions to synchronize different
subsystems and machines. Event generator (EVG) generates
signals of different beam modes every 50-Hz pulse which
contains several event codes while Event receivers (EVR)
receives them and output signals to dedicated devices all
over the installation. To certain these events are consistent
during the distribution, an event fault diagnosis system is
essentially needed. An EVR based event timing diagnostic
system is thus developed by modifying the driver support
module to provide a log system of persistent event data as
well as comparing the received event codes with the beam
injector pattern, detecting the event timing interval fault
and notifying the results by email every day. Then, we are
able to locate the fault, analyze the data, fix bugs or replace
hardware and resume accelerator operation quickly.

INTRODUCTION
The SuperKEKB is an electron/positron collider upgraded
from the KEKB project since 2010 at KEK, whose scientific
target is to update the world highest luminosity record and
discover new particle physics by Belle II experiment. The
7 GeV electrons and 4 GeV positrons are injected into different main rings (MRs) called high energy ring (HER) and
low energy ring (LER), respectively. During the phase-2
operation in 2018, a newly constructed 1.1 GeV Damping
Ring (DR) at the middle of injector linac (LINAC) aiming
to lower the positron emittance was deployed. One of the
major challenges in the phase-3 operation is the upgrade of
timing system of SuperKEKB [1]. The 700-meter LINAC
delivers trigger signals to five rings, SuperKEKB HER/LER,
two light source ring PF and PF-AR and a positron DR. The
DR timing signal must synchronize with the MR signal.
For switching the beam modes swiftly, a large quantities
data like bucket selection delay time, beam mode event codes
and pulse number is required to update rapidly. Two sets of
timing signals should be conveyed because the condition of
beam line before DR and after DR is dissimilar. Therefore
we make use of three EVGs and some other modules to
construct our timing delivery system. With the growth of
the system complexity, it is important to diagnose the timing
system and ensure the correctness of the signal delivery.
∗
†
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Hence a fault diagnosis system is developed to assist us to
monitor the timing event information.
In this paper, some efforts to improve the reliability and
stability of timing system will be introduced.

TIMING SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
At an accelerator facility, the function of timing system is
to provide synchronized trigger signal to all relevant components and devices which locates at LINAC, beam transmission line, injection and extraction system and beam monitor
system. The precision of synchronization depends on the
operation requirement as well as the size of the installation [2]. In our case, a jitter of less than 30 ps is required in
SuperKEKB MR and 300/700 ps in PF/PF-AR.

MRF Event Timing
We introduced the event timing system produced by the
MRF company to meet our requirements [3]. The products
we choose for our main timing system are “Event Generator
(VME-EVG-230)” and “Event Receiver (VME-EVR-230RF)”. At SuperKEKB, the event clock rate is 114.24 MHz
and hence the minimal event code interval is around 9
nanosecond. Every 20 ms, depending on the beam mode, 11
or 12 events are generated and distributed to more than 60
EVRs all over the SuperKEKB.
The EVG uses optical fiber to transmit a 16-bit word by
8b/10b encoding. Inside this 16-bit word, 8-bit distributed
bus running in parallel and independent of the other 8-bit
allows distribution of timing signals updated with the event
clock rate. Almost all 256 event codes except for some special functions can be defined by users. The EVG distributes
signal by fanout Units to an array of EVRs. Each EVR is
able to generate pulse with an associated delay and width to
devices. It must be emphasized that the MRF timing system
is well integrated with EPICS system with the help of mrfioc2 device support module [4]. Figure 1 is the scheme of
the MRF timing system.

Figure 1: The MRF event system.
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The EVR decodes the optical signal and writes the event
code into a 32-bit wide FIFO memory with attached timestamp information. This FIFO memory can hold up to 512
events and timestamps and each pair consists of an 8-bit
event code and a 24-bit timestamp register value. The operation of an event writing to FIFO will trigger a VME interrupt
request.
The hardware sequencer RAM is a vital units in EVG
which provides a method of transmitting or playing back
sequences of events with defined delay time. The users are
allowed to change the event codes, delay timestamp and
sequencer trigger source but these changes are only temporarily saved in the software sequencer. When users are
satisfied with the changes then they can use ‘commit’ action
to update the changes to the hardware sequencer [5].

Pulse to Pulse Modulation
The SuperKEKB LINAC is operated via event-based,
global, and synchronized controls to inject beams with different parameters into four separate storage rings simultaneously. One of the crucial technologies used during the
operation is Pulse-to-Pulse Modulation (PPM) [6]. A single
LINAC would behave as four independent virtual accelerators with hundreds of independent parameters modulated
pulse-by-pulse at 50 Hz (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: A single linac behaves as four virtual accelerators
to inject their beams into four separate storage rings.
Since each ring requires different injection energy, magnetic field in the injector linac has to be changed pulse by
pulse according to the characteristic of the beam [7]. By
means of PPM simultaneous, top-up injection to several
separated rings could be accomplished. Every pulse corresponds to a beam mode while every beam mode contains
several event codes [8,9].
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The operator can set the beam mode sequence according
to requirements of rings and the EVG will generator event
codes sequence as well as sending to the EVR. Each event
code has its own meaning, either for triggering particular
component or indicating the pre-trigger signal of the next
beam mode. The pre-trigger signal is extremely important
because some critical devices like kicker magnet requires
some charging time to work properly [10].

System Set-up of Main Timing Station
The Main Timing Station is the core part of our Event
Timing System. Figure 3 is the schematic views of the Main
Timing Station. Three EVGs and one EVR are constructed
as three-layers system. One EVG (upper-EVG) is configured as the main events trigger while the other two EVGs
(lower-EVG) in the downstream will receive signal from
middle EVR and generate actual event codes to control substations. These modules are placed in the VME64x sub-rack.
The lower-EVGs are utilized owing to the requirements of
the Damping Ring operation. One lower-EVG controls the
LINAC before the DR (upstream LINAC) while the other
manages the beam after DR (downstream LINAC).

Figure 3: The Main Timing Station consists of three EVGs,
one EVR, a TDC, two fanout modules and a distributed
shared memory module.
Besides, the time-to-digital converter (TDC) and the distributed shared memory are configured in the IOC [11].
Since the LINAC hardware must run with the same phase
of AC power 50 Hz (AC50) to maintain stable operation, the
TDC module was installed for monitoring AC50 and synchronizing the MR injection operation. A 50 Hz generator
module whose input is the AC power supply would generate
the AC50 NIM standard signal.
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Because of the restriction of the MR revolution frequency,
the “rough” synchronization system for the MR injection is
developed to reach our demand and here, for convenience, we
call this “rough” synchronization system “16/18 sequences
injection”. The detail of this algorithm is described in this
paper [1]. With the help of “16/18 sequences injection”,
every pulse is synchronized with AC50 despite of the fluctuation of AC50. The distributed shared memory is used
for fetching the delay value after the calculation of bucket
selection in another IOC and setting to the lower-EVG.

Trigger Line
Figure 4 show the trigger line of the Main Timing Station IOC. The upper-EVG receives MR revolution frequency
signal to trigger event sequence and current beam mode
event will be sent slightly earlier than next beam mode event
(we call it ‘pre-trigger’). This pre-trigger signal causes two
lower-EVGs perform PPM operation which changes software sequencer event code and timestamp to next pulse’s
value. After a fixed delay time, current beam mode event
will trigger the two lower-EVGs’s hardware sequencer to
send out actual event codes to sub-stations. The delay time
of two lower-EVGs depends on the measurement value of
the AC50 through TDC. IOC reads the TDC value and set
back to lower-EVGs hardware sequencer by EPICS record.
Consequently, every pulse beam is always synchronized with
the AC50 by means of this technology.
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sync module which receives PF (PF/AR) revolution frequency, event clock and AC50 as input.

EVENT TIMING DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM
Theoretically, the timing system in SuperKEKB must operate periodically in 50 Hz, many devices like power supply,
pulsed magnets and beam position monitors would be triggered every 20 ms for assuring that bunches are accelerated
at relative the same location. And only 2 ms width of timing
fluctuation is accepted [12]. However, during the operation we noticed that the time interval between kicker charge
trigger and beam trigger is abnormal. And that may cause unstable beam and if beam bunch is not correctly transferred, in
the worst situation, the beam would hit the Belle II detector
and damage it. Besides this, lack of a reliability monitoring
system makes it difficult to evaluate whether correct event
codes are received by devices or not.
Apart from that, during the 21st KEKB Accelerator Review Committee in 2016, it was suggested that an operational
diagnostic program of event system is needed. The collection of the event codes and timestamp information received
in EVR is beneficial to diagnose abnormal events and avoid
erroneously trigger.

Data Acquisition
In order to improve the stability and maintenance of timing
system, an EVR based fault diagnosis system is developed to
record all the events information. The MVME5500 on-board
CPU controller and VxWorks-6.8.3 is used for developing
this system. Two EVRs are installed in the VME rack to
monitor upstream LINAC and downstream LINAC timing
signals separately. A straightforward method to record all
event codes used in injector linac is to create a number of
EPICS PVs and monitor all of them using Channel Access.
After practical tests, we found that the VME CPU is not fast
enough to handle nanosecond level Channel Access data
transmission and many event data would lost. Concerning
this, a substitution data transmission approach, Network File
System (NFS) protocol, is adopted. Figure 5 is the picture
of the fault diagnosis system.

Figure 4: The trigger lines of the Main Timing Station.
To guarantee the beam trigger signals are delivered to
devices, we install an EVR in the downstream of lower-EVG
to receive the real trigger signal and use its output as a ‘Set
EVG’ signal to update the yet changed software sequencer
value to the two lower-EVGs’s hardware sequencer. In next
pulse, this hardware sequencer would be triggered by next
pulse’s current beam mode event.
For the beam transferring to PF (PF/AR) ring, a special
case is that the hardware sequencer trigger source is PF
(PF/AR) trigger signal instead of the current beam mode
event. The PF (PF/AR) trigger signal is the output of triple-

The NFS is a distributed file system protocol, allowing
a user on a client computer to access files over a computer
network much like local storage is accessed [13]. The source
code of mrfioc2 module is modified so that an EPICS thread
is created aiming for directly write event code and its timestamp information to local hard disk. Inside this EPICS
thread, a large size ring buffer is created to buffer the event
code and timestamp from the EVR FIFO area. Under this
circumstance, one thread is used to receive the event code
from EVR hardware and the other thread buffers them and
send them by NFS protocol. Since we utilize the low-level
system call, the CPU load is dramatically decreased and this
system is very stable.
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time interval between some beam modes are abnormal. After detailed analysis, we categorize these data as two main
abnormal conditions. Both of them will be thoroughly explained.

Figure 5: Two EVRs are installed in VME crate to record
all the event codes and timestamp from upstream LINAC
and downstream LINAC, respectively.

Data Processing
Every day hundreds of megabytes data will be saved to
hard disk. Noted that the binary format file rather than
ASCII format is chose to save the hard drive space and
reduce the network transmission burden. To check these
data we developed a program using Python script to identify
the abnormal conditions. The sequence of event code is
checked as well as the time interval of continuous beam
mode. The time interval threshold is set to eliminate system
error and distortion. The results of diagnosis are sent out by
email to notify the control group person as well as saved to
the hard disk. This Python script automatically runs every
day.

Figure 7: Too long delay of AC50 cause the ‘Set EVG’ signal
arrives late than next beam mode event.

Beam Mode Replacement
This kind of abnormal condition can be described as current beam mode is replaced by the next beam mode. As the
Fig. 7 shows, owing to the drastically drift of AC50 and the
change of “16/18 sequences injection”, The AC50 signal
comes very late and thus ’Set EVG’ signal is later than next
beam mode’s pre-trigger which means hardware sequencer’s
value is changed to subsequently beam mode. The current
beam mode is substituted by next beam mode. Based on our
log data, such situation might occur when AC50 drift value
is larger than 1 ms every 16/18 pulses.

Redundant Beam Mode

Figure 6: The abnormal beam mode occurrence times during
two weeks before the summer maintenance of SuperKEKB
in 2019.
Figure 6 is the picture of detected abnormal event sequences including repeat beam mode and unusual beam
mode time intervals. The reason of such abnormal situations
will be explained later.

FAULT DIAGNOSIS
Based on the analysis of the statistic data. We found that
some beam modes are wrongly triggered twice as well as

When we checked the timestamp information of the log
data, sometimes an extra beam mode is inserted between
a positron mode and a PF (PF/AR) beam mode. As the
Fig. 8 shows, if a positron beam mode arrives earlier, with
the trigger of lower-EVGs’s sequencer, the event codes are
sent to the devices which causes a ‘Set EVG’ signal. This
‘Set EVG’ signal will change the sequencer trigger source to
‘PF Trigger’ and sequencer is triggered again later when ‘PF
Trigger’ signal comes. Thus, an extra PF beam mode is sent.
The unexpected delay value of the positron beam mode is
the direct reason of this kind of error.

Solutions
To solve the beam mode replacement problem several
actions could be took. Firstly, since the original reason is
the drastic fluctuation of AC50, a filter could be used during
the transformer process in 50 Hz generator to stabilize the
AC50. Besides that, the AC50 comes too later is the direct
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operators. Furthermore, by using the event timing data and
AC50 signal, we plan to develop a fault prediction system
based on time series forecasting models or deep learning
algorithms. Later developments will be investigated based
on the achievements.
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LEReC TIMING SYNCHRONIZATION WITH RHIC BEAM*
P. K. Kankiya†, J. P. Jamilkowski, M. R. Costanzo
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, USA
Abstract
RHIC low energy bunched beam cooling experiment,
LEReC, a 704 MHz fiber laser is modulated such that when
striking a photocathode, it produces corresponding electron bunches which are accelerated and transported to overlap an ion beam bunched at 9 MHz RF frequency The need
for precise timing is handled well by the existing infrastructure. A layer of software application called the timing
manager has been created to track the LEReC beam concerning the RHIC beam and allow instruments to be fired
in real-time units instead of bunch timing or RHIC turns.
The manager also automates set-tings of different modes
based on the RF frequency and maintains the timing of instrumentation with a beam. A detailed description of the
bunch structure and scheme of synchronizing the RF and
laser pulses will be discussed in the paper.

timing triggers for accelerator operations and also have
software interfaces [3].
Table 1: Machine Timing Parameters
Name

harmonic

Frequency (Hz)

1

7.82e4

28Mhz Bsyn

360

2.82e7

704 Loopback

1944

1.52e8

704 Laser IF

1944

1.52e8

140Mhz Dig Clk

1800

1.41e8

Nominal 9Mhz

120

9.39e6

Frev

704Clk/9Mhz

75

INTRODUCTION
In contrast to previous electron cooling systems that utilized DC beams, the Low Energy RHIC eCooling (LEReC)
accelerator has recently demonstrated cooling of RHIC ion
beams using bunched electron beams. During the FY2019
RHIC run, cooling was commissioned using electron
beams with kinetic energy of 1.6 MeV to cool Au ions at
3.85 GeV/nucleon as well as using 2 MeV electron beams
to cool Au ions at 4.6 GeV/nucleon [1].
Cooling a bunched beam of electrons is achieved by illuminating a multi-alkali photocathode, inserted into a
high-voltage dc gun with an operating voltage around 400
kV. Light emitted from a fiber laser hitting the photocathode produces individual electron bunches of 40 ps full
length at 704 MHz frequency, modulated at a 9 MHz
macro-bunch frequency, to match the repetition rate of ion
bunches in RHIC. A macro-bunch of electrons consisting
of 30 individual electron bunches is timed with each individual ion bunch. The use of such macro-bunches allows
the total charge of about 3 nC required for cooling, to be
divided into 30 e-bunches with 0.1 nC per bunch. The
LEReC beam structure consists of each group of electron
bunch spaced by 1.4 ns placed on a single ion bunch, with
ion bunch repetition frequency of 9 MHz [2].
The desired timing parameters for generation of bunched
beam of anticipated characteristics are given in Table 1.

Generation of Triggers
As depicted in Fig. 1, the triggers for various instruments
are generated by two main RHIC timing modules namely
Beam-synchronous Trigger (V124) and Timing Decoder
(V202) VME boards that are programmed to generate fine

Figure 1: Trigger generation scheme for RHIC and LEReC
beam phase synchronization.
The key elements of timing and synchronization are a
distributed 100 MHz clock and the Update Link [4], which
is a deterministic data and control link that ties systems together whether in the same rack or halfway across the facility.
Each low-level RF system creates a 400 MHz clock from
the global 100 MHz clock. The phase advances every
2.5 ns is calculated from the harmonic and revolution frequency. Since 𝑇 (the clock period) is the same for every
system, the frequency ratios are whole numbers. The RF
output comes from a lookup table for sine and cosine values the frequency ratios are whole numbers. The RF output
comes from a lookup table for sine and cosine values.
When the ratio between 9 𝑀𝐻𝑧 and 704 𝑀𝐻𝑧 is not an
integer, we need to change the number of “off” bunches
between macro bunches.
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Figure 2: The user interface for LEReC timing manager used by the machine experts to perform various mode studies.

DISTRIBUTION OF TRIGGERS
The timing manager layer acts as an orchestrator to distribute the relevant beam timing triggers to diagnostic devices and synchronize their acquisition with beam's arrival.
It is a desired characteristic of the LEReC beam to operate
in three different modes. A continuous-wave (CW) mode
provides close to DC beam, whereas a pulse train is produced in Pulsed mode by introducing a half-wave plate in
the laser trajectory and produces beam of the desired number of bunches at 9MHz rate. A recently introduced third
mode produces macro-bunches at a repetition rate of
76 kHz.
The software architecture consists of two main concrete
container classes referred to as Accelerator Device Objects
(ADOs), in the Collider-Accelerator Department's Control
Systems infrastructure [5]. These two classes share a master-slave topology, with there being as many instances of
the slave ADO as many diagnostic instruments.
The properties of LEReC timing that are central to all of
the associated devices are either set via user input or received and processed by the master ADO class called
lerecTimingCtrl. Once the beam's profile in terms of macorbunches is translated to microsecnonds, it is then broadcast to all of the slave ADOs. that the slave ADOs allow
the users to compensate for the timing properties of each
type of instrumentation. The master ADO is the humanmachine interface that translates the desired beam train
structure time into RF buckets and electron bunch characteristics. It is a direct client of the Low-Level RF assembly
and keeps track of the changes in critical parameters such
as revolution frequency.

The two types of timing modules, Beam Sync and Delay
Channel used for distribution of triggers operate at different native clock frequencies and hence use different underlying time units for determining trigger output properties.
To make it convenient for machine operators and instrumentation engineers, the timing manager serves as a layer
of abstraction and allows for an interface to enter trigger
properties such as pulse width of the trigger and time of the
trigger with respect to end and the start of the ion bunch.
As seen in Fig. 2, the trigger delay and pulse width of
diagnostic instruments can be specified with the following
modes:
• Pulse Delay modes: BeamOn, BeamOff
• Pulse Width modes: Absolute, wrtBeamOff
The provision of these modes allows for trigger definition that ensures tracking of the beam envelope. It is extremely powerful in scenarios of when switching between
modes modes (CW, Pulsed, 76 Khz) and handling changes
in bunch train length. The slave ADO class, lerecTimingCh, has logic inbuilt to prevent situations of invalid or
NaN type of numeric calculations that get applied to lower
level ADOs using inter ADO communications.
The master ADO being the first client of the change in
electron bunch scheme, also assists in automating the task
of setting up machine parameters that need to be adjusted
when mode of operation of beam changes. Some examples
of these are set up of DC gun current threshold, Beam Position Monitors’ (BPM) number of samples based on current measured by the fast current transformer (FCT).
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Figure 4: Bunched LEReC beam in pulsed mode with
5 macro bunches.

CONCLUSION
The low energy cooling of RHIC beam was successfully
demonstrated at an energy of 1.6 MeV without any magnetic field in the cooling section. Various existing pieces
of CAD timing infrastructure were used to generate the desired alignment of RHIC and LEReC beams. Management
software was used for the purpose of user aide and automation. The primary features and algorithm employed in
this tool have been outlined.
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LASER MEGAJOULE TIMING SYSTEM
T. Somerlinck, N. Bazoge, T. Falgon, S. Hocquet, D. Monnier-Bourdin
CEA CESTA, Le Barp, France
Abstract
The “Laser MégaJoule” (LMJ) timing system, under
development since the year 2000 and tested on the “Ligne
d’Intégration Laser” (LIL), laser facility (prototype of
LMJ), is now entering in his final commissioning and
installation. To synchronize the laser beams on the target
better than 40 ps rms, the timing system needs to produce
electrical pulses with jitter lower than 5 ps rms and drift
limited to 20 ps peak to peak. These requirements have
been reached with the last evolution of delay generator in
our distributed optical architecture.

INTRODUCTION
The LMJ facility is a high-power laser designed to deliver about 1.4 MJ of laser energy to targets for high energy density physics experiments, including fusion experiments [1]. This energy is produced by 176 laser beams
gathered in quadruplets of 4 beams. Each quadruplet is
equipped with an Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG)
that generates the desired temporal pulse shape (lasting
typically 3 ns). Synchronization of LMJ’s 176 laser
beams is crucial to compress symmetrically the millimeter-size target in order to ignite the deuterium and tritium
filled capsule. The most demanding experiences need to
synchronize the quadruplets to better than 40 ps rms despite the fact the quadruplet laser sources are separated
within the building by several hundred meters. In addition
to laser beams synchronization, the LMJ timing system is
in charge to deliver, with the same or lower accuracy, two
kinds of signals: fiducials for both temporally mark signals and plasma diagnostics, and triggers signals for manifold devices (sources, amplifiers, Pockels cells, diagnostics...).
The synchronization is therefore one of the most important components for shot experiment, from the laser
sources to the target inside the chamber, as shown in
Fig. 1.

The error budget calculus to reach the 40 ps rms specification has showed that the requirements for the timing
systems were the following [2]:
• < 5 ps rms jitter or 8 ps rms between 2 outputs
• < 10 ps p-p drift / 24 hours
• < 20 ps p-p drift / 1 month

LMJ TIMING SYSTEM
As seen previously, the LMJ requires a lot of timing
channels with different accuracies. From 2002 to 2013,
three levels of timing system were defined [2] [3] [4] until
new data were analyzed from:
•
•
•

LIL prototype,
First laser beams on LMJ facility,
Measurements by Greenfield Technology (GFTy).

Finally, the second and third level timing systems were
merged in only one High Precision Timing system (HPT)
in complement to the Standard Precision Timing system
(SPT), Fig. 2.
Supervisory
system
-1s

MASTER
T0
-1s

-15 mn

-1 ms

Supervisory
system

Standard Precision
High Precision

- 50µs

+1s

+ 50µs

Target
T0

-1 µs -10ns 0 10ns

1 µs

1 ms

1s

- 5ns : Target Diagnostics
- 30ns : 3ω Laser Diagnostics
- 300 ns : 1ω Laser Diagnostics
- 800 ns : PEPC
- 1.2 µs : Injection Diagnostics
- 1.8 µs : Arbitrary Waveform Generator AWG
- 10 µs : PEPC Ionization
- 200 µs : Flash lamps triggering
- 450 µs : Flash lamps warm-up

End of Alignment

Figure 2: New LMJ synchronization time line.
Table 1 below summarizes the actual requirements of
the two levels of precision:
Table 1: LMJ Timing System Requirements
Precision
Standard
(SPT)
High
(HPT)

Jitter
rms

Temporal Drift peak to peak

Accuracy

Range

<1ns

<±1ns

1s

<20ps

<±10ps

100µs

24 h

7 days

1 month

<150ps

<200ps

<500ps

<5ps

<10 ps

<20ps

Figure 1: From laser amplification to experiment in the
chamber.
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TIMING SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of the LMJ timing system is based on:
• A LMJ master clock, the time reference, which delivers an optical clock coupled with triggering data. This
oscillator is stabilized with GPS connection or rubidium oscillator to avoid long term drift.
• An optical distribution network in charge to send the
optical data clock signal through the whole LMJ facility.
• Two slaves classes (delay generators), depends on
time precision needs.
Figure 4: Main room of the LMJ timing system.

LMJ MASTER
CLOCK
Optical
Ouput

Input 1

It takes 4 weeks to install all the “synchronization components” and one more for time measurements (the optical fibers must have been installed previously).
Nevertheless, any change in the configuration, like a
broken optical cable, leads to make a new measurement to
update the LMJ time configuration.
To fulfill the 22 laser bundles, the synchronization requires more than 300 slaves and 1100 optical fibers
(Fig. 4).
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Figure 3: LMJ timing system architecture.
The principle of the timing system is to send time data
information within a reference clock to the slaves connected through the optical timing network (in green,
Fig. 3). The reference clock, recovered by each slave, is
based on the well-known 155.52 MHz SDH-SONET
standard communication protocol. So, each connected
slave receives the stream data with triggering information
and generates programmed delays for each output with
the precision of its class.

TIMING SYSTEM: ONE LASER BUNDLE

The 4 laser bays of the LMJ facility are grouped in
pairs on two opposite sides of the target bay (cylinder
60 m diameter and 38 m height). Inside, the aluminum
sphere (10 m diameter – 10 cm thick) is equipped with
several ports to introduce laser beams and diagnostics.
These diagnostics need to be synchronized to measure
ultrafast events on shot experiment.
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(channel by channel) to start the laser beam synchronization with a “clean slate”.
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Figure 5: Target chamber diagnostics, timing system
description.
Diagnostics synchronization of the target chamber
(Fig. 5) requires more than 100 slaves and 100 optical
fibers.
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TIMING SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Greenfield Technology (GFTy), which designed the
first timing system for the LIL facility, has been hired by
CEA to develop new products to meet the LMJ requirements. Besides, GFTy also designed, on the same principle, the timing system for the AIRIX/EPURE facility
(Radiographic X-ray machine) at CEA/VALDUC near
Dijon, France.
The timing system architecture, as previously described
(Fig. 3), leaded to design a new master clock oscillator,
four specific optical splitters, three kinds of optical to
electrical converter and two classes of delay generators
(slaves).

LMJ Master Clock
The LMJ master clock (Fig. 6), connected to a
GPS/rubidium oscillator, converts stable 10 MHz signal
to a standard optical frequency (155.52 MHz) within a
single-mode optical fiber.
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Characteristics of optical and electrical signals are
shown in figure 9.

Delay generators (slaves)
They are the main components of the timing system.
They have to generate delays compatible with the LMJ
timing specifications (Table 1) all over the facility. To
reach the LMJ’s 2 classes of precision (standard SPT and
high HPT), 2 different delay generators were designed by
GFTy:
• Standard slave (GFT1018, Fig. 7):
o electrical (ESE) with 8 electrical outputs (BNC connector)
o optical (ESO) with 8 optical 1310 nm
outputs (SC/PC).
This last version can be used with an optical to electrical converter.

Figure 7: Standard and precise slave
Figure 6: LMJ Master Clock.
The 12 dBm (≈16 mW) optical power output was defined to provide, after two passively split, the power
needed for the optical input of each slave.
The LMJ master clock is the heart of the system; it provides different timing information like:
• 3 frequencies: 1 Hz, 10 Hz and 1000 Hz.
• Single-shot with 3-time references: SS0 (-2 s to 30 s), SS1 (-1 s) and SS2 (0 s).

Passive Optical Splitter
The two slaves classes used on the LMJ facility need
different optical power inputs to reach their precision:
about -25 dBm for standard slaves (optical and electrical)
and -18 dBm for precise slaves. This is the main reason
why four different splitters were developed (Fig. 3 and 5):
The LMJ master clock is the heart of the system; it provides different timing information like:
• Main splitter: 1 x 64 (first splitter).
• Standard splitter: 1 x 32 (for standard slaves).
• Precise splitter: 2 x 8 (two 1 x 4 for precise slave).
• Asymmetrical splitter: 2 x 20 (1 x 16 + 1 x 4 for both
slaves).

Optical to Electrical Converter
Standard Optical Slaves (ESO) have been made for
triggering diagnostics with optical input and also diagnostics located in a specific area (high energy room for example) where electrical slaves cannot be installed. For
this reason, three different optical to electrical converters
(COE) have been designed:
• Single channel: COE 1 x 1.
• Multiple channels: COE 8 x 8.
• Single to 4 split channels: COE 1 x 4.

• Precise slave (electrical, GFT1012/1014, Fig. 8):
o 2 BNC outputs (EP2V)
o 4 BNC outputs (EP4V)

Figure 8: Precise slave.
All slaves have an optical input connection (SC/APC)
to receive the optical master frequency, an external clock
output (BNC, 9.72 MHz), a reference signal output
(BNC) and a trigger input (BNC).
Furthermore, fiducial signals and triggers ones have
been merging in one reference signal.
Figure 9 shows the main electrical and optical slaves
outputs specifications:
Rise Time
Elec. < 1.2 ns
Opt. < 5 ns
Amplitude
Elec. 10 V ± 0.5 V
Opt. > 300 µW

Width
Elec./Opt. 1 µs ± 0.1 µs
Opt. (COE) 10 µs ± 0.5 µs

Figure 9: Electrical and optical slaves outputs specifications.
Slave resolution is 1 ps and the programmed delay must
be in a range of 1 s for standard slaves and 100 µs for
precise slaves.
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In addition, the LMJ master clock and slaves have internal temperature correction and the optical fiber used
has free space between cladding and coating.
The typical variation of temperature inside a bench of
the LMJ facility is under 0.3°C rms. The slaves must
therefore be installed on the bottom of bench to ensure
that the operating temperature is between 20°C and 25°C
(Fig. 10).
If a temperature or a delay issue is identified, a warning
is sent to the operator.

ICALEPCS2019, New York, NY, USA
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Figure 12: Jitter between 2 outputs/same slave.
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The 3.4 ps rms jitter between two electrical outputs of
the same precise slave (n°17) has been verified on the
second precise slave (n°5): 3.7 ps rms.
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Figure 13: Jitter between slave n°5 output 1 and slave
n°17 output 1.

Table 2: Slaves Specifications
Slaves
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Accuracy

Range

<±1ns

1s

All measurements have been performed on precise
slaves in multiple “single shot mode” by the CEA
(Fig. 11) as well as in recurrent mode (1 kHz) by GFTy.
The master clock is connected to one or two slaves and
the digitizer records the reference output (split on 2 channels). The 2 others channels record either the reference
clock and an output of the same slave (Fig. 12) or an
output of each of two different slaves (Fig. 13).

These jitter measurements (4.0 ps rms) confirmed the
GFTy’ ones (3.8 ps rms) in recurrent mode (with also 2
different precise slaves).
3

ps
Drift : 4.0 ps p-p

2
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0
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days

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

Figure 14: Temporal drift over 1 month.

Figure 11: CEA measurements in controlled environment.

To measure the temporal drift, a sequence of 255 single
shots is performed every 2 hours during 1 month. The
average value is calculated for each sequence to reduce
jitter impact. Figure 14 shows the evolution of this mean
value versus time which defines time stability. The temporal drift measurement over 1 month is close to 4 ps p-p
which is better than the LMJ drift requirement (Table 1).
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The accuracy of our synchronization system has been
verified to be ± 10 ps and the sensitivity to the temperature is below 1 ps/°C (GFTy measurements).
The next step is to check on site the performance of our
synchronization system. We therefore plan to install,
before the end of the year, a measurement system close to
the target chamber.
Even if our Timing System meets our requirements, it
can still be improved. Some axes of ameliorations are
presented by GFTy [5].

FEEDBACK FROM
DEPLOYMENT AND OPERATION
Standard slaves are in service for 3 years and precise
slaves for a few months. Two minor defects have been
observed without any impact on LMJ schedule. Hardware
and software updates have been implemented to solve
them.
Most of the problems encountered on the installation
come from wiring problems (fiber optic network and
computer network) as well as the setting up of the computerized maintenance management system (CMMS).
Figure 15 shows for example the localization of a broken
optical fiber via the injection of a red laser source.
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CONCLUSION
The LMJ timing system is now operational on 8 laser
bundles plus PETAL (high energy PETawatt Aquitaine
Laser) and the 14 last laser bundles will be installed before 2022. More than 1000 fiducial/triggers signals are
generated, and more than 2500 will be when all slaves
will be installed.
Jitter has been measured under 4 ps rms and temporal
drift over 1 month has been measured close to 4 ps p-p.
These performances meet the precise timing system requirements and will be the cornerstone to synchronize the
LMJ to better than 40 ps rms.
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Figure 15: Broken optical fiber detected with red laser.
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ADDING MACHINE LEARNING TO THE ANALYSIS AND
OPTIMIZATION TOOLSETS AT THE LIGHT SOURCE BESSY II
L. Vera Ramirez∗ , T. Mertens, R. Mueller, J. Viefhaus, G. Hartmann
Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, Germany
Abstract
The Helmholtz Association has initiated the implementation of the Data Management and Analysis concept across its
centers in Germany. At Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, both the
beamline and the machine (accelerator) groups have started
working towards setting up the infrastructure and tools to
introduce modern analysis, optimization, automation and AI
techniques for improving the performance of the (large scale)
user facility and its experimental setups. This paper focuses
on our first steps with Machine Learning (ML) techniques
over the past months at BESSY II as well as organizational
topics and collaborations. The presented results correspond
to two complementary scenarios. The first one is based on
supervised ML models trained with real accelerator data,
whose target are real-time predictions for several operational
goals (beam lifetime, injection efficiency, beam loss...); some
of these techniques are also used for additional tasks such
as outlier detection or feature importance analysis. The second scenario includes first prototypes towards self-tuning of
machine parameters in different optimization cases (booster
current, injection efficiency, orbit correction...) with Deep
Reinforcement Learning (RL) agents.

tions and patterns in the readbacks avoiding an excessive
reliance on the previous target variable measurements but
also to reuse the information and experience gained with the
prediction models in a RL context.
The beam lifetime 𝜏 is defined through the current decay
̊
rate 𝜏1 = − 𝐼𝐼 , where 𝐼 denotes the beam current (for a study
of the beam lifetime at BESSY II see, e.g., [1]). For these
experiments we approximated the instantaneous lifetime
through a piecewise linear regression with 𝑘 previous measurements of the beam current 𝐼𝑡 (usually 𝑘 = 20 seconds):
𝑘

1
1 ∑𝑖=0 (𝐼𝑡−𝑖 − 𝐼𝑡0 ) (𝑡 − 𝑖 − 𝑡0 )
≈−
𝑘
𝜏
𝐼𝑡
∑ (𝑡 − 𝑖 − 𝑡 )2
𝑖=0

The potentially beam lifetime affecting variables used as
input (185 after preprocessing, see Appendix) are:
• Gap and shift of insertion devices (elliptical) undulators
affecting the dynamic aperture (21 readback variables).
• Power supply currents into quadrupoles define the linear optics (58 readback variables), into sextupoles define non linear behavior (7 variables).
• Offsets to power supplies for quadrupoles define the
feed forward compensations (38 variables).

MOTIVATION
The integration process of ML tools with real accelerator data at BESSY II is being carried out with two main
goals: modelling and prediction on the one hand and selfoptimization on the other. As for today many specific prediction models for different accelerator parameters have been
already constructed and analyzed - apart from the beam lifetime case presented here, different beamloss monitors along
the ring as well as injection efficiency have been modeled.
This is also an important preparatory step for the RL-based
tuning as well as for the self-optimization of surrogate models. Besides, further significant effort is being put into beamline raytracing and the conception of digital twins, which can
be also connected with the RL-based self-optimization. The
aim of this paper is to summarize some of this application
cases as a sort of proof-of-concept of the major possibilities
opened by the incorporation of ML tools at BESSY II.

PREDICTION OF BEAM LIFETIME
We present a representative case of beam lifetime prediction restricted to a blind scenario: time-series-based prediction of beam lifetime only with context variable readbacks,
i.e., omitting the previous measurements of the target variable. This scenario allows us to identify unknown correla∗
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0

• Collisions with rest gas particles, vacuum pressures
measured by getter pump current (12 variables).
• Local beam loss fractions, monitored by counters close
by (49 variables).

Comparison of Methods
We have worked with the following supervised learning
models:
• Extremely Randomized Trees (ExtraTrees, [2]).
• Support Vector Regression approximated with Random
Fourier Features (SVR-RFF, [3]).
• Standard dense feed-forward Neural Networks (DNN,
e.g., [4]).
Table 1 contains the results of these prediction models
for two different test set elections: a random uniform set
(20%) along the measurement period or the last 20% of the
measurement period. The different hyperparameter configurations after grid search as well as further test settings can
be found in the Appendix1 .
1

Other tested algorithms (traditional Random Forests and SVR with different kernels) presented similar or worse results so we excluded them from
the table for the sake of clearness.
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Table 1: Beam Lifetime Prediction Experiments
Test set

Algorithm

Random 20%
Last 20%

ExtraTrees
SVR-RFF
DNN
ExtraTrees
SVR-RFF
DNN

Avg.

Pers.

RMSE
Mov. pers.

0.201319

0.099248

0.091464

0.231393

0.095732

0.078776

Specially interesting for us are the results with the last
20% as test set, since they represent a major challenge for
the prediction models - as we see with ExtraTrees, the
random test set can be successfully predicted with probably
overfitted models but perform poorly in the chronological test
set. Nevertheless, DNN and SVR-RFF do manage to forecast
quite accurately the trends in the ca. 3 days of completely
unseen data at the end of the measurement period (Figs. 1
and 2), even keeping the same hyperparameter configuration
used for the random test set in the case of SVR-RFF. In other
words, these models present good results with a time-seriesbased evaluation, although they predict with no reference
of the previous lifetime measurements, only with respect to
the current accelerator readbacks.

Model
0.068175 ± 0.000038
0.077432 ± 0.000216
0.069457 ± 0.000342
0.194755 ± 0.000952
0.121407 ± 0.003349
0.125046 ± 0.005757
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Figure 1: Prediction
of beam lifetime
with SVR-RFF.
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where 𝑠𝑡 ∈ 𝑆 and 𝑎𝑡 ∈ 𝐴 denotes the state resp. action
at time 𝑡, 𝑠𝑡+1 ∈ 𝑆 denotes the next state returned by the
environment 𝐸 and 𝑟(⋅, ⋅) is the reward function. In the
DDPG agent proposed in [5] both 𝑄-function and policy
are approximated with neural networks, and further relevant
implementation tricks are proposed: delayed target networks
(𝑄𝜙̃ , 𝜇𝜃̃ ), replay buffer...
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of beam lifetime
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RLControl is based on Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG, [5]). DDPG is a recent actor-critic, model
free deep-RL algorithm for continuous environments. As
many other approaches in RL, this algorithm is based on the
update of the so-called action-value function 𝑄 ∶ 𝑆 × 𝐴 → ℝ
with deterministic target policy 𝜇 ∶ 𝑆 → 𝐴 making use of
the recursive relationship known as Bellman equation:
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The second main development area regarding ML at
BESSY II is the use of Deep Reinforcement Learning (DeepRL) for the self-optimization of accelerator parameters. For
this, we are developing a new framework called RLControl.
The initial case tested with RLControl at BESSY II is the
optimization of booster current. It has been observed that,
after long interruptions of the machine operation, the booster
current tends to be low. As for today, manual parameter
tuning is required to recover acceptable current values.
The global environment description for the several tests
carried out in the booster current optimization case is the
following2 :

train_real
train_prediction
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0.756961

𝑅2
Mov. pers. Model
0.885322 ± 0.000128
0.79359
0.852064 ± 0.000825
0.880964 ± 0.001177
0.291586 ± 0.006932
0.884099
0.724506 ± 0.015291
0.707345 ± 0.027032

OPTIMIZATION OF BOOSTER CURRENT

TOPUPCC:rdCur_delta
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Pers.
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2
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Further algorithm and test settings can be found in the Appendix.
The election of LINAC time phase as action variable is supported by
previous observations showing that the modification of this parameter
does not affect the injection efficiency.
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Figure 3: RLControl - Preliminary short test for booster current optimization. The reward (instant booster current per
bunch) is plotted in blue, while the actions (LINAC time phase) are plotted in red - the remaining lines correspond to state
variables. The agent is pre-trained with 30 days of historical data (top-up mode) as demonstration. Exploration periods are
shaded.

Figure 4: RLControl - Long test for booster current optimization during user operation with automatic exploration schedule.
Same color configuration as Fig. 3. The agent is pretrained with 30 days of historical data (top-up mode). Exploration with
automatic schedule appears shaded.

Tests
Figure 3 shows and describes a successful preliminary
test with RLControl for booster current optimization during
machine commissioning time. During the test it alternates
periods of exploration - shaded in the plot - and optimization,
i.e., learning with no exploration. Exploration is carried out
with Parameter Space Noise, which brings stability and improves each optimization period. The length of the periods
(ca. 2 min) approximates the average injection time interval
in top-up mode, so the test suggested that fruitful exploration can be carried out with automatic scheduling between
injections. Nevertheless, many issues had to be corrected
during the first preliminary tests until the satisfactory agent
behavior observed in Fig. 3 was achieved - for example:
• Long training time (points every 2 seconds, brute force
synchronization) and normalization problems → improved through demonstration with historical data (inspired by the ideas of expert demonstration in [6]).

• Slow reaction time to reward modifications → solved
by giving up average current as reward and using the
instantaneous current per bunch4 .
• Non-optimal exploration → solved by implementing
Parameter Space Noise ([7]).
Figure 4 shows and describes the most important test so
far with RLControl because of its duration (ca. 9.5 hours)
and also because it was not carried out during pure machine
commissioning but during user operation time at BESSY
II. Therefore, an automatic schedule had to be conceived
in order to restrict exploration to the meantime between
injections.
In the test plotted in Fig. 4 exploration with automatic
schedule is carried out during the first hour - although not
continuously: pure exploration is scheduled to take place
only in the meantime between injections during this first
4

In the plots the average booster current variable is always showed, in
order to improve the visibility.
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hour. This scheduling allowed the agent to avoid sub-optimal
booster current at the injection point that might interfere
with the user activity. Optimization (learning without exploration) is activated always shortly before each injection (see
Fig. 5). The agent kept optimizing (and learning) successfully during the next 8.5 hours of user operation.
Agent
Agent
RLControl
RLControl
State
klystron diagnostics
LINAC voltage
master clock

Action
LINAC time phase

Reward
booster current
per bunch

Injection soon?

Yes: optimize

Environment
Environment
BESSY
BESSYIIII

No: explore

automatic scheduling

Figure 5: RL pipeline for booster current optimization with
automatic scheduling.

OPTIMIZATION OF INJECTION
EFFICIENCY
The most recent application of RLControl at BESSY II is
the injection efficiency case. Nowadays manual tuning is also
required for improvement of the injection efficiency, which
is observed to be affected by temperature. This motivated
us to put effort into an automatized solution for this case
as well. The environment description for the first injection
efficiency optimization tests is the following:
• State variables:
– Number of bunches generated by the LINAC (1,
3 or 5)
– Injection angle mismatch, measured by the horizontal and vertical beam position in the transfer
line.
– Current measured during the booster acceleration
phase (averaged per pulse).
– Measured loss rate after extraction from the
booster.
• Action variable: Deflection angle into the storage ring,
generated by the 2𝑛𝑑 septum.
• Reward: last injection efficiency, measured as fraction
of current increase generated in the storage ring by the
charge accelerated in the booster.

Tests
First injection efficiency tests with RLControl during machine commissioning time presented some issues regarding
pretraining with historical data, mainly due to the fact that
septum external conditions vary along time, inducing variations in the optimal action intervals that were not reflected
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in the chosen state variables. This fact slowed down enormously the learning process of these first tests, since in this
case we only get one data sample per injection (in average every ca. 2 minutes in multibunch mode). Although the agents
of these first tests (trained from scratch) managed to find
good actions after very few training steps (ca. 100) in stable
conditions and even for different number of bunches, they
failed when we forced the agent to face certain unknown
states - in particular when booster current was modified
internally.
Figure 6 shows the first preliminary test for injection efficiency where pretraining with historical data was carried out
successfully. For this, we reduced the considered period of
historical data to 23 days but included also data from non-topup mode in order to increase the range of actions observed
in the pretraining phase. In this test the agent manages to
find and improve the optimal action regions during the first
phase of natural machine conditions (until ca. 18:40) but
also in the second phase, where we internally modified the
booster current and the number of bunches.

UNDERSTANDING BEAMLINE
PERFORMANCE
Beamline raytracing is a powerful tool to understand Xray-beam propagation and for optimizing beam properties for
the experimental requirements. However, at today’s beamlines at synchrotrons and FELs one needs many components
having altogether a couple of hundred parameters to fulfill
these needs. This makes it impossible to map the full parameter space with traditional simulation tools. We approach
this challenge with various deep learning methods (autoencoder, convolutional neural networks, tensor products, extreme gradient boosting, k-nearest neighbors, automaticdifferentiation, ...) learning raytracing as well as beamline
parameter prediction from photon diagnostics.
The beamline parameters cover a variety of mirror, grating, slit and source properties: misalignments, misorientations, offsets, slope errors, radii, entrance arm length, line
density, fix focus constant, thermal distortion, etc. This allows, on the one hand, for predictions of X-ray footprints at
specific positions and also of full traces through the entire
beamline and on the other hand, the determination of the
current state of a beamline becomes accessible by simple diagnostics in combination with the neural network. Additionally, tuning the beamline to specific user demands can now
be handled by the ML model providing a high-dimensional
solution in contrast to sequential beamline parameter tuning.
Figure 7 shows an example of the inversion of beamline raytracing. The chosen diagnostic are photon footprint
screens at three different positions in the beamline. These
are used from the neural network to predict 28 essential
beamline parameters (100 parameters were varied in the
training data).
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Figure 6: RLControl - Preliminary test for injection efficiency optimization. The agent is pretrained with 23 days of
historical data. Reward (injection efficiency) is plotted in blue, actions (septum deflection angle) is plotted in red. Ad-hoc
modifications of the number of pulses (in black) and booster current (in purple) are carried out during the test. Exploration
periods appear shaded.
At the light source there is a close coordination of activities
developing toolsets for the accelerator and the beamlines
[9]. The available data from previous operation periods are
still scarce. Nevertheless activities focus on improving the
prerequisites for common ML methodologies.

CONCLUSION
The main achievements presented in this paper can be
summed up as follows:

Figure 7: Inversion of beamline raytracing.

MODELLING INTEGRATION: DIGITAL
TWIN
The Accelerator/Source Side
It is worth briefly mentioning an additional direction for
deep-RL agents we are also currently investigating, which is
based on the multiphysics simulation toolkit OCELOT ([8]).
This framework gives us the possibility of using surrogate
models for the training of deep-RL agents, complementing
or replacing the pretraining with historical data. Some tests
with toy-examples (emittance, orbit-correction...) in small
lattices have been already carried out. Nevertheless, the
major challenge to be accomplished is the export of a RLagent trained with the virtual BESSY-II-lattice to the real
accelerator.

The Beamline/X-ray Side
Within Helmholtz Association and the HelmholtzZentrum Berlin there is a general initiative to take advantage
of ML methods for process analysis and optimization and
for the retrieval of scientific data from the measurements.

• Beam lifetime at BESSY II can be successfully predicted in a time-series fashion through supervised learning models trained only with 185 accelerator variables
readbacks - i.e., excluding previous lifetime measurements.
• The accelerator self-optimization framework RLControl was able to solve a first use case (booster current
maximization) at BESSY II, being tested even during
8.5 hours of user operation with the help of injectionbased automatic scheduling.
• Further effort has been put into the application of RLControl for more advanced use cases such as injection
efficiency optimization, leading also to successful preliminary tests.
• Beamline performance analysis (inversion of beamline
raytracing with ML tools) is being also investigated
with promising results. This involves also proposal for
re-commissioning plans.
Some of the next steps in the roadmap for the integration
of ML tools at BESSY II are:
• Measurement prediction framework:
– Build models for further target variables such as
purity.
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Table 2: Lifetime Prediction Experiments - Grid Search
Split

Algorithm
ExtraTrees

Random

SVR-RFF
DNN

Chronological

Chosen hyperparameter configuration
(bootstrap, *True), (max_depth, None), (max_features, None), (n_estimators, 500)
(batch_size, *32), (epochs, 50), (gamma, *1/n_atts), (loss, mse), (mode, rff), (n_components, 5000), (optimizer, adagrad)
(activation, relu), (batch_size, *32), (dropout_rate, 0.1), (epochs, *20), (hidden_layers, 200+200+100+50+25+12),(intermediate_dropouts, first), (loss, mse), (optimizer,
adagrad)
(activation, *tanh), (batch_size, *32), (dropout_rate, 0.05), (epochs, *20), (hidden_layers, *200+200), (intermediate_dropouts, all), (loss, mse), (optimizer, adagrad)

– Classification approach.

– Persistence: previous lifetime measurement.

– Surrogate models.

– Moving persistence: moving average of the last 5
lifetime measurements.

• RLControl:
– Further tests, investigation and use cases (injection efficiency with more state and action variables, orbit correction with OCELOT pretraining...).
– Integration of advanced data collection tools such
as Bluesky ([10]).
– User interfaces.
• Beamline adjustment and automated optimization
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APPENDIX
Implementation
• Supervised learning for measurement prediction:
scikit-learn ([11]) and keras ([12]) with
tensorflow 1.12 backend ([13]).
• RLControl: our implementation relies essentially on
keras-rl ([14]), but we have incorporated some extensions such as Layer Normalization, Parameter Space
Noise and pretraining with historical data.

Beam Lifetime Prediction - Settings
• Measurements period from 2019-07-01 19:00:00 until
2019-07-16 19:00:00, restricted to top-up and multibunch. From this, 80% (31631 samples) is used for
training and 20% for test (7908 samples). In both cases
of test set election (random 20% and last 20%) the
following baselines are used:
– Test set lifetime average.

• Hyperparameter optimization: grid-search with 5folded cross validation. The chosen configurations can
be found in Table 2 - fixed hyperparameters along the
grid search are marked with *. For NNs two searchs
(with random and chronological splits) had to be carried out; this was not necessary for the other models,
since the configuration obtained from the random split
performed well.
• Data preprocessing:
– Outlier detection with Isolation Forest ([15]) with
contamination 0.02.
– [−1, 1] linear normalization.
– PCA of the input variables (with 185 components).

RLControl - Settings
• Neural networks: in both cases, relu used as inner
activation function and adam as optimizer (lr = 0.001).
– Critic network:
five hidden layers
(25+50+25+10+5 neurons) and concatenates actions at the first hidden layer. Linear
activation at the output layer.
– Actor network: three hidden layers (25+10+5 neurons), all of them with layer normalization ([16]).
tanh used as activation for the output layer.
• Data preprocessing: [−1, 1] linear normalization, historical data downsampled to 60 seconds in the booster
current case.
• Parameter Space Noise: 𝛿 = 0.01, 𝛼 = 1.1, initial
𝜎 = 0.2.
• Training parameters: 𝛾 = 0.2, pretraining with 10000
steps (2000 before actor training in the booster current
case), warm-up with 32 steps, target model update rate:
0.01.
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PROCESSING SYSTEM DESIGN FOR IMPLEMENTING A LINEAR
QUADRATIC GAUSSIAN (LQG) CONTROLLER TO OPTIMIZE THE
REAL-TIME CORRECTION OF HIGH WIND-BLOWN TURBULENCE*
M. K. Kim†, S. M. Ammons, B. Hackel, L. A. Poyneer
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, USA
Abstract
LLNL has developed a low latency, real-time, closedloop, woofer-tweeter Adaptive Optics Control (AOC) system with a feedback control update rate of greater than 16
kHz. The Low-Latency Adaptive Mirror System (LLAMAS) is based on controller software previously developed for the successful Gemini Planet Imager (GPI) instrument which had an update rate of 1 kHz. By tuning the
COTS operating system, tuning and upgrading the processing hardware, and adapting existing software, we have
the computing power to implement a Linear-QuadraticGaussian (LQG) Controller in real time. The implementation of the LQG leverages hardware optimizations developed for low latency computing and the video game industry, such as fused multiply add accelerators and optimized
Fast Fourier Transforms. We used the Intel Math Kernel
Library (MKL) to implement the high-order LQG controller with a batch mode execution of 576 6x6 matrix multiplies. We will share our progress, lessons learned and our
plans to further optimize performance by tuning high order
LQG parameters.

INTRODUCTION
The development of an Adaptive Optics (AO) system to
correct for high wind-blown turbulence requires a team of
experts in the fields of optics, fluid dynamics, controls systems, and software. This paper focuses on the processing
and software optimizations.
Increasingly, the more significant terms in adaptive optics wavefront error budgets spanning a myriad of applications are temporal wavefront errors. These are associated
with an adaptive optics system’ inability to keep up with
ever evolving turbulence due to a deficiency in sensor update rate (“frame rate”) and/or the latency in the system.
The latency is the amount of time required for the wavefront sensing measurement to be completed and readout,
the reconstruction computation time, and the electrical and
mechanical latency in updating the deformable mirror position
The maximum frame rate is set by multiple factors, including the camera readout time, reconstruction latency,
and beacon brightness, and is thus tied to the total end-toend latency. With standard leaky integrator controllers utilizing modal gains, there is limited performance benefit to
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increasing the frame rate beyond a level at which the latency is 2-3 frame times. The principle strategy to reduce
bandwidth and delay errors is to reduce end-to-end latency.
This manuscript is concerned with the wavefront reconstruction process in adaptive optics systems, particularly
for the Low Latency Adaptive Mirror System (LLAMAS)
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [1]. This
testbed was designed to run with minimal computational
latency so as to maximize performance at high frame rates
(> 16 kHz). The system utilizes Linear Quadrature Gaussian (LQG) control to maximize bandwidth at a given frame
rate [2,3].

PROCESSING IMPROVEMENTS
The team focused on improving the processor-intensive
portion of the AO system. Since the processing system was
selected for GPI during its Preliminary Design Phase, the
technology has advanced considerably. The latest servers
and operating systems were researched with latency performance and determinism in mind.

Hardware Selection
The team selected the HPE ProLiant DL580 Gen 10
8SFF CTO Server. The LLAMAS server specifications
and server specifications for the GPI project are listed for
comparison in Table 1.
Table 1: LLAMAS vs. GPI Server Specification
Comparison
CPU
LLAMAS

GPI

Intel
Xeon
Platinum
8158 (3)
Intel
Xeon
E7440

Clock
(GHz)
3.0

2.4

Cores
3 x 12

Cache
(MB)
24.75

RAM
(GB)
128

4x4

16

32

With only a 25% improvement in clock speed, one may
conclude that the performance of the software would not
improve by magnitudes. This metric is no longer the primary factor when comparing performance. The increase in
cores provides a performance advantage for a software architecture that uses multiple execution threads to maximize
the parallel processing. Even though the LLAMAS server
has less sockets (3 vs. 4), the number of cores per socket is
also a processing advantage if execution multiple threads
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on the same socket. With 36 cores available, we were comfortable with the processing power necessary to achieve the
LLAMAS project performance goals.
Hardware Tuning for Low-Latency The server was
tuned referencing the Hewlett Packard Enterprise, “Configuring and tuning HPE Proliant Servers for low-latency
applications [4]
Table 2: Hardware Tuning Parameters
BIOS Parameter

Value

Workload Profile

Low Latency

Thermal Configuration

Optimal Cooling

Minimum Processor Idle
Power Package C-State

No Package State

Minimum Processor Idle
Power Core C-State

No C-States

Memory Refresh Rate

1x Refresh

Memory Patrol Scrubbing

Disabled

Intel VT-d

Disabled

Intel Turbo Boost Technology

Disabled

Intel Hyperthreading Options

Disabled

HPE Power Regulator

HPE Static High Performance Mode

HPE Power Profile

Maximum Performance

Energy/Performance Bias

Maximum Performance

Dynamic Power Capping
Functionality

Disabled

Collaborative Power Control

Disabled

Operating System Selection
The GPI software was designed using the Wind River
Real-Time Core [5]. Since this operating system was no
longer available, the team had to select a different OS. In
order to maintain a similar software architecture, the team
searched for a similar OS solution that had the Linux kernel
executing as low-priority on a real-time executive. This
would have allowed us to easily port the prior existing software. After a thorough trade study, we decided to re-architect the software and use the latest Red Hat Enterprise
Linux for Real Time. This OS is designed for low-latency
determinism which provides low variance response times.

Figure 1: Benefit of Using Realtime over Standard Kernel
System Tuning [6].
Figure 1 compares a million samples of machines using
the Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 and Red Hat Enterprise Linux for Real Time kernels respectively. The blue
points in this graph represent the system response time (in
microseconds) of machines running a tuned Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 kernel. The green points in the graph represent the system response time of machines running a
tuned realtime kernel. The figure indicates that the response time of the realtime kernel is very consistent, in
contrast to the standard kernel, which has greater variability with points scattered across the graph [6].
OS Tuning for Real-Time Red Hat provide tools and
documentation to tune the OS for latency and determinism.
We followed the Red Hat Enterprise Linux for Real Time
Tuning Guide [7].
We used the “tuned-adm” command to experiment
with the various predefined profiles. We set the profile to
“realtime”. It appeared the various profiles did not make a
significant impact to the performance of the LLAMAS
software. We plan on revisiting the investigation of the OS
tuning. We also experimented with the following:
• Setting the smp_affinity mask to isolate interrupt requests to specific cores
• Used “isolcpus” to isolate CPUs from the kernel
scheduler

Tuning Results (Cyclictest)
To measure the effects of tuning our system, we used
Cyclictest which is included in the RedHat rt-tests package.
The following Cyclictest latency plots [8] in Figure 2
demonstrate the improvement in the system after tuning
(Figure 3) the CPU and operating system. Note that we
tuned the processing system to optimize determinism as
opposed to average low latency. Processors are tuned by
default for low latency for typical server applications. For
closed loop control systems implementations, any latency
greater than the correction rate results in data loss. This
data loss results in reducing the performance of the closed
loop system.
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ond way to “keep up” with fast-moving turbulence. Predictive methods use an internal model of the AO system and
turbulence dynamics and explicitly predict ahead given the
known system delays. This requires accurate knowledge of
the AO system itself, as well as robust “identification” of
the aberration of interest. Our baseline approach to predictive control uses a Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) controller. This approach has already been experimentally validated in GPI’s AO system, where it provided excellent
correction of large focus vibrations at specific temporal
frequencies.

LINEAR-QUADRATIC-GAUSSIAN
CONTROL (LQG)
Figure 2: Cyclictest Histogram, before tuning.

Tip, tilt and focus can be corrected with a LQG controller to selectively suppress vibrations, even at high temporal
frequencies. Technical details on the LQG algorithm can
found in Poyneer’s research article, “Performance of the
Gemini Planet Imager’s adaptive optics system” [9]. With
the increased processing power of the LLAMAS system,
we were able increase the frame rate which resulted in increased performance.

MATRIX MULTIPLICATION

Figure 3: Cyclictest Histogram, after tuning for determinism.

LLAMAS SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
Software Architecture Modifications
Due to the selection of Red Hat RT Linux, the software
architecture needed to be modified from the WindRiver
Linux architecture used on the prior project. With the increase in cores, we were able to experiment with assigning
execution threads to various cores and sockets. With minimal experimentation, we were able to verify the thread
groupings on specific sockets. As expected, grouping execution threads on the same socket improved performance.
We also set the processor or core affinity of the LLAMAS
execution threads to take advantage of the saved cache and
thus improving performance. The repetitive nature of the
LLAMAS AO processing architecture fully takes advantage of cache memory.

PREDICTIVE ADAPTIVE OPTICS

The software implementation of an LQG controller consists of several matrix multiplications which can be one of
the most processor intensive operations in the AO system.
Matrix multiplication can be implemented on the CPU with
math libraries, or a Graphical Processing Unit (GPU), or a
Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). For cost and
time constraints, we chose to pursue an implementation
with a Linux standard math library.

Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL)
After researching various Linux math libraries to implement to support matrix math, we settled on the Intel MKL
library which leveraged the hardware selected for the project.
The Intel MKL takes advantages of the Advanced Vector
Extensions 2(AVX2) features in the Intel Xeon processor.
The AVX2 utilizes the fused multiply-add (FMA) hardware
feature that greatly increases the performance of the multiply-add operations that are extensively used in matrix multiplication [10].
The published performance benchmarks of some of the
MKL functions start with matrices of dimension 256 x 256.
It was anticipated the matrix dimensions would be less than
128. A test application was written to provide the timing
of the dgemm and sgemm functions for various size matrices. Refer to the results in Table 3 which are graphed in
Fig. 4.

Increasing system frames rates beyond the 1 kHz that
was achieved with astronomical AO systems could significantly reduce bandwidth wavefront error (WFE) and improve contrast. Predictive control algorithms provide a sec-
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Table 3: Test Application MKL Timing Results
N
dgemm
sgemm
C–code
double presingle
double precision (ns)
precision
cision (ns)
(ns)
4
77
77
62
5
82
88
93
6
84
95
129
7
88
96
172
8
85
90
218
10
116
103
344
12
116
103
484
16
113
119
833
24
142
227
1831
48
250
437
7186
64
404
609
12763
128
1552
1920
51389
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Step 2

u_t-1|t-1 = d_t

Constant Matrices

unit delay

Step 3

×

G

(I-KC)D
Nx1

1xN

Step 1

K
Nx1

d_t+1

u_t|t = d_t+1

×

xhat_t|t

×

∑

∑

×
∆

y_t

(I-KC)A
NxN

xhat_t-1|t-1

unit delay

Figure 5: At each time step, the tip or tilt residual (y_t, right
side) is sent into the LQG filter. It is weighted by multiplication by the Kalman gain vector K, added to the one-step
prediction of the prior state. The impact of prior commands
are added, then the gain vector G determines the best mirror commands. Both G and K are calculated offline through
numeric solutions to the discrete Algebraic Riccati Equations. LQG Flow Diagram courtesy of Lisa Poyneer. Double real data was used for implementing the low-order
LQG with three modes (x, y, & focus).

LQG Software Implementation

Figure 4: MKL Timing.

LQG DESIGN
Low-Order LQG
The fundamental LQG algorithm implemented in LLAMAS is based on the GPI approach. However, extra processing power enabled LLAMAS to use a more general,
matrix-based implementation that provides flexibility to
change filter order and aberration models. In contrast, the
former implementation was hard-coded to work with a single aberration model. This more general framework is
based on standard LQG equations, such as those given in
Looze, “Minimum variance control structure for adaptive
optics systems” [11].
The LQG block diagram or flow diagram was provided
in Fig. 5.

The software implementation of the LQG Flow Diagram
involves 3 primary steps of calculation using MKL functions. The former implementation of the LQG algorithm
was about 600 lines of C-code optimized for fixed dimension matrices. Matrix math libraries were not available for
the Wind River Real-Time OS. Implementation using the
MKL was implemented in only about 50 lines of C-code
while allowing for any size of matrix. This architecture
allowed the team to easily optimize the size and processing
time for optimal performance.
The following minimal pseudo code, Table 4, for the 3
steps is listed to help the reader understand the implementation.
The following four constant matrices are required for the
LQG:
(I-KC)A lqgN_S x lqgN_D matrix (I-KC)A
M_G
1 x lqgN_S vector G
M_IKCD lqgN_D x 1 vector (I-KC)D
K
lqgN_D x 1 vector K
The values in these matrices are determined by the intensity of the turbulence. The matrices are initialized from
files and can be changed while the LLAMAS software is
executing. Multiple sets of matrices can be defined for various levels of turbulence. This allows for optimal performance of the LQG filter.
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LQG Algorithm Timing
A test application was written to determine the processing time for various models. This test application was
used to select data size, data type, and matrix size. Steps 2
& 3 of the test application was modified to use the MKL
function, C-code, or optimized C-code. The optimized Ccode allowed for measuring the timing benefit of reducing
the complexity of the LQG model. Below are the timing
results for one LQG model with matrix dimensions of 6x6.
Note: double precision is 8 bytes, float is 4 bytes.
The data in Table 5 helped the team determine the data
type and data size while still maintaining our processing
time budget.

Time per
mode (ns)
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Step 4

// Setup for the next frame
// Save state for the next frame
// xhat_t → xhat_t-1;
// d_t+1 → d_t
//Initialize the Kalman Gain vector

576

cblas_
dgemm
cblas_
dgemm
cblas_
dgemm
cblas_
dgemm
cblas_
dgemm
cblas_
dgemm
cblas_
dgemm
cblas_
zgemm

cblas_
daxpy
optimized

cblas_
ddot
cblas_
ddot
Ccode

576
576
576
3
3
3
576

C-code

Total Time
(µs)

Step 3

Step 3

Double/
Real
Double/
Real
Double/
Real
Double/
Real
Double/
Real
Double/
Real
Double/
Real
Double/
Complex
Double/
Complex
Float/
Complex
Float/
Complex

Step 2

Step 2

// xhat_t = C + d_t * (I-KC)D
#if MKL
cblas_daxpy(..)
#else if GENERIC
for (i = 0; i < (lqgN_S*lqgN_D); i++) {
M_C[m*lqgN_S*lqgN_D + i] += d_t[m] *
M_IKCD[i];
}
#else // Optimized because D only has one nonzero element
M_C[m*lqgN_S*lqgN_D + 0] += d_t[m] *
M_IKCD[0];
#endif
// d_t+1 = xhat_t * G
#if MKL
d_t[m] = cblas_ddot(..)
#else if GENERIC // regular multiplication, non
optimized
d_t[m] = 0;
for (i = 0; i < (lqgN_S*lqgN_D); i++) {
d_t[m] += M_C[m*lqgN_S*lqgN_D + i]
*
M_G[i];
}
#else // Optimize because G only has one nonzero element
d_t[m] = M_C[m*lqgN_S*lqgN_D + 3] *
M_G[3];
#endif

Table 5: Test Application Timing, Matrix Dimension 6x6
Step 1

Step 1
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Modes

Table 4: LQG Pseudo-Code
// C = (I-KC)A * xhat_t-1 + y_t * K
cblas_dgemm (…)
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84

146

76

132

84

146

optimized

optimized

62

108

C-code

Ccode

0.45

150

cblas_
daxpy
optimized

cblas_
ddot
optimized

0.42

140

0.43

143

cblas_
zaxpy

cblas_
zdotu

103

179

576

cblas_
zgemm

optimized

optimized

88

153

576

cblas_
cgemm

cblas_
caxpy

cblas_
cdot

90

156

576

cblas_
cgemm

cblas_
zaxpy

cblas_
zdotu

76

132

Low-Order LQG Results

A visual comparison of the closed loop vs. open loop
system can be found in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Instantaneous Point Spread Functions for Openloop vs. Closed-loop LLAMAS operation using Low-Order LQG. Ideal performance of the integrated system produces narrow Point Spread Functions, as seen in the right
plot.
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HIGH-ORDER LQG CORRECTION
HO LQG Software Implementation
The HO LQG algorithm is identical to the LO LQG algorithm except the data type is different and the MKL functions are the complex versions. See Table 2. The data is
complex float for the HO LQG versus double real values
for the LO LQG. The HO LQG consists of 576 modes.
For high-order LQG control, we have elected to parallelize the 576 6x6 matrix multiplies over 8 cores in the LLAMAS computer. This results in a total LQG computation
time of 23 microseconds, which compares favorably to (1)
the current wavefront reconstruction time of 52 microseconds for the Integrator Controller and (2) the desired frame
time of 67 microseconds for a goal frame rate of 16 kHz.
We have been able to close all HO LQG loops stably at
frame rates up to 10 kHz. In order to reach 16 kHz with
HO LQG, it will be necessary to parallelize the algorithm
further.

NEXT STEPS
1. Implement MKL multi-threading
2. Continue optimizing the HO LQG algorithm
3. Increase parallel processing with threads
4. Investigate GPU or FPGA matrix multiplication
5. Revisit Red Hat Tuning suggestions [7]
6. Use profiling tools to identify further optimization
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THE LMJ TARGET DIAGNOSTICS INTEGRATION
S. Tranquille-Marques, P. Prunet, CEA/CESTA, Le Barp, France
Abstract
The French Laser Megajoule (LMJ) is, behind the US
NIF, the second largest inertial fusion facility in the World.
The main activity of this facility is the acquisition of several physical phenomena as neutron, gamma, X rays produced by the indirect attack of hundreds of high power laser beams on targets through measurement devices called
“target diagnostics”.
More than 30 diagnostics will be installed and driven in
a huge and complex integrated computer control system.
All these Target Diagnostics are coming one by one, each
with its own specificity and complexity. The Tango framework and the Panorama SCADA are used for command and
control.
The aim of this paper is first, to introduce how Target
Diagnostics are progressively integrated in the command
control. We will then see how Target Diagnostics are managed to cohabit even if they are in different phases of their
integration process.
Finally the paper explains how Target Diagnostics are
configured and computer-driven during the shot sequence.

Target Diagnostics (TD) are a key for numerous physical
data acquisition. CEA will develop more than 30 of
these equipments during next twenty years (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Target chamber view.
Each Target Diagnostic will be dedicated to one or several kind of measurements like X-ray, visible, UV or
parti-cles like neutron (Fig. 3).

INTRODUCTION
Since it definitively abandoned nuclear testing, France
has relied on the Simulation Program to guarantee the operational performance and safety of its nuclear deterrent
weapons throughout their lifetime.
Successful simulation requires both:
• Qualified computer codes that integrate laboratoryvalidated physics models to simulate weapon functioning;
• Teams of qualified physicists to use these codes.
In this respect, the Megajoule Laser (Fig. 1) is used to
validate the numerical codes and certify the skills of French
physicists.

Figure 3: Target diagnostics measurements.
These Target Diagnostics are classified in 5
families (Fig. 4):
• Insertables TD
• Specific mechanical TD
• Visible/UV TD
• Neutronics TD
• Petal+ TD

Figure 1: LMJ view.
On October 23, 2014, French Prime Minister Manuel
Valls declared the facility operational after starting up the
first experiment.

Figure 4: Target diagnostics families.
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This paper presents shortly the Target Diagnostics command-control. It shows how a new Target Diagnostic is
progressively integrated into the different layers of the
command-control system. We will see step by step the cycle life of a Target Diagnostic from its arrival inside the
LMJ facility to its use in a LMJ shot. Then, we will introduce the Target Diagnostic integration. Finally, we will
present how Target Diagnostics are managed to cohabit
even if they are in different phases of their integration.
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Devices drivers including simple driving functions, unitary driving and equipment attributes and properties,
Devices configuration files mostly to initialize the Tango
database,
Interfacing devices which provide functions and attributes available for level 1,
Finally the integration and qualification tool (Fig. 7),
which serves as low level General User Interface.

TD COMMAND CONTROL
The LMJ command control architecture is controlled
by the 4 classical component layers. As shown in
Fig. 5 Layers 2 and 3 are devoted to the common control
system (administration, main supervisory, prediction
and tuning system 0]0, sequences).
Layer 1 is devoted to the main subsystems command
controls (target and laser diagnostics, synchronization 0)
and interfaces between them.
Layer 0 is the main layer for equipment communications. It includes drivers, communication protocols as well
as maintenance and qualification tools.
Layer 1 is common for all Targets Diagnostics and as
many as necessary drivers included in Layer 0 for each defined Targets Diagnostic. PANORAMA E² is the Framework used for Layers 1 to 3.

Figure 7: Integration and qualification tool.
Tango is used as the low level framework and Python is
the main language. For each Target Diagnostic, Layer 0 is
structured as this and supported at least by one computer.
The tango database manages all the targets Diagnostics
properties and attributes. The alignment software is a common framework for all Target Diagnostics.

Layer 1
Layer1 is the supervisory Layer using the French
SCADA PANORAMA E². It allows driving all the Target
Diagnostics in the context of a unique user interface.
This Layer is composed of 3 main sublevels:
• The user interface used also for maintenance (Fig. 8)

Figure 5: The LMJ command control architecture.

TD ARCHITECTURE
The Fig. 6 shows the Target Diagnostic architecture.

Figure 8: XRay layer 1 interface.

Figure 6: The TD architecture.

Layer 0
In layer 0, the low level software of a target diagnostic
can be decomposed into four main parts.

• The log and local configuration database that manages
the configuration of all TD and records application
logs,
• The PANORAMA application servers that are the
heart of the command control system. The application
server also implements a PANORAMA / Tango binding that interfaces the Tango bus with PANORAMA.
Layer 2 and 3 provide shared tools and shot sequences.
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The Target Diagnostics command control is in interface
with others LMJ command controls subsystems as timing
system, vacuum, common reference.

TD LIFE CYCLE
Due to manufacturing delays, the Target Diagnostics integration can only be achieved shortly before first use.
The integration process progressively begins with Layer
0, then includes Layer 1 and finally is include in the shot
sequence.
To understand how Targets Diagnostics integration
works, let us depict the Target Diagnostic life cycle. First
of all, the Target Diagnostic itself and its driving
software is manufactured in factory (Fig. 9).

Figure 11: TD LMJ bench test.
Finally the Target Diagnostic is set up in the experimental campaign process (Fig. 12).
The first integration tests are made here before the TD
can be used during the shot sequence.

Figure 9: TD factory production.
Before delivery, unitary tests are made. The different
parts of the Target Diagnostic are put together at the
Equi-nox background Platform (Fig. 10). It is the first
time where the Target Diagnostic meets its driving
software.

Figure 10: TD equinox platform.
Then the Target Diagnostic is sent to the LMJ Bench test
(Fig. 11). After being assembled, some unitary tests are
made.

Figure 12: TD LMJ campaign position.
When the campaign is over, the insertables Target Diagnostics can potentially return back to the maintenance platform or to the Equinox platform for maintenance.
Then, they come back to a new position for the next campaign. But some Diagnostics may use shortcuts.
For each step, the software is used to test the
diagnostic (Fig. 13). The Software Integration Platform
is used to test the software itself and its integration in the
global LMJ command control. In the background
platform and the bench test, the integration and
qualification tool is used for the tests. It is also used to
begin the integration of the Tar-get Diagnostic in its
campaign position (Layer 0). Finally, the integration ends
with tests with the operational general interface (Layer 1).
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• Each Target Diagnostic application is independent
even if they use common functions.

Target Diagnostic Supervision Editor
A tool named the Target Diagnostic Supervision Editor
was developed to reduce the impacts of the integration on
existing diagnostics.
It is used for:
• TD application Implementation,
• TD application generation.

Figure 13: TD integration.

NEW TD INTEGRATION
When a new Target Diagnostic arrives in the LMJ, all the
command control Layers are impacted. First of all, a new
Layer 0 command control needs to be developed. This
leads to add its properties in the Tango Database. Then, a
new user interface and application is integrated to the
Layer1. Finally, the Target Diagnostic has to be
integrated in the shot sequence (Fig. 14).

Figure 14: TD CC integration.
The integration in Layer 0 is fully independent to the
other Target Diagnostics Layer 0 command control subsystems. The Tango Database is enriched with the new Target
Diagnostic attributes and properties.
The integration of a new Target Diagnostic in Layer 1
needs to upgrade all the Layer1 command control as this
framework is common to all the TD.
A new user interface has to be added.
A new version of the application server has to be deployed.
The configuration database has to be enriched with the
new Target Diagnostic parameters.
As the LMJ is in operation mode, the new target diagnostic integration cannot disturb LMJ operations. This
means that the integration of a new Target Diagnostic has
to be done without any impact of the existing Target Diagnostics command control. So, to reach this goal, three design rules are necessary for software development:
• Target Diagnostics are different but by the use of common components, the same components are using the
same code,
• Each Target Diagnostic application has the same structure,

Figure 15: TD supervision editor GUI.
The Target Diagnostic Supervision Editor works like
Russian Dolls (Fig. 15).
First of all it provides common elements as enumerates,
data structures.
It offers an Equipment Library that gives the implementation of all known devices.
For the implementation of a New Target Diagnostic, the
tool is used to generate a Target Diagnostic skeleton application. Then, the application is completed with specific
components, functions, user interface and parameters. The
Equipment Store is used for known devices and enriched
by new devices.
Then a New target Diagnostic is available in the tool.
The operator chooses the Target Diagnostic he wants to
include in the application.
The tool generates the global application including the
Equipment Store the supervisory software and the configuration database containing.
With this tool, we guarantee that the existing TD are not
impacted by a new TD.
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TD New Location
Some TD location can change before a new shot campaign. Because of this movement, the hardware of the TD
has to be connected to the new location racks. To make it
easier, each location is equipped with the racks compatible
with all the target diagnostics. When the Target Diagnostic
arrives it is only necessary to connect the equipment to the
cabinets.
The software needs also to be configured. From a software point of view, the main changes concern the network
configuration and the connection to the common timing
system hardware responsible for triggers delivery. Some of
the devices need to adjust their parameters as an example
of the trigger delays. We also have to attach devices to their
new location in order to make maintenance operations easier.
So, when a Target Diagnostic moves, two situations have
to be assessed: a new location or an already used location.
For a new location, the operator has to configure the software. Then, he saves this specific configuration.
For an already used position, it is only necessary to load
the Target Diagnostic Position Configuration.
For this reason, a tool has been developed to create the
new location Target Diagnostic Configuration. This tool
produces the configuration files necessary to fill up the
Target Diagnostic Configuration Database.

TD SHOT SEQUENCE
The integration of a new TD is in order to use it during
the shot sequence.
We will present now the main steps of the shot sequence
(Fig. 16). First is the alignment step. This step guarantees that the Target Diagnostic will see the shot. Then
the Target Diagnostic is configured for the shot. That
means
acquisition
configuration
for
cameras,
oscilloscopes etc. It also concerns equipment
safeguarding by closing shutters, switching off alignment
beams and so on. Next step is to arm all measurement
devices. Then measurement devices receive the trigger
from the timing system at the right mo-ment of the shot.
Finally, measurement devices retrieve the results. The
Results Recovery process permits the storage of all these
results.

Figure 16: TD shot sequence.
Then, some integration tests are made and finally the TD
can be used in the shot sequence.

Target Diagnostic Layers Functions
In a Shot Campaign, we are using the TD in different
steps of integration. That means that some of the TD are
driven by Layer 2 in the shot sequence, then by Layer 1
application and at last by Layer 0 applications. First, we
have to present the difference of the driving mode in
these three Layers during the shot sequence (Fig. 17).
Layer 2 drives the global Shot Sequence process. It automatically gives the correct parameters for each function.
It also guaranties the global synchronization of the equipment and the results recovery. It controls the global installation configuration and Resource management.
Layer 1 assures the TD resource management. It manages all the Target Diagnostic parameters. Interfaces with
other CC are also provided by this Layer. It gives to the
operators global functions and the ability to drive more
than one TD. It provides the general user interface for the
Target Diagnostic supervision.
Layer 0 provides low Level functions. The interface
with other Command Control and the resource management is voice made. There is no multiDP driving or global
functions.
We can take as an example the Configuration step. For
Layer 2, the Target Diagnostic operator only needs to supervise. For Layer 1, the operator needs to execute only
one function. In Layer 0, he needs to execute more than
fifty functions.
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Another common function is the facility configuration
management. For instance, in shot sequence, it allows to
remove from the local configuration database unused Target Diagnostics.
With the common framework functions, each layer is
able to control the Target Diagnostics securely, apart from
the other layers.

Figure 17: TD layer main functions.
Thus, Layer 1 makes easier the use of the Target Diagnostic in shot sequence but not as much as Layer 2 does.
The number of Target Diagnostics is increasing and if we
don’t include them within the shot sequence we won’t be
able to manage them all, without a lot of operators and
workstations. Until the whole Target Diagnostics are integrated in Layer 2, they have to be driven apart from their
integration Layer. To allow the cohabitation of all Target
Diagnostics during the Shot sequence, each Layer needs
specific configuration.

Target Diagnostic Layers Configuration
In this part, the main elements of configuration for the
shot sequence are presented.
In the shot sequence, a Target Diagnostic used in Layer
0 is not connected to the other Layers.
Each Target Diagnostic is driven by a specific workstation. The operators notify to Layer 2 when the specific
Target Diagnostic is ready for the shot. After the shot, the
operator checks the results and makes them available to the
shot director.
Since some Target Diagnostics are controlled by Layer
2, all the Layer 1 is connected to Layer 2. Thus, it is necessary to configure the two Layers in order that the Target
Diagnostics are controlled during the shot sequence.
The Layer 1 target diagnostics are driven in accordance
with their family using a workstation by family.
Layer 1 and 2 are using a common framework. This one
implements LMJ data model and some services as
re-sources management and configuration management
(Fig. 18).
With the Reservation management each layer (1 or 2)
can define the resources used during the shot sequence.
So they include the resources they have to control and
exclude the others. For example, the Target Diagnostics
triggers are include in layer 2 reservation management and
exclude from layer 1.

Figure 18: TD shot sequence adjustments.

SUMMARY
At least two new Target Diagnostics are integrated each
year. More than fifteen are under construction. This paper
describes how we manage to integrate new TD on the LMJ
facility. This progressive integration has to fit into the shot
campaigns process. Thus, some tools had to be developed
to reach this aim without any impact to existing diagnostics.
The Global Shot Sequence allows driving the TD in
their different layers of integration. This paper also describes how the layers configuration allows this cohabitation.
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A MODEL-BASED SIMULATOR FOR THE LCLS ACCELERATOR
M. Gibbs∗ , W. Colocho, J. Shtalenkova, A. Osman,
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, USA

IMPLEMENTATION

Abstract
The Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) at the SLAC
National Accelerator Laboratory is currently undergoing a
major upgrade. In order to facilitate the development of
new software that will be needed to operate the upgraded
machine, a simulator of the LCLS electron beam, and accelerator devices that measure and manipulate the beam,
has been developed. The simulator is comprised of several small ”services” that simulate diferent types of devices,
and provide an EPICS interface identical to the real control system. All of the services communicate with a central
beam line model to change accelerator parameters and retrieve information about the simulated beam.

MOTIVATION
SLAC has spent the majority of 2019 with the LCLS accelerator oline while a new superconducting linear accelerator is installed upstream of the existing normal-conducting
linear accelerator, and the original transport line from the
linac to the hard x-ray undulator line is replaced with two
new transport lines feeding two new undulator lines. This
will fundamentally change the structure of LCLS from a
”straight line” machine with one electron source and one
beam destination to a machine with two electron sources,
each of which can feed either a hard x-ray or soft x-ray undulator line. A large number of high-level software applications used for the operation of the accelerator (including
applications to measure electron beam characteristics, automation tools to perform routine procedures, and tools to
align and calibrate beam-line devices) need modiication to
support multiple beam-lines, or new hardware. The hardware installation schedule dictates that most of the software
modiications need to happen before hardware is installed
or connected to the EPICS control system.
An accelerator simulation system called Simulacrum was
created to give software developers a way to test their applications against a simulated electron beam using an EPICS
interface identical to what the real accelerator provides.

ARCHITECTURE
Simulacrum is a modular system, comprised of many independent device simulation services communicating with
a single accelerator model service (see Fig 1). Each device
service hosts the complement of EPICS process variables
(PVs) that applications use to interact with the device type.
When applications read or write to these PVs, the device service can inform the model of changes to device parameters,
trigger a re-calculation of the simulated beam, and query
the model for the state of the beam at a particular location.
∗

mgibbs@slac.stanford.edu

All services are written in Python 3, and use the PyZMQ
module [1] to communicate with the model service via ZeroMQ [2] messages over TCP. The services are typically
all run from one computer, but the TCP-based communication provides a path to running the simulator across several
computers, if the need arises.

Model Service
The model service is the only service that users must run.
It hosts an instance of Tao, an accelerator modelling application that is part of the BMAD software toolkit for charged
particle and x-ray simulations [3]. The model service takes
a BMAD accelerator lattice deinition as input, and instantiates an accelerator model. Because the model service is
in charge of keeping the lattice deinition, it is easy to simulate diferent accelerators, as long as their devices share
the same EPICS interface. This is routinely used to switch
between simulating the machine as it existed in 2018 to simulating the machine as it will exist when operations resume.
A request-response pattern is used to interact with the
model: the model service sends its Tao instance a command,
and a result is returned. This is the primary way other services interact with the model: they send a Tao command via
ZeroMQ, the model service receives the command, runs it,
and replies with the result of the command. It is also possible to open an interactive terminal to send and receive Tao
commands - this is useful for debugging, and also allows
expert users to conigure parameters of the model that are
unavailable via EPICS, like misalignment of devices and
initial beam conditions.
In addition to the request-response communication, the
model service has a second communication channel that
operates using a publish-subscribe pattern. This channel
is used to broadcast frequently-updating beam parameters
(like trajectory) at 10 Hz. Any service can subscribe to these
broadcasts, and update PVs (like beam position monitor signals) in real time.
Finally, the model service uses the p4p module [4] to act
as a PVAccess server. It hosts a large NTTable PV that contains the beam’s Twiss parameters at every element, along
with the length of the element, the element’s position along
the beam-line, and the 6x6 transfer matrix for each element.
This table is refreshed and re-published at 1 Hz.

Device Services
The device services are the clients of the model service,
sending Tao commands and receiving information about the
current state of the simulated devices or beam. When a device service starts, it queries the model service for a list of
all the devices the service will simulate (for example, a list
TUCPL04
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Figure 1: Simulacrum is structured as many independent processes communicating with a beam physics model.
of all quadrupole magnets), as well as the initial state of
each of those devices. It then creates EPICS PVs for each
device, setting the values using the initial state from the
model.
The device services use the caproto [5] library to host
EPICS PVs. The services deine every PV needed to simulate one instance of the device type. Each PV can have getter
and setter methods attached that are run any time an EPICS
client reads or writes to the PV. These getters and setters
often send messages to the model service to fetch data, or
update the model parameters as device settings change. In
this way, the device services can be thought of as a translation layer that takes inputs in the form of EPICS operations
and translates them into a Tao command that the model uses,
then translates the results of the Tao command back into
changes in the EPICS PVs.
Another responsibility of a device service is to simulate
details of the hardware that are not considered by Tao. For
instance, the service that simulates LCLS klystrons implements a complex system of about 70 interlocks, and hosts
the PVs that are used to diagnose and reset interlock faults.
Device services have been written to simulate seven device types: beam position monitors, insertable proile monitor screens, klystrons, magnets (including quadrupoles, corrector dipoles, and bend dipoles), adjustable collimators,
beam stoppers, and a x-ray pulse energy measurement device. Additionally, a ”generic PV service” was built to host

static EPICS PVs. This service is mainly used to mock soft
IOCs at SLAC that store things like the results of emittance
measurements in PVs. The generic PV service is also a convenient place to host very simple, static versions of device
data for device types which have not yet been implemented
as services.

USE IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
One notable example of Simulacrum’s use in software
development has been the study of new features for Ocelot
[6], a platform for automated optimization of accelerator
performance. Ocelot allows users to deine an objective
function that maps accelerator device settings to a target
output. The optimizer uses numerical algorithms to search
this multidimensional parameter space deined by the objective function for optima by iteratively changing device
parameters and sampling the objective function. At LCLS,
Ocelot is used to optimize FEL pulse intensity by manipulating quadrupole magnets. Simulacrum was used to simulate
interactions with the LCLS controls system during development of the Gaussian process optimization method over
the accelerator downtime. Simulacrum was also used to develop the Ocelot interface for the SPEAR3 accelerator control system; at SPEAR3 Ocelot was used to minimize Touschek lifetime using the skew quadrupole magnet complement.
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A second example involves beam-based alignment
(BBA) of LCLS undulator segments. A complex procedure
executed by a software application is used to straighten the
electron beam trajectory as it travels through the FEL undulator [7]. To verify that the application properly implements
the BBA procedure, known misalignments of undulator segments can be injected into the accelerator model. The BBA
application is then run against the simulator, and the calculated corrections are compared against the injected misalignments. If the two match, it is a strong indication that
the software is working correctly.

The authors thank Greg White and Timothy Maxwell
at SLAC for the initial conversations that inspired Simulacrum, Christopher Mayes (SLAC) and David Sagan (Cornell) for their help with Tao and BMAD, as well as Daniel
Allan (BNL), Thomas Caswell (BNL), and Ken Lauer
(SLAC) for their help with caproto.

FUTURE USES

REFERENCES

Simulacrum is also useful as a training tool. Accelerator operators undergo exhaustive training in order to understand and interact with the myriad of systems and components necessary to operate the accelerator safely and efectively. Operators can use completely unmodiied accelerator software to interact with Simulacrum in the same way
as the real machine. This provides a safe, convenient way
for new operators to learn how to operate the machine, even
when the real machine is not available. Some members of
the accelerator operations group at SLAC are in the process
of creating training scenario scripts that launch an instance
of Simulacrum, then set up initial conditions for the scenario.
There is also a plan to use the simulator for community
outreach. A simpliied graphical user interface has being
created to give the general public a ”control room operator
experience” during SLAC’s Community Day. Groups will
perform two of the most common LCLS operations tasks

(beam steering and FEL tuning), get scored, and can compete for a place on a high score board.
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ESRF-DOUBLE CRYSTAL MONOCHROMATOR
PROTOTYPE - CONTROL CONCEPT*
M. Brendike, G. Berruyer, H. Gonzalez, L. Ducotté, C. Guilloud, M. Perez, R. Baker,
ESRF – The European Synchrotron, Grenoble, France

Abstract
The ESRF-Double Crystal Monochromator (ESRFDCM) has been designed and developed in-house to enable
spectroscopy beamlines to exploit the full potential of the
ESRF-EBS upgrade. To reach concomitant beam positioning accuracy and beam stability at nanometer scale with a
reliable, robust and simple control system, a double cascaded control architecture is implemented.
The cascade is comprised of three modes: classic open
loop actuation, an optimized open loop mode with error
mapping, and closed loop real-time actuation. Speedgoat
hardware, programmable from MATLAB/SIMULINK and
running at 10 kHz loop frequency is used for the real-time
mode. From the EBS startup 2020, the ESRF plans to deploy BLISS – the new BeamLine Instrumentation Support
Software control system – for running experiments. An interface between Speedgoat hardware and BLISS has therefore been developed. The DCM and its control architecture
have been tested in laboratory conditions.
An overview of the concept, implementation and results
of the cascaded control architecture and its three modes
will be presented.

INTRODUCTION
Beamlines applying x-ray experimental techniques, such
as x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), are among the
most demanding applications for monochromators. They
need to scan through x-ray wavelengths (energies) quickly,
in a repeatable manner, and without disturbing the position
of the x-ray beam. Such ESRF beamlines are typically
equipped with vertically-deflecting, fixed exit double
crystal monochromators (DCMs), which allow to scan
without readjustment of the downstream optical elements,
or samples. The principle of a fixed exit DCM is explained
in Fig. 1. Depending on the incident angle (Bragg angle, 𝜃)
of the beam on the first crystal an energy, 𝐸, can be selected. To maintain the reflected beam at the same height
for all Bragg angles, 𝜃, the second crystal needs to be adjusted relative to the position of the first. Current DCMs at
the ESRF which follow this principle, are KOHZU monochromators as described in [1]. These DCMs keep the second crystal at the correct distance by a double cam mechanism. Since this is a purely mechanical process, second
crystal positioning precision is limited. Prestipino et al. [2]
proposed an active feedback system, called MOCO and
later MOCO2 to compensate for mechanical errors. Although this improves results, limitations in terms of actuation bandwidth and usability for low energy XAS (such as
ESRF-ID21) remain. As most of the current KOHZU
DCMs were purchased around 20 years ago, ageing is a

Figure 1: Principle of a fixed exit DCM; left at low Bragg
angle; right at high Bragg angle.
major issue. In addition the ESRF-extremely brilliant
source (EBS) upgrade will result in a more coherent and
more intense light source [3]. The subsequent improvement in experimental techniques will further increase the
demand in beam position stability and actuation bandwidth. These new requirements led to the decision of designing a new generation of DCMs in-house at the ESRF.
To exploit the potential of the new ESRF-EBS, monochromators need a second crystal positioning system that
is simultaneously faster and more accurate than that of
KOHZU DCMs. Baker et al [4] presented the mechanical
concept of the ESRF-DCM prototype in 2018. Figure 2
shows the principle of the second crystal positioning system. While KOHZU DCMs use a double cam mechanism,
the ESRF-DCM is equipped with a tripod positioning stage
composed of three stepper motors, for the long stroke (in-

___________________________________________

* Authors contributions: M.B. design and implementation; G.B., C.G.
and M.P. implementation in BLISS and BLISS-RPC; H.G. electronics;
L.D. concept of metrology and actuation; R.B. Project coordinator

Figure 2: Online crystal metrology and second crystal
actuation schema.
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dicated as Tz stage), and three piezo actuators, for fine adjustment. A metrology frame, consisting of 9 interferometers which observe the positions of the two crystals and
drifts of the metrology frame itself, is used as a feedback
system. Closing the feedback loop for the second crystal
positioning system should result in an improved parallelism between the two crystals and hence a more stable energy and beam position at the sample.
A monochromator is one of the most important beamline
instruments for spectroscopy applications. In the event of
control system failures, the ESRF-DCM will no longer be
able to function in fixed exit mode, and hence XAS measurements will be impossible. This underlines the importance of a reliable control system. Further a monochromator should be an easy to use instrument and therefore a simple and user friendly interface must be provided.
These issues are considered, amongst others, in the control
concept presented here.

ESRF-DCM CONTROL CONCEPT AND
IMPLEMENTATION
A schematic design of the ESRF-DCM, its actuators and
feedback systems, is given in Figure 3. The Bragg motor
drives both crystals to the requested angular position. Simultaneously three internally linked stepper motors position
the second crystal to approximately the correct position.
Reading the current Bragg position and feedback from either the crystal parallelism or a beam position monitor, the
real-time system corrects any residual errors using piezo
actuators. To ensure operation in the case of a failure of the
real-time system or its associated components, the ESRFDCM and its control concept were designed following the
principles presented in Figure 4.
Splitting the control system into three different modes
ensures increased overall reliability, and simultaneously
provides access to high actuation bandwidths and positioning accuracies if needed. Mode A (blue and left in Fig. 4)
is the most robust and mode C (red and right in Fig. 4) is
optimised for ultimate positioning accuracy. This principle
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Figure 4: ESRF-DCM design principles and the resulting
control modes A, B and C.
allows to switch between modes depending on the beamline’s needs and guarantees backup solutions in case of reliability issues.
The design principles shown in Fig. 4 translates into a
block diagram as shown in Fig. 5. In the diagram the cascaded control architecture depending on the different
modes becomes visible. The yellow-highlighted feedback
loop (mode B) represents the first cascade. The red-highlighted loop (mode C) represents the second cascade. If
both loops are opened, mode A is active, corresponding to
a classic open loop control.
The full system is a three dimensional multiple input
multiple output (MIMO) system, all the following equations are hence matrix equations.
Mode A contains an open loop actuation by stepper motors. It is based on the inverse kinematics of the second
crystal tripod system and does not include any feedback
system. Its transfer function is therefore given by
𝑌 𝑠

𝑮𝑷 𝑠 𝑋 𝑠

𝑮𝑷 𝑠 𝑮𝒔𝒕 𝑠 𝑯

𝟏

𝑅 𝑠 .

𝑮𝑨

(1)

Figure 3: Schematic design of the control, actuators and feedback systems of the ESRF-DCM.
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Figure 5: Block diagram of the ESRF-DCM control system.
Where 𝑌 𝑠 is the beam position vector, 𝑋 𝑠 is the position vector (distance and orientation) of the second crystal, 𝑅 𝑠 is the requested position vector, 𝑮𝑷 𝑠 is the plant
transfer function matrix, 𝑯 𝟏 is the tripod’s inverse kinematics matrix and 𝑮𝒔𝒕 𝑠 the transfer function matrix of the
three stepper motors. Since there is no feedback loop and
𝑮𝒔𝒕 𝒔 and 𝑯 𝟏 are asymptotically stable transfer functions, 𝑮𝑨 𝒔 is intrinsically asymptotically stable.
Mode B improves the positioning accuracy of the second crystal by using a first feedback loop. It is important to
emphasize that, as the tripod positioning system has repeatable errors which need to be compensated by the use of
look-up tables (see Fig. 4), this loop is not designed as a
classical regulation loop, but rather as an iterative learning
control (ILC). A monochromator is a central beamline instrument which must run for long periods with no intervention. It is inconceivable to transfer a DCM back into a laboratory and recalibrate the look-up tables every time the
performance degrades. A learning control algorithm is
therefore used to calibrate the look-up tables automatically
while the DCM is in use and if feedback information is
available. Mode B still works only with the tripod’s in-vacuum stepper motors.
The implementation of mode B is slightly different from
a standard control design in Laplace domain. A classic ILC,
as presented by Longman [5] defines the starting point. We
begin with the classic iterative learning law in time domain
𝑢

𝑢

𝑳𝑒

𝑢 0 𝑢 1 ⋯𝑢 𝑝

𝑢
𝑒

𝑒 1 𝑒 2 ⋯𝑒 𝑝

(2)

1
,

𝑢

𝑢

𝑢 0 𝑢 𝑑𝜃 ⋯ 𝑢

𝑢
𝑒

𝑳𝑒
𝑝

𝑒 𝑑𝜃 𝑒 2𝑑𝜃 ⋯ 𝑒 𝑝𝑑𝜃

.

By using the inverted plant model as learning matrix 𝑳
𝑳

𝛽𝑮𝒑 𝟏

(4)

complete convergence can be reached in one step, if 𝑮𝒑 𝟏
is known and 𝛽 1. Here 𝑮𝒑 is not the plant model transfer function but a Toeplitz matrix with the Markov parameters of 𝑮𝑷 𝑠 . As Longman [5] shows, stability is given
for 0 𝛽 2, which can be used as a tuning parameter
for the learning algorithm.
A disadvantage of this approach is, that 𝑮𝒑 𝟏 must be
known. For the analysed system, only the kinematics and
no kinetics are modelled. Consequently stability and convergence of the learning algorithm are only ensured for
quasi-static Bragg angle movements. If the Bragg movements provokes highly dynamic effects, this can result in
destabilisation of the learning loop.
Mode C includes the real-time feedback system and uses
piezo actuators to compensate the residual errors of the
stepper motors run in mode B. For the moment a classic
PID controller is used in the feedback loop of mode C. It is
designed using classic open loop loop-shaping methods.
The closed loop system results to be
𝑌 𝑠

𝑮𝑷𝑰𝑫 𝑮𝑷 𝑰𝟑

𝑮𝑷𝑰𝑫 𝑮𝑷

𝟏

𝑮𝑪 𝒔

where 𝑢 𝑘 is the command control input at the time
sample 𝑘 at cycle 𝑗, 𝑒 𝑘 1 is the measured error at the
sample 𝑘 1 at cycle 𝑗, 𝑳 is the learning matrix and the
time samples are given by 𝑘 0, 1, … 𝑝 1 . Since we
are only interested in error mapping over Bragg angle 𝜃
and not over time, we modify the law to

(3)

1 𝑑𝜃

𝑯

𝟏

𝑅 𝑠 .

(5)

Where 𝑮𝑷𝑰𝑫 𝑠 is the transfer function matrix of the designed real-time controller and thus 𝑮𝑪 𝑠 the closed loop
transfer function matrix for mode C. Currently the MIMO
controller 𝑮𝑷𝑰𝑫 𝑠 is implemented in a diagonal form
𝑮𝑷𝑰𝑫 𝑠

𝐺

𝑠 𝑰𝟑

(6)
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Figure 6: Singular value plot for the first entry of the transfer function of mode C 𝑮𝑪 1,1 (yellow), the plant model
𝑠 (blue).
𝑮𝑷 1,1 (red) and the PID controller 𝐺
Where 𝑰𝟑 is the three dimensional identity matrix and
𝑠 is a single input single output (SISO) PID control𝐺
ler with a magnitude plot as shown in Fig. 6 in blue. Figure
6 also shows the first singular value of the plant model matrix 𝑮𝑷 𝑠 in red and of the closed loop system 𝑮𝑪 𝑠 in
yellow. It can be seen that the closed loop system currently
runs at a relatively low bandwidth of about 10 Hz. This is
due to the fact that the dynamic system 𝑮𝑷 𝑠 follows a
complex dynamic behaviour, and thus classic open loop
loop-shaping methods are difficult to implement. Further
investigations with closed loop loop-shaping methods and
other control design methods are foreseen in the future to
enhance the bandwidth of mode C.
Since mode B is not a regulation loop with active realtime feedback, it does not influence the stability of mode
C. This can be explained as follows; the ILC changes only
the position of the stepper motors from one cycle to another, during the cycle it remains constant. In other words,
the ILC acts on the closed loop system 𝑮𝑪 𝑠 as a cyclic
disturbance, and hence does not affect the stability properties of a closed loop system.
In both modes B and C the user has the option to select
between two different feedback signals: either the interferometers, measuring directly the crystal parallelism inside
the DCM, or an external beam position monitor. Both options have advantages and disadvantages, so that the users
finally can decide themselves which signal they want to
work with.
Implementation into the BeamLine Instrumentation
Support Software control system, BLISS, is shown in
Fig. 7. BLISS accesses all motor drivers (intelligent controller for positioning applications, ICEPAP), the real-time
system, and all other beamline instruments. For direct communication between BLISS and the real-time control system a BLISS RPC server (remote procedure call) protocol
has been developed. It is built on top of a python wrapping
of the dynamic link library (DLL) provided with the realtime hardware from Speedgoat GmbH. By using this
server, all parameters and signals inside the Speedgoat
real-time system are directly accessible from BLISS.
Control mode A runs directly on the ICEPAP drivers,
which synchronise the different motors. Mode B is run on

Figure 7: Implementation of drivers and real-time machine
in the control system BLISS.
the level of the ICEPAP drivers and BLISS. BLISS gathers
information concerning cyclic errors, from either the realtime system or other instruments, and reconfigures regularly the look-up tables used in the ICEPAP drivers. Control mode C runs locally on the real-time machine. To activate or deactivate control mode C BLISS can access a parameter on the real-time machine which closes or opens the
feedback loop.

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
During the ESRF-EBS long shutdown and the consequent lack of a test beamline (December 2018 – February
2020), a laser setup was designed around the ESRF-DCM
for laboratory tests. Figure 8 illustrates the setup. The laser
passes through the monochromator, gets reflected on the
two crystals and propagates onto two four quadrant diodes.
By analysing the position of the reflected beam on the two
diodes, beam position and orientation downstream of the
ESRF-DCM can be analysed.
Figure 9 shows the beam stability observed, using the
laser set-up, during a ten degree Bragg scan. It demonstrates that changing from mode A, to B, to C results in

Figure 8: Concept of the laser setup for laboratory tests.
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improved beam stability. However, it appears that repeatable errors remain uncompensated in mode B. This can be
improved further. Mode B uses only in-vacuum stepper
motors, hence the positioning accuracy will stay limited
due to stick-slip effects and nonlinearities inside the mechanics. Mode C shows very promising results. Figure 10
shows that in mode C there is little difference in beam stability between scanning through Bragg angles and not
moving. In mode C it is the laser set-up stability that is the
limiting factor when characterising the ESRF-DCM.
Further tests after the ESRF-EBS start-up will be necessary to define the final resolution in control mode B and C.

CONCLUSION
The control concept presented here respects the design
principles of the ESRF-DCM. A cascaded control architecture with an ILC in the first cascade, and a PID controller
in the second cascade is implemented. By automatically
adapting look-up tables in the motor drivers the ILC minimises repeatable errors. The performance of mode C is further improved using active real-time control. This reduces
both non-repeatable errors, and those repeatable errors
which are too small to be compensated by mode B. The
developed BLISS RPC Server allows the control system to
access all information available on the Speedgoat real-time
machine at any time.
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Figure 10: Laser spot position on the two diodes; during
scan in mode C (yellow), and without scanning (purple).
While the initial results, obtained in laboratory test are
promising, the final performance of the ESRF-DCM will
only be characterised after the ESRF-EBS start-up. Current
results indicate that it is the laser set-up resolution that limits the ESRF-DCM performance. The results presented
here have been obtained by step-by-step scans, and provide
little information on the dynamic performance of the system. Further work on the real-time controller, and the
beamline control system (BLISS) will enable the system to
be accurate both in step-by-step, and continuous scans.
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Abstract
The Innovation Pool project Amalea of the Helmholtz association of Germany will explore and provide novel cuttingedge machine learning techniques to address some of the
most urgent challenges in the era of large data harvests in
physics. Progress in virtually all areas of accelerator-based
physics research relies on recording and analyzing enormous amounts of data. This data is produced by progressively sophisticated fast detectors alongside increasingly
precise accelerator diagnostic systems. As KIT contribution
to Amalea, it is planned to investigate the design of a fast
and adaptive feedback system that reacts to small changes in
the charge distribution of the electron bunch and establishes
extensive control over the longitudinal beam dynamics. As
a promising and well-motivated approach, reinforcement
learning methods are considered. In a second step the algorithm will be implemented as a pilot experiment to a novel
PCIe FPGA readout electronics card based on ZYNQ UltraScale+ MultiProcessor System on-Chip (MPSoC).

INTRODUCTION
With the increasing demand for compact, energy- and
cost-efficient accelerator systems, in addition to tailored
photon emission matched to the often extreme requirements
of experiments in physics and photon science, the control
systems have to cope with increasing complexity, high sensor data output rates, large data volumes as well as the desire for fast feedbacks and extensive beam control. Artificial intelligence with its subfield of machine learning including unsupervised, supervised and reinforcement learning, as well as deep learning, promises to assist in reducing the effort and complexity for operating a control system up to the point, where it may eventually control an
accelerator autonomously. At the Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology (KIT), since a few years, we are exploring machine learning methods for data classification, data reduction, and accelerator control informed by fast and precise
sensor networks [1–4]. Since 2019, the Helmholtz Association in Germany is funding an Innovation Pool project
called Amalea (Accelerating Machine Learning for Physics),
which is exploring machine learning for accelerator-based
physics, fast data reduction, and fast feature extraction from
data, to name a few application areas. Amalea is driven
by four Helmholtz centers, led by Deutsches ElektronenSynchrotron (DESY), Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB),
Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) and KIT.
The aim of Amalea is to investigate how novel machine
learning methods, applied to the fields of particle physics,
∗

These authors contributed equally to the presented work.

photon science and accelerator physics provide meaningful and effective use cases. At KIT and as one of the use
cases contributing to the Amalea project, we explore how
we can accelerate machine learning algorithms in real-time
for machine physics applications and control. In this contribution, we discuss our efforts towards the design of a
longitudinal feedback that acts on the RF system of the KIT
storage ring KARA (Karlsruhe Research Accelerator) and
aims for control of the micro-bunching instability. Driven
by the interaction of short electron bunches with their own
emitted coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR), this instability leads to the formation of dynamically changing microstructures within the longitudinal charge distribution of the
bunch. Given its dynamic nature, a fast and adaptive feedback system is required to establish extensive control over
the longitudinal beam dynamics. Reinforcement learning
is a general-purpose approach to solving such problems,
which has seen great success over the past decades. In [4],
we illustrate how reinforcement learning can be applied to
this task specifically, yielding the design of a longitudinal
feedback loop. In the following, we review this idea and, in
extension to [4], discuss some of the challenges in implementing this approach on a fast hardware system to meet
the strict requirements regarding execution time. Therefore,
KIT is developing a reinforcement learning hardware platform for the eventual implementation of the feedback design
discussed below. The platform consists of two boards, the
KAPTURE-2 front-end electronics that samples the pulse
from the accelerator, and a high-end FPGA data acquisition
board that provides high-data volume throughput that can
process the data continuously. Based on which, a fast neural
network inference can be deployed on FPGA for the fast
inference requirement, and a lightweight training process
is developed on ARM (or both on ARM side). To provide
a proof of concept, the textbook CartPole environment is
built on a ZYNQ MPSoC platform to test the performance
of the reinforcement learning algorithm on hardware.

MICRO-BUNCHING INSTABILITY
Above a certain threshold current, which depends on
the machine settings of the storage ring [5], the CSR selfinteraction of short electron bunches leads to a dynamically
changing longitudinal charge distribution and thus to fluctuating CSR emission (illustrated in Fig. 1). These fluctuations have been measured at a wide range of synchrotron
light sources [6–18]. Additionally, the underlying longitudinal dynamics can be simulated by numerically solving the
Vlasov-Fokker-Planck (VFP) equation [19], where the CSR
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wake potential
𝑉CSR (𝑞) = ∫

∞

−∞

𝑖𝜔𝑞 d𝜔 ,
𝜌(𝜔)𝑍
̃
CSR (𝜔)𝑒

(1)

can be added as a perturbation to the Hamiltonian. Here, 𝑞 =
(𝑧 − 𝑧𝑠 )/𝜎𝑧,0 denotes the generalized longitudinal position,
𝜌(𝜔)
̃
the Fourier transformed longitudinal bunch profile and
𝑍CSR (𝜔) the CSR-induced impedance of the storage ring. At
the KIT storage ring KARA, such simulations using the VFP
solver Inovesa [20] have shown great qualitative agreement
with measurements of the emitted CSR power [21].
The additional potential in Eq. (1) can be interpreted as
a perturbation to the accelerating RF potential, and thus results in a perturbation of the synchrotron motion within the
bunch. This causes the formation of micro-structures and
their dynamic evolution at time scales comparable to the
synchrotron period. As the longitudinal charge distribution
varies, so does the emitted CSR power, which is why this
phenomenon is commonly referred to as micro-bunching
or microwave instability. This also means that any efforts
towards stabilizing the CSR emission imply obtaining some
form of control over the micro-bunching dynamics within the
bunch. However, depending on the application, the formation of such micro-structures can also be desirable as it leads
to the emission of CSR at higher frequencies, reaching up to
the THz range. Extensive control over the longitudinal beam
dynamics would thus provide the opportunity of optimizing
the emitted CSR for each application individually.
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behavior. At every time step, the agent perceives the current
state 𝑆𝑡 of the environment and carries out an action 𝐴𝑡 .
Based on the chosen action, the environment transitions
to a new state 𝑆𝑡+1 and yields a scalar reward 𝑅𝑡+1 . The
agent’s goal is defined as to maximize the cumulative reward
received over time.
In order for the agent to eventually figure out the best
available action at every time step, the sequence of states
has to provide all relevant information about the environment. Thus, the reinforcement learning problem is formally
described as a Markov decision process (MDP), demanding
that the sequence of states fulfills the Markov property
𝑝(𝑆𝑡+1 |𝑆𝑡 ) = 𝑝(𝑆𝑡+1 |𝑆1 , … , 𝑆𝑡 ) ,

(2)

where 𝑝(𝑆𝑡+1 |𝑆𝑡 ) denotes the conditional probability of transitioning to state 𝑆𝑡+1 given the previous state 𝑆𝑡 . At every
time step 𝑡, the state 𝑆𝑡 is thereby required to provide all
relevant information about the transition dynamics of the
environment. While many problems can be modeled in this
form and the Markov property allows precise theoretical
statements, it can be difficult to fulfill this requirement in its
most rigorous formulation for practical applications. Nevertheless, recent efforts in reinforcement learning research
have proven quite successful [23, 24], and lead to a new
wave of attention for the field.
Overall, reinforcement learning represents a generalpurpose approach to sequential decision problems, which
makes it applicable to a wide range of control tasks.

FEEDBACK DESIGN

(b) fluctuating CSR

(a) micro-bunching
energy deviation (σE,0 )
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Figure 1: (a) The CSR self-interaction causes the formation
of micro-structures in the longitudinal charge distribution.
(b) Their continuous variation leads to fluctuations in the
emitted CSR power. The illustrated dynamics are simulated
with the VFP solver Inovesa developed at KIT.

REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Following the notation in [22], the field of reinforcement
learning (RL) is briefly introduced below. For a more detailed description of the subject, we refer to [22].
Reinforcement learning is the computational approach to
goal-directed learning from interaction. In contrast to other
sub-fields of machine learning, its learning paradigm does
not require a pre-existing data set, but merely an environment
to interact with. The learner and decision maker, usually
called the agent, continuously interacts with the environment
learning from past experience and thereby improving its

In order to apply reinforcement learning methods to control of the micro-bunching instability, we need to define the
problem as an MDP. Fortunately, the definition of a Markovian process is straightforward. In case of simulating the
longitudinal dynamics via VFP solvers, the starting conditions are given by an initial charge distribution and a set of
constant parameters (e.g. machine parameters of the storage
ring). The temporal evolution of this charge distribution
is then simulated by iteratively solving the VFP equation.
At every time step, the calculation of the next step is entirely based on the charge distribution of the preceding time
step (neglecting constant parameters). Thus, defining the
sequence of longitudinal charge distributions as the state
signal
𝑆𝑡 ≐ 𝜓𝑡 (𝑧, 𝐸)
(3)
yields a Markov process, fully satisfying Eq. (2).
To obtain an MDP, we still need to find an action space
providing the agent with the opportunity to influence the
micro-bunching dynamics in a meaningful way, and a reward
function defining the goal of its task. As our primary interest
lies in the emitted CSR power, we define the reward function
based on the CSR power time series
𝑅𝑡 ≐ 𝑅𝑡 (𝑃𝑡,CSR ) .

(4)

Choosing the reward function is a very crucial part of
defining any reinforcement learning problem, as the agent
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will aim to converge towards the behavior that maximizes
the received amount of reward, whether this is the intended
solution or not. For the problem at hand, i.e. aiming to
stabilize the emitted CSR, the choice can be as simple as
𝑅𝑡 ≐ 𝜔1 𝜇𝑡′∶𝑡 − 𝜔2 𝜎𝑡′∶𝑡 ,

(6)

where 𝑉RF denotes the RF amplitude and 𝜑RF the RF phase.
Dynamically modifying these two parameters should provide the agent with a substantial amount of control over the
RF system, however it also includes the option for a trivial
solution, as the dependency of the instability threshold on
the RF amplitude is well established [5, 25, 26]. Reducing
the RF amplitude until the instability threshold is crossed
would stabilize the longitudinal dynamics just naturally, but
is not what we intend the agent to learn. A slightly modified
choice that circumvents this issue is restricting the action
space to sinusoidal modulations of the RF amplitude and
phase, while maintaining the same effective values
𝐴𝑡 ∈ {𝐴𝑉 × 𝑓𝑉 × 𝐴𝜑 × 𝑓𝜑 } ,

CSR Signal

(5)

where 𝜇𝑡′∶𝑡 and 𝜎𝑡′∶𝑡 denote the normalized mean and standard deviation of the time series 𝑃𝑡,CSR in the interval [𝑡 ′ , 𝑡],
and 𝜔1,2 > 0 are simple weighting factors. This definition of
reward is expressing our desire of having a CSR power signal
of high intensity and low fluctuation, which corresponds to a
smooth charge distribution that is not significantly changing
in time. Whether this is done in the best possible and most
desirable way is unclear and still under investigation. However up to now, Eq. (5) has proven to be a quite reasonable
choice.
Finally, we need to define an action space. As the additional CSR wake potential in Eq. (1) acts as a perturbation
to the RF potential, one promising approach seems to be
centered around the RF system. If we can compensate some
of the CSR-driven perturbation, this should have a positive
effect on the micro-bunching dynamics. Thus, one straightforward choice of the action space would be
𝐴𝑡 ∈ {𝑉RF × 𝜑RF } ,
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(7)

where 𝐴𝑉 ,𝜑 and 𝑓𝑉 ,𝜑 denote the amplitude and frequency
of the RF modulations. Based on preliminary studies, the
dynamic modulation of the RF amplitude seems to be a
particularly suitable and effective choice to counteract the
CSR-induced perturbation. The influence of RF modulations on the micro-bunching dynamics has also been tested
experimentally in the past, e.g. [27, 28]. A temporally adaptable RF modulation scheme is a promising proposition to
exert influence on the longitudinal beam dynamics in the
micro-bunching instability as it provides the required flexibility to respond to the varying perturbation by the CSR
wake potential over continuous time.

Feasibility of the State Signal
Given the MDP formulation of the problem, as introduced
in the previous section, we can apply reinforcement learning methods to solve this task. To do so, the VFP solver

state

reward

RF System

Agent
action

Figure 2: General feedback scheme using the CSR power
signal to construct both, the state and reward signal of the
Markov decision process (MDP).
Inovesa has already been extended to support dynamic RF
modulations and the communication with a reinforcement
learning agent during runtime. First tests using this interaction scheme are currently ongoing.
The definition of the state signal in Eq. (3) however, is
usually not feasible at an actual storage ring. Although first
efforts towards phase space tomography have been made
at KARA, this type of information is not yet accessible.
Instead, we should consider using the diagnostic systems,
which are already in place and can provide information about
the micro-bunching dynamics. As the projection of the
charge distribution 𝜓𝑡 (𝑧, 𝐸) in phase space, the longitudinal
bunch profile can be measured using an electro-optical nearfield setup on a turn-by-turn basis [29–31]. Complementary
information about the second dimension of the longitudinal
phase space, i.e. the energy, can be gained by measuring
the horizontal bunch profile in a dispersive section of the
accelerator using a fast-gated camera [32–34]. However, the
simplest and most robust way of acquiring information about
the micro-bunching dynamics is by using the CSR power
signal 𝑃𝑡,CSR itself. In order to calculate the reward function
defined in Eq. (4), we need to measure 𝑃𝑡,CSR regardless of
the definition used for the state signal. As the emitted CSR
power and its fluctuation over time are strongly correlated
to the micro-bunching dynamics within the bunch, we aim
to construct a state signal using merely this information
(8)

𝑆𝑡 ≐ 𝑆𝑡 (𝑃𝑡,CSR ) .

Figure 2 illustrates the resulting feedback scheme.
In order to represent the required data in condensed form,
we would like to construct a feature vector that efficiently
describes the current state of the micro-bunching dynamics.
Some features which are expected to yield characteristic
information about that are combined in this exemplary choice
T

𝑆𝑡 ≐ (𝜇𝑡′∶𝑡 , 𝜎𝑡′∶𝑡 , 𝑚𝑡′∶𝑡 , 𝑓max , 𝐴max , 𝜑max ) ,

(9)

where 𝑚𝑡′∶𝑡 represents a slow trend in the amplitude of the
CSR power. The variables 𝑓max , 𝐴max , 𝜑max denote the frequency, amplitude and phase of the main component in the
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Fourier transform of the time series 𝑃𝑡,CSR in the preceding
interval [𝑡 ′ , 𝑡]. The such modified definition of the state signal is quite different from the initial consideration in Eq. (3),
which means we no longer have the theoretical comfort of
perfectly fulfilling the Markov property. Whether the definition in Eq. (9) yields enough information for the agent to
choose adequate actions is unclear and has to be verified in
practice. Ideally, this compact definition of the state signal
results in a fast learning process and convergence to a satisfying extent of control over the micro-bunching dynamics and
thereby the emission of CSR. If these goals can not be met
experimentally, the state signal should be extended to carry
more information in order to satisfy the Markov property in
Eq. (2) as closely as possible.
Finally, we need to consider the step width Δ𝑡 = 𝑡 − 𝑡 ′
within the MDP, which corresponds to the feedback’s repetition rate. As the micro-bunching dynamics and the changes
caused by the agent’s actions occur at time scales governed
by the synchrotron period, the step width has to be chosen
small enough in order to react to these fast changes. Whether
or not this can be relaxed to slower interaction rates has to
be tested empirically. At KARA, the synchrotron period is
usually in the order of several kHz, which yields challenging
time constraints for the hardware implementation of this
feedback scheme.

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The FGPA DAQ Board
To face up to the upcoming demand of high data throughput and fast data processing close to the data source, a novel
PCIe readout card is developed at KIT. The DAQ board is
shown in Fig. 3.
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FPGA contains more than 2900 DSP slices [35] and can
thus fulfill the synthesis and implementation requirement of
machine learning.

KAPTURE-2 Front-End Electronic
KAPTURE-2 (Karlsruhe Pulse Taking Ultra-fast Readout
Electronics) [36] is a picosecond sampling system for THz
pulses at high repetition rates, as produced by synchrotron
light sources (2 ns at KARA) due to the high frequency (500
MHz) of the accelerating RF system. KAPTURE-2 is able
to acquire and sample the pulse shape with 3 ps resolution
by 4 channels simultaneously and continuously, with a data
rate 4 × 1.8 GS/s at 12 bit per sample point (see Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Shown is the 4 channel picosecond sampling system developed at KIT.

Hardware Implementation Scheme
From the hardware point of view, the main difference
between supervised and reinforcement learning is that the
former can usually be done using an offline training process
while the latter requires online training. For reinforcement
learning, the learning process is continuous and has to happen during runtime in order to allow the agent to learn from
past experience and to efficiently explore its action space.
This yields much higher demands regarding the hardware
implementation. An iteration of both, the training process
and the inference process, need to be completed within the
challenging time constraints specified by the feedback loop
illustrated in Fig. 5.

Figure 3: Shown is the novel PCIe ZYNQ MPSoC Data
Aquisition Board developed at KIT.
The main processor is based on the ZYNQ UltraScale+
targeting the xcu11eg-1ffvc1760 Xilinx device, which can
be divided into two parts: Programmable Logic (PL, FPGA)
side and the Processing Subsystem (PS, ARM). It includes a
64-bit quad-core ARM processor with up to 1.5 GHz and a
dual-core ARM with up to 600 MHz for real-time tasks. A
Mali-400 GPU is available for simple parallel data processing. The ZYNQ is equipped with a large FPGA with about
600k Configurable Logic Blocks (CLB) and several tens
of megabytes of block RAM and UltraRAM. The selected

Figure 5: The hardware implementation scheme needs to
satisfy the demand for kHz repetition rate.
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As discussed above, the timing requirements for the feedback repetition rate are resulting directly from the physics
time-scale and are in the order of kHz. That means the timing from the detector, the data sampling by the front-end
electronics, the FPGA or ARM neural network inference
and the control signal generation for the RF system need
to finish within 1 ms. The data collection and the training
must also be performed in this narrow time window. This
requires a special implementation supporting the reinforcement learning approach. The whole training and inference
process need to be run directly on the hardware.

current time step, and the speed of the training process after collecting the states, rewards and actions taken in one
episode. Thus, there are three major parts that need to be
accomplished on the hardware, a simulation of the environment, the fast inference, and the training process (backward
propagation).
The RL method implemented on the FPGA could be any
algorithm that can prove the hardware inference and training
capability described above. Some examples would be the
A3C [41] or the DDPG [42] method.

Implementation of NN Inference on FPGA

CartPole problem with policy gradient We will consider solving the CartPole problem specifically by using a
simple policy gradient method. The CartPole is fully implemented in C code on the ARM of the MPSoC. As illustrated
in Fig. 7, this environment simulates the CartPole on a horizontal axis, where the pole can be moved by applying actions
to the cart (NN output is discretized to match the environment). The goal is to keep the pole balanced (the pole stays
in a narrow angle range) as long as possible.
Algorithm 1 shows the basic procedure of a policy gradient method and how the agent interacts with the environment.
At every episode, in step 8, the agent chooses one action
according to the current state (observation). Then the agent
applies this action and transitions to the next state (𝑆𝑡+1 in
step 9). It also collects a scalar reward from the environment. Then at step 11, the agent needs to store the current
step, which includes the state, the chosen action and the
received reward. After that, the agent checks whether the
episode is finished or not. In our case, a fallen pole means
that the episode is finished. If a failure of control happens,
the episode is finished and the RL agent collects all information related to this episode and calculates the discounted
cumulative reward in step 14. This information is then used
to update the parameters of the policy in step 15.
If the pole is kept balanced for more than a given number
of steps (customized value), the agent is assumed to have
learned solving this problem and the training process stops

The major task of implementing machine learning (ML)
on an FPGA is to transfer the (deep) learning model to the
FPGA architecture. This section will demonstrate one solution to map ML models to the ZYNQ UltraScale+.
The implementation tool set for mapping the ML model
to FPGA is called HLS4ML [37]. It transfers ML models
implemented in the supported ML frameworks, while using
a high-level neural networks Python-API as Keras [38] or
Pytorch [39], to the altered hardware.
HLS4ML is suitable with all the current Xilinx FPGA
devices like the Virtex or Kintex series, because it transfers
the model first to the high level synthesis (HLS) project.
Afterwards, the HLS code or IP core can be used in the
FPGA implementation. The workflow to generate HLS code
and the final firmware implementations of machine learning
algorithms is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: The HLS4ML framework transfers the ML model
from Python to an HDL based model.

Full Implementation of Policy Gradient on ARM
Selection of RL environment for testing For a first
test of the hardware, a suitable environment needs to be
deployed to interact with the hardware as the VFP solver
can not be built directly on the hardware platform. Thus,
a different RL problem is selected to test the performance
of the hardware, which demonstrates the feasibility as the
algorithm run on the FPGA or ARM is the same for RF
control and for the CartPole control problem [40].
Selection of RL algorithm for testing The performance tests need to include the fast neural network inference
which corresponds to the choice of the proper action at the

Figure 7: The CartPole environment [40] is used to test
the hardware performance on a comparable reinforcement
learning problem.
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Algorithm 1 Policy Gradient Method (REINFORCE [43])
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

differential policy parameterization 𝜋𝜃 (𝑎|𝑠) (fully connected neural network)
initialize policy parameters 𝜃 ∈ ℝ𝑑 and the learning
rate 𝛼 > 0
allocate memory to store information about the interaction with the environment
repeat
reset the 𝑆0 to a random starting state
𝑡←0
repeat
choose action 𝐴𝑡 according to 𝜋𝜃 (⋅|𝑆𝑡 )
𝑆𝑡 , 𝑅𝑡 , 𝑆𝑡+1 ← env.step(𝐴𝑡 )
𝑡 ←𝑡+1
store the 𝑆𝑡 , 𝐴𝑡 , 𝑅𝑡 , 𝑆𝑡+1 in memory
until 𝑆𝑡+1 is terminal (state 𝑆𝑇 )
loop over steps in this episode 𝑡 = 0, 1, … , 𝑇 − 1
calculate the cumulative discounted reward 𝐺𝑡
𝜃 ← 𝜃 + 𝛼𝐺𝑡 ∇𝜃 ln 𝜋𝜃 (𝐴𝑡 |𝑆𝑡 )
end loop
until episode has reached a threshold number of steps

Figure 8: After 1663 episodes in the CartPole environment,
the episode threshold is exceeded for the first time.

CartPole on ZYNQ (ARM) The experiment is done on
the processing subsystem side of the ZYNQ. A full reverse
engineering on Tensorflow is done for policy gradient and
fully implemented on ARM.
In Fig. 8, each blue point represents one episode. The
y-axis indicates how many steps the agent achieved in this
episode. The threshold for the maximum number of steps
(finishing condition) in Algorithm 1 was set to 2000. Thus
the training process stops, if the agent manages to keep the
pole balanced for more than 2000 steps. As a result, the
pole is kept balanced for 2157 steps at the 1663th episode.
The entire training process took 161 228.30 μs, 193 472 022
clock cycles. On average, each episode takes 0.096 ms. Due
to the usage of a simple policy gradient method, all steps of
the episode are considered for backward propagation. While
using e.g. the DDPG algorithm instead, updates would be
made after every step of the environment, making a single
iteration of backward propagation much less expensive.
Compared with the FPGA implementation, this result
yields to different options for the implementation: The first
option is doing inference on the FPGA, training on ARM
and then a parameter assignment from ARM to FPGA. The
second option is doing both steps on ARM, being already
fast enough.

we aim for a feedback system that can react to small changes
in the charge distribution and adjust the RF system accordingly. As a potent general-purpose approach, reinforcement
learning offers the opportunity to model these dynamics and
to apply solution methods, which optimize for a pre-defined
goal in form of a scalar reward function. The required definition of a Markov decision process is well-motivated due
to the inherent Markov property of VFP solvers and conceptually outlined in this contribution. As the micro-bunching
dynamics are governed by the synchrotron frequency, the illustrated feedback design yields challenging time constraints
for the implementation at the KIT storage ring KARA. Thus,
its feasibility is demonstrated on a specialized hardware platform developed at KIT. Both, an FPGA- and an ARM-based
implementation are proven to be feasible. Using the textbook CartPole problem as test environment and applying a
simple policy gradient method yields results that are comparable to computation on a standard PC, but at dramatically
increased in speed for both, training and inference. Beyond
the envisaged application, the developed hardware platform
can be used for any reinforcement learning task with similar
timing requirements. In future work, other RL methods (e.g.
DDPG or A3C) and test environments (pendulum, flappy
bird) will be considered and tested on the hardware. The task
balance between FPGA and ARM is also a promising subject
for further investigations. Moreover, the differing case of a
fixed neural network implementation on FPGA side will be
considered, as this provides relatively low latency and high
speed compared to the ARM implementation. Finally, the
outlined feedback scheme is also not necessarily restricted
to the micro-bunching instability. Different collective effects can be modeled in form of Eq. (1) and simulated using
a VFP solver. A successful implementation may thus be
easily transferable to control tasks of different longitudinal
instabilities at storage rings.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
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OPTIMAL CONTROL FOR RAPID SWITCHING OF BEAM ENERGIES
FOR THE ATR LINE AT BNL∗
J. P. Edelen† , N. M. Cook, RadiaSoft LLC, Boulder, USA
K. A. Brown, P. Dyer, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, USA
Abstract
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at
Brookhaven National Laboratory will undergo a beam
energy scan over the next several years. To execute this
scan, the transfer line between the Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron (AGS) and RHIC or the so-called the ATR
line, must be re-tuned for each energy. Control of the
ATR line has four primary constraints: match the beam
trajectory into RHIC, match the transverse focusing, match
the dispersion, and minimize losses. Some of these can
be handled independently, for example orbit matching.
However, offsets in the beam can affect the transverse beam
optics, thereby coupling the dynamics. Furthermore, the
introduction of vertical optics increases the possibilities
for coupling between transverse planes, and the desire
to make the line spin transparent further complicates
matters. During this talk, we will explore three promising
avenues for controlling the ATR line: model based control,
on-line optimization methods, and hybrid model based and
optimization methods. We will provide an overview of each
method, discuss the tradeoffs between these methods, and
summarize our conclusions.

INTRODUCTION
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at
Brookhaven National Laboratory will undergo a beam
energy scan [1] over the next several years. To execute this
scan, the transfer line between the Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron (AGS) and RHIC or the so-called the ATR
line [2, 3], must be retuned for each energy. This transfer
line controls the orbit matching, optics matching, and
dispersion matching, of the beam into RHIC. The optics
are further complicated by a 1.7 m vertical drop in order
to get the beam from the AGS to RHIC. In order to ensure
optimum performance of RHIC during the energy scan
the magnets and correctors will need to be properly set on
demand. A high-level diagram of the transfer line is shown
in Figure 1.
The first part of the ATR (referred to as the U-line) line
starts with the fast extraction from the AGS and stops before the vertical drop from the AGS to RHIC. The U-line
consists of two bends. The first bend is 4.25◦ consisting
of two A-type dipole magnets. The second bend is an 8◦
bend consisting of four C-type combined function magnets
(placed in a FDDF arrangement), and thirteen quadrupoles.
∗
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Figure 1: High level schematic of the RHIC transfer line [4].

The primary purpose of the U-line is to: 1) Match the Twiss
parameters at the AGS extraction point and provide achromatic transport of the beam to the exit of the 8◦ bend, 2)
Create a beam waist with low beta function values at the
location of a thin gold foil which is placed just upstream of
the quadrupole Q6 of the U-line, 3) Match the Twiss parameters of the line to the ones at the origin of the W-line, and
4) Keep the beam size small to minimize losses.
The second part of the ATR line (referred to as the Wline) introduces the vertical drop for injection into RHIC
and the matching sections for the injection lines. It contains
eight C-type combined function magnets that each make a
of 2.5◦ bend, followed by six quadrupoles. The eight combined function magnets form a 20◦ achromatic horizontal
bend placed in a (F-D) configuration. The W-Line is also
responsible for lowering the beam elevation by 1.7 m. This is
accomplished by two vertical dipoles referred to as pitching
magnets. The first bends the beam down, and is located between the first and second combined function dipoles of the
W-line. The second, which restores the beam to the horizontal level (bend-up), is located between the second and third
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Figure 2: Left axis: Beam envelope functions as a function of position along the ATR line for two different energies. Right
axis: beam losses along the ATR line for the different energies.
quadrupoles of the W-line. The beam section between the
two pitching magnets is designed to be non-dispersive in the
vertical direction, introducing linear beam-coupling which
is not significant as far as the first-order beam transport optics are concerned. However, this simultaneous vertical and
horizontal bend of the beam turns out to be a concern when
polarized protons are to be transported. Along the line there
are also a number of BPMs and correctors that are required
to match the orbit of the beam into RHIC. Figure 2 shows the
beam envelope for two different beam energies through the
ATR line with the loses plotted on the right axis. Here we
can see that even for small energy deviations the losses can
be significant, highlighting the need for automated tuning
when transitioning between operating conditions.
In this paper we will study the use of optimization and
machine learning for rapid reconfiguration of the ATR line.

Figure 3: Schematic of the MAD-X middle layer used for
optimization simulations and machine learning.

A PYTHON MIDDLE-LAYER FOR MAD-X
To facilitate the development of automated tuning programs we have constructed a Python based middle layer that
can interact with MAD-X simulations as well as dynamically modify the model based on external input from the
users. This allows one to not only take advantage of the
suite of tools available in MAD-X but also the tools available in Python. For example Python optimization packages,
machine learning tools, and advanced visualization tools.
Figure 3 shows a block diagram of our middle layer and the
different avenues for interfacing with MAD-X.

OVERVIEW OF CONTROL METHODS
Here we provide an overview of the control methods used
for this study. We are considering model based, model independent, and hybrid methods to tune the transfer line. Model
independent methods have an advantage over model dependent methods as they do not require accurate modeling of
the machine and can be applied independent of machine sate.
For example, machine drift will ultimately lead to new operating conditions that require reconfiguration of the machine.

However, model independent methods can accommodate
this drift without re-training. Some common methods for
model independent techniques include online optimization.
Classical PID is also a form of model independent control.
Model dependent methods have an advantage over model
independent methods due to their ability quickly reconfigure
the machine as they do not rely on a feedback mechanism.
These feed-forward methods however are subject to steady
state offsets due to machine drift or incomplete models of the
machine. Furthermore these models may require updating
over time to account for drift. Some examples of model
dependent methods are model predictive control, which is
useful for systems with long time delays and time dynamics,
linear or nonlinear model based tuning, or online model
based tuning of a machine. In the latter case the models can
be either learned from machine data, accurate simulations
of the machine, or hybrid techniques using artificial neural
networks where the model is trained on both simulation data
and measured data.
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Figure 4: Beam trajectory before and after application of Nelder-Mead optimization for tuning the trajectory through the
beam-line.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the final trajectory using Nelder-Mead optimization and Differential Evolution.
There are also hybrid methods where you use a model to
get close to a desired operating point and then apply optimization to fine tune the settings and optimize the machine
state. This is akin to using a feed-forward term in a PID
controller. For tuning the ATR at different energies, hybrid
methods are the optimal solution due to the difficulties in
accurately modeling such a complicated transfer line.
For a broader overview of these methods and how they
can be applied to accelerators see [5, 6]

OPTIMIZATION BASED
TRAJECTORY CONTROL
Our initial studies are focused on trajectory control using
optimization methods. We have examined the use of NelderMead optimization and Differential Evolution to tune the
beam trajectory using the correctors. This study lays the
groundwork for the developing the necessary tools for automatic reconfiguration of the ATR line. For each of the
optimization runs the beam-line is initialized with zero excitation in the correctors. We tuned 23 corrector magnets to
minimize the sum of the squares of the beam position along
the beam-line. The cost function was defined by Equation 1.

F(c) =

Õ
i

x(c)20,i +

Õ

y(c)20,i

(1)

i

Here c are the corrector settings x0,i and y0,i are the beam
offsets in the two transverse planes at the i th BPM reading.
Figure 4 shows the beam trajectory as a function of position
along the ATR line with an initial offset in the x and y plane
of 1 and -1 mm respectively and the result of the NelderMead optimization.
The approach is able to correct an initial trajectory mismatch, producing a beam at the exit of the ATR with no net
offset nor centroid divergence. In general the Nelder-Mead
optimizer converged in approximately 2500 - 2800 iterations.
We also explored the use of Differential Evolution to tune the
beam-line. This has the advantage of being a more global
optimization technique and may be better suited for tuning
the beam-line for different energies. Figure 5 shows the final
trajectory using the settings from the Differential Evolution
optimizer and the Nelder-Mead optimizer.
When comparing the beam trajectory resulting from the
Nelder-Mead optimization and the Differential Evolution
optimization the curves are quire similar. However, the Differential Evolution algorithm required a factor of 5 more
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iterations to converge. This could be related to hyper parameter tuning of the evolutionary algorithm or simply be a
result of the global nature of the optimizer. In general the optimizer should be chosen based on the needs of the problem.
Our framework provides a tool for seamlessly interfacing
MADX to state-of-the-art Python optimization tools that can
also integrate non-ideal machine characteristics.
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the beam offset be zero along the remainder of the beamline. The neural network provided corrector settings that we
gave to the MADX simulation to compute the real trajectory
given these proposed corrector settings. Figure 10 shows
the uncorrected and the corrected trajectory using the neural
network.
While the neural network does does a very good job of
tuning the trajectory it is not as good as the result from

MODEL BASED TRAJECTORY CONTROL
We also explored the use of model based tuning of the
trajectory through the ATR line. Some form of model tuning
will be necessary to move the machine in large parameter
spaces before using optimization for fine tuning. Artificial
neural networks are a compelling tool for this application due
to their ability to capture complex relationships in large nonlinear parameter spaces. While trajectory control is not in
principle a nonlinear problem, the tools developed for trajectory control will be applied to more complicated nonlinear
problems. Additionally, using a nonlinear model allows for
us to account for magnet excitation curves and for other nonlinearities in the machine that are not captured by traditional
methods.
We trained our neural network on 5000 MADX simulations with random initial beam offsets and random corrector
settings. The inputs to the network are the beam positions
along the beam-line and the outputs are the corrector settings. In effect we are using a neural network to learn an
inverse model of the MADX simulations. To apply this
method the user would specify a desired trajectory and the
network would return a set of corrector settings to achieve
this trajectory. Figure 6 and 7 show the inputs and outputs
to the neural network respectively. The training data and
validation data are shown in blue and orange respectively.
In general the network does a pretty good job of predicting
the corrector settings from a given beam trajectory across
the dataset. However, there are three parameters that do not
perform well and furthermore the relationship between the
second corrector and the beam trajectory is not captured at
all by the neural network. This indicates that more work
is needed to fine tune our model. Figure 8 shows the loss
function as a function of epoch on both the training and
validation set.
The training and validation data were split using an 80/20
ratio and the mini-batch size was 100 samples. The network
architecture contained 5 fully connected layers with three
hidden layers containing 40, 40, and 50, nodes respectively.
Gaussian noise layers were added between each hidden layer.
A mean squared error loss function was used for training.
Training was terminated after 5000 epochs. Figure 9 shows
the predicted outputs as a function of the real outputs for the
validation set.
On a global scale the network is learning the relationship
between BPMs and correctors and we are not seeing any
overfitting. Next we use the neural network to compute the
corrector settings for a desired trajectory. For this problem
we used an offset of 0.5mm in both planes and requested that
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Figure 6: Histogram of the inputs to the neural network used
to train the inverse model. The training set is in blue and the
validation set is in orange.
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Figure 7: Histogram of the outputs from the neural network
used to train the inverse model. The training set is in blue
and the validation set is in orange.
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and final trajectory after we use the neural network to guess
the starting position and then use Nelder-Mead to optimize
the trajectory.
Here the final trajectory is optimized quite well as expected given results shown on optimization alone. Using
the neural network suggested initial settings reduced the
number of iterations required by the optimizer by almost
half. If the neural network model is improved perhaps using
reinforcement learning directly on the MADX simulations,
this payoff is expected to improve.

validation
training
10

ICALEPCS2019, New York, NY, USA
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We have demonstrated the use of new tools that make it
easier to interface MADX simulations and custom properties
form the machine with modern Python optimization packages and machine learning packages. We have shown that
optimization is quite effective at trajectory control for the
ATR line and set the foundation for studies at different energies and for matching transverse optics. We have also shown
that machine learning can be effective for providing initial
settings to local optimizers for trajectory control. Our next
efforts will extend this work to control at different energies
and control over the transverse beam optics.
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Figure 10: Trajectory of beam using corrector settings computed from the neural network.
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Figure 11: Trajectory of beam using corrector settings computed from the neural network and then optimized using
Nelder-Mead.
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DEVELOPING A TOOLKIT FOR ANALYSIS
OF LCLS PUMP-PROBE DATA∗
S. Nelson† , SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA, USA
Abstract
The data format and volume at LCLS requires significant
computing expertise which not all user groups can provide.
We will describe the path to and current status of a Python
module that enables user groups to translate and reduce
their data into a format that they can easily work with. The
package is developed in Python and uses the standard LCLS
data analysis framework. It encapsulates knowledge of the
standard beam line components and adds convenient ways to
reduce the data of larger detectors. Both an event-based (best
for small event sizes) and a binned approach which is able
to handle larger data as megapixel size detectors are simple
to setup. MPI is used for fast turn around, enabling close
to real time feedback necessary to make decisions of how
to use the limited amount of beam time. Jupyter notebooks
are provided to demonstrate some of the available options
and can serve as a convenient quick start for fast turn around
analysis.

ANALYSIS ENVIRONMENT AT LCLS
The requirements for the LCLS data acquisition system
(DAQ) are that within each instrument, data are acquired
for all devices at the beam rate of 120 Hz, tagged with the
fiducial from the timing system and a UNIX timestamp.
These event data are then appended to a file in eXtended
tagged container (XTC) format [1]. The DAQ system is
capable of reading out 5 GB/s per instrument and is described
in more detail in [2].
The DAQ software was written in C++ which was also
the language of the the initial analysis framework. While
the learning curve to do analysis in a complex framework is
standard in HEP where scientists join a collaboration and
will work in a given framework for a few years up to decades,
light sources are user facilities where typical users are only
present for a short amount of time for beamtime that has
been assigned to one of their proposals.
In order to allow groups to analyze their data without
having to develop code in C++, an hdf5 [3] translation system
was set up. This is accessible from the “Data Manager”, the
main interface to the experiment. Having the data in hdf5
format allows user groups to use a variety of programs that
they are already familiar with, e.g. MATLAB, Igor or python.
The translated files mirrored the structure of the original xtc
files, which is not very intuitive. Each component of the
data contains the values and timestamps and the user must
perform timestamp matching when analyzing the data. The
∗

†

This work was performed in support of the LCLS project at SLAC supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of
Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. DE-AC02-76SF00515
† snelson@slac.stanford.edu

data had to be read sequentially in a single thread. For longer
runs with mega pixel detectors, the datawas only be available
for analysis a few hours after data taking.
Some of the earlier user groups had sufficient resources
to develop frameworks for analysis based on the SLAC code
stack and the detectors typically used. In particular for compute intensive analyses like crystallography a couple of different analysis frameworks were developed that are used to
date. For other communities where the analysis was typically
more less computationally challenging, this was not the case.
Some groups developed analysis setups based on the LCLS
analysis framework while other groups based their analysis
on MATLAB code provided by beam line staff which was
based on the standard translation provided by LCLS.
Hidden costs of user frameworks became visible during
years of operations: the first is a technical cost for the facility
when the user code needs to be adjusted for a new beam time
or in rare cases, even for analysis of old data. Such changes
are necessary when the LCLS analysis stack changes significantly, when common beam line components are upgraded,
new physics detectors are used or a user group moves to a
different experimental end station. In addition, the barriers
for small, new user groups can be high if the analysis system
provided for them requires more computing expertise than
they have available. These groups will either not propose
their experiment, feel the need to include other groups who
have an LCLS-compatible analysis setup or take a long time
to publish their data after the beam time assuming that their
experiment allowed the LCLS-provided live analysis framework to work well enough so that the measurement plan
could be followed.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GENERAL USER
SUPPORT ANALYSIS PACKAGE
The requirements listed below have been taken from a few
years of supporting analysis groups at XPP [4] and XCS [5]
in particular, but they are common for other experiments
conducted at other hutches. Crystallography experiments
will typically use a different code stack:
• portable data (hdf5), small with timestamp aligned data
• no setup for standard beam line data
• simple interface to data reduction methods for larger
data sources.
• option to keep full data of big detectors, but average
multiple events
• data ready for analysis within a few minutes after the
run has ended
The needs of staff that is supporting a significant number
of user experiments during a year adds a few more requirements.
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• consistent names for detectors across experiments
• standard feature extraction methods should have single
code implementation
• production code should have known behavior
• interfaces to standard data analysis and/or calibration
methods

SMALLDATA_TOOLS
smalldata_tools [6] is a python package developed to fulfill as many of these requirements as possible. It is maintained by LCLS staff involved in beam line operation and has
been used during the last few years of operations for more
than half of the experiments in the XPP and XCS hutches. In
the following, we will describe the main concepts of smalldata_tools. MPI is used to allow to use many cores to make
the production run in real time with a latency due to the
file transfer time. The result hdf5 files are referred to as
‘smallData’ files in the following.

Default Data
Data taken at LCLS during its first 10 years has 66 different sources of data and typical experiments contain between
10 and 20. Many of these data sources are found in most
experiments at a given beamline or even at all LCLS experiments. smalldata_tools will save the data from the typically
used sources for a given hutch automatically in the smallData
file. As the relevant data from those sources are typically
small for each event, the overhead of deciding if a data source
will be needed and modifying the user code to extract the
information can be skipped by automatically saving that
data. In addition, by having this data provided to the user
automatically, we can enforce standard names for data and
replace technical details of data taking procedures by the
intended result. An example for that is the conversion of the
presence of instrument specific events codes in the trigger
object by a simple set of boolean variables that indicate the
presence of X-ray and optical laser beam in the event.

Experiment Specific Data Reduction
In addition to the beamline diagnostic data, user experiments often use megapixel cameras to measure their signal.
While saving the full data is technically possible, there are
associated costs both in production compute resources, disk
space and memory needs for analysis of these large files.
smalldata_tools offers a simple interface to reduce the data
from these cameras, called ‘DetObject’. This class is instantiated by passing the detector name and optionally the
optimal method for calibration based on the physics signal.
One can then add methods to this instance, the results of
which will be saved for each event in the smallData file. In
addition, the parameters of this data reduction are saved as
well as the detector calibration information used. Table 1
lists the currently implemented data reduction method and
their results. The following sub section will discuss each
method in a little more detail.
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Table 1: Data Reduction Methods Offered by smalldata_tools
Method Name

Output

ROI

sum, center-of-mass signal of the
highest pixel (optionally all pixels)
Binning
binned version of the data
Image
2d data of tiled detectors
Projection
lower dimensional data
Azimuthal average data in q-φ bins
Droplets
number of droplets
(optional) spectrum of droplets
(optional) arrays of energy and
coordinates for droplets
Photons
number of found photons (optional)
full or sparse photon image
ROI This reduction method is typically used if the signal of interest is limited to a small number of pixels or if
the substructure is not important. They can also used used
as a quick proxy in fast feedback analyses for a more setup
sensitive reduction method. ROIs are rectangular sub-arrays
of the original data. This limitation was chosen to allow for
simple storage of the full ROI data if requested. If a sum of
the differently shaped ROI is optimal, masks can be applied.
Binning If the full resolution of a detector image is
not required for the analysis, it is possible to reduce the
data size by re-binning the image to a smaller array size.
ndimage.zoom from scipy [7] is used.
Projections In the most simple forms, data is summed
over the axes not of interest. It is also possible to provide
a map of each pixel onto a different coordinate system into
which the data will then be projected. This is the base of the
azimuthal averaging.
Azimuthal Averaging This technique projects the data
into a q-φ space. q is calculated from the beam energy, the
detector-sample distance and the distance of a pixel from
the beam center. Geometric corrections are applied and it is
possible to also correct for the effect of the X-ray polarization.
Droplets The droplet algorithm uses a two threshold
peak finding method. Thresholds can be defined in either
readout units or in number of the pixel noise as measured in
the calibration run. The higher threshold is used to seed the
droplets in the first run of skimage.measure to find the droplet
candidates. Droplets contain at least one pixel above threshold and all its direct neighbors which also pass the threshold.
In a second step, all pixels directly neighboring candidate
pixels passing a lower threshold are also used. Having two
separate thresholds allows to rejection of candidates most
likely from noise by using a high seeding threshold while
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allowing to recover energy resolution from charge shared by
neighboring pixels passing only a lower threshold.
Photon Finding This algorithm returns an image in
number of photons, trying to account for charge sharing
between neighboring pixels by allowing two pixels to contribute to one photon. Parameters are the expected measured
signal of a photon and the minimal threshold the photon
candidates from the combined pixels have to pass. It is
described in detail in [8].
Tools to Set Parameters for the Data Reduction We
provide tools in an ipython environment that allows users
to set the extraction parameters from their data by the use
of an ‘average image’ that shows the features of question as
shown in Fig. 1. By default, the first 100 events are used, but
the number of events to sum as well as the number of events
to skip can be adjusted. A threshold can be applied to the
images before summation and it is also possible to apply an
filter comprised of a set of square cuts to the events before
before they are added to the average image.

Figure 1: Example image for an average image from an X-ray
detector.
Based on this method, we provide a tool to select ROIs by
selecting corner points of the desired region on the image
with the mouse. We also provide different methods to extract
the beam center, the resulting image of one of them is shown
in Fig. 2. Masks and ROIs can be created interactively from
the ‘average image’ as well.

EVENT BINNING
In addition to the production tools, we offer simple commands to plot variables as histograms or the correlation of
two variables as scatter plot or a 2-d histogram. Event selections can be presented as a series of simple square cuts with
a name, they can be used for all methods that will select data.
All information used in the smallData file can be used and
the users can create new variables based on the information
present and use those results in the event filter or for the
binning. The binning method is called “cube”, derived from

Figure 2: Beam center finding applied to the average image
from 1.
the picture of the data of an area detector in many slices of
a given binning variable, thus building a rectangular prism.
A “cube” is defined by a name, the binning variable and the
requested bins as well as the event filter. It is possible to
add as many additional binning variables as desired. The
variables from the smallData file that should be binned are
then ‘added’ to the cube. The “cube” mechanism has most
of its acceptance due to the possibility to add the full data of
the large area detectors in addition to the variables present
in the smallData file. The production of the hdf5 files can
be run on the queue with MPI allowing the production to
run fast.
Giving the users access to both data reduced in pixel space
(by e.g. doing an azimuthal average) as well as in event space
(by creating a “cube”) allows complementary analyses which
are sensitive to different systematic uncertainties.

JUPYTER NOTEBOOKS
LCLS offers a Jupyterhub with access to the data on the
LCLS file system. Kernels with both the analysis framework
in python2.7 as well as python3 kernels are available. For
analysis of hdf5 files, either version will work. These notebooks allow user to further analyze data from their home
institutes just as they did during the experiment. As notebooks allow to add text and images, they are an ideal tool
to guide users in the analysis of their data. We have started
to provide a few example notebooks with smalldata_tools
and will expand on this for the upcoming run. Moreover, we
will provide a method to save the analysis image to the Data
Manager interface where it can be viewed by all collaborators.
Jupyter notebooks built on our standard smallData hdf5
file variables can be used to perform detailed analysis of
calibrations runs. An example is the calibration data for the
LCLS timetool [9]. The data is are taken as a step scan of the
motor controlling the time delay between the optical laser
and the X-ray. The pixel position of a step in the projection
TUCPR01
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of an image of a camera relative to a baseline encodes the
laser-X-ray in this event. We extract a calibration of this
pixel position in pico seconds by fitting the data from ‘good’
shots in a ‘reasonable’ range. The notebook presents the
experiment with several plots of the analysis chain and the
definition of a ‘good’ shot and the ‘reasonable’ range can be
adjusted with sliders. An example is shown in Fig. 3.
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Abstract
Jupyter notebooks are executable documents that are displayed in a web browser. The notebook elements consist
of human-authored contextual elements and computer code,
and computer-generated output from executing the computer
code. Such outputs can include tables and plots. The notebook elements can be executed interactively, and the whole
notebook can be saved, re-loaded and re-executed, or converted to read-only formats such as HTML, LaTeX and PDF.
Exploiting these characteristics, Jupyter notebooks can be
used to improve the effectiveness of computational and data
exploration, documentation, communication, reproducibility and re-usability of scientific research results. They also
serve as building blocks of remote data access and analysis
as is required for facilities hosting large data sets and initiatives such as the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC).
In this contribution we report from our experience of using
Jupyter notebooks for data analysis at research facilities, and
outline opportunities and future plans.

INTRODUCTION
Data analysis and data science studies often begin with
interactive exploration, often already during the experiment.
Short feedback cycles are crucial for this: the person exploring the data should be free to quickly try different data
analysis options and see the results with minimal mental
overhead. As the analysis progresses, the focus shifts to
recording and communicating findings and how they were
reached. Whether someone shares their analysis or keeps
it for their own reference, they will need an explanation of
∗

hans.fangohr@xfel.eu

what was done, and a record of the code used and the results,
to establish confidence and to serve as a base for further
work.
Digital notebook interfaces are an increasingly popular
way to meet these needs. A notebook is a document combining free text with code which can be interactively executed,
producing results inline which are saved as part of the notebook. Such interfaces have been familiar in computational
mathematics software such as Mathematica and SageMath
for many years. More recently, notebooks have spread to general programming and data science, in particular as Jupyter
notebooks (formerly IPython notebooks) [1, 2].
Figure 1 shows an example Jupyter notebook introducing
some of the capabilities. This example is available online [3],
where it can also be interactively executed using the Binder
service [4].
Jupyter is a notebook interface which can work with various programming languages, thanks to backends known as
kernels which can be installed individually. Jupyter notebooks are viewed and edited through an interface in the web
browser. This can be run by an individual on their own
computer, but it is also relatively straightforward to provide
remote access to Jupyter running on a server. Jupyter notebooks are typically used through common web browsers, but
they can also be viewed and edited in a desktop application
called nteract [5]. Very recently, a useful review on collaborative data science with Jupyter notebooks has become
available [6].
In this paper, we discuss our experiences of using Jupyter
notebooks at a range of research facilities and will illustrate
this with use cases from European XFEL (EuXFEL) to highTUCPR02
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DRIVING ANALYSIS FROM NOTEBOOK
WITH TAILORED PYTHON LIBRARY

= exp(−𝛼𝑡) cos(𝜔𝑡)

Code: Here is an implementation:
In [2]: def f(t, alpha, omega):
"""Computes and returns exp(-alpha*t) * cos(omega*t)"""
return exp(-alpha * t) * cos(omega * t)
Interactive exploration: We can execute the function for values of 𝑡 , 𝛼 and 𝜔 :
In [3]: f(t=0.1, alpha=1, omega=10)
Out[3]: 0.48888574340060287
Or produce a plot (in a function plot_f so it can be re-used for diﬀerent
parameters):
In [4]: def plot_f(alpha, omega):
ts = linspace(0, 5, 500)
ys = f(ts, alpha, omega)
pylab.plot(ts, ys, '-')
In [5]: plot_f(alpha=0.1, omega=10)

# 500 points in interval [0, 5]

# call function and create plot

Using interaction widgets, we can re-trigger execution of the plot_f function via
GUI elements such as sliders.
In [6]: interact(plot_f, alpha=(0, 2, 0.1), omega=(0, 50, 0.5));
alpha

1.50

omega

45.50
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light how notebooks can be useful for science at large-scale
experimental facilities with high volumes of data.

In [1]: # Import Python and libraries we need later
%matplotlib inline
from numpy import exp, cos, linspace
import pylab
from ipywidgets import interact
Mathematical model: We would like to understand 𝑓(𝑡, 𝛼, 𝜔)

ICALEPCS2019, New York, NY, USA

Conclusion: We observe that parameter 𝛼 is responsible for damping, and 𝜔 for the
frequency.

Figure 1: An example of a Jupyter notebook showing that textual description (including LATEX commands) can be mixed
with code and outputs such as numbers and graphs, produced
by executing the code. In the last cell, we have created two
sliders for the parameters 𝛼 and 𝜔 which can now be varied
by moving the sliders with the mouse or entering numbers
to the right of the slider. As the numbers are changed or the
slider is moved, the plot is re-calculated and updated in real
time. This notebook example can be inspected and executed
in the cloud using a web browser [3].

The Spectroscopy & Coherent Scattering (SCS) instrument at EuXFEL makes extensive use of Jupyter notebooks
on a daily basis, both during user experiments and during
commissioning of the instrument components, as well as
weeks or months after the data were recorded for more detailed offline analysis. To avoid long code snippets in notebooks, we developed a Toolbox package [7] that comprises
several functions that are used on a daily basis at the instrument. The package is built on the facility’s library for
reading data files and provides higher level functionality
tailored for the SCS instrument.
An example of typical analysis and use of notebooks is
presented in Fig. 2. One well-established technique at SCS
is X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS): the photon energy
of the Free Electron Laser (FEL) beam is monochromatized by a grating and varied by scanning its angle. The
X-ray pulse energy is measured before and after interaction
with a sample, thus allowing for energy-resolved absorption
measurements. The incoming X-ray pulse energy (𝐼0 ) is
measured by a gas monitor (XGM). The transmitted pulse
intensity (𝐼1 ) is then measured by the Transmitted Intensity
Monitor (TIM): fluorescence induced by the X-ray on a CVD
diamond screen is detected by Micro-Channel Plates (MCP).
The data produced represent a digitized time trace of the
MCP, consisting of peaks proportional to the transmitted
pulse intensity. As a first step of analysis, the XGM data,
monochromator data and TIM data need to be synchronised
by train id, a unique integer used to label the X-ray bunches
arriving with a frequency of 10Hz. Each train contains up
to 2700 X-ray pulses. XGM and TIM data also have to be
aligned by pulse id within the train. Secondly, the peak integration parameters of the TIM digitized traces must be
checked and integration is performed. Finally, the absorption, defined as − log(𝐼1 /𝐼0 ), is computed and binned as a
function of the monochromator energy. These three steps
are condensed into three lines of code, as seen in Fig. 2.
Due to the interactivity of the notebook, one can make
sanity checks at each step involved, for instance to display
and adjust the integration parameters of the TIM trace, or
to change which detector is used as either 𝐼0 or 𝐼1 , or to
compute different XAS spectra for specific pulses in the
bunch train to see changes induced by the X-rays.

COLLECTION OF NOTEBOOK RECIPES
FOR TYPICAL TASKS
The Materials Imaging and Dynamics instrument (MID)
uses the EuXFEL beam with 10 trains per second and currently up to 300 X-ray pulses per train. With a 1 million
pixel detector and 2 bytes per pixel for raw data, a dataset of
over one 1 TB is measured at MID just from that detector in
less that 3 minutes.
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unexpected update to a new version of a library in a centrally managed software environment. This approach further
allows to add additional software on top of the standard software environment with specialized programs for the current
experiment.
So far, the software environment has been provided as
an Anaconda distribution installation, but we are piloting
the use of Singularity [8] for software provision at EuXFEL:
multiple Singularity images (each being a single file) can
be used and archived to preserve changing or tailored software environments. We also find that the many files that
come with a typical Anaconda distribution put stress on
the facility’s file system that was desiged to handle large
files, not many very small files: this problem disappears if
the Anaconda distribution is installed inside the Singularity
container.
In order to document the building blocks of a successful
data analysis and to make them accessible to scientists who
are not software experts, we provide a collection of example Jupyter notebooks for the users of the MID instrument.
Each notebook deals with a particular data analysis task.
Alongside the actual code, detailed information explains
the theory behind the analysis and how it is translated into
code. Markdown cells allow for emphasising and structuring
plain text and including mathematical formulae and tables,
which makes it easier to understand the different steps. Each
user group at MID gets a copy of these notebooks in their
proposal directory on the Maxwell cluster, where they can
execute the examples and copy code snippets to serve as a
starting point for their own analyses.
The MID scientists also use Jupyter notebooks as a form
of electronic logbooks to keep a chronological record of their
experiments and analyses. While the ELOG software [9]
is widely used at European XFEL, the convenience of including executable code and its output in Jupyter notebooks
make them desirable as an alternative logbook. A number of
extensions enhance Jupyter for this purpose, including provision of a table of contents in the notebook interface, and
allowing the user to collapse (’fold’) parts of the notebook
based on headings or code structure – this makes navigation
of long notebooks more convenient.

Figure 2: Example notebook as used at the SCS instrument.

ONLINE DATA ANALYSIS – LIVE
ANALYSIS FROM DATA STREAM

Crucial for the success of every experiment is reliable,
efficient and flexible data analysis that allows scientists to
interpret the data and to make decisions about the next steps
of the experiment through the course of a five-day beamtime.
For each experiment – which is also referred to as a proposal – a dedicated proposal folder is created with subdirectories for experimental data, analysis scripts, preliminary
analysis results, etc. Additionally, we pilot for MID an approach where each proposal folder contains an independent
copy of the software environment to run the Jupyter notebooks, so that analysis code will not be broken later by an

The success of an experiment at a photon facility can depend on fast decision making capability during the beamtime,
often a time scale of seconds for (near-realtime) feedback
is desired to adjust experimental parameters. Due to the
versatility of experiments, the requirements for this kind of
feedback can vary significantly from experiment to experiment.
During the experiment, trains of data are written to disk
and (parts of) the data can simultaneously be made accessible
through a ZeroMQ-stream over the network [10] for nearrealtime analysis on dedicated computers. Here we outline a
TUCPR02
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solution to provide a flexible configuration of online analysis
configurations [11].
Online analysis routines are broken down into small units
of analysis and plotting functionality which are implemented
in a pool of software modules (here Python classes) from
which the a combination of tools can be selected. The class
objects can provide statistical information like histograms or
fits of probability distributions, and trends and correlation
plots of experiment parameters like intensity or contrast
values etc. Each class produces (at least) one graphical
representation of the output.
We have found that Jupyter notebooks can be used as
a framework for such online data analysis to gather and
execute these analysis and visualisation tools from the pool
and display the results (see Fig. 3 for an example).
Matplotlib is used to create the main figure for displaying the results. The figure consists of a grid of axes where
single plots can span multiple columns and rows of the grid
to increase the readability and to emphasize particular information. The axes handles are passed upon instantiation
to the main class of each analysis tool. This class further
has to provide a method that creates and updates the graphs.
Additional optional arguments can be passed to set specific
parameters for each analysis routine.
Data access is provided through a reader class object that
receives data from the ZeroMQ-stream. The analysis classes
are instantiated with the same reader-class instance as first
argument to ensure that every analysis routine in the list of
selected analysis instances uses the same data. A copy of
the data itself is accessible for the analysis classes through
properties of the reader instance.

Figure 3: A section of the main figure of an online data
analysis Jupyter notebook, which – when used during an
experiment – updates in near-real time. The graphs show
a module of the AGIPD detector (first row), histograms of
pulse intensities and the average scattering intensity as a
function of bunch train id (second row) and the distribution
of photon events (third row).
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After setting up the figure and instantiating the reader and
the analysis class instances, an infinite loop is started. In
every iteration, the reader fetches and processes data from
the stream. Then, every analysis-class instance is called to
perform its analysis and update its graphs. The loop can
be stopped by interrupting the kernel in the notebook, for
example to modify the selection of analysis classes and thus
plots before restarting the live display.
Jupyter notebooks may thus present an attractive user
interface for such flexible and modular online analysis software – we believe the flexibility to re-configure the online
analysis without expert support is an attractive feature of the
described approach.

DETECTOR CALIBRATION AND
NOTEBOOK-AS-A-SCRIPT APPROACH
From raw detector data, best estimates of physical quantities such as photons per pixel are generated as a facility
service [12]. One of EuXFEL’s Megapixel detectors can
produce 10 − 15 GB/s amounting to Petabytes of data for
the entire stay of a user group. In order to process these data
volumes efficiently, file-based calibration is executed concurrently on the Maxwell HPC cluster via SLURM scheduling.
The various steps in the correction and calibration of
stored data are defined using Jupyter notebooks: the necessary combination of calls of the processing library are
assembled in a Jupyter notebook so that the calibrated data
set is computed as the notebook execution progresses (see
Fig. 4 left). As part of the processing, diagnostic plots are
created in the notebook in the appropriate places. One particular advantage of this notebook-as-a-script approach is
that it offers the detector scientists a convenient tool for
rapid prototyping and refinement of calibration methods,
especially as much of the feedback needed to validate and
evaluate these methods is in the form of plots, which can
be displayed inline. Therefore, Jupyter notebooks enable a
versatile production and development environment for data
calibration pipelines, which are tailored to individual detector models. Each notebook defines a set of input parameters
using nbparameterise [13] relating to detector settings, calibration options and data access. The initial default values are
adjusted by an expert user who runs the notebook through a
dedicated command-line tool. Facility users can also trigger
the calibration pipeline through a web service.
Besides the calibrated data, each execution of a notebook
also produces a document with plots and tables as an automatically generated report on data quality (Fig. 4 right). The
report functionality takes advantage of the Jupyter ecosystem: the notebook defining the pipeline is converted into
a PDF file including the output and notes, structured by
Markdown headings. This avoids the need to mix code for
assembling a report into the calibration and plotting routines.
Specifically, the conversion uses nbsphinx [14] to integrate
with the Sphinx documentation tool, which uses LATEX to
produce a PDF.
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from wpg.optical_elements import Use_PP
import numpy
import os
Step
2: Propagation through beamline
#from s2e.prop.propagate_s2e import MIRROR_DATA_DIR as mirror_data_dir
from prop.propagate_s2e import MIRROR_DATA_DIR as mirror_data_dir

Import beamline for WPG

def get_beamline():
""" Setup and return the WPG.Beamline object representing the SPB/SFX nanofocus beamline (KB mirrors
Beamline parameters are set by a WPG beamline script (Example
).
(https://wpg.readthedocs.io/en/latest/tutorials/1/Tutorial_case_1.html#propagation-through-crls-optics)). There are also some beamline
examples
in $SIMEX_INSTALL/PYPATH
, which can be imported like this:
:return:
beamline
:rtype: wpg.Beamline
"""
from prop import exfel_spb_kb_beamline
In [16]:
print_contents(exfel_spb_kb_beamline.__file__)
# Distances
distance0 = 246.5
distance1 = 683.5
distance = distance0 + distance1

In [40]:

prop_analysis.plotIntensityMap()
Plotting intensity map.
R-space
<Figure size 432x288 with 0 Axes>

# Focal lengths.
f_hfm
= 3.0
# nominal focal length for HFM KB
f_vfm
= 1.9
# nominal focal length for VFM KB
distance_hfm_vfm = f_hfm - f_vfm
distance_foc = 1. /(1./f_vfm + 1. / (distance + distance_hfm_vfm))
# Mirror incidence angles
theta_om = 3.5e-3
# offset mirrors incidence angle
theta_kb = 3.5e-3
# KB mirrors incidence angle
# Mirror lengths
om_mirror_length = 0.8;
om_clear_ap = om_mirror_length*theta_om
kb_mirror_length = 0.9;
kb_clear_ap = kb_mirror_length*theta_kb
# Drifts.

Propagator
drift0 = setup
optical_elements.Drift(distance0)
In [17]:

drift1 = optical_elements.Drift(distance1)
drift_in_kb = optical_elements.Drift(distance_hfm_vfm)
propagation_parameters
= WavePropagatorParameters(beamline=exfel_spb_kb_beamline)
drift_to_foc = optical_elements.Drift(distance_foc)

propagator
XFELPhotonPropagator(parameters=propagation_parameters,
# Mirror =apertures.
input_path=source_path,
ap0
= optical_elements.Aperture('r','a',
5.0e-4, 5.0e-4)
output_path='prop_out.h5')
ap1
= optical_elements.Aperture('r','a',
om_clear_ap, 2*om_clear_ap)
ap_kb = optical_elements.Aperture('r','a', kb_clear_ap, kb_clear_ap)
# return: 0 if WPG returns successfully, 1 if not.
In [19]:
# Mirror definitions.
propagator.backengine()
hfm = optical_elements.Mirror_elliptical(
Out[19]: 0
orient='x',
p=distance,
In [18]:

Figure 4: Example from notebook-as-a-script approach.
(Left): notebook with calibration pipeline instructions.
(Right): auto-generated report from executing notebook.

CONDUCTING SIMULATIONS STUDIES
FROM NOTEBOOK
SPB/SFX is EuXFEL’s instrument for single particles,
clusters, and biomolecules and serial femtosecond crystallography. The start-to-end simulation platform SIMEX [15]
was developed to simulate various types of experiments performed at advanced photon sources including synchrotron
radiation and XFEL facilities. In a start-to-end simulation,
every part of the experiment from the photon source to the
photon detector, including the X-ray optical beam shaping
and the interaction with the sample, is simulated such that
the effects of the source spectral, temporal and spatial structure, X-ray optical components, and radiation damage to the
sample are taken into account.
To simplify the usage of the platform, we implemented a
unified API in a Python library for the users and beamline
scientists to conduct the requested simulation effectively.
With the help of Jupyter notebooks, the simulation platform
can be easily exposed as an online service. Thus, there is no
need for the users to install the simulation platform locally,
to deal with the complicated dependencies or to change
their operating systems. Some of the compute-intensive
simulations such as particle in cell, molecular dynamics
– to describe the photon-matter interaction process – and
diffraction simulations for large atomic systems, require high
performance computing resources. The Jupyter notebookbased online-simulation service provides a solution for those
users who lack the resources to perform the simulation.
At every step, the simulation can be parameterized and
executed in the Jupyter notebook as shown in Fig. 5. The
results can be displayed and saved in each step for users to
adjust the parameters immediately.

BLENDING GUI-DRIVEN AND SCRIPTED
DATA ANALYSIS
There are different styles and user interfaces for data analysis and data exploration [16]:

Figure 5: Driving a simulation through the Jupyter notebook:
An example of the photon propagation step of SIMEX, showing how the input and output of each step can be displayed
and saved.
(i) data analysis driven by scripts: The author of a script
can, in principle, carry out any analysis operation they like
as they have a general purpose programming language to
request or even implement the particular operation. Two
advantages of this approach are its generalism and reproducibility: any problem can be analysed and scripts can be
re-executed to repeat the same analysis. Disadvantages of
the method are the strictly sequential execution, the lack of
modularity and the inherent separation of the script from
documentation and outputs.
(ii) data analysis driven through a GUI: Another approach
is to create a graphical user interface (GUI) where the user
clicks buttons and other graphical elements to control data
analysis. This can work well if the data analysis task is
clearly defined and does not change frequently; it is a convenient method to inspect data sets with a fixed structure.
It is advantageous that using the a GUI does not require
any programming skills. However, it is difficult to change
the analysis that is pre-defined in the GUI. Furthermore,
GUI-Applications usually lack the mechanism or the implementation to capture a full record of GUI-events, which
renders GUI-based analysis generally not reproducible.
Whether approach (i) or (ii) is preferred is determined
by personal taste and the data analysis task at hand – both
extremes have their justified place.
Using notebooks is similar to approach (i) in that analysis
steps can be defined by writing computer code. However,
where pre-defined notebooks are provided, it also shows
some similarity to the GUI approach (ii): by providing a
template notebook that already contains the right analysis
commands, a user without programming knowledge can use
the notebook (by executing one cell after another) without
having to write code themselves.
Furthermore, through a library known as Jupyter Widgets [17], it is possible to create GUI elements inside a
Jupyter notebook. It is thus possible to have a blended
approach that allows to change from scripted analysis to
GUIs and back within the notebook. We have used this approach in karabo_data_interactive, a tool to interactively
browse through images from X-ray pixel detectors at European XFEL, facilitating exploratory analysis in notebooks
(Fig. 6).
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sphinx [14] is used to integrate notebooks seamlessly into
this, including rich output.
nbval [19] is also used to execute the example notebooks
as part of the library’s test suite. If running the examples
produced an error, this would be highlighted as a failing test.
This does not replace the test suite, but provides an extra
layer of assurance based on realistic use cases.

Figure 6: An example of a the karabo_data_interactive
widget. Users can create the widget from a large dataset,
and then interactively browse through different frames of
detector images, change the type of image being looked at
(e.g. gain or mask), zoom/pan the image, and change the
colour range to bring out different details in the data.
We note that the reproducibility of notebooks (i.e. the
ability to re-compute the same results by re-executing the
code) is currently broken when widgets are used: the widget
may require the user to repeat the clicks carried out before.
Solutions are discussed in the Jupyter community but not implemented yet: if the widgets’ state was saved together with
the notebook, and the widget state could be recreated when
the notebook is loaded, this problem could be addressed.

DOCUMENTING A SOFTWARE LIBRARY
karabo_data is a Python library [10] that provides a convenient API for accessing data stored in files, working with the
specific layout of HDF5 files created by EuXFEL’s data acquisition system. It also offers some support for processing
the data, particularly assembling images from X-ray pixel
detectors composed of several separate modules. The library
is open source [18], and is used by both external user groups
and research groups within the facility.
Jupyter notebooks form an important part of the documentation for karabo_data, presenting executable examples
for various use cases. Compared to presenting examples
as scripts, notebooks allow for richer annotation, structuring the document using headings, and showing output such
as plots inline. It is also easy for the library developers to
validate a new feature interactively in a notebook, and then
refine this into an example document.
Online documentation for karabo_data (https://karabodata.readthedocs.io/en/latest/) is built with Sphinx, and nb-

Documentation in Jupyter notebooks can further exploit
the Binder service [20] to provide the documentation notebooks as live and executable notebooks that users can execute in an anonymous short-lived environment in the cloud:
being able to experiment interactively with a library to explore its capabilities, and to start from ready-made simple
examples, can be a very effective way of learning about it
quickly. To use such interactive documentation, only a web
browser is required (no software installation) as the Binder
service creates the required software environment on demand. A simple prototype of notebook execution through
Binder is available in reference [3]; whereas a real-world
example of executable documentation in computational science can be found, for example, in reference [21].

JupyterHub AND GENERIC RESEARCH
ENVIRONMENTS
Jupyter notebooks are increasingly popular with facility
staff and facility users. The case studies above describe some
of the infrastructure and set-ups. For generic data analysis
in Jupyter notebooks, the facility provides karabo_data (see
above) as a Python module to provide convenient access to
EuXFEL data files. This library makes facility data available
as objects from standard Python data science libraries, such
as numpy arrays, pandas data series and dataframes, and
xarray arrays [22].
A JupyterHub installation is provided [23]: A JupyterHub
instance appears to the user as a website from which notebooks can be created, opened, used and saved. Typically
this is connected to the user’s local account at the facility.
For the JupyterHub at DESY/EuXFEL, users authenticate
with their normal account, and have access to files in their
home directory and to their experiment data.
For compute-intensive notebooks, it is possible to allocate
dedicated nodes with user-specified hardware configuration
(e.g. GPUs) from the Maxwell computer cluster to a running
JupyterHub session. Substantial resources of the cluster can
be consumed directly from the notebook for example through
slurm-magic and dask-clusters. For interactive sessions that
are dominated by the users contemplating the code or the
output from a computation, a JupyterHub session can be
started on a shared node.
As the JupyterHub installation appears as a website, it can
be used remotely from anywhere on the Internet: this is of
particular value as due to the size of data sets created, the
analysis needs to take place remotely.
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VISION FOR EUROPEAN
OPEN SCIENCE CLOUD
As part of the Photon and Neutron Science Open Science
Cloud project PaNOSC [24] we are working towards a data
analysis framework that allows remote interactive data analysis of selected data sets over the Internet. A backbone of
this vision are Jupyter notebooks that encapsulate the particular analysis proceduces for different types of experiments,
and which can be saved but also re-executed through access
points in the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC).
An important use case for this framework is the reproducible re-execution of data analysis for publications which
are, for example, based on research facility data: We suggest
to describe the analysis in a Jupyter notebook, and archive the
notebook with required software as metadata together with
the (raw or preprocessed) data for the publication. Once fully
developed, the EOSC could provide access to a JupyterHub
instance in which scientists (and in principle the interested
public) can find and access select publications, and then
access and re-execute the notebooks of the publication: this
execution would re-create the central statements of the paper,
such as tables, numbers and figures.
This reproducibility is of particular value to effective scientific research: if the study can be reproduced in a cloud
environment within minutes of finding it on the EOSC portal, and all required analysis steps are transparently available
– for example through such a notebook – then it is a matter
of minutes or hours for scientists to modify and extend and
thus re-use this study to work towards new research insights.
For the vast majority of existing published results it can
take months to reproduce the results in the absence of such
metadata and infrastructure.
For the technical realisation of this vision, we need to
execute those notebooks in a computational environment
that has either been preserved from when it was created (such
as a Docker or Singularity container), or in an environment
that can be recreated on the fly (as is done in the BinderHub
[4, 20] approach). Furthermore, the original data set needs
to be accessible from this environment: small data sets can
be transferred to where the computation is to take place, but
for larger data sets the only feasible option is to perform the
computation physically close to the data set [25].
To turn this vision into reality – or in the first instance
work towards a prototype to demonstrate it – we need buy-in
from scientists to produce such reproducible analysis. In
principle, there is a an understanding that any scientific work
should be reproducible. In practice, this is not always the
case: journals have not enforced the publication of detailed
analysis steps and authors have not always pushed to reveal their particular analysis algorithms and workflows with
all details. However, increasingly, journals and research
councils push for the publication of all data analysis steps
(see for example Nature’s policy on reproducibility requirements for new submissions [26] which essentially makes it
compulsory for every author to be able to reveal their precise analysis steps on request by another reader). As stated
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in [27], programs used for data analysis implement algorithms which contain the scientific models. While models
can be described in scientific articles, only the implementation describes the management of all corner-cases and is
hence needed for reproducibility: only open-source software
allows full reproducibility.
It is furthermore required that scientists are technically
able and have the resources to express their analysis in
Jupyter notebooks. For most scripted processes, this should
be possible (the notebook may just call the script in the
most extreme scenario). In cases the scientist need access
to specific data analysis tools and corresponding graphical
user interfaces, an alternative solution is proposed by the
PaNOSC project which provides remote access to graphical
terminals.
From the user perspective of such a service, it will only
be necessary to operate a web browser to re-execute the data
analysis: the required software installation and provision is
done on the server side.

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
We have reported a number of different and overlapping
use cases that exploit Jupyter notebooks and the associated
tools from Project Jupyter. The notebook is an exciting technology, user interface and tool that is increasingly attracting
users in academia, industry and commerce.
We discuss some of the challenges associated with
projects moving as quickly as Jupyter.
We have highlighted some use cases of the Binder service [3, 4, 20], for example to provide interactive documentation and reproducible publications, but also interactive
training environments that do not require software installation at the user side. While this offers exciting opportunities
and opens up avenues for better and more effective science,
there is currently no sustainable model to provide the required cloud compute resources. At the moment, the cloud
computing resources for the mybinder service [20] are sponsored by a few companies, and the operation is carried out
voluntarily by members of Project Jupyter. We hope that
Binder [4] services will emerge as part of the European
Open Science Cloud, or indeed – potentially with required
authentication – from larger research institutions such as
universities, facilities, research councils or publishers.
We also note that interactive plotting in notebooks is occasionally brittle: not all browsers support all packages,
occasionally a feature works in the classic notebook but not
in the new interface called JupyterLab.
In summary, we believe that there are many use cases
where Jupyter notebooks and the Jupyter ecosystem as a
computational tool and method can make research more
effective. We have shared use cases and a vision for better
science with better software infrastructure for the future.
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OUR JOURNEY FROM JAVA TO PYQT AND WEB FOR CERN
ACCELERATOR CONTROL GUIS
I. Sinkarenko, S. Zanzottera, V. Baggiolini, BE-CO-APS, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
For more than 15 years, operational GUIs for accelerator
controls and some lab applications for equipment experts
have been developed in Java, first with Swing and more
recently with JavaFX. In March 2018, Oracle announced
that Java GUIs were not part of their strategy anymore [1].
They will not ship JavaFX after Java 8 and there are hints
that they would like to get rid of Swing as well.
This was a wakeup call for us. We took the opportunity
to reconsider all technical options for developing
operational GUIs. Our options ranged from sticking with
JavaFX, over using the Qt framework (either using PyQt
or developing our own Java Bindings to Qt), to using Web
technology both in a browser and in native desktop
applications.
This article explains the reasons for moving away from
Java as the main GUI technology and describes the analysis
and hands-on evaluations that we went through before
choosing the replacement.

INTRODUCTION
The majority of operational GUI applications running
in the CERN Control Centre and other accelerator control
rooms have been written in Java Swing. This technology is
used here since the early 2000s. The Controls Group only
develops general-purpose GUIs for mission critical
applications, such as the InCA/LSA settings management
[2] or the Sequencer [3]. For all the other GUIs, we rely on
the equipment experts and operators to develop them
because they know best what these GUIs should look like,
and want to flexibly adapt them. To facilitate their task, we
provide a framework, which consists of an application
frame with a toolbar and a logging console, a graph
component (JDataViewer), and, of course, different
controls-specific widgets. We also provide a
comprehensive set of client APIs to interact with the
control system.
In early 2016, we moved away from Swing because
we saw it as a legacy technology and recommended
JavaFX as the successor, after it had become an official
part of the Oracle JDK. Of the 500 operational GUIs
currently in use, 90% are still in Java Swing.
Unfortunately, in 2018, Oracle, the company backing Java,
stated in their Java Client Roadmap Update [1] that JavaFX
is a “niche” technology with a “market place [that] has
been eroded by the rise of mobile-first and web-first
applications”, and announced that JavaFX is no longer a
part of the Oracle JDK, but shall live on as an independent
product, to be maintained by the open-source community.
This official announcement was a wake-up call for us. We
decided to completely re-evaluate our strategy and

technology choices for GUI, even at the cost of not using
Java – our core technology – for GUIs anymore.

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING A NEW GUI
TECHNOLOGY
In our evaluation of GUI technologies, we considered
the following criteria:
• Technical match: suitability for Desktop GUI
development and good integration with the existing
controls environment (Linux, Java, C/C++) and the
APIs to the control system;
• Popularity among our current and future developers:
little (additional) learning effort, attractiveness for new
recruits;
• Longevity of the technology and reasonable
maintenance cost medium-term to long-term.
We looked at a very broad spectrum of technology and
then seriously evaluated the following options:
• Java Swing or JavaFX – continue with Java in spite of
the Oracle announcement;
• Web technology – use the currently most popular GUI
technology;
• Qt – use one of the most popular desktop GUI
frameworks with either Java or join the exploding
popularity of Python with PyQt, or adopt futureoriented QtQuick GUIs.
In our evaluation, we accepted a possible move away
from Java to another high-level language, such as
JavaScript/TypeScript or Python, but we have never
considered moving our users or ourselves to C or C++.
Most of the content below is explained in far more detail
in the Master Thesis of one of the authors [4].

ANALYSIS
This section summarizes our findings and assessment
during the analysis. Please note that this evaluation was
done in 2018 and refers to the situation at that moment.
Also, some of the statements are based on empirical
analysis and might be tainted by personal interpretations.

Java Swing or JavaFX
The technical match and integration with the controls
system is (obviously) very good: as our long-standing
technology, it fulfils our needs very well and has an
excellent integration with the controls system. Acceptance
is mixed. Those developers who know and use JavaFX
typically like it very much. However, it clearly is less
attractive for new recruits – very few young engineers want
to learn JavaFX, let alone Swing.
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Longevity is the main problem, especially for JavaFX
without the support of Oracle. During several months, we
tried to assess the liveliness of the JavaFX community, by
looking at Twitter feeds [5], discussion groups [6], and
activity on the GitHub repo [7]. We participated in a
workshop “JavaFX beyond 2022” in Munich, to meet with
many other companies invested in JavaFX and to talk in
person to an official Oracle representative. We concluded
from all this that the future of JavaFX is not promising
enough; we rather expect it to slowly decline. On the other
hand, the future of Java Swing seems quite stable to us, for
several reasons. It is impossible for Oracle to abandon Java
Swing unilaterally, because it is part of the official Java SE
platform, which is governed by the Java Community
Process (JCP) [8]. Any change to the Java SE platform has
to be approved by an expert group and a community vote.
Given the fact that many companies are heavily invested in
Java Swing (much more than in JavaFX), it is unlikely that
the JCP will vote for removing Java Swing. If - against all
odds - Swing eventually was to be removed from Java SE,
there will be companies who see a business opportunity in
providing commercial support for Java Swing to many
legacy users. Unfortunately, it is impossible for us to take
over the support of Java Swing ourselves because it is a
huge framework consisting of over a million lines of Java
and half a million lines of (low-level) C and C++. For the
same reason we have never considered taking over support
of JavaFX.
In summary, we concluded that we cannot bet on Java as
the future GUI technology and need to get rid of JavaFX,
but we see Java Swing as “the new X/Motif”, a technology
that is outdated but likely to exist for many years to come.

Web Technology
Web applications generally run in web browsers and
connect to server-side business logic using HTTP(S). Due
to security constraints, Web GUIs have very limited access
to the computer that they run on, which is inconvenient for
desktop applications. This can be overcome using
frameworks such as Electron that rely on web technology
to build desktop applications.
Integration with our controls system is currently
difficult. Web-based clients communicate with REST,
while almost all our operational services (InCA/LSA [2],
Sequencer [3], PostMortem [9], LASER, etc.) have Java
clients and use Java RMI (Remote Method Invocation) and
JMS (Java Message Service) to communicate with the
servers. While it is possible to embed Java libraries into a
Python program (c.f. below), there is currently no modern
and mainstream way to embed our existing Java client
libraries directly into the browser.
Popularity depends. Web technology is very popular
amongst young software engineers, and several software
teams in the Accelerator Sector successfully use it to
develop their applications. For example, our Data Services
team uses it for advanced applications, such as AFT [10],
CCDE [11], ASM [12], and has developed an
infrastructure called “accsoft-commons-web” (ACW) [13]
based on Angular. Other teams use alternative frameworks
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such as Vue.js. Conversely, Web is much less popular
among our physicists, operators, or hardware specialists,
and in general, in the scientific world, where Python reigns.
Longevity is the main downside of Web. Technology
changes frequently, new frameworks come and go [14]
every few years. Currently there are three major
frameworks (Angular, React, and Vue.js), but none of them
is the clear winner for the future. There is Web components
standard [15], aimed at sharing components between
frameworks, but it is not widely adopted. Consequently, a
team that invests into Web must be willing to adapt to a
changing technology, both in terms of learning new
frameworks and rewriting existing applications. This is not
an option for our users, who do not have an intrinsic
interest in software, but just want to use it as a tool to get
their main job done.
In our specific context, we will explore Web for our
read-only GUIs, such as Fixed Displays and userconfigurable dashboards, which need to be accessible
outside of control rooms, for instance, in offices or outside
CERN.

Python and PyQt
Python is an easy to learn general-purpose programming
language. It is used for a broad spectrum of purposes, from
embedded systems programming all the way to big data
analysis. Qt, a popular GUI framework implemented in
C++, is the default choice for writing desktop GUIs in
Python, with PyQt or Qt for Python providing Python
bindings. Qt is used, amongst others, in desktop
applications, such as Linux KDE and WinCC OA [16]. It
is also widely adopted in car dashboards, medical
appliances and entertainment equipment.
Over the last few years, Python has been exploding in
popularity. Worldwide, it is amongst the most popular
programming languages [17] and the number one “wantto-learn” language [18]. Qt lies, in terms of popularity,
between Web and Java GUI technology.
For already some years, Python has been very popular in
CERN. Physicists use it for data analysis and Machine
Development; equipment specialists conduct prototyping
and testing; Controls and IT people write tools for code
generation, DevOps tasks and system administration.
Integration with the current controls system is average:
it is possible to call Java directly from Python using JPype
[19], but overly complex from a technical viewpoint. We
use this solution currently to enable Python GUIs to
communicate with our Java servers. However, we envisage
better alternatives, for example, direct integration of
Python with C/C++ libraries, such as our controls
middleware [20]; or communication over REST APIs,
once they are provided by our core controls services.
For longevity, Python and PyQt look good. Both have
existed for almost 30 years; Python is on the rise, and PyQt
shows no weakness either. Maintaining Python code is
more difficult than maintaining Java, but with the
appropriate methods and tools, it is possible to develop
well tested and easy to maintain operational GUI
applications.
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HANDS-ON EVALUATION
While doing the above analysis we evaluated the Qt GUI
framework in general and PyQt in particular more
thoroughly. In our evaluation, we excluded C++ from the
list of possible programming languages because we
considered it too complex for an average user in our
community.
There are two ways of developing Qt GUIs: Qt Widgets
and QtQuick. Qt Widgets are the original implementation
of Qt, originating from the 1990s, suitable for traditional,
natively looking desktop applications. QtQuick and QML
(Qt Modelling Language) is the new way of developing Qt
GUIs. QtQuick is a library and QML is “a user interface
specification and programming language. [...]. QML offers
a highly readable, declarative, JSON-like syntax with
support for imperative JavaScript expressions combined
with dynamic property bindings [21].” The Qt Company
heavily promotes QtQuick as the future technology, but
remains firmly committed to supporting Qt Widgets in the
future as well [22].
Based on existing experience, we took for granted that
we would be able to fulfil all our needs using PyQt based
on Qt Widgets. However, as we wanted to be up-to-date
with the newest Qt developments, we decided to invest
time into evaluating QML.
The following sections describe our experience with
QtQuick, QML and JavaScript, and explains why we
eventually abandoned it in favour of PyQt with
Qt Widgets. In our evaluation, we mainly studied two
areas: (1) representing data in many different types of
charts, with special attention to good performance, and (2)
use of typical desktop widgets such as trees, tables, treetables, with the focus on how well they can be customized.

QtQuick/QML with JavaScript
Given the fact that we excluded C++ as a main
programming language, the idea was to use JavaScript (or
even better, TypeScript) to develop Qt GUIs. This would
have enabled us to align with web development and join
forces with our colleagues doing Web. Based on
preliminary research, we even hoped that it would be
possible to integrate QML GUIs with 3rd-party JavaScript
libraries and share code with our Web colleagues.
QtQuick appears to be aimed at building highly
aesthetic, carefully styled UIs such as car dashboards with
beautiful gauges and stunning dynamic content. On the
other hand, it puts less emphasis on typical desktop
application widgets, such as tables and trees.
QML gives JavaScript access only to a sub-set of the Qt
APIs. In general, the Layout API is exposed, while most of
the underlying data model APIs are hidden from QML and
reserved for C++, in an attempt to enforce a very strict
MVP (Model-View-Presenter) implementation. In other
words, many APIs accessible from C++ or Python are not
available to JavaScript. This fact can be limiting in
advanced use cases, especially where the interface between
C++ and QML has been not designed carefully enough,
like in the case of QtCharts (c.f. below).
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QtQuick limitations become more apparent when using
third party libraries because many of them do not have
QML bindings (yet). For instance, an excellent library for
plotting, QCustomPlot, does not support QML [4]. When
we contacted its main developer regarding the QML
support, he replied that he was considering it, but wanted
QML to become stable before investing any time into it.
The only plotting library with QML bindings was
QtCharts [4] [23], which is provided by The Qt Company.
When used with JavaScript only, it exhibits terrible
performance: while the library can render almost a million
points per second using the C++ or Python API, the API
exposed to QML reduce this value by two/three orders of
magnitude [4]. The reason is that the underlying data model
exposes only two functions to JavaScript: append(x,y)
and clear(), and the graph is repainted every time a
single point is appended.
For people with experience in JavaFX, the declarative
programming style of QML felt awkward, because unlike
QML, which the developer is expected to read and even
edit when integrating JavaScript logic, FXML (the
declarative part of JavaFX) remains hidden. Conceptually
FXML is in fact closer to the XML *.ui files used for
Qt Widgets. Also, several of our Python users, who had
already explored PyQt with imperative Qt APIs, were not
willing to embrace QML. QML might feel familiar to web
developers, but none of our JavaFX developers had
experience with Web.
QtQuick GUIs are typically a mix of QML, JavaScript
and the “host” language (C++ or Python). It is a good
practice to add some JavaScript to the QML, to specify
GUI behaviour. However, there are no obvious and easy to
explain guidelines on how to split code between QML,
JavaScript methods, and the “host” language. While we
were confident that software engineers would find a good
balance between the three, we were sceptical that our
typical physicist, operator or equipment specialist would
have achieved the same. In other words, we were expecting
them to develop hard to maintain GUIs with large amounts
of JavaScript mixed into QML.
Integration with the native libraries, such as control
systems client libraries, would normally have to be done in
the “host” language. However, having a vision of a
JavaScript-oriented development approach, we attempted
to expose aforementioned libraries via the Qt plugin
mechanism, removing the need to write any glue code, as
long as UI elements are attached to Qt Signals/Slots
exposed by the library plugins. In addition to removing
overhead from high-level JavaScript developers, it limits
the maintenance of the plugins to be managed only by
experienced developers.
Debugging JavaScript and QML is possible only with
the Qt Creator, the IDE that comes with Qt. However, we
found this IDE far less advanced and user-friendly than the
competing IDEs we currently use.
Using TypeScript rather than JavaScript turned out to be
elusive. We had discussed this idea with a senior technical
engineer at the Qt developer conference, and it appeared
that the company was very interested in strong typing.
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Encouraged by them, we filed a Feature Request [24], but
the type system support is still pending, even a year later
[25].
Last but not least, our dream of reusing JavaScript code
with Web has vanished as well. The JavaScript in the QML
engine is intended for relatively small snippets of code
related to GUI logic. While it is up-to-date with modern
JavaScript standard, the JavaScript Host Environment [26]
is not directly compatible with 3rd-party libraries
commonly found in NPM (Node Package Manager)
repositories. There are conversion tools, and some
developers have tried to integrate full Node.js-like
environment with QML, but this remains an exotic
approach, and the corresponding projects are stale [27] [28]
[29].

Qt with Java Bindings
This was an alternative exploration. Our (obvious) hope
here was to reuse the massive investment we already have
in Java client libraries and tooling, and only switch the GUI
toolkit from JavaFX to Qt. Our first attempt was to use
Qt Jambi [30], the official Java binding for Qt. We soon
discovered that it was completely obsolete, based on a Qt
version from over 10 years ago, and not supported by
The Qt Company anymore. We nevertheless tried to take
the hopelessly outdated sources in an attempt to make it run
with the latest Qt version. We failed miserably, and had to
admit that updating the code to Qt5 ourselves would be a
major endeavour.
We did not give up and instead explored the possibility
to make a binding between QtQuick/QML and Java.
Unlike Qt Jambi, which maps the whole Qt API with
hundreds of classes and thousands of method calls, a
binding for QtQuick/QML would have been limited to a
dozen of classes and their methods. Generally, only
QObject, QMetaObject and related APIs would need to be
exposed along with types for data packaging, such as
QVariant. With this limited set of APIs, Qt’s Signal/Slot
mechanism could be used to marshal data between UI
elements created from QML and logic written in Java. We
have made a successful proof of concept using a nice little
open-source library DOtherSide [31]. We finally
abandoned this approach after we had decided to abandon
QML.

PyQt
After discarding QML for the reasons above, the obvious
choice was to go with the flow and adopt Python and PyQt.
We can benefit from prior knowledge and experience
that exists among our users, which have been developing
PyQt GUIs in the labs. PyQt connects us to the Python
community that stands strong in the scientific environment,
hence allowing us to attract interested people in CERN and
associated entities.
While switching GUI development from Java (which
served us loyally for decades) to another language
inevitably presents challenges in terms of migration, we
were confident with our decision and have not looked back
since. Our resulting plans are described below.
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CONCRETE PLANS
Based on the above analysis, we have chosen Python and
PyQt as the new recommended technology for operational
GUIs. We are developing a similar framework as we
provide it for Java Swing. In parallel, we are working on a
PyQt-based Rapid Application Development (RAD)
toolkit, which shall make it possible to develop dashboards
and simple applications with no or little Python coding.
One important design goal is that a RAD application could
be transformed into a standalone fully-fledged operational
PyQt application without any need to rewrite it from
scratch. This transition is not possible in current RAD
frameworks, such as CO Fixed Displays and Inspector. In
terms of technology, we use PyDM [32] developed at
SLAC. Regarding Java, we will maintain our existing
frameworks and components, without however adding any
new functionality. Our support for JavaFX will end in 5
years. Java Swing remains our recommendation to develop
new operational GUIs, until the new PyQt-based
environment is ready. We will do our best to keep Swing
operational for the next 15 years.
As for the web technology, inside our team, we currently
limit ourselves to evaluating its suitability to build Fixed
Displays and fully-fledged controls applications. This will
allow us to gain experience with Web and to give our
colleagues feedback on the ACW framework.

SUMMARY
Java GUI technology is declining after almost 20 years
of loyal services. In 2018, Oracle has officially announced
that they will not bundle JavaFX anymore with the Java
distribution, and relies on the open source community to
maintain it as a separate project. This has made us
completely review our strategy and technology choices for
GUIs. We made a broad analysis based on various criteria
such as suitability for desktop GUI development and
controls, popularity among current and future developers,
learning effort, longevity and expected maintenance cost.
The outcome of this analysis leads us to choose Python and
PyQt as the new platform for operational GUI applications
and rapid application development (RAD), and Web
mainly for Fixed Displays and dashboards. We aim for the
first developer preview to be ready at the end of 2019. We
will support JavaFX for 5 years, and Java Swing during
next 15 years. Java Swing is the recommended technology
until the PyQt-based frameworks are ready.
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IMPROVING USER EXPERIENCE IN COMPLEX SYSTEMS
M. J. Clarke∗ , G. C. Murphy, T. S. Richter, European Spallation Source, Copenhagen, Denmark
R. Nørager, Design Psychology, Copenhagen, Denmark
Abstract
Don Norman and Jakob Nielsen define User Experience
(UX) as "encompassing all aspects of the end-user’s interaction with the company, its services, and its products". The
question is, however, is it possible to provide a significantly
better UX in an inherently complex environment, such as
at a neutron beamline instrument? With this in mind, we
decided to ask the professionals at Design Psychology to see
what might be achievable for user-facing scientific software
at the European Spallation Source.
During a series of short workshops, we looked at general
UX principles and how they could be applied to two of our
software projects. We learned a number of useful practices
and ideas, such as:
• Why UX is more than just the graphical user interface
• The value of creating user personas and mapping their
workflow
• How to design for the user’s "System 1"
A bad UX may make the user feel like they are fighting
against the system rather than working with it. A good UX,
however, will unobtrusively help them do what they need to
do without fuss or bother. If done well, UX is not a zero-sum
game: improvements can be made so novices and experts
alike can work more efficiently.

INTRODUCTION
The European Spallation Source (ESS) [1] will be a multidisciplinary research facility based on a next-generation
world-leading neutron spallation source which will allow
users from a range of scientific and engineering fields to
study their materials at a level not achievable at existing neutron sources. Sweden and Denmark are the joint hosts of the
ESS, with the facility itself being constructed in Lund, Sweden and the Data Management and Software Centre (DMSC)
being located in Copenhagen, Denmark.
In parallel to the construction of the facility, the DMSC
team have been constructing a suite of user-orientated software to assist the users in pursuing their science. This suite
provides software for the whole lifetime of the experiment
starting from the initial proposal submission, through performing the experiment at the facility, to analysing, storing
and cataloguing the data. The software suite consists of both
thin-client web applications and more traditional thick-client
desktop applications; however, regardless of the technologies used, it is important that the software provides a good
User Experience (UX) [2] for both expert and novice users.
With this goal in mind, the DMSC asked the UX specialists
at Design Psychology [3] to run a series of UX workshops.
The first one was a general workshop introducing UX prin∗
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ciples and brief examination of existing DMSC software.
The second and third workshops were focussed solely on
SciCat [4] and NICOS [5], which are two of the more mature
applications developed at the DMSC.
The focus of this paper is on the application of UX principles to SciCat and NICOS.

About Design Psychology
Design Psychology extend the classic user centred design
process by grounding it in expert knowledge of human psychology. This dual user and human centred design approach
enables them to turn descriptive user insights into prescriptive design drivers. This increases the quality of UX design
in projects and reduces risk. They work with companies
across many business areas to help them realise the business
value of improving UX. Their services cover both strategic
design and design implementation. In addition, they have a
UX laboratory with a diverse testing toolbox than can deliver
quantified data to support design decisions.

SCICAT AND NICOS
SciCat is a catalogue for providing users with access to
the scientific metadata and raw experiment data for their
experiments. It covers the whole life-cycle of the experiment,
from the initial proposal, through data collection and analysis
to publication and beyond. The project is an open-source
collaboration between the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) [6] in
Switzerland, MAX IV [7] in Sweden and the ESS. The user
interface for SciCat is web-based, built using the Angular [8]
framework. The user interface is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The SciCat user interface prior to the workshops.
NICOS is a network-based experiment control program written for neutron scattering at the ForschungsNeutronenquelle Heinz Maier-Leibnitz (FRMII) [9] in Germany. Though originally developed for FRMII, NICOS is
now being used at a number of other facilities including the
ESS and SINQ (PSI). NICOS is written in Python and uses
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the Qt framework [10] for its desktop-based user interface.
The user interface is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The NICOS user interface prior to the workshops.
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etc., there is an owner’s manual, a how-to video on the
web and a customer service hotline
All these factors can have a direct effect on the user’s
experience of a product, but the user interface and the core
technology are perhaps most important. If the core technology is not sufficient to achieve the user’s end goal then
the product is ultimately worthless no matter how excellent
the user experience is. However, if the core technology is
sufficient but has a poor user interface then users have to
construct their own "mental" user interface. These mental
user interfaces often require extensive training to learn and
tend to be easily forgotten by occasional users. They can
also be incomplete meaning the user is only using a subset of
the available functionality and, as a result, may be working
inefficiently.

Analysing User Experience
USER EXPERIENCE
The UX Value Equation
Design Psychology have produced a pseudo-equation for
describing the factors that contribute to the user achieving
their end goals called the uxValuEQTM which is shown in
Figure 3.

To better understand the UX requirements of a system,
Design Psychology recommend breaking down the analysis
into four discrete levels as shown in Figure 4. The four layers
are described as:
1. The perceptual layer - represents the look and location
of the various parts that make up the user interface, i.e.
the appearance of the buttons, icons, input fields and
other widgets, and the overall aesthetic
2. The interaction layer - represents the basic logic of the
user interface in terms of its layout and interaction, i.e.
what goes where, what happens when this button is
clicked, etc.

Figure 3: uxValuEQTM - Design Psychology’s user experience value equation.
These factors can be summarised as:
• Core technology - the product that actually does the
core task that the user is trying to achieve
• User/core features - features added around the core
technology that exposes access to the core technology
• User interface - how the user interacts with the user/core
features
• Assisting user interface (AUI) - these represent items
that assist the user in using the user interface to achieve
the core task
It could be said that the core technology is the basis of
the product’s business case and the other factors enable the
system’s value to be realised. As an example, consider the
fictional manufacturer of the latest most advanced lawnmower:
• Core technology - the revolutionary new motor than
cuts quicker and more accurately than the competitors
• User/core features - the ability to adjust the cut length,
motor speed and so on
• User interface - the ergonomically designed handle and
the touchscreen for setting the cut length, etc.
• Assisting user interface - the touchscreen has a walkthrough animation showing how to change the settings,

3. The workflow layer - represents the high-level tasks or
steps the user need to complete to reach their goal, e.g.
first log in, search for item, add item to basket and so
on
4. The user journey layer - represents the overall narrative
of the process the user performs in reaching their goal,
including tasks that may lie outside the core process,
e.g. collecting their user id card

Figure 4: The levels of analysis for understanding the UX
requirements of a system.
It can be seen that the layers range from being specific and
low level (perceptual level) to representing a more high level
view (user journey layer). In analysing the UX requirements
for a system it is recommended to start from the user journey
and work through the levels in the order shown by the grey
arrow in Figure 4.
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ANALYSING SCICAT AND NICOS
This section walks through the process of analysing the
UX requirements of both SciCat and NICOS. Most of the
work involved was done using wall-mounted sheets of paper,
sticky notes, pens and plenty of coffee and biscuits.
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the software. For example, the user journey produced at the
NICOS workshop was:
1. Submitting a proposal
2. Pre-experiment preparations at home

User Journey

3. Arriving at the facility

The first step of mapping the user journey is to identify
the users and to create personas for them. Ideally it would
be possible to involve actual users for this, but often this is
not practical or, as in the case for the ESS, not yet possible.
In these situations, it is usually possible to create the personas based on the domain experience of the people present.
This was deemed to be a reasonable compromise for these
workshops as amongst the participants were people who had
either been users or had many years’ experience of working
with users at other facilities. The following main user types
were identified at the NICOS workshop:
• Visiting scientist (consumer) - new/novice user, someone to whom neutrons are just a tool
• Visiting scientist - experienced user, knows more about
neutron science, beamlines etc.
• Beamline scientist - expert user
• Technician - maintenance user
Due to time constraints, it was decided to combine the
two visiting scientists types into one and use that as the focus
for the workshops but with a bias towards the novice user.
The persona was developed by considering what might be
their goals, their possible pain points and their skill-set. The
resulting persona is shown in Figure 5.

4. Arriving at the beamline
5. Planning/preparing the experiment
6. Starting the experiment
7. Monitoring the running experiment
8. Initial data reduction
9. Finishing the experiment
10. Leaving site
11. Data management and analysis back at home
The overall user journey is considered rather than just the
steps relevant to the software because it can provide more
information about the user which can be used to enrich the
definition of the persona and it may also uncover dependencies in the system which affect the UX. The user journey is
meant to be very high-level, so it doesn’t need to explain in
great detail what each stage entails; its purpose is to provide
a starting point for developing the workflow.

Workflow
Starting from the user journey, the key steps relating to the
user journey and the software were extracted. Each of these
steps were then broken down in to the tasks which the user
needs to perform to "complete" the step. Some of the tasks
themselves could be broken down into further sub-tasks, as
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5: The persona for the visiting scientist.
Given more time it would have been interesting to explore
the other user types as well. However, improving UX is not
a zero-sum game as it is possible to make improvements for
the novice that also improve the experience for the expert.
A similar persona was developed independently at the
SciCat workshop - this was not surprising as both SciCat
and NICOS are aimed at and used by the same users, but
with different goals.
User journeys were constructed in both workshops by
identifying the steps which this visiting scientist persona
goes through before, during and after their interaction with

Figure 6: The task breakdown for the "Finishing the experiment" step in the NICOS workflow.
The tasks and sub-tasks were matched to features that
already exist in the software. If it is not possible to match a
task to an existing feature then this could be an indication
of missing functionality. From these tasks and sub-tasks
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workflows were defined that could be used for the basis of
the new UX design.
For SciCat, there are a number of different workflows
depending on the status of the experiment; for example, at
the proposal stage the workflow is different to the workflow
of a running experiment. During the workshop, a new publication workflow was developed from scratch. The workflow
is somewhat similar to that of, say, an online bookseller, for
example:
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available for the main part of the user interface. It was felt
that the main part contained too much information and was
too crowded and, thus, daunting for new users. After discussing a few options it was decided to remove some of the
less useful columns in the table and instead make the rows
expandable/collapsible to show/hide extra information. The
mock-up shown in Figure 7 is a new user interface design
created during the workshop to incorporate these changes.

1. Log on
2. Browse data-sets - browse books
3. Select interesting data-sets - add books to shopping
basket/cart
4. Publish data-sets to a DOI - choose shipping and pay
5. Log out
For NICOS the main workflow is superficially linear, but
it has additional complexity because there is a need to be
able to go back to previous steps in an iterative manner, for
example, start data collection -> monitor the data -> assess
data quality -> stop data collection -> rotate sample -> repeat.
Users of NICOS also need to see a significant amount of
information relating to the status of the beamline, incoming
data, script status, etc. This means any design must allow the
user to switch between steps quickly and be able to access
status information from within any step.

Interaction
Based on the workflows determined for SciCat and
NICOS, new mock layouts for the user interfaces were created. This was done using Microsoft PowerPoint as this
allows new layouts to be created quickly by combining PowerPoint’s drawing tools with screenshots of components from
the existing user interface. Alternatives would be use a
whiteboard with print-outs or using dedicated wire-framing
software.
As SciCat’s publication workflow resembles that of a
shopping website, it was proposed that it should follow the
familiar design conventions of popular e-commerce websites.
By adopting such conventions, where practical, it is possible
to reduce the cognitive load for the user as they already have
a feel for how the website works. Comparing SciCat to
popular conventions revealed the following:
• It is not obvious who is logged on - most websites have
that information in the top-right corner
• The existence of a basket/cart is not clear - this is also
usually found in the top-right corner
• The search functionality is on the left-hand side - the
search functionality for websites is usually at the top
A mock-up based on these conventions was created. This
was done by adding icons from Noun Project [11] to a screengrab of SciCat to represent the user, cart and search. Following on from this, an obvious and positive side effect of
moving the search functionality is that more space becomes

Figure 7: A mock-up of SciCat with expandable rows and
new icons.
For NICOS, the main issue was to find a way for the
user to navigate easily through the stages of an experiment
whilst still having quick access to the critical experiment
information. For this the design includes vertical tabs on
the left-hand side to allow the user to quickly jump to the
information they need. Figure 8 shows the vertical tabs in
a mock-up. A status bar has also been added to the user
interface, this gives an overview of the experiment and is
always visible regardless of which tab is selected.

Figure 8: A mock-up of NICOS using vertical tabs to simplify the view.
The mock-up also uses colour and space to provide clearer
distinction between the general components that make up
the screen, and similarly more obvious separation between
levels of devices in the devices list was added. The use of
colour and space help reduce the cogitative load on the user
and are discussed in more detail later.

Perceptual
The perceptual layer is perhaps the hardest for the standard developer to improve as it usually requires professional
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graphical design skills. For web applications there is a lot of
flexibility due to technologies like Cascading Style Sheets
(CSS), so with a good designer almost anything is possible.
For desktop applications, it mostly comes down to making
a choice over which graphical user interface framework to
use; however, frameworks are increasingly starting to offer
styling options analogous to what is possible on the web, so
it may be possible to have greater control over appearance
in the near future.
As time was short in the workshops, the perceptual layer
was not examined in significant detail. After the workshops,
Design Psychology improved the mock-ups and added some
low-level styling options. The professionally realised mockups of SciCat and NICOS are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, respectively.
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tation; it has very little cognitive load. Ambient vision is
mostly off-loaded to the part of the brain that handles visual
stimuli without conscious effort. These two different visual
regimes map to Daniel Kahneman’s concept of System 1
and System 2 modes of thought as discussed in "Thinking,
Fast and Slow" [12]; where System 1 is fast, instinctive and
emotional and System 2 is slower, deliberative and rational.
By designing for System 1 is it possible to make it easier
for a user to get a fast overview of what is happening on
an interface even at a distance. This clarity may also be
important for those users with visual impairments.
The squint test is simple cost-free method for approximating the user interface’s effect on the user’s ambient vision.
The simplest way to perform a squint test is literally to look
at the user interface through mostly closed eyes and assess
what can be seen and not seen. However, there are also
simple technology-based ways of achieving a similar effect
which is easier to analyse, and present! One is to use PowerPoint or similar software to apply a blur effect to a screen
capture; the other is to create a terminal window with a white
background and with thirty percent opacity and blur to act
as a filter for viewing the live user interface through.
Regardless of the method used, the squint test can be used
to assess the ambient visual clarity of the user interface.
By identifying which parts are and are not distinguishable
through the blurring, it is possible to determine areas for
improvement.

Figure 9: A professional mock-up of a new SciCat user
interface.

Figure 11: The original NICOS user interface through a blur
filter, for the squint test.

Figure 10: A professional mock-up of a new NICOS user
interface.

THE SQUINT TEST
Typically, only five percent of a person’s field of vision
incorporates what is actually being focused on. This focal
vision is concerned with details and high resolution information and, thus, has a high cognitive load. The remaining
ambient field of vision is low resolution and conveys information about general shapes, structures, contrast and orien-

Figure 11 shows the NICOS user interface through a blur
filter. There are some elements that stand out through the
filter such as the use of green and yellow status "lights" on
the right-hand side, the red error messages and the vertical
borders/dividers used to separate sections, but in general the
user interface is mostly light grey and white, so provides
little structure or contrast to aid ambient vision. Compare
this with Figure 12 which shows the mock-up user interface
created by Design Psychology through a blur filter. There
is much more contrast in the new design which provides
more visible structure to the user’s ambient vision and helps
System 1. On the other hand, the green status lights do not
come through as clearly as in Figure 11, so this could be one
area of the design to revisit.
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users is used to modify the mock-ups in preparation for further user feedback. It is also necessary to assess the designs
from a technological stand-point to see if they are actually
implementable. It is likely that the designs for SciCat are
achievable because web applications have considerable flexibility when it comes to appearance; however, for a desktop
application like NICOS there may be limits to what can be
achieved due to the underlying graphical framework used.
Once these steps have been completed the implementation
of the final design will be started.
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Figure 12: The mock-up new NICOS user interface through
a blur filter, for the squint test.

CONCLUSION
It was decided to conduct UX workshops for two of the
DMSC’s user-facing software projects under the guidance of
the UX professionals at Design Psychology. The goal of the
workshops was to perform a detailed examination of both
SciCat and NICOS to analyse where improvements could be
made to UX and, ultimately, produce new UI designs based
on this information.
It was decided in both workshops to focus on the novice
user as this was likely to be the most common type of user
at the ESS and there is no reason why UX improvements
for the novice user cannot offer improvements for the more
experienced user.
Based on the uxValuEQTM and analysis workflow, new
UX-centric mock-ups were produced for SciCat and NICOS
during the workshops. The coarse mock-ups produced in
the workshop were further refined by the graphic designers
at Design Psychology to improve contrast and presentation
of information.

What Next?
Though new user interface designs have been produced
for both SciCat and NICOS this is not the end of the process.
The new designs will be shown to real users for feedback before development effort is spent on the implementation. This
may lead to a number of iterations where feedback from the
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UX FOCUSED DEVELOPMENT WORK DURING RECENT ORNL EPICSBASED INSTRUMENT CONTROL SYSTEM UPGRADE PROJECTS*
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M. R. Pearson, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, USA
Abstract
The importance of usability and easy-to-use user interfaces (UI) have been recognized across many domains.
However, the user-friendliness of scientific experiment
control systems often lags behind industry standards in the
flourishing user experience (UX) field. Scientific control
systems can certainly benefit from these new UX research
methods and approaches. Recent instrument control system
upgrade projects at the SNS and HFIR facilities at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory demonstrate the effectiveness
of UX focused development work, and further reveal the
need for more utilization of such techniques coming from
the UX field. The ongoing control system upgrades are targeting the key facility-level priority of higher scientific
productivity, and UX is one of the important tools to help
us achieve this priority. We will highlight research methods
and practices, introduce our findings and deliverables, and
share challenges and lessons learned in applying UX methods to scientific control systems.

INTRODUCTION
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is home to two
world-class neutron scattering user facilities: The Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) and The High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR). In recent years, a series of significant software/hardware upgrade projects has progressed to improve
the reliability and usability of the scientific instrument
beamlines at these facilities. At the core of these upgrade
projects is the application of the Experimental and Industrial Control System (EPICS) [1], which has also been used
for the SNS Accelerator controls systems since the beginning of the SNS project [2]. The mature EPICS toolkit has
contributed greatly to the reliable and stable operation of
the SNS Accelerator and has now been applied for the
many individual instrument/beamline control systems. The
beamlines had experienced a variety of operational challenges under the earlier legacy data acquisition system,
with both reliability and user complexity issues. Based on
a careful and systematic review of existing software packages and toolkits, the decision was made in 2012 to upgrade the majority of SNS beamline control systems software to use the EPICS toolkit and Control System Studio
(CS-Studio) [3][4][5]. These control system overhauls
have proceeded well and have greatly improved the reliability, maintainability, and data/science throughput of the
beamlines [6].
___________________________________________
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The first instance of EPICS and CS-Studio being applied
to the beamline control systems was for the Imaging beamline, to demonstrate more reliable, flexible, and efficient
beamline operation [7]. During the past seven years, 22
beamlines at the SNS and HFIR have been upgraded to use
EPICS and CS-Studio for their beamline control systems,
including 17 SNS beamlines and 5 HFIR beamlines. These
upgrade projects were quite successful and have subsequently freed up many resources within our group, enabling us to focus more on improving the overall user experience (UX) and ease-of-use of the user interfaces (UIs) of
our beamline control systems. The past four years saw an
increased number of specific UX/UI deliverables within
our group, which were welcomed by our diverse scientific
user community.
Our recent UX/UI deliverables have been designed and
developed by applying the methods and practices of the
UX [8] and Design Thinking [9] field. These deliverables
empower new and external users to effectively and efficiently set up an experiment, plan and collect data, monitor
experiment progress, and make informed decisions along
the way. Meanwhile, the increased reliability of the control
systems has simultaneously relieved the instrument staff
from constant hands-on operational support. Some fundamentals of the UX/UI methodologies and practices are described in more detail in the following sections, followed
by some specific examples of their use in the development
of our scientific beamline control systems.

EFFECTIVE METHODS
AND PRACTICES
UX and the Design Thinking process provide a new way
of thinking, seeing, and doing development work based on
previous research emphases, such as Human Computer Interaction (HCI), UI, User-Centered Design (UCD), and Usability. By adopting UX methods to look at the entire experience of a user interacting with our beamline control
systems, we have identified opportunities for improvement, and explored solutions beyond simple user interfaces. Our goal is to decrease our users' physical effort
(such as a mouse move/click and typing), mental effort
(such as remembering and thinking), and emotional effort
(such as perceived task difficulty), and to help them complete their tasks with a more delightful, enjoyable, and
therefore productive experience.
Similarly, the Design Thinking process has proven to
likewise be effective with its well-established steps, including empathize, define, ideate, prototype, and test [10]. In
practice, we have discovered that the iterations of this process are more like a “spiral staircase” than that of a linear
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process; and the importance of the “empathize” step cannot
be emphasized enough.
We have utilized a wide variety of UX methods, including field studies/user interviews, requirements & constraints, design reviews, task analyses, journey mapping,
prototype feedback & testing, card sorting, usability bug
reviews, and so forth [11]. Below are the top methods/practices that we found the most fruitful for our UX focused
development work.

Field Studies/User Interviews
Going directly into the target users' work environment,
observing them perform different tasks using the existing/legacy system, and asking them questions about their
processes, is an obvious yet often overlooked way to gain
first-hand experience during the initial phase of any new
development work. Field studies/user interviews, with a
beginner's mindset and an empathetic attitude, can help to
see and experience first-hand the complex systems that users are facing. First, our neutron scattering beamlines often
include a variety of different subsystems (such as sample
environment devices, choppers, motion controls, detectors,
and so forth) along with several associated support groups
that work with the users. Second, the users have varying
levels of background knowledge and skills regarding neutron scattering techniques, the beamlines they work on, and
general computer programming experience. And third,
there are many potential distractions of an operating facility with unfamiliar terminologies, operating systems, and
data formats, etc. These first-hand experiences from field
studies and user interviews have helped us to have a more
holistic view of our users' needs and requirements. This
then drives us to understand the possible reasons behind
their various requests, and therefore motivates us as developers to identify and address their usability issues for improved user satisfaction. Our willingness to understand and
empathize with the end user also helps us to gain trust and
overcome any initial resistance, especially for any kind of
unfamiliar change in the users’ work environment.
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a seamless experience to our users, by better integrating/interfacing between the data acquisition process and the subsequent data post-processing, or reduction and analysis.

Collaborating
Due to the innate complexity and diversity of the beamlines, it is impossible for any one person to master all the
details and understand all the needs and requirements for
our upgrade projects. Thus, we made the effort early on to
gain the beamline scientists’ and user’s trust, to establish
close partnerships with the scientists, scientific associates
(SAs), and other supporting groups, and to engage all involved parties throughout the projects. Collaboration must
therefore be capitalized upon both internally and externally. Internally, all of our UX/UI deliverables were built
upon the previously established control system building
blocks, and developers within our group worked together
with beamline staff to meet the functional requirements of
our users, ensuring that our system is easy to use and maintainable in the longer term. Externally speaking, one scientist's idea became a key part of the solution to help manage
the complicated operating modes of one of our reflectometer instruments (one shown in Figure 1). Likewise, a postdoc's data reduction script prepared the path for a close collaboration on our CrystalAlign tool (shown in Figure 2),
and an SA's passionate and tireless effort to test our new
software both improved the software and encouraged the
developer.

Focus on Clarifying and Improving Experiment
Processes
The mission of our user facilities is to support the neutron scattering users in delivering scientific discoveries and
improved understanding of the structure and dynamics of
materials. While our users come from a wide variety of scientific fields, on any given beamline their data acquisition
needs will most likely fall into one of two distinctive types:
routine needs with some established processes, or innovative needs which explore unique ways to use a beamline
and incorporate new techniques. With successful outcomes
and a sufficiently sized user community, some of the innovative needs may ultimately become routine needs later. By
focusing on clarifying and improving processes, we empower users by making their routine tasks easy, and their
innovative tasks possible during a user experiment. We also
learned to examine the entire data life cycle, and to optimize globally before locally. As a result, we have provided

Figure 1: Example of an operating mode set up step of an
experiment automation tool.

MAIN CATEGORIES
OF UX/UI DELIVERABLES
Over the past four years, our UX focused development
work has benefitted three out of the four main types of neutron scattering beamlines, including sample transmission
on a small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) beamline,
elastic neutron scattering beamlines (such as reflectometers, single-crystal and powder diffractometers, and a
small-angle neutron scattering instrument), quasi-elastic/inelastic neutron scattering beamlines (such as time-offlight spectrometers and a backscattering spectrometer), as
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Figure 2: CrystalAlign tool’s component highlights.

Figure 3: Example of a dashboard screen showing a 2D X/Y plot, 2D Q/E plot, and 1D Time Of Flight plot.
well as a neutron imaging beamline. Certain types of
common needs were repeatedly requested, or their additional applicability discovered on subsequent beamlines,
and the following three categories/themes became apparent as we reviewed our UX/UI deliverables.

Meaningful Live Displays
This category includes live 2D displays that closely
represent the physical geometry of detectors, useful 1D
and 2D conversions from raw data to scientific units
which the users understand, and useful details within a
task context (e.g. cursor information). Examples of such
displays are shown in Figure 3. There were also user
screens with rich meta-data/information to help users

understand the current instrument configuration and status, while keeping them informed about the progress of
their experiments. As Mantid [12] is the designated scientific data analysis/reduction software used primarily
at our facility beamlines, we have endeavored to utilize
Mantid’s Instrument Definition Files (IDFs) and data
processing algorithms to provide the users with familiar
live 2D displays and consistent 1D and 2D conversions
on the data acquisition side, for both fixed detector geometry beamlines and movable detector geometry
beamlines. A specific dynamicMapping tool was developed for run-time movable detector geometry conversions. These useful displays and control screens not only
help our users to make sense out of their live experiment
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data, for making informed decisions, but they also provide useful statistics that are then applied to efficiently
steer the experiments.

Instrument Q Configuration Planning and
Handling Tools
From our field studies and user interviews, we learned
of another layer of complexity: instrument configuration
for beamlines with movable detectors. For our reflectometers and SANS beamlines, users often come to
study their samples within a variety of science domains.
They speak the languages that are meaningful for their
specific area of science, for instance, “momentum transfer” (that is, “Q”). From the data acquisition perspective,
this terminology and semantic concept needs to be translated into sets of instrument configurations, mainly including wavelength and motor positions (detector distance, detector rotation, slits, etc.). It is likely that a single instrument configuration will not be able to fully
cover an entire Q range that the users are interested in
studying for a specific experiment. There are further
complications, such as distinct instrument configurations for different types of data (such as scattering data,
transmission data, direct beam), as well as ensuring a
sufficient overlap of Q ranges for measurement configurations. Previously, scientists used many manual and
complex Excel spreadsheets for Q range planning, or
else collaborated to build limited calculation features directly into the legacy data acquisition system. Guided by
our new focus on clarifying and improving the experiment processes, we collaborated with these scientists,
and together built tools to standardize and simplify Q
range planning. The output of these planning tools is
now well integrated with the rest of our EPICS control

JACoW Publishing
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system (one shown in Figure 4). Users can easily use
different instrument configurations via our standard Table Scan tool, or via Python scripting for their data collection. Our system can then automatically manage the
run time instrument configuration and visualize the progress and status for the users. These efforts have enabled
users to now manage a significant amount of detailed
information and various unit conversions, all without
them becoming overwhelmed in the process.

Experiment Automation Tools
Besides instrument Q configuration, user experiments
also often involve complicated sample alignment procedures, different types of sample environment devices
(temperature, magnetic field, electrical field, polarization, etc.), sample rotation stages, sample changers, and
so forth. We worked with several different beamline
teams to identify gaps and opportunities in terms of various functions and usability beyond our standard Table
Scan tool (which is already capable of supporting most
of these functional requirements using a table abstraction). The outcomes of these efforts included a CrystalAlign tool (shown in Figure 2), a redesigned tomography beamline UI and high-level features, as well as
tools to automate complex experiment modes for our users.
As a result of excellent collaborations with multiple
beamline teams, we were able to clarify and optimize the
single crystal alignment process, and so designed and
built a CrystalAlign tool for this essential routine task
(show in Figure 2). The CrystalAlign tool serves four
direct geometry spectrometers and a diffractometer
(both with and without movable detectors), outputting a
calculated UB matrix that enables automated data reduction.

Figure 4: Example of an embedded Q range planning tool showing planned Q ranges overlaying on top of a simulated
reflectivity curve.
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Figure 5: Example of an automatically generated data collection table.
We took the initiative to redesign the imaging beamline’s user interface and high-level software features, to
provide users with an improved experimental process
and more automated features. More integrated tools
were also developed on several beamlines to guide users
through typical experiment workflows, and to plan for
and automatically generate data collection tables with
various operating modes (one shown in Figure 1), sample environment devices and settings, instrument Q configuration (one shown in Figure 2), sample changers,
and other settings. More advanced features such as balancing the counts among different settings, predicting
and estimating the total counting time, and so forth, were
also added to help users plan their experiments and use
their beam time more efficiently. Figure 5 shows an example of an automatically generated data collection table. By automating these routine tasks whenever possible, we successfully improved users overall experience,
and helped to reduce potential beam time loss due to
simple human errors.

CONCLUSION
Four years of UX focused development work has
proven to be a great learning and growing experience for
us all. We came to the realization that high-level control
system software and user interfaces are key to helping
users navigate our complex beamline control systems. It
was both very humbling and satisfying to see our deliverables assist users in optimizing their beam time usage
and collect high quality experiment data. We enabled the
instrument staff to spend more of their time and bandwidth for science, and to better emphasize helping users
with their scientific pursuits. These outcomes produced
more satisfied and successful users, and directly supports the facilities' priority of a higher scientific productivity. We are grateful for all the support we have received and are excited for our ongoing work in this area,
to explore new opportunities and better serve our user
community.
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FAST INTERACTIVE PYTHON-BASED ANALYSIS
OF STREAMED IMAGES*
A. Sukhanov†, W. Fu, J. P. Jamilkowski, R. H. Olsen
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, USA
Abstract
This paper reports on development of a general purpose
image analysis application, tailored for beam profile
monitor cameras of RHIC Collider-Accelerator complex.
ImageViewer is a pure Python application, based on
pyqtgraph and scipy packages. It accepts image streams
from camera servers (RHIC or EPICS), local cameras or
from file system. The standard analysis includes
recognition of connected objects; for each object the
parameters of a fitted ellipsoid (position, axes and tilt
angle) are calculated using 2nd-order image moments, the
parameters are corrected using 1D or 2D gaussian fit. Many
other features are supported: saving, image rotation, region
of interest, projections, subtraction of a reference image,
multi-frame averaging, color mapping, contrast control,
pixel to millimeter calibration. Playback feature allows for
fast browsing and clean-up of saved images. User add-ons
can be added dynamically as included modules. The
existing add-ons provide turn-key solutions for moving-slit
and multi-slit beam emittance measurements, hollow-beam
characterization and others.
Each camera of the RHIC complex is equipped with a
server (graphic-less) version of this application, providing
the same analysis and publishing calculated parameters to
RHIC Controls Architecture.

Figure 1: imageViewer window.

FEATURES
Image Delivery
The imageViewer is an event-driven application, the
input back-end raises an event for the main thread to
indicate arrival of new image.
The back-ends for following image sources are
integrated:

INTRODUCTION
The imageViewer is a general purpose image analysis
application, written in pure Python, it is based on
pyqtgraph [1] and scipy [2] packages. The pyqtgraph is a
fast Python-based visualization package that makes use of
Qt GraphicsView for primitive graphics (lines, shapes,
antialiasing) and is capable of rendering 1024x1024 video
at 50 fps.

•

Camera server (RHIC Controls). The image is
either PNG-compressed (default) or byte array.

•

EPICS Area Detector, image is byte array.

•

File system.

•

Local USB camera.

Everything is controlled from a single window as shown
on Fig. 1, the window is divided into adjustable panes:

•

HTTP.

•

Image pane,

•

Control pane with parameter tree of GUI elements
(buttons, checkboxes, spinboxes, sliders, etc.),

•

Message pane,

•

Console pane, a Python interactive console where
users can enter python expressions/statements and
access local objects for debugging.

___________________________________________

* Work supported by Brookhaven Science Associates, LLC under
Contract No. DE-SC0012704 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
†
sukhanov@bnl.gov

The default file format is PNG; it handles color depths
higher than 8 bits. Other formats are supported as well.
Asynchronous delivery of large amounts of data from
camera servers may cause buffer overloading of TCP
stacks on the server or client side (when image size is large
and client is slow to receive or process data). To throttle the
input stream, the imageViewer asynchronously requests a
small scalar parameter which is updated when a new image
is ready, if imageViewer is busy processing previous
images, then the request is dropped, otherwise the image
array is received synchronously.

Rotation and Orientation
Rotation to an arbitrary angle and flipping can be applied
to all images in the stream or interactively.
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Region Of Interest (ROI) and Partitioning

IMAGE ANALYSIS

Image analysis is performed in an interactively-defined
ROI. The ROI can be partitioned vertically or horizontally
and each partition is analyzed separately.

The standard analysis is illustrated on Fig. 2 it includes:

ROI Projection Plots, ROI Intensity Plot
Projections of the ROI and pixel amplitudes of the ROI
are plotted in separate windows and dynamically updated.

Isocurves

•

Conversion of color (RGBA) array to grayscale.

•

Connected objects are located and measured using
Computer Vision algorithms (thresholding and
labelling) from scipy [4].

•

Parameters of fitted ellipses for found objects are
calculated using Image Moment Statistics:

The isocurve lines visualize the threshold level for spot
finding.

o

Center Of Gravity: x = M10/M00, y =
M01/M00,

De-speckling and Blurring

o

Half widths (RMS): M20, M02,

o

Pearson Correlation Coefficient:
𝑀
𝑀 𝑀
ρ
𝑀
𝑀
𝑀
𝑀

o

Tilt angle of the ellipse:
2ρ ⋅ 𝑀 ⋅ 𝑀
θ 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛
𝑀
𝑀

The narrow median filter can be applied to remove
speckles effectively and quickly. As an alternative,
gaussian blurring can be performed.

Running Average
Pixel-wise running average for several frames can be
applied to the input stream.

Reference Images and Pedestal Suppression
Displayed image can be stored in one of four reference
slots and a pixel-wise arithmetic operation can be
performed between input images and references.

Color Depth
More than 8 bits per channel is supported. The
integrated PNG codec (from Pillow [3]) is fast and it
supports an arbitrary number of bits per channel.

Figure 2: Image analysis stages: original image (left); grayscaled, thresholded and labelled (middle); centroids (stars)
and fitted ellipses (dark green) plotted (right).

Contrast/Coloration Interactive Control

The standard analysis provides fast and robust
estimation of the object position, the speckles in the image
do not bias the calculation since they are disconnected from
the objects. However, the calculated width of the object
may be biased if background level is significant. In that
case, the curve fitting can be applied to ROI projection
using gaussian with a pedestal. The fitting range is
extended 6 times the RMS to provide necessary
information about the background. Precision of the width
measurement could be further improved using a full twodimensional fit of a 2D gaussian.
The calculated position and width of the brightest objects
are displayed at the top of the image, all parameters also
available in a JSON-formatted log file.

Pyqtgraph provides useful tools to view high-colordepth images:
•

pixel intensity histogram,

•

movable region over histogram to select
black/white levels,

•

color map selector and gradient editor for grayscale images.

Interactive Calibration
Pixel/mm calibration is done by interactively adjusting a
reference ring to a known shape.

Fast Browsing and Clean-up of Image Folders
The folders of stored images may fill up with hundreds
of thousands of files, they can be browsed, viewed and
deleted quickly (movie-style viewing frequency is 30-50
frames/s). Deletion of large sets of files can be done in
several seconds.

ADD-ONS
An add-on is a python file, which is specified in a
command line argument and is imported during
initialization. An add-on can instantiate (import) other
add-ons dynamically. Add-on adds additional GUI
elements into the control pane. It should be sub-classed
from an AddonBase object:
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images offline. The results of the multi-slit emittance
measurement are shown on Fig. 6.

def cprint(self,msg):
#Thread-safe printing in the console dock.
def entryName(self):
#Returns group name in the parameter tree
def controlPane(self):
#Define user items in the control pane.
def addon_clicked(self,parItem,itemData):
#Called when user item in control pane is
clicked
def process(self):
#Called when data region is updated.
def stop(self):
#Called when imager is stopped.

Figure 4: Image from a YAG screen 2m downstream of a
slit mask.

def exit(self):
#Called when application exits.

Several examples of add-ons are shown below.

RFDiag Add-on
The LEReC RF diagnostic line is designed for fine
tuning of the RF required to produce 2 MeV electron
bunches with an energy spread better than 5*10-4. The
images are taken from a YAG screen. The ROI is sliced into
32 strips. The strip position corresponds to the time inside
a bunch and horizontal RMS – to momentum spread.
Results of the analysis is shown on Fig. 3.

Figure 5: Beamlets fitted with eight gaussians (left), Twiss
parameters and phase-space graph (right).

Figure 6: Beam profiles at different slit positions (left).
Reconstructed phase space (right).

LOGGING OF CALCULATED
PARAMETERS

Figure 3: Image from a YAG screen (left). Momentum
spread (top right), bunch intensity over time (bottom right).

Multi-slit and Moving-slit Emittance Add-ons
Emittance measurement devices made of slit/slits are
used to measure beam emittance along the beamline [5].
The multi-slit add-on calculates emittance for multi-slit
device online, as shown on Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. For movingslit measurements it is important to synchronize slit
movement with camera shutter. Two add-ons are involved
in that case, one add-on is controlling the slit motion
online, the second add-on is processing the accumulated

Currently about 30 cameras are instrumented in the
RHIC complex. Each of these cameras is served by a
corresponding imageMan program, which is a graphic-less
version of the imageViewer. It continuously publishes
results of the image analysis and calculated beam-related
parameters to the RHIC logging system. The interactively
adjusted parameters of an imageViewer can be
synchronized with the corresponding imageMan.

CONCLUSION
Pure Python, general purpose image analysis application
is used in all camera installations at the RHIC complex. It
provides fast analysis of multiple image objects (the typical
standard analysis time of a 2.4 mega-pixel 12-bit image on
Fig. 1 is 11 ms, de-speckling time of the ROI is 70 ms).
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Additional features can be added as user-supplied
importable modules.
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HIGH-LEVEL PHYSICS CONTROLS APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT
FOR FRIB ∗
T. Zhang† , D. Maxwell, K. Fukushima, M. Ikegami and P. Ostroumov
Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, Michigan State University, East Lansing, USA
Abstract
For the accelerators driven by EPICS distributed control
system, controls engineers solve the problem to make the devices work, while accelerator physicists dedicate themselves
to make the machine run as the physics predicted. To fill
the gap between the high-level physics controls and the lowlevel device controls, we developed a software framework
so-called phantasy that can help the users like accelerator
physicists and operators, to work well with the machine in
an object-oriented way, based on which the implementations
for the physics tuning algorithms could be very efficient,
understandable and maintainable. Meanwhile, the modularized UI widgets are developed to standardize the high-level
GUI applications development, to greatly reuse the codebase and ease the development. The most important thing
is all the development also applies to other EPICS based
accelerators. In this paper, the design and implementation
for both interactive Python scripting controls and high-level
GUIs development will be addressed.

INTRODUCTION
The driver LINAC of Facility for Rare Isotope Beams
(FRIB) can accelerate all the stable isotopes to the kinetic
energy higher than 200 MeV/u, deliver the energy of up
to 400 kW on the end target, which will be more than two
orders advancement in the heavy ion accelerators regime [1].
To achieve such goal, reliable and sophisticated applications
for machine tuning should be ready for daily operation use.
Generally, high-level physics control is about controlling
the accelerator with physics algorithms. The purpose is to
apply the physics solution to the machine, and to expect the
physics predicted machine behavior.
From the view of controls aspect, for the EPICS [2] driven
facility, the entire machine is composed of many different
kinds of devices, each of them is controlled by Input-OutputController (IOC) [3]. While all the IOCs are distributed in
the same ether network, e.g. FRIB Controls Network, the
data communication among these IOCs and any other client
with the network access is defined by Channel Access (CA)
protocol [4].
For client application implemented with a different programming language, specific software is required to be able
to speak CA ‘language’. For instance, PyEPICS [5] is the
Python interface to CA.
∗

†

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science
under Cooperative Agreement DE-SC0000661, the State of Michigan
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On the other hand, accelerator physicists care more about
the physics property and behavior, e.g. the magnetic field of
a dipole, the gradient of a quadrupole, the simulated beam
trajectory along with the accelerator, etc.
To bridge the device control and machine tuning on accelerator facility, systematic design of the software infrastructure for high-level physics controls is required.
The software framework should be able to help physicists establish a software environment for tuning algorithms
development, here is the list of key problems to be resolved:
• Device control should be simple and easy enough to
understand
• Implement physics algorithm should be convenient and
maintainable
• Quick developing and testing should be supported
At FRIB, Python-based software solution for the highlevel physics controls has been shaping gradually during the
past few years, the project is named as phantasy, which
stands for Physics High-level Applications aNd Toolkit
for Accelerator SYstem [6]. Based on phantasy, various
physics high-level applications are developed and deployed
to FRIB Controls Network for the efficient beam commissioning. The next few sections go with the details about the
development.

Figure 1: Development workflow of physics application with
phantasy.

SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK OF PHANTASY
phantasy is designed to support quickly developing
physics tuning algorithms on EPICS-based accelerator controls system. It is expected that accelerator physicists with
Python knowledge could write scripts to control the accelerator by properly importing and using functionality provided
by phantasy. Figure 1 shows the typical physics application
development workflow. The virtual accelerator application
which is part of the essential phantasy toolkit could be
used with algorithm prototyping, once the algorithm is developed, the same script can test against FRIB accelerator
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without any change, except the target machine and segment
controlled by just one single line of code. Eventually, a dedicated GUI application will be created based on the proven
tuning algorithm for the accelerator operation.

Device Abstraction
In the EPICS controls network, the device control is handled by the data communication with IOCs. The ultimate
controls variable is the so-called process variable (PV), each
PV is the control knob for device reading and writing, e.g.
to monitor or change the stimulated current applied on the
magnet device.
There are so many PVs distributed in the controls network,
each PV name usually is a long string, though the naming
convention is followed, it is still not simple to incorporate
these long strings to construct a script.
From the object-oriented programming view, the device
should be abstracted, such that the way of device control will
be the communication between abstracted object rather than
PVs. The most important is all the PVs could be managed
separately, while the object for communication is always
the one appears in the tuning script. In other word, the
developed script should work with other segments of the
same accelerator or even other accelerators.
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control the solenoid in the language of the magnetic field
in Tesla, while the I attribute will be synchronized by the
scaling laws between B and I. Now the physicist can freely
work with the device without any concerns.
In the framework of phantasy, all the device PV information and static properties are maintained by a dedicated
package named as phantasy-machines, which contains
all the physicist interested devices from LEBT to the downstream LINAC of FRIB, as the commissioning progresses,
the data for new devices will be put into. Furthermore, only
the phantasy-machines package is required to make the
developed scripts still valid on other facilities, phantasy
provides the relevant toolkit to help generate the required
files.

Architecture
As Fig. 1 shows, the physics applications development
should be able to deliver final GUI apps with tested tuning
algorithms, meanwhile, development productivity and maintainability counts. Figure 3 shows the diagram of the whole
phantasy project, including how to abstract the entire accelerator, how to develop GUI apps, how to organize the
code, etc.

Figure 2: Device abstraction with phantasy.
In the framework of phantasy, the device abstraction is
designed to integrate all the device-related information into
one object, including the aforementioned PVs, which are
termed as dynamic fields, and other properties attached to
the device are termed as static fields. All these fields are
equally abstracted into the Python object attributes, the user
can get and set the attribute value by dotted-syntax. Here is
an example (see Fig. 2), elem is an abstracted object, I is
one of the attributes, then elem.I is to read the current I
value, while elem.I = 1.0 is to write a new value (here is
1.0) to I, the attribute I may link with the real PVs (one or
many) to stimulated current on the hardware, e.g. solenoid,
the regarding control logic is handled by phantasy.
From the view of high-level physics controls, all the values read from the device are measured with the engineering
unit, e.g. current is read with Ampère, while for the physics
modeling convenience, the corresponding physics unit interpretation is necessary for the smooth physics algorithm
scripting. What phantasy does is to create the corresponding physics field for the device object, while both of them are
linked with the same PV configuration, but different value
representation, the relationship between them is maintained
by a separate web application, so-called UNICORN, which
is short for UNIt COnveRsioN [7]. For the example in Fig. 2,
B is the physics attribute w.r.t. I. From B, one can directly

Figure 3: Overview of the architecture of phantasy project.
The class for machine abstraction is MachinePortal,
which could be imported by from phantasy import
MachinePortal in Python. Two arguments could be
used for the instantiation of different machine and segment, e.g. mp = MachinePortal(machine='FRIB',
segment='LEBT'). From mp, other lattices could be
reached, e.g. mp.load_lattice('LINAC'). The loaded
lattice is a sequence of elements (devices), each element is
composed of multiple fields (see Fig. 2). All of the objects
are self-explanatory, that is the user can know what does
the object stands for by simply executing the object itself,
thus, even the user with little knowledge of FRIB LINAC
can still quickly master the machine and tune with physics
algorithms with phantasy.
The users can use phantasy to interactively control the
machine in any Python consoles, e.g. IPython or web-based
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Jupyter [8, 9], etc., in Jupyter Notebook, the lattice object
can even be represented in a much more user-friendly way,
e.g. showing the sequence of devices in a well-organised
table.
The GUI apps development is based on phantasy, highly
modularized UI widgets are developed to standardize the app
development and UI styles. Besides, a dedicated package
so-called mpl4qt [10] is developed for the data visualization
with matplotlib [11] in Qt5 GUI framework [12].

GUI APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
There are two categories of the high-level physics GUI applications for FRIB, one is physics model-based and the other
is non-model based, the former requires specific physics
model configuration depends on the facility, the latter applies
to other EPICS-based facilities. At FRIB, envelop tracking
code FLAME [13] and particle tracking code TRACK [14]
are used for beam studies. The model interface for FLAME
has been implemented in phantasy framework. Additional
work is required to interface other simulation code if physics
online modeling is needed.
Below is the guideline the GUI apps development follows:
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want with the data from EPICS control system. Convenient
command makeBasePyQtApp could be used to initiate the
GUI app with unified project structure and UI styles, postdevelopment could be continued.

Featured Online Apps
Figure 5 lists the high-level physics apps for FRIB commissioning, by using these apps, we significant boost the beam
tuning efficiency [15]. The app launcher could be reached
by right-clicking on the Desktop or File Explorer (Nautilus
of GNOME) through Physics Apps context menu.

• Make the app self-explanatory as much as possible
• User-friendly and unified modern UI style matters

Figure 5: Gloabl launcher for FRIB physics apps.

• Improve development efficiency by modularization
• Apps should be able to apply on any EPICS-based
facility

UI Widgets for Qt5

Online Trajectory Correction The orbit-responsematrix (ORM) approach is applied to correct the beam central trajectory along the FRIB LINAC. Follow the development workflow shown in Fig. 1, the ORM-based trajectory
tuning algorithm was developed and tested against virtual
accelerator, then loading different lattices to work with FRIB
LINAC, eventually, the GUI app was developed.
The definition of the response matrix item R𝑖,𝑗 could be
Δ𝑥

Figure 4: Qt-designer with developed UI widgets.
The GUI apps development for FRIB is based on
the Python 3.x and Qt5, to maximize productivity and
codebase reusability, Qt UI widgets have been developed. Figure 4 shows how to use LatticeWidget from
FRIB Collection and MatplotlibCurveWidget from
DataViz Widgets of Qt-designer to build the UI for a new
Qt5 application. These UI widgets are developed as separate
packages named as phantasy-ui and mpl4qt, respectively.
All of these UI widgets are designed with simple usage, connecting the proper signals and slots can do whatever you

defined by R𝑖,𝑗 ∶= Δ𝜃𝑖 , where Δ𝑥𝑖 is the trajectory change
𝑗
at 𝑖-th BPM, Δ𝜃𝑗 is the kick angle change of the 𝑗-th corrector. Usually, the kick strengths are controlled by varying the
stimulated electric current applied on the correction magnets, thus the measured BPM response are against the kick
strengths, not angles, but the responses are still valid for
figuring out the optimal current settings for the correctors,
so here we use 𝜃 to indicate the kick strength.
To facilitate the visualization of the trajectory and the selection of BPMs and correctors, Trajectory Viewer app
is created (see Fig. 6). In the Tools menu, Load Lattice
action could be invoked to change the lattice to work with,
e.g. switching from FRIB_VA (development) to FRIB (commissioning).
After selecting BPMs and correctors in the Monitors
and Correctors panels by checking/unchecking the checkboxes, one can launch another app for the ORM measurement and trajectory correction from Tools → Trajectory
Response Matrix, or simply press keyboard shortcut:
CTRL + SHIFT + M.
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Figure 6: Trajectory Viewer with virtual accelerator BPM
signal, upper: before correction, lower: after correction.

The upper subfigure of Fig. 7 shows how the ORM could
be measured. It is very convenient to change the sweeping
range for each corrector, and also comes with featured buttons to control the measurement procedure. Once the measurement is done, menu actions are created to save/load the
measured ORM to/from a file. The lower subfigure of Fig. 7
shows how the ORM can be used to correct the trajectory.
All the calculated corrector settings should be confirmed by
the user before applying, while all the corrector settings are
stored as history marked with timestamps, which supports
retrospection if any unexpected issue happens. By these
two apps, we efficiently steered the beam central trajectory
within ±0.5 mm along the entire LS1 and part of FS1 section
of FRIB LINAC [15].
Online Modeling After abstracting the accelerator with
phantasy, one can get the physics model depends accelerator representation, usually, a lattice file that required by the
specific simulation code to output the simulated machine
physics behavior. Up to now, FLAME is supported to either generate a Python object for the physics model, or a
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Figure 7: Correct trajectory by ORM approach, upper: ORM
measurement, lower: correct trajectory with ORM.
lattice file for offline simulation. The common APIs for other
physics model engines are under development.

Figure 8: Online modeling for FRIB LINAC, left: online
model app, right: schematic of the online-model dataflow.
Since FLAME can simulate the beam envelope and trajectory of FRIB driver LINAC within milli-second order [13],
online modeling the machine at 1 Hz rate is achievable. Figure 8 shows the developed application for online modeling
with FLAME at FRIB. Still, the common rule applies, that
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is changing working lattice from the Tools menu to model
the different machine or segment.
Generally, in the high-level physics controls implemented by phantasy, physics model (MODEL) and
accelerator (CONTROL) working environment coexist in
the memory of current working space. The dataflow
between CONTROL and MODEL is controlled by the
method of lattice object (lat), e.g. pull all the device
live settings from CONTROL to MODEL is achieved by
lat.sync_settings(data_source='control'), the
device settings in physics unit will be automatically updated
to model settings. At this point, one can output a model
representation (e.g. a lattice file) for simulation study, or
directly run the model. Once the simulation results are
ready, just signal the dataviz widget with proper formatted
data structure to the corresponding slot to update the plot.
This is basically how the online model app works.
While on the other hand, the physics model could be well
optimized based on various tuning ideas, which will finalize
with one group of model settings, in the opposite direction
(shown as 2 in Fig. 8), one can push the model settings to
the CONTROL working space by changing the data_source
parameter to model, such workflow is model-based online
optimization.
Concerning the discrepancy between the physics model
and the real LINAC, the model-based online optimization
has not been heavily applied on FRIB.
Parameter Correlation Analysis&Visualization By
altering one device setting and monitoring the other devices
responses, simple correlation may help the machine tuning,
such procedure happens very often in the commissioning.
One dedicated app has been built to make the parameter
correlation study by just mouse clicking. Figure 9 shows the
main user interface of Correlation Visualizer application, which is built upon MatplotlibErrorbarWidget
of mpl4qt and phantasy-ui, as well as the underlying
functionality from phantasy core.

Figure 9: Correlation Visualizer app with data from RF
cavity phase scan routine against virtual accelerator.
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Highly abstracted device fields are listed in the Select
popup dialog, one can select/deselect the dynamic field
of any devices by checking/unchecking the item shown in
Fig. 10, multiple selection is supported when selecting extra monitors. For the case of a device not been built into
phantasy-machine, the full PV names should be put into
the Input PVs section.

Figure 10: Object-oriented implementation of element selection of Correlation Visualizer.
The scan range and data acquisition configuration can be
configured as the widgets and tooltips guided. Push Start
button to start the scan, Stop to stop. If Pause is pushed, the
current running job will be paused, push the Resume button
(still is Pause button but different literal display name) to
resume. The indicator on the left of Start button is the
signal from Machine Protection System (MPS), if MPS indicator is not green, the running job will be paused, until the
signal back to normal, and resumed by the user. The MPS
integration could be bypassed by unchecking Tools → MPS
Guardian menu.
The properties of the figure in the errorbar dataviz widget could be flexibly adjusted by Config menu action invoked by right-clicking context menu. mpl4qt is maintained to support more features to the dataviz part of
all the physics apps, e.g. Allison scanner app utilizes
MatplotlibImageWidget to facilitate the user-friendly
data visualization [16]. The publish-ready high-quality figure could be produced directly from the app.
After the beam traverses through the Carbon stripper,
multi-charge states will be generated. Figure 11 shows the
detected beam current signal of different charge states when
sweeping the magnetic dipole in FS1 section downstream
of stripper.
Correlation Visualizer also supports twodimensional scan, which could be launched by keyboard
shortcut CTRL + SHIFT + H, the implementation is to
create another outer loop of one variable, while the current
scan task as the inner loop of another variable, such a
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to the FRIB Controls Network by Puppet service [20]. Such
continues integration (CI) and continues delivery (CD) workflow has already been established and used every day at
FRIB [21, 22]. As of writing this paper, all the physics apps
are packaged for Debian Stretch OS, while as the IT infrastructure is evolving, all the development can be tuned up for
the new updates, such workflow ensures the code quality,
system reliability and efficiency.
For the physics applications development, we developed
an automatic workflow to generate the VirtualBox appliance
by Vagrant [23] for other users to test and develop the apps
on their computer. And also developed another web-based
computing platform for the app development, the users can
use the web browser to do all the work regarding physics
apps in the Jupyter Notebook in a private user space [24].
Figure 11: Beam current monitor signal v.s. magnetic dipole
strength for the multi-charge states of Kr beam after Carbon
stripper.

Figure 12: 2D parameter scan by Correlation Visualizer:
beam-based alignment example, tested against virtual accelerator.
way can make the codebase reusable. Figure 12 shows
the interpolated 3D density plot of the scan of one pair of
corrector and quadrupole to do the beam-based alignment,
the optimal setting of the corrector (red boxed) ensures the
beam passes through the center of the quadrupole.

Software Management and Deployment
All the source code of physics applications are managed
by git version control system [17], which allows us to track
all the code changes and smoothes the collaboration. Currently, all the development is hosted in FRIB intranet, while
phantasy project is starting to migrate to GitHub [18] for
the public access.
Once the development reaches a new milestone, e.g. new
features are developed, bugs are fixed, a new release will be
tagged, after code review, the new release will be merged
into production branch to create a new Debian package by
the Jenkins service [19], then the package will be deployed

CONCLUSION
The systematic software solution based on Python programming language for high-level physics controls are designed and implemented at FRIB. The accelerator devices
are abstracted into Python object with phantasy, controls
in the interactive scripting environment is achieved, agile
development workflow for the physics tuning algorithms are
established. User-friendly GUI applications based on Qt5
are developed for the commissioning and operation. Generic
Qt5 UI widgets are developed for building modularized applications. By using these apps, efficient machine tuning
was achieved at FRIB LINAC, and in the same framework,
by creating new machine configuration, we can continue
to efficiently tune the downstream section in the upcoming
milestone. All the physics apps are seamlessly integrated
into FRIB’s CI/CD system. The framework of phantasy
also applies to other EPICS-based facilities.
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A MONITORING SYSTEM FOR THE NEW ALICE O2 FARM
G. Vino†, D. Elia, INFN, Bari, Italy
V. Chibante Barroso, A. Wegrzynek, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The ALICE Experiment has been designed to study the
physics of strongly interacting matter with heavy-ion
collisions at the CERN LHC. A major upgrade of the
detector and computing model (O2, Offline-Online) is
currently ongoing. The ALICE O2 farm will consist of
almost 1000 nodes enabled to readout and process on-thefly about 27 Tb/s of raw data.
To increase the efficiency of computing farm operations
a general-purpose near real-time monitoring system has
been developed: it lays on features like high-performance,
high-availability, modularity, and open source. The core
component (Apache Kafka) ensures high throughput, data
pipelines, and fault-tolerant services. Additional
monitoring functionality is based on Telegraf as metric
collector, Apache Spark for complex aggregation,
InfluxDB as time-series database, and Grafana as
visualization tool.
A logging service based on Elasticsearch stack is also
included. The designed system handles metrics coming
from operating system, network, custom hardware, and inhouse software. A prototype version is currently running at
CERN and has been also successfully deployed by the ReCaS Datacenter at INFN Bari for both monitoring and logging.

Some detectors will be read out continuously, without
physics triggers. Instead of rejecting events the O2 system
will compress the data using online calibration and partial
reconstruction. The first part of this process will be done in
dedicated FPGA cards that receive the raw data from the
detectors. The cards will perform baseline correction, zero
suppression, cluster finding and inject the data into the
memory of the FLP (First Level Processors) to create a subtimeframe. Then, the data will be distributed over EPNs
(Event Processing Node) for aggregation and additional
compression. The O2 facility will consist of 200 FLPs and
750 EPNs. The O2 farm will receive data from the detectors at 27 Tb/s, which after FLP and EPN processing will
be reduced to 720 Gb/s.

MONITORING SYSTEM OBJECTIVES
The Monitoring subsystem is part of O2 and provides
comprehensive functionality in metric collection, routing,
processing, storage, visualization and alarming as shown in
Fig. 1.

INTRODUCTION
The ALICE Experiment
ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) [1] is a detector designed to study the physics of strongly interacting
matter (the Quark–Gluon Plasma), produced in heavy-ion
collisions at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC). ALICE consists of a central barrel and a forward muon spectrometer, allowing for a comprehensive study of hadrons,
electrons, muons and photons produced in the collisions of
heavy ions. The ALICE collaboration also has an ambitious
physics program for proton–proton and proton–ion collisions. After the successful Run 1 (2010-2013) and Run 2
(2015-2018) data taking periods, the LHC entered into a
consolidation phase (Long Shutdown 2) and ALICE started
its upgrade to fully exploit the increase in luminosity expected in Run 3. The upgrade foresees a complete replacement of the computing systems (Data Acquisition, HighLevel Trigger and Offline) by a single, common O2
(Online-Offline) system.

The ALICE O2 System
The ALICE O2 computing system [2] will allow the recording of Pb–Pb collisions at a 50 kHz interaction rate.
____________________________________________

† gioacchino.vino@cern.ch

Figure 1: Functional architecture of the system.
Three classes of metrics (application, process and system/infrastructure) are collected and pushed to the Collecting and Routing backend. Metrics requiring processing are
forwarded to the Processing component that injects back
the processed values. Then, all the values are written into
permanent storage. From that point they can be browsed
and visualized in the historical record dashboard. Selected
metrics are published for alarming and real-time visualization.

System and Infrastructure Monitoring
The System monitoring provides probes to various operating system metrics, for example:
• CPU
• Memory
• Network
• Storage
• Hardware status
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It can also query devices such as network switches, routers and power supplies via standardized or generally available protocols (SNMP, IPMI) to obtain their current status.
System monitoring should be compatible with the CERN
CentOS 7 and support other UNIX based systems on a best
effort basis.

Process Monitoring
The Process monitoring collects performance metrics of
each O2 process such as:
• CPU usage.
• Memory usage.
• Bytes sent and received per network interface.
• Context switches count.
• Open file descriptors count.
It is implemented via a library linked to the process.

Application Metric Collection
The Application metric collection provides an entry
point from O2 processes to the Monitoring subsystem. It
forwards user defined metrics to the processing backend
via connection or connectionless transport protocols.

Collecting and Routing
This component collects all monitoring data coming
from all sources and forwards them toward selected backends like storage, real-time dashboard, alarming or to the
Processing component.

Processing
The Processing correlates and manipulates metrics coming from different origins. It may occur at any step of the
monitoring chain, including the central collector if correlations between widely different metrics are needed. Processing is the only component that reads data from and
writes to the Collecting and Routing component. The processing task types are:
• Data suppression (e.g. for link status, only store transitions on/off and off/on).
• Data enrichment (e.g. add tags).
• Data aggregation (e.g. cumulative metric for all FLPs
of a given detector).
• Data correlation (e.g. detect abnormal situations).

Storage
The Storage receives and writes metrics into a historical
record. It must support large input metric rates. It accepts
queries to retrieve stored metrics. It also provides streams
of messages administration tools to manage its internal
configuration. Given that the O2 Monitoring subsystem
will receive gigabytes of metrics daily, storage needs to
support archiving and downsampling – aggregating metrics in time to reduce their overall size.

Visualization
The Visualization dashboards display metrics in the form
of plots, gauges, bars and data tables. They can provide
views for different purposes:
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• Near-real-time – for shift crews, providing a summary
view of the ongoing ALICE operations; low latency is
of extreme importance.
• Historical record – for experts, allowing for drill down
and detailed views.
Dashboards can easily be accessed on various operating
systems and outside of the ALICE Point 2.

Alarming
The Alarming scans metrics passing through the monitoring system and detects abnormal situations: thresholds
exceeded, value not present or more advanced detector
and/or experiment specific logic. Two different types of
alarming implementations are possible:
• Late stage alarming – based on historical records by
querying the storage.
• Online alarming – scanning metrics directly during
processing.

REQUIREMENTS
The list of requirements regarding the monitoring subsystem has been established from the information available
in the O2 Technical Design Report [2]. Each solution must
meet the following mandatory requirements:
• Compatible with the O2 reference operating system
(currently CERN CentOS 7).
• Well documented.
• Actively maintained and supported by developers.
• Run in isolation when external services and/or connection to outside of ALICE are not available.
• Capable of handling 600 kHz input metric rate.
• Scalable to >> 600 kHz if necessary.
• Handle at least 1000 sources.
• Introduce latency no higher than 500 ms up to the processing layer, and 1000 ms to the visualization layer.
• Impose low storage size per measurement.
• Aligned with functional architecture specified in
MONITORING SYSTEM OBJECTIVES section.
In addition, some optional requirements may positively
influence the final rating:
• Supported by CERN or used in one of the other experiments/departments.
• Self-recovery in case of connectivity issues.

ARCHITECTURE
The solution aims at fulfilling the requirements specified
in the REQUIREMENTS section by using a set of open
source tools in a modular architecture. Such an approach
enables the possibility of replacing one or more of the selected components in case alternative options provide improved performance or additional functionalities.
Metric Collection relies on two components: Telegraf [3]
(which replaces initially selected CollectD [4] as it introduces strings support) and a custom C++ monitoring library [5] providing convenient interface in order to be used
within different parts of O2 system. Telegraf ships a large
set of plugins able to collect heterogeneous metrics from
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the hardware and operating system (CPU, memory, network, SNMP and IPMI). It outputs metrics in a compact
format called InfluxDB Line Protocol [6]. This protocol
uses labels (aka tags) to better identify carried values. As
Telegraf covers the system and infrastructure the O2 monitoring library reports process performance metrics and
passes user-generated values to a selected backend. It has
been already integrated in multiple parts of the O2 software
[7]: Data Processing Layer (DPL), Quality Control and
Readout.
Initially, a large number of monitoring data producers
was foreseen (as each of the 100k processes expected in O2
at the time of the TDR would have created a monitoring
channel over the library) and thus the Collecting and Routing component was supposed to manage a large number of
connections. This number was reduced by having Telegraf,
as a local metric collector on each node, gathering the values from all monitoring library instances over a Unix
socket. This approach decreases the number of connections
from 100k to about 1000.
In the first version, Collecting and Routing was covered
by Apache Flume [8] but, as it does not provide fault-tolerance and scalability, it was decided to replace it with
Apache Kafka [9]. Since this new solution includes a module (Kafka Streams [10]) that could be easily used as processing component, it was decided to remove Apache
Spark [11] from the initial stack. Most of the Kafka features
(e.g. scalability, fault-tolerance and data pipelines) are accomplished thanks to the concept of topic: a stream of messages sharded into partitions. These partitions are replicated and distributed for high availability into Kafka servers (aka brokers). Scalability is achieved by partition configuration, increasing the topic partitions leads to higher
throughput but at the expense of increased latency [12].
The fault-tolerance is controlled by a replication factor: the
higher the replication factor is the more broker failures can
be tolerated. Increasing the replication factor leads to significantly higher I/O usage, therefore it’s crucial to estimate the optimal partition and replication factor value that
fit the target performance. Some Kafka features like pullbased consumers, writing all data to the disks and complex
protocol don’t fit our use-case but, as described in the next
section, this will not impact on the final system performance. Kafka uses Apache Zookeeper [13] to manage brokers, topics and partitions dynamically and with high reliability.
Processing tasks described in the MONITORING SYSTEM OBJECTIVES have been implemented using Kafka
Streams that inherits scalability and fault-tolerance features from Kafka. Average, sum, minimum and maximum
are the currently available aggregation functions.
Since all monitoring data can be classified as time-series,
InfluxDB [14], a time-series database, has been selected as
storage. It features high performing writing, low disk occupancy and an optimised querying. The InfluxDB engine
supports Retention Policy and downsampling via Continuous Queries to limit disk usage. A custom InfluxDB Kafka
consumer has been implemented to send the monitoring
data from Kafka to the database over UDP.
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Grafana [15] has been chosen as the data visualisation
tool. It supports both real-time and historical-record dashboards. It can also generate alarms based on values coming
from the database and forward notifications to outside systems.
A dedicated notification service has been created in order to handle the alarm notifications from Grafana and
those generated in real-time during the processing. The service receives notifications either as HTTP requests or over
Kafka protocol and passes them to email and Mattermost
channels. Figure 2 shows the architecture of the described
system.

Figure 2: Architecture of the monitoring system.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE TESTS
Test Description
The test aims to measure to maximum performance of
the system, find bottlenecks when possible and compare
them with requirements.
The first test verifies Kafka’s performance and analyzes
bottleneck, especially:
• Disk writes
• Number of connections between brokers and producers.
• Writing metrics from consumers to InfluxDB.
Then the following tests measure:
• Latency and percentage of lost messages at 600kHz
metrics coming from 1000 producers.
• Performance of aggregation task.
• Ability to manage a broker failure.

Testbed Description
The testbed is composed of:
• 3-Kafka broker machines:
o 128 GB RAM.
o 25 Gigabit Ethernet.
o 100 MB/s Disk I/O (single HDD disk).
o 32 CPU cores.
• 1 InfluxDB server:
o 128 GB RAM.
o 25 Gigabit Ethernet.
o 600 MB/s Disk I/O (single SSD disk).
o 32 CPU cores.
• And the remaining machines with commodity server
hardware and 1 Gbps connection:
o 1 machine for Zookeeper service.
o 3 machines as consumers (writing data from
Kafka to InfluxDB).
TUDPP01
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o

5 machines as producers (writing data to
Kafka).

As atomic monitoring data a message with a 100 bytes
length has been composed since it represents the worst case
of a single value per message with three tags. Figure 3
shows the architecture used for the benchmarks.
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is above than 50k for the whole cluster. Using a 6-partition
topic, each producer is connected to the 3 brokers with 4
TCP connections. This means the maximum number of
producers that can be managed by 3 Kafka brokers is
around 12k, compared to 1000 in the requirement.

Maximum Writing Rate in InfluxDB
The test aims to measure the maximum writing rate into
InfluxDB, which depends on the database itself but also on
Kafka consumer configuration. A consumer is a custom
component that retrieves metrics from brokers and passes
them over UDP to the InfluxDB instance. The UDP protocol has been used (instead of default HTTP) as it is more
performant. Table 1 shows the receiving rate as a function
of number of consumer instances and the number of UDP
ports.
Table 1: InfluxDB Writing Rate in ksample/s as a Function
of Number of Consumer and Number of Ports

Figure 3: Architecture used for benchmarks.
The number of topic partitions is 6 (2 partitions per broker). Besides, the topic replication factor is 2 which allows
to tolerate a single broker failure at the cost of doubling the
network and disk I/O.

Test Procedure
The test procedure is semi-automatized thus allowing for
a test to be quickly repeated in any of the configurations.
The benchmark is based on the O2 Monitoring library and
can be deployed and controlled via Ansible [16]. Kafka statistics are exposed using Jolokia [17] and collected over
HTTP using Telegraf. Latency was measured by passing a
metric through the system and inserting a timestamp at
each step. A custom script extracts statistical information
from these values. Clock synchronization is handled with
Network Time Protocol (NTP) daemon [18]: tests demonstrated sub-millisecond clock mismatch among machines
which is acceptable for the goal of this test.

Max Input Metric Rate vs. Writes on Disks
The test was executed using a single disk per broker.
1000 producer instances (Monitoring Library over librdkafka [19) were used. Results are promising as the measured maximum input metric rate was 1.5 M msg/s and
150MB/s in total or 500k msg/s and 50MB/s per broker.
Considering the replication factor of 2, the actual write
speeds on disk was 100 MB/s. In this case, the disk is the
bottleneck, but the measured maximum input metric rate
was significantly higher than the 600k kHz required. A
higher maximum input rate could be obtained moving to
higher I/O disks, adding further disks or brokers.

Max Number of Connections vs. Complex
Protocol
This test measures the impact of large numbers of established TCP connections between producers and brokers by
increasing the number of producer instances until the limit
is reached. The measured max number of TCP connections

#Ports

1 consumer

2 consumers

3 consumers

1

220

380

375

2

310

440

540

3

290

510

630

4

284

520

760

5

270

575

730

6

276

560

750

A single InfluxDB instance can store all 600 kHz metric
rate. The maximum writing rate of a single consumer instance is around 250-300 kHz, so 3 instances could cover
the requirement. Although for fault-tolerant purpose it is
recommended to have 1 spare instance as in case of failure
2 instances will not be able to cope with the load. The number of 6 consumers might be an optimal solution since there
are 6 partitions in use.

Aggregation Task Performance
The aggregation tasks are custom components relying on
Kafka Streams library. Four aggregation functions have
been implemented: average, sum, minimum and maximum. The components compute the aggregated value over
selected metrics and over a configurable time window. Results are written into a dedicated topic using InfluxDB line
protocol. The test aims to measure the maximum rate of
each processing function. The measured value was nearly
the same for all the functions and corresponds to 250k metrics/s. In the case a higher value is required, the number of
aggregation instances could be increased.

Ability of System to Tolerate a Broker Crash
This test aims to verify whether the system could manage a failure. Brokers are core elements and their performance affects the overall system. This test evaluates
whether the system works with only 2 out of 3 active brokers. Figure 4 shows the capability of the system to manage
the failure of a single broker by splitting the traffic among
the remaining active brokers and restoring the normal state
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after a short period of time. This scenario simulates the restart phase of the broker by the O2 control system.

Figure 7: Latency using 1000 producers.
Figure 4: Input metric rate per broker as a function of active
brokers.

Latency and Message Lost
This test aims to measure the latency between the metric
generation phase and the metric storing phase. The maximum allowed value is 1000ms to the visualisation layer
and 500ms to the processing layer. Messages are sent from
4 machines. Latency is measured as the timestamp difference between the moment the metric was created (producer) and stored (InfluxDB). Figures 5-7 show the latency
as a function of metric rate for 1, 100 and 1000 producers,
respectively. On the horizontal axis the percentile of handled metrics is displayed. As expected, latency increases
with number of producers and metric rate.

Figure 5: Latency using a single producer.

Figure 7 represents the worst-case scenario where all
Telegraf instances send data without local aggregation and
Kafka does not process any values. It is foreseen that processing will significantly reduce the rate from 600 kHz input rate, with less than half being written to the database.
In each test the percentage of lost messages never reached
over 0.1%.

CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in this paper confirm that the O2
Monitoring system design and preliminarily implemented
custom components are capable of handling the monitoring
traffic from the future ALICE O2 farm. The system also
satisfies all functional requirements of metric collection,
processing, storage, visualisation and alarming. Apache
Kafka was able to collect, route and process all incoming
metrics in a scalable and fault-tolerant way. In addition, a
single InfluxDB database could store 600 kHz of metrics.
Latency test showed our Kafka cluster is able to collect
at least 300 kHz metrics from 1000 producers with a latency lower than 500 ms. We plan to improve this value by
decreasing the Kafka input rate via local aggregation in the
Telegraf instances running on each node. Moreover, adding
more performant disks and Kafka brokers will drop the latency further.
The presented system is generic enough to carry all types
of messages (not only metrics). For conformation, a logging service was implemented and successfully deployed
by the ReCaS Datacenter at INFN Bari.
The current implementation of the system is almost complete but additional advanced features are foreseen to be
added. More complex processing and alarming tasks, using
correlation, derived values, multiple thresholds and machine learning algorithms, might be needed.
The near future challenge is the collaboration with other
subsystems and detectors to identify processing scenarios
and efficiently implement them into the processing unit. Finally, an alarming feedback loop needs to be added to the
system in order to autonomously adjust the system by passing signals to the O2 Control [20] system when an abnormal or predefined condition occurs.

Figure 6: Latency using 100 producers.
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DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM FOR THE APS UPGRADE*
S. Veseli†, N.D. Arnold, T. Berenc, J. Carwardine, G. Decker, T. Fors, T. Madden, G. Shen,
S. Shoaf, Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, USA
Abstract
The Advanced Photon Source (APS) Upgrade multibend achromat accelerator (MBA) uses state-of-the-art embedded controllers coupled to various technical subsystems. These controllers have the capability to collect large
amounts of fast data for statistics, diagnostics, or fault recording. At times, continuous real-time acquisition of this
data is preferred, which presents a number of challenges
that must be considered early on in the design; such as network architecture, data management and storage, real-time
processing, and impact on normal operations. The design
goal is selectable acquisition of turn-by-turn beam position
monitor (BPM) data, together with additional fast diagnostics data. In this paper we discuss engineering specifications and the design of the MBA Data Acquisition System
(DAQ). This system will interface with several technical
subsystems to provide time-correlated and synchronously
sampled data acquisition for commissioning, troubleshooting, performance monitoring and fault detection. Since
most of these subsystems will be new designs for the MBA,
defining the functionality and interfaces to the DAQ early
in the development will ensure the necessary components
are included in a consistent and systematic way.

INTRODUCTION
State-of-the-art embedded controllers (microcontrollers,
field-programmable gate arrays, digital signal processors,
etc.) have a plethora of resources to implement a high-level
functionality tightly coupled to the technical system equipment. A common use of these resources is to utilize large
memory buffers to collect fast data for monitoring, statistics, diagnostics or fault recording. Each embedded controller may contain several gigabytes of memory for such
purposes. This presents a number of challenges related to
data acquisition and data management: one must collect,
transfer, manage, and utilize a large amount of data from
numerous controllers without affecting normal operations.
In this paper we describe engineering specifications and
the design of the Data Acquisition System for the APS Upgrade multi-bend achromat accelerator. The DAQ system
will interface with a number of technical subsystems to
provide time-correlated and synchronously sampled data
acquisition for commissioning, performance monitoring,
troubleshooting and early fault detection. Most of these
subsystems will be redesigned for the MBA, and therefore
defining the functionality and interfaces to the DAQ early
in their development process will make sure that the necessary hardware and software components are included in
a consistent and systematic way across the board.

REQUIREMENTS
The APS Upgrade MBA beam position will be regulated
by a distributed network of 20 double sector (DS) controllers and one master controller [1]. Each double sector will
contain hardware for several technical subsystems with interfaces to the DAQ system:
• Storage Ring RF Beam Position Monitors (SRRF
BPM) providing turn-by-turn (TBT) data
• Storage Ring X-Ray Beam Position Monitors (SRXR
BPM)
• Real-time Feedback (RTFB)
• Bipolar Power Supplies (BiPS)
• Unipolar Power Supplies (UniPS)
In addition to the above, the DAQ system will also interact
with a number of other single-node subsystems, including
the following:
• Storage Ring RF (SRRF)
• Injection Kicker Power Supplies (InjPS)
• Bunch Current Monitor (BunCM)
• Bunch Lengthening System (BunCM)
Table 1: Anticipated Data Rates for the APS MBA
Technical Subsystems with Interfaces to the DAQ System
Subsystem
SRRF BPM
SRXR BPM
RTFB
BiPS
UniPS
SRRF
InjPS
BunCM
BunLS

Sample Rate
[kHz]
271
10
22.6
22.6
22.6
271
0.2
10
2440

Data Rate
[MB/s]
99.7
0.5
25.8
13.2
32.7
67.2
1.3
26.0
458.7

Number
of Nodes
20
20
20
20
20
1
1
1
1

As shown in Table 1, the total double sector data output
is about 172 MB/s, while the cumulative data rate for the
entire DAQ system is about 4.0 GB/s. Note that the turnby-turn rate indicated in Table 1 includes only the essential
BPM signals (timestamp, x/y positions, sum). The generated TBT data could also include up to 8 additional signals
per BPM (up to 240 signals per double sector), which could
potentially result in as much as 260 MB/s of additional
TBT data per double sector, or up to additional 5.2 GB/s of
data for the DAQ system as a whole.

___________________________________________
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SYSTEM DESIGN
Figure 1 illustrates the main components of the DAQ
system. Wherever possible DAQ Input / Output Controllers (IOC) will directly interface with the hardware where
the real-time acquisition is performed. In those cases where
direct connection to hardware is not feasible, we have to
utilize the system-specific “Front-end” (FE) software components. Each DAQ IOC will be somewhat customized for
a given technical system, but will also utilize a common
framework for capturing and transferring time-series data.
This framework will support the transmission of data
across dedicated subnets, either directly to services for continuous data collection, or to services responsible for distribution of data to storage, external services, or applications prepared to accept and analyze this data. The main
advantage of this architecture is that it can handle those
cases where real-time DAQ IOCs do not have sufficient
network bandwidth or processing power to handle multiple
applications interested in the same data.
The key aspects of the DAQ system will include:
• Capability to acquire data from several subsystems at
various sample rates and correlate this data to within
one beam revolution (3.6 µs) or better
• Scalability
• Support for continuous acquisition or triggered acquisition limited only by available storage
• The ability to route the data to any number of applications
• Separation from operational systems (networks, processors, servers) to allow trouble-shooting/enhancements during user operation
The primary components of the DAQ system are the
DAQ FEs and IOCs, the communication medium and protocol between the IOCs and the services, the data collection
and distributor services, as well as the client API and CLI
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interfaces for applications that consume the data. The following sections give additional details and suggested implementations of these components.

DAQ Front-ends
The DAQ FEs are needed in such cases where direct IOC
connection to the technical system is not possible, or is
highly impractical. A typical example for this use case is
FPGA/DSP hardware that is running on a platform not supported by EPICS, from which data can be retrieved only
via network connection. Although each FE will be implemented in a manner mostly specific to the underlying hardware, there may be some parts that come from a common
DAQ software base (e.g., generic framework for TCPbased messaging).

DAQ IOCs
The DAQ IOCs will be built using the common
Asyn/Area Detector (AD) [2] framework offering a flexible architecture that allows utilizing any number of realtime processing and communication plugins (Fig. 2). Each
IOC driver will use a customized interface to collect the
real-time data either directly from the technical system, or
from its front-end. In addition, each IOC will need to define the mechanism by which it retrieves a precise
timestamp that will be applied to the data. Many DAQ
IOCs will contain event receivers; others may obtain
timestamps from another system. The timestamp and event
retrieval, together with the driver, represent the hard-real
time components of the DAQ IOC.
Each DAQ IOC will also be customized with respect to
a set of processing plugins appropriate for a given technical
system. There may be plugins for statistics, filtering, fault
detection, or pre-processing of the data. More generic
plugins may be used in more than one IOCs, but some will
have to be custom written for a specific hardware or analysis application.

Figure 1: DAQ system architecture.
TUDPP02
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Figure 2: DAQ IOC.

DAQ Data Objects
Different technical systems gather different sets of fast
time-series channel data, static parameters and slow data.
Channel data also varies in type, such as signed and unsigned integers, floats, doubles, etc. In order to simplify
handling of the DAQ data by the receiving services, as well
as to enable use of generic EPICS client interfaces and
tools, all data collected and provided by the DAQ software
must be self-describing. To this end we propose utilizing
EPICS PV Data (PVD) structures [3], which will allow creating system-specific and self-describing DAQ objects that
can be retrieved via any standard EPICS PV Access (PVA)
[4] command line tools or APIs, and that can be easily understood by any client application.
As an example, the power supply (PS) fast readback data
structure might encompass the following array fields used
for monitoring and diagnostics (Nc indicates number of
correctors):
• Time (double array)
• Setpoint_i (i=1,..,Nc; Nc float arrays)
• CurrRdbk_i (i=1,..,Nc; Nc float arrays)
• StatusRdbk_i (i=1,..,Nc; Nc float arrays)
• FbcClockTimestamp (double array)
• UdpRxTimestamp (double array)
• EventNumber (slow data array)
In addition, the PS structure may contain a set of parameters (scalar fields) common to all DAQ data structures
(e.g., object ID, DAQ timestamp, etc.), as well as a number
of PS-specific fields describing the current state of the underlying power supply hardware. Note that some of the

system-specific fields might represent slow data arrays.
“Slow data” are values that do not need to be sampled at
the high acquisition rate but may change during the acquisition interval. DAQ slow data objects are PVD structures,
with timestamp and data fields, with the data field itself
being a structure. This design supports the most generic use
case where slow data might consist of several elements.
The IOC driver will fill in the PV Data object (or the
“data buffer”) from the hardware data during the data acquisition cycle, and IOC will make this object available to
client applications on the EPICS PV Access (PVA) channel
via a custom Area Detector PVA server plugin.

DAQ Acquisition Modes
To accommodate high-capacity high-data-rate acquisitions, different techniques must be employed depending on
the acquisition interval of interest and the size and rate of
the DAQ Data Objects. Three acquisition modes are described in the following paragraphs.
Figure 3 illustrates the first case where an entire acquisition cycle (made up of possibly several waveforms at a
high sampling rate) can effectively be transmitted as a single DAQ Data Object. The acquisition may be initiated periodically or by an aperiodic event. The resulting waveforms are analogous to EPICS V3 waveform records and
can be easily interpreted by any client.
Figure 4 the desired acquisition interval results in a data
packet (based on number of waveforms and sampling rate)
too large to effectively transmit in a single DAQ Data Object. Therefore, the desired acquisition cycle is divided
into a “burst” of DAQ Data Objects allowing for reasonable buffer sizes to be used in the IOC & clients. The client
TUDPP02
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must have sufficient performance to receive these contiguous packets (without missing any) and reassemble them
into the desired waveforms. In this case, the client must be
aware that several DAQ Data Objects are included in a single acquisition. Similar to the first case, the acquisition
may be initiated periodically or by an aperiodic event.
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It is also worth mentioning that a subset of DAQ streaming plugins will keep circular arrays of DAQ PV Data objects, and will be able to start streaming data from some
point in the past, and until some point in the future. This
may be used for triggered data acquisition and may also aid
diagnostics and troubleshooting efforts after certain events
(e.g. post-mortem analysis of unscheduled beam dumps).

DAQ Services

Figure 3: DAQ Acquisition Mode: Single DAQ Data Object (indicated by the red square).

Figure 4: DAQ Acquisition Mode: Multiple Contiguous
DAQ Data Objects.
Figure 5 illustrates continuously streaming DAQ data
that may be used to capture very long acquisitions or to
look for random or hard to detect anomalies in the data.
Again, the client must be aware of this mode and have sufficient performance to capture contiguous DAQ Data Objects. Properly configured, a client could continuously capture, process, and store this data potentially limited only by
available disk space.

Figure 5: DAQ Acquisition Mode: Continuous "Streaming” DAQ Data Objects.
Storing DAQ data into files during long-term acquisition
is one of the most important use cases of the continuously
streaming acquisition mode. This will be accomplished via
custom AD streaming plugins. These plugins will utilize
PV Access protocol to transmit sequential data bursts to the
Data Collector service, which will store each burst into its
own file and possibly trigger a pre-configured processing
workflow for that file. The number of DAQ Data Objects
that form a single data burst determines the file size, and
the stream duration determines the number of files. Both of
those parameters will be configurable at runtime for each
DAQ streaming plugin. This effectively enables continuous saving of the DAQ data, limited only by the available
storage size.

The Data Distributor service will be responsible for accepting DAQ PVD objects that are part of a data burst, and
forward those objects to any applications or external services subscribed to the data generated by a particular technical system. If the burst should be stored as an SDDS file,
the DAQ PVD objects will also be sent to the Data Collector service.
The Data Collector service will accept DAQ PVD objects, process them as needed, and save them into SDDS
[5] files, so that each SDDS file corresponds to one data
burst. This service will also keep track of files that belong
to a stream. After completion of each burst, as well as upon
completion of each stream, the Data Collector will notify
any external services responsible for processing this data.
Note that the Data Collector service will be able to operate
and accept data independently of the Data Distributor. This
provides DAQ IOCs with an option to stream data directly
to the Data Collector.
Both Data Distributor and Data Collector services will
be able to accept simultaneous connections from multiple
clients such as streaming plugins and various client applications. They will also be able to handle data generated by
all DAQ technical systems and by multiple DAQ IOCs.
These features will go far in ensuring system scalability
and robustness.
DAQ PVD objects will be exposed to client applications
via EPICS PV Access protocol [4], which enables usage of
standard EPICS tools and user interfaces. However, if need
arises, we will also keep in mind a possibility of using additional protocols that might be more efficient than PVA
for those use cases where large number of client applications may be interested in the same data. One particularly
appealing option for this is using ZeroMQ Message
Transport Protocol and ZeroMQ APIs [6], which provide
generalized sockets that represent many-to-many connection between endpoints. Note that this would require
providing clients with DAQ ZeroMQ-based APIs for accessing the data (i.e., for converting raw ZeroMQ messages
to PVD objects).
In addition to the Data Distributor and Data Collector,
the DAQ system will provide a number of other services,
including the following:
• SDDS to PVD Object Service
• Area Detector Image Service
• Data Correlation and Alignment Service
• Orbit Service
• Injected Bunch Diagnostics Service
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All of those services will be deployed with a goal of aiding
machine commissioning, troubleshooting, diagnostics,
user analysis and monitoring.

DAQ Clients
As mentioned earlier, all DAQ PVD objects will be accessible to client applications and users via standard EPICS
PVA command line (CLI) and graphical (GUI) tools, as
well as via PVA APIs in various supported programming
languages (C++, Java, Python, etc.). We also anticipate the
need to provide real-time access to DAQ data in SDDS and
Matlab/Octave. In addition to this, the system will provide
DAQ-specific APIs and GUI/CLI tools that will allow configuring data bursts in terms of size and channels of interest, retrieving data bursts, monitoring and troubleshooting
IOCs and services, etc. One such tool being developed is
APS C2 Data Viewer [7], which is capable of displaying
streams of multiple scalar array fields of DAQ data objects
simultaneously in real-time (Fig. 6).
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system that deals with large volume of continuously collected data (e.g., any APS beamline). Rather than designing
and developing APSU data management system from
scratch, we propose to utilize and adapt as much as possible
the existing Data Management (DM) solution [11] that is
being developed and maintained for APS beamlines. This
promotes software reuse and also minimizes data management software development effort required by the APS Upgrade.
Figure 7 shows the DAQ/DM system integration diagram. On every Data Collector node DM Data Acquisition
Service will be responsible for live disk monitoring, data
uploads, and Metadata Catalog updates. Depending on its
configuration, Data Collector may notify the DM Data Processing Service every time data burst is saved into an
SDDS file, or after an entire data stream is completed,
which may trigger automated workflow-based processing.
Users may request uploading of certain datasets to storage,
interact with the Metadata Catalog (or Component Database) to find files they are interested in, or submit analysis
jobs to the DM Data Processing Service. Data in medium/long-term storage will be managed by the DM Data
Storage Management Service.

Figure 6: APS C2 Data Viewer application displays
streaming DAQ data.

DATA MANAGEMENT
It is likely that most of the data generated by the DAQ
system will not reach any client application or be saved in
storage. Nevertheless, the overall design of the DAQ system must consider various data management needs:
• Storage area management
Handle data movement from local (short-term) storage
to a more permanent location (medium/long-term
storage)
Data archival
• Enable users and applications to easily find and access
data
Metadata catalog
Integration with Component Database [8, 9, 10]
• Facilitate data processing and analysis
Real-time (or near real-time) processing of the DAQ
data using automated workflows
User-initiated processing and analysis of data
The need for data management is not unique to APS Upgrade. Similar functionality is typically required for any

Figure 7: DAQ/DM System Integration.

IMPLEMENTATION STATUS AND
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
During the MBA R&D phase we have implemented
DAQ IOCs for five technical subsystems for the APS Upgrade, two additional IOCs for the APS Injector Particle
Accumulator Ring, along with the prototype Data Collector and Data Distributor,1 as well as with SDDS to PVD
Object Service. The prototype DAQ system has been used
in numerous machine studies, and has also aided in eliminating the 147Hz vibration source in the APS storage ring
[12].
We have successfully completed initial integration of the
DAQ system with the DM software, and used it for prototypes of real-time processing applications. The DM system

1

We have used EPICS version 7 P2P gateway [3] as our initial Data
Distributor service.
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is also used for automated management of the APS Upgrade Magnetic Measurement data.
Plans for the future work include adding several missing
features to the DAQ IOC framework, development of additional DAQ IOCs, development of new services to aid
data analysis, enhancing the existing functionality, as well
as the system production deployment.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we discussed requirements and design of
the Data Acquisition System for the APS Upgrade multibend achromat accelerator. The system will interact with a
number of technical subsystems in order to provide timecorrelated and synchronously sampled data acquisition for
the new machine commissioning, troubleshooting, fault
detection and performance monitoring.
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IMPROVEMENT OF EPICS SOFTWARE DEPLOYMENT AT NSLS-II
†

A. A. Derbenev , Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, USA

Abstract
The NSLS-II Control System has workstations and servers standardized to the usage of Debian OS. With exceptions like RTEMS and Windows systems where software is
built and delivered by hand, all hosts have EPICS software
installed from an internally-hosted and externally-mirrored
Debian package repository. Configured by Puppet, machines have a similar environment with EPICS base, modules, libraries, and binaries. The repository is populated
from epicsdeb, a community organization on GitHub. Currently, packages are available for Debian 8 and 9 with legacy support being provided for Debian 6 and 7. Since packaging creates overhead on how quickly software updates
can be available, keeping production systems on track with
development is a challenging task. Software is often customized and built manually to get recent features, e.g. for
AreaDetector. Another challenge is services like GPFS
which underperform or do not work on Debian. Proposed
improvements target keeping the production environment
up to date. A detachment from the host OS is achieved by
using containers, such a Docker, to provide software images. A CI/CD pipeline is created to build and distribute
software updates.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The NSLS-II control system is built on Experimental
Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) infrastructure with a typical controls application being created as an
Input-Output Controller (IOC) [1]. In addition to IOCs
which are meant to communicate with hardware and other
IOCs to implement control logic and functions, the software suite includes a diverse set of higher-level tools, services, libraries, command line and graphical interface applications. Examples are Channel Access command line
tools and Python interface, Archiver Appliance, Control
System Studio and Phoebus, Olog, Alarm Server, MASAR.
While there can be several dozen IOCs per beamline to
serve hardware integration and automation needs, tools
usually come one installation per workstation, and services
come one per beamline.
Controls applications are typically built and run in a specific development and runtime environment. Servers
which run IOCs are standardized to use Debian operating
system (OS). EPICS base, modules, and tools necessary for
IOC development and operation are delivered as Debian
packages available from the NSLS-II repository maintained by NSLS-II Controls [2]. EPICS source code is not
“debianized” by default and is converted to package format
on GitHub thanks to collaboration efforts [3]. When an

___________________________________________

† aderbenev@bnl.gov

IOC system is configured, apt package sources are specified appropriately, and a set of default packages is installed
via usage of Puppet.
With the development environment made available and
any special dependencies manually installed (e.g. vendorsupplied libraries for hardware), IOC systems become
ready for building and running EPICS applications. A typical IOC is manually checked out from the internal GitLab
or Mercurial repository, built in-place, and registered to run
in the system via the sysv-rc-softioc utility. The manageiocs toolkit provided by the utility serves as a uniform and
standard way of running production IOC instances, and
provides essential features like detached console access,
logging, run/stop/restart control, and status reporting. The
approach to application delivery is hence manual, limited
to application level, and is version control system (VCS)
based for deployment and change management.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS
A multitude of software is involved in running the machine, and development of controls applications is constantly ongoing as updates become available and new controls integration and automation needs emerge. It is prudent
to make sure that approaches to software delivery for
NSLS-II Controls stay current with evolving technology
and requirements. A well-understood and standardized solution brings many benefits from reduced costs of systems
scaling and replication to ease of continuous maintainability to long-term sustainability of Controls software infrastructure.
Whatever the approach proposed, it should aim to respect the multitude of solutions, practices, and mechanisms
currently employed for NSLS-II Controls applications delivery. When considering any kind of standardization, it is
important to recognize that Controls environment is often
shared by different developer groups, and many stakeholder parties have their interest in the approach which is
to be set as standard. Service developers and maintainers,
IOC developers, tool developers, beamline staff, IT, etc.
contribute to the evaluation of existing and proposed solutions and make sure that critical needs are met. Several
considerations were identified.

Scalability
With NSLS-II Controls spanning over accelerator systems and over two dozen beamlines, it is important for the
software delivery approach to be flexible and applicable
for all environments which need to be supported. The solution should resolve facility-scale software delivery needs
by design, as made possible by an existing set of control
system standards which make controls environment mostly
uniform across beamlines. Practical example of this consideration is implication that hundreds of IOCs and other
apps will need to be managed eventually.
TUDPP03
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Maintainability
Controls software is subject to ongoing updates and
changes, e.g. OS versions, EPICS base and modules updates, Python version changes, replacement of existing and
integration of new hardware, digital certificates renewal,
etc. The approach should be flexible enough to either accommodate such changes easily without incurring high development costs, or be decoupled from these changes by
design. The goal is to reduce maintenance requirements in
terms of engineer time spent on the support of the delivery
system itself. An example of this consideration is that preference is given to mature products with rich support available (e.g. Git for version control, Ansible for automation).

Accessibility
One of main goals for the solution design should be its
accessibility for software developers. Preferably capitalizing on industry-grade technology and practices, it should
not incur an excessive burden on the process of implementing and introducing changes to controls software. The system should not be targeted only towards software development experts and should provide most of its functionality
with minimum entrance threshold (e.g. via defaults, templates, helper scripts etc.). The solution should also be covered with enough documentation. An example of this consideration is that convenience user-facing interface should
be provided.

Support of Persistence
One of major needs tied to control system software is
preserving applications “persistence”, which in this case is
defined as any changes generated at and associated with
the software runtime. With a delivery mechanism in place,
source code and application configurations can be recreated at any time by re-deploying the software. In contrast
e.g. for IOCs, persistence usually comes in a form of machine values which are saved in files on the disk and which
cannot be recovered by the deployment mechanism if lost.
An example design consideration is that the delivery mechanism cannot be “imperative”, i.e. it cannot completely
overwrite the software instance when deployment is performed without somehow preserving its persistence.

Release and Staging Function
Handling software releases is an important part of the
update mechanism. To reduce the cost of unforeseen update issues, a “staging” mechanism is beneficial to provide
an easy switch to a stable software version in case of update
failure. In its design, the delivery solution should incorporate these considerations by providing a simple and easily
reversible release mechanics. An example of this consideration is automatic backup on deployment.

Versioning
Not all issues associated with software updates are immediately, or even just in short-term, discernible. Some issues tend to emerge only on specific conditions or in specific combinations of application parts, and it may take
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time to discover instability in a deployed update. Versioning allows to mitigate these risks by providing a history of
software states which can be at any time recovered to a last
known stable condition. The solution employed should allow that to happen both for the software in question, and
for its dependencies. One practical example of this consideration is that dependency version information should be
available for all software managed.

In-place Production Modifications
NSLS-II is a scientific facility, which means that stable
and uninterrupted scientific output of any instrument is the
main goal of controls software. Practically it means that
controls systems should be mutable enough to incorporate
research demands, e.g. support of new hardware, episodic
modifications due to experiment needs, prompt production
modifications to counter a discovered system issue etc.
When applied to software, it means a need to modify production instances of software. The solution should either
allow post-factum integration of changes introduced, or
provide speedy mechanisms of introducing changes so that
the overhead was small enough to not prevent its usage. An
example of this consideration is a possibility to run integrity verification checks to make sure that deployed instances are in sync with application configurations stored.

Preliminary Testing
While being a common requirement, in-place modifications which target runtime needs are not the only changes
introduced to the system. Just as often, system updates can
be handled in a more planned fashion, and since those are
to be applied on an already working system, preliminary
testing becomes an important part of the process. If not sufficiently covered, this will introduce associated risks which
will eventually stagger the update process and prevent rolling updates. A proper solution should allow software testing which does not require any system downtime, either
through running the updated software in an isolated test environment, or providing a powerful utility for running test
suites. Practical consequence here is that the solution
should incorporate testing as a regular part of its workflow,
with clear difference between test and production delivery.

Replication of App Instances
Due to standardization efforts, it is common for NSLSII controls to reuse hardware and software base on different
beamlines. The same EPICS driver can be used to support
a family of devices, so many IOCs can be compiled from
the same source code and deployed in a similar fashion,
save for the unique configuration of every separate instance. Instead of treating every application as a unique
case with source being separately versioned, it is feasible
to use same code reference so that all dependent systems
could be managed and updated in a uniform fashion without introducing desynchronization of individual instance
versions. The solution employed should allow easy “replication” of existing application instances to create new, similar deployments. A practical example of this is to allow
different software instances to be built from the same
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source code repository, with application configuration being separately recognized.

Ease of Instance Recovery
Deployment of any existing application instance should
be straightforward and fast to address the priority purpose
of controls to provide uninterrupted scientific research. For
cases when recovery is necessary, it should be possible to
restore the application function using standard delivery
practices without resorting to manual bypasses. Otherwise,
non-standard recovery methods would need to be resolved
later, which would introduce risks of deployment scheme
deterioration. E.g. manually checking out and building an
IOC code would result in a production instance being not
in sync with the delivery pipeline. An example can be allowing deployment in a single command, or providing
tools for easy assimilation of local changes.

Accommodation for Unique Cases
While there is a set of standards available for NSLS-II
Controls solutions, they mostly cover implementations
which are replicated across several, or all, beamlines. Examples are motion control and detector solutions. However, it is also common for the accelerator and beamlines
to have one-of-a-kind hardware requirements which are not
seen anywhere else in the system. Standardizing such cases
is not feasible, but as they are a part of Controls domain,
the solution employed should be able to incorporate these
unique software cases. In terms of solution design, an example of that consideration is application instances being
treated with a sufficient abstraction level to not rely excessively on standardization implications.

Support of Multiple Platforms/OSs
NSLS-II Controls is mostly standardized to the usage of
Debian OS as its IOC runtime. With that, however, there is
not a 100% uniformity in terms of OS versions used. Further, some beamline hardware, most often detectors, can
some in a “turn-key” format with servers which are essentially frozen at certain Linux distribution for support reason, or even come with Windows support. Some solutions
utilize embedded platforms like VME and cPCI. When designing a software delivery solution, it is important to consider and make a decision about the extent of support provided in terms of platform coverage, and whether or not
certain standards should be supported or even enforced in
that regard. Practically, this consideration can result in exclusion of embedded systems from the list of managed, e.g.
because they are not compatible with Ansible automation.

SUPPORT CONSIDERATIONS
As it was discovered from previous initiatives directed
towards software delivery (SNACK [4]), two most important factors tied to their long-term success and adoption
are investing in training of developers, and having a solid
capacity of solution support. The latter includes incorporating new functions requested, addressing discovered issues, dealing with dependencies updates and infrastructure
changes, and maintaining the environment in which the
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tool runs, be it services (LDAP, Ansible, GitLab), hardware
(build, testing, orchestration hosts, network), or system
configuration (certificates, keys, system users). More specifically, a facility-scale, complex software delivery system requires hardware, software, and configuration upkeep
and maintenance:
• CI/CD tools, pipeline, and workflow design will require ongoing investments in services configuration,
update, and usage training.
• Depending on how testing is performed and whether a
separate testing environment is present, any gateway
(i.e. testing-to-production) servers and the network infrastructure will require configuration and further updates.
• If virtualization technology is used, container hosts
will require configuration, extension on demand, updates, and general system support, including hardware.
• Based on experiences from the system support and users’ feedback, testing and delivery mechanisms will
have to be continuously revised and refined, and updates to the tool chain addressed (e.g. a new GitLab
version).

EXPLORED APPROACHES
When designing an application deployment system, one
of earliest considerations which appear is defining the
scope of the solution. Based on the amount of investment
planned, the architecture of the approach can span several
levels, from application to server to beamline to facility.
Likewise, a set of required features should be defined,
which may or may not incorporate testing, staging, backups, redundancy, and other items listed as key considerations above.
At this time and for purposes of improving controls software delivery at NSLS-II, following approaches and their
expansiions are being used or explored:

Manual In-place Delivery with Version Control
For purposes of maintaining machine and instrument operations, the existing scheme of manual, application-level
software delivery sufficed for years. Familiar to developers, it provides unmatched flexibility and is very friendly
to quick fixes and in-place modifications. That convenience, however, comes at a cost of diminishing system
knowledge, unaccounted changes, lack of consistent testing and update capacity, effort duplication, and quality
creep. Still, the approach can be formalized and leveraged
in such a way that most its deficiencies are mitigated, e.g.
through more standardization of deployment practices,
centralized knowledge bases, and reuse of existing application instances. Some of these deficiencies can be mitigated, e.g. as done in the IOC support module manager
SUMO [5].
This approach is a de-facto NLSL-II standard for IOC
deployments.
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Manual Usage of Pre-built Binaries

Virtualization

An improvement of the existing approach for cases when
different applications are using the same source code, introduction of a central binary storage promotes better
standardization of environments, e.g. OS versions, while
also providing a convenient route to handling software updates on a scale beyond individual application level. Instead of building every application with its own set of dependencies, pre-built binaries are provided, associated with
a known assembly of software versions.
This approach is currently being investigated for deployment of NSLS-II AreaDetector software, with one of main
challenges being catering to cases which require special
dependencies (e.g. ZeroMQ), or platforms (e.g. Windows),
to run.

Controls applications typically run on physical or VM
hosts which come with a full developer environment and
appear as a complete Debian OS system for as much as any
application is concerned. These systems have a well-defined beamline affiliation and appropriate network configuration. A significant shift from this approach would be
switching to a container-based delivery, or to usage of
lightweight virtual systems, where separate applications
come as images from which containers are being created
and run. That approach would decouple the delivery
scheme from considerations associated with underlying
hardware or host OS, allow easier isolation, and compatibility with existing CI/CD approaches. However, this approach may not be appropriate for user interface applications and software which deals with heavy data transfer or
processing.
In exploration of this approach, a sample solution was
created based on the usage of Docker. An image is provided
for EPICS base and modules, and IOC images can be made
to run containers on any system which provides Docker
support. With a special toolkit, any IOC can quickly be
converted to the image format with a potential to be run in
a container on most system servers. Further solution refinement is required to address various key considerations
mentioned.

Orchestrated On-demand Delivery
Instead of utilizing manual approach to setting up production software instances, some automation solution can
be used so that deployed applications were a product of a
well-defined delivery process. A straightforward option
would be automation of otherwise manual deployment actions by using a tool like Ansible or Puppet. Another example is rsync-dist tool which delivers built binaries to remote
servers while also being decoupled from SVC [6].
This approach is used to set up EPICS developer environments on IOC servers with Puppet installing necessary
packages. SNACK utility uses Ansible to perform IOC
builds and deployments.

Pipelined Build and Delivery with CI/CD
A solution which is more in line with industry-grade
DevOps, a Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) pipeline would allow to create a more wholesome and solid workflow for accommodating changes
from development to test to production. There are many
open source and proprietary solutions available: Jenkins,
Hudson, GitLab, Travis, AppVeyor, etc. Each of these options has various advantages and disadvantages. For example, Travis and AppVeyor are hosted service which reduces
IT expertise but limits the kinds of testing that can be performed. Jenkins and Hudson are web containers that need
to be managed on site but allow for more complex tests. An
example of this approach is IOCs delivery system at FRIB
[7].
At a glance, to meet the CI/CD requirements of NSLSII controls, the CI engine would need to support:
• Multiple concurrent & ordered builds
• Multiple builders (maven, make, etc.)
• Support for multiple languages
• Multiple VCS systems and VCS hosting services
• Support for creating release jobs
• Support for containers and images
Current plans are to use this approach to set up a delivery
pipeline for EPICS tools and services, namely Control System Studio, Phoebus, Olog, Alarm Server, and others.

CONCLUSION
Since the work has begun to improve EPICS software
deployment at NSLS-II, many realizations have been made
about requirements posed by parties involved in controls
software development, system and infrastructure management and support. Lots of insights were derived from
SNACK experience, and several emergent needs were
identified which can potentially be resolved by introducing
a more unified controls software delivery mechanism. Examples are new EPICS services such as Phoebus, new software versions such as EPICS 7, and widely used software
such as AreaDetector. Currently, investments are made to
identify and design a wholesome approach which could accommodate all these and other needs, with specific focus
being put into utilizing modern CI/CD tools and approaches.
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DATA ACQUISITION AND VIRTUALISATION OF THE CLARA
CONTROLS SYSTEM∗
R. F. Clarke †, G. Cox, D. M. Hancock, P. W. Heath, B. G. Martlew, A. Oates, P. H. Owens, W. Smith,
J. T. G.Wilson, S. Kinder, N. Knowles, STFC Daresbury Laboratory, Warrington, UK
Abstract
STFC Daresbury Laboratory is developing a novel Free
Electron Laser (FEL) test facility focused on the generation
of ultra-short photon pulses of coherent light with high levels of stability and synchronisation. The first phase of the
Compact Linear Accelerator for Research and Applications,
CLARA was successfully used to produce electron beam
used for experiments during 2018 to 2019. It is planned that
CLARA will continue to be exploited for user experiments
during development. The next user period will start early in
2020. Work on the EPICS Archiver Appliance, Virtual Accelerator and a mid-level interface were successfully trialled
during the last run.
The last run showed new requirements that CLARA will
place on the controls system. There was heavy use of data
archiving, the request to duplicate the Virtual Accelerator
for CLARA simulations and rapid expansion of EPICS soft
IOCs for a mid-level interface. This motivated a review of
the control system’s current infrastructure for the future of
CLARA.
Clara’s current control system has been tuned for production and is very stable with most services running for years
without issue. If virtualisation is to be embedded into this
production system it must be stable, recover automatically
in the event of power outages and be easy to diagnose.
This paper will discuss how virtualisation of certain services can harden the current control systems against failure.
It will discuss how it provides flexible services for users
and sandbox environments for developers. It will discuss
various tests and challenges in integrating virtualisation into
the current control system. Finally, it will discuss how it will
act as a backbone to novel projects such as the Accelerator
Physics group’s machine learning program.

INTRODUCTION
The controls system is designed around a common framework provided by EPICS [1]. EPICS provides a common
interface to disparate subsystems via process variables (PVs).
PVs generally form the backbone to GUIs for operation of
the machine in the control room. With CLARA this landscape is changing.
Due to the complexity, timing constraints and numerous
subsystems, CLARA [2] will require a mid-layer level of
automation between the experimental and machine level
controls.
Traditionally, scripts would be developed by users on the
client side to steer EPICS at this level. This is hard to main∗
†
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tain and expand and as these custom scripts become more
numerous. They also open the possibility of race conditions
if one script is trying to drive PVs in use by another. Errors
like this are notoriously hard to trace.
The controls group is working in collaboration with the
accelerator physics group to develop a managed layer of abstraction between high level physics and machine operations.
This abstraction has been called the mid-level interface. Solutions include adopting a common naming by using an abstract device defined at the physics level with simple states
and expanding that to control all the different and related
subsystems attached to it. Another solution is to identify
and move all critical client-side scripts into the EPICS Input
Output Controllers, (IOCs). IOCs developed as part of the
mid-level interface exists only to drive EPICS PVs and in
this way group together IOCs that drive hardware. The IOCs
developed for physics use are called interface IOCs. Interface IOCs can become complicated as they they make heavy
use of state machines to drive all the operations and manage
the the hardware IOCs to get them into the state expected by
the physics operation.
Interface IOCs are used to automate the RF gun conditioning system and deliver a common interface to drive different
YAG screens and magnet IOCs controllers over the whole
CLARA. Interface IOCs are considerably more stable and
easier to implement than client-side scripts.
IOCs for hardware control are currently hosted on dedicated servers. As the mid-level interface starts to accumulate
interface IOCs for different use cases, and as they are not
limited by hardware, their numbers could rapidly expand
and consume servers and rack-space. Virtualising these software interfaces will allow the controls group to contain their
proliferation to a couple of hosts and offer the accelerator
physics group the flexibility of designing the mid-level interface with minimal constraints.
This trend of integration at a physics level to the machine operation will require more than simple PV data being
passed between the Accelerator Physics group (AP) and the
controls system. EPICS Version 7 [3] is being investigated
as a solution to add structured data to PVs. Controls data
will be fed to, and feed from, the AP group’s data acquisition
and simulations databases. The development of PVs to provide physics engineering units for magnets PVs is a case for
EPICS V7. These units are calculated in EPICS from magnet fitting curves provided by AP group but depend on the
state of the machine. These are set in soft IOCs monitoring
real magnets. The output of these PV are used to update the
AP group’s database, a set of YAML configuration files [4]
that are then used for simulations. Using EPICS V3 PVs for
this operation shows that PVs would be better grouped into
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more logical objects. EPICS V7 will provide more structured objects for exactly these type of operations. The use of
structured objects will increase the complexity of interfaces
between IOCs and client code. Virtualised of IOCs and the
controls networking would allow the off-line construction of
the CLARA controls system where these different interface
could be tested.
Large scale data acquisition is another trend that will
change the nature of the controls system. During the last
run the Archiver Appliance [5] was heavily used in CLARA
and had also been adopted by another facility, the Vertical
Test Facility [6] to generate reports. The data acquisition
ability of the archiver and its easy to use web interface are
proving popular with users. In the ALICE facility [7], the
archiver collected a few gigabytes of data over a fourteen
year period. At CLARA, with an out of the box setup, in
one run, 4 Terabytes of data were collected. The Archiver
Appliance is easily outperforming expectations; even with
waveforms at 100Hz and saving to a NAS drive the archiver
has remained stable.
The archiver has been used for various calibration and
experimental studies and the data quality has proven to be
robust under analysis. The AP group have agreed that the
archiver will now become the backbone of its machine learning program by gathering raw machine data. For this to
work the controls group needs to be able to provide custom
archivers on a case by case basis. As servers, this would take
too long to set up to be flexible during operations. As a virtual machine, archivers could be provided as an on-demand
service.
Virtualisation, containers, cluster computing and distributed file systems are some of the technologies that have
been examined in relation to the controls system. It will
allow us to provide redundant and flexible services on the
scale needed for CLARA’s development.

THE CURRENT LAYOUT
The current control system architecture is shown in Figure. 1. A central server is a key component that delivers a
copy of the compiled IOCs and general file system over a
NFS. Its filesystem, but not the whole operating system, is
mirrored via rsync to a slave server. It also acts as a build
server and provides several services needed for the control
system to operate such as DHCP and TFTP.
Rebooting the server or network interruptions can leave
the NFS mounts in a stale state. Often this is only noticed
when the IOC cannot be restarted. The main server has
grown and its services need to be distributed to harden the
control system. This is not a trivial task on a server that is
currently used in several roles. If it were put into a state
where it would not reboot the whole system would break.
The group used this server to develop and maintain software for several projects concurrently on this server. The
disks were mounted under a RAID array and there is a site
backups of the server. This year, the backup system failed.
The RAID array broke down over a period of time before
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shutting down which corrupted the disk array. Unfortunately,
rsync copied the corruption to the slave server and the slaves
server’s operating system was quite far behind the master.
The off site backups were inaccessible during this period.
If it were not for investigations into virtualisation that were
taking place at that time it could have taken weeks to recover.
As it was, an experimental virtual copy of the server’s operating system could be made. This allowed the server to be
brought online. Within a few days of testing the filesystem
was recovered from the RAID array and rebuilt. Currently
the server is running as a KVM virtual machine mounted on
a virtual disk, a file, that is being duplicated every other day.
Now that it is virtualised then next stage will be to break the
server into several VMs running distinct services.

VIRTUALISING EPICS IOCS
EPICS IOCs are started and managed via procserv [1].
IOCs and procserv have standard port numbers that clients
expect to find during operations. A server with a single IP
address can not have multiple applications running on the
same port number. This means that the CLARA runs IOCs
on dedicated servers.
Having an IOC for limited hardware residing on its own
server makes sense when setup cost is compared to ease of
use during operations. The mid-level interface IOCs are not
regulated by hardware and may become numerous as different groups are invented for different physics processes. This
would rapidly consume servers and rack space as previously
mentioned.
The first attempts at designing the interface avoided using new IOCs and merged records and state machines into
existing hardware IOCs. This is a poor idea as it is not clear
which hardware IOCs should be used and an unnecessary
dependency is created between the interface and specific
hardware.
This dependency caused issues during operations. The
interface tended to be modified for specific experimental
changes. As the interface is embedded into a hardware IOC,
the reboots were affecting the hardware set-point that would
then require the hardware IOC to be modified.
The next idea was to have a single server with one IOC
for all interface operations. With Channel Access gateway
[1], many IOCs could run on a single server if they had different port numbers. This is undesirable from an operations
point of view as non-standard port numbers are added. At
Daresbury, being mainly a research facility, operations are
quite often fluid. A magnet may be moved or some other
equipment added during a shift. Where time is at a premium,
non standard port numbers could cause confusion. It is expected that procserv is on port 7001 for example. It would
also suffer from the same issue seen with embedding the
interface into a hardware IOC; unrelated interfaces would
reboot as this single server’s IOC is restarted.
An answer is to use virtualised IOCs. Virtualised systems
can use a virtual bridge, a software network switch. It is
simple to have several virtual IOCs running with their own
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Figure 1: Current control system infrastructure.
IP address and standard EPICS ports on one server with one
network connection. Channel Access gateway can also be
virtualised and connected to this system. The limit is the network bandwidth but with 1Gbit/Sec, with several interface
IOCs running on one server, peak network throughput was
seen at just a few percent. From the controls point of view,
everything looks the same as individual servers; users can
SSH into IOCs or use procserv over telnet as if the IOC is
running on a dedicated server. The ’ticks’ on Figure 2 show
replicated ’VM A’ in this state.
There are several advantages to this method. The IOC’s
can be duplicated with one connected to the network and
the other disconnected. During development, the test IOC
can be updated without affecting operations. The test and
live IOC’s network connection can then be switch with the
live IOC now offline but still running. The operation can be
quickly reversed if issues are seen.

VIRTUAL MACHINES AND CONTAINERS
KVM
There are many virtualisation solutions on the market. Our
control system will depend on two types of technology rooted
in the modern Linux kernel; the Kernel Virtual Machine,
(KVM), and Linux Containers, (LXC).
KVM can hosts a number of native operating systems.
Each virtual machine has private virtualised hardware; a
network card, disk, graphics adapter, etc. For example Windows OS, Mac OS, even 32 bit operating system can run
unmodified in an isolated environment on a native 64 bit
host.

Without KVM the virtualisation library has to simulate
the hardware which leads to heavy CPU use. KVM works
with hardware enhanced virtualisation contained in modern
CPUs. This is similar to a ’type 1 hypervisor’ such as Xen
[8] providing close to native server performance.
KVM still needs to reserve an amount of RAM on the host
for each virtual machine. There are methods to distribute
the RAM over VMs. Depending on the load, the sum of
memory of the VMs can even exceed the host’s as most VMs
rarely run at full capacity. Still, each VM will use RAM
measured in Gigabytes just to hold their operating system.
With a good setup and plenty of RAM it was possible to
comfortably run about 15 straight Centos7 VMs on a 32 Gig
host.

LXC
Linux containers work differently, they do not use CPU
virtualisation for speed but use the Linux kernel itself. The
Linux kernel is the process through which all interactions
with the machine take place. All applications under Linux
have a unique process id that is connected by a tree of processes to the root process. In a container, the kernel splits
this root process into self contained namespaces. Processes
are attached to that namespace tree and multiple machines
run in unique namespaces. Each container attaches to its
own copy of a root filesystem. Hardware like networks cards
and USBs are the same as the host’s but now separated in
the kernel.
As the container is using host’s kernel, it can only run the
host kernel and and any kernel modules to drive hardware
have to be loaded in the host kernel first. The container must
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not alter certain processes otherwise it will directly affect the
host. Containers are supplied with default levels of security
that need to be tuned, for example, NFS mounts will not
work out of the box with LXC.
A Linux Container does not boot the same way a server
or KVM would. Booting starts by setting up a connections
between the hardware, or virtualised hardware in the case of
KVM, and the Linux Kernel. A container attaches directly to
hardware via the host’s kernel and that part of the boot stage
is skipped. Even operating system level services needed
by the container are the same as the host’s but split into
namespaces. All a container will need to do is bringing up
its own copy of applications not running on the host. This
step is very fast and requires a tiny amount of memory as
the whole operating system did not need to be duplicated in
RAM.
When an IOC is set running in a container that uses 17MB
of RAM the container uses about 18MB on the host. Containers only take up the amount of RAM their unique processes
require. Where there may be 20 KVM instances that need
a full OS mapped to RAM but run one or two low RAM
applications. There can be hundreds of LXC instances. This
makes LXC ideal for IOCs, small databases, build servers,
etc.
We have picked LXC over another popular container solution Docker [9] due to the design philosophy. Docker
containers are only designed to run a single process, say a
MySQL server, they are not intended for a full operating
system with procserv, telnet, users logins and SSH. LXC is
designed for emulating a server and this is what our users
would expect to see.

KVM and LXC Deployment
KVM has been used to duplicate existing servers. This is
an exact copy of the server and brings the original machine
up in a virtual environment.
Copies of the servers can be cloned and services moved
about in a safe, isolated environment. Using snapshots, modifications allows changes to be rolled back to working copies.
A host running multiple services was broken into different
VMs providing single services using this method. The real
host could not be modified as it was no longer certain how
its services were interlinked and it was in constant use. In a
clone of the server the unexpected dependencies were found
before deploying VMs to production and removing the physical host.
LXC’s efficient use of memory has been selected for deploying IOCs. Most IOCs have a footprint of only a few
megabytes so LXC can host many IOCs and small services
like the group’s Wiki and a MySQL database.
Both KVM and LXC have the ability to replicate and
migrate. Replication keeps one copy of the VM on a different
host that can be started if the other host stops, see Figure
2, the ticked VMs B and C are running on Host Main. VM
A is under development on Host Main so was started on
Host Clone. When development is finished VM A can be
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switched back to Host Main. If Host Main were to fail, the
replicated copied on Host Clone can be started.
Migration is a similar process where running VMs can
be moved off of one host to another. This is useful if a host
needs to be maintained or swapped. KVM can be used to
’live migrate’ a running server with no downtime. A copy of
the memory is sent over a secure connection so the machine
is always ’on’. This feature has been used extensively during
development to avoid disruption to users.
With the above considerations, and using a distributed file
system discussed later, the current control system seen in
Figure 1 could be replaced by the virtualised system seen in
Figure 2.

Native, KVM and LXC Performance
Comparisons of CPU and RAM speeds were made for
KVM and LXC against a native host, see Table 1. The
CPU tests were made by performing matrix operations for
five minutes. The memory tests were made by writing and
reading from 1G of RAM for five minuets. These tests are
part of the stress-ng[10] package. The tests in both cases
are are within a few percent of the native host.
Table 1: Comparison of LXC and KVM vs. Native Machine
CPU
Memory

Native
100%
100%

LXC
99.0%
100%

KVM
97.5%
92.0%

VIRTUAL DISKS
A physical drive attached to a VM are simply files and this
opens interesting possibilities for server backup and recovery.
To the VM or container, the file will mount as if it were a
real SCSI drive. It can be formatted and partitioned. These
files are stored on a common file system accessible to all the
hosts via NFS. Care must be taken to only mount only one
of these virtual drive as read-write to one VM. Mounting a
virtual drive read-write to multiple VMs will corrupt it.
With native servers, backup of the host OS involved taking
a server offline and using Clonezilla [11] to copy the drive
over the network. This could take a lot of time and the
group ended up with several incompatible versions for the
Clonezilla disks. With a virtual drive, backup is simply a
case of copying a file and this can be done live.
Two types of virtual drive are used in the system, raw image and QCOW2 [12]. A raw image file is as big as the drive
and a simple binary image. QCOW2 is more sophisticated
than a raw image, the drive image may be a Terabyte but
the file will only take up the size of files stored within it.
Also, a snapshot can be taken where only a copy of changes
are made. This is much smaller then a full backup if only a
few files change between snapshots. This is called Copy on
Write.
QCOW2 is used for the KVM servers. KVM will have
copies of the full operating system so there are a lot of small
files that do not change often. The biggest changes are when
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Figure 2: A virtualised control system layout as a replacement of Figure 1.
installing new software or making updates. Snapshots help
here as changes can quickly be rolled back. On a native
server this process can be tricky to undo and if an update
fails the system could fail to boot.
Raw images are used for LXC as that was only option
under the current framework. It not much of as issue as the
disks are kept as small as possible. Generally, they are only
a few gigabytes and are used to run IOCs. IOCs operating
systems are are generally just copies of each other with
different IP addresses. Scripts have been developed that can
set up LXC IOCs automatically.

NFS AND DISTRIBUTED FILE SYSTEMS
The disks for the virtualised machines are stored on a
20TB Network Storage server with RAID6 and accessed via
NFS. This also contains the data store for archiving. The
groups software is kept on another server mounted using
NFS.
The set-up has proven stable over the years but NFS can
sometimes enter a stale state where the connection breaks
and the IOCs carries on running. This problem is only noticed when the IOC is restarted.
NFS mounts have been tuned over time across clients.
Mount setting can differ but no performance problems have
been seen on the current system. The heaviest load is from
users connected directly to the file system as read-write using

it to compile software. The network’s maximum theoretical
rate is 128MB/s for a Gigabit connection and NFS is seen
to peak at about 90MB/s which seems reasonable.
Using VMs that require read/write access will present
our current NFS as a single point of failure. Configuration
quirks may cause a problem with continuous read-write
access needed by VMs.
One solution to NFS as a single point of failure is to use
a distributed file system. This replicates files across several
servers, in effect, the servers become a network connected
redundant storage. If one server disconnects files will feed
from another server seamlessly. The servers can be located
on different parts of the site to protect against physical failure
such as power cuts or even a fire in the rack.
Distributed storage systems are made from simple Linux
servers with disks attached. There are a lot of solutions
to choose from. Our requirements are for a system that
can be easily expanded, that has redundant storage and can
make snapshots of the whole file system. There were two
solutions investigated; Ceph [13] and Gluster [14]. At the
time of testing Ceph exceeded our network requirements so
Gluster was investigated.
The minimum amount of Gluster servers needed for safe
replication is three, see Figure 2. Any less than this can
lead to a situation where if one server goes down, closely
followed by another it becomes impossible to synchronise
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Figure 3: The Proxmox web GUI showing a console to a virtual machine. On the left all the active nodes and file-systems
health can be seem. Active nodes are marked with a green tick. This visual type of management is much faster to use in a
production environment.
the files when they are restarted. This is called ’split-brain’.
By having an odd number of replication servers this situation
is recoverable. [15].
Read and write comparisons between NFS and Gluster
were made using the linux tool ’dd’ to write 1GB of random
data to the disk. ’dd’ was used with the ’direct’ option to
avoid memory cache and data was copied in blocks of 1kB
and 10MB. To further ensure genuine disk I/O and that we
are not measuring not memory cache, each test started with:
sync; echo 3 > /proc/sys/vm/drop-caches. The
results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Peak rates of NFS and Gluster Reading and Writing
1G of Data in 1kB and 10MB Blocks
Block 1K
NFS
Gluster
Block 10M
NFS
Gluster

Read MB/s
91
70-80
Read MB/s
111
96

Write MB/s
78
7
Write
110
16

In live tests, Gluster was considerably slower than a normal NFS mount for compiling, see table 3. It did not seem
to be a network load issue so more investigation is needed.
If Gluster cannot be improved the next idea is to test Ceph.
Ceph is being used at CERN to store Petabyte levels of
data [16]. If both solutions prove too complex to set up for
the control system then another option is distribute an NFS
connection between two servers using Corosync [17] and
Pacemaker [18].
Table 3: NFS and Gluster Compile Time Test
NFS
3 second

Gluster
45 seconds

MANAGING THE HOSTS WITH
PROXMOX GUI
The initial set-up was difficult to use. The interface was
all through the command line and there were different commands needed for KVM and LXC for similar operations such
as starting, stopping and migrating VMs. The only way to
manage this was to use scripts. The scripting then started to
become a very time consuming itself.
Proxmox [19] provides a user friendly interface to manage
a lot of the operations that we were trying to script in-house.
It is open source, free to use but with a subscription model
for support and enterprise level libraries. So far this has not
been needed. It is installed on a native server from a USB
drive and set up with an IP. The server is now one of the
Proxmox nodes. Several nodes can be set up in this way and
accessed through a web based GUI. Nodes can be clustered
together so that any web GUI will show the state of all the
other nodes.
Proxmox provided an easy interface for setting up a common NFS drive to host VMs and containers. It managed the
backup and snapshots of the drive images and offers and
automated backup based on dates and time settings. A nice
feature was to limit how many backups should be kept and
this way a rolling four weekly, six month backup procedure
can be set up.
The Web GUI makes several operations a lot easier such as
setting up network bridges and building VMs or containers.
It makes monitoring disks, network and CPU loads easier
with web charts. It also helps with management tasks such
as starting and connecting devices to a software bridge.
Two features that saves a lot of time were the a web based
terminal and the migration function. The web based terminal
will connect even if SSH is not running or the VM had no
IP address, see Figure 3. the second feature was the ease
of migrating VMs and containers with the Proxmox GUI
compared to using scripts.
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FURTHER WORK
More work will need to be done to see if Gluster, Ceph
or a dynamic NFS setup is best for a distributed file system.
IOCs are built in LXC with a series of scripts, these need to
be tested to see if they are user friendly.
The Accelerator Physics Group are requesting web interfaces for the virtual accelerator and the archiver appliance.
Also, within the group we currently keep track of IOC and
other services via a small database and a web GUI. This
could be integrated into the IOC container build process.

CONCLUSION
Virtualisation has been achieved at production level in the
CLARA control system using a combination of Kernel-based
Virtual Machine, (KVM), and Linux containers, (LXC).
KVM has been used to replace and replicate physical servers
with heavy workloads such as file systems and build servers
and simplifies operations needed to clone, upgrade and maintain servers.
LXC, with a small memory footprint in proportion to the
applications it serves is useful to host small services such as
IOCs and databases. It will also be able to host the IOCs used
for the Mid Level Interface which are likely to proliferate as
CLARA grows.
Both KVM and LXC have been shown to use CPU and
memory within only a few percent difference to a native
server.
Building a replicated file system to remove the single
point of failure presented by NFS mounts using a Gluster
file instead of the current network storage still requires investigation and tuning before it is production quality.
Management of the system becomes involved as more
hosts or virtualised machines are added. The Proxmox GUI
has proved useful as a simple development tool that users
can understand
These systems will harden the controls network to failure, simplify disaster recovery and will allow us to supply
novel new services such as “Archiving-on-Demand”. The
Archiver Appliance proved remarkably successful during
the last exploitation period but required extensive set up on
individual servers. Virtualising the archiver will allow easy
management of data storage, CPU and memory resources.
It will allow isolation of critical archiver services and the
possibility for users to rapidly "spin-up" custom archivers.
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OLD AND NEW GENERATION CONTROL SYSTEMS AT ESA
M. Pecchioli, ESA/ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany
Abstract
Traditionally Mission Control Systems for spacecraft
operated at the European Space Operations Centre (ESOC)
of the European Space Agency (ESA) have been developed
based on large re-use of a common implementation covering the majority of the required functions, which is referred
to as mission control system infrastructure. The generation
currently in operations has been successfully used for all
categories of missions, including many commercial ones
operated outside ESOC. It is however expected that its implementation is going to face obsolescence in the coming
years, thus an ambitious Project is currently on-going aiming at the development and operational adoption of a new
generation. The resulting infrastructure capitalizes as much
as possible on the European initiative (referred to as EGSCC, see [1]) which is progressively developing and delivering a modern and advanced platform forming the basis
for any type of monitoring and control applications for
space systems.
This paper is going to provide a technical overview of
the various generations of the mission control infrastructure at ESOC, highlighting the main differences from technical and usability standpoints, thus describing the main
lines of long-term evolution.

INTRODUCTION
Background
The operations of space assets are conducted at the European Space Operations Centre (ESOC) via the so called
Mission Control System (MCS). This system therefore
plays a central role in the Operational Ground Segment,
which consists of the hardware and software based systems
located on ground and integrated together in order to support the necessary interaction with the space segment on
the one side and with other ground segments (e.g. launcher
segment, payload data processing) on the other side. The
main functions of the Operational Ground Segment are
shown at conceptual level in the Fig. 1 below.

Figure 1: Operational Ground Segment (Conceptual).

It should be noted that the basic needs of the mission operators have not radically changed since the early days
when spacecraft operations were first conducted. The main
functions of the Mission Control systems have of course
evolved but rather as a consequence of the ever increasing
complexity imposed by the more and more challenging
missions which need to be supported. However, the implementation of the Mission Control System infrastructure
and of associated systems has been subject to much more
radical evolution, primarily driven by the following factors:
• Spacecraft orbits: they dictate the frequency and the
type of ground/space communication passes which can
be supported. Originally only orbits enabling very long
(if not continuous) visibility/contact as well as very
short communication delays were supported. Nowadays the vast majority of missions rely on orbits which
either provide intermittent visibility based on short
passes (e.g. polar near Earth orbits) or require very
long communication delays to receive and transmit the
space/ground signals (e.g. deep space orbits);
• Space assets design: this is relevant to the ground systems design at several levels. The main ones affecting
the mission control are: i) the protocol used to exchange telemetry (downlink) and telecommand (uplink) data; ii) the capability (generally referred to as
‘monitoring and control services) supported by onboard functions which can be accessed by ground to
execute mission operations; iii) volume and rates of
the data exchanged with ground, in particular to download housekeeping information and payload products
and iv) the level of autonomy or conversely dependence on ground operations to achieve the mission objectives;
• Operations concepts: originally mission operations
strongly relied on the expertise of the ground operators
and on their ability to manually execute the necessary
operations. The ever increasing complexity of the mission operations as well as the necessity to minimise the
associated costs during the routine phases (which
heavily influence the overall costs because of the typically very long mission durations) have pushed for
more modern approaches relying on a higher level of
interaction (e.g. executing procedures rather than
sending individual commands), on a higher level of
automation (operations executed by ground applications rather than human operators) as well as a on
higher level of on-board autonomy (e.g. time or event
driven operations autonomously executed on-board);
• Software technologies: quite obviously the development of Mission Control Systems relies on off-theWEAPP01
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shelf software technologies and thus its design and implementation is directly impacted by the technological
evolutions in this area;
• IT infrastructure: again, the Mission Control Systems
make use of off-the-shelf infrastructure systems
providing computer and network resources and thus its
design is heavily affected by the underlying technology which is going to be used.

Mission Control Systems Infrastructure Design
Due to the tight link between the design of the operational systems located on ground and the one of the space
segments, as well as because of the direct dependency on
the continuously evolving software and computing technologies, in the majority of space organisations Mission
Control Systems have been and still are developed on the
basis of a completely mission specific lifecycle (specification, design, development, validation and operations). On
the contrary, the complete Operational Ground Segment of
ESA missions has been traditionally designed and developed by relying on domain (but not mission) specific infrastructure i.e. implementations which can be configured,
customised and adapted in order to serve the full palette of
missions to be operated. This approach is not so much
driven by technical considerations but rather by strategic
and programmatic considerations, such as:
• Ensure stable, predictable and low system development and maintenance costs. This is best achieved by
sharing a large fraction of these costs across multiple
missions;
• Facilitate cost reductions which can be obtained by reducing the preparation time of new missions. Having
a ‘nearly ready’ solution for the critical ground systems ensures minimum design and development time;
• Facilitate risk reductions when implementing the
ground segment for new missions. The provision of a
proven common infrastructure which can be tailored
for the needs of a specific mission allows a significant
mitigation of this risk;
• Minimise familiarisation effort of system developers
and mission operators. In large space organisations the
highly specialised staff are typically ‘re-used’ across
missions, thus this objective is achieved by minimising
the differences between different missions.
It is fair to state that the potential benefits illustrated
above can only be really exploited if the Mission Control
System is carefully and adequately designed. This leads to
the need of considering important design drivers which
would play a less prominent role when dealing with mission specific systems, namely:
• Support of heterogeneous space systems: the
ground/space interaction at data level takes place by
means of Telemetry (downlink) and Telecommand
(uplink) data transmission protocols. The progressive
adoption of standardised solutions has reduced the
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amount of different protocols which need to be supported. However, mission operations and therefore the
design of Mission Control Systems are also affected
by the type of interaction which is available to enable
appropriate access to the on-board functions. This is
an area where European satellites have also achieved a
good level of standardisation (through the so called
Packet Utilisation Standard), thus enabling a wide
adoption of common solutions on ground;
Support of multiple mission types: this is essential in
order to enable the support of a wide variety and thus
a large number of missions, without restrictions related
to the mission type. Typically, the operations concept
and thus the ‘type’ of unmanned missions is mostly affected by the spacecraft orbit, in particular distinguishing between long passes/short delay missions (e.g. geostationary satellites), short passes/short delay missions (e.g. Earth observation satellites in polar orbits),
long passes/long delay missions (e.g. deep space). The
support of the various mission types may imply significant variations in the functions to be supported on
ground in order to execute mission operations;
Standardised interfaces: the control system plays a
central role in the execution of mission operations and
as such needs to support a significant number of file
based and programmatic interfaces with the other
ground systems involved in the operations preparation,
planning, execution and evaluation. In order to avoid
the need of mission specific adaptations and revalidation of interfaces serving the same purpose, the design
needs to accommodate for a generic approach which is
re-usable for all missions and can be preserved in spite
of the unavoidable technological and functional evolution of the ground systems. In addition, interfaces between facilities which are not necessarily managed by
the same organisation (e.g. control centres and ground
stations) need to ensure inter-operability and thus are
subject to international standards managed by organisations such as the CCSDS;
Modular architecture: in order to enable the parallel
development of generic and mission specific parts as
well as the effective maintenance and re-use of a generic infrastructure it is essential to decompose it in a
modular and hierarchical manner achieving a proper
separation of concerns of the various constituting elements;
Generic and extensible functionality: genericity applies to all functions whose implementation can be
shared by all target applications, extensibility is instead the mechanism enabling the integration of application specific features without source code level
modifications of the infrastructure implementation;
Capability to tailor: the control functions are designed
using a ‘data driven’ approach in order to enable their
tailoring for a given controlled system without code
modifications. The characteristics of the monitoring
and control data exchanged between ground and space
(generally referred to as Telemetry and Telecommand
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data) are defined in a ‘database’ enabling the conversion from human readable artefacts into data units
which are processed and eventually encoded for transmission in the uplink (control) and downlink (monitoring ) directions;
Functional richness: in order to become an attractive
solution for developing mission control systems, a generic infrastructure needs to provide a rich set of functions which go beyond the specified user needs and
support the safe and ‘comfortable’ execution of mission operations;
Layered design: efficient maintainability of the various contributing elements can only be effectively
achieved if a clean separation between the re-usable/generic parts and the mission specific extensions/adaptations is introduced and strictly respected
throughout the utilisation phase. A strictly layered design is functional to this objective, based on a separation between interfaces and services accessible to the
higher layers and internal implementation. The ideal
design is such that no modification of the infrastructure implementation is required in order to develop and
deploy a fully-fledged mission control system;
Operations abstraction: in order to simplify the execution of mission operations it is important that an appropriate level of abstraction is supported and adopted.
This allows the operators to concentrate on the ‘what’
needs to be done and to remove the focus from the low
level implementation details;
Support of automation: one of the cost drivers for
long-lasting missions is the support of routine operations. Support automation at all levels (from the system artefacts deployment up to execution of planned
operations) is considered an essential feature in order
to enable proper control of these costs;
High performance: the various utilisation scenarios to
be served by a generic infrastructure often introduce
orthogonal performance drivers (e.g. data storage and
distribution rates, data volumes, data processing rates,
number of parallel user applications). It is also important not to introduce dependencies on expensive
hardware resources which may not be compatible with
low-cost missions;
Longevity and long term maintainability: space programs are characterised by a very long lifetime. In addition, a generic infrastructure is only really effective
if it is adopted and used by many missions. These aspects introduce the need of maintaining and sustaining
the generic infrastructure for various decades and
without leading to explosive costs. This aspect has important implications not only at technical level e.g. it
is of paramount importance to ensure that relevant expertise is continuously created and sustained;
Portability/technology isolation: the implementation
of a control system infrastructure heavily relies on reused off-the-shelf technologies. As a consequence of
its required longevity, it is essential that the implementation of the business logic is isolated as far as possible
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from the re-used technologies. This simplifies the portability to newer versions of continuously evolving
products (which rarely ensure full backwards compatibility in the long term);
• Scalability: mission requirements may significantly
differ in terms of resources required by their control
system. An example is the support of large constellation of many spacecraft compared with the support of
small ‘low cost’ satellites. In order to be able to re-use
the same generic implementation it is therefore of paramount importance that this can make an effective use
of scalable computing and storage resources but at the
same time without introducing a dependency on highly
expensive hardware.
The features listed above have driven the design of the
various generations of mission control system infrastructure developed at infrastructure. Nonetheless significant
differences in the obtained design can be observed. An
analysis of these differences and their rational is the subject
of the next sections.

INFRASTRUCTURE EVOLUTION
In this section we briefly introduce the main Mission
Control System infrastructure generations which have been
developed at ESOC and attempt a high-level comparison
between their main design characteristics.
During the more than 40 years during which this ‘infrastructure based’ approach has been adopted, several distinct generations of Mission Control System infrastructure
have been designed and developed, namely:
• Multi-Satellite Support System (MSSS), that was operationally used since the ‘70s up to the end of the
‘90s;
• Spacecraft Control Operations System (SCOS) 1, that
was operationally used since the beginning of the ‘90s
and is still in use in some legacy missions;
• SCOS II (later renamed into SCOS-2000), that was operationally used since the beginning of this century and
still forms the basis for the vast majority of control systems being used at ESOC for currently operational
missions and the ones to be launched next missions;
• Mission Control Core based on Common Core (M4C),
that provides equivalent features as SCOS-2000 and
its complementary systems, however based on the recently developed control framework EGS-CC (European Ground System – Common Core).
The following sections analyse the evolution of the control system infrastructure by highlighting the main design
aspects of its various generations.

System Context
The role of the Mission Control System (MCS) in the
Operational Ground Segment has not significantly changed
throughout the years. Since the very beginning the MCS
WEAPP01
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plays the role of the only ground system which is responsible for managing all interactions with the space assets under control (through the ground stations network). However, the MCS interactions with other ground systems has
significantly evolved throughout the years. A progressive
adoption of open architectures and the support of off-line
(file based) as well as on-line (API based) external interfaces has responded to the continuously increasing needs
of interactions with other systems during the various operations phases, namely:

state in live or at a specified time in the past; ii) log
displays, showing the history and the latest state of
data units of operational interest through scrolling tables showing the relevant attributes of each instance of
a given data type (e.g. commands, reports, events,
messages, alerts, control actions, state transitions, file
transactions); iii) trend displays (e.g. plot displays),
providing the capability to observe and analyse the
evolution over time of state parameters; operations
stack displays, enabling the user to create sequence of
operations to be executed and manage their execution
under manual supervision or through a semi-automated approach; object details displays, providing
complete visibility of the definition and state of a
given object (e.g. a parameter, a command, an event, a
report) in an organised layout supporting editing capabilities where relevant. The type of displays depicted
above have been devised since the very beginning with
their complementary function/role. What has radically
changed is the amount of displays which the various
users can access at a given time (MSSS only supported
the ability to open full-screen displays, up to three!)
and the level of sophistication of the user interactions
with the displays. This aspect is closely bound to the
capabilities available in off-the-shelf technologies, the
latest generations being based on powerful frameworks supporting the development and deployment of
smart clients, such as the Eclipse Rich Platform;
• Routine operations: this covers the execution of regularly planned operations originating from the mission
utilisation and space segment housekeeping needs.
The early generations of the Mission Control Systems
were strictly designed to support the ‘manual’ (operator driven) and real-time execution of control operations. The design of control features has progressively
moved towards the support of autonomous space segments (e.g. time-driven, event-driven, proceduredriven and goal-driven release of commands from onboard applications) as well as ground automation (e.g.
release time-tagged schedules of ground activities,
event-action relationships supporting automated reactions, automatic procedure executions for repetitive
operations, fully automated execution of operations
schedule generated by the mission planning, automatic
detection and notification to remote operators of alert
conditions). The very first generation of mission control infrastructure (MSSS) only supported the capability to authorise in advance the release of multiple consecutive commands separated by specified time intervals. The latest mission control infrastructure generation (M4C) natively supports the capability to execute
any type of control action (generally referred to as Activities) through ground or on-board triggers based on
delta or absolute times, events or procedures. Another
area where the execution of routine operations has fundamentally evolved relates to the adoption of the so
called File based Operations (see [2]) concept. Traditionally, spacecraft operations have been executed relying on very low level protocol data units exchanged

• Preparation: this covers the production and verification of all user specified operational artefacts enabling
the execution of mission operations (e.g. spacecraft
TM/TC characteristics, procedures, displays). The
user applications supporting the mission operations
preparation have significantly evolved, starting from
very basic text editors, going through a proliferation of
heterogeneous tools based on stand-alone Windows
applications providing advanced visualisation capabilities as well as a higher level of usability and eventually implemented on the top of an expandable Eclipsebased framework (the Operations Preparation Environment, OPEN) offering the ability to rapidly develop
and integrate specific editors for the various data types
to be generated and to use them in a distributed (but
centrally managed) environment;
• Planning and Scheduling: this covers the processing of
the mission exploitation requests as well as the space
segment housekeeping needs in order to produce an
optimised sequence of operations to be executed in order to maximise mission exploitation and duration. In
the early days this function was ‘manually’ supported
by mission engineers, with the limited support of adhoc created tools. Nowadays a completely generic infrastructure has been developed, managing the reception and processing of requests from the Mission Exploitation Centres (e.g. Scientific Operation Centres),
the constraints imposed by the limited on-board resources and ground/space communication (e.g. visibility passes) and the needs of executing flight dynamics
(such as orbit manoeuvres) and spacecraft housekeeping ( in order to produce a detailed sequence of commands to be uploaded to the ground and spacecraft
schedules for time-tagged execution. The MCS infrastructure currently supports the reception of these
commanding artefacts and provides feedback about
the upload and execution status;
• Critical operations: this covers the execution of mission operations during critical phases (such as the
LEOP, Launch and Early Orbit Phase), which takes
place under the direct supervision of the mission operators. Conceptually speaking very limited changes
have been observed in this area. The operators keep
track of and acts upon the state of the spacecraft
through various types of displays, such as: i) snapshot
displays (e.g. alphanumeric displays with user specified layout, summary of non-nominal states, user-defined synoptic displays) showing the space segment
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between ground and space (e.g. packets). The development and adoption of international standards specifying protocols supporting the delivery of files in both
directions (upload, from ground to space and download, from space to ground) has opened the door to interaction concepts based on a much higher level of
granularity (e.g. complete schedule increments uploaded and activated with a minimum set of operations). The latest generations of mission control infrastructure (SCOS-2000 and M4C) both support file
based operations concepts, thus providing the mission
operators with an efficient environment to execute routine operations;
• Evaluation: this covers all ground tasks taking place
after operations execution to manage, disseminate and
analyse/report the relevant data. This area has observed a significant evolution, to accommodate the
needs of more and more distributed teams by exploiting the more and more powerful software technologies
in this domain, including the recently developed Big
Data capabilities.

System Design
The system level architecture of the mission control infrastructure has significantly evolved throughout the various generations.
• Modularity: as described in the previous section, the
modularity of the mission control infrastructure is an
essential design aspect as it eases maintenance, enables parallel/distributed development of the different
modules as well as a clean separation between generic
and mission specific contributions. The infrastructure
evolved from a completely monolithic implementation
up to the truly component based system organisation.
In M4C each system component consists of self-standing artefacts, such as design model, ‘external’ interfaces, test environment and procedures, configuration
data items, tailoring data enabling user driven as well
as automated monitoring and control operations;
• Deployment: in this area the mission control infrastructure design has adopted significantly different solutions, following the relevant trends of IT technologies. MSSS was based on a completely centralised architecture, whereby two redundant instances of the
system running on main-frame infrastructure supported all missions and provided remote access via
hardwired workstations. SCOS-2000 is based on a
fully distributed client-server architecture, initially
based on ‘very fat’ clients, providing local support of
user dedicated functions, then progressively re-engineered in order to enable remote access via dumb terminals as well as to introduce a clearer separation between the user interaction layer and the underlying
business logic of user dedicated applications. M4C is
designed on the basis of a ‘conceptually centralised’
deployment concept, whereby only the user interaction
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layer is supported by user dedicated applications remotely accessible via ‘installation-free’ thin clients.
The centralised functions are deployed over distinct tiers, each supporting consolidated and scalable solutions (e.g. software defined networks, cloud computing, cluster based storages). It is important to note that
this architecture, in combination with the strictly layered system organisation (e.g. management of system
sessions), also opens the door to more sophisticated
deployments, whereby distinct missions share a large
part of the mission control functions with other missions (‘Multi-mission’ deployments) in order to minimise the effort associated to the preparation, integration and validation processes;
• Scalability: this is directly affected by the deployment
options described above. MSSS wasn’t really scalable,
in that the deployment of mission control systems took
place on the same ‘resource-bound’ computer platform
for all missions. SCOS-2000 based Mission Control
Systems are deployed on dedicated physical machines
and thus each of them is bound by the limits of the underlying supporting hardware platform. M4C will offer the widest range of deployment solutions, ranging
from completely dedicated ones (e.g. physical machines equipped with local storage) up to completely
shared ones (e.g. Multi-mission virtual data centres),
thus enabling optimised access to the available computing and data storage resources and exploit their
scalability;
• Tailoring: a key aspect of a generic mission control infrastructure is its capability to be adapted and extended
for a given specific need such as a particular mission.
All generations are characterised by their high level of
tailorability to provide the user with the capability to
specify the exact structure of the monitoring (Telemetry) and control (Telecommand) data units which are
supported by a specific spacecraft. Little conceptual
evolution has taken place in this area, although the
level of sophistication and complexity of the spacecraft data structures and the associated ground data
definitions has progressively and significantly increased over time;
• Adaptability/Extensibility: this covers the ability to
adapt a common implementation to a specific environment, to modify the behaviour of the generic functions
to meet the specific aspects of a given mission and to
extend the commonly provided functionality to add
mission specific features. Clearly the early generation
of the systems were heavily relying on the adoption of
common solutions for all missions (e.g. standardised
TM/TC interface protocols), whereby the system configurability would be sufficient to ensure compatibility
with the specific aspects of a given mission and its
control environment. More and more the mission control infrastructure has then evolved towards the capability to be customised and extended at software level.
A key design difference in this area relates to the ability to introduce mission specific functions or even behavioural modifications of the common functions
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without source code level modifications of the infrastructure implementation. Enabling and enforcing this
clear separation between generic and specific implementations has been the design focus of M4C. This design feature will significantly contribute to the efficiency of the integration, validation and maintenance
processes of Mission Control System sharing the same
common implementation. Another area where significant improvements have been introduced in the recent
generations of mission control infrastructure is the
support of ‘user defined customisations and functionality extensions’. More and more the mission operators
request the capability to expand the user accessible
functions by autonomously developing e.g. operational scripts, data processing routines, control displays, advanced monitoring displays, etc.;
• Inter-operability: as stated in previous sections, the
Mission Control Systems play a central role in the
ground segment and act as the only monitoring and
control counterpart of the space segment. This implies
the support of a significant number of complex and
critical interfaces between expensive systems, not necessarily governed by the same organisation even
within the boundaries of an individual mission. For
this reason, traditionally the ground/space interfaces
have been the subject of international standards aiming
at ensuring inter-operability of ground stations and
space assets. Progressively, more and more standardised protocols at data level have been developed and
adopted, thus also enabling the seamless adoption of
the same control system implementations across different missions. In particular, the TM/TC data exchange protocols between control centres and ground
stations have been standardised by the CCSDS
through the so called Space Link Extension (SLE, see
[3]), enabling seamless access to space assets through
the international network of ground stations supporting these protocols. Still lagging behind is the adoption
of standardised solutions between ground systems involved in the execution of mission operations (e.g.
mission planning, flight dynamics, payload data processing). The various mission control infrastructure
generations have systematically adopted all the standardised solutions supported by the interfacing systems,
thus supporting a continuously increasing level of interoperability across ground and space assets. In particular, both SCOS-2000 and M4C provide native support to ‘service level’ operations of spacecraft based
on the ECSS Packet Utilisation Standard (PUS, see
[4]), which consists of a rich set of on-board functions
providing the mission control function on ground with
advanced monitoring and control capabilities;
• Performance: significant increases in the performance
demand and support has driven the evolution of the
mission control infrastructure. The MSSS could support TM data reception and processing in the order of
few Kilobits per second, whereby the Gaia Mission
Control System based on SCOS-2000 can sustain an
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incoming data rate of more than 10 Megabits per second and a full TM data processing rate at about 1 Megabits per second. This represents an increase of several
orders of magnitude, which also gives an indication of
the corresponding increase in computing resources
which need to be made available and exploited. Also
the amount of parallel users requiring simultaneous access to the system (e.g. during LEOP) has faced an important increase. MSSS could support up to 20 user
workstations in the full centre (!) for all missions supported in operations, whereby during LEOPs of today’s missions it is quite common that more than 50
users are connected to a single Mission Control System;
• Technology: the implementation of the mission control infrastructure relies on large re-use of suitable 3rd
party technologies supporting the development and
operation of critical and large applications. Considering the rapid evolution of these technologies in the last
decades, it is not difficult to imagine that the various
generations of mission control infrastructure have followed the main trends and thus have been based on
completely different technology stacks and associated
architectures. This applies in particular to: i) programming, scripting and modelling languages (e.g. Fortran,
C, C++, Java, Groovy, XML, XMI); ii) middleware
and run-time frameworks (e.g. broker based architectures, components framework, plug-in architectures,
message buses); iii) user interfaces (fat clients, rich clients, smart clients, thin clients); iv) data storage engines (binary files, relational databases, no-SQL, Big
Data); v) operating systems (Unix, Linux, Windows).
In particular, the latest generation M4C is based on a
modern stack of technologies which ensures high level
of platform independence and portability, support of
multi-tier deployments and scalable exploitation of the
available computing and storage resources;
• Maintainability: this relates to all design aspects enabling an efficient maintenance process of the generic
infrastructure implementation itself as well as the one
of Mission Control Systems based on it. In M4C significant effort has been devoted to achieve good level
of long-term maintainability by: i) adopting ‘portable’
technologies and minimising the direct dependencies
on off-the-shelf technologies (to minimise the effort to
adapt to their continuous evolution); ii) adopting
widely used and mature languages and associated
technologies, for which a large pool of experts is available on the labour market; iii) enforcing a modular design whereby each module is only ‘visible’ to other
modules through well-defined ‘service interfaces’,
thus removing any cross-dependency on internal implementation; iv) providing extension and customisation hooks, to avoid the need of source code level integration and enable a strictly layered maintenance approach; v) introducing a high-level of automation in
the off-line processes related to the production, deployment and, most important, validation of the operational systems. The last three aspects in particular
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represent a significant improvement of the last generation mission control infrastructure M4C in comparison with the previous generation SCOS-2000.

CONCLUSION
Since the early days of spacecraft operations support,
Mission Control Systems at ESOC are developed on the
basis of a common implementation shared by multiple target missions, referred to as ‘mission control infrastructure’.
Various generations of the mission control infrastructure
have been developed so far, which significantly differ from
each other in many aspects, although providing similar
functions. This paper has introduced the most important
design features of the mission control system infrastructure
in general and analysed the main evolution of its implementation. It can be concluded that, in spite of its relative
‘slowness’, the long-term evolution of the ESA mission
control infrastructure has been able to accommodate the
ever increasing missions’ demand in terms of performance,
functional richness, usability and cost efficiency. This has
been possible through a ‘continuous’ (within generations)
as well as ‘step-wise’ (across generations) process of enhancing the system capabilities, by capitalising on progressively gained operational and engineering experience as
well as on the more and more powerful software technologies which have become available off-the-shelf.
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ACRONYMS LIST
CCSDS
ECSS
EGS-CC
ESA
ESOC
IT
LEOP
M4C
MCS
MSSS
OPEN
PUS
S2K
SCOS
SLE
SQL
TM
TC
XMI
XML

Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
European Co-operation for Space Standardisation
European Ground Systems Common Core
European Space Agency
European Space Operation Centre
Information Technology
Launch and Early Orbit Phase
Mission Control Core based on Common Core
Mission Control System
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MODERNIZATION CHALLENGES FOR THE IT INFRASTRUCTURE
AT THE NATIONAL IGNITION FACILITY*
A. Casey, P. Adams, M. Christensen, E. Ghere, N. Spafford, M. Srirangapatanam, K. Tribbey,
K. White, R. Vadlamani, D. Yee, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, USA
Abstract
As the National Ignition Facility (NIF) enters its second
decade of full-scale operations, the demands on all aspects
of the Information Technology (IT) infrastructure are becoming more varied, complex and critical. Cyber security
is an increasing focus area for the NIF&PS IT team with
the goal of securing the data center whilst providing the
flexibility for developers to continue to access the sensitive
areas of the controls system and the production tools. This
must be done whilst supporting the interoperability of controls system elements executing on legacy bare metal hardware in an increasingly homogenized virtual environment
in addition to responding to the user’s requests for everincreasing storage needs and the introduction of cloud services. While addressing these evolutionary changes, the
impact to continuous 24/7 Shot Operations must also be
minimized. The challenges, strategies and implementation
approaches being undertaken by the NIF&PS IT team at
the NIF to address the issues of infrastructure modernization will be presented.

DEFINING THE PROBLEM
With NIF routinely executing over 400 hundred experiments annually, there seems to be little issue with the IT
infrastructure used to run NIF. However, ever since 2009
when NIF transitioned to a user facility, technologies have
been changing at ever faster rates and the infrastructure has
not been able to keep pace with them.
What was state of the art in 2009 is often considered obsolete in 2019. For example, in 2009 servers based on the Solaris 10 OS comprised most of the compute power in the
Data Center but today it is difficult to find System Admins
with the skillset to administer those hosts.
Secondly, NIF is first and foremost a research facility and
maximizing operational availability is key to meeting the
shot rate goals. However, this does conflict with the ability
of the IT team to make the necessary evolutionary changes
to the infrastructure in order to keep the facility operating
as securely and as efficiently as possible.

REVISIT THE DESIGN
Before starting the process of updating the infrastructure, the decision was made to validate the current IT infrastructure against a set of standards that could be used to
benchmark the current state and thus form the basis of an
implementation gap analysis. As cyber security has become a critical part of IT operations and the risks highlighted by publicized incidents such as the Stuxnet worm
___________________________________________

* This work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of
Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract
DE-AC52-07NA27344, Release # LLNL-CONF-790677

and the City of Baltimore ransomware attack, the Center
for Internet Security (CIS) Top 20 Controls and Resources
[1] were chosen to provide the security framework.

IT Data Management
The basic CIS controls stipulate the need to actively
manage all of the enterprise’s IT assets through inventory
control and configuration management. By analyzing the
data produced by the IT tools monitoring aspects of the
system, such as network traffic for example, making
investments in new tools where data was not available, and
then aggregating it all in a vizualizations tool, it was
possible to develop a view into the infrstructure that could
be then used to guide the next steps in the modernization
process.

Industry Standards
Over the last 10 years, the NIF has evolved as operational
needs have changed and as technologies have been introduced to improve performance and to make it easier for users – both internal and external – to do their work on a dayto-day basis.
Verifying that these changes do not break any of the standards utilized when the original infrastructure design was
laid out, and that they are still applicable ten years later,
was the next step in the process.
As the NIF’s IT infrastructure encompasses Industrial Controls Systems (ICS) is part of the supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) network, a critical part of this
effort was to ensure that the network design still conforms
to the Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture (Fig. 1).
The goal has been to ensure that the paths from the institution network (level 5) to the controls themselves (level 3
down to level 0) are understood and its configuration managed. This addresses the concern that over time, “configuration drift” has added connection paths that are not desired.
Aside verifying design standards, effort was spent on ensuring that hardware and software was installed and configured as close to manufacturer recommended configurations as could be achieved. For example, a significant number of servers are based on the CISCO Unified Computing
System (UCS) [2] platform and the installation was done
in accordance with Cisco Validated Design (CVD) to ensure maximum compatibility with operating system, database and storage components.

Risk Assessments
The final part of the prcoess was to reflect on what had
been learned previously. A lot of information was gathered
in validating the infrastructure design and that data was
then used to create a risk model for each of the CIS
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Figure 1: One of the considered options for NIF Cyber Security Network Model is to separate each of the environments
below the DMZ according to the Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture standard.
controls. The assessment was based on the design, the implementation of the control, the likelihood of the control
being circumvented, and the impact to the facility if the
control failed. This objective look at the infrastructure then
gave an analytical way to talk to all stakeholders about risk
without resorting to hyperbole, helped prioritize where future investment should be made and just as importantly,
provided a benchmark against which improvement, and
hence return on investment, could be measured.

THE PRODUCT LIFECYCLE
Development of software has changed significantly over
the years. There is a lot more focus on the development
lifecycle and how teams roll out new capabilities to users
while minimizing the disruption that this causes.
The provision of IT services has not always followed
such a model.
In order to introduce new capabilities, most IT teams
will follow a standard process of requirements gathering,
designing a solution, and reviewing it. However, the review should not be limited to a technical assessment of the
solution. It also needs to include cost / benefit analysis of
the update. Trying to keep up with technology is a costly
venture and there needs to be a tangible benefit to the customers or the IT team before committing resources to it.
The benefit can be risk reduction, operational efficiency or
less scheduled down time but it needs to measurable.
The next phase of the lifecycle is to work with the controls and applications developers to roll the update through
the development environments to validate the impact of the

update. The motivation for this is to minimize the risk of
the update having a negative impact on Production. Very
few facilities have the luxury of replicating production in
an offline environment but regression testing and monitoring builds confidence that the update does not have any unexpected side effects.
The final phase is to continually monitor the infrastructure. Using the SW development life cycle as a template,
the monitoring covers the components of the infrastructure
such as storage, network, and compute (analogous to unit
testing in SW), the applications themselves (integration
testing) and then performance monitoring. These monitoring “views” into the system give the IT team the ability to
baseline behavior, validates that an update does what was
expected and allows the team to see off normal behavior
before the users do with the goal of resolving issues before
they impact operations.
A high-level representation of this process flow is shown
in Fig. 2.
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is directly applicable to other environments as they too are
more homogenous and by reducing their workload, the Sys
Admins can spend more of their valuable time performing
more “value-added” tasks such as performance optimization and preparing for future updates.

NON-STANDARD COMPONENTS

Figure 2: The IT product development lifecycle with a focus on ensuring realizing a return on investment.

COMPONENT HOMOGENIZATION
When the NIF&PS IT infrastructure was initially installed, the system was designed as hundreds of networked
bare metal servers. These servers required a highly skilled
team of Sys Admins to monitor and maintain them. As capabilities were added, so was new hardware which was not
necessarily the same make and model of what was installed
previously. This further complicates the maintenance of the
system as it introduces; the need for more spares to cover
all of the hardware models, management of different patching regimes to deal with varying levels of operating systems and other installed software, increases the load on the
Sys Admins as they have more touch points (even with the
assistance of scripting tools) and as each environment is
different, lowers the Sys Admins agility and productivity.
NIF&PS IT followed the path of homogenization to address these short comings. Utilizing the CISCO UCS platform, a significant multiyear effort was begun to transition
from the bare metal architecture to a component based virtual architecture. As the hardware is component based, new
hardware can be plugged into the existing system and servers can be configured quickly using scripts which prevents
configuration drift by enforcing a common design. There
is still complexity when moving between versions of hardware, but the scope is greatly reduced and once the migration path is determined, the roll out is greatly simplified.
The homogenization also aids with the patching strategy.
As there are fewer variations in the systems, the same patch
is applied more broadly, reducing the scope of the test and
verification efforts and, as the patches are rolled through
multiple environments, shortens the time it takes to get the
patch to production. Figure 3 clearly shows the difference
between a bespoke architecture and a homogenized one.
The complexity and maintenance of the installation is significantly reduced.
The Sys Admins also realize a benefit to a homogenized
environment. The knowledge acquired in one environment

Not all the systems used by NIF can be moved to homogenized components. Typically, this is driven by devices that are attached to computers that require a specific
operating system and drivers version that are not available
on more modern hardware or operating systems. In these
cases, the cost of moving to new hardware may include the
cost of buying a new instrument which makes the return on
investment of the update prohibitive.
In these cases, the IT team needs to work with the stakeholder to explore alternative approaches.
Firstly, check that the customer has tried to use a new
configuration or verify that they are not resistant simply
because it will introduce change to their setup. In either
case, working with the stakeholder with the update process
can ease the migration creating a win for both parties.
If that is not possible, attempting to run the component
inside a virtual machine can mitigate risks although this
can be problematic if the component requires direct control
of a device.
Finally, if there is no other option, isolate the host from
the network so that the risk of running a nonstandard component is minimized as much as possible. It is also important to begin a review to determine the long-term strategy for managing the component and to communicate to
stakeholders the risks associated with running in this way.
If the component is of high value, ensuring that it is on a
regular backup schedule is also recommended.
The process is a graded approach to handling nonstandard or unsupported components in order to minimize risk
to the infrastructure and maximize the return on investment
to the stakeholders

Figure 3: Before and after photos showing the difference
homogenization makes to the infrastructure installation.
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USING DATA TO MAXIMIZE ROI
Cost is a primary driver of when making decisions about
modifications to the infrastructure. Understanding the use
case of the update is essential to the process. There are
many tools that can assist with this. Network, database,
storage and compute all have tools that monitor the use,
load and performance patterns of components and developing a thorough understanding of these patterns leads to
more informed decisions that in turn maximize the return
on investment.
When considering updates to storage such as adding
more capacity or migrating data to the cloud, this kind of
analysis is very applicable.
Users always want more storage and the data is always
considered “hot” i.e. the user wants access to it immediately. Simply adding storage can be expensive especially if
it is flash based for example.
A recent analysis of one of the drive arrays at NIF
showed the usage pattern shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Drive I/O Usage Pattern
Usage
Amount
Zero

53%

Minimal

31%

Normal

14%

High

2%

Extreme

0%

Percentage

Despite the users desiring immediate access to the data,
84% of it is rarely looked at if at all. Clearly migrating this
data to high performance and high cost flash would not be
a good investment. These types of files would be good candidates for cheaper storage solutions and possibly even the
cloud particularly the cold storage and even deep freeze
paradigms. However, care should always be taken when
considering the cloud. The cost of data retrieval can be significant, and the buyer should be aware of these costs before committing to such a strategy.
Extreme use was driven by database access and at less
than 0.5% of the total use, this is an excellent candidate for
flash-based storage as improvements in the database performance tend to improve those systems that utilize it as
well.

USING THE CLOUD FOR APPS
As computing paradigms have changed over the years,
return on investment (ROI) has been driven by different
factors. The monolithic applications of the 60s, 70s and 80s
realized their ROI through automation and by doing things
more quickly and greater reliability.
The next iteration led to a client-server distributed architecture and the use of the cheaper distributed computing
enabled the ROI.
The third iteration was microservices. It is in the cloud
where the industry would have us believe the ROI can be
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realized. However, this is not the case for many applications.
Each iteration is shorter than the predecessor, and the
ability for large control systems and their supporting tools
to realize the benefits of migrating to the new technologies
is increasingly difficult. Even some private sector companies have not found the cloud to be as a great a cost reducer
as they had anticipated.
In assessing the cloud as a place for legacy applications,
it became clear to the NIF&PS IT team, that there were
several recommendations that had to be considered before
making the transition.
 Stay away from refactoring old applications that
are built using very old languages and databases.
The rework required to move it to the cloud,
could be greater than the cost of simply keep it
running on-prem.
 Stay away from applications that were poorly designed in the first place as they take a greater
amount of work to migrate and maintain.
 Stay away from applications that are tightly coupled to the data store unless the data store is going to be migrated as well.
Once again, the decision comes down to the ROI. If the
case can be made, and the user case supports it, going to
the cloud may be a great idea. To date, no legacy NIF applications have been moved to the cloud.

DEVELOPING A DEV OPS PHILOSOPHY
Updating the mid-tier is essential because it is common
vector for attack from the outside. However, simply demanding that the SW teams that use the platform update
their code to meet the requirements of the IT team does not
usually work.
A better approach is to develop a Dev Ops mentality and
integrate with the SW team. This helps IT understand their
issues; schedule pressure, resource constraints etc.
Providing the resources to do the work the IT team needs
to have within the SW team leads to a win for all parties.
The mid-tier team learns more about the application domain and how they are supposed to function, and they also
get opportunities to code and hence an opportunity to learn
new skills. The SW and IT teams get an improved security
posture as the updates are rolled out through the various
environments.

CONCLUSION
Several recommendations can be made from the experiences and learning moments over the last couple of years.

The IT Team
The team needs to ensure that updates are made with an
understanding of the desired risk posture and the required
return on investment. This may require updating processes
and the skills to the team members.
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that resources are utilized efficiently and to enable observability into the system. However, monitoring and data gathering should be reviewed and actionable.
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Automation
Wherever possible use tools to reduce the burden on the
team. Automation will provide better repeatability, maintainability and hence availability. It also allows the team to
spend their time on value added tasks for the enterprise
while growing their skills sets.

Stakeholders
Everyone from the sponsors to the cyber team to operations and the software teams needs to understand and buy
into the evolution of the infrastructure. It makes understanding the risks, the trade-offs, the ROI and the reasons
for change easier to communicate and hence value.
Evolving the infrastructure is difficult but it is not impossible if all stakeholders are working towards a common
vision it.
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CONVERTING FROM NIS TO RED HAT IDENTITY MANAGEMENT*
T. S. McGuckin, R. J. Slominski,
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, USA
Abstract
The Jefferson Lab (JLab) accelerator controls network
has transitioned to a new authentication and directory service infrastructure. The new system uses the Red Hat Identity Manager (IdM) as a single integrated front-end to the
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) and a replacement for NIS and a stand-alone Kerberos authentication service. This system allows for integration of authentication across Unix and Windows environments and
across different JLab computing environments, including
across firewalled networks. The decision making process,
conversion steps, issues and solutions will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION
For more than a decade the JLab Accelerator Computing
Environment (ACE) network relied on a combination of
Network Information System (NIS) and custom scripts to
manage user accounts, groups, aliases, ssh host keys and
sudo rules. This was a legacy configuration used to support
access across multiple, differing and aging platforms (first
HP-UX, then Sun Solaris and finally Red Hat Linux).
Several security, scalability, and interoperability limitations make NIS undesirable. NIS’s password hashing only
pays attention to the first eight characters (further characters are ignored). Directory lookups can suffer from scalability problems with NIS because a client query to an NIS
server results in the entire database being transferred to the
client upon which the client must then filter out the portion
of the database (file) of interest. With LDAP directory
service lookups filtering is done server-side and only the
portion of data requested is returned. Integrating off-theshelf software and network devices with NIS often requires
scripting whereas integration with LDAP servers is nearly
ubiquitous. Finally, NIS is end-of-life and no longer actively maintained. An updated network service solution
was needed.
A first step in this upgrade process was performed in
2012 when password storage and authentication was
moved to a Kerberos database. Following the success of
this work a more complete directory services solution was
sought.
Upgrades and/or retirements of old architectures also allowed ACE to update to a more modern/secure service
without having to deal with a lot of legacy/backward compatibility. Finally, a solution was needed that could integrate many of ACE’s disparate services into one management interface (Fig. 1).
___________________________________________

* This material is based upon work supported by the U.S. Department
of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Nuclear Physics under contract
DE-AC05-06OR23177.

Figure 1: ACE’s services spread out across multiple solutions (or not implemented) prior to upgrade.
In investigating a solution it was important to consider
that JLab’s ACE network (acc.jlab.org) exists as a firewalled sub-domain of the lab’s larger network (jlab.org)
which is maintained by the separate Computing & Networking Infrastructure (CNI) group (Fig. 2). A core requirement for the ACE network is that it be able to continue
operations even if connection with the CNI network was
lost. Any solution that was implemented therefore had to
be able function in a stand-alone capacity and also be able
to asynchronously duplicate user and host information
from CNI’s servers automatically.

Figure 2: ACE-network relation to JLab domain.
To this end two main solutions were investigated: open
source LDAP and Microsoft Active Directory. Active Directory was ultimately eliminated as an option because almost all ACE systems were Red Hat/Linux architecture
with only a handful of Windows systems. Therefore, investigation began on an LDAP solution but progress was slow
due to difficulties in configuration and maintenance of a
bare LDAP installation. The solution that was determined
to be the best fit for ACE’s environment was found to be
Red Hat’s Identity Management software suite.
Red Hat Identity Management (IdM) is a suite of tools
available as part of Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) distributions for setting up a collection of multi-master replicated clustered network domain controllers which provide
services similar to Active Directory, but for all platforms,
including Linux. The services provided are collectively
WEAPP03
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named Identity Management (IdM) services, and are integrated in an easy to install and administer package with
user friendly interfaces. The services include:
Kerberos - User authentication and SSO
LDAP - Authorization and directory lookup
PKI - Digital certificates and trusts
NTP - Network Time Protocol
SSH - Secure Shell host and user key management
OTP - One Time Passwords (Two-Factor) support
The goal of Red Hat Identity Manager is to provide a
simple, centralized, and unified identity management system in a network domain and to minimize the administrative overhead of individually managing each component [1].
Red Hat Identity Management is the supported version
of Fedora’s FreeIPA project.

IMPLEMENTATION
Upgrades were done in two major phases.
In the first phase the ACE team upgraded to using Kerberos as a password and single sign-on authentication service. This provided updated password controls, including
more robust password length and choice enforcement and
encrypted password storage using modern hashing techniques. Single sign-on was also implemented, allowing users to be issued an authentication ticket for a pre-set length
of time (defaulting to twenty-four hours) negating the need
to login multiple times across common applications.
Once a successful Kerberos password solution was implemented, an investigation began of extending this model
to fully replace NIS. At this point NIS was still being used
for account maintenance with Kerberos added on as a password manager. Full implementation of a modern, directory
service solution for user accounts and host information was
the next goal. And Red Hat Identity Management was
found to be the best fit for ACE’s architecture.
In the second phase Red Hat Identity Management software (IdM) was implemented as a complete directory services solution. IdM server was installed on one physical
and two virtual machines with built-in synchronization between the servers to ensure reliability.
IdM itself was installed using Red Hat’s built in yum
commands with a minimal amount of configuration required. Data was then copied to the database from our existing NIS server quite easily by harvesting existing data
from NIS and piping this data through IdM’s “ipa” (“Identity, Policy, Audit”) command (Fig. 3).
This initial process populated the IdM database with
user-data (username, UID, fullname, homedir, etc.), network groups (group name, GID, members, etc.) and host
data (hostnames, architecture and ssh keys). At this point it
was necessary for all users to update their password information because existing passwords were encrypted in a
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Figure 3: Initial IdM database population.
separate Kerberos Berkley database module (db2). The
db2 architecture proved incompatible with LDAP’s database architecture so attempts to transfer the encrypted passwords were unsuccessful and another solution to update
everyone’s password had to be found.
To facilitate password updates, a “user audit” was performed. During this audit all users wishing to keep their
ACE account were required to login using their existing
credentials and provide a new and unique password. At this
point the newly provided (and encrypted) password was inserted into IdM. This process served the dual purposes of
ensuring all accounts had passwords set in the new system
and that only active accounts were transferred.
As the new IdM servers were brought online, shell
scripts were written to automatically sync data between the
IdM server on ACE’s side and user and host data on CNI’s
side [2]. These included adding new users and hosts, disabling users locked out or removed on CNI’s side and removing hosts that were deleted from CNI.
Once the scripts were sufficiently tested they were installed on all three IdM hosts. The scripts were maintained
between hosts via a local git repository. Cronjobs were then
implemented to run these scripts nightly and report results
to the ACE team.

RESULTS
Table 1 summarizes the services that were (and in a couples instances weren’t) converted to IdM. This table also
summarizes services that had yet to be implemented until
IdM was put into service.
Table 1: Summary of Service Changes
Service
User Accounts

Initial
NIS

Final

Host keys

NIS

IdM

Groups

NIS

IdM

Roles

Oracle

IdM

HBAC

N/A

IdM

Single Sign-On

N/A

IdM

SSSD

N/A

IdM

Sudo

Custom

Custom

IdM

DNS
DNS
DNS
IdM allowed the ACE team to not only continue using
the features of Kerberos (including single sign-on), but to
utilize additional upgrades to user account control, groups,
host control, and host-based access control (HBAC). IdM
WEAPP03
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also added a convenient suite of command-line tools
(largely wrappers for more convoluted LDAP commands)
and an intuitive, web-based graphical interface.
User account controls largely focused on maintaining
and expanding on the gains seen from Kerberos. Having an
industry standard LDAP directory server has allowed us to
integrate with other network device servers easily, including CNI’s. Part of this integration involved using Keycloak, a Red Hat sponsored open source project to extend
Single Sign On from hosts in the domain to all web based
applications via the Open ID Connect OAuth protocol. The
additional functionality of being able to asynchronously
copy user information from CNI allowed access to web resources (such as logbooks and test plan information) without requiring the creation and maintenance of a separate
ACE account for every user. This was one of the most
widely visible (and welcome) upgrades to users.
Similar to user controls, user groups were migrated and
expanded upon in IdM. Because of the ease of updating
IdM additional groups were added as needed to facilitate
secure user work. Some examples of this include adding
“super-groups” to existing groups, giving some members
elevated privileges or dividing an existing group into more
finely defined sub-groups with different privileges within
a single organization.
In addition, group-level control in IdM allowed for varying password policy by group. This allowed the ACE
team to apply more stringent password controls on groups
that were deemed higher-risk from a security perspective
without changing the standard password policy on a userby-user basis.
Host control functions of secure shell (SSH) maintenance were migrated into IdM and largely automated. This
allowed for automatic update and distribution of host ssh
keys to all systems when new hosts were brought online or
an existing host’s ssh keys were changed. Previously any
changes required manual updates of a master ssh key that
then had to be synchronized with CNI’s ssh key file. That
list would then have to be distributed to every computer
system on the network via scripts that were slow and cumbersome.
Host-based access control (HBAC) defines which users
(or user groups) can access specified hosts (or host groups)
by using specified services (or services in a service group).
This allowed the ACE group to limit which machines a
given user or group can access and to give privileged users
wider access [3].
System Security Services Daemon (SSSD) is a service
that provides access and authentication resources, including cached/offline support for client hosts. This provides
the host client with access to identity and authentication
remote services provided by IdM and removes the need for
users to provide login credentials (username & password)
multiple across services within the ACE domain.
All of these additions of services and functionality could
have easily increased the amount of work required by the
ACE team to implement and maintain without an effective
interface. IdM provided a useful set of command-line tools
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[4] available from any user/system with sufficient privileges via the “ipa” command (Fig. 4). This allows functionality similar to the “ypcat” or “getent” commands, but querying against the IdM database.

Figure 4: Sample output from IdM’s ipa command.
In addition to command-line tools, IdM also provides a
robust web-based graphical-user interface (GUI) with admin-level access [5]. From this web interface searches are
possible on any data type, such as Users, Groups, Policy,
etc. (Fig. 5). By selecting a given record an admin can then
investigate or update any fields associated with that record
(Fig. 6).

Figure 5: Sample IdM search page.

Figure 6: Sample IdM user page.
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This polished interface, or simplified command-line
structure, allows for simple and fast access to all the data
of the underlying LDAP database without having to know
or input complex LDAP query/update commands.

FUTURE CAPABILITY
While ACE has implemented many of the features available as part of IdM, there is still more potential to explore
in future updates. Future upgrade possibilities include adding more comprehensive user roles, SELinux integration,
sudo migration, adding an external git repository for sharing scripts and utilities and expanding HBAC.
Roles applied to users that can pre-define levels of access on different clusters of machines would provide a fast
and easy way to configure both internal groups that need
similar permissions/access and visiting groups that need to
have their access limited to small suites of machines and/or
services.
While SELinux is being implemented on some systems
within the ACE network, full integration with IdM has not
occurred yet. Once configured, IdM will be able to map
users to configured SELinux roles on a per-host basis. This
is accomplished by having SSSD query the user’s access
privileges from IdM before the user process is launched.
Currently ACE’s sudo rules (used to map users to elevated/privileged commands on designated host groups) are
maintained in an NIS-style file that must be distributed to
all relevant hosts whenever changes are made. IdM has the
capability to fully control and maintain sudo rules across
all hosts automatically. The future plan is to leverage this
feature and migrate ACE’s existing sudo rules into IdM.
ACE wrote several custom scripts and also modified
several of IdM’s built in scripts to facilitate migration and
maintenance of our IdM database. A future plan is to upload these scripts to Jlab’s github account [2] and make
them publicly available for other organizations to download and modify to their needs. Before these scripts are
made available however they must have any sensitive information removed and must undergo an internal review
process.
Finally, at present Host-based access control is only being applied to specific groups to allow additional privileges. A future upgrade would be expand HBAC to apply
to services as well in order to limit or allow privileges on a
wider basis. An example of this would be to limit the use
of ssh between sub-domains within the ACE network and
then allow for privileged access across domains to specified groups.
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ensure reliable performance. Additionally, integrating services under a reliable suite of management software can
make all of this easier for your organization to maintain.
But the fact remains that working with interfaces like
LDAP or Active Directory can be a very cumbersome process with a steep learning curve requiring a large investment of time and resources. This initial investment can result in many organizations opting to remain on older, less
secure and efficient services.
The key to using a Directory Service effectively is finding the right software tools for your organization. After an
extensive analysis period JLab’s ACE group found the
right solution for our environment was upgrading to IdM
which provided the tools needed to modernize these services.
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CONCLUSION
Upgrading from deprecated directory services like NIS
can provide enhanced security, reliability and integrate services into a more manageable interface for your organization. Leveraging advances in encryption, authentication
and authorization utilities can greatly increase your network’s security. Advances in parallel operation and data
synchronization built into modern Directory Services can
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ICS INFRASTRUCTURE DEPLOYMENT OVERVIEW AT ESS
B. Bertrand∗ , S. Armanet, J. Christensson, A. Curri, A. Harrisson, R. Mudingay, ESS, Lund, Sweden
Abstract

Ansible Concepts

The ICS Control Infrastructure group at the European
Spallation Source (ESS) is responsible for deploying many
different services. We treat Infrastructure as code to deploy
everything in a repeatable, reproducible and reliable way.
We use three main tools to achieve that: Ansible (an IT automation tool), AWX (a GUI for Ansible) and CSEntry (a
custom in-house developed web application used as Configuration Management Database). CSEntry (Control System
Entry) is used to register any device with an IP address (network switch, physical machines, virtual machines). It allows
us to use it as a dynamic inventory for Ansible. DHCP and
DNS are automatically updated as soon as a new host is
registered in CSEntry. This is done by triggering a task that
calls an Ansible playbook via AWX API. Virtual machines
can be created directly from CSEntry with one click, again
by calling another Ansible playbook via AWX API. This
playbook uses proxmox (our virtualization platform) API
for the VM creation. By using Ansible groups, different
proxmox clusters can be managed from the same CSEntry
web application. Those tools give us an easy and flexible
solution to deploy software in a reproducible way.

Ansible is agentless. Only Python and OpenSSH are
required on the managed nodes, the servers or network
devices you want to manage. The list of nodes that can
be accessed is defined in an inventory, which can be in
different format (YAML or ini). The inventory is also used
to organize the hosts in different groups as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Ansible inventory.
An Ansible playbook is a YAML file describing an ordered lists of tasks that are mapped to a group of hosts, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.

INTRODUCTION
The Integrated Control System Division (ICS) is an organisational unit responsible for the control systems within the
European Spallation Source (ESS) facility, including control
systems for accelerator, target, neutron scattering systems
and conventional facilities. Within ICS, the Control System Infrastructure group is in charge to design, implement
and operate the IT infrastructure needed to reliably run the
Experimental Physics Industrial Control System (EPICS)
eco-system. As such we have a large number of networks,
physical devices and virtual machines to administer. To
make this task manageable by a limited team, we try to put
a lot of automation in place and treat infrastructure as code
to make deployment repeatable, reproducible and reliable.
We rely upon an internal GitLab [1] server to store all our
code and JFrog Artifactory [2] to host binary artifacts. We
do extensive use of GitLab’s integrated CI/CD pipelines for
continuous integration. Our deployment workflow is built
on Ansible [3] (an IT automation tool), AWX [4] (a GUI
for Ansible) and CSEntry [5] (a custom in-house developed
web application).

ANSIBLE
Ansible is an open-source configuration management, orchestration and application deployment tool. Its main goals
are simplicity and ease-of-use. It was developed by Michael
DeHaan and acquired by Red Hat in 2015.
∗

benjamin.bertrand@esss.se

Figure 2: Ansible playbook.
Each task performs an action using a module, the unit of
code Ansible executes. Each module has a particular use. In
Fig. 2 example, the package module installs chrony using the
Operating System package manager (yum on CentOS) and
the systemd module starts and enables the chronyd daemon.
Those tasks are performed on the all group, a default group
that refers to all the hosts defined in the inventory. The
name of the task provides a human readable description that
is displayed by Ansible when running it. As you can see,
playbooks are quite easy to read even for people not familiar
with Ansible.
Ansible provides a large number of modules to work with
files, database, package managers and even network devices.
There is probably a module for the action you want to perform. If not, you can always fallback to the command module
or even write your own. All Ansible modules are designed
to be idempotent, meaning that the second time a task is
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run, nothing should change. Some care should of course be
taken to make a playbook idempotent, like when using the
command module. Idempotence is an important property
to make a system maintainable. A playbook can be split
in roles. A role is a pre-packaged unit of work that can be
reused and shared via Ansible Galaxy or git repositories. A
role defines tasks but doesn’t map them to any hosts.

Ansible At ESS
There are different ways to organize Ansible roles and
playbooks. At ESS we use mainly roles and our playbooks
only include roles by default, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: ESS Ansible playbook.
Each role and playbook is stored in a separate git repository on our GitLab server. It makes roles easy to reuse
and enables us to pin their version using git tag. By convention, the required roles for a playbook are stored in the
roles/requirements.yml file as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 5: Testinfra tests.
machine that has the proper credentials and access to the
nodes to manage. While this is nice and one of the thing that
makes Ansible easy to start with, for production use, having
a central server has many benefits. AWX is a web-based
user interface for Ansible. It allows us to centralize all our
jobs, keep the credentials required to access managed nodes
safe, use role based access and log all the events that occurred. AWX also provides a REST API to trigger Ansible
jobs remotely. Figure 6 shows a screenshot:

Figure 4: Playbook roles/requirements.yml.
This file is used by the ansible-galaxy command to download the roles locally before to run the playbook.
Each role is tested using Molecule [6], a framework designed to aid in the development and testing of Ansible roles.
Molecule makes it easy to run a playbook in a Docker container or Vagrant box for local testing. It verifies the role
syntax, takes care of setting the needed instances to run it,
ensures it is idempotent, checks Ansible best practices by
running ansible-lint [7] and even run some tests on the deployed instance with Testinfra [8]. Testinfra is a framework
that helps to write unit tests in Python to test the actual state
of a server configured by a management tool as demonstrated
in Fig. 5.
This can help ensure that the role did what you expected.
Molecule encourages an approach that results in consistently
developed roles that are well-written, easily understood and
maintained.

AWX
Ansible is a command line tool. It doesn’t require a single controlling machine. Playbooks can be run from any

Figure 6: AWX.
Jobs can be triggered with one click from the web interface.
Access can be given to non expert users who don’t need to
know anything about Ansible.
In AWX, a project is a collection of Ansible playbooks
that are usually placed into a source code management system like Git. A job template is the combination of an Ansible playbook (from a project) and the parameters required to
launch it: inventory, credentials.. As we store each playbook
in its own git repository, a project is basically identical to
a playbook for us. A project always points to the master
branch of the git repository and is automatically updated
before to launch the associated job template. The master
branch is thus considered stable. This is because roles are
always pinned to a specific version as we saw in Fig. 4. Updating those versions could be a bit cumbersome. This is
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why this is done by a GitLab bot: galaxy-bot [9]. The bot listens to webhooks events. When a tag is pushed to a role, the
galaxy-bot creates a merge request to update the role version
in each playbook using that role. If the molecule tests pass,
the merge is accepted. If not, an e-mail is sent to the author
who pushed the tag. The bot also automatically creates a
new project in AWX when a new playbook repository is
pushed to GitLab. galaxy-bot is based on gidgetlab [10], a
Python framework to interact with GitLab API and to write
GitLab bots: applications that run automation on GitLab,
using GitLab WebHooks and API.
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Ansible Dynamic Inventory
AWX can use a custom script as dynamic inventory source.
The script has to return a defined JSON-encoded dictionary
with a list of groups and hosts. This is what the csentryinventory [17] script does using CSEntry’s API. This script
makes the CSEntry inventory available and ready to use in
AWX. The inventory script automatically populates some
variables for every host as the example in Fig. 8 shows.
Thanks to those variables, a playbook can access information about any host, and not only the ones targeted by that
playbook.

CSENTRY
CSEntry, which stands for Control System Entry, is a
web application developed using Flask [11], one of the most
popular Python web frameworks. It is used to register all devices with an IP address (network switch, physical machines,
virtual machines). Figure 7 shows a screenshot:

Figure 8: Host inventory variables.

Core Services Update
Figure 7: CSEntry.

When registering a host in CSEntry, two tasks are triggered:
• an inventory sync

CSEntry is a typical Flask application. It uses PostgreSQL [12] as database and SQLAlchemy [13] as Object
Relational Mapper. Elasticsearch [14] is used for indexing
and search. Background jobs are handled by RQ [15] (Redis [16] Queue), a simple Python library for queuing jobs.
Long running processes are queued in Redis and processed
by workers to avoid blocking the web server. The same Redis
instance is also used for some caching. CSEntry also provides a REST API to retrieve information or register devices
programmatically.
CSEntry is used as a configuration management database
and our Ansible main dynamic inventory. It contains all
our networks and hosts with their IP addresses. Ansible
variables and groups can be defined like in a standard Ansible
inventory. Groups of groups are also supported. Default
groups are static and hosts have to be manually assigned
to them. The application also has the notion of dynamic
groups for networks, network scopes or device types. If a
dynamic group of type network is created with the name of
an existing network, like utgard-dev, all hosts part of that
network are automatically added to this group. This is a
powerful way to group hosts and assign variables to them.

• an update of the core services
Those background jobs are processed by RQ workers.
Commands are sent to AWX using the REST API and the
ansible-tower-cli [18] library. The status of each task and
a link to the AWX job is kept in the postgres database as
shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 9: CSEntry tasks.
The update of the core services launches a workflow template (Fig. 10) to update the DHCP, DNS and Radius [19]
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servers. A workflow template in AWX is a combination of
job templates to run several playbooks in parallel or based
on some dependency.

Figure 10: AWX core services update.
Figure 11: CSEntry view host.
For each service (DHCP, DNS and Radius), the full configuration is re-generated by an Ansible playbook using the
inventory. We saw earlier in Fig. 8 that all required information (IP, network, vlan id, MAC address, hostname) was
populated as host variables by the csentry-inventory script.
Fig. 10 shows two playbooks to update the DNS. For performance reason, the update-dns playbook doesn’t check
for new subnets. If a machine was just added to a new
subnet, this fast job will fail and the update-dns-full one
will be triggered. This demonstrates how some jobs can be
triggered based on the result of another one in a workflow.
When update-dns is successful, the update-dns-full job is
not run. The Radius servers are used to automatically assign
switches ports to a VLAN id based on the MAC address of
the connected device. It simplifies the network switches configuration and enables users plugging a device to different
ports and still being connected to the proper VLAN.
The inventory synchronization is in fact triggered every
time a change impacts a group or host in CSEntry’s database.
This is done using SQLAlchemy event listeners. To avoid
unnecessary jobs, there can be only one running task and
one waiting in queue. If an inventory update task is already
in queue, the change won’t trigger a new job. For the core
services update, the principle is the same but the trigger is
only on interface change.

Virtual Machine Creation
Once a Virtual Machine has been registered, it’s possible
to create it with one click from CSEntry’s view host page
represented in Fig. 11.
Clicking on the Create VM button will enqueue a job to
launch a template on AWX. This playbook uses Proxmox VE
[20] REST API to create the Virtual Machine, as represented
in Fig. 12.
Proxmox VE is a complete open-source platform for enterprise virtualization. It is based on KVM hypervisor. It
can scale out to a large set of clustered nodes, includes a
web-based management interface as well as a REST API.
We have several clusters for isolation purpose. By default,
we target the cluster to deploy to based on the domain of
the VM. We can also force a specific cluster by setting the
proxmox_availability_zone Ansible variable.

Figure 12: CSEntry VM creation.

Physical Machines
For physical machines, an autoinstall server is available to
perform network installation via PXE boot. From CSEntry,
the boot profile can be selected as shown in Fig. 13.

Figure 13: Boot profile selection.
Clicking on the Set boot profile button launches a task on
AWX that updates some links on the autoinstall server to
ensure the MAC address of the machine points to the chosen
profile. After this step, the machine has to be manually
rebooted and set to boot from the network. The installation
will start automatically. At the end, the link is set back to
local boot to make sure the machine is not re-installed at
next reboot.

Application Deployment
For most applications, the deployment is performed directly from AWX. Playbooks usually target a specific group.
That group shall first be defined in CSentry and assigned to
the required hosts. Once done, the appropriate job template
can be launched from AWX web interface. This makes it
very easy to deploy an existing application to a new instance.
Note that some applications are deployed automatically from
GitLab CI using AWX REST API with the tower-cli tool.
Thanks to AWX role-based access control, users not part of
the infrastructure group can safely be given permissions to
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deploy their application, without requiring to share any ssh
keys.

[6] Molecule, https://molecule.readthedocs.io

CONCLUSION
The tools and workflow put in place allow us to deploy
our infrastructure in a repeatable, reproducible and reliable
way. Ansible and AWX are both easy to use and powerful.
Molecule enforces us to follow best practices and write roles
in a consistent and maintainable way. Developing our own
web application gives us a lot of flexibility. We can give
users the means to register and deploy the services they need
without creating tickets and waiting for us to handle them.
CSEntry is customized to our needs but the principles are
quite general and replacing some part of the system shouldn’t
be too difficult. Note that this solution is for small scale and
is of course not intended to replace a system like OpenStack,
which is more powerful but also more complex to maintain.
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CONTROL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION AT ELI-ALPS*
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Abstract
ELI-ALPS will be the first large-scale attosecond facility
accessible to the international scientific community and its
user groups. Control system development has three major
directions: vacuum control systems, optical control systems, as well as the integrated control, monitoring and data
acquisition systems. The development of the systems has
asked for different levels of integration. In certain cases
low-level devices are integrated (e.g. vacuum valves),
while in other cases complete systems are integrated (e.g.
the Tango interface of a laser system). This heterogeneous
environment is managed through the elaboration of a common and general architecture. Most of the hardware elements are connected to PLCs (direct control level), which
are responsible for the low-level operation of devices, including machine protection functions, and data transfer to
the supervisory control level (CLIs, GUIs). Certain hardware elements are connected to the supervisory layer (cameras), as well as the Tango interface of the laser systems.
This layer handles also data acquisition with a special focus on the metadata catalogue.

INTRODUCTION
Extreme Light Infrastructure (ELI) is the first civilian
large-scale high-power laser research facility to be realized
with trans-European cooperation in three sites. ELI’s longterm objective is to become the world’s leading user facility utilizing the power of state of the art lasers for the advancement of science and applications in many areas of societal relevance [1]. The main objective of the ELI Attosecond Light Pulse Source (ELI-ALPS) pillar is the establishment of a unique attosecond facility that provides ultrashort light pulses with high repetition rates.
The typical layout of beamline systems at the ELI-ALPS
is as follows (see Fig. 1): the laser source produces pulses
in the femtosecond duration range, which is connected via
a beam transport system to one or more secondary
source(s). Secondary sources are designed to produce attosecond pulses from the femtosecond laser pulses by utilizing various technologies based on Gas High-Harmonic
Generation (GHHG) and Solid High-Harmonic Generation
(SHHG). Beamline systems may have end stations as their
closing system.
Beamline systems contain a high number of controlled
devices, most importantly optomechanics (translation
____________________________________________
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stages, motorized mirrors, irises, etc.), cameras and detectors, and in certain sections vacuum devices (vacuum
pumps, valves, gauges, etc.)
Laser source
system

Beam Transport
System

Secondary
Source System

End Station
System

Figure 1: Research technology overview.

METHODOLOGY
Motivation
ELI-ALPS research technology in its current state of development already contains numerous devices to be controlled by the control system. This number is currently
around 100, but in the final state of the facility with all the
beamlines implemented, we expect more than 2000 devices total. Regarding the number of device types, the current figure is around 40, which is expected to be approximately double by the end of installation. Since the devices
form a highly heterogeneous environment, their integration
into one system poses challenges that can be overcome
only by a unified strategy. The control system design and
development has been carried out by considering similar
projects [2-9] as well as industrial standards and recommendations.

Figure 2: Control system scheme.

Control System Functions
While keeping standard control system design considerations in mind, control system development at ELI-ALPS
follows a demand driven approach where focus is always
given to areas where the research infrastructure reaches a
certain implementation phase.
A general scheme to visually represent the major goals
of control system developments are shown in Fig 2. In this
scheme the low level layer consists of all controllable devices that together comprise our research infrastructure.
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This layer can have multiple sublayers, of which the topmost is the Direct control layer, and anything below that is
the Field layer. It is not always the case that we need to deal
with hardware devices, however. In certain scenarios, some
devices or small groups of devices already have associated
software control components with various interfaces which
the control system can connect to. At the other end of this
spectrum there are complete subsystems, themselves consisting of possibly hundreds of devices, that are delivered
with their own control system. For example, the primary
laser sources (cf. Fig. 1) are all delivered with their own
control system that is responsible for providing the required functionality of that complex subsystem, and also
providing an interface to ELI-ALPS control systems. All
these device and subsystem interfaces together form the
landscape that has to be considered as the base on which
all control system development is built (Fig. 2 “Facility integration boundary”).
The high level layer below the “User boundary” contains
components that are directly provided for use to our internal and external users. Their requirements drive what functionality is to be provided by the control system.
To summarize, the goal of control system development
is to
• provide a user interface (or interface components) ensuring that requirements coming from the side of the
users are fulfilled. In some cases, this is ensured by a
HMI panel located inside the laboratory, in other cases
a GUI is made available for remote access. Users with
programming skills can use a CLI to write scripts, or
directly access functionality through an API.
• communicate with devices and subsystems below the
facility integration boundary such that the required
functionality is achieved. This is where the heterogeneity of the environment manifests itself, and depending on the circumstances, we need to deal with individual devices, groups of devices through a common
controller, all the way up to complex subsystems such
as primary laser sources. Independently of their internal structure and level of complexity, each of these
units appear as one unit to the control system that can
be accessed through a well-defined interface.
Based on the above, we can talk about the environment
of the control system, which is the area below the facility
integration boundary. These are the components and subsystems that the control system connects to or communicates with, but which themselves are not part of the control
system. These are:
• Personnel Safety System (PSS)
• Infrastructure services (e.g. cooling water, technological gases, electricity, pre-vacuum)
• Building information system (temperature, humidity,
vibration data)
• Data storage services
• Primary laser source control systems
• End-station control systems
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The control system of ELI-ALPS ensures the safe and
reliable operation of research equipment of the facility. In
particular, the control system
• monitors, logs, archives, operates and controls the vacuum, optomechanical, diagnostic and data acquisition
devices, and the related processes.
• its Machine Protection Subsystem (MPS) prevents
damage of the equipment that may be the result of
hardware failures or user actions.
• cooperates with the laser sources over the provided interfaces supplied by the laser manufacturer.
• provides electrical and software interfaces to the safety
system.
Control system development has three major directions:
vacuum and gas control system (VGCS), optical control
system (OCS), and the central integrated control, monitoring and data acquisition systems (ICS). The VGCS and
OCS have to be built mainly from individual hardware devices procured by ELI-ALPS, while the ICS has to deal
with every subsystem in its environment (see Fig. 3). In
this paper, we concentrate on the above and describe them
in their own sections.

Figure 3: Targets of main development directions.

ARCHITECTURE
Control System Layers
During the control system development at ELI-ALPS the
general scheme of control systems has been followed [2]:
consisting of a field layer, a direct control layer and a supervisory control layer (also referred to as control system
software in this paper). The majority of the devices controlled by the VGCS and the OCS have been procured by
ELI-ALPS, so integration had to start on the lowest level.
To illustrate the approach, Fig. 4 shows a more detailed
layered architecture.
The field layer contains either controllable devices or
controllers to which the devices are themselves connected.
The direct control layer consists of PLCs, which are
connected to controllers and devices in the field layer.
PLCs serve as a central information gathering and execution unit, which is necessary to implement functionality related to Machine Protection System (MPS) and Personnel
Safety System (PSS). This applies to all vacuum devices
WEBPP01
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and to most of the optomechanical components. Devices
and controllers that are not involved in any PSS/MPS related functionality do not need to be connected to a PLC,
for example, cameras whose only purpose is to gather diagnostics data fall into this latter category.
The adapter layer contains software components,
which communicate with the field layer or the direct control layer, as necessary. In case of the PLCs the used communication protocol is based on OPC-UA publish subscribe model: the software components subscribe to the
data change events of the corresponding data nodes in the
direct control layer, and get informed when the data
changes. This way the PLC hides the manufacturer specific
communication details from the layers above and provides
a clean, unified interface. In other cases, when the adapter
is communicating with the controllers or the devices directly, the adapter must contain the device specific communication protocol.

Figure 4: Layers of the Control system – low level
device integration.
One level up, there is the logical device layer whose
purpose is to contain components that represent the individually controllable hardware devices on the software
side. As such, there will be a one-to-one correspondence
between logical devices and the hardware devices which
they control. The responsibility of logical devices is to reflect the states, attributes and commands of the devices.
Above the logical device level there can be several more
layers of components that implement successively more
complex functions by having more and more devices under
their control. This layering continues as necessary until we
arrive at a single component (subsystem service) that implements all the functions that are required for the given
subsystem.
Many logical devices have been developed by using the
Tango controls framework [9].
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Figure 5: Configuration editor.

Figure 6: Layers of the Control system – virtualized
devices.
The configuration of the control system plays an important role in the command and control ecosystem. The
aim of the configuration is to give a static description of
the properties and relationships of the relevant components. The configuration management for the integrated
control system software of ELI-ALPS is described in detail
in [10]. A custom build editor is created to visualize and
edit the configuration database (see Fig. 5). Among others,
each controllable device is present in the configuration.
This serves two purposes. First, it enables the control system to check in runtime whether connected devices are the
ones described in the configuration, this way enhancing security and stability of operation. Second, for development
and testing purposes the virtualization of the hardware devices is reasonable based on configuration data, so a local
control system can be partially functional without using
real hardware in the low level layers. Virtual devices are
created in a virtual world, where vacuum or optical phenomenon is simulated to the degree that testing of the control system becomes possible (see Fig. 6).
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Control Modes
Any local control system can either be in expert or in
service mode depending on the level of control allowed for
the user.
The expert mode user has full control over each individual device of the (sub)system, without any automatic
features, except the MPS interlocks ensured by the direct
control layer (PLCs). Expert mode will provide the possibility of batch execution of commands too.
Service mode is intended for non-experts and provides
a subset of the expert mode functionality in a user friendly
manner on one hand, as well as integrated and automated
functions on the other hand. Automation will build on expert mode functionality without exposing unnecessary details of that functionality to the non-expert user. Examples
of such functions are: optical path configuration selection,
pumping down a vacuum section, or measurements involving the coordinated control of translation stages and detectors. The latter is widely known as a scan, and frequently
forms the basis of experimental data collection.
The support for different modes above necessitates some
kind of authentication and access control to be built into
the control system. We plan to build on the standard LDAP
directory service already in use for office purposes, so internal and external users benefit from a simple and coherent mechanism while working at the facility.

VACUUM AND GAS CONTROL SYSTEM
The Vacuum and Gas Control System (abbreviated as
VGCS) of the ELI-ALPS is responsible for the safe and
reliable operation of the facility’s vacuum system. Its main
functions are
• to monitor, operate and control the high vacuum processes, high vacuum process values of research technology systems;
• to prevent vacuum equipment damage caused by prevacuum or other supply systems related failures
• to prevent research technology system damage caused
by vacuum components and/or vacuum equipment
failure;
• to cooperate with the standalone and autonomous vacuum subsystem of the laser sources and the facility
wide pre-vacuum system over the provided interfaces;
• to provide electrical and software interfaces to the different control and safety systems, such as the Personnel Safety System or to the local control system of the
respective beamlines.
Mechanical layer: Consists of all the vacuum and gas
related mechanical components such as chambers, vacuum
pipes, etc.
Vacuum field layer: Consists of all the vacuum and gas
related controllable and monitorable electrical components.
Direct control layer: Consists of the hard wired electrical connections to the vacuum field and supervisory control levels and also the logic solver, which executes the low
level logic of the VGCS.
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Local control system layer: consists of software components which communicates with the underlying direct
control level via a well-defined programming interface and
communication protocol, and executes the high level logic
of the VGCS. The software components are structured in
layers as well, containing successively more complex functions. Graphical User Interfaces (Fig. 7) and connections to
the Central Control System are also part of the local control
system layer.
Devices of the VGCS are valves, gauges, and (turbomolecular) pumps. Valves are read and controlled by direct
digital signals from the PLC. In case of gauges and pumps
device attributes are read via the serial interface. For speed
and safety reasons pumps are controlled by direct digital
signals. See Table 1.
Table 1: Vacuum Devices of LTA4 Laboratory
Device role
Gauge
Valve
Gate Valve
Turbo pump

Type
Pfeiffer HPT 200 PB
VAT Series 264
VAT Series 121
Edwards STP-iXR2206

Amount
10
16
10
9

The PLC provides the following interface towards the
software layer:
• Valves: reading of open or closed state, commands for
opening and closing
• Gauges: reading the pressure
• Pumps: reading device attributes (temperatures, speed,
set point, etc.) and commands for starting and stopping
the pump or setting the set point value.
All functionality described above are reachable in expert
mode, provided the safety checks programmed in the PLC
permit the operation.
High-level functions are located in the software logics
layer and they provide user friendly functionality on vacuum sections: reach pre-vacuum or high vacuum in a section or vent a section.

Figure 7: VGCS GUI.
There are three most typical types of vacuum sections
(see Fig. 8), however, small changes according to the actual
requirement of the vacuum subsystem may be possible:
• Section A: is the simplest solution. Evacuation to
prevacuum happens through the TMP by opening the
prevacuum valve. The TMP will evacuate the chamber
to high vacuum level, while venting of the chambers
WEBPP01
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can be done with nitrogen through venting lines opening a venting valve. The chambers are equipped with
“chamber gauges”, and optionally with a gas dosing
valve. The aim of the latter valve is to dosing special
gases into the chamber for experiment purposes.
• Section B: Same as section A, except that the evacuation to prevacuum level happens through a dedicated
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roughing valve, bypassing the TMP, making the process much faster.
• Section C: Same as section B, except that there is additional separation valve between the outlet of the
TMP and the chamber. In that case, by closing the separation valve, the chamber can be vented without stopping the TMP. This solution is ideal for chambers
opened frequently.

Figure 8: Most typical vacuum sections.

OPTICAL CONTROL SYSTEM
An optical control system (OCS) deals with those parts
of a beamline that are directly related to laser pulse propagation. A beam in this context is a succession of laser
pulses generated with some frequency, from a few Hertz to
the kilohertz range.
Control functions of an OCS can be divided into the following categories:
• Beam configuration, or beam path selection
• Alignment, or beam quality tuning
• Beam stabilization
• Monitoring and diagnostics
Typical devices that belong to an OCS field layer are
listed in Table 2 and are as follows:
• Piezo actuators are used to adjust the orientation of
mirror mounts during optical alignment. Since the actuators are not aware of their actual position, their most
important expert mode command is relative movement.
• Translation and rotation stages are used both in discrete and continuous mode, depending on the requirements for the associated optical element mounted on

them. These stages can be moved by relative or to absolute positions or queried for their current position.
Setting speed and acceleration parameters is also part
of the expert mode command set.
• Cameras and other detectors provide the means to collect data about laser pulses, the effects they cause, and
serve as the basis for monitoring, diagnostics and any
feedback loop in the control system.
In the direct control layer there is a PLC with optomechanical devices connected to it. The purpose of the PLC
is to implement machine protection functionality by monitoring the position of certain optical elements and prohibiting movement if necessary.
The local control system layer communicates with the
underlying layers and provides command line and graphical user interfaces to the users. It implements expert mode
commands in its present development state, service mode
commands are planned when beamline implementation
reaches a more mature stage and experience is gathered to
specify the required functionality.
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Table 2: Controllable Optomechanical Devices of LTA4
Laboratory
Device role
Translation stage
Translation stage
Rotation stage
Motor controller
Pico motor
Camera

Type
Smaract
Standa
Standa
OWIS
NF8742
BlackFly PGE-1S4M-C

Amount
18
3
2
3
8
7

In the current state of development several friendly-user
experiments were already supported. These required custom development, but the design followed the guidelines
set for OCS.
In one of these experiments, an in-house custom made
scanning software provided an interface to control the
White Rabbit timing system with commands for setting the
delayed pulse. In scanning mode, the software collected
data from the oscilloscope and modified the delayed pulse
repeatedly.

CENTRAL INTEGRATED CONTROL AND
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
The Control System communicates with the laser
sources through gateways. Some laser sources provide
Tango based interfaces, others have LabVIEW or proprietary software to control the laser. Gateways are used to
translate the communication protocol between the Control
System and the laser source. MPS and PSS functionality is
achieved by wired interlock channels connected directly to
the laser source.
In most of the experiments, secondary sources and/or
end station will generate the relevant and large amount of
experimental data. The main functionality of the Data Acquisition System is the collection and storing of the experimental data originating from the detectors. The generated
raw data is first stored locally for pre-processing and selection. The data supplemented with the corresponding
metadata is moved to long term storage for post-processing
by a HPC.

Figure 9: Archiving, monitoring and notification services.
On top of the CS there is a monitoring interface available
that can display live and archived data in a browser (See
Fig. 10). Attributes and states of different devices are read
periodically and data is forwarded to an archive database
for later analysis or presentation. Monitored devices are
part of the Cooling water system, (Pre) vacuum system,
Environment (BAS OPC, particle counter), chemical
fridges, time lapse cameras or scientific devices. Altogether 308 devices of 26 different types are monitored. Observers use the browser to access their monitored data
through a web application, which also provides access control, filtering, device and time range selection, data aggregations and dashboards.
The aim of notification service is to detect events in the
collected data, and notify the event observers through the
predefined channels (SMS, email, etc.)

Archiving, Monitoring and Notification Services
The objective of the archiving function is to record the
various physical parameters of devices into a database. Depending on type, devices are polled, parameters are queried
and results are stored in a dedicated Archive DB as illustrated in Fig. 9.
The archiving module supports the following functions:
• Define archiving policy for device type
• Override archiving policy at device level for devices
selected by the user
• Provide an automatic process running in the CS middleware to record device parameters according to the
archiving policy
• Provide an interface to query archive parameters filtering by the following criteria: device type, time interval, parameter type, parameter value interval, location

Figure 10: Monitoring the MIR primary laser.
Implementation. Data collectors of the scientific devices are developed in house while standard computer usage statistics are collected with Telegraf [11].
Mongo DB [12] is used as long term storage of the collected data. Grafana [13] web application with an Influx DB [11] as a backend is used for the monitoring service. The notification service is also an in house development with special attention to keep it as simple as possible
as well as to keep the 100% test coverage due to the importance of the component.
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CENTRALIZED SYSTEM MANAGEMENT OF IPMI ENABLED
PLATFORMS USING EPICS∗
K. Vodopivec† , Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, USA
Abstract
The Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI) is
a specification for computer hardware platform management
and monitoring. The interface includes features for monitoring hardware sensors, such as fan rotational speed and
component temperature, inventory discovery, event propagation, and logging. Additional features are available in
PICMG compliant systems, including ATCA and Micro
TCA. With IPMI support implemented in the hardware, all
IPMI functionality is accessible without any host operating
system involvement. In fact, IPMI can even be used to control remote host power management. With its wide breadth
of support across many hardware vendors and the backing
of a standardization committee, it is a compelling instrumentation choice for integration into control systems for
large experimental physics projects. Integrating IPMI into
the EPICS system provides the benefit of centralized monitoring, archiving and alarming within the facility control
system. A new project has been started to enable this capability, by creating a native EPICS device driver built on the
open-source FreeIPMI library for the remote host connection
interface. The driver supports automatic system component
discovery for creating EPICS database templates, including
detailed device information from the Field Replaceable Unit
interface, as well as sensor monitoring with remote threshold
management, geographical PV addressing in PICMG based
platforms and PICMG front panel lights readout.

INTRODUCTION
The Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI) [1]
is becoming a widely adopted technology, as supported
by many hardware providers including Intel, Dell, Hewlett
Packard, Cisco and others. More importantly, for the applications in large scale research facilities, the PICMG AdvancedTCA Base Specification [2] builds on IPMI with functionality specific to AdvancedTCA and MicroTCA platforms.
With many VME components facing obsolescence issues, an
increasing number of new applications at particle accelerator
and synchrotron facilities are looking for alternatives, and
settling for ATCA or MTCA platforms as the new standard
for hardware based solutions. One of the reasons for this
∗
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decision is also the availability of built-in native support
for the IPMI standard, as this automatically furnishes the
application with system health monitoring. Functionality
that had previously been implemented on a case by case
basis, and was often overlooked, is now part of every system
and therefore can be used for more thorough monitoring and
control of core system functions.
The IPMI standard provides interfaces to monitor embedded sensors such as temperature, voltage, current, fan speed
and others, depending on the particular component implementation. Monitoring core sensors alone provides useful
benefits for detecting component failures or potentially trying to prevent them. For example, a failed fan inside the
chassis will immediately restrict the air flow and can rapidly
cause the temperature of the components in the air flow
path to increase, in turn causing the components and/or entire system to fail. By detecting the reduced fan speed and
temperature increase, the failing fan can be identified and
replaced. Alternatively, the speeds of other fans in the system can be increased to maintain adequate air flow until
the failing fan can be replaced. Another notable feature of
IPMI is its ability to read inventory information through
the Field Replaceable Unit (FRU) mechanism. With the
FRU interface, individual system components – including
power supplies, cooling units, processing blades or expansion boards – can be addressed and queried for information
such as the manufacturer name, model name or code, manufacturing date, serial number or several others. Having complete inventory information of the system and its individual
components allows for detailed cataloging and traceability.
A statistical analysis of hardware failures can be carried out
in order to schedule preventive replacements of critical system components. Controlling low-level system functions is
also available through IPMI. For example, it is possible to
control a smart power supply and toggle power to the CPU,
or in the case of ATCA and MTCA, the power distribution
to individual expansion slots.
The Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System
(EPICS) framework, on the other hand, provides infrastructure for distributed access and management of devices. Especially where already employed as the control system of
choice, adding support for IPMI-capable devices greatly
expands the repertoire of systems that EPICS can talk to
or manage. Along with existing EPICS tools for real time
status monitoring, alarm management, archiving data points
for analyzing historic behaviour and others, IPMI-compliant
systems can be easily integrated into the environment of
experimental physics and industrial control systems. A new
project called “epicsipmi” has been designed to provide the
bridge between IPMI interfaces and the EPICS framework,
enabling easy monitoring of system health functions in new
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project applications based on ATCA and MTCA and existing
IPMI-capable hardware infrastructure.

Figure 1: User interface displaying VadaTech AMC 502
information obtained from IPMI, including FRU, sensors
and PICMG lights.

The epicsipmi system currently implements several IPMI
features, including monitoring sensors, retrieving Field Replacable Unit (FRU) information, and displaying LED light
status. Its modular design allows for easy future expansions.
By leveraging the implementation of the IPMI protocol to
the external library, it benefits from the wider community
efforts beyond experimental physics. The project extends an
underlying IPMI library where several beneficial features are
missing; in particular it implements a subset of PICMG extensions. The epicsipmi repository includes out-of-the-box
ready-to-use EPICS IOCs capable of connecting to multiple
IPMI systems over Ethernet, discovering IPMI components
and entities behind a given IPMI connection, and generating
a database of EPICS records for connecting to corresponding
IPMI entities. These records can then be applied to monitor sensors, their properties, inventory records and PICMG
lights. Being part of an active IOC, these records are exported as EPICS PVs, available for subscription by interested
clients such as control system user interfaces, alarm handlers
and archivers. An example of user screen is show in Figure
1.
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FREEIPMI LIBRARY
The IPMI specification quite extensively encompasses the
communication and interfacing details that are most important from the software component interaction perspective,
starting with establishing an encrypted TCP/IP connection,
defining a binary communication protocol for exchanging
messages, enabling direct and bridged addressing for subsystems, and many other actions. Several existing open
source projects are available that already implement basic
software interaction with IPMI systems, hence it would be redundant to start a new implementation from scratch, without
at least evaluating the options. Therefore, in the search for
an open-source, multi-platform project with a C library interface, we have considered three specific projects: ipmitool,
OpenIPMI and FreeIPMI. We compared the implemented
features and focused mostly on usability and the potential for
custom extensions. The FreeIPMI library [3] was selected
due to its complete standards-compliant implementation of
the IPMI specification. It provides a rich and powerful Application Programming Interface (API) and supports a range of
operating systems including Linux and MS Windows. From
the provided source code, it builds both dynamic and static
library files to be linked into the C/C++ application, and is
available as an installable package on most popular Linux
distributions. Two levels of APIs allow developers to select
their proficiency with the IPMI specification. The comprehensive lower-level API fully implements the IPMI interfaces and closely matches the naming conventions from the
IPMI specification, for easily mapping functionality from the
specification to actual program functions. The higher-level
API abstracts away some IPMI details in order to provide a
somewhat easier-to-use interface.
The FreeIPMI library does not currently implement interfaces for PICMG extensions, due to the proprietary access of the PICMG standard. But given its modular design,
epicsipmi is able to easily extend and fill in this missing functionality. The FreeIPMI library internally uses the FreeIpmi
Interface Definition (abbreviated to “fiid”) structures to describe IPMI requests and responses. The fiids are used to
instantiate request messages, send them to an IPMI target
using the FreeIPMI transport functions, and decode the response messages when received. In order to bring front panel
multi-color LED light status into EPICS records, epicsipmi
implements PICMG-specific fiid definitions. These definitions are part of the epicsipmi code base, but they use the
transport functions from FreeIPMI to actually communicate
PICMG messages with the IPMI host. This extension not
only adds the omitted functionality, but also shows the potential to easily extend FreeIPMI where such functionality
is missing.
By using an existing library for realizing the IPMI connections, epicsipmi benefits in several areas. First, the generic
aspects of our IPMI implementation project target a much
larger audience than would a purely EPICS-specific implementation, which therefore inherently results in the project
being better tested in many different operational environ-
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ments, and with a variety of IPMI systems. Secondly, it is
worth noting that, with its many powerful functions, IPMI
systems are an attractive target for malicious attackers trying
to gain access to remote hosts. The security-related details
of establishing an encrypted connection and authenticating
the user session must be carefully implemented, in order
to support the strongest encryption available on remote systems, and to use the lowest required privilege level. The
FreeIPMI library already handles these critical details very
well.

EPICS DEVICE DRIVER
The epicsipmi project is designed to implement a new
EPICS device driver, with no dependencies besides the
EPICS base libraries and FreeIPMI. The device driver encapsulation manages encrypted network connections to IPMI
systems, maps IPMI entities to EPICS records and provides
diagnostic functions through an IOC console. The provided
example IOC can be used directly, but linking the epicsipmi
library into other custom IOCs is also possible.
For each remote IPMI system with a distinctive network
address, an IPMI connection must be registered using the
ipmiConnect() function in the IOC console. Only connections over a Ethernet network are supported (no local bus
connections are supported at this time). After a connection
has been registered, the corresponding FreeIPMI function is
applied to establish the secure connection, given the interface
type and authentication parameters. Connection security
heavily depends on the selected interface type, and the use
of lanplus is advised whenever the target system supports
IPMI v2.0. After registering, the connection is managed automatically, and in the case of a disconnected socket it will
be re-established. IPMI host implementations are commonly
realized as standalone on-chip subsystems called Baseboard
Management Controllers (BMCs) and they operate independently of the CPU or operating system running on the host.
So in fact, the most benefit with IPMI in EPICS is realized
when an EPICS IOC is running on a separate host and connects to monitor an IPMI-enabled system over the network.
The recommended setup is to introduce a standalone “soft
IOC” that serves multiple IPMI connections.
For each established connection, a thread and a queue
are created to handle any requests that can potentially take
significant time, due to the nature of the TCP/IP connection.
In EPICS and asyn terminology, the IPMI connection is
always blocking. In fact, the entire record processing mechanism is similar to the asyn’s blocking request handler. The
epicsipmi record processing takes advantage of the EPICS
records’ Process Active (PACT) mechanism to guarantee a
single outstanding request per record. However, a particular record’s request competes with other requests through
a given connection, which is why epicsipmi serializes all
record processing requests using one FIFO queue and one
processing thread per connection. The oldest request in the
queue is processed first. Based on the request, an appropriate IPMI request is created and sent through the established
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connection. The processing thread then waits for either
a response or a timeout, whichever happens first. When
received, the IPMI response is decoded and the available
entity information is extracted from the response to populate
the EPICS record counterparts. For example, the Sensor
Database Record (SDR) response for an analog sensor includes the sensor value, measurement units, measured value
precision, three pairs of low/high thresholds (only two pairs
are connected to the EPICS record), and an alarm hysteresis
factor - these fields correspond to “ai” record fields VAL,
EGU, PREC, HIGH, LOW, HIHI, LOLO and HYST, respectively. The same record processing has proven successful in
other EPICS device drivers and it works well for completion
(put-callback) as well as posted requests.
In addition to mapping the IPMI entities into EPICS
records, the established connection can also be used to discover IPMI entities on a given host. This is particularly
useful during the initial commissioning of a new IPMI host.
Triggered by the ipmiScan() function from the IOC console,
the IPMI host is scanned for all IPMI entities that are supported by the epicsipmi system, including SDR, FRU, and
PICMG lights. The results are printed to the IOC console
output in a human friendly format, where it can be used for
debugging and troubleshooting connection issues. Similar
discovery results can also be saved in EPICS database format
to a database file, using the ipmiDumpDb() function. The
generated database file serves as a working template to be
loaded by the IOC. The ipmiDumpDb() function chooses
the most appropriate EPICS record types based on the IPMI
entity introspection, and it pre-populates the record’s metadata fields when available. Fields like description, valid
operational ranges, thresholds for alarms and others are prepopulated in the generated EPICS record, for the developer
to review and edit to create the final database. It is also
possible to omit meta-data fields from the final database, in
which case the epicsipmi device support will automatically
include and manage them whenever the record is processed.

Figure 2: Example of generated EPICS record for cooling
unit in MicroTCA chassis.
The records currently supported by epicsipmi are “ai” for
monitoring analog sensors, “longin” for monitoring discrete
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sensors, “stringin” for obtaining inventory information from
FRU, and “mbbi” for describing multi-colored light support.
The record type is not tied to a particular IPMI entity type
and the developer can choose to select a different record type
for a given device, in which case epicsimpi will try to convert
the value to be of that type. In order to select epicsipmi for
device support, a given record must specify ipmi for the
device type (DTYP) and provide a valid epicsipmi-specific
address that connects the record to a specific IPMI entity,
as shown in Figure 2. Courtesy of static IPMI addressing,
the record addresses stay permanent for a given component.
With ATCA and MTCA platforms, this means that each
expansion slot is assigned an unique base address, which
allows EPICS records to remain unchanged even in the case
where the expansion board is replaced with another one of
the same kind.

PICMG EXTENSIONS
Because FreeIPMI doesn’t support any PICMG-specific
extensions, epicsipmi implements that part of the PICMG
AdvancedTCA specification that defines support for user visible panel lights. The specification distinguishes 4 specific
system lights that are a standardized requirement for every
ATCA-compliant component, and it allows for applicationdefined lights. In addition to its on/off state, each light can
change colors and also define illumination duration intervals.
Multi-colored lights are supported by epicsipmi through the
16 states of the “mbbi” record, while illumination duration
is left for future expansions. In order to support PICMGspecific extensions, epicsipmi creates PICMG “fiid” messages that are communicated to IPMI hosts using common
FreeIPMI mechanisms.
An important feature of the PICMG AdvancedTCA specification is to define the mapping between a component’s
address and its physical slot location within the expansion
chassis. The expansion slot information is considered part
of the geographical location, and is coupled with the location information for the actual chassis, through a manual
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inventory bookkeeping. It can be used to uniquely identify
a particular board. This is very useful when a component
needs to be physically located, for example in case of repair
or replacement. Since the epicsipmi record addresses reflect
actual corresponding IPMI addresses, the slot information
is easily obtained through EPICS PVs.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The epicsipmi project has been tested with several IPMI
systems, including enterprise grade PC servers from SuperMicro and Hewlett Packard, and several MicroTCA systems from VadaTech. Monitoring of system health functions
through IPMI is being planned for monitoring MicroTCA
applications like the Injection Kicker Waveform Monitor,
the Machine Protection System controller and the Ring Low
Level RF systems at the Spallation Neutron Source.
Future work plans include adding support for changing
sensor thresholds, reading Sensor Event Log (SEL) information, handling pushed events through a record’s I/O Intr
scanning mechanism, and controlling some of the power
management functions.
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Abstract
The Laser Megajoule (LMJ) is a 176-beam laser facility, located at the CEA CESTA Laboratory near Bordeaux
(France). It is designed to deliver about 1.4MJ of energy
to targets, for high energy density physics experiments,
including fusion experiments. Six 8-beams bundles are
currently operational. The Front-End is the LMJ subsystem built to deliver the laser pulse which will be amplified into the bundles. It consists of 4 laser seeders,
producing the laser pulses with the expected specificities
and 88 Pre-Amplifier Modules (PAM). In this paper, we
introduce the architecture of the Front-End’s control system which coordinate the operations of the laser seeders
and the PAMs‘s control systems. We will discuss the
ability of the laser seeders and their control systems to
inject the 88 PAMs almost independently. Then we will
deal with the functions that enable the expected laser
performances in terms of energy, spatial and temporal
shapes. Finally, the technics used to validate and optimize
the operation of the software involved in the Front-End’s
equipment performance will be detailed.

THE LASER MEGAJOULE FACILITY
FRONT END'S
The Front-End’s mission on the LMJ installation is to
deliver a laser beam defined in terms of time shape, spatial shape and energy to the laser bundles. In this document, we will describe the functioning of the Front-End’s
as well as its Control Command System (CCS).
The Front-End (FE) consists of two components: the
Seeders and the Pre-Amplification Modules (PAMs). The
Seeder provides the laser pulses with controlled spectral
and temporal characteristics to the PAMs that guarantee
the spatial shape and pre-amplify the pulse before the
laser bundle injection.
For the LMJ, there are four Seeders (one per Laser
Hall), each Seeder delivers the laser pulses by fiber to the
PAMs of their Laser Hall (Figure 1).

Figure 1: LMJ Front-End scheme of a Laser Hall.

THE LMJ’S SEEDER
As shown in Fig. 1, the LMJ Seeder is composed of
two parts; the common part to a laser hall includes:
• The Oscillator, for the single mode 1053 nm laser
pulse generation,
• The AB that performs a spectral widening to avoid
Brillouin effects on the optics of the bundle,
• The RB-DES-Distri group is a functional safety device that blocks the signal if its spectral expansion is
not correct,
• The PAD which Pre-amplifies and distributes the
signal to the bundle bays.
Each bundle parts include:
• A smoothing module which performs a spectral widening to avoid spekel effects on the target,
• An AD module, that amplifies and distributes the
signal to the MFTs,
• 1 MFT per Quadruplet (4 laser beams) that shapes the
laser temporal signal. Each MFT can inject 2 PAMs.
The Seeder has an interface with the synchronization
system to coordinate the operation of the LMJ’s lasers.

THE LMJ’S PAM
There is one PAM for two laser beams or four per bundle. For the 22 bundles of the LMJ there are 88 PAMs.
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THE FRONT-END’S CONTROL
COMMAND SYSTEM
All the Front-End's equipment (Seeders and PAMs) are
controlled by a control command System. The Front-End
CCS follows the nominal architecture of LMJ’s Control
Command (CC) System, composed of 5 layers (Figure 3).
It is located only on the first 2 layers: Layer 0 (CCL0) and
Layer 1 (CCL1).
Figure 2: Schematic diagram of a PAM.
The PAM (Figure 2) is composed of the following elements:
• The LRO allows the two PAMs of a Quadruplet to be
synchronized by increasing or decreasing an optical
path at the input of the PAM,
• The CES verifies that the Seeder correctly injects the
PAM when the system requests to work in injection
mode,
• Regen is a regenerative cavity amplifier, the output
beam is naturally a square,
• The MFS allows an adaptation of the spatial distribution of the energy in the beam,
• The Notched Diaphragm is used to define the size
and edges of the beam (with a 40 order overgrowth),
• The THE is the high voltage flash amplifier head, it is
the active element of the 4-pass amplifier,
• The Smoothed Diaphragm is a little larger than the
Notched Diaphragm, it ensure the absence of energy
around the beam,
• The SRE is composed of a half-wave blade and a polarizer that allows the adjustment of the energy level
at the PAM’s output,
• The FS is a Spatial Filtering, it cuts off unwanted
high frequencies in the bundle,
• The Shutter is used to block the laser's propagation in
the bundle,
• SAD1 is a diagnostic attenuator system , the energy
adaptation depends on the position of the SRE,
• The joule meter measures the energy at the output of
the Regen cavity and at the output of the PAM,
• SAD2 is a attenuator diagnostic system (the power
adaptation, depends on the Temporal Shape,
• RAFTs capture a highly dynamic measurement of the
temporal shape at the output of each PAM,
• The oscilloscope digitizes the RAFT signal for analysis and processing by the Front-End C/C System.
The PAM has a physical interface with the Personnel
Security (PSS) CCS to ensure the operation of the PAM in
accordance with the authorizations granted to it.
The synchronization system is used to activate the
PAMs and coordinate the operation of the PAMs of the
various bundles.

Figure 3: Architecture of FE CCS.
It is composed of:
• Two types of CCL0: Seeder‘s CCL0 and PAM’s
CCL0. Each Seeder‘s CCL0 supports one of the four
Seeders, each PAM’s CCL0 one of the 88 PAMs,
• A CCL1 that controls the different CCL0 and provides inter-CC / CCL2 control interfaces,
Front End’s dedicated software such as AMFORS,
RIFT and SAFT.

FRONT-END‘S CCL1
The main function of the Front-End’s CCL1 is to coordinate the activities of the Seeder’s and PAM’s CCL0. It
also provides the functions of the LMJ Front-End to the
Supervisory System and to third party Supervisory Subsystems.
The "hardware" architecture of FE CCL1 is imposed by
the use of the L1 Common Framework. It implements
VMware virtual machines hosted within the LMJ’s common control platform.
The system is composed of 6 machines:
• 1 server which hosts the databases, the log services
and a local GCI necessary for the operation,
• 3 functional servers to control the resources of a laser
hall; one server is available for redundancy,
• 2 operators’ stations that display the operation (TCI)
or maintenance (TCM) HMIs.
The FE CCL1 application uses Panorama E² using L1
Common Framework (Figure 4), it is located on both
functional servers.
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The application is interfaced:
• with a local GCI and log services located on the database server, as well as the third party Supervisory
Subsystems Alignment and Synchronization, using
the Common Framework,
• with PAM’s and Seeders CCL0, using respectively
PIE-Object (External Interface Protocol) and OPC,
• with an external software named "RIFT" that allows
to perform a Feedback of the Temporal Shape from
the LMJ Seeder.

LMJ

BUNDLE

Figure 4: FE’s CCL1 software architecture.
CCL1 is also in interface with the RIFT
software through WCF, and shares an HDF5 exchange
file (Figure 5).

Figure 6: FE's HMI.
Figure 5: RIFT Interface with FE’s CCL1.
FE’s CCL1 includes HMIs (Figure 6) meant to control
and monitor the operation of FE’s equipment. They are
designed to present a progressive vision of the level of
detail of information: LMJ  Hall  Quadruplet  Bundle  PAM. A new design of these HMIs is to be carried
out in order to synthesize several information based on
the return of experience of multi-bundle operations.

SEEDER‘S CCL0
Each of the four Seeder’s CCL0 is hosted on a Physical
PC. The software is developed in C#.
The Seeder‘s CCL0 server is a "Service" application
based on the following components:
•
•
•
•
•
•

CCL0 Base,
CCL0 OPC Server,
The system configuration functions,
The connection with the hardware drivers,
Software traceability functions,
Event logging functions.

This CCL0 allows to control the different equipment
components of the Seeder through RS232 over TCP/IP
(IOLAN Perle). Power Display Units (PDU) are also
controlled by CCL0 Seeder, they allow equipment to be
switched on or off (Figure 7).
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Figure 8: Software Component Architecture of Seeder’s
CCL0.
Figure 7: Seeder’s control command hardware architecture.
The architecture of the Seeder‘s CCL0 system is represented by the following components (Figure 8):
• CCL0 Common: All components inherit from the
CCL0 Common library. The CCL0 Common component makes available a library of utility functions
common to the Seeder’s CCL0 software.
• CCL0 Base: Base server, it is the heart of the CCL0’s
system; it manages the data associated with the loaded hardware configuration and serves as an interface
with the hardware drivers.
• CCL0 OPC: The CCL0 OPC server acts as a gateway
and interfaces with the CCL0 Base component and
the OI Client / CCL1. It collects all data relating to
the Seeder and its sensors, it allows an OPC client to
operate and control the Seeder. The OPC Toolbox
component allows to create and manage an OPC
server as a.Net library. A migration to PIE-Object
will be launched in the coming months.
• CCL0 Log is the software event management library.
• CCL0 Drivers is the component that exposes the definition of instruments to the CCL0 Base process.
• The HDF5.Net component is an Open Source .Net
library distributed by "The HDFGroup", which allows you to create and read files in HDF5 format.
This library is operated by the CCL0 Base server.
• CCL0 PDU: driver of the APC Power Display Unit.
• CCL0 IOLAN Pearl: driver of the RS232 IOLAN
concentrator.
• Client OI: is an "OPC DA" type client, it operates and
manages the LMJ’s Seeder through the CCL0 OPC
server instance.

Each LMJ’s Seeder resource (hall, bundles, Quadruplet) has a State diagram to activate its equipment as
needed (Figure 9).

Figure 9: State diagram of an LMJ’s Seeder resource.

Synchronization of Resource State
The state of the Hall resource, common to several resources, is synchronized with the bundles resources. Indeed, if a bundle needs to be in "emission" mode, the Hall
part must also be in "emission" mode. Similarly, when the
bundle/quadruplet resources no longer need that the Hall
to be in “emission” mode, the Seeder’s CCL0 automatically changes the state of this resource to "Standby". The
aim here is to systematically adjust the operating state of
this common resource to the needs of the bundles/Quadruplets.

PAM’S CCL0
PAM’s CCL0 is integrated into the PAM’s equipment.
It interacts directly with PAM’s modules electronic cards
through FPGA or with onboard control cards.
The PAM’s CCL0 interacts with various software and
hardware components as follows (Figure 10):
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below (Figure 11) describes the different software layers
used to control the PAM process equipment.

Figure 10: PAM’s CCL0 Software Component Architecture.
The PAM is composed of different internal or remote
electronic equipment. The main ones are:
• A computer control board: it is a motherboard based
on a x86 family processor. It has different types of
physical I/O interfaces that are used to control electronic equipment: USB, FireWire, Ethernet, DVI.
• Lumibird electronic equipment based on an FPGAbased architecture, it‘s controlled via a specific protocol through a USB interface.
• Standard electronic equipment,
• Equipment related to the active MFS:
o a SCOR-20 camera is controlled via FireWire
in order to recover the spatial shape of the
beam,
o an active matrix (DVI screen equivalent) to influence the spatial shape,
• Joule meters via Ethernet,
• The oscilloscope for acquiring the temporal shape
remotely from the PAM. It’s shared by the 4 PAMs
of a bundle. It is currently being managed using Corba, a migration to PIE-Object is in progress.
The aim of the PAM’s OI software is to control the
PAM using the PIE-Object protocol. Its main functions
are:
• The PAM process management ,
• The unitary management such as maintenance of
PAM equipment,
• The visualization:
o Alarms management generated by the PAM,
o PAM’s checkpoints,
• The recovery of PAM firing results.
The PAM’s OI is used in the factory when qualifying
PAMs before delivery to the LMJ site or as part of on-site
verification.
PAM’s CCL0 software is the software that provides the
PAM's level 0 control interface for controlling all its
equipment. The PIE-Object connector insures the interface with the FE’s CCL1 and the PAM’s OI. The diagram

Figure 11: Decomposition of the PAM’s CCL0 software
layers.
The core of the PAM's CCL0 intelligence is in the system algorithms. They enable the multiple functions of the
PAM to be carried out, in particular:
2 energy levels implementation:
• The Low Energy mode (150 µJ to 20 mJ) has two positions. It can either be injected by the Seeder or generate a laser pulse itself.
o The injected mode is used for mapping LMJ
KDPs.
o The non-injected mode is used in particular
for the bundle alignment. To do so, the
PAM’s CCL0 will seek the maximum energy
by adjusting the pump current of the Regen
head. The SRE will then be used to adjust
PAM’s output energy according to the requested set point.
• The High Energy mode (1.2 J max) is used to inject a
laser pulse defined in terms of time, spatial shape and
energy into the bundle. In this mode the Seeder necessarily injects the PAM. To do so, we carry out a
High Energy Setup.
PAM’s CCL0 has a state diagram designed to activate
software and hardware components as required (Figure
12).
The PAM is manufactured and characterized at Lumibird's facilities. When it leaves the factory, it is transported in the LMJ, supplied with its own "Tracking Booklet". The FE’s CC (PAM’s CCL0 and CCL1) will use the
content of this tracking booklet, i.e. all the settings necessary for the nominal operation of the PAM on the LMJ.
This booklet will follow the PAM throughout its life cycle, allowing the configuration of the equipment to be
monitored.

AMFORS
The AMFORS application, Spatial Shaping Algorithm,
is written in IDL language (a migration to Python language is in progress). This software processes PAM’s
Spatial Shapes images in order to condition the spatial
distribution of the laser beam energy. It‘s an IDL runtime
called by the PAM’s CCL0.
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in order to verify the consistency of the results and to
validate the results obtained on the reconstruction.

HIGH ENERGY SETUP
The high energy setting is a major function of the
LMJ’s Front-End. The FE CC System automatically adjusts the FE’s equipment according to the instructions
requested, namely, Temporal Shape, Space Shape and
Energy. This function is divided into 6 phases; many
internal laser shots are required to optimize the settings
and performance. It uses the different software components presented above as well as synchronization.

Figure 12: PAM’s CCL0 state diagram.
The principle of spatial shaping is a control (or feedback) of an input control on the observation of the beam
at the output, so that it corresponds to a desired shaping
instruction.
The input control is applied by projecting it (using an
LCD matrix) onto an optical valve, thus modifying its
transmission. The observation is carried out thanks to the
acquisition of PAM’s camera. PAM’s CCL0 sends the
input data to AMFORS, which calculates the new order
based on the acquisition.

RIFT
The RIFT application, Computer Time Shape Control,
is written in IDL language (a migration to Python language is in progress).
The principle of temporal shaping is a control (or feedback) of an input command on the observation of the
output pulse, so that it corresponds to a desired shaping
requirement.
The input control is applied to the MFTs, thus modifying its transmission. The observation is carried out thanks
to the acquisition of a photodiode on an oscilloscope. The
CCL1, in charge of controlling the PAMs and the Seeder,
transmits the input data to the RIFT, which calculates the
new order for each Quadruplet based on the acquisition.

SAFT
SAFT software is integrated into the PAM module; it is
used to reconstruct a high dynamic signal. It’s written in
IDL, the runtime is called by the PAM’s CCL0.
The input signal consists of 4 successive occurrences of
the same progressively amplified pulse. The amplification
leads the measuring instrument to a saturation state. In
order to rebuild the signal, it is therefore necessary to time
shift each pulses between them according to their amplitudes. The amplification values and the delays between
the successive pulses are specific to each SAFT device.
The software reconstructs the temporal shape with high
dynamics. It measures the amplification factors obtained

• Phase 1: Setting the Seeder. Through the CCL0, the
CCL1 activate the Seeder and programs the MFTs
according to the operator’s or experimenter’s requirements. The injection is targeted at the Quadruplets (2 PAM) selected for the high energy setting by
activating the desired MFTs. The operator can
choose, if necessary, to inhibit certain PAMs.
• Phase 2: Adjustment of the PAM’s Regen head.
PAMs CCL0 algorithms will seek the maximum energy by adjusting the pump current of the Regen
head.
• Phase 3: Adjustment of the Flash voltages of the High
Energy head. PAMs CCL0 algorithm adjusts the
flash voltages of the THE to obtain 1.2 J at the output
of the PAM with a neutral spatial shape.
• Phase 4: Control of the Spatial Distribution of Energy. PAMs CCL0 adjust the MFS using feedback from
AMFORS software. The software loops on this phase
until the compliance rate fits with the requirement.
• Phase 5: Control of the Temporal Shape. In this
mode, the Seeder’s, PAM’s CCL0 and the CCL1 are
used. The adjustment of the MFT by the Seeder’s
CCL0 is based on feedback from RIFT. For each iteration, an acquisition of PAM’s output signal is performed. In addition, the SAD2 setting is systematically adjusted by the SAFT software to obtain an optimal acquisition. The software loops on this phase until the compliance rate fits the requirement (Figure
13).
• Phase 6: Energy adjustment. At this stage, the PAM
is regulated in terms of spatial and temporal shapes.
• We need to adjust the energy at PAM’s output according to the desired requirement. PAM’s CCL0
will do this by piloting the SRE.
At the end of the high energy setup, a file is produced
and archived by the CCL1; it contains all the settings
applied to the PAM’s and Seeder’s equipment of a Quadruplet. It will be used in the case of a “High Energy setup
recall” on the same Quadruplet.
FE’s operators adjust PAMs before the shooting campaigns. To do so, they perform a High Energy Setup on
desired Quadruplets. When the Front-End is started for an
experimental shot, the operators use the “High Energy
setup recall” function. The objective is to save time and
make the launch of the Front-End for shooting more reliable.
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work dedicated to the maintenance, totally separated from
the LMJ’s operating or integration networks.
The virtualization of machines located on the layers 12-3 makes the implementation of new platforms easier.
Thus we were able to reproduce in addition to the FrontEnd CC system, as described above, its ecosystem, i. e.
the Synchronization Supervisory Subsystem and the GCI.
One LMJ Seeder, two PAMs and synchronization equipment are available. We can therefore validate the CCL1
and PAM’s or Seeder’s CCL0 software on a nominal LMJ
Quadruplet.
Figure 13: Flow diagram of the Temporal Shape servo
control.

FE’S CC SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND
VALIDATION PLATFORMS
The FE’s CC evolves within a number of software platforms over its life cycle.
Outside of the LMJ:
• PFU: This is the platform for software development
by the manufacturer in charge of the LMJ's CC Systems global maintenance. FE’s CC system is interfaced with [CCL0+Eq] or [Eq] simulators. The
equipment representativeness of the Front-End’s process is not complete.
• PFI: The integration platform validates the functioning of the recently modified Front-End CC system
within the rest of the LMJ’s CC Systems. In this context, all process equipment is simulated.
• PAM Factory: Within this environment, PAMs are
manufactured and characterized with PAMs CCL0
and their OIs. The manufacturer produces the Tracking Booklets. No validation of the FE’s CC System
software is possible without an impact on the PAMs
production, in fact, the production schedule is dense.
On the LMJ:
• RI-PCI: This is the main platform for the operation of
the Front-End on fully operational bundles with real
equipment. Here, the Front-End’s CC System is nominal, no software validation is allowed.
• RI-PI: This platform is used for the integration and
adjustment of a new laser bundle before its commissioning. The Front-End take part of this. This platform is also not suitable for software validation because co-activity is important due to other CC integrations.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have seen that the Front-End CC System is a complex subassembly with a significant impact
on the laser performance of the LMJ. It was designed by
pieces about 15 years ago. Different technologies are
used, so updating and homogenization of technologies are
necessary.
Thus, a wave of evolution of the Front-End CC System
is in progress, which will be spread over several years. It
will therefore improve reliability and performance of the
High Energy Setup. Development paths such as Big Data
or AI are being studied in order to improve the LMJ’s
Front-End overall performances.

The software evolutions requested by the LMJ’s operator led us to set up a new platform totally dedicated to the
development of software for this CC System with real
equipment (PAM and Seeder).
Indeed, the physics of a PAM or a Seeder is sometimes
difficult to simulate, the development and validation of
process algorithms therefore require real equipment.
The recently created RI-MCO Front-End Platform is
representative of the RI-PCI Front-End CC System in
terms of software and equipment. It is located on a netWEBPP03
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P99: AN OPTICAL BEAMLINE FOR OFFLINE TECHNIQUE
DEVELOPMENT AND SYSTEMS INTEGRATION FOR
PROTOTYPE BEAMLINE INSTRUMENTATION
A. D. Parsons, S. Ahmed, M. Basham, D. Bond, B. Bradnick, M. Burt, T. Cobb, N. Dougan,
M. Drakopoulos, F. Ferner, J. Filik, C. Forrester, L. Hudson, P. Joyce, B. Kaulich, A. Kavva,
J. Kelly, J. Mudd, B. Nutter, N. O’Brien, P. Quinn, K. Ralphs, C. Reinhard, J. Shannon, M. Taylor,
T. Trafford, X. Tran, E. Warrick, A. Wilson ,A. D. Winter
Diamond Light Source, Oxon, UK
Abstract
We present a beamline analogue, capable of system prototyping, integrated development and testing, specifically
designed to provide a facility for full scientific testing of
instrument prototypes. With an identical backend to real
beamline instruments the P99 development rig has allowed
increased confidence and troubleshooting ahead of final
scientific commissioning. We present detail of the software
and hardware components of this environment and how
these have been used to develop functionality for the new
operational instruments. We present several high impact
examples of such integrated prototyping development including the instrumentation for DIAD (integrated Dual Imaging And Diffraction) and the J08 (Soft X-ray ptychography) beamline end station.

INTRODUCTION
Diamond Light Source is a publicly funded 3rd generation national synchrotron soon to boast 39 operational
state-of-the-art user accessible instruments covering a wide
range of physical and life science applications. Such instruments pose a large number of challenges from initial scientific concept, to final user experience. To get best efficiency
and value for money, Diamond operates a modular approach for engineering and software systems support, usually with each custom hardware or software component
coming together on the final instrument in-situ. This can be
a high-risk strategy with any issues arising during the final
scientific commissioning of the beamline. This is often unavoidable due to the bespoke nature of the instruments.
Small prototyping rigs for instruments have been used to
some success, but often do not consider the underlying infrastructure, or are focussed on only specific sections of the
software/hardware stack, which have been identified as
problematic. Such approaches risk ignoring the complete
user/operator experiences.
P99 is a collaborative offline testing facility that aims to
tackle such shortfalls by providing a space for collaboration and innovation amongst support teams and beamline
staff. Such prototyping allows a degree of confidence to be
established in the building blocks of otherwise complex
and multifaceted projects. A laser-based analogue to a real
beamline, P99 is specifically targeted at cases that either 1)
target the full software stack requiring a full beamline in-

frastructure backend for testing, 2) require a high brightness/coherence source with high speed triggering 3) require high stability i.e. for nano-positioning use cases.
In this manuscript we introduce the design of P99 and
show 3 case studies where this facility has allowed testing
of multiple prototypes across multiple instruments
(DIAD [1], J08 [2]), and current ongoing ptychography [3,
4] developments facilitating collaboration and prototyping
across groups of the instrument as a whole well in advance
of the final deployment, allowing issues to be realised and
approaches refined.

P99 DEVELOPMENT RIG
The P99 development rig is identical in networking,
compute and controls infrastructure to a true user facing
instrument. This means that any solution developed on P99
should work equally as well on a user beamline/instrument
making P99 unique compared to other such testing facilities at Diamond. This infrastructure is housed in the rack in
Fig. 1 and is compliant with the architecture described in
[5] and so can make full use of this work.

Figure 1: P99 optical development rig in the precision metrology laboratory, complete with main and small testing
rack, opaque enclosure and beamline workstation.
P99 is situated in Diamonds precision metrology laboratory [6], with a foundation of an actively damped honeycomb optical breadboard. Inside of an acoustically
damped, opaque enclosure (Fig. 1), there is a secondary
breadboard, which is isolated from the actively damped
breadboard by Sorbothane pads. This is similar in design
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to many Diamond instruments, and ensures that the secondary breadboard is stable to the nanometer scale. Aside
from stability, another benefit of being located in the precision metrology laboratory is the proximity to other likeminded projects that exist across Diamond.
The light source used is a fibre-coupled diode laser
(Thorlabs MCLS), of which predominantly the blue
(405nm) and red (632nm) outputs are used. A variety of 1”
optics, combined with vibration isolating posts are used to
create optical set-ups that are analogues of the more complicated X-ray set-ups of the user-facing instruments. Tests
predominantly use the Andor Technology detectors that
cover both the SDK2 and SDK3 functionality, which are
widely used at Diamond.

CASE STUDY 1:
DIAD BEAM SELECTOR
Diamonds novel DIAD (Dual Imaging And Diffraction)
beamline utilises two X-ray beams (Fig. 2a), split after the
source, to allow simultaneous morphological imaging via
radiography/ tomography, as well as mineralogical/strain
information gathered via the process of X-ray diffraction
imaging. This beamline will have high impact across a
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broad spanning range of both in and ex-situ samples across
the physical sciences.
Such a state-of-the-art beamline presents many instrumentation challenges. One use case on DIAD includes fast
switching between radiography and diffraction at 10 Hz.
Beam selection is required to stop cross contamination of
the beam from one technique to the other, e.g. the imaging
beam causing interference with the diffraction data on the
diffraction detector.
To facilitate this fast beam selection, the beamline staff
and engineering team designed a switching mechanism utilising a bespoke rota (Fig. 2 inset), designed so that that
rota can be manipulated in vacuum by an ex-vacuo motor
through a rotary seal. In order to achieve their primary
specification of 10 Hz selection rate, a high power motor
(Kollmorgen, KBM-17H01-C-00) was selected. In order to
synchronize the movement of the beam selector with the
two detectors for arbitrary trigger patterns it was suggested
to implement hardware triggering using pyMalcolm [7],
combined with a Quantum Detectors PandABox technology; a system that has worked well in a parallel use case of
high speed mapping. With the beamline not due to take
beam for 2-3 years after this initial design, and further confidence in the design desired, it was decided to test this
equipment on P99.

Figure 2: a) Beamline layout for DIAD (Dual Imaging and Diffraction beamline) showing configuration for two beams
split after the source. b) Configuration for testing the beam selector showing two independent laser beams
WEBPP04
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To mimic the specification of the DIAD beamline in the
lab it was decided to use two collimated laser beams, one
blue (405 nm) and one red (638 nm) brought on to a parallel
beam path as shown in Fig. 2b. The beam selector was
aligned as per the mechanical design (shown in Fig. 3a),
and control software implemented. An Andor Technology
Neo 5.5 sCMOS detector was used in external trigger mode
to detect the optical light in place of the beamline detectors
which respond to X-ray energies only. The output triggers
from the PandABox were linked to this detector by a logical OR to keep as much of the system the same as the final
design as possible.
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PTYCHOGRAPHY
Ptychography is a computationally intensive scanning
microscopy technique that allows resolution of detail beyond that of the regular point spread of a STXM. Combining information about the scanning trajectory with area detector images relating to the Nyquist sampled area inside
the beam ptychography is able to cope with a multitude of
aberrations and imperfections in the raw data. Ptychography allows a compromise between hardware and software,
where the computational complexity in analysis can be increased to trade-off with hardware/control system limitations.
Delivering ptychography to more than one beamline at a
facility requires both beamline specific (with regards to
end station design and scientific focus) and also beamline
agnostic approaches (frameworks which make the most of
the infrastructure).
The following two case studies demonstrate Diamonds
strategic use of P99 for both of these approaches in both
the build, testing and development of the end station for
Diamond novel soft X-ray Ptychography beamline (J08),
and the testing of both controls, and analysis infrastructure
to cope with both acquisition of high quality data at high
rate, and processing of the huge data volumes in a way that
is both extensible and maintainable.

Case Study 2: J08 – Soft X-ray Ptychography
Beamline End-Station
Figure 3: a) The DIAD beam selector aligned to the beam.
b) Thermal image of the main drive motor running at
10 Hz as it will be finally used showing equilibrium at
60 C. c) Image on detector with Imaging beam selected
d) image on detector with diffraction beam selected
After initial testing it was found that the system was unable to meet the 10Hz switching desired (Fig. 3b). The reason for this was found, after motor tuning, to be that the
power supply for the motor was unable to generate a high
enough current to stop the motor abruptly enough. Replacing the power supply with a Blade PSU and tuning the motor current limits allowed each beam to be imaged at the
required 10 Hz. Some drift in encoder position was also
noted and discounted since the required beams were not
occluded (Fig. 3c) and 3d)), and the software stack testing
was completed by demonstrating the implementation of the
beam selector in the GDA acquisition software [8].
Finally, by installing a thermal imaging detector targeted
at the motor, it was possible to check that the motor would
not overheat with this higher current power source running
in operation conditions and instead stabilised asymptotically at 60 degrees suggesting a further cooling strategy
was not needed.
Such early testing of this prototype allowed confidence
to be developed in the design of this novel piece of instrumentation well ahead of the beamline build.

Figure 4: The stage and interferometer system design
(a and c) and implementation on P99 (b and d) for both old
and new reference arm designs respectively.
J08 is a new state-of-the-art scanning microscopy beamline, which aims to be available to users in 2020. Building
on the work of the adjacent I08 scanning X-ray microscopy
[9], J08 plans to use ptychography to image a wide range
of physical and biological samples to sub 10nm resolution
using soft and tender (200eV – 2000eV) X-rays. The beamline plans to roll-out support for both cryogenic and tomographic imaging as it ramps up user operation.
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Such a high resolution scanning microscopy system requires a high degree of control over, and information about,
the positions of the stages. The systems mechanical design
consists of a coarse XY stepper motor stack (PI-Micos)
underneath
a
fine
control
flexure
stage
(Piezo Jena Tritor 101). Feedback for the position of this
combined motor-system is provided via an Attocube IDS
interferometer system with sensor heads mounted on an independent reference arm.
Building on existing, static tests of the mechanical setup the decision was made to install a duplicate of the sample motion stack on P99 to study how it behaved dynamically as shown in Fig. 4, allowing such tests to take place
up to a year before the X-ray commissioning of the final
end station. The control system was set-up with the software stack demonstrated in [5] with the detector chosen being an Andor Technology detector which uses the SDK2,
the same as that which will be used as an initial detector on
J08. The system was investigated under continuous scanning, with a target of 5 nm noise on the following error.
Although it is possible to correct for positional errors/ incoherent states in ptychography [10-12], in house analysis
investigations have shown that the computational cost for
fixed ptychographic reconstructions time increases linearly
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with the incoherent blurring kernel introduced by, per
pixel, noise in the position of the stages relative to the
beam. Since modern scientific user measurements require
feedback that is close to real-time in order to allow experiments to be guided, it is essential for high positioner performance under measurement conditions.
Although this investigation is still in progress, initial results from the testing have proved positive. Initially noise
in the position of the sample using the flexure stage was
between 15-30 nm (Fig. 5a). This was initially suspected to
be due to errors coming from the lack of stiffness in the
design of the interferometer reference arm, against which
the positions are recorded. To test this hypothesis, a stiffer
reference arm was designed and constructed. Initial tests
against the background have shown an improvement in the
fixed position error of a factor of 3-4 (Fig. 5b-c). This has
translated into a smaller build-up of following error in continuous moves.
The impact of this improvement in the downstream analysis will translate directly to a factor of 3-4 reduction in the
required compute to process the result in a fixed feedback
time.

Figure 5: a) Background noise of old interferometer reference arm, grid: 10 nm. X (red) ±6 nm, Y (green) ±6 nm, Z (blue)
±15 nm. b) Background noise with new reference arm, grid: 2 nm. X (red) ±2 nm, Y (green) ±1.5 nm, Z (blue) ±4 nm. c)
PID loop turned on, grid: 2nm. X (red) ±2 nm, Y (green) ±1.5 nm, Z (blue) ±4 nm.
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The next stage of this investigation is to demonstrate
similar behaviour when the stage is manipulated via the
control and acquisition system and to progress the final implementation in the J08 end station.
When this is underway the hope is to be able to use the
same prototype to develop the controls system for use in
scanning ptychography-tomography; an additional, very
challenging apparatus implementation.

Case Study 3: Diamond Ptychography Project
The Diamond ptychography project aims to bring closeto-real-time ptychography measurements to 5 state-of-theart instruments (I08, J08, I14, I13, ePSiC) in the Imaging
and Microscopy Science Group [13]. This project differs
from the other two case studies since it is an infrastructure
project, concerned with upgrading the core capabilities of
the controls and analysis software so that they may better
cope with the move towards making ptychography on these
instruments a measurement rather than an experiment.
To achieve this, the controls software must be developed
to be able to achieve movements and framerates synchronized to 10 kHz. This will provide a large amount of data,
which needs to be analysed and displayed back to the user
interface as quickly as possible so that science users may
guide their investigations.
To keep the developments close to the beamline and create confidence in the results, it was decided to test the progress on P99. Since these developments are closer to the
core software than the hardware it was decided a simple
Smaract SLC 3 axis motor would be best to be used to manipulate a simple USAF test sample. In keeping with previous developments, it was decided to use Andor Technology detectors covering both SDK versions.
This project is still in progress, but has been used to test
control system developments including: upgrading
pyMalcolm version, moving Diamonds infrastructure from
Redhat (el6 to el7), bug fixing and test of both
Andor Technology SDK’s, introducing features so that
hardware triggered scans may be paused and re-wound (allowing pausing for machine top-up), moving towards a position compare trigger system that will allow acquisitions
up to 10 kHz. From the analysis side, a Zocalo [14] pipeline
has been developed to kick-off the reconstruction at the end
of the scan from an NXcxi_ptycho [15] application definition. We are using a combination of DAWN (Data Analysis
Workbench) [16] and the Ptypy [17] frameworks to handle
the data processing, and updating the latter to be
GPGPU (General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit) enabled.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have introduced the P99 optical development rig for
use in testing and prototyping equipment for real beamline
end-stations and equipment. P99 has improved confidence
in the design and operation in the 3 case studies shown, and
continues to be oversubscribed in future work. The hope is
that the rig will grow, supporting additional software and
hardware branches.
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After the existing branches have been used to develop
against, they will be adapted to be used for hardware
(Fig. 6) and software version control. The concept of Hardware version control is one that is used regularly now on
P99 and utilises a webcam to track hardware changes
through different set-ups. GitHub provides a useful interface to take the difference of these images, allowing previous breadboard designs to be compared in-line with the
software. We plan to extend this functionality through
nightly builds of the latest software developments being
run and stress tested on this real-life set-up with a hope to
improving the long term stability of the full software stack
across all Diamond beamlines.

Figure 6: Hardware version control shown via GitHub diff
of image from overhead webcam (https://github.com/
DiamondLightSource/TestRig/blob/master/webcam-snapshots/p99-webcam01.jpg , commit hash:41f6990)
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STATUS OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FULLY INTEGRATED
SACLA/SPring-8 ACCELERATOR COMPLEX AND NEW 3 GeV LIGHT
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Abstract
In the SPring-8 upgrade project, we plan to use the linear accelerator of SACLA as a full-energy injector to the
storage ring. For the purpose of simultaneous operation of
XFEL lasing and on-demand injection, we developed a new
control framework that inherits the concepts of MADOCA.
We plan to use the same control framework for a 3-GeV
light source under construction at Tohoku, Japan. Messaging of the new control system is based on the MQTT
protocol, which enables slow control and data acquisition
with sub-second response time. The data acquisition framework, named MDAQ, covers both periodic polling and eventsynchronizing data. To ensure scalability, we applied a keyvalue storage scheme, Apache Cassandra, to the logging
database of the MDAQ. We also developed a new parameter
database scheme, that handles operational parameter sets
for XFEL lasing and on-demand top-up injection. These
parameter sets are combined into 60 Hz operation patterns.
For the top-up injection, we can select the operational pattern every second on an on-demand basis. In this paper,
we report an overview of the new control system and the
preliminary results of the integrated operation of SACLA
and SPring-8.

SPring-8 UPGRADE AND 3 GeV LIGHT
SOURCE PROJECTS
Synchrotron radiation (SR) is necessary in many scientific
fields such as material science, biological science, non-linear
optics. More than two decades have passed since the thirdgeneration SR facilities established, such as APS, ESRF, and
SPring-8. To maintain the top performance, we have begun
upgrading the SPring-8 [1]. The upgrade plan aimed to improve the brilliance by 100 times with 1/20 beam emittance
than the present facility. To achive the requirement, we use
SACLA [2], which is an X-ray free electron laser (XFEL)
facility, as a injector. In order to achieve such a combind operation of two facilities, we have to upgrade present control
framework.
Another SR facility project is underway in Japan. A compact 3 GeV light source project [3] has been approved by the
Japanese Government from fisical year 2019. The accelerator components are designed based on previous studies of
the SPring-8 upgrade project. Under such a circumstance,
we proposed the new framework developed for the SPring-8
upgrade project.
∗

takashi.sugimoto@spring8.or.jp

In this paper, we show the basic concepts of the control
framework MADOCA, presently used at the SPring-8 accelerator complex. We also show the design overview of the
new control framework, which is took over the concepts of
MADOCA. The current status of the new control framework
development and application not only to the SPring-8 acclerator complex but also the 3 GeV light source are shown.

MADOCA CONTROL SYSTEM AND ITS
LIMITATIONS
MADOCA (Messaging and Database orianted control architecture) is a control framework developed for the SPring8 storage ring control [4]. MACOCA is characterized as
S/V/O/C style messaging, whose idea was derived from
English grammar. Computer networks are used as field
buses for messaging between workstation and device contorllers. By using standard TCP/IP-based communication,
we can use commercial off-the-shelf network instruments,
such as Ethernet. Another key component of the MADOCA
is the database system. We use SYBASE, which is a relational database system, as the central database system. The
SYBASE is used for both instrument logging and save/recall
operation parameters.
The original MADOCA was developed to control the
SPring-8 storage ring in 1997. Subsequently, the MADOCA
was also applied to the SPring-8 injector accelerators. [5]
The MADOCA is also applied to other accelators outside of
the SPring-8 campus, for example, the HiSOR at Hiroshima
University [6] and SCRIT at RIKEN RI beam factory. In
2011, the X-ray free electron laser facility SACLA commenced operation. For the control system of the SACLA,
we applied the MADOCA. The beam operation of SACLA
is different from SPring-8. SPring-8 is a storage ring; therefore, beam operation is based on periodic polling basis.
On the other hand, SACLA is single-path beam machine
with 60 Hz repetition rate; therefore, beam operation is on
an event-synchronized basis. To complement the limitations of MADOCA, we have developed many control subsystems, such as event-synchronized data acquisition (DAQ)
system [7], abnormal waveform recorder [8], and more. To
operate two acclerator facilities SACLA and SPring-8 storage ring as one machine, we must integrate all the control
sub-systems. Considering these circumstance, we started
upgrading the MADOCA control framework [9].
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CONCEPT AND DEVELOPMENT STATUS
OF THE NEW CONTROL FRAMEWORK
Messaging
In the legacy MADOCA framework, the message server
(MS) uses remote procedure call (RPC) for communication
between the operator workstation and device controllers.
Since the RPC is a primitive protocol, the coding procedure
is complicated. To resolve the complexity of messaging,
we adopt the open-standard MQTT [10] as the messaging
protocol for the new control framework. The MQTT is characterized by pub/sub model, light-weight, and centralized
message broker. Particularly, debugging is an advantage of
the MQTT, because all messages are logged in the central
message broker. We tested the feasibility of the MQTT-based
messaging system with the RF teststand [11].
We choose eMQTT [12] as MQTT broker software. Since
the MQTT broker is a key component of the messaging system, high availability (HA) should be considerd. In the case
of SPring-8/SACLA, hundreds of users perform experiments
simultaneously during the machine time. For such an accelerator case, we use active-active HA computer like Stratus
ftServer. For the other case, such as test accelerator, we use
active and cold-standby computer.

Database Systems
The database is one of most important components of the
MADOCA control framework. The database systems are
used for three purposes; online logging, data archiving, and
parameter management. In the legacy MADOCA framework, we have used SYBASE as the database system for
these purposes. Since SYBASE is proprietary software, it
was difficult to scale up the database performance owing
to budget constraints. Therefore, we decided to use opensource software as the database system in the new control
framework [13].
Figure 1 shows the schematic view of the database system. We use Cassandra [14] for the online logging database.
The characteristic features of Cassandra are key-value storage, performance scalability, high-availability without single point of failure, and cross-language compatilibity using Thrift [15] framework. Since the Cassandra has highavailability on its own, we can choose low-cost computers for
Cassandra nodes. We also use MariaDB for data archiving
and parameter management, because mid-term scalability
is not currently required. For the purpose of the parameter
database, we use fault-tolerant server computer to ensure
high availability. High availability is not necessary for the
purpose of the archive database, we use PC server.

DAQ Framework
Table 1 shows the legacy DAQ systems in SPring8/SACLA. The DAQ system of the MADOCA native framework uses only polling basis [16]. To complement DAQ
functions, we developed DAQ sub-systems for each purpose.
These sub-systems are controlled by the MADOCA Equipment Manager Agent (EMA) framework. To integrate the
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DAQ systems into one framework, we developed a new DAQ
framework, which is named “MDAQ”.
MDAQ is designed as a unified extention of the EMAbased DAQ systems. Figure 2 shows the software design
of MDAQ. One device controller has only one Equipment
Manager (EM) process. Multiple MDAQ processes are permitted, and the MDAQ processes are forked by the EM. The
user functions of MDAQ are identical to the EM, except
for the initialize and finalize sequence. During initialization of MDAQ process, MDAQ gets the DAQ parameter
from the parameter database, such as DAQ Type (polling /
synchronized), polling period, and accelerator type (SPring8 / SACLA). The MDAQ process create event_watcher,
daq_func, and data_filler threads according to the DAQ
parameters. With the flexibility of the event_watcher, we
can integrate polling-based and trigger-based DAQ into one
framework. For the polling DAQ (POL), acquisition period is counted by the event_watcher thread internally.
For synchronized DAQ (SYNC), acquisition timing is determined by an external trigger. Every acquisition period,
event_watcher thread sends a signal to the corresponding daq_func thread. If the daq_func thread receieved the
signal, the daq_func thread reads value from instruments
and the data are queueing. The data_filler thread asynchronously read data from queue, then sends CQL-converted
data to the online database. MDAQ POL can support 0.1 sec.
period , because daq_func and data_filler threads are
asynchronous, and each thread can concentrate on the tasks.
Table 2 shows the planned DAQ types. POL, SYNC, and
Waveform are already supported by the MDAQ. The image
DAQ system is under development, and we plan to run the
prototype system from early 2020.

SYSTEM MIGRATION TO THE NEW
CONTROL FRAMEWORK.
Migration Steps
The new control framework project started in 2015. Development and field test are performed at not only testbench
system, but also two small accelerators in the SPring-8 campus; one is dedicated accelerator for soft X-ray FEL [17]
and another is NewSUBARU 1.5 GeV SR ring [18].
In May 2017, we performed field tests using dedicated
accelerator. During the test, we picked up typical device
controllers from magnet control, vacuum control, and RF
control. Each device controller wes run by the new control
system for a week. From the test results, we concluded that
the new control framework is ready to migrate.
The migrations to the new control system are performed
step by step at the SPring-8 accelerator complex. At first,
we migrated all control system of the dedicated accelerator
during the summer shutdown period in 2017. By succeeding
of the migraion of the dedicated accelerator, we next started
migrating SPring-8 control system. In the case of SPring8, we planned partially migrate control systems, because
number of device controllers are too large. We decided to
migrate SPring-8 storage ring control system only. But inWECPL01
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Figure 1: Schematic View of the new control framework. The framework is characterized by messaging (blue arrow) and
database access (red arrow).
Table 1: Legacy DAQ systems running at the SPring-8 and the SACLA. Due to historical circumstances, data stores are
different by each data type. EMA is an additional framework to the MADOCA to support event-driven basis.
DAQ Type

Data Type

Timing

Data Store

MADOCA Framework

POL
SYNC
Waveform
Image

point
point
array
image

sec. period
Triggered (typ. 60 Hz)
Triggered
Triggered (typ. 60 Hz)

SYBASE
MySQL
Casandra
NFS

Native Supported
EMA Supported
EMA Supported
EMA Supported

1–102

Table 2: DAQ types supported (and under developping) in the new control frawmework.
DAQ Type

Data Type

Timing

Data Store

New DAQ Framework

POL
SYNC
Waveform
Image

point
point
array
image

sec. period
Triggered (typ. 60 Hz)
Triggered (typ. up to 100 shots at 10 Hz rate)
Triggered (typ. 60 Hz)

Cassandra
Cassandra
NFS
NFS

Native Supported
Native Supported
Native Supported
(under developping)

0.1–102

jector control systems are remained as MADOCA, because
present injectors will be shutdown after completing SACLA
injection. The beamline control systems will also remains
MADOCA for a few years. To communicate between the
legacy MADOCA and the new control system, we also developed messaging gateway software. During the spring
shutdown in 2018, the control system of SPring-8 storage
ring migrated to the new control system. The control system
of SACLA migrated during the summer shutdown in 2018.
Table 3 shows number of device controlls in the control
systems in SPring-8 accelerator complex. Note that “Not

Migrated” includes under developing hosts (image DAQ),
and obsolete hosts.

On-demand Beam Injection
We plan to use SACLA linac as full-energy injector of
SPring-8 storage ring. To inject electron beam into SPring-8
storage ring, we must tune electron beam parameters such
as energy and bunch length. During the machine time of
XFEL, electron beam energy is tuned to required XFEL lasing parameter. Bunch length is less than 10 fs for the lasing
condition. On the other hand, injected electron beam energy
must be tuned to the parameter of storage ring completely. A
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Figure 2: Software architecture of the MDAQ.
Table 3: Number of device controllers running in the SPring-8 accelerator complex. “Not Migrated” hosts are under
developing (image DAQ) or obsolete hosts.
Accelerator
SPring-8 Storage Ring
SACLA
SCSS+

Devices

Migrated

Not Migrated

182
200
54

171
193
51

11
7
3

long bunch length is prefered to reduce coherent synchrotron
radition effect in the transport line. Therefore electron beam
parameter must be tuned, when we inject electron beam into
SPring-8 storage ring.
With the SPring-8 top-up operation, beam injection is required every tens seconds period. Operation ratio of SPring8 injection to XFEL lasing is about 1/1000. To maximize
beam operation, we developed on-demand beam route and
RF parameter switching system [19]. In this scheme, we
tune electron beam parameter by changing RF parameters
shot-by-shot. Beam route and RF parameters are distributed
among RF systems. To ensure real-time distribution, we

use reflective memory network in addition to the Ethernet.
Distributed beam route and RF parameters are also recorded
using MDAC SYNC, to verify delivered beam parameters.

PRESENT STATUS AND OUTLOOK OF
3 GeV LIGHT SOURCE AT TOHOKU
The 3 GeV SR facility project is in progress. From early
2019, land creation has started at the Aobayama campus of
Tohoku University. First light of the new facility is scheduled
in 2022. To meet the such short schedule, the new facility
use technologies studied for SPring-8 upgrade project. We,
WECPL01
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control group of SPring-8/SACLA, propose the new control
framework to be used at the new SR facility.
Studies of prototype linac for the 3 GeV SR facility started
at SPring-8 site. The prototype linac will be installed at
the transport line of present NewSUBARU facility in 2020.
Using the prototype linac and NewSUBARU storage ring,
we will test accelerator components including control system
prior to construction of the 3 GeV SR facility.

SUMMARY
We developed a new control framework to keep up with
requirements from SPring-8/SACLA accelerator operations.
The new control framework takes over phillosophy of the
present MADOCA control framework. We developped and
deployed the new control framework to the accelerator complex in the SPring-8 site. The new control system is ready to
perform electron beam injection from the SACLA linac to
the SPring-8 storage ring. We also plan to deploy the control
system into new 3 GeV SR facility at Tohoku, Japan.
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ROADMAP TO 100 HZ DAQ AT SwissFEL:
EXPERIENCES AND LESSONS LEARNED
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Abstract

DAQ Challenges at FELs

Providing a reliable and performant Data Acquisition
System (DAQ) at Free Electron Lasers (FELs) is a challenging and complex task due to the inherent characteristics of a pulsed machine and consequent need of beam synchronous shot-to-shot DAQ, which enables correlation of
collected data associated with each FEL pulse.
We will focus on experiences gathered during the process of moving towards 100 Hz operation at SwissFEL
from the perspective of beam synchronous DAQ. Given the
scarce resources and challenging deadlines, many efforts
went into managing conflicting stakeholder expectations
and priorities and into allocation of time for operation support and maintenance tasks on one side and time for design
and development tasks on the other side. The technical
challenges we encountered have shown a great importance
of having proper requirements in the early phase, a well
thought system design concept (which considers all subsystems in the DAQ chain), and a well-defined test framework for validation of recorded beam synchronous data

In order to better understand the challenges of a FEL
DAQ system, one first needs to understand the main differences between the continuous beam facility like a synchrotron and the pulsed machine like a FEL.
At PSI, three other large user facilities, operated before
SwissFEL (SLS, SINQ and SμS), are all continuous beam
sources. If we take SLS as a comparison, it delivers a stable, continuous beam to 18 user beamlines (or experimental stations). Due to the beam stability and continuity,
the data obtained at the experimental station at a certain
point in time does not depend (in large extent) on the machine parameter. This greatly simplifies the data acquisition process, as the timing requirements are quite relaxed
and there is no need to correlate the experimental data with
machine data (except for some asynchronous, slowly
changing parameters).
The inherent characteristic of a pulsed machine is that
the data readout has to be triggered synchronous to the
electron or photon beam in order to collect useful data. As
the beam (consisting of individual electron bunches) properties can fluctuate considerably from bunch to bunch, the
data collected at the experimental station depends significantly on physical parameters of every bunch (pulse) on its
path along the accelerator line, and therefore needs to be
tagged appropriately. The BS DAQ system needs to store
very large data sets and provide the ability to correlate the
collected experimental data associated with each FEL
pulse. For a 100 Hz repetition rate, this means that data
(scalars, waveforms and images) all along the accelerator
line have to be reliably collected, processed, tagged and
recorded inside a 10 ms time slot. Therefore, the accelerator part of the FEL facility is much more involved in the
experiment than in a synchrotron, even more so as usually
a single bunch train delivers photons to only a single experimental station.
In addition, the users would like live (or close to live)
analysis of beam synchronous data, which further increases
the overall complexity as not only beam synchronous data
recording but also beam synchronous data retrieval is
needed.
All this presents an important shift in required technical
skills of personnel working in the Control system section.
A significant increase for experienced software developers
and versatile control system specialists with higher
knowledge level in real-time (embedded) systems arises.

INTRODUCTION
SwissFEL Project Timeline
The SwissFEL free electron laser facility [1] is the newest accelerator at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI). The
overall length of SwissFEL measures 720 m and consists
of a 270 m long common accelerator line (injector, linac 1
and linac 2), followed by a switchyard, splitting it into two
lines. The first, straight line, being part of the first construction phase, represents the third part of the linac and the hard
X-Ray branch Aramis. Aramis currently serves two experimental stations, namely Alvra and Bernina. The project officially started in 2013 and was declared finished at the end
of 2017.
In the currently ongoing second construction phase, a
parallel, soft X-Ray branch Athos [2] will be added, delivering photons to two additional experimental stations,
Maloja and Furka. The project timeline is 2018 – 2020 and
first lasing is planned for December 2019. First pilot experiment in Maloja experiment station is planned for April
2020, while first pilot experiment in Furka is planned one
year later, in April 2021. In addition, the project of building
a third Aramis experimental station Cristallina is slowly
starting. SwissFEL layout is shown in Figure 1.
____________________________________________
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Figure 1: SwissFEL layout (phase 1 and phase 2).

BS DAQ System Design
The entire BS DAQ chain consists of several subsystems
[3]. The first and most central building block is the timing
system [4]. It is responsible for the reliable and precise distribution of timing triggers and timing information (global
time stamp, pulse ID) to individual devices (sources). The
sources are responsible for data readout, for tagging the
data with the corresponding pulse ID and forwarding it as
messages (using ZMQ protocol [5]) to the dispatching
layer (each message consists of several channels). Most of
the sources are EPICS IOCs [6], while some sources are
implemented as real-time applications, therefore entirely
bypassing the EPICS layer. Depending on the timing event
sources subscribe to, they may readout and send the data
with different frequencies (not necessarily with the beam
repetition rate).
The dispatching layer is responsible for collection, synchronization and dispatching of BS channels. If requested
by a client, it can directly dispatch a synchronized stream
of a subset of BS channels, coming from different sources
to that client. Besides, it forwards all channels to the buffering layer responsible for recording. Scalars and waveforms are recorded in the data buffer (currently 13 servers
with local SSDs attached), while images are recorded in the
image buffer (2 servers, attached to the GPFS cluster). The
data remains in the buffering layer for a determined period
of time (depending on the data type), during which it can
be retrieved via a REST API. The dispatching and buffering layers are separated only logically, physically they are
hosted on the same machines. The general layout of the entire beam synchronous DAQ system is depicted in Fig 2.
Large experimental pixel detectors are not integrated in
the described DAQ system due to large volume of data they
produce. For example, the biggest Jungfrau (JF) 16M detector produces 32 MB of raw data (32 modules, 0.5 Mpixels/module, 16 bit), which results in 3.2 GB/s when used at
100 Hz repetition rate. All versions of Jungfrau detectors
write beam synchronous data (tagged with the pulse ID)
directly to the experimental storage [7].

SwissFEL DAQ in Numbers
In SwissFEL there are currently over 12.000 beam synchronous channels recorded by the data buffer (scalars and
waveforms) and approximately 60 cameras configured to

record images into the image buffer (they never run all simultaneously).
Most cameras are operating with the beam repetition
rate, which is currently 25 Hz, while a large portion of data
buffer channels already delivers data with 100 Hz (e.g. all
RF channels and most of diagnostic channels).
The total network throughput in the data buffer is approx. 65 MB/s per server, which gives a total of little less
than 1 GB/s for 13 servers. The total incoming network
traffic for the two image buffer servers is just below 2 GB/s
and we are writing to GPFS storage with roughly 800
MB/s, with limit being 5 GB/s.
In addition, we are recording almost 360.000 asynchronous channels using the archiver appliance [8].

ROADMAP TO 100 Hz OPERATION
As already mentioned, it is foreseen that SwissFEL operates with the repetition rate of 100 Hz. In the initial project plan, the 50 Hz operation milestone was set very optimistically for July 2017 and the 100 Hz one by the end of
2017 (end of project). Although various beam synchronous
sources could individually already cope with higher rates,
the initial repetition rate was set to 10 Hz for two main reasons. Firstly, the BS data integrity was not validated (verification of correct data readout and tagging) and secondly
large portion of individual sources as well as the system as
a whole were not yet prepared to reliably handle the vast
amount of data. Furthermore, insufficient experimental
storage capabilities were preventing the use of large JF detectors at higher rates (currently still the case for the biggest detectors).
First pilot experiment, which took place in December
2017, at the end of the project phase, was therefore performed with the repetition rate of 10 Hz. The same rate was
kept during first pilot experiments in 2018. In May 2018
the beam repetition rate was increased to 25 Hz. This was
also the available repetition rate at the start of official user
operation in 2019. Some user experiments in 2019 were
performed already with 50 Hz, although relying mostly on
the beam synchronous data from the main JF pixel detector
(smaller version), which bypasses the BS DAQ backend
infrastructure and writes data directly to the experimental
storage. Nevertheless, as of today, SwissFEL officially still
runs at 25 Hz.
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Figure 2: SwissFEL beam synchronous DAQ system layout.
Due to slow progression, increasing pressure from the
users to move to higher repetition rates, limited resources
and lack of prioritization combined with (too) high workload, we quickly saw a need for a coordinated discussion
with relevant stakeholders. As the result of these discussions a document, describing the roadmap to reach 100 Hz
operation, was presented in September 2018. It predicted
the switch to permanent 50 Hz operation in the second half
of 2019 and potential final move to 100 Hz in beginning of
2020 (pending experiences with 50 Hz operation). All important milestones and dates are depicted in Fig. 3.

EXPERIENCES AND LESSONS LEARNED
Many experiences with the BS DAQ system at SwisFEL
were gathered in the past few years and many valuable lessons were learned, both from technical as well as from project and stakeholder management perspective. In this section some of the most valuable insights will be presented.

Requirements – Plan for Change
The first condition for a successful project is having
clear requirements. For the beam synchronous DAQ system in an FEL this is not easy (if not impossible) to accomplish. The main problem is that the most demanding stakeholder – end station scientist – is just not yet there when
requirements are collected. Hence, first input will come
from the accelerator expert groups (diagnostics, beam dynamics, RF & LLRF, etc.), which have a different set of
needs and priorities. One can make certain assumptions
about the needs of experiments based on experiences of
other FEL facilities, which can be used for the design of
the DAQ system, but one has to be prepared for changes

(which will certainly increase the complexity of the system), especially in the data aggregation and data retrieval
part.
From the project management perspective, adopting certain agile principles during the development of the DAQ
backend system will facilitate the team to better react to
those changes and new feature requests. This makes it easier to change directions while still delivering a working
product.

Planning Phase – System Design
Regardless of the resource situation and project time
constraints, it is important to spend a lot of time on the initial system design phase. Having solid DAQ system bases
will help the stability and ability to maintain and further
develop the system. Based on our experiences, topics that
play a very important role in the design phase are the following:
Network Topology is something that has to be planned
in advance. Things like: network separations, firewall locations or which connections will require high throughput,
will determine the usability of the DAQ system. In order to
make correct decisions, one has to know the main dataflow
path and which beam synchronous sources will be important (information usually not available in the design
phase). The main lesson is: data flows mainly from the machine towards the end station. Therefore, avoid bottlenecks
on any path towards the end users.
Data Retrieval Pay attention not only to data collection/recording but also to data retrieval (especially for image data) and shot-to-shot image processing. Topics like
data retention policy, where will image data processing
happen, which servers will be used, how they are placed
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Figure 3: SwissFEL project and DAQ timeline.
are sources, which seemingly deliver valid data,
inside the network topology, how much data can users (or
where in fact the data is tagged with a wrong pulse ID
intend to) request simultaneously and in what way will us(usually shifted for one pulse). Such problem will go
ers access this data (live or delayed), should be addressed.
undetected by diagnostic tools, and will result in false
Another important point from the user perspective is the
data correlation. Therefore, it is important to invest
ability to merge beam synchronous data (tagged with pulse
into proper HW-based data validation tests for indiIDs) with archived asynchronous data (tagged with local
vidual sources and select a responsible person to pertimestamps).
form these tests (usually the device responsible or the
Integrated Design The reliability of the BS DAQ sysdevice control system integrator).
tem depends on the reliability of individual subsystems in
the entire chain (timing, individual sources and data re• Consider bypassing the control system. There will
cording/retrieval backend). Different teams are usually rebe many different beam synchronous sources using
sponsible for the development of different subsystems. It is
different type of hardware with different amount of
important to avoid the silo-driven, non-collaborative dedata to be read-out. For some it will be more challengvelopment where each subsystem is designed and optiing to achieve the real-time requirements than for othmized without thinking about other links in the DAQ chain.
ers. For time critical sources, it is worth considering
Special care needs to be put into a collaborative design,
bypassing the control system used in the facility (EPdefinition of interfaces and optimization of the system as a
ICS in our case) and performing beam synchronous
whole. There is no benefit if the timing system itself is very
data tagging at a lower level.
precise, but delivers the timing data to beam synchronous
Data Aggregation and Dispatching
sources in a way, which prevents optimal data collection
• Detector/Camera Data Reduction Provide tools for
and tagging. Or, for example, if the data backend and its
reducing data volumes (compression, lossy algoprotocol is designed in a way to simplify its architecture,
rithms) from the very beginning, as it takes time to
but at the same time prevents sources to efficiently forward
introduce them at a later stage, and convince users to
the data.
spend time validating them. Try to implement the image processing routines already at the source (image
System Implementation Phase
acquisition servers) to mitigate the amount of data
During the implementation phase, the BS DAQ system
sent over the network (where applicable).
could be logically split into two main parts. The first part
•
Diagnostic tools are important. The user does not
are the data sources coupled with the timing system and the
perceive the DAQ system as a collection of subsyssecond part the data aggregation and data dispatching
tems but as one unified system. The only important
backend.
point is that they can obtain their data reliably. It is
Data Collection
important to understand that they will always see the
• Optimize sources carefully and run data validation
problems in the last link (data aggregation and data
tests. A lot of effort has to be spent on a reliable data
retrieval system). Therefore, it is very important to
collection. Non-optimal timing interface, timing jitter
place a special care on the DAQ system diagnostic
(jitter between subsequent pulses), bad implementatools from the very beginning in order to be able to
tion of EPICS IOCs, or non-optimal configuration of
collect useful and valuable statistics. Having a general
the embedded systems are most common causes for
system overview (ideally centralized), containing inmisbehaving sources. A single unreliable source,
formation about corrupt sources, status of the sources
which cannot deliver beam synchronous data inside a
(live/idle, connected/disconnected), status of the timgiven time slot (either delivers it with a delay, or skips
ing triggers/events and status of the DAQ servers,
pulse IDs) can create many problems in the DAQ sysamong others, will significantly decrease the troubletem backend. However, such sources are easy to idenshooting time and simplify the search for the cause of
tify with proper diagnostics tools. A different problem
a problem.
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Resource Management and Operational Aspects
Skill Set The necessary skill set of control system engineers shifts when dealing with an FEL compared to a continuous light source. Efficient integration of beam synchronous devices in SwissFEL proved to be a much more complex task than the integration of devices into the control
system in other facilities at PSI.
In addition, the need for experienced high-level software
developers increases significantly due to the challenges of
the BS DAQ backend. We learned that we were significantly understaffed in that area and unfortunately were not
able to bring more resources to the team due to ongoing
reorganization at PSI. Creating a solid team from the beginning is very important, as adding temporary personnel
or new members to the team at a later stage is not an efficient solution.
Separation of Development and Operation Work
This of course heavily depends on available resources. Ideally, you should try to keep the developers away from dayto-day operational aspects, 1st level user support and
maintenance. If you have enough resources available, split
the development and operational resources, but make them
work closely together. As already mentioned in the previous section, this was/is not the case at SwissFEL. Developers spend a considerable amount of their working hours
on operational aspects instead of software development.
Avoid Going into Operation Too Early Software commissioning time is crucial (especially when resources are
scarce), but it is almost always neglected. Partially because
it comes last and the pressure to keep the deadlines for operation start is already high due to accumulated delays during the project phase, and partially because it is simply underestimated during the (already optimistic) project planning phase. At SwissFEL hardly any time was allocated for
the DAQ system commissioning before the start of pilot
experiments in 2018. If too little time is dedicated to commission this crucial part of the FEL, it is highly probable
that solid foundations will not be laid, and users will consequently suffer a lot during the early operation phase. In
addition, once the FEL is in user operation, the pressure
multiplies, available time for development and testing decreases, and experiment-specific requests have to be addressed as well. Lack of commissioning time combined
with lack of resources proved to be the main reason for delays in reaching the 100 Hz milestone from the BS DAQ
perspective.
Stability Over Performance - Avoid Workarounds as
Much as Possible Do not increase the performance (e.g.
go to a higher repetition rate or introduce new features) before the existing system is stable. This is, however, not so
easy to accomplish, because users will push for performance even though they in principle understand the need
for prioritizing stability. They also have their deadlines and
pressure for providing scientific results. In such situation,
it proves difficult to avoid workarounds or quick fixes,
which (partially) provide users what they need but create
much bigger problems in the long term. Aim to minimize
such actions as much as possible, and rather concentrate on
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long-term, stable development. The more short-term alternative solutions you provide, the more problems you will
have to converge back to a stable and maintainable DAQ
system.

Managing Stakeholders
Effective stakeholder management is crucial if you want
to achieve the goal of delivering a reliable DAQ system in
due time.
Keep End Users Engaged In the beginning of this section we said that adopting some agile principles will help
the team to react faster to change requests (usually coming
from the side of the beamline scientists). Working closely
with users is one of main agile principles and involving
them in the development process is crucial. Hold regular
meetings with users, plan regular tests with them, actively
seek their feedback and enquire about their short- and midterm plans.
Educate Users Educating users about the nature of the
BS DAQ system and best usage practices is also vital to
ensure stable operation of the DAQ system. Users will tend
to request as much data at their disposal as possible. Not
necessarily because they need all this data, but just because
it might come useful. If they understand system limitations
(data volume, throughput) and that requesting too many
data at once can bring down the system, it is much more
likely that they will use the system with more care.
Manage User Expectations When operation starts, users will be under a lot of pressure to produce scientific output, and the BS DAQ system is crucial for this. Accelerator
expert groups will have different set of priorities, which
will also involve the DAQ system. The DAQ team will be
faced with competing requests from different stakeholders.
Some will push for stability improvements, others will
push for increasing repetition rates, and some will push for
adding new features. In addition, the DAQ team will have
their own priority tasks concerning the core DAQ system.
When resources are scarce and time is limited, it will be
impossible to deliver everything in due time. Expectation
management is vital if you want to avoid high levels of
frustration among involved parties. However, no matter
how successful you are in managing user expectations, you
can only alleviate this problem to a certain extent, but cannot avoid it completely.
Force High Management to Set Priorities If agreement on priorities cannot be reached in direct interaction
with requesters themselves (usually the case), prioritization has to be requested from the board of higher-level
management, representing all involved organizational
units. As the high-level managers cannot evaluate the importance of tasks by themselves, this request has to contain
clear information about task types, time estimates, benefits
and consequences if the task is performed or not. In addition, it should be accompanied with the proposal of priorities from the perspective of the DAQ team. Pushing highlevel management to take these decisions will also force
them to take responsibility and be more aware of the status
of the project.
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Depending on the organizational structure, this task
might be more or less challenging. At PSI, Control system
section belongs to Large Research Facilities division
(GFA), the same as operations section and different expert
groups. Photonics groups (end stations and photon diagnostics) belong to Photon Science research division (PSD)
and the Science IT section, which works closely with controls section in DAQ related topics, belongs to logistics division (LOG). Consequently, up to third level management
(out of four levels) had to be involved to reach a certain
level of agreement on priorities (still not entirely successful).

CONCLUSION
The described BS DAQ system has been used in daily
operation of the SwissFEL facility, which started with official user operation in 2019. In a great deal due to lack of
resources and lack of commissioning time, it is not in its
final state yet. It shows certain reliability issues, especially
with beam synchronous image retrieval, which is increasingly used at the experimental stations. Significant efforts
are put into solving existing problems, while at the same
time keeping the support of running user experiments at a
high level. In order to first achieve the desired reliability,
the operation is currently kept at 25 Hz, with plan to move
to 50 Hz operation in the following months, and to 100 Hz
operation some time in 2020.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MOTION CONTROL SYSTEM FOR LCLS-II
UNDULATORS
M. A. Montironi, C. Andrews, H. Bassan, K. Lauer, Y. Levashov, H.-D. Nuhn, Z. Wolf, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, California
Ž. Oven, Cosylab, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Abstract
As part of the LCLS upgrade called LCLS-II, two new
undulator lines were introduced: a soft X-Ray line (SXR)
and a hard X-Ray line (HXR). Serving distinct purposes,
the two undulator lines employ different undulator designs. The SXR line is composed of 21 vertical gap, horizontally polarizing undulators while the HXR line is
composed of 32 undulator segments designed to operate
on the horizontal axis and to produce a vertically polarized X-Ray beam. The HXR undulators will replace the
LCLS ones and thus the control system was designed with
the main goal of maximizing the re-utilization of existing
hardware and software. For this purpose, the motion control system based on RTEMS running on VME with Animatics SmartMotors was developed as an upgrade of the
LCLS design and the cam-based undulator girder positioning system has been reused. The all new SXR undulators employ a new control system design based on Aerotech motion controllers and EPICS soft IOCs (inputoutput controllers). This paper describes how the most
challenging motion control requirements were implemented focusing on motion synchronization, K-value to
gap transformation, cams kinematics and calibration, and
user interaction.

Figure 1: SXR undulator cell. Undulator and downstream
interspace assembly.
Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of the EPICS IOC (input-output controller) developed to interface
the controller with the accelerator distributed control
system and other high-level applications (HLA).

INTRODUCTION
As part of the LCLS upgrade called LCLS-II, two new
undulator lines were introduced: a Soft X-Ray line (SXR)
and a Hard X-Ray line (HXR) [1]. The SXR line is composed of 21 vertical gap, horizontally polarizing undulators each paired with a downstream interspace assembly
mounted on a separate support and a phase shifter. The
HXR line is composed of 32 undulator segments designed
to operate on the horizontal axis and to produce a vertically polarized X-ray beam [2, 3]. As for the soft line, each
HXR undulator is paired with a phase shifter and an interspace assembly mounted on the same girder as the undulator. The drive system for the SXR undulators, an example of which is shown in Figure 1, consists of four Harmonic Drive servo motors with feedback from internal
rotary encoders and two full-gap encoders attached at
each end of the undulator segment. Brakes integrated with
each motor allow holding the gap in position. The gap
motion control is achieved for each undulator through a
four axis Aerotech motion controller. The controller allows to drive the motors in a coordinated manner, supports safety features such as reacting to limit switches and
ESTOP, and allows the measurement of the vacuum
chamber position through linear potentiometers connected
to its analog inputs.

Figure 2: Structure of EPICS IOC for SXR undulators.
An SXR interspace assembly, shown downstream of
the undulator in Figure 1, was designed to be inserted
between consecutive undulator segments to provide a
mounting surface for the vacuum assembly, Beam Position Monitors (BPM), quadrupole magnets, and a permanent magnet variable gap phase shifter. The top plate of
the interspace assembly can be positioned independently
of the undulator using a 5 Degrees-Of-Freedom (DOF)
cam mover system driven by stepper motors to support
beam based alignment and to allow repointing the undulator line. The gap of the phase shifter is controlled through
a DC servomotor and an absolute linear encoder. A 6-axis
Aerotech motion controller and an EPICS IOC structured
similarly to the one used for the undulator are utilized for
precise motion control of the interspace assembly.
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HXR undulators, a representation of which is shown in
Figure 3, have been designed to replace the LCLS ones
and thus the control system was designed with the main
goal of maximizing the re-utilization of existing hardware
and software. For this purpose, the motion control system
based on RTEMS running on VME with Animatics
SmartMotors was developed as an upgrade of the LCLS
design. Its cam-based undulator girder positioning system
has been reused.
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Motion control requirements for the undulator lines
were outlined in the Engineering Specification Documents (ESD). The remaining of this paper describes how
the most relevant requirements were implemented using
the hardware outlined in this section and in [2]. Last, an
overview of the current installation status is given.

MOTION CONTROL SYSTEM
This section describes how some of the main features
of the motion control system were implemented. Some
features are specific to each undulator line while others,
such as K vs Gap and girder kinematics are common
among the two lines.

Tracking the Motion of the SXR Vacuum
Chamber with the Undulator Gap
Figure 3: HXR Undulator cell. Undulator and downstream interspace cell.
Actuation of the gap control is achieved in HXR undulators through four Animatics SmartMotors with integrated brakes and incremental encoders. Additional absolute
linear encoders are utilized for closed loop position control. An equivalent approach is also utilized to actuate the
gap of the phase shifter mounted on the downstream interspace assembly. Ad-hoc electronics was designed to
interface the limit switches and the ESTOP chain with the
VME-based control system. Motion control and interfacing with the accelerator distributed control system is implemented through a crate with an MVME3100 single
board computer running an EPICS IOC on RTEMS. The
crate communicates with the hardware through Industry
Pack (IP) cards on Acromag AVME-9760 carriers. Figure
4 is a diagram representing the structure of the IOC controlling the motion of the HXR undulator, cam movers,
and phase shifter.

In the SXR undulator line, individual vacuum chamber
segments are mounted on interspace assemblies and connected through flexible bellows. Interspace cam movers
are then used to reposition the vacuum chamber segments
during the beam-based alignment process. As the vacuum
chamber is moved by consecutive interspace assemblies,
the undulator centerline is required to remain centered on
the vacuum chamber. In order to achieve this requirement, the undulator receives feedback of the vacuum
chamber position through two linear potentiometers (Novotechnik-TR100), as shown in Figure 5, one mounted on
the upstream end and one downstream.

Figure 5: SXR Linear potentiometer in contact with the
vacuum chamber.

Figure 4: Schematic representation of the EPIC IOC running on VME controlling an HXR undulator, cam movers, and phase shifter.

Voltage from the linear potentiometers is acquired by
the controllers of the two upstream motors. Aerotech
‘Autofocus’ functionality is then used to maintain the
distance between the undulator jaws and the vacuum
chamber as this is moved by the interspace cam movers.
Tracking the motion of the vacuum chamber constitutes a
second motion control requirement for the undulator line
beyond the primary one of adjusting the undulator gap.
The diagram in Figure 6 shows how the coordination
between the two state sets was implemented.
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HXR Undulator Motion Control Loop Closure

Figure 6: Schematic representation of the interaction
between gap adjustment and vacuum chamber tracking
state sets in SXR undulators.

Centering of the SXR Undulator Centerline on
the Vacuum Chamber
Part of the vacuum chamber installation process is
aligning it with the undulator gap set to 10 mm. This
process ensures that the geometric center of the vacuum
chamber is aligned with the magnetic axis of the undulator. When the undulator gap is adjusted, imperfections in
the drive system cause the magnetic axis to shift up to 100
µm. This behavior was discovered during magnetic measurements of the undulators and a correction method that
utilizes the linear potentiometers was implemented. The
method is based on characterizing the linear relation that
connects the potentiometer output voltage to the extension
of the shaft. For the available linear potentiometers, the
minimum voltage resolution is 1 mV which corresponds
to 10 µm in shaft extension. An algorithm described by
the following steps was implemented in EPICS to determine the offset and slope of the undulator centerline with
respect to the vacuum chamber and correct for it.
• Calculate expected potentiometer extension as the
difference between the current half gap and 5 mm
(reference half gap); both upstream and downstream
• Calculate actual potentiometer extension based on
potentiometer voltage and calibration data. Upstream
and downstream
• Calculate centerline shift as the difference between
the actual and expected potentiometer extension; both
upstream and downstream.
• Combine upstream and downstream centerline shift
to calculate overall centerline offset and slope; both
upstream and downstream
• When selected by the user, control the undulator to
compensate for the calculated centerline offset and
slope.
As implemented, the method was implemented and verified by the SLAC Magnetic Measurement Facility
(MMF) and it allows to reposition the undulator centerline with respect to the vacuum chamber with an error of
less than 15 µm, RMS, which meets the 25 µm position
accuracy requirement.

Using the inherited VME-based architecture, the motion control loop for HXR undulators is closed at the
EPICS level. In this setup, feedback is provided by two
sets of absolute linear encoders: half gap and full gap.
The four half gap encoders (Fagor SA-070-3) are mounted at the upstream and downstream end of each jaw and
are used for initial gap positioning and controlling the
symmetry of the jaws with respect to the undulator centerline. One full-gap encoder is mounted on the upstream
end of the undulator and one downstream. These higher
resolution encoders are used for fine positioning as, unlike the half gap encoders, they are not susceptible to
mechanical deformations of the undulator jaws. While the
half-gap encoders are always in use, the user can select to
disable the full-gap encoders if rougher positioning is
acceptable. If both encoders are selected, initial positioning is performed using half-gap encoders until the measured gap is within a user-specified dead band (25 µm).
After that, target position calculation is performed using
feedback from the full gap encoders in an iterative approach until the measured upstream and downstream gap
is within the user-specified final dead band (0.25 µm).
All the encoders originally selected for the project can
be read by a dedicated module on the VME. However,
when performing the magnetic measurements of the first
sets of production undulators it was discovered that the
mechanical mounting and resolution of the SSI full-gap
encoders could not provide the required position accuracy. New full-gap encoders that met the specifications
(Renishaw RL26 series, 50 nm resolution) were selected
and a new mechanical mounting system was designed.
The new encoders utilize the BiSS-C communication
protocol for which the available selected encoder read-out
IP module has no support. In view of possible future
upgrades of the undulator motion control system, a secondary motion controller was selected to read these encoders and provide the information for position control.
The Delta Tau PowerPMAC Clipper was selected for this
purpose, given its low cost, high flexibility, and modular
hardware. Encoder readings from the PowerPMAC Clipper are exposed through PVs provided by a secondary
EPICS. Soft IOC Safety features based on PV status were
implemented to stop the motion if read back from the fullgap encoders is not available or is corrupted.

Calculation of the Undulator K Parameter
Based on Gap
The K parameter measures the strength of an undulator
and is closely related to the undulator gap. For Free Electron Laser (FEL) operation, the value of the K parameter
required for each undulator along the line is specified
with relative accuracy of 10-4 which corresponds to 1 µm
accuracy in setting the gap of each undulator. The empirical relation between gap and value of the K parameter is
highly nonlinear and is determined for each LCLS-II
undulator during the magnetic calibration process.
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quadrupole in X, Y, roll, pitch, and yaw. The only constrained motion direction is along the beam axis Z.

Figure 7: Plot of relation between undulator gap and K
value.
The best approximation to determine analytically the
required accuracy in relating undulator gap and K parameter is a third order spline as shown in Figure 7. A dedicated EPICS module was developed at SLAC to perform
the direct and inverse transformation and convert the
undulator gap into a value for the K parameter and viceversa. The module was designed to parse a calibration file
containing sets of measured gaps and corresponding K
values and to populate the coefficients of the third order
spline interpolation. This process is performed once,
when the IOC is booted. During operation, upstream and
downstream gap values are automatically converted into
K values. Also, this allows the user to control the undulator by specifying a gap parameter which gets automatically converted into a desired gap value and transmitted to
the motors. Methods were implemented to check the
validity of the input data and to enable and disable the
spline interpolation in case of invalid input. The relationship between the value of the undulator K parameter and
its gap is also dependent on the ambient temperature. For
this reason, Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTDs)
were included in the undulator design. Undulator temperature .calculated by averaging the reading from available
RTDs can be used to adjust the K-Gap relation based on
the difference between the actual temperature and the
temperature at which the undulator was characterized.
The mathematical implementation of the transformation
was successfully verified at the SLAC Magnetic Measurement Facility and was also ported to phase shifters
where an analogous calculation is needed to relate the gap
to the Phase Integral parameter.

Undulator Line Precise Positioning

Figure 8: LCLS undulator cam movers.
HXR cams are controlled by Animatics SmartMotors
providing 2000 steps/revolution coupled with a multistage harmonic drive reduction system providing a total
reduction ratio of 4900:1. Because of the much lower load
on the motors, SXR cam movers are driven by Applied
Motion HT23-series DC stepper motors. Given the nonlinear characteristic on cam-based motion, absolute feedback is provided by rotary potentiometers mounted on the
shaft of each cam mover. The potentiometers utilized are
P220 series from Novotechnik, U.S. and provide an angular resolution of 0.004°. Linear potentiometers (Novotechnik TR-10), are also utilized as secondary feedback to
determine the measurement range and calibration offset of
each rotary potentiometer. A script was developed to
automatically move each cam mover through a full revolution, record the voltage from the associated rotary and
linear potentiometer, and calculate the calibration parameters. Kinematic equations to determine the position of the
undulator girder based on the cam angles were developed
and implemented in EPICS.

MOTION CONTROL SYSTEM
INSTALLATION AND COMMISSIONING
The magnetic properties of all SXR undulators and
phase shifters have been measured and extensive testing
of the motion control system has been performed. HXR
undulators and phase shifters are also being magnetically
characterized and the software is being tested extensively.
Physical installation of the devices in the SLAC undulator
hall, shown in Figure 9 has begun in mid-August 2019
and is proceeding at a steady pace of one undulator per
day.

The positioning system for both undulator lines is
based on the concepts developed to position LCLS undulators [4]. The cam-based girder mover system developed
for the LCLS undulators and shown in Figure 8 was reused for the HXR undulators. A similar approach was
developed for SXR interspaces. Both systems are composed of five actuators that provide allowing to move
each HXR undulator segment and each HXR and SXR
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Figure 9: SLAC undulator hall. SXR undulators are visible on the left. HXR undulators and still empty girders are
visible on the right. Beam direction will be into the page.
The LCLS-II power and network infrastructure has
been completed and the control system racks are being
powered up and commissioned. A team of engineers and
technicians is working daily to release the control system
software, configure the controllers, and perform functional checkouts. Installation and control system deployment
is expected to be concluded by December 2019 and beam
based commissioning to start in January 2020.
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CONCLUSION
This paper provided an overview of the implementation
of the most relevant features of the motion control system
for LCLS-II SXR and HXR undulators. Software and
hardware have been extensively tested in the development
test-stands and the commissioning of devices has begun
and is proceeding at a steady pace. Future work will involve developing high level applications for coordinated
control of each undulator line and upgrading the control
system allow faster, simpler and more reliable motion
control.
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MIGRATING TO TINY CORE LINUX IN A CONTROL SYSTEM
R. A. Washington, ISIS, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Didcot, U. K.
Abstract
The ISIS Accelerator Controls (IAC) group currently
uses Microsoft Windows Embedded Standard 2009 (WES)
as its chosen Operating System (OS) for control of frontline hardware. Upgrading to the latest version of Microsoft
Windows Embedded is not possible without also upgrading
hardware or changing the way that the software is delivered
to the hardware platform. The memory requirements are
simply too large for this to be considered a viable option.
A new alternative needed to be sought; which led to Tiny
Core being selected due to its frugal memory requirements
and ability to run from a RAM disk. This paper describes
the process of migrating from Windows Embedded Standard to Tiny Core Linux as the OS platform for IAC hardware.

1 GB of available RAM. A decision was made to look at
alternative OS solutions that have a smaller footprint and
therefore smaller RAM requirement.
A comparison of several Linux distributions resulted in
Tiny Core (TC) [4] being selected as the new platform. TC
is a minimal Linux distribution and has the added advantage of being designed to run completely from a RAM
disk.

THE CPS SERVICE
The CPS Service is a software manager that handles
hardware reads and writes that have been initiated by Vsystem. It provides the link between the hardware in a CPS
system and the control screen operated by the end user. The
flowchart for the CPS Service is illustrated in Fig. 1.

A NEED TO UPGRADE
The ISIS Control System uses Vista Control Systems [1]
Vsystem software as the primary user interface. The Control System [2] monitors some 29,000 values, the majority
of which are acquired through custom hardware designed
by the ISIS Accelerator Controls (IAC) group. The latest
version of this hardware is the IAC CompactPCI Standard
(CPS) system which run Microsoft Windows Embedded
Standard 2009 (WES) as the embedded Operating System
(OS) and platform for the CPS software handlers. The CPS
systems have been very reliable but the extended support
for WES ended on January 8th 2019 meaning that an upgrade to the OS was already well overdue.

A NEW PLATFORM
CPS systems are built around a CompactPCI backplane
with slots for up to seven peripheral cards and a system slot
containing a processor card. CPS processor cards that are
currently used are the Kontron [3] CP305, CP306 and
CP3004.
The natural choice for the new OS, given the previous
experience of the IAC group, was to pursue the latest embedded version of Microsoft Windows, Windows 10 IoT
Enterprise. However it quickly became clear that this OS
would not meet the particular deployment requirements.
The CPS systems are required to remotely acquire an OS
image over the network and continue to run the OS as a
RAM disk. This is because conventional hard disk drives,
specifically the disk controllers, fail due to radiation within
the area of the inner synchrotron. To this end, the OS image
is downloaded via Pre-boot Execution Environment (PXE)
into the on-board RAM of the processor card, where it continues to run as a RAM disk.
All this is possible in Windows 10 but the size of the
Windows 10 OS image footprint (typically around 8 GB)
is far greater than that of the WES image (350 MB) and
therefore requires more available RAM on the processor
card. For reference, the older CPS processor cards have just

Figure 1: CPS Service flowchart.
The CPS Service code is organised into three projects:
CPSService, HTTPServer and PCIDeviceClasses.
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CPSService

Extensions

This is the main thread. The HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) Server is started in a separate thread while the
main thread enters the service loop. This will run indefinitely until a stop signal is received. Each CPS system is
defined by a local database containing ‘channels’ that represent items to control or monitor. The service loop iterates
through the database until all the database channels have
been processed. This process then repeats.

Extensions are software applications that provide the required additional functionality to the TC image. The following extensions are included in the initrd image:
• bash
• glibc_base-dev
• kmaps
• libpci
• openssh
• tzdata
bash The Bourne Again Shell is not strictly needed but
it is the most commonly used shell in Linux so is included
for convenience.
glibc_base-dev Provides the shared libraries, libpthread
and libdl, that are used by the CPS Service.
kmaps Allows the correct UK keyboard map to be applied.
libpci Provides the shared library libpci, which is required by the CPS Service code.
openssh Provides the Secure Shell (SSH) daemon which
allows for remote logging into the CPS System.
tzdata Provides time zone data so the system clock will
update in accordance with seasonal changes.

HTTPServer
The HTTPServer contains the code for communication
over the ISIS Controls network with Vsystem. The CPS
systems communicate by passing Extensible Markup Language (XML) files over HTTP. The web server also provides the valuable ability to view the database contents of
a CPS system in a web browser for diagnostics and monitoring purposes.

PCIDeviceClasses
The PCIDeviceClasses project contains all the application specific code for the various CPS peripheral control
cards.

BUILDING A TINY CORE IMAGE
The CPS Service was originally written for a Windows
OS environment [5]. As a result it relied heavily on various
Microsoft libraries and Microsoft XML Core Services
(MSXML).
Before the transition to TC could take place, the CPS
Service project needed to be refactored to remove all Windows-related dependencies and apply modern (C++17)
techniques to simplify the code where possible.
The outcome of this process is that the HTTP communications server and XML parsing is now provided by the
open source gSOAP XML web services toolkit [6].

The Build System
In order to create a stand-alone image for the CPS Systems that will run entirely in RAM, the initial ramdisk (initrd) image requires ‘remastering’.
While any Linux distribution could be used as the basis
for a build system, TC was chosen in order for the build
and target system to have as much in common as possible.
A TC virtual machine (VM) was created using the TC
CorePlus.iso image file as the installation media. The VM
also includes the TC EZRemaster tool (available as an installation option) which allows a base TC image to be easily created and remastered.

Remastering
The process of building the TC image is relatively simple. A base image is created using the native EZRemaster
tool, then all the extra files, tools, extensions and drivers
that are necessary to build and run the CPS Service are
added.

Boot Codes
Additional configuration of the system is done by including ‘boot codes’ in the image. These are a way to configure the system by providing information during the boot
process. The TC image for CPS includes the following boot
codes:
• base
• norestore
• lang=en_GB.UTF8
• kmap=qwerty/uk
• tz=Europe/London
• user=CPSAdmin
• 8250.nr_uarts=32
base This loads the base system only, without any additional extensions outside of the initrd.
norestore As each CPS System will boot a fresh image
each time, this code prevents anything being restored. In
combination with the ‘base’ boot code, it also serves to prevent TC from looking for any disks to mount.
lang=en_GB.UTF8 Set the system language to British
English.
kmap=qwerty/uk This works in conjunction with the
kmaps extension to set the keyboard map to the United
Kingdom keyboard layout.
tz=Europe/London Sets the system time zone to London.
user=CPSAdmin Configure the default user as CPSAdmin.
8250.nr_uarts=32 The kernel is limited to 4 serial ports
by default. However the CPS System is required to support
up to 32. This code changes the default limit.
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Other Customisations
After the extensions and boot codes have been added, the
EZRemaster tool can be used to finish the remastering process, resulting in a directory containing the remastered image.
There are now a number of manual customisations to be
done before we have the final TC image. These are:
• Add the hardware drivers and kernel modules to the
extracted directory.
• Add the CPS Service binary file.
• Add a script to start/stop the CPS Service.
• Generate the system locale using the getlocale extension and then copy the output to the extracted image.
• Set up the Network Time Protocol (NTP) configuration file.
• Edit the /etc/inittab file in the extracted image to ensure the CPS Service software runs on start up.
• Generate a server key for SSH.
• Set a user password.
After this, the image customisation is now complete and
an initrd can be built from the extracted image directory by
following instructions in the TC documentation [4]. This
gives the initrd output, CPScore.gz.

DEPLOYING THE IMAGE
While the long term plan is to move to a Linux Remote
Boot Server; the hosting of CPS System OS images currently uses a Windows Remote Boot Service Trivial File
Transfer Protocol (TFTP) server.
The boot program that is used for booting Linux via PXE
is pxelinux.0, which is part of the SYSLINUX [7] extension (available with most Linux distributions). This file
along with ldlinux.c32 needs to be placed in the root directory of the TFTP server. A separate configuration file,
rbsprov.ini, gives details of the boot program to use for
each CPS System.
By default, pxelinux.0 looks for its configuration in the
pxelinux.cfg directory; where it looks for a file that is
named with the following (in order of preference):
1. Client’s Universally Unique Identifier (UUID).
2. Client’s Media Access Control (MAC) address.
3. Client Internet Protocol (IP) address1.
4. A file named ‘default’.
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CONCLUSION
The IAC CPS hardware has now been upgraded from the
unsupported Microsoft WES 2009 to use Tiny Core Linux
as the embedded OS. This has provided the following additional benefits:
• TC is covered by the GNU General Public License,
meaning that recurrent purchases of licenses are no
longer necessary.
• The OS is flexible and open source, with an active
open source community.
• The size of the image at 15 MB is much smaller than
the WES image size of 350 MB. This has resulted in a
much quicker boot time for the CPS systems. Typically
<45 seconds, compared to 3-4 minutes previously.
• The amount of RAM required is now ~40 MB which
is small enough to run on the oldest of the CPS processor cards; removing the need for costly hardware upgrades.
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During testing, this iterative process was found to be
prohibitively long. However, it can be bypassed using the
pxelinux-options program, which is provided with SYSLINUX, to force the configuration file to use ‘default’ in
the first instance.
All that is left to do is copy the kernel (vmlinuz) and the
initrd (CPScore.gz) to the TFTP server and include these
file locations in the configuration file named ‘default’.
1

This is recursively checked, dropping one character each time, until
the end of the IP address is reached.
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Abstract
The integration of structured data and the PV Access network protocol into the EPICS toolkit has opened up many
possibilities for added functionality and features, which
more and more facilities are looking to leverage. At the
same time the core developers also have to cope with technical debt incurred in the race to deliver working software.
This paper will describe the current status of EPICS 7, and
some of the work done in the last two years following the
reorganization of the code-base. It will cover some of the
development group's technical and process changes, and
echo questions being asked about support for recent language standards that may affect support for older target
platforms, and adoption of other internal standards for coding and documentation.

EPICS 7
The first version of the EPICS Control System Toolkit
[1] that was officially named “EPICS 7” was released in
December 2017, fulfilling a request from the EPICS community for a single downloadable software package that
contained the core EPICS Base code and the extra “EPICS
Version 4” C++ modules (now called “PVA modules”) that
support structured data and the pvAccess network protocol.
In the two years since that release, members of the development team have been adding features to the core, debugging and re-engineering the new modules, and improving the integration between the different parts of the codebase. Some code that will not be developed any further has
been unbundled from the core and published separately as
stand-alone modules.

Release History
The new 7.0 release series replaced the 18-month old
Base-3.16 series, and prompted the closing of the 16-year
old Base-3.14 series to reduce the maintenance burden on
the limited number of core developers. The Base-3.15 series will continue to be maintained for sites using older
hardware and operating systems that cannot support newer
C++ compilers.
___________________________________________

* Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science,
under Contract No. DE-AC02-06CH11357
† Andrew Johnson <anj@anl.gov>

Table 1 lists the versions of EPICS Base that have been
released in the last two years.
Table 1: EPICS Releases from December 2017
Version

Release Date

3.14.12.7
3.14.12.8

2017-12-15
2018-09-14

Description
Stable, bug fixes
Final 3.14 release

3.15.6

2018-10-11

Stable, bug fixes

3.16.2

2018-12-12

Final 3.16 release

7.0.1.1
7.0.2
7.0.2.1
7.0.2.2
7.0.3

2017-12-15
2018-12-17
2019-03-20
2019-04-23
2019-07-31

First 7.0 release
Modules rejoined, APIs
Bug fixes
Bug fixes
Bug fixes, API changes

Source Code Repositories—: Each release series is
maintained on its own branch of a Git [2] distributed version control system repository, but the new PVA modules
each have their own separate Git repository which is integrated into the main one as a Git submodule. The master
repository is on Launchpad.net [3] along with the main EPICS bug-tracker, but is also mirrored to a repository on
GitHub [4] where the PVA submodules are kept.
Continuous Integration—: During initial development
of the PVA modules they were built and tested in multiple
configurations against the different release series of Base
using a Jenkins [5] Continuous Integration server running
on a commercial cloud-based service, and also by a Jenkins
server hosted at Argonne which tested builds on different
operating systems. The commercial service has now been
replaced by Travis CI [6] and Appveyor [7], which are both
free for use by open source software projects and integrate
well with GitHub.
Release Frequency—: After EPICS 7.0.2 was published
the developers agreed to try releasing new versions more
often, generating bug-fix releases instead of publishing
patch files when important fixes became available. This
policy is getting some push-back from sites that prefer to
apply patches to their existing installations than to import
and build a completely new version.
WECPR01
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
Just over 600 non-merge commits have been made to the
7.0 repository branch since December 2017, and over 1400
counting commits to the PVA modules as well.

Repository Restructuring
An important early change involved restructuring the
main Git repository to simplify modifications that affected
two or more of the core submodules. When the 7.0 branch
was first created the individual core modules (the Common
library ‘libCom’, Channel Access ‘ca’, and the process database ‘ioc’) were checked out in the source tree as Git submodules from separate branches of the main repository.
Unfortunately, this arrangement made it impossible to
commit or review changes that modified code in more than
one module at once, which is a fairly common requirement
when working on the core modules. As a result, these
branches were soon recombined into the main 7.0 branch,
although for several releases they continued to be configured as if they were still separate stand-alone modules.
This independent module configuration has now been removed which reduces some file duplication and may speed
up the build slightly.

Unbundling the Portable CA Server
The Base 3.15 series included the code for the Portable
Channel Access Server (PCAS) and its associated General
Data Descriptor library (GDD) which provided the ability
for other software to publish process variables (PVs) over
the Channel Access (CA) network protocol. This code was
unbundled in the 7.0.1 release as it was not easy to use or
work with and the core developers want to encourage the
use of the new PV Access protocol instead.
The GDD and PCAS software have been made available
as a separate support module available from GitHub [8].
Version 4.13.2 was released in September 2018, the major
version number referring to the CA protocol version it implements.

Common Library Developments
The epicsThread OS-interface API gained a new routine
on all platforms called epicsThreadJoin(), which allows a
parent thread to wait for a specific child thread to exit. This
functionality has always been available in the epicsThread
C++ class but wasn’t provided for C code until now.
The General Time service that allows multiple time providers to be registered has learned a short-cut when only
one-time provider is actually present. This configuration is
common on workstation operating-systems, and the shortcut significantly reduces how long it takes to read out the
current wall-clock time.
Various timer implementations have been changed to use
the monotonic OS clock API that was recently added to all
platforms. This should prevent these timers (and hence the
CA library and the IOC’s periodic scan threads) from freezing if time synchronization problems occur.
A third-party JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [9]
streaming parser has been included in Base since the 3.15
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series, but the original code could only handle 32-bit integer values and EPICS now supports 64-bit numbers. The
parser has been updated to the latest version which supports 64-bit integers, but its author appears to have abandoned it and has not responded to bug reports or code contributions though the GitHub project [10] since 2015. Several enhancements to the original library have been developed for future use by EPICS so the parser can now support
most features of the newer JSON5 standard [11]. These
changes have been offered upstream in a pull-request [12],
but no response has been received from the author.

IOC Database Developments
The implementation of the IOC doesn’t often see major
changes that affect how it behaves, although several parts
have been refactored in recent years to allow for enhancements and optimizations to the code. One recent behavior
change altered how records handle field modifications
made from outside the IOC while a record is busy.
If a put to a record field arrives from a Channel Access
client and is processed while that record is busy (i.e. its
PACT field is non-zero) the field value is changed as requested and the put operation also sets the record’s PUTF
field to a non-zero value. Later when that record processing
gets completed, the IOC checks the PUTF field, sees that
it’s non-zero and arranges for the record to get processed
again, ensuring that the effect of the field’s update has been
properly reflected in the state of the database.
The behavior described in the previous paragraph has
been in place since 2002 or before, but the code failed to
handle cases where the busy record was not the direct target of the put but was downstream of it, through one or
more database links – in that case no reprocessing would
occur. This short-coming has now been rectified by also
propagating the PUTF state to other records processed by
the target record through database links.
Another significant change which has not appeared in a
released version yet strengthens the implementation of the
IOC’s Access Security module, which limits who can access and make changes to the Process variables (PVs) in an
IOC that has this optional feature turned on. Previously an
IOC would check the hostnames in its security rules against
a hostname provided in a network packet sent by the client
itself, which could easily be spoofed. The change lets an
IOC be configured to check its client’s IP addresses instead, doing a DNS lookup of the names in its security rules
and comparing the resulting addresses with the source addresses of the packets sent by the clients.
New JSON link types have been added to allow reading
and writing of dbState values and inject calculations into
the read or write path to/from other link types, and also link
types to enable debugging and tracing during link type development work. The development of these triggered some
improvements and fixes to the extensible link type APIs
that had been added for the Base 3.16 series but have not
been used much yet.
The Macro Substitution and Include (MSI) program has
been revised to clean up some memory leaks and converted
from C to C++ code. An earlier fix for a bug reported in the
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program was later discovered to cause it to reject some
valid and previously accepted input files. This was fixed
and checks for the affected substitutions file syntax were
added to the regression tests for it.
The IOC code has also gone through a number of smaller
changes including cleaning up the implementation of some
internal subsystems and adding more checks to some IOC
shell command arguments, to prevent IOCs from crashing
if commands are given bad parameters or are run at times
when the IOC isn’t ready to accept them.

PVA Module Developments
As implied above there were actually more commits
made in the last two years to the PVA modules than to the
original Core software modules. This follows a change of
maintainer for the main pvData and pvAccess modules
from Matej Sekoranja of CosyLab to Michael Davidsaver
of Osprey DCS.
Shortcomings were discovered in the shared_ptr object
ownership rules implemented by the C++ classes making
up the main modules, which were causing memory leaks.
A major task was undertaken to document and fix the rules,
which also resulted in additional associated fixes and API
changes in the downstream modules. Helpers were added
to track and debug ownership issues and help identity reference loops. A number of unused internal utilities were removed, or in some cases deprecated in one release and removed in a later one. In other cases, a few classes were
moved downstream to the only modules that actually made
use of them.
Interfaces were added to allow pvData structures to be
converted to and from JSON-encoded strings. A number of
APIs were enhanced to simplify their use or make them
thread-safe, and some new interfaces were introduced that
were designed to significantly reduce the amount of boilerplate code needed to access structured data and to write
both clients and servers for pvAccess. New classes were
generally designed to be able to take advantage of features
added in the C++11 language standard when the compiler
supports that, although that standard remains optional and
older compilers still work.
Some major rework was also needed to the internal functionality of both pvData and pvAccess to fix problems discovered with their implementations. Since the 7.0.1 release
no incompatible changes have been made to the network
protocol, although clients can no longer make connections
to servers running the earliest versions of pvAccess. As
happened with the older Channel Access protocol, care will
be taken in the future to ensure that new versions of the
pvAccess client and server library are able to communicate
with older versions.
Command-line Clients—: The pvAccess module provides a handful of command-line client programs for performing simple requests against PVA servers. Most of these
programs (‘pvget’, ‘pvput’, ‘pvmonitor’ and ‘pvinfo’) have
been rewritten; one more has been added (‘pvcall’); and
another (‘eget’) was unbundled — it is still used at some
sites, but will no longer be maintained as part of the EPICS
core software.
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The pvAccess APIs were designed to allow other network protocols or local channel providers to be accessed
using the same API, and a Channel Access transport layer
has been part of the pvAccess module for many years. During some of the developments described above it was found
that the Channel Access interface layer could dead-lock in
some circumstances. These issues have been fixed.
The PVA Access Security interface classes have been
completely redesigned, and an implementation added that
sends the information used by the IOC’s Access Security
API over the network channel, thus replicating the functionality that the Channel Access protocol provides.
Support for Access Security has been integrated into the
IOC’s new PVA server interface ‘QSRV’ which replaced
the older pvaSrv code, and into the new p2p gateway application that allows traffic to cross between IP Subnets.
The QSRV module makes IOC record fields accessible
over PVA just as pvaSrv did, but it adds atomic access to
groups of records, and provides a JSON link type that uses
the pvAccess protocol to get or put data.
Normative Types—: This module provides helper classes for software to use to generate data structures that comply with the data type specifications recommended for use
with PVA. Older versions of this module included some
quite strict compatibility structure checks which have since
been loosened; now any convertibly-equivalent structure is
considered to be compatible with the specification. Unfortunately, a new module that sends data to older software
that is still using the stricter checks might have difficulty
communicating, although no site has reported having this
issue yet. One solution for this would be to rebuild the
older code against the newer version of EPICS 7.
The synchronous pvaClient module has seen a number
of changes to improve reliability and ease of use. Its APIs
now support access to any top-level field of a pvStructure,
not just to a top-level field called ‘value’. The module now
provides multi-channel classes that allow clients to access
multiple pvAccess PVs at once. In the future it will also
support converting data to or from JSON-encoded strings.
The pvDatabase module was designed to make it easier
to implement servers in C++ code. It has undergone similar
changes to improve its APIs, and recently added support
for plugins and record processing. The code is also more
robust against requests from rogue clients.

PYTHON BINDINGS
The Python language has become increasingly popular
in recent years for writing scientific and control-system applications, and this trend has also applied inside the EPICS
community. Several different bindings for Channel Access
were written by different people over the years, often with
different purposes or user-groups in mind, although there
was some competition involved as well. This tradition has
continued with PVA protocol bindings.
Most EPICS Python modules can now be installed from
the Python Package Index (PyPI) using the ‘pip’ program,
and in some cases from channels available using the Conda
package management system.
WECPR01
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The pvaPy module that was included with the EPICS
Version 4 release packages continues to be updated along
with the EPICS core, although the code is now being maintained and released separately [13]. Several new versions
of this module have been released in the last two years, the
latest version adding support for the multi-channel APIs
from the pvaClient module to do I/O against multiple PVs
at once.
A newer module named p4p [14] was written by Michael
Davidsaver when he took over as the pvAccess maintainer,
to help him document and debug the protocol. This eventually became a fully-functional set of bindings for easily
accessing the core PVA functionality from Python code.
Python programmers can use either module to write PVA
client or server programs (or even both at the same time),
or may call or respond to Remote Procedure Calls over
PVA. Both modules support NumPy for fast access to large
arrays.

DOCUMENTATION UPDATES
A workshop called an “EPICS Documentathon” was
held at the European Spallation Source in Sweden in early
September 2019 where the attendees worked on a number
of enhancements to the EPICS documentation, which is
currently spread over many different documents, Git repositories and websites.
The individual EPICS record types were originally documented in the EPICS IOC Record Reference Manual [15]
which in 2005 was converted into a set of Wiki pages on
the EPICS Wiki [16] hosted at Argonne, under the theory
that it would be easier for community members to maintain
them that way. Before the EPICS 3.15 release it became
clear that an alternative approach was needed, and tooling
was added to some of the core software to extract and generate HTML documentation from the DBD files that describe the individual record structures at build-time, as this
would allow the field descriptions to be taken directly from
the record type sources, guaranteeing they would always
be up to date. The work of converting the Wiki pages into
the DBD files in Perl’s “Plain Old Documentation” (POD)
format was completed at the Documentathon, although the
results have not yet all be merged into the Base repository.
Other IOC reference documentation has been maintained in the EPICS Application Developers Guide [17]
which had been converted from FrameMaker into LaTeX
format in 2010. The most useful parts of this document are
now the descriptions of the APIs provided by the Common
Library (libCom) module, and modern tools make it easier
to maintain these kinds of descriptions by generating them
from annotated source code. Another project worked on at
the Documentathon was to extract API descriptions from
the Guide and turn them into source code annotations for
use by the Doxygen [18] documentation generator. This
project is expected to take a number of years to complete.
The PVA modules have been annotated for Doxygen as
they were being developed, but some additional documentation was published on the EPICS V4 website which is no
longer being maintained and will eventually be archived.
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The useful files have been rescued, reformatted and integrated into a new EPICS Documentation website [19] that
can publish documentation from any EPICS-related project
that is properly configured to use the public “Read The
Docs” [20] website and service. In addition to publishing
the Doxygen output from the PVA modules a number of the
more useful and up-to-date “how-to” documents from the
EPICS Wiki are also being maintained as Restructured Text
documents in a separate GitHub repository [21] and are automatically published to the new website.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The documentation update work described above will
continue as effort is available to contribute to it, with more
Doxygen annotations being added to the core header files,
and the descriptions of the individual record types being
brought up to date with the code. Plans need to be developed on what to do with other sections of the IOC Application Developers Guide.
Not described in this paper is a project currently under
way for the Java implementation of pvData and pvAccess
which involves rewriting and simplifying a significant proportion of the data container and networking code. The
original APIs and implementation of these do not follow
modern Java conventions, and they are seen as hard to understand and use. A project has been proposed to do a similar rewrite of the C++ pvAccess implementation, since its
internal structure has equivalent problems that the piecemeal reworking done to date are insufficient to fix.
The IOC Database code currently supports a wider set of
data types than the Channel Access protocol (64-bit integer
types were added for the Base 3.16.1 release for example),
but it doesn’t currently have a way to handle structured
data types. With the addition of the PVA modules to the
EPICS core there is a desire for the IOC database to be able
to store and transport the larger and more complex data
types they handle, although how this can be done remains
to be devised.
The question has been asked by developers more than
once about being allowed to use features available in the
modern C++ language standards C++11 and C++17. The
answer to this affects the target architectures that EPICS
can be compiled for. The architecture with the oldest compiler is currently VxWorks 6.9 which has a gcc-4.3.3 crosscompiler that provides a few C++11 features. The latest
VxWorks 7 release appears to offer C++17 compatibility,
but no EPICS sites are known to be using any VxWorks 7
release yet. The community will have to take this step at
some point but some core developers are reluctant to do so
as it could cut off a significant number of existing users, or
force them to expend effort upgrading the operating system
for older systems to be able to run the most recent versions
of EPICS.

CONCLUSION
Since its first release in December 2017, the EPICS 7
software and documentation has seen a significant amount
of development work, bug fixes and improvements. There
is still technical debt in the code-base, from both the older
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core libraries and the PVA modules, but by making it easier
for those outside of the core group to contribute we hope
to grow the number of developers and users who can help
to continue the 30-year collaboration that is EPICS.

[8] PCAS, the Portable Channel Access Server,
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BENEFITS AND DRAWBACKS OF USING RUST
IN AN EXISITNG C/C++ CODEBASE*
B. S. Martins†1, Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, East Lansing, USA
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Abstract
Mozilla has recently released a new programming
language, Rust, as a safer and more modern alternative to
C++. This work explores the benefits (chiefly the features
provided by Rust) and drawbacks (the difficulty in
integrating with a C ABI) of using Rust in an existing
codebase, the EPICS framework, as a replacement for
C/C++ in some of EPICS' modules.

INTRODUCTION
Mozilla's new systems programming language, Rust,
promises to make entire classes of bugs detectable and
preventable at compile time [1]. Its first stable version,
dubbed 1.0, was released on May 2015. Rust has a heavy
focus on memory safety and uses novel concepts, such as
resource lifetimes and the borrow checker, to achieve that
goal. These features, however, come at the cost of
increased language complexity. Rust also aims to be fast
and provide binary compatibility with C while providing
high level constructs, making it a great candidate for
replacing both C and C++ as system languages. While Rust
does not have full feature parity with C yet [2], the
language is rapidly evolving in this direction.
EPICS [3] is an industrial controls system framework
used in several big science facilities around the world.
EPICS is primarily written in C and C++ and has been
incorporating contributions from several people along its
three decades of existence. Therefore, its codebase
contains a mixture of legacy and modern C and C++ code
that presents several opportunities for improvement.
Rust’s safety claims and modern features are enticing for
projects like EPICS. This work investigates the use of the
Rust language in the context the EPICS framework in an
attempt to answer the following research questions:
1. Would Rust have prevented actual EPICS bugs?
2. Is it straightforward to translate C/C++ code into
Rust?
3. Is it feasible to rewrite parts of EPICS into Rust?
4. Is it worth it to rewrite a big C/C++ project into Rust?
Question 1 will be answered by first examining EPICS'
issue tracker [4] and classifying its bugs into a few
categories, and then rewriting a few representative bugs in
Rust to verify if its compiler would have caught them.
Questions 2, 3 and 4 will be answered by evaluating the

manual reimplementation of a single EPICS base
component, iocsh, into Rust.

RUST'S MEMORY SAFETY FEATURES
While Rust has many modern programming language
features, such as first-class functions, closures, algebraic
types, async/await, etc., its strength lies in its ownership
system, which can be divided into three concepts:
ownership, borrowing and lifetimes. These concepts play
a fundamental role in ensuring memory safety.

Ownership
Rust's ownership mechanism ensures, at compile time,
that all values in a Rust program have an owner. Typically,
the owner of a value is the variable the value was first
assigned to. When that first value is assigned to a second
variable, it is said that the value is moved, and the first
variable loses ownership to the second variable. After a
value is moved, the first variable cannot be used anymore
to reference it. For example, in Listing 1, the variable a is
the first owner of the vector containing the values 1, 2 and
3. Then, on the following line, the vector is moved to the
variable b, which means a no longer owns the vector;
trying to access a again would violate Rust’s ownership
constraints, so the compiler prevents it from happening.
Listing 1: Ownership example

1
2
3
4
5

fn main() {
let a = vec![1,2,3];
let b = a;
println!("{:?}", a);
}

As shown in Listing 2, the compiler emits helpful
messages: it tells where the value was first moved (at line
3 when being assigned to b) and hints that the particular
type does not implement the Copy trait. The Copy trait
indicates that, rather than being moved, the value can be
instead copied to the destination. All primitive types
implement the Copy trait. If non-Copy values had to be
moved back and forth between owner variables Rust would
be a very impractical language. Therefore, there is a
mechanism for taking references to a value, which is called
borrowing.

___________________________________________
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Listing 2: Ownership example compilation error

of 10 categories at the author's discretion. The results of the
classification are summarized in Table 1.

error[E0382]: borrow of moved value: `a`
--> src/main.rs:4:22
|
3 |
let b = a;
|
- value moved here
4 |
println!("{:?}", a);
|
^ value borrowed
here after move
|
= note: move occurs because `a` has
type `std::vec::Vec<i32>`, which does
not implement the `Copy` trait

Table 1: EPICS Issues Classification

Borrowing
Borrows are similar to C++ references. However, while
C++'s references are guaranteed to be non-null and are
mutable by default, Rust's so-called borrow-checker
ensures that the programmer can take as many immutable
borrows as desired, while only one mutable borrow is
allowed at a time. Thus this mechanism prevents data races
at compile time, even across threads. A simple example of
borrowing is shown in Listing 3.
Listing 3: Borrowing example

1
fn print_vec(v: &Vec<i32>) {
2
println!("{:?}", v);
3
}
4
fn main() {
5
let a = vec![1,2,3];
6
print_vec(&a);
// print_vec
"borrows" a
7
let b = a;
// a is
moved to b
8
println!("{:?}", b);
9
}

Lifetimes
The third aspect of Rust's ownership system is lifetimes.
Each value in Rust has a lifetime associated with it. Most
of the time Rust can infer the lifetimes, but sometimes they
need to be made explicit. Lifetimes are a way of giving
names to scopes. Therefore, essentially, the compiler
ensures that the references needed in different functions
don't go out of scope, preventing use-after-free and similar
bug classes.

EPICS ISSUES ANALYSIS
In order to answer Question 1, an analysis of the EPICS'
issue tracker was performed. The issues were first filtered
by the tags "Fix Committed" or "Fix Release". Then, the
most recent 185 issues (spanning almost 10 years), were
manually classified, with the help of a custom tool, into one

Count

Percent

Logic
Build system
Race condition1
Buffer overflow1
Improvement
Use-after-free1
Type cast1
Null pointer dereference1
Third-party
Return from stack1

Issue Category

97
36
15
9
9
7
5
4
2
1

52.4 %
19.5 %
8.1 %
4.9 %
4.9 %
3.8 %
2.7 %
2.2 %
1.1 %
0.5 %

Total

185

100 %

Issue Categories
Logic Issues of this class are bugs on the software
operation logic that don't cause the system to crash. These
usually describe incorrect or unexpected behavior by the
software and are not of interest for this study.
Build system Issues of this class are related to EPICS'
custom build system and are not of interest for this study.
Race condition A number of issues arose from race
conditions between EPICS many execution threads. These
threads often communicate via shared memory, which can
easily lead to issues if data access is not properly
synchronized. Rust claims to be capable of detecting this
kind of issue using their concept of lifetimes and
ownership.
Buffer overflow Issues that referred to out-of-bounds
buffer reads and/or writes were classified as buffer
overflows. Rust detects invalid accesses at runtime and
safely stops the program (which Rust calls "panic"),
instead of potentially allowing the program to continue like
C and C++ can.
Improvement Issues with this classification were not
bugs at all; they were opened to request improvements or
new features to be implemented. These issues are not of
interest for this study.
Use-after-free Some issues referred to code that was
attempting to use a resource after it had been released. Rust
has the concept of lifetimes to prevent the use of a resource
after it is "Dropped" (in Rust-speak).
Type cast A few issues arose from C/C++'s implicit
type casting and from unaligned explicit casts on platforms
that don't support unaligned access. Rust prevents this class
of bugs by having a strict type system that requires explicit
casting.
Null pointer de-reference Issues of this nature refer
to code that tries to de-reference a pointer that was set to
null. Rust can statically detect some cases of null
dereference.
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Third-party EPICS relies on a few third-party
libraries, such as yacc and flex, to build parsers for its
Domain Specific Language for specifying IOC database
files, and this class of issues refers to bugs with the
interaction between EPICS and such libraries. Issues of this
nature are not of interest for this study.
Return from stack The single identified issue of this
nature refers to a case where a function was allocating data
on the stack and then passing that data to a second function
to be run on a separate thread. Since the threads would run
independently, there was no guarantee that the data seen by
the second thread would remain valid. It is equivalent to a
function simply returning a reference to data allocated on
its stack. Rust can defend against this kind of bug with the
concept of lifetimes.

REWRITING ISSUES IN RUST
Of the 10 listed categories, 6 are of interest of this study:
race condition, buffer overflow, use-after-free, type cast,
null pointer de-reference and return from stack. One
representative bug from each category was chosen to be
rewritten in simplified C or C++ and in Rust. Then, each
pair of programs was compiled by their respective
compilers and run, if compilation succeeded. The
difference in behavior between compilers and compiled
programs was then analyzed. While all 6 representative
bugs were rewritten, only 2 will be examined in this paper,
in the interest of space: a use-after-free and a null pointer
de-reference bug.
All tests were run on an Intel i7-4700MQ CPU with 16
GB of RAM, running Ubuntu 18.04.2. The C and C++
compilers used were the system's gcc and g++,
respectively, both at version 7.3.0. The Rust compiler
version was 1.33.0, the latest one available at time of
testing.

Use-After-Free Bug
One example of an use-after-free-bug was found in the
EPICS issue #861214. The real bug is triggered when an
EPICS IOC is exiting, and it would be too contrived to be
reproduced here. An equivalent example is shown instead
in Listing 3a, with a Rust translation shown in Listing 3b.
Listing 3a: Use-after-free in C++

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

#include <stdio.h>
struct Dummy {
int d;
Dummy(int d):d(d) {}
};
int main(void) {
Dummy *dummy = new Dummy(42);
delete dummy;
printf("%d\n", dummy->d);
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11
12

return 0;
}
Listing 3b: Use-after-free in equivalent Rust

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

#[derive(Debug)]
struct Dummy(i32);
fn main() {
let a = Dummy(42);
drop(a);
println!("{:?}", a);
}

Listing 3c: Use-after-free in C++ compilation results

$ g++ -Wall -Wextra main.cpp -o main
$ ./main
0
Listing 3d: Use-after-free in Rust compilation results

$ cargo build
Compiling bug861214 v0.1.0
(/home/bmartins/bug861214)
error[E0382]: borrow of moved value: `a`
--> src/main.rs:7:22
|
6 |
drop(a);
|
- value moved here
7 |
println!("{:?}", a);
|
^ value borrowed
here after move
|
= note: move occurs because `a` has
type `Dummy`, which does not implement
the `Copy` trait
As seen in Listings 3c and 3d, the results illustrate a stark
contrast between the languages capabilities. The
C++ code involved in this bug accesses a field of an object
after it has been freed without objections from the
compiler. g++, even with warnings enabled, doesn't raise
an issue with the program. Rust, on the other hand, is able
to catch the bug at compile time, by using its concept of
ownership: the structure instance of Dummy is first owned
by the variable a. Then, on the next line, it is moved to the
function drop. Hence, after drop executes, a is not valid
anymore, and cannot be accessed. This design choice is so
fundamental that it makes for a clever implementation of
the function drop: drop takes the value (by move) and
then does nothing.

Null Pointer Dereference Bug
Null references were once called a "billion dollar
mistake" [5], given how dangerous and costly they can be.
The EPICS issue #1369626 has such a bug: EPICS allows
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the user of its libraries to register callback functions on
certain events, via function pointers. In this particular case,
a null pointer was being inadvertently passed to the
registration function, which happily accepted it. However,
when the relevant event triggered, the trigger code tried to
call the registered function via the function pointer, without
checking that the pointer was actually valid, leading to a
null pointer de-reference. A simplified example of such
bug is shown in Listings 4a-4d.
Listing 4a: Null pointer deref. in C

1
typedef void caEventCallbackFunc(int arg);
2
int main(void) {
3
caEventCallbackFunc *cb = NULL;
4
cb(0);
5
return 0;
6
}
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full stop. Rust, interestingly, doesn't disallow the use of null
pointers per se; Rust's compiler does halt compilation if it
finds a raw pointer being de-referenced, but the error
message tells us that the de-reference would be allowed if
it was done inside an unsafe block. The unsafe block is an
escape hatch from the strictness of Rust's compiler: it is a
way for the programmer to tell the compiler that they know
what they are doing and that they performed the
appropriate memory safety checks for that particular
snippet. From Rust's perspective, gcc can be thought of as
running in unsafe mode all the time!

Issue Reimplementation Summary
As seen in Fig. 1, most of the 185 classified issues, 144
(77.8%), belonged to 4 categories that were not the target
of this study, since they wouldn't, in principle, benefit from
Rust's static analysis: logic bugs, build system,
improvements (feature requests) and bugs in third-party
libraries.

Listing 4b: Null pointer deref. in Rust

1
type CaEventCallbackFunc = *const
fn (i32) -> ();
2
fn main() {
3
let cb : CaEventCallbackFunc =
std::ptr::null();
4
(*cb)(0);
5
}
Listing 4c: Null pointer deref. in C compilation results

$ gcc -Wall -Wextra main.c -o main
$ ./main
Segmentation fault (core dumped)
Listing 4d: Null pointer deref. in Rust compilation results

$ cargo build
Compiling bug1369626 v0.1.0
(/home/bmartins/comsw6156/paper/rust/bug1369626)
error[E0133]: dereference of raw pointer
is unsafe and requires unsafe function
or block
--> src/main.rs:4:5
|
4 |
(*cb)(0);
|
^^^^^ dereference of raw pointer
|
= note: raw pointers may be NULL, dangling or unaligned; they can violate
aliasing rules and cause data races: all
of these are undefined behavior
gcc allows this: from gcc's point of view, the
programmer is ultimately responsible for their pointers,

Figure 1: EPICS issue categories distribution.
The remaining 41 (22.2%) issues were further inspected
with the aim of having one issue from each class to be
selected for reimplementation in C or C++ and Rust.
Rust’s compiler, using the default out of the box options,
was able to remarkably catch all 6 tested bugs: 5 bugs were
caught at compile time, by performing static analysis, and
1 at run time through bounds checking. All bugs caught at
compile time prevented the compilation from proceeding.
Most of the error messages emitted by Rust’s compiler
were informative, providing a way to get more information
on the particular emitted error and, sometimes, a
suggestion on what to do to fix the problem that it
encountered. In light of these findings, were EPICS be
written in Rust, it would not be unreasonable to extrapolate
that the 32 (17%) bugs in these 5 classes wouldn't even
have appeared in the issue tracker. It can also be argued that
the 9 (4.8%) bugs from the sixth class (buffer overflow)
would have been more easily found and fixed given the
informative panic message issued by Rust at runtime, if run
with the debug binary.
The GNU compilers, on the other hand, only caught 2
out of the 6 bugs, and in both cases they just emitted
warnings instead of halting the compilation. It can be
argued that the -Werror flag could have been passed to
gcc and g++ in order to halt the compilation on warnings,
but since their warnings can vary greatly by platform and
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compiler version, -Werror can potentially make the build
system brittle. It is also interesting to note that 2 bugs that
didn't even get a warning emitted by gcc (buffer overflow
and null pointer de-reference) resulted in an outright crash
at runtime.
Table 2: EPICS Issues Reimplementation Findings
Bug class

Lang

Bug caught?

Crash?

Race
condition

C++
Rust
C
Rust

No
At compilation
No
At execution

C++

No

Rust
C
Rust
C

At compilation
No (warning)
At compilation
No

No
Yes
No
No, but
wrong
result
No
Yes

Rust

At compilation

-

C

No (warning)

Yes

Rust

At compilation

-

Buffer
overflow
Use-afterfree
Type cast
Null
pointer
deref.
Return
from stack

Regarding Rust’s usability, Rust was very
straightforward to install and simple to start coding with.
The Rust book [6] presents an excellent overview of the
language, especially for people already familiar with other
programming languages. The sample snippets of code in C
and C++, albeit short, could be translated with little effort
into Rust, resulting in an almost direct translation in all
cases. Furthermore, the error messages given by the
compiler were informative, giving precise bug locations,
effects and sometimes advice on how to fix them.

REIMPLEMENTATION OF A LARGE
CODEBASE
In order to answer research Questions 2-4, a component
of EPICS base, called iocsh (IOC shell), was chosen to be
reimplemented in Rust while still being part of the larger
C/C++ project, so the difficulties and benefits of Rust could
be evaluated.

Automatic Translation Attempt
Before starting to manually translate C/C++ code into
Rust, a couple of existing C/C++ to Rust transpilers were
tested: CRUST [7] and C2Rust [8].
CRUST was simpler to install and compile, but the
program execution "crashed" (panicked, in Rust's parlance)
with an "Index out of bounds" error.
C2Rust is a much more complex and interesting project:
it leverages LLVM (and therefore, clang) to do analysis and
parsing of the original code. It also uses a tool, called
BEAR (Build EAR), that has to be used during a normal
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compilation of the original EPICS code in order to generate
some metadata about the build process itself. Then, C2Rust
can use the output of the BEAR program to aid in the
transpilation. C2Rust itself took 9 minutes to compile.
However, it also panicked when used.
Given these results, it seems that automated translation
tools from C/C++ to Rust are not yet ready to be used in
large codebases. It is not clear that they’ll ever be ready for
this task, given C, C++ and Rust great complexity and
differences.

REIMPLEMENTATION OF EPICS' IOCSH
iocsh is a simple shell that typically runs inside EPICS
IOCs. The responsibilities of iocsh are to parse commands
given to it, find the parsed commands in a global registry
of available commands, and execute them. This also
involves maintaining the global registry of commands and
exposing an interface to allow different parts of EPICS to
register new commands with iocsh. It has only 1.5 kloc,
and sizable chunks of them can be replaced with Rust's
standard library functions.
Due to a higher degree of difficulty than anticipated, a
non-trivial amount of time was spent attempting different
approaches on how to reimplement the shell in a way that
preserves functionality and is fully interoperable with C.
For example, one obstacle was the fact that the registry that
iocsh maintains is implemented, in C, as a program-global
hash map and a linked list of structures describing the
available commands, which is not protected by a mutual
exclusion lock (presumably because the registry is only
populated during IOC startup, which is single threaded at
that point). Rust ordinarily does not allow write access to
non-locked global data, so a different approach was
needed.
Another important obstacle was the integration between
Rust and C code, in the sense of finding exactly how to link
(in the linker sense) both Rust-generated and gcc-generated
object files together. Since Rust is still fairly new and
rapidly changing there's a lot of conflicting advice, most
being obsolete, on how to approach this issue. However, a
Rust users forum [9], which seems to be very active, was
successfully used to obtain help.
It is worth noting that, in the course of this study, a bug
in EPICS itself (that leads to a segmentation fault), was
found and reported by the author on EPICS' Issue Tracker.
This bug would have been prevented by Rust, and would
have been counted in this paper’s analysis.

Build System Integration
The EPICS framework has a custom build system, built
on top of Makefiles, that is capable of compiling EPICS for
several
different
targets:
from
the
usual
Linux/Windows/Mac targets to more niche vxWorks and
RTEMS embedded operating systems. Rust has a
standalone, Rust-specific build system, named cargo,
which manages not only the compilation itself but also
project dependencies.
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In order to have EPICS be able to compile the iocsh port
to Rust, the Makefile associated with iocsh had to be
modified to use cargo. Cargo compiles the Rust code into
a C ABI compatible shared object library file, which is then
linked to the rest of the unmodified EPICS framework. It
is important to note that, as configured for this project,
cargo only compiles for the host architecture (Linux on
x86_64) and as a debug (as opposed to a release) target.
With this setup, it is possible to compile both regular
EPICS code and the rewritten iocsh module at the same
time by simply issuing make at the root of the project
folder.

Global Data Structures
As mentioned before, iocsh exports functions that allow
any part of EPICS to register new commands with the shell.
These functions can be called at any time, and the
registered commands are kept in a couple of data structures
with static storage inside iocsh: a hash map (with a custom
C implementation), in order to allow O(1) command
lookups, and a linked-list (also with a custom C
implementation), in which command description structures
are kept in alphabetical order with respect to the command
names, presumably to make it easy to display the list of
available commands with the help command.
In the Rust version the standard library’s HashMap data
structure was used. In order to display available commands
in alphabetical order, the help iocsh command simply sorts
the names of the commands in the HashMap before
printing them to the screen. Since Rust does not like
variables that are static, global and mutable, because they
are not thread-safe, the global HashMap had to be put
behind a RwLock (Read-Write Lock), so it could be
concurrently read by many threads and be written to in a
mutually exclusive way. Rust knows that synchronization
primitives, such as the RwLock , can be used by different
threads safely.

FFI – Foreign Function Interface
The EPICS framework provides many programming
constructs to its users as a way to fill the gaps in C's sparse
standard library and as a way of allowing EPICS programs
to be written in a platform-agnostic way. Examples of such
constructs are implementations for a general-purpose hash
table and for a linked list, as mentioned before. Modern
languages like Rust have such constructs available in their
standard libraries. However, one interesting facility
provided by EPICS is a macro expansion library, called
macLib. macLib allows the users of the IOC shell to be able
to parameterize commands by making use of macro
expansions, as shown in Listing 5.
Listing 5: EPICS macro substitution in an IOC

epics> epicsEnvSet("HELLO", "Hello,
world!")
epics> echo $(HELLO)
Hello, world!
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While it would be perfectly possible to rewrite macLib
in Rust, it is much better to be able to just use such readily
available functionality. Hence, this was a great opportunity
for taking advantage of Rust's binary compatibility with C.
To that end, all available functions in macLib were
declared in a way that Rust can understand and use them.
Thin wrappers around them were created to act as an
interface between safe (Rust) and unsafe (C) code, while
also performing data type conversions between the
languages. One such noteworthy conversion is between C
and Rust strings: a C string is essentially a pointer to a
region of memory that has a null byte as its terminating
character; a Rust string, on the other hand, has length
information encoded in them and no terminating null byte.
Also, Rust strings are UTF-8 encoded.
Even though the macLib wrapper was very thin, it still
amounted to 146 lines of code (as counted by cloc), which
speaks to the amount of work needed to craft such wrapper.

Command Parser
The main responsibility of the IOC shell is to receive
commands from a user or a script and execute them.
However, the syntax for the language that the shell accepts
is not formally defined; instead, command line inputs are
parsed in an ad-hoc way. The IOC shell makes use of the
widely-used libreadline library to provide commandline editing and history capabilities.
In the Rust reimplementation the parsing of commands
is done by making use of regular expressions through the
regex crate (a crate, in Rust's parlance, is akin to a library
in C or Python). The reimplementation also allows
command-line editing and history, via the rustyline crate.
The use of regular expressions greatly simplified the code
for parsing inputs to the shell, at a loss of more precise error
messages.

Reverse FFI
Since the main objective is to rewrite part of a C/C++
project in Rust, the resulting Rust module must be able to
communicate with C/C++ modules. Communications in
one direction (Rust accessing C functions) were achieved
in the use of the macro expansion library, macLib.
Communication in the other direction (C accessing Rust
functions) is made possible by marking the structures and
functions in the Rust module API as C-compatible. This
tells the compiler to generate binaries that can be used by
C.
This was the bulk of the iocsh reimplementation and its
most challenging part. Passing objects back and forth
between C and Rust proved to be difficult due to Rust's
great strictness about object lifetimes and access rules,
contrasted with C's complete lenience. In many instances it
was laborious to determine the ownership of certain
resources (and, by extension, which language is
responsible for freeing them) coming from C. For example,
when registering a command with iocsh, EPICS code
allocates static structures and pass pointers to them to
iocsh. iocsh, however, is expected to allocate a new
structure on the heap that has some more metadata about
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the command being registered, along with pointers to the
passed-in static structures. However, nowhere it is
specified that the passed in structures have to be static, it is
just convention. This kind of implicit lifetime information
had to be made explicit to Rust's compiler, which involved
a lot of boilerplate and data type conversion code.

CONCLUSION
Compiled, typed languages present a great opportunity
for static analysis tools to be run in order to catch bugs in
a program before they occur at runtime. The two major
systems languages, C and C++, notably have shortcomings
both in their design, preventing the compiler from statically
catching certain important classes of bugs such as null
pointer de-reference, and in their runtime implementation,
allowing for out-of-bounds access of array elements. While
it can be argued that the lack of such checks makes C and
C++ programs faster, and that modern C++ programmers
can mitigate some of these issues by using newer
constructs, such as smart pointers, it is a fact that unsafe
constructs can still be used, due to retrocompatibility
requirements, sometimes without even a warning, as
observed in this study.
Big C/C++ projects stand to benefit greatly from Rust’s
features. In order to evaluate if that would be the case for
the EPICS framework, this two-part study was conducted.
First, real world EPICS bugs were analyzed, classified and
then rewritten in simplified C or C++ and in Rust to
compare the GNU and Rust languages and compilers.
Then, a single EPICS component, iocsh, was chosen to be
reimplemented in Rust while still interfacing with the rest
of the EPICS framework. The evaluation of these two
studies provided the basis for the answers to the following
research questions:

Would Rust have Prevented Actual EPICS
Bugs?
Yes. Even though the analysis was done on the simplified
versions of the selected bugs, it was clear that the memory
safety features of the Rust compiler would have prevented
the compilation of such bugs from proceeding, while
probably providing good error messages as to why.
From the 185 classified issues, 41 (22.2%) of them were
due to memory safety or type casting issues. That
corresponds to more than a fifth of issues that could have
been prevented if Rust-like safety features were used.
Microsoft recently conducted a study [10] which stated that
approximately 70% of the security vulnerabilities they
address every year are memory safety issues. This
underlines the importance of stronger mitigation for such
issues.

Is it Straightforward to Translate C/C++ Code
into Rust?
Reasonably. Rust has many modern features that can be
easily mapped into from modern C++ code. C code is
trickier to port since C has no concept of RAII, so object
lifetimes have to be figured out first. While Rust lacks
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some C and C++ low level features, such as bit fields
(which is being addressed by the Rust FFI working group),
it does have a familiar C-like syntax which makes it easy
for more direct reimplementations.

Is it Feasible to Rewrite Parts of EPICS into
Rust?
Yes, as was demonstrated by this study, but at a great
cost. The most important problem of porting just one
component of a C or C++ project into Rust is the interface
between the two languages. Since Rust is very strict with
memory safety, a lot of code has to be written as a glue
between the languages to make sure that Rust’s
assumptions are not being violated. The author of the
wlroots-rs Rust crate faced this problem and came to the
following conclusion (with their emphasis) [11]:
"Currently there is 11 THOUSAND lines of Rust in
wlroots-rs. All of this code is just wrapper code, it doesn’t
do anything but memory management. This isn’t just
repeated code either, I defined a very complicated and ugly
macro to try to make it easier. This wrapper code doesn’t
cover even half of the API surface of wlroots. It’s
exhausting writing wlroots-rs code, memory management
is constantly on my mind because that’s the whole purpose
of the library. It’s a very boring problem and it’s always at
odds with usability"
If the lifetime and ownership of the objects being passed
between the languages are well defined (which is often not
the case), this task becomes somewhat easier, if not
repetitive. In any case, careful consideration must be put
into deciding if the safety guarantees that Rust provides are
worth the cost of rewriting specific components into Rust.
Maybe this is true for core, critical components, but no so
much for peripheral components.

Is it Worth it to Rewrite a Big C/C++ Project
into Rust?
Probably not. Big C and C++ projects usually have a
long history of use and have had many bugs squatted.
Rewriting code into another language invariably
introduces new bugs. New components to a big C/C++
project, however, could potentially be written in Rust, if the
interface between the two languages in the project is well
defined. Additionally, as stated before, it might be more
cost-effective to rewrite only the critical components of a
project in Rust, rather than the entire project. New systemslevel projects, however, would benefit greatly from using
Rust from the start.
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Abstract
To achieve a tight integration of instrument control and
(online) data analysis, the European XFEL decided in 2011
to develop Karabo, a custom control and data processing
system. Karabo provides control via event-driven communication. Signal/slot and request/reply patterns are implemented via a central message broker. Data pipelines for e.g.
scientific workflows or detector calibration are implemented
as direct TCP/IP connections. The core elements of Karabo
are self-describing devices written in C++ or Python. They
represent hardware, orchestrate other devices, or provide
system services like data logging and configuration storage.
To operate Karabo, a Python command line interface and a
generic GUI written in PyQt are provided. Control and data
widgets compose Karabo scenes that are provided by devices
or are manually customized and stored together with device
configurations in a central database. Since 2016, Karabo is
used to commission and operate the currently three photon
beam lines and six scientific instruments at the European
XFEL. This contribution summarizes the status of Karabo,
highlights achievements and lessons learned, and gives an
outlook for future directions.

INTRODUCTION
The European X-ray Free Electron Laser (EuXFEL) facility provides hard and soft X-ray beams via three photon
beamlines to six instruments. Up to 27,000 photon pulses per
second are arranged into 10 Hz trains of pulses at 4.5 MHz.
High-repetition-rate, large-area 2D imaging detectors capable of detecting images of scattered photons produced by a
single XFEL photon pulse create very high data rates. Detector data needs to be calibrated on-the-fly with low latency
to provide feedback to the experiment control.
In view of these requirements it was decided that a new
distributed control system, Karabo, with integrated data
acquisition and workflow capabilities should be designed
and developed. Hence, Karabo has been developed since
∗

gero.flucke@xfel.eu

early 2012 [1] and has been in use since September 2017 to
enable scientific user experiments at the EuXFEL [2].

KARABO IN A NUTSHELL
Karabo is designed to provide supervisory control and
data acquisition for the European XFEL. Hardware devices,
system services, and control procedures are represented by
Karabo software devices of which many can run within the
same server process, distributed among various control hosts.
Devices are self-describing their properties, commands, configuration possibilities, and their availability depending on
the state of the device. This description can be expanded
at run-time, e.g. according to discovered hardware details.
Devices can expose that they have specific capabilities like
providing scenes or macros (see section on user interfaces)
or interfaces. An interface, e.g. as a motor or a camera,
defines a set of commands and properties.
Control communication is routed via a central broker. Currently, Karabo uses the the Java Messaging Service (JMS)
broker [3] that can be clustered. Large data from detectors
is transported via data pipelines implemented as direct TCP
connections. A graphical and a command line interface provide flexible ways to interact with a Karabo system that is
defined by a specific communication topic on the broker.
Temporary procedures can be implemented as macros that
run centrally on dedicated macro servers. Karabo’s graphical user interface (GUI) connects into the system via a TCP
connection to a gui server device.
An illustration of a Karabo system is shown in Fig. 1.

KARABO COMMUNICATION
A unique id identifies each object in a Karabo installation.
Uniqueness is ensured when registering to the installation.
Any message is routed via the broker according to this id.
The header of a message contains the name of a slot, i.e. a
method of the object that has been registered to be callable
remotely.
Two broker communication patterns are implemented: In
the request/reply case a (remote) slot is called and its success
or failure of execution received. Up to four slot arguments
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Figure 1: A Karabo installation showing Karabo devices with various tasks. Broker and pipeline communication lines are
indicated.
and return values are supported. These can be any serialisable data type (see Table 1) or the Karabo hash (see below).
In the signal/slot case a slot is subscribed to the signal of
any other object. If the signal is emitted, all subscribed slots
are called with the up to four arguments of the signal. Given
this publish/subscribe mechanism, Karabo is designed to be
event-driven and regular polling of properties is not needed.
By policy, slots with arguments are reserved for system
level communication. Commands that a device receives
are slots without argument or explicit return value. So the
Graphical User Interface (GUI) can represent any command
by a simple button. Commands implicitly return the state
that the device is in after slot execution.
The described broker communication is complemented by
Karabo’s pipeline system to form data workflows. Pipelines
directly connect devices via TCP to transport large data items
like camera images. Data that a device writes to its pipeline
output channel is sent to other devices that have their input
channels configured to receive that data. Although data is
sent only when an input channel reports readiness to receive
more data, buffering ensures that data item N + 1 can be
transmitted while item N is being processed.
Flexible configuration possibilities support workflows
with different purposes like low latency online data calibration, reduced rate previews, parallelisation of computing
intense steps, and complete offline analysis:

• input channels can receive a copy of all data items or
share the items with other channels to distribute the
load,
• an input channel can receive data of several outputs,
e.g. to collect from shared processing,
• there are several ways an output channel should react in
case that it is faster than the receiving input channels:
drop items, queue them, or wait until the input channel
is ready,
• for a reduced rate preview, readiness to receive the next
data item can be artificially delayed.

KARABO IMPLEMENTATION
“We distinguish between the Karabo framework and
Karabo devices; where devices realise a particular functionality through use of the Karabo framework. Besides test
devices, the framework contains a few devices to provide
system services. The object oriented Karabo framework is
implemented in C++11 and Python 3”[2]. Devices can be
implemented in three application programming interfaces
(APIs).
The C++ API is the suggested API for low-level interaction with hardware or performance critical devices. Most of
the system service devices are implemented using this API.
The C++ server uses a multi-threaded event loop. Since
it starts devices as part of its single process, inter-device
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communication on the same server can bypass the broker.
Communication patterns are generally provided in a synchronous and an asynchronous way, but for performance
reasons the use of the synchronous interface is generally
discouraged.
The bound Python API exposes the C++ API functionality
via the Boost C++ libraries [4] and their boost::python
bindings to the Python programming language. Its feature
set and function signatures mirror those of the C++ API,
allowing programmers to easily transition between APIs.
The middlelayer API is natively implemented in Python,
except that it relies on the openMQ(C) library for broker
communication. It has “no dependencies on the other two
APIs, and with the intention of being a pythonic interface,
following Python conventions and standards. This API offers device proxies to comfortably control other software
components and is the recommended API for implementing
composition and aggregation of multiple devices. Cooperative multi-tasking is implemented using Python’s asyncio
library providing a central event loop ensuring in-order execution of tasks. Karabo’s macro scripting has been developed on top of this API.”[2]
The Karabo GUI is developed in PyQt and re-uses a fraction of the middlelayer implementation. This pure Python
approach simplifies portability and the Karabo GUI is supported both on Linux and Windows.

Karabo Hash
“Karabo’s basic data structure is the so-called Karabo
hash. It is a hierarchical key/value container supporting
element-specific attribute assignment (also as key/value
pairs) and preserving insertion order. Keys are unique strings
that may contain a separator character, indicating nodes in
the hierarchy. The default separator is the dot (.), and thus
a key ‘this.is.karabo’ would refer to a leaf ’karabo’ located
under the subnode ‘is’ of the top-level node ‘this’. The values can take any type, but serialisation of a Karabo hash is
restricted to the types listed in”[2] Table 1 as well as composite data types such as image and multi-dimensional array
(ndarray) data. “Serialization is supported to XML, HDF5
and ZeroMQ as well as to a proprietary binary format to be
used for communication within Karabo.”[2] Serialisation to
and deserialisation from this binary format is tuned to avoid
any copy of image and array data.
Table 1: Plain C++ Data Types Used by Karabo Serialisation.
Vectors thereof are also supported [2].
Boolean
Integer

Float
Complex
String

bool
char (raw data),
(un)signed char (int8),
(unsigned) short (int16)
(unsigned) int (int32),
(unsigned) long long (int64)
float (float32), double (float64)
complex<float>, complex<double>
string
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Unified States
To ease implementation, Karabo does not require that
devices implement a strict finite state machine. Nevertheless,
all devices must define a list of states as a subset of Karabo’s
unified list of states. Figure 2 shows Karabo’s base states
with their inheritance tree and the colours used to represent
the states in the GUI. Many more states inherit from these
base states. Inheritance means further specification and
inheritance of the representing colour if not already specified.
Commands are intended to trigger the transition from one
state to another. The self-description of the device defines
which commands the device accepts and which properties
can be changed, depending on the state of the device. All
APIs provide mechanisms to aggregate the states of several
devices, i.e. to define the most significant of them.
UNKNOWN

KNOWN

INIT

DISABLED

ERROR

NORMAL

STATIC

PASSIVE

ACTIVE

RUNNING

ACQUIRING

PROCESSING

CHANGING

DECREASING

INCREASING

Figure 2: Overview of Karabo’s basic unified states and their
inheritance relation to one another [2].

USER INTERFACES AND MACROS
The use and control of a Karabo system is facilitated by
a generic GUI and a command line interface (CLI). The
CLI is named iKarabo as it is a light customisation of the
IPython shell and directly interacts with the broker. The
interaction of the GUI with the system is mediated by a TCP
connection to a dedicated GUI server device and thus allows
remote access via SSH tunnelling. The GUI server device
also takes care to shield the clients from data rates higher
than what they can process or what the human eye can follow.
By default, updates are sent to clients with a maximum rate
of 2 Hz. For the usually big pipeline data, the client has in
addition to confirm that it processed it before the next update
will be sent.
The GUI is a multi-purpose application with detachable
panels (see Fig. 3) to
• acquire an overview of all servers, devices and alarm
notifications of a Karabo system,
• configure, instantiate and operate devices,
• edit and run macros,
• edit and view scenes as customiseable collections of
graphical elements to intuitively display and if desired
also modify properties, including data from Karabo
pipelines,
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c
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Figure 3: Karabo’s graphical user interface. The tool tip shows the device property displayed by the widget.
• store device configurations, macros and scenes in the
project data base,
• and run a CLI.
The navigation panel [Fig. 3(a)] offers two views of the
Karabo topology. The four levels of the tree of the searchable and filterable system topology are the computer hosts,
the Karabo servers they run, the devices classes that these
servers are aware of and the running devices of these classes.
The device topology shown in the figure is adapted to the
EuXFEL device naming convention that requires device ids
to be composed of three parts separated by slashes ’/’. A
tree view of all devices is displayed, with three levels representing the three parts of the ids.
The configuration editor panel [Fig. 3(c)] shows all properties and commands of a selected device and gives access to
their descriptions, types, default values, alarm limits, value
ranges, and time stamps. For online devices, commands
and property reconfigurations can be applied if the current
device state does not prohibit that.
“The project panel provides access to the database of
available projects” and to edit them. “Once a project has
been selected and loaded, the panel [Fig. 3(d)] shows the
components of a project: subprojects (in bold face), macros,
scenes, device servers, and one level down devices and device configurations.” [2]
The notification panel [Fig. 3(e)] is subdivided into a
number of tabs to display log messages, to give an overview

of currently active alarms (see below), and to provide access
to a CLI running on the macro server.
The central panel [Fig. 3b)] is dedicated to scenes and
macros.
“A Karabo scene is a collection of graphical elements
to intuitively display and if desired also modify properties.
A rich set of widgets are provided by Karabo, including
state-aware coloured icons, trend lines, spark lines, bit fields,
XY-plots, analogue gauges, knobs, sliders and image displays” [2] as well as command buttons and links to other
scenes. Since the development cycle of widgets dedicated
to special procedures may be shorter than that of the Karabo
GUI, it is possible to extend the list of widgets by loading
so-called GUI-extensions at run-time. “A scene can be created by dragging-and-dropping properties and commands
from the configuration panel into the desired locations. This
is called the design mode. When the design of a scene is
completed, a scene can be locked so that type, position and
geometry of widgets cannot be modified any further. This
is referred to as the control mode and is the default mode
for all SCADA operations.” [2] Besides being edited in the
GUI, scenes can also be provided by devices that have the
according capability.
Macros are meant for automation of recurring tasks. They
are executed remotely on the dedicated macro server. Their
standard output is captured and displayed in the bottom part
of the macro panel.
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Besides the generic GUI, Karabo provides executables to
open selected panels or scenes only.

SYSTEM SERVICES
The backbone of a Karabo installation consists of several
system services that are implemented as devices or are dedicated servers. The GUI server device and the macro server
have been mentioned above. A project database manager
device encapsulates the communication to the database used
to store projects. Further services are detailed out below.

Data Logging
To understand any incident in a controlled system, it is
of utmost importance to record the properties of all devices
and to make their history easily available. Karabo’s data
logging is implemented by a manager device that distributes
the tasks to specific logger and reader devices that run on a
configurable number of servers. The servers can be run on
individual hosts to share the load.
Both GUI and CLI provide access to historic data in two
ways: all value updates of a single device property in a given
range in time or all properties of a device at a given point
in time. Currently, logged data is written to text files per
device. To speed-up reading, custom index files are created
per property. A prototype exists that replaces the file based
backend by a time series data base [5].

Data Acquisition
Selected pipeline data and the properties of selected devices are stored for dedicated runs by the data acquisition
(DAQ) of the EuXFEL [6]. The data is stored in HDF5 files
and indexed according to the 64-bit id of the train it belongs
to. The indexing eases the correlation of data from different
sources.
The data of the big custom made detectors is sent to the
DAQ by 16 UDP based data streams, following the XFEL
Train Data Format protocol. The DSSC detector will provide
up to 800 images per train and thus data rates of 16 GB/s. So
far 600 images per train have been reliably stored. Online
monitoring of this data is made possible since the DAQ
provides data of a subset of the trains as Karabo pipeline
output.
The DAQ is implemented by Karabo devices that are not
part of the Karabo framework. This allows an independent
development cycle.

Alarm System
Karabo provides an integrated alarm notification system.
“Property-related alarm thresholds can be hard-coded or configured at device initialisation time for scalar values. These
are evaluated at each property update on the device, resulting
in a new value v(t), such that for normal operations
Talarmlow ≤ Twarnlow ≤ v(t) ≤ Twarnhigh ≤ Talarmhigh .
If the quantity v(t) goes beyond the low or high warning
thresholds, the distributed control system notifies of the
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warning condition. . . . Alarms can be defined to require
acknowledgement, i.e. their notifications will not silently
disappear if the condition triggering the alarm passes.”[2]
Devices also have a global alarm condition that can be set
explicitly through device logic. It automatically evaluates
to the highest alarm condition of all property related alarms
and any explicit assignment. Besides the WARN and ALARM
levels, it can also take the INTERLOCK value that reflects
such a condition of an interlocking hardware.
An alarm service device keeps track of all active alarm
conditions and the dates of their first and most recent occurrences.

Scanning
Since still in active development, to quickly follow the
needs of the EuXFEL instruments, Karabo’s scanning functionality is implemented as a device outside of the framework. Through device provided scenes it is well integrated
with the GUI, but it can also be steered via the CLI. The
device relies heavily on device interfaces: The scanned axes
are the positions of one or several motors. Trigger sources
have to comply with the camera interface to be started and
stopped. Furthermore, up to six properties of any kind of
devices can be specified as data sources, e.g. processor devices that calculate numbers from the data produced by the
trigger sources. The capabilities to preview data sources
with respect to the scanned motor positions are currently
extended to support not only scalar values, but also vectors.
Similar to SPEC [7], absolute (ascan, a1scan, etc.) and
relative scans (dscan, etc.) as well as mesh scans are supported. Continuous scans are in an experimental state. The
scan device is also well integrated with the DAQ which it
configures, starts and stops.
Due to the interaction with Karabo devices complying
with interfaces, the chosen approach is very flexible and
complex scan patterns can be easily achieved by preparing
virtual motor or specialised processor devices.

ACHIEVEMENTS
The Karabo control and data processing framework is used
to control the photon beam lines and scientific instruments of
the European XFEL since early commissioning end of 2016.
Meanwhile all six instruments have started user operation.
As of September 2019, almost 14,000 Karabo devices are
running at the EuXFEL and expose more than 1.6 million
control points, i.e. properties and commands. The devices
are distributed among 12 broker topics that usually resemble
an instrument or a beamline. The few cases where cross talk
between topics is needed, special devices duplicate information from one topic to another using a connection to a GUI
server of the other topic.
A significant improvement with regards to X-ray beam
drift has been achieved by implementing a feedback mechanism based on a closed loop PID control algorithm in a
Karabo device [8]. Depending on the signal of a chosen
diagnostic detector, X-ray optical elements are aligned.
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The DAQ stored almost 9 PB of data of which about 6 PB
belong to experiments of external users. Online preview of
a fraction of the data produced by the big customised X-ray
detectors (AGIPD, LPD, DSSC) can be processed with a rate
of 1.792 GB/s. Special Karabo bridge devices complete the
involved calibration pipelines to send the data out of Karabo
via ZeroMQ such that user programmes can analyse it [9].
The latency from acquisition to ZeroMQ output is below 2 s.
Deployment of new framework releases in the control
network is usually scheduled during shutdowns of the accelerator, i.e. eight times in 2018 and 2019. Release integrity is
ensured by the high code coverage of the unit and integration
tests run during the development cycle, i.e. 67% and 74%
of the C++ and Python code base, respectively. In addition,
a dedicated release test cycle runs when finalising a release
and covers device code outside the framework as well.

LESSONS LEARNED
In early versions of Karabo development, serious delays
arose especially for big C++ servers hosting many hundreds
of devices or for pipelines with a high data throughput as
used for the online calibration.
The key ingredient to speed-up the big servers was to
avoid any blocking function calls on the common event loop
to prevent thread starvation. That means that in general
the asynchronous API for the request/reply pattern in interdevice communication have to be used. Also, a mechanism
needed to be developed that enables a slot to delay its reply
to potentially run in another thread. This avoids blocking
when the reply requires a further request, e.g. to hardware.
If the Karabo C++ framework were to be rewritten from
scratch, one could provide simpler support for asynchronous
programming, e.g. by the use of coroutines as are fundamental to the success of the middlelayer interface, written
in single-threaded Python.
Although Karabo provides a C++ data container
(“NDArray”) for big array data that can adopt or view
raw memory and avoids data copies when binding to the
numpy.ndarray in Python, originally the data was copied
when serialising and de-serialising: A common buffer for
the NDArray and its meta data was used. The delaying data
copies are now avoided by adapting the interface of the serialisation routines.
A problem that is noticed only under system stress is that
by simply posting messages on a multi-threaded event loop,
their execution order can get lost. Instead, first-in first-out
queuing is needed.
Since the Karabo system topology is fully dynamic, i.e.
no object knows which devices etc. exist, Karabo relies
on broadcast messages received by all objects, in particular
“instance new” or “gone” messages. But broadcast messages
scale badly between two servers with many hundreds of
devices each: If one server starts N devices and another
server has M devices up running, the “new” messages of the
N devices will be send to each of the M devices and their
server, resulting in N · (M + 1) messages. For M = N = 500
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this are 250,500 messages that pose a big load on the broker
and on the deserialisation on the receiver side that can lead
to delays of a minute. To overcome this, broadcast messages
are now only sent to the server that internally distributes
them to its M devices without any deserialisation overhead.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The primary goal of the Karabo framework is to serve a
smooth operation of the user experiments at the six EuXFEL
instruments. To further strengthen this support, four areas
of improvements for Karabo are currently discussed:
The text file based data logging backend shall be replaced
by using a time series database, namely influxDB [5]. This
will ease data exploration, e.g. using external tools.
Storing device configurations in projects is a very flexible
approach. While being beneficial in small installations, a
centrally managed configuration storage has been identified
as better applicable for fully comissioned components.
While Karabo’s design foresees an authentication and
authorisation mechanism to provide access restrictions, this
is not implemented yet. Now that more and more parts of
the system are stable, this becomes a limitation.
While the operation of the JMS broker turned out to be
very smooth, the openMQ(C) client library lacks an asynchronous interface and is not well maintained. Therefore,
brokers supporting the AMQP and MQTT protocol have
been investigated. Especially MQTT provides features that
could be very beneficial for Karabo like retained messages
and the last will and testament. For the Karabo C++ API, a
prototype of the core communication class using the MQTT
protocol has already been implemented.
In parallel to the outlined improvements, the clean-up
of the dependencies to solve issues with conflicting open
source licences (namely GNUv2 and Apache 2.0) shall be
finished. That will allow to release Karabo to the public with
an open source licence as planned since the beginning. As
a result of the so far achieved refactoring, the Karabo GUI
can already be installed into a Conda [10] environment.

SUMMARY
Due to the specific needs to integrate experiment control
with workflow capabilities and high data rates, the European
XFEL decided to develop a new control system, Karabo.
Its core entity is the self-describing device that represents
hardware, is a workflow node, implements a system service
or orchestrates other devices. Control communication is
routed via a central broker. For workflows, data is sent
through flexible pipelines that use direct TCP connections.
All this is available through the generic GUI or the CLI.
Since 2016 Karabo is used to commission the facility
and to successfully conduct user experiments. The development had to overcome few shortcomings to avoid severe
delays: Karabo nowadays communicates mainly using asynchronous interfaces and avoids any unnecessary data copies.
Further improvements are planned in the areas of data logging, storage of device configurations, and authentication
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and authorisation. Finally, Karabo is planned to be released
to the public using an open source software licence.

[6] D. Boukhelef, J. Szuba, K. Wrona, and C. Youngman, “Software development for high speed data recording and processing,” in Proc. ICALEPCS’13, San Francisco, CA, USA,
2013, pp. 665–668.
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AUTOMATED TESTING AND VALIDATION
OF CONTROL PARAMETERS*
P. Kankiya†, J. P. Jamilkowski, A. Sukhanov
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, USA
Abstract
The BNL CA-D controls environment has recently been
adopting modern programming languages such as Python.
A new framework has been created to instantiate setting
and measurement parameters in Python as an alternative to
C++ and Java process-variable-like objects. With the help
of automated testing tools such as pyTest and Coverage, a
test suite is generated and executed before the release of
Python-based accelerator device objects (ADO) to assure
quality as well as compatibility. This suite allows developers to add custom tests, repeat failed tests, create random
inputs, and log failures.

through all the respective test suites, which is phase 2. This
phase concludes the quality assurance phase testing. This
step will assure ADOs are compatible with most of the control’s framework in place.

INTRODUCTION
A particle accelerator machine is a collection of large
number of hardware equipment that form the basic layer of
control system software. The control access to these instruments at collider accelerator department of Brookhaven
National Laboratory is provided by a logical device object
known as ADO (Accelerator Device Object) [1]. ADO is a
C++ container type class which provides a software view
of a collection of collider control points known as parameters. These parameters are the basis of supervisory control
, data acquisition and monitoring. Parameters are software
entities derived from a base class with several properties
that constitute the metadata of each instantiated control and
measurement object. These objects when added to the container class represent the controls framework. By assuring
that creation of these parameters is of a certain standard of
quality- will help to prevent crashes in operational time and
hence down time of beam.
Large part of testing of this framework is exercised manually at the time of creation of ADOs. The steps to test the
properties associated with each parameter are repeatable
and therefore should be automated. Automation of testing
software provides benefits such as repeatability, reliability,
and report generation. Several open source tools are rich in
features that can make the unit testing of ADOs seamless.
One such tool in consideration is pyTest [2].

ROADMAP OF UNIT TESTING OF ADOS
The testing phase is broken down into five steps that
should be carried out to before release of ADO software as
a best practice. These steps are depicted in Fig. 1.
Phase 1 requires preparation of test data in general unit
testing terms this phase is referred to as set up phase. Once
the test data is available and expected format it should run

Figure 1. A general guideline to maximise coverage of tests
to follow for creating unit tests for ADO parameters.

Figure 2: A generic ADO called simple containing a large
number of parameters.

System Under Test
The snapshot in Fig. 2 shows the variety of parameters
under test ADO. This ado called simple ADO is used to
perform testing upon. Parameters here vary from being
configuration data , numeric normative types, strings to arrays of such basic data types.

___________________________________________

*Work supported by Brookhaven Science Associates, LLC under Contract
No. DE-SC0012704 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
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Figure 3: Code snippet describing displaying a fixture written for testing a parameter property associated with numeric
data type control parameters.

GENERATING TESTS
With help of the concept of fixtures (see Fig. 3) which
allow for variables to persist through out a test session,
pyTest [2] provides for setup and teardown of test environment. The test cases are categorized into following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Test of metadata of parameters
Test of set and get methods of each parameters
Tests for benchmarking expected outputs
Test customized for functionality

Tests for Metadata
At the very basic each parameter is expected to be possessing of a valid value, description and readability mode.
Based on the normative type the valid values for these can
be predicted. The pyTest suite would fail if these properties
are not set up with one of the expected settings. The test
suite for metadata testing is contained in a sperate file. The
file can be executed by pyTest with ado name provided as
a command line input. At the start of the test execution, a
fixture generates and maintains a list of parameters and its
properties to be tested. These collections are stored in a python list. An individual unit test is written for each property. For example , when testing for engineering limits of
numeric data types - simple checking if the return value is
numeric will report the test as passed. When a parameter
does not have this value set, the test is failed.

Test for Set and Get Methods
All control parameters when updated with a value invoke
set or get methods based on their category being a setting
or a measurement. In case of ADOs these methods are referred to as setcode and getcode. The return value of these
member methods is defined by set of error codes. A test
suite is added to the file for testing setcodes which provides

for randomly generated test inputs based on properties set
on the parameter which can be extracted from the metadata.
Again, a fixture is used to extract parameters that are settable and to maintain this list throughout the test session.
pyTest also allows for catching warning and exceptions instead of errors are reported appropriately. A similar strategy
is adopted to create unit test for measurement parameters
and their returned values are compared with expected to
validate the member function.

Test for Benchmarking
ADO as a class is instantiated at multiple machine interfaces. To generalise the tests of each instance without manual execution of test suite for individual ADO a feature of
pyTest called parameterisation is utilised. Parameterisation
is the process of providing collection of input values for a
given test stub and the expected output value. This can significantly reduce developer efforts to deploy ADOs at a
large scale and catch errors that human eyes can miss. For
example, when deploying an ADO for controlling magnet
power supplies which can exist at the order of hundreds of
ADOs a list of operation limits of the hardware must be
enforced. To provide a parameterised list of input a simple
decorator “@pytest.mark.parameterise” is added before
the test function and a list of inputs is attached.

Custom Tests
A separate test file containing fixtures of generating adometadata is created where test stubs for testing business
logic of the ados can be added. These tests can include testing of sub functions that ados invoke while interacting with
the hardware. Pre-written test fixtures allow for easy integration of custom tests.
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Advantages of pyTest
By utilizing various command line switches of pyTest,
the failed tests are extremely well documented with an exact reason of mismatch in return value and expected value
as well as tracebacks. pyTest avails plug-in installations
such as coverage.py and hypotheses. Coverage is a tool to
analyse the amount of code that has been tested. It is good
for generating HTML reports.

Challenges of Automation in Controls
Several bottlenecks of automation had to be overcome
because controls system consists of the various hardware
and software components and the availability of these components depend upon the operational status. Specifically,
hardware components are not always available for testing
and simulating the hardware components require extra effort and can require software development . Also, control
system of measurement and data and control system is nondeterministic, writing tests based on expected values can
requires a lot of tolerance. Finally, in case of CAD the ADO
infrastructure is written in a domain specific language
which makes it harder to interface with industry tools.

CONCLUSION
A sample ado comprising of all parameter types was
made to run through the test routine. Several parameters
missing properties were uncovered pyTest provided a
seamless test framework creation software that can be used
used for quality assurance, benchmarking, as well as regression testing. The ability to customise every test session
is valuable.
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PULSED MAGNET CONTROL SYSTEM
USING COTS PXIE DEVICES AND LABVIEW

Y. Enomoto∗, K. Furukawa, T. Natsui, M. Satoh, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan
H. Saotome, Kanto Information Service, Tsukuba, Japan
Abstract
About one hundred channel of pulsed magnet power supply control system was installed in 2017 in KEK electron
positron LINAC to realize pulse-to-pulse control of output
current every 20 ms. The control system totally consist of
commercially available devices, namely a computer (Windows 8.1), a PXIe crate and several PXIe boards such as
ADC, DAC communication and timing. The software is
written by LabVIEW. EPICS channel access protocol is
used to communicate with OPI over standard Ethernet network. Depending on the destination of the beam, there are
ten beam mode. The software is able to keep parameters for
each mode independently, which makes it possible for us to
operate one LINAC as if it were ten virtual LINACs. During
two years of operation, there were no signiicant problem.
Although the Windows is not a real-time OS, dropping rate
of the trigger coming every 20 ms is less than ppm. Rebooting the computer or software is only a few times in a
year.

INTRODUCTION
The KEK injector linac [1] has delivered electrons and
positrons for particle physics and photon science experiments for more than 30 years. Figure 1 shows electron
and positron accelerator complex in the KEK Tsukuba site.
There are four storage rings, i.e. two rings for light source,
PF and PF-AR, and two rings for electron positron collider,
SuperKEKB [2] HER and LER. In addition to them, positron
damping ring have been in operation since February 2018.
All of the rings require full energy injection, 2.5 GeV for PF,
6.5 GeV for PF-AR, 4 GeV for SuperKEKB LER and 7 GeV
for SuperKEKB HER as shown in the Fig. 1.
In 2009, simultaneous injection to three rings but PFAR were realized [3] with common DC magnet settings.
However, in the SuperKEKB era from 2016, the previous
scheme has no longer valid due to strict requirement for
injection beam to the SuperKEKB rings. Table 1 compares
several required injection parameter for the KEKB rings
and SuperKEKB rings. One of the big diference is that the
beam life time in the SuperKEKB rings expected to be as
short as 6 minutes that was 150 or 200 minutes in the KEKB
rings. Usually, it takes at least a few minutes to load the
parameters for PF-AR ring, injection into the ring and reload
the parameters for SuperKEKB rings. It is not acceptable for
the SuperKEKB rings to stop injection for such a long time,
otherwise most of the particles in the SuperKEKB rings have
been lost. Another diference is the emittance requirement
to the SuperKEKB rings. To avoid emittance growth in the
∗

yoshinori.enomoto@kek.jp

LINAC, optics and orbit setting should be optimized for both
of the rings which require diferent injection energy.
To satisfy these requirements, about one hundred pulsed
magnets were installed in 2017 and 2018 Using these magnets, magnetic ield can be changed shot by shot in 20 ms
and was optimized for each destination.

Figure 1: A schematic view of the electron and positron
accelerator complex in the KEK.
Table 1: Required Injection Parameters
Stage
Beam
Energy
(GeV)
Life time
(min.)
Emittance
(� m)
Bunch
charge
(nC)
Energy
spread (%)

�−
8.0

KEKB

SuperKEKB

�+
3.5

�−
7.0

�+
4.0

200

150

6

6

310

1400

1

1

40/20
(H/V)
4

100/15
(H/V)
4

0.13

0.13

0.07

0.16

In this paper, the control system and software are mainly
described. Details of the hardware such as magnet, power
supply circuit are found in the reference [4].

OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM
Concept and Overview
There are many requirements for the power supply to truly
realize the required lexible operation. In addition, since the
required number of the power supply is not a few, unit cost,
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CSS archiver

NAS

operator´s machine

LAN

DC power supply
control server

DC power supply

PXI express
(fast control)

pules driver

event signal
magnet

standard unit
EPICS CA
LXI ver. 1.3
NI network shared variable

Figure 2: Block diagram of the power supply control and
monitor system.

Pulse Driver
Pulse driver in Fig.2 is one of the core components of the
pulsed power supply. For the steering magnets, the pulse
driver mainly consists of a power operational ampliier. The
driver linearly ampliies control signal from the DAC. For the
quadrupole magnets, the pules driver consists of IGBTs and
capacitors. Unlike usual switching power supplies, output
current is controlled by the voltage between gate and emitter.
From the view point of the control system, both pules drivers
for steering and quadrupole magnets work as power ampliier
and output current is controlled by the voltage of the DAC.
In addition, the pulse drivers have output current monitor
which is independent from the one used for the feedback
control of the circuit in the driver. The output voltage of the
monitor is proportional to the output current To monitor the
signal is important for the debugging the system in the case
of trouble.
Thus the requirement for the controlling system of the
pulsed driver is simply equivalent to how to control the DAC
and ADC synchronised with beam.

Figure 3: A photo of the standard unit for 4 quadrupole and
4 steering magnets.

SELECTION OF THE CONTROL BUS
AND DEVICES
As is often the case with many facilities, VME bus is
widely used for the communication bus of the many devices
especially ones which require timing control. Event timing
system of MRF is used in our LINAC for the timing control.
Thus the Event receiver with VME bus is common in our
environment. However, this time, PXI / PXI express bus was
WECPR05
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installation space, energy eiciency are crucially important.
Trigger rate of our LINAC is 50 Hz, but injection pattern is
not ixed. The destination of the beam is delivered by the
EVENT timing system via optical iber just after the previous
pulse. To interpret the information and change setting within
20 ms, fast and intelligent control system is necessary. To
realize these requirements with minimum risks and cost, we
decide to develop new power supplies by ourselves following
the concepts bellow .
• realize high eiciency with energy recovery
• separate power circuit and control system
• use commercially available components as much as
possible
• compatible with existent EVENT timing system
• compatible with existent EPICS control system [5]
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the pulsed power supply
system [6]. One standard unit which covers 4 quadrupole and
4 steering magnets, shown in Fig. 3, consist of a PXI express
unit for fast control, DC power supplies, pulse drivers and
NI cRIO unit for interlock and slow data acquisition.
In addition, there is one computer to control and monitor
all of the DC power supplies (DC power supply control
server). A CSS archiver and A Network attached storage are
used to log various data not only output current of the power
supplies but temperature of the IGBT in the pulse driver,
status of the DC power supplies and others. EPCIS channel
access protocol is mainly used for the communication among
computers over the standard network. LXI ver 1.3 protocol
is used to control the DC power supplies and NI network
shared variable is used to send fast waveform data. As for
the event timing system, dedicated optical iber is directly
connected to the module. Most of the software is written by
LabVIEW 2016 (32 bit) with NI DSC module and running
on Windows 8.1.
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chosen for the pulsed magnet power supply control system.
The reasons are
• availability of the EVR module
• availability and cost of ADC and DAC boards
• promising standards
• fast bus speed
Not only the timing and trigger control but also many information such as destination of the next beam, shot ID and
others are delivered by the Event Timing System. It is necessary for the new system to be compatible with the present
Event Timing System. Fortunately, EVR module with PXI
bus was available.
Although many ADC and DAC boards are commercially
available, sometimes it is not so easy to obtain the one suitable for the purpose. Developing the board from the IC will
usually time-consuming and not cost efective for a small
scale system.
Looking back the progress of the PXI / PXI express bus
standards last 20 years, it is revised as new PCI / PCI express
standards appear in the market. As long as the PCI / PCI
express is adopted for the computer bus, PXI / PXI express
is expected to be maintained.
As for the performance, bus speed of the crate used in
the system (NI PXIe-1082) is up to 8 GB/s which is much
faster than that of the latest VME standard. It is suitable for
thetransfer of the large amount of data from the ADC and
DAC.
Figure 4 shows the details of the PXI control system. One
unit consists of the
• a remote controller card (NI PXIe-8381)
• an 8 ch 16 bit 1MHz simultaneous sampling ADC (NI
PXIe-6356)
• an 8 ch 16 bit 1MHz simultaneous updating DAC (NI
PXI-6733)
• an EVR (MRF PXI-EVR-230)
• a chassis (NI PXIe-1082)
• a computer with Windows 8.1 and LabVIEW
Embedded controller with PXI express bus was not
adopted intentionally. The controller is a general PC. The
life cycle of the CPU is generally shorter than that of ADC
and DAC boards. Separation of the CPU makes it possible
for us to upgrade the system more lexibly with less cost in
the future.
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Figure 4: Details of the PXI unit (top) and its outlook (bottom).

SOFTWARE
In our LINAC, EPICS is used for the infrastructure of the
device control. The new system must be compatible with
EPICS. In addition, since control boards made by National
instruments were adopted, it is straightforward to choose
LabVIEW for the programming language. Fortunately there
are software modules in LabVIEW to connect EPICS.
Figure 5 shows data low in the software. Twelve DAC
data array according to the beam mode (ten beam mode
plus no injection mode and no trigger mode) are preparedin
advance in the computer’s memory. Each DAC data is recalculated by putting a new value using EPICS channel access

Figure 5: Data low in software
protocol. Data bufer information from the EVR is delivered
to the main software a few millisecond after the last trigger.
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Then, one of the DAC data array is selected according to
the next beam mode and updated to the DAC’s memory. By
the trigger signal from the EVR, the DAC and the ADC
start ouputting and digitizing data for 6 ms. Aquired ADC
data array is concatinated with shot ID and mode number,
then issued to the network using NI network shared variable
protocol every 20 ms. At the same time, one point, at the
timing of the beam passing through, in the ADC data array
is chosen and issued to the network with mode number using EPICS channel access protocol. Every one point data
with timestamp, shot ID and mode number is bufered in
the memory of the control computer for 10 s then they are
dumped to the text ile in the local storage of the computer.
The ile is copied to the NAS every 60 s by another process.
By this way, output current of the power supply for all of
the shot (every 20 ms) is stored in the disk. The amount of
the data is about 3 TB/year. In addition to real-time monitoring, logging by CSS archiver every 10 s is also available
for all the channel. Suplemental softwares such as, remote
monitoring ADC data array, detecting hung-up of the main
programs etc. are also prepared by LabVIEW and runnig on
the windows machine in the control room.

EVALUATION AND OPERATION
Trigger Dropping Rate
The combination of Windows 8.1 and LabVIEW make
it possible for us to develop software in short time. However, asis well known, Windows is not a real-time operating
system. Whether the software is able to do all the tasks in
20 ms or not depend on the performance of the computer.
The speciications of the computer used in operation are
summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Required Injection Parameters
CPU
motherboard
memory
storage
power supply

manufacturer

type

Intel
ASRock
crucial
crucial
corsair

core-i7 6700
Z170 Extreme6+
CT4K4G4DFS8213
CT525MX300SSD1
RM550x
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If the trigger was not dropped, diference between adjacent
shot IDs should be one. The upper graph shows this value
as a function of time and the lower one shows the histogram
of them. In this example one trigger is dropped among 4.32
million pulses. (50 Hz repetition means 4.32 million pulses
per day.) Data from other unit and other day shows similar
results, namely trigger dropping rate is less than 1 ppm. Even
though this is a kind of Brute-force solution and the dropping
rate depend on the conditions, the value is acceptable for our
present operation.

Experiences During Two Years Operation
Long term stability of the Windows and LabVIEW is also
one of the concern. Presently, 16 units are in operation.
Most of the unit except for a few speciic unit are very stable.
It is not necessary to restart the software and reboot the PC
during the operation term more than 6 months. Unstable
units require reboot once in a few months. Although the
reasons is not clear, diference of the noise environment is
one of the candidate.

SUMMARY
Since the major installation of the pulsed magnet system
in the summer shut-down 2017, there has been no severe
trouble during two years operation. Although the system
using Windows and LabVIEW is not a real-time system, trigger dropping rate is less than one ppm, which is practically
suicient for the present operation. The control system in
this paper which fully utilize the COTS devices might be a
possible candidate for the medium-scaled control system.
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IN-PLACE TECHNOLOGY REPLACEMENT OF A 24x7 OPERATIONAL
FACILITY: KEY LESSONS LEARNED AND SUCCESS STRATEGIES
FROM THE NIF CONTROL SYSTEM MODERNIZATION
M. Fedorov, G. Brunton, C. Estes, B. Fishler, M. Flegel, A. P. Ludwigsen, M. Paul, S. Townsend
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, USA
Abstract
The National Ignition Facility (NIF) is the world's largest laser system for Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) and
High Energy Density (HED) experiments. Design of the
NIF control system started in the 1990s, incorporating established hardware and software technologies of that era.
The architecture of the control system has stood the test of
time, successfully scaling up to a full 192 laser beam configuration in 2009, and then transitioning to 24x7 operations and sustaining 400 shots annually since 2016. The
control system has grown with NIF to add new major capabilities, such as cryogenic layering, a petawatt-class laser, 3D neutron imaging and others. In parallel, with scaling up and efficiency optimizations, the software had to
adapt to changes dictated by the fast-paced computer industry. Some of our originally chosen technologies have
become obsolete and replaced by new programming languages, frameworks and paradigms. In this paper, we discuss how the NIF control system has leveraged the
strengths of its distributed, crossplatform architecture to
successfully modernize "in-place" computing platforms
and programming languages without impacting the demanding experiment schedule.

INTRODUCTION
Large experimental physics facilities embody significant
investment of societal resources and they are expected to
last, gainfully generating scientific knowledge for 20-40
years. Computer industry moves much faster, periodically
forcing facilities’ control systems into major modernizations to address technology obsolescence, cybersecurity
and paradigm shifts in programming technologies.
Continuous pursuit of the experimenters’ goals at these
facilities may also mean that there will never be an extended downtime for a comprehensive “full rewrite” of the
control system. The alternative is an incremental “inplace” upgrade in parallel with scientific operations,
stretching the modernization over numerous small windows (2-4 hours) in the facility schedule. By overlapping
with other maintenance activities, the “in-place” approach
does help to minimize the overall downtime budget. However, each of these numerous upgrades carries a risk of an
unexpected behavior change or a system incompatibility.
While the planned downtime budget can be frugally negotiated, facilities have zero tolerance for unplanned downtime since it directly impacts the quantity and quality of
scientific output.
We explain how we have approached the “in-place” upgrade by carefully inspecting the “pillars” supporting our
control system architecture. Some of these pillars had to be

removed and replaced, while others stayed and served as
pivots which helped our team to propel NIF Integrated
Computer Control System (ICCS) towards modern technologies.
To address the unplanned downtime risk, we have expanded our automated testing by adding focused verifications of the fidelity of the software migrations, assuring
that new behaviors, timings and exceptions match those of
the legacy software. Finally, we have leveraged the datadriven aspect of our architecture to develop a fast and reliable “conversion-reversion” process which assures that we
can always undo a migration upgrade and return the facility
to normal operations in a predictable time.

EVOLUTION OF ICCS TECHNOLOGIES
Early Days
The NIF control system was designed at the end of the
1990s. Reliability and scalability were the primary concerns for hardware and software architects, which resulted
in selection of proven, well established technologies with
solid industry support. For the low-level, hardware-facing
Front-End-Processors (FEPs) the NIF team selected VMEbus, Motorola PowerPC diskless crates running VxWorks
RTOS, Fig.1.

Figure 1: Evolution of ICCS technologies: fading red color
indicates legacy technologies on their way to obsolescence.
Deepening green illustrates growth of modern alternatives.
Solid green highlights enduring pillars of our architecture.
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Sun SPARC servers and workstations under the Sun Solaris UNIX OS were selected for supervisory and GUI applications [1].
In the software domain, a similar focus on type safety,
modularity and scalability has driven commitment to Object Oriented Design (OOD), Ada 95 programming language and CORBA middleware. To accentuate software reuse and to support the never-ending expansion and modification of the NIF systems, the control system topology and
configuration are data-driven, defined by structured database entries. Oracle RDBMS was selected as a storage for
configuration data, persistence and history archive.
It is worth noting that all software tools and libraries in
the ICCS 1997 design [1] were proprietary, closed source
and expensive.

Java Moves In
Early in the prototype system development it became
clear that Ada 95 was lacking a healthy ecosystem. Very
few libraries were available outside of the core language,
which was a severe limitation for a universal and integrated
control system. ICCS needed a clean modern user interface, and Microsoft Windows became the preferable platform for the Control Room consoles due to its ease of use
and standard office tools. There were no good cross-platform UI toolkits for Ada 95, proprietary or open-source.
Tellingly, Oracle discontinued its Ada database binding library.
At the same time, the quickly rising Java programming
language was offering consistent cross-platform UIs and
solid enterprise-level database driver libraries. This is
when ICCS team leveraged CORBA middleware as a
cross-language tool, by connecting Java components to
Ada using open-source JacORB middleware. The NIF control system became bilingual.
Soon after, Java became the language of choice for all
new software development. ICCS software engineers preferred Java because of its clarity, efficient and free development tools and a whole universe of third-party libraries.
Most of the new hires did not know Ada 95 and they were
pleased not to learn the niche language.
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• Most of the FEP software was originally developed in
Ada 95 during early phases of the NIF construction,
before the ICCS Java stack became available.
• Controls hardware is attached to these FEPs, so the migration scope explodes into full replacement of the
computing platform, OS and specialized drivers.
• FEPs are directly controlling powerful energies and
expensive hardware, requiring formal re-verification
of the machine safety requirements whenever software
changes.
• Initially, Java platform was not as predictable for soft
real time control applications as VxWorks/Ada 95.
These concerns were addressed by newer JVMs, fast
multi-core CPUs and garbage collection management.
• There was a loss of the domain expertise for systems
designed years ago: many of the software engineers
and their electrical, optical, mechanical counterparts
have retired or moved on.
It is not surprising that the ICCS team was hesitant to
migrate the FEPs, leaving them until later because of the
complexity, impact and the risks. To eliminate legacy technologies from ICCS, we had to simultaneously rewrite FEP
software in a new language, switch to a new OS, new CPU
architecture and new drivers.
While NIF operations were supportive of the long-term
sustainability goal, our proposal to make such radical
changes to the core systems came when operations were
the least willing to introduce any downtimes or risks.

OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
Construction of the NIF had concluded in 2009, ten
years ago, when 24x7 operations began with focus on maximizing the scientific output by increasing number of experiments (“shots”), maximizing availability and continuous innovation in laser, target and diagnostic capabilities,
Fig. 2.

FEP Challenge
By the early 2010s, all ICCS GUIs, and most of the supervisory and shot automation applications were Java. At
the same time, our Ada 95 development toolchain became
a real burden: obsolete, poorly supported and expensive licensing. Our hardware facing FEP platform of VxWorks
5.4 and PowerPC was obsolete. Oracle had acquired Sun
Microsystems, tossing Sun Solaris OS and SPARC architecture towards obsolescence.
At this point, it became clear that we must entirely migrate away from Ada 95, VxWorks and Solaris. We already
knew good alternatives to migrate to: Java, Linux and Intel.
Our Front-End-Processors (FEPs) became the last bastion of legacy Ada 95/VxWorks/Solaris platform, lagging
because of the historical and technological reasons:

Figure 2: NIF Shot Rate year-to-year. 391 shots are expected in 2019 [2].
The NIF operational schedule is thoroughly managed,
with experiment plans extending a year into the future and
WEDPL01
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getting highly detailed down to hours and minutes on a
week timescale. Within this schedule, a limited time is allocated to the ICCS team to rollout new releases and
patches. We deploy 4 major releases per year and 4-6 minor
patches. For a major release, ICCS is given 24 hours of NIF
time, most of which is needed to perform online testing
with real hardware and to exercise a full NIF laser shot.
Rollout of patches is much faster, 2-4 hours, and we are
normally not given time to exercise a full test shot.
NIF expects that after an ICCS software release or a
patch is deployed, the control system software is fully qualified for operations – there is no allowance for debugging
or tweaking after the release.
NIF experiments are conducted from the Control Room
by a crew of 12 operators, led by a Shot Director. Operators
are focused on safety, procedures and schedules. Control
Room operators are not software engineers and they are not
equipped to debug software during experimental campaigns. Moreover, ICCS software engineers are not qualified as NIF operators and they are not present in the Control Room during shot operations.
NIF’s high expectations for availability and reliability
dictate “zero tolerance for error”:
• the downtime for the software upgrades and testing
should be minimal
• the downtime should be predictable, since shot operations must resume normally after the allocated conversion time
• there should be no surprise changes in hardware and
system behaviors
• machine safety requirements need to be explicitly reverified
• there should be no significant change in operator interactions, otherwise procedures will need to be updated
and operators re-trained.
Understanding these constraints rising from the need to
assure uninterrupted scientific operations was the most
formative factor in the development of our FEP Java modernization strategy.

STRATEGIES AND CONSTRAINTS
A control system modernization can be approached in
several ways:
• New Generation or a Complete Rewrite, when a new
control system is developed from scratch, and the legacy system is abandoned.
• SkunkWorks or a Tiger Team approach, when the new
generation software is developed in a backroom while
operating and maintaining the legacy system until the
new software is ready to switchover.
• In-Place or Piecemeal incremental upgrade, when the
new components are compatible with the existing system, they gradually phased in until the entire system is
modernized.
• Gateway or a Federation, when the new software is not
compatible with the legacy control system, but there is
a software gateway which connects the parts. At ex-
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treme, this strategy produces a Federation of the control systems, working together, but drastically dissimilar in their protocols, control and data flows.
Each of these strategies has strengths or flexibility in
some areas while they are more limiting in others. We have
summarized our understanding of these benefits and constraints in Fig. 3. The control system modernization decision should be based on organizational preferences, clear
understanding of the alternatives and assessment of operational, budget and workforce risks.
In our situation the modest In-Place upgrade strategy appears to be the only viable option, since minimizing facility
downtime and assuring no unplanned outages are clearly
the topmost concerns. Our organization budget has been
flat for many years, we cannot hire a sizeable Tiger Team
to work on the new technology while the core team continues to maintain the legacy system. Additionally, we would
be concerned about loss of cohesion when multiple architectural paradigms coexist within the control system. Our
team has considered the Gateway solution before and we
like its technological flexibility, but we have decided that
the added complexity does not justify the benefits.

Figure 3: Control system upgrade strategies.
In exchange for the flexibility with downtime and
budget, the In-Place strategy requires that new modernized
software has to be compatible with the rest of the system.
The extent of the required compatibility needs to be understood to determine which of ICCS architectural concepts
should be preserved across migration and which will be replaced.

ARCHITECTURE OF CHANGE
CORBA-level Interfaces: Preserve
CORBA is the middleware technology which ICCS uses
to connect components over the control system network.
All ICCS Interface Definition Language (IDL) modules are
compiled both to Ada and Java. Carrying over IDL interfaces intact from legacy Ada to new Java software is a vital
requirement for achieving smooth In-Place migration.
Fortunately, CORBA has also been of great help supporting the migration, acting as a key modernization “pivoting
pillar”. Conceptually, in the CORBA OOD paradigm, Ada
and Java variants of the software are just alternative poly-
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morphic implementations of the same interface, and therefore they are guaranteed to be fully interchangeable from
the client point of view, Fig. 4.
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device assumes all database data from the Ada device, and
the rest of the control system will use the Java variant of
the device without any additional changes.
Importantly, the change is easily reversible. If a problem
is discovered with the newly migrated Java code, the taxon
can be reconfigured back to the legacy Ada software. The
Ada application will resume operations with up-to-date
persistence data left by the Java device.

Implementation Level Design: Replace

Figure 4: CORBA Interfaces “abstract away” Ada-to-Java
transition, assuring client compatibility.

Database Schema: Preserve
Preserving database schemas (see Fig. 5), i.e. the structure of the tables, is not a strict technical requirement. It is
entirely plausible that the modernized variant of the software will benefit from defining new datasets for its configuration settings, persistence and archive data.

Figure 5: Reusing existing database tables between legacy
and new software simplifies conversion-reversion process
and it is transparent to facility operations and customers.
However, since the configuration and archive tables are
part of a broader interface between the control system and
the facility enterprise, maintaining schema consistency is
desired to assure that the software modernization remains
entirely transparent to facility operators, procedures and
processes, external systems.
Additionally, reusing the same tables between legacy
Ada and new Java implementations allows for easy switching between Ada/Java software by “repointing” the object
identity.

Identity and Naming: Preserve
Every ICCS device is identified by a taxonomical name,
or a taxon, consisting of four components: Subsystem, Location, Unit, Identifier. At runtime, all access to an ICCS
CORBA object is performed via a taxon lookup. Taxons
also serve as a database key for configuration, persistence
and archive data.
To migrate a device, we just need to associate the device
taxon with a Java FEP instead of an Ada FEP. The new Java

In the ICCS control system, CORBA objects are “fat”,
each representing a non-trivial chunk of functionality.
They can be thought of as a facade or microservice object.
Internally, the implementation code for a single ICCS
CORBA device may consists of dozens of classes and
types.
While the goal of the Ada/Java migration is to preserve
the external CORBA interface exactly, there is no such requirement for the design of the internal implementation.
Although our legacy Ada 95 designs were also adherent to
OOD principles, there have been significant rethinking of
the OO practices and design patterns, with emphasis on
composability, immutability and data flows inspired by
Functional Programming. We have found that it is not
worthwhile to follow the legacy designs even when the detailed documentation exists from the 1990s. Instead, we
reimplement external facade interfaces using modern Java
design and coding patterns.

Timing: Preserve (Reasonably)
Timing characteristics of object behaviours are important, especially in a control system, and they need to be
preserved during the Ada/Java migration. Unfortunately,
there is no provision in CORBA IDL to specify the timing
aspects of an interface contract. Instead, we are relying on
automated component testing to measure Ada call durations and then validate Java timings.
In most controls use cases, the timings are determined
by the external hardware, so they are not computationally
bound. While the precise reproduction of the call durations
is not realistic and unnecessary, it is reasonable to expect
that Ada/Java will have similar timing characteristic and
any significant discrepancy should be a red flag for the developer.

Tasking, Concurrency, Synchronization:
Replace
External timing properties of CORBA objects can be significantly affected by the implementation threading and
synchronization details. The FEPs in the control system are
multi-threaded, exposed to dozens of unsynchronized network clients and they are expected to respond promptly and
predictably to these requests.
Unfortunately, Ada95 and Java have incompatible
threading and synchronization primitives, therefore Ada’s
Tasks, Rendezvous and Conditional Entries have to be
reimplemented with Java Threads, Executor Services and
Queues.
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User Interfaces and Interactions: Preserve
The in-place upgrade requires that user interfaces and interactions do not change at all when an FEP is migrated
from Ada to Java. The control room operators should not
be surprised and the FEP behaviours should not deviate
from the existing facility procedures and documentation. It
is common during the in-place migration process that some
FEPs of certain type are running Java while the rest still
operate with legacy Ada 95 software.
Since ICCS GUIs are CORBA clients, the preservation
of the GUI Look and Feel is achieved automatically once
we preserve the CORBA interfaces. The overall user behaviour is more complex since it includes operator expectations for business logic, input validation, timing and error
reporting. Most of these properties can be verified at
CORBA interface level with automated component test,
without need for a manual GUI testing.

Logging: Mostly Replaced
Another valuable output of FEP software is its log files.
The log files often contain the most detailed information
about internal state of the program, its interactions with the
controls hardware, clients and underlying infrastructure.
Log files are used for monitoring of the system health, analysing off-normals and predicting future trends.
Log files have their consumers, and changes in the content or format of the logging may have a facility level impact. This is especially true when a log analysis tool, such
as Splunk [3] is deployed at the facility to extract performance indicators, generate alerts and feed dashboard visualizations.
ICCS has standardized that both Ada and Java logs must
contain certain key fields: timestamp, taxon, severity,
thread id. However, the rest of the log message format is
not formalized, and software developers can put any information they consider relevant. Since logging is coupled to
the specifics of the implementation, the nomenclature of
the log messages does differ significantly between legacy
and modernized applications.
So, unfortunately, it was not realistic to preserve logging
format across the Ada/Java migration. Some of our Splunk
dashboards had to be redesigned to consume logging in
new Java formats to support the migration.

Keepers and Goers
We summarize this section with diagram Fig. 6, mapping
each concept to Idea – Implementation – Interaction hierarchy of the Design Process [4]: each system first comes
into existence as a pure idea in the maker mind, it then gets
implemented in silicon and code, and finally becomes complete when users interact with the system and thus with the
original idea of the maker.
The diagram illustrates our focus on preservations of the
original ideas and established user interactions, while “silicon and code” are being ripped out and replaced.

Figure 6: Summary of architecture concepts which are
preserved (green) or replaced (red) over modernization.

ASSURING MIGRATION FIDELITY
When essentially everything is replaced at the “Implementation” level, how do we assure that modernized software is still compliant to the “Idea” level specifications and
that operator “Interactions” do not change?
Thorough testing against the specification is desirable
but difficult to implement for legacy software. The systems
were developed 10+ years ago, and many of the original
design documents became obsolete. Dozens or hundreds of
change requests were implemented on top of the original
designs, correcting and expanding software functionality.
Without up-to-date and detailed requirements documents,
it is difficult to define a comprehensive and accurate test
plan.
Fortunately, we have realized that correctly operating instances of the control system can serve as a test fixture to
supplement traditional testing processes.

Legacy Software as a Reference Implementation
We know that our legacy Ada 95 software works successfully. Its interfaces, behaviours, timings are what the
rest of the system and operators expect.
We validate consistency of migrations with comprehensive automated CORBA component-level tests which rely
on legacy software as a reference implementation. Developers capture expected behaviors by exercising tests
against Ada 95. Correctness, error handling and execution
timings are addressed by these tests.
Once the tests are “calibrated” against legacy code, they
are used to validate new Java software, including method
response times, Fig. 7.

Integration Testing
While the component level tests methodically exercise
each method and compare them against their legacy variants, these individual tests are only as good as the developer’s knowledge of the device functions. Given a decadelong gap since the original design, it is possible that this
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mer of 2019 we migrated the last of VxWorks/PowerPC/Ada 95 FEPs to Linux/Intel/Java. ICCS is on schedule to convert all remaining Solaris/Ada systems by December 2019. At that point, we will remove Ada 95 from
our nightly builds, eliminating dependency on the obsolete
toolset.

Figure 7: Fragment of Ada-Java migration fidelity report.
knowledge is incomplete, new code is deficient and the
component level tests are blind to defects. In one example,
a developer was not aware that a component is supposed to
provide an optional “add-in” interface, so it was omitted
entirely both from the new implementation and from the
test suite.
This omission was discovered by a system-level integration test. ICCS software team is supported by several offline test instances of the control system, and our Automated Shot Test (AST) tool continuously runs the entire
system through several variants of production-like experiments. We replace the first article of a legacy component
with its modernized replacement and execute experiments
with AST. The rest of the control system serves as a call
pattern generator by driving new software through realistic
scenarios and under realistic concurrent load. The system
also performs the validation, since the control system already embeds many checks of state, values and timings,
normally used to assure that production facility hardware
performs as expected but leveraged in this first article test
to assure correctness of the code migration.

Conversion and Reversion Scripts
As emphasized earlier, we need to enforce a firm time
limit on our software deployment and testing activities in
the production NIF environment. Whether new software
works or not, we need to return the system to fully operational state in time for the next laser shot experiment. We
are relying on data-driven architecture of the control system to switch between legacy Ada and new Java implementations.
This technique is implemented by preparing both forward conversion (Ada to Java) and reversion (Java to Ada)
scripts and datasets. To assure robustness of these tests, we
apply them in both directions in our integration and test
environments. Shortly before a production release, we dryrun them against a copy of the production database.

CONCLUSION
The ICCS team is wrapping up our multi-year effort to
modernize NIF control system platforms, Fig. 8. This sum-

Figure 8: Progress of FEP modernization.
By adapting the “In-Place” strategy, our team has accomplished a comprehensive and deep upgrade of the control system while the NIF facility is running a busy 24x7
experimental schedule and continues to expand its scientific capabilities. Close coordination and shared values of
excellent stewardship between ICCS and NIF Operations
teams were essential for this success.
Looking forward, the modernized Linux/Java/Intel platform is well settled to serve NIF for the next 10-20 years.
ICCS team is looking forward to apply our system migration expertise to new projects, such as hardware/firmware
technology refresh of NIF Embedded Controllers.
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AliECS: A NEW EXPERIMENT CONTROL SYSTEM
FOR THE ALICE EXPERIMENT
T. Mrnjavac∗ , K. Alexopoulos† , V. Chibante Barroso‡ , G. Raduta§ , CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The ALICE Experiment at CERN LHC (Large Hadron
Collider) is undertaking during Long Shutdown 2 in 20192020 a major upgrade, which includes a new computing
system called O2 (Online-Oline). To ensure the eicient
operation of the upgraded experiment along with its newly
designed computing system, a reliable, high performance
and automated experiment control system is being developed
with the goal of managing all O2 synchronous processing
software, and of handling the data taking activity by interacting with the detectors, the trigger system and the LHC. The
ALICE Experiment Control System (AliECS) is a distributed
system based on state of the art cluster management and microservices which have recently emerged in the distributed
computing ecosystem. Such technologies will allow the ALICE Collaboration to beneĄt from a vibrant and innovating
open source community. This communication illustrates the
AliECS architecture. It provides an in-depth overview of the
systemŠs components, features and design elements, as well
as its performance. It also reports on the experience with
AliECS as part of ALICE Run 3 detector commissioning
setups.

INTRODUCTION
The O2 Computing System
The ALICE experiment [1] is undergoing a major upgrade [2] which is being deployed during LHCŠs Long Shutdown 2 (2019-2020) in preparation for LHC Run 3. The new
and upgraded detectors result in a signiĄcantly increased
data rate, and in order for the data processing to keep up,
a new computing system called O2 [3] is being designed,
developed and deployed.
In its production stage, the O2 computing system will
consist of 100,000s of processes, deployed over roughly
1000 heterogeneous nodes, fulĄlling roles including data
readout, processing, storage and auxiliary services. The
system will read out 27 Tb/s of raw data and record 800
Gb/s of reconstructed data.
The data driven components of the O2 computing system
will run on two main typologies of computing nodes: FLPs
(First Level Processors) and EPNs (Event Processing Nodes).
Each FLP is Ątted with CRU (Common Readout Unit) [4] or
C-RORC (Common Readout Receiver Card) [5] hardware,
depending on the detector. These PCI-Express cards are
capable of two way communication with detector front end
electronics.
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The O2 computing system will be capable of two kinds
of data-driven workĆows: synchronous operation, intended
to be synchronous with detector readout, and asynchronous
operation, which will take place at any time regardless of
detector or beam conditions. Most nodes are expected to
run dozens of processes of diferent kinds, including long
running services, WLCG-like (Worldwide LHC Computing
Grid) environments for asynchronous processing, and datadriven process workĆows. Synchronous workĆows operate
on data coming from detector data links, thus they must run
in the O2 facility at LHC Point 2. Asynchronous workĆows
do not have this constraint, they can therefore run at any time
on WLCG nodes, or on O2 facility resources when they are
not needed for synchronous operation.

The O2 /FLP Computing Cluster
O2 is being developed as a complete solution for the data
processing needs of the ALICE experiment during Run 3,
but the O2 compute system is split up in two separate computing clusters due to signiĄcant diferences in requirements
between FLPs and EPNs. This division yields the O2 /FLP
computing cluster and the O2 /EPN computing cluster, both
deployed at LHC Point 2.
The fundamental diference between these two main kinds
of nodes stems from the fact that FLPs have direct Ąber links
to detector front end electronics, making them permanently
bound to a speciĄc detector or detector component. Different FLPs may also have a variable number of CRU or
C-RORC cards, and diferent system speciĄcations. FLPs
are not interchangeable, thus the O2 /FLP cluster is inevitably
a heterogeneous environment. On the other hand, EPNs do
not have direct links to detector front end electronics, and
they are largely interchangeable, with the purpose of hosting
scalable processing workĆows which can be replicated on as
many EPNs as needed, depending on the required workload.

Figure 1: O2 /FLP and O2 /EPN cluster control with respect
to the ALICE Run Control Centre.
Each of the two computing clusters has its own specialized
control system. Ultimately, the O2 system as a whole will be
controlled via a single user interface, an ECS (Experiment
Control System) solution in the ALICE Run Control Centre
(see Fig. 1).
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Target Operational Improvements in an Experiment Control System for ALICE Run 3
The goals and requirements of the ALICE experiment
control system (AliECS) are derived from experience in
running the previous computing system (LHC Run 1 and
2) [6], and are motivated by a desire for greater reliability,
performance, maintainability, and operational Ćexibility.
Target operational improvements include
1. no workĆow redeployment when including or excluding
a detector from data taking,
2. recovery from process and server crashes,
3. process reconĄguration without mandatory restart,
4. and EPN scaling during data taking (e.g. as luminosity
decreases towards the end of a LHC Ąll).
The O2 project includes a redesign of user interfaces, in
favor of next-generation web-based GUIs with SSO (single
sign-on) and a revamped design. AliECS comes with a number of command line and graphical user interfaces, including
shifter oriented GUIs which supersede those of the previous
generation ECS.
Finally, the O2 project is an opportunity to take advantage of modern developments in computing, thus AliECS is
built with the best practices of a microservices distributed
application paradigm, and harnessing the features of modern
cluster resource management systems.

REQUIREMENTS OF AN ECS SOLUTION
FOR ALICE RUN 3
AliECS is a new control system, currently under development with the goal of managing the O2 facility, and of
handling the various phases of the data taking activity by
interfacing with the detectors, the trigger system and the
LHC. AliECS includes common large high-energy physics
experiment control functionalities, such as conĄguration and
control of data taking runs, plus Ąne-grained control of the
O2 /FLP cluster.
The primary duty of a control mechanism for the ALICE
O2 system is to launch, conĄgure and control a set of datadriven workĆows inside a computer cluster. On top of this
cluster control role, AliECS is in charge of
1. managing the lifetime of thousands of processes in the
O2 /FLP cluster (while delegating control of O2 /EPN
processes to a specialized control mechanism for the
O2 /EPN cluster),
2. minimizing the waste of beam time by reusing processes and avoiding time-consuming process restart
operations,
3. and interfacing with the LHC, the trigger system, the
DCS (Detector Control System) [7] and other systems
through common APIs.

Synchronous and Asynchronous Workflows
From a cluster control point of view, the primary task of
AliECS is to handle the details of synchronous workĆows,
as this kind of workĆow is time-critical and directly afected
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by experiment operations. Asynchronous workĆows will
be executed in Grid-like environments, both on the WLCG
and inside the O2 facility when resources are available, on
a best-efort basis. At times when the O2 /EPN facility has
free resources (i.e., compute resources not used for synchronous operation), the O2 /EPN control mechanism will
have the responsibility of setting up asynchronous processing environments for tasks like asynchronous reconstruction,
analysis, and simulation. AliECS will be able to reclaim resources assigned to asynchronous operation if synchronous
processing workĆows require them by requesting from the
O2 /EPN to ensure immediate availability of these resources
for synchronous operation.

AliECS DESIGN OVERVIEW
Due to the tight coupling required between high-level
experiment control and O2 /FLP cluster control, AliECS integrates both control levels (experiment control and O2 /FLP
cluster control) into a single system. Thus, AliECS provides
in-depth control of every data-driven process running in the
O2 /FLP cluster. It is foreseen for the AliECS core to further
interface with the O2 /EPN control mechanism, but only for
coarse-grained, high-level control of the O2 /EPN cluster.
AliECS is a distributed system in charge of the O2 facility
(directly or indirectly), with full knowledge and control over
the resources of the O2 /FLP cluster. It implements a reliable
and distributed state machine mechanism to represent the
aggregated state of the constituent O2 processes of a datadriven workĆow. Furthermore, it allows reconĄguration and
reuse of running O2 processes as often as possible to avoid
process restarts, and it allows simultaneous operation of multiple workĆows, with easy reallocation of resources among
workĆows. Finally, it reacts promptly to inputs, handling
events from the user, the LHC, the trigger system, the DCS,
and the cluster itself with a high degree of autonomy.
The O2 project has chosen FairMQ [8] as the common
message passing and data transport framework for its datadriven processes. It has been developed in the context of
FairRoot [9, 10], a simulation, reconstruction and analysis
framework for particle physics experiments. FairMQ provides the basic building blocks to implement complex data
processing workĆows, including a message queue, a conĄguration mechanism, a state machine, and a plugin system.

Resource Management in the O2 /FLP Facility
We implement AliECS as a distributed application, using
Apache Mesos [11, 12] as toolkit. This custom solution
integrates a task scheduler component, a purpose-built distributed state machine system, a multi-source stateful process
conĄguration mechanism, and a control plugin and library
compatible with any data-driven O2 process.
An Overview of Apache Mesos Apache Mesos is a
cluster resource management system. It greatly streamlines
distributed application development by providing a uniĄed
distributed execution environment. Mesos facilitates the
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management of O2 /FLP components, resources and tasks
inside the O2 /FLP facility, efectively enabling the developer
to program against the datacenter (i.e., the O2 /FLP facility
at LHC Point 2) as if it was a single pool of resources.
Apache Mesos comes with two main components: masters and agents. In a Mesos-enabled cluster there is a Mesos
agent running on every node: its purpose is to collect information on the resources available on that node, and to handle
task deployment. A Mesos-enabled cluster must also have at
least one Mesos master. In this context, a Mesos-aware distributed application is called a framework. When developing
a framework, the developer must build a scheduler process
(which subscribes to the Mesos master), as well as one or
more executors. The Mesos master acts as an authoritative
source of knowledge on cluster resources, and periodically
sends resource ofers to the schedulers of the frameworks
running on the cluster, which can then use these resources
to run tasks.
In order to run a task, a Mesos agent runs the selected
executor component of the framework that accepted the resources provided by this agent, and the executor can then
run a process or perform any other operation as required by
the scheduler.
The Role of Apache Mesos in the O2 /FLP Facility
Apache Mesos has become a household name in the industry,
and it has been used in deployments of 10,000s of nodes. It
is an open source project, hosted by the Apache Software
Foundation. Commercial support is available.
For AliECS, beneĄts of using Mesos include
1. the knowledge of what runs where,
2. resource management, which facilitates various deployment steps including port assignment, node selection,
conĄguration, and others,
3. transport facilities for O2 -speciĄc control messages,
4. task status tracking (e.g. an event is raised if a task dies
unexpectedly),
5. and advanced features such as node attributes, resource
overprovisioning, checkpointing, and others.
The drawback of having Apache Mesos as an additional
component in the stack is compensated by its beneĄts. We
also argue that implementing a computing system at the scale
of O2 with modern techniques would in any case involve a
resource management system component or mechanism.
It is important to note that Apache Mesos is not a control
system. The requirements, and thus the design of AliECS
include much beyond Mesos.

AliECS Components
AliECS, our proposed solution for the problem of O2 /FLP
synchronous control and ECS is under development. The current implementation of AliECS can be found on GitHub [13],
and it consists of
1. the AliECS core (which includes the Apache Mesosfacing scheduler component),
2. the AliECS executor,
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Figure 2: The AliECS architecture. All control communications between core and executor instances are piggybacked
on Mesos messages. RPC-pattern interaction between the
user interfaces and the AliECS core, and between the executor and the controlled O2 process is implemented with
gRPC. The OCC plugin hides the complexities of handling
gRPC connections and driving the state machine.
3. the O2 control and conĄguration plugin for FairMQ
devices (OCC plugin),
4. the O2 control and conĄguration library (OCC library),
5. the AliECS control and conĄguration command line
utility (coconut),
6. the AliECS process execution and control utility for
OCC library based O2 processes (peanut),
7. and the web-based AliECS GUI.
The AliECS core accepts requests from the AliECS GUI
or from coconut. These requests are then processed, and
they result in Mesos API calls, handlers for Mesos API
events, or O2 -speciĄc control messages (using Mesos API
calls and handlers for transport).
Furthermore, AliECS interfaces via a conĄguration wrapper library with Consul [14], a key-value store which acts
as the systemŠs conĄguration repository. The design also
includes interfacing with information sources from the LHC,
the trigger system, and the DCS.
Most components of AliECS are written in Go [15], a statically typed general purpose programming language in the
tradition of C, which is particularly suitable for distributed
system development because of its advanced synchronization and threading facilities. The OCC plugin is developed
in C++17, and works with any FairMQ-based process. A
non-plugin library equivalent of the latter is also provided,
for O2 processes which do not support the FairMQ plugin
system.

Inter-process Communication in AliECS
The common idiom of inter-process communication in
AliECS is gRPC [16], an open source, cross-language RPC
(remote procedure call) system backed by Google. It is
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widely used in the microservices community. gRPC comes
with a code generator which produces client and server stub
code based on a common descriptor Ąle. Once the developer
describes the client-server interface in this Ąle, the generator
can output stubs for C++, Go or any other supported language, enabling seamless interaction between processes in a
heterogeneous cross-language distributed system. Depending on the language, for the developer this gRPC-mediated
remote interaction mimics local function calls.
In AliECS, gRPC is used for communication between the
core and the user interface (both coconut and the web-based
GUI), and for communication between the executor and the
OCC plugin or library (see Fig. 2). gRPC interfaces are also
under development for interaction with other systems such
as the trigger system and the DCS.
Alternatives to gRPC were considered, such as a REST
API. This approach would have required more efort on the
client side, and it would have been less comfortable to use,
especially for two way interaction between the executor and
the OCC component. A framework such as Swagger [17]
could mitigate some of these drawbacks. Several competitors
to gRPC in the RPC space were also considered, including
CapŠn Proto [18], MessagePack-RPC [19], JSON-RPC [20]
and the net/rpc [21] package from the Go standard library,
but most of them fell short on some key criteria, such as performance, developer support, suitability for cross-language
communication, and ease of use.

AliECS Concepts
The basic unit of scheduling in AliECS is a task. A task
generally corresponds to a process, speciĄcally a process
that can receive and respond to OCC-compatible control
messages. All AliECS workĆows are collections of tasks,
which together form a coherent data processing chain.
Tasks are the leaves in a tree of roles. A role is a runtime
subdivision of the complete system, it represents a kind of
operation along with its resources. Each task implements
one or more roles. Roles allow binding tasks or groups of
tasks to speciĄc host attributes, detectors and conĄguration
values. Each role represents either a single task, or a group
of child roles. If tasks are leaves, roles are all the other nodes
in the control tree of an environment.
In comparison with the ECS partitions used in Run 2, we
aim to provide novel, more Ćexible, and more easily deployable abstractions. In memory, a tree of O2 roles, along with
their tasks and their conĄguration is a workflow. A workĆow
aggregates the collective state of its constituent O2 roles. A
running workĆow, along with associated detectors and other
hardware and software resources required for experiment
operation constitutes an environment.
The Environment State Machine Every environment
has a distributed state machine, which drives the state of its
tasks (see Fig. 3). In memory, each role as a node in the
control tree also has a state, which aggregates the states of
its child roles (or of its single child task). Thus, the state
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Figure 3: The state machine of an AliECS environment.
The same state machine is implemented by each task. For
FairMQ-based tasks the OCC plugin acts as a translation
layer between the AliECS task state machine and the underlying FairMQ state machine.
machines of each individual process are directed by the toplevel state machine of the environment.
When an environment is in state "RUNNING", it implements an activity, such as a data taking run. Every run (or
activity) has a unique run number, thus an environment can
acquire multiple run numbers in its lifetime, for multiple
runs, one at a time, with each run number only being valid
during the RUNNING state, between a "START_ACTIVITY"
transition and the subsequent "STOP_ACTIVITY" transition.
The environment state machine is the entry point for all
process control operations. Some examples of control requests at this level include creating a new environment by
loading a workĆow template from a conĄguration repository (which also instantiates the new environmentŠs state
machine), requesting a state transition for an environment,
or destroying an environment.

Configuration Management
AliECS is both a producer and consumer of conĄguration
data in the O2 /FLP cluster. There are 3 kinds of conĄguration
information that AliECS deals with:
1. the AliECS core conĄguration,
2. the AliECS workĆow conĄguration,
3. and the O2 tasks conĄguration.
Core Configuration The AliECS core conĄguration is
a Ćat list of read-only values which the AliECS core acquires
on startup. This kind of conĄguration can be populated from
a Ąle, from command line parameters, and from environment
variables (whatever the person who deploys the software
prefers, and these conĄguration sources can be combined).
Typical values that come from this conĄguration mechanism
are the control port to use for incoming AliECS GUI or
coconut connections, the URI of the Mesos master API,
and path of the AliECS executor on controlled nodes. Once
set, this kind of conĄguration data cannot change throughout
the lifetime of the AliECS core process.
Workflow Configuration The AliECS workĆow conĄguration is acquired by way of a conĄguration manager
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subsystem which uses Git repositories as a backend for Ąle
storage and versioning. Ultimately, AliECS workĆow conĄguration data consists of task descriptor Ąles and workĆow
template Ąles, and these are arranged in repositories. An
AliECS workĆow conĄguration repository is a Git repository with two directories, tasks and workflows. Each
of these directories contains a Ćat structure of YAML Ąles:
task descriptors and workĆow templates.
Every task descriptor Ąle is a YAML document which
describes how to launch and control a single task, such as
an O2 data-driven process. This kind of Ąle contains information such as the path to an executable, command line
arguments, environment variables, state machine type (i.e.
whether the process uses the FairMQ state machine or the
AliECS native state machine), available bound channels (for
incoming connections) etc.
Every workĆow template Ąle is a YAML document which
describes the structure of a workĆow of roles and (ultimately)
tasks. This structure directly expresses the control tree,
which deĄnes the layout of the distributed state machine.
The input processing mechanism which loads a workĆow
template into memory to generate a workĆow (which is in
turn associated with an environment) provides several facilities to aid in workĆow deĄnition, such as iterators (to
generate a sequence of integer-numbered roles) and hierarchical channel references (to describe task-to-task data Ćow
channels in terms of their relative locations in the workĆow
rather than static labels).
The workĆow template format is not primarily intended
as a data interchange format: it is rather the human-readable
representation of a curated structure of tasks to be run by
AliECS as an environment. The O2 DPL (Data Processing
Layer) [22], used by O2 task developers as a framework for
building stateful data-driven device topologies is capable of
generating AliECS-compatible workĆow templates, starting
from its own process topology description mechanism.
YAML has been proven advantageous for this kind of conĄguration structure because of its expressiveness, because
of the fact that it is easily readable and editable by a human,
and because of the availability of mature serialization and
deserialization facilities available for Go, C++ and other
languages.
Due to the need for reproducibility and thorough documentation of experiment operations, the O2 computing system
includes a bookkeeping system under development, called
Jiskefet (a diferent system with similar functionality was
used in ALICE Runs 1 and 2). WorkĆow and task descriptors are critical conĄguration data on experiment operations,
so it is necessary to persist either this data or a permanent,
versioned reference to this data to the bookkeeping system.
It is also of interest for experiment operations to be able to
move back and forth between workĆow conĄguration revisions, and to be able to easily test alternatives. The choice
of Git as versioning and Ąle storage mechanism was driven
by a need for versioning and structure. As an alternative,
a variety of database and key-value storage systems were
considered, including MongoDB [23], CouchDB [24] and
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Consul. While their use might have made simple querying
somewhat more straightforward, an additional layer would
have been needed in order to provide versioning.
By using Git, a state of the art versioning mechanism
is available out of the box, allowing users to manage their
own workĆow conĄguration repositories and branches. The
directory structure of a workĆow conĄguration repository is
enforced by the AliECS core when the user adds a repository,
and the AliECS API presents each repository as a stateless,
read-only conĄguration source.
WorkĆow conĄguration is complemented by AliECS runtime variables, which can afect the loaded workĆow and
single tasks.
O2 Tasks Configuration AliECS implements task conĄguration as a push operation, as opposed to a pull from the
task itself. By implementing a push mechanism in AliECS,
it is ensured that task conĄguration is a time-constrained
event associated with a state transition, restricting the freedom of task developers to query a conĄguration repository
at any time and thus inadvertently store hidden state information in the task in question. Every task conĄguration is
delivered as a payload with the CONFIGURE transition event.
This payload includes communication channel conĄguration
(i.e. hosts and ports to connect or bind) plus an optional
key-value map of application-speciĄc conĄguration data.
The latter comes from Consul, and its content can also be
afected by AliECS runtime variables, much like workĆow
conĄguration.
The AliECS command line interface (coconut) allows
O2 task developers to import their application-speciĄc conĄguration into Consul. An ad-hoc library within AliECS
makes sure that conĄguration import operations validate the
incoming data and place it within a pre-deĄned structure. In
this way, all O2 task conĄguration data is arranged in a tree,
by component (i.e. the kind of task, such as "readout" or
"quality-control"), conĄguration entry name, and timestamp.
In this mechanism, each component name identiĄes a kind of
O2 task, and each entry is a key which identiĄes an imported
YAML, JSON, TOML or INI document, with the timestamp
pointing to each of its revisions. The coconut interface
also exposes some querying capabilities implemented in the
AliECS core, which allow the user to browse the O2 component conĄguration repository, including the modiĄcation
history of every conĄguration entry.
By storing O2 component conĄguration in Consul, we
accept a limitation of 512 KB per conĄguration document.
We however keep the option for application users and developers to include comments and formatting inside their
conĄguration documents, and we make it possible for O2
components to query Consul directly.

O2 Process Control
Most O2 processes are also FairMQ devices, i.e., programs
that make use of the FairMQ library for its state machine and
I/O facilities. Since DPL relies on FairMQ as underlying
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Figure 4: The AliECS executor integrates modular components called transitioners. These units act as translation
wrappers between AliECS states and events, and the states
and events of the state machine of a speciĄc controlled process. In the Ągure above the executor has loaded the FairMQ
transitioner, which drives the state machine of a FairMQbased process.

framework, DPL devices are also FairMQ devices, which
makes FairMQ a common denominator among O2 tasks.
FairMQ provides a plugin system, which is capable of
loading the purpose-built O2 control and conĄguration plugin for FairMQ devices. This plugin enables any FairMQ
device to accept control commands from an AliECS executor (see Fig. 4). The OCC plugin takes control of the process
on startup, and starts a gRPC server on a speciĄc TCP port
as instructed by the AliECS executor. When the OCC plugin
receives a remote procedure call from the executor, it drives
the state machine of the FairMQ device and reports back.
The OCC plugin is also capable of pushing conĄguration
key-value pairs as FairMQ properties to the FairMQ conĄguration map of the device. This functionality is used for
channel conĄguration, as well as for any other runtime value
that needs to be pushed to a task, including run numbers and
O2 component speciĄc conĄguration.
O2 tasks are started on demand when the roles of an environment require them, and by default they are killed when
their environment is disbanded. Optionally, upon environment shutdown the tasks can be kept running, and tracked in
an idle tasks pool, ready to be reconĄgured and used without
additional deployment steps. Thus, since automatic port
assignment and other crucial data Ćow setup operations happen at task conĄguration time rather than at task startup, it
is possible to destroy an environment, modify the workĆow
template or components conĄguration, recreate an environment with some of the same task descriptors, and resume
operation without having to redeploy all tasks.

In order to facilitate deployment in ALICE Run 3 detector commissioning setups, an Ansible-based [25] installation system for AliECS and other O2 components is being
developed. This installation mechanism can be used via
Foreman [26], a server lifecycle management solution, or
through a custom command line installer tool for small-scale
setups.
We expect to use these deployment tools throughout the
O2 /FLP facility, and some of them have already been used for
detector commissioning setups, including both single-node
and multi-node AliECS instances.
AliECS instances for detector commissioning tasks include setups for ALICE detectors TPC, ITS and MFT. Some
of the major challenges we encountered include:
1. the fact that AliECS is often deployed in an environment
where ALICE detector teams already have their own
tooling and scripts, which complicates integration;
2. the fact that IPC interfaces between AliECS and the
DCS, and between AliECS and the trigger system arenŠt
in place yet, which requires workarounds;
3. the fact that AliECS instances for detector teams need
to be deployed either of-premises, or on-premises but
in diferently conĄgured network environments, which
complicates automation and support intervention;
4. the fact that AliECS integrates with a multitude of O2
components, which makes integration testing critical
for successful releases.
We have promptly reacted to these challenges by collecting further requirements from detector teams, and by more
clearly communicating the potential integration points between detector team tooling and AliECS components. We
have extended and improved coconut, which can easily be
called within shell scripts to direct AliECS behavior, and we
have engaged to extend AliECS so it can also execute generic
commands, as opposed to only stateful OCC-compatible
tasks.
We have further extended and reĄned our Foreman-based
system conĄguration management facilities, and we have
started work on a new Ansible-based multi-node installer
system written in Go, as a replacement for the previously
used wrapper script. A high level testing mechanism for the
Ansible roles which install AliECS and other O2 components
was also developed, in order to spot integration issues as
early as possible.

CONCLUSION
We propose a new, custom built, microservices oriented,
integrated solution for ALICE experiment control as well
as for cluster control in the FLP facility of the O2 computing system. We assert that the leap to O2 is an opportunity
for a broad technical refresh by leveraging modern cluster
resource management and IPC technologies for a high performance, low latency ECS.
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By taking advantage of Apache Mesos, we gain resource
management, control message transport, events, and more,
with the goal of achieving improved operational Ćexibility.
On top of this framework, we implement a distributed state
machine mechanism, with an expressive conĄguration format and a modular process control stack for maximum compatibility in an inevitably heterogeneous context. We employ
open source cross-platform and cross-language technologies
such as gRPC, Git and Consul to maximize interoperability
and minimize technical risk.
We aim to maximize the usage of LHC beam time while
ensuring optimal resource allocation in the new O2 facility
for both synchronous and asynchronous data-driven workĆows. AliECS takes direct control over the O2 /FLP facility,
and interfaces with the O2 /EPN cluster control to gain highlevel oversiught of the whole data readout chain. With our
design approach we aim to achieve substantial performance
improvements and operational beneĄts in mission critical
use cases compared to the previous system.
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CONSOLIDATION AND REDESIGN OF CERN INDUSTRIAL
CONTROLS FRAMEWORKS
P. Golonka†, F. Varela-Rodriguez, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The Industrial Controls Frameworks, JCOP [1, 2] and
UNICOS [3, 4], have been employed to develop hundreds
of critical controls applications in multiple domains, like
the LHC Experiments Detector Control System, accelerator complex (cryogenics, powering, interlocks) and technical infrastructure, leading to an unprecedented level of
homogeneity. These frameworks, used by around a thousand of developers worldwide, will now undergo a major
consolidation and re-engineering effort to prepare them for
the new challenges of the next 20 years in the High Luminosity (HL) LHC era, as well as to streamline their maintenance.
The paper presents the challenges that will be faced during this project due to the breadth of technological stack
and large code-base contributed over two decades by numerous authors. Delivery of innovation induced by evolution of technologies and re-factoring of the ageing code
must be done in a way that ensures backward-compatibility
for existing systems. The vision and the current state of the
frameworks is discussed, alongside the main deliverables
planned in the medium term. Lessons learnt, optimizations
of processes to make best use of the available resources and
efforts towards open-source licensing of the frameworks
are also presented.

At the same time another initiative was started to
develop the control system for cryogenics of the LHC [7],
adopting the formal approach for process decomposition,
modelling (IEC61512-1) and engineering that employed
industrial components.
The project, called UNICOS, chose to standardize on
Siemens and Schneider Programmable Logic Controllers
(PLC) as well as the supervisory system and soon
converged to use the same SCADA as selected by the JCOP
project in 2001.
Both Frameworks are complementary in their approach
and employ common components in their stack of
technologies. Whereas the JCOP Framework provides
guidelines and tools to implement flexible and complex
control systems that comprise a large variety of equipment,
like the detector control system of the LHC experiments,
the UNICOS Framework defines a strict engineering
process and provides tools to develop PLC-based control
systems and allowing to generate parts through templates.
Component-based approach used in both allow to compose
functionality as required by the control system and extend
it as necessary. UNICOS employs numerous components
delivered by the JCOP Framework as shown in Fig. 1.

INTRODUCTION
The development of the two CERN Industrial Controls
Frameworks (JCOP and UNICOS) started in early 2000’s.
With the approach of the LHC era, the CERN Joint
Controls Project [5] was set up in 1998 to streamline the
development efforts for the controls of the LHC
experiments and avoid duplicated efforts. The
recommendation of the project, approved by the
experiments, was to select a common set of industrial
COTS components (at the hardware, middleware and
software layer), with centralized effort to validate, enrich,
enhance, and provide support. These components should
be used as standardized and trusted building blocks. Key to
the success of JCOP has been the strong partnership
established with the commercial providers. At that time,
high and low voltage power supplies and VME crate
controllers were chosen with maintenance contract signed
with vendors, as well as the OPC Data Access (DA) as the
preferred middleware and PVSS SCADA, later rebranded
to WinCC Open Architecture (OA) [6] as supervisory
system. This careful selection/validation process involved
around 10 man-years of the central team, yet it spared
similar scattered efforts from each of the LHC
experiment’s controls team.
___________________________________________

†

Piotr.Golonka@CERN.CH

Figure 1: JCOP and UNICOS frameworks relation.
The JCOP framework is developed as a collaboration
between the LHC Experiments and CERN industrial
controls group, where each of the partners develops,
maintains and supports generic components that are widely
used across CERN. The UNICOS project is entirely
developed by the industrial controls group and is provided
to many groups at CERN to engineer their control systems.
The first controls applications at CERN based on the
Industrial Controls Frameworks entered production in
2001. Today, the Industrial Controls Frameworks are in use
in more than 600 critical controls applications to ensure the
smooth running of the accelerators, detectors and technical
infrastructure contributing to unprecedented performance
of the research facilities. The flexibility of the frameworks
WEDPL04
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has allowed to drastically minimize the implementation
time and effort to develop control systems for smaller
experiments like NA62 [8] and ProtoDune [9].
Although a major effort was performed to maximize
reuse, important differences exist between the two
frameworks in terms of functionality, architecture (e.g.
device models) and implementation that justify a further
rationalization effort to streamline their integration.
In addition, the ambitious HL LHC project will require
to keep many of these control systems operational for
another 20 years, as well as to improve their performance
and functionality. This, together with the natural ageing of
the frameworks (like any other large scale and long lifetime
software project), motivates a major consolidation effort
where some of the building blocks will need a major reengineering process.
The CERN Long Shutdown 2 represents a unique
opportunity to launch the consolidation and redesign
project since it offers enough time to test prototype
implementations and to introduce major changes into the
control systems.

THE CONSOLIDATION & REDESIGN
PROJECT
Motivation
The main motivation for the consolidation and redesign
of the CERN Industrial Controls Frameworks are to:
•

prepare control systems for the challenges
imposed by the HL LHC project and experiment
upgrades;

•

assure long-term maintenance while reducing
effort;

•

enable and integrate the use of new technologies.

For the first 15 years of operation developers resources
needed to be shared, and had to prioritize the requirements
needed to operate the LHC and its experiments with little
time left to consolidate developments and minimize the
maintenance effort of the frameworks.
Despite the fact that initial implementation of parts of the
frameworks strictly followed specifications prepared in
early phase of the projects, the unprecedented size and
complexity of the control systems required dynamic
evolution. Requirements had to be discovered or refined by
applying prototypes to realistic preproduction systems.
Rapid prototyping and development of new features were
favoured. As result of this, various prototypes were
continuously adapted to the users’ needs until they became
fully operational building blocks in production systems.
Despite the reduced amount of resources two
consolidation attempts were made: a review of the JCOP
Framework in the early years of the project and a major reengineering of the UNICOS Continuous Process Control
package in 2011 [10]. However, these reviews focussed on
functionality rather than on maintainability.
Even though the industrial controls domain is rather
conservative with respect to the adoption of new trends, the
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frameworks should respond to evolving needs by enabling
available technologies such as containers, virtualization,
Big Data, Industrial IoT and Programmable Automation
Controllers (PAC), etc. Furthermore, technological
changes led to the availability of new monitors with highresolution and different form-factors. Similarly,
standardization efforts such as unicode were widely
adopted for computer systems. In addition, significant
enhancements were introduced with every release of the
SCADA, often providing natively the functionality which
was previously delivered by the framework, e.g. advanced
trending. The latest enhancements to the scripting language
(object-orientation) allow to design interfaces with better
abstraction and clarity, and develop more expressive code.
However, the requirement of quality and availability on
the frameworks during the first years of LHC operation and
reduced resources put on hold the integration of this new
functionality and the adaptation of the frameworks to these
technological changes.
Today the CERN Industrial Controls Frameworks span
over all layers of the control system and comprise several
million lines of code including: PLC code, a
comprehensive library of scripts, tools and panels for
WinCC OA SCADA developed using scripting language,
as well as C++ used for OPC servers and WinCC OA
integrations. In addition, Java tools for automatic
generation of applications, Jython templates to generate
PLC logic and numerous Python scripts are employed.
Urgent needs to catch up on delayed adoption of
enhancements or technology changes also motivate the
need for major consolidation effort.
Due to the size of frameworks, diversity of technologies
and complexity, mastering them present a steep learning
curve. This has a major implication in our organisation
with a high turnover where it is important to bring new
developers up-to-speed as quickly as possible. This
complexity also slows down the adoption of the
frameworks by other research institutes, like GSI, ITER, or
industry.
The Consolidation and Redesign project of the Industrial
Controls Frameworks was endorsed by the governing
bodies of the JCOP and UNICOS projects with the aim of
securing reliable operation and evolutions for the next 20
years of the LHC. The project was launched in 2018 taking
advantage of the LHC Long Shutdown 2 with the first steps
focusing on creating an inventory of the components of the
frameworks, identifying deprecated functionality and code,
and the reconstruction of missing knowledge due to the
loss of critical manpower over the years.

Lessons Learnt
The experience gained over 15 years of operation of
industrial controls systems based on the frameworks are a
vital input for the consolidation effort. Some of the lessons
learnt include:
Involvement of all stakeholders in all phases of the
project, continuous feedback on the status of the project, as
well as a formal process to jointly define priorities with end
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users are crucial to ensure transparency and share
responsibility among all participating entities.
Strong partnership with industrial providers is key to
the success of the project, as the requirements of HEP
facilities may drastically differ from those of industry, e.g.
scale, integration with external systems. The partnership
must ensure the adherence of the companies to the project,
to respect its milestones and, ideally, to influence the
evolution of the products. Strong and mutually beneficial
industry-research partnership also protect from the
undesired effects of technology lock-in when the
development partner relationship is established instead of
supplier-consumer. An example of this is the excellent
relation built over many years between CERN and
Siemens/ETM which led to multiple joint efforts to
strengthen the capabilities of the WinCC OA SCADA
system. Another example is the collaboration [10]
established with the power supply vendors (CAEN, iSEG
and Wiener) to work together on the implementation of
new OPC Unified Architecture (UA) servers.
Validation of components of the control systems and
the stability of the technologies chosen for their
implementation, as well as long-term support and
availability of spares are of vital importance. The blooming
of attractive new technologies, programming languages
and tools with an uncertain future could result in decision
leading to problems in the long term.
Stable core team in organisations with a high turnover
of people like CERN, a stable core team is fundamental to
ensure the knowledge preservation and sharing of both, the
frameworks themselves and their underlying technologies,
as well as the domain specific knowledge. An example is
the CERN BE-ICS group providing central maintenance
and development for numerous packages, and the central
controls teams of the experiments with practical experience
in the use of these components at their setups.
Avoid “black-box” components Nowadays, there is a
tendency to include third-party software modules that
provide an immediate benefit, e.g. shorter implementation
time, without insight of the product. Experience shows that
in the long run, some of these may require complicate
troubleshooting and significant maintenance effort. An
example of this was our previous experience with OPC DA
servers implemented exclusively by the power supply
vendors that motivated the joint effort to develop the new
OPC UA servers in collaboration with vendors.
Commercial components may be cost-effective in the
long run Although commercial solutions like WinCC OA
imply an initial licensing cost, the package provides solid
foundations to build industrial control systems and may
significantly reduce the development and maintenance
effort since they provide much of the functionality required
(e.g. scalability, distribution, drivers, trending, archiving,
alarming, notifications) and allow developers to focus their
efforts onto the necessary business logic to solve a specific
problem. We are deeply convinced of applicability of this
strategy to implement control systems for research.
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Constraints and Challenges
Given the size and complexity of the Industrial Controls
Frameworks and their vast deployment in more than 600
critical controls applications, embarking on a major
consolidation and redesign effort is a significant challenge.
Changes must be done in way that minimize the impact and
efforts to upgrade already existing systems. Backwards
compatibility must be ensured whenever possible and
incompatibilities and their impact must be studied and
documented. Migration tools and support must also be
provided as necessary.

Project Management
Considering the constraints, resources and its scope, the
management for the project is clearly a challenge on its
own and calls for optimizations. Previously in the
frameworks a single person was responsible for the
development and maintenance of a set of components. As
a consequence, knowledge silos appeared, with
responsibility for a significant number of components in
the hands of few senior staff members. Experts’ overload
was effectively preventing any evolution of the
components as their experience was also in high demand to
resolve issues in production systems, leaving little time for
knowledge transfer and proper supervision.
To break this classical deadlock situation, an agile
attitude was adopted, with elements of its widely known
methodologies. We aim at involving junior team members
to contribute to development of all components, which
requires spending some resources for knowledge transfer
and building a high-trust culture. Challenging longexisting architectures and technical solutions and their
participation in code reviews already showed benefits and
allowed to increase the uniformity of the code.
Adopting team responsibility combined with technical
means (branched development, automated build process,
change-review and acceptance process) encourage
everyone to contribute the necessary changes wherever
needed. Complete re-engineering of the build-automation,
release-control and quality-assurance infrastructure
(automated tests) was an essential step towards continuousintegration and already paid-off for the invested efforts. In
the future, we hope to embrace the atmosphere of
welcoming contributed changes, e.g. by the
operation/maintenance teams posting bug fixes for issues
in production systems, or even larger parts of code in a
style known from community projects.
Our current experience shows that applying standard
agile frameworks such as Scrum or Kanban directly is not
realistic on the project-wide scope: we experiment with the
adoption of some of concepts such as time-boxing
(sprints), Kanban boards, stand-up meetings. However,
instability of development team, and the need to share time
with other activities, such as support for production
systems allows us to apply these at a limited scope.
In the early phase of the project we considered an
approach with a team of developers dedicated exclusively
to the consolidation and redesign project, working on a
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separated code branch. This idea was abandoned due to the
limited resources and also the possible divergence of the
“consolidation” branch from the one used in operation,
which would consequently increase the risks of
deployment in production systems. Instead, the work
progresses through “sprints”, in small increments, merging
the consolidation efforts with necessary bug-fixing.
Reflecting on feedback from key users as well as on our
own experience we recognized that transparency and
predictability in project planning and progress also needed
improvement. Even though issue-tracking was an integral
part of the project since its beginning, some procedures for
delivery planning and prioritization were not clear. This
resulted in a very backlog of pending requests building up
(incidents, bug reports, feature requests, some of which not
relevant anymore). Some user requests were never tracked
or were accepted for implementation without proper
prioritization, blurring the planning further. To address
these issues, we formalized the workflow for requests for
both projects. In addition, following the proven method for
request approval already present in the JCOP Project, the
structure for the management of the UNICOS project was
changed and two new bodies were implemented, the
Technical Committee and the Advisory Board, taking the
responsibility for defining and adjusting priorities as well
as making recommendations to the project management.
Systematic clean-up of the issue-tracker followed allowing
to build a clear high-level overview of goals and priorities
for the project. This ongoing activity of reviewing existing
issues is essential for the next steps of the consolidation
and redesign project.

Expected Deliverables
The Consolidation and Redesign project will run for the
next years due to the need of sharing resources with other
concurrent projects. Project deliverables will be staged
according to the priority defined jointly with the
stakeholders, considering the impact of the changes,
implementation cost and possible timing for deployment,
e.g. changes that break backwards-compatibility can only
be deployed during long shutdowns. Reflecting the broad
scope of the project, the deliverables span from clean-up,
deprecation of code and functions, code refactoring,
quality assurance, new build and release process to
enhancements and new features as well as adopting new
trends and technologies. In this chapter, we present the
most important of these, which are already in progress or
planned for execution
OPC-UA Migration With the new OPC UA
specification released in 2008, the major limitations (such
as complexity, hard requirement on the MS Windows
platform, complex security setup) were overcome. Soon
after OPC DA was phased out and the need for migration
reaffirmed by rapid adoption of OPC UA.
As presented in [11], CERN observed the need for
migration as an opportunity to collaborate with hardware
vendors on development of the new OPC UA servers
contributing in-house experience, coordination as well as
developing some of software components. Following the
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agreement signed with CAEN, Wiener and ISEG, OPC UA
servers have been developed. At this moment the migration
from the OPC DA to OPC UA is in progress, after having
been successfully tested in realistic large-scale setups. With
some of the installations counting thousands of high
voltage channels, and tens of thousands of OPC items, the
supervision layer of control systems requires a massive
migration/reconfiguration effort. Adequate automated
tools were prepared within the JCOP Framework to make
this task effortless for the users. It is expected that the
CERN-wide migration will complete before the end of the
Long Shutdown 2, i.e. in 2020. Even though the OPC UA
server codes are not formally a part of the frameworks, they
will be available to all interested users.
CANbus Gateways and CAN Common Module
(CCM) CANbus remains the proven fieldbus used by
geographically-spread systems for large detector control
systems. Their physical interface to computer equipment
used to be provided by the PCI interface cards, and CANto-USB interfaces. In recent years, CAN-to-Ethernet
interfaces have become an attractive option since they
remove the need for a direct connection between the
CANbus and the computer, thus enabling redundancy and
virtualization. Confronted with the lack of standardized
API to access CAN hardware (on Windows), CCM was
developed allowing for common programming interface to
be used for a variety of gateways, on Windows and Linux.
The CCM is a key component of the Quasar framework
[12] for the OPC UA servers development.
Changes to the Framework motivated by the
evolution of the CERN controls infrastructure The Long
Shutdown 2 defines time limits on some elements of CERN
controls infrastructure, namely in the accelerator sector.
Deprecation of the RDA2-based CMW (Common
Middleware) [13] used to communicate with the
accelerator control systems, as well as the CERN
Accelerator Logging System (CALS) [14], with
appropriate functional replacements required development
efforts in the frameworks, as well as orchestration of the
migration process with the service providers. Efforts
related to the migration to the new NXCALS system are
described in [15].
Replacement of the ageing Windows Terminal Server
infrastructure with sessions provided by Linux machines,
and made available on any desktop machine/platform, with
appropriate security and ergonomics is being worked on in
collaboration with the CERN central IT support and the
accelerator control groups. Numerous technologies, such
as Xpra [16] are being validated and prototypes are
presently tested. Progressive deployment to pilot users is
envisaged once the decision on the new technology is
made.
New S7+ Driver for the Siemens S7-1500 PLCs As
reported in [17], progress is being made for proper
integration of this new family of PLCs. Enabling new block
optimizations and integration with engineering tools
should be achieved, while assuring optimal performance
and reliability of communication. This new PLC series
could be interfaced to WinCC OA in two ways: the native
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S7+ WinCC OA driver or via an OPC UA server embedded
in the hardware modules. The final choice will be based on
the performance, stability and on the determinism of the
communication. The adoption of the new driver would
require modifications at the SCADA level to adapt to the
new addressing schema. However, even with the promising
S7+ communication, several issues need to still be
addressed [17]
Modernization of the HMI The original humanmachine interface panels for production applications based
on both the JCOP and UNICOS frameworks were designed
and developed over a decade ago with numerous functional
constraints enforced by shortcomings of the technology at
that time. Thousands of panels and synoptic views were
developed with fixed-size to match the resolution of 19”
screens present in control rooms, due to lack of layoutmanagement features in WinCC OA.
An ongoing project to renovate consoles in the CERN
Control Centre foresees that screens are replaced with ones
with much higher resolution and different form-factor. A
requirement was put up by the operation team that a new
HMI is developed such that the existing synoptic panels
could be displayed in an ergonomic way on the new
screens, allowing to zoom the existing panels and making
most optimal use of the available screen size, which calls
for responsive design and the possibility for the user to be
able to “compose” the layout of the screen.
Over the past years numerous significant enhancements
have been implemented in WinCC OA, including dynamic
layout-management for UI elements within a window,
style-sheets, support for responsive design and touch
interfaces, new or improved trending and visualization
widgets, etc. After evaluation of these new technical
means, and a prototype validated with users, a project of a
new HMI (main operator window) for the UNICOS
framework was started. It will deliver the first version,
focusing on the most common needs of the operators, by
the end of 2019. Subsequent versions will complete the
functionality so it will become a replacement of the
currently used fixed size HMI.
In parallel, efforts are undertaken to review and to
consolidate other frequently used panels to enhance their
usability and in particular, to make them “resizable” by
applying layout management. Tools such as trending profit
most from these enhancements, improving the ergonomics
and responding to long-standing operator requests. It was
decided that the trending tool would undergo major
refactoring and the invested effort would not only clarify
and stabilize the existing functionality but it would also
introduce the new features that became available in WinCC
OA throughout the years in response to CERN requests.
Even though good practices for ergonomic HMI design
prescribe conservative adoption of visual enhancements,
we also look at modernization of the user-experience,
following contemporary style guides. The style-sheets
technology available in the SCADA product allows for
easy customization at runtime. In addition, enabling
gestures such as drag-and-drop known commonly from
computer interfaces or touch displays are also considered.
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New Alarm Screen The alarm screen is considered as
one of the most important elements of any supervision
system and hence should provide adequate functionality
and be ergonomic. Throughout the years, a layer of
enhancements was delivered by the frameworks on top of
the standard WinCC OA alarm screen. However, limits
were reached that prevent further functional enhancements
and scalability/performance improvements calling for a
completely new approach.
To probe the functionality aspects, a proof-of-concept
was rapidly developed in JavaScript, and integrated with
WinCC OA using the WebView widget. New use cases
such as powerful filtering or responsive UI design were
explored, yet its performance was not adequate for large
systems. The requirements were formally documented and
presented together with the prototype to the WinCC OA
users’ community as well as ETM’s technical management,
and the project for a Next Generation Alarm and Event
Screen (NGAES) for WinCC OA was started. The choice
of the architecture and technologies to be employed was
agreed with WinCC OA experts at ETM, with the aim of
possible hand-over of the project to the company for
further maintenance.
By employing C++ and advanced data-modelling and
filtering techniques provided by the Qt framework, as
opposed to scripting, the NGAES allow for tens of
thousands of alarms to be displayed and filtered with great
performance in either live or historical mode. Free-text or
complex logical expressions on meta-data may be
employed for search and filtering and the layout is fully
configurable. Dedicated optimizations allow to use it
optimally also on “faceplate” panels that need to report on
alarms for a handful of selected devices (aggressive
filtering).
The project is in an advanced stage of development,
having delivered first functionality previews in Spring
2019. The first version that could be used alongside the
current alarm screen should be ready by mid 2020.
The architecture and components of NGAES are
developed with generic use-cases in mind to be applied
whenever a live-display with powerful filtering/grouping
of tabular data is needed. Therefore, at the second stage of
the project, a new Event Screen will be implemented to
report on live and historical value changes in large
distributed systems. The completion of the second stage is
planned for 2020 and should respond to long-standing
demands for missing functionality expressed by our
framework users’ community. This topic will be subject of
a dedicated paper.
Next Generation Archiver Improvements to the
archiving system of the CERN Industrial Controls
applications, were reported in numerous occasions at this
conference [18] and showcase the excellent partnership in
product development between CERN and ETM/Siemens,
within the CERN openlab project [19].
Most recently, we reported on the shared development of
the WinCC OA Next Generation Archiver (NGA) [20]
providing a flexible and extendable archiving architecture
whereby new data-storage technologies may be easily
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integrated through a standardized interface and the
mechanism of plug-ins. Archiving to many back-ends
working in parallel, with various data-decimation policies
enable a completely new set of use cases. While ETM
develops a backend based on InfluxDB [21], CERN
focuses on the development of an Oracle backend to assure
maximum compatibility with the RDB Archived used
currently in all CERN production systems.
The project approaches the milestone of deployment of
its first version in the detector control system of the ALICE
experiment [22]. Through the development of a custom
“ALICE O2” backend, the NGA will not only be used to
archive the data but also at the same time assure the
fundamental data link between the detector control system
and the brand new O2 system [23].
The InfluxDB backend is undergoing functionality and
scalability tests. It enables an interesting way to create web
dashboards using solutions such as Grafana [24]. In
addition, archiving to the InfluxDB backend with local
storage, when combined with parallel archiving to Oracle
for safety, may provide much quicker access to short-term
data, for small or medium-sized project. This conjecture
and its limits are being validated now.
Efforts are also made to validate the technology for the
future high-performance backend, allowing for lowlatency access to large sets of time-series data, which, at
the same time, will enable effective data analytics.
Technologies such as Apache Kudu [25] or TimescaleDB
[26] are being considered. A native read-write backend to
the NXCALS system is also envisaged, which will
significantly simplify the architecture.
The NGA will become the main archiver system for the
ALICE Detector Control System as of 2020. We also plan
its progressive deployment in other domains to gain more
experience and to build further confidence in the new
solution.
Clean-up and consolidation efforts Review and then
removal or deprecation of unused functionality was one of
the first goals for the project. For a number of unused
components (some very complex) it was agreed with the
users to stop the support and maintenance.
Using static code-analysis techniques a tool was created
to analyse the existing code base of the frameworks, as well
as copies of production systems, in search of unused
functions. For every function reported by the tool, codeanalysis was performed by developers, to either deprecate
the function, or document the reasons for which it should
be kept. The efforts completed in 2019 allowed to remove
a few thousands of lines of dead code and also a significant
amount of lost knowledge was reconstructed in the process
of code reviews.
On a number of occasions refactoring of code was
applied, with careful testing of compatibility of existing
interfaces through unit-testing. The use of object-oriented
extensions of the WinCC OA scripting language allowed to
make code much clearer, and reduce copy-and-paste
patterns, leading to reduction of up to 50% of the code.
The structure of components was cleaned up to align
them with the conventions, simplify the structure and to
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optimize the resources (e.g. change the library-loading
policies). The risk of potential incompatibilities that arose
was discussed and approval was given by the JCOP
Coordination Board to proceed. The changes will become
effective in the next release of framework, which will be
used to upgrade of all control systems at CERN in 2020.
The activities related to consolidation and clean-up are
far from being complete. A systematic review of all
libraries and components, starting from the most important
ones will require a couple of years to complete.
Quality, reliability, robustness Certain concepts of
DevOps[27] are particularly applicable to industrial
controls systems when used at scale. A spectacular growth
in the number of systems to maintain, e.g. during SCADA
upgrades with limited service time slots, made us realize
the importance of trust in the reliability of delivered
components and the process of their validation in all layers
of frameworks and realistic setups. From the developer
perspective, early detection/reporting of software defects
and realistic system tests to easily reproduce problems,
makes the fixes much easier to be provided than applying
a hotfix in production system.
The Vertical Slice project provides a testing/validation
platform available for developers allowing them to
contribute unit and validation tests. It consists of real
hardware (PLCs and power supplies) or sophisticated
emulators [28], a number of middleware layers, and a
supervision system with data archiving. The platform is
rebuilt daily from the most recent versions of framework
components, and stores the results of tests for future
reference and comparison. Daily reports are available and
displayed on a status screen as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Monitor exposing the results of Vertical Slice Test
Platform motivates the developers, increases work
visibility and provides early reporting of faults.
A solid build automation and release management
infrastructure is a major contributor to overall quality. Each
commit leads to the complete framework release, ready to
download and undergo testing: automatic unit, nightly or
manual. The involvement of developers in the definition of
Continuous Integration workflows and their technical
implementation was essential to the success.
To increase test coverage for framework components the
catalogue of unit-tests and integration-tests is currently
being extended with new features being systematically
developed with the corresponding test cases. Even though
we recognize the usefulness of strict unit-testing approach,
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at this stage we set the priority on integration and system
tests due to their larger coverage.
Improving the documentation is frequently raised as a
priority task, in particular, by new users of the framework.
We plan to address this in stages: firstly, we decided to
simplify the effort required to create or update components
help: online reference documentation is generated
automatically by the CI infrastructure as a step in the build
process. This online help integrates smoothly with the
engineering tools. In a second stage, the documentation for
public framework interfaces will be reviewed, completed
and updated. Ultimately, user-guides and user-reference
chapters for documentation will be completed giving
meaningful contexts and examples.

OPEN SOURCE LICENSING
Over the past few years we observe a growing interest in
the use of the frameworks beyond CERN. In addition to a
few research institutes (GSI, ITER) already making use of
CERN frameworks, other labs as well as industrial
companies have also expressed an interest in using them.
In addition, various systems, such as cryogenics or detector
cooling, based on CERN blueprints are assembled out of
CERN by third party sub-constructors. For their operation,
these facilities will require controls that are based on the
CERN frameworks.
Up to present, the use and copyright for the frameworks
was restricted to CERN, its associated institutes and
permission was granted explicitly. Considering the effort
for preparation of individual bilateral agreements with
every new interested party, we prefer a globally applicable
solution for licensing the framework, preferably on the
non-restrictive open source license.
With assistance of the CERN Knowledge Transfer
group, we are in the course of clarifying the legal aspects,
such as IP clearance from all contributors. On the technical
side, numerous efforts mentioned in the previous chapters,
such as clean-up, documentation, code and version
management are required for effective open-sourcing of
the code.
The decision to choose open source is aligned with the
CERN Policy on IP Management announced this year, and
particularly with recommendations from the Open Source
License Task Force. Assuming enough interest is
expressed, a community around the project may emerge
with needs to structure the contributions and releases,
assure expertise and maintain technical knowledge.
Balancing the needs and resources of CERN, and setting
up the project management model will need to be
addressed, yet the steps undertaken already pave the way
to such extension.
We hope to complete the work on the legal aspects of the
framework towards the end of the year, and gradually
release subsequent components with open source release; a
complete functional framework release on an open source
license should be possible in 2020. Details will be
announced to the research and industrial communities.
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The scope for the open source license release of the
framework does not extend to its necessary commercial
components (hardware and software). However strong
partnership with vendors described in the previous chapter
allows to effectively avoid the effects of the vendor lockin.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The list of other high-level features and enhancement to
the project is long (performance optimisation, secure and
scalable web access, event replay, data-driven engineering,
integration of data analytics, IIoT to name a few) as well as
dynamic evolution of industrial automation (Industry 4.0).
The priorities of these in the context of the consolidation
and redesign project need to be considered and well
balanced over the next years to assure their completion.
Once the most important consolidation tasks are
completed for the frameworks, a number of other
ambitious tasks is awaiting, such as the consolidation of the
device models to provide extensible and reusable tools
working across both the JCOP and the UNICOS
frameworks or to streamline their integration. We would
also like to explore possible synergies with other major
control frameworks and their ecosystems, following prior
proof-of-concepts such as those described in [29].
Last but not least, we believe in the vision of DevOps
[27] that may to some degree be applicable to certain
domains of Industrial Controls. Solid, reliable and
functional frameworks are a corner stone to trigger the
transition.
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CUMBIA: GRAPHICAL LIBRARIES AND FORMULA PLUGIN TO
COMBINE AND DISPLAY DATA FROM TANGO, EPICS AND MORE
G. Strangolino, Elettra-Sincrotrone Trieste S.C.p.A., Basovizza, Trieste, Italy
Abstract
Cumbia libraries offer the next generation core (C++)
and graphical (Qt) software to write complete and
lightweight applications that provide a unified user
interface, regardless of the underlying engine (Tango,
EPICS, WebSocket, ...) With the new formula plugin,
results can be manipulated and combined by JavaScript
functions and displayed in the appropriate widget. Qt has a
deep JavaScript integration that allows efficient
introduction of program logic into the application. Using
the Qt + QML technologies, apps can be designed for the
desktop and mobile devices. Switching between the two
targets is an immediate operation. A WebSocket based
service has been used to test Qt + QML mobile applications
on portable devices. It makes it possible to connect to
Tango and EPICS without their installation. A new tool
called la-cumparsita lets non-programmers use the Qt
designer to realize complete applications ready to
communicate with the control system in use: Tango, EPICS
or any other abstraction framework (e.g. WebSocket).
These apps seamlessly integrate with the desktop. Most
demanding users can integrate JavaScript functions and use
them as data sources for the GUI elements.

STRUCTURE OF THE FRAMEWORK
The cumbia library is made up of several modules. The
core and the engine specific ones are written in pure C++,
while those providing graphical elements employ the Qt
framework [1]. Figure 1 outlines the relationship between
the main modules that compose the software.

register an activity and those with identical tokens are run
in the same thread. Work is done inside the init, execute
and exit methods. The library guarantees that they are
always called in the activity thread. From within init,
execute and exit, computed results can be forwarded to the
main execution thread, where they can be used to update a
graphical interface. Data is exchanged by means of a
dedicated key/value bundle, named CuData.

Cumbia-tango
Cumbia-tango integrates cumbia with the Tango [2] control system framework, providing specialised activities to
read, write attributes and impart commands. Readings are
accomplished through either a poller or the Tango event
system, for those attributes suitably configured. Write operations are always executed in an asynchronous thread and
the result is delivered later in the main thread. Cumbia activities are employed by the module to setup the connection, access the database, subscribe to events or carry out
periodic readings. Progress and result events are delivered
to the main thread from the background activity. As stated
in the previous section, activities identified by the same token belong to the same thread. Here, the token is the Tango
device name. Applications that connect to the Tango control system will typically instantiate a CumbiaTango object
that defines which kind of threads will be used (e.g. Qt’s
for graphical interfaces) and thereafter parametrizes each
reader or writer. Several modern design patterns have been
exploited to provide a flexible and scalable architecture.
Singletons have been completely replaced by service providers in order to offer services For graphical applications.
The component provides helpful classes that can be used
from outside an activity to access devices, fetch database
properties or interpret exceptions raised from within the engine. Aside from these utilities, one would not normally
employ this module directly. Cumbia-qtcontrols and qumbia-tango-controls is where to look for when the integration between the control system and the user interface is
the objective.

Cumbia-epics
Figure 1: Relationship between cumbia main modules.
The next paragraphs describe each component in more
detail.

MODULES
Cumbia Base Module
Cumbia is a component that offers a carefree approach
to multi thread application design and implementation. The
user writes activities and decides when their instances are
started and to which thread they belong. A token is used to

Cumbia-epics integrates the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) [3] control system with
cumbia. The interaction with the lower level cumbia base
component and the interface offered to clients is equivalent
to the cumbia-tango’s. Configuration, monitor and put operations are currently implemented. Data is exchanged
through the same aforementioned key/value structure
(CuData). Differences between the EPICS and Tango engines are concealed and utmost effort has been taken to
unify the representation of the results. For example, Tango
Max value database attribute property and EPICS upper_disp_limit from dbr_ctrl data are both stored into the
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CuData value associated to the max key. Cumbia-tango
and cumbia-epics clients are thus enabled to represent data
in a way that is independent of the source. Further extensions to the cumbia framework operating on additional engines should commit to this sort of contract pledging homogeneous data representation across diverse control systems or software architectures (cumbia-websocket is another example). Table 1 describes some relevant keys with
their data type stored by a typical CuData carrying a result.
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the tango control system. Factories instantiate Tango readers and writers. They represent the second building block
used to instantiate engine-independent objects. The first is
CumbiaTango, mentioned in the namesake section.

Table 1: Example of CuData Contents
KEY

TYPE

VALUE

type

string

“property”

DESCRIPTION
Identifies a configuration content

src

string

-

The source name as configured
with setSource

value

CuVariant

-

The value read by the engine

display_unit

String

-

The unit for displayed data

min

String

-

Minimum value (convert with
toDouble)

max

String

-

Maximum value (convert with
toDouble)

err

Bool

true|false

True if an error occurs

Figure 2: Building blocks allow component decoupling.

Qumbia-epics-controls

Msg

String

-

Operation/error message

timestamp_ms

time_t +
suseconds_t

-

Timestamp from struct_timeval:
tiv.tv_sec * 1000 + tiv.tv_usec /
1000; Convert with toLongInt()

Cumbia-qtcontrols Module
This module combines cumbia with the Qt cross platform software framework, offering graphical control system components. Labels, gauges, thermometers and advanced graphs are supplied, as well as buttons, spinners
combo and text boxes to set values. Components are unaware of the engine to which they are connected. In order to
display real data on the controls, different building blocks
must be combined when they are set up. When data is available from the background (i.e. from the control system), it
is delivered to the component in the main application
thread. Control elements need to implement the CuDataListener interface. Figure 2 represents some of the aspects
hitherto described. Readers and writers must adhere to interfaces that declare how to set and remove sources and targets of execution, as well as how to send and receive messages to and from the background activities. A report on the
health of the link between the object and the control system
is available through the context menu. A dialog shows information concerning the application and author, errors and
connection statistics. It is possible to start a fresh live
reader, inspect received data structures (CuData) and see a
graph of the value over time for scalar data types. In case
of malfunction, error messages are reported as well.

Qumbia-tango-controls

Qumbia-epics-controls is the equivalent of the Tango
counterpart described in the previous section. Cumbiaqtcontrols items represent data uniformly no matter what
control system they are linked to. Figure 3 shows an
application with mixed sources from Tango and EPICS. At
the bottom of Figure 2 one can see how a cumbia object is
generally instantiated: either by means of an engine
specific Cumbia object and reader (writer) factory or
through Cumbia and factory pools. Available control
systems register to the pools and the pools at runtime guess
which one each source belongs to, according to
characteristic name patterns.

Figure 3: Tango and EPICS sources displayed by a cumbia
application.

The Cumbia-qtcontrols-qml Module

Qumbia-tango-controls is written in Qt so as to blend the
cumbia-qtcontrols and the cumbia-tango modules together.
It provides a higher level interface to use graphical elements and QObjects from the Qt library and link them to

The QML module employs the modern QtQuick/QML
technology as an alternative to the classic Qt widgets.
Amongst the advantages, we mention faster development
thanks to the declarative language and the integration with
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the Qt creator and smooth realization of mobile
applications. Qt for Android enables one to run Qt 5
applications on such platform and supports native Android
style with Qt Quick Controls. Cumbia-qtcontrols-qml
integrates with cumbia (Tango, EPICS, Websocket) and
offers a set of elements already included in the Qt creator
library: labels, circular gauges, trend and spectrum charts
(the latter based on QtCharts QML). Since Tango and
EPICS do not build natively on Android, the test
applications connect to the control system through cumbiawebsocket. The last mentioned component gives access to
the control system through the websocket technology in
combination with the canoned server developed within the
PWMA project [4]. In Fig. 4 one can see a Qt QML
application running on an Android device.

Figure 5. Qt designer Edit Source form with a JavaScript
function.
In the example above, the readings from the two sources in
the brackets will replace the a,b input parameters to the
JavaScript function. A third vector, named c in the
function, is returned and used to provide data for the Source
4, that has been given the diff alias
Figure 4. Three Tango attributes are read through the
websocket interface provided by the canoned server
(PWMA project).

PLUGINS
Cumbia library has been designed to be modular, fast and
reliable. This objective is achieved more effectively if it is
kept as small and basic as possible. Nonetheless, it can be
expanded through plugins. New releases of the library will
seldom introduce new features. Rather, they may introduce
interfaces and loaders for additional plugins. A set of
fundamental ones is included in the default cumbia-libs
distribution available from github.com. They provide
extensions to fetch properties from the Tango database,
start helper applications, communicate through the DBus
message bus, serialize reading of multiple sources, Qt
designer integration, a set of context menu actions on the
cumbia-qtcontrols widgets and support for formulas and
JavaScript functions. More plugins can be downloaded
from the ELETTRA github page [5]. The most relevant
ones are discussed in the ensuing sections.

Formula Plugin
The formula plugin extends the base functionalities
combining readings into formulas and functions. Sources
of data can be written in the form of JavaScript functions
rather then as simple variable names. Editing can be done
from the Qt designer and the resulting application will
understand formulas as soon as the plugin is loaded. Figure
5 shows the designer Edit source form and Figure 6 a
spectrum plot representing two waveforms, their sum and
difference.

Figure 6. Two Tango waveforms, their sum and their
difference.

Qt Designer Plugin
A Qt designer plugin lets the developer draw the graphical
user interface and configure the sources and targets very
quickly. The generated form can be either enriched by
additional logic into the C++ code or directly interpreted
by the la-cumparsita application. The QML module
integrates a library of elements directly into the Qt
creator’s designer.

Extra Widgets Plugin
Custom widgets can be added to the basic set offered by
the cumbia controls. One interface is defined for the plugin
and one for the widgets. The latter is not a requisite because
the Qt property system can be used to access methods and
attributes (for example source and target). The real time
plot is a graph that extends the base cumbia spectrum plot
WEDPR01
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and adheres to a pattern that is common at ELETTRA:
Tango devices expose commands with two input
arguments that return arrays of data. This specific graph
offers configuration options for such class of commands.
Extra widget plugins’ name must match a given pattern,
so that they can be easily identified and loaded. Each one
offers a catalog of the components that are instantiated by
one of the several flavours of the create method (both
engine specific reader and writer allocation or pool factory
approaches are available). When an application needs an
object, it tries to find the supplier by class name through
the extra widget plugin loader. On success, usage and
access to properties are immediate.

APPLICATIONS
A set of utilities is included in the cumbia library
distribution. They help the programmer develop new
applications and migrate from QTango [6] projects.
Additionally, they supply a generic client and a tool that
allows setting up a control panel without using knowledge
of coding.

Developing C++ Cumbia Applications
New software can be written in C++ with the same
approach taken with QTango. A tool named cumbia new
project can be used to create a skeleton project, that can be
edited with Qt creator and Qt designer. The latter hosts a
collection of base cumbia widgets that can connect to the
available engines on the fly. To build the project, an
instrument called cumbia ui make needs to be executed.
When the Qt build system generates the C++ code from
the ui file created with the designer, default widget
constructors are invoked. Since cumbia objects need to be
parametrized at creation time, the cumbia ui make
recognises and expands the constructors of the classes of
the library as well as the custom ones that may have been
added to the project. After a successful expansion, the
workspace can be built. The command cumbia new control
assists the programmer write a specialised reader or writer
either for a specific project or as a supplementary
component (e.g. part of the catalog of an extra widget
plugin). Those familiar with QTango will immediately
recognise that the two programming methodologies are
much the same. For instance, the naming conventions for
the sources and targets are identical.

Developing Codeless Cumbia Applications
La-cumparsita is a ui file interpreter. This means that
simple GUIs can be composed with the Qt designer and
then executed with the same look and feel and level of
integration as any other cumbia Qt application. Lacumparsita supports the formula plugin, so that JavaScript
functions can be mixed into elementary readers and
writers. Figure 6 is actually a screenshot taken from lacumparsita app.
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field quantities. It works with most data types and
constitutes an example of the seamless integration of
distinct engines into one single application. Provide a
mixed list of sources from distinct control systems (for
instance Tango and EPICS) to experience this feature.

A Bot for the Telegram Messaging Application
As described in [4], Telegram is a cloud-based mobile
and desktop messaging app focused on security and speed.
It is available for Android, iPhone/iPad, Windows, macOS,
Linux and as a web application. The bot is a server
application that connects the control systems supported by
cumbia to Telegram. One can read and monitor values, as
well as receive alerts when something special happens.
Simple source names or their combination into formulas
can be sent to the bot. It replies and notifies results. It is
simple, fast and intuitive. Refer to [7] for detailed
information.

INSTALLATION AND UPDATES
The installation is automated by a shell script that guides
throughout the whole process. After downloading the
library from github[8], one must check the configuration in
scripts/config.sh (to set the destination prefix and optional
minor details) and finally execute ./scripts/cubuild.sh
tango epics install to build and copy the files into the
system. Later on, the updates can be automatically
accomplished with the cumbia upgrade command. It will
prompt to choose the desired version, download it, rebuild
and set it up automatically. Plugins may need to be
manually rebuilt after a major version change. The
documentation lists the prerequisites and dependencies and
explains how to install every cumbia module by hand.

DOCUMENTATION
Special care has been taken in writing the
documentation[9]. It is hosted by github.io and maintained
in a dedicated branch, named cumbia-libs-gh-pages.
Alongside class documentation, frequently asked questions
and tutorial sections with code examples are available.

CONCLUSIONS
The cumbia libraries have been introduced into the
ELETTRA control room workstations since last major
Linux distribution upgrade. They stand side by side with
QTango and the migration is going to be gradual. Early
comparison tests between the core of the two frameworks
show a very good performance of the new one. Figure 7
shows a graph of the CPU usage of two equivalent console
applications performing readings of the same Tango
attributes and commands.

Generic Client
The cumbia client command followed by a list of sources
is a versatile tool to quickly connect, display and change
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BENEFITS OF LOW CODE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENTS ON
LARGE SCALE CONTROL SYSTEMS
B. Lefort, V. Costa, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The rapid evolution of science and of scientific projects
usually implies high levels of mobility among researchers, engineers and applied scientists. In parallel, software
development has been getting easier as computing technology has evolved. A direct consequence of these two
paradigms is the proliferation of custom, sometimes
small, ad-hoc software. This software, usually quickly
developed and with low code hygiene, later becomes a
burden to the organization, especially if the original developer and responsible departs. Based on this experience
many organizations are now successfully adopting lowcode application development. Inspector is a low-code
development platform to design control interfaces. It
features a visual interface composer, a visual programming language and supports small integrated scripts in
Python. More than 600 Inspector applications are actively
used at CERN. We explain how developers with little
experience of writing software can create applications
that they could not otherwise explicitly code for themselves. Finally, we demonstrate how Inspector offers
enhanced security, higher productivity and maintenance
relief by delegating the core software development and
maintainability to high skill developers and IT members.

INTRODUCTION
The number of PhDs and postdocs in science has
grown substantially. A report in Nature reported a jump
by 150% in the number of postdocs between 2000 and
2012 (see Fig. 1) and the growth shows no sign of slowing since then. [1]
PhD graduates and Postdocs confront a dwindling
number of academic jobs. As an example, only 15% of
PhD graduates can attain academic positions in the USA
[2]. Many of them go the entrepreneurial route and become involved in start-ups, research labs or commercial
R&D centres.

as the university, country of research, PI, or funding. That
being said, most positions are two to three years even it
they can be extended up to 6 years.
Over the past 15 years, the number of public workers
on short-term contracts has increased. In France they now
represent 35% of university staff and 27% at research
institutions. Contracts tend to be very short. 80% of them
are lasting less than 2 years [3].
Consequently, Academia is facing a high employment
turnover rate combined with short-term contracts. In regards to software engineering, such conditions make
quality and productivity competing objectives. Code
quality is naturally seen as less important when compared
to fast/cheap development, as such, software projects are
showing signs of poor code quality, undetected vulnerabilities and low code readability – contrary to the fundamentals of software maintainability.
Considering the trends, we will show how a low-code
application, such as Inspector, a Rapid Application Development (RAD) framework, gives access to application
development for people with little experience of writing
software and how it reduces the number of Lines Of Code
(LOC) that has to be maintained when the person who
developed and maintains it departs.
To boost the productivity, Inspector proposes a separation between the UI and the software technology, essentially allowing the creation of zero code GUI in order to
diminish the cost of developing and maintaining such
applications. Inspector itself is built on proven technologies (such as Java) and takes care of critical software
aspects such as multithreading, data communication and
application reliability. Final application developers don’t
need to worry about these aspects; they can create their
entire application using the GUI and tiny scripts for complex operations. This concept also introduces indirect
benefits, for instance all Inspector applications are uniform. They’ll look and behave the same way. This helps
create a sense of familiarity and control that helps users
going seamlessly from one application to another without
the need to learn new ropes to get around.

LINES OF CODE AND CODE QUALITY

Figure 1: Annual number of science and engineering
doctorates graduating from US universities.
The typical maximum funding period for doctoral students is four years. There is no set length for a postdoctoral researcher as it depends on a number of factors such

Capers Jones, an American specialist in software engineering methodologies, has compared many methodologies (RUP, XP, Agile, Waterfall, etc.) and programming
languages over thousands of projects and has determined
that programmers write between 325 and 750 production
lines of code (LOC) per month. [4, 5] These numbers
apply to software scientists working in teams that follow
a strict development cycle where specification is followed
by development and precede unit & integration tests.
Short-term contracts workers in a lab environment are
typically result driven. User stories such as “develop a
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driver that controls this hardware so I can start doing
science with it”; “This data reduction pipeline has to work
so I can see my results” are commonly heard. In such
cases, the specification phase is replaced by a trial and
error loop (develop > test > repeat) and the final code
only reflects an interpretation of a problem and a solution
for it with too little considerations about the fact that
it has to be used and maintained by others.
A clear indication of a code quality braking point is
when, trying to squeeze an unforeseen use-case in a clearly incompatible design, one promises to “clean it up later,
when I have the time”. Beyond this point, the development cycle slows down, complexity goes up and quality is
lost. Technical debt is easily generated in R&D environments and really difficult to overcome. A side effect is
toil. These applications typically require intensive
maintenance and are a burden for development
teams. Badly designed software also affects all its dependencies and, indirectly, the everyday life of the corresponding developers and users.
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LOW-CODE DEVELOPMENT
PLATFORMS
Low-code development platforms provide an environment to create applications through graphical user interfaces and configuration instead of the traditional programming. They are based on the principles of modeldriven design and visual programming and nearly anyone
can learn how to use them. Most of these platforms keep
the ability to let the user insert custom code when needed.
Forrester, an American market research company that
provides advice on existing and potential impact of technology to its clients and the public, estimates that the total
market for low-code development platforms is growing
by 50% every year [8] (see Fig. 2).

COMMONLY REINVENTED WHEELS
Most of the scientific applications can be resumed to a
simple list of actions: Sample, process and display.
Data sampling is generally limited to a few calls to
driver setup functions before starting the acquisition. This
part of the process is hardware specific but access can be
generalised using standard APIs. In more complex cases
handling data subscriptions or polling may be required.
Handling high-rate data streaming can be hard for less
experienced programmers, leading to less reliable and less
secure systems.
For very complex processing one usually relies on a
scripting or programming language. When the processing
is simple, it can be addressed using a visual programming
language like LabView (from National Instruments) or
the ones offered by Inspector.
When it comes to GUI, even if new reality-based interactions are being explored [6], we still rely on the “Windows, Icons, Menus, and Pointer (WIMP)” graphical
elements to represent information [7].
In academic software productions the final GUI will
probably be an afterthought and the basic graphical elements set will have to be extended with scientific plotting
capabilities. A nice and functional GUI is usually hard to
implement and requires a fair amount of LOC. The actual
trend is to delegate this task to a GUI builder that simplifies the creation by allowing the designer to arrange
widgets using drag-and-drop (DnD) gestures. Once designed, the builder automatically generates all the source
code. These tools are effective but require a nonnegligible learning phase.
The development of GUI is time-consuming. It can represent about 48% of the source code, and 45% of the
development time and covers 37% of the maintenance
time [4]. If we stick to our academic goal, which is producing results, these tasks are repetitive and can be considerate as rebarbative by many programmers.

Figure 2: Low-code platforms forecast (US$ billions).
Gartner Inc., a public global research and advisory firm
has developed methods to demonstrate market trends,
such as direction, maturity and participants. Gartner predicts, due to continued demand for applications and a
shortage of skilled developers, that low-code development tools will be used for most application development
by 2024 [9].

CERN CONTROL MIDDLEWARE
INFRASTRUCTURE
The CERN accelerator complex control systems are
fully data-driven thanks to the Controls Configuration
Database (CCDB) [10]. All the accelerators equipment
can be accessed as a device. A device is a named entity of
the control system, which usually corresponds to a physical equipment. Using an identifier, the logical interface of
a device can be retrieved from the CCDB.
Communication is made through the Java API for Parameter Control (JAPC) [11]. JAPC is an abstraction
communication layer that unifies CERN control systems
thanks to the concept of JAPC parameters. A parameter
represents a controlled value of an accelerator. Client
programs can access JAPC parameters with set and get
functions in an asynchronous way. They can also subscribe to them in order to be notified when values change.
JAPC also serves as a wrapper for Java applications hiding the complexity of different protocols.
Access authorization is provided by a Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) that restricts the access to a system
only to authorized users [12]. Each user has assigned
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roles that specify what he is allowed to do in the system.
Every get, set or subscription demand is subject to the
authorization process and its execution can be denied
when a user has insufficient privileges.

INSPECTOR
Inspector is a Low-Code IDE developed at CERN [13].
Inspector allows users to concentrate their efforts on the
data presentation, rather than on implementation details.
It takes responsibility of making the applications portable,
within the production environment, handles data acquisition and streaming, multithreading processing and provides a reliable common experience for users of all skill
sets (see Fig. 3).
The Inspector uses the CCDB to automatically expose
and control all the properties of a device without the need
for any manual configuration. Users can select devices
and their properties. These elements can be drag-anddropped into a canvas called Panel to start creating a
GUI. Inspector internally obtains the property metadata,
such as data type and access mode. Based on this information a visual menu appears with all the available
graphical elements that can display or interact with the
property value. Such Visual elements are called Monitors.
The vast assortment of monitors, including polar plots,
multi-state switches, buttons, dials, etc. can be organized
via automated layout options. Visual elements can also be
organized in a grid system and layout constraints can be
applied to them.

INSPECTOR AS AN INTERFACE FOR
OPERATORS
On a large-scale control system, when it comes to tune
a process or to investigate a failure, one needs versatile
tools that can quickly and easily display and correlate
data. Especially during machine upgrade or commissioning where many changes can suddenly be required. In
Inspector, every single functionality is available as soon
as the property is dropped into the panel. There is no
separation between the design phase and the deployment
of the application. This feature allows inspector to be
used as a black board where properties from multiple
devices are shown at once. Panels and monitors are easily
created and disposed. In many cases Inspector applications are created temporary given its flexibility, ease to
use and low development effort. This low commitment
allows operators to use Inspector to perform quick measurements, debugging and create temporary dashboards
and control panels, an important feature in the everchanging CERN accelerator complex.

Figure 3: Simple example of applications developed with
Inspector. Development time for this kind of application
may vary from a few minutes to a few hours.

INSPECTOR AS AN INTERFACE FOR
ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS
Inspector is developed to be flexible. It was built following modern development practices, with modularity in
mind. It was developed at CERN but is not highly coupled with any CERN system - it can be adapted for any
other complex and can be extended. With that in mind,
Inspector was also built to be generic - it allows quick and
easy application development but also supports complex
data processing and closed loop control. Monitors allow
for simple data transformation, such as ranges, formatting, blinking, etc. Inspector introduces two distinct
scripting modules for data transformation and control.
A visual equation editor is included in the application
(see Fig. 4). This equation editor facilitates the creation of
mathematical equations that are executed on the server
side. Equations may receive inputs from properties and
can apply functions to values or other properties. The
computation happens based on a timer or an event.

Figure 4: The equation editor allows processing the data
subscription in real time (simple arithmetic, averaging,
FFT).
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For more complex logic and data processing, Inspector
includes a specialised module called Blueprint (see
Fig. 5). Blueprints are small programs on their own that
combine visual scripting, for users with limited programming knowledge, and high-level integrated language
scripting, including Python support. Blueprints execute in
the client Inspector application and can interact with visual elements and properties. Visual elements, such as
monitors, can be configured in runtime with Blueprints,
for instance: visual components can be altered when a
state of a device changes or controls can be hidden or
displayed based on user access permissions.

Figure 5: Example of Blueprints that read all the faults
from a device, log them in a local folder and reset the
device if there are any faults.
Blueprints also support Python scripting (see Fig. 6).
Python code can be externally invoked or it can be directly integrated in Blueprints. A Python bridge is provided in
order to be able to access all the Inspector features from
Python scripts (including getting/setting variables, subscribing to properties and interacting with the GUI appearance) (see Fig. 7). This Python bridge allows scientists to run their simulation algorithms against real hardware with almost no need of code modification while
Inspector graphical capabilities can show the results of
the running code.
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INSPECTOR AS AN INTERFACE FOR
AUTOMATION SPECIALISTS
The Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) are essential components of the CERN accelerator complex control
system. PLCs typically offer custom communication
protocols and therefore are difficult to integrate into a
control system using a single communication strategy.
CERN Software Infrastructure for Low-level Equipment Controllers (SILECS) framework offers one API to
communicate with most of the PLC brands and models.
[14].
At CERN, several steps are needed to integrate a PLC
into the control infrastructure. First, the PLC has to be
programmed by an automation specialist. Then the PLC
interfaces have to be detailed in an XML file in order to
be exposed using SILECS. Finally, using SILECS stubs, a
middleware process, integrating the communication protocol, has to be manually generated, compiled and deployed on a server. After these mandatory steps the device
can be accessed through JAPC and Inspector. SILECS
and all the other upper layers are tightly coupled to the
PLC interface. This means that any modification to the
PLC interface map implies a modification in all the mentioned layers - including manual code compilation and
deployment.

Figure 7: A low-level application with embedded Blueprints processing that shows the status of the control electronic and PLCs.
While Inspector was developed to use JAPC as a firstclass data acquisition interface, it contains a modular Data
Access Layer (DAL) that provides other access interfaces.
A module for SILECS allows Inspector applications to
access data directly from SILECS enabled PLCs. Therefore, automation specialists can develop graphical control
interfaces to test the PLC functionality before performing
its costly integration in the control infrastructure - where
they have to manually create and deploy an acquisition
server. The very same graphical interfaces can be reused
and easily modified to use JAPC instead of SILECS.

Figure 6: In This example Python is used to read a device.
The value is returned into a Blueprint variable.
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INSPECTOR AS AN INTERFACE FOR
NON-IT EXPERTS
A survey on Inspector has revealed that 60% of the users come from non-IT disciplines (like electrical, electronics, civil, chemical…). A majority of these users have
no prior knowledge on visual programming and only have
basic programming knowledge, usually acquired by
scripting and running simulation software.
The survey shows that being able to create applications
without the need to rely on expert developers for help is a
very positive aspect. The stakeholders have no need to
transmit any requirements to developers – which typically
is not a lossless communication process, and there is no
need for lengthy acceptance procedures. For simple applications it means shortened development cycle and significantly decreased cost for the organisation.
For users with absolutely no grip in programing, CERN
has created a one-day course that covers the concepts and
methodology of Inspector. It covers how to perform a full
development cycle of creating and deploying an Inspector
application. The feedback questionnaires of the course
shown that most of the attendees find one day enough to
be autonomous while some people would have been interested in doing another day specifically dedicated to
complex aspects, such as Python integration.

THE BENEFITS OF THE
PROCRASTINATION PRINCIPLE
The procrastination principle dictates that one should
wait for problems to arise before solving them. Operational applications are designed to check the status of the
apparatus in the accelerator complex in real time. Many
supervision applications are composed of synoptics that
show green when everything is nominal and that start
showing red when something goes wrong. The status of
an apparatus can be complex to process. Parameters can
be interdependent and, when it comes to beam production, there are qualitative aspects that can depend on an
infinite number of causes.
Because Inspector applications are easily modifiable it
has been noticed that operators were continuously adapting them according to their knowledge so that they react
when a newly discovered set of conditions is reached.
Like the Wikipedia encyclopaedia, Inspector operational
applications become more accurate with time due to their
collaboration openness. Authorized individuals can adapt
and improve Inspector applications with little effort.
Based on this observation, and considering the importance of the operational applications, when it comes to
saving modifications, history tracking and versioning,
Inspector has direct integrations with version control
systems for application storage.

INSPECTOR APPLICATION
MAINTENANCE
Inspector provides an environment for low-code application development. It also provides a runtime for execut-
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ing these applications. Each application is saved as an
XML file and contains no dependency. Every Inspector
release is backwards compatible. Therefore Inspector not
only lessens development effort but also reduces the
maintenance costs. Existing applications don’t need to be
updated as long as the model - device and property interfaces, stays the same.
The Inspector development team takes responsibility
for security updates, fixing defects and providing new
features regularly. Unit and integration tests are used in
development and deployment pipelines for quality and
compliance assurance.
The deployment environment at CERN [15] also ensures that every user is always running the latest version
of Inspector without manual and disrupting updates.

OBSERVED BENEFITS OF USING
INSPECTOR
The Inspector project was established at CERN over 4
years ago. Nowadays there are more than 600 mission
critical Inspector based applications in use at CERN.
Inspector is used in several accelerators throughout the
complex, such as the LHC and Linac 4. Its uses range
from replacing legacy applications in LabView or for the
development of control applications for the SM18 test
area [16] up to the creation of first-class control applications for new accelerators and subsystems.
Inspector is also the main software for development of
dashboards and control applications for the Radio Frequency group. Inspector was used to successfully port and
augment legacy LabView applications for the LHC RF as
part of the upgrade of the high-level control of the superconducting cavities of the LHC [17]. This work, undertaken in 2018, included porting over 25 different LabView applications. It was completed in less than 6
months, from the conception of the project, understanding
of LabView functionality, development of Inspector based
applications and final commissioning. It was estimated
that using GUI frameworks with programming languages
(Java, Python, etc.) would amount to at least double the
effort that would be required for the porting of such applications. Subsequent training and maintenance efforts
would also be necessary for these types of applications.

CONCLUSION
Developing portable applications with Inspector is fast
and simple, look and feel is consistent and no maintenance is required if the hardware interfaces remain unchanged. Because Inspector core in under skilled developers’ responsibility it globally offers enhanced security
and reduces shadow IT.
Inspector allows non-IT experts to provide subsystems
along with an engineering interface to test them. It allows
accelerator operators to efficiently correlate information
coming form different data sources. It allows anyone to
improve any existing application and, finally, it allows
scientist to easily test simulation code against real hardware.
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Inspector development has required 6 man/year of development. Maintenance and users support now only
require 0.2 man/year. The 600 mission-critical applications can generates up to 8000 data subscriptions on the
Inspector servers. The servers are responsible to handle
the subscriptions to the final hardware but also to execute
the soft-real-time computations required by the users.
Even if the Inspector architecture is distributed, the actual
deployment holds on one $4000 40 threads bi-Xeon blade
computer with 128 gigabytes of RAM.
Inspector is a cost effective way to develop high-level
control system portable applications that will never become a burden to the Organization as long as Java is
supported.
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SYNOPTIC GUIS IN NSRC SOLARIS FOR BEAMLINES AND
ACCELERATORS VISUALIZATION AND CONTROL
M.K. Fałowski†, T.R. Noga, N. Olszowska, M. Zajac
National Synchrotron Radiation Centre, SOLARIS, Krakow, Poland
Abstract
High demand from scientists and operators to create
new, clear and intuitive SCADA graphical interfaces for
new beamlines and replace or supplement existing beamlines' and accelerators' graphical user interfaces is a challenging task. This is not only time consuming but very often requirements from users vary, change quickly and even
sometimes they are mutually exclusive. To meet this challenge and provide clear, scalable and ergonomic graphical
user interfaces, SOLARIS chose 'Taurus' and 'svgsynoptic2' to create synoptic applications which allow to visualize and control beamlines and accelerators with ease. In addition, it was decided to use identical scheme of visualization and control for synoptic applications on all beamlines,
so scientists can get used to it, even if they carry out research on different beamlines. This paper presents the
overall architecture and functionality of the applications.

Taurus widgets. It has many disadvantages, such as very
complicated and hard to modify code (e.g. adding new type
of device or adapting to newer version of dependency libraries was very time consuming), switching between segments was taking a lot of time, resulting in not showing any
panel for short period, and configuration files had custom
and hard to read format. In addition, non-graphical representation required operators to learn positions of the elements to quickly recognise state of the subsystems. Last
but not least, application used custom and unintuitive colours for defining states (e.g. orange colour represented
closed state, where in Tango it represents alarm state). Next
example is the application responsible for displaying interlocks shown in Fig. 2. It had many tabs so searching for an
interlock was difficult and sometimes caused oversight of
it by operators. Last example is JDraw application of
LINAC showed in Fig. 3. Due to static view, LINAC segments had to be separated into many tabs.

INTRODUCTION
One of the most important roles of the control systems is
to show the actual state of controlled process. Visualisation
of the state of the process is crucial for operators to
properly control it and react in any case of event or emergency occurrence during the process. This task is achieved
with SCADA systems. One of the elements of SCADA are
synoptic views, which are graphical representation of the
process. They should provide as much information about
control system as possible but also preserve readability, be
reliable and intuitive.
In NSRC SOLARIS there are two accelerators, linear
and synchrotron, two fully operational beamlines, one during commissioning and next four under construction. Each
system contains hundreds of devices and signals. For now,
the main task for SOLARIS is to deliver stable beam for
scientists with interruption and breaks as short as possible.
To achieve this goal it is critical to monitor accelerators and
beamlines and in case of any accidents fast recognition and
repair of the fault.

Figure 1: Application representing one of the segments of
the beamline. It contains states of the devices, such as
valves and thermocouples, and allows to control them.

PREVIOUS SOLUTIONS
Since the start of operation, applications to represent
beamlines and accelerators in SOLARIS were prepared
with JDraw synoptic and Qt GUIs developed with Taurus.
They had a lot of limitations and were not very intuitive.
Moreover, they could not represent entire subsystems in
one view and had to be divided into tabs or segments.
Example of an application is showed in Fig. 1. It is used
to visualize segments of the beamline or the storage ring.
This application parses configuration file and generates

Figure 2: Application responsible for displaying interlocks
in the accelerators.
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so it was a natural candidate for creating synoptic applications. It uses PyQt for the GUI and was mostly used to create control widgets in synoptics. It is also being used by the
svgsynoptic library.

SVG Synoptic

Figure 3: Synoptic representing one of the sections of the
LINAC.
Poor system state representation, long-time development
of the new subsystems and features, and growing requirements from users and new beamlines being constructed
was the motivation to change used tools and search for new
allowing to prepare intuitive, clear and with high functionality synoptic views of the SOLARIS systems.

CHOICE OF TECHNOLOGY
Requests for quick to develop, readable and scalable
synoptics were the most important factors affecting the
software selection. Moreover, software choice was also affected by TANGO controls which is main framework used
for development of the control system in SOLARIS. Selected tools greatly improved quality and time of delivery
of the new applications.

Taurus
Taurus is a Python-based SCADA framework allowing
rapid creation of user interface applications for scientific
and industrial control systems [1]. It is a commonly used
tool in SOLARIS and has good integration with TANGO

JDraw is a specialised drawing tool for creating synoptics provided by TANGO [2]. Unfortunately, its usage is
very limited, it provides only simple accessories and its
viewers provide only static view. For this reason MAX IV
created a library called svgsynoptic, which provides interactive visualisation of control system based on SVG files
and references to control system entities inside SVG objects [3].
Implementation of the library is based on Taurus, PyQt
binding to JavaScript and QtWebKit. It has features like
panning, zooming and zoom levels, displaying/hiding layers or invoking commands, like displaying device widget
based on TaurusDevicePanel.
This library, which now has second version – svgsynoptic2 [4] – is the main core of the SOLARIS’ synoptics as it
allows for fast development and design, and fine control of
them.

Inkscape
Inkscape is an advanced, free and open-source vector
graphics editor with many tools and accessories [5].
It is used to create SVG files for the synoptic views and
thanks to its features, like cloning, advanced alignment,
grouping or keyboard shortcuts, it is possible to create very
complicated synoptic views of the accelerators and beamlines in a short time. Furthermore, it can also be used by
users to create or modify their own shapes, symbols and
views.
Inkscape is a great duet with svgsynoptic and both had
large impact on design of applications in SOLARIS.

Figure 4: First synoptic view in SOLARIS based on SVG, representing one of the beamlines.
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Figure 5: Improved synoptic application of the same beamline showed in Fig. 4.

Facadedevice
Facadevice is a python library extending high level
server API of the PyTango library. It is based on TANGO
events and uses reactive programming paradigm [6].
It was used to create high level TANGO devices providing more advanced commands like opening valves in sequences, and aggregation of the states of the devices, reducing amount of the control code in the synoptic GUIs.

beamline frontend being commissioned. The interlocks
synoptic contains over one hundred of signals and is divided into two zoom levels (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). On the first
zoom level interlocks are grouped into sections, so one indicator shows whether there is any interlock in one of the
sections of the accelerators (it is achieved thanks to facadedevice by aggregating states of each interlock in one
Tango device). On the second zoom level each interlock
signal is represented by one indicator.

FIRST SYNOPTICS
First synoptic created with svgsynoptic in SOLARIS
was prepared for one of the beamlines (Fig. 4). It contained
many simple and “flat” symbols, division into layers (like
vacuum, water, diagnostic subsystems) and sections, and
allowed to run simple commands on the devices such as
opening and closing valves. It was gladly accepted but
there were new request from users to create it more clear
and functional.
Next iteration of the synoptic view for the beamline has
improved and more isometric view (Fig. 5). It gained buttons for opening and closing frontend and valves on the
entire beamline, and resetting interlocks (responsible for
closing and opening valves or resetting interlocks are high
level Tango devices created with facadedevice, synoptic
only runs command provided by them), two zoom levels
(frontend and some diagnostic elements are shown only
when zoomed). There is also possibility to run external application (for controlling optics, displaying cameras stream
and others) or modify some device parameters (using
popup widgets). The same type of view was made for second operational beamline.
For accelerators three synoptic views were made, one for
LINAC, one for accelerators’ interlocks (fig .6) and one for

Figure 6: Accelerators’ interlocks synoptic application
zoom level 0.

Figure 7: Accelerators’ interlocks synoptic application
zoom level 1.
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IMPORVEMENTS AND
STANDARIZATION
Despite the great utility and improvements, prepared
synoptics have some disadvantages. Control logic of each
synoptic was defined in every project separately and it was
just being copied between them. The result was that any
simple change in one of the applications required modifying every project and in the end the control logic began to
differ. Besides, users sometimes have mutually exclusive
requirements so the maintenance of each application gets
harder. Moreover, beamline synoptics have bright colours
of some elements and panels which are too similar to colours of states defined by TANGO like “alarm” or “moving”. To prevent these situations three steps were taken.
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First of all, it was necessary to reach compromise with
users about general look, functionality and actions (like left
and right mouse button clicks). Together with operators
and beamline managers it was decided to use the same colour scheme for all beamlines and accelerators, similar arrangement and configuration of information and command
panels, and to have the same defined actions. Furthermore,
symbols of elements such as water flowmeters or temperature sensors were unified in cooperation with Technical
Department, so they are now the same or similar to symbols from technical drawings. This helped to keep simplicity of the view, homogeneity with the documentation and
synoptics can also serve engineers from Technical Department.

Figure 8: Synoptic application of the beamline being commissioned. It is based on a new view pattern for beamlines.
Secondly, view pattern for beamlines and frontends has
been created. It has isometric perspective, colours of elements and panels became more toned and their palette was
limited, and some models have been updated (example is
shown on Fig. 8). For now, it is the standard for all new
beamlines and there are planned future works to update existing synoptics of two operational beamlines.
Thirdly, a Python package was prepared as an extension
of svgsynoptic. It defines actions, commands, controls and
structure of additional panels and widgets in SOLARIS’
synoptics. Because all synoptic applications import this
package and use its classes and methods, it is easy to maintain and develop new features for synoptics without necessity of editing every project.

Executing Tango commands
Executing Tango commands is realised by adding command name and parenthesis at the end of the Tango device
name set as a model inside the SVG file. An example of
defined command is “model=vac/valve/Open()”. It can
also have some parameters, but for now they are static and
user cannot insert any other. Execution of command is invoked with the left mouse button and confirmation popup
is showed. Example of command confirmation popup is
shown in Fig. 9.

MAIN FEATURES OF SYNOPTICS IN
SOLARIS
Main features of synoptics in SOLARIS are presented in
this section.
Figure 9: Confirmation popup for command execution.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLANS

There can be available commands defined available for
specific Tango device class. When appropriate device is
clicked with the left mouse button, popup (Fig. 10) shows
for some period of time allowing to run specific commands. Shown commands depends on the state of the device. Default device classes with specific commands are
valves and ion pumps.

Figure 10: Example of device class commands.

Attributes Widget
In synoptics it is possible to define popups where user
can set values of attributes of the devices. Attributes are
grouped so clicking on any of the attributes from the group
shows widget with all attributes from that group. As an edit
widget TaurusWheelEdit class is used, which has two edit
modes. Example of this popup is shown in Fig. 11.

Selection of tools was crucial for developing readable,
easy to configure and functional synoptics. This paper presents synoptic GUIs in NSRC SOLARIS based on svgsynoptic library. This library allows for fast creation of clear
and intuitive synoptics. Moreover, it allows to control system through the synoptics, which brings great functionality
and facilitation for beamline scientists and operators of accelerators.
Graphical representation of the systems in SOLARIS
with SVG synoptics was gladly received. On the one hand,
they helped reduce time needed to create such representation. On the other hand, users’ expectations and demand for
new functionalities and synoptics have increased greatly.
Next steps are to replace synoptics of the operational
beamlines to the newest standard, improve and add new
tools to control devices, and visualise the entire storage
ring system with svgsynoptic.
Further plans for synoptics are introduction of possibility
to modify values of attributes directly on the synoptic
views, and animations improving readability of the actual
state of the systems.
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it runs application as a separate process.
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Additional Elements
In synoptics there can be found buttons for resetting interlocks, opening and closing valves or frontends, setting
position of mirrors etc. Mostly, their usage is based on
Tango commands provided by facadedevices aggregating
other Tango devices. There are also some symbols displaying states which are not the representation of any particular
hardware but rather subsystems. They are also based on facadedevices.
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THE WEB AS THE PRIMARY CONTROL SYSTEM USER INTERFACE*
R. Neswold † , B. Harrison‡ , Fermilab, Batavia, USA
Abstract
Fermilab's Control System uses a proprietary application
framework written decades ago. Considered state-of-theart at one time, the control system now lacks many features
we expect from a modern interface and needs to be updated. Our investigation of Web browsers and JavaScript
revealed a powerful, rich, and state-of-the-art development
environment. We discuss JavaScript frameworks, JavaScript language features, and packaging tools. We also discuss issues we need to resolve before we are confident this
can become our primary application platform.

INTRODUCTION
We set out to reimagine accelerator control applications.
Exploring modern development tools and current best
practices help us move away from existing, aging dependencies while improving the users' experience.
Fermilab's parameter page application is broadly considered to be the workhorse of the control room. The parameter page allows operators to freely request live data from
any device in the control system. Key features include the
ability to manipulate devices, query the control system for
meta-information about a given device, plot the data over
time, and provide textual context for the set of devices. The
parameter page application also allows users to save their
set of queries and notes for easy retrieval and, therefore,
has become a simple way for machine experts to create
basic applications. Many other applications are structured
views of data that allow the user to read and manipulate
data in a predefined, restricted, way.
We found these features in common with modern dashboard applications. Dashboards offer a series of configurable panels that can be added to a view and saved for later.
Views are for a specific task or related data. Dashboards in
the browser allow for easy shared access to saved views.
Browsers also provide many accessibility features that
would require lots of effort to implement in traditional applications. We can consider JavaScript applications so
readily because we have an existing client library that allows for streaming accelerator data from the control system
to JavaScript via WebSockets.
Identifying the dashboard's component-like structure led
us to investigate web application frameworks that support
self-contained and reusable code. We aim to provide operators with a blank canvas and the ability to intuitively add
new panels with standard components. They then save this
view and get a unique endpoint that they can return to in
the future. We hope that this component-based design encourages developers to reuse and modify code rather than
___________________________________________

* This manuscript has been authored by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC
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reimplement very similar features over many applications.
In our investigation, we looked at framework maturity,
adoption, and documentation. While others like Angular,
VueJS, and Java fulfilled the requirements, ReactJS's ubiquity, quality documentation, and ease of use made it stand
shoulders above.

INVESTIGATING REACT
React[1] is a JavaScript library used to create "components" along with an engine that efficiently renders
changes in the DOM. A component is a JavaScript module
that renders HTML elements and manages the state associated with them. Each component is self-contained; the outside state is provided when the component is created, but
from that point on, the component updates its own, internal
state. Since components are insulated from external effects,
they can easily be combined to make more complicated
components. React-based applications are nothing more
than a series of nested components.
The React team provides a command-line tool to help set
up a new React project called create-react-app. This
tool creates a directory tree containing initial, sample JavaScript source along with the necessary configuration
files to build your application. It also sets up an area used
for creating unit tests for your project. As your application
grows, tests should be added to make sure previously
working features still work. The build environment includes another powerful feature where, after successfully
building the project, a web server is launched to run your
application. The server listens on the localhost address and
opens a tab in the default browser on your desktop displaying your application.
React projects typically use an extension to JavaScript
called JSX[2] which makes the rendering code much easier
to understand. JSX allows you to use HTML-style tags in
your JavaScript code, rather than the explicit function calls
it takes to create the elements. Files using JSX notation
have the file extension .jsx. When building the application, files with this extension are processed by converting
any JSX notation into calls to createElement() rendering a .js file. The resulting file has the normal .js extension and can be loaded by the browser.
Aside from the component hierarchy, applications also
require some logic to manage global state, interface to 3rd
party libraries, and even to pass state between components.
This logic can get complicated, and due to JavaScript's dynamic typing, simple mistakes aren't necessarily caught until the code path is executed, resulting in run-time errors.
Fortunately, we found that we could use Microsoft's TypeScript language with our React projects, which eliminated
a whole class of bugs in our code and helped speed up our
development.
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import React, { useState } from 'react'
import './ReactiveInput.css'
interface ReactiveInputProps {
label: string,
maxLength?: number
}
const ReactiveInput: React.FunctionComponent<ReactiveInputProps> =
({ label, maxLength = Infinity }) => {
const [currInput, setCurrInput] = useState('');
return (
<div className='reactiveInput'>
<label htmlFor='reactiveInput'>{label}</label>
<input
type='text'
name='reactiveInput'
value={currInput}
onChange={(event) => {setCurrInput(event.target.value)}}
/>
<p className={currInput.length > maxLength ? 'invalid' : ''}>
{currInput}
</p>
</div>
);
}
export default ReactiveInput;

Figure 1: Simple example of a react component.
TypeScript[3] is a free, open-source transpiler created by
Microsoft which adds static type-checking to JavaScript. It
follows most of JavaScript's syntax, except that function
parameters and variables, are annotated with type specifications. TypeScript also introduces useful data types (like
tuples), which JavaScript doesn't have, allowing you to
write more expressive code.
Before the browser can run the code, the TypeScript
source (.ts) is transpiled to JavaScript where type annotations are removed, and non-standard data types are converted to JavaScript counterparts. Although the end product is dynamically-typed JavaScript, the code has gone
through extensive type analysis resulting in much fewer
run-time errors. We were also happy to see that many 3rdparty libraries include a TypeScript declaration file so that
you benefit from strict type-checking while using their
API. We found that using TypeScript improved our productivity, even with simple examples, because we spent less
time in the debugger analyzing exceptions caused by typing errors.
TypeScript can transpile to older versions of JavaScript,
too, so, if you need to use an older browser, it can generate
JavaScript that still implements modern behavior but uses
older JavaScript features to implement them (of course, the
resulting code is larger.) TypeScript also supports JSX syntax, so React source benefits from JSX's notation and TypeScript's code analysis.
Figure 1 shows an example of a simple React component. This component renders as a label, a text input field,

and a text area to display processed output. Lines 4-7 is an
example of TypeScript defining the layout of an anonymous JavaScript object. Line 9 shows how to attach type
annotation to a variable. In this case, we’re using a class
name that uses generics to specify what type is used when
passing in the component’s properties. This function returns an HTML element that gets rendered on the web
page. Lines 14-25 use JSX notation to specify the top-level
element and its nested child elements. This notation is
much easier to understand than the JavaScript functions
calls required to create the elements. Note also, in the JSX
syntax, that we inject the value of variables into the expanded output by putting the variable name in curly braces.
Line 11 shows how to allocate state which is used each time
the function is called. The function useState() returns
the current state and a function to call to update the state.
React uses the update function to track when a component’s state changes so it can determine which subset of the
page needs re-rendering. In this example, as the text is
added, it is copied to the paragraph element. When the
length of the string reaches maxLength characters, it gets
displayed in red, rather than black.
The default HTML page for a React app is mostly empty.
The body element typically contains a single div element
with the ID of “root.” To get everything started, the JavaScript starting function would, in the example, contain the
following call:
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ReactDOM.render(
<ReactiveInput
label=’Hello ICALEPCS 2019’
maxLength={10} />,
document.getElementById('root')
);

Figure 2 shows the resulting web page, with sample text,
already entered.

Building React Projects
When working with JavaScript, the tool that builds your
project manages dependencies, runs tests, and deploys
your application is npm[4]. npm was developed for NodeJS
as their package manager and has evolved to include tools
useful for client-side development. You use npm to install
global tools like TypeScript (npm install -g typescript) or the project creation script for React (npm install -g create-react-app). npm also installs 3rdparty libraries used by your project, along with their dependencies.
The chain of events that build and prep your application
for deployment begins with “npm run build”. This command runs a series of tools that are unique to a browser’s
model of loading code. To run your application in the
browser’s JavaScript interpreter, it needs to see all the JavaScript source used in an application; hence, there’s no
compile/link cycle. Instead, npm runs the project through a
series of tools that try to produce the smallest sized JavaScript possible to shorten the load-time of your application.
It also runs tools that rewrite portions of your code to maximize compatibility with your set of targeted browsers.
In our React applications, the first tool used is the TypeScript transpiler. As mentioned earlier, this step does extensive code validation based on the added type annotation.
The validated code is emitted as JavaScript and is passed
to the next tool, Babel.
Babel[5] is a transpiler, like TypeScript, but its mission
is to rewrite -- if necessary -- the JavaScript so that it can
run on the set browsers you specify. If your site needs to
run on older browsers, you would add that requirement to
the Babel configuration, and Babel would make sure that,
no matter what advanced features of JavaScript you use,
it’ll run on that browser. Of course, if you target more recent versions of browsers, Babel passes more of your code
through, untouched.
Babel supports plugins, and many are available in case
you need other translations than compatibility. In our React
projects, Babel is used to translate the JSX syntax into JavaScript.
Once your project’s code has been prepped, the last tool
invoked is WebPack[6]. WebPack’s primary purpose is to
combine all your source, and the source of 3rd party libraries used by your project, into one, large source file. As can
be imagined, this could end up being quite large and, therefore, WebPack’s secondary purpose is to make the source
code as small as possible. It does this using several strategies. First, it makes sure that, if several modules import a
library, it only gets included once. Next, it makes a pass
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through the source and removes code that isn’t used (i.e.,
dead-code elimination.) These first steps can significantly
reduce the final size of the project, but WebPack performs
one more translation, called “minify.” In the “minification”
step, all extraneous whitespace (and comments) are removed, and identifiers (like variable and function names)
are shortened. Once the build is complete, the project’s
source isn’t human-readable, but it’s easily read and run by
a browser and is much smaller than the original body of
source.

Figure 2: Sample output from react example.

Developer Tools
At the time of this conference, three major browser cores
have emerged: Mozilla's "Gecko" (used in Firefox), Apple's WebKit (used in Safari), and Google's ChromeKit
(used in Chrome and Microsoft's Edge browser.) Each core
closely follows and implements the latest Web Standards.
Each core also has an advanced JavaScript engine that uses
a just-in-time (JIT) compiler to speed up hot-spots in your
code. Also, most importantly, all these browsers come with
a rich suite of developer tools. Usually tucked away in a
menu, selecting the developer tools splits the current web
page into two panes: one contains the rendered web page
and the other displays the interface of the tools.
The debugger allows setting breakpoints, single-stepping through code, examining variables, and viewing the
stack, as you would expect. It is more than a source code
debugger, however. It also allows navigating the DOM tree
shown in the web page; as you move the mouse cursor over
DOM tree elements, regions of the web page are highlighted in real-time. Selecting elements in this view displays their CSS attributes in a side panel. Changes to these
attributes are reflected immediately on the rendered document allowing you to try tweaks to the page without going
through the build cycle.
The developer tools also include several profilers. Once
the application has run through the code profiler, the source
code view is annotated to show the hot spots. A "flame
view" is also available to show the call stack and how much
time is taken at each level. The code profiler also includes
timing information for the GPU, which measures the rendering time of the page. There's a memory profiler to observe heap usage which can detect memory leaks or see if
your code is invoking too many garbage collections. A network profiler shows how long it takes to load each resource
in your application.
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Aside from helping one to find and fix software bugs,
these tools help streamline your code and minimize load
times. We were delighted with the breadth of development
covered by these tools.

Examples
Throughout our investigation, we found React easy to
understand and use. React’s component model isolates its
logic from the rest of the application’s so you feel confident in the results. Through our efforts, we developed a
handful of example applications, each focusing on a perceived need for our department. In doing so, we became
aware of several excellent, 3rd party libraries.
Material Design By recommending a framework, like
React, we get consistency in the programming model.
However, web programming also requires layout design
and style guidelines, and so we need to address styling consistency. Specifically, we don’t want each application to
have a different look and feel.
Google has produced a set of guidelines, based on their
research and experience, called Material Design[7].
Google uses them on the Android platform and web interfaces, and they closely describe other mobile platforms’ interfaces. By following these guidelines, our applications
will look attractive and consistent and will feel familiar and
intuitive to our users. The npm repository has several React
libraries that make it easy to follow these guides. We’ve
only started using these libraries, but we feel it’s a quick
way to get our custom components to look professional.
Nivo Charts Plotting data is a staple in control’s software, so we created React components that wrapped JavaScript chart libraries. One library, in particular, stood out for
both its polished presentation of data as well as how many
chart types it supports. The library is called Nivo Charts[8],
and it lets you visualize data in many ways. It supports over
20 different types of charts, and each type has a set of variations. Their library can render most charts in two ways:
using the HTML canvas element or generating SVG elements. Each has pros and cons, so the choice depends on
the features you need and how much data you have to display. Charts rendered to SVG show additional information
when the mouse cursor hovers over it. Charts using the canvas element don’t have this feature. However, the canvasbased charts can handle lots of data points quickly, whereas
SVG charts should restrict the quantity of data to keep it
responsive.
WebGL Pushing our investigation further, we wondered
how easy would it be to model our data using 3D graphics.
We felt there might be situations where it would be useful
to visualize what’s going on in the machine, and we wanted
to see what it would take to do this. We were pleased to
find ThreeJS[9], a JavaScript library that wraps the WebGL
API into an API that’s easier to use. Initially, we created
3D objects programmatically but building more complicated models seemed daunting. Fortunately, ThreeJS can
import model files in several formats. We used Blender3D
to create a motion control station model and then exported
the data. Our web application was able to read in the model,
render it, and control it.
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Progressive Web Apps Our last investigation was to
create a “progressive web app” (PWA). “Progressive Web
Apps provide an installable, app-like experience on desktop and mobile that are built and delivered directly via the
web. They're web apps that are fast and reliable”[10].
Progressive Web Apps are attractive because they have
the look and feel of a native application that runs on any
platform, and we only wrote one application. The essential
requirement for a progressive web app is to include a manifest file that tells the browser how to display the application and where to find the icon set. Google’s PWA checklist
provides details on what features are to be implemented to
be considered a PWA. Chrome also has a built-in auditing
tool, Lighthouse, to evaluate your adherence to the PWA
standards.
The major hurdle for most web applications not feeling
native is the fact that they don’t display and have limited
interactions when you are offline. PWAs cache useful resources allowing users to interact with the application even
when they offline. We plan to conform to this PWA standard and imagine it could be useful to allow users to change
configurations or refer to notes when offline.

Remaining Issues
Although our investigation showed great promise, there
are still several details we need to resolve before committing to web applications. One important detail relates to deployment. How do we organize the apps on the webserver?
How do new applications get added to this namespace? Is
there a main page with links to each application? Do we
create a categorization system to find an app easier?
Another concern is about version management. npm allows a project to track the latest versions of the libraries it
uses. In the short time that we’ve been developing, we’ve
seen quite a few patch-level updates. It may make sense to
maintain the framework (React, in our case) as a separate
resource to download and not require applications to include it in their web bundle. This would allow us to keep
the framework up-to-date, and applications wouldn’t have
to be rebuilt each time a critical update is released.

CONCLUSION
Modern browsers provide a powerful and compelling environment for hosting acceleration applications. We are
convinced that using web apps is the direction our department should take. There are comprehensive development
tools already in browsers to handle all aspects of web development. Frameworks provide a professional, intuitive
experience for users, and they hide browser differences
from programmers to the point that they also work on mobile devices. Some frameworks also seamlessly support
progressive web apps, so mobile users feel they’re running
native apps. Tools, like TypeScript and JSX, move many
run-time issues to compile-time, making it easier to produce correct code. Most importantly, all these technologies
are backed by huge companies (Google, Apple, Microsoft,
Facebook) that have a stake in the success of the web.
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AN APPLICATION OF MACHINE LEARNING FOR THE ANALYSIS OF
TEMPERATURE RISE ON THE PRODUCTION TARGET
IN HADRON EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AT J-PARC
K. Agari†, H. Akiyama, Y. Morino, Y. Sato, A. Toyoda, KEK, Ibaraki, Japan
Abstract

Production Target

Hadron Experimental Facility (HEF) is designed to handle intense slow-extraction proton beam from 30-GeV
Main Ring (MR) of Japan Proton Accelerator Research
Complex (J-PARC). A total amount of 3.6E19 protons in
the 2018 run were irradiated on the production target in
HEF. In order to evaluate soundness of the production target, we have analysed long-term variation of temperature
rise on the target, which can be affected by beam conditions. Predicted temperature rise measured with thermocouples mounted on the target was calculated from the existing training data of beam intensity, spill length (duration
of beam extraction in 5.2 second accelerator cycle), and
beam position on the target, using a linear regression analysis with a machine learning library, scikit-learn. As a result, predicted temperature rise shows good agreement
with the measured one. We have also examined whether
the present method of the predicted temperature rise from
the existing training data can be applied to the new data in
the future runs. The present paper reports the current status
of the measurement system of temperature rise on the target with machine learning in detail.

The production target [2], currently using at the HEF, is
made of a gold and a copper block with coolant stainless
pipes, as shown in the Figure 2. Gold is chosen for high
density, high thermal conductivity, and good chemical stability. The current target is designed to be capable for up to
50-kW proton beams. The dimension of gold target is 15W
×6H ×66L [mm]. The gold target is divided into 6 blocks in
order to reduce thermal stress by beam irradiation. A double-headed design enables to switch the one target to the
other quickly and remotely on demand. The water coolant
pipes, embedded in the copper block, are made of stainless
steel to avoid erosion and corrosion. The gold target, the
copper block, and the coolant pipes are bonded with a Hot
Isostatic Pressing (HIP) process. The production target is
enclosed with an airtight chamber filled with circulating
helium gas. The beam entry and exit are covered with beam
windows.
In order to monitor temperature rise of the target, six
thermocouples, named as TC1 to TC6, are mounted on top
of each gold block along the beam direction. We also monitor temperatures of the copper block, the water and helium
gas pipes, and the edge of the beam windows.

INTRODUCTION
Hadron Experimental Facility [1] (HEF) at Japan Particle Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC), shown in
Figure 1, is designed to handle intense slow-extraction proton beam from 30-GeV Main Ring (MR). The period of
beam extraction from MR to HEF is 2 seconds and the operation cycle is 5.2 seconds.

K1.8
KL
Production target

K1.1

Proton beam
Figure 1: An illustration of the HEF.

___________________________________________

#agari@post.kek.jp

TC6
TC1

Gold
15
66

Proton
beam

Cooling pipe

Copper

Figure 2: A photograph of production target.
During continuous 50 kW beam operation, temperature
on the target rise close to 342K, the allowable limit estimated by a FEM stress analysis. In the point of soundness
of the target, unexpected temperature rise by cumulative
damage on the target may occur during a normal beam operation. Thus, it is important for damage control of the target to distinguish an unexpected temperature rise by damage from a normal drift due to fluctuation of beam conditions.
Recently, a number of machine-learning methods has
been widely used in a variety of fields, and many easy-to-
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use libraries, such as scikit-learn, becomes popular. We
have adopted a machine-learning method to calculate temperature rise predicted from existing training data of various beam conditions, and compared to those measured
with real-time data. If a difference between measured and
predicted temperature rise becomes significantly larger
than usual, it may indicate that an unexpected temperature
rise occurred by a sudden decrease of thermal conductivity
between gold and copper blocks. In addition, it would be
helpful to construct a warning system using predicted temperature with more intense beam in future.
The requirements with the linear regression analysis are
as follows:
• The required accuracy between measured and predicted temperature rise is sufficiently smaller than the
margin between the nominal and the allowable temperature on the gold blocks. According to the data during the 2018 run, the difference between the allowable
limit of temperature rise (342K) and the average temperature rise (321K) was 21K, 6.5% of the average
temperature rise. Therefore, 1% of accuracy on predicted temperature should be sufficient.
• The required accuracy should be stable during at least
one beam time lasting for a few months in order to use
the predicted temperature as a signal for warning/interlock system.

Monitoring Device
The current monitoring device is based on Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) with a Linux-CPU working as
an embedded EPICS IOC on Yokogawa's FA-M3 PLC
platform [3]. Temperature of the gold target, the copper
block, and cooling water are monitored with thermocouple
measuring devices (F3CX04-0N) with 100 milliseconds
sampling rate. Sampled data are stored in the data registers
on a sequence-CPU, and an EPICS-IOC, running on the
adjoint CPU module, can simultaneously take data from
the sequence CPU via shared memory. The start and stop
timing of temperature measurement are synchronized to
beam extraction time, using an on-beam gate signal distributed from the accelerator timing control system. The system of the monitoring PLC is shown in Figure 3 and Table
1. The monitored data are displayed graphically on the
screens in the control room, and stored with a standard EPICS channel archiver [4] for data analysis.
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Table 1: Module List of the PLC
Module
Model number
Sequence CPU
F3SP71-4S
Linux CPU
F3RP71-2L
A/D
F3AD04-0R
D/A
F3DA04-0N
Temperature monitoring
F3CX04-0N

ANALYSIS OF TEMPERATURE RISE
WITH MACHINE LEARNING
Linear Regression Analysis
In order to calculate predicted temperature rise, shot-byshot data during a certain period of beam time have been
used as training data for machine learning. Temperature
rise on the production target depends dominantly on beam
intensity, spill length (duration of beam extraction), and
horizontal and vertical beam positions. Therefore, predicted temperature rise is supposed to be expressed as a
linear function of these four parameters, shown in the equation (1). A linear regression analysis with an open-source
Python library, scikit-learn [5], has been used for the present analysis.
1
T = αI
+ β + γX + δY + ε (1)
S
where T is the predicted temperature rise, Ibeam is the beam
intensity, S is the spill length, X is the horizontal beam position, Y is the vertical beam position. α, β, γ and δ are optimization coefficients, and ε is an intercept. The spill
length is incorporated as a reciprocal because a shorter
beam length gives higher temperature rise with a fixed intensity. Beam intensity and positions are measured with a
DC-Current Transformer (DCCT) in the Main Ring and a
Residual Gas Ionization Profile Monitor (RGIPM) [6] installed at about 1 m upstream of the production target, respectively.
We have evaluated accuracy of predicted temperature
rise with the linear regression analysis with an indicator, so
called “coefficient of determination”. Coefficient of determination is given by the equation (2),
∑ (y − f )
R =1−
(2)
∑ (y − y)
where R is the coefficient of determination, y is the measured temperature rise, y is the average of measured data in
a beam period, and f is the predicted one.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 3: Photograph and illustration of the PLC.

At first, we have calculated predicted temperature rise
with the existing training data from January 27th to February 26th and those from June 2nd to 30th in 2018 in linear
regression analysis.
When a continuous beam operation suspends due to machine failures and/or warnings issued by the instruments in
the accelerator and beam-lines. Temperature of the production target drops down to that of the cooling water. After
restart of continuous beam operation, it takes several shots
of beam to resume nominal temperature on the target. In
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order to avoid uncertainty in the analysis, every first 3 shots
just after resuming beam operation have been eliminated
from sampled data in the present analysis.
Figure 4 shows a typical chart of temperature rise of TC4,
which shows the maximum temperature rise among the six
thermocouples on the gold blocks. A large shift on February 2nd in the chart is due to an artificial adjustment of spill
length from 1.8 to 2.1 seconds in order to decrease the peak
temperature on the target. Figure 5 shows a 1-D projection
of Figure 4, and Table 2 indicates statistical means and
standard deviations of 1-D projected distribution on each
thermocouple (TC1-6). The statistical means are also expressed in percentage divided by the average temperature
rise. All of mean value are within 0.2% of the averaged data,
and fulfils our requirements.
Adjustment of spill length
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Table 2: Summary of 1-D Projections of All Thermocouples
Name
TC1
TC2
TC3
TC4
TC5
TC6

Mean
[K]
[%]
0.09
0.07
-0.42
0.17
-0.07
0.02
0.33
0.10
-0.05
0.02
-0.39
0.14

Standard
deviation[K]
0.92
1.66
2.44
2.94
2.02
1.99

To improve coefficient of determination, we have also
examined to incorporate the temperature rise of TC1 to the
present linear regression analysis. Figure 6 shows that adding the TC1 data improves coefficient of determination by
about 7%.
1.05

Coefficient of determination
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1.00
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80

Figure 4: A typical chart of measured and predicted temperature rise of TC4 from January 31th to February 7th in
2018. Red and black point are measured and predicted
temperature rise [K], respectively.

0.75
TC1

TC2 TC3 TC4
w/ tc1 w/o tc1

TC5

TC6

Figure 6: A bar chart of coefficient of determination. Blue
and green bars are coefficient of determination calculated
from the data with and without adding temperature rise of
TC1, respectively.
The statistical means and standard deviations of the analysed data are summarized in Figure 7. Both means and
standard deviations on all thermocouples have been improved by adding the TC1 data. The present result may indicate that TC1 would represent more precise information
about the total amount of heat-deposit on the target rather
than that provided by the beam intensity monitor. In the
following results, TC1 data are always included in the linear regression analysis.

Figure 5: An 1-D projection of the difference between
measured and predicted temperature rise in the 2018 run.
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Mean [%]

0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
TC2

TC3
TC4
TC5
w/o TC1
w/ TC1

Standard deviation[K]

a)

TC6

Figure 8: A typical chart of measured and predicted temperature rise of TC3 from March 1st to 7th in 2019. Black
point is measured temperature rise. Red point is predicted
temperature rise calculated from the training data in the
2018 run.

Mean.

4.0
3.0

Table 3: Summary of 1-D Projections.

2.0

Name
1.0
0.0
TC2

TC3
TC4
TC5
w/o TC1
w/ TC1

TC6

b) Standard deviation.
Figure 7: Bar charts of statistical means and standard deviations on all thermocouples in the 2018 run. Predicted temperature rise is calculated from the training data with TC1.

Generalization Performance
We have also studied whether the present method can be
applied to unknown data in the future runs, so called as
generalization performance. We have investigated two
methods as follows:
A) Applying the function evaluated by the training
data in a certain beam operation to the fresh data
obtained in the next.
B) Applying the function evaluated by the training
data accumulated during several hours at the beginning of a certain beam operation to the new data
obtained in the remaining beam operation.
The training data of the linear regression analysis using
both methods are comprised of beam intensity, spill length,
beam positions and temperature rise of TC1.
In the method A), the function evaluated by the existing
training data in the 2018 run has been applied to the fresh
data from February 11th to March 18th in 2019.
Figure 8 shows a typical chart on TC3, and Table 3 indicates statistical means and standard deviations of all thermocouples. Predicted temperature rise is not in good agreement with the measured one, especially on TC3, 4 and 6. It
might result from different beam optical and parameters of
the accelerators between the 2018 and 2019 run.

TC2
TC3
TC4
TC5
TC6

Mean
[K]
[%]
0.90
0.39
-7.09
2.33
5.97
1.84
2.46
0.82
6.00
2.14

Standard
deviation[K]
0.99
2.53
3.14
2.68
2.59

In the method B), the function evaluated by the training
data accumulated for 0.5 - 12 hours from the beginning of
the beam operation on March 1st in 2019 has been applied
to the data obtained until March to 7th. Table 4 shows the
duration and the number of the training data.
Table 4: Duration and Number of Training Data.
Duration
[hours]
0.5
1
2
3
6
12

Number
of data
94
440
1104
1732
3791
7776

Figure 9 shows a scatter plot of coefficient of determination and the number of the training data. The larger number
of the training data gives the better Coefficient of determination.
Figure 10 shows a typical chart on TC3. Accuracy of predicted temperature rise has been improved, compared to
Figure 9.
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Figure 9: A scatter plot indicating coefficient of determination and the number of data. Horizontal and vertical axes
are the number of data and coefficient of determination, respectively.
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Figure 11: Scatter plots of statistical means and standard
deviations as increasing number of the data points in
2019. Horizontal axis is the number of training data.
Figure 10: A typical chart of measured and predicted temperature rise of TC3 from 1st to 7th in March 2019. Black
point is measured temperature rise. Red point is predicted
temperature rise [K] calculated from the data for 2 hours
just after the start of beam operation.
The statistical means and standard deviations of 1-D projected data are summarized in Figure 11. Means and standard deviations have been improved as the number of the
training data increases. The result shows accumulating
more than 3000 data as a set of training data would be sufficient for the analysis in the method B). The present comparison shows that the method B) works better than the
method A), and the result suggests that we should accumulate data for more than 6 hours. However, we also prepare
predicted temperature rise with the method A) for any contingency.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
A Python machine learning library, scikit-learn, has
been applied to evaluate a function of predicted temperature rise on the production target for damage control,
using accumulated data of beam intensity, positions,
spill length, and the TC1 thermocouple. Predicted temperature rise shows good agreement with measured one
in the 2018 run.
The function of predicted temperature rise evaluated
by the data accumulated for more than 6 hours at the beginning of a beam period could be applicable to predict
the unexpected temperature rise in the remaining beam
operation.
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PROJECT Nheengatu: EPICS SUPPORT
FOR CompactRIO FPGA AND LabVIEW-RT
D. Alnajjar∗, G. de S. Fedel, J. R. Piton,
Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory, Campinas, Brazil
Abstract
A novel solution for integrating EPICS with Compact
RIO (CRIO), the real-time embedded industrial controllers
by National Instruments (NI), is proposed under the name
Nheengatu (NHE). The CRIO controller, which is equipped
with a processor running a real-time version of Linux (LinuxRT) and a Xilinx Kintex FPGA, is extremely powerful for
control systems since it can be used to program real-time
complex data processing and fine control tasks on both the
Linux-RT and the FPGA. The proposed solution enables
the control and monitoring of all tasks running on LinuxRT and the FPGA through EPICS. The devised solution is
not limited to any type of CRIO module, setup or combination of modules. Its architecture can be abstracted into
four groups: FPGA and LabVIEW-RT interface blocks, the
Nheengatu library, Device Support and IOC. The Nheengatu
library, device support and IOC are generic - they are compiled only once and can be deployed on all CRIOs available.
Consequently, a setup-specific configuration file is provided
to the IOC upon instantiation. The configuration file contains all data for the devised architecture to configure the
FPGA and to enable communication between EPICS and
the FPGA/LabVIEW-RT interface blocks.

INTRODUCTION
Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System
(EPICS) [1] is an open-source set of libraries that helps
building distributed soft real-time control systems for scientific instruments, like the ones that are used in the LNLS
UVX beamlines [2], and those to be used in SIRIUS [3].
EPICS has been used to control LNLS experimental stations’ equipment. Consequently, using EPICS to control
CompactRIO (CRIO) [4] devices, the real-time embedded
industrial controllers by National Instruments (NI), would
be highly favourable.
The CRIO chassis contains a Xilinx FPGA and an Intel
processor running an NI version of Linux. It also contains
several slots where NI C-series modules containing peripherals can be plugged in. The peripherals can be accessed
by the FPGA (hardware) and the LabVIEW-RT (Linux realtime operating system). Both the FPGA and LabVIEW-RT
can be programmed using a visual programming language
(LabVIEW) [5]. In that development environment, the user
develops a software (VI) where building blocks can be connected to generate the desired circuitry to be implemented
on LabVIEW-RT or the FPGA. Whether the LabVIEW-RT
or the FPGA or both are chosen, it depends on the system’s
requirements. The FPGA can be used to perform high-speed
∗

dawood.alnajjar@lnls.br

processes and high-speed fine-control. LabVIEW-RT is
slower than FPGA; however, it provides the ease and power
of programming much more complex task limited by the
processor speed and memory.

EPICS runs on Linux or Windows, so hypothetically it
should run on the Linux-RT; however, extra libraries need
to be developed to allow access of variables available on the
FPGA or LabVIEW-RT. Several options developed by the
EPICS community/industry were proposed and are being
used. NI EPICS was developed by National Instruments [6],
which is good for simple demands; however, it is limited in
its functionalities. Consequently, IRIO [7] and CA LAB [8]
were developed. IRIO developed an EPICS device driver
to send and receive data to and from FPGA peripherals;
however, all peripherals connected to the CRIO platform
need to be supported by the library, and the library needs to
be recompiled with every new setup. CA Lab uses libraries
developed on top of LabVIEW-RT along with EPICS native
libraries. All variables need to pass through LabVIEWRT whether they belong to LabVIEW-RT or not, and it is
difficult to integrate the rest of EPICS support software with
this infrastructure (i.e. synApps [9]). For our use in SIRIUS,
it would be highly advantageous to our development/debug
cycle that the proposed solution can provide flexibility in
several aspects, and they are:

• Allow EPICS to read variables generated on the FPGA
VI, obtained from FPGA peripherals or generated on
LabVIEW-RT VI running on CRIO.
• Allow EPICS to write to variables on the FPGA VI,
that can be used internally or connected to a peripheral,
or LabVIEW-RT VIs running on CRIO.
• Ease of integration with synApps or any other software intended to support the common requirements of
particle accelerator beamlines.
• The deploy process should be as simple as possible.
It is favourable that no compilation is necessary at all
during the deploy process.

Given the previous requirements, there was a need to rethink a new solution that satisfies all these constraints and,
consequently, Nheengatu was born.
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NHEENGATU
Nheengatu1

(NHE) is a complete solution proposed to
integrate EPICS into CRIO and to address all of the above
stated requirements. A block diagram of NHE is shown in
Fig. 1.
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variable types that NHE can read and write to and from the
FPGA VI, or from the LabVIEW-RT VI. A distinction is
being made between fixed-point analog and floating point
analog. The reason is that with fixed-point analog up to
52-bits of variable precision can be achieved. While in the
case of floating point analog, a precision of 23 bits can be
achieved; however, a wider range of numbers can also be
reached (1.175494351 E -38 ~ 3.402823466 E +38)).

Nheengatu Architecture Layers
In this subsection, the NHE architecture layers will be
described as follows:
C-series modules Any module that generates a
datatype compatible with the datatypes mentioned in Table
1 can be plugged in the CRIO and used. The data obtained
from the peripherals can also be preprocessed in the FPGA
or LabVIEW-RT before being handed over to NHE or vice
versa.

Figure 1: Nheengatu architecture
NHE can be divided into several layers as follows
• EPICS IOC: Software that will run in the CRIO host and
that will export all FPGA and LabVIEW-RT available
variables to the network though EPICS.
• NHE EPICS device support: Acts as an interface between the CRIO library and the IOC. Also, it provides
some functions to configure the CRIO library through
the IOC command terminal.
• NHE library: Library to handle all LabVIEW-RT and
FPGA variable reading and writing.
• NI FPGA library: Library provided by National Instruments to access FPGA controls and indicators.
• LabVIEW-RT and FPGA VIs: LabVIEW application
that contains all application-specific implementations
whether they are fine-control state-machines, custom
logic, or direct connections to peripherals.
• INI configuration file: Contains all information and
addresses required for NHE to write/read to/from the
FPGA and LabVIEW-RT.
• C-series modules: Modules with peripherals that will
be plugged in the CRIO platform chassis.
Each component will be described more thoroughly in
the following sections. In the meantime, a summary of
the functionalities that are supported by NHE in the FPGA
and LabVIEW-RT is illustrated in Table 1. It shows all the
1

Nheengatu, is the name of an indigenous language in South America, from
the Tupi–Guarani language family. Nheengatu was the language that the
different indigenous peoples, the portuguese explorers, black slaves and
catholic missioners communicated with during the Brazilian colonial era.
The language name is derived from the words nheen (meaning ”tongue”
or ”to speak”) and katu (became gatu and meaning ”good”), resulting in
”good language” or ”easy language”.

INI configuration file Configuration file that will be
passed to the NHE library upon the execution of the EPICS
IOC. This file contains all the necessary information for the
NHE library to discover the source and the destination of
the data to be read or written. Such information include:
the IP of the CRIO where the FPGA bitfile will be written
to, the Path of the bitfile, the shared memory path with the
LabVIEW-RT, whether or not it will use the shared memory
with the LabVIEW-RT, signature of the FPGA bitfile, name
of the bitfile, shared memory size, binary input 64-bit variable address, binary input bit-name mapping, analog output
addresses, analog input addresses, binary output addresses,
list of scalers, addresses for scaler input and output ports,
waveforms and their addresses, fixed-point analog inputs
and outputs and their respective addresses.
LabVIEW-RT and FPGA VIs The FPGA VI has all
FPGA-specific logic. For the upper layers to be able to read
from and write to FPGA variables, the variables must be
defined in the FPGA VI in the form of scalars or arrays of
controls (write) and indicators (read). These indicators and
controls can be read from or written to through the Linux-RT
using the NI FPGA C API library.
For the Scaler EPICS record, RTL was developed, and imported into LabVIEW as an IP and used as the bases Scaler
pulse counter (digital) and Scaler integrator (analog). As per
the LabVIEW-RT VI, all the input and output variables are
exchanged with the NHE library using interprocess communication (shared memory). A polymorphic VI library was
developed to handle all interactions with the shared memory.
NI FPGA library The NI FPGA library is a wrapper
to all NI functions that communicate with the FPGA. This
set of functions was compiled into a dynamic library and
used accordingly.
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Table 1: Nheengatu Capabilities
Type

FPGA

LabVIEW-RT

Read
Write
Scaler

Single, Fixed-point, Boolean, Arrays
Single, Fixed-point, Boolean
64 Counters - digital or analog

Double, Single, I8, I16, I32, I64, U8, U16, U32, U64, Boolean, Arrays
Double, Single, I8, I16, I32, I64, U8, U16, U32, U64, Boolean
-

Further Automation

NHE library The NHE library is the core of the Nheengatu implementation. It abstracts all interactions with the
FPGA and LabVIEW-RT VIs. Any data point is accessed
using just a name (key), and the location of this data point is
transparent to the upper layers. For the NHE library to know
where to access, it needs to be provided with the configuration file at run-time, and that contains all the necessary
information. The library provides checks on naming, and
throws exceptions when needed.

To further automate the process of deployment, python
scripts to automatically generate the setup-specific configuration and the IOC template substitution files were developed.
This does not only improve the deployment flow, but also
drastically eliminates human errors and debug time since
the configuration file contains many error-prone details of
that specific setup.

NHE EPICS device support The NHE EPICS device
support layer is responsible for converting the IOC commands to NHE functions. Six types of device supports were
developed, and are believed to cover all the required need
by SIRIUS, and are: Binary input, binary output, analog
input, analog output, Scaler, and Waveform device support.
These device supports are responsible for calling the respective input or output functions provided by the NHE library
upon request by the IOC. The device support also provides
functions to the IOC to configure NHE using the configuration file, and these functions can be executed from the IOC
command terminal.

It is important to remember that simplicity is one of our
main objectives of developing NHE. For that purpose, the
deploy flow should be as simple as possible. The approach
adopted uses Network File System (NFS), where EPICS
base, synApps modules, NHE library, NI FPGA Library and
NHE device support are on the NFS. It is important to note
that none of the NHE libraries need to be compiled and are
generic. What changes between one CRIO setup and another
is the configuration file, the IOC database substitutions and
the FPGA bitstream. Given that the CRIO is configured to
see the NFS and all the dynamic libraries are seen by the
Linux-RT, the deployment flow is shown in Fig. 2.

Deploy Flow

EPICS IOC The EPICS IOC is responsible for passing
the configuration file to the NHE library. In the EPICS
IOC database files, all the variables that the IOC wishes to
exchange with the bottom layers should be defined using the
EPICS IOC database standards. After the initialization of
NHE, the IOC loads the database files and initializes the IOC.
At this point, all the variables in the database files should be
exported to the network through EPICS.

Minimum User Intervention
The architecture was developed so that there is little user
intervention required. In most general cases, the user needs
to generate the configuration file, the IOC template substitutions, along with the FPGA and LabVIEW-RT VIs. In some
cases, if the IOC pre-defined templates are not sufficient and
require modifications, the IOC may need to be compiled as
well.

Nheengatu Integration with Support Software
Compatibility with support software such as synApps
has not been broken since the standard EPICS IOC and
EPICS device support design flow has not been violated.
The procedure to add support software to the NHE IOC is
the same as that of any IOC (add the path of the support
software to the IOC makefiles and compile the IOC).

Figure 2: Nheengatu deploy flow
It can be seen that at no point there is a need to compile
code. The configuration file is passed to the IOC during
run-time and NHE becomes aware of available data points
whether for reading or writing and whether from the FPGA
VI or from the shared memory of the LabVIEW-RT VI.
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NHEENGATU IN ACTION

NHE was tested with software of the following versions:
LabVIEW 2018 32-bit sp1, VI package manager 2018 f2,
LabVIEW 2018 FPGA Module Xilinx Compilation Tool
for Vivado 2017.2, FPGA Interface C API 18.0, LabVIEW
2018 Real-Time Module, EPICS 3.15.6, Synapps R6.0, NI
Linux Inter-process communication v.1.5.1.19 (NI package
manager), CRIO firmware version 6.5.0f0. Initial tests were
done with both CompactRIO 9035 and CompactRIO 9045.
NHE was permanently deployed in the XAFS1 (X-Ray Absorption and Fluorescence Spectroscopy) beamline of the
UVX at LNLS to substitute the National Instruments PXI
system previously used. So far the solution has shown an
excellent performance.

CONCLUSION

The Nheengatu architecture for integrating EPICS with
CRIO was proposed. Nheengatu enables the control and
monitoring of all tasks running on Linux-RT and the FPGA
through EPICS. The devised solution is extremely flexible
and is not limited to any type of CRIO C-series module. The
Nheengatu library, device support and IOC do not need to
be compiled for every new CRIO setup. Setup details are
all specified in a setup-specific configuration file and IOC
database substitutions file that is only used at IOC runtime.
The development and deploy procedure was simplified as
much as possible. The devised architecture is believed to be
the simplest-to-use and most flexible solution of integrating
the CRIO controller with EPICS that exists up to date.
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INCEPTION OF A LEARNING ORGANIZATION
TO IMPROVE SOLEIL’S OPERATION
A. Buteau, G. Abeillé, X. Delétoille, J.-F. Lamarre, T. Marion, L. S. Nadolski
Synchrotron SOLEIL, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Abstract
High quality of service is a key mission of SOLEIL
since 2007. Historically operation processes and information systems have been defined mostly on the fly by
the different teams all along the Synchrotron’s journey.
Some major outcomes are a limited cross-teams collaboration and a slow learning organization. Consequently, we
are currently implementing a holistic approach with
common operational processes upon a shared information
system.
Our first process is “incident management”; an incident
is an unplanned disruption or degradation of service. We
have tackled incident management for IT in 2015, then for
the accelerators since January 2018. We are starting to
extend it to beamlines since beginning 2019. As a followup, we will address the “problem management” process (a
problem is the cause of one or more incidents) and the
creation of a knowledge database for the operation.
By implementing those processes, the culture of continuous improvement is slowly spreading, in particular by
driving blameless incident and problem analysis.
This paper will present the journey we have been
through including our results, improvements and difficulties of implementing this new way of thinking.

SOLEIL OPERATION CONTEXT
The operation reliability is strategic for SOLEIL as it
delivers around 6500 hours of beam time per year included 5019 hours for users [1]. SOLEIL permanent staff is
composed of 350 people with:
 70 dedicated to Accelerators operation
 180 dedicated to 29 Beamlines.
 70 for transversal services for facility management,
ultra-high vacuum, electronics, computing…
Historically, no global governance for operations had
been set up, in particular regarding incident management
or preventive maintenance plans. All methods and tools
have been defined “on-the-fly” by technical teams with
overlaps:
 Some teams that manages hardware use a CMMS
(Computerized Maintenance Management System),
Maintimedia [2]
 Others use Jira [3] mainly as a software bug tracking.
 The operational teams (Accelerators operators and
Experiment Hall coordinators) also use a tool called
ELOG [4] to track some incidents.
The major drawbacks of such an organisation were:
 A limited cross-team collaboration as the information
was logged in each team specific tool

 Incident response was focused on the technical topics
instead of the service restoration, underestimating the
impact on the operation of SOLEIL
 Difficulties to improve the global services, due to repetitive incidents
Our team (Controls) is daily involved in the operations
of the Accelerators and the Beamlines. By considering all
previously quoted issues, we have decided to define and
drive the implementation of new operation processes, first
for our team, and then for the whole organisation. The
long terms objectives of such an approach are:
 Reinforces cross-team and collaboration, e.g. between Accelerators, Beamlines, and technical teams.
 Share the operation knowledge and add efficiency
 Provide a living, up-to-date and easy-to-use information system to support these processes.

ROLLOUT OPERATION
PROCESSES FOR IT
In 2015 SOLEIL IT division decided to adopt ITIL [5]
to enhance all IT services (from office IT, Controls, IT
Infrastructure) as detail in the following paper [6]. ITIL
was first used in the Controls group and after a few
months helped gradually to improve the service delivered
to Accelerators and Beamlines teams. “Incident Management” was considered as the first transversal process to
enhance but some I.T teams were already implementing
other processes such as “Problem Management”, “Change
Management”, etc.

Figure 1: ITIL Operational Processes.
On the technical side, all the processes have been implemented with Jira [3] since 2015 (see Fig. 1). Jira has
been linked to the SOLEIL CMMS tool, Maintimedia [2]
in 2017:
 Jira is the main user portal and the defects are cascaded to Maintimedia.
 the progression of Maintimedia issues can be directly
checked into Jira;
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In 2018, our processes were extended with a knowledge
database (Confluence [7]), which keeps track of troubleshooting procedures that are easily accessible through
Jira.
This new way of working improved our efficiency, but
to fully optimize the whole process, implying more operation stakeholders was mandatory. For that reason, we have
extended it to Accelerators and Beamlines and received a
strong support of our management.

 Some automatic incident detections and remediation
with automatic Jira issue creation on specific event or
incidents.

ROLLOUT OPERATION PROCESSES
FOR ACCELERATORS
The transition successfully done by and for the Computing teams, gave the opportunity to roll out to Accelerators early 2017. Indeed to reach high performance Accelerators operation, the Operation group had established
some quality measurement to have an accurate and detailed follow-up of the operation with well-defined metrics and tracking of the majority of the incidents.

Implementing the Change
A transversal team between Accelerators & IT teams
has been set-up to exchange through workshops about
current accelerators operation practices, their drawbacks,
and a comparison with what had been done for IT teams.
Then a common way of working has been approved; the
Accelerators will:
 Implement and share all the same processes than
those implemented for IT,
 Mainly focus on implementing the incident process
with Jira [3].
 Each Machine incident will bookmark an ELOG [4]
entry that details all the operations actions and the
follow-up of an 8 hour shift.
After some acceptance tests, a new incident management system went live in January 2018 for the Accelerators operation. As detailed in Fig. 2, it is implemented
with Jira. When an incident implies hardware, it creates
an issue in our CMMS. Each incident also bookmarks a
logbook entry in Elog.

Figure 2: The integration architecture.
The JIRA tool was quickly adopted and managed by the
Accelerators operators. The operators’ team have gone
beyond strict usage as they developed their own software
tools to simplify their daily routine:
 A web interface upon JIRA to simplify incident entry,
 A web reporting tool to get beam and incidents statistics: the tool was extended to be connected with the
JIRA incident database.
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Even all operation regular meetings have been adapted
to base all the follow-up upon reporting provided automatically by JIRA.
Just a few months after, extending its usage to problem
management became vital as many repetitive incidents
were no handled properly. An incident “post-mortem”
process has been set up inspired by the SRE book from
Google [8], in order to review resolved incidents without
jumping immediately to conclusions. A careful analysis
must be performed on all resolved incidents to identify
improvements opportunities. If the incident root cause is
unknown, a new “problem” issue is created into Jira. A
problem is treated with two different angles:
 Workaround: Search and document a workaround, to
decrease the impact of future similar incidents.
 Definitive resolution: “Root cause” analysis, and, if
possible, trigger changes that will avoid next incident
occurrences.
The status of the Accelerators projects, the products
evolutions and their priorities has been also included into
Jira, and are smoothly tracked with Kanban dashboards.
The operation team have adopted quickly the processes
and Jira tools but there were still 140 persons to train to
correctly handle these new processes and Jira. A dedicated
workgroup became necessary to ensure the roll-out in
each team and a SPOC (Single Point of Contact) has been
designated. With this group of 20 SPOC persons, representing all technical teams it then became possible to
meet altogether, share our experiences, and train them.

Key Results
The incident management process has introduced a
clear separation of responsibilities:
 The operators are now accountable for all incidents
that may potentially impact the Accelerators operation.
 Managing each incident is now focused on minimizing the impact rather than doing technical troubleshooting
 There is a clear distinction between incident resolution and post-mortem analysis activities.
 Technical teams have the entire ownership of an endto-end service (i.e. power supply team is now the accountable for the controls power supply software reliability).
 A new role of incident manager has been defined to
monitor daily operations and drive incident postmortem analysis (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Overview of last week incidents for the Accelerators incident manager.
Consequently, the accelerators operation coordinators
have noticed many improvements, the traceability has
increased, and seamless communication is the new norm
(see Operators’ posters at WAO workshop in 2018 [9] and
[10]). All technical teams are now more engaged around
the operation and incident resolution time has decreased
drastically. It has also ease up the coordination and communication with Beamlines for Accelerators incidents that
may impact the beam delivery, its quality or its stability.
Thanks to its flexibility, JIRA has proved to be a welladapted tool to support the operation traceability, communication, and follow-up. It has been configured for each
role and activities. For instance, each technical team has
inherited a dedicated JIRA dashboard (as shown in Figure
4) and automated email notifications, so that they are
continuously aware of:
 The incidents on their services that they must resolve
(Fig. 4: red panel)
 The incidents assigned to others teams but which
impact their services (e.g. a water cooling issue that
may affects a power supply) (Fig. 4: orange panel)
 All incidents resolved that must be reviewed by the
technical team. (Fig. 4: green panel)
 All incidents resolved that must be reviewed by another technical team (Fig. 4: purple panel)

Figure 5: Beam availability and incidents statistics.

Next Steps
Many challenges have been tackled for incident management but improvements are still to be achieved in the
following fields:
 “Knowledge sharing”: Confluence [7] is now used
locally by several teams without major difficulties
but no transversal processes are yet defined to manage operational knowledge. We must finalize the
rollout of Confluence for the Accelerators operation.
 “Problem management”: it is today mainly used for
incidents with high impact. A proper implementation
requires long-term and time-consuming work, as it
often has to address very complex issues with various
technical and non-technical topics; the root cause
might even point out an early design issue.
 “Product and Project management”: day-to-day priorities are now clearly defined, but it has been identified that Agile [11] will be a key factor to improve
our global efficacy.

ROLLOUT OPERATION PROCESSES
FOR BEAMLINES
Motivations
In 2015, despite 10 years of operation, the operational
interfaces and processes between technical groups and
beamlines teams have never been really defined. As a
consequence incident resolution could last too long which
lead to tensions and misunderstandings between Experimental and Engineering division. On the other hand technical teams were overwhelmed by operational activities,
leading to very few room for delivering new functionalities on the services they are in charge.

Implementing the Change

Figure 4: A Jira dashboard for the power-supplies team.
In Fig. 5 is the web interface developed by the operators to have at a glance online statistics on the Accelerators operation. Various indicators are represented like the
beam delivery time, incident number per sub-system.

A working group headed by SOLEIL’ director composed of scientists, beamline technicians, representatives
of technical/engineering teams, floor coordinators, the
communication team, and the quality manager has been
created at the end of 2017. The main goal was to improve
the beamlines operation. The open discussions have highlighted significant divergences as detailed hereafter:
Point of view of Beamlines and floor coordinators
The too technical vocabulary employed by the engineerWEMPL004
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ing teams was creating communication issues. The lack of
tools coherence between engineering teams reinforced
this feeling.
Actually, as beamlines teams are focused on providing
scientific services to external users they were expected to
have one simplified and intuitive tool to declare and follow the technical incidents until their resolution.
Point of view of engineering teams Some communication difficulties were also pointed out with usually a
lack of incident qualification (i.e. event history, screenshot, application logs…), leading to a complex and costly
resolution.
The missing traceability for incidents resolved directly
by beamline staff concerning the services they manage,
implies difficulties to improve the quality of service.
Furthermore, each team wants to keep their own traceability tool to avoid tracing in multiples tools.
In summary, the expectations for technical teams were:
 Responding only to incidents fully qualified by Level
1 support (beamline staff or floor coordinators)
 Facilitate hand-offs between all incident participants
 Better tracking to provide information that can allow
efficient “post mortem” analysis.
Action plan Thanks to 14 meetings between October
2017 and November 2018, common goals have been
finally agreed:
 Improve incident management; reducing resolution
times and incident number
 Better definition of responsibilities
 Better dialogue in a shared vocabulary
To comply with these objectives, we have implemented
the following action plan:
 Define a shared common incident workflow clarifying the roles of the various teams.
 All incidents will be tracked with Jira, by Beamlines
staff, floor coordinators and technical teams.
 Install and configure a Jira extension, “Jira Service
Desk” [12] that provides a simplified interface to declare and track incidents.
 Use Confluence [6] as knowledge base to provide
Beamline and floor coordinators trouble-shooting instructions
 Create automatically issues in the CMMS [3] tool for
the technical teams that uses it when the incident is
assigned to their team.
 Setup a communication plan towards all teams involved in beamline operation with a series of seminars to explain the strategy to the whole SOLEIL
staff

Key Results
After a period of test on one Beamline, the incident
management has been deployed gradually and is in operation for 13 Beamlines since beginning of 2019 with Jira
Service Desk and Confluence (see Fig. 6 and Fig.7). With
a simpler incident tracking system, the traceability has
improved a lot. Moreover, as the communication has been
carefully prepared jointly by the director, the communica-
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tion team, beamlines and technical staff, the reluctance to
the processes and tools have finally decreased.

Figure 6: The Jira service desk interface with a simplified
form to create incidents for beamlines.
An inception of a knowledge database with Confluence
has been set-up and it is accessible directly from the incident creation form, see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Jira service desk interface is connected to Confluence knowledge database for guiding the user with
troubleshooting instructions.

Next Steps
That was the first step, but there still are many
enhancements to do:
 Validate the current implementation and extend it to
all 29 beamlines
 Still, many incidents are not tracked properly; as
many are still opened, but probably already resolved
 Nothing has been defined for the incident postmortem analysis step for beamlines.
 We should provide more local support and training to
beamline staff to guide them to properly track incidents.

LESSONS LEARNED
This journey is certainly no easy ride but the result is
worth the efforts. For the first time at SOLEIL, common
operation processes and tools are now shared by the
whole synchrotron facility.
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A major cultural shift is now in progress. Almost everybody shares the ownership of the operation reliability;
the continuous improvement cycle is the new motto of
many teams at SOLEIL now, as they try to provide the
best quality of service as possible.
To introduce this new paradigm, we had some major
factors to consider. The main key factor of success is
“People first” and tools and processes in support, and not
the other way around. To achieve a global acceptance,
changing work methods have been implemented with a
daily “on the field” support, with a good dose of “common sense” and continuously adapting the methods and
the tools to the various stakeholders’ feedbacks: listen to
their concerns, explain the strategy, and train them. This
represents a very demanding and time consuming effort
but it is absolutely mandatory.
Another success factor is that our journey was a bottom-up initiative driven by a team that is deeply involved
in everyday operation. Nevertheless, to extend this kind
of change to the whole organization, the support of the
top management is mandatory at some point. In our case
this support has been real and efficient. But the needed
resources for change management were and still are largely underestimated, as well as the importance of cultural
aspects.
And finally but not least, there is no “magical” software
that can fulfilled all the needs, the lasting strategy is to
anticipate the information system architecture and integrate several interoperable solutions together.

ICALEPCS2019, New York, NY, USA

to address the challenge of the SOLEIL digital transformation.
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Abstract
The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project is an international collaboration aimed to design and build the world’s
largest radio telescope, composed of thousands of antennae
and related support systems, with over a square kilometre
of collecting area. In order to ensure the proper and uninterrupted operation of SKA, the role of the operator at the
control room is crucial and the User Interface is the main
tool that the operator uses to control and monitor the telescope. During the current bridging phase, a user interface
generator has been prototyping. It aims to provide a tool for
UI developer to create an own engineeristic user interface
compliant with SKA User Interface Design Principle and operator and stakeholder needs. A technology downselection
has been made in order to evaluate different web-solution
based on TANGO.

components, which work in coordination with each other to
carry out a high number of complex operations. The role
of the operator is crucial during the monitor and control
of the facility, in order to maximize the observing time,
minimize the overhead and operational cost. GUI is the only
tool available to the operator in performing such monitor
and control operation and in collecting information useful
for decision making. Considering the importance of the
operator, SKA adopted the User-Centered Design (UCD) [2]
Approach during the Design Phase. UCD is a process in
designing and developing User Interfaces focused on the
users, that has the aim to develop UIs that satisfy consumer’s
skills and expectations. The UCD process is summarized in
the following diagram (Fig. 1).

INTRODUCTION
Square Kilometre Array (SKA) [1] is a project which aspires to build the biggest radio telescope in the world. It is
composed of two arrays of radio-telescope: SKA1-LOW,
consisting of about 200,000 dipole antennas that operate in
the frequency range ranging from 50 to 350 MHz in Australia; SKA1-MID, composed of 197 dishes, covering frequencies from 350 MHz to 14.7 GHz, in South Africa. SKA
General Headquarter is located in the UK. In order to ensure
proper and uninterrupted operation, the experience and the
skills of a human operator play a central role in controlling
and monitoring a complex facility like SKA. Graphical User
Interface (GUI) is the main tool the permits to the user to
carry out such system control operations. Currently, the
SKA project is in the bridging phase, the period between the
Design Phase and the Construction, scheduled for the last
quarter of 2020. The aim of this phase is to mitigate the risks
raised during the Critical Design Phase and to develop early
prototypes to adopt during the Construction phase. Considering the importance of the user’s role and user interfaces,
a downselection of the GUI technology has been necessary
for this period.

USER INTERFACE
A large radio telescope like SKA is composed of several
like electronic, mechanic, computer hardware and software
∗

matteo.canzari@inaf.it

Figure 1: User Centered Design process diagram.
The outcome of the analysis, the result of a series of interviews with SKA-precursor control room operators, can be
summed up in a list of requirements [3] to take into account
during the technological downselection:
• scalability
• integrated tools
• extendability
• completeness
In addition, during the Bridging Phase, SKA stakeholders
required other functional and non-functional requirements.
In particular:
• full compatibility with Tango Controls [4], the control
framework adopted by SKA for the whole telescope
• adoption of open-source software, in order to share
with the Tango community problems and solutions
• web-based software, in order to exploit the accessibility
and deployability features of a web application
Starting from the requirements defined during the Design
and Bridging phase, a SAFe [5] team has been formed in
order to choose and develop a user interface generator to
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create engineering user interfaces that operators can use
during the first period of the Construction of SKA. This
prototype consists of a tool that engineers can use to generate
and customize simple user interfaces. It needs to be intuitive
to its users, without requiring a software background, or
explicit knowledge of the underlying UI framework. It runs
in the browser (to make it accessible) and it presents a rich
and flexible interface.
In the Tango ecosystem, there are two software to evaluate
in order to select the one that best fits SKA operators’ needs
and expectations: Waltz (proper TangoWebApp) and Wijive

WALTZ
Waltz (proper TangoWebApp) [6, 7] is a framework currently supported by the Tango collaboration. It emerged
from a collaboration between several partners in the TANGO
Community to implement a standard TANGO web platform
designed to interact with the TANGO REST API [8]. It consists of a single page web application hence it uses standard
technologies stack and a Model-View-Control pattern.
In the diagram below (Fig. 2), an overview of Waltz
architecture has been shown.

Figure 3: Waltz Technologies stack.
In the diagram below (Fig. 4), an overview of WebJive
architecture has been shown.

Figure 2: Waltz architecture diagram.
Waltz implements a layered architecture. On the bottom,
there is a layer with primitives that provide API to Tango
REST i.e. transport layer. On top of the transport layer
resides a Platform API layer i.e. non-UI primitives (models,
controllers) that provide high-level API to Tango REST. On
top of the Platform API layer, Waltz has a bunch of smart
components.
In the diagram below (Fig. 3), the technologies involved
in Waltz have been shown.
On top of jmvc [9] webix [10] is used for UI widgets
and application graphical layout. Webix is one of the best
JavaScript UI libraries alternative to JQueryUI nowadays.
Finally, plotly.js [11] is used for plotting all kinds of graphs
within the application. All the libraries are open source.

WEBJIVE
WebJive [12] is an experimental framework developed by
the MAX-IV institute. It consists of a React-based [13] client,
which communicates with a Max-IV developed GraphQL
[14] server, named TangoGQL.

Figure 4: Webjive architecture diagram.
Webjive permits to explore Tango devices and to create
custom dashboards, using a collection of widgets. it accesses
to the Tango Controls Framework through tangogql. The
communication between webjive and tangogql is managed
by a library into webjive. tangogql is a GraphQL interface for
Tango. In order to send command and save dashboards, it is
necessary to login to the system. webjive uses webjive-auth
to manage users. webjive-auth accesses to LDAP repository
or JSON file to retrieve user information. The dashboards
created by the user logged into the system, are stored in a
MongoDB database through the dashboard-repo application.
In the diagram below (Fig. 5), the technologies involved
in Webjive have been shown.
React is a JavaScript library for building user interfaces
that guarantee to be fast, scalable, and simple, maintained
by Facebook. Redux [15] is a predictable state container
for JavaScript apps that permits to easily manage the state
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ping of widget components into a view. Its equivalent widgets are React components.
Extending Waltz would require developing the code to
allow users to ‘drag and drop’ widgets into their interface
or screen. Extending WebJive would mean extending the
framework to expose any missing interfaces. The ability
to create scripts of commands for execution on a TANGO
device, for instance, will require unpicking the Max-IV specific authentication layer to allow direct commands to be
entered and passed on to the device.

Support from Community

Figure 5: Webjive architecture diagram.
of on application. aiohttp [16] is an asynchronous HTTP
Client/Server for asyncio and Python. GraphQL is a query
language for APIs, that gives clients the power to ask for
exactly what they need and nothing more, makes it easier
to evolve APIs over time, and enables powerful developer
tools.

TECHNOLOGY DOWNSELECTION
Once identified the technologies involved based on requirements, a list of valuation criteria has been defined. In
particular, different types of scenarios that typically emerged
when working with any technology has been considered.
From scenarios, a set of neutral measures for what would
count as a reasonable expectation for a platform or technology have been derived, and what the result would make using
that technology unworkable, or at least make it significantly
difficult for the developers to be able to deliver. The result
of the analysis, divided by scenarios, is summarized in the
following paragraphs.

Stages of Maturity
The two frameworks have different aims and are at different stages of maturity.
Waltz is a mature and established framework that makes
it easy for developers, or those with software experience
to create interfaces to TANGO systems. It is essentially a
framework for developing fixed GUIs. It relies on a core
set of widgets taken from other JavaScript libraries. The
developer defines the layout of the GUI as part of the code in
a way that would require either manual coding or an external
tool, or further coding within the prototype to allow users to
manipulate the layout of the widgets.
WebJive is a less mature framework, but one that is closely
aligned to the type of ‘Taurus [17] like’ dragging and drop-

Support from the community is an important consideration and can be considered as a predictor both of how easy
it would be to get support if tackling any issues or limitations in the framework now. It also emerged as a long-term
predictor of the longevity of the solution. The more people
supporting a framework, the more likely it is to grow and
evolve. Essentially the chance that if a maintainer loses interest that someone else from the community will fulfil that
role.
For both Waltz and WebJive, there are a small number of
core contributors. It is however clear looking at the GitHub
stats for the underlying technologies that there is a far larger
and more active community currently supporting the building blocks of WebJive than those of Waltz.

Patterns and Technologies used
Software is always in a constant state of evolution. For this
reason, it is important to analyze if the technologies involved
and the design pattern adopted in the framework guarantee
the maintainability and make possible the evolution of the
software.
While both Waltz and WebJive make use of a solid set
of software patterns and technology choices, some of the
choices made for Waltz could become increasingly harder to
maintain in the future. The version of JavascriptMVC used
appears to be a fork of the main project taken in 2014. It
also relies on a Java-based REST API component. Longterm support for the Java CORBA libraries that underpin
the use of Java components in the TANGO infrastructure
is far from clear. In contrast, WebJive uses a combination
of JavaScript libraries (such as React) and Python libraries
(such as Graphene) that are well established in other web
applications. It combines these with TANGO components
(such as PyTango and Taurus) that are widely used across a
number of TANGO sites and projects.

Quality and Availability of Documentation
For a programmer reliable documentation is always a
must. The presence of documentation helps keep track of
all aspects of an application and it improves on the quality
of a software product. Its main focuses are development,
maintenance and knowledge transfer to other developers.
The Waltz framework provides a comprehensive set of
user and developer documentation. WebJive provides a lot
less. However, the usefulness of the Waltz documentation
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is reduced by broken links and missing sections, which in
the team ranking criteria were considered important, both
in terms of learning, and in the discussions as an indicator
of how ‘trustworthy’ the code was. Where WebJive scores
highly is that because it is based on React and GraphQL,
there are a wide range of external training and support materials available.

[3] V. Alberti et al., “Usability recommendations for the SKA
Control Room obtained by a User-Centred Design approach”,
in Proc. ICALEPCS 2017, ES, Barcelona.
doi:10.18429/JACoW-ICALEPCS2017-THAPL0

CONCLUSIONS
In the paper, the importance of the Graphical User Interface in a complex facility like SKA has been reported.
Starting from the requirements derived during the Design
Phases and Bridging Phase, two framework have been identified. Following the feedback from the SKA stakeholders
during the decision process and defining a list of evaluation
criteria, Webjive has been chosen as framework for SKA
User Interface Generator. Following the User-Centered Design process, a selection a software between the two very
valid candidates has been possible. Also if Waltz has a higher
level of maturity than Webjive, thanks with the interaction
with the SKA stakeholders during the decision making, the
last one has been selected because has proven to adapt better
the operators’ expectations and necessities.
Currently, the team is developing new features and making improvements in Webjive in order to reach a good level
of maturity. Next step will be to analyze if, with the modification of the code, the framework can be definitively adopted
as a possible candidate as the Graphical User Interface tool
for the whole SKA.
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THE MINISCULE ELT CONTROL SOFTWARE:
DESIGN, ARCHITECTURE AND HW INTEGRATION
C. Diaz Cano, N. Kornweibel, R.Abuter, J.Sagatowski, H.Tischer, T.R.Grudzien, European
Organization for Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere (ESO), Garching bei
Muenchen, Germany
Abstract
This paper presents the development of the MELT (Mini
ELT) Control System, to be used for testing and validating
key functionalities of the Extremely Large Telescope
(ELT) during AIV/commissioning and operation phase.
MELT is an optical test bench with a turbulence generator,
whose main objective is to deploy and validate the Central
Control System (CCS) and the Wavefront control strategies. The subsystems under control are: a segmented primary mirror, a secondary mirror on a hexapod, an adaptive
fourth mirror, a fast tip/tilt mirror, phasing sensor, a light
source, a Wavefront sensor, a IR camera, together with
their control interfaces that emulate the ELT conditions.
The CCS integration layer, the Core Integration Infrastructure (CII), will be deployed to MELT for their verification
and testing strategy, producing feedback to their requirements and design.
This paper describes the Control SW distributed architecture, communication patterns, user interfaces and SW
infrastructure. The control algorithms are being developed
separately and will be integrated into the control loop via
MATLAB script API.

INTRODUCTION
MELT is a table-top emulator of the ELT (see Fig. 1), the
European Extremely Large Telescope, the next generation
Telescope developed by ESO [1]. It will be used for testing
and validating key functionalities of the ELT, during the
periods of system verification, wavefront control commissioning, through the handover to science, up to regular diagnostic, monitoring, or validation tasks during operations.

Another expected outcome of MELT would be to produce and validate requirements for the phasing and diagnostic station (PDS) of the ELT.
The MELT Control System (CS) Architecture follows
the principles of the ELT Control Software and its Common Development Standards. Basically, the system is divided into hierarchical layers, i.e. into individual control
systems associated with Telescope subsystems, collectively termed Local Control Systems, and the system that
integrates these, termed the Central Control System. There
are several products that have already been integrated
within the bench: The network infrastructure (physical and
data link layer interfaces); the messaging protocols
through Core Integration Infrastructure (CII) middleware
abstraction layer (MAL); the Instrument Control Framework (IFW); and the ELT Development Environment. The
overall Software counts more than 550 files and 65K LOC,
split in different programming languages, e.g.: C++/C
(35K), Java (27K) and Python (11K).

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
General Layout
MELT has been used as a precursor to the definition of
user requirements, functional analysis, and define the most
relevant functions. The CS block diagram (Fig. 2) describe
the components functions throughout the optical path.
• Source: Laser driven incoherent white light in the
wavelength of 500-1700nm, though a 25um multimode fiber.
• M1 active segmented mirror: consisting of 61 segments, each driven by 3 piezos to control piston, tip,
and tilt with a free mechanical stroke of 15 um for
wavefront control.
• M2 hexapod: hexapod is a compact 6DOF parallel
kinematics system for the positioning and adjustment
of precision elements with a resolution of 50 nm
• M4 Deformable mirror: ALPAO 277 actuator deformable mirror with a clear aperture of 24.5 mm, based on
electro-magnetic actuators.
• Sensor arm: Fast tip/tilt (M5) and VIS imager, SCAO
SH WFS 256x256 pixel with 207 um lenslets, 16 x 16
subapertures on a 3.3 x 3.3 mm pupil.
• IR Path: Before entering the IR path, the beam passes
by the pupil stabilization tip/tilt mirror, with a fast full

Figure 1: MELT optical test bench layout.
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Figure 2: MELT CS block diagram.
frame readout performed by a 240x320 pixel IR camera.
• SH Phasing: Reused WFS (called SHAPS) with additional optics to adjust to the lenslet array. Additionally
an automated calibration source and filter wheel is
part of this path. Finally, a TCCD from the VLT program, with 512 x 512 pixels The entire M1 will be
visible on the detector.
• Motors and Power control: Interface to two Beckhoff
PLC, mostly restricted to moving motors of translation stages or filter wheels.

CONTROL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
Control System Goals
Apart from the validation of the control algorithms,
MELT aims to facilitate the validation of core SW products
and technologies baselined for the ELT Control System. In
order to do so, MELT will
• provide Ethernet based interfaces, between the CCS
and the subsystem control systems, in-line with ELT
(OPC/UA[2]), MUDPI, DDS[3], ZMQ[4] and protocol
buffers[5]).
• Use the ELT Software development environment,
Network infrastructure architecture and Time Reference System.
• Include Core Integration Infrastructure SW products
as they become released, i.e., Middleware abstraction
layer, Configuration, Online database, Telemetry and
Alarm system.
• Include Instrument Framework (IFW): developed by
ESO and intended as toolkit to help instrument developers to implement their control systems. It includes

a set of PLC standard libraries controlling common
devices (motors, lamps, shutters, sensors, ADCs).
• Enable closed loop and distributed control across subsystems (e.g. between wave front sensors and mirror
control systems).
• MELT does not include any of the aspects of the telescope safety system.

Future Goals
• Integrate TREx: sub-assembly of the ELT Control
System, that manages the communication infrastructure between the control equipment and the distributed real-time computers (at instrument side)
• Integrate new CII products, e.g., Online Database,
Configuration, Alarm system and Telemetry service

Software Architecture
MELT control Software comprises multiple applications
that run the required logic to command and measure the
different devices. Due to the diverse nature of these devices, a wide set of programming languages and computer
architectures are used.
The Software stack is designed so that they all use a middleware abstraction layer (MAL, part of CII) that enables
the exchange of commands/measurements via ZPB, DDS
or OPC/UA for three programming languages: Java, C++
and Python. Figure 3 shows the layered stack and main
components.
PLC controlled devices share the so called Instrument
Framework to be accessed via OPC data Access and RPC
paradigms. IFW standardize the PLC libraries used for
common devices, such as lamps, motors or timers. Additionally, it also offers a nice GUI where all devices are
shown and operated.
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b. Command subscription: Waits until a command is received. Acquisition command triggers the camera thermal
control (only for IR camera) during acquisition.
c. Telemetry publishing: As soon as the camera is initialized, the program sends telemetry (1Hz)

Figure 3: MELT control system SW stack.

Multiple Threaded Real Time Python Image
Viewer
A Real time display viewer has been developed as a Python tool to view the images provided by the three cameras
(SHAPS, Xenics IR, and Lumenera WFS). The program is
multithreaded, splitting the processing of the:
• Reception of MUDPI/RTMS packages
• Unpacking of packages and image composition
• Display of images: OpenCV[6] was used to finally
achieve a frame rate >30Fps

Figure 4: Sequence diagram for camera control.

MELT Graphical User Interface
An engineering graphical user interface (Fig. 5) has been
developed to help the operator maintain or improve the system. It is based on QT [7], using the tab widget, and separates into several threads the display, the publishing of
commands and the subscription to the housekeeping measurements.

WFS and IR Camera Control
Three states (Idle, Configuring, Acquiring) handle the
way the camera is controlled.
• Idle: Initial state. In the entry function it initializes the
camera, and dumps its properties. Then waits until an
event is dispatched. It reacts to the events.
• Configuring: Used to set any of the available properties of the Xenics camera
• Acquiring: It acquires N images from the camera.
In order to do an end-to-end control, two modules are
required (Fig. 4).
Matlab user interface: subscribes to the images being
published through MUDPI, and waits for N images to be
received. After the N images are received, they are stored
in an array. For receiving the housekeeping and sending
commands, meltccs module is used. Meltccs: Initially
waits until it receives TM from the camera. Upon TM reception commands can then be sent.
Camera LCS: Initially program creates three threads:
a. State Machine and camera control: enters into idle
state and searches for a camera attached. Once the camera
is found, its properties are dumped.

Figure 5: MELT graphical user interface.
It provides the operator with mechanisms to send low
level commands, and sets of setpoints, when applicable.

Matlab User Object Oriented API
The Matlab interface permits interaction with the control
system once it is fully available. The interface provides
some functions to initialize certain subsystems. The operator GUI and user scripts are used to bring the desired subsystems of MELT to a state where they are available, after
which the Matlab interface is usable. Availability is on a
subsystem basis and the Matlab interface may be used in
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whichever subsystem are available, while others may be
down/offline.
The basic principal is that an object may be created for
each subsystem, and the operations (sending requests or
reading measurements) are available as methods of the
command.
The basic object life cycle is:
- Initialize MATLAB session (melt_init)
- Create the object
>> m4=melt_m4;
- Connect to the subsystem
>> m4.connect;
- Interact with the subsystem
>> m4.status;
>> m4.sendSetPoints(array);
- When finished, disconnect from the subsystem
>> m4.disconnect
Melt_init is the first command to be called, and it is
called once only per Matlab session. This command sets up
the java environment, identifies the network card connected to the MELT network, and sets up various communication middleware variables.
Many (ideally all) commands are interruptible if they do
not conclude in a short time. There are no long-running
commands. Commands may not return promptly when the
control system software is not running. Ctrl-C may be used
to interrupt such commands.

Infrastructure and Deployment

JACoW Publishing
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MELT Control System is deployed in a distributed environment comprised of different servers and machines (Fig.
7): 3x Dell PowerEdge r330 16RAM, XEON® CPU E31270 3.8Ghz: 1xCentOS 7.4, 1xCentOs7.4 with RT patch,
1xWindows, VME crater for the M1 LCU, 2x Beckhoff
CX2030 PLC, 4xVLT like LCUs.
The two Linux hosts run the ELT Linux development
Environment [8], comprised of:
- Support for C/C++, Java, Python programming languages and QT5.
- Build system: WAF
- Unit tests: googe tests, nosetests, testing
- Integration tests: Robot Framework
- Continuous integration: Jenkins
- OS: Linux CentOS7.4
Each PLC run TwinCAT3, which is a realtime kernel and
development environment from Beckhoff automation, and
implements I/O communication through EtherCAT, and
has a motion module taking care of the calculations for the
different axis doing motor control.

Network Infrastructure
MELT network infrastructure (Fig. 6) uses the architecture baselined for ELT. The LAN closely follows the telescope LAN design, with the Nexus switch planned for the
Service Connection Points (SCP) in the field, and connected back to the computer room via single mode optical
fibre. some characteristics are:
• SCP switch: IE4010: high-performance non-blocking
switching capacity with 28 Gigabit Ethernet ports
• IGMP snooping enabled: listening to Internet Group
Management Protocol (IGMP) network traffic to control delivery of IP multicasts

Figure 6: MELT switch layout.
To avoid accidental multicast flooding on the ESO network a Linux gateway is configured such that all outbound
multicast can be blocked. The gateway Linux instance will
be run as a VM one ESX server.

Figure 7: CS Infrastructure and deployment view.

Communication Patterns
As in ELT Control System, two communication patterns
are used: publish/subscribe and request/reply, then they are
mapped to the underlaying communication middleware
software stack, all abstracted within the Core Integration
Infrastructure Middleware abstraction layer (Fig. 8).

Figure 8: MELT communication stack
Specifics of the MELT’s usage of MAL:
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• publish/subscribe via DDSMAL: Specific QoS libraries and profiles created for setting reliable_reliability_qos (DDS will attempt to deliver all samples in its
history. Missed samples may be retried) and transient_local_durability_qos (can be delivered to any potential late-joining) properties.
•
• Request/Reply via OPCMAL [2]: Usage of Remote
Procedure Calls (RPCs) allow MELT CS to control
e.g. the PLC controlled motors or Flipper stage tip tilt.
• Publish/subscribe via MUDPI MAL: Multicast UDP
Interface (MUDPI) contains no transaction or session
requirements, it is little more than a standardized
wrapper for UDP payloads with some additional constraints. This very simplicity, however, is one of its
key requirements, making it suitable for use in Ethernet-based distributed control loops and high performance interfaces of the ELT Control System across
languages and architectures
Additionally, Real-Time MUDPI Stream (RTMS) protocol is used for the exchange of images between the cameras
and the MELT abstraction layer. RTMS is a low-latency,
deterministic communication meant for the Adaptive Optics (AO) Real-Time Computer (RTC) Hard Real-Time
Core (HRTC) of the ELT.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Several equipment running at different rates are integrated in the bench. The control loop runs subsystems at
different rates, collecting observable data at frequencies up
to 1KHz. The most demanding devices, in terms of performance required, are the ASM and M4DM. ASM performance test measurements show that the difference between
the expected send time and the actual one is 0.1uSec.
Regarding the deformable mirror, it is shown in Fig. 9,
the latency of 130 us from first byte reception to the application of setpoints, with the system running at 1KHz. Image is obtained with an oscilloscope.
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With its capability to adapt to other wavefront control
strategies, MELT enables us to find the best starting strategy, when this task is to be used at the ELT. In addition, the
central control system of the ELT can already now interface
with real hardware and validate software work on the
bench that is outsourced. Over the following years, the presented design will most certainly not stay static, but exhibits changes to the needs that result from the usage of MELT.
We hope that this learning experience will help us prepare
for the ELT commissioning, as discussed at the beginning.
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Figure 9: M4 setpoint application performance.

CONCLUSION
We have presented the Control system and detailed Software design, used for the MELT project within the EL program. Similarities (technology wise) to the ELT control approach has been shown and discussed. MELT is now ready
to be used to develop the design strategy for the PDS and
will in the future help to derive its technical specifications.
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EPICS CONTROLLED WIRELESS SENSORS
M. Rolland1, K. J. Gofron†, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, USA
1
also at Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, USA
Abstract
For sensor application, wireless technologies are more
portable and convenient than their wired counterparts. This
is especially true in scientific user facilities, where many
environmental factors must be recorded at many locations
simultaneously during data collection. Using wireless technologies, scientists can often reduce cost while maximizing
the number of sensors without compromising sensor quality. To this end, we have developed EPICS controllers for
both Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) sensors and Zigbee sensors. For BLE, we chose the Nordic Thingy:52 for its low
cost, high battery life, and impressive range of sensors. The
controllers we developed combine EPICS base functions,
the Bluetooth generic attribute data structure library, and
multithreading techniques to enable real-time broadcast of
the Thingy’s 20+ sensors’ live values. Because BLE is limited in range, we also developed a controller for an XBee
sensor which, through the Zigbee mesh protocol, can expand its range through each node added into the network.
With these controllers, NSLS-II scientists have access to a
whole new class of sensors which are both easier to deploy
and cheaper than their wired predecessors.

INTRODUCTION
At the beamlines of Brookhaven National Laboratory’s
National Synchrotron Light Source II, scientists have
countless environmental parameters that they want to monitor and control. Using wired sensors is a popular solution,
but requires fiddling with wiring, ports, converters, and
typically several protocols. Wireless sensors would remove
all the monotonous tinkering while still providing the accurate sensing that scientists require. Thus, we set out to
create Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System
(EPICS) [1] input-output controllers (IOCs) that scientists
at the Synchrotron may use to interface with wireless sensors that are supremely simple to deploy. Along with the
IOCs, we developed intuitive screens for the Control Systems Studio [2] client to help users visualize data and interact with the IOC software. Note that our goal is not to
maximize wireless range, but to create a wireless sensing
system that is durable, portable, cost-effective, long-lasting
and simple to deploy. The primary purpose of such a system is to initially replace wired sensors in an individual
beamline hutch, and thus does not require extensive longrange communication.

ZIGBEE: DIGI XBEE L/T/H
The first wireless sensor we considered was the XBee
L/T/H sensor [3], a sensor produced by Digi which utilizes
the Zigbee protocol and senses light, temperature, and
humidity. Figure 1 shows the sensor as well as the periph___________________________________________

† kgofron@bnl.gov

erals we used to interface with the sensor. We were interested in a Zigbee sensor due to the protocol’s low power,
high battery life, and mesh networking support.

Figure 1: An XBee L/T/H sensor, Digi Wi-Fi Gateway, and
XBee XStick.
Mesh networking is a local network topology in which
every node dynamically and non-hierarchically communicates with other nodes to efficiently route data. The communication is forwarded through nodes to reach far away
nodes. In effect, mesh networking allows for an extensible
network with virtually unlimited range given enough
nodes.
The first step in creating the controller for the sensor was
to bridge the gap between the host device running the IOC
and the sensor. With the Digi XBee sensors, we found ourselves locked into Digi’s ecosystem; they used a proprietary Zigbee protocol that forced us to use their gateway
hardware to communicate with the sensors. For our development we used an XBee Zigbee Wi-Fi Gateway [4],
which we could connect to through Ethernet and configure
our sensors. By default, the Gateway simply publishes sensor readings to a paid cloud service provided by Digi; this
was unsuitable for our needs, as we only wanted to store
and broadcast the readings locally. We found that the Gateway runs Python scripts with a proprietary package created
by Digi to allow reading of the sensors, so we developed a
script which runs a TCP server on the Gateway that receives simple commands and responds with sensor readings. We found that the easiest way to develop an IOC to
interface with this server would be by utilizing
StreamDevice, an IOC structure which uses simple protocols to read and write streams of bytes to a socket through
EPICS. With the server script set to run indefinitely on the
Gateway and using a custom XBee protocol file for our input-output controller, we had successfully created an EPICS system to read, and broadcast the readings from our
sensors.
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Figure 2: A Control Systems Studio screen displaying readings from three XBee sensors over six hours.
Although the Gateway was an effective solution, it was
not the portable solution we were looking for as it required
its own power and Ethernet; we instead looked to the XBee
XStick [5], a USB dongle that supports Digi’s proprietary
communication. We found that the most effective way to
interface with the dongle was through a proprietary Python
package distributed by Digi [6], and we developed a similar script which creates a local TCP server to read the remote sensors which would interface with the same controller. Figure 2 depicts a CSS screen we developed along with
the controller to visualize readings from all connected sensors. Although the Gateway and XStick solutions allowed
us to read the sensors, there were several issues: interacting
with an independent Python script was prone to failure, we
were locked in to Digi’s software and could not generalize
the controller [7], and the sensors themselves were powered by three non-rechargeable AA batteries, not as compact as their alternatives and came at a hefty cost of $100
each. The advantage of a mesh protocol and extensive battery life was compelling, but we were looking for something cheaper, more portable, and more generalized.

with bootloader firmware; however, we flashed Bluetooth
Zephyr firmware onto the stick to make it compatible with
generic Bluetooth libraries. In researching the Bluetooth
protocol, we discovered that data is transferred through generic attributes (GATT characteristics) which are identified
by universally unique IDs (UUIDs). These characteristics
come in several types; however, the Thingy:52 characteristics were either read/write or notify. Read/write characteristics are self-explanatory, while notify characteristics
must be ‘subscribed’ to by the client in order to receive data
periodically. We developed our EPICS controller in C, using the gattlib library [10] developed by Lab A Part to manage the Bluetooth connection. Documentation from Nordic
helped us identify the UUID and byte order for each sensor,
and with gattlib we could create a connection and subscribe
to each sensor individually.

BLUETOOTH: NORDIC THINGY:52
Bluetooth is by far one of the most popular wireless protocols and is used by countless sensors. Additionally, since
the release of Bluetooth 4 the protocol has also supported
low energy operation (BLE) which allows for extensive
battery life without any compromise in fidelity. These factors made the BLE protocol a desirable choice, and we
identified a suitable sensor: The Thingy:52 by Nordic [8].
Figure 3 shows the sensor (with its rubber cover removed)
along with a Nordic development kit and dongle we used
for development.
The Thingy:52 is a compact suite of environmental and
motion sensors, which utilizes generic Bluetooth to broadcast data. Additionally, the Thingy:52 has a configurable
RGB LED, button, speaker, and microphone. Compared to
the XBee sensor, the Thingy:52 is smaller, less than half
the price at $40, has far more sensors, and is powered by a
lithium battery rechargeable with micro USB. To interface
with the sensor, we used a $10 Nordic Bluetooth
NRF52840 [9] dongle. The dongle comes pre-installed

Figure 3: From top to bottom: A Thingy:52, NRF52 DK,
and NRF52840 dongle.
The data sent by each characteristic does not contain any
identifiers, such that a single thread handling notification
from every sensor would not be able to distinguish which
sensor sent any given packet of data. Thus, we took a multithreaded approach in developing the controller, dedicating a thread to each sensor so that there is no ambiguity in
interpreting the received data. Figure 4 shows a CSS screen
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Figure 4: A Control Systems Studio screen displaying the readings of a single Thingy:52.
we developed to display sensor readings including battery,
button, LED, temperature, pressure, humidity, air quality
(equivalent CO2 and total volatile organic compounds),
roll, pitch, yaw, orientation, acceleration in three dimensions, gyroscope in three dimensions, quaternions, heading, taps, and pedometer. We successfully developed a controller [11] that could read all the sensors of the Thingy:52,
however we were limited by the one-to-one nature of Bluetooth; that is, with one dongle we could only connect to one
Thingy:52 at a time. This was a major drawback, as monitoring large areas requires the usage of several sensors and
we could not afford to sacrifice a USB slot for each sensor.
We needed a protocol that, like Zigbee, would allow us to
use one dongle to connect to many sensors.

Bluetooth Mesh
Bluetooth Mesh is a protocol which allows many-tomany connections over Bluetooth, creating networks
which expand their range through each node and in which
nodes can send data to any other node. We knew from
Nordic’s documentation that the Thingy:52 supported
Bluetooth Mesh, however it would require custom firmware. Flashing new firmware onto the Thingy:52 required
the use of a Nordic’s NRF52 DK [12] development kit.
Nordic also supplies two types of firmware for the
Thingy:52 to create a mesh network: node firmware and
bridge firmware [13]. The bridge Thingy:52 acts as an entry point for the client to receive readings from the network

and coordinates the nodes to forward their readings. The
node Thingy:52s simply act as regular sensors that forward
their readings to the bridge through the mesh network. The
firmware supplied by Nordic supported only temperature
and humidity readings, so we modified it to also support
pressure and battery level readings [14]. Figure 5 depicts
the CSS screen we developed to simultaneously show the
status of all nodes in the network, which during development was four. Since all readings were transmitted by the
bridge through a single Bluetooth characteristic, development of the EPICS controller was rather simple, and all
readings could be handled by a single thread. Additionally,
the single-threaded reading design allowed us to create
auxiliary threads that could monitor and fix the connection
to the bridge in real time. The controller we developed [15]
is able to read from up to 10 node Thingy:52s from one
Bluetooth dongle; however, the issue of battery life became
apparent within days of running the controller. Mesh networking requires the radios of the Thingy:52s to be running
near constantly, resulting in the batteries draining completely in mere days. This issue could be avoided by keeping the Thingy:52s plugged into a power source at all
times, but that would defeat the purpose of using wireless
sensors. We needed a protocol that would allow a single
dongle to connect to multiple Thingy:52s and would also
allow the nodes to remain in low-power mode as they
transmitted data. With help from Nordic, we discovered a
solution: multi-link start networking.

Figure 5: A Control Systems Studio screen displaying readings from four Thingy:52s in a mesh network.
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Figure 6: A Control Systems Studio screen displaying readings from four Thingy:52s in a multi-link network over several
days.

Figure 7: A Control Systems Studio screen displaying sensor toggles for Thingy:52 nodes in a multi-link network.

Bluetooth Multi-link
Firmware provided by Nordic [16] allows the NRF52
DK to become a central aggregator for a star network of
sensors such as the Thingy:52. This network structure removes the overhead of mesh communication, and instead
works with the Thingy:52’s default firmware which implements low-power one-to-one communication. The firmware provided by Nordic allows the DK to connect to up
to nineteen Thingy:52 nodes and a host to receive the sensor readings. In addition, the firmware supported a limited
amount of commands for grouping nodes and toggling
their LEDs from a provided Android app. Since the network utilizes the Thingy:52’s default firmware; reading the
sensors was achieved using standard Bluetooth communication. We implemented transmission of the Thingy
Weather Station sensors, Thingy Motion sensors, battery
level, and RSSI of the connection between the aggregator
and the node. Figure 6 shows a CSS screen we developed

to plot sensor readings from all nodes over time, in this
case over 4 days for the environmental sensors and 9 days
for the battery sensor for 4 nodes. Additionally, we implemented commands for writing the configuration characteristics (such as reading interval) for these sensors, reading
connection parameters, and toggling individual sensors
[17]. Figures 7, 8, and 9 show CSS screens we developed
for interacting with these features. This customizability allowed us to easily optimize battery life by lowering scanning periods and disabling sensors which we didn’t need.
With all Weather Station sensors enabled (temperature, humidity, pressure, air quality) at their highest scanning period, we observed a loss of roughly 1% of battery every 24
hours on average. This was a vast improvement over the
mesh network battery life; however, it did come with the
loss of long range capabilities. In addition to being powerefficient, we were able to enable customization to this controller [18], which made it a very compelling solution.
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THE MAX IV WAY OF AGILE PROJECT MANAGEMENT FOR THE
CONTROL SYSTEM
V. H. Hardion, M. Lindberg, D. P. Spruce
MAX IV Laboratory, Lund University, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
Projects management of synchrotron is both complicated
and complex. Building scientific facilities are resource consuming although largely made out of standard and well
known components. The industrial approach of project management resolves this complication by requiring analysis and
planning to facilitate the execution of tasks. The complexity
comes by all the research making unique the accelerators,
the beamlines and its usage. Known unknown requires experiments which evolve continuously causing the development
path to be naturally iterative. Agile project management
has come a long way since its definition in 2001. Nowadays this method is ubiquitous in the software development
industry following different implementation like Scrum or
XP and started to evolve at a bigger scale (i.e Scaled Agile)
applied within an entire organization. The versatility of the
Agile method has been applied to a Scientific technical development program such as the MAX IV Laboratory control
system. This article describes the experience of 7 years of
Agile project management and the use of Lean Management
principles to develop and maintain the control system.

MAX IV WAY

be solved, but the general complexity of the facility can only
be managed by a willingness to try, learn and adapt.

AGILE
Agile [3] is a movement that describes an iterative approach to project management and development, with a focus
on evolving requirements and self-organizing teams. This
methodology is based on 4 principles which define the "The
Agile Manifesto" Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The 4 principles of Agile.

MAX IV Laboratory is the first 4th generation synchrotron
which is based on an innovative multibend achromat design
carrying high expectations in terms of brilliance, stability
and coherence of the X-Ray beam. This new laboratory
inaugurated in 2016 is based in Lund, Sweden and has been
built upon the foundations of Max-Lab, a facility which had
operated 3 previous generations of accelerators until 2015.
Max-Lab began in the 1980’s with the first accelerator, MAX
I, constructed by the team members themselves [1]. The
build-up was handled by a very small staff and on a very
limited budget. In spite of that the MAX I facility could be
taken into operation in 1985. The small staff also implied
that all personnel had to take a large responsibility [2].
The Control and IT Support group (KITS) were the first
to introduce Agile methodology at the MAX IV Laboratory.
Its main responsibility is to provide Software, Electronics
and IT to build and develop the MAX IV Laboratory.

COMPLEX AND COMPLICATED
Synchrotrons are complex systems in the sense that they
are made up of many interacting components, from the different subsystems with their corresponding experts, to the
varied flora of scientific experiments. The interactions between the components and the constantly changing scientific
requirements result in many unknowns. Getting each separate part to work well is a complicated problem which can

Several implementations of the methodology are based on
Agile such as SCRUM or XP. SCRUM is a framework that
describes a set of rules and methods that enable a team to collaborate on complex problems in an iterative and agile way.
Scrum is more focused on the project management while
eXtreme Programming (XP) emphasises Agile through the
techniques of development. Most of them are known outside
of this framework such as Continuous Integration [4], Pair
programming, Unit Testing and Code Review. These are
often cherry-picked in different methodologies than Agile.

Lean Management
Lean management [5] in an organization aims to deliver
better value to the customer by systematic, iterative and
continuous improvement of the workflow and processes involved. Kanban is a framework that allows management and
visibility of the workflow making it possible to adapt and
collaborate in a lean and agile way.

PRINCIPLES APPLIED AT MAX IV
The following section explains the organisation of the
Control Group in terms of project management and development techniques seen through the narrow prism of Agile.
Each of the principles applied are related to the way the old
facility Max-Lab was organised and how these principles
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have been followed to scale up the laboratory to the current
MAX IV.

Individual and Interaction
"Individual and Interaction, processes and tools" is one
of the first principles of Agile applied 7 years ago, at the
start of the project to build a new facility. Communication
is really important, especially when the staff reaches more
than 250 people. At this time only 80 people were working
at Max-Lab and 4 persons were actively working on the
control system [6]. The interaction with the other groups
of the facility did not need any formality nor meetings, just
corridor chat was enough. Although it was already important
to establish a system which could scale.
Our inspiration is based on the structure of SCRUM in
which the Product Owner (P.O), the person representing
the users of the product to develop, communicates with the
Scrum Master who represents the development team, see
Fig. 2. They usually communicate at high frequency in
order to steer the development in relation to the iterative
requirements like in a closed loop system. In Scrum the
Product Owner is considered part of the team.

ICALEPCS2019, New York, NY, USA

made to reach a critical mass as this system works against the
natural way of working. Additionally one representative, the
aforementioned Product Owner (PO), has been defined in
each of the subsystems, in order to represent the users and to
resolve the priority, one of the most important responsibility
of the PO. At a higher level a similar organisation has been
established for the entire laboratory.
Although this system was a bit overkill for 4 persons at
the beginning of the MAX IV project, it was still possible to
apply early on thanks to its very lean implementation without
affecting the available resources for the development. The
main advantage proved to be in the scalability of this system
for a group of 30 persons and for the different phases of the
MAX IV development i.e first accelerator then beamlines.
Also starting from a small group early on avoided having
to face a certain resistance of change, a common issue in a
larger group.
In KITS the "Individual and Interaction" principle brings
a high level of communication which allows to quickly share
common values, knowledge, cross training and resolve conflict as soon as possible, achieving a good level of trust.
These points have opened the possibility for KITS to apply
good practices:
• Pair programming. Developers are encouraged to work
together on one task. In KITS it represents 50% of the
development.
• Code Review. Each development is checked by another teammate in order to ensure the current quality
standard. It’s an excellent distributed way to increase
the awareness. In KITS the code review is mandatory
before deploying in operation.
• Task Force. All the team members are engaged to work
together on one task for a short period of time. When
an emergency occurs, when there is a risk of delay on
a high priority or for very tedious, highly parallelisable
and repetitive tasks. The notion of emergency is shared.
• Retrospective. Regularly the whole team looks back
on the way of working or the technical debt and take
decisions on how to improve it.

Figure 2: The organisation of KITS regarding project management.
Using SCRUM for building and developing a synchrotron
is different than using it for an industrial project. The expertise of many different subsystems and domains i.e physics,
vacuum, magnets, safety and security, radio frequency and
diagnostics is necessary. Each of these subsystems represents an entire project and a channel of communication for
the control system which integrates them all. So, in our organisation, each control system developer is responsible for
the follow up of one or more subsystems. This is a classical
organisation to assign a Control System resource for each
subsystem group. But the responsibility of this role, the
so-called "KITS Contact", is focused on the understanding
of the subsystem, raising the requirements and demonstrating the progress of the development together with the local
contact. In this way the role is equivalent to a Scrum Master.
The fundamental difference with the classical approach is
that the KITS Contact is not necessarily the actual developer.
Another developer will pick up the task of development in
order to share the work load, share the general knowledge
and share the good practices. Some initial effort has to be
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Even though Agile brings the control group several advantages we encounter different barriers related to the domain:
• It’s hard to find a Product Owner who wants to or can
represent a group of users and understand this role.
• The Product Owner needs to devote time to be involved
in the development. They often have other responsibilities. Having little time for the P.O. to stay engaged
means that often the team has to work without feedback.
• The standard company organisation has a hard time to
understand the Agile project management. Even if it’s
proven to be efficient, gaining trust is hard.
• Having more than one Product Owner i.e beamline
projects, a good mediator is a must-have to resolve
priority.
• The knowledge sharing between scientist and engineer
takes time.
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• The time used for communication vs development is
hard to manage, especially for a KITS Contact with
many systems to follow up.

Working Software
Working software (applies to hardware as well) over comprehensive documentation has been the way the small MaxLab laboratory worked before the start of the MAX IV Accelerators project e.g solutions achieved through discussion
and experimentation. In the transition to a bigger infrastructure this natural behaviour suffered from the formalism
introduced by a more structured organisation. At the genesis
of the Control System group an attempt at writing specification documents for each subsystem was a half success.
On one hand it provided a good enough overview of the
technique and the plans for each component of MAX IV.
On the other hand these plans were not detailed enough, e.g
no model/documentation of the hardware controller. The
plan for the Control System could not be established clearly
despite the time and effort spent chasing the requirements.
One reason was also the lack of resources the subsystem
groups could provide to us, they were also actively working
on their system with the few resources allocated.
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Overall the "Working Software" principle lead us to establish good practices:
• Minimum viable product. At any point of the project
there is a working product in operation avoiding deadline rush.
• Integration. Reuse the software already developed from
other facilities as it solves many requests of the users.
More focus on the software integration instead of reinventing the wheel. Note that the side effect is that it
gives us more time to develop new products.
• Faster feedback. The User eXperience (UX) has usually
a very high focus as the development follows the user’s
feedback.
• The refactoring is efficient as it occurs only on validated
features.
• Problem solving. The major issues are often solved
first to prove the feasibility of the project.
• Less waste. At the end of the project most of the software or interventions brings a value to the system.
Challenges we have encountered following this principle:
• Establishing a contract with the user built on trust rather
than a detailed list of predefined requirements.
• Winning the understanding of the customer for the iterative process.
• Avoid working on architecture first and not refactoring
afterward, especially true for the developer with little
Agile experience.

Customer Collaboration

Figure 3: Building the software by iteration with the goal to
provide the minimal viable product first.
Instead of pushing for the details of the specification we
decided to start developing the new control system. We
had the benefit of an operational laboratory: Max-Lab. The
alternative would have been to use a simulation but this approach has other drawbacks. Furthermore the management
supported the idea to try the new technologies for MAX IV
on different systems at Max-Lab.
This successful strategy allowed to always deliver the
minimal viable product on time, see Fig. 3. Of course the resulting control system is not perfectly polished but it’s rather
very pragmatic (or experimental, which fits the facility). Although a winning concept it can end up in a total mess of
incoherent solutions in the long term. Missing from the old
Max-Lab way was the concept of refactoring introduced by
Agile XP. The refactoring consists of applying good engineering practice just after the solution has been demonstrated
to the user. It can mean to standardize a solution, to make
a clean design, to make the solution "deploy-able" etc. It
means also to reconsider the standard in case of rejection of
the demonstrated solution.

Customer collaboration was a natural way of product development in the small laboratory. A small independent
group of people collaborated around an idea or a need submitted by this same group. There was little formalism and
everyone helped out which made the work quite efficient.
But the result was not homogeneous at the laboratory level.
Each group had different solutions or local standards. And
working on one system and not laboratory-wise meant that
it was impossible to offload the resource where needed. The
downside was that the bigger picture did not come into play
and the overall effort was not well balanced. Building a
larger project like MAX IV has required more structure.
And the conventional approach is to separate into groups
by function as mentioned before. Even if the old way can
still work right after a change to a functional organisation,
simply the fact of the growing structure implies changes
(Conway’s law). Split responsibilities introduce a contract
of "Who does What". Not long after arises a relationship
of Requester and Support* which implies a formalisation
of the requests. Time management becomes critical as the
support groups are a shared resource. And without customer
collaboration it can end up in a blame spiral with more and
more formalism.
Part of this Agile principle "Customer Collaboration" is
what KITS calls "User Autonomy". At the first glance collaboration and autonomy may be seen as antonyms. But this
idea developed and promoted very early at MAX IV is quite
simple and based on previous experience. The word "User"
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project while negotiating the tasks. Sharing the same
vision is a real challenge.
• Keep the involvement of the stakeholder. The concepts
of Agile do not work if the stakeholders are not involved.
The iterative feedback is necessary since there is no
detailed specification to check the progress against. For
some projects KITS spends a large fraction of time to
run after people.
• Difficult integration in contract oriented project management. There is always the temptation to provide
a detailed time plan if an Agile project is included in
a higher level project managed according to waterfall
principles. Our management understand for now the
benefits of delivering a functional product on time.
• Adapting the levels of User Autonomy. People may
have their own opinion and can end up building their
own solution, with its own pros and cons.

Figure 4: Exchange of scientific and engineering knowledge
is important to develop the right system.

refers to the people who will use the product of the development e.g a scientist, technical staff or an experimenter.
And in a synchrotron the developers have the chance to be
close to the user, contrary to many industries. Taking the
analogy further the customer and user roles are often the
same person, meaning good conditions for collaboration.
The word "Autonomy" refers to the capabilities of the user
to interact with the system. By experience the synchrotron
staff and users have different skills and competence regarding IT, i.e some can program a software, others may know
exactly how a user interface should look, and some are only
interested in the final result. Most of the scientists have used
a programming tool during their studies. On the other hand
the developer needs to understand the language of the user
in order to provide the best product. Collaboration is the key
to achieve this goal. What the developer provides in support
is paid back with the feedback/knowledge of the User, see
Fig. 4. Our software follows this principle as predicted by
Conway’s law. A user can develop their own Tango device
or Sardana [7] controller, their own Taurus user interface,
their own python program, etc.
Apart from the User Autonomy, customer collaboration
means also for the Control group to follow good practices:
• All development should be steered by the user’s needs.
In Lean Management this system is call "Pull".
• Work on possible solutions. The advantage of a close
collaboration is to get immediate feedback from the
user if the development goes in the right direction. Everything is possible with IT but it’s better to concentrate
the effort to provide something simple rather than creating a complex solution that will fit any corner case.
Behind the specification of the product there are many
assumptions that the user can clarify.
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Responding to Change
Changes can happen rapidly within a human-scaled laboratory which was the case for Max-Lab ; mainly due to
the close interaction between people but also due to the
minimal formalism between the requester and the developer. Even in this case the overall efficiency was limited
by the resource and by the trade off on quality. This system can be chaotic but the balance was found as the people
shared the same vision because they have a common sense
of these constraints e.g priority between repairing a broken
monochromator and reaching the maximum performance
of the detector. A more structured organisation is a prerequisite for developing larger facilities. Since then, the
responsibilities are split and specifications are established
prior to development. Depending on the classification of the
problem (see Cynefin framework [10]) there is a risk regarding the delegation of development that has to be shared by
all stakeholders. In most cases the aim of the developer is to
work on stable requirements and consequently to avoid any
changes during the development.
This begs the question of trust between the requester and
the developer. The more complex the development the more
divergent are the ideas of the stakeholders, especially when
they already experienced the same type of development i.e
a scientist who did the same development at Max-Lab. It
can be challenging to keep the trust and not enter a blame
system, especially if there is high competition for the shared
resources.

The main challenges we still encounter:
• Time for own development. There is a contract with the
main stakeholder to reserve a part of our time, around
25%, to work on our own infrastructure (continuous
improvement) or projects for which the goal is to "sell"
to a P.O such as WebJive [8] or the synoptic [9] Additionally 10% can be used for innovation.
• Long term conflict with short term. The main critical
point for the developer is to sense the risk of a particular

Figure 5: Changes during projects can ends up in a win-win
situation.
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The Agile way to face the challenge of keeping trust with
the stakeholder is to define the completion of a project by
making changes possible in a controlled way. Initial specifications are defined at the start of a project in order to
give a vision of the goal. The development is made to respond to changes at a certain pace as this vision becomes
more and more clear during the project. In the synchrotron
domain changes can be due to new requirements e.g the
availability of a new performant detector or another experimental method in order to adapt to state-of-art research
instrumentation. Changes can also have been discovered by
the development team who are adjusting their understanding
of the requirements or have underestimated the complexity.
Changes have to follow an experimental and incremental
process i.e a Plan, Do, Check, Act [11]. At the end the initial
scope does not have to be strictly implemented but the end
result should give a better expectation, see Fig. 5, for the
same initial resource budget 1 . Frequent demonstration of
the development allows for the user to assess the viability of
the project.
The Control group has adopted part of the Scrum methodology from the start of the MAX IV project. The different
aspects were introduced step by step but also adapted to
the situation. The first and not the least important feature
implemented was to define a minimal period of straight development, avoiding the impact of changes and unplanned
tasks. This so called "Sprint" period allows the group to
focus efficiently on the development and corresponds to an
acceptable delay of response by the user. At MAX IV 2
weeks is now the standard considering that at any time the
development can be stopped to respond to urgent cases that
block user operation. The development process takes in account the early feedback of the user either by going to the
control room or by making a demonstration in the office. In
case the feedback is positive the functionality is delivered,
meaning made accessible to the user. But it can be negative
and the development is then rejected. From this point of time
the developer or the user learn how to adapt from the initial
plan (often referred to as "Fail Fast" in the Agile mindset).
The resulting good practices:
• Just In Time. The Control team really try to deliver
the product on time without developing too far in advance. The user can start to use the product and give
immediate feedback. Few developments are wasted like
unnecessary abstraction, mock up or unused features.
• Same pace for everyone. A stand up meeting is held
every morning. This is the right moment to sync with
each other or ask for help. Having the same "Sprint"
makes everyone aware of the delivery time, meaning
the integration usually goes smooth.
The main challenges are:
• Understand the Scope Trade. The PO appreciates the
possibility to change but may still think that the devel1

The main constraint of a project is often the budget and the deadline. In
the MAX IV case, exception apart, the maximum budget allocated for
in-house development is represented by the maximum time a support
group can allocate to one project.
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opment will be done as an addition to the scope. The
trade off system is not always accepted. But this is a
way to stay on time.
Sprint planning validation. The KITS Contact has to
understand if the user will be ready to test the new
feature to avoid planning development too far ahead.
3 months release ceremony. It’s difficult to align every
PO for a 3 months release ceremony (SCRUM) as the
projects have different pace. This would be fantastic to
join the effort for common features.
Notion of Readiness is tricky to maintain. In order to
deliver on time the idea is to work ahead of time on
the most risky developments such as detector which
takes 3 to 6 months of work. Once past the risk, the
development can be in pause until we can make sure to
deliver on time.
Necessity to be proactive. A substantial amount of time
is devoted to poll the people in order to identify the
risk, the trade off, understand the value. It can be more
or less difficult depending on the overall organisation.

CONCLUSION
The 4 principles of Agile has been successfully applied at
MAX IV Laboratory to develop the Control System of the
entire facility. We demonstrated that Agile can be adapted
to a different environment. But it’s important to understand
the philosophy behind Agile before cherry-picking some
features. In our case it helped to choose the most efficient
features adapted to the situation.
It’s important to understand that the support of the management is a prerequisite. But in order to be successfully
applied the Agile concept has to be recognised company
wide.
Finally Agile is only one perspective of our way of working, lean is another. In this article Kanban was briefly mentioned since our organisation is also inspired by the Lean
Management. Effectively the responsibility of the Control
Groups is also involved in the operational maintenance of
the facility. Mixing development and operation in the same
tasks backlog means that the organisation has to be adapted.
In this sense our different implementation of Scrum gets
closer to what Scrumban [12] is supposed to be.
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TRACKING APS-U PRODUCTION COMPONENTS WITH THE
COMPONENT DATABASE AND eTraveler APPLICATIONS∗
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Abstract
The installation of the APS-U has a short schedule of
one year, making it imperative to be well prepared before
the installation process begins. The Component Database
(CDB) has been designed to help in documenting and tracking all the components for APS-U. Two new major domains,
Machine Design domain and Measurement and Analysis
Archive (MAARC) domain, have been added to CDB to
further its ability in exhaustively documenting components.
The Machine Design domain will help define the purpose of
all the components in the APS-U design and the MAARC
domain allows association of components with collected
data. The CDB and a traveler application from FRIB have
been integrated to help with documenting various processes
performed, such as inspections and maintenance. Working groups have been formed to define appropriate work
flow processes for receiving components, using the tools to
document receiving inspection and QA requirements. The
applications are under constant development to perform as
expected by the working groups. Over some time, especially
after production procurement began, the CDB has seen more
and more usage in order to aid in preparation for the APS-U
installation.

INTRODUCTION
The APS Upgrade has begun to receive production components in preparation for APS-U installation in 2022. The
Component Database (CDB) is a tool that is actively being developed to track components through procurement,
receipt, inspection, preliminary testing, and installation. A
tightly coupled companion application is the eTraveler, a tool
that mimics the paper travelers historically used for tracking
components. As engineers and technicians begin using these
tools for production hardware, numerous feature requests
have been implemented to improve usability and efficiency.
Previous versions of CDB [1,2] were instrumental in gaining
∗
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acceptance of its use. The APS-U QA Policy relies on these
tools for tracking inspections and logging discrepancies.

NEW DOMAINS IN CDB
Utilizing the generic schema that supports the Component Catalog and Component Inventory, two new domains
have been added, the Machine Design and the Measurement
and Measurement and Analysis Archive (MAARC). These
domains extend the use of CDB from a simple inventory
system to a tool that allows engineers to specify and track
the set of components needed to create a "machine". The
MAARC domain supports the archiving of test data indexed
and referenced to a particular component or to portion of
the machine design.

Machine Design
The Machine Design domain allows users to specify a
hierarchy of components to be installed to fulfill a particular function in the overall project. For example, Figure 1
shows how a hierarchical machine design can depict both
electrical equipment (the contends of a rack) and accelerator
equipment (components in the tunnel). Having a common
mechanism to capture both electrical and mechanical components to be installed will allow for shared work processes
for the assembly and installation of all APS-U components.
It is also the basis for other relationships between any components, such as cables, control flow, or power distribution.
Life cycle of a Machine Design Item A machine design item is essentially a "reserved space" or "placeholder"
for some type of component (from the CDB Catalog) to
be installed at a given location. For example, the VME
crate in Figure 1 can be entered into the machine design as
"S27:VME1" housed in "S27 RTFB DAQ RACK" before
the exact model of the VME crate is determined. Once the
model for the VME chassis is known, it will be added into
the CDB Catalog and then assigned to "S27:VME1", which
will then indicate "S27:VME1 will be a Tracewell Model
#XYZ VME crate". Likewise, S01A:Q1 can represent the
first quadrupole in Sector 01A even before the exact characteristics of that component are known and described in the
Catalog.
In addition to the machine design item holding the intended component type (from the Catalog), one can also
specify which component instance (e.g.,the serial number)
of that type of component is installed in that location at the
current time. Since the CDB records any changes to these
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Figure 1: APS-U Components Captured in a CDB Machine Design Hierarchy.
assigned components, a history of the machine configuration (i.e., what is installed where & when) is continuously
logged.
The machine design effectively captures a Bill of Materials for the entire project and tracks exactly which instance of
a component is installed there. Having a common database
for installed components will be heavily utilized for component maintenance, fault tracking, and control system configuration parameters.
Machine Design Locations Machine design items inherit their location from their parents, however, at any level
on the hierarchy a machine design item can be assigned a
building location. A building location is part of the CDB
location hierarchy, it is a hierarchy of location that will not
change, such as buildings and rooms. Using this information any particular machine design item can be physically
located.

Measurement and Analysis Archive (MAARC)
The MAARC domain allows tracking and organizing various analysis and measurement data relevant for a given
machine design or inventory item. Each file item in the
MAARC domain is typically added to a MAARC document
collection which is tied to the specific machine or inventory
item with a CDB reference. This reference allows users to

retrieve all relevant MAARC data directly from the page that
belongs to a particular item, as well as to see this item from
the document collection page (see Figure 2). CDB APIs
allow external software systems to easily add new or update
existing MAARC items, as well as to add links between
items that belong to the different domains.

MOBILE APP
A mobile app for the CDB has been developed to allow
user to perform quick task while out in the field. It is developed using a mobile framework called Xamarin [3]. This
framework allows for cross platform app development. It
currently runs only on Android; however, it would not be a
significant effort to get it working on iOS as well. The app is
currently designed to run on a specialized Android scanner
(Zebra TC70x) as well as any standard Android device. The
zebra device allows for much more efficient scanning. Figure 3 shows details page of a production magnet, this page
would be shown if a user scanned CDB QR code 100011001.

QR Functionality
The app has the ability to scan CDB QR codes, this can be
done using the scanner built into the Zebra device and also
using the android device camera. Upon scanning the item,
the user is presented with details of the scanned inventory
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Figure 2: An example detail page of a MAARC file item.

Details Page
The details page allows the user to fetch the item properties, log book, images, and basic information. Additionally,
inventory items have a location and status information. Similarly, the catalog item’s inventory list can also be fetched.

Browsing
Aside from the ability to scan item with the mobile app.
The user can actually find a particular catalog item and from
there navigate to specific inventory item.The user can also
look for inventory items directly.

Java API

Figure 3: A screenshot of the CDB Mobile App.

All functionality of the mobile app is supported by a new
Java API. This allows for greatly improved reuse of CDB portal code. The client API for the mobile app is automatically
generated using Swagger [4]. Swagger allows generation of
client API in many programming languages. This means that
making updates to the API on the server requires minimal
effort to maintain client APIs in multiple languages.

eTraveler APPLICATION
item. The app also allows user to use the scanner to quickly
relocate multiple items.

Relocate Items
The mobile app provides a view that allows the user to
scan multiple items and select a location to quickly update
the location of all scanned items.

Historically, paper-based "travelers" have been attached to
components to document the workflow necessary for proper
inspection, characterization, assembly and testing prior to
installation. The eTraveler application [5] provides similar
functionality with electronic templates and form instances
by which component tracking is accomplished. Stored electronically, this information is available to any person and
also available through an API for other applications.
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The eTraveler application has been tightly integrated with
the CDB to provide seamless navigation between the two
applications. When viewing a component instance in CDB,
the progress of all associated eTravelers is conveniently displayed. This has made the eTraveler more accessible and
it is now required for critical APS-U components. Several
additional features have recently been added as outlined
below.

Reporting
A major benefit of the eTraveler over the paper system
is the accessibility of the data collected during the processing of components. Since all actions on the eTravelers are
stored in a database, the progress of any component can be
immediately viewed through appropriate applications. A recent modification allows every operator entry field within an
eTraveler to be assigned a "reporting key" that is accessible
through an API. Using this feature, different reports can be
assembled to thoroughly track component status providing
as much detail as necessary. In addition, statistics across
components can be generated, such as "What is the minimum, maximum, and average measured width of all the Q1
magnets received so far?".

Discrepancy Traveler
A critical function for Quality Assurance is to closely track
any component that does not meet prescribed characteristics.
To make the reporting of such anomalies as convenient as
possible, a "discrepancy traveler" has been built into the
eTraveler application. This functionality allows the user to
define a template of all required information to be recorded
when a discrepancy occurs. Once the discrepancy template
is defined, the user can assign it to a certain type of traveler
where it becomes conveniently available (one mouse click)
to insert into the eTraveler should an issue occur. These
discrepancies can then be displayed in a tabular form (a
Discrepancy Log) on the traveler instance page as shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4: A screenshot of the eTraveler Web Application
showing a discrepancy.
and eTraveler tools. This working group also helped show
many people in the APS-U the benefits of utilizing the systems. It was great to be able to interact with the users to be
able to see the uses and issues from their perspective. The
working group keeps on being the place where many great
discussions occur on how we can best utilize and expand the
functionality of the tools.

MAARC

To aid in better communication, step numbering has been
added to the application. The feature will automatically
number steps in an eTraveler using a three tier method. The
first tier is the section, the second is the instruction and finally
the third is the input. For example the fourth step under the
3rd instruction of the 2nd section would be 2.3.4.

The original use case for the MAARC domain is tracking
and organizing magnet measurement data for the APS Upgrade (see Figure 5). The original data generated by the APS
MM software is synchronized regularly to the primary storage, where it is directly accessible from all machines on APS
networks. The APS Data Management (DM) [6, 7] system
periodically uploads new and modified data to the secondary
storage, and updates CDB MAARC domain using its Python
API. For each magnet in CDB inventory the system creates
the corresponding “Measurement Data” collection item in
the MAARC domain, adds all relevant files as this item’s
elements, and tags production quality data as needed. In this
way one can easily find all measurement data relevant for the
given magnet directly on its CDB details page. Users can
also download any file directly from the APS central storage
managed by the DM software. This functionality is enabled
by the CDB’s Data Management plugin, which also allows
CDB to generate a preview for images, PDFs, or text files.

USAGE

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Step Numbering

eTraveler Working Group
The eTraveler working group is where many of the discussions helped define many features and usage of the CDB
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Figure 5: APSU Magnet Measurement Data Flow.
Dunn is continuing to lead the eTraveler working groups
and also is heavily involved in defining the processes for
utilizing the tools.

FUTURE PLANS
Cable Application
Currently this functionality is being developed. It will
allow the user to connect Machine design items together
using cables. This functionality will help with storing all the
cable information. It will also be used to help generate input
to another application that will calculate cable lengths in the
raceways. Afterwards the information generated could be
stored as cable metadata in CDB.

Mobile App Enhancements
The mobile app is not used much at the APS however as
more users start utilizing it, the requirements will grow. The
cables may also become a big part of the mobile application.
It will help people to quickly and easily look up and update
cable connections in the CDB.
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DATA ANALYSIS INFRASTRUCTURE FOR DIAMOND LIGHT SOURCE
MACROMOLECULAR & CHEMICAL CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
AND BEYOND
M. Gerstel†, A. W. Ashton, R. J. Gildea, K. E. Levik, G. Winter
Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom
Abstract
The Diamond Light Source data analysis infrastructure,
Zocalo, is built on a messaging framework. Analysis tasks
are processed by a scalable pool of workers running on
cluster nodes. Results can be written to a common file
system, sent to another worker for further downstream
processing and/or streamed to a LIMS (Laboratory Information Management System). Zocalo allows increased
parallelization of computationally expensive tasks and
makes the use of computational resources more efficient.
The infrastructure is low-latency, fault-tolerant, and allows for highly dynamic data processing. Moving away
from static workflows expressed in shell scripts we can
easily re-trigger processing tasks in the event that an issue
is found. It allows users to re-run tasks with additional
input and ensures that automatically and manually triggered processing results are treated equally. Zocalo was
originally conceived to cope with the additional demand
on infrastructure by the introduction of Eiger detectors
with up to 18 Mpixels and running at up to 560 Hz framerate on single crystal diffraction beamlines. We are now
adapting Zocalo to manage processing tasks for
ptychography, tomography, cryo-EM, and serial crystallography workloads.

INTRODUCTION
Data collected at single crystal diffraction beamlines
are processed automatically at Diamond Light Source
(DLS) [1]. These experiments generally involve the generation of a substantial amount of data. For a typical data
collection at a macromolecular (MX) beamline with a
DECTRIS Pilatus 6M detector a crystal is rotated through
360° while being exposed to X-rays. At each oscillation
step of 0.1° an image is read out from the detector, resulting in 3,600 6 MB images (21 GB). Depending on the
beamline parameters and equipment these data may be
collected in 36 seconds (100 images/s) to 2.4 minutes (25
images/s). A different type of preparatory experiment is a
grid scan (Fig. 1), for which usually fewer than 1,000 still
images are obtained within 1-2 minutes across a sample
area to locate diffracting material. Since users may often
wait for initial analysis results before deciding on how to
proceed with their experiment, the time to process the
experimental data is critical to the overall facility efficiency. Technological advances work against the requirement to provide speedy feedback to the experimenters:
DLS recently installed DECTRIS Eiger2 XE 16M detectors on beamlines I03 and I04 and an Eiger 2 X 4M on
beamline VMXi. These considerably increase both the
size of individual images as well as achievable frame

rates. While the data processing infrastructure at DLS has
provided reliable service in the past, these technical developments as well as the launch of two new MX beamlines, VMXi and VMXm, required a major overhaul to
ensure smooth data processing for the future.

Figure 1: Results of grid scan per-image analysis overlayed with optical image of sample. Circles indicate presence of diffracting material.
To achieve this we implemented a distributed infrastructure called ‘Zocalo’. Zocalo is built on a messaging
framework where fine-grained tasks are submitted to a
queue, picked up and processed by a flexible number of
specialist services, which run on high-performance cluster
nodes. Services can be slotted together to form a larger
processing pipeline, the results of each step can be stored
on the file system, sent to a downstream processing service, or both. This provides many advantages over the
previous analysis system, including low-latency data
processing, self-monitoring, automatic resource allocation, fault-tolerance and more efficient use of computational resources.
There are many elements to full automated data processing of diffraction data, such as strategy calculations,
per-image analysis, data reduction, experimental phasing,
molecular replacement, and difference map calculation. In
this paper two tasks will be highlighted to demonstrate
how they are implemented in the new processing infrastructure: the per-image analysis, which is central to grid
scans, and the initial data reduction for data collections.
Both are currently run for every macromolecular (MX)
and chemical crystallography (CX) data collection at
DLS, and they pose different and representative challenges in data processing.
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ZOCALO – A NEW
DATA PROCESSING FRAMEWORK
Previously, the data analysis pipeline at Diamond was
controlled by a number of bash scripts that were executed
by the Generic Data Acquisition (GDA) program [2].
These scripts could launch autoprocessing tasks that were
run while the data are being collected or initiate tasks
after the data collection was complete. In either case the
scripts would interact with the ISPyB database [3] both to
determine information about the data collection in order
to decide what autoprocessing tasks should be performed,
and then to insert the results of the autoprocessing into
ISPyB so that they could be displayed to the user, e.g. via
SynchWeb [4]. The actual processing took place on one of
the DLS cluster nodes by scheduling a batch job. Depending on the job type and the current load on the cluster the
job could run immediately or had to wait in a job queue.
Communication between the processing job and the user
generally only happened by writing results into the ISPyB
database. For grid scans a UDP messaging protocol was
used to notify GDA to look for new entries in the database.
With Zocalo the DLS network file system and the
ISPyB database are still used for durable storage of exper-
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imental data and meta-data respectively. At the centre of
Zocalo stands an Apache ActiveMQ messaging server,
also called a ’broker’, which passes ephemeral data between interested parties in an events-based fashion. A
messaging server provides a low level, content-agnostic
way of routing self-contained blocks of data from one or
many senders to one or many recipients. Various message
passing semantics are possible: messages can be broadcast, sent to exactly one recipient, stored until such a
recipient appears, and even retransmitted to the same or
different recipient in case a recipient did not confirm that
it received and processed the message.
With a messaging framework a large number of interacting services can be connected easily and reliably, Fig.
2. For example a file monitoring service can observe files
arriving on disk and notify a spot finding service. Neither
service needs to know exactly on which machine the other
service is running, or in fact how many instances are
running. It is possible to observe the messages being
passed from a processing status viewer, and still guarantee
via the message passing semantics that every message is
received and processed by exactly one spot finding service.

Figure 2: ActiveMQ (dark blue) facilitates communication between data acquisition (green), data processing services
(light blue), a controller (red) overseeing these services, immediate feedback systems (orange) for users and staff, and
the long-term result storage (purple).
WEMPR001
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Figure 3: Example message passing protocols to ensure delivery and processing. Time passes from top to bottom. (a) A
message pattern guaranteeing that each message is processed exactly once. (b) A message pattern guaranteeing that a
group of messages is processed exactly once together by a single service. Additionally, the result is made available to an
unspecified list of recipients.
Figure 3(a) describes an example for such a message
protocol. Here a service reads (consumes) a single message from an input queue (left) and writes (produces) a
single message to an output queue (right). The service
does not have exclusive access to either queue and does
not know whether other copies of the service are running.
To ensure each message is processed exactly once it reads
the message within a transaction (TXN) and then conditionally acknowledges (ACK) the receipt of the message,
and begins processing. Once the data is successfully processed the result is written to the output queue and the
transaction completed (COMMIT). Only then is the message removed from the input queue by the broker and,
simultaneously, the data released to the output queue.
Should the service crash the broker would make the message available again, and guarantees that nothing is written to the output queue. One example of such a service is
the spot finding service, which receives file names and
produces per-image information.
A more complex example is shown in Fig. 3(b). In this
case multiple related messages are read from an input
queue, incrementally processed, with a status message
written to an additional announcement queue. The results
are only written to the output after the last message is
received, and the transaction is completed. An example
for such a service would be an indexing service, which
requires spot information of all images of a data collection to produce a final indexing solution. Intermediate
indexing results can be announced to any real-time processing viewers to give the user immediate feedback.

Whether the user is actually running a processing viewer
or not, is irrelevant for the processing – if there is no
listener to the ‘Announce‘ queue the broker simply discards those messages.
The number of messages in a queue, the rates of incoming and consumed messages can be monitored by a process monitoring service. This service can then dynamically react to current processing demand and, for example
when multiple beamlines are running fast grid scans,
temporarily increase the number of spot finding services,
or warn administrators before problems arise.

CASE STUDY: PER-IMAGE ANALYSIS IN
GRID SCANS
While a grid scan is what is known as an “embarrassingly parallel” problem, meaning individual images can
be processed independently from one another, this property was not fully exploited. Previously GDA exclusively
reserved a single node in the Diamond computing cluster
for processing each grid scan, Fig. 4. Images were processed in parallel by this node as they arrived on disk.
Every image of a grid scan was analysed for presence of
Bragg diffraction, and a number of per-image metrics,
including the number of Bragg peaks detected and an
estimate of the resolution to which diffraction extends,
were reported to the user to enable them to select the best
part of the sample for further data collection.
This processing setup was less than optimal for two
reasons. When the data were coming in faster than the
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cluster node could process them the grid scan could take
longer to process than strictly necessary. Other cluster
nodes could not be used to speed up processing. Conversely, when the cluster node processed the data more
quickly than it arrived the cluster node would spend some
time idling, and the computational resources were not
used efficiently.
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CASE STUDY: DATA REDUCTION
The aim of data reduction is to extract experimentally
relevant data, in this particular case the diffraction reflection amplitudes, from the raw detector image data. The
list of reflection amplitudes is a comparatively very small
file that can be handled more easily. To arrive at this file a
number of steps are required: spots must be found on the
raw images; an indexing solution, which predicts where
these spots will occur, must be prepared; the intensities of
all predicted spot locations must be calculated (integration), then scaled and merged together across the entire
data set, Fig. 6. Statistics obtained at the merging step can
give the user an indication of the quality of their diffraction data, which may be used to inform the next data
collection to be carried out, for example whether the quality of the reduced data is sufficient to answer the questions of the experiment. All these steps are run automatically at DLS using the software xia2 [5]. Currently xia2 is
started once the last image of the data set has arrived on
disk.

Figure 4: Previous per-image analysis process. GDA runs
one image analysis thread on one cluster node to process
images as they come in, and to report results back.

Figure 5: Per-image analysis process in Zocalo. In the
new architecture images are processed by many spotfinder services.
In Zocalo a number of spot finding service instances
are constantly running and waiting for images to appear,
Fig. 5, which eliminates the delay required to reserve a
cluster node and start up the processing software. A process monitoring service ensures an appropriate number of
spot finding service instances are available depending on
the current demand. Each image is analysed by the next
available spot finding instance, which communicates the
result back to GDA directly, rather than via the database.
This reduces the load on the ISPyB database

Figure 6: A typical data reduction workflow started after
completion of data collection.
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Experiments may be run exposing the same sample to
different X-ray wavelengths, moving the detector to different positions or by orienting and rotating the sample in
a different way. At CX beamline I19-1 such a complex
experiment may consist of more than 10 individual data
collection sweeps, containing more than 20,000 2.5 MB
images (50 GB) collected over 90 minutes. In other instances, data from multiple samples may need to be processed together to obtain a data set of suitable quality.
Particularly these complex experiments will result in a
very long delay between completing the experiment and
the results becoming available to the user.
Using the messaging architecture, part of the required
processing can be ’front-loaded’ and moved to the time of
data collection. For example by only reusing the spot
finding service already employed for grid scans a considerable part of the processing can be completed before the
data collection has finished, Fig. 7. Similarly the indexing
and potentially even the integration can be moved closer
to the point of data acquisition and therefore drastically
reduce the experienced waiting times for the user.
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By the end of 2018 all MX/CX autoprocessing has moved
to Zocalo.
The Zocalo architecture has proven itself useful in a
number of ways. The message-base architecture allows
early identification of any processing pipeline issues, a
centralised logging component greatly simplifies debugging, the service architecture allows for selective deployment of fixes and fast failure recovery. Staff benefit from
the live monitoring capabilities which can be used to
identify and rectify any error conditions while the system
is running. The architecture enables a more efficient use
of computing infrastructure, faster processing, and immediate feedback for users. The system easily coped with the
installation of the new Eiger2 XE 16M detectors.
With the successful deployment of Zocalo for the processing of MX and CX data the scope of Zocalo is currently expanding. We have already used the existing Zocalo infrastructure to process serial crystallography workloads, and Zocalo is being extended to manage processing
tasks for ptychography, tomography, and cryo-EM.
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Figure 7: An alternative data reduction workflow where
parts can be performed while data are still being collected, reducing the overall runtime.

CONCLUSIONS
Diamond started using Zocalo in production in April
2017 with Zocalo taking over the coordinating of data
archiving, and later in 2017 the on-demand reprocessing
of data via Synchweb, and parts of grid scan processing.
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EXPLORING EMBEDDED SYSTEMS’ DEDICATED CORES FOR
REAL-TIME APPLICATIONS
P. H. Nallin†, R. C. Ito, J. G. R. S. Franco, A. R. D. Rodrigues
Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory, Campinas, Brazil
Abstract
Developments and research in high technology leads to
powerful and sophisticated machines which are highly important for many scientific fields. Considering real-time
applications, however, these systems tend to become nondeterministic and users may find themselves inside a not
completely controllable environment. Exploring openhardware single board computers with a system-on-a-chip
which usually runs an operational system on their main
processor(s) and also have real-time units is a good alternative. These real-time units are designed as a microcontroller embedded on the chip where a firmware is loaded,
runs concomitantly and exchanges data with the main system. As a result, it is possible to achieve performance increase, high temporal resolution and low latency and jitter,
features that are widely desired for controls and critical
data acquisition systems. This system architecture allows
moving real-time data into high level servers, such as Redis
(Remote Dictionary Server) and EPICS, easily. This paper
introduces and shows uses of Beaglebone Black, an inexpensive single-board computer, its Programmable RealTime Units (PRUs) and data sharing with Redis data structure.

CPUs (Z80 and eZ80) were replaced by a commercial fanless single board computer, Advantech PCM-4153F, in
2010, increasing reliability and ease of maintenance.
In the beginning of 2016, the first Beaglebone Black single board computers were introduced to UVX facility controls system, in order to replace older CPU generations [2],
either because of electronic components unavailability or
outdated equipment. Already intended to be used in Sirius
accelerator, it has also been a great bench test for Beaglebone’s embedded system.
Since then, running a Debian Linux distribution, it has
been detected only one issue concerning hardware/software operation, a possible freezing after a warm reboot,
which was corrected in a newer kernel version.

Sirius
Chosen to be the main distributed core in Sirius controls
systems, as shown in Fig. 1, there will be more than
350 units running full-time in Sirius applications, such as
vacuum system monitoring, power supplies, pulsed power
electronics control and temperature acquisition. The choice
was made considering its performance, low cost and open
hardware project.

INTRODUCTION
Designing a new 3 GeV and ultra-low emittance synchrotron machine, brings along many technological challenges. In the case of controls systems, it impacts on controlling and monitoring a large variety of equipment, including the ones that are very accurate and/or critical to
light generating. As a solution for both deterministic and
general controls, it has been chosen to use an open hardware single board computer, Beaglebone Black [1], which
comes with two embedded Programmable Real-Time
Units (PRUs). Running on an embedded linux environment, applications have fast hardware access and are integrated to Controls System network. Sirius, the future
fourth-generation Brazilian Light Source, comes to the final phase of systems installations for machine engineering.
Among them, there are some designed by Controls Group
using the Beaglebone Blacks and Programmable RealTime Units.

USE OF BEAGLEBONE BLACK IN
BRAZILIAN LIGHT SOURCES
UVX Facility
Regarding controls system upgrades in UVX facility, the
pioneer Brazilian light source, it is remarkable when first
____________________________________________

† patricia.nallin@lnls.br

Figure 1: Sirius Controls System simple layout, considering distributed cores.
However, some of applications have requirements to be
performed in real-time systems for several reasons. High
amount of data transfer, synchronized operations, low jitter
and great time accuracy and determinism.

PROGRAMMABLE REAL TIME UNITS
Beaglebone Black is based on a System on a Chip (SoC)
AM335x family, designed and manufactured by Texas Instruments. As subsystems, it has two independent real-time
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modules, called PRUs (Programmable Real-Time Units),
whose block diagram can be described in Fig. 2.
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Carrier Library
Loading built binary outputs into a PRU and executing
an application is also an important step. This is done in userspace level of operating system and consists basically on
writing values to specific regions of processor memory.
A C library called libprussdrv [3] can be used as a driver
to PRUs, such as mapping memories, writing or reading
from it, receive and send interrupts between systems.

GPIO Access

Figure 2: Texas Instruments’ PRU subsystem (http://processors.wiki.ti.com/index.php/PRU-ICSS).
Running on a 200 MHz clock, these 32-bit RISC cores
are able to implement tasks with elevated real-time constraints. and they have multiple features:
 8 KB instruction memory
 8 KB data memory
 12 KB shared RAM between PRUs and system main
core
 Interrupt controller
 Access to some Beaglebone’s GPIOs
As an execution model, no pipelining is implemented,
which leads to well-known instructions execution time.
Multiple addressing modes are available and the reduced
instruction set can be divided into three main categories:
flow control, arithmetic/logical operation and register data
load/store.

Assembly Coding
Despite the effort that must initially be taken, assembly
coding leads to a better and deterministic performance of
the system. The assembler designed to compile the code is
PASM Tool, developed by Texas Instruments, which builds
the needed binary file to be loaded into PRUs.
Some available resources increase assembly code development for PRUs and future maintenances. It is possible to
have a header file, macro and structure definitions, for example.

C/C++ Coding
Writing source codes in C/C++ language for PRUs is an
alternative. A compiler is available through Code Composer Studio (CCS), the Integrated Development Environment provided by Texas Instruments. Even though code
writing is faster and optimization options are provided,
system responses may be very different compared to assembly coding. The final application and requirements will
determine whether C/C++ may be used to achieve desired
performance.

Machine controlling interfaces always require hardware
control and access. General purpose I/Os directly accessed
by PRUs operate at 3.3 V and have 3.08 ns rise and 2.64 ns
fall time.
Additionally, compared to high level userspace GPIO
access, controlling these signals through PRU subsystem
has a faster response and toggling time can be easily handled by the user.

Applications in Sirius Light Source
Programmable Real-Time units will be used in some
controls subsystems where time constraints are tight. Aiming three different tasks, projects developed are described
in further sections.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
SERIAL INTERFACE
The first and largest application considering Beaglebone
Black’s PRU is an interface for fast serial communication,
which can reach data rates up to 15 Mbps, named
PRUserial485.

Motivation
As a 4th-generation light source, Sirius has been designed
to have equipment with great stability and reliability. As
modularity is present, it is also important to guarantee that
synchronous operations are performed with lowest time
difference between systems.
This system has been designed mainly for Sirius’ power
supplies [4], which are digitally controlled at 6 Mbps.
Communication is based on a proprietary and lightweighted protocol, named Basic Small Message Protocol
(BSMP), along with a deterministic hardware and software
interface.
This leads, for example, to the synchronized execution
of current ramps to increase beam energy at booster accelerator.

Hardware Interface
PRU systems already have a serial module (UART).
However, configuring high baud rates is limited. For this
reason, it has been chosen to use an external UART,
MAX3107, controlled through SPI interface.
The baseboard designed for this application is a multiserial cape, with PRU complementary hardware and other
features (standard FTDI, interface SPIxxCON [5] and a
hard-reset module). Serial communication physical layer is
WEMPR003
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based on RS-485 standard, where communication chain
can reach up to 10 m cable length at 10 Mbps.
PRU external hardware, shown in Fig. 3, is quite simple
and composed of the external UART (MAX3107 IC), isolated RS-485 transceiver (IL3685 IC), transmission line
fail-safe and termination resistors, DC/DC converter
(DCR010505 IC) and an electrical and optical inputs for
timing system (synchronized operations).

Figure 3: Hardware integration for the high-performance
serial controller.
Transmission line termination resistors are manually enabled. The external UART and timing inputs are directly
attached to PRU pins, once they will be controlled and used
by it.

AM335x Memory Mapping
Data sharing between PRUs and userspace environment
is always performed by shared memory access (Fig. 4).
Considering PRUs’ shared RAM, some bytes are reserved for device configuring values and data flow control.
Yet, 5 KB are reserved for serial sending and 5 KB for serial reading, allowing large amount of data transfer at one
time with no delay between bytes.
Larger data arrays can be stored in a reserved region of
external on-board DDR memory, defined by blocks 0 to 3,
which can be accessed by both main core and PRUs
through memory mapping. It was designed especially for
ramping power supplies, where points may be continually
sent to their controllers, as reference setpoints. Each current value is represented by a floating point, i.e., a 4-byte
variable.

Figure 4: Memory mapping for PRUserial485 application.
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Coding
Coding for this application can be divided into three different and linked process:
 PRU assembly firmware
 C library for PRU configuring and memory transfers
 Python user interface
Assembly language has been chosen in order to have
high performance and process repeatability. Macros and
subroutines were written to ease code development. At
starting, external UART is configured and PRU enters in
normal operation mode, where idle state is waiting for user
data to be sent through serial network and wait for a response from destination. Synchronous operation is the second mode available, making PRU and serial network dedicated to timing input signals.
A C library was developed to load code into PRU and
interact with it. There are 15 functions available at the moment, that can be grouped into general purpose (open,
close, data write, data read, board address), curves handling (load curve, set/read current curve block, set/read
current curve pointer) and sync operation (start, stop, status, read/clear pulse count). This library is compiled and
installed into Beaglebone Black.
Getting to higher interfaces, a Python module has also
been developed, using ctypes, contemplating all the
15 functions. This module is also installed to operational
system.

Synchronous Operation Mode
Sirius power supplies must perform synchronized adjusts during booster ramping, orbit correction, magnets cycling and migration mode. For booster energy ramping, for
example, curves with 3920 points must be run at 2 Hz. For
that purpose, a PRU serial mode was implemented to deliver serial messages with low jitter to power supplies’ controllers. Concerning serial network, there are two main
sync modes: after a triggering a timing pulse, PRU interface sends through RS-485:
1. Broadcast command
2. Command addressed to a specific device
When sync mode is enabled, PRU is completely dedicated to receiving timing signals, polling a GPIO.
In the first model, after receiving a timing pulse, serial
interface sends a broadcast message to all devices in the
line. Final action depends on how the power supply is configured: it could be a setpoint implementation or start of a
magnet cycling, for example.
The second one sends a sequence of setpoints each time
a timing pulse is received, following ramp curves that user
has loaded previously. Ramp curves are stored in DDR
memory and they are subdivided into four different groups.
A group is composed of four curves of up to 6250 points
(4-byte floating points) each.
In this case, it is possible to changes curves on-the-fly by
loading them into a different block as well as changing
pointer for next point of curve in execution. Also, two more
parameters should be configured: execute curve once or
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multiple times and intercalate normal write/read messages
between timing commands or only after the last curve
point.
The two modes have different latency, smaller than two
bytes-time yet. However, message jitter after a timing signal is quite reasonable. Values are shown in Table 1. After
sending a sync serial message, the interface requires a recovery time of 3.1 µs before polling the next pulse.
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Digital hardware is based on digital latches that can detect fast rising edges. Their output and reset signals are directly connected to PRU GPIOs.

Table 1: Characterization of Different Serial Message
Types that are Sent after Detecting a Sync Trigger
PRU
sync command

Message size
[bytes]

Latency
[µs]

Jitter
[ns]

Broadcast

6

1.011

13.44

Single setpoint adjust

10

1.438

52.73

Figure 5: Hardware interface for general-purpose counting
system.

Four setpoints adjust

22

2.188

82.43

Coding and Memory Mapping

As expected, the case of a broadcast command shows a
lower jitter once data is stored directly in shared RAM instead of DDR memory, which is external to the SoC.

Current Status and Next Steps
Several tests were made with this high-performance serial communication and reliability has been demonstrated
to be elevated. The possibility of changing curves on-thefly is a flexibility that allow accelerator physicists improve
mainly machine commissioning.
As an upgrade, it has been planned to use the second
PRU unit to increase reliability concerning eventual lost
timing pulses.

MULTI-PURPOSE COUNTING SYSTEM
A general-purpose counting system is very modular and
can be used in many applications concerning accelerators
or beamlines.

Motivation
Some diagnostics devices in Sirius accelerators present
a readable signal output as pulse trains. Counting the
amount of pulses received in a time-based period gives
some quantitative or qualitative results, depending on the
application.
By the moment, two devices have been used and they
respond with pulses: Beam Loss Monitors (BLM - differential model), from Bergoz, and in-house developed
gamma detectors. Maximum pulse rate is 10 MHz for
BLMs and 1 MHz for gamma detectors.

Hardware Interface
Being the first Controls Group project to be built with
Power over Ethernet (PoE) interface, hardware interface is
easily powered and accessed with only one network cable.
Also, it has an analog-to-digital driver for differential Bergoz interface as well as power levels required for both devices. The baseboard has been designed for controlling two
Bergoz units and six general-purpose digital HCT channels, which are used with Sirius Gamma Detector (Fig. 5).

Compared to the high-performance serial communication, this application is simpler and do not have a very restricted time constraint. For starting, stopping counters and
share final 32-bit count results with Linux users, PRU
shared RAM is used. Developing PRU applications leads
to the same linked process:
 PRU assembly firmware
 C library for PRU configuring and memory transfers
 Python user interface
PRU firmware was first written in C, achieving maximum count rate at 4 MHz for one active channel. An assembly version was also written to compare performance
and it is faster (table 2). Having a total of eight independent
channels, each programmable unit controls four of them.
The C library has three implemented functions:
open/close PRU application and counting for a time period.
This is also mapped to Python using ctypes and both language libraries are installed to Beaglebone’s operational
system.
Maximum counting rates depend on the number of active channels per PRU.
Table 2: Maximum Counting Rates
Active channels
1
2
3
4

Max count rate [MHz]
14.29
12.50
11.11
10.00

Current Status and Next Steps
PRU-based counting system had UVX facility as its
bench test for BLMs and eight units have already been used
in initial beam tests in Sirius booster.
Concerning gamma detectors and counting system, they
have been under tests with successful results and will be
permanently installed soon in Sirius storage ring, adding
around 60 Beaglebone Blacks to controls system network.
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WATER LEAK DETECTOR
This project, which is currently in final development
phase, has the goal of detecting water leaks along some
structures of Sirius accelerators.

Motivations and Hardware Interface
When Sirius is under operation, the tunnel is inaccessible and thus it will be no longer possible to monitor hydraulic connections and hoses. Yet, some small leaks may
not be detected easily. For that purpose, a water leak detector has been designed and is based on the principle of signal
reflexion on a coaxial mismatched transmission line,
caused by a few millilitres of water absorbed by a capacitive sensor.
Initially, all Sirius’ girders will be monitored, where offset from one another is 5 m. The baseboard includes a Beaglebone Black and an analog conditioning electronics circuitry. Triggering pulse is controlled by PRU and reflected
one is attached to another PRU GPIO (Fig. 6).
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The minimal system image stored in Beaglebone Blacks
has the latest stable release EPICS base installed (R3.15)
as well as some other modules, such as asynDriver and
StreamDevice. As consequence, it is possible to run EPICS
IOCs (input/output controllers) directly from each device.

Redis
Redis database, an open source in-memory data structure
store [6], is a tool that has been largely used and in use in
a few applications in LNLS campus since 2014.
Its main application has been demonstrated to be robust
and reliable while running on a Beaglebone Black, which
monitors and controls the campus power generator.
Similarly to EPICS base, Redis server can be easily installed in the embedded system and interfaced with a Python module, getting closer to hardware access. The minimal controls system’s embedded image also provides a Redis server installed and enabled, with the goal of improving
current applications. For the moment, all Beaglebone
Blacks have their functionality information stored in a Redis database. The Counting System also stores its counter
values in their embedded Redis server.

CONCLUSION

Figure 6: Hardware interface for general-purpose counting
system.
Distance measurements, concerning signal velocity of
propagation through a coaxial cable, have maximum errors
of 1.22 m, which means 0.61 m one-way maximum error
distance.

Future Developments
It is intended to manufacture all capacitive sensors in
next months and integrate this application to controls system as soon as possible, once water cooling installations
are almost finished.

EPICS AND REDIS INTERFACE
A very interesting feature of using Beaglebone’s PRUs
is that user is already inside an embedded linux. Having the
possibility of developing real-time applications in such environment makes system integration easier, cleaner and
time saving.
Once PRUs may be controlled either through a Python
module or a C library, from the same SoC userspace, writing upper-layer codes to interact with them and make information available to other applications might reduce system complexity. Two large important and open source tools
are currently in use in order to share obtained data from
Sirius subsystems.

EPICS
Sirius controls system is EPICS based and its single
board computers are also configured to fully integrate the
network.

Even though some applications are not completely running in-situ yet, Beaglebone Black has been demonstrated
to be a reliable, powerful and cheap solution as a controls
system node.
Having both embedded Linux and a dedicated core in the
same SoC reduces costs and system overall complexity, allowing developers to design time-critical applications with
the advantage of sharing data with largely used tools, such
as EPICS and Redis.
Shown applications have great performances, mainly the
one designed to interface power supplies, the high-performance serial interface, which has already passed exhaustive tests and is currently used for booster and subsystems
commissioning. Future improvements are possible and
some are already planned.
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WHY SHOULD YOU INVEST IN ASSET MANAGEMENT?
A FIRE AND GAS USE CASE
H. Nissen, S. Grau, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
At present, the CERN Fire and Gas detection systems
involve about 23000 assets and their number is increasing
rapidly at the same time as the number of equipped installations grows. These assets cover a wide spectrum of technologies, manufacturers, models, parameters, and ages, reflecting the 60 years of CERN history. The use of strict
rules and data structures in the declaration of the assets can
make a big impact on the overall system maintainability
and therefore on the global reliability of the installation.
Organized asset data facilitates the creation of powerful reports that help asset owners and management address material obsolescence and end-of-life concerns with a global
perspective.
Historically, preventive maintenance has been used to
assure the correct function of the installations. With modern supervision systems, a lot of data is collected and can
be used to move from preventive maintenance towards
data-driven maintenance (predictive). Moreover, it optimizes maintenance cost and increases system availability
while maintaining reliability. A prerequisite of this move is
a coherence on the assets defined in the asset management
system and in the supervision system.

Asset Management History
Asset management concepts have existed as long as
there have been assets to maintain such as the first early
tools used by farmers. A common definition of asset management is: The practice of managing the entire life cycle
(design, construction, commissioning, operating, maintaining, repairing, modifying, replacing and decommissioning/disposal) [1].
In the beginning, this asset management was an informal
system where the asset information was kept by persons
involved in the life of the assets. As the number and complexity of assets grew, a more formal way of dealing with
the assets was necessary. This led to the first paper-based
assets management where important information about the
assets was noted down on paper. This included a central list
of assets with primary characteristic and local logbooks
stored with the assets to note interventions and problems.

CERN BE-ICS-AS SERVICE
The CERN Alarm System service is responsible for the
installation, the maintenance, and the renewal of safety
alarm systems at CERN. This includes fire and gas detection systems (Flammable Gas, Oxygen Deficiency, Toxic
Gas), emergency telephones (Red Telephones) and the
alarm transmission systems to CERN main control rooms
(SCR-CERN Fire Brigade, CCC-CERN Control Centre
and XCR-Experiment Control Rooms). There are currently
9,687 automatic smoke detectors, 783 automatic gas detectors, 2115 manual break-the-glass devices and 413 emergency telephones installed all over CERN sites, and covering from office buildings to accelerator complexes and experimental halls.

ASSET MANAGEMENT
According to the asset management standard ISO 55000,
an asset is defined as: An item, thing or entity that has potential or actual value to an organisation [1]
This very general definition can cover many types of assets e.g. Physical, Financial, Human and Intangible assets.
In this paper, we will concentrate on the physical assets that
are physical objects installed to fulfil a purpose and therefore have a value to the organisation.

Figure 1: Example of local maintenance logbook.
This paper-based system (Fig. 1) was used for the CERN
fire and gas installations from the start of CERN until the
introduction of the first computer-based asset management
system in the mid-eighties. The information from the former paper-based system was then transferred to a computer
system that made the information more generally available
to the asset managers. This facilitated the creation of work
orders to keep trace of intervention on assets. In general
terms, the abbreviation CMMS (Computer Maintenance
Management Systems) is used for all the early computer
maintenance systems that were very focused on the maintenance aspects of the assets. Since then the CMMS software
has steadily been upgraded to reflect the changing need of
the organisation and today the software used at CERN is
called INFOR[3] Enterprise Asset Management. The main
difference between a CMMS and an EAM (Enterprise Asset Management) is that traditionally the CMMS software
was exclusively focused on the asset maintenance in the
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form of work orders and equipment records. The EAM
software includes all the CMMS functionalities but also
multiple business functions e.g. procurement, budgets,
warranties, and project management and therefore manage
the complete lifecycle of an asset and hence is an enterprise
tool.
EAM data is also very important when it comes to regulatory compliances as it makes it easier for organizations to
provide authorities with needed documentation for compliance.

Asset Organisation
Traditionally, but not exclusively, EAM data is organised
in a System, Functional Position and Asset relationship
(Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Relation diagram.
An example would be a cooling system (System) that
needs a water pump. The water pump is located in a physical position represented by the Functional Position. The
actual physical pump installed in the functional position is
declared as an asset. This asset will be maintained and replaced when needed to keep the physical position operational. For the fire and gas detection, it was decided stop
at the Functional Position layer and not declare the physical assets. This is mainly due to the high number of equipment with a relatively low rate of replacement. In this case
the declaration of the physical assets would create more
complexity without adding much value.

Reporting
For reporting based on EAM data CERN has chosen to
implement a PENTAHO [2] report server that connects to
the EAM database in order to run the reports. In the PENTAHO report engine, there are two main types of reports:
the classic report where the report is constructed based on
the data available in the database, and the aggregated report which is based on tables that are constructed on the
report server for aggregated data e.g. number of work orders per month/year. Both the EAM and the PENTAHO report server are centrally supported tools at CERN and used
by a large user group.

WHY RESTRUCTURE THE DATA
Most of the fire and gas detection asset data and our experience came from an older version of EAM and even earlier CMMS software. The approach to using the EAM software was very much limited to work orders and equipment
records without using many of the capabilities that were
available in the software.
Furthermore, during the last 30 years, the CERN fire
and gas detection asset responsible and maintenance contractors had changed many times. This led to many variations in the quantity and quality of the data entered. This
does not mean that assets were missing and not maintained
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but it was very much focused on the core functionalities of
maintenance and equipment records. One of the only written rules that were reasonably followed over the years was
the naming convention of the assets. This convention had
been produced for the construction of the LEP (Large Electron-Positron) collider and later updated for the construction of the LHC (Large Hadron Collider).
Another deciding factor that motivated the work of restructuring and completing the data in EAM was the request to produce a PPE (Property, Plant and Equipment)
report in order for the accounting services to take the value
of the CERN installations into account. It was agreed with
the accounting service that this report should be based on
the assets declared in EAM. In the beginning, it was
thought that it would be easy to extract this data from EAM
but due to the above-mentioned factors, it was quickly realised that this was not the case. The inconsistencies and
lack of information concerned mainly:
1. The age of the asset
2. The type of asset
The age of the asset should in principle be easy to extract
but due to the lack of rules concerning this data, it suffered
from inconsistencies. These inconsistencies mainly centred
on what field in the EAM had been used to store this data
and how this data had been updated when the equipment
was replaced. As the PPE report is based on a fixed price
per type of equipment it was essential to identify the different equipment types in the EAM. Again, many inconsistencies were found in the naming of the assets and little
use of grouping the equipment in different classes. These
problems made the extraction of useful data for the PPE
report almost impossible. In parallel reports were also
needed by the management to address equipment obsolescence of the installed equipment. The main part of the
equipment has a fixed life span. E.g. a fire detector has
from the manufacturer a life span of 8 years. After 8 years
the correct function of the detector is no longer guaranteed.
In order to correctly plan a consolidation budget for replacement, reports were needed to predict the number of
equipment to be replaced in the years to come. For these
reports, the same problems as for the PPE were found.
These two examples show that our EAM data was not of
sufficient quality in order to fulfil the reporting requirement to manage such a large number of assets. Without this
data, the decision making was not fact-based but instead
based on experience and estimations. It was clear that more
data and of a higher quality were needed in order to correct
these problems. To not to repeat the same mistakes clear
guidelines where needed based on information which
needed to be extracted. The goal was to have correct and
necessary data in order to fulfil the required data extractions. Decisions based on data are not better than the quality of the extracted data.
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DATA RESTRUCTURING
In order to restructure the data in the EAM, it was decided to follow a strict process where everything was formalised and approved in a reference document before any
changes could take place in the operational system. This
provided a global overview of all changes and how they
might affect each other. Once the first version of this reference document was approved, the changes were applied to
the EAM database. The modifications for this first release
were quite substantial, so the process of applying the modifications to the EAM database took several months. The
updates were a mixture of database scripts and manual updates with the native interface. Following the first release,
there have been several other releases that have included
further changes to the definitions but the formal approval
process is still followed in order to align maintenance, project and management needs and not rush though changes
based on a specific problem. This process, of course, takes
quite some time, but it is worth the effort in order to have
the right quality of data in the EAM database. The document is divided into five main chapters
•
•
•
•
•

Systems
Assets Codes
Classes and Categories
Hierarchies
Attributes

The “Systems” chapter deals with the actual naming of
the different systems in EAM. E.g. S$FEU for the fire detection system. The first S in the system name is defined in
the LHC naming convention as equipment that deals with
safety installations.
The “Assets Code” chapter is very similar but deals with
the naming of the assets and their system relations. E.g.
SFDEI is the asset code for a fire detector. “S” as the first
letter also signifies a safety installation. The second letter
is the relation to the system. In this example, “F” shows
that it is the Fire system. The last three letters are an abbreviation of the type of asset E.g. “DEI” is derived from “DEtecteur Incendie”. In the EAM the asset, code will always
be followed by a – and a five number numeric code that
must be unique for the assets type. An example of a complete code would be SFDEI-01569.
In the “Classes and Categories” chapter the assets are
further divided into types or equipment families (Classes)
and manufacturer models (Categories). All valid classes
and categories of a given asset code are listed in the document (Fig. 3).
The chapter “Hierarchies” deals with the relation between the different assets and their dependencies. An aspiration detector is dependent on the actual pump that delivers the air to the detector in order to be operational hence
they are connected in a parent/child relationship (Fig. 4).

Figure 3: Classes, Category definitions.

Figure 4: Hierarchies diagram.
The last chapter “Attributes” deals with what information needs to be filled in for each asset, and where in the
EAM interface it should be presented. The required information is listed along with how this information should be
updated during the life of the assets. A good example of
this is the commissioning date of the asset position, as this
data is used in several important reports. As a fire detector
should be replaced every 8 years, the commissioning date
of the asset position in EAM needs to be updated following
a replacement in order to correctly reflect the age of the
installed asset. The original installtion date is stored in a
separate field.

Validation
With this formal definition of the assets and their
metadata, everybody should be able to enter information
correctly in EAM if the document is followed. This is not
always the case as there is a risk of making mistakes. This
is mainly due to the high volume of modifications done
every day. In addition to this, there is also a big historical
backlog of data that does not follow the definitions 100%.
In these cases, the reference document provides an important tool to identify the errors by running validation
scripts that compare the rules defined in the reference document with the actual data in the EAM database. The output of these scripts are lists of errors in the EAM database
that do not follow the prescribed guidelines. Approximately 90 % of the rules defined in the reference document
can be checked this way. It is up to the equipment responsible to correct the errors found by the automatic scripts.

REPORTING
Once the necessary data of the right quality is available
in the EAM, it becomes much easier to extract information
that is critical for the asset owner and the management. The
PPE report is now possible as for each class a lifespan and
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average price is defined. Together with the PPE report, it is
possible to calculate the value of our park (Fig. 5).
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It is also now possible to show the evolution of the
equipment park over time (Fig. 6). Most fire and gas installations and detectors have a lifetime defined by the manufacturer where the correct function, is only guaranteed if
the age does surpass a maximum age defined. This does not
mean that the installation stops working at that time and all
detectors are tested each year to verify correct function but
it is no longer guaranteed by the manufacturer. Therefore,
reports (Fig.7) showing the age distribution in classes of
equipment are now possible and are essential to predict the
replacement costs over the coming years. These two types
of reports help to correctly predict resources necessary to
maintain the installation and assure correct functioning.
On-site, the maintenance team was using separate excel
sheets as a maintenance checklist to guide the technician
during the intervention. This was mainly because these
sheets contained essential information to the maintenance
intervention that was not available in EAM. During the restructuring of the EAM information, the missing information was introduced into EAM. In the future, checklists
can be automatically generated from EAM so that a unique
source of data is maintained by the maintenance team.

Figure 5: PPE Report.

Figure 6: Fire detectors evolution
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Figure 7: Age Distribution.

DATA-DRIVEN MAINTENANCE
Data-driven maintenance has long been seen as a way of
optimising the maintenance cost and increasing system
availability while maintaining the reliability of the installation. Research by IBM [4] found that 89 percent of asset
failures occur at random, and those are difficult to prevent
with planned maintenance. In order to do data-driven
maintenance sufficient data must be available for the decision making. Often this data is only available on the automation / SCADA system and not shared with the maintenance system.
In practice, there are several barriers that make the
switch from preventive to predictive (data-driven) difficult. Quite often, the same naming convention is not used
on the SCADA side as in the EAM system and this makes
it very difficult to exploit the SCADA data for maintenance
purposes. For fire and gas installations, this was not a problem as all SCADA tags are based on the EAM code. To do
predictive maintenance there is information that normally
is only available in the SCADA system that needs to be
shared to the EAM system. During the restructuring of the
EAM data, the missing attributes were defined and how
they should be populated.

Airflow Use Case
During the EAM restructuring process, we identified a
use case where we could try to implement data-driven
maintenance. The use case identified relates to a specific
type of fire detector called an Air Sampling smoke Detector (ASD). This type of detector takes the air from a specific location through air sampling pipes and transports it
to the smoke sensor location. This type of detection is often
used in irradiated areas, as fire detectors are not radiationresistant. It is also used in places where access is difficult
so that the detectors can be placed in a convenient location
for the maintenance. The air is transported to the detectors
by a pump that sucks the air thought the air sampling pipes.
The flow of air through the pipes is monitored to detect if
it is too high or too low. A high airflow could indicate a
broken pipe and a lower airflow obstruction in the pipe. To
prevent a build-up of dust in the pipes they are cleaned
every three months. This is triggered by a preventive
schedule in EAM. Not all the pipes will have dust in them
after 3 months as it depends on the environment where the
air is taken from. Instead of cleaning all the pipes every 3
months the airflow measurement could be used to trigger
cleaning when the measurement approaches the lower limit
(Data-driven maintenance). This would reduce the time
spent cleaning the pipes as only the dirty pipes would be
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cleaned. Before the restructuring of the EAM data, the
alarm limits were only kept in the ASD detector itself as a
parameter defined during commissioning. As part of the restructuring, attributes were defined in EAM for these values. With the high and low, limit now available in EAM
and together with the analogue airflow measurement from
the SCADA system, it is now possible to develop a report
that lists the ASD where the airflow is approaching the
limit. The report can be executed as needed.
Together with our EAM provider, INFOR [4] and the
central asset management service at CERN a solution is
being developed based on AI (Artificial intelligence) that
will automatically generate work orders based measurements and limits. The goal of the automatic solution is that
the system will learn over time what constitutes a condition
that requires the pipes to be cleaned. Sudden peaks in the
measurements should be ignored as they can be caused by
maintenance or ventilation changes. Work orders should
only be generated where the measurement has gradually
been changing over time until approaching the alarm limit.
The SCADA system logs the airflow measurements to
an ORACLE database and the INFOR AI module will connect to the database to retrieve the data. Together with the
data already stored in the EAM database, this information
will be used for the AI module decisions to trigger work
orders.

CONCLUSION
The process of structuring and consolidating our EAM
data has enabled us to extract much more value from the
data. We now have a much better idea as to the nature of
the assets we have as well as their attributes. This has enabled us to produce reports that have proven valuable for
management in order to correctly value our park and predict future needs.
An added benefit has been that we now have the possibilities to move part of the maintenance to data-driven
maintenance and hopefully, in the long term, optimise cost.
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Abstract
The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) project is the initiative to build the next-generation gamma-ray observatory. With more than 100 telescopes planned to be deployed
at two sites, CTA is one of the largest astronomical facilities under construction. The Array Control and Data Acquisition (ACADA) system will be the central element of
on-site CTA Observatory operations. The mission of the
ACADA system is to manage and optimize the telescope
array operations at each of the CTA sites. To that end,
ACADA will provide all necessary means for the efficient
execution of observations, and for the handling of the several Gb/s of data generated by each individual CTA telescope. The ACADA system will contain a real-time analysis pipeline, dedicated to the automatic generation of science alert candidates as data are being acquired. These science alerts, together with external alerts arriving from other
scientific installations, will permit ACADA to modify ongoing observations at sub-minute timescales in order to
study high-impact scientific transient phenomena. This
contribution describes the challenges, architecture, design
principles, and development status of the ACADA system.

INTRODUCTION
The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) is an initiative to
build the next-generation atmospheric Cherenkov gammaray observatory [1]. The CTA Observatory (CTAO) will
consist of two facilities, one in the Southern (close to the
Paranal Observatory, Chile) and the other in the Northern
Hemisphere (at the Roque de Los Muchachos Observatory,
La Palma, Spain). The two sites will contain dozens of telescopes of different sizes – Large, Medium, and SmallSized Telescopes (LSTs, MSTs, SSTs) –, constituting one
*
†

of the largest astronomical installations under development.
The observations of the CTA installation will be coordinated by the Array Control and Data Acquisition
(ACADA) System. Two major software systems [2] of
CTA are the Data Processing and Preservation Systems
(DPPS), which will be hosted in a set of offsite data centres, and the Science User Support System (SUSS), which
will be deployed in the CTA Science Data Management
Centre in Zeuthen, Germany. SUSS will, among other
functions, make processed data and science tools available
to end users, as well as provide the interface to create and
submit CTA observation proposals.
This contribution describes the ACADA system. After
introducing the mission of ACADA and its main requirements, we present an overview of the ACADA system architecture, followed by the most significant design principles of the system. We close with a summary of the development status of the ACADA system.

ACADA SYSTEM MISSION
The ACADA system comprises all software responsible
for the control and data acquisition of telescopes and the
additional devices responsible for array calibration and environment monitoring at each of the CTA sites; it plays the
role of the supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) system. ACADA is also responsible for the efficient execution of pre-scheduled observations and those
triggered by science alerts – which allows CTA to respond
on sub-minute timescales and observe interesting transient
phenomena such as gamma-ray bursts [3]. These science
alerts can be triggered externally by other scientific installations, or internally within ACADA thanks to a dedicated

igor.oya@cta-observatory.org
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analysis running in real-time (the Science Alert Generation
Pipeline, see below). The ACADA system also provides
the user interface for the site operators and astronomers.

MAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
ACADA SYSTEM
The CTA team has identified and documented about 200
individual requirements for the ACADA system. A selection of the most important ones is given in the following:
• Operation Modes: ACADA must have both a Science Operations Mode, in which only science observations may take place, and a Technical Operations
Mode. In the latter science observations are not possible but monitoring, maintenance and engineering capabilities remain available.
• Subarray Operation: ACADA must permit the operation of at least eight independently operable subarrays at the same time, formed from distinct subsets
of available telescopes at a given site.
• Software Restart Efficiency: A full restart of
ACADA software must be possible within 2 minutes,
with full monitoring and alarm functionality of all
available Array Elements available within 5 minutes.
• Transient or variable source detection: ACADA
must conduct a full field-of-view search for transient
and/or time-variable phenomena. Based on configurable thresholds, this search must be used to detect candidate science alerts.
• Issuing Alerts: ACADA must be capable of issuing
the alert to the external world within 10 seconds of the
detection of a candidate alert by the alert generation
pipeline.
• Users: ACADA shall be designed to be operated by
an operator and a support astronomer located in a control room.
• Incoming target of opportunity information:
ACADA must interface to international networks for
astrophysical transients; receiving, processing and filtering incoming information within 5 seconds of receipt in order to potentially trigger transient observations.
• Monitoring Points: ACADA must be able to monitor
all hardware-related monitoring points provided by
CTA controllable systems up to an overall maximum
of 200,000 data points.
• Data handling: ACADA must collect event data from
all CTA telescope cameras. The data volume the
ACADA must handle is: 24 Gb/s for each LST (up to
four telescopes in each site), 12 Gb/s for each MST
(up to 25 telescopes in CTA-S and 19 in CTA-N ), and
2 Gb/s for each SST (up to 70 telescopes in CTA-S).
• Volume Reduction: ACADA must be capable of reducing the data volume output by each CTA telescope
camera, such that the total data rate delivered to the
DPPS at each site is less than 5 Gb/s.
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• ACADA Availability: The core functionality of
ACADA, needed for system control and the safe execution of observations, must be available during 99%
of the time in which observations are possible. All
ACADA functionality must be available during 95%
of the time in which observations are possible.
• Runtime Environment: ACADA subsystems and
components should be deployable in any standard
computing node running a Red Hat Linux derivative
in the on-site data centre, and not require specially tailored machines.

ACADA SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Architectural Approach
The ACADA architecture was designed using the Software Platform Embedded System (SPES) methodology [4]
implemented via the Unified Modeling Language (UML)
and Systems Modeling (SysML) formalisms. Details of our
architectural modelling approach are presented in [5]. The
ACADA requirements have been analysed and refined via
a use case analysis [6]. Functional requirements and use
cases have been traced to system functions and components, while quality (non-functional) requirements have
been addressed via a set of documented architectural considerations (see section Architectural Considerations).

Context and Main Interfaces
The ACADA system provides the core functionality to
support the technical and scientific operations at each CTA
site, and therefore, as illustrated in Fig. 1, it contains a significant number of external interfaces.
The SUSS delivers to ACADA the mid-term schedule,
which is used by ACADA to determine automatically the
night observations, taking into account the weather, incoming transient alerts, and laser traffic control systems on the
sites. ACADA delivers information on the proposal execution status to SUSS.
Every morning after the observations, ACADA delivers
to DPPS the raw data acquired during the night for further
processing, data quality checks, and archiving in the offsite
CTA data centres.
ACADA interfaces to individual telescopes (up to 100 in
CTA-S and 20 in CTA-N). For each telescope ACADA delivers control commands and configurations. Each CTA telescope, in turn, provides to ACADA monitoring, alarms,
logs, and status information. The Cherenkov camera of
each CTA telescope provides ACADA camera trigger
timestamps, for which the ACADA, in turn, provides confirmation from its central triggering. The camera also provides the raw data to ACADA. In addition to telescopes,
ACADA interfaces to the individual devices (e.g. to an individual Lidar), in an analogous way as it does with telescopes.
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Figure 1: Context view of the ACADA system. The systems external to ACADA are depicted in blue (when part of the
CTA System) and white (when external to CTA). The stick figures represent the human actors of the system. See the text
for a description of the main interfaces and data flow.
ACADA is also connected with the site infrastructure
(e.g. status information about the power management, the
clock, and the On-site Data Centre) and the Integrated Protection System (interlocks, alarms).
Finally, ACADA interfaces with other Scientific Facilities for coordination and transient phenomena follow-up
scheduling.

System Decomposition
The main components of ACADA are illustrated in
Fig. 2 and described in the remainder of this section.
Resource Manager and Central Control (RM&CC)
Subsystem responsible for the execution of the scheduling
blocks provided by the short-term scheduler. It operates by
sending corresponding commands to the telescopes and
other controllable array elements. This is done while supervising the ongoing operations, coordinating the allocation
of telescopes to sub-arrays, and overseeing the Array Data
Handler [7].
Human Machine Interface (HMI) Sub-system that
offers a comprehensive view of the status of observations
to the operators and support astronomer located in the control room of the CTA installation. It provides the means to
interact with the array elements [8].

Array Configuration System (CDB)
Sub-systems
that stores and distributes the ACADA and supervised systems configuration, including software deployment and the
detector configuration settings.
Array Data Handler (ADH) Sub-system responsible for handling the stream of data from the array instrumentation. It includes components to handle the Cherenkov camera data and to reduce the received volume of data.
It provides the array-level trigger and handles data acquisition from auxiliary instrumentation [9].
Science Alert Generation Pipeline (SAG) The analysis pipeline running on-line that performs a quick-look
analysis of the acquired data. It produces data quality indicators, to be exposed to the support astronomer at the control room and transferred to the DPPS. It also serves to generate internal scientific alerts, submitted to the Transients
Handler [10].
Short-Term Scheduler (SCHED)
Sub-system responsible for deciding, in real-time, how to group and use
the telescopes of a CTA installation to perform nightly operations, based on a mid-term schedule supplied to it before
the beginning of nightly operations. This subsystem is also
responsible for reacting in real-time to changing environmental conditions and to scientific alert observation requests by the Transients Handler [11].
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Figure 2: Logical view of ACADA, representing the main components of the system. Only the highest-level components,
and the most relevant data elements and interfaces are shown. The diagram uses the UML component notation, and the
basic entities are the software components, depicted as pink boxes. Blue squares are “ports” that identify the interfaces of
the system. The dashed lines show the flow of data elements.
Transients Handler (TH) The ACADA sub-system
responsible for managing internal and external transient
science alert candidates by filtering and ranking them, submitting scheduling blocks to SCHED and requesting immediate reaction if needed.
Monitoring and Logging Systems (MON). Components providing services for gathering monitoring data
from the telescopes and other devices deployed at the CTA
array sites. It is also responsible for making those data immediately available for the operator interface and quicklook quality checking, as well as storing them for offline
inspection.
Array Alarm System (AAS) Subsystem that provides the service that gathers, filters, exposes and persists
all the relevant alarms raised by the ACADA processes,
telescope and auxiliary instrumentation under the supervision of ACADA. It collects alarms from telescopes, auxiliary devices, and ACADA systems.
Reporting System (REP) Sub-system responsible for
producing status and quality reports during the night for the
HMI and other systems outside ACADA.

ARCHITECTURAL CONSIDERATIONS
ACADA is designed as a highly reliable and fault-tolerant system. It will enable CTA to operate several sub-arrays
simultaneously, and to react on timescales of seconds to incoming external and internal science alerts; to coordinate
observation between the two array sites; and to promptly
detect malfunctioning instruments.
ACADA is by design a distributed system that uses the
Alma Common Software (ACS) framework [12] as its
basic middleware. ACADA provides its overall functionality via components, where each component is responsible
for one or a few clearly defined tasks. The majority of the
ACADA components are implemented as ACS components. They run on standard computing nodes of the on-site
data centre at the site. The various components interact to
provide the functionality required of the ACADA as a
whole. ACADA relies on ACS for base functionality towards that interaction, and also uses ACS for component
instantiation and other such services.
A selection of the most relevant considerations taken to
address the ACADA requirements is presented next.
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Component Replacement
Each ACADA component has a supervisor that will
monitor its existence and integrity, and orchestrate replacement of that component with its successor as needed. Component supervision and replacement are organized according a to a supervision tree hierarchy [7].

Avoid “Dusty Dark Corners”
Most ACADA functionality should dwell in code that
executes regularly. Special-purpose corner-case functionality should be avoided. Rarely invoked error-handling
logic, where needed, should be simple.

Shutdown of Unreachable Parts
The operator must not lose control over any part of the
array site. However, a network disruption, even a partial
one, could disconnect the HMI from parts of the site. What
can no longer be controlled by the operator via the HMI,
directly or indirectly, must shut down automatically. Hardware devices of all kinds shall be able to realize by themselves when they have become isolated from their supervisor software. In such cases, they have to be able to bring
themselves into a “safe state”.

Conflicting Orders
Several scenarios could potentially result in conflicting
directives, such as a secondary operator using an engineering GUI from a remote location, or the misbehaviour of a
component due to a software bug. Such conflicts have to
be cleanly resolved. Loosely speaking, in each case, there
will be an “old” and “new” command authority. “Old”
should lose the conflict and “new” win sole control. The
upstream party delegating authority does so by handing out
“control tickets”. The mere existence of a newer control
ticket invalidates all older ones. All commands that change
state inside the ACADA command tree must be associated
with a ticket.

Prefer Idempotent Operations
Repeated commands arriving at slightly different times,
arriving twice, or in an unexpected order may result in unpredictable behaviour. However, due e.g., to timeouts, a
client may want to resend a command in order to make sure
it arrives. An “idempotent operation” is one that can be applied multiple times without changing the result beyond the
initial application. Idempotent operations should be used
whenever possible.

Fail Fast with Timeouts
Clients should detect as soon as possible when a service
becomes unavailable. Every synchronous or asynchronous
service request within ACADA should time out. Services
that are not responding within a defined time window will
be considered to be in a failed state.

Containing Replacement Impact
The crash and subsequent replacement of an ACADA
component should have as little impact as possible on the
array operations. A component should either be unlikely to
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fail, or else, failure and replacement of a component should
have little impact. In a detailed analysis, software components of the ACADA system will be categorised into three
levels: top, middle and bottom level components, as detailed in the following:
Bottom Components which are required by an ongoing scheduling block. Failure and replacement of such a
component come at the price of some loss of scientific
value. Correspondingly, during replacement, some observation data will be lost.
Top Central components to the administration of CTA
operations as a whole. A component is top-level if it is expected to always exist and be reachable for the proper functioning of the system as a whole. Failure and replacement
of such components might not generally result in any observation data loss at all, provided the replacement becomes available quickly enough.
Middle Functionality that is complicated and hence
more likely to be buggy and to fail occasionally is best
placed in mid-level components. Such components should
be designed so they are specifically not centralised, where
their failure will only affect a part of the system (e.g., only
one scheduling block). Moreover, their failure and replacement will not cause immediate loss of data.

DEVELOPMENT STATUS
Advanced prototypes exist for the main ACADA subsystems. In particular, prototype versions of the ADH [9] and
for the SAG [10, 13] are installed at the CTA site in La
Palma and are being integrated with the acquisition system
of the first LST [14]. Many of the design principles presented in the Architectural Considerations Section have
been prototyped and tested in the RM&CC prototype [7].
Furthermore, a small computing cluster composed of 15
machines for supporting the Assembly, Integration, and
Verification (AIV) of ACADA [6] had been set up in the
DESY data centre in Zeuthen [15]. This environment contains a continuous integration setup based on Jenkins [16]
and a software quality assurance environment based on SonarQube [17]. The remaining nodes are available for the
overall system and subsystems system integration and performance testing.

CONCLUSION
We have presented the main requirements, architecture
and design principles of the CTA ACADA system. The
main building blocks of the system and its external interfaces have been outlined. The subsystems within ACADA
are being developed and tested with real CTA telescopes.
An integration and test environment is in place to support
the Assembly, Integration, and Verification of ACADA.
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Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, USA
Abstract
The past decade has seen great advances in web technology, making the browser the de-facto platform for many
user applications. Advances in JavaScript, and innovations
such as TypeScript, have enabled developers to build large
scale applications for the web without sacrificing code
maintainability. However, this rapid growth has also been
accompanied by turbulence. AngularJS arrived and saw
widespread adoption only to be supplanted by Angular 2+
a few years later; meanwhile other JavaScript-based languages and developer tools have proliferated. At the National Ignition Facility (NIF), the Shot Setup Tool (SST) is
a large web-based tool for configuring experiments on the
NIF that is being developed to replace a legacy Java Swing
application. We will present our experience in building
SST during this turbulent time, including how we have leveraged TypeScript to greatly enhance code readability and
maintainability in a multi-developer team, and our current
effort to incrementally migrate from AngularJS to React.

INTRODUCTION
The Campaign Management Tool (CMT) is an application that is used to configure experiments at the NIF. Originally developed as a commissioning tool for the NIF laser,
CMT was subsequently put to work as the production experiment editor for NIF experimental operations. It remained under constant development for 15 years supporting the ever-expanding stable of NIF target diagnostics and
the ongoing refinement of the NIF laser. However, CMT’s
architecture was not optimal for the development focus of
the program, and it also carried a very steep learning curve
for software developers. In 2014 CMT was identified as a
bottleneck for shot operations as the NIF sought a dramatic
increase in its experiment shot rate. A project was undertaken to address CMT usability and maintainability concerns. These concerns included an outdated technology
stack as well as several architectural features that inhibited
maintainability. As a result of this effort, we decided a new
application was needed to meet programmatic needs [1].
It was critical to select a technology stack with long term
sustainability and which followed current computing
trends. Since the initial development of CMT, a highly interactive desktop application, web browser-based applications had increased significantly in capability and ubiquity.
Model-View-Controller (MVC) frameworks, such as AngularJS and Backbone, allowed much better client-side
rendering and supplanted server-side rendering, such as JavaServer Pages (JSP), as the standard for interactive web
applications. In order to maintain parity with CMT functionality we decided to build SST as a client rendered web

application, on a RESTful back end. In 2015 we began development on SST.

INITIAL TECHNOLOGY STACK
For our initial release of SST, we adopted a handful of
front-end technologies that would help us achieve our early
goals but that would also give us flexibility to adapt to
changes in the ecosystem or evolving requirements.

TypeScript
Typescript [2] was a new and somewhat unproven technology at the time we adopted it. TypeScript overcame
some of our largest concerns about moving from a large,
Java-heavy application to a large JavaScript-heavy one because it is a superset of JavaScript that adds many features
to improve code maintainability and scalability. TypeScript
code is transpiled to JavaScript as a build step, which is
then deployed with the application.
Compile-time error checking In a vanilla JavaScript
application, many types of errors that would have been
compile time errors in Java are run-time errors and will
only be raised when the offending code is executed. This
was a concern for us because a typo in a variable or method
name could cause a bug that might not be found until after
deployment. Even troubleshooting in a development environment would be a headache. TypeScript addressed this
problem directly and effectively by failing during our build
cycle when validity errors such as these were detected.
Self-documenting code A type-safe language like
Java intrinsically provides certain self-documenting features. Consider a method that takes a ShoppingCart as a
parameter and returns a list of Items. In JavaScript, clarity
must be achieved by apt variable names or comments,
which are less explicit and less reliably correct. TypeScript
allows us to provide type annotations, which are checked
for correctness during transpilation.
Advanced language features TypeScript provides
backward compatible use of features from future JavaScript releases such as classes, decorators, and lambdas.
This allowed us to support many browsers. It also provides
features exclusive to TypeScript, like interfaces and private
members. As a team with mainly Java expertise, the addition of familiar object-oriented constructs was welcome.
IDE support Compared to Java, IDE support is very
limited for JavaScript. TypeScript enables excellent support for IDE functions like auto-completion, refactoring
automation, and searching for method or variable references.
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Jasmine/Karma/PhantomJS
A major factor in our inability to meet escalating programmatic needs with CMT was its lack of unit tests. This
made changes to CMT risky because small changes often
had unintended consequences. We knew that it would be
critical to make unit testing an early focus in SST in order
to help protect against the risks and costs associated with
buggy code and enable long-term maintainability.
To achieve our unit testing goals on the front-end we
used Jasmine [3], a popular assertion library. In order to
run our Jasmine tests, we used Karma [4] as a test runner,
and PhantomJS [5] as a headless browser, which enabled
testing in a continuous integration environment.
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added to NPM (the de-facto repository for JavaScript packages) at an unprecedented rate. Fig. 1 illustrates this, showing the number of packages in the NPM repository over
time compared to other popular repositories, like Maven
Central. This development focus has led to a steady increase in sophistication of JavaScript-based frameworks
and technologies.

SystemJS
SystemJS [6] is a module loader that supports asynchronously fetching modules from the server. It worked with
TypeScript out of the box, was simple to configure, and it
was recommended by Google for use in Angular 2.

JQuery
As the demand for more interactive browser applications
has increased over the years, JQuery [7] has served as a
useful bridge between server and client rendered applications. JQuery provides a convenient way for a server rendered application to do DOM manipulation on the client
while leaving the heavy lifting up to the server. Although it
is not well suited for large client rendered applications, it
was a powerful tool for our occasional needs to directly
update the DOM.

AngularJS
AngularJS [8] is a client-side MVC framework that was
widely adopted by web developers in the early development of SST. It enables client-side rendering of templates
and single page application routing. It had many useful features to aid in development of SST.
Highly interactive With two-way bindings AngularJS
offered an easy way to build an interactive, dynamically
updating UI. Promise-based digest updates allowed us to
interact with our REST API with confidence knowing that
any model changes would be rendered.

Figure 1: Number of available modules in repositories for
various languages, as of 8/12/2019 [9].
These changes have come at a cost. The continuing evolution of front-end technologies necessitates that applications adapt quickly or become legacy. The landscape of
front-end development looks very different today than
when SST development began, and we have been forced to
develop strategies to migrate to different technologies. This
is not to say that these changes have been negative. Frontend technologies have not been simply changing for
change’s sake. Instead, they have been markedly improving. Changes that we have been “forced” to make have
been quite positive, improving the overall maintainability,
readability, and reliability of our code.

Jasmine/Karma/PhantomJS to Jest
Jest [10] is a fully featured JavaScript unit testing framework developed by Facebook. It has been steadily growing
in popularity since 2016 while our previous unit testing
stack has been declining, as seen in Fig. 2.

Structured architecture As an MVC framework, AngularJS provided an architectural skeleton that was helpful
for building a large client-side application. Out of the box,
it provided most of what we needed, such as client-side
routing, dependency injection, and a promise-based HTTP
service.
Long-term stability AngularJS was backed by
Google, and widely used by the web development community. Angular 2.0 was on the horizon but hadn’t been released yet. Though React had emerged as a potential upand-comer, its long-term stability was not yet established.

LIBRARY MIGRATIONS
Over the past several years, the entire JavaScript ecosystem has been changing rapidly. New modules are being

Figure 2: Karma, PhantomJS, Jasmine, and Jest downloads
per year via NPM, between January 1, 2015 and July 31,
2019 [11].
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Although our unit testing technology stack was workable, migrating to Jest solved several important problems for
us:
• After upgrading other client libraries, we began to experience issues with Karma silently skipping some
tests and reporting a successful run.
• Jest is self-contained, and it does not require an additional test-runner or browser. Installing (now discontinued) PhantomJS as a headless browser on our build
servers had been a source of frustration.
• Debugging in our IDEs with mapped TypeScript files
‘just worked’ in Jest. Karma was unreliable in providing similar functionality.
• Jest was far simpler and required less configuration
• Jest added new features such as snapshot testing.
Furthermore, migrating to Jest was painless. Jest uses
an assertion syntax that is almost completely compatible
with Jasmine. Because our tests were written with Jasmine,
Jest worked with minimal configuration, and allowed us to
drop Jasmine, Karma, and PhantomJS dependencies.

SystemJS to Webpack
As SST grew in complexity, SystemJS began to strain
under its weight. Circular dependencies were fixable but
were difficult to troubleshoot in SystemJS. Since SystemJS
does not provide any support for bundling or minification
out of the box, our application had to asynchronously load
hundreds of code files in the browser at application start.
Each of these files were fetched in its own HTTP request.
This dependency loading delay significantly impacted our
performance.
Meanwhile, Webpack [12], along with libraries like tsloader that augment it with TypeScript support, grew in
adoption and maturity, as seen in Fig. 3.
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MOVING AWAY FROM THE ANGULARJS
FRAMEWORK
On July 1, 2018 AngularJS entered a three-year period
of Long Term Support [14]. AngularJS had been replaced
by Angular [15]. The new version of the technology was
not backward compatible with the old. When we began development on SST we had planned to upgrade from AngularJS to Angular once it was released, however, we did not
initially appreciate the amount of effort that this would entail. The Angular team had documented some guidelines
and practices to help smooth the transition, but no straightforward migration path existed. After an analysis, we determined that the effort required to upgrade to Angular
would be comparable to the cost of a framework change.
We began to consider the possibility of replacing AngularJS, rather than upgrading it, and began to evaluate React.

React
React initially caught our attention because of its popularity. Although Angular has enjoyed stable growth, React’s adoption has been outpacing Angular’s consistently
in annual NPM downloads, as seen in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Angular and React downloads per year via NPM,
between January 1, 2015 and July 31, 2019 [16].

Figure 3: SystemJS, Webpack, and ts-loader downloads
per year via NPM, between January 1, 2015 and July 31,
2019 [13].

A more interesting metric for us was React’s level of developer satisfaction. Fig. 5 shows the results over the past
few years of an annual survey of JavaScript developers
with 20,268 developers surveyed in 2018 [17]. While
adoption of both Angular and React grew rapidly, the developer community commonly expressed dissatisfaction
with Angular.
When we considered the unavoidably major effort of
moving from AngularJS, these market indicators made React an interesting candidate for a replacement. After further
investigation, several technical features of React drove us
to commit to it.

Webpack enabled us to bundle and minify our client
code, significantly cutting down on the number and size of
HTTP requests at our application start. This benefit outweighed the drawback of the complexity in configuring it.
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Figure 5: Historic developer satisfaction survey results from State of JS [17].
Just JavaScript Unlike Angular/AngularJS, which
have their own templating languages, React view files
(JSX/TSX files) are essentially JavaScript. Rendering an
array of elements boils down to using vanilla JavaScript
constructs like map(), rather than using special directives
like ngFor or ngRepeat. Our team has found React easier
to reason about and the learning curve has been much
lower than it was with AngularJS.
Type checked views One problem that we had with
AngularJS was the lack of any type checking in templates.
We used TypeScript on the client to ensure safe refactoring,
but this only worked to a point. For example, if we renamed
a variable that was referenced in an AngularJS template but
forgot to update it in the template, there was no transpilation step to catch the error. Angular had the same limitation. In React, however, we were able to simply code our
views in TSX files (the TypeScript equivalent of a JSX
file). TypeScript was then able to handle type checking for
our view code just as well as it did for everything else.
Snapshot testing Snapshot testing is a feature supported by Jest that takes a “snapshot” of a rendered React
component. That snapshot is committed to source control
and compared on subsequent runs of the test. This approach provides a quick and simple way of testing that the
rendered version of a component does not change unexpectedly.

State Management with Mobx
As we explored React further, we quickly encountered a
major limitation. State management is a common hurdle
for developers working with React. React’s state management is clean and simple, which works well a la carte for
small applications. As applications grow in complexity and
wish to share state between nested components, the need
for more sophisticated state management often arises. Redux [18] is perhaps the most widely adopted solution for

this, but it is also somewhat heavy handed. Integrating Redux into an already large application like SST would have
required significant amounts of re-architecting.
Mobx [19] is a reactive programming library that is also
often used to tackle the problem of state management.
Mobx allows decorating certain properties as observables
and uses generated getters and setters to track their references and mutations. When an observing piece of code,
like a React component, references an observable, Mobx
tracks this reference as a dependency and updates the observer whenever the observable mutates. This mechanism
enables a React component to observe anything in the application and automatically re-render when it mutates. This
was an incredibly useful, intuitive and lightweight way for
us to manage the state of our React components.

Migration Strategy
A key concern in our evaluation of React was whether
we could migrate gradually. Attempting to migrate our entire application in one massive push would have been too
large an undertaking. We needed to be able to move away
from AngularJS while continuing to release new SST functionality for ongoing programmatic requirements. These
demands led us to seek a strategy by which we could migrate AngularJS code at our own pace, and perhaps only
when a component needed to be updated.
Fortunately, this was made possible by react2angular
[20]. React2Angular is a library that enables using React
components from within AngularJS components.
AngularJS components
We needed to migrate our
53 AngularJS components to React components. Much of
our AngularJS template code was reusable as TSX, and
much of our AngularJS controller code was reusable directly in the React component. This compatibility made
migrations significantly less costly than full rewrites.
Because react2angular allowed us to use React components from within AngularJS code, these migrations
needed to occur from the bottom up. That is, AngularJS
components that did not reference any other AngularJS
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components were migrated first. Frequently, our AngularJS
components depended on injected AngularJS services. In
these situations, we manually injected the dependencies
into the React component using the AngularJS $injector.
AngularJS services
In parallel with the migration of
our AngularJS components, we needed to migrate our 20
AngularJS services to wean ourselves off of the AngularJS
dependency injection mechanism. We decided to use Inversify [21] for dependency injection. These migrations involved some refactoring, but no code rewriting.
AngularJS core services Our final step, after migrating all of our components and services away from AngularJS, will be to remove our dependencies from core AngularJS services. We have many dependencies on core AngularJS services, such as $timeout, $q, and $http, which we
will need to find replacements for. Because these services
interact deeply with AngularJS’s digest updates, this step
cannot not be undertaken until we have no AngularJS components, and thus no reliance on digest updates.

Current Progress
To date we have migrated 36 out of 53 AngularJS components to React, and we have migrated 13 out of 20 AngularJS services to Inversify. We have taken a stance of migrating a piece of AngularJS code either (1) when we need
to update the code anyway, or (2) when we cannot parallelize other programmatic work and have developer resources
to commit. This has enabled us to work toward this migration at a pace that does not inhibit us from meeting other
programmatic needs.

CONCLUSION
The rapid pace of front-end technology evolution over
the past several years has been extraordinarily challenging
for application developers. It is impossible to predict when
or by how much the ecosystem will stabilize, but through
this turbulence, we have learned to keep several mitigating
factors in mind:
• The JavaScript ecosystem isn’t just changing, it is improving, and our adaptation to evolving web technologies has been overwhelmingly positive. Changes we
made (or were forced to make, in the case of AngularJS) greatly improved our code reliability and maintainability.
• Many other applications are in the same situation. The
web is evolving for everyone, and as widely used technologies exit and new ones enter, the community has
stepped up to ease the pain. For example, migrating
from AngularJS to React is enabled by community
tooling, such as react2angular. And migrating to Jest
was incredibly simple for us, due to the syntax compatibility with Jasmine.
• Gradual evolution is helpful. Technical debt grows
over time, but by staying abreast of new technologies
and updating our dependencies periodically, we can
keep our technical debt down gradually rather than
having to make larger, more jarring changes.
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• Unit testing is critical. Thorough unit testing allows us
to evolve with the ecosystem, making changes and refactoring as needed with confidence.
Although change can be costly, this cost can be partially mitigated with diligence and planning, and it is not
without a benefit.
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WEB EXTENSIBLE DISPLAY MANAGER 2*
R. J. Slominski†, T. L. Larrieu, JLab, Newport News, USA
Abstract
The Web Extensible Display Manager (WEDM) was
first deployed at Jefferson Lab (JLab) in 2016 with the goal
of rendering Extensible Display Manager (EDM) control
screens on the web for the benefit of accessibility, and with
version 2 our aim is to provide a more general purpose
display toolkit by freeing ourselves from the constraints of
the EDM dependency. Over the last few years WEDM has
been extensively used at JLab for 24/7 information kiosks,
on-call monitoring, and by remote users and staff. The
software has also been deployed to Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, and has become more robust as many bug fixes
and contributions have been added. However, adoption
and utility of the software as a general purpose control
system display manager is limited by EDM, which is no
longer actively maintained. A new toolkit can be built on
modern frameworks, fully embrace web conventions and
standards, and support multiple control system data
sources. This new version is a result of a technology
review and selection, and introduces a web inspired display
file format, a web based display builder, new widgets, and
a data interface intended to support pluggable data.

INTRODUCTION
There has been an explosion of interest in control system
displays on the web in the last few years. It has
increasingly become a user expectation for displays to be
available on a variety of devices including smart phones,
and often the web is the best method to deliver this
experience. Our initial version of Web Extensible Display
Manager (WEDM) relied on the ageing Extensible Display
Manager (EDM) to provide a screen builder tool and
editable displays while we added a read-only web
runtime [1]. The primary objective of version 2 is to break
the dependency on EDM and provide an independent web
based display builder. The second version of WEDM is
named Puddysticks, and is shown in Fig. 1. During
development we studied and embraced modern software
frameworks, adopted web paradigms, and implemented a
data source agnostic interface to widgets. We report our
status as we work towards a web based display manager
that serves all devices, whether they be in the control room
or in your pocket.

Figure 1: “Puddysticks” prototype.

A Case for Zero Code
Control systems have a long history of display
managers: Graphical User Interface (GUI) builder tools
that allow non-programmers to create control screens
without writing any code. A display manager provides a
consistent and familiar workflow to users, and the reusable
framework saves software developers from having to
spend time on each new project requiring displays.

A Case for Mobile
According to the Pew Research Center 76% of people in
advanced economies had a smart phone in
2018 [2]. Using mobile devices with control systems is an
opportunity for improved user experience. Remote
monitoring of control systems from desktops may not even
be an option for many as users drop home broadband in
favor of cellular Internet and discontinue personal
ownership of desktops. Besides ensuring staff are always
connected to the control system wherever they are, mobile
devices also provide cheap and readily available access to
numerous additional user interaction mechanisms such as
touch gestures (haptics) and voice commands. Readily
available built-in cameras and GPS may also provide new
opportunities. The best user experience might be for
operators to adjust control system settings via touch or
voice, instead of mouse and keyboard.

A Case for the Web

____________________________________________

* Authored by Jefferson Science Associates, LLC under US DOE
Contract № DE-AC05-06OR23177
† ryans@jlab.org

The web is a well-established standardized crossplatform way to provide interactive content on nearly all
devices, including mobile devices. Web applications can
work well on devices of varying screen sizes, but do not do
so implicitly, and those that do are often referred to as
having a responsive design. Going a step further,
Progressive Web Applications (PWAs) are web
applications that follow a set of best practices making them
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behave like cross-platform native applications [3].
Features of PWAs include fast loading times, user
notifications, device home screen integration, and offline
capabilities to ensure functionality even with network
disconnection.
Alternative methods for deploying software to
heterogeneous devices is to create a separate native
application for each device type, or use a portable user
interface (UI) framework. Creating a native application for
each device type is costly to build and maintain, but
provides the most flexibility. Portable UI frameworks are
less commonly used than the web and require users to
install software. Google supports the web approach to
cross-platform applications with its PWA initiative, but
Google also is supporting portable UI framework solutions
with its product Flutter. Other portable UI solutions
include Facebook’s React Native, Ionic, and Xamarin. If a
native environment is required, web technologies
can actually be packaged as native applications, using
various tools like Electron (desktop only), Cordova, and
NW.js. Packaging web apps as native apps is one way to
access a native-only Application Programming Interface
(API). However, the main advantage of the web solution
is that it does not require users to install an application on
their device and it is more mature and familiar than
proprietary portable UI frameworks.

RELATED WORK
Custom coding web applications from scratch is time
consuming, but there are strategies for speeding up control
system web development. One strategy for leveraging the
web without the cost of developing a new display manager
is to simply capture and store controls data into a format
already understood by off-the-shelf web visualization
tools. This is the approach taken by Belle2 [4], which
stored EPICS data into a popular time series database
InfluxDB, and then displayed the data using the popular
Grafana web dashboard interface.
This approach is
reported as Control System Studio’s main visualization
strategy going forward. However, it may not be the most
storage efficient way in the general case as it may result in
data being duplicated in a control system archiver, plus an
extra time series database instance. Further, the Grafana
interface is limiting as a general purpose controls display.
A similar project exists at SuperKEKB [5], but instead of
duplicating data in a time series database a custom
pvAccess gateway is used. However, the gateway used is
not general purpose and is narrowly focused targeting a
specific client (Grafana), and specific data (Control System
Studio alarms). Another strategy for speeding up web
development is to leverage a web application framework,
of which there are many to choose from.
The web is pervasive, and it is clear that users expect to
be able to interact with control screens on the web, just like
with most everything else today. The web and mobile
have obvious appeal and huge demonstrated interest as
shown in recent projects from the previous ICALEPCS
such as PWMA [6], DashBuilder [7], BNL HTTP
Services [8], NICA Web Access [9], Tango Web
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Report [10], MXCuBE3 [11], and MAX IV Web
Services [12]. More recently the Phoebus Display Builder
Runtime [13] was created, and provides a web runtime to
Control System Studio, similar to how WEDM version 1
provides a web runtime for EDM.

TOWARDS A BETTER DISPLAY
MANAGER
Challenges on the Web
Web technologies provide an established and powerful
application environment, yet unique challenges arise.
Security is a top priority on the web unlike in traditional
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
environments, and robust solutions already exist for
securing web applications. However, neither portable UI
frameworks nor web applications are as flexible as a native
application because of sandboxing. Sandboxing provides
security: the trade-off is increased security for limited
device access.
Unlike a native application, a web
application has neither arbitrary access to a device file
system nor unlimited privilege to create network
connections to remote servers. This is generally a good
thing. The actions web applications can do are carefully
curated, but still include powerful features such as
obtaining geographical location (GPS, cellular, and by IP),
using device camera and microphone, playing sounds and
videos, storing files in a sandboxed area of a device file
system, executing hardware accelerated graphics, reading
local files explicitly allowed by users, and connecting to
other servers explicitly requested by users.
One
ramification of this sandboxed environment with respect to
display managers is that arbitrary local scripts cannot
easily be executed in the same way previous display
managers have historically allowed. A better approach
which works with the web, is a client-server model, in
which clients make requests of servers to execute actions
on their behalf. This avoids the issue of relying on the
existence of a script stored locally often requiring a shared
file system.

User vs Developer Ergonomics
There are numerous modern display managers such as
PyDM [14], Control System Studio [15], Inspector [16],
Radar [17], and Taurus [18], and these are just the ones
discussed at the previous ICALEPCS (two of which are
from CERN). However, the existing display managers are
not designed specifically to be portable to various
devices. Further, many display managers differentiate
themselves based prominently on which programming
language they are implemented in. Since the idea with
“zero code” display managers is that users do not have to
write any code, the coding language is less important to
end user experience. However, developer ergonomic
considerations are not without value, and the ease with
which software is maintained and enhanced is important.
Ideally, technology choices satisfy all parties.
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Selected Technology
There is an overwhelming amount of choice when it
comes to ways to implement a web display manager: many
frameworks and many technologies to choose between. It
is a considerable amount of research to determine the state
of web technology. We considered technologies with
respect to the basic requirements of user and developer
ergonomics matching that of existing display managers
plus the ability to build and access displays portably. The
ideas and technologies we chose include a compiled
reactive framework, the concept of responsive design, and
the idea of pluggable structured data sources.
Reactive programming? Not so fast!
Reactive
programming is popular for user interface development
because it allows developers to use concise declarative
statements instead of verbose and potentially more error
prone imperative programming.
The reactive
programming paradigm is convenient because developers
do not need to think as much about explicit state changes
or control flow and instead can focus on program logic.
For example an imperative implementation of a text input
widget would require registering a change event listener
and implementing a call-back method to store the updated
input state into a variable. With reactive programming the
programmer could instead simply indicate that a text input
is bound to a variable and the variable state would then be
automatically updated. The advantage is simpler and
smaller code. As another example if that same variable
content was then to be displayed on a page imperatively a
developer would need to interact with the Document
Object Model (DOM) API to splice the value into the
document as changes occur. Reactively the developer
could instead provide a page template which indicates
where the variable is inserted and the page would be
automatically updated as the variable changes.
Many popular frameworks like React and Vue
leverage a Virtual DOM and runtime to provide reactivity,
but at a cost. The Virtual DOM provides a declarative
interface to work with, abstracting away the real DOM in
which changes are made imperatively. The problem is web
clients must download large runtimes and must execute
DOM reconciliation routines plus other runtime code
resulting in unnecessary work and slow page load
times. The solution: compiled code.
Compile time
reactive frameworks such as Svelte and Solid do not use a
Virtual DOM and instead compile developer friendly
reactive code to optimized imperative statements that
provide all of the developer benefit with minimal runtime
cost and therefore a user friendly experience as well.
Responsive Web Design
The
idea
with
responsive web design is to create a single web page that
works on any device, instead of creating a separate display
per device. Display managers historically have used an
absolute layout in which the display size is fixed and all
widgets on the display have unchanging size and
position. With responsive layout the display size varies
resulting in changes in component size and position. From
a display builder perspective you no longer specify x and y
coordinates and instead think semantically about what you
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want to display and let the display manager software deal
with layout.
A responsive web application leverages techniques like
text wrapping, scaling, dynamic grid layouts, media
queries, and flowing/hiding content off screen via
scrollbars, carousels, cards, or tabs. Web browsers contain
powerful layout engines that provide complex responsive
layouts using Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) rules such as
grid and flexbox.
Dynamic grid layouts change the
number of columns based on available screen space and
flow content off screen. For example a mobile device will
generally use a single column, while a desktop application
could have a dozen columns. Off screen content is
frequently accessed via vertical scroll, but could also be
accessed via horizontal swipe or could be accessed via tabs
or links. CSS Media Queries allow style rules to be applied
conditionally based on device characteristics such as
screen dimensions or device type. Scaling is another
technique for responsive design, but must be used carefully
because widget size must remain readable on all devices
and making widget size extra-large on large devices may
not be useful. Scaling is best used for maps or diagrams in
which geospatial location is important and users can zoom
to the level of detail they are interested in.
Pluggable Data
Widgets can be decoupled from
their data source using the mediator design pattern. With
the mediator pattern an intermediary component interfaces
with the widget and the data source such that widgets and
data sources need not be aware of one another. Widgets
and data sources can be created independently and
integrated using a mediator component. A web display
manager with a pluggable data source interface can be
extended to work with any data source, including a
relational database proxy or an EPICS 7 pvAccess proxy.

PUDDYSTICKS
The second version of WEDM is named Puddysticks,
which means “easy”, because we believe it makes displays
easy to build and use. The source code, documentation,
and a demo can be obtained from GitHub [19]. The
prototype software provides a web based display builder
tool, and an initial basic set of read-only widgets including
a Panel, Label, Indicator, and Gauge. The proof-ofconcept creates and consumes display files in JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) format, and is built on Svelte, a
reactive compile time library.

Overview
The proof-of-concept currently supports viewing,
editing, and saving display files in a new format created for
Puddysticks with extension .puddy. These files contain the
JSON model that make up a display, and loading and
storing this model is simple and efficient since JSON can
be converted to and from JavaScript objects natively.
Currently files can be opened locally or from a remote
server and can be saved locally. A sidebar can be toggled
into view and provides a tree control for examining and
manipulating the structure of the display file. Nodes in the
tree represent widgets, and they can be selected to reveal
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their properties. Selected widgets can be re-ordered and
removed, and if a container widget named Panel is selected
then other widgets can be added to it. Properties are
exposed in input boxes on a form and changes typed into
the input boxes update the display in real time providing
familiar What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG)
capability. New widgets can be added by creating a new
Svelte component and updating the registry file to
reference it.

Data Sources
There are currently three data sources provided, a Static
data source that allows hard-coding fixed values, a
Random Number Generator data source that is useful for
testing and demonstration purposes, and finally an
epics2web data source provides live EPICS data. The
epics2web Channel Access Web Socket proxy server is
reused from WEDM version 1. Data sources can be added
by creating a data source component, updating the registry
file to reference the new data source, and adding a data
provider implementation for each widget that is to
consume data from the new data source. The data provider
is the mediator in the mediator design pattern. It allows a
widget and its data source to be loosely coupled.
The API between a data source, data provider, and
widget consists of JavaScript update events and two
JavaScript objects: a configuration object and a data object.
Each data source accepts a configuration object specifying
metadata such as which channel to monitor. The data
source is then expected to generate JavaScript events
containing data objects. The job of data providers is to
listen for events and translate data objects produced by a
data source into data objects formatted for a particular
widget. In the simple case the data object may contain a
single property named value and the data provider may
simply pass the data object along unchanged.

Styling and Theming
Controlling how widgets look and are arranged can be
controlled via style and theme. Widgets can be styled
individually by directly specifying CSS rules. In addition,
a theme can be chosen to override default widget styles.
The provided default theme follows Google’s Material
Design. The theme is a property of the top level Display
widget. A template exists demonstrating using CSS grid
layout to provide a responsive layout. Using this template,
an example display renders well on both large and small
screens as seen in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Display with alternate theme on mobile device.

FUTURE WORK
The new display manager is far from complete. New
components need to be added and new data sources
created. There are also many exciting technologies to
watch. At Jefferson Lab we have a test server, but have not
setup a production server yet and we plan on obtaining
feedback from users before moving forward.

Components
There are too many components missing at this time to
replace a mature display manager, but Puddysticks can
supplement an existing one until more components are
available. To expedite component development it may be
most effective to integrate an existing set of widgets
instead of creating all new from scratch. This could be
facilitated using Web Components. Currently there are no
components for making changes to the control system in
the prototype. When input components are added care
must be taken to ensure control system security and
authentication capabilities are in place as well.

Data Sources
Many options exist for data sources such as custom
relational databases, directory servers, web services, and
additional control system sources. Specifically, integration
with TANGO and EPICS 7 pvAccess are logical future
directions. The quickest path to EPICS 7 is perhaps to
create a plugin for the proxy PV Web Socket as used by the
Display Builder Web Runtime.

Technology to Watch
Web Components
Having a standard set of
reusable widgets is a well-known strategy for user interface
design, but how to implement new shared web widgets is
not without issue. The HTML standard itself defines a
small set of standard widgets like button and checkbox that
are recognized by every browser automatically, and Web
Components are an attempt to provide a standard way to
add to the built-in widgets. In 2012 the first draft of the
Web Components specification was published, and it was
motivated by a growing number of component libraries
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such as Google’s Angular and Facebook’s React. Today
Web Components still are not fully realized and some of
the original specifications have been dropped, such as
HTML Imports and CSS /deep/ combinator.
The main problem with Web Components is they are not
as good as mature JavaScript component frameworks in
many ways. Further, to avoid repeating common code in
each custom widget and to work around limitations with
web components, developers end up factoring out common
code, and in doing so end up creating their own framework
anyway. A home-grown framework is one that is likely not
as well polished as a popular JavaScript component
framework. A third party framework may also provide
other value, such as reactivity, theming, and alternate
composition models. Concerns with Web Components are
numerous and include slow evolution, lack of browser
support, problematic styling of internal component
structure, and unsupported SVG composition. Often a
reactive framework can optionally generate either web
components or plain JavaScript classes. Generating Web
Components may be useful if you intend to share widgets
outside of the project, but in practice web components
often are tied to a particular framework ecosystem and are
therefore not as easily sharable as one may expect.
Web Assembly
Web Assembly (WASM) is a
virtual machine bytecode format (not machine assembly as
the name implies) for both client and server applications
including web browsers (but not just for the web). The goal
of WASM is to provide a portable and high performance
compilation target for high level programming languages
such as C++ and Rust. Web Assembly has a lot of
potential, but is not generally a good replacement for
JavaScript at this time. One of the big problems with
WASM right now is that browsers do not include much in
the form of standard libraries built-in, which means if
needed, they must be downloaded by each client.
JavaScript source code is generally smaller because it does
not need to include basic libraries. Further, the interface
between WASM modules and the DOM has historically
been slow, cancelling out many speed improvements
gained from streaming compilation and lower level code.
Many of these issues are currently being resolved however
and even now WASM is a good tool for a specific set of
problems. Web Assembly may be the next big thing, or it
may suffer the same fate as similar solutions from the past
such as Java Applets and Flash, which ultimately were
phased out.
WebAuthn
Authentication on the web no longer
requires remembering and typing a long password, often
into a tiny phone screen. With WebAuthn, users can
leverage their fingerprint, face, or hardware key inside a
phone to login. Token-based password-less Single Sign On
(SSO) has existed on local intranets using Kerberos and
SPENGO, but now will be available over the Internet as
well. Web services are often protected by access tokens,
which OAuth will continue to provide, but now the login
form can be replaced with a WebAuthn credential. For a
web based display manager it would be dangerous to have
control system write access always authenticated, because
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of the risk of losing your device. However, authentication
could require escalation as is done with web application
leaders such as Amazon – users can be read-only
authenticated, but as soon as the user attempts to make
changes they would be prompted to re-authenticate.
HTTP/2
Pushing data from a server to a client
efficiently has long been done effectively with HTTP/1.1
and Web Sockets, but HTTP/2 may soon be an even better
option. Historically Web Sockets were not supported in
HTTP/2, but web browsers will soon add support [20].
Advantages of HTTP/2 include faster encrypted
connection establishment, faster supporting resource file
download, as well as multiplexed connections. Related
technologies include Server-Sent Events (SSE) and
HTTP/2 Push. The former is unidirectional and not
supported by Internet Explorer, while the latter is only for
resources such as .css and .js files. Another technology to
watch is gRPC, which operates over HTTP/2 and leverages
Google’s binary Protocol Buffers to provide an extremely
efficient and portable protocol between applications. At
this time gRPC is not natively supported in web browsers
and browsers do not expose low level packet details to
JavaScript clients so a JavaScript browser application
cannot communicate at the application level with gRPC.

CONCLUSION
The Web Extensible Display Manager 2 proof-ofconcept demonstrates a promising web based display
manager. Basic functionality such as viewing and editing
web displays have been shown. Many technologies were
researched and tested before a selection was made, and
ultimately three stood out: compiled reactive frameworks,
responsive web design, and pluggable data sources.
Compile time reactive frameworks provide both developer
convenience and the performance users expect.
Responsive web design allows a single display to be used
on devices of varying screen size. Pluggable data enables
choice when it comes to the data source connected to a
widget. Not all technologies that we researched were used,
and many such as Web Components and Web Assembly
warrant our attention as technologies to watch. The new
display manager is useful now, but further work remains to
elevate the prototype to a fully production tool.
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DEVELOPMENT OF EVENT RECEIVER ON Zynq-7000
EVALUATION BOARD
H. Sugimura∗ , High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), Tsukuba, Japan
Abstract
The SuperKEKB accelerator uses “Event Generator” and
“Event Receiver”, an event timing module developed by Micro Research Finland company. It is suitable for pulse-bypulse control because Injector Linac is generated various
parameters of timings for the multi rings in each pulse. I
tried to develop a new event receiver module by using FPGA
(Zynq) evaluation board so that the specification can be
changed flexibly according to the nature of the accelerator.
I focus on the convenience of Zynq-chip such as serial data
optical transfer (GTX) and embedded processor system. Finally, I aim for developing standalone event receiver module,
and composite module that are integrated with BPM and RF
system.

INTRODUCTION
KEK accelerator facility in Tsukuba, Japan is managed
five rings (PF, PF-AR, SuperKEKB (LER, HER, DR) [1]).
The first two rings are synchrotron radiation facility, and
others are collider rings for particle physics. These rings
are handled electron and positron beam, and are injected
from one linac simultaneously at the repetition of 50 Hz.
The timing system of our accelerator facility is required various parameter to fire at pulsed magnets such as Kicker and
Septum magnets. And also, RF system and pulsed magnets
(dipole, quadrupole and steering ...) at linac are required to
identify which particle and which energy will be accelerated
because the linac is needed to consider the five rings. So, we
introduced event timing system to deliver some timings and
identification codes simultaneously [2]. We focused on the
function of event code delivery made by Micro Research Finland Oy(MRF) [3], and introduced “Event Generator(EVG)”
and “Event Receiver(EVR)” as main component of a timing
station. Furthermore, very flexible modules, EVG and EVR
(EVE and EVO series), were developed by SINAP which
conforms to MRF modules. The advantage of the SINAP
timing module have a fine delay function. The resolution is
5ps. SINAP EVE and EVO are used sub-timing station at
LER and HER in SuperKEKB.
MRF timing system is assigned the first 8-bit is event code
and the last 8-bit is data buffer mode or distributed bus bit
mode alternatively in a frame. The 16-bit of the event frame
is transferred in synchronization with 114.24 MHz of RF
clock which is obtained by dividing S-band 2856 MHz by
25. So, the data size is 114.24 × 20 Mbyte/s (16-bit data
is transferred with 8b10b conversion). We integrated beam
gate control to event timing system by using the distributed
bus bit region [4], and some kind of shot information by
using data buffer region.
∗

hitoshi.sugimura@kek.jp

The commissioning of SuperKEKB is going well and
there is no critical error in event timing system.

EVENT RECEIVER ON Zynq
EVALUATION BOARD
Purpose
Just as additional function has been added in event timing
module in SINAP, we might update to suit our accelerator
specification. At such t ime, we need to update firmware
easily and quickly. In this situation, it will be important to
develop the circuit coding of FPGA ourselves to keep stable
accelerator operation. From another point of view, there
is an advantage that development costs can be reduced by
making it by ourselves. In particular, the difference becomes
large when a lot of mass production is performed.

Requirement for the Event Receiver
Since the event code is transmitted in synchronization with
the RF clock of 114.24 MHz, including 8b10b conversion, a
communication speed of 2.5 Gb/s or higher is required, and
a low jitter of less than 20 ps is also required. Therefore, in
consideration of cost, we decided to use GTX embedded in
Xilinx FPGA. The GTX is included in Kintex-7 in Xilinx
7-series FPGAs, and is also used in MRF 300 series. The
SINAP event timing modules are also using GTX transceiver
in Virtex-6.

Open Source Event Receiver
MRF released the source code of the FPGA including
GTX configuration so that the MRF module’s user could
make event receivers by themselves. The released code uses
Zynq7000 to describe the circuit. GTX is included in Kintex7, and Zynq7000 also have a part of equivalent to Kintex-7
in programmable logic part (only for Z7030 and Z7040
series), so GTX can be used. The merit of Zynq is that it can
be controlled by the ARM core. This can be a standalone
module without going through the bus control, and also can
be run in EPICS IOC in Zynq. Since the released code was
developed using Avnet’s picozed [5], we decided to purchase
a similar board and proceed with development based on open
source code.
Figure 1 shows the picture of picozed. It is a dark green
substrate in the center of the figure, and is used by inserting
it into a carrier card, which is a vermilion substrate. The
carrier card model number is AES-PZCC-FMC-V2-G, and
picozed model number is AES-Z7PZ-7Z030-SOM-I-G.

GTX Set Up
We constructed GTX configuration with IP core tool of
Vivado design suite. At first, I setup using Vivado version of
WEMPR009
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Figure 1: The picture of picozed.
Figure 3: Screenshot of IDT timing commander tool.
17.4 that is same version of open source in MRF. Then, I also
setup the latest version of 19.1. The difference of the version
is just the version of IP core tool, so main programmable
logic is same. Therefore, I succeed to program in the latest
version. The data decoding logic is shown in Fig. 2.

received, data from the next 8-bit is put into the dual port
block RAM, and the process ends with reception of K28.1
(0x3C) which is the value of the end of the data buffer.

MONITORING BY LOGIC ANALYZER

Figure 2: Schematic view of the event data stream.
At first, comma alignment is performed using K28.5 sent
from EVG as a synchronization event every 4 cycles. If
K28.5 is appeared, the data is distributed to event code and
data buffer and distributed bus bit in each 16-bit of data
frame. The event clock is generated according to reference
clock. The input reference clock rate was set to 114.24 MHz
using the universal frequency converter (IDT-8T49N242) [6]
mounted on the carrier card.
To change reference clock to our RF clock, IDT timing
commander tool is used. Since the default reference clock
is about 250 MHz, I had to change it. Figure 3 shows the
capture of IDT tool window. The source of the reference
clock is set at 38.08 MHz and after divide and multiplied the
frequency, two of four frequency is set to 114.24 MHz. The
configuration is exported to include Vivado, then write to
EEPROM (24AA025T). Here, the version of Vivado has to
use 2015.4 because the Avnet company is already configured
IDT tool in this version. The reference clock setting value
is programmed to the frequency converter at power-on.
The data received using GTX is taken into the FIFO created in Block-RAM and distributed to 8-bit for event code
and 8-bit for data buffer or distributed bus bit.

Data Buffer
Since the data buffer has a maximum size of 2 Kbytes,
reserve that amount in BRAM in advance. Then, K28.2
(0x5C) which is the value of the start of the data buffer
is looked up from the sorted 8-bit data. When K28.2 is

Since there is no digital output in picozed and carrier
card, output signals cannot be seen. Therefore, by setting
up ILA (Integrated Logic Analyzer) provided as an IP core
tool, I try to monitor a data buffer and event code reception
from EVG on the test bench. Figure 4 shows logic analyzer
windows of Vivado design suite. The upper waveform is the
event signal monitored using Vivado, and 0x3 after receiving
K28.2 (0x5C) is the data buffer value.
In addition, K28.1 (0x3C) is received subsequently. The
lower waveform is the obtained waveform by extracting the
data buffer from the event signal, and it was confirmed that
it was correctly extracted.

Figure 4: Logic analyzer of Vivado design suite.

FUTURE PROSPECTS
Although it was simple in this evaluation, the event signal was received, and the event code and data buffer were
identified and processed. This is the basic part of Event
Receiver, GTX, was able to operate correctly, so it was able
to handle the minimum functions as Event Receiver. The
picozed carrier card does not have a digital output, but if
an FMC card with digital output can be inserted, a timing
signal will be able to output. Therefore, timing output is the
next issue. There are various other evaluations such as jitter
measurement of timing signals. Based on these evaluations,
I plan to develop a so-called standalone Event Receiver that
does not use standards such as VME and 𝜇TCA in the future.
Furthermore, system development with extensibility such as
module development integrated with BPM and RF system
will be the next goal.
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ANOMALY DETECTION FOR CERN BEAM TRANSFER
INSTALLATIONS USING MACHINE LEARNING
T. Dewitte, W. Meert, E. Van Wolputte∗ , KU Leuven, Leuven, Belgium
P. Van Trappen, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
INJECTION KICKER MAGNETS

Abstract
Reliability, availability and maintainability determine
whether or not a large-scale accelerator system can be operated in a sustainable, cost-effective manner. Beam transfer
equipment (e.g. kicker magnets) has potentially significant
impact on the global performance of a machine complex.
Identifying root causes of malfunctions is currently tedious,
and will become infeasible in future systems due to increasing complexity. Machine Learning could automate this process. For this purpose a collaboration between CERN and
KU Leuven was established.
We present an anomaly detection pipeline which includes
preprocessing, detection, postprocessing and evaluation.
Merging data of different, asynchronous sources is one of
the main challenges. Currently, Gaussian Mixture Models and Isolation Forests are used as unsupervised detectors. To validate, we compare to manual e-logbook entries,
which constitute a noisy ground truth. A grid search allows
for hyper-parameter optimization across the entire pipeline.
Lastly, we incorporate expert knowledge by means of semisupervised clustering with COBRAS.

INTRODUCTION
The CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the world’s
largest and most powerful particle accelerator [1]. Maintaining a machine of this size in an efficient and sustainable manner is highly non-trivial. Currently, detection of problematic
situations (anomalies) during operation mostly happens manually; experts analyze the data, identify anomalies and track
down root causes. In the case of equipment failure, this
manual process results in the loss of precious machine time.
Furthermore, this manual approach requires strong knowledge of the complex relations between LHC components
and does not scale to future – larger – accelerators.
We present a proof-of-concept, scalable solution for automatic anomaly detection in the LHC. Concretely, Machine
Learning (ML) methods model normal behaviour of its injection kicker magnets, based on historical data. Afterwards,
this learned model flags unexpected behaviour in unseen
data. We situate our work, describe the data, explain the
design of the application and finally report on our experiments, including one on incorporating expert feedback into
the ML system.
∗
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Within the CERN accelerator complex, particle beams
are extracted from one accelerator and injected into another
by means of beam transfer equipment. At CERN it is the
responsibility of the Accelerator Beam Transfer (TE/ABT)
group to design, install and maintain this equipment. Especially critical for LHC operation are the Injection Kicker
Magnets (MKI) [2], a set of two times four magnets that
inject beams from the SPS into the LHC.
An MKI installation consists of four magnets, which are
named A, B, C and D. Each pair of magnets (A-B and CD) is powered by one generator, with a single high-voltage
resonant charging power supply (RCPS) to charge two pulse
forming networks (PFNs); thus one PFN per magnet. The
LHC requires two injection installations (named MKI2 and
MKI8), one for each counter-rotating beam. This brings the
total of magnets to eight.

DATA
Typically, ML algorithms assume clean datasets of tabular form: each row represents a single observation, each
column represents a feature. However, the raw data collected by CERN does not obey this ideal form; distilling
sensible feature vectors from such a complex mixture of
(mostly) asynchronous data sources constitutes a key challenge. This complexity stems mostly from the fact that the
data sources were never set up with downstream ML applications in mind. Concretely, the dataset contains time
series data (continuous), IPOC data (event data), state data
(categorical), controller data (numerical), general LHC data
(numerical), and logbook data (categorical and text).

Continuous, Time Series Data
First, we have continuous, time series data, e.g. pressure
and temperature measurements of the MKI installation. The
temperature measurements occur at two points, where particles enter the magnet (upstream) and where they exit the
magnet (downstream). This continuous data is sampled at
a fixed frequency of 2 Hz. To increase logging efficiency,
values are often only stored upon change, or after a certain
threshold duration without any change [3]. This threshold is
configured by the CERN user and ranges from 15 minutes
to one day. For each magnet, five such continuous variables
are measured. Given four magnets (A, B, C, D) per system
(MKI2, MKI8), this yields 40 continuous variables in total.
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Internal Post Operational Check Data
The second type of data is so-called Internal Post Operational Check (IPOC) data [4]. Examples include kick
strength and length of the magnet current pulse.
Unlike the continuous data, IPOC data is not sampled
at a fixed frequency. Instead, collection relies on acquisition trigger sampling meaning that when a certain trigger
occurs, hardware digitizers capture data from their sensors
at that instant1 . Such a trigger corresponds to usage of the
magnets (i.e. fast pulsed current to deflect the beam into the
LHC), making these timestamps useful in understanding the
behaviour of the machine.
Just like the time series data, IPOC variables are associated with individual magnets. Given seven IPOC variables/magnet, the dataset contains 56 IPOC variables.

PLC State Data
The third type of data originates from a high-level surveying Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and records the
state of the MKI magnets. This is a time series of categorical data. Two state variables are of particular importance.
First, STATE:CONTROL indicates whether the control room
has control over the magnets (remote), or whether it was
used for research or testing by the equipment group (local).
Second, STATE:MODE contains information about actual machine usage; whenever this changes from ON to any other
value, it indicates a finished injection cycle. Per MKI installation (MKI2, MKI8), four state data variables are recorded,
yielding eight state variables in total.
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anomaly, fault, info, intervention or research. Entries labelled anomaly indicate machine behaviour that our
application should detect automatically. Two remarks are in
place. First, the e-logbook is prone to human error. Some
events may be added late, or, if undiscovered, not at all.
In consultation with CERN experts, we associate an uncertainty range of 12 hours to timestamps of e-logbook entries.
Second, as is common in anomaly detection, we have far
less labels than we have data. This excludes supervised
ML methods as anomaly detectors.

Summary
On the one hand, we have a complex dataset, encompassing 120 variables coming from a variety of data sources.
This represents the machine behaviour we wish to model.
On the other hand, we have the e-logbook, and specifically
its entries labelled anomaly. It serves as noisy ground truth
by which we measure the success of our anomaly detection
application.

ANOMALY DETECTION APPLICATION
Essentially, the anomaly detection application (Fig. 1) is
structured as a data pipeline of five consecutive steps: preprocessing, anomaly detection, postprocessing, evaluation
and visualisation.

Preprocessing
The first step transforms raw data into a set of clean feature
vectors suitable for ML. This encompasses filtering, scaling,
feature engineering and finally data fusion.

Timing Controller Data
The fourth type of data are timing-related operational
parameters of the MKI magnets, to determine for instance
the amplitude and length of a pulse. This is event-based,
numerical data. Like the state data, the controller data (six
variables) is also associated with an entire MKI installation,
resulting in 12 controller variables.

LHC Data
The fifth type of data are (numerical) measurements of
beam intensity and bunch length in the LHC. This is continuous, time series data. Albeit not specific to the MKI
magnets, there are some obvious correlations, e.g. higher
beam intensity leads to increased temperatures. Both LHC
variables are stored for beam 1 and 2, which results in four
LHC variables.

Electronic Logbook
Lastly, our dataset contains an annotated, electronic logbook (e-logbook). This e-logbook consists of a collection
of entries, made by CERN staff when the protocol requires
to do so. Additionally, this e-logbook was analyzed and annotated by a CERN expert with one of the following labels:
1

Importantly, IPOC data represent results from voltage or current waveform
analysis; an industrial PC runs an analysis algorithm and the properties
of the waveform are extracted as IPOC data.

Filtering is the removal of unwanted data. First, we
ignore erroneous measurements, e.g. a negative delay value.
Second, we also omit data generated during machine interventions, as these do not constitute normal behaviour.
Scaling normalizes the input data: the mean is set to
zero, the standard deviation to one. The user can optionally
disable this step.
Feature engineering refers to the explicit creation of
new features, alongside those extracted directly from the
dataset. The transition of raw data to clean feature vectors
will not preserve the temporal nature of our dataset. Since
temporal effects may well be relevant for anomaly detection,
we incorporate temporal information in the feature vectors
via custom-made features. Concretely, we introduce sliding
window and Fourier features.
Data fusion refers to the actual merging of many raw
data sources into an “ML-ready” feature vector representation. We start from the event-based IPOC data: each IPOC
measurement corresponds to an instance of actual machine
usage, represented by a 56-dimensional feature vector. The
main idea is to add additional data to these IPOC feature
vectors by extrapolation of non-IPOC data to IPOC timestamps. Two remarks are in place. First, magnet usage only
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Figure 1: The five-step anomaly detection pipeline: preprocessing, anomaly detection, postprocessing, evaluation and
visualisation. Concrete actions are mentioned under their respective sections.

accounts for a tiny fraction of the dataset; we assume that
anomaly detection in MKI magnets only requires usage data
!5
of such magnets (note however that beam-induced magnet
heating and pressure drops are thus ignored). Second, IPOC
timestamps are rounded up to the second: this limits the
amount of new data generated during resampling of other
data sources and does not entail any information loss (there
is at most one IPOC value per second). Next, all non-IPOC
data is extrapolated to these IPOC timestamps and added to
their corresponding feature vectors. Ultimately, this results
in a set of feature vectors, one per IPOC-timestamp, containing IPOC, state, controller, LHC and continuous data. This
also includes sliding window features for both continuous
and LHC data, and Fourier features for the continuous data.

Anomaly Detection
In the second step, an unsupervised ML model (i.e. the
anomaly detector) is trained on the feature vectors. Here, unsupervised means unlabelled: the ML model does not know
which feature vectors represent anomalous behaviour. Given
that anomalies only constitute a small subset of the entire
dataset, the ML algorithm can still learn normal behaviour.
After training, this detector quantifies how anomalous a
given feature vector is, according to its internal model of
normal behaviour.
Our framework supports any off-the-shelf, unsupervised,
anomaly detector which takes a feature vector as input and
yields an anomaly score a ∈ [0, 1] as output. In experiments,
we focus on Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) and Isolation
Forests (iForest).
ML algorithms come with a set of so-called hyperparameters, i.e. parameters set by the user. E.g. in GMM,
the number of Gaussian distributions is a hyper-parameter.
Finding good values for these hyper-parameters is done automatically through a grid search.

Postprocessing
The third step assigns each scored feature vector to a segment, i.e. a time interval which corresponds to a period of
MKI-activity. Each segment has its own aggregate anomaly
score2 and ground truth. The reason for this segmentation
2

The anomaly scores of all feature vectors in the segment are combined
to yield the segment anomaly score. The precise manner of aggregation
(e.g. mean of top-k entries) is a user-specified parameter.

is twofold. First, anomaly detection at the level of individual timestamps is too fine-grained for CERN. The question
is whether or not the MKI magnets work as expected, not
whether or not one data-point seems a bit off. Second, due to
the fuzzy nature of the e-logbook (our only source of ground
truth) we cannot reliably assign ground truth labels to individual timestamps. We can do so at the level of individual
segments.
Segment boundaries are based on the STATE:MODE data; a
change of this variable to ON marks a segment start, a change
away from ON, a stop. To ensure a correct evaluation afterwards, we assign a ground truth to each segment, and
occasionally we merge multiple segments into one.
Segment ground truth For evaluation purposes, each
segment needs a ground truth. Here, the labelled e-logbook
entries come into play. However, these labels are noisy: the
actual anomaly might have occurred some hours before or
after3 the timestamp of the e-logbook entry. To account for
this uncertainty, a segment is considered anomalous if it
occurs within a 12h-range of an e-logbook entry labelled
anomaly.
Segment merging Occasionally, the uncertainty range
of the e-logbook introduces some ambiguities, which are
resolved by merging several segments. For instance: consider one anomalous e-logbook entry at 3 PM and two segments, one from 1-2 PM and another from 4-5 PM. Now,
our methodology assigns an anomalous ground truth to both
segments, which requires our anomaly detector to detect
this label twice. To ensure that each anomalous label of the
e-logbook has to be detected once, it suffices to merge all
corresponding segments into one, prior to evaluation.

Evaluation
Fourth, we compare the ground truth with the outcomes
of our anomaly detector, and quantify its performance by
means of two evaluation metrics: AUC and rank.
First, the area under the precision-recall curve (AUC).
This curve is obtained by computing precision and recall for
a varying decision threshold. The maximum AUC is 1, and
the higher the better.
3

CERN staff can manually assign a timestamp to an e-logbook entry, so it
can be early or late with respect to the event it describes.
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Visualisation
Finally, we introduce an interactive explorer, available online4 . It allows to inspect both the data variables, e-logbook
and predictions with live metrics.

EXPERIMENTS

goal is mainly to lower computational complexity, and possibly to simplify root-cause analysis.

Hyper-Parameter Grid Search
The first experiment automatically optimizes the hyperparameters of the ML model, through a grid search. Such
hyper-parameters (e.g. the number of Gaussian distributions used in GMM) strongly influence the performance of
a ML model, so pinpointing sensible values matters.
Set-up Given a search space of potential hyperparameter values (i.e. the grid), we run the entire pipeline
for each combination, and we evaluate according to AUC.
Results Finally, we obtain a set of optimal hyperparameters for each anomaly detector per year. Based on
these results and efficiency considerations, we propose a general set of hyper-parameters for future use. Moreover, such
a general set of parameters is less prone to overfitting. For
GMM, we tested 30 configurations, shown together with the
optimal result for 2018 in Table 1. These optimal parameters
yield the predictions of Table 2. Note that this setup is likely
to yield overly optimistic results, in the third experiment we
address this issue.
Table 1: Optimal parameters for 2018 after grid search and
a general proposal for decent results regardless of year.
Parameter
n_components
covariance_type
n_init
init_params

Tested
1, 2, 4, 6, 8
full, tied, diag
1, 5
kmeans

2018
2
full
5
kmeans

general
2
full
1
kmeans

Table 2: Predictions after grid search with GMM for 2018
detected
undetected

anomaly
4
3

normal
11
1428

Feature Selection
In the second experiment, the aim is to reduce the total
number of features, whilst maintaining performance. The
4

http://cern.ch/anomaly-detection-mki

Figure 2: The progress of feature selection with GMM. Overall,
10 to 15 iterations are sufficient. Also remarkable is the
relative difficulty of 2016 compared to the other years.

Set-up Our feature selection is structured as a greedy
local search algorithm. Start with an initial solution (fixed set
of features) and determine a set of neighbouring solutions
(a neighbour is obtained by adding or deleting a feature
from the current solution). For every neighbour, run the
entire pipeline and evaluate according to its rank. Select
the neighbour with the lowest rank as new solution. Repeat
until you reach a maximum number of iterations. Finally,
we return the solution of the last iteration (Fig. 2).
Results Using at most 16 features for GMM and 26 features for iForest, a model trained using the general parameters detects the same amount of anomalies as a model
without feature selection. Smaller feature sets reduce both
training time, as well as time spent interpreting detector
outcomes.
Table 3: Predictions after feature selection (16 features) with
GMM for 2018. For original performance, cf. Table 2.
detected
undetected

anomaly
5
2

normal
10
1429

Live Evaluation
The third experiment tests our anomaly detection application in a more complex and realistic setting, designed to
mimic deployment conditions. In particular, instead of having access to the complete set of historical data, data now
comes in sequentially and anomalies have to be detected in
previously unseen data.
Set-up Concretely, we iterate through our data in oneweek increments. First, we train the anomaly detector on
week 1 of historical data and detect anomalies in week 2.
Its performance is recorded. Next, we train an anomaly
detector on data of weeks 1 and 2, and use that model to
detect anomalies in week 3. This process repeats until an
entire year’s worth of data is processed.
Results The results for 2018 (Table 4) show that recall
remains steady (0.57), but precision suffers. However, for
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Second, average anomaly rank (rank). We sort all segments based on their anomaly scores a assigned by the detector. Suppose n truly anomalous segments, a perfect detector
isolates these at the top of its ranking, yielding a minimum
average anomaly rank of n(n + 1)/2. So, a lower rank means
a better detector.
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Table 4: Predictions after live evaluation with GMM for 2018.
Recall remains unaltered, but precision suffers due to an
increased amount of false positives (FPs).
detected
undetected

anomaly
4
3

normal
32
1376

2016 and 2017, recall does decline: some anomalies are
no longer discovered. Lowering the detection threshold
mitigates this effect, but introduces even more false positives
(FPs). In conclusion, our detector does work during live
evaluation, but one must somehow cope with a comparatively
large number of FPs.

COBRAS: Incorporating Expert Feedback
To reduce the amount of FPs, our final experiment investigates how to incorporate expert feedback. In particular, we
propose an additional step which interactively clusters the
output of the anomaly detector using the COBRAS system [5,
6]. Ultimately, COBRAS should learn (both from data and
from expert feedback) to correct mistakes of the anomaly
detector by re-assigning wrongly classified segments to the
right clusters of anomalous or normal segments. This knowledge can be stored and re-used on unseen data. In this way,
we introduce expert feedback independent of a particular
choice of anomaly detector.
COBRAS COBRAS clusters a given dataset such that the
result aligns with the preferences of a particular user. To
do so, it asks the user questions of the form: "Do these
two instances belong to the same cluster?" Based on those
constraints, COBRAS further refines its clustering.
Input data The segments, along with their associated
anomaly scores, serve as input data to the COBRAS algorithm.
However, COBRAS requires fixed-length feature vectors as
inputs, whereas our segment length does vary. To solve this,
we summarize each segment in a set of key features, chosen
to be as informative as possible to CERN experts when
answering COBRAS’ queries. Furthermore, the evaluation
labels, {T P, T N, FP, F N }, are used in answering COBRAS’
questions, but not as input data.
Expert feedback COBRAS’ questions are answered either automatically, or by a human expert. Suppose the question “Do segments A and B belong together?” To answer,
we first look at the evaluation labels of segments A and B.
One of two possible scenarios unfolds. Scenario one occurs
if neither A or B has a FP label. In this case, the question
is answered automatically: A and B belong together only if
their labels are identical. Scenario two occurs if at least one
of the segments was labelled as FP. In that case, the expert
takes a closer look and makes the final decision.
Output data Eventually, COBRAS outputs a clustering
of segments, consistent with expert feedback. This can be
thought of as a slight correction of the original output of the
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anomaly detector. Of course, this only concerns historical
data, but this knowledge transfers easily to unseen data. Consider a new segment, with its associated anomaly score. First,
using a simple k-nearest neighbour classifier, we pinpoint
which cluster it resembles most. Next, we look at the dominant label, L, in that cluster. If L ∈ {T P, F N }, the segment
is considered anomalous. Alternatively, if L ∈ {T N, FP},
we classify the segment as normal.
Results After incorporation of expert feedback for 2017,
we observe increased performance of the GMM anomaly detector on data of 2018 (Table 5). Additionally, we observe
the same effect when using the iForest anomaly detector,
which originally (i.e. without additional expert knowledge)
did not perform well. These encouraging results suggest
that adding expert knowledge by means of semi-supervised
clustering is a viable approach.
Table 5: Incorporation of expert feedback from 2017 yields
improved performance for 2018 with GMM.
detected
undetected

anomaly
6
1

normal
2
1437

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a proof-of-concept, scalable
anomaly detection application for LHC beam transfer installations. This application is structured as a pipeline which
includes preprocessing, anomaly detection with ML models,
postprocessing, evaluation and an interactive visualization
step. Our experiments yielded promising results, including
one on taking expert feedback into account.
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Abstract
The new superconducting Linear Coherent Light Source
(LCLS-II) at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory
will be an upgrade to LCLS, the world’s first hard X-ray
free-electron laser. LCLS-II is in an advanced stage of construction with equipment for both cryogenic plants (CryoPlants) as well as more than half of the 37 cryomodules
onsite. Thomas Jefferson Lab (JLab) is a partner lab responsible for building half of the LCLS-II cryomodules.
The Low Energy Recirculation Facility (LERF) at Jefferson Lab (JLab) was used to stage and test LCLS-II cryomodules before shipping them to SLAC. The testing was
done by setting up two cryomodules at a time, cryocontrols
instrumentation racks, Programmable Logic Controllers
(PLC) controls and Experimental Physics and Industrial
Control System (EPICS) Input/Output Controllers (IOCs)
at LERF with the intention of developing cryogenic controls for LCLS-II. The cryogenic controls developed at
LERF would then be replicated for controlling all 37 cryomodules via an EPCIS user interface. This paper discusses the cryogenic controls developed at LERF for implementation in the LCLS-II project.

The Central Helium Liquefier (CHL) at JLab provides
2K Helium for the CEBAF accelerator. A cryogenicconnection to CHL was designed and installed to supply
helium to the new LERF cryomodule test facility. This connection to one of the CHL cryoplants allows the CEBAF
Linac and LERF to be cooled down from 4K to 2K without
interrupting the CEBAF operations. The first two cryomodules installed and tested at the LERF were J1.3-12
and J1.3-5. Cryomodule J1.3-12 was installed at SLAC
while J1.3-5 was reconditioned to remedy cryogenic performance issues identified during initial testing.

INTRODUCTION
The LCLS-II project provided funding for all the instrumentation and controls software [1]. This includes RF amplifiers, Low Level RF (LLRF) control equipment and Cryogenic Controls racks with PLCs. EPICS is used for supervisory control of the cryogenic systems while the control
logic was developed in Allen Bradley PLCs. Field instrumentation is connected as Distributed I/O communicating
over an EtherNet/IP based Device Level Ring (DLR). The
subsystem controls included electric heaters, pressure
transducers, Resistive Temperature Detectors (RTDs) and
liquid level monitors. Cryogenic valves are controlled using Profibus Process Automation (PA) and Profibus Decentralized Peripheral (DP) communication protocols [2]. The
test facility included 16 four kW solid state amplifiers
(SSA) and new wave guides were installed to connect the
two cryomodules. Low Level RF chassis were installed for
controls and interlocks, along with vacuum controls. Figure 1 shows the LERF cryomodules in the vault and cryocontrols racks in the gallery.
_____________________
* Authored by SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory under U.S. DOE
Contract No. DE-AC02-76SF00515. The U.S. Government retains a nonexclusive, paid-up, irrevocable, worldwide license to publish or reproduce
this manuscript for U.S. Government purposes.
† dayner@slac.stanford.edu

Figure 1: LCLS-II cryomodule in the LERF vault and
cryogenic controls instrumentation racks in the gallery.

CONTROLS ARCHITECTURE
The final cryogenic control system architecture to be implemented for LCLS-II was developed in collaboration
with input and feedback from partner labs. The cryogenic
plant supplies helium through upstream and downstream
distribution boxes. The upstream distribution box supplies
17 cryomodules with helium while the downstream distribution box supplies 20 cryomodules. The LCLS-II cryomodule control system will be designed using off-theshelf hardware and will closely mirror the mechanical design. Redundant PLC processing will be done in centralized locations using ControlLogix 1756-L83E processors.
The cryomodule PLCs will communicate to EPICS and the
cryogenic plant PLCs. Figure 2 illustrates the redundant architecture.
The controls architecture at the LERF replicated the proposed LCLS-II design by using two of the controls rack
intended for LCLS-II with all the same instrumentation and
WEPHA002
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distributed I/O. The 5069-L330ER CompactLogix processor was used for processing the cryomodule monitoring
and control signals. The cryomodule installation at LERF
included a 0.5% slope to replicate the actual SLAC tunnel
and the associated control challenges due to this slope.

Figure 2: Centralized PLCs with redundancy.
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SYSTEM READINESS
All hardware and software controls were tested prior to
the initial cryogenic cool down and before RF was applied
to cryomodule cavities. Checkout procedures were developed and used to test the PLC cryogenic and EPICS controls as well as the RF system. Given the fact that a significant amount of hardware and controls was being developed at partner laboratories, there was a requirement to
have remote software development and checkout capabilities. Policies and procedures were developed for managing
remote access needed for support and safe development of
the Cryo software controls. A JLab readiness review prior
to system start up validated whether or not the new cryomodule test facility was ready to transition from engineering and development to operations. An extensive saftey review was done to identify the possible risks of remote operations and to determine how best to mitigate those risks.
The primary risks involved a remote user harming the CHL
which would be providing 2K Helium to the CEBAF accelerator and LERF. Secondly a remote user could potentially damage a production cryomodule.
Extensive testing of the cryogenic controls was carried
out prior to the initial cool down. Instrumentation that was
tested included 70 temperature diodes, 4 pressure transducers, 16 cavity heaters and 4 Joule-Thomson valves (JT and
Cool down). The RF system was tested to verify that the
internal interlocks of the amplifiers were operational. Figure 3 shows an EPICS cryomodule control screen.

Figure 3: LCLS-II cryomodule cryo-controls EPICS display showing temperature sensors, heaters and valves..
WEPHA002
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Heater Control
Several heaters are required for managing heat loads in
the cryomodules. There are 8 cavity strip heaters per cryomodule affixed to the bottom of the vessel bath. Each
heater is individually driven by a linear power supply with
current shunts placed in series with the heaters to monitor
current draw. Depending on the mode of operation, LLRF
sends a gradient reading to the PLC, which is used to regulate the heaters. The End Can heaters are two cartridge
heaters with current transducers internal to the regulated
power supplies. PLC Logic was developed to automatically control the heaters by implementing a “PID-like” algorithm. The logic calculates the likely heater read-back
current based on the known shunt resistance and PLC commanded output voltage. The current readback is then used
to control the heater output by adding or subtracting to the
PLC commanded output voltage. This is automatically
done until the heater read-back is within an acceptable
range for the target set point power. Controlling the heaters
in this way was found to take too much time, so a faster
logic control method will be tested at LERF. Cryomodule
temperatures are monitored using the Lakeshore 240-8P
temperature monitors, which communicate over Profibus
DP. Figure 4 shows the EPICS faceplates for controlling
the heaters and monitoring temperatures. A cryo-operator
is able to enable, disable and enter set points and alarm values for each heater and temperature monitor from the faceplate.

Figure 4: EPICS faceplates for Heaters and Temperature.

Valve Control
The JT valve is the expansion valve on each cryomodule
which operates to fill the bath containing RF cavities with
helium. The Cool-down valve regulates helium from the
Cryoplant used for initial cryomodule cooling. Both valves
are controlled using the PLC’s built-in enhanced PID algorithm to regulate the valve actuator position in order to
maintain Helium liquid level at the desired set point in each
cryomodule. The PLC logic monitors two liquid level
probes in each cryomodule which are manufactured and
customized by AMI. One probe is located at the upstream
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end and the other at the downstream end of the cryomodule.
The tunnel at SLAC has an approximately 0.5% slope
and hence the downstream probe of the cryomodule will
always indicate a higher liquid level than the upstream
probe. This slope illustrated in Figure 5 increases the complexity of the control strategy required for controlling the
Helium levels.

Figure 5: Cryomodule Liquid He level due to tunnel slope.
The PLC logic is designed to monitor and control the
valves using the downstream liquid level. Figure 6 shows
the EPICS faceplates for controlling the JT valve and monitoring liquid level. A cryo-operator is able to enable, disable and enter set points, PID and alarm values for each
valve and level monitor from the faceplate.

Figure 6: EPICS FACEPLATES for JT valve and Liquid
Level.
A hardwired interlock to the downstream level monitor
is designed to open the JT valve and shutdown LLRF if the
cavity helium liquid level goes too low. This helium low
level interlock was successfully tested.

Pressure
There are two pressure transducers per cryomodule.
These pressure signals may be used for manipulating the
control of a valve or heater based on the cryoplant and cryomodule mode of operation. Pressure readings from strain
gauges at the end of the cryomodule strings are used for
providing diagnostics [3, 4].
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CRYOMODULE COMMISSIONING

OUTLOOK

Both J1.3-5 and J1.3-12 cryomodules at LERF underwent full performance qualification testing similar to cryomodules received at the other test facilities at JLAB and
FNAL. These tests included Qo, maximum useable gradient and other tests to ensure that the cryomodules and all
their cavities met their performance specifications. After
performance testing all 16 cavities were simultaneously
operated. This was coordinated using a two-step process.
First an initial run of the J1.3-12 cavities was done successfully with no issues. The heat load was balanced manually
with the electric heaters to ensure that the effective LERF
cryo-load was stable. Next, the J1.3-5 cavities were turned
on. Problems occurred with this cryomodule as RF SSAs
were tripped off. Eventually several cavities were operated
at a lower gradient and an acceptable accelerating voltage
was achieved without affecting the CEBAF CHL [5].

Further development work will be done to improve the
LCLS-II cryogenic controls software at LERF for implementation on LCLS-II. The U.S Department of Energy
Mission Need (CD-0) has been established for the LCLSII- High Energy (LCLS-II HE) upgrade and the conceptual
design is now under review. This upgrade would potentially require an additional 20 cryomodules. The cryomodule test facility at the LERF will be beneficial for developing and testing future cryomodules.

LESSONS LEARNED
A significant amount of time was needed for termination
of field wiring in the cryocontrols racks and for doing endto-end instrument loop checks for all PLC I/O. During
checkout of the equipment, several wiring errors were
found in the field and in the design. While doing checkout,
wiring errors caused electrical damage to instrumentation
that had to be replaced. Catching the wiring errors at LERF
allowed us to make changes to the design prior to the large
build of cryocontrol racks. We will take the opportunity to
integrate heater control with LLRF in future LERF runs.

SUMMARY
The cryomodule test facility at the LERF has been successfully commissioned including the cryomodule cryogenic controls. The facility has fulfilled its mandate of
providing an alternate cryomodule commissioning facility
and providing a test-bed for pre-commissioning the LCLSII linac cryogenic hardware and software controls. The
controls for Cryo, RF and Vacuum have been successfully
tested and will be continuously improved by onsite personnel in tandem with remote support and development.
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CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN FOR LCLS-II FAST WIRE SCANNERS AT
SLAC NATIONAL ACCELERATOR LABORATORY*
N. Balakrishnan†, L. Sapozhnikov, H. Bassan, J. Bong, J. Olsen, K. Lauer, P. Krejcik, M. Campell
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, USA
Abstract
One of the primary diagnostic tools for beam emittance
measurement at the Linac Coherent Light Source II
(LCLS-II), an upgrade of the SLAC National Accelerator
Laboratory’s Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) facility,
is the wire scanners. LCLS-II’s new Fast Wire Scanner
(FWS) is based on a similar mechanical design of linear
servo motor with position feedback from an incremental
encoder as that for LCLS. With a high repetition rate of up
to 1MHz from the superconducting accelerator of LCLSII, it is no longer sufficient to use point-to-point EPICScontrolled moves from wire to wire, as continued exposure
will damage the wires. The system needs to perform onthe-fly scans, with a single position versus time profile calculated in advance and executed in a single coordinated
motion by Aerotech Ensemble motion controller. The new
fast wire scanner control system has several advantages
over LCLS fast wire scanner controls with the capability to
program safety features directly on the drive and integrate
machine protection checks on an FPGA. This paper will
focus on the software architecture and implementation for
LCLS-II Fast Wire Scanners.

INTRODUCTION
For measuring the electron beam profile, wire scanners
(Fig. 1) are the primary tool used at the LCLS. The fast
wire scanner system is comprised of a linear motor stage
with an incremental linear encoder for closed loop position
feedback [1]. The movable stage which has limits switches
at the end of travel of the stage (Fig. 2) holds a wire card.
Beam loss monitor readings obtained during a scan of the
wire card through multiple bunches of the beam, helps provide the cross section of the beam. With the correlation of
the wire positions from the encoder feedback and the beam
loss monitor readings beam sizes, beam emittance, energy
spread, or bunch length can be determined [2].

Figure 2: Wire scanner schematics showing the motor, encoder and limit switches.

CONTROL SYSTEM
Architecture Overview
The wire scanner controls electronics are housed in support buildings with long haul cables running to the hardware in the tunnel [2]. The servo motion control and PID
(Proportional, Integral and Derivative) feedback is done
with an Aerotech Ensemble CP20 Motion Control drive.
The controller chassis enclosure supports two channels of
wire scanners with independent Ethernet interfaces to the
EPICS control system. The beam loss monitor signal and
the external position encoder readings are recorded through
a SLAC-standard common platform ATCA crate, housing
a carrier card with a Xilinx FPGA. Readings are acquired
beam synchronously with the inclusion of the central timing system through the crate [3]. The FPGA on the ATCA
crate performs checks on the speed of the wire scanner and
relays the information to Machine Protection System to
prevent destruction of the wires during continuous-wave
beam operations [2]. A block diagram of the system design
is presented in Fig. 3

Aerotech Motion Controller

Figure 1: Wire Scanner at SLAC [1].
___________________________________________

* Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy under contract number
DE- AC02-76SF00515
† namrata@SLAC.Stanford.EDU

The 3U Aerotech controller chassis includes control for
2 servo motor axes by way of 2 individual Ensemble CP20
Motion Control drives. The Ensemble CP20 offers extensive tuning tools for an extended PID delivering nearly optimal performance, observable using the built-in Digital
Scope [4]. Each CP20 axis supports up to 20 Amps peak
(10 Amps continuous) at 160VDC, satisfying the hefty requirements of the wire scanner system, while also providing high-precision control with kilohertz-level servo tasks
and high current-resolution output.
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Figure 3: Controls System Architecture of Fast Wire Scanner at SLAC.
On top of that, controller offers the ability to customize
many aspects of a process by programming up to 5 cyclic
tasks. The wire scanner uses one of these to handle the
homing routine, consisting of retracting the stage to hit the
lower limit switch and setting that position as the known
home position, or “0 position”. Separately, a fault handler
and a recovery operation are run on another two continuously running tasks.
Faults such as over-current, over-temperature conditions
and feedback are actively monitored at kilohertz rates and
cause appropriate recovery actions to happen, such as homing and disabling of the wire-scanner motor. Finally, a wire
scan routine is set up as the fourth task on the controller, in
which an S-curve trajectory is programmed to be used for
smooth motion when triggered via EPICS.

1. Check if wire scanner faults program is running on the
controller. If not (which can happen during a hard reset of the controller), start the program.
2. Turn on motor torque
3. Run the motor home command.
4. Set encoder initialization process complete flag.
A retract and timeout SNL program is also continuously
run if a timeout is enabled for the servo motor. This process
turns off the motor torque if the wire scanner is left turned
in an active state for a significant amount of time. This is
to reduce the electrical noise generated by the PWM control of the servomotor in the tunnel, which has been known
to affect nearby sensitive devices.

Motor Controls in EPICS
The controller is connected to the EPICS control system
through Ethernet over TCP/IP using a simple ASCII-based
protocol. When a wire scan is requested from EPICS, relevant parameters like speed and wire positions will be sent
to the Aerotech motion controller from EPICS.
The interface is implemented using EPICS collaboration`s asyn based motor record support (Fig. 4). For nonstandard EPICS motor information, such as diagnostic information, a Stream Device custom protocol file is used to
side-channel this information to EPICS records. A software
motion trigger sent through EPICS will cause the motion
controller to send the wire scanner through its pre-planned
trajectory. Upon a request of a wire scan, a State Notation
Language (SNL) program is executed on the EPICS Input/
Output Controller (IOC) to initialize the servo motor. The
initialization process consists of several steps:

Figure 4: Software Architecture of the Fast Wire Scanner.

FPGA Controls
The incremental quadrature linear encoder of the wire
scanner system provides 1 μm position resolution [1].
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Real-time position capture is done through a common platform carrier board with an FPGA on an ATCA crate. The
ATCA crate is shared between different subsystems. The
data is read in from a rear transition module (RTM) specific
to an application (see Fig. 3). The captured data is put in a
ring buffer and processed by the EPICS virtual IOC running on the real- time Linux machine (LinuxRT). The
FPGA intercepts and re-transmits the encoder signal back
to the motion controller to close the feedback loop. The position data is processed by the beam synchronous acquisition (BSA) system on the FPGA. The common platform
system allows for the installation of AMC cards (high
speed- digitizers) which can provide application-specific
functionality to interface with the FPGA. The wire scanner
system utilizes one of these standard AMC cards that provides 3 channels of 350Ms/s 16-bit ADC card through
which beam loss monitor signal is read into the system in
a beam-synchronous manner.
The FPGA on the ATCA crate performs checks on the
speed of the wire scanner to prevent the destruction of the
wires during continuous wave beam operations. For LCLSII high beam repetition rates which may reach up to 1MHz
the wire should move faster than a prescribed minimum
speed in order to ensure that no more than 100 consecutive
bunches hit the wire and yet slow enough that a sufficient
number of bunches hit the wire to reconstruct the transverse profile [5].
The machine protection application for the FWS is to
protect the wires, high-level application (HLA) software
will make a determination for the minimum speed requirements based on bunch charge and repetition rate at the time
the scan is requested, and transmit this value to the FWS
firmware [6]. The FWS firmware will measure the wire
speed approximately 1 ms before the wire intercepts the
beam and send a message to the MPS to abort the beam if
the minimum speed is not met.

Integration of FPGA Controls in EPICS
The Common Platform Software (CPSW) provides an
interface for EPICS to the FPGA [7]. Definitions of registers and required parameters are defined in a YAML file.
Asyn based EPICS module called YCPSWASYN is used
for FPGA register access and asynchronous messaging.

High Level Application
A Matlab application is used to configure and initiate a
scan. The wire scan application selects the wires and appropriate speed of the motor based on beam rate. The wire
scanner moves at a maximum possible speed between
wires and at the requested scan speed around the nominal
wire positions. A snapshot of the high level graphical user
interface along with a wire scan trajectory is shown in Fig.
5. The high-level application also calculates the beam profiles and transverse emittance with the synchronously acquired position and beam loss data [1].
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Figure 5: Matlab High Level Application depicting a wire
scan.

CONCLUSION
The control system for LCLS-II Fast Wire scanner system marks a significant upgrade to the motion control drive
of LCLS wire scanners, with increased performance,
throughput, and safety features. Five wire scanners in
LCLS have been successfully upgraded to LCLS-II style
motion control system as of the final run of LCLS in December 2018.
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SCALING AGILE FOR THE SQUARE KILOMETRE ARRAY
M. Bartolini∗ , N. Rees, M. Miccolis, J. Santander-Vela, L.R.S. Brederode,
M. Deegan, SKA Organisation, Macclesfield, United Kingdom
Abstract
The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) Organisation (SKAO)
is responsible for the design and construction of the first
phase (SKA1) of its vision: designing, construction, and
operating telescopes with an equivalent collecting area to
one square kilometre. The SKA1 project is finishing its preconstruction phase in December 2019. A bridging phase
was kicked-off before construction commences during which
lean-agile processes, structures, and practices are being prototyped. By the end of the bridging phase we plan to have
pivoted from a document based, earned value, stage gated
set of processes arranged around pre-construction consortia
to a code based, value flow driven, lean-agile set of processes unified around the Scaled Agile Framework. During
the bridging process we have onboarded more than 10 agile
development teams. In this paper we describe the processes,
the main technical and cultural challenges, and the preliminary results of adopting a lean-agile culture within the SKA
Organisation.

specially problematic for software components, as software
architectures need validation by means of prototyping, with
particular attention to their data exchange interfaces.
Upon reflection, it appears that the principles stated in the
Agile Manifesto [3] well describe this situation:
• Individuals and interactions are needed in order to
take a system approach and bridge the communication
between different elements; currently that communication is mediated by formally issued documents such as
Interface Control Documents (ICDs), but they remember difficult to interpret for many software engineers.
• Working software is needed in order to validate many
assumptions in the design via evolutionary prototyping.
This highlights the need for an integrated approach to
software development.
• Customer collaboration is reflected in the necessity
of a major interaction with the users of the telescope,
starting from the preliminary design phase. This interaction is needed to drive the software development in
an iterative fashion.

PROJECT CONTEXT
The Square Kilometre Array Phase 1 (SKA1) project [1] is
approaching a system-level Critical Design Review (CDR) in
early December 2019. The design phase has been conducted
after partitioning the SKA system on different subsystems
or elements, and different consortia have developed a design
for different subsystems of the telescope. Most elements
have now passed their element-level CDR, increasing the
confidence in the overall maturity of the design, but the
process also highlighted some system-level issues [2]. A
bridging phase has now been initiated, covering the period
between element-level CDRs and the start of the construction phase. In this phase those issues are being tackled by
adopting a system level approach, as the pre-construction
consortia dissolved after their CDR.

The Need for an Agile System Approach
As indicated, the element-level design reviews highlighted
several system-level issues, with emphasis on the lack of a
single system-level perspective. Some inconsistencies have
been identified in the interfaces between subsystems, there
are some interfaces with not clearly demarcated responsibilities, and there are inconsistencies due to conflicting assumptions between the parties of an interface.
Compounding the issue, the design phase, and specially
the way it has been targeted and delivered, has been strongly
document-based. There have been several modelling attempts in order to provide a single source of truth for designs,
but the final deliverable has always been a document. This is
∗

m.bartolini@skatelescope.org

• Responding to change is essential for a project that
still has many unknowns. Scientific projects are a complex endeavour and the SKA project is a complex system. In complex systems, the interactions between
different parts resolve and identify patterns that cannot
be traced, or even disappear, when we examine the parts
in isolation. The complexity will evolve also in time
with the increased understanding of the system itself.

Technical Implementation
The Agile principles do not live in isolation, and in recent
years a set of technical best practices have emerged in the
software world [4], trying to leverage agility through software craftsmanship in order to increase the quality of the
software developed. Chief amongst these are:
Continuous Delivery [5] is the ability to get changes of
all types – including new features, configuration changes,
bug fixes and experiments —- into production, or into the
hands of users, safely and quickly in a sustainable way. Addressing the development of a complex system incrementally
and with a cohesive approach, greatly benefits from continuous integration and deployment of the different software
components.
DevOps [6] is an essential practice that eliminates bottlenecks in the software development life-cycle, thereby making
continuous delivery possible. DevOps promotes a process
where teams can make decisions about their products by
being responsible for their entire life cycle. This is essential
WEPHA011
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in a project like SKA, where different teams have a very
deep knowledge of specific technical domains.

Why SAFe?
While the agile principles can be applied to a single software development team, the SKA Organisation (SKAO)
needs a way to leverage those consistently across different
teams and domains, while still maintaining control over the
entire project development. A number of frameworks have
been proposed by the industry to scale agile practices at an organisational level. The Scaled Agile Framework [7] (SAFe® )
is a knowledge-base of proven, integrated principles, practices, and competencies that empowers organisations to successfully transform to Lean, Agile, and DevOps. Combining
the power of Agile with Lean product development, DevOps, and systems thinking, SAFe provides synchronized
alignment, collaboration, and delivery for multiple Agile
teams.
The SAFe framework was selected as a basis to coordinate
the software development efforts during construction. However, given the need for a culture change, it was also decided
to start using it for the SKA bridging activities related to
software development, allowing us to prototype the implementation of the collaboration structure for the impending
construction phase.
SAFe is appealing to the SKAO not just because of the
software development, but also because of the Lean Engineering principles, encompassing different engineering
domains. Moreover, SAFe leverages Built-in quality, Continuous Delivery, and DevOps as first class citizens of the
framework, making it easy to support those concepts within
a large organisation. The maturity of the framework, and its
widespread adoption within industry make it an ideal choice
when it comes to adopting a robust set of practices that can
ease the collaboration with industrial partners.

Figure 1: SPC trainees at SKA Global Headquarters.
project’s stakeholders and partner countries. As a result of
the training 11 delegates were certified as SAFe Program
Consultants (SPC), forming the change agents to train others
in the adoption of the SAFe framework, essentially spreading
the knowledge throughout the SKA collaboration.

Aligning to a Common Vision
As a result of the first training, it was very clear that SKAO
was embarking on a major transformation. Not only technical aspects, but managerial, political, and cultural aspects are
essential to this transformation. A vision statement for the
bridging phase was developed as one outcome of the training
event, and it was used to drive the upcoming transformation
process (extract):
The SKA Enterprise Objective over the bridging
period is to successfully reach a milestone where
construction can begin on a well-funded project
to build the two SKA1 telescopes under the guidance of the SKAO. To do this we must pass the
intermediate milestones of:
• Presenting a credible design at System CDR
- which serves as a solid foundation for:

PREPARE THE TRANSFORMATION
The SAFe framework provides a roadmap conceived to
ease the implementation and the adoption of the framework
within a company.

Training Change Agents
The essential starting point is represented by a group
of early adopters and supporters. This tipping point was
reached by the agreement between the SKAO computing
group and representatives for all the more software-centered
pre-construction consortia. As the group was formed, a formal training session was held at SKA Global Headquarters
(see Fig. 1). This 4-day training session was essential in
shaping the future organisation, as it provided a common
understanding of the framework vocabulary and core values
for all stakeholders.
The training was also the perfect opportunity to highlight
the main reasons why a shift towards a Lean Agile approach
was necessary and to reflect about these reasons in the light
of the larger SKA collaboration, addressing concerns from

• Submitting a convincing construction proposal - which serves as the mechanism for:
• The SKA Observatory Council releasing
funds for construction.
This is inherently, and unavoidably, a documentbased, stage gated process. To be successful we
must align this with our vision for software development, which is that: by the end of the bridging period we will have pivoted from a document
based, earned value, stage-gated set of processes
arranged around pre-construction consortia to a
code based, value flow driven, lean-agile set of
processes unified around the Scaled Agile Framework.

Training the Leaders
For any significant change to succeed within any organisation, it is essential that the organisation’s management and
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wider stakeholders’ group support this change. A group of
early adopters is beneficial, but it is limited in what it can
achieve. A series of workshops was organised within the
SKA HQ and with relevant stakeholders outside the office,
presenting ideas that emerged during the first SPC training
event. This step was essential, as it brought the whole transformation process a level up, exposing it to the management
concerns. This process also had the benefit of exposing the
SAFe framework implementation to other non-software related teams and disciplines within the project, where those
interface with the software world. Capturing their concerns
bootstrapped a series of conversations on aspects such as
contract negotiation and procurement, schedule and project
control that had not emerged in previous conversations. Setting up these sort of events is also very beneficial in communicating that the company is supporting the transformation
initiative.

IMPLEMENTATION
The SAFe framework supports different configurations,
allowing the framework to scale with the number of teams
and departments within an organisation. The SKAO started
this transformation process by targeting the adoption of what
is called "Essential SAFe" [8], that is basically a structure
coordinating a limited number of agile development teams
contributing to a common value stream. Many practical
steps were necessary to implement this sort of change, briefly
summarised as:
• Identify the Agile Release Train (ART) that is the
team-of-teams that will be working together towards a
common goal.
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• Set-up a minimal supporting infrastructure. SAFe
organises the development in terms of features and stories. A collaborative tool is needed where teams can
be assigned features that get decomposed into stories
in order to be implemented. The set of IT tools supporting the SAFe process is very wide, and the SKA
Office evaluated a number of those via demos and interaction with vendors. Atlassian Jira and Confluence
were adopted as a result of the evaluation process.

Get Ready for PI Planning
One of the main ideas that differentiates SAFe framework
with respect to other scaled-agile approaches, such as LESS,
or Scrum of Scrums, is the concept of Program Increment
(PI), and Program Increment planning. A PI is a time-boxed
period defined as a fixed number of development sprints
plus one Innovation and Planning (IP) sprint during which
the planning for the subsequent PI takes place. The SKAO
adopted a somewhat unusual cadence of 13 weeks, composed of five development sprints of two weeks each, plus
a three-week-long IP sprint. This cadence evenly divides
the solar year in four PIs, and takes into account all of the
major holidays in the states that participate in the SKA collaboration. Due to the longer IP sprint, more time is allowed
for buffering capacities, and more preparatory planning can
occur. At the end of each PI, all teams gather together for
the PI planning [10] event (see Fig. 2). During PI planning
every team plans its activity for the next PI. Each team is
empowered to pull features from a prioritized program backlog, and then commit to deliver a set of related objectives
during the development sprints, according to their planned
work capacity.

• Prepare and prioritize a backlog of features that will
be the focus of the first program increment.
• Identify one Release Train Engineer (RTE) that is
responsible for acting as a process authority for the
entire release train.
• Understand the set of teams comprising the ART and
their composition. The collaboration started with 4 development teams plus one system team that is dedicated
to supporting the infrastructure.
• As the framework suggests to adopt Scrum [9] as a
process to drive the team-level work, make sure that
all teams are familiar with it and properly trained. All
the essential roles of Scrum Master and Product Owner
must be covered.
• Define the cadence adopted by the Agile Release Train.
SAFe heavily revolves around the concept of Program
Increment (PI). A PI is a predefined series of development sprints that are planned together by all teams
during the PI planning events. See more in the following section.

Figure 2: The first PI planning participants at SKA HQ.
Having all the teams plan their sprints together, facilitates
conversations and promotes the prompt identification of key
dependencies between teams, so that the resulting planning
takes those dependencies into account. The PI planning
event lasts for two or three entire days, and produces a set
of objectives to which every team commits, along with a
Program Board (see Fig. 3), that is a the agreed schedule of
the planned features to be delivered during the next PI by
each team.
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Figure 3: The program board resulting from PI 4 planning.
Columns denote Sprints, and rows indicate Teams. Blue
sticky notes represent the planned delivery date for a feature,
pink sticky notes represent dependencies between teams,
and orange sticky notes represent milestones.
The first PI planning event was held at SKA head quarters,
in Jodrell Bank UK, during the first week of December 2018.
Setting a fixed date well in advance created a forcing function
with many positive effects. The date was used to generate
a plan for the ART launch; travel plans could be made in
advance, thus reducing the overall costs; and it generated
expectations and enthusiasm about the upcoming event. It
was decided to arrange the PI planning agenda over three
days in order to accommodate remote participation from
different time zones and maximize the overlap time between
participants. The remaining two days of the working week
have been dedicated to team meetings and training. Some
teams were meeting for the first time, and not all of them were
familiar with SAFe and the PI planning process, so some
training was essential to achieve an effective PI planning
session. The planning was set up so to have plenary sessions
in a common room, and team breakouts in dedicated rooms
equipped with videoconferencing facilities for each team.
This setup proved to be effective, and it led to a positive
participation and involvement of all participants.
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teams. Time-boxing the planning to three months helps to
achieve better predictability, but all teams struggle in their
early program increments. Teams improve their planning
and predictability in successive PIs.
Big-room planning has many positive effects, as all teams
have noted how everyone now feels more involved in the
project. Transparency is greatly enhanced as well, as all
team’s plans are shared, and dependencies are better understood and managed. It is also important that people from
different teams have a chance to meet each other, something
particularly true in a collaboration such as the SKA, which
involves teams across all five continents.
Teams are encouraged to take ownership of their own planning and decisions. Decisions are effectively delegated to the
most appropriate level in a transparent process that allows
feedback and celebrates failures as learning milestones.
It is easy to spot chances for early integration of software products developed by different teams. System-level
integration is now encouraged as one of the most valuable
activities, and not something to be relegated to the final
stages of development.
Progress is demonstrated by teams during system demos.
This reporting technique is very effective in capturing stakeholders feedback during the early stages of development.
The frequency of system demos has intensified over the different PIs, and the collaboration is now targeting one system
demo for each development sprint.
Teams developing hybrid systems composed of hardware
and firmware have joined the ART. The overall structure
demonstrates to be very well suited to support this kind of
work, also enhancing the chances for early verification of
these systems in association with the software stack.
The adoption of a well-known, industry-supported framework proved to be essential in the setup of PI planning events
external to the SKA HQ. This was obvious during PI planning event number 3 held in Pune, India (see Fig. 4). The PI
planning event was hosted by a private company called Persistent Systems, and the mutual understanding of the framework with associated logistics and "ceremonies" helped in
setting up everything correctly with little overhead.

From PI1 to PI4
At the time of this writing, the SKA-wide collaboration
has executed four PI planning events, and it is currently
executing the program increment number four (PI4). In this
period of time, the number of teams involved in the SAFe
program has grown from 5 to 17, and the project is evaluating
the possibility to split the effort into two different ARTs to
better manage the large number of people involved.
All the PI planning events were executed successfully with
positive outcomes. The collaboration has grown in size and
maturity during the series of program increments, and some
aspects of this journey are worth noting.
Planning is a difficult activity in the software world, and it
is a very approximate process, in particular for newly formed

Figure 4: PI planning number 3, held in Pune, India.
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It is relevant that SAFe also offers very well structured
training packages, and as new teams were onboarded, it was
easy to train everyone to gain an understanding of the SAFe
processes, and most importantly to adopt the underlying values and principles. Having the ability to host these training
events internally thanks to the SPC certifications made them
extremely cost effective.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
The SAFe framework explicitly calls for time to be devoted to analysis and introspection in relation to the processes and their effectiveness. This happens for the teams
in each sprint during the sprint retrospective. The ART has
a dedicated Inspect and Adapt workshop during every IP
sprint, where everyone in the collaboration can highlight
aspects that are subject to improvement and participate in
the definition of a possible solution. This mechanism is
essential, and it has clearly produced improvements for the
ART. Some improvements are related to the tooling and to
the supporting infrastructure, while others are introduced
additional concepts. In particular this innovation process led
to the creation of a number of Communities of Practice
(CoPs), responding to the emerging need from the teams to
improve and harmonize some technical aspects of the software development activity. Among them the Testing CoP,
aimed to standardise the testing practices among the teams,
by providing a forum to discuss testing related topics.

CONCLUSION
Changing a collaboration model on the basis of LeanAgile principles is a major endeavour that should not be
approached lightly. Starting from a common understanding
of the core values and principles is essential in driving the
transformation process; those should remain the focus of
the attention when transforming the organisational structure,
subject to compromises and trade-offs. The SKA Organisation faced many challenges in adopting this approach, both
on cultural and technical aspects, and we expect that every
organisation on a similar path will face similar challenges,
even if they are in particular dependent on the specific context and stakeholders. Overcoming some obstacles was only
possible thanks to strong management support. Adopting
SAFe proved to be very effective in improving the approach
to software design and development, effectively moving the
focus of all collaborators towards a system perspective, and
towards a sense of shared ownership of the project. The
technical practices associated with iterative software devel-
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opment and continuous integration are fundamental in this
transformation and striving to reach high performance on
these aspects is essential for a modern software development
organisation [11]. This results in improved software quality
processes and a higher degree of confidence in the software
development activity. The trade-offs imposed by a collaboration such as SKA, where many developers are not fully
dedicated to the project and teams are distributed around the
globe, are particularly challenging when adopting a framework such as SAFe, that has a strong emphasis on individuals
and in-person interactions. A strong emphasis on IT infrastructure and Audio Video systems for videoconferencing is
necessary to enable the process in such a distributed setup.
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A GENERAL MULTIPLE-INPUT MULTIPLE-OUTPUT FEEDBACK
DEVICE IN TANGO FOR THE MAX IV ACCELERATORS
P. Bell∗ , M. Sjöström, M. Lindberg, V. Martos, V. Hardion, MAX IV Laboratory, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
A general multiple-input multiple-output feedback device
has been implemented in TANGO for various applications
in the MAX IV accelerator system. The device has a conﬁgurable, weightable list of sensors and actuators, response
matrix inversion (via SVD), gain and frequency regulation,
takes account of the validity of the sensor readings and limits
of actuator settings, and may respond to external interlocks.
In the storage rings, it performs the slow orbit feedback using the 10 Hz data stream from the Libera Brilliance Plus
Beam Position Measurement electronics, reading 400 (72)
beam positions in the large (small) ring as sensor inputs.
The position readings are received as TANGO events and a
corrector-to-beam-position response matrix calculation outputs the corrector magnet settings. In the linac, the device
is used for the trajectory correction, again with sensor input
data sent as TANGO events, in this case from the Single
Pass Beam Position Measurement electronics. The device
is also used for tune feedback in the storage rings, making
use of its own polling thread to read the sensors. Future developments will see a dedicated slow orbit feedback device
derived from the general implementation in order to integrate
the hardware-based fast orbit feedback, while the general
device is also seeing new applications at the beamlines.

INTRODUCTION
The accelerator complex at the MAX IV laboratory consists of a 3 GeV, 250 m long full energy linac, two storage rings of 1.5 GeV and 3 GeV and a Short Pulse Facility.
During 2019 eight beamlines are receiving users and the
3 GeV ring is now well proven for regular delivery to users
at 250 mA stored current.
The MAX IV control system has a three-tier architecture, with speciﬁc hardware handling the real-time tasks
and TANGO [1] representing the middle tier as the primary
control system. For the client layer, physicists and operators can interact with TANGO via its Python and MATLAB
bindings or through the SARDANA [2] layer which brings
a macro server and standardised Graphical User Interfaces
based on TAURUS [3]. In the control of the accelerator the
MATLAB layer is used extensively, taking advantage of the
rich “accelerator toolkit” developed in the wider accelerator
physics community [4].
During early operation of the machine several use cases
for feedback systems implemented in the TANGO layer were
identiﬁed. Being able to take advantage of the TANGO event
system, such devices are more performant than equivalent
applications implemented in the MATLAB client layer. A
TANGO device for the slow orbit feedback (SOFB) in the
∗

paul.bell@maxiv.lu.se

storage rings was ﬁrst to be developed, but at an early stage
this was generalised into the current TANGO Feedback Device such that it can be conﬁgured for any multiple input
multiple output (MIMO) application. The ﬁrst section of
this report describes the design and main features of the
general TANGO Feedback Device and the second section
details some of its current applications at MAX IV.

TANGO FEEDBACK DEVICE DESIGN
AND FEATURES
A Generic Device
The TANGO Feedback Device, written in Python, is completely generic and conﬁgurable for both MIMO and SISO
systems. It currently implements an (adjustable) proportional gain term only, as this was found to be suﬃcient for
the initial SOFB application. Interaction with the device is
through the attributes and commands shown in Fig. 1, which
also illustrates the state logic of the device. Two writeable
spectrum attributes SensorNames and ActuatorNames provide proxies to TANGO attributes that act in those roles, i.e.
provide the input signals to and writeable outputs from the
feedback calculation. These may be weighted. The SensorReferenceValues, i.e. target values, must also be provided
and the ResponseMatrix, R, which gives the change in the
sensor response for unit change in the actuator settings.
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Figure 1: Commands, selected attributes and states of the
generic TANGO Feedback Device. The output attributes
ActuatorDeltas (the change in actuator settings) and SensorCurrentErrors (the diﬀerent between the sensor values
and the target) are updated for each iteration of the feedback.
They are spectrum attributes but will have length 1 in case
of a SISO application (one sensor, one actuator).
After conﬁguring the above attributes the feedback device will be in OFF state. Moving to STANDBY state starts
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the updating of the sensor current value (or values) at the
requested frequency, and the calculation of the diﬀerence
between this (these) and the reference, known as the sensor
error, all of which are accessible via attributes. The calculated change of setpoint(s), the ActuatorDeltas, are already
available for inspection in STANDBY mode before any correction is actually applied. Moving to RUNNING state starts
the feedback, i.e. the writing of the ActuatorDeltas to the actuator attributes, and this attribute now shows the adjustment
being applied to the actuators in the current iteration.

Interlocks and Alarms
The TANGO Feedback Device may be conﬁgured to automatically stop the feedback (move from RUNNING back
to STANDBY) if any user-deﬁnable i nterlock conditions
are met. These are set through device properties and correspond to states of other TANGO devices. It is also conﬁgurable whether the feedback should restart once the interlock
condition is removed or whether the operator must do this
manually.
The device can enter ALARM state for other reasons,
which usually mean that a correction was unable to be calculated or applied in the current iteration. The validity of the
sensor values, as determined by the sensor TANGO devices,
are continuously checked, conﬁrming for example that they
are not outside any alarm limits set in TANGO. If the sensor data is invalid the iteration is skipped and an ALARM
shown. Similarly for the actuators, if the feedback attempts
to set a value which is out of range (actuator saturation) an
ALARM is thrown. An ALARM message is also shown if
the feedback device cannot keep up with the requested feedback rate, which may happen, for example, if the actuators
are too slow to respond.

Synchronised Event Based Sensor Input
From the outset the TANGO Feedback Device was designed to make use of the TANGO event system and so it may
be driven by change events on the sensor attributes. Moreover, the feedback loop is synchronised to the sensor event
rate if the sensors are synchronised with each other. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2. It is assumed the 𝑛 sensors send events
with the same timestamps, with a time between each event of
𝑑𝑡. So shortly after time 𝑡, and before 𝑡 + 𝑑𝑡, 𝑛 events should
arrive to the feedback device, all with the same timestamp
(𝑡). Because of the communication to the distributed sensors
over the networks, the order in which these events arrive is
unknown, but all should arrive before any events with the
next timestamp (𝑡 + 𝑑𝑡). Internally the feedback device keeps
a dictionary of sensor indices, timestamps and values like
the table in the figure. At the moment in time represented
in the figure, some of the time 𝑡 events are still pending, but
once they arrive the diﬀerence in timestamps will be zero,
if the sensor devices are perfectly synchronised. Thus for
every event that arrives, the feedback device recalculates the
maximum spread in the timestamps and when this becomes
zero, within some tolerance, it is known that a complete
set of sensor readings are available for that iteration. Only
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then should the feedback be computed, based on the corresponding sensor values; the device does not compute the
feedback each time any event arrives. In practice there can
be a small spread in the event timestamps but this should be
small compared to the time between events; the feedback
device checks that the spread is within some conﬁgurable
tolerance that should be  𝑑𝑡. This approach works so long
as the sensor event rate does not exceed some tens of Hz, or
else events may arrive out of step, i.e. the 𝑡 + 𝑑𝑡 event for
one sensor may arrive before the 𝑡 event of another, so the
diﬀerence in all stored timestamps would always be 𝑑𝑡 (or
even some multiple of 𝑑𝑡). The sensor devices sending the
events must also be synchronised to much better than 𝑑𝑡. If
the latency of the actuator response is greater than 𝑑𝑡 the
gain must be tuned accordingly, i.e. kept low.
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Figure 2: Synchronised operation of the TANGO Feedback
Device. For each event that arrives from a sensor, the timestamp and value for that sensor is updated and the spread in
the timestamps is recalculated. Once this is zero (within
some tolerance) all events for that timestamp must have arrived, so one iteration of the feedback can be calculated and
applied based on the current set of sensor values.
The feedback rate may be throttled back so that it is applied
at a lower rate than the event stream from the sensors. If the
sensors are not well synchronised and/or do not send events,
the feedback device may be operated in polling mode. In
this case, it simply polls all sensor attributes at the requested
frequency and computes the feedback at this rate.

Response Matrix Inversion Using SVD
The response matrix R used in MIMO applications must
be inverted in order to obtain the change in the actuator
settings needed to correct for the current sensor error. In
under- or over-constrained systems the matrix is not square
and a pseudo-inverse must be used. The feedback device
performs this inverse using Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD). This is a standard technique in which the response
matrix is factorised as R = USV𝑇 , where U is an 𝑚 × 𝑚
unitary matrix and V is an 𝑛 ×𝑛 unitary matrix, with 𝑚 being
the number of sensors and 𝑛 the number of correctors. S is
an 𝑚×𝑛 diagonal matrix whole diagonal elements are known
as the singular values of R and are listed in descending order.
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The inverse of the response matrix can then be written as
R−1 = VS−1 U𝑇 . It can sometimes be necessary to neglect
the singular values above some cut oﬀ, thereby excluding
modes the actuators have little eﬀect on, and this is also an
option in the device.
In SISO mode the response matrix is simply -1 and the
single sensor and actuator may be conﬁgured from properties
of the device.
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The response matrix is well known for each ring and
regularly calibrated. The full matrix is used, encompassing
both the horizontal and vertical planes together; an example
is shown in Fig. 3 for the large ring. In inverting the matrix,

Monitoring and Debugging
Additional expert level attributes and commands are provided in order to facilitate trouble shooting. These include
event counters on all sensor attributes to diagnose if one or
more channels has stopped sending events, and a method to
force an event re-subscription.

APPLICATIONS AT MAX IV
Storage Ring Slow Orbit Feedback
Transverse stability of the beam is an important aspect
of achieving the low emittance and high brightness goals
of the MAX IV light source and an application to perform
the orbit feedback in the two storage rings was the original
motivation for a feedback device in TANGO. The SOFB,
being implemented in software, is referred to as such to
distinguish it from the much higher rate hardware-based
fast orbit feedback (FOFB) system which is currently being
installed.
Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) numbering 2 × 200 in
the large ring and 2 × 36 in the small ring, for the horizontal
and vertical planes, are read out using commercial Libera
Brilliance Plus electronics. These devices are interfaced in
TANGO and the beam positions in both planes are available
as attributes - the sensors in this feedback system. The
attributes push events at the 10 Hz rate of the “slow” Libera
data acquisition stream. The events are synchronised in that
all Libera TANGO devices follow the same clock, so the
position data from all BPMs are read and pushed every 0.1 s
stamped with the same hardware time. As described above,
the TANGO Feedback Device subscribes to change events
on all position attributes and will synchronise itself with the
10 Hz rate.
The actuators in the SOFB are the “slow” corrector magnets controlled by ITest BILT power supplies, numbering
380 in the large ring (200 in the horizontal plane and 180
in the vertical plane) and 72 (36 in each plane) in the small
ring. Previous timing studies were performed to conﬁrm that
these can handle remote commands to change the current
output at 10 Hz. The relation between the change in beam
position, 𝚫p, and the change of the power supply output
to the corrector magnets, 𝚫c, is 𝚫p = R𝚫c, where 𝚫p and
𝚫c are column vectors with length equal to the number of
BPM position measurements and number of corrector magnets, respectively. The matrix is inverted as explained in the
previous section in order to obtain the necessary corrector
strength changes (“kicks”) to counter the current error in the
position, 𝚫c = R−1 (pcurrent − preference ).

Figure 3: Example response matrix for the 3 GeV storage
ring used in the SOFB. There are 400 BPMs (200 for each
plane) and 380 (200+180) corrector magnets, so the system
is over-constrained.
from experience the operators know where to apply the cutoﬀ on the singular values in order to avoid corrector magnet
saturation. The highest singular values can be considered
to correspond to the modes in which very strong corrector
kicks are needed for a small adjustment in the beam position,
so it sometimes necessary to exclude these.
The feedback device is typically conﬁgured with an external interlock condition that monitors the beam current in
the ring, and stops the feedback if the current is too low, or
if the beam is lost. It is found that the feedback device can
run consistently at the full 10 Hz rate in the small ring. In
the large ring there are periodic drops in the correction rate,
thought to be caused by the writing to the corrector magnets
sometimes taking more than 0.1 s. This is currently under
investigation. The performance is a signiﬁcant improvement
over the early MATLAB implementation which was limited
to less than 1 Hz due to the need to poll the BPM position attributes. The TANGO Feedback Device is now the standard
method of running the SOFB in the storage rings.
As a side eﬀect, since the sensor current values and actuator deltas that are exposed as spectrum attributes are updated
at 10 Hz in synchronisation with the BPM data stream, the
feedback device makes a convenient backend for a GUI displaying the beam positions and corrector magnet kicks. This
is shown in Fig. 4 for the large ring.

Linac Trajectory Feedback
A second place where the TANGO Feedback Device has
replaced a slower MATLAB implementation is in the trajectory feedback of the linac. The application here is quite
analogous to the SOFB in the storage rings. The beam positions are read from the BPMs located along the linac using
Libera Single Pass electronics. Again the position attributes
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Figure 4: Display of beam positions in the large ring, updated at 10 Hz via the SensorCurrentValues attribute of the TANGO
Feedback Device. An alternative view in this GUI can show the ActuatorDeltas, the kicks being applied to the corrector
magnets in each iteration of the feedback.
in both planes are exposed in TANGO. Change events on
these attributes are pushed shot by shot at the repetition rate
of the linac, currently 2 Hz. The response matrix relates the
changes in the beam position at the BPM locations with the
changes in the power supply currents governing the magnetic
ﬁeld strength in the corrector magnets. Multiple independent feedback devices are conﬁgured, each one handling a
diﬀerent section of the linac with diﬀerent combinations of
them being used depending on the machine operating mode
and the length of the beam path.

Tune Feedback
In the 1.5 GeV ring the transverse betatron tunes, i.e. the
orbit resonance frequencies, underwent severe drifts during
operation of several strong insertion devices. On occasions
this has caused beam losses. In order to counteract this a
2 × 2 MIMO feedback was required. The tune readings from
the DimTel bunch-by-bunch system were used as sensors
and two power supplies, each powering a global quadrupole
magnet circuit, were used as actuators. In this instance a
0.33 Hz iteration frequency was suﬃcient. Polling instead
of event-driven mode had to used, as the TANGO device
providing the DimTel read-out does not support events. The
tune feedback is now running regularly during delivery.

Beamline Mirror Chamber
This is an example use case of the TANGO Feedback Device outside the accelerator control system, with a SISO conﬁguration. Some beamlines experience problems with horizontal beam shifts due to imperfections that can be caused
by misalignment of the optics, or by uneven heat load on the
mirrors. The feedback mitigates the problem by tracking the
diﬀerence of the current signals from the exit slit baﬄes and

moves the aﬀected mirror pitch to keep the currents equal
(i.e. stabilize the beam position). The pitch position is corrected at 0.33 Hz. The properties of the TANGO Feedback
Device are used to conﬁgure the mirror pitch pseudo motor
as the actuator and the normalized diﬀerence of the current
signals as the sensor. The state of the heat absorber acts
as the interlock device and the auto-restart mode is used to
allow the correction to run whenever the beamline is taking
light.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Several developments are planned for the TANGO Feedback Device in general, such as extending it to be a full
PID controller and adding functionality to measure the response matrix by pulling on the actuators while measuring
the sensor response. For the SOFB application, a dedicated
development may also be needed to include the eﬀect of the
RF adjustment in addition to the corrector magnet settings
on the beam position.
A hardware based FOFB application inspired by the
scheme at SOLEIL [5] is planned for the 3 GeV ring and
a reduced scale implementation of this is currently being
installed for testing. The FOFB will make use of the fast
(10 kHz) data stream from the same BPMs used as sensors
in the SOFB. However, dedicated fast corrector magnets
will be used as actuators. The Libera Brilliance Plus system
is extended with custom SER modules having an RS485
interface to directly output the fast corrector set values. The
feedback calculation itself is implemented in an FPGA running in the Libera Brilliance Plus GDX module. A TANGO
interface to the GDX module will allow the conﬁguration
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of the FOFB, i.e. the downloading of a response matrix and
the position reference values.
The limited strengh of the new fast correctors means that
the FOFB and TANGO-based SOFB will need to work together, as the FOFB corrector “kicks” averaged over a time
window will have to be periodically oﬀ-loaded to the slow
correctors, to prevent the saturation of the former. This
will require the creation of a dedicated SOFB TANGO device with custom features not implemented in the current
generic device, notably a communication channel to the
power supplies of the fast correctors which can provide the
time-averaged current setting commanded on the RS485
interface. The SOFB device must also know the response
matrix of the FOFB system in order to relate these averaged power supply settings to the common BPM sensor data.
This software project is currently under development and
will proceed with the commissioning of the FOFB system.

CONCLUSION
A generic TANGO Feedback Device has been developed
to fulﬁl numerous roles in the MAX IV control system. The
device is fully conﬁgurable for SISO or MIMO applications
and requires only that the sensor and actuator inputs/outputs
are available as TANGO attributes. It can run synchronously
with event stream data sent from the sensors or make its own
polling of sensor values if required. For MIMO applications
the device handles the inversion of the response matrix using
SVD. State and alarm handling keep track of sensor and
actuator validity, such as actuator saturation, and actions in
case of external interlocks.
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The TANGO Feedback Device is now the standard way
of running the SOFB and tune feedback in the storage rings
and the trajectory feedback in the linac. It has also found
applications in the beamlines. Future work may be needed
to make the device suitable for 100 Hz linac operation, and
dedicated developments will be required to integrate the
SOFB with the future FOFB in the 3 GeV storage ring.
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Abstract
PLC provides a large part of the SPIRAL 2 project's
commands. The SPIRAL2 project is based on a multibeam driver in order to allow both ISOL and low-energy
in-flight techniques to produce Radioactive Ion Beams
(RIB). A superconducting light/heavy-ion linac with an
acceleration potential of about 40 MV capable of
accelerating 5 mA deuterons up to 40 MeV and 1 mA
heavy ions up to 14.5 MeV/u is used to bombard both
thick and thin targets. The PLCs provide vacuum control,
access control, part of the machine protection system,
control of the cryogenic distribution system, cooling
controls, control of RF amplifiers, they are associated
with the safety control system. The standards used are
presented as well as the general synoptic of the PLC
control system. The details of the major systems are
presented, the Cryo distribution, the machine protection
system, a safety system.

architectures are also described for each system. The
general overview shows the PLC control system and its
organization (Fig. 1). Each color includes the type of
process processed by the control system as well as each
type of main function processed.

INTRODUCTION
Officially approved in May 2005, the GANIL
SPIRAL2 radioactive ion beam facility was launched in
July 2005, with the participation of French laboratories
(CEA, CNRS) and international partners [1]. In 2008, the
decision was taken to build the SPIRAL2 complex in two
phases: A first one including the accelerator, the Neutronbase research area (NFS) and the Super Separator
Spectrometer (S3), and a second one including the RIB
production process and building, and the low energy RIB
experimental hall called DESIR [2].
In October 2013, due to budget restrictions, the RIB
production part was postponed, and DESIR was planned a
a continuation of the first phase. The first phase SPIRAL2
facility is now built, the accelerator is installed [4]. The
French safety authority agreement is now validated and
the accelerator is under testing with the aim of obtaining
the first beam in 2019 [1].
After being pre accelerated by a RFQ, the primary
stable beams (deuterons, protons, light and heavy ions)
accelerated by the Linac will range from a few 10 μA to 5
mA in intensities, and from 0,75 A.MeV up to
14,5A.MeV for heavy ions, 20 A.MeV for deuterons and
33 MeV for protons in energies. PLC provides a large part
of the SPIRAL 2 project's commands.

THE FUNCTIONS PERFORMED
BY THE PLCS
The details of each type of function are indicated with
its
specificities and main characteristics. The selected
___________________________________________

Figure 1: Summary Diagram of the system.

CRYOGENICS
The cryogenics process itself includes several systems:
the liquefier, the helium recovery system, the helium
transfer line, the cryomodules (19). The liquefier control
system has been provided by the subcontractor with a
supervision under “PC Vue”. This system is linked to two
other systems, the helium recovery system, which is used
to collect and store evaporated helium in a flexible tank.
This system uses a pressure storage and helium
purification system to remove pollution after use. The link
with the accelerator is made with the helium transfer line
control system itself in connection with each PLC (ET
200 CPU) controlling the cryomodules. These systems
provide temperature measurements, level measurements
and helium level and pressure controls in the cryomodule
[3]. A system coordination and centralized interface
management is performed by a concentrator PLC that
performs these functions as well as the management of
the helium transfer line. This control system is completed
by a motor control function for controlling the frequency
tuning of the RF cavities. Brushless motors were chosen
because of their performance, adaptability and ease of
integration into PLCs. Win CC Pro supervision was used
as the interface to this system. It makes it possible to
monitor the state of the system, to effluent controls and to
see the state of the sequences of the control graphs and
their transitions evolve directly. The amount of data is
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important: 6000 data, 1400 digital inputs and outputs, 200
pages of scada.

MACHINE PROTECTION SYSTEM
This system has been divided into several independent
systems [4]. A system (TMPS: Thermal Machine
Protection system) provides the so-called thermal
protection and interlock functions. It is a system carried
out in quality assurance but without any particular
requirement of SIL level (Safety integrated level).
Another system (EMPS: Enlaged machine protection
System) provides the functions of safety protection
against beam risks [5]. Another independent and isolated
from the others [FCPS: Fast Cut Protection System] also
protects fast vacuum valves. The TMPS is associated with
the Run permit system functions of the machine. This
function, thanks to a lineage panel, allows the machine
path to be selected and the stopping points of the beam to
be determined in a safe and rudimentary way. This panel
also allows to ensure a double check of the machine's
configuration by comparison with the computer file
containing the machine's configuration. It also controls
the time structure of the beam in order to adjust it, and to
control the beam power of the machine. One dedicated to
enlarged protection, which is based on robust technics,
such as PLCs or hard wired system, as it controls the
operation domain of the facility from the safety point of
view (beam intensities and energies), and the integrity of
the various beam dumps and targets, among which
actinide targets. This second system has much less
constraints in term of response times, situated in the
millisecond to second time range.

VACUUM
The PLCs for controlling the vacuum process ensure
automatic control and vacuuming for the entire machine.
They are linked to a general supervision under Win CC
pro. The exchange of safety information takes the form of
an exchange of digital inputs/outputs as well as a safety
exchange with other processes for the protection of
cryomodules or for the interruption of the beam in the
event of a vacuum valve closure. The pumping process
consists of vane primary pumps, turbo pumps and
cryogenic pumps.

RADIOFREQUENCY
One of the PLC [Amplifier] (S7-400) controls the
amplifiers of the crymodules and acquires all the
operating parameters of the amplifiers of the RF cavities.
The RF PLC (S7-400) provides the interlock functions by
controlling the process cooling and managing the
synthesis of operating authorizations [6].

COMMAND AND CONTROL
PERFORMING SAFETY FUNCTIONS
The safety systems are carried out in a standard way by
redundant wiring systems whose correct operation control
and information feedback as well as status feedback is
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done by an industrial programmable logic controller
gateway (Fig. 2). Depending on the level of operational
safety, and depending on the case, either
electromechanical relays alone were used or optocouplers
in combination with electronic boards using discrete
components. The execution is done in quality assurance,
with a V-shaped development cycle. A failure mode
analysis ensures that the single failure criterion chosen as
one of the elements to be met by the control system is
met. In case the control system has to provide a process
control function and a safety function (in the case of gas
storage) [7], an additional independent specific CPU
processes the safety system support functions by using a
system ET 200 S CPU. Two HMI interfaces are used, one
very precise on the basis of the TP 1200 operation display
panel and the other, by means of a high-level application
adapted to EPICS. The systems treated in this way are the
cooling of the accelerator Beam Dump, a radioactive gas
storage device and two machine protection systems.

Figure 2: Functional Schem of safety systems.

PERSONNEL SECURITY MANAGEMENT
Machine access management: the case of the access
control system is a particular system combining a normal
PLC with a safety PLC, all associated with a wired device
[8]. This system guarantees the non-simultaneous
presence of personnel and the presence of the beam in the
machine rooms. Radiation protection beacons in the
rooms are in contact with PLCs (redundant or not
depending on radiation levels) and cut off the beam or
prevent access to the premises if radiation levels are
exceeded. The electrical emergency stop triggers are
managed by a high availability PLC type S7-400 H (high
availability). Two types of security and safety alarms are
based on one S7-300 (GAR) and the other on a PLC S71500 (ARS) for safety alarms. These systems are backed
up on battery power.

HOW THESE SYSTEMS WERE MADE
These systems have been realized through in-kind
contributions for injector control systems, or for
diagnostic control. The connections, the construction of
the rack, the electrical cabinet and the construction of
certain wiring diagrams were subcontracted. Some
systems have been fully outsourced such as the access
management system. The definition, technical studies,
functional studies, schematics and software were carried
out by the Ganil teams when the order batch was not a
contribution in kind.
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THE STANDARDS ADOPTED
All the programmable logic controllers adopted are
Siemens programmable logic controllers and are mainly
from the S7 1200, S7 300, S7 400 and S7 1500 range at
the end of the project. The networks adopted MODBUS
TCP for high-level links with EPICS [9]. The fieldbus are
mainly Profibus DP. The machine interfaces have been
realized on TP1200, scada Win CC Pro or by the EPICS
system (SS BOY) and the temporary use of MUSCADE,
an IRFU scada software. Use of the PC VUE supervisor
for centralized technical management (CTM). Putting
PLC equipment in racks in general and more rarely in
electrical cabinets. The exchange of safety information in
the form of an exchange of digital inputs and outputs.
These exchanges are merged by redundant inputs and
outputs if the functions are of a high level of safety or
security. The control command system is EPICS for this
project. The choice of implementation: standardization of
programming methods and architectures. Use of operation
display panels. Use of winCC Pro scada. Choice of simple
architectures adapted to batch production. Use of Siemens
brushless motors that are easy to integrate with a PLC.
Use of the TIA Portal program editors as soon as it
appears. These choices made it possible to facilitate
relations with partner IKs, subcontractors and all teams.
Not too much intelligence offset or too many offset
inputs/outputs due to the presence of neutrons in the linac
tunnel that destroy the electronic components.

THE STATE OF PROGRESS
Today, the majority of the systems presented are
accepted and operational. Only the thermal protection
system is being tested so that it can be definitively
accepted for the injection of the beam into the Linac in
November. All safety systems are received and
operational. These systems are subject to particular
vigilance and a thorough and systematic testing
procedure. They are the subject of a formal written form
and multiple validations. Safety functions are received by
a mixed team of automation engineers and safety
engineers providing a second-level controller function.
The cryomodules control system is in the final stages of
development. The functions continue to be adjusted and
completed based on the ongoing tests on the Linac. One
of the current good results is the keeping of the pressure
and helium level regulation specifications of the
cryomodules which are currently held in the presence of
RF in all cryomodules. Only the control test of the
frequency tuning system associated with the cryomodules
control system will remain because the LLRF (low level
radio frequency) system acts on a tuning correction motor.

ORGANIZATION
It is difficult to gather the necessary resources to build
such systems on a project and a machine of this size. The
choices must be strategic, taking into account the
schedules and skills of the partners, whether they are
subcontractors or other laboratories. The choices that have
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been made are to entrust complete assemblies whose
contour of the batch contains the process for the
realizations entrusted to the laboratories. The
achievements entrusted to subcontractors were of two
kinds. Complete batches (process + control system) have
been entrusted to subcontractors in the utilities sector. For
the accelerator process, the strategy was to entrust
subcontractors with the work of producing schematics,
connecting and building rack or electrical cabinet. The
definition studies, functional studies, software
development and testing were entrusted to the project's
internal teams.

THE CONCLUSION
Almost all systems are operational. The reliability of
the system is remarkable. The technical options chosen
are not the most innovative solutions, but we have strong
reliability constraints, operational safety constraints
associated with limited human resources. As a result,
proven technologies have been adopted quite often. Lack
of resources has long been a challenge. The development
and use of new technologies have been limited to the
strict minimum to achieve this control system. Innovative
options were chosen when productivity gains were
associated with them. The cryogenics and cryomodules
control systems and the machine protection system are
important achievements. Their reliability is essential for
the proper functioning of Linac and design options have
been chosen accordingly. For the control of classified
devices, wired systems have been favored by excluding
the use of systems using software. Malfunctions are more
easily analyzed and demonstrated. For these systems,
sensors and processing systems are systematically
redundant. One system operates in positive logic while
the other operates in reverse. All these safety systems are
now approved and operational. Authorization to start the
machine is granted. The Linac is in cold, the RF is
gradually put in each cavity. The first beam accelerated by
this new Linac is expected at the end of the year.
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EPICS ARCHIVER APPLIANCE - INSTALLATION
AND USE AT BESSY/HZB∗
T. Birke† , Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin für Materialien und Energie GmbH, Berlin, Germany
Abstract
After 2 years of tests and development, the EPICS
Archiver Appliance went into operation at HZB/BESSY
in April 2018. After running for a year as an optional new
archiver, the EPICS Archiver Appliance switched places
with the old Channel Archiver and is now the central productive archiver in currently three installations at HZB.
To provide a smooth transition from the Channel Archiver
to the EPICS Archiver Appliance for end users, some frontends like, e.g., the ArchiveViewer and other applications
needed some modifications to be fully usable. New retrieval
frontends are also provided and will replace the ArchiveViewer in the future. In addition, the versatile retrieval API
rapidly improved the development of Python applications
for analysis and optimization. Experiences with installation,
configuration, maintenance and use of the EPICS Archiver
Appliance will be shared in this paper.

Figure 1: ArchiveDaemon with 18 ArchiveEngines configured.

INTRODUCTION
History
Since the very beginning of user operation at BESSY-II
in 1998, the Channel Archiver was the newest technology to
archive control system data in an EPICS [1] based control
system environment. The Channel Archiver came with a
few basic coponents:
ArchiveEngine The backend application to monitor a
configured set of process variables and create archiver datafiles on a filesystem as well as an associated index file.
ArchiveDataServer an XMLRPC-server, that provides
a web based API to let clients retrieve data from the archives.
ArchiveDaemon daemon to control starting and stopping a set of ArchiveEngines (see Fig. 1).
ArchiveDataTool, ArchiveManager, ArchiveExport,
... a set of commandline tools to manage archived data
directly on the archive server.
ArchiveViewer an easy to use Java client application to
search for archived PVs and retrieve, plot and correlate data
graphically (see Fig. 2).
This setup has been a reliable workhorse for many
years and users gladly accepted the ease of use of
the ArchiveViewer to access data from anywhere in
the world, started using JavaWebStart from the central
BESSY/HZB Archiver Web page. In addition, generic tools
∗
†

Work funded by BMBF and Land Berlin
thomas.birke@helmholtz-berlin.de

Figure 2: Original version of ArchiveViewer developed by
S. Chevtsov especially for Channel Archiver.
have been developed to provide mostly pre-configured views
(shift-handover, vacuum history...).
With the amount of data being archived growing over the
years (see Fig. 3) managing the size-limited archive index
files of 30 TB of data became a serious issue for administrators as well as for users.

Figure 3: Growth of consumed storage by Channel Archiver
data from 2006 until 2018 in GB/year.
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AUTOMATED CONFIGURATION

EPICS Archiver Appliance
In 2015, M. Shankar (SLAC) released a work-in-progress
version of the EPICS Archiver Appliance [2]. Even this early
implementation solved many problems we ran into with the
Channel Archiver. A first instance has been setup to archive
a few high-volume PVs for a three months sliding window.
It has been used since then mostly for performance and postmortem analysis with data that couldn’t be archived with the
main Channel Archiver due to limited hardware resources.
From day one on, scientists and engineers very much appreciated the easy access to archived data from their analysis
applications, that are exclusively written in python.

CURRENT INSTALLATION
After a test-period and a few bug-fixes, a new instance
has been installed in 2017 to replace the Channel Archiver
after a period of testing. While running in parallel with the
Channel Archiver for 6 months, the most important enduser tool ArchiveViewer has been adapted (see Fig. 4) and
fixed and finally the Archiver Appliance has become the
main central control system data archiver at BESSY/HZB,
Table 1.

Configuration for the Channel Archiver is still maintained
and/or generated in parts within the development environments of different subsystems. These parts are then combined to produce the Channel Archiver XML configuration
files by a fully automated process.
The very same resulting XML files are now also used to
generate a list of necessary configuration changes for each
instance of the Archiver Appliance. These configuration
changes are then applied automatically.

SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT
Server-Hardware
The current standard hardware platform for archiveservers is a system with 2 CPUs, 10 cores each and
256 GB RAM. Internal storage is provided using twi fast
NVME-SSD with a size of 2.4 TB organized as a RAID-1.

Storage
The EPICS Archiver Appliance features three levels of
storage.
• STS - Short-Term-Store: A RAM-disk is used to store
the latest hours of data.
• MTS - Medium-Term-Store: The latest month of data
is stored in daily archives on an internal NVME SSD
• LTS - Long-Term-Store: SAN-storage - potentially endless currently stored in yearly archives.

Figure 4: ArchiveViewer adapted by M. Shankar to also
process EPICS Archiver Appliance Data.
Table 1: Existing Archiver Appliance Instances at HZB
Instance

# of PVs

GB/a

Comment

FASTZC

612

24000

66658
1408
13515

5500
50
560

high volume PVs
kept for 3 months

BESSY
bERLinPro
MLS

rapidly increasing
expected early 2020

The Channel Archiver is still running as a fallback
archiver, since not all generic applications accessing
archived data have been updated yet.
Meanwhile a third Archiver Appliance instance has been
installed and set-up for the Berlin Energy Recovery Linac
bERLinPro (see [3])
Hardware for a fourth instance at the Metrology Light
Source (MLS) is already in house and will start archiving
data beginning of 2020.

Note: The currently chosen LTS granularity of yearly
archive files imposes major problem on our backup system.
About 60,000 datafiles grow on a daily basis - some only
by a tiny bit - which forces the daily incremental backup to
save these files every day. Towards the end of a year, this
sums up to about 6 TB of backup data per day. Plans to try
Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM) [4] with different
partition granularities (e.g. PARTITION_MONTH for low
data-rate PVs and PARTITION_DAY for high data-rate PVs)
have just started testing on a separate test-instance.

EPICS Archiver Appliance
The EPICS Archiver Appliance consists of four services
per instance that are running as Java-services behind a Tomcat application server each.
mgmt The management interface used to monitor and
configure an archiver appliance instance. It provides also
an API to retrieve information about the instance or add or
delete PVs to be archived.
engine The engine is the actual archiving process. It
connects to all configured PVs and writes received data to
STS. The engine corresponds to the ArchiveEngine of the
Channel Archiver.
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retrieval The retrieval interface to the Archiver Appliance. It provides the API to retrieve archived data. The
retrieval service corresponds to the ArchiveDataServer of
the Channel Archiver.
etl ETL is an abbreviaton for extract/transform/load.
This describes the process, that performs transporting stored
data from STS→MTS and from MTS→LTS, which both
may involve e.g. steps to reduce the amount of data.

USER INTERFACE
ArchiveViewer
The well known ArchiveViewer, that was originally developed by S. Chevtsov for the Channel Archiver about 20
years ago, has been extended to also allow retrieval of data
from the EPICS Archiver Appliance.
Any other further development of this application has
been stopped several years ago and the code base can be
considered frozen. The JavaWebStart mechanism that is
used to run the ArchiveViewer without installation has been
discontinued by Oracle® and is no longer available in latest
Oracle® -Java releases. The OpenWebStart-project keeps
development going, but since the ArchiveViewer is the only
application making use of this mechanism at HZB, it is
considered deprecated as well.

CSS/phoebus
The implementation of the DataBrowser in CSS/phoebus
could likely be a successor to the ArchiveViewer. As a
standalone application it has to be installed on every system
to use it on. BESSY/HZB provides preconfigured Linux-,
MacOS- and Windows-binaries for users to download and
run on their desktop computers.

Figure 6: Web-based EPICS Archiver Appliance Viewer.
It provides most features needed for quick browsing
through archived data. Nevertheless, it is not (yet) suitable
as a full replacement for the CSS/DataBrowser or even the
ArchiveViewer.

CGIExport
was originally developed for the Channel Archiver, this
simple form-based web-interface provides easy access to
data in several formats as well as images of plots via simple
http-requests. With ~10000 requests per day, it is heavily
used (typically periodically re-generated plots in web-pages)
and hence the motivation to provide a fully compatible version that retrieves data from the Archiver Appliance is very
high (see Figs. 7 and 8).

DataViewer
The simple DataViewer is capable of plotting waveforms
over time in surface-plots. The cause of beam pertubation
can be immediately visualized, as shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 7: Vacuum history in a simple web view - made for
the colleagues responsible for the vacuum system to get a
quick overview of the development of the vacuum e.g. after
a shutdown.
Figure 5: Simple DataViewer.

EPICS Archiver Appliance Viewer
The EPICS Archiver Appliance Viewer provides a useful
web-based alternative to standalone programs (see Fig. 6).

Archiver Appliance API
The retrieval API of the Archiver Appliance provides
functions to retrieve data in various formats. Especially raw
PB (Google Protocol Buffer) data is a very performant way
to retrieve data.
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submitted back to the original authors, which will happen
soon, once the source code concerned is cleansed.

ACTION POINTS
• Issues with the backup system will be solved, tests are
already being performed to establish a new filesystem.
• There’s still work to do adapting all client scripts and
applications before the Channel Archiver can finally be
abandoned and all queries can be performed using the
Archiver Appliance without exception.
• Check local changes into central repository and create
pull request.
• An alternative to ArchiveViewer needs to be provided.
Figure 8: BESSY Shift-Handover Overview - an example of
generically produced web-page using the form-based CGI
as a backend to generate plot-images.
A small python layer has been developed, that automatically retrieves data in raw PB format and transforms this data
into easy-to-use high performance pandas data structures,
ready to be analyzed with powerful tools (Fig. 9).

CONCLUSION
• Help from Murali Shankar (SLAC) in understanding
and fixing problems was very instructive and very much
appreciated.
• Automated data-retrieval and -analysis with python application increased by a magnitude.
• Instant advantages were gladly accepted by users:
– Response time of queries improved
– No more split archives due to limited index size
(no need to pick the right one).
• Maintenance effort has vastly decreased.

Figure 9: Data analysis performed on archiver data in jupyter
notebooks. In this example, the injector performance is
analyzed with different correlations.
The use of the python layer is as easy as:
1. Pick archiver instance to get data from,
2. Query and retrieve data by PV-list and time-range,
which is automatically transformed from raw PB format
into pandas data frames,
3. Process, analyze, plot/print data.
Besides analyzing machine performance or doing post
mortem analysis, the archived data is also used by novel tasks
like Machine Learning used in analysis and optimization
toolsets [5] as training data.

LOCAL CHANGES
Some local changes have been made to the sources, especially to the ArchiveViewer, but a few minor fixes also to
the Archiver Appliance itself. These changes still need to be

Overall, switching to the EPICS Archiver Appliance has
proven to be a full success and a giant leap forward compared
to Channel Archiver regarding administration aspects as well
as using it as an information source.
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A/D AND D/A PROCESSING UNIT FOR REAL TIME CONTROL OF
SUSPENDED MASSES IN ADVANCED VIRGO INTERFEROMETER
M. Bitossi†,1, A. Gennai, D. Passuello, National Institute for Nuclear Physics, INFN, Pisa, Italy
on behalf of the VIRGO Collaboration
1
also at European Gravitational Observatory (EGO), Cascina (PI), Italy
Abstract
Advanced VIRGO is the project to upgrade the VIRGO
interferometric detector of gravitational waves and has
been completed in 2017, allowing VIRGO to join with
LIGO in an observation state and the creation of the first
network of three gravitational wave detectors. The goal of
Advanced VIRGO is the detection of gravitational waves.
A major upgrade consisted of the design of a new control
electronics of the seismic isolation systems called SuperAttenuators. We present a new compact A/D-D/A conversion and processing unit used in the Advanced VIRGO
control electronics upgrade. The unit consists of an analog
to digital conversion stage that samples the input signals.
One Altera Cyclone IV GX FPGA that collects, pre-processes and sends data to a Texas Instruments
TMS320C6678 DSP using a PCI Express GEN2 link with
2 lanes at 2.5 Gbps. The DSP processes data and sends outputs to the FPGA for feeding the digital to analog conversion stage. The unit is equipped with six low noise and distortion 4 MSPS - 24-Bit A/D converters and six low noise
and distortion 24-Bit D/A converters with sampling rates
up to 640 kHz in Direct Stream Digital (DSD) mode and
384 kHz in PCM mode. Two FPGA transceivers are used
for PCI Express link while a third one is used for a custom
data transmission optical link. The TMS320C6678 is a
multi-core fixed and floating point architecture DSP, with
eight cores running at 1.25 GHz. The unit has a dedicated
input to interface directly to GPS timing signals. It is pluggable into a custom MicroTCA backplane. Using multiple
units, sharing the same MicroTCA backplane and communicating via 4 Serial RapidIO lanes at 5 Gbps, it allows
composing a flexible and modular system with a large
number of channels suitable for the Advanced VIRGO control electronics.

INTRODUCTION
Modern Astrophysics detectors, such as LIGO [1] and
VIRGO [2], have been upgraded [3][4] to improve their
sensitivity with the aim of increasing the number of observable galaxies (and thus the detection rate) by three orders of magnitude. The goal of Advanced VIRGO is the
observation of gravitational waves, discovered with the
first LIGO-VIRGO detection of a binary black holes merger, opening a new observation window on the universe
[5]. One of the major upgrades concerned the control electronics of the Super Attenuators (SA). SAs are complex
mechanical structures used to insulate optical elements
from seismic noise. The control electronics is used to man____________________________________________

†email address: Massimiliano.bitossi@pi.infn.it

age sensors and actuators, namely accelerometers, displacement sensors, stepping motors and magnet-coil actuators placed in the Super Attenuators [6]. We present a
flexible and easily expandable A/D-D/A conversion and
processing unit based on a powerful DSP and one FPGA
that controls up to six high-performance 24-bit A/D and six
24-bit D/A converters and process data, used in the Advanced VIRGO control electronics upgrade. Up to 16 units
are used to control a single SA, hosted into two custom MicroTCA crates, for 10 SAs for the entire Advanced VIRGO
upgrade.

ARCHITECTURE
A photo of the unit is shown in Figure 1. The FPGA (Altera EP4C30GXCF23C7N) is responsible for interfacing
A/D-D/A converters with the DSP (Texas Instruments
TMS320C6678) through a PCI Express link x2 at 2.5Gbps.
The FPGA takes care to set up D/A and A/D converters,
distributing a start conversion signal so that all devices
begin the conversion process at the same time; in addition,
it takes care of receiving and transmitting GPS timing.
Concerning the D/A converters, the digital data are sent using DSD and PCM data format. A sampling frequency up
to 640 kHz and 384 kHz can be achieved using DSD and
PCM data format respectively. Six parallel D/A channels
are simultaneous managed. The FPGA also reads the digitized data coming from the A/D converters. All the A/D
channels are read in parallel and then digitized signals are
transmitted to FPGA using LVDS differential channels,
with a maximum throughput of 4 MSPS per channel. Three
PLL distributors take care of distributing all necessary
clocks to the devices: PCI Express reference clock, A/D
and D/A clock and general clock for DSP and FPGA. The
DSP takes care of processing data, manages local controls
and it interfaces through the MicroTCA backplane using
Serial RapidIO protocols for communicating with other
units for properly controlling a SA. Up to 16 units are necessary to equip and control an entire SA, for a total of 150
units for 10 SAs [6].

SUPERATTENUATOR (SA)
Superattenuator (SA), shown in Figure 2, is complex
mechanical structure used for isolating the VIRGO interferometer from the seismic noise. SA is a chain of cascaded
mechanical filters used for suspending and optical benches.
SA is a low pass filter in all degrees of freedom, capable of
attenuating the ground motion by a factor 10𝟏𝟓 at 10 Hz.
Up to ten SAs are used for isolating the VIRGO interferometer from the seismic noise [6].
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A/D and D/A Processing Unit is the core of the control
electronics and it has been used for its upgrade. It will be
described in detail in the next sections.

Figure 1: The most important unit parts have been highlighted: TMS320C6678 DSP and Altera CYIV GX FPGA
are interfaced through PCI Express link x2 at 2.5 Gbps.
The DSP can convey using Serial RapidIO and GbE
through the MicroTCA backplane. An optical link and
GPS timing is provided as well. Six low noise and distortion A/D-D/A channels are available.
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D/A AND A/D CONVERSION PART
The D/A section is based on the Analog Devices
AD1955, a high-performance 24-bit stereo audio playback
system. It includes a multi-bit Σ − Δ modulator, a digital
interpolation filter, and a continuous differential output
DAC. The choice of an audio converter was taken only after accurate testing in the sub-audio frequency range where
chip behavior is not always fully specified by suppliers.
The AD1955 is an optimum compromise between noise
(i.e. effective number of bits), linearity, glitch energy and
short conversion time. The device uses two data formats:
PCM and DSD. In the DSD case, a DSD clock frequency
of 5.12 MHz can be achieved with the limit of 640 kHz
sampling frequency given by the internal DSD filter that
cannot be bypassed. The advantage of DSD mode is that
the group delay is about 8 µs and so is suitable for fast
feedback control loops. The disadvantage is that quite large
resources of the FPGA or DSP have to be used for implementing the modulator (the order depending on the noise
budget of the specific application). Instead, in PCM mode
a group delay of 9 us can be reached if an external digital
filter is used limiting the frequency up to 384 kHz, finding
an optimum compromise between DSP/FPGA resource
utilization and speed requirements for fast control loops.
Accurate measurements were performed on the AD1955
regarding noise below 100 Hz and harmonic distortion. In
Figure 3 and Figure 4, the THD and the noise spectra below
100 Hz are shown, while the AD1955 is converting in PCM
mode at 320 kSPS.
The A/D section is based on Texas Instruments
ADS1675, a high performance, 24-bit ADC. It provides
wide input bandwidth and high speed with the benefits of
conversion to achieve a 103 dB dynamic range and -107
dB THD at 4 MSPS, making it suitable for high speed and
accuracy data acquisition. Two digital filters are integrated, offering the possibility to set the frequency response, data rate, bandwidth and settling time. Furthermore, a very compact and flexible serial interface supports
LVDS standard, allowing direct connection to the FPGA
device, reducing the number of pins and increasing EMC.
The analog interface of the ADS1675 requires only an external low-noise and distortion differential amplifier for
signal buffering and level shifting, and a high-quality reference voltage with the appropriate driving capabilities.
All these features make it ideal for applications demanding
high SNR, multiple channels, without a complex front-end
signal processing design.
In Figure 5 and Figure 6, the ADC noise spectra and
THD are shown; while the ADC is converting at 3.84
MSPS.

Figure 2: in the figure, a SA is shown and part of the mechanical filter cascade is highlighted.
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Figure 3: In the figure, the DAC is converting a 74.75 Hz
sine wave at 320 kSPS, the THD is -118 dB.
Figure 5: ADC noise spectra. No signal applied and input
closed on a 50 Ω resistor. The sampling rate is 3.84 MSPS.

Figure 4: measurement of DAC noise (P4 configuration)
when converting zero signal. The lines are a simplified
noise model: 0.8e-6/sqrt(f) V/sqrt(Hz) at low frequency
and 80 nV/sqrt(Hz) above 100 Hz. Plots include a contribution from the output stage and actual DAC noise can be
estimated to be slightly below the black line.

SYNCHRONIZATION
The A/D and D/A Clock tree is very complex. The mail
clock (PPS@100 Hz) - coming from the IRIG-B signal –
is multiplied up to 10MHz and sent to a PLL distributor
that synchronizes this signal with a 491.52MHz SAW oscillator – to reduce the phase jitter – and used to feed six
ADCs and, internally divided, six DACs. Moreover, a
100MHz clock enters into the FPGA for synchronizing the
VIRGO timing system and collecting and distributing digital data via a dedicated optical link. Another 100MHz
clock enters in the FPGA for feeding the transceivers for
PCIe. The PPS signals is sent to the AMC connector for
feeding the others Unit housed in the MicroTCA backplane, as others 10MHz and 100MHz clock, so that all the
units are synchronized with the same clock. Two PLL distributors are responsible to generate the clocks needed for
the DSP (e.g. for the RAPIDIO). The scheme of the Clock
tree is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6: ADC THD. A 0.9 FS – 74.75 Hz sinewave is applied at the input of the ADC. The sampling frequency is
3.84 MSPS. The ENOB bit is about 15.8.

Figure 7: Clock tree of the UDSP Unit.
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CONCLUSION
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The Advanced VIRGO project has been completed in
2017. A new control electronics to manage the Advanced
VIRGO Super Attenuators has been designed and installed
into the VIRGO interferometer. The unit is very flexible,
modular and suitable for the Advanced VIRGO requirements [6], as well as for a wide range of applications requiring low noise and distortion and powerful signal processing capabilities as well as hard real-time feedback controls.
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INTEGRATION OF WIRELESS MOBILE EQUIPMENT
IN SUPERVISORY APPLICATION
S. Blanchard*, R. Ferreira, P. Gomes, G. Pigny, A. Rocha
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
In CERN accelerators, pumping group stations and
bake-out control cabinets are temporarily installed close to
vacuum systems for their commissioning.
The quality of the beam vacuum during operation depends greatly on the quality of the commissioning. Therefore, the integration of mobile equipment in the vacuum
supervisory application is primordial. When connected to
the control system, they appear automatically integrated in
the synoptic. Mobile equipment are granted with the same
level of remote control, diagnostics and data logging as
fixed equipment.
The wireless connection and the communication protocol with the supervisory application offer a flexible and reliable solution with high level of integrity.

INTRODUCTION
The vacuum systems of the CERN’s accelerators reach
high (below 1.10-6 mbar) and ultra-high (below 1.10-9
mbar) vacuum. The vacuum systems of accelerators are divided into sectors, delimited by vacuum valves or windows. Vacuum sectors reduce and even stop the propagation of a sudden pressure increase and allow independent
venting and interventions.
Only few sectors have pumping group stations [1] permanently installed; however, all the others do not have any.
For these sectors, pumping group stations and optionally
bake-out cabinets [2] are temporarily installed during interventions, commissioning and re-commissioning of the
vacuum systems.
Pumping group stations are required to achieve high vacuum prior to the start of permanently installed pumps, such
as ion pumps or Non-Evaporable Getter (NEG) pumps. A
typical pumping group station is composed of a primary
and a turbo-molecular pump, a gauge, several valves and a
PLC that drives the process and manages the interlocks.
When ultra-high vacuum is required, a bake-out cycle is
mandatory to decrease the outgassing rate of the vacuum
vessel and to activate the NEG thin-film coatings, if present. Bake-out control integrates a Proportional-IntegralDerivative (PID) regulation, interlocks and troubleshooting management.
At the end of the intervention, mobile equipment (i.e.
pumping group stations and bake-out cabinets) are removed from the accelerator facility.
Both mobile pumping group stations and mobile bakeout cabinets are locally driven by a PLC. This makes the
integration of these equipment in the vacuum controls
framework possible without the need of extra interface systems, more difficult to maintain.

A typical intervention on a vacuum sector requiring a
bake-out cycle may take several days. Access to the LHC
tunnel is not easy nor fast: more than 45 minutes are needed
to reach some tunnel areas. In these cases, remote control
is mandatory.
The remote control of mobile equipment is not something new. The same bake-out cabinet and a previous version of pumping group PLCs are remotely controlled using
dedicated Profibus networks installed in the LHC tunnel.
This remote control is used since the beginning of the LHC.
However, it has shown some limitations: wired Profibus
networks require a lot of maintenance, each connection/disconnection requires the intervention of a fieldbus
expert as it may break the communication of other equipment already connected on the same network. This makes
connection management difficult. A software consolidation
has already been done to improve the reliability, but the architecture has several limitations. There were no alive
counters from the pumping group or the bake-out cabinet
PLCs, making some communication interrupts difficult to
detect. Data was only archived locally and not in CERN
central archiving system.
The new wireless mobile equipment control relies on
alive counters to guarantee the system integrity. Alive
counters are read in the local PLC of pumping group stations and bake-out cabinets. Pumping group stations and
bake-out cabinets are managed in a very similar way as
“fixed” equipment and so get all of their features, including
the central archiving (lhcLogging). With the new wireless
system, data logging of mobile equipment are now permanently archived.

SCOPE
Mobile equipment concerned are pumping groups and
bake-out cabinets. The vacuum systems of the CERN facilities require more than 250 mobile pumping groups and
more than 120 bake-out cabinets. Around 80 mobile pumping groups and 70 bake-out cabinets are hardware compatible with the wireless communication system. In addition,
not all of them will be connected at a same time. For instance, for the LHC application, not more than 40 mobile
equipment will be connected simultaneously.

CONCEPT
The first idea was to create data points on-the-fly and on
demand in the supervisory application when mobile equipment are effectively connected. Even if this solution is
technically possible, it shows two major limitations: creating, configuring and deleting data points during operation
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is not an usual process; it may be blocked by other processes and may affect libraries; the central archiving of
such data points is not possible. Data points sent to central
archiving shall be declared in advance in a not fully automated procedure.
The solution adopted was different; all the data points
required are created in advance, though not configured,
during the application update procedure.
First, we need to get all the possible positions of connected mobile equipment. For pumping groups, it is relatively easy as they are physically installed on specific
flanges. In the LHC, names and positions of such flanges
come from the Layout DB. In other machines, they are inserted in the Vacuum DB by the process engineer. For
bake-out cabinets, the process is more complex. While
bake-out cabinets are not installed on fixed points of the
vacuum line, we need to display them on synoptic. A virtual bake-out port object has been created in the Vacuum
DB. This port is used to create the required data points. The
only difference between flanges for pumping groups and
bake-out ports is that only one pumping group can be connected to a flange while several bake-out cabinets can be
connected to the same bake-out port.
Pumping groups and especially bake-out cabinets are
complex instruments and have large number of data point
elements. Therefore, bake-out cabinets are not managed by
a single device type but by a set of device types. A bakeout cabinet requires: one rack data point, 24 regulation
channel data points and eight alarm channel data points.
The wireless communication system deployment increases significantly the size of the vacuum supervisory applications. For the LHC case (the vacuum largest application), it has currently 700k data point elements1. With the
wireless communication system, this number increases by
around 300k and the application reaches the million of data
point elements. However, it remains far from WinCC OA2
limitations (16 million of data point elements per data point
element type) and far from the biggest WinCC OATM application running at CERN (up to 8 million data point elements).
The amount of data point elements is not the only criteria
to evaluate WinCC OA application performance. Other criteria such as the number of configurations and data point
functions must be considered. Mobile equipment data
points do not have any data point function and for most of
data point elements only the archive configuration is set
(address configuration is set when connected). In addition,
data point elements are rarely changed because most of the
time not connected. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the
mobile equipment remote control system.

1

Data point element is a data variable in the application DB
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Figure 1: Data points for mobile equipment.

DEVICE CONTROL TYPES
First, new vacuum framework control types have been
developed. Bake-out cabinets and mobile pumping groups
are not new devices but they come with new specifications
and therefore new features and communication registers.
The control types described below are compatible with the
mobile equipment wireless communication system but
may be used as well for fixed devices if they matched the
same specifications.

Pumping Group Control Type
This control type is compatible with both turbo molecular pumping groups and primary pumping groups. Instrument data shall fit with the communication registers defined in the specifications.
The pumping group is represented in the synoptic as a
unique device. Figure 2 shows the widget of a pumping
group. The icon of the widget is inserted in the synoptic of
the vacuum beam pipe. If the pumping group has pressure
gauges, the pressure value in mbar of the most relevant
gauge is shown below the icon.

Figure 2: Pumping group widget.
The pumping group is composed of the following remotely controlled instruments: primary pump, turbo molecular pump (optional), set of valves (some optional), up
to two gauges (optional), bake-out channel (optional). Figure 3 represents a typical pumping group faceplate.
2

WinCC OATM is a commercial Supervisory control and data acquisition application provided by ETM/SIEMENSTM
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Figure 3: Pumping group faceplate.

Bake-out Control Types
Bake-out control types are quite different from usual
vacuum instruments. First, because a bake-out rack is a
more complex instrument, with 24 regulation channels and
8 alarm channels. Second, because in addition to global orders and statuses, there are many parameters and other statuses per channel. Controlling it as a whole would have required a heavy object with a low efficiency code. For these
reasons, the control is split in three control types: the regulation channel (regulates the power of the heater to reach
the temperature set point); the alarm channel (interlocks
the regulation channel with an additional sensor); the rack
(for global statuses and orders).

Figure 4: Bake-out rack widget.
The Rack control type is the parent of the regulation and
alarm channel control types. Only the Rack object is shown
on the synoptic, as on the Figure 4.

Figure 5: Faceplate panel of bake-out rack.
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The bake-out cycle is a critical process, where the temperature can reach up to 350ºC. For safety reasons, only
limited global orders are allowed remotely. The process is
controlled according to the parameters in the faceplate
panel (Figure 5).
From this panel, all the temperature process values, set
points and power can be plotted into the same standard
trend history panel as the fixed equipment. The global state
of the rack and individual channel’s state can be inserted
into the standard state history panel.

ARCHITECTURE
Pumping group stations and bake-out cabinets are driven
by a local “small” PLC: Siemens S7-1200, for the pumping
group stations, and Siemens S7-300, for the bake-out cabinets. Both have an Ethernet communication processor. In
addition, a wireless LTE/3G gateway module is installed.
The supervisory application does not connect directly to
these local PLCs. A “Server” PLC manages the front end
communications [3].
At the supervisory level, mobile equipment are managed
similarly to “fixed” and so inherit all their standard features. This means they are shown in the synoptic and device list, states appear in the standard state history and data
values can be inserted in the standard history panel. Mobile
equipment have faceplate panels, remote orders, central archiving and can be published to third-party services.
Usually, fixed devices are directly connected to a PLC
device. For mobile equipment, we introduce a SIM card
communication device. Mobile device’s data points are
connected to the SIM card data point, itself connected to
the PLC server. The communication registers of the SIM
card data point are used to connect or disconnect the mobile equipment. The SIM card data point gets the mobile
connection status, the type of mobile equipment connected,
their position and alive counter.

Figure 6: Communication Diagram.
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Then according to the SIM card communication registers, the mobile equipment script “connects” to the correct
functional position instance of pumping group or bake-out
cabinet data points. The process is described in Figure 6.
The remote control of mobile equipment has a reliable
system integrity based on alive counters.
The integration of wireless mobile equipment in the vacuum supervisory application required two large developments. The first development is the update of the Database
structure and the files generation script. The second development is the implementation of new libraries (WinCC OA
libraries and Qt/C++ libraries).

DATABASE DEVELOPMENTS
The database developments comprised: definitions of
new equipment control types in the master database; update of the Files Generation Script (Exporter) to include the
pumping group and bake-out control types; insertion of the
wireless mobile connection concept in the Exporter.
In addition to the pumping group and bake-out control
types, two new objects have been created: SIM card object,
which manages the communication with the PLC Server;
port object, to generate the mobile equipment functional
position instances with the correct geometry attributes.
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Import Panel
In the vacuum control framework, the import panel creates and configures SCADA data points from the import
ASCII file generated by the Exporter.
The import panel creates data points of SIM Card devices. For each SIM card device it creates a pumping group
master data point and a bake-out rack master data point.
Finally, it creates the functional positions data points.
In the import ASCII file, functional position data points
for mobile equipment are set with a specific flag, and the
data points are created without address configuration. The
address configuration will be set later by the mobiles script
using the master data point. If the data points of functional
positions already exist in the project, the import process
will deactivate any output address configuration. If needed,
the mobiles script will reactivate the connection when it
restarts.

Mobiles Script
The SIM card data points are permanently connected to
the PLC Server through the S7 driver. The script is connected to the SIM card data points.
In case a new mobile equipment connection is detected,
the script gets the type of the mobile equipment (pumping
group or bake-out cabinet) and the position from the SIM
card data point. Then, the script copies the configurations
of the master data point to the functional position data
point. Configurations are peripheral addresses, alert handling settings, etc. Finally, the functional position is activated in the shared libraries data pool.
The process is described in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

Figure 7: Databases and automatic generation.
The Exporter produces, according to the Vacuum databases, the list of functional positions where the mobiles
(pumping groups or bake-out cabinets) may be connected,
with the respective name and attributes. Figure 7 lists the
new database inputs and the new files generated for the
PLC Server and the SCADA application.

SCADA DEVELOPMENTS
This paragraph describes the developments required to
manage the mobility functionality of pumping group and
bake-out cabinet. This includes the update and creation of
WinCC OA panels, the development of WinCC OA libraries, the development of C++/Qt libraries and the creation
of a script for automatic connection of mobile equipment
(mobiles script).

Figure 8: Activation of functional position instance.

Synoptic
In vacuum supervisory applications, synoptic panels are
Qt dialogs. The synoptic is automatically built on the fly
by a Qt/C++ library. There are two types of synoptic and
associated libraries: single line layout library, and multiple
lines layout library, for the LHC synoptic (up to 4 vacuum
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lines in parallel). Both have been updated to be compatible
with the mobile equipment wireless communication.
When operators start the main user interface panel, the
shared libraries build a data pool with class instances of
devices. The mobile class instances are built with the “not
active” flag, when connected this flag is activated and the
icons are inserted in the synoptic as explain in Figure 9.

Figure 10: Show mobiles not connected (in blue).
The second access is through the device list. Device list
C++ library has been updated to integrate new device list
criteria. The criteria “Not Active”, dedicated to mobile
equipment control types, is used to list all the possible
functional position data points of pumping group and bakeout rack.

Notification System

Figure 9: Dynamic update of synoptic.
The operator has access to all the diagnostics and history
features. For example, mobile states can be displayed in the
standard state history panel and mobile values can be plotted in standard trending panels. Mobile’s icon has contextual menu and faceplate panel. They are controlled in the
same way as fixed equipment.
Operators may also want to get the history of instruments
not currently connected. However, icons are not shown
when not connected. To solve this issue, two ways of access have been developed.
The first access is on the synoptic panel. In the View
menu of the synoptic panel, the operator may select “Show
mobiles not connected”. Then as shown in Figure 10, all
the possible mobile functional positions are displayed. As
each position is dedicated either to pumping groups or to
bake-out racks, the icons appear with the correct control
type. The colour of the icons is blue because they are not
connected and the current instrument data is not valid. It
offers to the operator an access to name, attributes, states
history and trends history of that functional position.

In addition to usual alert notification criteria, the criteria
“disconnected” has been added, very useful for mobile
equipment that may suffer of power cuts and network interrupts.

CONCLUSION
The system has been successfully deployed in the LHC
and SPS applications at the beginning of the second CERN
accelerators Long Shutdown (LS2). It offers remote control
of mobile equipment with a high level of integrity. The permanent monitoring and data logging of mobile equipment
contributes to the quality of the commissioning, and so to
the quality of vacuum for the next physics run. This scalable integration in the SCADA, of complex processes driven
by PLC-based mobile stations, required the development
of new concepts to manage the connection and integrate
automatically mobile equipment in the supervisory application with full features.
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TESTING SOLUTIONS FOR SIEMENS PLC PROGRAMS
BASED ON PLCSIM ADVANCED
Gy. Sallai∗ , D. Darvas, E. Blanco, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
PLC PROGRAM TESTING

Abstract
Testing Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) is challenging, partially due to the lack of dedicated support for
testing. Isolating a part of the PLC program, feeding it with
test inputs and checking the test outputs often require manual work and physical hardware. The Siemens PLCSIM
Advanced tool is a simulator solution for new generation
Siemens PLCs and provides a rich application programming
interface (API). This work presents a testing workflow for
PLC programs built upon the capabilities of the PLCSIM
Advanced API and the TIA Portal Openness API. Our tool
takes a test case described in an intuitive but powerful tabular format, which is then executed on the full PLC program
or a selected part of it. Outputs are captured automatically
via the simulator API. Experience with this workflow shows
that it offers an automated and scalable solution for PLC program testing and is applicable for multiple levels of testing
without the need of using a physical hardware.

INTRODUCTION
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) are widely used
devices for process control and automation. As their errorfree operation is crucial, thorough verification and testing is
required to gain confidence in their correct operation. While
a plethora of tools are available for testing other languages
and platforms, testing support for PLC programs is rather
limited. As such, PLC program testing is often restricted
to higher levels, with the need for a physical hardware and
some tedious manual configuration steps.
This means that there is a need for improvement in PLC
program testing. Testing should be easier (with easy configuration and less manual effort), more accessible (by reducing
the need for dedicated testing hardware) and should not require the modification of existing source code.
Our solution, built upon Siemens PLCSIM Advanced,
offers a scalable, accessible and user-friendly workflow for
testing Siemens PLC programs. Using a simulator allows us
to perform testing without having hardware in the loop, and
by using the API offered by the simulator, the whole process
can be automated. We describe a test table format, which
is easy to understand and allows developers to conveniently
define test cases. In addition, we introduce an automated
process to isolate certain parts of the PLC program. This
isolation allows us to perform lower-level (such as unit or
integration) testing on PLC programs. As the whole process
is automated, it may easily be used in conjunction with
continuous integration solutions.
∗

Corresponding author. E-mail: gyula.sallai@alumni.cern

Testing is the process of verifying that a system is fit for
its purpose and satisfies its specified requirements. For the
remainder of the paper, we define three levels of program
testing, relevant to our use cases.1
• Unit testing aims to test small, individual components
of a system. For PLC programs, a practical unit-level
component is a single function or function block. Unit
testing a component requires the isolation of said component from its dependencies and dependant blocks.
• Integration testing targets the interaction of some units
of the system, i.e. the interaction of different program
blocks.
• System testing is performed on the whole application,
checking whether the system satisfies its functional
requirements.
In the domain of PLC programming, testing is usually
done at the system testing level. The most commonly used
testing procedures are factory acceptance testing (FAT) and
site acceptance testing (SAT), as defined by the IEC 62381
standard [1]. FAT aims to verify system correctness by scrutinizing the production software on a (usually) dedicated
testing hardware in laboratory conditions. SAT is done on
the premises of the final installation, verifying that the software and the hardware equipment work together as intended.
Most testing workflows for PLC programs require physical
hardware. However, testing with the involvement of physical
hardware poses several challenges.
• It is hard to automate: hardware cannot be acquired,
assigned, and configured on-demand.
• Feeding the inputs and capturing the outputs often requires manual effort, e.g. supplying inputs through the
supervision system.
• Outputs cannot be extracted precisely – the latency
induced by I/O communication makes it difficult to
extract values at an arbitrary point of the program.
• For lower level (unit and integration) testing, precision
and traceability often demands to check the behaviour
of the program within really small time periods or at a
given program location. However, there is no support
in PLC hardware for such use cases.
1

Unless indicated otherwise, this paper follows the terminology defined
by the International Software Testing Qualifications Board (ISTQB). See
https://glossary.istqb.org for further information.
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Table 1: Feature Comparison of Various Simulation Solutions
Access to I/Q/M
Cycle-by-cycle execution
Time synchronisation
Automatable
Supported CPUs
*

Translation to C
✓
✓

PLCSIM
✓
✓

✓
All*

S7-300/400, S7-1200/1500

Translation must be implemented for each input language. Semantic differences in execution may arise.

These challenges can be met by the exclusion of the physical hardware and using a simulator instead. A simulated
PLC replicates most of the behaviour found in real hardware,
offers more control and does away with some of the problems
introduced by unpredictable communication. As software
products, simulators can be spawned and used easily, with
simpler and fewer configuration steps (e.g. no cabling).

SIMULATION AND TESTING
BASED ON PLCSIM ADVANCED
Table 1 offers a feature overview of some simulator solutions available for testing Siemens PLC programs. We
investigated simulation packages based on the following
criteria.
1. Their ability to access memory, most notably the input,
output, and global internal memory (I/Q/M) areas.
2. Support for cycle-by-cycle execution, i.e. the ability to
step between PLC program cycles.
3. Time synchronisation capabilities, precise and controlled execution for a given (possibly short) timespan.
4. Automation capabilities, support for programmable
simulation.
5. Supported target PLCs.
Our previous attempts on unit testing involved the translation of PLC code to C or Java [2]. This approach gave
us the power of defining and executing tests efficiently in
a well-known environment, with a lot of support from unit
test libraries. However, due to the semantic differences between a general purpose programming language and one
designed for PLCs, the translation lacked several features,
most notably proper time synchronisation.
Another possibility is PLCSIM, a simulation solution
integrated into the Siemens development environments.2
PLCSIM offers semantically correct simulation, with capabilities for forcing particular values from the outside, but
it lacks proper time synchronisation. Furthermore, it is a
tool mostly designed for manual use, thus there is no easily
programmable API to automate its execution.
2

PLCSIM Advanced
✓
✓
✓
✓
S7-1500 only

Not to be confused with PLCSIM Advanced, the target of this article.
PLCSIM is the built-in simulation package found in either STEP7 v5.x
or TIA Portal. PLCSIM Advanced is an optional software, largely independent of the “regular” PLCSIM.

PLCSIM Advanced is an optional simulator package for
Siemens S7-1500 PLC series, which addresses the shortcomings discussed previously. It allows writing to and reading
from arbitrary global memory locations (such as the I/Q/M
areas of the PLC and contents of data blocks). It provides
continuous, cycle-by-cycle and time-synchronised execution modes and comes with a C♯ API which can be used to
automate the simulation and execution process.

Test Definition
We use a form of generalised test tables described by
Weigl et al. [3], slightly adapted to our needs. In this test
specification format, each column represents a variable,
which might be a PLC symbol or memory location. Rows
represent different test steps. Each test step has a defined
duration, which might be a given number of PLC cycles or
a timespan. An individual cell can either be an input value
for input variables or an expectation for output variables.
Input values must either be fully defined or denoted as
“don’t care” with a dash (–) symbol. If an input value is set to
don’t care, the simulator will force no value for that particular
input in the corresponding test step. An output expectation
could be a concrete value, a complex constraint or a don’t
care. If an output cell contains a fully defined value (e.g. 0),
the captured output value of the corresponding variable must
be equal to this particular value. In addition, we allow more
abstract constraints in the cells. Output cells can contain
expressions such as >0, which are constraints to the actual
value of the corresponding variable (i.e. the captured value
for a given PLC variable in the given test step must greater
than zero). We can also specify range constraints such as
1..5 where the user can define a range of acceptable values.
If the output constraint is a don’t care, the actual output is
ignored and the output expectation is always satisfied.
Example. Table 2 shows an example test table. The first
row lists the different PLC variable names, while the second
row declares the type of each column. Assume that the
variable B is an inout parameter. Thus, it is present in the
table twice: once as an input and once as an output. During
execution, the test runner first forces the values present the
input column for B, then after the specified test step duration,
it asserts against the values in the output column.
While test tables offer a powerful, precise, easy-tounderstand format, they may prove to be too low-level for
larger applications. Due to the lack of any abstraction, cer-
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Table 2: An Example Test Table
A
input
True
False
False

B
input
1
4
-

X
output
1..5

Y
output
>X
5
>(X + Z)

B
output
5
2
-

duration
80ms
10
200ms

tain high-level commands which set multiple values (or bits
in different registers) may be inconvenient to represent. However, it is possible to build upon our format and extend with
a component, which is able to read a high-level test case files
and generate the low-level test tables required by our tool.

Test Project Generation
Using our solution, system testing requires no modification in the source code of the user program. For unit and
integration testing, however, the unit under test (UUT) needs
isolation from its callers and dependencies. In addition, a
test driver is needed to invoke the test process for each UUT.
While general purpose programming languages offer quite
a lot of support for unit isolation and test drivers (separate
binaries, test runners, mocking frameworks, etc.), there is
no dedicated support for such features in the PLC domain.
As the simulator can only execute programs starting from a
single entry point (the entry OB), adding a test driver would
imply unacceptably intrusive and tedious changes on the
user program. We overcome this issue by generating a new
PLC project for unit testing, based on the original program,
using TIA Portal Openness.
Consider a PLC program with the call graph (meaning
that OB1 calls FB1 and FB2, FB1 calls FC3, and so forth)
shown in Figure 1a. The test project generator creates the
unit test project for a given set of criteria blocks, i.e. the
blocks we wish to isolate. In this example the criteria blocks
are FB1 and FC5, shown with a filled background. The test
project generator first strips away all blocks which are unneeded to execute the criteria blocks (in this case FB2 and
FB4). In the second step, it generates special data blocks,
which will be used by the test executor to interact with the
data of the UUTs. Finally, a new test driver OB is generated, which will serve as the entry point of the program,
calling all program blocks marked for isolation. Figure 1b
shows the call graph obtained after this procedure. This
test driver uses a separate identifier (a hash value) to distinguish between program blocks. Clients may write this variable ("TEST_DRIVER".TestSelector) to decide which
program block to test in a particular test case. Figure 1c
shows this generated test driver code for our current example.
Note that this process only isolates blocks from its callers
by calling them explicitly from the generated test driver.
Isolating blocks from their dependencies requires more sophisticated methods, such as mocking. We are currently
investigating the problem of providing meaningful mocks
for PLC programs in a non-intrusive way.

(a) Call graph of the source
PLC project.

(b) Call graph of the project
generated from Figure 1a.

CASE "TEST_DRIVER".TestSelector OF
16#49ca240b: "DB_FB1"();
16#497d39ca: FC5(i := "DB_FC5".i, q => "DB_FC5".q);
END_CASE;

(c) The generated test driver code.

Figure 1: Test project generation for a simple PLC program.

Test Execution
PLCSIM Advanced offers two execution modes relevant
to our case. First, a time-synchronised mode, in which execution lasts for at least a given timespan. Second, a cycleby-cycle execution mode, which lasts for one PLC cycle
and may be used to step between cycles. In both cases, the
simulator only allows execution to freeze on so-called synchronisation points. Such synchronisation points are hit
before the execution of each PLC scan cycle. This ensures
that we always read consistent values from the virtual PLC.
During execution, test steps are processed in the order the
test case table declared them. At the beginning of each test
step, we write the input values to the virtual PLC and start
execution according to the value of the duration column. If
the duration is specified to be a timespan, the simulator will
run in time-synchronised mode for the requested time plus
the time required to reach the next synchronisation point. If
a number of cycles is specified as the duration, the simulator
will run precisely for the given number of cycles. At the end
of the test step, we extract the actual test outputs from the
memory of the virtual PLC using the simulator API. Finally,
the captured outputs are compared to the output constraints
defined in the test case table, yielding a test verdict.

Test Report
Our tool is able to represent a test report in various formats,
such as plaintext, HTML, timing or waveform diagrams. To
obtain as much information as possible, the behaviour of the
system is recorded in every cycle. This offers opportunities
to display detailed reports to the user.
Figure 2 shows such a report for a hysteresis module with
a configurable delay in the timing diagram format. Notice
how the elapsed time signal is ramping up cycle-by-cycle
WEPHA018
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and how the output signal raises when the elapsed time hits
the configured delay.
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state space of a program to provide a proof or counterexample of a given requirement property. If formal verification
reports a property violation, the resulting counterexample is
usually time- or cycle-sensitive, meaning that the violating
execution is hard to reproduce using traditional testing methods. However, PLCverif counterexamples can be represented
in our test table format, providing a suitable input for our
tool, which can execute it in a time- or cycle-synchronised
manner. This allows developers to easily turn formal verification results into reproducible test cases. We are currently
using this approach for the verification of the CERN SPS
accelerator Personnel Protection System.

CONCLUSION
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Figure 2: Timing diagram report for a hysteresis module
with a configurable delay. The chart on the top shows input
signals, the bottom chart shows the outputs.

Test Automation
In order to support full test automation, our tool is able
to automatically compile and download the user program
to a freshly spawned virtual PLC via TIA Portal Openness. Through our tool’s command line interface, the whole
process can be executed in a continuous integration (CI)
pipeline, such as Jenkins or GitLab CI. This allows users to
have automatically executed unit tests on each commit. As
the tool is able to generate test reports in JUnit’s XML format, the (possible failing) test results can be shown natively
in GitLab’s interface on each merge request. Furthermore,
automated execution offers a convenient way to execute tests
on a remote machine, thus reducing the need to install the
simulator on every developer’s workstation.

USE CASES
The unit and integration testing capabilities of our tool
have already been demonstrated in two real-world instances.
We are currently evaluating our testing workflow on the
system testing of a full-scale application.

Unit Testing UNICOS Baseline Objects
The UNICOS-CPC [4] framework ships with a handful
of baseline objects, the building blocks of a UNICOS application. As such, proper unit testing for these objects is an
important issue. We have built a prototype testing workflow
for UNICOS baseline objects, partly translating our previous
test cases into test tables. This workflow uses our test project
generation feature, along with automated execution through
GitLab CI.

Reproducing Counterexamples from Formal Verification

In this paper we presented our PLC program testing solution based on the PLCSIM Advanced simulator, its C♯
API and TIA Portal Openness. We described an intuitive
tabular test definition format, which can be executed using
a simulated PLC. During execution, our tool feeds inputs,
captures outputs, and provides a high-resolution recording
for test reports through the simulator. This allows automated
testing, with great precision, but without the need for human
intervention or physical hardware. In order to facilitate unit
testing with our testing framework, we proposed a solution
to (partially) isolate program blocks for unit testing by generating a new unit test project from a PLC program. The
tool was built to be high-level and easily extensible, thus it
is possible to adopt it to other publicly available and suitable
simulators for other vendors and PLC series. Our workflow
has demonstrated its usability in multiple testing scenarios,
showing that it provides an easy-to-use, automated, and accessible continuous testing solution for PLC programs to
reveal errors as early as possible.
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PLCverif [5] is a formal verification tool for PLC programs, developed at CERN. It supports several underlying
model checking engines, which systematically explore the
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MONARC: SUPERVISING THE ARCHIVING INFRASTRUCTURE
OF CERN CONTROL SYSTEMS
J-C. Tournier∗, E. Blanco Vinuela† , CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
CHALLENGES

Abstract
The CERN industrial control systems, using WinCC OA
as SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition),
share a common history data archiving system relying on an
Oracle infrastructure. It consists of 2 clusters of two nodes
for a total of more than 250 schemas. Due to the large number
of schemas and of the shared nature of the infrastructure,
three basic needs arose: (1) monitor, i.e. get the inventory
of all DB nodes and schemas along with their configurations
such as the type of partitioning and their retention period;
(2) control, i.e. parametrise each schema individually; and
(3) supervise, i.e. have an overview of the health of the
infrastructure and be notified of misbehaving schemas or
database node.
In this publication, we are presenting a way to monitor,
control and supervise the data archiving system based on a
classical SCADA system. The paper is organized in three
parts: the first part presents the main functionalities of the
application, while the second part digs into its architecture
and implementation. The third part presents a set of use
cases demonstrating the benefit of using the application.

INTRODUCTION
The CERN team in charge of the Industrial Controls systems, in collaboration with equipment groups, has developed
and maintains around 250+ controls applications whose domain range from cold and warm magnets protection, to
cryogenics, cooling and ventilation or electrical network
supervision systems. These applications, based on WinCC
OA [1] and the CERN standard frameworks JCOP [2] and
UNICOS [3], archive their values in a centralized Oracle
infrastructure. This infrastructure is split in two main parts
with one cluster of two nodes dedicated to the applications
belonging to the LHC magnets protection domain (referred
as QPSR in 1) and another set of two nodes dedicated
to the other applications (referred as SCADAR in Figure
1). To improve the availability in case of failure of the
SCADAR database, the infrastructure is duplicated to a
different datacenter. Each WinCC OA application has a
dedicated database schema hosted by one of the two clusters holding the archive values of the application but also
some metadata related to how the schema should be managed. Figure 1 shows an overview of the Oracle database
infrastructure for the CERN industrial control applications
based on WinCC OA.
∗
†

tournier@cern.ch
enrique.blanco@cern.ch

While having two Oracle database clusters dedicated to
all 250+ WinCC OA industrial control applications allows
to have a robust and scalable archiving solution, it poses a
number of challenges in terms of inventory, configuration,
monitor and technical expertise:
• Configuration Once created for an application, each
schema needs to be configured. The two main configuration parameters are the retention period, i.e. for how
long the archived data should be kept, and the partitioning policy, i.e. how the tables storing the different
archived values are partitioned to maximize query performance. The configuration of a schema may evolve
over time depending on the user requirements, but also
on the application characteristics, i.e. the number of
signals to be archived and their frequency.
• Monitor All schemas are sharing a common resource,
i.e. one of the database cluster, and the behaviour of one
schema can penalize the performance experienced by
the users of other schemas. It is therefore important to
supervise each schema in order to be alerted when some
queries are taking too much time or when a schema
archives too much data compared to what was initially
expected.
• Inventory To each WinCC OA application is associated a database schema with its own configuration such
as the schema version, the data retention period or the
archived data partitioning policy. Having an exhaustive
list of schemas with their configuration is not necessarily trivial as applications have been developed and
deployed over the years and may have been retired by
the users without informing all interested parties.
• Technical Expertise While the Oracle database clusters themselves are managed by the CERN central
database team, the schemas are under the responsibility
of the team in charge of the industrial control systems
whose main technical expertise is in building control
systems but not necessarily in database technology.
All the challenges presented in this section can be tackled
by a set of custom SQL queries which need to be applied to
250+ schemas taking into account the two different clusters
as well as each node of the cluster. There is therefore the
need for a high level tool to manage, configure and monitor
the database schemas without having to deal with complex
SQL queries.
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Figure 1: Archiving infrastructure used by CERN industrial control application based on WinCC OA.

Contribution
This paper presents MONARC, a WinCC OA application
dedicated to the management, configuration and monitoring
of all 250+ Oracle schemas used by the WinCC OA industrial control applications. The motivations for developing the
tool using WinCC OA and the CERN standard frameworks
are threefold: (1) in the context of industrial control applications, the Oracle database infrastructure can be considered
as any other primary process with the usual requirements
for managing, configuring and supervising the process, i.e.
that the classical supervision tools such as trends, alarm and
event screen are readily available; (2) the targeted users of
the application are already familiar with WinCC OA and the
learning curve is short; and (3) rely on the extensive WinCC
OA expertise inside the group for the maintenance and extension of the application and at the same time benefiting of the
integration into the CERN environment already developed
for the standard WinCC OA applications.
The paper is organized in three parts: the first part presents
the main functionalities of the application, while the second
part digs into its architecture and implementation. The third
part presents a set of use cases demonstrating the benefit of
using the application.

MAIN FUNCTIONALITIES
Inventory
The first functionality of the application is to give an exhaustive list of all schemas used by WinCC OA applications.
The list of schemas should contain all relevant metadata such
as:
• the schema version: different versions of the WinCC
OA software use a different schema version. Moreover,
a set of PL/SQL packages are installed for each schema,
those packages are themselves versioned.

• the archive groups: each WinCC OA application can
define different archive groups representing data with
different archiving requirements: e.g. alarms may need
to be kept for a longer period compared to events.
• the retention policy settings: each schema configures its
archive groups to keep their data for a specific period of
time ranging from a couple of months to several years.
• the partition policy settings: each schema configures
its archive groups to be partitioned either by hour, day,
week or month. Partitioning policy has a direct impact
of the queries and the overall database performance.

Configuration
From a configuration point of view, the main functionality
is to allow users to easily set the retention and partition policy
settings of the different archive groups and schemas. The
configuration aspect addresses two main issues: hiding the
complexities of the different SQL queries from the users and
allowing to apply many configuration changes at once by
simply selecting the different archive groups and/or schemas.

Archiving Contracts
In order to manage the increase of archived data and the
number of schemas, there is a need for the so-called archiving contract. An archiving contract is a contract between the
WinCC OA application and the archiving infrastructure. The
contract is characterized by the number of archived signals,
the amount of data archived per day and the overall amount
of data stored in a schema. Such contracts are specified by
the WinCC OA application responsible and any violation
is detected by the application. The benefits of setting up
such contracts is to make the users aware of the amount of
data archived and preserve the overall performance of the
database.
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Query Performance Monitoring

Data Acquisition

One key aspect of the archiving infrastructure is its performance. Two main aspects of performance are monitored:
data retrieval which usually corresponds to a trend or search
in an event screen and data insertion which corresponds to
the data archiving per se. While the first aspect allows to
detect long running queries experienced by users and take
corrective actions to improve the situation (e.g. by adjusting
the partition policy), the second aspect allows to detect issues related to the archiving infrastructure itself (e.g. disk
failure).

In a traditional SCADA system, the data acquisition processes are responsible for getting the data from the field devices into the supervision through industrial protocols such
as Modbus, S7 or OPC UA. In the context of the MONARC
application, since the field devices are Oracle databases, the
data acquisition processes are simply processes executing
SQL queries on the difference database nodes. There exists
one data acquisition process per database cluster to handle
the devices of type DbNodes, DbCluster and Schema. There
exists another set of data acquisition processes per database
node dedicated to the handling of PeriodQuery devices. The
reason for having two set of device acquisition processes is
that the first set is bound to a database cluster and handle
the devices which are specific to a cluster (e.g. a device
schema belong to a cluster but can be accessible by any node
of the cluster), while the second set is specific to a database
node (e.g. a periodic query needs to be always executed on
the same node). Finally a third set of data acquisition processes are dedicated to the device RdbContract as their data
is not retrieved from the Oracle database but from the ELK
(Elasticsearch, Logstash, KIbana) stack which computes the
different statistics of each schema daily [4].

ARCHITECTURE & IMPLEMENTATION
Device Model
As with the design of any supervision system, the first
step is to identify the devices to be monitored and controlled.
In the context of MONARC, five main device types are
identified as illustrated in Figure 2. The device type Schema
represent an Oracle schema as its name implies. It holds all
the properties related to the schema itself, such as the schema
version, the PL/SQL packages versions, the retention and
partition policies, the number of archived signals, etc. A
device of type Schema is associated to one and only one
device of type DbNode, which itself is strongly associated
to one and only DbCluster. The device type RdbContract is
strongly associated to a device of type Schema and represents
the archiving contract as presented in the previous section.
Note that a schema can have several RdbContract devices
(e.g. a contract on the number of alarms archived per day
and one for the number of events). Finally, the device type
PeriodicQuery is associated to a DbNode. A PeriodicQuery
device is a device representing a SQL query, and its results,
executed at regular interval on a specific node to detect
for example long standing queries or blocking sessions. A
PeriodicQuery device also holds information related to the
action to be taken depending on the results of the query (e.g.
trigger an alarm, send a notification, etc.).

Figure 2: MONARC device model.

Instantiation
The device model and data acquisition described in the
two previous sections have been implemented and instantiated in a WinCC OA application to monitor the database
infrastructure represented in Figure 1. The device model
is implemented using the concept of WinCC OA datapoint
type, DPT, with one DPT for each class identified in Figure
2. The attribute of the classes are implemented as datapoint
elements, DPE, except for the name of each node which is
directly implemented in the name of the datapoint instance
itself. From an instantiation point of view, 250 schema devices are created along with 150 RDB contract devices and
10+ periodic query devices.
The data acquisition is implemented as WinCC OA CTRL
manager which are background processes executing C-like
code. Two CTRL managers are dedicated to the monitoring of the SCADAR and QPSR database cluster to retrieve
the number of schemas and their characteristics such as the
number of signal archived, the partition policies, etc. Once
configured to be connected to one of the database cluster, the
CTRL manager auto-discover all the WinCC OA schemas
and automatically starts the monitoring of the schema. Similarly when a schema is deleted from the cluster, e.g. when an
application is decommissioned, the CTRL manager marks
the corresponding schemas as inactive. On top on these
two CTRL managers, four other CTRL managers are dedicated to the execution of the periodic queries on each node
of the clusters, i.e. two for the QPSR cluster and two for
the SCADAR cluster. The implementation of the these six
CTRL managers is relatively straightforward and mainly
contains a set of threads which periodically executes the appropriate SQL queries. The periodic query CTRL manager
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Figure 3: Screenshot of the MONARC application as used in production.
is completely configurable from the application HMI and
allows the user to define which query should be executed,
on which cluster node, its frequency, but also the action to
be taken if the query result match a certain criteria. In total,
13 periodic queries are configured to detect long standing
and blocking queries. Finally, an additional CTRL manager
is dedicated to the evaluation of the RDB contract. It is
executed once a day and the CTRL manager extracts the
results from the ELK stack performing the SCADA statistics
once a day through a REST API. A contract violation leads
to an alarm in the application along with a notification to
the administrator. The implementation of the manager is
done such that a contract is considered violated if the number of archived data per day exceed a given threshold for 5
consecutive days.
Figure 3 presents a screenshot of the home page of the
MONARC application which gives a quick overview of the
number of database clusters monitored (bottom left) and the
overall number of schemas monitored in each cluster (bottom
right). It also summarizes all the RdbContracts which are
currently violated (top right) as well as all periodic queries
with abnormal results (top left).

CASE STUDIES
This section presents three case studies illustrating the
benefits of using the application:
• Schema Configuration Tuning: the first aspect focuses on the user experience, i.e. the time it takes for

a user of a SCADA application to retrieve data from
the archiving infrastructure to either plot a trend or perform a post mortem analysis through an event screen.
Thanks to the periodic query, monitoring any query
lasting for more than 3 minutes, we have been able to
better understand the reasons why some queries may
take too long. These long standing queries were the
results of a badly configured schema, i.e. the partitioning policy was not adapted to the amount of data
archived, or the queries execution plan was not optimal
due to bad statistics. Another reason is more fundamental to the Oracle database itself and is linked to the
(very) large amount of data requested by the user: e.g.
trending a pressure sensor for the last five years is a
time consuming operation for the database. In these
cases, which are usually not linked to the day to day
operation of a SCADA system, the users were advised
to use other more appropriate tools to perform these
long term analysis. When the application was first put
in production, there were an average of 20 queries per
day extending more than 3 minutes. After one year and
the different corrective action performed, the number
of long standing queries per week is rarely exceeding
5.
• Misconfigured archived signal: since the application
has been put in production more than a year ago, the
users are requested to provide an estimate of the amount
of data archived per day when a new application is cre-
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ated. This parameter forms the basis of the archiving
contract. For all other existing schemas, a pre-defined
contract has been established such that the parameter
value corresponds to the maximum value for 5 consecutive days over the last 24 months. The archiving
contract violation notifications allowed to identify misconfigured signals in several cases. It also allowed to
make the user conscious of the resources used and to
not treat the archiving infrastructure as free resource.
• Mass-configuration: all monitored control systems
are grouped by domain such as Cooling and Ventilation, Cryogenics, Machine Protection, Gas Systems,
etc. Each domain has tens of SCADA applications
which relates to tens of Oracle Schema. All the Oracle schemas for a domain are usually configured the
same way, i.e. with the same retention policy and the
same partitioning policy. A typical use case is the need
to extend, or shrink, the retention period policy settings of application schemas belonging to a domain
from e.g. three years to one year. Through the HMI of
the MONARC application, this operation can be performed on all selected in a couple of clicks and verify
that the changes are properly applied right away. It can
also monitor that the new retention period policies are
properly enforced by checking the overall size of the
schemas are decreasing over the following days.

CONCLUSION
This paper presented the MONARC application. The
application aims at providing a high level tool to monitor,
configure and supervise the archiving infrastructure of more
than 250 WinCC OA applications managed by the CERN
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section managing the industrial control systems. The paper
details the architecture and the implementation and motivates why it has been developed based on the standard software stack to develop CERN industrial control supervision
application, i.e. WinCC OA, JCOP and UNICOS.
While MONARC is in production for little more than a
year, it already allowed us to have a close control of the performances of the archiving infrastructure and to take some
corrective measures when needed (e.g. correcting the archiving settings of an application, enable statistics computation
to optimize query execution plan). Several improvements
and developments are foreseen. A first aspect is to generalize the application to make it applicable to other WinCC
OA archiving infrastructures based on Oracle so that it can
be used e.g. by the LHC experiments. Another important
aspect of future development is to extend the application
in order to support non Oracle backends as this will be the
scenario in the near future in our control systems.
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Abstract
The Tango HDB++ project is a high performance
event-driven archiving system which stores data with
micro-second resolution timestamps, using archivers written
in C++. HDB++ supports MySQL/MariaDB and Apache
Cassandra back-ends and has been recently extended to
support PostgreSQL and TimescaleDB 1 , a time-series
PostgreSQL extension. The PostgreSQL back-end has
enabled efficient multi-dimensional data storage in a
relational database. Time series databases are ideal for
archiving and can take advantage of the fact that data inserted
do not change. TimescaleDB has pushed the performance
of HDB++ to new limits. The paper will present the
benchmarking tools that have been developed to compare
the performance of different back-ends and the extension of
HDB++ to support TimescaleDB for insertion and extraction.
A comparison of the different supported back-ends will be
presented.

the EventSubscriber and the ConfigurationManager Tango
devices dynamically load a C++ library implementing the
methods from the libhdb++ abstract layer. The libhdb++
back-end library is selected via a Tango device property.
This allows to use the same tools to configure and manage the
archiving system with all the supported Database back-end.
The archiving part of the HDB++ design is presented in
Fig. 1.

INTRODUCTION
The HDB++ Tango archiving system [1] relies on the
Tango archive events feature to collect Tango attributes
values coming from one or several Tango Control Systems
and then store these values in the Database back-end of your
choice. The following back-ends are currently supported:
MySQL/MariaDB, Cassandra, PostgreSQL, TimescaleDB
and Elasticsearch. This list could be easily extended, thanks
to the layered design of the HDB++ architecture.

Tools to help configuring the system, retrieving or viewing
the archive data are also available.

HDB++ DESIGN

SUPPORTED BACK-ENDS

The HDB++ Tango archiving system relies on two main
components:
• The EventSubscriber Tango device server which
subscribes to Tango archive events for a list of Tango
attributes and store the received events in a database
• The ConfigurationManager Tango device server which
simplifies the archiving configuration and management
An abstraction library, named libhdb++ decouples the
interface to the database back-end from the implementation.
To be able to store data to a specific database back-end,
1

https://timescale.com

Figure 1: HDB++ Tango devices design.

MySQL/MariaDB
MySQL is a well known, widely adopted SQL database
engine. After the acquisition by Oracle, in 2010, a complete
open-source fork, named MariaDB, became available.
MySQL and MariaDB are almost inter operable, even if
some differences in the supported data types and database
engines require a careful approach.
HDB++ at Elettra and FERMI The HDB++ MySQL
back-end has been in production at Elettra and FERMI
since 2015. Both accelerators share the same architecture:
two nodes, configured in high-availability, are in charge of
running all the virtual machines hosting the control system
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servers. The deployed architecture is based on MySQL
master-slave replication. The master is used as the ingest
node, where only the production hosts are allowed to insert
data; all the historical data queries are redirected to the
replica, that is also configured to keep online historical data
older than three years. ProxySQL has been used to hide
the two databases hosting current and old data sets. The
production setup is depicted in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: MySQL master-slave replica with ProxySQL
gateway for historical data queries.
Due to the relatively small size of the archives, in FERMI
the master is currently 350 GB on disk, one virtual machine,
featuring 8 CPUs and 32 GB of RAM, can easily run the
MySQL database back-end, 4 ConfigurationManager and
48 EventSubscriber Tango devices. Figure 3 shows the total
number of attributes archived, currently ~14700, and the
number of inserts per minute, peaking up to 55K. Machine
shut-downs, where the insert rate is quite low, are clearly
visible in the time window depicted, spanning over the last
9 months; archiving errors are also highlighted.

Figure 3: Total number of attributes archived (blue) and
cumulative inserts per minute (black) for FERMI.
HDB++ at ALBA Synchrotron ALBA is a third
generation synchrotron located in Barcelona, with 8
beamlines in operation and 4 more in construction. ALBA
started deploying HDB++ Archiving System in 2016 for its
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Accelerators Control System and one of its beamlines. As of
fall 2019, 11000 attributes are being archived in 6 different
MariaDB databases (a 60% of the total archived attributes)
using a total amount of 4 TB. Current databases increase at
a rate of 300GB per month, but are later decimated for long
term storage.
The approach of using multiple databases has been
adopted to reduce the size of each of the databases, thus
reducing the size of tables and indexes. It reduced the
time needed for queries and any maintenance procedure
being executed in the database. Distribution between
databases is determined by attribute subsystem, using regular
expressions. The PyTangoArchiving API [2] developed by
ALBA takes care of distributing attributes amongst databases
at setup time, and to extract and merge the data when
queried from client applications. PyTangoArchiving allows
to merge data from both HDB++ and the legacy TANGO
Archiving System, as well as other sources like ALBA
radiation monitors database or cooling system database.
All archived data is kept as it is inserted for a period
of 3 months, being later decimated to a 1 value every 10
seconds and moved to other database servers for longer term
storage. Insertion is done either by event-based subscribers
(that can hit insert-rates so high as 20 Hz per attribute) or by
periodic archiving collectors, polling periodically every 1 to
60 seconds. The usage of events or polling is determined
by the implementation of the device servers providing the
attributes.

Cassandra
Apache Cassandra [3] is an open source distributed
database management system available under the Apache
2.0 license. Cassandra’s master-less ring architecture where
all nodes play an identical role, is capable of offering
true continuous availability with no single point of failure,
fast linear scale performance and native multi data center
replication. When using the HDB++ Cassandra back-end [4],
users can take advantage of Cassandra TTL (time-to-live)
feature. If TTL is set, inserted values are automatically
removed from the database after the specified time.
The HDB++ Cassandra back-end has been used at the
ESRF during the last 4 years. The cluster grew up to
9 nodes, distributed in 2 data centers, one 6 nodes data
center dedicated to write queries and one 3 nodes data
center with SSD dedicated to read queries, with a replication
factor of 3 in the 2 data centers. Cassandra appeared to
be very reliable for writing data without downtime even
during the Cassandra upgrades. The main issue with the
HDB++ Cassandra back-end was the poor performances
when querying spectrum (array) Tango attributes data. A
query involving a spectrum attribute and returning a big
amount of data could bring down the read data center. This
is due to the fact that Cassandra is written in Java and
answering to queries involving a lot of data will trigger
the garbage collector at some point. The Cassandra node
becomes unresponsive while the garbage collector is running
and, if the garbage collector is triggered at the same time
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on several nodes, the clients will get errors. This garbage
collector issue could probably be avoided by using Scylla [5],
a drop-in replacement of Apache Cassandra, written in C++,
which should be compatible with the HDB++ Cassandra
back-end. An alternative improvement could be to reduce
the partitions size for the tables containing array data, to
add more nodes on the read data center and to increase the
replication factor on the read data center to distribute the
big queries over more nodes, but this would require more
resources to maintain this bigger cluster.

PostgreSQL
PostgreSQL is a well-known open-source relational DB
that is widely used in the scientific community. Main
motivation for the development of PostgreSQL backend for
the HDB++ archiving system was the need to provide a
storage for a large quantity of waveforms that are presented
as spectrum (array) Tango attributes at the LIA-20 facility
[6]. Deploying several Cassandra nodes was found to be
impractical, and Cassandra doesn’t support 64-bit unsigned
types. MySQL storage of the array data type is very
inefficient. PostgreSQL has an efficient way of array storage,
and pguint extension was used to provide unsigned attributes
storage. To increase exchange speed a binary interface for
PostgreSQL was used.
Python and C++ libraries for data extraction were
provided. And a new utility for viewing and extracting
archived data in python based on PyQt and PyQtGraph
was developed. This utility provides a similar functionality
to HDB++ Viewer and also allows to export data in
HDF5-format. A view of the utility is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: A view of the python archive viewer utility.

TimescaleDB
TimescaleDB [7] is a time series extension to PostgreSQL
available from Timescale as an open source, community and
enterprise product.
After a comparison of TimescaleDB performances
with Cassandra, the ESRF decided to use TimescaleDB
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as back-end for the archiving system of the upgraded
synchroton, named EBS.
Deployment of the HDB++ TimescaleDB system at the
ESRF is loosely in three phases:
• Phase 1: Initial deployment involving building a stable
and correctly functioning HDB++ cluster.
• Phase 2: Potential optimisation and improvements to
insert/extraction pipeline.
• Phase 3: Implement long term archiving strategy.
When designing a cluster around TimescaleDB, the goal
was to build a fault tolerant, performant and scalable solution.
The design shown in Fig. 5 is based on recommendations
made by Timescale in their own evaluations [8].

Figure 5: TimescaleDB HDB++ deployment at ESRF.
This design is built around three database nodes, one
running as the Master and two Replica nodes. The cluster is
fault tolerant and failover is automatic, with Patroni handling
the failure event. On failover, the proxy is dynamically
reconfigured with the new layout of the cluster. Performance
is maximised by having the Master handle only data ingress,
with all query requests load balanced to the Replicas. It is
possible to scale the query performance by adding additional
Replica nodes in future.
Taking advantage of libpqxx (A modern C++ layer above
libpq), a new libhdbpp-timescale backend has been made
available [9]. Using libpqxx provides the opportunity to
quickly explore and test performance features in the future,
for example batch writing data to the database.
Deployment and integration into the Tango HDB++
system is an ongoing project. The TimescaleDB database
itself is rapidly evolving and adding both better performance
and additional time series features that can potentially be
integrated into the Tango HDB++ solution in future.

Elasticsearch
Elasticsearch [10] is a real-time distributed search and
analytics engine. The term “real-time” refers to the ability
to search (and sometimes create) data as soon as they are
produced; traditionally, in fact, web search crawls and
indexes web pages periodically, returning results based on
relevance to the search query. It is distributed because
its indices are divided into shards with zero or more
replicas. But the main ability is the analytics engine which
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allows the discovery, interpretation, and communication
of meaningful patterns in data. It is based on Apache
Lucene [11], a free and open-source information retrieval
software library, therefore Elasticsearch is very good for full
text search (like for logging data or text files in general).
It is developed alongside a data-collection and log-parsing
engine called Logstash, and an analytics and visualization
platform called Kibana. The three products are designed
for use as an integrated solution, referred to as the "Elastic
Stack" (formerly the "ELK stack").
The main features of Elasticsearch are:
• no transaction: no support for transaction;
• schema flexible: there is no need to specify the schema
upfront;
• relations: denormalization [12], parent-child relations
and nested objects;
• robustness: to properly work, elasticsearch requires
that memory is abundant;
• distributed:
it is a CP-system in the CAP
(Consistency-Availability-Partition tolerance) theorem
[13]
• no security: there is no support for authentication and
authorization.
Implementation An implementation of the HDB++
project on ELK has been done: the prototype had to be
able to work with REST [14] and with Json data [15]
and, for this reason, two libraries have been selected to
include these functionalities: “REST client for C++” [16]
and “Json for modern C++” [17]. More information about
the implementation can be found here [18].

BENCHMARKING TOOLS
hdbpp-metrics Github repository [19] has been created
to gather tools which can be used to help to benchmark an
HDB++ archiving system.

ICALEPCS2019, New York, NY, USA

Table 1: A Comparison of PostgreSQL vs MySQL
Waveform and Arr Storage. Times are in 𝜇s, table size
is in Mbyte
Attribute
MySQL wave
PostgreSQL wave
MySQL arr
PostgreSQL arr

Min
2551
243
50718
1641

Two tests were done at BINP for PostgreSQL vs MySQL
performance. First one was conducted using wave attribute
that is a spectrum read-only of 256 DevDouble elements and
was stored 250000 times. The second one used arr attribute
that is a spectrum read-write of 4096 DevULong elements
and was stored 5000 times. The results including write times
and table size are summarized in Table 1. These benchmarks
show that PostgreSQL significantly improves the memory
and speed efficiency of the storage of array data types.

TimescaleDB vs MySQL vs PostgreSQL
Preliminary tests have been run to compare the
performance of the different supported back-ends on the
same hardware. The relevant system and application
software versions used are: Ubuntu 16.04.3 LTS, MySQL
5.7.18, PostgreSQL 11.3 and TimescaleDB 1.3.0. A dump of
the actual FERMI historical database has been done, taking

Average
4669
358
61145
2082

Max
253042
23087
198584
14173

Size
4440
768
5511
251

care of addressing the differences in the database schema
used by the different back-ends, focusing on the largest table,
which currently counts more than 4 billion rows. pt-fifo-split
has been used to split the table into chunks before loading
into PostgreSQL; loading the 4 billion row table took ~30
hours using the standard SQL COPY and ~20 hours with
the timescaledb-parallel-copy command, at the expense of
increasing disk usage by ~5%.
A typical query, extracting a time series for a Tango double
scalar attribute, spanning over two different time windows,
has been run for the different back-ends. The first time
window results in ~1 M rows query, the second in ~10 M
rows. Moreover, the time necessary to execute the queries
has been measured in two conditions: after a database cold
restart, guaranteeing all the caches are flushed, and just after
the first query. For TimescaleDB the measurements have
also been taken before and after the CLUSTER command.
Results are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: HDB++ Supported Database Engine Query
Benchmark
Cache

1M

10 M

MySQL (InnoDB)

Cold
Hot

2.3 s
2.0 s

22.7 s
21.0 s

TimescaleDB

Cold
Hot

5.3 s
1.2 s

36.5 s
12.2 s

TimescaleDB+CLUSTER

Cold
Hot

1.9 s
1.2 s

15.0 s
11.9 s

PostgreSQL

Cold
Hot

1.8 s
1.2 s

15.9 s
12.6 s

Engine

FIRST BENCHMARK RESULTS
MySQL vs PostgreSQL
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It is worth noting the good performance numbers of
plain PostgreSQL with respect to TimescaleDB. Likely, the
explanation can be found in the simple queries used for
this benchmark, that, anyhow, resemble most of the queries
run. An effective advantage using TimescaleDB should arise
whenever complex queries are made.

TimescaleDB vs Cassandra Evaluation
Here the community edition is evaluated as a replacement
for Cassandra in the ESRF HDB++ archiving system.
Test Setup Tests were run on a production grade
borrowed Cassandra server, with 32 Cores, 128GB RAM
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and a RAID 0 SSD array. TimescaleDB was tuned using
the parameters offered from the online tuning tool PGTune.
1 year of data was extracted from the live ESRF Cassandra
cluster. For the best performance, data was ingested in time
order, thus all test data files were sorted into time order for
bulk loading. Achieving the best extraction performance
means the data tables have to be clustered on a composite
attribute id + data time index for the HDB++ schema. Finally,
the TimescaleDB hyper table chunk sizes tested were all
below 7 days. All results presented are “cold”, i.e. not using
database cache capabilities to improve performance.
Insert Performance TimescaleDB is built with very
high insert performance as a feature [20]. Testing was with a
Timescale provided bulk loading tool. Insert rates achieved
were above 440,000 rows per second for a scalar double, and
45,000 rows per second for an array double.
Query performance Testing with a simple query to
extract data between two time points for a scalar archived
once per second, the results show a remarkable improvement.
The improvement is over 1000% against Cassandra for each
time period as shown in Table 3.
Table 3: TimescaleDB vs. Cassandra Scalar Attribute Query
Benchmark
Query

Rows return

Timescale

Cassandra

1 Hour

3 298

8 ms

111 ms

1 Day

84 238

127 ms

~2.6 s

505 858

748 ms

~11.9 s

1 Month

2 498 762

~3.8 s

~1 min

3 Months

7 204 234

~10 s

~2 min 37 s

12 Months

28 699 357

~43 s

~10 min

1 Week

Choosing an extreme scenario (an array attribute archived
multiple times per second) with the same simple query, select
data between two time points, the results shown in Table 4
are again extremely good.
Table 4: TimescaleDB Arrays Query Benchmark
Query

Rows return

Data Size

Timescale

1 Hour

3 298

~3.7 MB

693 ms

1 Day

84 238

~90 MB

~15.6 s

505 858

~633 MB

~114 s

1 Month

2 498 762

~2.62 GB

~8 min

3 Months

7 204 234

~7.38 GB

~30 min

12 Months

28 699 357

~17.77 GB

~63 min

1 Week

The worst case 12 months query completed in just over 60
minutes, pulling over 17GB of data from over 28 millions
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rows. It should be noted Cassandra could not complete a
query greater than a day for this attribute archive at high rate.
As can be seen from the results above, querying large chunks
of attribute array data is expensive. PostgreSQL provides an
additional tool, the ability to query individual elements of an
array. While this is around 80% slower than an equivalent
simple scalar query, it is consistently 1500% quicker than
requesting the full array.
Benchmark Conclusion TimescaleDB offers a
significant performance boost over Cassandra under the
evaluated conditions. The bulk of the data requested by
ESRF users is currently time period based, but TimescaleDB
provides support for significant gains with more complex
queries, opening up new possibilities for the retrieval and
visualisation of data in the future.

CONCLUSION
HDB++, thanks to its design, allows to store data into
different DB backends. This encourages contributions
in the HDB++ community and 5 backends are already
supported. As presented in this paper, the new PostgreSQL
and TimescaleDB backends improve the user experience
when dealing with Tango spectrum (array) attributes. The
Cassandra back-end is currently a good fit for use cases
where high availability is required for writing the archiving
data and where scalar attributes data has to be stored. It is
not a good fit for retrieving big chunks of data, in particular
for getting multi-dimensional data. The MySQL/MariaDB
backend is deployed in several institutes. Some deployment
ideas for this backend have been presented in this paper.
The Elasticsearch backend is a good fit for users interested
in benefiting from the advantages of the ELK stack. The
HDB++ project is supported by an active community.
The latest face-to-face collaboration meeting took place in
Grenoble from 18th to 20th September 2019 [21].
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FREE-ELECTRON LASER OPTIMIZATION
WITH REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
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G. Gaio, M. Lonza, Elettra Sincrotrone Trieste, Trieste, Italy
Abstract
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is one of the most promising techniques in Machine Learning because of its modest
computational requirements with respect to other algorithms.
RL uses an agent that takes actions within its environment
to maximize a reward related to the goal it is designed to
achieve. We have recently used RL as a model-free approach
to improve the performance of the FERMI Free Electron
Laser. A number of machine parameters are adjusted to
find the optimum FEL output in terms of intensity and spectral quality. In particular we focus on the problem of the
alignment of the seed laser with the electron beam, initially
using a simplified model and then applying the developed
algorithm on the real machine. This paper reports the results
obtained and discusses pros and cons of this approach with
plans for future applications.

INTRODUCTION
Free-Electron Lasers (FELs) are complex systems that
require continuous effort by experts in order to maintain the
high performance that users demand. For seeded FELs, such
as FERMI, there are parameters related to the alignment
of the seed laser with the electron beam in addition to the
large number of electron beam parameters (many dozens
at FERMI) [1–4]. Perhaps the most critical parameter is
the spatial-temporal overlap between the electron and laser
beams in the modulator undulator, the main source of the
FEL instability.
The existing feedback systems [5] are able to maintain a
steady FEL intensity by controlling the trajectories of the
two beams on a shot-to-shot basis. To ease the procedure the
electron beam trajectory is kept steady while the position of
the seed laser is varied.
Currently, the maintenance of the optimal superimposition
of the two beams is carried out by an automatic procedure
that is based on the correlation between FEL intensity and
the natural jitter in the seed laser parameters [6]. However,
this approach cannot be successful if there is insufficient
natural jitter: in this case the introduction of artificial noise
can help to find the optimal overlap, but FEL performance
is affected by the injected noise.
Typical model-free approaches [7] applied in FEL optimization have some intrinsic limitations: they require the
availability of the objective function gradient, they are very
sensitive to hyper-parameters, and they do not learn from
previous experiences. An interesting option to overcome
these limitations is given by Machine Learning algorithms,
∗

niky.bruchon@phd.units.it

although these approaches can be extremely time consuming.
Nowadays, different optimization techniques are adopted
in various FEL facilities [8]. OCELOT [9] has been developed since 2011 at European XFEL and is currently used at
the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) [10, 11] and
at Deutsches Elektronen-SYnchrotron (DESY) [12]. [13–
15] adopt neural networks to model and control particle accelerators. In addition, [16] presents a proof-of-principle
of a model-free approach applied at CERN using Deep QLearning.
In this paper we present preliminary results obtained using
a simple RL algorithm, Q-Learning with Linear Function
Approximation, on FERMI. The experiments have been carried out on two different systems.

ENVIRONMENTS
In this work, two different tasks have been considered.
Both of them concern the trajectory control of a laser. The
first task uses the service laser in the Electro-Optical Sampling station [17–19], while in the second task the seed laser
of the undulator modulator of FERMI Free-Electron Laser
is used.
In the EOS station the laser movement system is a standard
optical alignment scheme, as shown in Fig. 1. It is composed
of two planar tip-tilt mirrors [20], each axis of which is
driven by a piezo-motor (horizontal and vertical motors),
and two virtual screens based on Charged-Coupled Devices
(CCDs) [21]. The position of the laser on the two screens is
adjusted by moving the tip-tilts. The goal of the task is to
align the laser such that it passes through a pair of predefined
Regions of Interest (ROI), that must contain a certain fraction
of the laser spot to successfully end an episode of the task.
The performance of the agent on the task is measured online
by the computing the product of the intensity measured in
each of the the ROIs.
laser source

TT1

CCD1

CCD2

TT2

Figure 1: Experimental setup of the EOS laser alignment
task. TT1 and TT2 are the tip-tilt mirrors while CCD1 and
CCD2 are the virtual screen CCDs.
A simplified representation of the second task, alignment
between the seed laser and electron beam at FERMI is shown
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in Fig. 2. As in the EOS task the laser trajectory can be
moved by the motorized mirrors. Unlike the EOS system
the goal is to maximize the value acquired by the intensity
monitor (I0 ) that measures the energy output of the FEL
process.
laser source

TT1

I0 monitor
Screen/CCD1
Screen/CCD2
modulator
light
generation
e− beam

TT2

Figure 2: Scheme of the FERMI FEL seed laser alignment
set up. TT1 and TT2 are the tip-tilt mirrors, Screen/CCD1
and Screen/CCD2 are the two removable screens with CCDs
and I0 monitor is the employed intensity sensor.
The state x(t), in both systems, is given by sampling at
each instant t the voltage applied to the tip-tilts. Since one
tip-tilt can be controlled by two voltages (one to move it
horizontally and the other to move it vertically) the resulting
state, considering both tip-tilts, is a four dimension vector.

REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Reinforcement Learning (RL) [22, 23] is a sub-field of
Machine Learning in which an agent learns a policy π(u|x)
by interacting with an environment and maximizing the
rewards it receives for desired behavior. The basic elements
of RL are states x ∈ X (a measure of the environment),
actions u ∈ U (things the agent does in the environment)
and rewards r(x, u) (a scalar function that the agent attempts
to maximize). We define u j as the j-th action. The task is to
find the optimal policy π∗ with respect to the maximization
of the discounted reward:
∞
Õ

γ t r(x, u)

t=0

where γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor.
Q-learning [24] is an algorithm that follows the dynamic
programming approach where the action-value function
Q(x, u) is estimated iteratively. The optimal policy is:
π ∗ (u|x) = arg max Q(x, u)
u

The choice of Q-learning is due to its simplicity and that, in
combination with reward shaping [25], it learns efficiently
despite sparse rewards.
During learning the exploration is driven by an ϵ-greedy
policy, where ϵ is the parameter that defines the probability
of a random action (exploration) instead of the best action
(exploitation). Furthermore, the update rule is:
Q(u, x) ← Q(u, x) + αδ
where α is the learning rate [26] and δ is the temporal difference error (see Algorithm 1 for more details).
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The version of Q-learning we adopted works with a continuous state space. This is due to the linear function approximation of the action-value function:
Q(x, u j ) = θTj ϕ(x)
where ϕ(x) is a vector of features and θ j a vector of weights
associated with the action u j . Hereafter, the corresponding
policy will be identified by πθ .
Many possible choices of linear function approximation
are available, we chose Gaussian Radial Basis Functions
(RBFs):
!
∥ x − ci ∥ 2
ϕi (x) = exp −
2σi2
where ci is a set of centers and σi determines the decay rate
of the RBF.
The pseudo code of the algorithm used is reported in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Q-learning algorithm with linear function approximation [27]
Initialize θ and set α, γ
For each episode:
Initialize x
Until x ′ is terminal:
Choose and perform u j ∈ U using πθ
Evaluate x ′ and r(x, u j )
δ ← r(x, u j ) + γ max θTj′ φ(x ′, u j ′ ) − θTj φ(x, u j )
u j′ ∈ U

θ ← θ + αδφ(x, u j )
x ← x′

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
The tasks are divided into two parts, an initial training
phase followed by a test phase.
As previously described, the state is a four dimensional
vector containing the voltages applied to the tip-tilts. Similarly, the input u is a four-element vector indicating the
displacement that leads to the next state x ′. We worked with
a discrete action space and, for this reason, the allowed values of u are fixed to change the voltage applied to the each
motor by a given magnitude either positive or negative.
The target value is defined as IT and it depends on the
system: in the EOS one it is given by the product of the intensities detected by the ROIs when the laser spot is centered
in each ROI, while in the FEL it is the value detected by the
I0 monitor. At each time step, the input selected by the controller is applied and the new intensity ID (x ′) is compared
with the IT . The episode ends in two cases:
• In the new state a certain percentage of the target intensity is reached, i.e. ID (x ′) ≥ % × IT , i.e. the goal is
achieved.
• The number of steps reaches an upper limit without
reaching the goal.
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N0 + 1
1
, ϵ←
;
N0 + #episode
#episode

(1)

where the N0 value is set empirically. Furthermore, the
reward is shaped according to [25]:
r(x, u) = R + k ·

γr s ID (x ′) − ID (x)
,
IT

(2)

where R is taken equal to 1 if the target is reached, 0 otherwise; while the γr s and k values are set empirically. During
the test phase ϵ and α are kept fixed, following [30]. The
values of these parameters are presented in Table 1 for both
tasks.
At the end of each episode a new episode starts from a
randomly selected initial state until the maximum number
of episodes is reached. When all the training episodes are
completed, the test phase begins while maintaining the target
conditions previously defined. Once again, each episode
begins with the a randomly selected initial state. The values
of the hyper-parameters used for both systems are listed in
Table 1.

2,000
avg number of time-steps

α←α·
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(a) average number of time-steps for each episode during the 10
runs in training performed on the EOS system
2,000
avg number of time-steps

During training the ϵ and α values decay following the
rules derived from [28, 29]:
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(b) average number of time-steps for each episode during the 10
runs in test performed on the EOS system

Figure 3: EOS system results.
200

Parameters
max num. of steps
2
σRBF
initial ϵ
initial α
N0 in α decay
γ
γr s
k
training episodes
test episodes
motor step size (a.u.)
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The remaining task parameters are the following:
• % of IT : this percentage on EOS goes from 95% in
training to 90% in test, while on FEL it is set to 92.5%
in training and 90% in test. If the agent reaches these
values in the respective tasks, the episode is considered
successfully completed.
• The full scale range for the voltage applied to the motors
spans from 0 to 262144 arbitrary units.
The averaged results obtained during experiments on EOS
are presented in Fig. 3.
The implementation of the algorithm on FERMI FEL has
been done only once due to the high request of the light
source. However, the results obtained during this single run
are shown in Fig. 4 and seem to be promising.
The training plots of both systems show the effectiveness
of reward shaping [25]. In both cases the exploration that
occurs in the first episode is sufficient for the next episodes
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Figure 4: FEL system results.
to solve the problem in a considerably smaller number of
time-steps. However, a new hyper-parameter, k has been
introduced by the reward shaping[31]. This value must be
empirically tuned to ensure a good balance between the reward R at the end of the successful episodes and the shaping
contribution. Furthermore, in the episodes in the test phase
that show a peak in the number of steps, the agent placed
the beam very close to the target without reaching it. Our
conjecture is that this is a consequence of an improper set-
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ting of the pair k, R during training. Further analysis will
be carried out in future works.

CONCLUSIONS
A model free-approach Reinforcement Learning has been
implemented on two different systems at Elettra Sincrotrone
Trieste. The Q-learning algorithm was able to control the
laser alignment process by learning the correct state-action
association with only knowledge of the laser beam intensity detected. The positive results obtained from both tasks
with this preliminary work has motivated further work on
Reinforcement Learning control at the FERMI FEL facility.
Future work will regard the evaluation of a deep Qlearning algorithm [30] first and than the introduction of
other RL methods and techniques (e.g. the actor-critic algorithm [32]), to move towards automatic optimization of the
FEL facility.
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CO-SIMULATION OF HDL USING PYTHON AND MATLAB OVER Tcl
TCP/IP SOCKET IN XILINX VIVADO AND MODELSIM TOOLS
Ł. Butkowski*, B. Dursun, C. Gumus, M. K. Karakurt
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
This paper presents the solution, which helps in the simulation and verification of the implementation of the Digital
Signal Processing (DSP) algorithms written in hardware description language (HDL). Many vendor tools such as Xilinx
ISE/Vivado or Mentor Graphics ModelSim are using Tcl as
an application programming interface. The main idea of the
co-simulation is to use the Tcl TCP/IP socket, which is Tcl
build in feature, as the interface to the simulation tool. Over
this interface the simulation is driven by the external tool.
The stimulus vectors as well as the model and verification
are implemented in Python or MATLAB and the data with
simulator is exchanged over dedicated protocol. The tool,
which was called cosimtcp, was developed in Deutsches
Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY). The tool is a set of scripts
that provide a set of functions. This tool has been successfully used to verify many DSP algorithms implemented in
the FPGA chips of the Low Level Radio Frequency (LLRF)
and synchronization systems of the European X-Ray Free
Electron Laser (E-XFEL) accelerator. Cosimtcp is an open
source available tool.

INTRODUCTION
The correct operation of the Low Level Radio Frequency
(LLRF) [1] and synchronization systems of the European XRay Free Electron Laser (E-XFEL) [2] accelerator requires a
huge amount of Digital Signal Processing (DSP) calculations
in real time. This task is mainly handled by FPGAs. In
the high level design stage, the first step is to determine the
exact algorithms that has to be implemented in FPGAs so the
machine can operate. This work is executed with the help of
tools such as MATLAB with Simulink or Python. Solutions
are simulated and the exact formula is derived. Next the
implementation process starts in which the code written in
hardware description language (HDL) is developed. During
this process the following problem always appear: how to
verify functionality of written HDL code.
There are a few ways we can solve this problem. There
are available methodologies and libraries which can help go
trough this process. It is very common to write the testbench
using HDL first. Next phase is to write the model of the
component under test in order to go through the verification
process. However, writing the DSP algorithm model in HDL
is really difficult and time consuming. Additionally there
is risk of introducing new errors in the model, which fail
our verification. Most wanted in the verification process
would be to use directly the same tools as the one in the high
∗

lukasz.butkowski@desy.de

level design in a co-simulation process. This can improve
significantly verification [3].
There are already available methods of HDL cosimulation with the use of high level programming languages.
One of the way to use high level programming languages like
C in a verification process is to use Direct Programming Language Interface (DPI) of the System Verilog [4] or Foreign
Language Interface (FLI) [5] of the simulation tool. The
simulation is fast but this method is not so straight forward
and easy to use. It is platform depended or tool depended
and requires recompilation of the code every change. One of
the another way is to use Programming Language Interface
(PLI) like the file input/output interface using the VHDL
textio library [6]. This method has limitation in interactive
simulations and reuseability.
We came with and another idea. Almost all of the HDL
simulator tools support Tcl script language as an application
programming interface, enabling control of the simulation
using TCL commands. It also means that all the default Tcl
features are available in the tool. The idea proposed was to
use these features as the communication layer between HDL
simulation tool and an external tool. The Tcl socket function
has been found as a perfect candidate for this role. It is a
build in command which opens a TCP network connection.
The communication between simulation tool and high level
language is done over TCP/IP socket. This is a good separation between these two. The solution gives a good balance
between reuseability, easy to use and simulation speed. The
TCP/IP socket protocol is well-know, widely used and has a
build-in support in many tools.
The solution we came up with has been called cosimtcp
[7]. It is a set of script in the form of libraries, which can be
easily added to current or new simulation flow. Currently
the solution is used with Xilinx Vivado, ModelSim, Matlab
and Python tools.
In the following chapters the steps that has to be done to
run simulation using cosimtcp libraries will be presented.
Also the examples of the usage will be given. In the end
prons and cons of this solution will be discussed.

CO-SIMULATION ARCHITECTURE
The block diagram of the co-simulation is presented in
Figure 1. The simulation is divided into two main blocks.
The server side: responsible for the HDL simulation of Unit
Under Test (UUT) and the client side: responsible for the
generation of stimulus and verification. Between them the
data are exchanged using a dedicated protocol over a socket
connection. There is one protocol used among all the tools.
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Figure 1: VHDL Co-Simulation block diagram using cosimtcp.
The server is a slave that executes the instructions of the
master, which is the client.

Protocol
The communication protocol between the client and the
server is based on string commands, which are send over
established TCP/IP socket connection. There are a few main
commands:
• set <object name> <buffer offset> <data vector>
client request: fill the input buffer with the data vector
of the specified object starting with the given buffer
offset
server response: buffer fill done
• get <object name> <buffer offset>
client request: send the data from the output buffer of
the specified object
server response: returns data vector from the buffer
• sim run <steps> <step time> <time unit> <mode>
client request: run simulation in the number of steps
with the specified time step,
simulation can be run in various modes: do not record
data in buffers, start from the beginning, continue
server response: simulation steps done

The flow diagram of the server operation is presented in
Figure 2. After accepting connection, the server goes to the
idle state where it waits for incoming commands. The server
has two buffers. The first one is used to store the value of the
input objects. This buffer is filled with data by the client. The
second one is used to store the value of the output objects.
This buffer is filled with the values during the simulation.
The simulation is executed in steps. In each step, the values
from the input buffer are set to input objects, and the values
of output objects are saved in output buffers. Next the pointer
of the data buffers is incremented and the simulation run for
one step. Only the values of the objects defined in the list are
set or examined. The simulation is controlled with the Tcl
commands available in the tool. In the case of ModelSim
these are: force to set object value, examine to read object
value and run to run simulation step. In the case of Vivado
they are respectively: add_force, get_value, run.

close
connection

get

• send back requested data

<>

set object value
from buffers

output
buffers

put object value
in buffers

output
objects list

run simmulation
step

input
buffers
input
objects list

increment pointer
no

all steps?
yes

• listen for and accept incoming connections on socket,
server can accept only one client at a time

• run and control simulation

e

simulate

The server side is implemented on the HDL simulator tool.
The tool executes a Tcl script in which the server function is
run. The main task of the server is to:

• translation of incoming commands into executable functions of HDL simulator

restart simulation
d
cm rt reset pointer
ta
res
IDLE
set
<>
set buffer
sim run <>

clos

get buffer

• cmd <command>
client request: execute system command like restart or
quit simulation
server response: command executed

Server

Wait for
connection

Figure 2: Server side flow diagram.

Client
Cosimtcp client run on MATLAB or Python using simulation scripts which can be added as a library. The main
responsibilities of the client are:
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• verify result

• translation of simulation data into the defined communication protocol

• run next step or close simulation

• control the data flow
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The example Matlab code of the master side is presented
in Figure 4.

DESIGN FLOW
The preparation for the verification of UUT starts with
writing a HDL testbench entity with the instance of the UUT
and a simple clock process in minimum. Next there are the
following steps to be done on the slave side:
• write source compilation steps for the HDL simulator
– this is a common to all simulation strategies, HDL
project sources and libraries has to be added to the
project and next compiled. Makefile or tcl do file can
be used
• create Tcl .do file if not done in the first step
• add cosimtcp libraries path to Tcl .do file
• define inputs and outputs of UUT by creating aliases
to the paths of HDL objects in Tcl .do file

Figure 4: Example Matlab code of the slave side simulating
UUT with the 3 inputs and 2 outputs.

• run the server, can be done in Tcl .do file or from the
simulator console
The example Tcl code of slave side is presented in Figure 3.

CASE STUDY: STATE SPACE
CONTROLLER
The solution presented in this paper has been used to
validate the design of a state space controller used in one
of the synchronization subsystems. Stable operation of the
controller was tested under different conditions. There was a
hundreds of iteration runs, each with a different coefficients
set. The result of the one of the iterations is presented in
Figure 5.
#10 -3

While the slave side awaits for the connection and instructions there are the following steps to be done on the master
side:
• create cosimtcp object which will connect to the slave
side
• create stimulus and send to the master side
• run simulation steps

10
5
0
HDL implementation result
Matlab result

-5
0
#10 -4
error

Figure 3: Example Tcl code of the slave side for the 3-input
and 2-output UUT.

controller output

15
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Figure 5: Matlab result of the simulation of the state space
controller for one coefficients set.

• request output data from the slave
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CASE STUDY: RF FIELD DETECTION
Another case in which described co-simulation method
has been used is verification of the amplitude and phase
detection of the RF signal. The component has been driven
with a long data trains in a range of 60000-200000 of the
ADC samples. The result of this simulation visible in ModelSim is presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6: ModelSim window during field detection algorithm simulation, presents the ADC data input and the outputs with the amplitude and phase values of the signal

RESULTS
The co-simulation technique described in this paper has
been used to test and verify DSP functionality of many HDL
components. Simulation tools, such as Xilinx Vivado and
ModelSim, were used alternatively, as was the case with
Matlab and Python on the client side. All combinations of
the tools are evaluated and the simulation time is observed
to be comparable. The best performance is achieved when
the HDL simulators run in batch mode. The best result is
achieved when tools are run in a batch mode. The simulation time is around 20 times slower when Graphical User
Interface (GUI) is opened.
The simulation times for the case studies given above are
presented in Table 1 and Table 2. Tests were performed on
the machine equipped with the Intel i5 2500K CPU type and
24GB of RAM memory.
Table 1: State Space Controller Simulation Results with
ModelSim and Matlab, Components Written in VHDL Code
Resources
Objects
Iterations
Steps

DSP:15, LUTs:3085, Reg:4177
40 inputs, 2 outputs
100
512

Total Time 5.2 min

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
This paper describes a concept of functional co-simulation
of the HDL with the use of TCP/IP socket function available
in Tcl. The basic idea and architecture of this solution has
been given. It has been shown that cosimtcp can be successfully used to verify DSP algorithms written in HDL. Its
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Table 2: Field Detection Simulation Results with ModelSim
and Matlab, Components Written in VHDL Code
Resources
Objects
Iterations
Steps

DSP:8, LUTs:767, Reg:665
2 inputs, 3 outputs
1
60000

Total Time 3.5 min

simple syntax enables rapid simulation preparation. Simulation time using this solution is within the acceptable range.
This method can be used with a various types of HDL languages as it does not depend on the HDL language.
At the beginning, Xilinx ISE HDL simulator was successfully usedfor the conceptual evaluation of the first implementation of cosimtcp. Later we focused on Xilinx
ISE/Vivado, Mentor Graphics ModelSim/Questa, Mathworks MATLAB/Simulink and Python due to the intensive
usage of these tools within our group. Therefore we believe
this solution could be adapt to any other tool that supports
Tcl.
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INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION OF A MACHINE LEARNING SYSTEM FOR
SRF CAVITY FAULT CLASSIFICATION AT CEBAF
A. Carpenter†, T. Powers, Y. Roblin, A. Solopova, C. Tennant
Jefferson Lab, Newport News, USA
L.Vidyaratne, K. Iftekharuddin, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, USA
Abstract
The Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility
(CEBAF) at Jefferson Laboratory is a high power Continuous Wave (CW) electron accelerator. It uses a mixture of
of SRF cryomodules: older, lower energy C20/C50 modules and newer, higher energy C100 modules. The cryomodules are arrayed in two anti-parallel linear accelerators. Accurately classifying the type of cavity faults is essential to maintaining and improving accelerator performance. Each C100 cryomodule contains eight 7-cell cavities. When a cavity fault occurs within a cryomodule, all
eight cavities generate 17 waveforms each containing 8192
points. This data is exported from the control system and
saved for review. Analysis of these waveforms is time intensive and requires a subject matter expert (SME). SMEs
examine the data from each event and label it according to
one of several known cavity fault types. Multiple machine
learning models have been developed on this labeled dataset with sufficient performance to warrant the creation of
a limited machine learning software system for use by accelerator operations staff. This paper discusses the transition from model development to implementation of a prototype system.

INTRODUCTION
Jefferson Lab’s Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator
Facility (CEBAF) is a high power Continuous Wave (CW
electron accelerator. It utilizes two styles of SRF modules,
older, lower gradient C20/C50 modules and newer higher,
gradient C100 modules. In 2013, the upgrade from 6 to 12
GeV was completed. This upgrade included the installation of 11 C100-style 100 MV cryomodules and associated
RF systems (see Fig. 1) [1]. RF faults are routinely the
largest contributor to lost beam time. Since the primary
mechanism for reducing the occurrence of RF faults is to
reduce cavity gradient, RF faults also adversely impact CEBAF’s energy reach. Accurately identifying which cavity
faulted allows operators to lower the gradient only on targeted cavities rather than the entire module. However, this
process is complicated due to strong mechanical coupling
between cavities within a C100 cryomodule whereby a
fault in one cavity may precipitate faults in other nearby
cavities [2]. Additionally, identifying the cause of the fault
may allow engineering staff to determine remediation
methods in place of gradient reduction. An effort has been
___________________________________________
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underway to produce an automated machine learning system capable of identifying the location and cause of RF
faults within the C100 cryomodules.

Figure 1: Schematic of the CEBAF accelerator showing the
locations of the 11 C100 cryomodules for which RF fault
data is recorded and analyzed.

MACHINE LEARNING
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Our machine learning system is comprised of four components: data generation, data storage, the machine learning model and its analysis, and the presentation of results.
Creation of this system has required considerable effort related to the development of each component. The lowlevel RF hardware and EPICS control system was modified
to generate synchronized diagnostic waveform data for
each cryomodule. Waveform harvester software was written to collect and store the waveform data for each RF fault.
A system expert then manually analyzed the stored waveform data to identify and label the cause and cavity location
of the fault. This labeled dataset allows for the use of supervised machine learning techniques in developing a set
of models for identification of fault location and cause. We
turned the models into a software product capable of analyzing waveform data from a fault in real-time. Finally,
creating additional software for displaying and aggregating
the results of this analysis for CEBAF operations and engineering staff is an outstanding task we plan to tackle in
the future.
Each component of the system acts as the foundation for
the next, making it difficult to simply “write some software” that perform the desired analysis. Fortunately, each
component provides immediate benefit making each incremental development worthwhile in its own right. For example, capturing and storing diagnostic information allows
RF system experts to gain insight into the cause and location of individual faults. Accumulating and analyzing a
large body of data allows operations and maintenance staff
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to be trained to identify common failure modes, reducing
the reliance on system experts for routine operations. Producing a machine learning model and related software reduces the training requirements and workload on operations and maintenance staff and allows for more accurate
and timely corrective actions in response to faults. The following sections will discuss each component in more detail.

DATA GENERATION AND STORAGE
Each of the eight cavities within a C100 cryomodule has
an independent Field Control Chassis (FCC) EPICS Input/Output Controller (IOC), capable of buffering and presenting 17 diagnostic waveforms. These waveforms are
stored in buffers containing 8192 points and sampled at a
configurable rate typically ranging from 5 kHz to 20 kHz.
Upon experiencing an RF fault, these buffers are frozen
and made available in an EPICS waveform and neighboring IOCs are rapidly notified of the fault. This allows for
a time-synchronized set of waveforms to be produced
across all cavities within the cryomodule. In addition to
the raw waveform data, the IOCs also present PVs for the
timestamp associated with the fault, the sampling interval,
and the relative offset of fault from the start of the buffered
waveform.
A harvester daemon process monitors the status of
each FCC IOC waiting for the IOCs to indicate that a fault
has occurred and they are in a “capture ready” state (see
Fig. 2). The harvester generates data files corresponding to the waveforms from each FCC IOC, saving them to
long-term storage. FCC IOCs from the same cryomodule
that present waveforms within a specified three second
time window are grouped together to create a single fault
event. Approximately 19500 RF faults have been captured
from spring 2018 to summer 2019; however, many of these
are not of operational interest. As an optional, final step,
the harvester daemon may run an executable to perform any desired post-capture tasks.
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in which data acquisition can go awry. Original implementations gave each IOC a single buffer for each waveform
and a toggle that allowed the buffer to be used for fault
trigger data acquisition or manual investigation. This
meant that external checks were needed to ensure the
proper configuration for data collection. An additional
source of error is that each FCC IOC enters into a capture
ready state independently with no guarantee that all FCC
IOCs relating to the cryomodule will follow suit. This process occasionally encounters errors due to failures in the
notification process or because the time between the first
and later IOCs signaling capture-ready states is longer than
the specified event time window. While future work is being discussed to address these issues, downstream components of a machine learning system must be aware of these
failure modes in order to validate the generated data.

DATA ANALYSIS AND EVENT LABELING
Once a body of data is generated, the data is analyzed
offline by SRF subject matter experts in a time consuming
process. This produces hundreds of labeled fault examples
for later model development using supervised machine
learning techniques. The expert analysis consists of three
main functions – filtering out bad or irrelevant data, identifying new fault causes and locations (labels), and categorizing individual examples with previously identified labels.
The filtering process used by the system expert is important to understand as it affects the dataset used to train
the downstream machine learning model. While the system expert removes faulty data, they also filter out faults
that are essentially irrelevant to operations. Only faults
that occurred during “steady state” beam operations are
considered relevant to reducing events that trip off beam.
Other faults typically occurred during the recovery from a
previous fault and are beyond the scope of this effort.
The system expert must identify a set of common fault
modes and subsequently label examples according to
which cavity experienced the fault and the underlying
cause of the fault. Our current labeled dataset includes labels for which individual cavity faulted (or that multiple
faulted) and labels for four single cavity fault types [2, 3].
These labeled examples form the foundation of supervised
machine learning approaches. Over time, system experts
may identify additional, previously unknown, fault causes.
It is important that the downstream machine learning software applications allow for this natural evolution.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Figure 2: A conceptual diagram for the data generation and
storage systems. A fault at a cavity triggers data collection
at that cavity’s FCC IOC, and the fault trigger is propagated to neighboring FCC IOCs associated with the cryomodule.
While this system for data acquisition is conceptually
simple, it is still important to understand the various ways

A well-trained model can be used to streamline the time
consuming process of labeling individual faults and generating accurate labels in real-time. Data scientists, or analysts, develop the machine learning models in another time
consuming process. The initial labeled dataset contained
several hundred examples from the end of CEBAF’s spring
2018 physics run.
Analysts conducted an initial round of model development using traditional machine learning models [4]. Deep
learning techniques were marked for future consideration,
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as we believed the labeled dataset was of insufficient size.
Traditional machine learning models are not well suited to
raw time series data and require an additional step of feature engineering via statistical techniques. This approach
required the use of the Python package tsfresh to perform computationally intensive feature engineering [4].
Initial investigations required several hours per event to
calculate the full range of statistical information available
from tsfresh. However, later optimizations and a reduced feature extraction process lowered this time to the
order of seconds. We evaluated a range of traditional machine learning models, and a random forest model performed with sufficient accuracy to warrant the creation of
analytical software for operations [5].
Analysts pursued a second round of model development
using deep learning techniques, specifically a long shortterm memory (LSTM) neural network model. This approach operates on the unprocessed waveform data reducing computation time at both the training and prediction
steps. The authors found that despite limited data and development effort, we could produce a model with reasonable accuracy. This demonstrates the potential for deep
learning techniques for RF fault classification. Deep learning models are currently under development and yield
competitive results [6]. See Tables 1 and 2 for a summary
of the most recent accuracy results.
Table 1: Accuracy of Several Machine Learning Models
Applied to the Fault Location Problem. (*Deep Learning)
Method
Random Forest
Gradient Boosting Classifier
Extra Trees
Bagging Classifier
Bi-directional LSTM *
Support Vector Classification
k-Nearest Neighbor
Decision Tree
Gaussian Naïve Bayes

Accuracy (%)
95.7
95.2
94.1
94.1
94.1
90.9
88.8
87.7
86.1

Table 2: Results of Several Machine Learning Models
Applied to the Fault Type Problem (*Deep Learning)
Method
Decision Tree
Random Forest
RNN-LSTM *

Accuracy (%)
97.6
88.0
86.0

SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS FOR
ONLINE DATA ANALYSIS
Given machine learning models capable of accurately
identifying fault location and cause, the next step in developing a machine learning system is to create a software application capable of leveraging the model to analyze data
in real-time. This application must be triggered after a fault
and data capture has occurred, be able to use one of the
multiple models that have been developed, save the results
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of analysis for later review, and allow for integration with
visualization and reporting tools.
One of the primary challenges of this software was how
to implement the ability to load different machine learning
models. We expect to generate new models for one of three
main reasons: improving model performance, updating the
set of labels, and retraining models to match changes in the
diagnostic waveform data. One could naively imagine trying to directly load different binary model files exported
from a software package like SciKit-Learn’s sklearn or
Google’s tensorflow [7, 8]. However, this presents a
number of potential problems ranging from managing
package dependency conflicts to needing to support multiple machine learning frameworks within a single application. The chosen solution is to design the application in a
modular fashion with a main Python script and backend
pluggable model applications each with their own Python
virtual environment. The main Python script provides a
full featured command line interface including listing
model information and analyzing events. The backend
pluggable models supply all of the analytical routines and
data validation needed for their particular model implementation.
Developing maintainable software that produces accurate results requires an understanding of the various supporting components. For example, knowledge of the system expert’s filtering process and of the failure modes of
the data collection process dictates the programmatic requirements for data validation. Proper data validation improves the accuracy of the predictions as the model is presented with data similar to the training set. Recognizing in
advance that new models, requiring possibly incompatible
software stacks, will continue to be developed and that old
models will likely be retrained dictates a modular design
that is more easily maintained.
The online classification software, rf_classifier,
was developed to meet these needs [9]. The application
consists of a Python command line application for analyzing a fault event and pluggable models applications that
perform the actual analysis. This main application has the
capability to list information about available analysis models and to specify which model is used we can use in the
analysis. Each model application follows a standard design
that defines a common interface with the main application
and requires model applications contain their own documentation and test suites. Each pluggable model is required to approximate the data validation process used by
the system expert labeling process and utilize the underlying model to analyze supplied data. The results from analyzing a fault event must include identifying information
about the fault event, the predicted cavity label, the predicted fault type label, and the confidence associated with
each label, where the confidence is a number between [0,1]
produced by the underlying model or null if such a value is
inappropriate.
Currently only one pluggable model has been developed.
For a supplied fault event, this model validates that: all of
the cavities within a cryomodule are either bypassed or opWEPHA025
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erating in a generator driven resonance mode, all of the required waveforms are present in the data, a capture file is
present for each FCC IOC for the cryomodule, and all of
the waveforms across all cavities were sampled at the same
rate. The initial model identifies which individual cavity
faulted or that multiple cavities faulted and which of the
following fault types occurred - Single Cavity Turn Off,
Multiple Cavity Turn Off, Microphonics, Quench or
E_Quench [2]. The application’s simple command line interface allows us to call it programmatically or interactively. The general intent is for the harvester post-capture script to call rf_classifier after data has been captured and to store the results in an existing waveform database described below. This software is under review and
will soon be released for use in CEBAF’s operational controls environment. Source code and documentation for the
main application and models are available at
https://github.com/JeffersonLab/rf_classifer.

OPERATIONS TOOLS FOR
VISUALIZATION AND REPORTING
Generating reams of data is only useful if it is made
available for consumption. Currently operations staff use
a web-based application, wfbrowser, for viewing both a
timeline of C100 cryomodules fault events and the waveforms associated with individual fault events (see Fig. 3)
[10]. The wfbrowser application relies on a backend database containing information on all fault events that have
been harvested. This database is updated in real-time via a
harvester daemon post-capture script. Integrating the results of rf_classifier into this existing pipeline is
straightforward and currently under development. This update requires that the wfbrowser backend database and
server-side software be updated to support labeling events,
that the wfbrowser client UI include updates to display
the labeling information from rf_classifier and that
the harvester post-capture script be updated to include
a call to rf_classifier. Once we have integrated the
data into the existing database, generating any reports
needed by operations or maintenance staff will become a
much simpler process.

FUTURE WORK
While the initial implementation of a system for on-line
classification of C100 RF faults is nearing production, opportunities exist for improvement along a number of paths.
At a basic level, we have identified a number of failures
from the data generation and storage systems that should
be corrected or mitigated, and additional fault data has
been produced that has yet to be fully analyzed and labeled.
Reporting and visualization tools are currently in an
evolving state. Updates to wfbrowser are in development
to provide operations staff with access to basic visualizations and summary reporting. Future software enhancements include providing remediation guidance to operators. In this case, system experts would define remediation
steps that the software would recommend when seeing repeated faults at a given location.

Figure 3: Screenshots from wfbrowser’s fault event timeline (top) and waveform (bottom) interfaces.
Work on developing a deep learning model is underway
with encouraging preliminary results. Moving to a deep
learning model would significantly reduce the amount of
computational time spent at prediction time, as we would
no longer need to extract features via tsfresh. Finally, all
operations software tools are to be deployed in preparation
for the fall 2019 physics run.

CONCLUSION
The initial deployment of a machine learning system for
classifying the location and fault type within CEBAF’s
new C100 style cryomodules is well underway. The system is able to capture and analyze, in real-time, fault data
from all C100 cryomodules. It utilizes models capable of
identifying which cavity faulted (95.7% accuracy) and
which type of fault occurred (97.6% accuracy) using the
data analyzed in this work. This system will aid in improving CEBAF’s availability and energy reach by helping operations staff better target gradient reductions to faulting
cavities and by better informing maintenance operations of
primary fault causes.
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INTEGRATING COTS EQUIPMENT IN THE CERN
ACCELERATOR DOMAIN
O. Ø. Andreassen†, C. Charrondière, K. Develle, A. Rijllart, R. E. Rossel, J. Steen, J. Tagg,
T. Zilliox, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Successful integration of industrial equipment in the
CERN accelerator complex relies mainly on 3 key components. The first part is the Controls Middleware
(CMW). That provides a common communication infrastructure for the accelerator controls at CERN. The second
part is timing. To orchestrate and align electronic and electrical equipment across the 27 km Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) at sub nanosecond precision, an elaborate timing
scheme is needed. Every component has to be configured
and aligned within nanoseconds and then trigger in perfect
harmony with each other. The third and last bit is configuration management. The COTS devices have to be kept up
to date, remotely managed and compatible with each other
at all times. This is done through a combination of networked Pre-eXecution Environment (PXE) mounting network accessible storages on the front ends, where operating
systems and packages can be maintained across systems.
In this article we demonstrate how COTS based National
Instruments (NI) PCI eXtensions for Instrumentation (PXI)
and cRIO systems have been integrated in the CERN accelerator domain for measurement and monitoring systems.

projects, doing analytical or commissioning type applications, but as the interest to use PXI and cRIO based test for
not critical measurement applications for the accelerators
complex grew, a need for full system integration became
apparent. As a result, we started looking into the possibility
to port the CERN middleware and timing system to the
RADE framework [4].

MIDDLEWARE
The Controls MiddleWare (CMW) project was launched
close to twenty years ago (Fig. 1). Its main goal was to
unify middleware solutions used to operate the CERN accelerator complex. Initially the equipment access library
“Remote Device Access” (RDA), was based on CORBA,
however the ever growing demands from the run-time environment revealed shortcomings of the system and during
the previous long shutdown of the LHC (2013-14) CORBA
was replaced with ZeroMQ [5, 6].

INTRODUCTION
In any control system of medium to large size it can be
challenging to integrate new equipment. There might be
custom rules, non-standard implementations or simply a
vast amount of information and knowledge to overcome
before one any new component can be added to the infrastructure. The CERN accelerator control system is no exception. Currently (2019) there are ~150.000 devices and
about 5.000 unique device classes in production to control
the accelerators. In addition, the timing accuracy of the
LHC equipment are typically in the nanosecond or microsecond range, and data is acquired with speeds ranging
from GHz (LHC Beam screens) to one sample pr. month
(CAST) [1-3].
In addition to distance and time, there are several networks, databases, protocols and environmental considerations to take.

Motivation
The LabVIEW™ based Rapid Application Development
Environment (RADE) was conceived as a result of an increasing need to quickly prototype and release control,
analysis and test-bench tools in the CERN accelerator domain. The framework was initially targeting client type
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: CMW architecture.
The CMW Device Model was originally rolled out in the
PS and SPS control systems and is the same for the LHC.
The model is based on named devices with properties and
data fields within the property. Each device belongs to a
Device Class and it is the Device Class that defines the
properties, which can be used to access the device. By invoking get, set or subscribe on the device with the property
name, the value of this property can be read or changed [7].

CMW RADE Integration
The CMW stack is integrated into RADE by using the
built in “Call Library Function Node” in LabVIEW. A
wrapper library around the RDA stack creates an instance
that is kept in a factory pattern singleton, acting as a reference between subsequent calls in LabVIEW. The LabVIEW RADE CMW interface has been designed with ease
of use and performance in mind, leveraging the standard
“Open, Use Close” paradigm encouraged by the programming language (Fig. 2).
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GMT Timing in RADE
Due to the extensive documentation and memory-based
hardware design of the CERN timing library and NI-VISA
drivers, the integration of the GMT timing receiver in the
RADE framework was straight forward. By knowing the
hardware addresses and interrupts, we could map the CTRp
card and make use of it on PCI or PXI based systems
(Fig. 4).

Figure 2: RADE CMW Server Wrapper example in LabVIEW.
The architecture (Fig. 3) is the same as for the CMW
stack with an added C++ client wrapper for both the Server
and Client libraries. The library has been ported to both
CentOS, OpenEmbedded, Pharlap and Windows. And is
compatible with LabVIEW version 2010 and onwards.

Figure 4: NI-VISA configuration manager.
As for the RADE LabVIEW interface, we modeled it after the CMW server interface with the same typical “Open,
Use, Close” approach used in most LabVIEW hardware interfaces (Fig. 5).

Figure 3: LabVIEW CMW Server and Client wrapper architecture.
This integration makes it possible to implement the
server stack with the standard drag and drop development
in LabVIEW and the developers does not have to leave the
IDE to implement the server.

TIMING
CERN’s General Machine Timing (GMT) system guarantees that all accelerators in the complex act as a networked particle production facility by coordinating and
synchronizing their activities. The system is based on
multi-drop RS-485 networks piloted by CTG cards. On the
receiving side, different modules react to messages on the
network by arming counters, producing pulses on their
front panel connectors or interrupts to synchronize the different front-end computers to events happening in the accelerators. The new generation of receiving modules makes
use of FPGA technology and a special PLL to recover a
stable 40 MHz reference from the 500 kb/s messages [8].

Figure 5: LabVIEW CTRp RADE Driver interface.

DISKLESS BOOT
At CERN, most of the critical front-end computers are
booted from memory using the PXE. This avoids relying
on the file system integrity on physical storage and makes
it easier to distribute and update the control software.
“In computing, the PXE specification describes a standardized client-server environment that boots a software assembly, retrieved from a network, on PXE-enabled clients.
On the client side it requires only a PXE-capable network
interface controller (NIC), and uses a small set of industrystandard network protocols such as DHCP and TFTP” [9].
The PXE boot capabilities have been brought to PXI systems thanks to a special bios feature specified by the ENSMM group at CERN and provided by NI. This feature has
been extensively tested by the collimator team and has
been in place for the LHC collimator LLCS project since
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2007. In addition, the collimator team has developed a configuration manager which makes it possible to effortlessly
add and remove PXI systems in to CERN’s elaborate network domain [10].

SYSTEMS IN THE FIELD
As a proof of concept to test the RADE framework real
time extensions in the field, 3 target projects with different
requirements where chosen:
 AWAKE, to test the RADE CMW Server streaming
and logging capabilities with precise timing.
 CrystalPiezoGoniometer, to test the RADE CMW
Server for non-critical mechatronics control applications during Machine Development (MD) which requires PXE booting.
 TwinEBIS, to test the RADE CMW Server on a distributed mixed platform with the aim of future commercialization and therefore the need to run both inside and outside the CERN infrastructure.

AWAKE
The Advanced Proton Driven Plasma Wakefield Acceleration Experiment (AWAKE) is an accelerator R&D project. It is a proof-of-concept experiment investigating the
use of plasma wakefields driven by a proton bunch to accelerate charged particles, to achieve this a powerful pulsed
laser is used [11].
The AWAKE acquisition system uses multiple cameras
to monitor the specific laser. The system is composed of a
PXI crate, up to 12 cameras and a Network Attached Storage (NAS). When an external trigger arrives, the PXI acquires raw images from the cameras which, store them on
the NAS and publish the data to the CERN infrastructure
via the RADE based CMW server (Fig. 6).
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of having a message broker on the server that relays the
messages to the cameras on request, the CMW communication makes it possible to publish data directly from the
cameras. As an added value, any user on the CERN network can connect with many different interfaces such as
C++, MATLAB (via JAPC), Python and Java. The
AWAKE scientist simply needs to subscribe to the image
property from any camera and use their dedicated expert
interface to analyze the laser data.
Another benefit of the CMW publications is that all the
data published can automatically be saved in the CERN
logging database through CALS without any additional development [2].

CrystalPiezoGoniometer
Collimators are used in accelerators to strip the beam of
its halo (particles that stray too far from the beam center),
thus keeping the beam clean, reducing the chance of
quenches and keeping the equipment safe. This is currently
done by controlling jaws to intercept the halo. The Crystal
Piezo Goniometer project has tested a new type of collimator which uses bent crystals to channel beam halo particles
to an absorber, thus reducing quench risk and providing a
less intrusive collimation process (Fig. 7) [12].

Figure 7: Crystal collimation.

Figure 6: AWAKE communication.
In the AWAKE project CMW is used to both control the
server and publish data from the cameras. Each camera
feed has its own dedicated CMW device.
There are many benefits to this architecture. The main
one is that each camera is an abstract device; the User can
send and acquire data directly from the camera without
worrying about the underlying structure of the PXI. Instead

The systems are based on the COTS National Instruments (NI) PXI platform, making use of real-time and
FPGA programming to reach the required time constraints.
In order to integrate these devices into the beamline of the
LHC and its control systems, several challenges needed to
be met.
The CPG PXI system is booted using PXE technology,
however the file size of the images for the project were too
big for the standard TFTP protocol (FAT12 limited to
~29MB). With the help of NI, we tested and validated new
images able to TFTP larger files (up to ~96MB), thus overcoming a hurdle that prevented the CPG from being
properly integrated into the larger infrastructure [10, 13].
Once booted, the systems expose their configuration to
the operators through the RADE CMW Server library. This
development has allowed the software on the PXI to directly host the necessary services, to publish data and listen
for configuration change. In addition, it eliminates the need
for additional hardware [4, 5].

TwinEBIS
The name TwinEBIS is derived from two parts. EBIS is
an acronym for Electron Beam Ion Source, which means it
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creates ions with an electron beam. Twin comes from the
fact it is a copy or a twin of an already existing EBIS
The goal of TwinEBIS is to research a more affordable
and technologically advanced carbon cancer treatment accelerator, reducing the physical size and cost of the accelerator. Ultimately the accelerator should fit in existing hospital x-ray rooms, making groundbreaking cancer therapy
available for all [14].
The control system is based on COTS National Instruments (NI) PXI and cRIO platform with the aim of reusing
the lab prototype commercially in the future. This means
that all the hardware and software used has to function both
inside and outside the CERN environment without too
many dependencies on the existing infrastructure, and by
using the new RDA3 based middleware, this would be possible [15].
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FUTURE PLANS
In the future we are planning on adding support for automatic deployment and registration of the CMW based devices in the new CERN Control System Database (CCDB)
interface and adapt the CMW server to the new FESA
DevServer environment. In addition, we are also considering to add LabVIEW RT support for the new CERN White
Rabbit (WR) timing system. A proof of concept has been
implemented for the NI-cRIO platform and a 1588 HA WR
compatible receiver is being tested in the lab.
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EVALUATION OF TIMING AND SYNCHRONIZATION TECHNIQUES ON
NI CompactRIO PLATFORMS
O. O. Andreassen, C. Charrondiere, K. Develle, R. Rossel, T. Zilliox CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Proper clock synchronization between systems is key to
successfully integrate data acquisition and control systems
in the CERN accelerator domain. This applies to everything from simple diagnostics- to mission critical systems.
The internal clock of a National Instruments based CompactRIO (NI-cRIO) system has an accuracy of 40 ppm at
25 . In addition, the NI-cRIO onboard FPGA has its own
40 MHz clock with an accuracy of 100 ppm. By default,
the NI-cRIO FPGA clock is not synchronized with the controller. For short measurements, this drift is usually negligible, but for continuous data acquisition systems running
24/7, the accumulated error has to be compensated. In this
article we show how to correct time drift using protocols
such as Network Time Protocol (NTP), Precision Time
Protocol (PTP) and White Rabbit (WR) in combination
with NI’s FPGA TimeKeeper library.

BACKGROUND
Precise timing is essential to successfully operate a
large-scale control system. At CERN, the accelerators are
synchronized to nanosecond accuracy with the in-house
developed, General Machine Timing (GMT) system. GMT
electronic boards has been developed for several bus systems such as VME and cPCI, however at its deployment
(2004), the cRIO platform was not mature enough and
therefore not considered at the time. However, during the
last 15 years, the cRIO platform has grown considerably.
Its FPGA based backend, multitude of measurement modules and rapid development cycle has made it a mature platform which has become increasingly popular for test and
monitoring systems at CERN. This has led us to start evaluating what is needed to fully integrate the platform in the
CERN accelerator domain [1].
The successor of the GMT system, White Rabbit (WR),
features improved timing accuracy and solves most of the
GMT’s shortcomings, and is actively being developed at
CERN. An IEEE standardisation committee has been set
up to incorporate it into a new IEEE-1588 standard. This
and the availability of the WR design on the Open Hardware (OH) portal has made it possible to integrate the
CERN timing on the cRIO platform at the hardware
level [2].

CHALLENGE
A cRIO system consists of a Real Time (RT) controller
with a standard Intel or ARM based processor and a userprogrammable FPGA that is populated with one or more
conditioned I/O modules. These modules provide direct
sensor connectivity and specialty functions [3].
In cRIO systems, there are up to three timed components: the FPGA, the real-time processor, and hardware

timed IO modules such as the GPS or WR module. Each
component has a different clock that needs to be synchronized [3].
A typical RT controller such as the NI cRIO-9035 has a
real-time drift of ±40 ppm at 25 °C and the FPGA has a
drift of ±100 ppm, which will cause time drifts up to several seconds per day if not synchronized [4, 5].
Choosing synchronization technologies depends on synchronization accuracy requirements, distance between
nodes, platform support, technology availability, and more.
In general, there are two types of synchronization: time
or signal based
 Time-based: All components have a common time reference. Events, triggers, and clocks can be generated
based on this time.
 Signal-based: Clocks and triggers are physically connected between systems.
In this paper we will focus on Time based synchronization and how White Rabbit can be used to accurately align
clocks on both cRIO controllers and FPGA’s.

WHITE RABBIT
White Rabbit is the name of a collaborative project
aimed at developing a fully deterministic Ethernet-based
network for general purpose data transfer and sub-nanosecond accuracy time synchronization. The hardware designs
as well as the source code are publicly available.
White Rabbit provides sub-nanosecond synchronization
accuracy, which formerly required dedicated hard-wired
timing systems, with the flexibility and modularity of realtime Ethernet networks. A White Rabbit network may be
used solely to provide timing and synchronization to a distributed electronic system, or be used to provide both timing and real-time data transfer [2].

RT CONTROLLER TIME
The cRIO RT controller clock can be synchronized similar to regular computers, using either a software or hardware-based timing system such as Simple Network Time
Protocol (SNTP), Precision Time Protocol (PTP), Global
Positioning System (GPS) and White Rabbit (WR).

(S)NTP
The Network Time Protocol (NTP) is a networking protocol for clock synchronization between computer systems
over packet-switched, variable-latency data networks (Figure 1). In operation since before 1985, NTP is one of the
oldest Internet protocols in current use and has an accuracy
of ~1 ms [6].
The Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP) is a less
complex implementation of NTP, using the same protocol
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but without requiring the storage of state over extended periods of time. It is used in some embedded systems and in
applications where full NTP capability is not required [4].

Figure 1: SNTP synchronization.
The cRIO controller can be configured to synchronize
with both SNTP and NTP through its standard driver set,
depending on the controller type. At CERN where the NTP
master clocks are in fixed locations and the network routing can be fixed, we have achieved a stable timing accuracy
better than 250 µs [6].

IEEE 1588
IEEE 1588, also known as the Precision Time Protocol
(PTP), is an Ethernet-based synchronization method designed for cabled, local networks. IEEE 1588 allows you
to synchronize targets over a standard Ethernet based network. It works by determining a master clock automatically from the network and having all other clocks slave to
this master clock. IEEE 1588 is also a relatively fault tolerant synchronization system. If the master clock is disconnected from the network, a new master is dynamically determined. All cRIO controllers support a software implementation of IEEE 1588. The typical accuracy on a distributed network with TSN compatible switches is about
1 μs [7].
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White Rabbit on the NI-cRIO
The White Rabbit Timing receiver is an open hardware
design, available on CERN’s open hardware repository.
Engineers at the University of Zürich have used the WR
design to build a C-series module for the cRIO platform,
using the Module Development Kit of National Instruments (Figure 2). They adapted the FPGA code and wrote
a driver in LabVIEW FPGA for the control and readout of
the WR time stamp [2, 9].

Figure 2: cRIO-WR module.
As with the GPS, the cRIO-WR module does not automatically synchronize the FPGA clock, but it returns a WR
timestamp.

FPGA Time Keeper
Since the FPGA interface on the cRIO platform doesn’t
have a built-in way to correct or synchronize the FPGA
clock, the developer has to calculate any clock drift manually. For this purpose, National Instruments has developed
a library called FPGA Timekeeper (Figure 3) which takes
a timestamp from, for instance, a GPS or WR module as an
input and calculates the real time drift. The library then returns a corrected time for the FPGA which can be used to
timestamp data or align triggers and events [10].

FPGA TIME
Any hardware-based timing on the cRIO platform has to
pass through the FPGA. Whether it is a hardware trigger, a
GPS signal or CERN’s White Rabbit timing, it all ends up
on the FPGA as a pulse or timestamp. The cRIO FPGA
does not have a built in Phase Lock Loop (PLL) however,
there are many examples and existing algorithms that can
be used to implement one.

GPS
GPS determines locations on earth by receiving precisely time-stamped signals from multiple satellites, determining distance from each satellite, and then triangulating
to determine position. Because the GPS satellites provide
precise timing information, this infrastructure can be used
to synchronize systems. GPS is supported on cRIO using a
dedicated module which has a synchronization accuracy of
100 ns [8].

Figure 3: FPGA Timekeeper principle.
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Figure 4: FPGA Timekeeper clock implementation.
The FPGA Timekeeper clock compares the clock frequency (40 MHz) to an internal increment and adjusts the
counter giving you the correct time (Figure 4). Basically,
the timekeeper library measures the time offset and slowly
increments a counter by 1 ns until it reaches the setpoint
time [11, 12].

process is slow because the NTP protocol is calculating the
drift of the local clock and the network topology to be able
to synchronize less often when it is correctly synchronized.
The NTP request to the server is done every 2 s at start-up
and every 1024 s when the system is stable [13].

EXAMPLE: SEISMIC MONITORING

To synchronize the FPGA, the strategy is a bit different.
Two Single Cycle Time Loop (SCTL) [14] are used, were
one of the loops is used to count the number of FPGA cycles, and raises a flag every iteration (40 MHz). The other
loop (120 MHz) waits for the flag and then reads the time
from the White Rabbit C-module. The WR module on the
cRIO has a timing precision of ± 3 ns with respect to the
WR atomic clock source, which is better than the FPGA
drift of 100 ppm. This time is then used as a reference in
the FPGA timekeeper library which calculates the FPGA
clock drift and returns the corrected timestamp [11, 12].
In our system, when configuring a cycle time of 500 µs
the real cycle time of the acquisition loop is 500.0025 µs,
giving us an error of 2.5 ns. This error can vary both from
system to system depending on the FPGA clock, and is affected by external influences such as temperature and humidity, making it necessary to synchronize with an external
clock source. After 2000 samples this has accumulated to a
5 µs error (Figure 6). To compensate for this, we have to
add the 2.5 ns error to each data point (Figure 7), avoiding
any gaps between consecutive data buffers.

In 2017, Three seismic measurement stations were installed to monitor the stability of LHC underground experiments. This was done to detect possible disturbances from
civil engineering work affecting the accelerators. The stations send their data to a local data base at CERN and in
parallel to the Swiss Seismological Service (SED) at the
ETH Zürich. SED requires that the raw data arrive to their
data server within 10 s, sampled at 250 Hz with a 1 ms accuracy on every data point, if not the data will be rejected.
This means that both the FPGA and the RT controller has
to operate with a timing accuracy of less than 1 ms [13, 14].

Controller Synchronization
To synchronize the cRIO controller, we are using NTP.
The Linux NTP daemon is a learning process. The daemon
will let the local clock drift (faster or slower than the NTP
server time) then will apply a first correction to overcompensate the drift (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Difference between NTP and local time.

FPGA Synchronization

Figure 6: Accumulated timing error.

The vertical axis represents the difference between the
local clock and NTP time. The horizontal axis represents
the number of minutes after the start-up of the cRIO. As
seen from Figure 5, it took 1 hour to have less than a 1 ms
difference between the local clock and the NTP time. This
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CONCLUSION
When designing a measurement or control system, each
individual clock in the system has to be considered. As
shown, a controller clock with a 40 ppm accuracy can lead
to several seconds of drift per day for continuously running
applications.
By using tools such as the FPGA time keeper, the cRIO
base WR module and NTP we have been able to synchronize and timestamp data on NI-cRIO based systems. This
has then allowed successful integration in the CERN accelerator domain and the Swiss Seismological Service.
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POWER SUPPLY CONTROLLER FOR
FUTURE ACCELERATOR FACILITIES AT BINP
P. B. Cheblakov*, S. E. Karnaev, A. V. Gerasev, D. V. Senkov
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, Russia
Abstract

THE HISTORY

A design of a new power supply controller was initiated
in BINP for upgrade of existing accelerator facilities and
for demands of future projects. Any accelerator facility
includes a set of diverse power supplies which controllers
have different specifications: number and precision of
DAC/ADC channels, speed and algorithm of operation.
Therefore, the main idea is to elaborate a controller,
which consists of common digital part including an
interface with a control system and specialized analog
frontend that fits to power supplies requirements. The
digital part provides easy integration to control system by
means of some standard network protocol and performing
some data processing and analysis. Ethernet is used for
communication with controllers, MQTT is under
consideration as a high-level transport protocol in some
cases and EPICS IOC was tested to be embedded into
controller. The initial prototype of controller is developed
and deployed at VEPP-3 storage ring. The status of the
work and future plans are presented in the paper.

INTRODUCTION
Modern circular and linear electron accelerators, which
are part of accelerator complexes, are used for
synchrotron radiation generation or for physical
experiments. They operate with high-density beams of
charged particles, which are moving in strong magnetic
fields and are very spatially restricted. The smallest and
even momentary fields' fluctuations from the prescribed
values cause particles death. Therefore, experiments with
such beams need positioning of their trajectory or
equilibrium orbit with high precision up to parts of
micron. These conditions lead to following requirements
for magnetic system control: relative stability precision
and control of main magnetic elements should be 0.001 %
and better, continuous measurement with frequency about
1 kHz of power supply main parameters is necessary at
circular accelerators.
To solve mentioned problems a control system based
on non-trivial power supply controllers of magnetic
system elements is needed. Such controllers should
synchronously process and measure specified output
parameters with required precision. In addition, this
control system should provide transmission and on-line
processing of data streams from hundreds of devices for
detecting abnormalities in power supplies operation. This
paper considers a perspective approach for power supplies
development for such control system.
____________________________________________

*

P.B.Cheblakov@inp.nsk.su

Evolution of accelerator control systems at BINP has
the following history.
The first automation systems (in 1970s) based on
computers and on dedicated in-house developed digitalanalog electronics connected to them. Computers and
electronics were concentrated in certain places. At that
time, electronics did not have built-in processors and was
connected to computers through in-house designed serial
communication links with cascade connection. Analog
signals between digital-to-analog electronics and
controlled equipment propagated over long cupper cables,
causing problems from noises, attenuation, and signal
dissipation.
The next step of the BINP’s accelerator controls
development [1] was related with the use of modular crate
electronics systems and, first of all, CAMAC. Creation of
intelligent crate controller in BINP, in fact – a homedeveloped computer, as well as development of wide
range of electronic modules for CAMAC satisfied all the
requirements of control systems on accelerator complexes
both in BINP and in the other accelerator centres of the
USSR for many years [2]. While providing a relatively
high data rate to the computer, this approach to control
system design had the same disadvantage: electronic
devices were located in crates in certain places; analog
signals from the equipment were transmitted through long
cable links.
Further (in 1990-2000s), both structural and functional
evolution of control systems in BINP was based on the
use of processors in analog-to-digital modules, as well as
on using of serial communication links, and, first of all,
CAN (Controller Area Network) [3]. A typical scheme of
controllers of that period is shown on Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Power supply controller architecture based on
MCU (Microcontroller Unit) and CAN.
This approach provided a possibility to develop
distributed systems with control electronics located in
close proximity or inside controlled devices [4] in order to
reduce the lengths of analog signal wires. The use of
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processors provided some data processing operations
within distributed controllers (interpolation between
reference control values, averaging and filtering of
measurements, calculation of various values) and opened
new features for distributed control, and the application of
CAN, for example, gave a possibility to interact with a
control computer in active mode, transmitting data as it
were ready. The main disadvantages of distributed control
systems built on serial communication links are
difficulties associated with connection of multiple
modules to one line, as well as low data transfer rate. For
example, it is not possible to provide continuous
synchronous monitoring of parameters of a big set of
controlled devices.
New approaches for design of distributed control
systems are now possible due to the availability of
components for construction of high-speed Ethernet
networks (1-10 Gbps) and powerful compact processor
modules (System on Module). These processor modules
are capable to operate under Linux, as well as to perform
real-time operations, and they are equipped with various
interfaces for communication with computer and different
peripheral devices (ADCs, DACs, etc.),
New approaches assume placing device controllers
inside the devices, implementing device control logic,
data processing and synchronizing of operations within
the controllers, as well as fast communication with
control computer via Ethernet to transfer measured data
from all controllers (about 10 kB and more from each) in
a short time interval.
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factor, e.g. SO-DIMM. As an example of such SoM we
chose VAR-SOM-MX7 by Variscite, see Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Variscite VAR-SOM-MX7.
NXP/Freescale i.MX7 is supported by GNU/Linux on
main Cortex-A7 cores. Variscite provides prepared for
use distributives Debian and Yocto Linux. Cortex-M4
core is supported by different RTOS (real-time operation
system) and by FreeRTOS [5] in particular.
As a result, the logical scheme of power supply
controller is shown on Fig. 3.

PROPOSED APPROACH
Concept Description: Using SoM
At present time, highly integrated circuits so called SoC
(System on Chip) are available for development of
electronic devices. They include a full range of
components that are vital both for power supply controller
programming and for communication with upper level of
control system and with A/D components of controller.
As an example lets review a NXP/Freescale i.MX7
chip. An important feature of this chip is that it contains
two processor modules. The first one is a highperformance ARM Cortex-A7 with two cores working at
1.2 GHz. Another one is an ARM Cortex-M4 core
operating at 200 MHz that it is typically used for real-time
tasks. Communication between modules is available via
RPMsg (Remote Processor Messaging) mechanism that is
built into Linux kernel, and both modules have access to
shared RAM. In addition the chip has many peripheral
equipment such as DMA-controller, embedded memory,
ADC, Ethernet-controllers, USB, SPI CAN, PCIe,
external
memory
support
including
DDR2/3,
NAND/NOR Flash, eMMC and so on.
This chip is frequently used on SoM (System on
Module) – a small printed circuit board which may
include in addition RAM, non-volatile memory and other
necessary equipment and usually has a standard form-

Figure 3: Power supply controller architecture based on
SoM and Ethernet.

Real-time Tasks
A modern power supply controllers of accelerators'
magnetic system should perform a number of tasks at real
time.
Setpoint execution
Usually controller should
generate reference voltage for power supply using DAC
by predefined table of setpoints with a frequency about
10 kHz. This frequency is limited by pair of power supply
and its load (electromagnet) and is defined by operation
pattern of accelerator and specific magnetic element. The
size of a table is determined by acceleration cycle
duration and is interrelated with a frequency. For example
10 kHz frequency corresponds to 10 000 points that is
equivalent to 1 second cycle.
Measurements To
necessary to measure a
controller requires a
above-mentioned DAC

monitor power supply it is
set of work parameters. Thus, a
set of ADC channels. For
speed numerical estimations, a
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sufficient ADC frequency would be 1-10 kHz. A
sufficient number of ADC channels is defined by power
supply type and typically is 4-6 channels total.
Measurements processing and transmission It is
very important to guarantee power supply operation
stability during an experiment and in case of some trouble
to capture wrong parameters and inform facility operator.
To monitor power supply stability it looks rationally to
perform simple measurements analysis on-board and not
transmitting all data to the upper level. In case of
significant deviation, it is enough to alarm and send all
relevant measurements. In that way a load to network and
servers could be significantly decreased without losing a
quality and performance of control system.
Besides the default operation mode, such controller
should allow to operate in debug mode when all
measurements are transmitted to the upper level for
troubleshooting of particular controller or power supply.
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without (or with poor) TCP/IP it is recommended to use
MQTT-SN over UDP.
MQTT-SN guarantees data delivery that is important
for control commands and is quite simple in
implementation. It has some drawbacks but because of the
fact that it is a standardized protocol, it has a wide support
in a various software and is a well-documented.
A prototype of power supply controller based on
microcontroller with implemented MQTT-SN protocol
was developed and deployed at VEPP-3 booster
synchrotron. Its printed circuit board is shown on Fig. 4
and structural scheme is shown on Fig. 5.

Embedded EPICS
Due to relatively high performance of Cortex-A7 cores
and thanks to the fact that they operated by Linux it is
possible to integrate such controller into facility control
system like EPICS directly without using intermediate
gateways and special network protocols.
Tests with SoM VAR-SOM-MX7 running Debian
GNU/Linux 9.9 (kernel version 4.9.88) and EPICS-base
7.0.2 shows sufficient performance reserve for planned
usage of perspective controller. In particular while
publishing PV containing 20 000 DOUBLE values to 256
clients the CPU load is 40-50 % for IOC and 40-60 % for
ksoftirqd (with regard to the maximal load of two cores is
200 %). In case of 20 clients, the CPU load is 40-50 % for
IOC and ~5 % for ksoftirqd. In that test the delay between
sending array to IOC (caput) and receiving by all clients
(camonitor) was measured. In the first case, it takes about
1 second that corresponds to 1 Gbps Ethernet bandwidth
and in the second one it takes about 0.1 second.

Figure 4: The prototype of power supply controller with
MQTT-SN protocol.

INTEGRATION WITH LEGACY
When developing perspective systems it is important to
ensure a smooth transition from legacy to future design.
To deal with it a range of measures is foreseen.

Standardized Network Protocols
In a distributed control system with a heterogeneous
hardware equipment, it is very desirable to come to
common communication language of hardware with
upper level of control system. In case of using Ethernet
technologies for communication a choice and an
implementation goes out easy. However, just so, this step
has a fundamental nature and with a right protocol
selection is able to simplify integration and support of
hardware within control system.
As a kind of such language it is proposed to use MQTT
family [6] of protocols or similar. In particular for simple
devices based on low performance microcontroller and

Figure 5: Recent power supply controllers design.
This approach has a few drawbacks:
• external Ethernet adapter has a low performance;
• network protocols and software are limited by MCU;
• programming is quite complex.
Therefore, this variant is not recommended for future
developments.

SPI Bus Integration
Existing hardware design with a complicated analog-todigital block or controllers where a specialized
microprocessor for data processing and control is vital a
special scheme of SoM integration via SPI bus is possible.
This approach allows to have all SoM benefits (Ethernet,
Linux with correct TCP/IP, capability to run specialized
software like EPICS IOC and etc.) without significant
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modification of existent hardware design. This case is
shown on Fig. 6.
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necessary A/D components are connected to it via
available interfaces and are managed by it. Some SoMs
are built around heterogeneous cores of different
microarchitectures, have large amount of RAM,
flawlessly run Linux, allow to operate with peripheral
equipment in a real-time and finally provide powerful tool
for data processing. Moreover, Linux presence allows to
run control system servers directly on controller that
simplifies integration of such controllers into distributed
control system and increases reliability due to
intermediate gateways exclusion.
The presented approach is planned to be used both for
future accelerator facilities and for upgrading control
systems of existing installations.
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CONSTRUCTION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF CONTROL AND DAQ
SYSTEM OF MICRO CRYSTALLOGRAPHY (MX) BEAMLINE
VIA SERVER VIRTUALIZATION
H. J. Choi, H. S. Kim, S. W. Kim, W. W. Lee
Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, Pohang, South Korea
Abstract
The project aimed to implement a beamline control and
data collection system through a server virtualization system, and was applied to the 5C beamline of the 3rd generation beamline of Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL).
The 5C beamline is currently under construction for the
FBDD beamline with the goal of building a fully automated beamline. Therefore, the project was started to operate stably and efficiently various systems to be applied to
the beamline.
The control system was implemented using EPICS software tools and MxDC/MxLive software for data acquisition and storage. The control and data collection system of
this beamline is integrated using XCP-ng [1] (XenServer
Based), and it is in operation. With the integrated server
virtualization system, network organization / simplification and data send/receive between systems are more stabilized. The overall size of the system has been significantly reduced, making maintenance easier.

INTRODUCTION
The Beamline is operated by various single systems connected in various ways. The complexity of a system is the
number of components, the various relationships between
them, and the change in components and relationships. The
opposite of complexity is simplicity. If a simple system
consists of the components and relationships that are necessary for its purpose, a complex system is highly diverse,
interdependent, and uncertain, making it difficult to predict
any situation, process, or outcome. As a result, complexity
often leads to unintended consequences or difficulties in
resolving the situation.
As the system of the Beamline becomes more complicated, the inefficiency of the work due to the trouble of
maintenance and management due to the failure or the transition to the new environment, and the cost burden for the
maintenance of the system are generated. Server virtualization considered that it is appropriate to apply the virtualization system to the beamline in that it can reduce the management burden and increase the stability.
Virtual is described in a dictionary meaning as 'a false
phenomenon that appears to be subjectively real but does
not exist objectively'. Virtualization seems to exist from the
user's point of view, but it can be interpreted as a phenomenon that exists from the point of view of the system as if
it is running inside the system. As we will see, virtualization of a system, which will be explained in the future, refers to a way to make another system run inside the system.
Commonly known virtualization methods include Virtual-

Box or VMware. Inadequate Hosted virtualization is another way of operating a guest OS on a machine with host
OS, such as MS Windows and Linux, so the guest OS is
affected by the performance of the host OS, resulting in
significant performance degradation. In order to compensate for such performance degradation, the beamline integrated system was implemented and implemented through
hypervisor virtualization (Para virtualization), a kind of
server virtualization.

BACKGROUND
Computing speed and performance/environment are
steadily improving, and the amount of resources and technologies available to one server equipment is rapidly expanding and evolving. This means that a system that used
to operate in multiple computing environments can be supported by one server device for availability and scalability.
However, even if the amount and technology of resources
provided by one server equipment is expanded and developed, it is useless unless it is effectively utilized.
Server virtualization is a solution that is evaluated to be
able to run various servers in one physical system to support the amount of resource and data operation of each
server most effectively. Most existing beamline control and
data acquisition systems are built using a variety of PC,
workstation and server equipment. This means that it is difficult to manage because it is composed of complicated
communication networks and different systems, and it is
not easy to reconstruct the system due to equipment failure,
install / upgrade the operating system, and trouble. To compensate for these shortcomings, the advantages of server
virtualization have been applied to beamlines to operate
systems operating in different environments.

OBJECTIVES
Server virtualization integrates several operating systems for fully automated beamline implementation into a
single server machine. By systematically separating internal (private of virtualization system) or external (publicization of virtualization system) network, data send/receive
is operated smoothly and stably. In order to ensure the stability of communication between virtual machines and virtual machines, an internal network is constructed and operated. Build a virtual machine that acts as a gateway, and
let other virtual machines communicate internally and externally. External to internal connections are made through
the virtual machine for the gateway. Build a single virtual
machine operating environment, and system cloning ensures that other virtual machines maintain the same operWEPHA033
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ating environment as closely as possible to ensure compatibility with each other. The image of the virtual machine is
backed up, and if a problem is occurs, the problem is solved
by restoring the backed up image.

ICALEPCS2019, New York, NY, USA

and the construction on the current beamline is completed.
As shown in Fig. 1, multiple systems were consolidated
into virtual machines within a single server.
Table 2: Virtual Machine Specifications

METHODS
Server virtualization enables the expansion (10 minutes)
of operation and backup/restore (10-15 minutes) of various
virtual servers on one physical server for quick response to
failures and rebuilds, and different systems exist on one
physical server The difficulty of simplifying and managing
the communication network between systems is minimized.
Through these advantages, we tried to implement server
virtualization(XCP-ng) as a way to build a stable beamline
integrated system and applied it to PAL-5C MX Beamline.
The server virtualization system was built on a Dell
PowerEdge R740XD device. The server was selected by
referring to the Hardware Compatibility List (HCL) [2].
Hardware outside the HCL may or may not work, depending on how well the drivers are supported by the Linux kernel included in XCP-ng. The server device resources are
shown in the Table 1.
Table 1: System Specifications
CPU

Intel® Xeon® CPU @ 2.10GHz ⅹ2

RAM

128 GB (32 GB ⅹ4)

HDD
OS

8 TB (Configure Raid 5)
XCP-ng 7.6.0
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Gateway
EPICS
EPICS (Detector)
EPICS (Robot)
MxDC
MxLive
DCM (PZT)
HC1c
MD2s

CPUs
2
4
4
4
4
2
4
4
4

RAM
2G
4G
4G
8G
32G
4G
4G
16G
16G

HDD
8G
20G
20G
30G
70G
40G
30G
100G
100G

OS
Cen6
Cen6
Cen6
Cen7
Cen7
Cen7
Win7
Win7
Win7

Gateway

EPICS

EPICS
EPICS
(Detector) (Robot)

BCM5720 Gigabit (Embedded) ⅹ4
NET

Intel I350 Gigabit ⅹ4

MxDC

MxLive

XCP-ng

Intel X520 10G 2P ⅹ1
USB

FT2232C Dual USB UART / FIFO

Beamline is consist of into control (EPICS [3, 4]), data
acquisition (MxDC/MxLive from CLS), and data processing (DPS) systems, and there are nine virtual machine
in total. Since the control system uses various communication interfaces (Ethernet, USB, etc.), the virtualization system enables the PCI / USB passthrough [5, 6, 7] function.
Using this technology, a PCI card or USB device attached
to a host (physical server) is directly connected to a virtual
machine to interface with the device.
The Data Acquisition System has a virtual machine for
controlling the Automounter [8, 9] / Goniometer / Detector.
For data acquisition, the software for Mx Beamline
(MxDC/MxLive [10, 11]) developed by Canada Light
Source was reconfigured for the PAL-5C MX Beamline
system. The data acquisition software uses MxDC [12] for
acquisition functions and MxLive [13], where acquired
data and analysis reports are managed / verified via a web
server. Both software are run using Docker [14]. Because
MxDC and MxLive have different operating environments,
they are operating separately by creating an environment
suitable for different virtual servers. The operating system
and resources of the virtual machine are shown in Table 2,

DCM
(PZT)

HC1c

Gonio
(MD2s)

Figure 1: System integration.
The internal network of the virtual machine (external
network, EPICS, LDAP, storage, detector communication,
etc.) is systematically classified as shown in Table 3. By
configuring the network suitable for each role, there is no
interference between networks to ensure smooth data
transmission and reception and stable network communication. The network consisted of a total of 10 networks,
with server units installed with 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps PCI
cards. There are nine physical ports and one private network. The physical port is connected to each device with a
communication cable, using Moxa to control the device,
control the Automounter device, control the Detector and
Goniometer devices, send and receive streaming data from
the camera, and send and receive data with the storage. One
private network is an internal network that is not related to
the actual network interface. You can only connect between
specified virtual machines without connecting to an external server. However, I built a virtual machine that acts as a
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gateway, and this virtual machine created both public and
private network devices to communicate with the outside
world through a private network. Virtual machines that
need to communicate with the external network are configured to communicate with the outside when a private network device is created.

■

■
■

■

■

■
■

■
■
■
■

■
■

Goniometer (MD2s)

■
■
■

DCM (PZT)

EPICS (Robot)

EPICS (Detector)
■
■

HC1c

■
■
■

MxLive

■

MxDC

Private
EPICS
Machine
LDAP
Data
DCU
PMAC
OVA
AxisPZT

EPICS (PTL)

Gateway server

Table 3: Internal Network Specifications

■
■
■

■
■
■

■

■
■
■

RESULTS
Backup, Recovery and Copy
Virtual machines in the virtualization system are managed through XenCenter. XenCenter is a kind of management console that connects to host server from outside by
interworking with Xenserver of host role and provides window-based user interface. Backup, restore and cloning can
be done through XenCenter, and the execution time depends on the performance of the server equipment and the
virtual disk capacity of the virtual machine. When you
back up, recover, and clone a 20GB virtual machine, it
takes about 5 to 10 minutes.

PCI/USB Passthrough Technology
PCI/USB passthrough is a feature that allows virtual machines to directly connect PCI and USB devices. We have
tested PCI passthrough using the NVIDIA Quadro P5000
model and plan to use this technology to apply the screen
output of the virtual machine (data acquisition system) to
the beamline system so that it can be output to a regular
monitor. It has also been confirmed that 10Gbps or
100Gbps PCI network cards can be applied to virtual machines. With this technology, it is not difficult to drive most
beamline controls.
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for device control consist of multiple cables. In addition, a
dedicated interface cable was connected to the individual
PC to communicate with the device. This made it difficult
to identify and verify management, failures, and errors. In
addition, different systems operate in environments with
different operating systems, causing compatibility problems between systems. To overcome these problems, we
applied server virtualization to the beamline, and as shown
in Fig. 3, we consolidated our distributed systems into one
server device, greatly improving maintenance and system
reliability.

DCU

MxLive

MD2s

EPICS

HC1c

Feedback

MxDC

Storage

Figure 2: Beamline system (before).
XCP-ng

DCU
EPU

Storage

Figure 3: Beamline system (after).
Virtual machines built on the beamline were created and
configured using XenCenter, and full maintenance was
made possible in one place, as shown in Fig. 4. Console
tabs provide easy access to virtual machines. If necessary,
you can efficiently allocate, adjust, or manage the resources of your virtual machines.

Application of Server Virtualization Technology
The previous beamline consisted of several servers and
industrial PCs (6 + 9 with DCU modules) as shown in Fig.
2. Each server, industrial PC (including VLANs), and PC
WEPHA033
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Figure 4: Use of XenCenter.
PAL-5C MX Beamline is building a fully automated
beamline for the FBDD beamline from 2019 to 2020. From
the sample preparation process, I will continue to build the
system so that measurements, data storage and result analysis can be operated reliably and efficiently.
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SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR HARDWARE ELLIPTICAL CAVITY
SIMULATOR MANAGEMENT AND CONFIGURATION
K. Klys, W. Cichalewski ∗ , TUL, DMCS, Łódź, Poland
Abstract
The European Spallation Source (ESS) is currently in the
middle of its construction phase. This facility linear accelerator consists of different sections. Superconducting part of
this linac will be equipped with spokes and elliptical cavities
(like M-Beta and H-Beta types). Various ESS linac components will be delivered by different in-kind partners from
Europe. In order to provide a reliable development and evaluation platform hardware-based electronic cavity simulator
have been built. This solution is especially useful for Low
Level Radio Frequency (LLRF) systems development and
integration in case of limited access to real superconducting
structures. This contribution presents software tools developed for efficient cavity simulator parameters configuration
and management. Solutions based on Python and EPICS
framework are presented. Tool adaptation to ESS proposed
E3 framework and experience from cavity simulator operation are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The ESS will be the most powerful neutron source on
earth. In this facility, the spallation will be used to produce
free neutrons. The tungsten target will be hit with protons
with kinetic energy of 2.5 GeV. This leads to generation of
neutrons’ pulses. The superconducting part, which accelerates particles, will contain 120 cavities (84 H-Beta, 36
M-Beta) and 120 klystrons, operating at 704.42 MHz [1].
For each cavity the electrical field with appropriate gradient
and frequency must be delivered. Its parameters (amplitude
and phase) are controlled with LLRF control system [2].
The cavity simulator is a device which emulates the behaviour of superconducting High and Medium Beta cavities
and klystrons basing on signals received from LLRF control
system. It was created to minimize the risk of tests and measurements conducted on real facilities using LLRF system
under development. In order to provide reliable results of
simulations, the cavity simulator reflects phenomena like
Lorentz force detuning, piezo compensation, beam loading
𝜋-modes, mechanical modes, amplifier non-linearity and
others .
The device is composed of high performance FieldProgrammable Gate Array (FPGA) evaluation board with
data converters, Digital to Analog/Analog to Digital Converters (DAC/ADC) modules and specially designed Radio
Frequency (RF) front-end [3]. The simulator can be controlled remotely with commands sent via Ethernet network.
Those messages are realised using Standard Commands for
Programmable Instruments (SCPI) syntax.
∗

wcichal@dmcs.pl

Figure 1: The cavity simulator area of simulation.
Figure 1 represents the scope of the cavity simulator’s
simulation and devices whose functioning is considered.

HARDWARE CAVITY SIMULATOR
STRUCTURE AND COMMUNICATION
To simulate all mentioned effects and to cover the whole
scope of cavities simulation, RF circuit has been designed
(see Figure 2). The simulator’s hardware is responsible
for generating RF and base-band signals. The clock and
refer-ence signals are there produced as well. The
structure of hardware can be divided into several parts [4]:
• Data Conversion module,
• Down-conversion module,
• Piezo module,
• Reference Generation module,
• Local Oscillator (LO) Generation module,
• Power Supply module.
First module is used to convert different data types. It digitizes analog RF signals basing on down-conversion scheme.
The generation of RF outputs is realised with vector modulator circuits. Down-conversion area decreases the frequency
range of RF inputs to suitable level for ADCs. It makes
use of active mixer circuit. Piezo part protects electronics
against high voltage from piezo driver, lowering it 100 times.
The module also emulates piezo element, functioning in 2 K
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temperature as a sensor or actuator, depending on conditions.
RF reference signal is distributed with Reference Generation
section. It can produce RF signal itself or spread externally
delivered. LO and clock signals are being created in LO
Generation module. Power Supply conditions the voltage
from off-the-rack AC-DC converter, it also adjusts the speed
of fans accordingly to the power consumption [5].

Figure 3: First tab of Python operator’s panel.

Figure 2: Hardware structure of the cavity simulator [5].
The cavity simulator can communicate with controlling
PC using Ethernet network. Its IP address can be received
through information sent via Universal Serial Bus (USB)
to Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter (UART)
converter. The raw Ethernet packages, containing the commands of special syntax, are sent with Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP/IP) protocol.

PYTHON BASED SOLUTION
In order not to configure the cavity simulator with raw
commands using Telnet and to facilitate monitoring of device’s various parameters, the operator panel in Python language has been developed. It allows to read and modify all
necessary parameters of the device. The Python has been
chosen since it it is one of the EPICS supported language
(PyEpics library). Furthermore, it possess modules to create
graphical user part and to handle TCP/IP communication.
The application is composed of 5 different tabs. The most
crucial part of the created Graphical User Interface (GUI) is
possibility of M-Beta and H-Beta cavities models’ configuration. Each window provides options to read or write various
cavity simulator settings. "Status" window is the first visible
tab when program is being launched - Fig 3. It resembles
the front panel of the cavity simulator. An operator can modify RF outputs signals’ types and activate/deactivate them
pressing button imitating the particular output connector.
Next tabs allow to alter H-Beta and M-Beta models’ parameters (Q factor, detuning and gain), configure network
parameters, set the emulated influence of piezo element
on cavities model and send to the simulator any available
command. To prevent user from transferring incorrect commands, one has been equipped with buttons, comboboxes
and entries which facilitate the cavity simulator managing

and make the whole interface more transparent and clear.
"Model Configuration" section (Fig 4.) provides entries and
text fields to read and set model settings. For each mode of
cavity model, there are factors that can be changed. Buttons
to read configuration from file or to write it have been placed
as well.
All commands generated with GUI are transferred to the
cavity simulator using sockets and TCP protocol. To handle
network exceptions, methods have been defined to inform an
operator about any encountered problem. The verification
mechanism, checking the status of the connection between
the device and the client (in this case it is Python solution)
has been implemented. It runs in the second thread, independently from interface layer and once per 5 minutes checks if
it is possible to establish the connection sending command
demanding an answer with temperature value from one of
the sensors. These messages are presented in the appropriate
window and saved to file with current data, hour and results.

Figure 4: Model Configuration tab.

ESS E3 FRAMEWORK
The ESS EPICS Environment (E3) is a framework which
enables compiling and launching EPICS applications. It
has been developed in ESS facility for better managing and
maintaining EPICS software and its dependencies.
E3 allows for different approaches of configuring modules
and application for each user independently. It supports
working with different software architecture and hardware.
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This environment ensures consistency of programs. It results
in more efficient maintenance of different kinds of systems
in the long term. E3 has been developed to reach coherence
for various EPICS bases, modules and users.
On the other hand the framework has limited freedom. It
provides the consistency for Integrate Control Systems (ICS)
stakeholders in case of Input/Output Controllers’ (IOCs)
quality management. E3 is able to deal with different quality
of open source modules, styles and codes. Additionally,
the high level of the device integration results in avoiding
low-level development.
From user point of view, E3 possesses several crucial features like built-in template builders to generate draft of IOC.
An inexperienced operator can benefit from ready modules
and pre-selection as well.

Figure 5: Panel of IOC for cavity simulator.

E3 BASED DEDICATED IOC FOR
SIMULATOR MANAGEMENT

M- AND H-BETA CAVITIES
CONFIGURATIONS EXAMPLES

As an element of the distributed control system architecture of ESS facility, E3 EPICS based application has been
created. It is composed of IOC with records allowing to configure all parameters of the cavity simulator. Each Process
Variable (PV) corresponds to one setting of the device. In
order to establish connection between the simulator and IOC,
stream module has been employed. This is a communication
based on byte stream over TCP/IP. It enables sending string
messages to any machine if network parameters and protocol files, which determine the format of sent and received
messages, are correctly configured.
In order to access the data stored in PVs, the OPerator Interface (OPI) has been developed in Control System Studio
(CSS). This is an Eclipse based environment having features
letting access live data directly from EPICS records. It was
decided to use Best OPI Yet (BOY) mode since it ensures
drag and drop approach with configurable elements, which
can be connected to the data instantly. To manipulate declared components Jython (Python implementation on Java
platform, it allows to import Java classes) language has been
used. It provides possibility of modifying their features and
behaviour with properly written script connected to the given
interface element.
The structure of the tool is similar to Python based solution. There are separate windows which correspond to the
given cavity simulator’s scope of settings. Figure 5 presents
"Status" window which provides buttons, diodes, switches
and combo-boxes to read and change the cavity simulator’s
parameters like state of the RF outputs channels and the
type of signal corresponding to them. The modification of
one of the window’s components cause change of the PV’s
value, which is sent to the cavity simulator as a proper string
message. Depending on type of command (read or write) the
response is obtained from the device, put into proper EPICS
record and then transferred to the associated component on
the interface.

The cavity is simulated as a parallel RLC circuit with
the particular impedance. Its answer is emulated by Infinite
Impulse Response (IIR) digital filter whose parameters can
be altered by user in model configuration windows as a gain,
Q and detuning [5]. To confirm the proper functioning of the
both tools and the cavity simulator, the measurements with
network analyser have been conducted. It was connected in
the loop with the cavity probe and RF input. In this manner,
the analyser was detecting any changes in the network caused
by response of the device for model’s modifications. Then,
both H-Beta and M-Beta models were configured and tested.
The parameters of cavities, which have been inserted into
user interface, are the results of measurements carried out
on real facilities in the temperature of 2 K (when resonant
cavities are superconductive).

Figure 6: H-Beta cavity model configuration.
Figure 6 depicts fixed parameters of H-Beta cavity’s
model in Python tool. It can be seen how the organisation
of the tab looks like and that some useful tools like saving/loading data to/from file have been provided. In Figure 7
the results of the tests with network analyser are presented. It
can be observed that the response of the model is composed
of 5 modes and one parasitic component which is an aliasing
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effect of the first mode (between 3𝑟 𝑑 and 4𝑡 ℎ modes). The
distances between modes correspond to values set in the
GUI as detuning.

Figure 7: H-Beta cavity model response.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, software tools for hardware elliptical cavity
simulator management and configuration are described. The
overview of Python tool and E3 based solution with their
features is presented. Many test have been performed to
confirm that both GUIs are fully functional and they can
not only substitute raw commands sent via Telnet but also
facilitate access to the parameters of the simulator, their
modification and monitoring.
The software is still under development to become a part
of LLRF control system in ESS project and to fulfil all given
requirements. Next step for IOC application will be associated with archiving data stored in records in case of the
device failure. For Python solution it is planned to use test
automation framework to create procedure for acceptance
testing. Thanks to that, after installation of cavity simulator
an operator could verify if it has been performed correctly.
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FIRMWARE LAYER IMPLEMENTATION OF THE nBLM AND icBLM
SYSTEMS FOR ESS PROJECT
W. Jalmuzna, G. Jabłoński, R. Kiełbik, W. Cichalewski ∗ , TUL, DMCS, Łódź, Poland
I. Dolenc Kittelmann, F. S. Alves, H. Carling, S. Farina, K. Rosengren, T. J. Shea
ESS ERIC, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
Both ionization chamber Beam Loss Monitor (icBLM)
and neutron Beam Loss Monitor (nBLM) systems are fundamental components of European Spallation Source (ESS)
accelerator safety systems. Main responsibility of this system is instantaneous and reliable detection of accelerated
proton beam loss that exceeds predefined safety threshold.
Nowadays DMCS (as an in-kind partner to ESS) is responsible for beam loss detection algorithm implementation,
evaluation and deployment in firmware. As a hardware
platform for mentioned systems MTCA.4 based form factor electronic components have been chosen (delivered by
IOXOS). This contribution focuses on both cases (nBLM
and icBLM) firmware realisation presentation. Proposed
and developed firmware structure and functional blocks that
fulfils specified by ESS requirements are described. Additionally, some aspects of the system FPGA circuit resource
usage and achieved performance is being discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The ESS is a material science facility, which is currently
being built in Lund, Sweden and will provide neutron beams
for neutron-based research [1]. The neutron production will
be based on bombardment of a tungsten target with a proton
beam of 5 MW average power. A linear accelerator (linac)
[2] will accelerate protons up to 2 GeV and transport them
towards the target through a sequence of a normal conducting
(NC) and superconducting (SC) accelerating structures (Fig.
1).
As in case of all future high-power accelerators, ESS
linac operation will be limited by beam losses if machine
activation is to be kept low enough for hands-on maintenance. Moreover, loss of even a small fraction of intense
ESS beam can result in a significant increase of irradiation
levels, ultimately leading to damage to the linac equipment.
BLM systems are designed to detect showers of secondary
particles produced by lost beam particles interacting with
the accelerator equipment. By providing information about
beam loss levels, BLM systems play an important role in
machine fine tuning as well as machine protection from
beam-induced damage by detecting unacceptably high beam
losses and promptly inhibiting beam production.
The ESS BLM consist of two types of systems, differing in detector technology [3]. The icBLM system is based
on 266 ionisation chambers [4–6] as detectors, located al∗

wcichal@dmcs.pl

most exclusively throughout the SC parts of the linac. These
detectors are simple and well established for beam loss monitoring purposes. Conversely, the nBLM system consists of
82 neutron detectors, specially designed to primarily cover
the lower energy part of the ESS linac and thus complement
the icBLM system.
Both systems are equipped with the read-out hardware
supporting the real-time FPGA-based data processing.
Source
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DTL
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3.8m

39m

Spokes Medium β High β
56m

77m

HEBT

Target

179m
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90MeV 216MeV
571MeV
352.21MHz
704.42MHz

2GeV

Figure 1: The ESS linac layout. Red colour represents the
NC and blue the SC parts of the linac. [2]

HARDWARE AND FIRMWARE
STRUCTURE
The platform standard selected for BLM systems is uTCA.
This is quite complex standard with rich supporting infrastructure, which can accommodate wide range of extension
modules (called AMCs) to implement all needed function.
The main platform for BLM implementation is IFC1410
AMC module, which is 2 HPC FMC carrier. It provides
ultimate computation power in terms of FPGA resources
and is equipped by additional PPC processor to implement
control system integration.
The application specific (icBLM and nBLM) data acquisition is performed by additional FMC modules (250 MHz
AD3111 for nBLM and FMC-Pico-1M4 1 MHz for icBLM).
The general structure of the FPGA implementation is enforced by TOSCA framework, which provides access channels to PCIe and DDR3 resources. It also defines interfaces
between FMC modules and user logic. Its simplified diagram is presented in Fig. 2. The parts implementing BLM
algorithms are marked with green.

FIRMWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The firmware implementations of nBLM and icBLM
share common components, related mainly to mass data
transfer, that are not provided by the TOSCA framework.
Both systems need to provide large quantities of various
types of data to the CPU. These data are buffered in two
DDR3 memory blocks. The total bandwidth (read + write)
of each of these memory blocks is 2 GB/s, when the memory
controller is operating at 275 MHz. The data are logically
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loss detected by a particular detector is below the threshold.
The individual algorithm blocks are described in C++ and
synthesised using Vivado High Level Synthesis. They are
connected using the AXI Stream interface. The main data
processing chain, that operates in lockstep at every 125-MHz
clock cycle, consists of 7 blocks:
• Preprocessor: subtracts pedestal from data samples and
performs comparison of samples with the threshold.
• Event detector: identifies "interesting events" and
counts ADC saturations.

Figure 2: The TOSCA framework structure.

grouped into several (14 in case of nBLM, 9 for icBLM)
independent data streams (called channels) and are available
to the software via DMA through the PCI Express interface,
both to the internal POWER CPU and the external CPU in
MTCA chassis.

• Event aligner: delays one event, allowing simultaneous
presentation of two subsequent events to the next block.
• Neutron counter: computes the number of neutrons
causing "interesting events", taking into account two
events at the MTW boundary if necessary.
• Neutron summarizer: produces the summary of neutrons counted within each MTW.
• Interlock logic: generates the BEAM_PERMIT signal.
• MPS interface: transmits BEAM_PERMIT signal to
the Machine Protection System.

Figure 3: Layout of a data frame.
The data streams are divided into frames protected by 32bit CRC (see Fig. 3), allowing time-stamping and integrity
checking. The outputs from framers are sent to Data Channel
Controllers, managing circular buffers in two DDR3 memory banks. The Data Channel Controllers are connected to
arbiters, allowing to share the single memory access channel
between different data streams. The arbiters use round-robin
scheduling algorithm.
On the CPU side, two independent threads are reading data
from each of the memory banks. To reduce the CPU load,
interrupts are used to indicate that unread data are available
in any of the buffers. The threshold for the amount of data
generating an interrupt is configurable. In order to prevent
keeping small amounts of data in buffers indefinitely, the
latency timer is employed. It flushes the buffers periodically
if the data rate is low.

nBLM Firmware
A single AMC module processes data from 6 ADC channels, the remaining 2 are treated as spares [7, 8]. The block
diagram of a data processing path for a single channel is
presented in Fig. 4. The final outcome of every path is the
BEAM_PERMIT signal, indicating that the level of beam

Figure 4: Data flow in a single channel.
As this chain controls the BEAM_PERMIT interlock signal, no stalls are allowed in the pipeline. Two ADC samples
are processed in one clock cycle.
The remaining data processing blocks produce different
statistics – "periodic data" – for operator panel visualisation
purposes. In these data occasional intermittent stalls, leading
to data loss (resulting e.g. from the lack of available DDR3
memory bandwidth), are acceptable.
The algorithm parameters can be set via PCI Express
using the TOSCA TCSR interface. The periodic data and
a selection of intermediate data – used for determining the
state of BEAM_PERMIT on different stages of processing –
are logically grouped into 14 independent data streams. The
data flow diagram in the system is presented in Fig. 5.
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Table 2: FPGA Resource Usage for icBLM Implementation
Used

Total

Used [%]

LUT

67152

242400

27

LUTRAM

6443

112800

5

FF

82889

484800

17

BRAM

274

600

45

DSP

26

1920

2

ic BLM AND nBLM PROTECTION
FUNCTIONS
Figure 5: An overview of data flow in firmware.

The system is still in development phase, the interlock
logic and MPS interface are not yet fully implemented.
Current FPGA resources usage have been summarised in
Table 1.
Table 1: FPGA Resource Usage for nBLM Implementation
Used

Total

Used [%]

LUT

136594

242400

56

LUTRAM

4378

112800

4

FF

146061

484800

30

BRAM

305

600

50

DSP

90

1920

5

icBLM Firmware
The single AMC module is equipped with 2 FMC-Pico1M4 modules. The total number of processed channels is
8. The setup has much less strict requirements concerning
sampling than nBLM - ADCs are sampling with 1 MSPS
with 20 bit resolution. In this case all data streams are lower,
so both processing and DAQ parts can be relaxed.
The icBLM firmware implements additional functional
blocks used for diagnostic such as HV slow modulation detection and base-line detection. The main purpose of modulation detection block is to measure modulation frequency
generated by detectors’ power supply on all input channels
(< 1Hz). To accomplish the task, special cascade of filters
was implemented to act as an anti-aliasing filter. The result
of filtering is fed to FFT block for exact frequency calculation. Base-line detection block measures background levels
during not beam-qualified pulses. The result is used both for
diagnostic and as a correction value for measured raw data.
FPGA resources usage for current icBLM implementation
have been summarised in Table 2.

The primary task of the blocks is to evaluate input signals
against defined conditions and inhibit beam permission if
necessary. The module can drop the BEAM_PERMIT signal
on the line connected to the FBIS through the FBIS interface.
The data for each channel (arriving with 1 MHz frequency)
is filtered by several filters (moving-average, relaxation filter,
X/Y algorithm and simple average) and each filter output
is compared with user defined thresholds. All results are
used to calculate single BEAM_PERMIT signal for individual ADC channel using configurable logical function. The
signals for all 8 channels are connected to additional block,
which allows exclusion of selected channels from global
BEAM_PERMIT signal. The final outcome of calculations
is passed to FBIS interfaces and processed by external MPS
systems.

HLS BASED ALGORITHMS
IMPLEMENTATION
All algorithms described in previous section are implemented using Xilinx High Level Synthesis tool. The tools
allows to describe desired functionality in behavioural way
using C++ language. The main advantage of such approach
is speed-up of development. Algorithms can be implemented
without deep knowledge of internal FPGA structure and the
tool automatically selects best possible functional block to
perform defined operations. In addition, implementation on
C++ level allows fast verification of the blocks by compiling
the program in the development environment.
The resulting components can be easily integrated with
other user logic implemented in VHDL/Verilog using standard AXI, AXIS or fifo interfaces.
During the implementation of BLM systems, we have
concluded that the performance offered by the HLS tool is
sufficient to select it for production environment.

SIMULATIONS
At each development stage the firmware modules can
be verified using behavioural simulations. The simulation
environment was prepared by the supplier of main BEE
components, IOxOS. It encapsulates the behavioural model
of the entire Tosca framework, DDR3 memory and sample user application module (XUSER AP_Specific block
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in Fig. 2). Auxiliary functions allow to emulate an access
of CPU (through the PCI Express interface) to the memory
and the internal firmware registers (e.g. for simulation of
configuring, resetting and enabling data channels, handling
interrupts, etc.).
For the purpose of verification of nBLM or icBLM system, the model of sample user application module is replaced
with the model of the system to be verified, which is automatically extracted from the Vivado project (by means of
’export_ip_user_files’ and ’export_simulation’ commands).
Such an automation simplifies the creation of simulation
model of the entire system regardless any changes introduced to Tosca framework or nBLM / icBLM modules.
The generated model allows to simulate around 1 microsecond of the system operation per second (using Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-6900K CPU @ 3.20GHz).
Apart from the global simulation model, its components
have also individual testbenches. The entire nBLM main
data processing chain has a separate testbench, allowing
comparison of results from the original C++ code to its HLS
hardware counterpart.

DEPLOYMENT AND HIGHER
SOFTWARE LEVELS
The main software packages for BLM subsystems were
implemented as EPICS modules developed in framework
of E3. E3 is a framework developed by ESS team, which
provides all EPICS infrastructure and flexible tools for application development and deployment.
In addition to EPICS layer, several low level testing tools
have been implemented to allow fast and efficient debugging
of firmware implementation. They can be run as Linux console programs and they allow to perform full configuration
of algorithm blocks and data acquisition to dedicated files.
As a highest level of software, the dedicated graphical
control panels have been created. The main tool for this
implementation is Control System Studio software package.
The control panels allow easy access to all functions of
individual BLM modules and provide presentation layer for
data acquisition subsystems.

CONCLUSIONS
The paper presents current status of development of
nBLM and icBLM FPGA based systems. It also shows
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that modern tools such as Xilinx HLS are capable of creating most performance demanding modules, which can be
used for final accelerator applications.
Some features of the systems are still not implemented, but
overall functionality is sufficient to perform real evaluation
in accelerator environment with beam.
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Abstract
CLARA (Compact Linear Accelerator for Research and
Applications) is a test facility for Free Electron Laser
(FEL) research and other applications at STFC's Daresbury
Laboratory [1]. The control system for CLARA is a distributed control system based upon the EPICS [2] software
framework. The control system builds on experience
gained from previous EPICS based facilities at Daresbury
including ALICE (formerly ERLP) [3] and VELA [4].
This paper presents the current status of the CLARA
control system, experiences during beam exploitation and
developments and future plans for the next phases of the
facility.

INTRODUCTION
The build of the CLARA facility is currently staged to
run across 3 main phases. Phase 1, the CLARA Front-End,
Phase 2 the main accelerator and Phase 3 the FEL.
The installation and commissioning of Phase 1 comprising of the photo-injector, RF gun and the first linac was
completed during 2018. Subsequent machine development
and beam exploitation took place during late 2018/early
2019. Phase 2, the main accelerator is now being installed
along with design and development of a Full Energy Beam
Exploitation (FEBE) line for 250MeV beam experiments.
Phase 3 is currently on hold awaiting funding.
The control system for CLARA is an evolution of the
control system developed for VELA. It retains the use of
the EPICS software toolkit and Input/ Output controllers
(IOCs) running the Linux operating system. In fact, with
the deployment of CLARA Phase 1, and due to VELA and
CLARA sharing the same common infrastructure, the control system of VELA has effectively been absorbed into
CLARA and can now be considered as a single system.
This paper gives an overview of the current status of the
major sub-systems of the control system. Experience
gained during machine development and exploitation of
Phase 1 along with future plans for satisfying the requirements of Phase 2 is discussed.

MOTION CONTROL
Operational experience of the motion control system
during Phase 1 has proven the Beckhoff EtherCAT based
system to be reliable and robust. Additional experience has
also been gained with the Beckhoff closed loop stepper
motor control; this has resulted in smoother operation of
axes that had previously been problematic.
For Phase 2 the motion control system which comprises
Beckhoff TwinCAT 3, CX5020 embedded PCs and EtherCAT modular I/O terminals, has been extended to control

the 5-axis Variable Bunch Compressor.[1] This includes
co-ordinated movement of collimating jaws at narrow gap,
and logic for collision avoidance during homing.
Additionally, for Phases 2 and 3 of CLARA the Beckhoff
system is being developed to control an 8-axis de-chirper
module. This will use absolute-encoder feedback for precise positioning of quartz plates, both parallel to, and at
known angles to the electron beam.

RF CONTROL
The CLARA photo-injector gun shares the RF (Radio
Frequency) infrastructure from the VELA photo-injector
with an RF switch controllable through EPICS. The switch
transfers power between the existing VELA RF gun (10Hz)
and the new high repetition rate RF gun of CLARA
(400Hz).
The low-level RF (LLRF) is provided by Libera, a system from Instrumentation Technologies [5]. These systems
implement an EPICS IOC on board. One Libera system is
shared between the 2 RF guns of CLARA and VELA and a
second is dedicated to linac 1. Our experience with these
systems during operation of Phase 1 has been positive, with
Instrumentation Technologies supporting us with development of features to enable the pulse-to-pulse acquisition
and processing of RF data through the control system at
100Hz.
The ScandiNova RF modulator for the VELA and
CLARA guns is integrated into the control system via the
manufacturer’s proprietary ASCII protocol over TCP/IP
using StreamDevice and Asyn EPICS support modules.
High-power RF for linac 1 is provided by a Diversified
Technologies modulator which provides a Modbus TCP interface via its internal Beckhoff EtherCAT control system.
It is integrated into the control system via this interface using Asyn & Modbus EPICS support modules. Further
higher powered modulators for the 3 linacs of Phase 2 will
be provided by Diversified Technologies and integrated
with the control system via the same method.

Unmanned Conditioning
To facilitate faster RF conditioning a system was developed, in close cooperation with RF scientists and the accelerator physics group, to allow safe unmanned operation of
the CLARA RF systems [6]. This was implemented using
the EPICS Sequencer to monitor all the relevant safety and
machine interlocks for failures, log the failures when they
occurred, and then to reset the RF systems to bring them
back online. This was improved by checking the error log
to ensure that certain failures were only allowed to happen
a certain number of times in a given time period before the
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system would shut down the RF and notify the appropriate
personnel via email. This new development was successfully used alongside software that automatically adjusts
power levels of the RF to utilise the evenings and nights of
CLARA’s exploitation period for conditioning the high
repetition rate RF gun, time which otherwise wouldn’t
have been used. This system has the potential to save
weeks of conditioning time for the linacs of Phase 2.

TIMING SYSTEM
The event timing system used on CLARA to distribute
triggers to various sub-systems is provided by Micro Research Finland (MRF) [7]. The system comprises 300DC
series devices with VME form factor. Electron beam diagnostic cameras use a PCIe Event Receiver (EVR). The
VME EVM (Event Master) and EVR devices are controlled by EPICS IOCs running on IOxOS IFC1210 VME
single board computers. The timing system is currently using the PSI branch of the EPICS support module mrfioc2
3.0.5 [8].
The timing system is currently only used to distribute
triggers. Accurate time is not currently distributed but this
is planned before the end of the year. The timestamp
latched when an event at the machine rep-rate is received
by an EVR will be used to timestamp data acquired by devices attached to that EVR. This will allow data from a
single shot of the accelerator to be easily correlated across
multiple devices and sub-systems. A machine pulse ID is
also deterministically distributed across the timing system
to allow all endpoints to stamp beam-synchronous data
with a unique ID allowing easier cross-correlation and retrieval of data for post-processing.
Preliminary work on embedding EVRs in devices that
don’t have native support has been carried out. The MRF
Open EVR [9] has been deployed on a Xilinx Zynq development board and an interface written to monitor operation. The open source firmware from MRF was straightforward to utilise, but is unsurprisingly very hardware specific. Xilinx 7 Series DCM and Kintex-7 GTX transceivers
are both required.
Our future plans for the timing system also include migration of the whole system from EPICS Base 3.14 to V7
and potential use of uTCA form-factor hardware within future phases of the project. With the assistance of the community it’s hoped that standardisation of the various
branches of the EPICS mrfioc2 support module can be
achieved. Different branches maintained by different institutions are diverging and not all MRF hardware is supported.
Our experience during the exploitation of Phase 1
showed us that it is essential for the timing system to be
flexible in-terms of delivering triggers for users. It is essential to have spare capacity to deliver triggers to various
locations on the facility and to be able to tune the timing of
these triggers to suit user’s requirements which can differ
significantly from the normal accelerator operational requirements. For example pre-triggering gas jets, gating
particular numbers of triggers and counting triggers to provide a specific integrated beam charge all required changes
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to the timing system to provide custom behaviour to exploitation users.

BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
Data Acquisition
Data from Faraday Cups, Integrating Current Transformers, an Optical Beam Loss Monitor (oBLM) [10], and a
Wall Current Monitor along with other diagnostic signals
previously determined from oscilloscope traces are now
acquired using dedicated data acquisition hardware. Waveforms and parameters are acquired at the full machine repetition rate of up to 100Hz.
Two different systems are used, one based on hardware
from IOxOS which gives us integration with the MRF
event timing system, and another based on the DRS4 [11]
evaluation board from Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) which
provides the high sample rate needed to acquire waveforms
for the oBLM. Both systems are controlled using EPICS
and transmit their data over the gigabit network using
Channel Access. Parameters are archived using the EPICS
Archiver Appliance at the machine repetition rate [12].
Data acquired using this system can be correlated easily
and has been used in studies of beam stability across many
diagnostics [13], RF breakdown [6], laser diagnostics,
charge scans and long term monitoring of machine performance. Data is currently timestamped using the local
clocks synchronised with NTP (Network Timing Protocol)
[14].
Problems have been observed with software running on
IOxOS hardware crashing and it’s suspected that this is the
same problem previously identified by PSI caused by issues with the Linux kernel driver for the PCIe-VME bridge
[15]. The Tosca kernel driver written for PSI by DENX
will be used instead in the near future and it is hoped that
this will address the problem.

Cameras
Very low noise cameras with 5.5 megapixel resolution
and a pixel pitch of 6.5um manufactured by PCO have been
installed for viewing diagnostic screens. They are capable
of operating at 100fps via their fibre optic Camera Link
High Speed (CLHS) interface. These are used alongside
lower resolution GigE cameras.
The PCO cameras are integrated into the EPICS control
system via x64 Linux IOCs with a dedicated fibre optic
PCIe frame-grabber per camera. Due to the requirement to
only operate a single camera at one time; multiple cameras
can be interfaced to a single IOC by populating with several frame-grabbers. The areaDetector [16] driver pcocam2
[17] from Diamond Light Source has been ported to work
with the new PCO SDK for Linux and modified to operate
with the fibre optic CLHS interface and now operates routinely.
A dedicated Gigabit Ethernet network between the camera IOCs and a dedicated NAS RAID storage device allows
images to be streamed at full machine repetition-rate off
local IOC storage. Machine operators can then access the
images without overloading the IOCs. To improve overall
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performance with the large volumes of data options are being considered for streaming to local M.2 solid state disk
and longer term archival.
Accelerator physicists have developed algorithms to calculate beam centroid and size information from the camera
images. These utilise mean vector and covariance matrices, allow various corrections and run in real-time at the
full frame rate of the cameras. The algorithms have been
written in C++ and fully integrated into the EPICS control
system as an areaDetector plug-in.
Extensive use of the areaDetector framework and plugins has been made in the overall system implementation
with multiple outputs to cover user requirements, see
Fig 1. The analysis plug-in continues to be developed based
on user experience and feedback from exploitation beamtime. A HDF5 plug-in was written to allow saving of images for later analysis. Masking of the image can be performed at source or via a region of interest plug-in providing data directly for further user analysis. A separate support module groups the features and requirements for individual cameras to be integrated into specific IOCs. The
same features are being rolled out across all camera IOCs.
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Whilst no direct use of pvAccess features is being made
yet, current releases of camera EPICS systems are now being built against EPICS V7. Development of these camera
systems will continue providing one of the core requirements for successful exploitation and development of
CLARA.

Figure 2: User interface for camera image processing. The
centre of the beam is shown in the inner circle. The red
cross marks the middle of the image.

PERSONNEL SAFTEY SYSTEM

Figure 1: Overview of AreaDetector plugins for image
analysis implemented in CLARA control system.
Accelerator physicists develop their own applications in
Python that run in parallel with and use data from IOCs,
see Fig 2. Events determined in these analysis applications
can be used to trigger storage of data from circular buffer
plug-ins. As experience grows in the area of analysis and
feedback control consideration will be given to migrating
the core of these into areaDetector plugins, EPICS database
structures or firmware on the frame-grabbers as appropriate to achieve the required performance.

The CLARA Personnel Safety System (PSS) controls the
generation of ionising radiation by enabling the operation
of the electron gun and RF cavities. The gun and RF cavities may only be operated when the appropriate accelerator
areas have been searched and interlocked. The CLARA
PSS uses SIL 3 (Safety Integrity Level) rated Omron Safety
Network Controllers and DST1 series safety I/O terminals
to construct a safety control network, providing safety
logic operations and a DeviceNet safety protocol (PSI,
2019). A master-slave relationship is established for each
connection on the DeviceNet Safety Network and the status of the safety I/O data in the Safety Network Controller
is mapped to the memory of an Omron CJ2M standard
PLC, in order to integrate the PSS into CLARA’s EPICS
based control system. This enables real-time monitoring of
all PSS interlocks by the CLARA operations team.
Phase 1 of the CLARA PSS was successfully implemented in 2017 and Phase 2 commissioning has just
started. Recent changes to the CLARA accelerator room
shielding has necessitated the reconfiguration of the search
path and associated search points, emergency beam off buttons and warning signs. The PSS logic has also been modified to enable two distinct ‘designated laser areas’ to be
created inside the accelerator rooms. This allows alignment of the photo-injector laser transport system and TW
(terra watt) laser alignment to take place simultaneously,
maximising accelerator running time. Additional I/O modules have also been added to provide the capacity required
to permit the operation of RF systems associated with new
accelerating cavities to be installed for CLARA Phase 2.
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VIRTUALISATION
During the development of the control system simulation
it was noted that virtualising the real CLARA infrastructure
could provide several benefits. Currently, the infrastructure
relies on IOCs running on individual servers and a number
of servers providing file-systems and centralised services.
Virtualisation can be used to harden the controls network
against server failure by distributing file-systems and services across different server nodes. This would allow easy
replication and provision of IOCSs and reduce their rack
space footprint. Elements of the EPICS system and controls infrastructure can also be sandboxed before live deployment. [18]
Virtualisation has been achieved using a combination
Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM), and Linux container (LXC), see Fig 3. KVM simulates a server but requires the full memory of that server. LXC uses the kernel
to simulate a full Linux OS but only requires the memory
used by the application. Both systems have been shown to
use CPU and memory within only a few percent difference
to a native server.

Figure 3: Diagram of virtualisation showing redundancy.
Green VM’s are connected to the network.
KVM has been used to replace and replicate physical
servers. This has been used successfully to clone, upgrade
and maintain live servers. LXC is used for extremely low
memory footprint applications such as IOCs. Many racks
of native servers can be replaced by LXC in these cases.
LXC is also more efficient than a full VM instance on
KVM in these cases. It has been tested with IOCs, services,
EPICS simulations and Archiver Appliance instances all
running on a single hosts.
These systems will allow us to supply novel new services such as “Archiving-on-Demand”. The Archiver Appliance proved remarkably successful during the last exploitation period but required a lot of set up on individual
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servers. Virtualising the archiver will allow a live management of data storage, CPU and memory resources. It will
allow isolation of critical archiver services and to rapidly
‘spin up’ custom archivers for end users.

FUTURE PLANS
As the construction of CLARA continues with phase 2
and eventually phase 3 the control system continues to
evolve. As more IOCs are built against EPICS version 7
it’s hoped that some of the features of pvAcess can be exploited.
Developments to the timing system will include implementing pulse numbering for diagnostic data and distributing time. RF systems will be tested for operation at
400Hz by running at 10Hz but with asymmetric triggers.
Work will also be carried out to investigate running diagnostic systems at up to 1KHz repetition rate.
Upgrades are planned to the existing Beam Position
Monitor (BPM) electronics and readout system. This will
involve sampling filtered responses from BPMs with
1Gsps ADCs provided by IOxOS. The samples will then
be interpolated to find maximums of peaks in the waveform whose magnitude is proportional to position. A similar method has been implemented with sampled waveforms
from other diagnostic devices such as the Wall Current
Monitor. This ADC will also be used to sample the output
of a Beam Arrival monitor (BAM).
Signals from laser diagnostics will also be sampled and
parameters exposed in the controls system. One EPICS
support module provides a common data acquisition interface for various different sampling devices. As well as the
diagnostics described here it will be used for user experiments on an ad hoc basis.
Diagnostics systems from Instrumentation Technologies will be used for Cavity BPMs and the BPMs on FEBE.
Both will have event receivers embedded in them for triggering and pulse numbering of data. Support for distribution of data on a dedicated network will be developed on
these devices with the aim of implementing control loops
with corrector magnets.
User interface screens are continually being migrated
from EDM to windows .NET applications. iOS apps are
also being prototyped.

CONCLUSION
The CLARA control system continues to develop, integrating more third party systems and making updates to existing systems developed for previous facilities at the laboratory. While third party systems like those used for
LLRF and timing system enabled rapid progress, integration between them has often required modification.
The control system proved reliable and flexible throughout exploitation phase. New features required for particular
experiments were easily added due to the scalable nature
of support modules like AreaDetector and the flexibility of
the timing system. Virtualisation of the accelerator and the
hardware running the control system has allowed for offline development of IOCs and other services.
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Work continues to develop systems that reduce the importance of skilled operators on the performance of the machine. This includes developing feedback loops for various
subsystems of the accelerator. Unmanned operation has
been successfully trailed for the CLARA 400Hz gun.
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Abstract
Nowadays there is a growing need for user friendly
workflow editors in all fields of scientific research. A
special interest group is present at big physics research
facilities where instrumentation is mostly controlled by a
robust and reliable low level control software solution.
Different types of specific experiments using predetermined automated protocols and on-line data processing
with real-time feedback require a more flexible and abstract high level control system[1]. Beside flexibility and
dynamism, easy usability is also required for researchers
collaborating from several different fields. Tentatively, to
test the ease and flexible usability, the Kepler workflowengine was integrated with TANGO[2]. It enables researchers to automate and document experiment protocols
without any programming skill. The X-ray crystallography laboratory at the Biological Research Center of
Hungarian Academy of Science (BRC) has implemented
an example crystallographic workflow to test the integrated system. This development was performed in cooperation with ELI-ALPS.

INTRODUCTION
Control systems are vital elements of the highly complex experiments performed on large scale experimental
physics facilities like synchrotrons, neutron sources or
laser-facilities. During an experiment, hundreds and thousands of widely displaced devices need to be controlled
simultaneously which can’t be carried out only with one
control device like a single computer, but it can be handled by several computers in a network. Distributed control systems uses network nodes to connect and interface
several individual systems that are responsible only for a
segment of the entire experimental setup. Significant
development of high-level distributed control systems
happened in recent decades following the evolution of
available IT solutions. The development of increasingly
demanding experimental methods also contributes greatly
to this and have challenged the control, acquisition and
processing solutions by exponentially increasing amount
of data produced (by faster and bigger detectors). This
created a claim of automation [3, 4]. On the basis of these
developments various control systems were born in the
past, such as TANGO [5], EPICS [6], or TINE [7], just to
mention a few. Despite these systems are mostly under the
editorship of experiment facilities, these developments
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have begun to flourish also in smaller laboratories in
consequence of the achieved wide-range of supported
instrumentation, easy configurability, and userfriendliness. One of the most popular systems is TANGO
used in many research facilities like ESRF, ALBA, Soleil,
DESY, ELI-ALPS [2] and others.
TANGO is a CORBA [8] based, object oriented distributed control system being developed in C++, java and
Python by a collaboration headed by ESRF in France. The
fundamental unit of this control system is the “device”,
which is a remote object (usually a device server directly
connected to the controlled hardware) registered in a
database. Each device has commands, attributes and states
to control its instrument and also properties for configuration. The TANGO framework facilitates the implementation of control systems at each level (see Fig. 1). Both low
and high-level control environment can be developed by
TANGO. Although it is flexible and semi-automated, it
still requires some programming skills. It has excellent
ability to direct a wide variety of devices and also offers a
graphical interface; but it is not offering a dynamic interface for combining complex experiments into workflows.
To overcome this problem an easy to use tool needed to
be integrated with TANGO which provides a common
graphical interface for instrumentation and data processing services to support the requirements of the experiments and to provide a platform for the scientists where
they can easily alter the experiments with minimum programming skills and without the need to learn all details
of the instrumentation.
Recently, a new initiative has appeared which enables
the integration of TANGO to various process management
tools [1, 9, 10, 11, 12]. This integration has several advantages because the benefits of both TANGO and the
management software can be utilized. On the TANGO
side which is a well-supported open source control system, there are numerous former works [11] implementing
reliable low level systems and abstracting the control of
various hardware facilities. With an integration keeping
the modularity of TANGO, the supported hardware list
can be fully maintained and experiment protocols can be
adopted for different hardware sets without the need of
real changes.
A generic architecture of a TANGO-based control system is presented on Fig. 1. The low level system hides the
specific and more detailed environment of the facility
(like type of the applied devices) while the high level
system provides a standard, easy to understand tool for
designing and performing experiments.
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Figure 1: The connection between different parts of the
control system.
During the selection process for the workflow engine to
be integrated with TANGO, the following conditions
played an important role: user friendliness, the main development language, scalability (the number of actors
handled by the workflow engine), level of documentation
and technical support. Finally, the Kepler workflow solution has been selected which is written in java, so it could
be natively integrated with TANGO clients. One of the
main reasons for choosing Kepler [11] as a workflow
management software was that it has a lot of elaborated
modules to support many fields of sciences as well as it is
supporting grid computing and web services [13, 14].
These placed it above others (for example the also excellent Passerelle [12]).

WORKFLOW SYSTEMS
Workflow is an abstract description of a real-world process containing different steps and dependencies among
them [15]. A workflow system is a flexible tool used for
automation and dynamic design offering algorithms to run
the processes. Traditionally, there are two types of workflow systems: scientific and business. The scientific workflow systems are rather dataflow-oriented while the business types are much more control flow-oriented [13]. The
process steps are represented by so called “actors” or
“composite actors” (sometimes called nested workflow or
sub-workflow), which could correctly communicate with
each other via different protocols. Actors can be grouped
to “composite actor” that appear in the workflow just as
one item therefore the workflow logic can be better represented. However, it should be mentioned, that not all of
workflow systems support such “composite actors” which
can easily lead to unmanageable and cumbersome systems. Composite actors enable an actor to act as a workflow on its own and be embedded in other applications as
a subworkflow. The task of a workflow actor can be almost anything; e.g. an application can be a device actor
controlling a stepper motor and another one can be a
feedback device that calculates how many steps that motor should move. Thanks to the modularity, an actor can
be replaced with another (with similar functionality)
without redesigning the whole system and they may run
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independently so can take advantage of CPU multithreading if run on the same computer.
At first, it may be seen that workflows are nothing
more than visualization of the long existed scripting
methods or Unix pipes, which is partially right, but workflows offer more than those as their use is much easier
than writing a script or a pipe [16]. Using workflow systems generally do not require scripting knowledge, because actors can be simply dragged and dropped and
connected by wires to each other. Workflow systems also
allow easy integration of online data analysis with experiment control and so implement feedback into the measurement process. Such automation can lead to increased
experiment efficiency, and improvement of results.
Several scientific workflow systems exist due to the
intensive developments. Thus, we have done a comparison to investigate the ability of the different workflow
tools to find the most suitable for our aim. The primary
aspects of this that it must be able to be integrated with
TANGO while offering easy management and user experience. TANGO offers an API which can be used when
integrating to other workflow systems which is the simplest when the development language is the same (e.g.
Java). The investigated workflow systems are the widely
used Taverna [17], Kepler [18], Passerelle [19], Orange
[20], Akka [21], Pegasus [22], Airavata [23] and Triana
[24].
Passerelle integration is already available and has
successfully applied in Soleil synchrotron for data acquisition and control processes allowing also web-based,
centralized, remote execution [10, 11]. Although it offers
a solution out of the box, we did not choose Passerelle
because of their other properties, like the limited number
of available TANGO actors, the requirement of a tight
Java integration for each individual actor; and the lack of
useful third party extensions, like Matlab [25] or Labview
[26] actors. Considering the last two criteria, Kepler
seemed the most suitable workflow system offering the
most flexible environment with a possibility of HPC
and/or GRID integration for fast online data analysis.
Also, Kepler has the most detailed and usable documentation and tutorials.
Kepler is a Java based, powerful and flexible open
source software package with the underlying Ptolemy II
engine that can handle multiple processes parallel. Several detailed descriptions are available, like in the work
[27].
Using the graphical user interface of Kepler, users
can simply drag and drop the required analytical components and data sources and then connect them with each
other to create a scientific workflow, an executable representation of the steps required to generate results. By
implementing actors providing access to experiment control services, the workflow can become the documentation of both the experiment and the generated results.
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IMPLEMENTATION
Integration of Kepler and TANGO
In the following, a short overview is presented to describe the main features and functionalities of the integration. Several possibilities exist in Kepler to connect to
TANGO devices and their instrumentation services. From
workflow-specific actors to generic actors, the resilience
is increasing but the challenge of the task is growing
simultaneously. The simplest solution is to embed a Tango
client which connects to a specific device and reads/sets
its hardcoded attributes. In such a case, the actor will
work well, but this method is unfavorable, because an
actor needs to be implemented for every device and use
case. Another handicap is that tens of attributes may belong to a Tango device so an actor would inherit several
input and output ports which makes the use of GUI uncomfortable. A bit better solution is when the actor can
connect to any type of device using a configurable list of
input and output ports. This provides some elasticity but
the users have they hand tied in the sense that they can
change only a predetermined number of attributes or
commands and does not eliminate the errors resulting
from manual operations (e.g. typo during copying the
name of a device). The best solution is to create a generic
TANGO actor which can connect to any attributes or
commands.
In order to avoid the manual errors and facilitate its
handling, a new tab is created in Kepler GUI which contains the whole TANGO database sorted in usual tree
structure (Fig. 2). When instantiating an actor a pop-up
window is provided to select the device, command and
specify I/O ports. For commands and attributes, respective actors are generated in Kepler.
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Hence, a compatible conversion must be implemented.
The list of the applied conversions is shown in Table 1.
Table
1:
Data
Type
Conversions
Between
TANGO and Kepler
TANGO data
types
Boolean Scalar ->
Boolean Spectrum and Image
Byte, Short and
Int Scalars
Byte, Short, Int
Spectrum and Image
Long Scalar
Long Spectrum
and Image
Double Scalar
Double Spectrum
and Image
Float Scalar
Float Spectrum
and Image
String Scalar
String Spectrum
String Image
DevState Scalar
DevState Spectrum and Image
DevEncoded

Kepler data types
Boolean Token
BooleanMatrixToken
IntToken
IntMatrixToken (there are
no byte or short matrices)
LongToken
LongMatrixToken
DoubleToken
DoubleMatrixToken
FloatToken
DoubleMatrixToken (no
Float matrix exists)
StringToken
arrayType(string) – Kepler
arrays are like Java lists.
arrayType(arrayType(string)) :
array of array of strings
StringToken
arrayType(string), arrayType(arrayType(string))
unsupported

The connected data are stored in static variables thereby
they can be reached by the actor durig its construction.
The pop-up window (Fig. 2) appears during the drop
operation if LSID identifier contains the 'tango' keyword.
The structure of the identifier is shown on Table 2.
Table 2: The Syntax of LSID to Distinguish Actors
urn:<lsid>:<authority>:<namespace>:
<object>:<revision>#<anchor>
authority
Generally a URL or any string
namespace
The type of the entity (actor or director) or any string
object
A number which must be individual
revision
The version number of actor
anchor
Optional note

Figure 2: The TANGO database tab integrated into the
GUI of Kepler [2].

CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC APPLICATION

Cooperation between TANGO and Kepler is hindered
due to the fact that they are using different data types.

In this section, a new x-ray crystallographic measurement workflow is presented as a proof of concept showing the cooperation between TANGO and Kepler.
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Figure 3: Schematics of an X-ray diffractometer; (a) The Bruker diffractometer as installed at BRC; (b) The 5 stepper
motors controlled by TANGO.

Background
Interaction between monochromatic X-ray radiation
and the electrons of a crystalline material results the diffraction pattern. The Fourier transform of the resulted
diffraction pattern gives the electron density of the molecule which can be used to calculate the real 3D structure.
Due to this fact, crystallography is one of the most powerful techniques for detailed molecular structural analysis.
In order to record the required information during the
measurement, it is necessary to rotate the crystal and
collect multiple diffraction images from different crystal
orientation. Crystal rotation is performed by goniometer
axes. In our model system the goniometer consists of five
stepper motors (Fig. 3.c), so the crystal can be rotated
around the following axes: κ, ω and φ respectively, while
the detector can be rotated around the 2Θ axis, and the
sample to detector distance can be adjusted by the translation stage ‘distance’ (Fig. 3.a).
Since the X-ray radiation is continuously damaging
the internal structure of the crystal during the measurement [28], it is necessary to optimize the rotation trajectory in order to make the process as quick as possible. Several data collection strategy applications exist, and most
of them calculate and apply possible crystal symmetry to
decrease the rotation ranges needed (Mosflm [29],
EDNA/DNA [30]). All of these require a quick scanning
step to determine the initial orientation of the crystal [31].
The experiment plan is shown on Fig. 4 as a workflow
containing instrument control and data analysis steps. In
the first step the collision map is generated by a simulator
in order to determine the spatial restrictions to be applied
according to the current settings. The second step is
mounting the sample on the goniometer, and centering it
in the intersection of the X-ray beam and the crystal rotation axis. After moving the detector to its initial position,
two images are taken in order to calculate the measurement strategy.

Figure 4: Flowchart of the basic X-ray data collecting
strategy and the Kappa data collecting strategy.
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EDNA can evaluate the sample quality and suggest an
appropriate data collection strategy. This can be a simple
scan around a single axis or a so-called kappa reorientation strategy when data collection scan(s) are suggested at
different crystal orientations. After the final data collection step(s), further analysis decides whether the strategy
or the quality of the crystal were appropriate or new data
needs to be collected (maybe trying a different sample).

Implementation and Testing
During an X-ray crystallography diffraction measurement, the TANGO control device server can be responsible for the movements of a goniometer, the detector, and the data acquisition, while external applications
must be fed by the data collected and the respective experiment settings to evaluate the data and calculate further
strategy that can be then applied to the goniometer. During the test of the new environment a virtual beamline
simulator (included in the STAC [32] software package)
was used to optimize and debug the test system. This
simulator is controlled by TANGO as well and it holds an
exact model of a κ-goniometer which is frequently used
in x-ray crystallography and it has the same parameters as
the one installed in BRC crystallography laboratory (Fig.
3.b), which is a Bruker Nonius – X8 Proteum X-ray diffractometer system. The simulator can also generate a
collision map for the instrument and list of the positions
of the motors where the parts would collide with each
other.
With this approach, the complete workflow of an experiment can be developed and tested without the need of
the real hardware even the movement restrictions can be
considered. Either simulated data can be used, or previously collected data can be fed into the test setup. The
later we have used for testing our integrated environment
(Fig. 5). Based on an artificial collision map, we could
avoid collisions successfully. While low level instrument
control may also present collision avoidance, they tend to
be more rigid, and do not necessarily follow the changes
of the experiment setup, eg. if researcher insert a new
nozzle to control the humidity of sample during the experiment. Using the simulator, the safe control can be maintained by regenerating the collision map with the new
object added to the scene.
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Figure. 5 shows the subworkflow which is responsible
for the collision avoidance during goniometer movements. The input port receives the final position of the
goniometer. ‘VBS’ actor is the virtual beamline simulator
visualizing the movements in its 3D scene as motions are
requested via its TANGO interface. The actor ‘pathfinder’
generates the collision-free trajectory between the actual
and the requested positions. The ControllerComposite
actor organizes the motor movements in due course and
sends the requests to both the real and virtual instrument.
The collision map can be retrieved on the fly by the
TangoDeviceCommand (in here: GetCollisionMap) actor
or can be fetched from file. The output port connects to
the device. (The VBS actor can be moved out of this
subworkflow and fed directly by the output port).

CONCLUSIONS
As presented, Kepler now can handle TANGO device
servers and TANGO actors are dynamically available
from Kepler, similarly to Passarelle. The integration of
TANGO and Kepler establish a new dynamic environment which is sufficiently easy to handle for users but
gives the opportunity the control of devices directly from
workflow. Thereby users are able to build up their own
workflows and to design experiment protocols. In essence, the whole experiment design and development is
shifted from the low-level control software programming
environment to the intuitive high-level workflow design
environment provided by the Kepler Gui.
Several concepts can be followed in future developments, e.g. when TANGO is only responsible for the
communication to the hardware and Kepler arranges the
rest. The other use case is when data analysis steps are
encapsulated by Tango device servers and Kepler is only
used for providing an easy to use interface to the users for
connecting Tango services. The described example works
on a simulator which generates a collision map before the
use of real instrumentation. We suggest offering such
simulators for the users as it provides them with a great
help during the preparation of experiments. Simulators
show the spatial restrictions of the instrument, so prevents
occurring unanticipated events in the course of progress.
In addition, the remote users can see their experiments in
full 3D without the need of entering the instrument hutch.
Users provided by the integrated workflow tool can
design specific experiment protocols before their arrival
to the large scale facilities which ease the optimization
process and the integration with high-level control systems [5, 6, 7, 33] and shorten the necessary machine time,
providing significant increase in productivity.
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IRFU EPICS ENVIRONMENT
J.F. Denis, A. Gaget, F. Gohier, F. Gougnaud, T.J. Joannem, Y. Lussignol
IRFU, CEA, Université Paris-Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Abstract
The 3 years collaboration with ESS* at Lund (Sweden) has given us the opportunity to use new COTS hardware and new tools. Based on that experience, we have developed the IEE (IRFU** EPICS Environment) by retaining relevant and scalable ESS solutions. This platform centralized several functionalities, fully installed by scripting,
on a server that is running on a virtual machine. The functionalities are an EPICS environment and the root file system with the kernel for each embedded systems. In order to
provide homogeneous EPICS modules between all collaborators, a template was designed and used as containers for
new developments. Furthermore, a development and a production workflow is also proposed and strongly recommended. Due to the current responsibility of CEA IRFU to
provide an EPICS platform for SARAF** at Tel Aviv (Israel), IEE was chosen as the standard platform for the
whole accelerator. This paper will present the new standard
IRFU EPICS Environment based on MTCA and virtual
machines.

INTRODUCTION
Based on our experiences of the standard platform
conception for SPIRAL2 (France) and IFMIF[1] (Japan)
project, and contributing to the ESS[2] (Sweden), CEA
decided to combine state of the art technologies as ESS and
our expertise acquired on IFMIF and SPIRAL2[3] to create
the new standard platform “IEE”: Irfu EPICS
Environment. The main idea of this platform is to propose
a generic methodology for future projects in keeping an
EPICS environment centralized on a server (IEE server)
shared it with all the clients fully parametrized and
automatically installed. A light and standalone version of
the IEE server can also be provided for development on
standalone PCs. This platform is used for the SARAF[3]
(Israel) project.

HARDWARE CONTEXT
Hardware
The current hardware standard for our EPICS projects
are the following (see Table 1.), based on mTCA.The
standardized crates are the NATIVE-R2/NATIVE-R5 from
NAT with the MCH-PHYS80 and the Intel CPU COMex3.
Fast (Up to 250 MS/s) and semi-fast (Up to 5 KS/s)
acquisitions for beam diagnostics and RF signals
acquisition are assured respectively by the FMC boards
IOxOS ADC_3110/3111 and ADC_3117. These boards are
plugged on a IOxOS IFC1410 motherboard which
___________________________________________

*ESS, https://europeanspallationsource.se/
**IRFU, https://irfu.cea.fr/en/
***SARAF, http://soreq.gov.il/mmg/eng/Pages/SARAF-Facility.aspx

integrates an internal FPGA with a customizable area for
user specific functionalities.
The timing system is based on MRF boards, the mTCAEVM300 for the Event master and the mTCA-EVM300U
for the Event receiver with delay compensation.
For remote I/Os, our choice remained the cheap and
convenient
Beckhoff
EtherCAT modules
with
communication based on Modbus/Tcp.
This hardware has been integrated in IEE, but more
hardware can be easily added.
Table 1: Current Hardware Used With IEE
Designation

Reference

Tender

mTCA Crate

NATIVE-R2/
NATIVE-R5

NAT

MCH

MCH-PHYS80

NAT

CPU Intel

RTM COMex3

NAT

CPU carried board

IFC1410

IOxOS

Fast Acquisition
(8ch., 250 MS/s)

ADC311

IOxOS

Slow Acquisition
(20 ch., up to 5 MS/s)

ADC3117

IOxOS

Timing System
Master

mTCA-EVG300

MRF

Timing System
Receiver

mTCAEVR300U

MRF

IEE SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
EPICS
The “EPICS Software Distribution” is a selection of
“Base”, “IOC support modules” and “extensions” exists on
official EPICS websites. The currently used EPICS Base is
R3.15.4. The IOC support modules are categorized as
either Software Support or Hardware Support. The
extensions are host tools and Channel Access clients such
as Control System Studio (CSS), Archive Appliance, CA
libraries (Java, Python…).
The development environment fully relies on the
standard “EPICS Build Facility”. EPICS software can be
divided into multiple <top> areas. An example of a <top>
area is the EPICS Base itself. Each <top> may be
maintained separately. A <top> directory structure
essentially contains the build configuration files in a
configure folder and a Makefile. The GUIs are made using
CSS BOY.
The Irfu EPICS Environment provides a standard
development model that all the developers involved in our
control system software team have to follow. These
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modules produced.
The IEE environment is installed on the server inside
the directory /iee/, and contains the subfolders listed in
Table 2.
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machine resources and it is more powerful, so we decided
to use this technology through the software called Docker.

Table 2: Main Directories Provided by the IEE Server
Designation

Reference

Base

The central core of the EPICS
control system toolkit

Toolchains

Cross compilation toolchains for all
embedded system supported

Extensions

Java and Python CA libraries

Iocs

All stables IOCs used in production

Modules

All stables modules used in
production

Data

Writable directory to share data
between server and embedded
system,.

Startup

Boot scripts to configure embedded
system during the boot. Also
contains startup scripts to start
IOCs after boot.

Support

Support modules from the EPICS
community (Modbus,
StreamDevice, S7PLC…)

Tops

Directory shared between
development PCs and embedded
systems. Inside, each developer has
a private directory and can test his
developments directly on the
embedded system.

Linux
By default, Linux is the operating system installed on
each type of hardware. Except the mTCA system, the last
version of Centos is used. The PowerPC of the mTCA
board involves to build a specific Linux with a cross
compilation toolchain. This distribution is based on FSLQoriq from NXP and is built with the tool Yocto.

Figure 1: Illustration of the
virtual machines and containers.

difference

between

Virtualization is also interesting in hardware failure. To
limit this issue, we decided to create a pool of physical
machines, called a cluster. Setting up a cluster enables to
use another host machine in case of hardware failure. The
main container “IEE server” running into the master server
can be duplicated on two slaves servers. In case of physical
failure of the master server, one of the slave servers can
take the hand automatically.
Hence to make the best of all these virtualization
advantages, the IEE server runs inside a Docker container,
on a cluster of physical machines. This provides high
disponibility of the service and protects against most
hardware failures.
A Proxmox test stand was elaborated in order to try this
tool. It is composed of three physical machines on which
Proxmox was installed (see Fig. 2). These three machines
are linked in order to create an IEE cluster. The IEE server
runs on the physical master server, and is duplicated every
15s on the two physical slave servers. In case of the master
server crashing, the IEE server can restart shortly on one of
the slave. Furthermore, a container can also be easily
migrated on another physical machine of the cluster, for
hardware maintenance or upgrade.

VIRTUALIZATION
The IEE server is the main part of the infrastructure. Its
main goal is to provide an EPICS environment, to
distribute all sort of necessary files like root file systems or
kernel binaries, and run some essential services such as
DHCP, NFS... needed by different kinds of clients. It can
run directly on a physical machine or can be virtualized.
Running the server on a virtual environment offers some
machine is full virtualized (Operating System & drivers),
while for the second one the Operating System is the same
as the host machine and only the applications are full
isolated from the host, this is called a containerized
application (see Fig. 1). Containers consume much less

Figure 2: Illustration of the IEE cluster.
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AUTOMATISATION
Ansible
Ansible is a tool which enables to automatically
configure a machine using scripts and a set of parameters.
These scripts are called playbooks and roles. A role is
dedicated to set up a specific functionality such as the
configuration of a dhcp server. It is developed
independently from the playbook. A playbook is composed
of one or several roles to be called on an inventory of target
machines. In order to be confident about any installation of
the IEE server, these roles and playbooks are thoroughly
tested using Molecule and versioned on Gitlab. The
playbooks and roles are then used to “provision” the
various containers and virtual machines available for IEE
user and administrators (see Fig. 3).

Cookiecutter
Cookiecutter is a tool to create file and folder tree based
on a project template. In our case, we use it to create a role
template that includes all necessary files and folder, with
for instance a preset test section.

Molecule
Molecule is designed to test Ansible roles. It first creates
a working environment via drivers (Docker, Vagrant,
etc…), then download and execute the playbook and its
roles, and test the result of the execution with tools such as
testinfra, Inspec.

Packer

Figure 3: Flow production of machine images.

ENVIRONMENT
In order to avoid any perturbation in production, the
development environment is completely distinct. Another
IEE server is dedicated to the development (see Fig. 4).

Development Environment
By default, IOCs first load EPICS modules in
development, and if nothing is found, they load stable
EPICS modules. When the developer is confident about his
new feature or patch of the EPICS module, he creates a tag
and push his development to Gitlab server.

Production Environment
Only stable EPICS modules, tagged modules puished on
the Gitlab server, are used by IOCs running on embedded
system. Currently the update process of EPICS modules is
done manually, and requires to stop the experiment.

Packer automates the creation of many types of machine
image (Ovf, box…). In our case, two types of images are
created. Based on the last version of Centos, one is
dedicated to run in a Container and another one to run
inside a hypervisor such as Virtualbox or VmWare. In both
case, the image integrates every package needed for the
IEE server which allows to provision the box without
internet access. It also enables to ensure homogeneity of
the CentOs version installed on each system.

Kickstart
This tool enables to automate the installation of an
Operating System on machines. It requires a single file
form, “Eq.”, if in the text. The equation number is placed
in parentheses [e.g., Eq. (1)].
Containing the answers to all the questions that would
normally be answered through a graphical interface during
the installation. We use it in combination with Packer.

Figure 4: Development and production environment.
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Abstract
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) is one of the
sub-detectors of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment, a general-purpose particle detector at the CERN
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The CMS ECAL detector
control system (DCS) and the CMS ECAL safety system
(ESS) have supported the detector operations and ensured
the detector's integrity since the CMS commissioning
phase, more than 10 years ago. Over this long period, several changes to both systems were necessary to keep them
in-line with current hardware technologies and the evolution of software platforms. The acquired experience of
long-term running of both systems led to the need of major
modifications to the original design and implementation
methods. Such interventions to either systems, which require mid- to long-term validation, result in a considerable
amount of downtime and therefore can only be performed
during long shutdowns of the experiment. This paper discusses the software and hardware upgrades to be carried
out during the LHC long shutdown 2 (LS2), with emphasis
on the evaluation of design choices concerning custom and
standard industrial hardware.

INTRODUCTION
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) is one of the
sub-detectors of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [1]
experiment, a general-purpose particle detector at the
CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [2]. The CMS ECAL
is composed by three partitions: barrel (EB), endcaps (EE)
and preshower (ES). The sub-detector control and safety
systems were designed according to the individual requirements of each partition.
The EB and EE partitions have similar hardware and
software requirements for the control and monitoring of the
powering systems, monitoring of the on- and off-detector
environment, and protective/safety actions. Therefore, an
integrated Detector Control System (DCS) [3-4] and the
so-called CMS ECAL EB/EE Safety System (ESS) [3-4]
were implemented for these partitions.
The ES DCS was implemented separately and integrated
with the EB/EE only afterwards at the supervisory layer,
while the ES safety system is based on the CMS tracker
safety system [5] architecture and has no integration with
___________________________________________
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the ESS. The CMS ECAL ES safety system is not discussed in this paper.
To keep the control and safety systems in-line with the
current hardware technologies, the evolution of software
platforms and new sub-detector operational requirements,
several modifications to their original design have been applied over the past 10 years. Furthermore, the experience
acquired through the sub-detector’s daily operation also allowed the identification of improvements and extensions
to these systems.
Prior to any modification to the control and safety systems, a full analysis of their impact to the sub-detector operation is performed. Minor modifications, such as improvements to user interfaces, are transparent and can be
applied at any time. Modifications requiring short-term
validation, that might disturb or interrupt the sub-detector
operation, are applied during the LHC technical stops (TS),
which normally last for one or two weeks. Minor modifications to the core of either systems or requiring mid-term
validation are schedule for the LHC year-end technical
stops (YETS), which normally last for a few months. Major modifications requiring long-term validation can only
be carried out during the LHC long shutdown (LS) periods,
which last for a few years.
This paper provides short descriptions of the CMS
ECAL DCS and ESS with references to previous publications where further details can be found. The main focus of
this paper will be on the major upgrades which are being
carried out during the LHC long shutdown 2 (LS2).

THE CMS ECAL CONTROL SYSTEM
Software
For the high-level process supervisory management, the
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) architecture was implemented with the Siemens WinCC Open
Architecture (WinCC OA) [6] control system toolkit. To
add specific functionalities, CERN Joint Controls Project
(JCOP) [7] and CMS DCS [8] frameworks are extensively
used. The control software runs in two redundant sets of
three servers, partitioned in individual components per
sub-system or service. The integration of these components
into a single application is realised with an additional component called the CMS ECAL Supervisor, which uses a finite state machine (FSM) mechanism to summarize the
sub-systems status per sub-detector partition and to issue/propagate commands to the hardware. In addition, the
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CMS ECAL Supervisor also handles the protective actions,
by identifying potentially harmful scenarios and bringing
the sub-detector to a safe state prior to safety actions at the
hardware layer. The CMS ECAL DCS is integrated to the
CMS DCS through the same FSM mechanism, allowing
the CMS technical shifter (operator) to perform a pre-defined set of actions on the EB/EE/ES partitions. Further details regarding the CMS ECAL DCS software and the preventive/protective actions are available in [3].

Hardware
The control system hardware comprises the interfaces
between the CMS ECAL DCS software and the powering
systems, the temperature and humidity readout hardware,
and all the other devices used to extend monitoring and
controls at the infrastructure level (i.e. devices to read out
the internal parameters of the power factor correction
(PFC) units for the low voltage (LV) power supplies, devices to remote power cycle the high voltage (HV)
crates/boards using hardwired signals, etc).
To allow for redundancy at the software level, all hardware interfaces were replaced or adapted to Ethernet. Further details regarding the CMS ECAL DCS hardware are
available in [3].

THE CMS ECAL EB/EE SAFETY SYSTEM
The safety of the CMS ECAL EB/EE partitions is ensured by a fully redundant programmable logic controller
(PLC) system. The system is able to take actions with the
granularity of supermodules (SM) [1] and half endcaps
(DEEs) [1]. The temperature inside the SMs is measured
by four redundant sensors pairs. From the safety system’s
perspective, each DEE volume corresponds to two SMs
and therefore the temperature inside the DEEs is measured
by eight redundant sensors pairs. Hardwired failsafe interlocks for the LV and HV systems are triggered in case of
problems with the cooling system or overheating inside the
detector, either caused by lack of detector cooling or faults
in the on-detector electronics. Water leak detection sensors
are installed inside each SM and DEE. Hardwired failsafe
interlocks for the cooling system are triggered in case of
water leak detection inside the EE partitions (the actions
based on water leak detection are disabled for the SMs due
to problems during the sensors installation, which compromise the readout data). Lack of cooling flow to the LV
power supplies or water leak detection inside the LV racks
trigger hardwired failsafe interlocks for all LV power supplies inside the concerned rack and also to the corresponding HV power supplies for the affected SMs. The heartbeat
of the ESS PLC is monitored by the CMS detector safety
system (DSS) and in case of its absence, the DSS takes all
the necessary actions to ensure that the CMS ECAL is in a
safe state. Hardwired signals from the CMS magnet control
system (MCS) trigger the shutdown of the CMS ECAL HV
in case of unstable conditions of the magnet (i.e. ramp
up/down, fast discharge, etc).
Further details regarding the CMS ECAL ESS are available in [3].
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THE UPGRADES DURING THE LS2
Safety System Power Distribution
The original 24VDC power distribution was able to supply up to 10A to the PLC system and to all the safety-related hardware installed in the same rack. With the deployment of the new temperature readout system, the required
power at stable condition would exceed 80% of the available capacity. Transients’ conditions could cause a system
overload, the full shutdown of the PLC system and consequently of the CMS ECAL. To avoid such events, the system was upgraded to deliver up to 20A.
The new power distribution features two 24VDC/20A
supplies connected to independent 230VAC sources. The
outputs of these supplies are connected to uninterrupted
power supply (UPS) modules, which manage the charge
and the use of 5Ah LiFePO batteries. The outputs of these
UPS modules are then connected to a redundancy power
module. As this redundancy power module can provide the
full current of both inputs in parallel, in this case up to 40A,
a 20A circuit breaker was installed close to its output to
allow the use of wiring with suitable cross sections according to the 20A design. Based on the environment conditions at the installation site, the expected lifetime of the
LiFePO batteries is around fifteen years, implying a considerable reduction in maintenance efforts when compared
to the former batteries, which had to be replaced every two
years. Individual circuit breakers to decouple the batteries
were also installed to ease their replacement. In case of a
full power cut, the new UPS system can support the complete safety system for approximately 60 minutes.

Safety System Temperature Readout
The original design of the CMS ECAL safety system
hardware was based on a combination of commercial-offthe-shelf (COTS) and custom made (CM) devices. The
COTS hardware consists of redundant PLC central processing units (CPU) from the SIEMENS 400-series, serial
communication modules and digital input/output (I/O)
modules from the SIEMENS 300-series.
The decision of using CM hardware for the interlock system at the time of first implementation was driven by the
cost difference between the purchase of twenty-two 8channel digital output (DO) modules with mechanical relays and the purchase of six 32-channel DO modules with
solid state relays (SSR) to drive external mechanical relays
of a CM unit (featuring additional integration of digital inputs (DI) for a complete and user-friendly display of all interlocks per partition in their front panels). This solution is
not optimal, as it introduces complexity to the cabling and
an additional layer of unnecessary components, resulting
in a negative impact in the system’s overall reliability.
Nevertheless, the extremely low failure rate over the past
10 years supported the decision to maintain this part of the
system untouched until the LHC LS3.
Another cost-based decision for CM hardware was made
for the temperature and water leak detection readout system. Unlike the interlock system, the units designed to read
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out the 352 temperature sensors and 40 water leak detection sensors presented several issues during the past 10
years. The custom and very basic software protocol, implemented for the serial communication via RS-485 with the
SIEMENS CP341 modules from the PLC system, introduced a strong timing dependency, which compromised the
system’s redundancy and randomly, even the system’s initialization routines. Moreover, during this period, multiple
CP341 modules presented failures and had to be replaced.
Similar failures were also reported in two other test systems and the problem of these communication modules
was never understood.
Two solutions to overcome the issues described above
were considered. The first was a complete re-writing of the
PLC code and the implementation of a standard and robust
serial protocol for the communication between the PLC
system and the CM readout units. This would require
changes to the code of the obsolete programmable interface
controllers (PIC) of the CM readout units and would not
address the CP341 failures. The second and selected
choice, the complete replacement of the CM readout units
by COTS Analog Input (AI) modules from SIEMENS, addresses all the existing issues and increases considerably
the overall system’s reliability.
Although the implementation of such a solution is simple, the environment and specific constraints at the CMS
experiment imposed some interesting challenges for this
upgrade. The SIEMENS AI modules are not certified for
the radiation levels which the original installation location
is exposed to and therefore had to be installed outside the
underground experimental cavern (UXC). Patch panels had
to be installed to connect extension cables between the
UXC racks and the chosen location for the AI modules at
the underground service cavern (USC). Manipulating cables and connections which were done thirteen years earlier is never an easy practice, so a well-defined procedure
and some special infrastructure to minimize the impact of
this intervention had to be establish. Patch panels were designed with the exact same layout as the placement of the
CM readout units’ connectors, to allow the disconnection
of these units and the fixation of the existing connectors at
the exact same place, in this way preserving the cables’
bending angle and the existing routing length.
The original design has the readout of the temperature
sensors over two wires and the resistance compensation for
the cable lengths added in the software. In order to minimize the effects of the additional cabling, the extension cables use four wires for the temperature sensors readout.
To preserve redundancy at the temperature sensors level,
each sensor from a redundant pair was connected to a different AI module of a different process field bus (PROFIBUS) [9] branch. To allow such distribution, some complexity had to be added to the wiring. An example of this
sensors’ distribution is presented on Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Example of wiring diagram to preserve redundancy at the temperature sensors layer.
To allow symmetry and full redundancy at the PROFIBUS layer, the 45 AI modules (44 for temperature readout
and 1 for the EE water leak readout) were distributed in six
branches.
The hardware and cabling were deployed at the beginning of the second semester of 2019. Adapters with a set of
known resistance values were used to test the new wiring
and to validate the mapping between the UXC patch panel
and the AI modules. Once these tests were successfully
completed, the cables between the patch panels and the
sub-detector were, one by one, systematically connected
and the readout data verified.
The original CM temperature readout units were designed with a common return line for all eight sensors per
SM, as well as a common ground for all the 32 channels
per unit. During the first ESS commissioning thirteen years
ago, four temperature sensors connected to two different
units presented low impedance between one wire and the
ground, which compromised the readout of all sensors
sharing the same return line. To overcome the effect caused
by these sensors, they were physically disconnected. As the
new temperature readout architecture does not have common return lines, these sensors were connected and included in the ESS, which has now 100% of operational sensors.
To ensure the correct sensors’ mapping at the PLC code
according to their placement inside each detector partition,
the LV was used to produce heat on different sectors of
each partition, enabling the verification of all temperature
sensor’s location.
The successful implementation of the new temperature
readout system allowed the deployment of a less complex
and more maintainable PLC code, which is discussed in the
next section.

Safety System PLC Code
For many years, the CMS ECAL ESS PLC code has been
supported by the CMS tracker DCS experts. To ease and
ensure the long-term support and maintenance, standardization across the safety systems supported by these experts
became necessary. The use of a non-standard software protocol for the temperature readout did not allow the complete deployment of their solution and a hybrid version of
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the PLC code was temporarily implemented. With the upgrade to COTS hardware, their standard code was adapted
according to the CMS ECAL specifications and deployed.
A procedure for the full validation of the CMS ECAL
safety action matrix was established and this process is ongoing.
All PLC CPUs and PROFIBUS redundancies, which in
the past had many issues due to the CM hardware handling,
have been properly implemented and successfully validated. Organization blocks (OB) were configured to log redundancy issues and a dataset was prepared to propagate
this information to the CMS ECAL DCS.

Re-distribution of LV Power Supplies Data
Buses
The original implementation of the controlled area network (CAN) bus protocol for the control and monitoring
of the CMS ECAL LV power supplies had the 136 nodes
distributed among 10 buses. This distribution was not balanced, with the number of nodes varying from 7 to 30 per
bus. According to the characteristics of the physical layer
employed, 30 nodes would be at the edge, but theoretically
still within the specifications. Some issues, such as lost
frames, were noticed but typically absorbed by different
DCS layers and never affected or compromised the control,
monitoring or availability of the LV system. With the installation of CAN-Ethernet converters to allow the implementation of software redundancy [10], the general increase in latency potentialized the communication issues
on the buses running at the limit of their specification. After an extensive analysis of these issues, a more balanced
distribution of devices per CAN bus was considered mandatory. Such intervention required a mid- to long-term validation, and therefore it was carried out at the beginning of
the LHC LS2. The two buses containing 30 devices were
split in four buses with 15 devices and the data server and
the DCS software reconfigured accordingly. The initial
tests were successful and the validation is still ongoing, to
be concluded by the end of the LHC LS2. The new CAN
buses’ distribution is presented by Figure 2.
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The current computing hardware is reaching their endof-life (EOL) and will be replaced by new and more powerful servers during the LHC LS2. In-line with this hardware upgrade, the OS migration to the Microsoft Windows
Server 2016, the SCADA migration to WinCC OA 3.16,
and the deployment of the latest CMS DCS and JCOP
frameworks versions will be carried out.
The WinCC OA version 3.16 supports only UTF-8 encoding, and therefore the sources of existing projects using
ISO-8859-1 need to be carefully analysed and modified to
ensure compatibility with UTF-8. This includes the conversion of the user interfaces’ code to a new eXtensible
Markup Language (XML) format, the code refactorization
to support Unicode string formats and, in some cases, the
complete re-implementation of character vector-based
functionality.
The Apache Subversion (SVN) service provided by
CERN is being deprecated and the migration to the Git Service [11] is mandatory. The software for configuration
management in the CMS DCS environment had to be replaced to support the new versioning system and the components’ repository infrastructure. Hosted at CERN, and
with a large number of new features, the CERN GitLab instance stores several repositories for the CMS ECAL DCS
components. The adoption of the GitLab platform also implied a fundamental change to the storage and management
policies of the DCS components, imposing requirements
like the one-component-one-repository rule. This particular feature required a considerable amount of time to fragment and migrate each software component, while preserving the different versions and historical data across platforms. The rules to interface the new configuration management system have been also included as part of the
CMS ECAL DCS development guidelines.
The migration of the object linking and embedding for
process control (OPC) software interface and the OPC
namespace of several hardware devices to the new OPC
Unified Architecture (UA) is also foreseen to be carried out
during the LHC LS2. The OPC UA introduces considerable changes to the way that different hardware is accessed,
and it is not backwards compatible with the existing OPC
configuration used in the CMS ECAL DCS. For this reason, an explicit migration and validation plan needs to be
formulated and executed by the end of the LHC LS2.

CONCLUSION
Figure 2: New CAN buses’ distribution for the LV system.

CMS ECAL DCS Software
The constant evolution of computing platforms and continuous releases of software versions impose considerable
challenges to the support and maintenance of the CMS
ECAL DCS. The update roadmap in terms of operating
systems (OS), SCADA versions, frameworks, and computing infrastructure is defined by the CMS DCS experts and
adopted by all CMS sub-detectors’ control systems.

The CMS ECAL DCS and ESS are undergoing major
changes during the LHC LS2.
The replacement of the CM temperature readout units by
COTS SIEMENS AI modules did not only increase the
safety system’s reliability, availability, and robustness, but
also allowed other very important improvements, such as
the proper configuration of redundancy in all safety systems layers, the deployment of a more standardized and
maintainable PLC code architecture, and the reconnection
of four sensors, extending the temperature monitoring coverage to 100%.
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The deployment of a new ESS PLC code based on the
CMS Tracker PLC code architecture will allow a much better support from the CMS tracker DCS experts.
The upgrade of the ESS power distribution to a
24VDC/20A UPS-based redundant system ensures that
transient conditions cannot cause overload and consequent
power disruptions, due to the load increase after the installation of the new temperature readout system.
The re-distribution of devices per CAN bus in the LV
system allowed for an optimal load balancing. By reducing
or eliminating communication errors, the LV system overall performance, reliability, and availability have been considerably improved.
Several changes are foreseen to all layers of the CMS
ECAL DCS software, from upgrades to the computing
hardware infrastructure to improvements of user interfaces
at the supervisory layer, always in-line with the new guidelines and requirements.
The successful deployment of most of the major upgrades described in this paper, as well as the significant and
smooth progress of all the other ongoing tasks, are extremely important steps towards the preparation of the
DCS and ESS for the next CMS ECAL operational period.
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COMMISSIONING OF THE 352 MHz TRANSVERSE FEEDBACK SYSTEM
AT THE ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE*
N. DiMonte#, C.-Y. Yao, Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, U.S.A.
Abstract
With the success and reliability of the transverse
feedback (TFB) system installed at the Advanced Photon
Source (APS), an upgraded version to this system was
commissioned in 2019. The previous system operated at a
third of the storage-ring bunch capacity, or 432 of the
available 1296 bunches. This upgrade samples all 1296
bunches which allowed corrections to be made on any
selected bunch in a single storage-ring turn. To facilitate
this upgrade the development of a new analog I/O board
capable of 352 MHz operation was necessary. This paper
discusses some of the challenges associated in processing
one bunch out of 1296 bunches and how flexible the system
can be in processing all 1296 bunches. We will also report
on the performance of this system.

The diagrams do not show both TFB systems in parallel
with each other, but figure 2 shows how the new TFB has
been integrated into figure 1 using splitter/combiner for
both the inputs and outputs.

INTRODUCTION
The Advanced Photon Source (APS) experiences beam
instabilities in both the transverse and longitudinal planes.
In the past, the P0 Feedback (Transverse Feedback) system,
in its initial version, has corrected transverse instabilities in
a bunch pattern that has up to 24 bunches. This is
accomplished by using a pick-up stripline, drive stripline,
four drive amplifiers, a 3-tap comb filter for front-end
signal conditioning, and an Altera PCIe Stratix II GX
FPGA-based development board coupled with a Coldfire
CPU. The Coldfire CPU uses EPICS [1] with RTEMS [2]
for all the remote monitoring and control. However, the P0
Feedback was unable to perform during a 324-bunch
pattern. This paper discusses the addition of the 352MHz
TFB system, its performance, added features and
modifications, and possible future plans.

Figure 1: Block diagram of the feedback system.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The current system consists of a pick-up stripline, a
front-end signal-processing unit, an Altera PCIe Stratix II
GX FPGA-based development board (P0 Feedback), a
Terasic TR4 Stratix IV commercial board (352MHz TFB),
drive amplifiers, and a driver stripline. This system has
been described in detail [3, 4]. Figure 1 shows a block
diagram of the current system without the remote DAC
hardware. At the core of the P0 Feedback system contains
an FPGA processor that utilizes 864 32-tap FIR filters
running at 117.3 MHz. The new Transverse Feedback
system utilizes 2592 32-tap FIR filters running at 352MHz.
The algorithm used in the filter is based on the least square
fitting method to determine filter coefficients [5].
___________________________________________
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the integration of the new TFB
system.
The pickup and drive striplines are located in different
locations of the storage ring, which is a major issue for the
X-channel since the distance between pickup and drive is
seven sectors, or about 188 m, apart. A remote DAC linked
to the main transverse feedback system via high-speed
fiber optic cable utilizing a real-time data transfer protocol.
Figure 3 shows the addition of the transceiver in the main
transverse feedback chassis used to connect the remote
DAC chassis.

PREVIOUS SYSTEM AND LIMITATIONS
The old PO Feedback FPGA system described above has
been very successful for the Advanced Photon Source as it
has been detailed in a previous paper [6]. This system is
limited to 324 or 432 buckets depending on the operating
frequency of 88 or 117.3 MHz when configured for a
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particular bunch pattern. This was too difficult to switch
between frequencies, a transverse feedback system that can
encompass all 1296 buckets was needed. This would
require the system to operate at the full storage ring
frequency of 352 MHz. At 432 buckets, the system is
operating at 117.3 MHz, which is near the limitation of the
ADC/DAC interface to the FPGA. The previous ADC has
a maximum sample rate of 125 MHz while the DAC can
perform at 150 MHz. The previous FPGA (Stratix II GX)
is limited to a maximum transceiver rate of 6.376 Gbps of
which 2.3 Gbps is needed to transport data to the remote
DAC at system clock rate of 117 MHz. To transport data to
the remote DAC with a system clock rate at 352 MHz, the
transceiver needs to triple its transmission rate from 2.3
Gbps to 7.04 Gbps, which is beyond the Stratix II GX
chip’s capabilities.

Figure 3: FPGA block diagram of the P0 feedback.

HARDWARE UPGRADES
With the Altera development boards, it was only possible
to use the HSMC Data Conversion Board, which is a single
HSMC board that has two ADCs (125MHz) and two DACs
(150MHz) because they were single ended lines. The single
ended lines allowed up to four chips with a 14-bit buses to
connect to the HSMC connector. But the speeds required
for operations at 352MHz requires differential data lines,
or LVDS signals, limiting the HSMC connector to only one
ADC and one DAC. It was obvious that two HSMC boards
was necessary to maintain a two-channel system with two
ADCs and two DACs for 400MSPS operations.
Discovered an alternative main board that had more than
two HSMC connectors and it was the Terasic TR4 FPGA
Development Kit [7], which also has a Stratix IV GX chip
installed on it. This board has six HSMC connectors, which
provided the flexibility of installing two 400MSPS Data
Conversion boards. The remaining four connectors
configured for a Coldfire CPU board, a Transceiver to
SMA board, an eight cage SFP board [7] and then an Event
Receiver interface board.
The 400MSPS boards were specially designed for this
project and System Level Solutions, Inc. (SLS) did the
engineering. Four main components that is installed on this
board are, ADC (ADS5474), DAC (DAC5675A) and two
Clock Jitter Cleaner (SI5317A) chips. The clock jitter
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cleaners also provide a nice means to adjust the clock phase
to fine-tune the ADC or the DAC to the FPGA fabric.

UPGRADE HARDWARE ISSUES
The Terasic TR4 board has a Stratix IV chip on it as the
main component and according to the specs is more than
capable to handle 352MHz. The board has the extra HSMC
connectors needed for this application and as it turns out
five of the six are being used. When SLS designed our
400MSPS Data Converter daughter board for us they
borrowed one of our Terasic TR4 boards for development.
They selected the best port to do their development on but
the project need two daughter boards attached to this TR4
board. A second port that was idea for the 400MSPS board
used, but, unlike the first port which had true LVDS for
both input and output pins to the FPGA, about half the pins
attached to this second port did not have true LVDS from
the FPGA. Terasic provided a way to add resistors to each
of the data pins to emulate LVDS. This emulation had a
reduced data rate of 500MHz, so at first this seemed doable,
but later discovered that having a mix of true LVDS with
emulated LVDS was not meeting timing. The only other
HSMC port with true LVDS pins was under the first
400MSPS Data Converter. This presented a problem since
the SMA connector was straight, it needed to be changed to
a right angle. Replacing these was a challenge due to the
multilayer board, so we only modified five of the nine
boards.
Initially the SMA clock connector wasn’t going to be
used because the original plan was to use the installed
Silicon Labs Si5317 chip which is a clock jitter cleaner.
The clock signal was originally going through the HSMC
connector to the Si5317 chip. The chip performed well,
however, there was no way to program any phase
adjustments so every time there was a power down a phase
adjustment had to be performed again when it powered
back up. It was decided that an external clock would drive
the DAC chip.
A problem was discovered with sampling of the ADCs.
“The polarity of ADC chip Data Ready (DRY) signal with
respect to the sample N data output transition is
undetermined because of the unknown startup logic level
of the clock divider that generates the DRY signal (DRY is
a frequency divide-by-two of CLK input). Either the rising
or the falling edge of DRY will coincident with sample N
and the polarity of DRY could invert when power is cycled
off, on or when the power-down pin is cycled.” [8] With
this in mind a means of lining up two separate ADC and
syncing the data to the correct bucket required additional
circuity. The solution uses a FIFO for each ADC data to
correct this issue on power-up. The FIFO’s are only 32
words deep and both FIFO’s do not have the read enabled
until both FIFO’s reached half-full. Once both FIFOs reach
half-full status the read enabled is set which allows the data
to pass through. From this point forward, the FIFOs will
maintain their depth count, that is to say, they will never go
empty or full. If either case happens this will indicate
something is failing. In normal operations the FIFOs have
been recorded as being two clocks apart to as much as 12
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clocks apart. While this may seem to unaligned the data
with the bucket number associated with its data, high level
software can scan the data relative to the P0 bunch marker
(revolution clock). Once found an offset is made to the
bucket scan list and the scan record is modified to reflect
this offset.
Now that the TFB can scan all 1296 buckets a request to
add a secondary scope function of 262144 words per
channel was added. The input waveform contains
important information of the beam, such as external and
internal noises, beam instabilities, and transverse tunes.
With the extended waveform of 262k samples, we can
measure 24 bunches tune of 24 singlet fill pattern with a
resolution of 0.0001 (40.2ms of data or 10,923 turns). For
324 singlet fill pattern we can get a resolution of 0.001
(2.98ms of data or 809 turns). We may be able to use the
system to identify couple-bunch instability modes with
post processing.

SOFTWARE IMPROVEMENTS
The two system are controlled through separate MEDM
main control screens, which have very similar interface
features. Figure 4 shows the MEDM screen for the TFB
system.
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Figure 5: Main screen of TFBControl application.
Figure 5 shows the main screen of the TFBControl app.
The “Set pattern & control” tab provide most of the control
functions, including program of the bunch sample pattern
(must match to the fill pattern in the ring). The output put
pattern (which defines output pulse width and shape, and
display waveform), setting of DAC output delays (in
sample clock units), loop gains (range 0 to 128, with 0 as
open-loop), and fixed DAC output level (when
programmed for fixed amplitude pulse output for testing
purposes).

Scope Signal
The system provides scope display of the attenuator
output of the stripline kicker, which contains both beam
induced signals and drive signal from the amplifiers. The
attenuators are 40dB. The signals are important for aligning
the DAC output with the beam arrival time. They are also
used to measure the beam induced voltage and drive power
of the amplifiers. The scope screens are remotely displayed
via vnceviewer [9].

FIR Filter Generation

Figure 4: Main control screen for the TFB system.
The screen shows the sampled input waveform and
processed output digital waveform for both x and y
channel. Some sub-screens show the configuration details
such as, gain array, sample pattern, output delay and frontend delays, etc. Since program of the system is mainly
through high-level programs these displays are mainly for
status monitoring.

High Level Applications
High-level
applications
include
the
generic
Save/Compare/Restore, a GUI based TFBControl
(TransverseFeedbackControl) application. This application
has similar functions and controls with the existing
P0FeedbackControl application. We only describe
TFBControl here.

At the core of the system is a FIR filter, which provides
the algorithm of loop processing. The filters are a 32-value
array and loaded via waveform PV (process variable) of the
EPICS. Figure 6 shows the interface that generate the FIR.
There are two panels: the left panel controls how the filters
are generated, the right panel displays the results and the
existing FIR filter in the FPGA.
We generate the FIR filter from APS storage ring
operational model lattice file, which is always selected as
default. Twiss parameters, location of the kicker and pickup striplines are loaded by pressing “Load Twiss
Parameters” button. The Update button generates a new
FIR filter, which is shown in the display panel but not
loaded into the FPGA. Optional parameters are: target
fraction tune, which allows to use a different tune for FIR
computation, order (number of turns or taps), delay turns,
phase adjustment (not used normally), and polarity of the
filter, which switch between damping and excitation.
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Attenuator Scan

Figure 6: Control screen for FIR generation.
There are several optimization or tuning must perform in
order for the feedback system to work correctly. The
following functions explained in detail. Figure 7 shows the
feedback system-tuning screen.

The input signal of the TFB is a combination of x- or yplane signals with sum signal of the same channel. Add or
subtracting sum signal is necessary to compensate for the
orbit signal, which has harmonics of revolution frequency
of the ring. Without compensation, a large offset can cause
saturation of both front-end circuit and input ADC. To scan
the attenuator, fill the ring with the target pattern with as
much beam that can be stored with the loops open and then
run the scan. The process will run through the attenuator
range and look for an average input ADC reading of 2000
counts (or user specified counts), and sets the attenuators.

Mixer Delay Scan
The front-end circuit down-converts input signal, which
is broadband, into baseband (100 to 176 MHz ). It does so
by mixing a 352 MHz RF signal and the input signal.
Maximum signal is achieved when the beam timing aligns
with the RF signal zero crossing. The mixer scan function
performs this alignment. To do the scan, open the feedback
loops, fill the target pattern beam with as much beam that
can be stored with loops open and run the scan. The process
will show the results and sets the mixer delays.

Sample Delay Scan
Figure 7: TFB Tuning Screen.

FindStartBucket
The TFB system is synchronized to the storage ring
revolution via a P0 signal that is transmitted via a single
mode fiber. Various delays exist in both signal and timing
channels. Therefore, alignment of the timing must be
performed after each machine maintenance period, or
bunch pattern switching. To do that we need to fill the beam
with the target pattern with some beam with loops open and
press the “FindStartBucket”. The process will set the
correct start bucket number, which matches the bucket 0 of
the storage ring.

The input signal to the TFB system is a bell-shape pulse.
When the ADC sample clock is located on the shoulder of
the pulse any timing jitter of the input and sample clock is
amplified in the sampled data. When the sample clock is
located at the top flat part of the input pulse the effect of
timing jitter is minimized. To do this scan, open the loops
and fill the ring with target pattern with as much charge that
can be stored, and run the scan. The process will show the
scan result and sets the delay to optimized values.

Figure 9: S2 scope signal showing y-plane beam & drive
signals.

DAC Output Delay Adjustment
Figure 8: S35 scope signal showing x-plane beam & drive
signals.

The output signals must arrive at the stripline at the same
time as the beam bunches. The DAC delays are designed
for that purpose. The delay can only be adjusted in clock
units, which is 2.84 ns. To adjust the DAC delay, bring up
the vnc screen for the S2 (y-plane) and S35 (x-plane)
scopes. Manually adjust the DAC delay counts to center the
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beam signal (which is two narrow pulse with opposite
polarity) to the first half pulse of the output drive signal
(which is two pulses with flattop positive and opposite
polarity).

Tuning the System with Beam
The system tuning process establishes the basic
condition for the system to work. However, we still need to
adjust the physics parameters in order to stabilize beam.
These includes adjustment of the gains and FIR filter
parameters.
We fill the target pattern beam with the loops open to the
level when efficiency drops to very low. We start working
on one plane at a time. Here are the steps:
1. Close the loop with a gain of 1 to 5.
2. Set the standard filter with positive (+) polarity.
3. If the scope signal and output waveform oscillate
with large amplitude, reverse to negative (-) polarity.
4. Retest with increased gain to ensure that there is
clear distinction of damping and excitation.
5. Set the gain to normal values (10 to 20 for 24singlet fill, and 6 to 10 for hybrids fill).
6. Use the “Get TFB Tune” [10] to take tunes. If the
tunes show clear peak at tune location the system is
set correctly.
7. Continue to fill to 102mA and run top-up.
Figures 8 and 9 show the typical scope signal with
correct timing alignment.
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FUTURE PLANS
We are looking to expand the TFB to include a DAQ
function. The Advanced Photon Source Upgrade (APS-U)
has developed a Data Acquisition (DAQ) System due to the
high data volume that is expected. To accomplish this task
the Coldfire CPU will need to be replaced with an EPICS
Soft IOC. A typical soft IOC at the APS is Linux based
running from the main server. This IOC would interface to
the TFB through the DAQ network. The TFB would simply
use one of the spare SFP cages where an RJ45 module
would be installed. Inside the fabric an Ethernet to Avalon
bridge would be created to replace the Coldfire bridge to
access all the function that is part of the TFB. A second
Ethernet port is required for the DAQ functions. At the
APS-U a dedicated network port is required for DAQ
function due to the large amount of data expected on this
network, hence the need for a separate network port for the
DAQ interface.

CONCLUSION
We successfully completed the development and testing
of transverse feedback system that upgraded the sample
rate to 352 MHz, allowing the system to run in all three
user operational fill patterns (24 singlet, 1+8x7 hybrids and
324 singlets) and other patterns for machine studies. Both
control screens and high-level applications are completed
now for user operations.
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UPGRADE OF THE BUNCH LENGTH AND BUNCH CHARGE CONTROL
SYSTEMS FOR THE NEW SLAC FREE ELECTRON LASER∗
M. P. Donadio†, A. S. Fisher, L. Sapozhnikov, SLAC, Menlo Park, USA
Abstract
In 2019 SLAC is building a new linear accelerator based
on superconducting niobium cavities. The first one, now
called the copper linac, could generate 120 electron bunches
per second. The new one, called the superconducting linac,
will generate 1 million per second, bringing some challenges
to many devices along with the accelerator. Most sensors
and actuators in the copper linac are interfaced through a
VME-based Platform with its control running in software,
with RTEMS as OS. This is feasible for 120 Hz, but not for
1 MHz. The new control hardware is ATCA-based Platform,
that has carrier boards with FPGA connected to servers
running Embedded real-time Linux OS, forming the HighPerformance System (HPS). Instead of having all the new
architecture installed at the accelerator and tested on the go,
SLAC used the strategy of testing the systems in the copper
linac, to have them ready to use in the superconducting linac
in what was called the Mission Readiness Program. The
Bunch Length System and the Bunch Charge System are
examples of devices of this program. Both systems were
tested in the copper linac at 120 Hz, with excellent results.
The next step is to test them at the superconducting linac, at
1 MHz.

know that one bunch is longer or shorter relative to the other.
Calculating the absolute length is only possible when the
system is calibrated in advance using invasive methods, like
a transverse deflecting cavity. [1]

Figure 1: Optical structure of the bunch length system showing how the ER is reflected, split, and filtered before getting
to the pyroelectric detectors. Reproduced from [1] with
permission from the authors.

INTRODUCTION
LCLS has two bunch length monitors (BLEN) based on
pyroelectric detectors [1] and 13 bunch charge monitors
based on Toroids [2], the two types of devices that are in the
scope of this upgrade. Beyond these devices, LCLS uses
gap diode to measure the bunch length [3] and, to measure
the bunch charge, Faraday cups [2] and BPMs [4].

Pyroelectric Detector Bunch Length Structure
LCLS has two bunch compressors (BC). Edge radiation
(ER) emitted at the exiting edge of the last bending magnet
of each bunch compressor is extracted from the beamline
by a mirror at 45 degrees to the beam (see Fig. 1). A hole
in the center of the mirror allows the electrons to pass but
also emits diffraction radiation (DR) (see Fig. 2). The ER is
reflected, split, filtered, and focused by an off-axis parabolic
mirror (OAP) onto two pyroelectric detectors [1]. The DR,
which is emitted much closer to the OAP, does not image
onto the pyroelectric detectors. This light is spread out and
produces a little signal.
By using specific optical filters it is possible to measure
the difference in the intensity of the signals at the pyroelectric
detector output for different lengths of the bunch. Comparing signal intensity for different bunches it is possible to
∗
†

Work supported by US DOE contract DE-AC02-76SF00515
marcio@slac.stanford.edu

Figure 2: ER from bending magnet generating DR through
a hole mirror. Reproduced from [1] with permission from
the authors.

Toroid Bunch Charge Monitor (BCM) Structure
A toroid is placed around the accelerator beamline so that
the electron beam passes through its hole, inducing a current
in the turns. This current is conditioned and digitized. By
measuring the peak of the conditioned signal, the system
can calculate the bunch charge. For an explanation of the
theory, please refer to [5].

The Mission Readiness Program
The goal of the SLAC Mission Readiness Program is to
implement improvements in the present to guarantee that
the laboratory will comply with its mission in the future and
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maintain it in the long-term [6]. The upgrade of the control
system for LCLS is part of this broader program.
As the description of the previous Bunch Length and
Bunch Charge Systems will show in the next sections, before
the LCLS upgrade signal processing was done by software
running in RTEMS OS. Since we were in a condition where
the minimum distance between the bunches was 8.33 ms, it
was feasible to let the software running in a real-time OS
take care of all the processing. The new XFEL, though,
will operate at a maximum of 1 MHz frequency, which
reduces the time between bunches to 1 µs. For this time
range, another architecture is needed [7, 8].
To work with high-processing speed, SLAC has chosen to
use FPGAs. The architecture of choice to have the FPGAs
on board was ATCA [9, 10].
The Mission Readiness Program substituted VME for the
ATCA-based architecture, while still retaining the 120-Hz
rate. The goal was to verify if the copper linac would still
operate as before after the control hardware was changed.

1. The timing system sends a packet containing the timing
pattern with event codes and the timestamp. The EVR
in the VME crate receives this data. The IOC running
in VME waits for a specific event code. When it arrives,
the timestamp is registered.
2. Using the IP 445 module, the IOC running in VME
sends a trigger to the digitizer, telling it to start collecting data from the pyroelectric detector.
3. The IOC running in VME tells the IOC running in
the Digitizer that it is waiting for data as soon as the
digitization is complete. The VME IOC also sends a
timestamp that will be used by the Digitizer IOC as a
data label.
4. After digitization, the Digitizer IOC sends an UDPComm packet to the VME IOC with the digitized data
containing one raw waveform for each pyroelectric detector. The data is labeled with the timestamp previously sent by the VME IOC.
5. Parallel to the communication with the Digitizer IOC
the VME IOC receives the charge of the bunch (TMIT),
sent by the BPM system through an FCOM packet.
6. The VME IOC compares the timestamps from the EVR,
the Digitizer, and the BPM system. If they match, the
VME IOC calculates the bunch length.
7. The result of the calculation is recorded in the many
EPICS records that are part of the BSA system.
8. The VME IOC sends an FCOM package to the Fast
Feedback System, containing the calculated bunch
length.

BUNCH LENGTH SYSTEM
The pyroelectric detectors signal is digitized, processed
by an equation that results in the length of the bunch, and
timestamped to log a correspondence between the result and
the electron bunch throughout the accelerator systems. In
the next two sections, we will show the architecture of the
previous VME-based system and how it was upgraded to an
ATCA-based architecture.

VME-based Architecture
Figure 3 shows the high-level process of the original bunch
length system.

Figure 3: The original (before the upgrade) bunch length
system process.
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ATCA-based Architecture
Figure 4 shows how the new architecture was applied
to the Bunch Length System of the copper linac. Here we
don’t show the complete ATCA architecture for the sake of
simplicity, but the detailed description can be found in [9,
11].
1. Similarly to the VME system, the timing system sends
a packet containing the timing pattern with event codes
and the timestamp, but now the ATCA RTM receives
this information and sends it to the Carrier Board.
2. The FPGA firmware triggers the digitizer and waits for
the array of data to arrive.
3. The same as in the VME system, the IOC running in
the CPU receives the charge of the bunch (TMIT) sent
by the BPM system, through an FCOM packet.
4. The IOC sends the TMIT and timestamp to the FPGA
firmware as an input for the bunch length calculation.
5. The firmware calculates the bunch length.
6. The result of the calculation is sent to the CPU.
7. The result of the calculation is recorded in the many
EPICS records that are part of the BSA system.
8. The VME IOC sends an FCOM package to the Fast
Feedback System, containing the calculated bunch
length.
The steps related to external systems (1, 3, 7, and 8) were
kept the same since these systems will not be changed.
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Figure 5: The original (before the upgrade) bunch charge
system process.

ATCA-based Architecture
BUNCH CHARGE SYSTEM
The conditioned signal of the toroid is digitized, processed
by an equation that results in the charge of the bunch, and
timestamped to log a correspondence between the result and
the electron bunch throughout the accelerator systems. In
the next two sections, we will show the architecture of the
previous VME-based system and how it was upgraded to an
ATCA-based architecture.

Figure 6 shows how the new architecture was applied to
the Bunch Charge System of the copper linac. Here we
don’t show the complete ATCA architecture for the sake of
simplicity, but the detailed description can be found in [9,
11].

VME-based Architecture
Figure 5 shows the high-level process of the original bunch
charge system.
1. The signal conditioner that receives the short current
pulse from multiple toroids is constantly comparing
the signals between them and, when a bad condition is
measured, it changes the digital signals connected to
the Machine Protection System (MPS).
2. The timing system sends a packet containing the timing
pattern with event codes and the timestamp. The EVR
in the VME crate receives this data.
3. The IP 300 module digitizes the conditioned signal and
the IOC reads its value.
4. The IOC calculates the bunch charge.
5. The IOC takes the bunch charge and the timestamp read
in step 2 and stores it in BSA.

Figure 6: The upgraded bunch charge system process.
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1. Similarly to the VME system, the timing system sends
a packet containing the timing pattern with event codes
and the timestamp, but now the ATCA RTM receives
this information and sends it to the Carrier Board.
2. The FPGA firmware triggers the digitizer and waits for
the array of data to arrive.
3. The firmware calculates the bunch charge.
4. One Carrier Board is connected to many toroids. The
firmware calculates the charge based on all of them and
sets RTM digital signals according to the comparison
of the results. These digital signals are received by the
MPS, which reacts when a bad condition raises.
5. The result of the calculation is sent to the CPU.
6. The result of the calculation is recorded in the many
EPICS records that are part of the BSA system.
As with the BLEN, the interfaces to the external systems
were not changed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Bunch Length
As seen in Fig. 1, the BLEN system uses two pyroelectric
detectors. To test the new system, one of them was connected
to the digitizer in the ATCA. The accelerator was run with
both systems operating at the same time. A positive test
result should provide the same scalar number for the BLEN
at the same beam pulse in both systems.
Both pyroelectric detector BLEN systems, one in sector
21, after Bunch Compressor (BC) 1, and one in sector 24
after BC 2 were tested.
The test was performed for many different lengths. A
correlation of 1 should be observed when we plot the measurement of one system against the other. Figure 7 shows
the scattering with the VME system on the x-axis and the
ATCA system on the y-axis. The linear regression result
shows that the correlation is close to 1, confirming that the
new system provides the expected results.
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Bunch Charge
The toroids in sector 24 and 25 were tested, following the
procedure below. The input toroid is the upstream toroid in
sector 24, closer to the electron gun. The output toroid is
downstream in sector 25.
1. The MPS was configured to ignore alerts from the
toroids being tested.
2. Still using the VME system for both toroids, we measured the correlation between the input and the output
toroids to make sure that it was 1.
3. We physically switched the input toroid cable to the
ATCA system and measured the correlation with the
output toroid still running through VME. Calibrating
the ATCA system parameters, we could get a 1 correlation.
4. We switched the input toroid cable back to the VME system and connected the output toroid to ATCA. Again,
adjusting the ATCA system parameters we’ve got a 1
correlation.
5. Finally, we put both toroids in the ATCA system and
measured successfully a correlation of 1.
Figure 8 shows the result when the input toroid was
switched to the ATCA-based system. The correlation is
close to 1 as expected.

Figure 8: Measured bunch charge correlation between the
ATCA (Mission Readiness) and the VME (Current) system
in sectors 24 and 25.
Figure 7: Measured bunch length correlation between the
ATCA (Mission Readiness) and the VME (Current) system
in sector 24.
During a few tests, the Fast-Feedback system received data
from the ATCA system. The accelerator operated normally,
as before.
The filters were moved to verify the readback from the
limit switches, with positive results.

Once both toroids were running in the ATCA system, we
connected the digital signals to the MPS and activated it.
With the accelerator running, no signal tripped the MPS. We
forced both systems to generate alerts to the MPS, which
reacted by blocking the injector, as expected.
Tests couldn’t be done in sector 21 because the cables
were too short to reach the new rack and there was no time
slot before the start of the long 1-year downtime to install
new cables.
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CONCLUSION
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at 120 Hz together with all other sub-systems and operator
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In the next step, final measurements and the switchover
to ATCA will take place on the copper linac when operations resume at the end of 2019. Commissioning of the
superconducting linac will begin in 2021.
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DATA ACQUISITION STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENTS AT MAX IV
M. Eguiraun∗ , A. Amjad, P. J. Bell, A. Dupre, D. A. Erb, N. A. Håkansson,
V. H. Hardion, A. Milan-Otero, J. F. J. Murari, E. Rosendahl
MAX IV Laboratory, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
The experimental capabilities at the MAX IV synchrotron
consists of 17 beamlines at full capacity. Each beamline puts
different requirements on the control system in terms of data
acquisition, high performance, data volume, pre-processing
needs, and fast experiment feedback and online visualization.
Therefore, high demands are put on the data management
systems, and the reliability and performance of these systems
has a big impact on the overall success of the facility. At
MAX IV we have started the DataStaMP (Data Storage and
Management Project) with the aim of providing a unified
and reliable solution for all data sources in our facility. This
work presents the control system aspects of the project. It is
initially aimed at providing data management solution for a
selected number of detectors and beamlines. It is developed
in a modular and scalable architecture and combines several
programming languages and frameworks. All the software
runs in a dedicated cluster and communicates with the experimental stations through high performance networks, using
gRPC to talk to the control system and ZMQ for retrieving
the data stream.

DATASTAMP PROJECT
MAX IV has been funded to improve the data management services offered to users, notably storage, without
which it would be much more difficult to provide such services. In order to create these services, a number of areas
need be given more resources than they are today – where
currently there is only an ambition and no available time
or money. The overall mission is to improve the value of
the data generated at MAX IV in terms of the benefit to
research and according to the vision of the European Open
Science Commons. For these reasons MAX IV decided to
unify all the related development efforts in a single project:
DataStaMP [1].
Currently the control system drives all the equipment at
MAX IV to run the accelerator and beamline devices. Essentially, highly complex instruments are made operable by
combining information from thousands of sensors and actuators into a comprehensible scheme that users and operators
can operate. In order to achieve this, a high level of automation is required to reduce the large numbers of manual steps
into procedures that are automatically driven by the software.
The MAX IV IT team is able to deliver a functional, integrated Accelerator and Experimental Operation to a level
where today’s experiments can be performed.
The increased data rates and volume coming from modern
detectors impose a need for new data acquisition strategies.
∗
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Figure 1: DataStaMP work packages, covering controls, IT
infrastructure and scientific computing.

Moreover, the scale and responsibilities of the MAX IV
control team suggest a unified approach for all the detectors
in the facility. Therefore, this project is about a distributed
(clustered) data acquisition platform for MAX IV, where all
data from detectors is gathered by a multi-agent streamer
ingestor. It also includes data analysis, (pre)processing and
file saving.
Several implementation prototypes are being made for
faster data acquisition streamed to online computing infrastructure. However, this is a moving target and plans are being
made for generating data at ever higher rates in the future.
The control system will need to be enhanced, particularly
to improve the data acquisition but also to extract meaningful metadata and performance metrics. The researchers
will analyse and interpret those in order to determine the
success of the acquisition and be able to continue with the
experiment. An essential factor in this is to be able to record
metadata automatically while data gathering is happening.
Another challenge is the variety of sensors, i.e. detectors,
whose level of integration differs. This means that currently,
data from all the beamlines and accelerator are not saved in
the preferred standard format.
Figure 1 shows the main work packages into which the
DataStaMP project has been split. Four main areas have
been identified, each one covering one particular subject.
Data Management covers all aspects related to user centred
operations (user office, various databases such as sample and
metadata). Experimental Data Collection includes acquisition, transportation and basic processing. The data analysis,
scientific computing tools and services is covered by the
Data Access and Analysis. Finally, the Data Storage is in
charge of all the disk and network infrastructure.
The present work presents the current developments regarding data acquisition for several types of detectors. Needless to say, all mentioned topics must work together in order
to provide the user first with a successful data acquisition
strategy, and second, with valuable experimental data.
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA ACQUISITION
The most capable and powerful detectors push the limits of the existing hardware and network infrastructure at
MAX IV. Therefore, there is already a strong commitment to
provide solutions for these new demanding and challenging
requests. However, this is not a new problem in scientific facilities, since these high data rate detectors have been on the
market for a number of years already. Moreover, in-house
developments can also demand similar control requirements.
For example, the solution provided at DESY [2] is based
on a message and event notification platform. Events are
related to the availability of new data. Once the availability of new data is triggered, this data is retrieved and then
forwarded to multiple clients. It makes extensive use of
ZeroMQ and it supports all the detectors in the facility.
On the other hand, the ODIN framework at DLS [3] splits
the job into several services, and thus separates control from
data acquisition or data transfer processes. Although there
are not many detectors supported, it is detector agnostic and
in continuous development. The communication is based on
ZMQ [4] and shared memory for data transfer. In addition
to those, [5] solves the data transfer issue for a single type
of detector, therefore it can not be extended or generalised
for multiple types of detectors.
As can be seen in the above examples (only a few from
this particular ecosystem), the particular needs of a facility with many facets (e.g. data source types, budget and
planning) conditions the resulting solution. Tailoring to
one experimental solution can result in high performance
but also make the solution non-extendable. On the other
hand, making a solution that fits all experiments can lead to
longer development times but also improved maintenance
and development optimisation.
The solution that is under development at MAX IV tries
to get the best of the available technologies and tries to learn
from other solutions, knowing that every solution is very
much tied to the facility. The main decisions that were made
are the following:
• All data operations must be run in a dedicated cluster
(see Table 1) (data transfer, disk IO, preprocessing,
etc.), thus allowing low performance control tasks to
run in standard control infrastructure
• Non-controls services run as docker containers
• Single framework for all data sources. Data format
adapters may be required. This also requires multiple
configuration parameters
• Data streaming wherever possible to increase performance
• Real time live viewers must be provided with fast feedback capabilities
• Basic online data processing (filtering, downsampling,
etc.), also linked to the live viewing applications
• It should be possible to mix data from different sources
• There will be a central registry for configuration parameters
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Table 1: Main Specifications of the DAQ Cluster at MAX
IV
Nodes
Node CPU
Node Memory
Network

5
2 x Intel Xeon Gold 5118
2.30GHz, 2x12 cores
64GB
2 x 40Gbit/s, control and data

There are currently two main detector integration developments underway in MAX IV. They are developed with
the above-mentioned ideas in mind and these are the next
detectors that will arrive to the facility. Hence the need for
providing a solution for these beamlines in time, but at the
same time it should boost the long term developments of
DataStaMP project.
A simple data protocol intended for all data transfers inside DataSTaMP is being developed, it is a unidirectional
packet streaming protocol. The API is very simple and it
does not impose any particular structure on the data. The
data sources provide data at a given rate and the data receivers connect and consume the stream as fast as it comes.
It currently supports ZMQ and websockets [6].
In addition to this, part of the project also involves the
development of a pure control interface. It provides a unified
API for servers to listen and clients to send commands and
get feedback. This allows beamline control elements to
communicate with the data transfer API. It currently supports
gRPC [7] but it can be easily extended to provide ZMQ and
HTTP interfaces.
The next sections describes the integrations of two detectors. The first one is for several EIGER detectors arriving
this year (some already on site) for the beamlines Balder,
NanoMAX and COSAXS. The second approach is part of
the ICE endstation project, where the detector consists of a
RoentDek spectrometer.

EIGER DETECTOR
EIGER detectors are based on Hybrid Photon Counting
(HPC) technology [8]. They appeared on the market in recent
years and their usage is continuously increasing. They have
extremely low noise and high data acquisition frequencies.
They come with the Dectris Control Unit (DCU), to which
all the communications are made. An HTTP API for control
and data retrieval is provided, and they also stream data
frames via ZMQ sockets.
Table 2 shows the different EIGER detectors at MAX IV.
The one in BioMAX is running in production since MAX
IV inauguration, but in this case all the control and data
acquisition software runs in a dedicated machine physically
located in the beamline. As part of the new developments
presented here, it is planned to move this software to the
cluster. However as it is already a production ready implementation, where the user operation cannot be compromised,
this transition is planned on a mid-term time scale.
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For the regular control of the detector we developed a
python tango device [9, 10] that implements the HTTP API
and exposes the attributes and commands of the detector
to the beamline controls. Originally the data transfer was
also part of this device, but it was removed in order to keep
the logical separation between control operations and data
operations. This tango device runs in standard control machines (in fact virtual machines) in each beamline network,
alongside the rest of the beamline controls.
Two different data acquisition approaches have been implemented as services running in the cluster. One is a
filewriter application that saves to disk data files stored in the
DCU. And the second one listens to ZMQ frames coming
from the detector and, after a basic data processing, stores
the data in disk in HDF format.
Table 2: Different EIGER Detectors at MAX IV
BioMAX
NanoMAX
Cosaxs
Balder

Eiger 16M
Eiger 2 4M
Eiger 2 4M
3x Eiger 1M

EIGER Filewriter
A filewriter for Eiger detectors, it queries for HDF files
on the detector control unit (DCU) every few seconds and
once new files are available it downloads them into locally
mounted storage. It is written in Go and runs as a container
in the DAQ cluster, therefore it can be deployed for any
detector very easily. The main configuration parameters
are the hostname of the DCU and the beamline name. See
Figure 2 for a schematic diagram of the application.
The tango device running in the beamline can communicate with this service to retrieve its status, but also for
starting or stopping it. It does that by gRPC calls [7], which
easily allows connection between services in different languages and locations. The communication service is defined
using Protocol Buffers, which then client and server stubs
are automatically generated in the language of choice. These
Protocol Buffers definitions are distributed among all the
elements (filewriter service and tango device) so that any
update is easy to deploy.
The central disk storage is mounted on the cluster, and
consequently it is also available inside the docker container.
From the beamline side the filenames are set as full paths in
the tango device for simplicity, although this will change in
the future with a base path together with the filename. Any
file written in the storage is quickly available in the beamline
workstations.

EIGER ZMQ Consumer
A ZMQ consumer for Eiger detectors is deployed when
faster performance is required or when some preprocessing
is needed on each frame. In this particular case, the beamline
asked a downsampled image for each frame and realtime
visualization. It is written in python to take advantage of

Figure 2: Filewriter application for Eiger detectors.

existing python data manipulation libraries, and the communication between the tango device and the ZMQ consumer
service uses the same protocol buffer definitions as for the
previous solution.
Since the availability of a detector for testing against is
limited, an EIGER ZMQ data simulator has been developed.
This code mimics the frame by frame structure of a real
detector, the initial metadata right after detector arming,
as well as every raw data frame. The basic arming and
triggering commands are also implemented. It must be noted
that this simulator does not implement the HTTP API for
control and configuration, the development effort of such a
feature was not considered justified.
In this application, the service running in the cluster opens
a ZMQ.PULL socket to the detector and waits for data. Every
ZMQ frame is then saved to disk in HDF format, with a
configurable number of frames per container parameter. In
addition, every frame is downsampled and saved as image
to an additional file on disk. The downsampling parameters
are configurable at startup of the docker image. See Figure
3 for a schematic diagram of the implemented solution.
Furthermore, one of the requests in this application was
to be able to see the downsampled image at run time, so
that the user can stop the experiment if the resulting data
fails an initial quality check. For that purpose, every Nth
downsampled image is published via zmq.PUB to subscribed
live viewer clients. Currently two basic image viewers have
been developed, one Qt desktop application and one web
application. The later transforms the data coming from the
ZMQ socket to Websockets so that a Javascript client can
work with it.
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Figure 3: ZMQ consumer application for Eiger detectors.

Figure 4: ZMQ consumer application for Roentdek spectrometer.

ROENTDEK SPECTROMETER

Figure 4 shows the architecture of the application. A
ZMQ subscriber (ZMQ.SUB) retrieves the raw data from
the in-house modified detector software. It then applies the
sorting algorithm and saves to the central storage both original raw data and processed particle positions. The users
will have the option to reprocess the raw data with different experimental configurations. Varying the configuration
provides an important tool for gaining different views of the
underlying physics. Furthermore, for every Nth message,
it is published so that a live view application displays the
particle hits in realtime.

RoentDEK HexAnode Delay Line anodes [11] are
2D-imaging and timing devices that enable single particle/photon counting and the determination of the position
and time of impact of a particle with high precision. A sorting algorithm distinguishes the particle traces and serializes
electron and ion hits on the detector.
At MAX IV there is one detector arrangement to detect
electrons and one detector arrangement to detect ions. In
order to have a complete understanding of the reaction under
investigation, the position and timing information for both
the electrons and the ions that were emitted in the reaction
are required. Realtime display of time-of-flight information
(position) histograms is important for instrument adjustment
and configuration.
The hardware vendor provides capture drivers on a Windows 10 platform. They also have a basic GUI control interface. Although most of the code is proprietary to RoentDEK,
they do provide a user-customizable library. This library is
compiled into a DLL imported by the main GUI at runtime.
The implementation required modifications on this DLL
to hook it into the data acquisition pipeline. The server
provides one initial start packet which contains the current
hardware configuration. Thereafter, each packet consists
of the raw acquisition traces from the detector which are
published as ZMQ.PUB sockets.
As in the case of the Eiger above, during software development process the detector is rarely available for testing.
Therefore, a simulator has been developed. It is configurable
to produce a known set of packets at any desired data rate.
It produces an output stream identical to the real vendor
machine as well as control and status command requests.

NEXT STEPS
The present work has tried to summarize the first steps
made at MAX IV towards a unified data acquisition platform
as part of the DataStaMP project. It is initially aimed to two
types of detectors but it will cover all the data sources in the
future. It is running in a dedicated data acquisition cluster
connected to all beamlines and uses gRPC, ZMQ and HTTP
as main communication and data transfer protocols.
In the near future the team devoted to the project will
grow since the funding was finally secured. The next steps
will be to get ready for the new Eiger detectors arriving
in second half of 2019 so that we can fully support the
initial commissioning. The basic capabilities of the system
are in place so most of the development will be focused
on code refactoring and modularization, mostly aimed at
improving reusability and performance. In addition, the
docker container deployment and maintenance strategy must
be defined since new beamlines will start making use of the
cluster for their new detectors.
This increased usage will require deep analysis of the
performance of the whole data flow in order to detect bot-
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tlenecks early in the process as well as to learn where the
limits of the system are.
In the mid term, as the DataStaMP project progresses,
there is a need to improve the performance of the data acquisition to to maximise the scientific exploitation of the
beamlines and in addition to increase the metadata gathering
and to improve live viewing applications.
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ETHERCAT OPEN SOURCE SOLUTION AT ESS
J. Etxeberria∗ , J. H. Lee, A. Sandstrom, ESS, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
The European Spallation Source (ESS) [1] is a research
facility being built in Lund, Sweden. The Integrated Control
System (ICS) division at ESS is responsible for defining
and providing a control system for all the ESS facility. ICS
decided to establish open-source EtherCAT systems for midperformance data acquisition and motion control for accelerator applications. For instance, EtherCAT will be used
when the I/O system needs to be beam-synchronous; it needs
to acquire signals in the kHz range; or needs to be spread
across locations that are far from each other and would need
cumbersome cabling, but still, belong to one system.
Following the ICS guideline, Motion Control and Automation Group developed EtherCAT Motion Control (ECMC)
which is based on EtherLab open-source master. This solution was focused on Motion Control applications, but finally,
data acquisition systems will be integrated into EPICS using the same approach. In this paper, we will present the
ECMC solution and analyze its features showing some real
applications at ESS.

ECMC ETHERCAT MOTION
CONTROLLER
ECMC is a open-source motion control and mid-range
Generic IO controller module integrated into the ESS EPICS
Environment (E3). E3 is a full software environment for
deploying EPICS IOCs which contains the correct EPICS
base, device support module, etc. The EPICS IOC and the
ECMC work together in the same Linux based CPU providing a compact solution to control motion control systems
within mid-range data acquisition systems (Fig. 1).

INTRODUCTION
ECMC is based on EtherCAT (Ethernet for Control Automation Technology) developed by Beckhoff [2]. EtherCAT
is a real-time Ethernet-based open Fieldbus that relies on
conventional Ethernet frames to communicate with multiple
devices in a synchronized away. Like many other Fieldbus
applications, EtherCAT is based in one master/n-slave mode.
EtherCAT Master relies on standard Ethernet hardware communication with the bus, so any generic network interface
card (NIC, 100 MB/s Full duplex) is sufficient. Using the
open-source EtherCAT Master makes a cost-effective and
flexible configuration of the EtherCAT system architecture
at ESS, meaning that a typical EPICS input-output controller
(IOC) can be executed within an industrial PC or MTCA.4
CPU as an EtherCAT master.
In the slave side dedicated HW (EtherCAT Slave Controller ESC) provides communication on the fly with standard CAT5 connection in line, star or ring topologies. Hundred of manufacturers coordinated in EtherCAT Technology
Group [3] provide slave diversity (drives, I/O, sensors and
robots).
Existent Etherlab IgH EtherCAT Master [4] open source
solution and EPICS applications in other facilities such as
Diamond Light Source (DLS) [5] and Paul Scherrer Institute
(PSI) [6] did not fulfill ESS requirements, control of motion
and mid range general IO within a single system. Thus, we
develop a functional open-source motion control and midrange general IO control framework integrated into ESS
EPICS Environment [7].
∗
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Figure 1: ECMC overview.
The ECMC communicates and configures the EtherCAT
terminals through the EtherCAT protocol thanks to the tools
provided by the open-source IgH EtherCAT Master. EtherLab is an open-source toolkit for rapid real time code generation under Linux. It works as a Real Time kernel module
loaded within the open-source operating system Linux to
communicate with peripherals devices as EtherCAT slaves
through dedicated Ethernet ports. Since it is integrated into
Linux kernel it has realtime characteristics, anyhow, to meet
real time performance PREEMPT Real Time patch should
be used, but it is not mandatory. The master provides command line tools, providing an easy way to display the status
of the master and the slaves, moreover, it displays available
Process Data Objects PDO and Service Data Objects SDO.

ECMC Architecture
The architecture of the ECMC is available in Fig. 2. Two
main parts are described in it: AsynPortDriver and ECMC
Memory.
The communication between EPICS records and ECMC is
performed using AsynPortDriver [8].The different interfaces
of the AsynPortDriver have been implemented allowing
transfer of data of both scalar and array types in an efficient
way. Typical data that is transferred over these interfaces
are EtherCAT process data and other data of the configured
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ECMC objects. As shown in Fig. 2, AsynPortDriver has several interfaces, such as, asynOctet, asynInt32, asynFloat64,
aasynArrayXXX, etc. The asynOctet interface is reserved
for configuration purpose of ECMC, realized through an
extensive string based command-set being parsed, and then
the corresponding setting are made in ECMC memory. The
asynOctet interface can also be used for reading status of the
ECMC system and the configured objects in runtime. This
is how the motor record model 3 driver currently communicates with ECMC.

Figure 2: ECMC Architecture.
The Real Time Thread handles all the real time task
within ECMC Memory. It communicates with the EtherCAT process memory keeping up to date the communication
(read/write) with the EtherCAT slaves, provided by etherlab
master. The Thread then executes motion control, general
I/O control, plc objects, data storage. etc.
Axis Class objects execute all algorithms related to motion control in real time thread (1 kHz) for each axis. This
axis objects can be real (linked to real HW) or virtual (for
synchronization purposes). The axis class object is divided
into 5 objects; the Encoder, the Trajectory, the PID, the
Monitor, and the Drive object. The Encoder objects are
typically linked to an analog input value (encoder, analog
input, frequency input, etc.) from a slave. The Trajectory
object generates the trajectory set points for the motion. The
PID object makes a control based on the error between the
trajectory generated set point and the actual value from the
encoder object. The Monitor object evaluates motion (overspeed, position lag, etc.) and limit switches. And finally,
the Drive object links to an output value of a slave (stepper, servo, analog output, pulse direction). This is how the
motion is handled inside ECMC.
When it comes to general I/O control systems, AsynPortDriver reads/writes data directly from/to ECMC memory.
This allows single values or arrays to directly pass to EPICS
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records using I/O interrupt with an optional configuration
sample rate.

ECMC Features
ECMC has embedded into one system the motion control and data acquisition at ESS, and integrated them into
EPICS. Looking deeper into the ECMC features, ECMC has
integrated the main features of Motor record, like absolute
positioning, relative positioning, constant velocity, evaluation of limit switches and homing procedures. Moreover,
some of this features can be resumed in interlock support;
virtual and real axis creation to handle synchronisation; data
acquisition (100kHz analog, 1MHz digital); PLC objects
handled in real time; support for different commercial suppliers (Beckhoff, Technosoft, Kuhnke, MicroEpsilon); the
supported EtherCAT hardware slaves allows ECMC to be
configured with a wide variety of sensors and motors, like,
stepper, servos, BISS-C encoder, analog, etc.
To make the best out of this features, one must configure
the system according to its requirements. For that purpose
a ecmccfg [9] configuration framework for ECMC Motion
Control Module for EPICS has been created. This framework wraps the ecmc commands (addSlave, addMaster, addAxis, loadPLC, etc.) into EPICS iocsh commands. This
is handled by the Communication Thread to configure motion settings, ethercat bus configuration, slave configuration,
PLC configuration, synchronization, etc. making easy to
configure an EPICS IOC dedicated to motion control or data
acquisition purpose.
The synchronization between axes is configured by expressions/equations provided C++ Mathematical Expression
Toolkit Library (ExprTk) [10]. These mathematical expressions are executed within the Motion Thread ensuring true
synchronization. These expressions allow the user to synchronize real axes wth other real axes or virtual axes; phasing
and slaving axes, interlocking; enabling amplifiers. etc.
Another interesting feature is the PLC control embedded
into ECMC. PLC objects can be created with a custom sample rate where logic can be loaded and updated in realtime.
This feature allows the user to create state machines (execute
motion, IO access, etc) within ECMC and have access to
PLC variables trough EPICS, to control their application.

ETHERCAT BASED CONTROL
APPLICATIONS WITHIN ESS
ACCELERATOR
In this chapter, we will focus on the main significant ESS
systems delivered with open source EtherCAT providing
motion control and mid-range general IO control to various
systems.
The Aperture Monitor (APTM) and Grid has been tested
in the 3 GeV proton beam transport (3NBT) Dump line
at Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC),
Tokai, Japan. The APTM is designed to measure the fraction
of the beam that goes through the defined aperture to cover
the range of time from intra-pulse at µs sampling rate to
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many pulses over second. The Grid measures the projected
horizontal and vertical profiles. Two linear units moved by
stepper motors in close loop, provide linear movement to
the slits and two type K thermocouples provide temperature
readout for protection system [11].
The Ion Source and the Low Energy Beam Transfer (ISrc
& LEBT) line is installed and is being commissioned at ESS,
Lund, Sweden. During the commissioning phase, Beam Diagnostic group provides beam accounting through the LEBT
diagnostic system [12] (Fig. 3). We integrated many of these
systems into EPICS using ECMC. The Faraday Cup (FC)
provided beam current measurements. The Non-Invasive
Profile Monitor (NPM) measure the transverse profile of
the high power proton beam [13]. Emittance Measurement
Units (EMU) is used intensively during the commissioning
phase to characterize the ion source. Doppler Shift Measurement diagnostic system provides an accurate measure
of the intensities of the different ion species produced by the
source.

Figure 4: IRIS slit layout. LLS is Low Limit Switch. HLS
is High Limit Switch.

Figure 3: LEBT diagnostic system.
The IRIS is composed of 6 linear stages with special
stepper motor for ultrahigh vacuum, controlled in an open
loop in the LEBT. The IRIS sets the aperture adjusting the
light intensity of the proton beam (6.3 mA–62.5 mA). One of
the features requested from the IRIS is the synchronization
between axes. Where the 6 axes are grouped in 3 slits. With
ECMC, it is reasonably easy to implement an application
where the slits follow the center position and the gap distance
of the virtual axes. On top of that, a PLC object prevents the
collision between the blades in a real-time thread.
Figure 4 represents the IRIS slit system, two real axes
are represented in the image, where, real axes are homed to
the aperture position of the IRIS and they are synchronized
with the center and gap positions. Axis 7 (center position)
and Axis 8 (gap distance), they are linked to the virtual axes
Encoder object. Axis 1 (left blade) and Axis 2 (right blade)
are linked to the real axes Trajectory object. The real
axes Trajectory objects follow the gap and the center set
position values. Meanwhile, the center and gap Encoder
objects measure their position reading the actual positions
of the real axes Encoder objects. On top of that, in order to

avoid collision of the blades, a PLC object is monitoring at
real time thread the real blade Encoder objects.
Temperature stabilization of the RF Phase Reference Line
(PRL) is based on feedback control from measurements of
the surface temperature of the copper coaxial line. Moreover,
heating cables are wound around the phase-reference line
and then insulation is applied. This is a distributed system
spread all around the linac accelerator (600 m), controlling
the temperature acquired by interconnected EtherCAT technology through ECMC generic I/O controller [14].
Gamma Blockers (GB) will protect the personnel in the
accelerator tunnel against residual activation from activated
target and tuning beam dump [15]. That means, the stepper
motor will be in high radiation area, it will be controlled in
open loop and since GBs have bigger torque requirements
than standard motion systems within the linac, Technosoft Intelligent Drive iPOS8020 BX-CAT has been chosen instead
of Beckhoff.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
ICS is using ECMC open source motion control and
generic I/O controller to integrate EtherCAT based systems
into EPICS. ECMC has evolved within ESS, supporting
many of the requirements for ESS stakeholders and has
proved that it is a reliable technology for the EPICS community [16]. Looking into the near future of ECMC, the
evaluation of Real Time PREEMPT kernel patches is already
ongoing. Moreover, we are looking for collaborative work
with other facilities, like PSI, who has developed a configuration framework to configure EPICS IOC for EtherCAT
based motion control and general I/O using ECMC.
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Abstract
When completed, the European Spallation Source (ESS)
will have around half a million of installed cables to power
and control both the machine and end-stations instruments.
To keep track of all these cables throughout the different
phases of ESS, an application called Cable Database was
developed at the Integrated Control System (ICS) Division.
It provides a web-based graphical interface where authorized users may perform CRUD operations in cables, as
well as batch imports (through well-defined EXCEL files)
to substantially shortened the time needed to deal with
massive amounts of cables at once. Besides cables, the Cable Database manages cable types, connectors, manufacturers and routing points, thus fully handling the information that surrounds cables. Additionally, it provides a
programmatic interface through RESTful services that
other ICS applications (e.g. CCDB) may consume to successfully perform their domain specific businesses.
The present paper introduces the Cable Database and describes its features, architecture and technology stack, data
concepts (or entities) and interfaces. Finally, it enumerates
development directions that could be pursued to further improve this application.

INTRODUCTION
The European Spallation Source (ESS) is an international neutron research facility currently under construction and expected to operate in 2023. Based in Sweden,
ESS is planned to be the most powerful neutron source in
the World where a multitude of scientific experiments will
take place in its 22 (foreseen) end-stations instruments. For
this to happen, both the machine (i.e. accelerator) and endstation instruments are powered and controlled by hundreds of thousands of cables of different types, lengths,
purposes and manufacturers. Due to this overwhelming
number, an application called Cable Database [1] was developed to help manage the information of (controls) cables that the divisions of the ESS Machine Directorate
(and, eventually, its in-kind collaborators across Europe)
are responsible for.
The Cable Database allows users to create, read, update
and delete (i.e. CRUD operations) cables both through a
web-based graphical interface and EXCEL files, ideal for
punctual and batch cases respectively. To complement cables-related information, the application also manages the
information of cable types, connectors, manufacturers and
routing points (users may perform the aforementioned operations on these as well). Moreover, routing points can be
associated to cables, thus effectively forming routing paths
___________________________________________
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that track where cables pass (physically speaking) and provide fundamental assistance when installing, testing and
maintaining these during the construction, commissioning
and operation phases at ESS.
In addition, the Cable Database allows browsing cables
through personalized views (e.g. display only the system,
owners and installation date fields of cables), as well as filtering cables through flexible queries based on boolean expressions (e.g. filter all cables of type A owned by person
B or C and with a length between D and E). Both views
and queries are saved and associated to a particular user,
which he/she may apply afterwards. These features,
amongst others, should guarantee a high degree of satisfaction when interacting with the application (i.e. UX) and increase users’ productivity.

DESCRIPTION
The Cable Database has been under development since
late 2013, and a first version was publicly released late
2014. During its development phase and first years in production, the application required around 1.5 FTE. Nowadays, it only requires 0.5 FTE mainly for maintenance (i.e.
implementation of minor functionalities and bug fixes),
training and supporting users. Table 1 summarizes the most
important metrics about the Cable Database.
To date, about 10 (major) versions of the Cable Database
have been released for production, the latest (version 2.5.6)
in September 2019. It currently stores approximately
35000 cables, 290 cable types, 240 connectors, 50 manufacturers and 50 routing points. The amount of data, stored
in an open-source RDBMS [2], totals more than 1.2 GB.
Furthermore, the Cable Database is part of an international collaboration called DISCS [3]. This collaboration is
composed of several research facilities – ESS being one of
them – with the aim of developing databases, services and
applications that any (experimental physics) facility can
easily configure, use and extend for its commissioning, operation and maintenance.
Table 1: Metrics about the Cable Database
Description
Tables (persistence tier)
Constraints (persistence tier)
Indexes (persistence tier)
Lines of code (persistence tier)
Classes in Java (business tier)
Lines of code (business tier)
RESTful interfaces (business tier)
Web pages (presentation tier)
Dialogs (presentation tier)
Lines of code (presentation tier)

Value
22
20
23
0
188
20579
13
6
23
5304
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Features
One key feature of the Cable Database (already mentioned previously) is the capability to manage not only the
information of cables per se but also the information that
complement/surround these, namely: cable types, connectors, manufacturers and routing points. Other important features – or characteristics – worth mentioning include:
• Single sign-on: thanks to RBAC [4] (an in-house application that provides user access based on roles), the
Cable Database shares single sign-on capabilities with
other (web-based) applications at ESS – e.g. Naming
Service [5], CCDB [6]. This eliminates the need of
logging in more than once when working with these.
• User authorization: currently the Cable Database authorizes users to perform operations through one of
three existing roles defined in RBAC: 1) Default (role
with minimum privileges that only allows users to
view stored data), 2) User (role with intermediate
privileges allowing users to view stored data, create
cables or update/delete existing cables that he/she
owns only), and 3) Administrator (role with maximum
privileges allowing users to view stored data and create/update/delete all data concepts (or entities)).
These roles provide effective granular control of who
can do what in the application.
• Multiple interfaces: several interfaces are provided by
the Cable Database to serve different needs including
a graphical interface (web-based to support the ESS
business model with many users scattered across its
European member states), batch data entry through
EXCEL files, and RESTful [7] services for applications to consume (see subsection ‘Interfaces’ for additional details).
• Personalized views: by default, when browsing cables
all fields are displayed (see subsection ‘Data Concepts
(or Entities)’ for an enumeration of fields). Users may
create personalized views by selecting the fields of interest and the order in which these are displayed, thus
increasing users’ productivity by displaying only the
relevant information for a particular context – e.g. a
technician pulling cables only needs to view the cable
ID and routing points information (in contrast to seeing all the fields which may be cumbersome/distracting). This configuration is saved (and associated to the
user in question) and may be applied later on.
• Quick response: due to the increasing number of cables stored in the Cable Database, it may take some
time to start browsing (i.e. viewing) these since the
entirety of the data needs to be retrieved from the persistence layer first. To overcome this, lazy-loading [8]
of data is fully supported by the application. This
means that only the data that actually needs to be displayed in its graphical interface – at a given moment
– is retrieved, thus leading to a better response/UX.
• Flexible queries: while it is possible to filter a certain
field by specifying a certain value (on the respective
column), this can only solve certain use-cases. For example, if cables need to be filtered according to a
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given range of values, this cannot be done. The Cable
Database allows the creation of queries based on userdefined boolean expressions, where sophisticated
queries may be specified – e.g. a technician pulling
cables may create a query to filter the cables that are
not installed yet and of a certain type for the ESS Ion
Source. Fig. 1 depicts the graphical interface of the
queries configuration.
• Attachments: although the Cable Database attempts to
capture most of the information for a proper representation of a cable, it cannot foresee neither support everything. To mitigate the situation, users are allowed to
attach artefacts to cables to capture additional information (e.g. a PDF file containing the installation report of a cable).
• Traceability: the Cable Database logs all operations
that were performed which changed its data (e.g.
when a new connector was created). Users may
browse this to have a full understanding of who has
done what and when.

Figure 1: Graphical Interface of Queries Configuration.

Architecture and Technology Stack
The Cable Database is a distributed system based on a
classical client-server model [9] where 1) users access its
functionalities remotely through a web-based graphical interface and 2) external applications access its data through
a programmatic interface. This model – or architecture – is
composed of three tiers:
• Presentation: the layer which users interact with.
• Business: the layer which implements business logic.
• Persistence: the layer in which data is stored/retrieved.
Several technologies are employed to implement this architecture guaranteeing that the Cable Database is developed according to user requirements and expectations. Primordial criteria to select the technologies were that they
had to be open-source, mature, well documented and actively maintained by the community. With these in mind,
PostgreSQL, a relational database management system
(RDBMS), is used to implement the persistence tier (i.e.
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database) of the Cable Database. The business tier is implemented in Java Enterprise Edition (Java EE) running in
an application server called WildFly. It uses Hibernate (a
JPA implementation) to access data from the persistence
tier and JAX-RS (a Java API) to expose data stored in the
Cable Database through RESTful services. It also uses
JAX-RS to access data provided by external applications,
namely RBAC and Naming Service. Finally, the presentation tier (i.e. graphical interface) of the Cable Database is
based on PrimeFaces, a JSF implementation. Fig. 2 illustrates the architecture of the Cable Database (and the technology stack used to implement it).
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Description, Service/Function, Diameter (mm),
Weight (kg/m), Insulation, Jacket, Voltage Rating
(V), Flammable Class, Installation Type, Radiation
Resistance (mrad), Manufacturers, Status, Comments,
Revision, and History.
• Connector: describes an instance of a connector and it
may be associated to one or more cables to represent
their terminations (or end-points). It is composed of
the following fields: Name, Description, Type,
Datasheet, Manufacturers, Status, and History.
• Manufacturer: describes an instance of a manufacturer
of cables and/or connectors; it may be associated to
one or more cable types or connectors. It is composed
of the following fields: Name, Address, Phone Number, Email, Country, Status, and History.
• Routing Point: describes an instance of a point that is
used to specify the routing path of a cable; it may be
associated to one or more cables. It is composed of the
following fields: Name, Description, Classes, Location, Length (m), Owner, Status, Revision, and History.

Interfaces

Figure 2: Architecture of the Cable Database.

Data Concepts (or Entities)
The Cable Database supports the management of cables
and, complementarily, others entities that are related to
these such as cable types and manufacturers. The following
enumerates and (succinctly) describes all the data concepts
(or entities) currently managed by the application.
• Cable: describes an instance of a cable. It is composed
of the following fields: System, Subsystem, Class,
Name, FBS Tag, Modified, Cable Type, Container
(bundle), Electrical Documentation, From Device A,
Location Device A (building), Location Device A
(rack), Connector A, User Label A, To Device B, Location Device B (building), Location Device B (rack),
Connector B, User Label B, Routing, Owners, Status,
Installation Date, Termination Date, Quality Report,
Base Length (m), Length (m), Auto-calculated
(length), Comments, Revision, and History.
• Cable Type: describes the type of a cable (in an abstract way) and it may be associated to one or more
cables. It is composed of the following fields: Name,

Being the cornerstone for managing cables-related information at ESS, the Cable Database provides numerous interfaces to read/write data, each tailored to cope with different needs and levels of expertise. These interfaces, available to both users and external applications, are:
• Graphical interface: users can perform CRUD operations in all data concepts (or entities) through a webbased interface provided by the Cable Database. This
type of interface is ideal when users need to view information in a user-friendly way, sometimes remotely, with heterogeneous devices (e.g. desktop
computer, mobile phone), or to make punctual
changes to information. Fig. 3 depicts the main graphical interface of the Cable Database (displaying cables).
• EXCEL file: users needing to perform bulk CRUD
operations on cables, cable types and routing points
may use well-defined EXCEL files (downloadable
from the Cable Database itself) for that purpose.
Moreover, the same EXCEL files are used by the Cable Database to export data, which users can modify
and import afterwards, thus closing the loop of bulk
CRUD operations that may be performed on these
data concepts (or entities).
• Programmatic interface: users can programmatically
consume RESTful services provided by the Cable Database (to retrieve the data stored in it) and develop
scripts and applications. This type of interface is
highly effective as it enables 1) users to tackle specific
needs that cannot easily be solved with neither of the
aforementioned interfaces and 2) external applications to perform well and guarantee they continue being lean (by avoiding applications to store data – already in the Cable Database – in their own persistence
layers).
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Figure 3: Graphical Interface of the Cable Database.

(Part of an) Ecosystem
Several applications have been developed (or are under
development) in recent years to support both integration
and controls efforts at ICS. These are producers and/or consumers of services & data that form a rich (logical) ecosystem to solve a myriad of domain (i.e. controls) specific issues such as management of IOCs, generation of PLC
code, and calibration of devices. Fig. 4 shows the ecosystem, as well as the Cable Database as a producer of the
CCDB and consumer of both RBAC and Naming Service.

Figure 4: Overview of the ecosystem/Cable Database.
At its core, the ecosystem possesses the CCDB with the
main purpose of enabling the collection, storage, visualization and distribution of (static) controls configuration data
needed to operate ESS control system efficiently. In this
context, the Cable Database is a consumer of data stored in

the Naming Service to allow naming the extremities of cables (in other words, the devices that a cable connects from
and to) in a formal and unique manner, but also a producer
of data that the CCDB consumes through a RESTful interface – provided by the former – to enable it to automatically view connections between devices. This alleviates the
CCDB to explicitly store information about connections in
its own persistence layer, consequently reducing data duplication and (potential) inconsistencies that could emerge
across different applications.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The Cable Database is used by many people at ESS of
different backgrounds (e.g. technicians, cable experts,
electrical engineers, integrators) with specific needs. This
results in requirements for continuous developments of the
application. Additionally, its user base is expected to grow
further when the construction/integration phase approaches its pinnacle, which will entail many new requests
for additional functionalities. The following missing functionalities have already been identified as candidates for
development:
• Reports generation: at present, the Cable Database
does not generate reports (or metrics) about the data
that it manages. As these could provide valuable insights, the application should support the generation
of reports that summarizes/aggregates its stored data
– e.g. how many cables are installed, eventually per
system; how many cables per subsystem are owned by
a certain person; how many cables exist per class; who
is the manufacturer that supplies the most cable types.
• Routing paths rendering: since the information of
routing points is (also) managed by the Cable Database, it could be beneficial to extend these with spatial
coordinates (e.g. x, y and z) and enable the application
to display (i.e. render) cables’ routing paths within a
3D space. This could help users understand where cables are passing through and facilitate a better planning of cables’ installation layout.
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• Batch operations: while EXCEL files exist for cables,
cable types and routing points, they do not for connectors and manufacturer. Therefore, EXCEL files for
these two data concepts (or entities) should be provided/supported by the Cable Database to enable
batch operations on these.
• Programmatic writing: currently the Cable Database
provides 13 RESTful services to get (i.e. read) data
stored in it. New RESTful services to put (i.e. write)
data into the Cable Database should also be developed
so that external applications (i.e. consumers) can programmatically insert cables in the Cable Database –
e.g. instead of Eplan, a CAE tool used at ESS, exporting data in a custom EXCEL file – and forcing users
to manually rearrange the data to fit in the EXCEL file
provided by the Cable Database (to enable importing
the file afterwards) – it could consume these new
RESTful services to directly export (i.e. write) data in
the Cable Database.

CONCLUSION
The Cable Database is in production since the end of
2014 and successfully fulfils its mission at ESS. Currently,
this application mostly manages the information of cables
of ESS High Beta Linac (HBL), Medium Beta Linac
(MBL) and Spoke Linac (Spk) systems, which users may
view through its graphical interface or external applications to consume in order to solve domain (i.e. integration/controls) specific issues thanks to information retrieved from it (via RESTful services).
Over the past years, many versions of the Cable Database have been released for production, and it currently
manages (i.e. stores) approximately 35000 cables with 370
attached artefacts (mostly PDF files), 290 cable types, 240
connectors, 50 manufacturers and 50 routing points. The
amount of data totals more than 1.2 GB and is stored in
PostgreSQL, an open-source RDBMS.
Several interfaces (namely: graphical, EXCEL files importer/exporter, and RESTful) have been developed to
cope with a multitude of requests so that users/external applications may achieve their goals with minimum effort
imposed by the Cable Database.
By supporting, amongst others, personalized views and
flexible queries, users may obtain/visualize (solely) the
data of interest – rather than the entire stored data – and,
hopefully, help them to stay focused and productive. Additionally, thanks to lazy-loading features incorporated in the
Cable Database, users do not have to wait long until the
data is displayed, leading to a significantly better experience (i.e. UX) when interacting with it.
Finally, new functionalities are being considered such as
generation of reports, rendering of cables’ routing paths
within a 3D space, additional EXCEL files to enable batch
operations of connectors and manufacturers, as well as new
RESTful services to write data into the Cable Database.
These will substantially improve the application and enable both users and external applications to profit even more
from its usage.
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MANAGEMENT OF IOCs AT ESS
R. Fernandes†, S. Gysin, T. Korhonen, J. Persson, S. Regnell, ESS, Lund, Sweden
M. Pavleski, S. Sah, Cosylab, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Abstract
The European Spallation Source (ESS) is a neutron research facility based in Sweden that will be in operation in
2023. It is expected to have around 1500 IOCs controlling
both the machine and end-station instruments. To manage
the IOCs, an application called IOC Factory was developed
at ESS. It provides a consistent and centralized approach
on how IOCs are configured, generated, browsed and audited. The configuration allows users to select EPICS module versions of interest, and set EPICS environment variables and macros for IOCs. The generation automatically
creates IOCs according to configurations. Browsing retrieves information on when, how and why IOCs were generated and by whom. Finally, auditing tracks changes of
generated IOCs deployed locally.
To achieve these functionalities, the IOC Factory relies
on two other applications: the Controls Configuration Database (CCDB) and the ESS EPICS Environment (E3). The
first stores information about IOCs, devices controlled by
these, and required EPICS modules and snippets, while the
second stores snippets needed to generate IOCs (st.cmd
files). Combined, these applications enable ESS to successfully manage IOCs with minimum effort.

INTRODUCTION
The Integrated Control System (ICS) Division at ESS is
mandated to deliver a system to control both its machine
(i.e. accelerator) and end-station instruments. To create the
system, or more precisely (distributed) control system, an
open-source framework called EPICS [1] was chosen.
With worldwide usage and acceptance, EPICS allows the
creation of Input/Output Controllers (IOCs) that high-level
software applications (e.g. CS-Studio, Archiver Appliance)
may consume (i.e. connect to) to tackle domain specific
businesses (e.g. OPI designing, signals archiving).
Typically, an IOC is an executable (i.e. process) that utilizes resources from EPICS modules to interface (logical
or physical) devices and exposes their input/output signals
as Process Variables (PVs). Eventually, an IOC may also
implement logic to control these devices.
A PV is a named piece of data, usually associated with
devices to represent input and output signals (e.g. status,
setpoint). It has a set of attributes (i.e. fields) that integrators configure according to the specificities of the domain
to solve. A PV can be read, written or monitored by applications and tools using the Channel Access (CA) library.
The (distributed) control system being built by ICS will
be composed of hundreds of IOCs interfacing and controlling a multitude of devices. To develop and maintain this
amount of IOCs is a challenging task, which – without
proper automation – puts a heavy burden on integrators.

To alleviate this burden, the IOC Factory was developed
in recent years at ICS. This application not only allows authenticated and authorized users to execute well-defined
functions – configuration, generation, browsing and auditing of IOCs – but also promotes a formal, standardized
workflow to manage IOCs from a high-level perspective.

DESCRIPTION
The IOC Factory has been under development since mid2015, and a first version was publicly released early 2016.
During its development phase and first years in production,
the application required around one FTE. Currently, it requires less than 0.5 FTE mainly for maintenance (i.e. implementation of minor functionalities and bug fixes), training and supporting users.
To date, several versions of the IOC Factory have been
released for production, the latest (version 1.2.20) in August 2019. It currently manages (i.e. stores) around 260
configurations from 50 different IOCs. These configurations (and other information) are stored in an open-source
RDBMS and total approximately 10 MB. Table 1 summarizes the most important metrics about the IOC Factory.
Table 1: Metrics about the IOC Factory
Description
Tables (persistence tier)
Constraints (persistence tier)
Indexes (persistence tier)
Lines of code (persistence tier)
Classes in Java (business tier)
Lines of code (business tier)
Web pages (presentation tier)
Dialogs (presentation tier)
Lines of code (presentation tier)

Value
10
12
14
0
169
10801
7
22
2598

The IOC Factory has been developed in the context of
the DISCS collaboration [2], with the aim of becoming a
useful tool for more sites than only ESS. This (international) collaboration is composed of several research facilities with the aim of developing databases, services and applications that any facility can easily configure, use and extend for its commissioning, operation and maintenance.

Dependencies
To implement the aforementioned functionalities and,
consequently, manage IOCs in an efficient manner, the IOC
Factory relies on two other applications actively developed
at ICS: the Controls Configuration Database (CCDB) [3]
and the ESS EPICS Environment (E3) [4].

___________________________________________
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Controls Configuration Database (CCDB) is an application that enables the collection, storage and distribution of (static) controls configuration data needed to install,
commission, operate and maintain the ESS control system.
Specifically, the CCDB manages the information of
thousands of (physical and logical) devices such as racks,
power supplies, motors, pumps, PLCs and IOCs, that are
in operation at ESS by defining their properties and relationships from a controls point of view. This information is
then consumed both by end-users and other ICS applications (e.g. IOC Factory) to enable successful performance
of domain specific businesses.
From an IOC context, the CCDB stores the information
of several entities namely: the device that runs the IOC, the
IOC itself, the devices controlled by the IOC, and the relationships between the IOC and devices. Concretely, for the
IOC Factory to work correctly and as expected, the information (stored in the CCDB) needs to adhere to the following rules (or model):
• The device type that runs an IOC (e.g. CPU, IPC) has
a slot (placeholder in the control system hierarchy to
install devices) property named “OperatingSystem”.
This property is of type enumeration and pre-defined
with all the operating systems (or platforms/architectures) supported by ICS (e.g. linux-x86_64, linuxppc64e6500).
• The device that runs an IOC is installed in an appropriate slot and its property “OperatingSystem” is set
with the concrete operating system installed in the device (e.g. linux-x86_64).
• The installed slot device that runs an IOC has a relationship of type “Contains” with the IOC.
• The IOC is installed in an appropriate slot and has a
relationship of type “Controls” with each device that
it interfaces.
• Each device that the IOC interfaces has two properties
named “EPICSModule” and “EPICSSnippet” – both
are of type strings list. The property “EPICSModule”
enumerates all EPICS modules (e.g. StreamDevice)
needed to interface the device, while “EPICSSnippet”
enumerates all EPICS snippets (also known as iocsh
files) that compose the IOC (i.e. st.cmd file).
ESS EPICS Environment (E3) is an application that
manages EPICS bases and modules, additionally providing
a runtime engine for IOCs. It can be seen as a tailored package of pre-compiled EPICS bases and modules for several
operating systems (or platforms/architectures) – e.g. linuxx86_64, linux-ppc64e6500 – to (more) easily build the ESS
control system, enabling IOCs to dynamically load EPICS
modules thanks to the require module developed at PSI
(and further customized at ESS).
From a file system structure point of view, E3 is organized in function of the EPICS base versions, require module versions, EPICS modules’ names and versions, and operating systems that it manages. In other words:
/epics/base-<base_version>/require/<require_version>/siteMods/<module_name>/<module_version>/lib|bin/<operating_system>
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Each EPICS module managed by E3 is compiled for
every operating system supported by ICS. Amongst other
resources, a module has snippets that are loaded by IOCs
using the iocshLoad function. These snippets contain instructions that are executed upon launching the IOC. A typical instruction is to load and expand an EPICS database
file containing (PV) records declaration. Example:
dbLoadRecords("test.db", "IOC=$(IOCNAME)")

In general, an IOC based on E3 is structured in three sections: 1) EPICS modules to load dynamically, 2) EPICS
environment variables and macros to set with specific values, and 3) EPICS snippets to load. The following illustrates a typical IOC (i.e. st.cmd file) based on E3:
# load (dynamically) module "test" version 2.1.3
require test, 2.1.3
# set EPICS environment variables and macros
epicsEnvSet("EPICS_CA_SERVER_PORT", "5100")
epicsEnvSet("P", "SEC-SUB01:")
epicsEnvSet("R", "DIS-DEV-01")
epicsEnvSet("IOCNAME", "$(P)$(R)")
# load iocsh file "test.iocsh"
iocshLoad("test.iocsh", "IOCNAME=$(IOCNAME)")
# initialize IOC
iocInit()

Functionalities
Thanks to helpful discussions with stakeholders, fundamental use-cases were identified. The IOC Factory was
subsequently built to solve these via well-defined functionalities that users may expect from a tool that aims to manage IOCs in a high-level way. These functionalities are the
configuration, generation, browsing and auditing of IOCs.
Configure IOC allows users to create configurations
which are subsequently used to generate IOCs. A configuration is stored in the IOC Factory persistence layer and it
is composed of the following information (specified by users):
• Version of the EPICS base to use (from a set of EPICS
base versions found by the IOC Factory when dynamically scanning E3 file system structure).
• Version of the require module to use (from a set of
require module versions found by the IOC Factory
when dynamically scanning E3 file system structure).
• Port number to assign to procServ.
• Description (i.e. brief explanation) about the purpose
of the configuration.
• EPICS environment variables to use and values assigned to these.
• Versions of the EPICS modules to use (from a set of
EPICS modules’ versions found by the IOC Factory
when dynamically scanning E3 file system structure).
• Values to assign to EPICS macros (found by the IOC
Factory when parsing database record files belonging
to the specified EPICS modules’ versions).
WEPHA048
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Other information composing a configuration are its revision number (which is incremented by one unit every
time a configuration is created or pasted) and the identification of who (i.e. LDAP username used to log in the IOC
Factory) has created or pasted a configuration. Both pieces
of information are automatically calculated/retrieved by
the application (i.e. users do not need to specify these).
Operationally speaking, the IOC Factory retrieves all existing IOCs from the control system hierarchy (stored in
the CCDB) and presents these to users. When users select
a certain IOC, all existing configurations associated with
the IOC are shown. Users may edit an existing configuration or create a new one for the selected IOC. Editing a
configuration is only possible if it has never been used to
generate an IOC for production. Otherwise, the configuration is “frozen” (i.e. not editable) to allow redeploying it
for production in case of need – e.g. downgrade the IOC to
a known working state. The functionality ‘Configure IOC’
also enables the comparison of two configurations (even
from distinct IOCs). Further, it can display their differences
graphically to ease understanding. In addition, it allows users to copy a certain configuration and paste it either in the
same or another IOC. The pasted configuration will be
identical to the original, except that: 1) its revision number
is increased one unit (counting from the last revision number), 2) it becomes editable (in case the original configuration is “frozen”), and 3) its creator field is set with the information of the logged user (i.e. LDAP username).
Finally, every time the topology of the IOC evolves (in
other words, when changes are made to the layout of devices controlled by the IOC and/or the IOC itself), users
create a new configuration to cope with this evolution. In
case of discrepancies between the current IOC topology
(stored in the CCDB) and a configuration (stored in the
IOC Factory) based on an outdated IOC topology, users
may view a list of inconsistencies (e.g. in the CCDB, a certain device is not controlled by the IOC anymore, while a
configuration – based on a previous topology – still has a
reference that the IOC controls the device). The list is automatically calculated by the IOC Factory to enable users
to solve discrepancy issues. This feature is also available
when copying and pasting a configuration from an IOC to
another IOC that is different (topologically speaking).
Generate IOC allows users to generate (i.e. create)
IOCs (i.e. st.cmd files) from scratch according to configurations selected by them. The generated IOCs, structurally
similar to the one illustrated in the ESS EPICS Environment (E3) (see subsection ‘Dependencies’), are deployed
by the IOC Factory in an infrastructure designed to store
these. Depending on users’ selection, generation of an IOC
may either be for development or production. In case for
production, the configuration used to generate the IOC is
“frozen” (i.e. not editable anymore). Users may preview a
generated IOC to check that its logic is correct before deploying it in the infrastructure. Moreover, the IOC Factory
also checks that certain rules are respected to help users
guarantee a high quality IOC – e.g. ensuring that: 1) a certain port number assigned to procServ is used only once
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across IOCs running in the same device (e.g. CPU, IPC);
2) there are no conflicting dependencies in the EPICS modules dependency tree; 3) values assigned to EPICS macros
are unique across IOCs running in the same device. Immediately after an IOC is generated, information about the operation – e.g. who made the generation, timestamp, configuration used, directory where the IOC was deployed – is
stored in the IOC Factory persistence layer to enable
browsing and auditing IOCs functionalities afterwards.
Browse IOC allows users to retrieve and display information about historical (i.e. past) generation of IOCs. It
gives a broad view and deep understanding of when, how
and why a certain IOC was generated and by whom. In detail, for each generated IOC, it displays the IOC name, operating system, hostname, configuration used, username,
timestamp, generation type (development or production),
directory (where the IOC was deployed in the infrastructure), and a user-defined description (i.e. brief explanation
about the generation).
Audit IOC allows users to track changes which generated IOCs may have suffered – i.e. st.cmd files edited
manually by integrators – in the infrastructure where these
are deployed (i.e. stored). Specifically, the functionality
provides users with a list of all generated IOCs along with
information about whether they have been modified or not.
Users can subsequently select an IOC to either 1) see the
modifications made to the IOC by (graphically) displaying
the differences between the IOC originally deployed (and
snapshotted in the IOC Factory persistence layer) and the
version currently deployed with changes, or 2) revert the
IOC to its original state (i.e. discard local changes) in case
the modifications are incorrect/not relevant anymore.

Workflow
Within the IOC Factory, the IOC development cycle (or
workflow) of an IOC starts with the integrator creating a
configuration for the IOC with proper values/settings. The
integrator uses the configuration to generate the IOC and
deploys it for development. He/she then launches the IOC
and performs validation tests (e.g. checking that the IOC
interfaces devices correctly, that input/output signals of devices are well mapped, or that the control logic is correct).
Every time validation tests reveal an issue with the IOC,
the integrator may either edit the configuration (used to
generate the IOC) or create a new configuration to solve
the issue. Subsequently, he/she (re)generates the IOC with
this edited/new configuration and perform the tests again.
When validation tests show no issues with the IOC, the
integrator (re)generates the IOC and deploys it for production. The configuration used for the generation is then “frozen” and cannot be edited anymore (to secure incremental
working baselines of the IOC that the integrator may always revert to in case of need). A new development cycle
may start with the integrator creating a new configuration
from scratch, or simply copying and pasting the configuration used for production (as it was thoroughly tested) and
editing it with new values/settings to cope with the evolution of the (field) scenario that the IOC controls.
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Figure 1: Graphical Interface of the IOC Factory.

Architecture and Technology Stack
The IOC Factory is a distributed system based on a classical client-server model where users access its functionalities remotely through a web-based graphical interface
(Figure 1). This model – or architecture – is composed of
three tiers, namely: Presentation (the layer which users interact with), Business (the layer which implements business logic) and Persistence (the layer in which data is
stored/retrieved). Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the
IOC Factory (and the technology stack used to implement
it).

be open-source, mature, well documented and actively
maintained by the community. With these in mind, PostgreSQL, a relational database management system, is used
to implement the persistence tier (i.e. database) of the IOC
Factory. The business tier is implemented in Java Enterprise Edition (Java EE) running in an application server
called WildFly. It uses Hibernate (a JPA implementation)
to access data from the persistence tier and JAX-RS (a Java
API) to consume data provided by external applications,
namely RBAC [5] and CCDB, through RESTful services.
Finally, the presentation tier (i.e. graphical interface) of the
IOC Factory is based on PrimeFaces.

(Part of an) Ecosystem

Figure 2: Architecture of the IOC Factory.
Several technologies are employed to implement this architecture guaranteeing that the IOC Factory is developed
according to user requirements and expectations. Primordial criteria to select the technologies were that they had to

Several (high-level) software applications have been
developed (or are under development) in recent years to
support both integration and controls efforts at the ICS Division. These are producers and/or consumers of services
& data that form a rich (logical) ecosystem to solve a myriad of domain (i.e. integration/controls) specific issues
such as management of IOCs, generation of PLC code, and
calibration of devices.
At its core, the ecosystem possesses the CCDB with the
main purpose of enabling the storage and distribution of
(static) controls configuration data needed to operate the
ESS control system efficiently. In this context, the IOC
Factory consumes data stored in 1) RBAC to authenticate
and authorize users to perform certain actions or not and 2)
CCDB to retrieve information about IOCs topologies (in
other words, the list of devices that a certain IOC controls
as well as the list of EPICS modules and snippets needed
to interface each device). This alleviates the IOC Factory
to explicitly store information about IOCs and the devices
controlled by these in its own persistence layer, consequently reducing data duplication and (potential) inconsistencies that could emerge across different applications. Figure 3 shows the ecosystem, as well as the IOC Factory as a
consumer of both RBAC and CCDB.
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Factory should give the user the possibility to automatically create a new IOC configuration based on the
modifications found in the generated IOC. This could
alleviate users from having to manually create a new
configuration that reflects all the modifications made
to the IOC, which can be tedious and prone to error.
• Programmatic access: currently, the IOC Factory does
not provide RESTful services which disable external
applications to consume its functionalities (see subsection ‘Functionalities’). Therefore, it could be beneficial to implement RESTful services to promote the
development of new tools to help integrators in their
activities. For example, it would be possible to implement a (software) daemon running once per day which
(thanks to RESTful services provided by the IOC Factory) checks whether generated IOCs have suffered
local changes and, if so, sends an email to people responsible for IOCs about modifications made.
Figure 3: Overview of the ecosystem/IOC Factory.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Many people at ESS – in particular integrators, controls
and PLC engineers with disparate needs – use the IOC Factory. Its user base is expected to grow further in coming
years, which will entail new requests for additional functionalities. The following missing functionalities have already been identified as candidates for development:
• EPICS macros setting: at present, the IOC Factory
does not automatically set EPICS macros with default
values when creating a new IOC configuration. To increase user productivity, the IOC Factory should be
prepared to retrieve values from a (pre-agreed) property associated to devices (stored in the CCDB) and
map the values with the corresponding EPICS macros
found in database record files used to interface devices. For example, the device “PLC_3” (stored in the
CCDB) has a property “EPICSMacro” storing values
“ADEL=5” and “LOW=8”; when creating a new configuration of an IOC that controls device “PLC_3”,
the EPICS macros $(ADEL) and $(LOW) for the device in question are automatically set to 5 and 8 by the
IOC Factory, respectively.
• PVs publication: the IOC Factory does not currently
publish the list of PVs of IOCs that it generates. To
increase the degree of automation delivered by the
ecosystem, the IOC Factory could be extended to publish (i.e. write) the list of PVs in the CCDB where each
device (controlled by the generated IOC) stores a subset of the list (i.e. the PVs belonging to the device) in
a (pre-agreed) property associated to the device in
question. This would not only 1) centralize controlsrelated information in the CCDB but also 2) pave the
way for a new tool acting as a lean and effective PV
“yellow pages” service to satisfy query requests about
PVs, their location in the control system hierarchy,
and related metadata (all stored in the CCDB).
• Automatic IOC configuration creation: when auditing
a generated IOC for changes made locally, the IOC

CONCLUSION
The IOC Factory is a flexible (web-based) interface that
leverages existing ICS applications (i.e. CCDB and E3) to
manage IOCs in a high-level way. It can be seen as an effective graphical “frontend” for the E3, the “backend” that
manages EPICS bases and modules at ESS, from an IOC
development perspective.
Currently, the IOC Factory successfully manages (i.e.
stores) around 260 configurations from 50 different IOCs.
It provides well-defined functionalities – configuration,
generation, browsing and auditing of IOCs – which can
benefit users (i.e. integrators) by alleviating them from
daily routine tasks.
Moreover, through these functionalities, the IOC Factory
incentivizes a formal workflow with the main goal of promoting a standard approach to manage IOCs across a team
of (numerous) integrators at ICS.
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CERN NEUTRINO CRYOGENIC CONTROL SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY:
FROM THE WA105 TEST FACILITY
TO THE NP04 AND NP02 PLATFORMS
Roberto Orlandi, Czeslaw Fluder and Marco Pezzetti
CERN, CH-1211 Genève 23, Switzerland
Abstract
The CERN Neutrino Platform is CERN’s undertaking to
foster fundamental research in neutrino physics at particle
accelerators worldwide. Different projects were undertaken
and realized at CERN for this purpose. First of this series is
the 35 tons liquid argon cryostat based test facility named
WA105, succeeded by the 800 tons liquid argon each, designated as NP04 and NP02. The cryogenic control system of
these experiments was entirely designed and constructed by
CERN to operate 365 days a year in a safe way through all
the different phases aimed to cool down and fill the cryostat
until reaching nominal stable conditions. This paper describes the process control system design methodology, the
off line validation and the operational commissioning including fault scenario handling. A systematic usage of advanced
informatics tools, such as CERN/UNICOS tools, Git[1] and
Jenkins[2], used to ensure a smooth and systematic software
development of the process, is presented. Finally, particular
attention is given to the adoption of the CERN cryogenic
technical standard solutions to enhance reliability, safety and
flexibility of the system working 24 hours at day.

• Process logic specifications: describes the entire process and the logic to be implemented by each object
Based on these inputs, process and electrical analysis
are performed to gather all the information needed to build
the electrical infrastructure and the software systems that
include PLC and SCADA development, as shown in Fig. 1.

INTRODUCTION
WA105, NP02, and NP04 are three different experiments
belonging to the Neutrino Platform. WA105 and NP04 have
been already commissioned during the last two years, while
NP02 has been operational since June 2019.
The cryogenic process of these experiments is supported
by a control system entirely designed and developed at
CERN to drive the cryogenic components through the different phases of the process.
The development of such system relies on an efficient
and tested methodology to build a control infrastructure
that respects the initial needs of the process, as much as it
allows to integrate at any moment new requirements, coming
from the process evolution. This is possible thanks to the
technologies that will be described in the next chapters of
this paper and to a balanced computation of software and
hardware spare objects in the phase of design.
The building of the control system starts from three main
inputs:
• Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID): graphical
representation of the full cryogenic system, showing
all the objects and their connections
• Part list: detailed description of all the objects. It specifies characteristics such as the range or the type of the
electrical connections

Figure 1: Cryogenics controls methodology.

CHALLENGES AND DEVELOPMENT
TECHNOLOGIES
While WA105 was operational for few months, NP02
and NP04 will have a lifetime of eight years, during which
the cryogenic process shall keep the cryostat in steady-state
with 800 tons of liquid argon. During this time, the control
system shall ensure operability, protection, maintainability,
and availability 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
Based on the LHC cryogenic system operational experience [3] and on the availability studies including root failures
causes global analysis, made on other cryogenic plants at
CERN, such as the LHC Atlas argon and NA62 Krypton
calorimeters [4], the control architecture was designed to
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improve system availability, reduce the number of components, optimize maintenance and improve flexibility during
operation[5].

Cabinet Independence
NP02 and NP04 experiences rely respectively on eight
and nine control cabinets, each one responsible for different
areas of the cryogenic instrumentation (see Fig. 2). In this
way, when a single cabinet experiences a failure or requires
maintenance, the process keeps running in degraded mode
until the failing cabinet will be again operational. Two electrical racks are used to supply 24V power and also contain
TPG controllers for the vacuum measurements.
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to any real hardware, such as sensors or actuators. After passing the test, the system is ready to be released into production.
The guarantee of the support of the CERN UNICOS developers and the standard way of developing software, improve
the maintenance of the project during the years.

Interlocks
Interlock alarms protect the system from reaching abnormal situations. In fact, it is possible to define certain
conditions (e.g., high/low pressure, high/low temperature)
where the single objects (e.g., valves or motors) or even a
specific group of objects will move to their safe position.
In this way, the instrumentation is driven safely in front of
potentially dangerous situations.

Automatic Calls
Specific alarms automatically trig phone calls and SMS to
the operators, so that they can be warned in case something
unexpected happened that could need human intervention.

Process Automatization with Jenkins

Figure 2: NP02 cabinets: each one is dedicated to a different
area of the cryogenic installation.

Electrical Redundancy
Critical instrumentation such as PLCs, I/O modules, TPG
controllers, and liquid pumps are supplied by redundant
power sources. In fact, in case of a cut of the normal power,
the availability of the control system is guaranteed by the
usage of UPS batteries.

Ethernet
PLCs rely on Ethernet connection to communicate between them and with the data-server where the SCADA is
running. Redundant power distribution supplies the router
that provides this Ethernet connection to guarantee service
availability during a power cut.

CERN CPC UNICOS
The control system software is developed using the UNIfied Industrial COntrol System (UNICOS) and its Continuous Process Control package (UCPC)[6]. This framework,
developed at CERN, provides a library of standard device
types and a set of tools to design and implement industrial
control applications[7]. Three main phases compose the
development process: generation, which is done by the UNICOS Application Builder (UAB), importation of the generated files in the programming software (Siemens Simatic
S7©), and compilation, which builds the project. This can
be then deployed in a test environment, which only partially
imitates the production system since PLCs are not connected

Generation, importation, and compilation are substantial
time-consuming tasks that require continuous manual interaction of the developer. Due to this reason, a way to integrate
all the tasks of the development process into a Continuous
Integration (CI) system is managed in the cryogenic group
using Jenkins[8]. In fact, after proper setup and configuration, this system completely frees developers from executing
these tasks manually. The jobs configured in the CI system
implement in the same sequence the same development process phases previously described (generation importation,
and compilation), taking as input specification files stored
in a GIT repository, and providing as an artifact the compiled project ready to be loaded in the PLC. This system
allows developers to save time spent in repetitive operations
and gives the possibility to start the chain of tasks after any
modification, being able to rely on a last successful artifact at any moment. This increases the availability and the
maintainability of the system consistently.

Repository
CERN uses a version control software that automatically
backs-up, compares, and handles different versions of control projects. It allows to store and check out the last version
of the program keeping track of the modifications and the
user who did it, as much as to check differences between the
stored versions a and the current PLC’s implementation.

DIP Protocol
Cryogenic process relies on some values read by the detector system such as the temperature and the argon level
of the cryostat. Due to the fact that the two systems have
different groundings and they are connected to different networks, a not ordinary solution for cryogenic control systems
that require high availability and fault resistant solutions was
designed and implemented to allow such exchange of values.
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This solution takes advantage of the Data Interchange Protocol (DIP), a publish-subscribe middleware infrastructure
developed at CERN to allow lightweight communications
between distinct industrial control systems [9] and to allow
monitoring of values without giving the opportunity to use
them in the control process.
The creation of a DIP client at WinCC OA [10] level
and the usage of a script designed and implemented for this
purpose, made possible to observe the values published on
the DIP server by the detector system and store them in
the PLC, as Analog Parameters that are UNICOS objects
that work as interface between the SCADA and the PLC
(see Fig. 3). Detector system publishes as well a counter
to ensure the working communication. Cryogenic control
system will trigger automatic phone call to the operators
otherwise.
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Figure 4: Portion of the NP04 PLC breakdown structure.
This document contains the status of each object belonging
to the control system at each phase of the process.

Figure 3: Detector-Cryogenic systems communication solution.
Figure 5: WA105 - LN2 Tank Pressurization simplification.

CRYOGENIC CONTROL SYSTEM
Electrical & Process Analysis

Architecture

Based on the P&ID and the "Part list", an analysis of the
requirements has been performed to define the software and
hardware control system architecture to ensure the characteristics previously described. Part of this analysis aims to
understand the type of instrumentation to connect to the
PLC and to define the electrical equipment needed in the
cabinets, as well as the necessary amount of I/O modules to
be installed. Once this information is gathered, it is possible
to start the production of the electrical diagrams and the
construction of the electrical installation. At the same time,
from the "Process logic specifications", it is possible to analyze the cryogenic process, and to define the PLC program
structure in terms of Process Control Objects (PCOs), that
are UNICOS objects that drive a set of objects (see Fig. 4).
The definition of the desired program structure and the
"Process logic specifications" lead to the creation of a simplified version of the P&ID where it is possible to verify
the status of each object belonging to the control system
in each different phase of the process (e.g., see Fig. 5). In
fact, in the three projects, the cryogenic system goes through
the following steps: default mode, purge open-loop, purge
closed-loop, cool-down, filling, steady-state, and emptying.

WA105 It was the first, in terms of time, of the three
experiments to be commissioned. Based on this experience,
improvement to the control system approach were made in
the development of NP02 and NP04. The WA105’s structure
differs from NP02 and NP04 because of the used approach
and also in terms of I/O quantity. Based on an electrical
installation composed by four racks, a Siemens 317 PLC controls all the inputs and outputs through 9AI, 2AO, 6DI, 3DO
modules (8 channels for each analog one, 32 for each digital
card), and the usage of 4 Profibus distributors to control the
SIPART instrumentation with Profibus PA connections.
NP02 and NP04 The control system for the NP02 and
NP04 facility aims to be as much as possible coherent with its
instrumentation design. Analyzing the P&ID representing
the cryogenic instrumentation of the experiment, a decomposition in three main areas can be made. First one is used
for storage and distribution of argon and nitrogen, shared
for both experiments; while the other two are dedicated to
NP02 and NP04. Each one of these areas then is composed
of cryogenic instrumentation such as valves, sensors, and
motors mostly grouped in valve boxes.
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The control system design follows this structure in its
hardware architecture . Each one of these areas, in fact, is
controlled by dedicated PLCs, I/O modules, cabinets, and
field boxes (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 2).

Figure 7: NP04 WinCC OA main view.

Figure 6: Portion of the NP02 PLC Architecture.
The breakdown structure of the program, composed by
PCOs objects (see Fig. 4), and similar between NP02 and
NP04, has been defined following the functional analysis,
received as input.
The PLC used to control the common services can work
in three different modes depending on which experiments
are running, and it controls the storage and the distribution
of argon and nitrogen for the two experiments.
Similarly, NP02 and NP04 can work in different modes,
depending on the phase where the process is at (e.g., cooldown or filling). It’s possible to see a portion of the NP04
breakdown structure in the Fig. 4.

Commissioning
Several activities, aimed to test the correct implementation of the control system, have been performed to bring the
cryogenic system in working conditions. The sequence of
activities that will be described here during the commissioning was nearly the same for NP04, NP02, and WA105, and
they were monitored through the WinCC OA panels (see
Fig. 7) that were part of the control system realization.
Firstly it was performed a synchronization test, to verify that all the input and output signals were adequately
connected to the PLC. Concerning the NP04 and NP02 experiments, this task required to verify about 1000 signals
divided as following: 299 AI, 490 DI, 91 AO, 132 DO.
The experiments also rely on the exchange of signals between cryogenic and other systems involved in the projects.
In particular, the cryogenic system, measuring the vacuum
pressure in the transfer lines, sends as a warning to the other
systems the potential risk of argon leaks from the transfer
lines. In case this happens, safety procedures will start, as

the evacuation, the air extraction, and the cooling and ventilation of the building. Similarly, the cryogenic system receives
an alarm in case ODH is detected by the responsible service,
and it triggers interlocks accordingly.
Following the CERN level 3 alarm procedures, an official
test with the Safety unit officers has been performed between all the involved parts, to ensure the correct hardwired
communication between them.
The way the communication of potential argon leak to
other systems has been designed allows the application of
a security protocol to ensure a transparent upgrade of the
control system at any moment without risking of sending
fake potential alarms (e.g., during the restart of the PLC).
After these tests, the cryogenic control system was put in
working conditions and the cryogenic process started.
Once that a required purity level of the argon injected in
the system was reached during the purge in open and closed
loop, the cool-down of the cryostat was started, using the
condensation of the argon through the nitrogen. During the
cool-down of NP04, due to mechanical problems that did
not allow the usage of the foreseen cooling down process, a
fast on-line intervention was performed to adapt the control
system to the requirements of the new strategy, through a
modification of the PLC program and consequentially of the
SCADA system to keep the consistency between the PLC
content and the monitoring system. This required as well the
addition of new alarms and interlock objects to prevent the
exposure of the cryogenic installation to abnormal situations.
When the cryostat reached low temperatures around the
85 K (see Fig. 8), this was filled during four weeks with about
1 kTon of liquid argon and then put in stable conditions.

CONCLUSION
Based on the LHC cryogenic system operational experience [3], the implementation of the control system for the
three projects has been considered successful, encountering
characteristics such as flexibility, maintainability, availability, and protection.
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STATUS OF THE PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS UPGRADE FOR THE
CRYOGENIC INSTALLATIONS OF THE LHC BASED ATLAS
AND CMS DETECTORS
C. Fluder∗ , M. Pezzetti, A. Tovar-Gonzalez, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
K. Mastyna, P. Peksa, T. Wolak, AGH University of Science and Technology, Kraków, Poland
Abstract
The ATLAS and CMS cryogenic control systems have
been operational for more than a decade. Over this period,
the number of PLCs faults increased due to equipment ageing, leading to systems failures. Maintenance of the systems
started to be problematic due to the unavailability of some
PLC hardware components, which had become obsolete.
This led to a review of the hardware architecture and its upgrade to the latest technology, ensuring a longer equipment
life cycle and facilitating the implementation of modifications to the process logic.
The change of the hardware provided an opportunity to upgrade the process control applications using the most recent
CERN frameworks and commercial engineering software,
improving the in-house software production methods and
tools. Integration of all software production tasks and technologies using the Continuous Integration practice allows
us to prepare and implement more robust software while
reducing the required time and effort.
The publication presents the current status of the project,
the strategy for hardware migration, enhanced software
production methodology as well as the experience already
gained from the first implementations.

INTRODUCTION
The CMS and ATLAS experiments installed in the Large
Hadron Collider at CERN, have both been equipped with
cryogenic installations. For the CMS experiment this installation cools a large superconducting solenoid magnet,
while for the ATLAS experiment the installations are used
for cooling of three superconducting toroid magnets, a superconducting central solenoid magnet and three liquid argon
calorimeters.
The cryogenic system for cooling down the solenoid magnet of CMS consists of one helium refrigeration plant specified to cool down respectively the magnet’s cold mass, the
shield and the current leads. The cryogenic system to cool
down the superconducting magnets of ATLAS is composed
of two independent helium refrigeration plants (the Main
Refrigerator and the Shield Refrigerator) and two Proximity Cryogenic Systems (PCS), one for each magnet system
(the toroids and the solenoid). The cryogenic system of the
ATLAS liquid argon calorimeters consists of the barrel and
two end-cap detectors housed in three independent cryostats,
filled with liquid argon. To maintain the calorimeters at the
∗

nominal temperature a complex cryogenic infrastructure and
Nitrogen Refrigerating plant are required.

CONTROLS SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
To automatize the control process of the ATLAS and CMS
cryogenic installations three Distributed Control Systems
(DCS) have been designed and implemented: CMS magnet, ATLAS magnets and ATLAS calorimeters. For each
DCS the visualization and operation of cryogenic processes
is ensured through Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) based on the WINCC OA® applications.
Typically, one SCADA data server is connected to several autonomous Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), based
on Schneider Quantum® technology (see Fig.1). In total 16
PLCs have been distributed throughout the cryogenic installations. Within one DCS, the PLCs share process data to
coordinate the overall cryogenic process. Using the S908
Remote IO (RIO) network, each PLC is controlling I/O that
are physically located in different areas: surface hall or technical or experimental caverns. In total 71 Remote IO DROPs
made up of 669 I/O cards, with 7856 analog and digital RIO
channels have been deployed. In addition, for some systems, the Profibus DP field-bus has been used to connect to
SIEMENS S7® PLCs protecting turbines and to electronics
supervising vacuum pressure gauges.

Figure 1: Typical control system architecture.

czeslaw.fluder@cern.ch
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Control System Upgrades

HARDWARE UPGRADE
The control systems (together with the corresponding
cryogenic installation) were designed and tested between
the years 2000 and 2005 [1]. For most of the individual
control systems, the final installation and commissioning
phases were launched in 2005 [2] [3] [4]. All control systems
were fully operational for the first LHC beam on the 10th
of September 2008. From that moment, the control systems
were ensuring availability of the cryogenic infrastructure
over the first two LHC runs, which means until 2018.
After over ten years of control systems exploitation, the
number of PLCs-related faults started to have a tendency to
increase. In 2015 the first PLC crash, causing cryogenic installation failures and a significant downtime, was reported.
Typically, a crash occurs when a PLC program stops functioning properly (due to PLC hardware problem) and exits
the RUN mode. During the following years, three different PLC crashes were reported along with more than ten
communication connection losses in particular with PLCs
or with remote I/O DROPs. Despite the detailed fault analysis and help from Schneider support, it was not possible
to reproduce these events in laboratory conditions and to
determinate the causes.
Meanwhile, the life cycle of the Quantum products entered
the end-of-commercialization phase. The commercialization of Quantum CPU stopped in 2018 while Remote IO
cards ends in 2021 and after-sales support ends in 2026 and
2029 respectively [5]. These events and the fact that the
control systems of the ATLAS and CMS cryogenic installation must operate reliably for the next 20 years, lead to the
review of the long term maintenance strategy. Firstly, the
faulty equipment has been systematically replaced by spare
parts from an internal stock. In the second stage, two phases
of the long-term hardware upgrade plan were defined: 1st
for the PLC Upgrade and 2nd for the Remote IO Upgrade
(see Fig.2).

Phase 1 - PLC Upgrade
During the Phase 1, taking into consideration hardware
obsolescence as well as faults statistics and the potential
consequence of a single component fault, the priority was
set to upgrade the most critical control systems parts: 16
PLC main racks with CPUs, Ethernet CPs and Profibus DP
interface cards. The selection of replacement technology
was based on predefined criteria:
- compatible with QUANTUM Remote IO technology and
providing a solution to integrate both technologies,
- recently developed (using current state-of-the-art) with
more than 20 years of remaining product life cycle,
- supported by the CERN control software frameworks used
for development of industrial control applications i.e.: UNified Industrial Control System (UNICOS) [6],
- equipped with enforced cyber security with features like:
access control, password protection, memory and firmware
integrity checks mechanism,
- powerful enough (in terms of memory size and program
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execution cycle time) to follow frequent process control software evolution as well as UNICOS framework upgrades,
- equipped with diagnostic features required by 1st line support for debugging,
- able to operate large control applications, with thousands
of remote IO channels, without performance reduction.
The new Schneider M580® PLCs fulfil all requirements
and became a natural choice for the QUANTUM® replacements. In the new architecture (see Fig.2), the S908 Remote
IO network with sensitive mechanical coax cables connections, was replaced by a redundant Ethernet IO (EIO) network with ring topology. The use of the redundant EIO
standard improves system reliability (fever connections and
devices) and simplifies maintenance. The replacement of
Ethernet cable is easy and without the risk of causing a
system failure during intervention. The EIO network is connected directly to the new M580 CPU, which allows the
Communication Remote Processor (CRP) previously used
in the legacy system to be eliminated. On the side of the
Remote IO DROP, the Communication Remote Adapters
(CRA) were replaced by similar adapters, supporting EIO
network. The M580 CPU together with the Ethernet communication processor (CP) and Profibus DP interface are
mounted on an Ethernet switch - the main rack ensuring data
exchange between all mounted components. The Ethernet
CP provides a connection with the WINCC OA® SCADA
data server, not concerned by this upgrade. This configuration allows the EIO network to be completely isolated from
external systems, guaranteeing IO network cybersecurity.
The material references are available in the Table 1.
Table 1: Detailed M580 Hardware Configuration
Function
Ethernet rack
Power supply
CPU
Ethernet CP
Profibus interface
DROP CRA

Model

Firmware

BME XBP 0400
BMX CPS 3020
BME P58 4040
BME NOC 0301.2
PME PXM0 100
140 CRA 312 00

1.0
n/a
2.8
2.07
1.001
2.4

A prototype of the new control architecture was successfully tested in laboratory conditions using a mirror setup
(production system reproduced in the laboratory). The compatibility between the old and the new hardware components
and the performance of the new hardware and Remote IO
Ethernet network was fully validated. Consequently, this
allowed upgrade campaigns at the beginning of 2017 to be
launched, starting from the smaller and less critical control
systems. During the following two years another six control
systems for ATLAS and CMS cryogenics were successfully
upgraded and put into service. Typically, the hardware upgrade for one control system with 5 RIO DROPs can be
performed in a few hours and does not require complete
recommissioning. Usually the installation restart can be
done within 24 hours.
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Figure 2: Hardware migration plan.
Two faults of the RIO Ethernet interfaces (CRA) were
reported within the first two years of experience with the
new systems (M580 CPU with QUANTUM RIO on the Ethernet). Following a detailed investigation, a nonconformity
of a grounding connection on RIO DROP was identified as
the cause of the CRA malfunction. This led to a review of
all of the grounding connections. All discontinuous connections have been identified and consolidated according to
the current electromagnetic compatibility standards given
by the manufacturer. Besides, the upgrade procedure was
updated accordingly.

Phase 2 - Remote IO Upgrade
Due to the few years of the life cycle for the QUANTUM
IO cards remaining and nearly fault-free statistics, the second
phase has been considered as less urgent. The replacement
of the 669 QUANTUM IO cards by the new M580 cards has
been scheduled between the years 2024 and 2025, during
the next LHC long shutdown. At the same time, all electric terminals and cables have to be adapted to the M580
IO standard. Consequently, new terminals and cables have
been developed and have become a new standard for cryogenic installation based on M580 components. To fulfil
the LHC cryo-plants standard, the machine protection functionalities provided by the Siemens PLCs will be integrated
into the process PLCs and the Siemens PLCs will be dismounted. Therefore, the second phase will require much
more effort, time and a complete re-commissioning of all
cryogenic installations. Currently, a prototype upgrade is
under preparation.

SOFTWARE UPGRADE
The replacement of the existing PLC components by the
new M580 standard has provided an opportunity to upgrade
the process control software, using the most recent frameworks, commercial engineering software and to improve
the in-house software production methods and tools. Since
its initial release, the software development of control systems for the ATLAS and CMS cryogenic installations has
benefited from the UNICOS framework which has been extensively used at CERN in control applications in many different areas e.g. cooling, ventilation and cryogenics [7]. The
framework abstracts the real devices into a set of well-defined
software objects and formalizes relationships between them.
It eases and simplifies the development of industrial control
systems by helping to define the system independently of
control system type and providing an automatic source code
generation for PLCs.
Although the framework itself is an immense advancement for developing control systems software, it is still very
time-consuming and an error-prone task especially when a
lot of offline and online changes are made during the development and maintenance. Taking software production of
cryogenic control applications for the LHC Tunnel [8] as
an example, major improvements were introduced in software development for the ATLAS and CMS cryogenic applications by implementing a continuous integration (CI)
approach.
Continuous Integration Although, the principle of CI
approach is analogous in both cases, characteristics of the
systems differ. In the case of the LHC Tunnel control system,
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Figure 3: Overall architecture of the CI system for the ATLAS and CMS detectors cryogenic systems.
there are eight similar sectors, consisting of two PLCs per
sector. Generating and compiling the control system code
can be considered as one parameterized task that depends on
which sector is being built. In the case of control systems for
ATLAS and CMS each of them comprises 16 independent
applications. Another major difference is that the LHC control system employs Siemens PLCs whereas the ATLAS and
CMS cryogenic control systems operate with new Schneider
M580 PLCs. Consequently, different methods and tools had
to be developed to make it possible to implement the CI.
The CI service was built using Jenkins® [9] – an open
source automation server, which has already been used to
automate the building process of many LHC accelerator control systems. Therefore, it has been a preferred choice due
to previous experience with it and because of its reliability
so far. Building control applications with the UNICOS comprises two major steps: generation and code compilation,
which are mapped directly into Jenkins’ jobs (see Fig.3).The
Jenkins’ service is integrated with: a Git® server (used to
store built system input files), Atlassian JIRA® (issue tracking tool) and a number of virtual machines (build servers).
The virtual machines are worker nodes to which the Jenkins
server delegates tasks of code generation and compilation.
Code generation without CI service is done using the
UNICOS Application Builder (UAB), an application provided by the UNICOS framework. It has been automated
using Apache Maven, which is a project management and
comprehension tool, allowing code generation with different
parameters to run easily. Code compilation, in the case of
the LHC tunnel control system, is possible thanks to the
SIMATIC Step7® command line interface (s7cli). Similarly,
in the case of the Schneider M580 PLCs, there was a need
for a command line interface, allowing CI to interact with
Unity Pro® and later with EcoStruxure Control Expert® .
Therefore, the existing command line interface (ucli) had to
be extended to easily integrate it with the CI infrastructure.

Building a PLC project (importing and compiling the generated code) is the most time-consuming stage for developers.
It requires a lot of manual work, while compilation itself
takes a large amount of time, especially in the case of big
projects. To manage the entire process, all logical phases
of the code generation and compilation were organized into
smaller tasks and executed using GNU Make.

Repository After establishing the process of compilation in Jenkins, the first approach to automatize was to organize a repository with one master branch being the template
that contains all the files and directory structure, common
to cryogenic control applications. This way, one branch
corresponded to one application and each application, upon
creation, needed to be inherited from the master branch. This
approach obviously had its drawbacks as well. Having one
application with different UNICOS versions was not possible unless it was done on different branches. This implied
many unnecessary Jenkins jobs creations. Consequently, an
extension for this solution has been developed (see Fig.4).
The base directory structure and common files required by
the build configuration is kept to one dedicated repository
called the project template. This repository has a master
branch, which contains all files not related to the version
of the UNICOS framework, such as common scripts and
configurations. Other branches that inherit from the master
branch correspond to specific UNICOS versions. Creating
a new application means creating a new repository project
based on the project template repository. This approach
gives a lot of flexibility. It allows to have multiple versions
of the project, not only regarding UNICOS framework versions, but also versions of the project during the development.
Moreover, any functionality developed for one application
can be easy propagated to other applications through the
template repository.
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tions, further developments for automating some stages of
the process and supporting tools are necessary for replacing
the remaining manual tasks. The development of the tool
converting static PLC source code previously implemented
in Function Block Diagram (FBD) to Structured Text (ST)
programming language (easy to track in GIT) is already well
advanced. Most likely the next step will be focused on the
tool facilitating the ATLAS liquid argon calorimeters UNICOS upgrade, converting and optimizing ST code between
two different UNICOS versions.

CONCLUSIONS
Figure 4: Repository structure.
Elastic CI Using an elastic CI service makes it possible
to easily replace single components of it i.e. commercial
software used for development. The upgrade of Profibus
DP cards was the main reason for the upgrade Unity Pro to
EcoStruxure Control Expert software. Thanks to the flexible
CI system the only change that had to be made was creating
new virtual machines with the new software and connecting
them to the Jenkins server and minor reconfiguration of the
jobs so that they were executed on proper worker nodes.
Archiving Optimization Redeployment of the control
applications has been an opportunity to introduce a standard
for archiving and filtering values from the sensors in the
database. Arbitrary archiving and filtering rules are the reason for the overflow of the SCADA database used to store
historical data points. A dedicated check of the archiving
parameters has been developed and integrated to the generation procedure, preventing incorrect configurations. A
practical benefit of setting these standards is the reduction
of the time needed to load the trends of particular sensors.
Parameters Recovery During exploitation of the installations, operators adjust the process parameters (i.e. parameters of PID controllers). Depending on the UNICOS
version the active process parameters can be saved as default values. To manually recover those parameters from
the production system for the next system redeployment is a
very time-consuming process. A control script executable in
the WinCC OA SCADA environment has been developed to
automatically extract adjustable parameters into a JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) file. The parameters obtained (active and default) are compared with offline parameters and
later correct values are applied to the current control system
configuration file (in format of Microsoft Excel® ). That is
achieved with dedicated Python scripts using openpyxl and
xlwings libraries.

Future Plans
The CI have been configured for all of the ATLAS and
CMS cryogenic projects. While this is already helpful for
the software development of seven upgraded M580 applica-

The hardware upgrade strategy described as well as improvements in software production methodology permitted
us to prepare and to implement seven control system upgrades. Development of the remaining nine control system
upgrades are very well advanced. The upgraded system benefits from the newest technology and the most recent versions
of CERN frameworks (for developing industrial control applications) and commercial software. The PLC equipment
life cycle was extended by another 20 years, which made
the systems more reliable and easier to maintain. Thanks
to the continuous integration system, the implementation
of process logic modifications requires less time and effort,
and the code produced is more robust.
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ENGINEERING SUPPORT ACTIVITIES AT ELI-ALPS THROUGH A
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING PERSPECTIVE*
L.J. Fulop†, F. Horvath, I. Kiss, A. Makai, L. Schrettner, ELI-ALPS, Szeged, Hungary
Abstract
ELI-ALPS will be the first large-scale attosecond facility
accessible to the international scientific community and its
user groups. The core business of ELI-ALPS is to generate
attosecond pulses and provide these to the prospective users. In order to reach this ultimate goal, one key support
area, the engineering development of complex systems as
well as the engineering custom design service, has been
systematically elaborated based on the standards, recent results, trends and best practices of systems engineering. It
covers the boundaries towards all related support areas,
from building operation and maintenance, to the custom
manufacturing provided by the workshops, with the intention to make the model as well as the daily work as comprehensive and consistent as possible. Different tools have
been evaluated and applied through the years, however, a
key lessons learned is that some of the most important tools
are teamwork, personal communication and constructive
conflicts.

INTRODUCTION
Extreme Light Infrastructure (ELI) is the first civilian
large-scale high-power laser research facility to be realized
with trans-European cooperation in three sites. ELI’s longterm objective is to become the world’s leading user facility utilizing the power of state of the art lasers for the advancement of science and applications in many areas of societal relevance [1]. The main objective of the ELI Attosecond Light Pulse Source (ELI-ALPS) pillar is the establishment of a unique attosecond facility that provides ultrashort light pulses with high repetition rates.
The typical layout of beamline systems at the ELI-ALPS
is as follows (see Fig. 1): the laser source produces pulses
in the femtosecond duration range, which is connected via
a beam transport system to one or more secondary
source(s). Secondary sources are designed to produce attosecond pulses from the femtosecond laser pulses by utilizing various technologies based on Gas High-Harmonic
Generation (GHHG) and Solid High-Harmonic Generation
(SHHG). Beamline systems may have end stations as their
closing system.
Laser source
system

Beam Transport
System

Secondary
Source System

End Station
System

Figure 1: General model of a beamline system-of-systems
from a laser until an end-station.
___________________________________________

* The ELI-ALPS project (GINOP-2.3.6-15-2015-00001) is supported
by the European Union and co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund.
† lajos.fulop@eli-alps.hu

Engineering services are really at the heart of the ELIALPS research facility: it is heavily connected towards the
research technology as the major internal customer; however, it also has strong connections towards all other areas.
In order to satisfy all expectations originating from this key
role, the elaboration and organization of engineering support activities heavily considered the best practices and
standards of systems engineering.
The next section summarizes the relevant best practices,
standards and key works related to the scope of the paper,
this way giving a sound foundation for the latter sections.
Afterwards, first a big high-level picture elaborates the
background and context of engineering services and then
the organization of these engineering services is described.

RELATED WORK
Reference [2] lists the relevant (>30) systems engineering standards. Each focuses on specific aspects of systems
engineering, especially on processes and lifecycles, as well
as on vocabulary and risk management. The guide also
gives a comparison as well as guidelines how to choose and
how to apply these standards. A popular standard is
ISO/IEC/IEE 15288 [3]0.
The openSE systems engineering framework has been
developed as a common effort of research infrastructures,
academic institutions and industrial partners [4]. It investigates and discusses the specificities of scientific projects
regarding systems engineering and project management,
with a dedicated focus on radiation safety. The framework
provides an adapted and optimized systems engineering
approach (in terms of lifecycle, roles and responsibilities,
processes and deliverables). The framework emphasizes
that scientific projects are their own prototypes, a one-ofa-kind system with an extremely complex nature and, because these reasons, the functional requirements are evolving whilst the project progresses. The authors also described that the final users, the scientific scholars taking an
active part in the development effort and most of the time,
they also lead projects, as it is the case also for ELI-ALPS
regarding all the research technology equipment.
System integration is defined as the composition of implemented system elements into a product or a service for
final validation, use and/or production (meanwhile checking the interfaces of the integrated elements) [2]. However,
the systems engineering literature also refers system integration several times in a broader context, i.e. the simultaneous design and development of the systems and elements, virtually integrating designs in the early phases.
System integration occurs on different levels: within a discipline, in multiple disciplines and on a socio-technical
level [2]. Reference [5] introduces the W-model with the
concept of continuous, virtual, cross-discipline integration
and verification as early as possible.
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PMI [6] and INCOSE [7] formed a strategic alliance
with the support of the MIT CEPE consortium [8] in order
to advance the integration of the systems engineer and project manager roles. One of their book is about the best practices of systems engineering and project management
through the application of lean principles [9]0. For example, the 3.2.3 best practice is the importance of not outsourcing or subcontracting the systems engineering activity, meanwhile the 5.1.3 best practice is about training the
team to recognize and understand the internal customer –
internal supplier value stream.
The authors of a related article about surveying individual and organizational acceptance of systems engineering
methods [10] found that even the term “systems engineering” can be understood in different ways. Furthermore, the
application of new systems engineering methodologies are
hindered because different reasons (circumstances of the
company, disadvantages of the new methods, too many options, etc.). The authors list recommendations for systems
engineering methodology developers based on their findings. A common opinion of all interviewees was that the
communication is more important than any tool. However,
traditional meeting practices are not appropriate for efficient interdisciplinary communication but systems engineering methods are required. Similar findings appear in
several other works as well [9, 11, 12].
PMI published a report about the essential role of requirement management and analysis [13]. The most risky
requirements are those, which are self-evident and implicitly assumed by the end user [11, 14]. The Kano model describes that the customers and users rarely mention explicitly these important, “must-be” requirements, instead they
consider these as evident and expected ones [15].
Briefly summarizing, all of the most relevant works on
systems engineering agrees that communication and common understanding has a crucial role. Therefore, the elaboration and organization of all engineering support activities, services and workflows at ELI-ALPS has been driven
to address this key aspect.

BIG PICTURE
As already mentioned, one best practice is training the
team to recognize and understand the internal customer –
internal supplier value stream [9]. Therefore, in order to
have the common understanding about the role and place
of engineering support services, two models were developed during the recent years with common notations (see
Fig. 2): one is about the major areas, while the other is
about the high-level workflows.

ICALEPCS2019, New York, NY, USA

•

•

Engineering Support Services that has two parts: the
Hosting Environment and the Engineering Services
for laboratories. The former is about the building
(e.g. temperature and humidity stability of labs,
cooling water, electricity) and IT services (e.g. data
network, HPC), meanwhile the latter is about the direct engineering support (e.g. control system developments) for all research equipment.
Business and Administration Services supports the
previous two in everyday business and administrative manners (e.g. supply chain including procurement, contracting; user office, etc.).
Requirement

Research
Technology

Value

Technical
Support

Business
& Admin.

In this model (see Fig. 3), three major functional areas
have been identified:
• Research Technology Services that includes the
three types of research equipment: laser- and secondary sources as well as end stations, which together form the user platform. This platform is the
foundation for the user service, which includes all
the technical preparation and support for the user.

Resource

Other

Figure 2: Color-coding and notations.

Figure 3: Major areas.

High Level Workflow
The combination of the previously introduced major areas model together with a value-chain [16] resource-chain
model as well as with operations management principles [17] makes it more clear the role and place of engineering services. This model (see Fig. 4) focuses on and
detail the relations toward the Business and Administration
major area meanwhile the relations toward the Research
Technology Services are discussed in the later sections.
Owners, sponsors,
ERIC members

General
Public

 Operation: Societal relevance 

Scientific Marketing
& Communication
Legal

Resource management

Users, user
community

Value creation
User & project mgmt

Safety & Security

Technology,
infrastructure, know-how

Major Areas
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Implementation & Operation
User service
User platform: lasers, sources, …
Engineering Services for labs
Hosting

(Building & IT)

environment

Human Resources
Supply chain

Financial Resources

Procurement, contracting, takeover, etc.

Suppliers

Figure 4: High-level workflow.
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ENGINEERING SUPPORT SERVICES
In order to increase common understanding among team
members several life cycle, workflow and system models
and views were developed during the recent years. The following subsections briefly introduce the latest versions of
these, certainly to be further developed and adapted in the
future.

Engineering Lifecycle
The engineering lifecycle (see Fig. 5) encloses the traditional engineering disciplines (software engineering, electrical engineering & workshop, mechanical engineering &
workshop) as well as the vacuum technology (and all
equipment, typically vacuum-related, assembly). Besides
these, it applies a general engineering workflow: concepts,
then the design, production & implementation, installations & test and finally the handover phases. All these traditional engineering disciplines and general phases are encompassed by systems engineering activities as an integrative channel to all surrounding stakeholders and systems.
These systems engineering activities cannot be mapped
only to one unit in spite of the fact that there is a dedicated
unit covering this activity: in practice, every area should
work on systems engineering together, besides the above
mentioned engineering fields also the building services engineers, the scientists as well as the IT colleagues are frequently involved.
Internal customer: scientists

Safety

1. Needs /
concept

2-3. Designs

4. Production,
implementation

5-6. Installation,
tests

7. Handover

Software Engineering
Electrical Engineering / Electrical Workshop
Mechanical Engineering / Mechanical Workshop
Vacuum Technology & Equipment Assembly

Building Infrastructure Services

IT Infrastructure Services

Vertical integrations & iterations between
engineering fields & scientists & safety

Systems Engineering

Horizontal workflows & iterations within engineering fields

Figure 5: Engineering lifecycle.

Engineering Workflow
The engineering workflow (see Fig. 6) follows the formerly described engineering lifecycle in several aspects as
well as it extends the basic principles laid down there. The
general systems engineering activities are managed by a
dedicated group, however, in case of engineering service
systems (e.g. Personnel Safety System, Vacuum Control
System, etc.) or in case of simple and local works related
only to one specific group, the respective group coordinates and integrates all the works.

Figure 6: Engineering Workflow.

Systems and Layers
The lifecycle and workflow models focus on how to organize the work but not on the work itself. However, it is
also important to have a common understanding and foundation about the basic architecture of systems and crosscutting general layers (see Fig. 7). The key points are the followings:
• as the major area model already defined, the key research technology equipment are the laser source
(mostly black-box turn-key), secondary source
(mostly grey-box common development with external experts) and end station (mostly black-box turnkey) systems. However, as the laser sources are
hosted in separate and dedicated labs, in order to
make the daily operation more efficient and safe as
well as because of the different clean room conditions, beam transport systems are also required to
interconnect the lasers with secondary sources
• besides these key research technology equipment it
is also important to acknowledge and keep in mind
the laboratories hosting these systems, as well as the
hosting systems around (e.g. a vibration monitoring
system installed throughout the facility in all labs)
• these systems usually encompass the following internal layers: the research technology layer (including optics, diagnostics and basic technological processes) is the starting point of everything and any
further works, imposing requirements for all further
layers; then the vacuum-, mechanical-, electricaland software-layers are coming in this order basing
on each other.
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Horizontal integrations of systems through all layers (e.g. Integrated Control System)
Laser source lab & hosting systems
Laser Source system

Secondary source lab & hosting systems (e.g. vibration monitoring)

Beam transport system

Secondary Source system

End station system

Software layer: device servers, control and DAQ systems (horizontal), HMIs
Electrical layer: sensors, actuators, protection systems (horizontal)
Mechanical & vacuum layer: chambers, supports, holders, adapters, filters
Research technology layer: optics, diagnostics, gases, basic processes

Vertical integration of
layers (within a system)
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Figure 7: Systems and layers.

Control Systems
Control system development has three major directions:
vacuum and gas control system (VGCS), optical control
system (OCS), and the central integrated control, monitoring and data acquisition systems (ICS). The VGCS and
OCS have to be built mainly from individual hardware devices procured by ELI-ALPS, while the ICS has to deal
with every subsystem in its environment (see Fig. 8).

These potential systems engineering risks are managed
and addressed by several means: traditional gate documents like Conceptual Design Reports, Technical Design
Reports, detailed reviews in several iterations, as well as
with checklists (e.g. the so-called requirement sheet aiming
to survey what is required by the user, what is provided by
ELI-ALPS and what the user brings with herself).
1. Gap
(missing functionality)

2. Inconsistency
(interface mismatch)
Another major area
and/or
Another workflow step
and/or
Another system
and/or
Another layer
…

Major area
and/or
Workflow step
and/or
System
and/or
Layer
…

3. Redundancy
(special case of inconsistency)

Figure 9: Systems engineering risks.

SUMMARY
Figure 8: Control Systems.

Risk Assessment Methodology & Tool
The final model (see Fig. 9) is about to help the identification of potential systems engineering issues. It is the adaptation of a similar model introduced by the authors in
their former paper [18]. Briefly summarizing its key points:
• a gap, i.e. missing functionality could happen between two systems and/or layers, which is certainly
caused by a similar gap between two workflow steps
and/or even between major / minor areas
• an inconsistency, i.e. interface mismatch could happen between two systems and/or layers, which is
certainly caused by a similar inconsistency between
two workflow steps and/or even between major /
minor areas
• a redundancy, which is a special case of inconsistency

In this paper, the systems engineering strategy and methodology underlying the engineering support services of
ELI-ALPS has been introduced. Briefly, many relevant
works on systems engineering agrees that communication
and common understanding has a crucial role. Therefore,
the elaboration and organization of all engineering support
activities, services and workflows at ELI-ALPS has been
driven to address this key aspect. These systems engineering models and activities has supported the development of
the PSS system [19] as well as the control systems [20] too.
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TANGO CONTROLS BENCHMARKING SUITE∗
M. Liszcz, P.P. Goryl, S2Innovation, Kraków, Poland
Abstract

Client

Tango Controls is a client-server framework used to
build distributed control systems. It is applied at small
installations with few clients and servers as well as at
large laboratories running hundreds of servers talking
to thousands of devices with hundreds of concurrent
client applications. A Tango Controls benchmarking
suite has been developed. It allows testing of several
features of Tango Controls for efficiency. The tool can
be used to check the impact of new developments in
the framework as well as the impact of specific networkserver and deployment architecture implemented at a
facility. The tool will be presented along with some
benchmark results.

starts
Python
C++
or Java

BENCHMARKING SUITE
The Benchmarking Suite is a set of tools that facilitate the process of evaluating how Tango efficiency
is impacted by qualities like the number of connected
clients or the number of devices hosted in a device
server. The suite consists of: a set of benchmark scripts,
three device servers called target device servers and
a benchmark runner script. A detailed description of
each component is provided later in this section. A diagram showing all the components and relations between
them is is depicted in Fig. 1
∗
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INTRODUCTION
Tango Controls [1] can be used at both small and
very large laboratories and scientific facilities. The
efficiency, performance and resource utilization are important qualities of any control system as they allow
for building large and complex installations which scale
up to thousands of devices and hundreds of clients.
Deploying Tango at large scale requires solutions for
efficient monitoring and evaluation. Ability to assess
the performance, detect regressions and identify bottlenecks is important for developers who work directly
on the Tango Kernel as well as for users and for administrators who deploy Tango at their institutes. The
developers need immediate feedback on whether the
changes they made to the source code impact the performance. The administrators need to know how their
hardware and network infrastructure affect the overall
efficiency of the system. The users might be interested
if the performance of Tango improves after an upgrade
to a new version.
To address the need for efficiency monitoring in automated and controlled way, the Tango Controls Benchmarking Suite was developed.

Benchmark
Runner

Python

starts starts

starts/
stops

Client.N

uses

uses

Server
Python
C++
or Java

Taret
device server

Figure 1: Components of the Benchmarking Suite.
The Benchmarking Suite was designed to be extensible. This allows users to easily write their own benchmarks and share them with others to compare the
results.
Source code of the Benchmarking Suite is available
online [2] under the GPLv3 license.

Benchmark Scripts
A set of benchmark scripts, written in Python, is
provided with the Benchmarking Suite. These scripts
implement various test scenarios. There are two kinds
of tests: performance tests which execute some operation in a loop during a given period of time and
efficiency tests for evaluating other aspects Tango. Following performance tests are implemented:
• Attribute Read—counts reads from an attribute,
• Attribute Write—counts writes to an attribute,
• Command—counts command invocations,
• Event—counts event subscriptions,
• Event Push—counts events received at client side,
• Pipe Read—counts read from a pipe,
• Pipe Write—counts writes to a pipe.
The tests listed above can be configured with parameters like test period, number of iterations or number
of parallel operations. The actual work is performed
by the client processes. The users can switch between
clients implemented in Python, C++ and Java. The
benchmark scripts can produce reports in CSV and
reStructuredText formats.
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There are two additional tests implemented:
• Attribute Memory—configures multiple dynamic
attributes and measures device server’s memory
consumption (RSS),
• Startup Time—configures multiple devices within
a device server and measures server’s startup time.

Target Device Servers
Most of the benchmark scripts can test arbitrary
devices servers and do not have specific requirements
when it comes to the device interface. In order to allow users to compare test results from different Tango
installations, a set of standard device servers was implemented. These device servers expose a well-define
interface which can be consumed by the client processes
of the Benchmarking Suite. The target device servers
provide dummy attributes and commands and do not
require access to any hardware. Users can choose between device servers implemented in Python, C++ and
Java. The target device servers also provide special interfaces required by some benchmarks, like a command
for reading memory consumption.

Benchmark Runner
The benchmark runner is a script written in Python
that facilitates running the benchmarks. It can read
configuration from a YAML or JSON file, start necessary device servers (possibly on remote host, using the
Starter device), run one or more benchmarks and then
perform necessary cleanup.

Standard Tests
A need for having a set of standard test scenarios
was identified. To fulfil this need a set of well-defined
tests was prepared. Testing the same scenarios with the
same parameters allows users from different institutes
to compare the efficiency of their Tango installations. It
is expected that such a set of tests will promote collaboration within the Tango Community and contribute
to building a directory of performance measurement
results which could be used for further analysis.
A set of benchmark runner configuration files defining
the standard test scenarios is available online [3].

TANGO CONTROLS PERFORMANCE
The performance of Tango Controls has been measured in a series of tests using the Benchmarking Suite.
The test infrastructure and selected test results are
presented in this section.

Test Setup
The tests were conducted on Amazon’s AWS EC2
Platform [4]. All virtual machines were running on
Ubuntu 18.04 (64bit, x86, HVM) operating system.
Following software was installed in the virtual machines:
Tango 9.3.3, PyTango 9.3.0, JTango 9.5.13, MariaDB
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10.04. For each test three separate EC2 instances of
various sizes were configured:
• A c5n.2xlarge instance with an SQL database and
a DataBase device server,
• an instance with the benchmark runner script and
a set of client processes,
• an instance with a device server under test.
The instances were connected into a single VPC
network. The test infrastructure is depicted in Fig. 2.
AWS EC2 VPC
benchmark runner
& client processes

server

device server
under test

client

database

MariaDB &
DataBase DS

Figure 2: Test setup in AWS EC2.
Instances of type C5n [5] were used in all the tests.
C5n instances are optimized for CPU-intensive tasks
and offer increased network bandwidth when compared
to the classical c5 instances. The hardware parameters
of different instance sizes are summarized in Table 1.
Regardless of the instance size, the underlying CPU
was always an Intel Xeon Platinum 8124M.
Table 1: Parameters of C5n Instances in AWS EC2
Instance
c5n.large
c5n.xlarge
c5n.2xlarge
c5n.4xlarge
c5n.9xlarge
c5n.18xlarge

vCPUs

Memory

Network

2
4
8
16
36
72

5.25 GiB
10.50 GiB
21.00 GiB
42.00 GiB
96.00 GiB
192.00 GiB

25 Gb/s
25 Gb/s
25 Gb/s
25 Gb/s
50 Gb/s
100 Gb/s

The tests focused on measuring attribute read and
attribute write speed at both the server and the client
side. Each test was configured for 14 iterations. The
number of parallel clients increased gradually, from one
client in the first iteration up to 128 clients in the last
iteration. The duration of each iteration was set to
15 s. Other test parameters were set to default values.
In all tests the device server serialization model was
set to BY_DEVICE.
For server side performance testing, following instances were configured:
• an 18xlarge client instance with client processes
implemented in Python,
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Test Results—Server Side Performance
Figure 3 shows the number of read operations performed on device servers running on instances of different sizes. The client was running on an 18xlarge
instance. Both client processes and device server were
implemented in Python, but a similar trend was observed with device servers implemented in C++ and
Java. Figure 4 compares the attribute read performance
between Python, C++ and Java server implementations on a 9xlarge server instance.
500
450
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Figure 4: Number of attribute reads during 15 s, 18xl
client (Python), 9xl server (Python, C++, Java).
600
number of write operations (×1000)

• a server instance of size varying from large up to
9xlarge. Each test was repeated with a device
server implemented in Python, C++ and Java.
For client side performance testing, following instances were configured:
• an 18xlarge server instance with device server implemented in Python,
• a client instance of size varying from large up
to 9xlarge. Each test was repeated with client
processes implemented in Python, C++ and Java.
The test results and the scripts used for running the
benchmarks on the AWS EC2 platform are available
online [3].
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Figure 5: Number of attribute writes during 15 s,
Python client (18xlarge), Python server (large-9xlarge).
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Figure 3: Number of attribute reads during 15 s,
Python client (18xlarge), Python server (large-9xlarge).
Figure 5 shows the number of write operations for
the same test setup. Also in this case a similar trend
was observed with device servers implemented in C++
and Java. Figure 6 compares the attribute write performance between Python, C++ and Java server implementations on a 9xlarge server instance.
With a large number of parallel clients, both attribute read and write speed increase with the increase
in the number of CPU cores at the server side. Although 72 CPU cores were available at the client side,
running more than 16 client processes does not improve
attribute access speed. Device server implemented in
C++ offers significantly faster attribute access when
compared to Python and Java implementations.

number of write operations (×1000)

number of read operations (×1000)
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Figure 6: Number of attribute writes during 15 s, 18xl
client (Python), 9xl server (Python, C++, Java).

Test Results—Client Side Performance
Figure 7 shows the number of write operations performed by client processes running on instances of
different sizes. The server was running on an 18xlarge
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instance. Both client processes and device server were
implemented in Python, but a similar trend was observed with client processes implemented in C++. Figure 8 compares the attribute write performance between
Python, C++ and Java client implementations on a
9xlarge client instance.
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Figure 7: Number of attribute writes during 15 s,
Python server (18xlarge), Python client (large-18xl).
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or writing to an attribute. The target device servers
and the standardized set of test scenarios allow Tango
users to share the results and compare efficiency of
their systems. The benchmark runner makes it easy to
run the benchmark and store test scenarios in simple
YAML files. The extensible architecture of the Benchmarking Suite allows to implement new benchmarks
easily. More complex test scenarios can be implemented
in the future.
The attribute access is an essential operation for
most of the devices in Tango and shall be performed as
efficiently as possible. A set of tests was conducted to
measure attribute access speed. The tests showed that
the speed at the server side increases with the number
of available CPU cores. In all scenarios, the C++ server
implementation is faster than the Python and the Java
implementations. Running more than 16 parallel clients
does not improve attribute access performance even on
multi-core machines. More tests with a larger server
instances are needed to evaluate the efficiency of the
client side. Also, a detailed analysis of the server side
scalability can be performed to determine the speedup
on a systems with a large number of CPU cores.
It is important to note that the performance figures
are for multiple clients communicating with the same
device server. A Tango Control System can start as
many device servers as it needs in order to scale up
performance. This way almost linear scaling can be
achieved i.e. unlimited scaling is possible as long as
hardware is available to start more device servers. The
only bottleneck is when accessing to the same hardware
(or other resource) which does not support multiple
accesses in parallel.
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Figure 8: Number of attribute writes during 15 s, 18xl
server (Python), 9xl client (Python, C++, Java).
Regardless of the number of parallel clients, attribute
write speed is not impacted by the number of CPU
available cores at the client side. Even clients running
on small instances were limited by the server side performance. Client processes implemented in Python, C++
and Java offer the same attribute write performance.
Similar results were observed for attribute read performance on the client side.

CONCLUSION
The efficiency, performance and resource utilization
are important aspects of any control system. The
Tango Controls Benchmarking Suite allows for measuring these qualities. The benchmark scripts implement
the most common use cases of Tango like reading from
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Abstract
As more and more scientific data is stored at photon
sources as part of implementing FAIR data policies there is
a growing need to provide services to access to view, reduce
and analyse the data remotely. The CALIPSOplus project,
in which all photon sources in Europe are involved in, has
recognised this need and created a prototype portal for Data
Analysis as a Service. This paper will present the technology
choices, the architecture of the blueprint, the prototype services and the objectives of the production version planned
in the medium term. The paper will cover the challenges of
building a data analysis portal from scratch which covers the
needs of multiple sites, each with their own data catalogue,
local computing infrastructure and different workflows. User
authentication and management are essential to creating a
useful but sustainable service.

INTRODUCTION
Photon sources are hitting a data analysis wall with the
huge increase in data volumes, new techniques and new
user communities. Users are limited by the difficulty in
exporting huge data from the source to their home labs and
by the lack of easy access to data analysis programs. At
the same time science is becoming more open by sharing
the data, methods and publications - the so-called Open
Science movement. Making the data used in publications
easily available enables others to reproduce the analysis
and findings. This has been one of motivations for photon
sources to adopt open data policies. Another motivation has
been the need to alleviate the data analysis bottleneck by
implementing modern data management so that data analysis
services can be built on top of data catalogues. Lack of
adequate data management limits the data services which
can be be offered to users. In order to address these issues it
was decided to include data management as a special topic
in H2020 project CALIPSOplus [1].
CALIPSOplus is a project of all synchrotrons and free
electron lasers in Europe and the Middle East to contribute
to the completion of the European Research Area [2] and to
tackle the new challenges arising from the commitment of
the EU to Open science, Open innovation and Open to the
world. The project aims at pushing integration with respect
to user access, support, instrumentation, data analysis and
∗
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data management forward. The goal is to harmonise data
management and data analysis services of the different
facilities. It was therefore agreed to start a Joint Research
Activity (JRA) to prototype data analysis services on top of
the data portals which are part of the data policies being
implemented at photon sources in Europe. This paper
describes the CALIPSOplus prototype data analysis portal.

DATA ANALYSIS AS A SERVICE
The as a Service (aaS) family of services include the well
known Software as a Service (SaaS) and Data as a Service
(DaaS) services. In order to address the data analysis bottleneck problem we propose to bring the data analysis software
to the data and provide Data Analysis as a Service (DAAS).
Data analysis can include providing data reduction services
to calibrate and reduce the data to smaller volumes or different dimension e.g. from raw detector counts to physical
units. The goal of DAAS is to leave data at the source and
provide users with remote access to data analysis programs
and algorithms. The DAAS prototype is aimed at identifying and implementing a number of prototype services for a
selected set of use cases. The experience gained and feedback from users will help move towards a production ready
service for data analysis in the future.

USE CASES
A survey was performed among the different CALIPSOplus members to compile a list with reusable scientific analysis software use case candidates at the different facilities.
Feasible candidates for use cases were the applications for
online analysis of scientific data, which are at the "end" of a
data analysis chain, and therefore producing results which
are directly useful for publications. However, any other
application considered re-usable from other sites could be
nominated. "Application" could also mean libraries, toolboxes or components from which full applications could be
more easily derived. The following software packages were
selected as use cases, see deliverable [3] and the software
catalogue [4] for the details about the software and required
dependencies:
• CrystFEL (DESY) : CrystFEL is a suite of programs
for processing diffraction data acquired serially in a
snapshot manner, such as when using the technique
of Serial Femtosecond Crystallography (SFX) with a
free-electron laser source.
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• Ptycho Shelves (PSI): Ptycho Shelves is an innovative
and conceptually-simple modular framework for ptychography reconstructions.
• Savu (Diamond) : Savu is a Python package to assist
with the processing and reconstruction of parallel-beam
tomography data.
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containers. Virtual machines and containers provide encapsulated user environments, which can eventually be archived
with the experimental data, thereby capturing valuable provenance data and strongly supporting the reproducibility of
the original experiment and data analysis workflows.

• pyFAI (ESRF) : the pyFAI library reduces 2D images
into 1D curves (azimuthal integration). As a library,
the aim of pyFAI is to be integrated into other tools or
being used directly within Jupyter notebooks.
• PyMca (ESRF) : PyMca allows to explore X-ray microscopy datasets.
• Crispy (ESRF) : Crispy is a modern graphical user
interface to simulate core-level spectra using semiempirical multiplet approaches.
• PyNX (ESRF) : Python toolkit for accelerated Nanostructures Crystallography and Coherent X-ray Imaging
techniques.

SOFTWARE CATALOGUE
Almost all the use cases listed above are in the PaNData
software catalogue. The PaNData software catalogue [4] is a
database of software used mainly for data analysis of photon
and neutron experiments. It allows scientific institutes to
upload information about the software that they have created
for others to download although the website does not contain
the binaries for the software.
All software developed for the implementation of the proposed architecture is being published on Github under permissible licenses at https://github.com/calipsoplus

BLUEPRINT
At present, we are working to provide five main services
which users can access remotely to perform their data analysis linked to their data, these include:
• Data browsing
• Jupyter Notebooks [5]
• Virtual machines and containers
• Remote desktop applications
• Web applications for data analysis
The blueprint (see Fig. 1) was prepared at a meeting in
May 2018 where the collaborators met to discuss requirements for the blueprint and to design the potential architecture and implementation of these services. The blueprint
design was completed at a hands-on meeting held at the
ALBA synchrotron in October 2018.
It was agreed that applications will be implemented as deployable packages, as pre-configured virtual machines or as

Figure 1: Blueprint of CALIPSOplus.

Infrastructure Requirements
The infrastructure on which the DAAS services will run
must be adequately dimensioned for the service to enable
users to work comfortably. Even if the blueprint could run
on a single computer it will require one or more clusters of
machines to provide a useful service. The exact number of
machines will depend on the use cases implemented at each
site and the number of users.

Portals
Access Portal The current implementation has an access portal which can be viewed by anyone and can be used
for both promoting the capabilities of each facility as well
as providing access to the portal of each site. Each site has
an authorisation database in order to prevent unauthorised
access. CALIPSOplus has chosen UmbrellaID [6] as the
main authentication mechanism. UmbrellaID allows anyone
to make an account therefore users must be able to link their
UmbrellaID account with their local site account to make
sure that only authorised users (those who carried out an
experiment at the facility) have access to the services offered by the DAAS portal. OpenID Connect (OIDC) [7]
is supported to enable local access without an UmbrellaID
account. This allows some facilities to make use of their
existing Single Sign-On (SSO).
In the future, the CALIPSOplus DAAS portal could be
a thematic service in the EOSC [8] for promoting common
PaN services like the software catalogue, tutorials, documentation, open data etc.
Facility Portal The facility portal is the portal implemented by each synchrotron with bespoke services offered
including the core functionality to be offered by all sites.
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The resource quota database is connected to the portal
in order to make sure that users only make use of a number of resources proportional to their experiment/proposal.
The importance of a resource quota is to make sure that a
single user or a small group of users are not using all of
the resources and preventing others from accessing the resources. Resource quotas allow control of the number of
CPUs, RAM, storage and time allocated to each user via
the DAAS portal. The quotas depend on what users need to
do. A user carrying out computationally heavy simulations
will require more resources and will need to accommodated
for, but not every user will need this or be given additional
resources. For JupyterHub, the initial plan is to give each
user the same amount of resources e.g storage, RAM and
CPU which they can use.
Data Catalogue The facilities’ data catalogue is linked
to the facility portal as the user will have to specify which
dataset(s) they wish to have access to either on a virtual
machine or for use on JupyterLab. The user will enter some
details about the dataset such as the proposal number, the
name of the beamline, session, date of experiment etc. based
on which the data catalogue will be able to find the data and
return it to the user in the most efficient way. This data will
be mounted directly to the virtual machine they have access
to or by the Jupyter Notebook container. This operation will
remain the same for the user provided it is stored on a hard
drive at the facility. Data that is archived is not restored
automatically. It will require a manual request via the data
portal to restore the data. The user will need to specify where
the data has been restored to access it.

Orchestrator
The orchestrator coordinates containerised services
started via the portal for multiple users. The orchestrator (Kubernetes and/or SLURM) will deploy the containers based
on the availability of resources on each node as well as the
hardware requirements that have been set for the container
such as CPU, RAM and GPU.
Servers Each of these services will require servers in
order to host them. In the case of Jupyter Notebooks, they
will be hosted on a Kubernetes cluster which will allow load
balancing of many containers across multiple servers. With
this setup, it is possible to add and remove servers depending
on the number of users and their requirements.
As most facilities are using SLURM, deploying notebooks
using SLURM was implemented however this involves some
restrictions as users are unable to install additional software
and must rely completely on the software packages already
installed on the node.
Each facility will have the choice to use Kubernetes [9],
SLURM or both orchestrators to provide Jupyter Notebooks.
As part of the services supplied, it was possible to provide
containers with pre-configured software such as CrystFEL
[10] and Ptycho [11] installed. Docker containers were used
however Singularity [12] is another possibility.
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Container Orchestrator As not all facilities have a production ready Kubernetes deployed, they are still able to
make use of Docker to provide containers with pre-installed
software. This is used for simple applications as Docker is
limited to a single machine without using Docker Swarm.
It will be necessary to take into account not only performance but also hardware requirements as virtual machines
are much more resource intensive. It is possible that containers might be able to provide a sufficient performance with
less resources.

IMPLEMENTATION
The project is currently in the implementation phase: creating an initial prototype. The prototype follows the original
blueprint closely despite encountering some problems along
the way. The difficulties experienced were in the following
areas :
• Mounting NFS directories to containers with correct
user permissions
• Accessing users experimental data from metadata catalogues
A Jupyterhub has been setup to run on Kubernetes which
creates containers for each Jupyter Notebook. As these containers were run using root as default, users were unable
to access their home directory and the experimental data
on NFS due to permission errors. Working with some of
the main contributers on Jupyterhub for Kubernetes it was
possible to run the container as the user instead of root and
have the NFS paths mounted at start-up.
One of the biggest problems remaining is accessing data
from ICAT due to the fact that ICAT does not currently
support OAuth2. This requires the user to login twice in
order to get an authorisation token and access the data. This
problem can affect facilities not using ICAT as well. Each
facility will contribute code to support their data access
platform.

Frontend
The frontend of the web application is being written in
Angular 6 which supports multiple packages for OpenID
Connect as well as to enable us to make use of software
which has already been created to enable remote desktop
applications via RDP and VNC. See Figures 2 and 3 for
examples of the frontend service pages.

REST API
The backend of CALIPSOplus is written in Python making use of the Django [13] framework. Python was chosen
as it provides many APIs which allows one to create containers and virtual machines using OpenStack, Docker and
Kubernetes more easily. Django provided a rich ecosystem of third-party applications such as OpenID Connect for
authentication, notification system for sending emails and
out-of-the-box support for many types of databases giving
us great flexibility.
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Figure 2: Front End services available.
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unseen problem was that by running the container as the
user, the user’s account information didn’t exist within the
notebook (/etc/passwd). Although this initially appears as
a cosmetic issue, software that requires a username during
the installation, e.g., to create or configure files etc fail. One
possible solution is to add the user’s account information to
the /etc/passwd directory during start-up.
Another means of providing the notebooks was to use
SLURM. SLURM allows the user to reserve resources in a
computing cluster in order to run a Jupyter Notebook. This
solution is a very useful alternative to Kubernetes however
it does have some limitations. Firstly, users are not able to
install additional software which requires root privileges.
The other being that it is initially more difficult to configure
as each node of the cluster which can run the notebook must
have all of the needed software installed which is not needed
for Kubernetes as the container will contain everything.

Data Catalogue

Figure 3: Container and Virtual Machine which the user has
made and can use.

Site Specific Login
Each facility will be able to implement additional authentication methods to their local site portal. UmbrellaID is the
preferred authenticator for accessing the portal.

A very important issue is that the user is able to access all
of the data relating to their proposal. The default granularity
supported will be at the level of Proposal. More detailed
data searches for datasets will be done via the data portal
and not via the common DAAS portal. It is up to the facility
data portal to make a link to the DAAS portal services. The
critical issue of making data accessible in an efficient way
via a local mount. The type of mount will depend on the
local facility file system(s). At the ESRF it was possible to
mount the Proposal directory to the container/VM giving
the user the quickest possible access to their data. Other
facilities are currently doing the same.

Containers
Containers are currently being run on Kubernetes by using the Kubernetes Python API which supports mounting
directories the user would need such as their home directory
or their Proposal directories.
In order to access user home directories inside the container, we initially encountered the problem whereby the
container was run as root while trying to access a directory
from NFS which belongs to a different user. To access these
directories, we had to change the container so that it is always being run by the user and never as root. This served
the purpose of not only as a possible way to access the data,
but also as a security mechanism as even if a user was able
to escape the container, they would only have user rights on
the host machine instead of root rights.

Jupyter Notebooks
Initially Jupyter Notebooks were provided by using Kubernetes which creates an individual container for each user.
The user is able to access all of their directories as with any
container. They were also given them sudo access within the
container/notebook enabling them to install any additional
software they need. This seems to be the most efficient
solution as we are able to scale resources depending on
users and keep the users in an isolated environment. One

TESTING
The development of the portal included a testing phase
which reported (in month 24 of the project) critical feedback
for assisting further advancements of the system. The examination was done against the Blueprint requirements but also
reported the views of developers, system administrators and
end-users. The main challenge was the very high number
of interconnected software components and services, many
of which are still under development, that consist of the
platform. Even if the project has common objectives, each
facility may have slightly different needs from the portal and
some have more advanced deployments than others.
The structure of the examination included functional and
non-functional aspects. The functional part included Unit,
Integration, System, and Acceptance testing; and surveyed
many components such as the login, front-end, analysis applications and data access. This included examining the
readiness for delivery and wide deployment. The second
part included the so called non-functional aspects that include Performance, Security, Usability, and Compatibility
testing. This part provided insights on the overall responsiveness but also raised security concerns.
The results of the testing confirmed that the system as a
whole follows successfully the blueprint that it is based on.
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The facilities with advanced installations which involved
end-users during the testing phase, reported a mostly positive and encouraging feedback. A key critical finding is that
even if the basic installation is straight forward, the integration to the existing computing infrastructure, services and
databases is very challenging due to the complexities of the
local infrastructures. Certain issues were raised regarding
documentation that since that time have been improved including authoring of the present paper that aims at serving
as a reference to the whole system. It was noted that the connection to the data catalogue was a task that required further
work; likewise for the local authentication subsystem. There
was positive feedback regarding the overall performance but
system administrator groups raised the need for specialised
monitoring tools. This will pave the way for extending the
portal into a production-ready services for end-users as it is
planned from certain facilities.
The overall positive feedback of the testing suggested
that the system is suitable to serve as a starting-point and
demonstrator for EOSC related projects like PaNOSC [14]
and EXPaNDS [15].

USER FEEDBACK
Development versions of the portal were deployed in all
of the facilities to get user feedback. The users selected to
test the portal were scientists and scientific computing group
leaders as these groups were considered potential users of
the portal in the future.
The overall feedback from users about the tool was very
positive. "As it is now the portal provides all that is required to run a virtual machine..."; "I’ve found the portal
very attractive and responsive, and very useful to our users".
Nevertheless, there were some concerns regarding the performance as, in some cases, the application tested was "a
bit slow, and I had difficulty in browsing the data", and this
should be addressed in order to adjust every container to its
optimal configuration (number of CPUs, RAM,...).
Other comments were received related to new features,
such as being able to install any application easily, and being
able to use a console or terminal in order to interact with the
system.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The CALIPSOplus DAAS prototype has been useful to
identify and solve technical issues, prototype use cases, and
get feedback from users. The question now is what is the
next step? One obvious goal would be to run the prototype with the aim of developing a production solution in
the long term. For this to happen each site needs to adopt
a data analysis strategy and to provide human and financial
resources to implement this. Most CALIPSOplus partners
are however not this far yet - even if all of them admit there
is a data analysis bottleneck, few of them have adopted a
strategy nor allocated sufficient resources to deal with the
problem. One partner of CALIPSOplus is planning to move
the DAAS prototype to a production ready service while the
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other partners will continue to test the DAAS portal as an
incubator service.
Fortunately the European Commission has embarked on
the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) [8]. The EOSC
is an ambitious project to make scientific data FAIR and
to link data to compute resources. Although the exact implementation EOSC is still not clearly defined a number
of projects have been financed to further define and implement the EOSC. Two of these projects are the Photon and
Neutron Open Science Cloud (PaNOSC [14]) and the ExPaNDS project [15]. PaNOSC is a consortium of Photon
and Neutron sources on the EU roadmap, while ExPaNDS is
made up of a consortium of national EU photon and neutron
sources. Both projects have the goal of providing data services. The future development of the CALIPSOplus JRA2
portal will be carried out under these two projects. See paper
[TUBPL02] on PaNOSC at this conference for more details
about the data services and portal developments that are
planned.

CONCLUSION
From this blueprint, we can see that the proposed architecture and implementation of providing Data Analysis as a
Service for synchrotron facilities provides a common user
experience and services while still allowing the freedom for
each synchrotron to implement site-specific functionality
depending on their own hardware and experimental procedures. Initial prototypes and tests show that the main issues
required to provide a DAAS service for synchrotrons have
been taken into account. There are multiple factors like
data access, performance, compute resources which need
to be taken into account but which can only be done at the
facility infrastructure level. Ultimately the service needs to
be tested by the users. This will be done through the user
meetings and organisations. Each facility must now define
the level of support they want to give for Data Analysis as a
Service. This will determine the hardware requirements for
the production system.
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Abstract
This paper will present the state of of kernel developments
in the Tango Controls toolkit and community since the
previous ICALEPCS 2017. It will describe what changes
have been made over the last 2 years to the Long Term
Support (LTS) version, how GitHub has been used to provide
Continuous Integration (CI) for all platforms, and prepare
the latest source code release. It will present how docker
containers are supported, how they are being used for CI and
for building digital twins. It will describe the outcome of
the kernel code camp(s). Finally it will present how Tango
is preparing the next version - V10. The paper will explain
why new and old installations can continue profiting from
Tango Controls while maintaining their investment. In other
words in Tango "the more things change the better the core
concepts become".

INTRODUCTION
Tango Controls is a software toolkit for building object
oriented control systems. It has been adopted at a large
number of sites around the world either as the main toolkit
for their control system or for a sub-system or commercially
acquired systems. A growing number of commercial
products and control systems are now based on Tango
Controls. A few commercial companies offer paying support
for anyone needing help in integrating Tango Controls into
their system.
With this wide user base it is important that Tango
Controls continues to remain an active project and offer
a clear roadmap for the future. Tango Controls has regularly
given an update at the ICALEPCS series of conferences of
the state of the kernel development. This paper follows in
this tradition. It will provide an update of what has been
achieved over the last two years as well as provide a summary
of what is planned next. Readers are encouraged to refer to
following papers about kernel development presented at this
conference for more details on specific topics: MOPHA051,
MOPHA050, WEPHA020, WEPHA056, WESH3003, and
other papers on using Tango.

The main objectives of kernel developments for Tango
Controls since 2017 has been to continue consolidating the
continuous integration for all major platforms, maintain
the Long Term Support version V9, i.e., bug fixing and
add features which are strongly needed by the community
and do not break compatibility with the, improve the web
development platform, continue improve the documentation
and maintain the website. This paper summarises these
developments.

COLLABORATION
The Tango Controls collaboration is composed of
several partners sites who have committed -by signing a
Collaboration Contract- to financing the development and
the animation of the community. The Tango Controls
collaboration is growing year after year. In 2017, the largest
astronomical project in the world, the Square Kilometre
Array (SKA), joined the collaboration with 2 members: SKA
Organisation (Manchester, United Kingdom) and SARAO
(Cape Town, South Africa). In 2019, the Extreme Light
Infrastructure (ELI) institute in Czech Republic joined the
collaboration, to make up 11 partners financing the core
development. Each partner nominates a representative on
the steering committee to vote and follow-up the budget,
define the strategy and the milestones.
The ESRF hosts the collaboration body and is in
charge of executing the development program voted by
the steering committee. The collaboration budget allowed
the collaboration to boost the software development,
maintenance and animation effort by sub-contracting certain
tasks to commercial companies.

KERNEL DEVELOPMENT
C++ Core Library
The stable (Long-Term Support) branch of the Tango
C++ Kernel is steadily evolving. The development has
accelerated since the move from Sourceforge to GitHub [1]
and integration of various services like Travis for continuous
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integration and Sonar for code quality. The open nature
of GitHub encourages collaboration within the Tango
Community.
Recently a new version, cppTango 9.3.3, has been
released [2]. It is the first stable release since 9.2.5 in 2017
and the move to GitHub. It contains numerous improvements
over the previous major 9.2.5 release, like performance
optimizations for devices with a large number of attributes
or possibility to configure float or double properties to a
NaN (not a number) or infinite value. A big work has
been done on the event system to make it more reliable and
avoid heartbeat errors when Tango is used with some special
network configurations, and to work around a bug in some
ZMQ versions which was preventing the event subscribers
from receiving more than 1000 events. The latest release
provides better compatibility with modern versions of GCC
and Clang when compiling the source code in C++14 mode.
This is especially important for device server developers as
they can use up-to-date compiler tool-chains for their work.
The test suite has been refactored into smaller, isolated test
cases. Additionally, the new Tango C++ Kernel release
contains many small changes, bug fixes and code quality
improvements.
The API documentation has been updated to support the
search feature. There is ongoing work that aims to migrate
the documentation from Doxygen to Sphinx [3].

Python Core Library
Python has become the most popular programming
language in the Tango Controls community in recent years.
This is largely due to the excellent PyTango binding for
Tango to C++. It provides a high level python friendly API
which makes developing servers and clients extremely easy.
PyTango 9.3.1 has been released in August 2019 [4].
This marks the fifth release since the previous review at
ICALEPCS 2017 [1]. Eight contributors have been working
to the project producing more than 400 commits, in total.
PyTango 9.3.1 supports the releases 9.3.x of the Tango
C++ library - the minor versions are kept in sync. No
major updates were required in this period, so it was largely
maintenance.
The PyTango library is compatible with both Python
2 and 3. As the end-of-life for Python 2 approaches
(1 January 2020) [5], other Tango projects using PyTango are
transitioning to Python 3. This brought to light some issues
with the Python 3 compatibility, which have largely been
addressed. Some improvements were made to the asyncio [6]
"green mode" support as well.
A notable addition is that pre-compiled packages for
Microsoft Windows are now available directly from the
Python Package Index, PyPI [7]. These are built for
various CPU architectures and Python versions using the
AppVeyor [8] continuous integration tool. Note that the C++
Tango library bindings are statically linked - currently using
version 9.3.3.
There is ongoing work to make the high level application
programming interface (API) more comfortable for Python
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users, i.e., more "Pythonic". Work on the Tango DevEnum
data type has already been completed which maps it to a
standard Python enumerated type. An area for future work is
logging - the standard Python logger should be available in
all device servers. Log handlers could then be configured for
various targets, such the Tango Logging Service, syslog [9],
or Elasticsearch [10].
The major rework of changing the C++ binding to use
pybind11 is still ongoing, and discussed in a later section.

Java Core Library
As for the C++ and Python libraries, the Java library is
continuously maintained. Last changes were mainly focused
on bug fixing and continuous integration tooling. We have
setup automated releases and from now on, on each git
tag, Travis will automatically compile, test and deploy the
JTango binaries into Bintray [11]. These binaries are also
available in the Maven Central repository [12]. JTango is
still compiled with Java 7 to maintain compatibility with
current users, and we will move to Java 8 by the end of 2019.
From Java 11, its default CORBA implementation has been
removed from Java [13], but it not an issue as it is still
available in Jacorb [14], that is already used by JTango.

PYBIND11 PORT
The current version of PyTango (9.3.1) utilises Boost
as the binding layer between Python and C++. It exposes
the Tango C++ API to Python and vice-versa. A project
is underway to replace this layer with pybind11 [15].
This will have the advantage of a lightweight header-only
implementation utilising the modern feature of C++11 and
beyond. It will lead to faster compilation times and a
smaller overall footprint. At the same time, much of the
code can be simplified taking advantage of pybind’s in-built
features: automatic type conversion, STL containers, smart
pointers, internal reference counting, numpy, and buffer
support, to name a few. Support for overloaded functions
and inheritance of virtual and pure virtual is also essential
and simplified.
A simple example of our conversion to pybind11 shows
a single method of a python client calling C++ to report its
name. The key features here are the use of a C++ lambda
function whereby the calling arguments and return type are
clearly defined.
.def("name",[](Tango::DeviceProxy& self)->std::string {
return self.name(); // Tango C++ signature
})

Most of the client code has now been ported and the
server side is well under way. Conversion has not always
been straight forward with the main stumbling blocks being
threading issues in the server side code and asynchronous
command callbacks, however, release for preliminary testing
is foreseen to be the end of the year. For further information
see pybind11 documentation on readthedocs [16].
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REST API
The Tango REST API is an important addition to support
web interfaces "out-of-the-box" (Fig. 1). Some major
improvements were made to the Tango REST API. The
project was restructured to separate specification from
reference implementation and tests suite. The new 1.1
version of Tango REST API specification was released as
well as its Java implementation in November 2018. This
version features adoption of HTTP/2.0 and Subscriptions
API which allows clients to subscribe to upstream native
Tango events and to be notified via event stream [17].
In conjunction with SSE, HTTP/2.0 forms a powerful
bi-directional communication protocol from HTTP based
clients to Tango Controls applications and vice versa.

Figure 2: TangoGQL a GraphQL backend for Tango
WebJive is developed by MAX IV Laboratory and the
Square Kilometer Array (SKA.). A Tango slack channel
"#webjive" has been opened to facilitate the collaboration
for the development.

WALTZ

Figure 1: Tango REST API events with SSE

WEB TOOLKIT
A new web technology project enters the Tango portfolio.
WebJive is a web-based application for visualising and
interacting with a Tango control system. This is an attempt to
recreate a basic device browser with modern web technology,
similar to the desktop application Jive. The development is
based on the REACT framework for the User Interface and
GraphQL for the communication with Tango (Fig. 2). React
is a JavaScript framework which is component oriented.
This framework made by Facebook is very popular among
frond-end web developers. The backend server so call
TangoGQL provides a GraphQL API which is a declarative
language for querying data. Returning only the data you
ask for can drastically reduce the number of calls needed
for getting the information. Furthermore the Tango event
system has been connected to the GraphQL event-based
subscriptions, making use of a unique and standard protocol.
Additionally the server can be connected to a Central
Authorisation System to limit the access in reading/writing
attributes and executing commands.
A user interface construction tool has been developed
based on the same architecture. The user can create their own
dashboards online and share them. It comes with an array of
basic built-in widgets, such as buttons that issue commands
and plot diagrams that display attribute values over time.
Furthermore, its architecture makes it straightforward for
a developer to extend it with new widgets. The aim of the
tool is to empower anybody who works with a Tango control
system by enabling them to create advanced GUIs in a matter
of minutes without any programming.

During the 32nd Tango Collaboration meeting, the Tango
community voted to rename TangoWebapp: it is now known
as Waltz. Since 2017 Waltz reached a mature state as an end
user application and as a platform for Tango web applications.
Being used in production at DESY for about one year, it
proved to be a first choice tool for beamline commissioning at
PETRA P05 + P07. The latest release includes a wide range
of useful widgets, that simplify monitoring and controlling,
as well as managing, Tango devices: multiple dashboard
profiles for control and monitoring, Tango hosts and servers
manager, redesigned Tango device control panel, etc. [18].
As a platform, Waltz offers rich possibilities to develop
user oriented widgets. At PETRA P05 and P07 it is used
to configure the data acquisition layer. A comprehensive
description on Waltz as a platform can be found in [19].

WEB SITE
Since December 2017 a new Tango Controls website has
been online. All information of the previous website was
analyzed, redesigned and restructured. This was done to
make visitors feel more comfortable and navigate through
the website faster. This reorganization was accompanied
with a huge Tango Controls documentation reorganization
and all information dedicated to the documentation was
moved there from the website. New sections were added.
Among them are GitHub info and a mind-map with all of
the Tango Controls Ecosystem, see Fig. 3.

TANGO V10
The main quality attributes of the architecture of the
current Tango version were highlighted in Tango V10
design document [20]; moreover, a wide-ranging analysis
of the existing Tango Controls code base was done, to
define a possible evolution strategy for Tango V10, and
included in the report. A dedicated meeting was organized
to discuss the outcome of the analysis. As the result of
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automatically build the Tango C++ library and the PyTango
dependencies for different Windows compilers: currently
from MSVC9 to MSVC15 in 32 and 64 bits, but MSVC14
and more recent compilers in 32 and 64 bits in the next
cppTango versions. Appveyor decided to change its artifacts
retention policy so build artifacts older than 6 months are
now automatically deleted. To overcome this limitation, the
artifacts are now saved as Github releases assets. Appveyor
builds depending on artifacts from other repositories are
now downloading these files from the Github release assets.

CONTAINERS

Figure 3: Tango Controls Ecosystem Mind Map
the discussion it was decided to continue the analysis and
to involve more community members starting the Tango
RFC project [21]. Inspired by the ZeroMQ project, the
Tango community decided to adopt the Collective Code
Construction Contract (C4) [22] to create and modify RFCs.
In addition, RFC life-cycle has been defined to adhere to the
Consensus-Oriented Specification System (COSS).
The Tango RFC project formally specifies the Tango
Controls protocol as it is now (v9.3.3). It will be a
base for the specification of Tango V10. The Tango V10
will probably not use CORBA transport communication.
However, the main qualities and features of the Tango
Controls will be preserved. It is planned that from the user
perspective, the only change will be long term sustainability
and better performance. For this purpose, the protocol
specification is building separate RFC documents. Some of
the RFC documents specify certain protocol features and
actors behaviour, and some of the RFCs specify current
transport implementation based on CORBA/Omniorb and
ZeroMQ.
The specification builds up layers, which allows for a next
step. The next step is to select specific features of the current
Tango Controls protocol and propose its implementation
with a new transport protocol by developing client and server
prototypes.

CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION
The Tango kernel projects use Travis [23] for continuous
integration builds for Linux platforms. Travis is currently set
up to compile and test cppTango on Debian Wheezy, Jessie,
Stretch and Buster. PyTango is built and tested by Travis
for python 2.7, 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7. cppTango development
Debian packages are generated and deployed automatically
on Bintray [24] when a new tag is created. Travis is used
by JTango to automatically deploy new releases to Bintray
and to create automatically a Github release with a fat jar as
asset when a new git tag is created. Appveyor [8] is used to

Although nowadays there are many technologies and
standards for containerising applications, Docker is the
Tango Community’s container of choice. Following the
release of the first official Docker image with Tango and
using it for the Tango Kernel continuous integration, Docker
is gaining more and more adoption in the Tango Community.
The Tango image has been updated to match the latest Tango
Controls version and is now built directly from the Tango
Controls source code, as opposed to being installed from a
Debian binary package. There is ongoing work that aims to
further modularise and refactor existing Tango images [25].
The Docker is also extensively used by the TangoBox
virtual machine. Starting with TangoBox 9.2 release, more
and more services were moved into dedicated containers.
The TangoBox virtual machine image is now available on
AWS [26] making it even easier to try out Tango Controls
and many of the tools developed for Tango.
In version 9.3 of TangoBox, the following applications
and services are running in their own containers: Archiving
(HDB, HDB++, E-giga), Waltz, JLinac and Modbus
simulators, JupyTango. The images with these services
are automatically built in GitLab CI and published to a
container registry. This allows for better manageability
and software reusability and eases upgrades of the VM’s
base system. There are plans to move even more services,
including Tango’s Database device server, into containers.
The goal is to have a fully dockerised Tango Controls.
Docker has proven itself to be very useful for development
purposes and automated testing of device servers in CI. It
allows developers to easily test software against multiple
versions of Tango Controls to ensure portability and
compatibility. This is especially important for companies
like S2Innovation, who develop software for the industry.
Often they are required to ensure compatibility with older
Tango releases while and at the same time they want to be
able to run the software also on the latest versions of Tango.

SKA Use Case
The SKA Project is investing in the implementation of
a software development strategy based on the principles
of Continuous Delivery and DevOps practices. Containers
and container orchestration engines have been identified
as fundamental building blocks in the realisation of an
efficient development strategy and pipeline. This helps in
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ensuring consistency and continuity between the different
environments, starting from the local development machines
up to the integration, staging and production environments.
Moreover, as the SKA telescopes are being built, there is
a need for a completely virtualized integration and testing
infrastructure for the various software components being
developed. A virtual integration facility is a precious asset
for the project and it will enable software development and
maintenance even in the absence of the telescope. In this
context the necessity to deploy a complete Tango based
control system in a containerised environment emerged. As a
first step in this direction, the SKA Organisation has defined
a set of standards to be adopted when approaching container
related technologies. To avoid vendor lock-in and leverage
Open Container Initiative (OCI) compliant containers, a
set of standards, conventions and guidelines for building,
integrating and maintaining container technologies has been
published [27]. In adherence with the guidelines a set of
container images have been defined, based on the Docker
technology, but in compliance with the OCI standards [28]:
• tango-dependencies: a base image containing Tango
preferred version of ZeroMQ plus the preferred,
patched version of OmniORB
• tango-db: a MariaDB image including Tango database
schema. Data is stored separately in a volume
• tango-cpp: core C++ Tango libraries and applications
• tango-pogo: image for running Pogo and displaying
Pogo help. Pogo output can be persisted to a docker
volume or to the host machine
• tango-java: as per tango-cpp, plus Java applications
and bindings
• tango-python: extends tango-cpp, adding PyTango
Python bindings
• tango-itango: itango, a Python shell for interactive
TANGO sessions
• tango-rest: an image containing tango-rest, which acts
as a REST proxy to a Tango system
• tango-dsconfig: an image containing the dsconfig tool
and related dependencies
These images can be orchestrated and used as the basis
for developing a complete Tango based control system. The
SKA Organisation has defined a set of guidelines [29] that
can be followed so to orchestrate containers based on Cloud
Native Computing Foundation practices and tools. At the
time of this writing a first SKA integration environment is
defined and deployed accordingly to those standards using
Helm charts into a Kubernetes based environment.
Further investigation is needed in order to understand
the trade-offs of container adoption, there are general
expectations that these aspects will evolve rapidly during
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the early stages of SKA construction. Optimising the local
development environment for developers and easing the
development experience is one of the main aspects. Also,
some investigation is in progress in order to understand the
performance aspects of a container based Tango architecture:
how to best map PODs, containers, device servers and
devices is still unclear and scalability tests will be executed
in the next future to better explore this space.

CONCLUSION
The Tango Controls Collaboration has again proved
to essential in ensuring the continued maintenance and
development of the Tango kernel over the last two years.
The quality of the Long Term Support Tango kernel libraries
has improved thanks to new kernel developers with strong
C++, Python and Java skills joining the core development
team. An ambitious project to capture the functionality of
the LTS version in RFCs has been started. Developments in
the area of web technologies are very active and continue
to improve. Documentation has been improved thanks to
the organisation of a Write-the-Doc camp. Continuous
Integration has finally been addressed for all major platforms
on Linux and Windows so that now the main libraries and
bindings are available for both platforms. The adoption of
Docker for testing is being generalised. New members in
the community are playing an important role in maintaining
the level of community activity high. Tango meetings and
code camps remain an essential part of the community
activity. The contribution of commercial companies has
been essential in all the kernel activities. Without them
Tango would not have advanced to the current level of
stability and support.
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FUTURE ACQUISITION ARCHITECTURE
INVESTIGATIONS AT DIAMOND
K. Ralphs, J. Handford
Diamond Light Source, Didcot, UK
Abstract
At Diamond we are reviewing the current stack of inhouse Software Applications that are used to control our
beamline experiments and analyse the data produced by
them. We intend to use this process of analysis and
investigation to formulate proposals for a revised
architecture to address the issues with the existing
architecture, making use of the opportunities presented by
modern technologies and methods, where appropriate. In
doing so we hope to design a more flexible and
maintainable system which addresses technical debt and
functional limitations that have built up over the lifetime of
our current software. This will allow us to go on to
implement a powerful acquisition and analysis system to
be used with the new facilities of Diamond II [1].

THE EXISTING DIAMOND SOFTWARE
ENVIRONMENT
Diamond currently has a well-established stack of
applications developed over many years which provides
users with Data Acquisition and Analysis functionality
from the Controls Hardware interface right up to the live
and offline post processing and visualisation of
experimental data. For organisational and technological
reasons, the Controls, Acquisition and Analysis layers tend
to have been developed by different teams, in some cases
leading to hard boundaries of technological and operational
knowledge.

This often results in the need to find the expert from
another team to progress the diagnosis of problems or
obtain the knowledge of how to access useful information
from a different layer of the stack.
Also, primarily in the Acquisition layer, the software has
grown up organically over a period of 15 years leading to
bad structure, un-needed redundancy, dead code and other
forms of technical debt making it brittle, difficult to
maintain and hard to develop. With the advent of the
Diamond II redevelopment, we want to take a step back to
analyse the software we have at the moment with a view to
designing a new consistent platform architecture to address
these and other problems and to take advantage of current
industry best practises and technologies. In doing this the
intention is to repackage the existing proven functionality
in a more flexible structure behind a common platform API
whilst revising some existing implementations and adding
new capabilities and features along the way. This should
allow us to migrate to a stable consistent platform that is
easier to maintain and support and offers more flexibility
to cross the old boundaries to get to the information
required by the user.

CONCEPTUAL FUTURE
ARCHITECTURE
This initiative is at a very early stage, though we do have
a high level conceptual design on which we are focusing
our technology examinations (see Fig 1).

Figure 1: High Level Design.
WEPHA060
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Common Discoverable Reactive Platform API
The figure shows the adoption of a common ‘Diamond
Platform’ API which would provide access to, and delivery
of, all beamline control, data acquisition and data analysis
functionality, from moving individual motors right up to
reconstructing and segmenting tomography data for
visualisation. Provision of an API like this will open up the
possibility for new and custom clients to be developed for
Diamond’s experimental systems, so it is important that the
choice of API technology is supported by many languages
and environments. In addition, a common API will allow
Diamond’s software groups to address some of the
challenges presented by the current architecture:
• Effective Development Team Collaboration. Using
consistent technology fosters greater working
between teams and simplifies maintenance and
provisioning for IT support.
• Secure Access.
The API will enable Diamond to put security at the
centre of its software stack, allowing Single Sign-On
(SSO) using the user’s FedID and providing proper
Authentication and Authorisation of requests.
• Information Accessibility.
A common API covering all stack layers will facilitate
reuse of elements and data from anywhere within the
stack allowing higher level views to easily get to
underlying information and structures.
• Data Traffic Reduction.
Discoverability reduces data traffic whilst allowing
clients to drill down interactively to gain more context
for the headline data.
• More Responsive User Experience.
Reactivity allows clients that need to, to operate
interactively with live hardware, whilst also providing
a means for feedback of progress of operations or
availability of resources on a non-polled basis for any
client(s) that can consume this.

Direct Communication for Time Critical
Elements
At the Controls layer, it is important that no latency is
introduced in the communication between the API and time
critical elements like PandA boxes [2] and the Malcolm
middleware layer [3]. At this level the API will be
providing the logic design interface to these elements (as
the current custom in-house developed API does) and so
must be able to respond as quickly as possible to allow the
current browser based Configuration Client to function
properly. For this reason, it will be necessary for the
Gateway to be able to route communications directly to the
required consumer when appropriate.

Message Based Backbone with Services
Direct business layer access is not as strong a
requirement for the Acquisition and Analysis layers; here
requests can be serviced on a more command based
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timescale. The major issue to address in these layers is the
high coupling (interdependency and intermingling) of not
directly related areas of code; this is hindering efficient
software development and compromising software
maintainability. This is the classic problem of a monolithic
application that has been developed over a long period of
years by many people, where keeping the users’
experiments running has often, necessarily, taken
precedence over good software engineering practice.
Despite this development constraint, we now have a very
well tested application in Diamond’s Generic Data
Acquisition (GDA) software [4], [5] & [6]. GDA is well
understood by users and beamline scientists and so it is
important to maintain familiar proven functionality and
continue to support well-established use cases. This means
that we should be looking to preserve the algorithms that
have been debugged and refined over the years, but present
them in a more flexible and maintainable arrangement
which strips out interdependency and encapsulates
functionality in well-defined blocks that can be
individually built, tested and deployed.
This is a familiar software architectural problem which
is often addressed by adopting a message based microservice architecture [7] to replace the old single application
server approach. Microservices is a well-established
pattern in the software industry these days and, though it
has its own challenges (as all architectures do), there has
been much development, debug and test effort invested in
the approach by major organisations over the last 10 years
resulting in a wealth of application and tooling to support
such developments. In addition, adoption of this
architectural pattern would open up possibilities
unavailable in the current acquisition architecture, such as
easy development of functionality in any language, service
management
to
dynamically
replace/supplement
overloaded or failing functional elements, and application
of containerized approaches for potentially streamlining
deployment. For these reasons, this approach seems a
plausible and attractive way of providing an infrastructure
that would allow Diamond to gradually extract and
repackage existing functionality from the current server,
whilst maintaining its availability from the user
perspective.

Testing the Plan
Having arrived at this design Diamond has now begun
to examine the popular frameworks and available
technologies to test if this candidate architecture can meet
our expectations in terms of key requirements and our
assumptions of the functionality they could deliver. We
intend to use the outcome of these investigations to test
whether such an approach is suitable for the many needs of
Experimental Orchestration in the Synchrotron
environment. If this is successful, it will then inform the
decisions which lead to the choice of final technologies for
the prototyping phase which would follow. As part of this
analysis, we will necessarily need to evaluate candidate
technologies and compare their pros and cons to see which,
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Because of the ubiquity of micro-service architectures
these days, there are quite a number of potential
frameworks and technologies in this field that offer good
cross language support. In the area of the Platform API
however, the choice is more challenging.

this, support for Cloud based technologies such as load
balancing and containerization, underpinned with a
Message Based Micro-service architecture is also very
easily achieved. This makes Spring Cloud a strong
candidate given the rest of the planned design. Similar
frameworks exist in python, but given that the vast
majority of the user facing part of the API is likely to be
developed by the Acquisition and Analysis teams, it is
likely that a Java solution would be more suited.

Platform API

Message Backbone

The key requirements for an API technology to realise
the Diamond Platform API are:
• Adoption/Robustness. It must be well tested and
have been adopted at scale by major organisations.
• Cross-Language Support. It must be supported
across at least Java and Python, but ideally have
implementations in other languages too.
• Discoverability. It must support discoverability of the
functionality it can provide. This both minimises the
data traffic (since the API itself can be interrogated
rather than having to ship lots of irrelevant content
around) and facilitates higher level functionality
finding out about the operations which serve it from
lower level components.
• Reactive. It must support reactive methods, that is to
say it must allow feedback to clients which subscribe
to updates from server side functionality. This is a key
requirement for the Controls interaction with Malcom
and PandA, but it also facilitates extended
functionality at the Acquisition and Analysis levels as
it removes the need to poll for the status of operations
such as completion of processing jobs and scan
progress, further cutting down API traffic.
• WebSocket Support. It should if possible support
communication over the WebSockets protocol as
currently this is used in Malcolm and PandA
interaction by the existing browser based
Configuration Client.
Currently, the only technology that meets all these
requirements is GraphQL [8] produced by Facebook.
GraphQL was designed to be reactive and discoverable
from the ground up as well as to address some issues of
data transport volume with, for example, Representational
State Transfer (REST). It has now been adopted by several
large online organisations and has reference
implementations in multiple languages plus dedicated IDE
and Browser based tooling.

Here the choice is more open with many heavily tested
cross language messaging frameworks in existence. Of
these ActiveMQ [11] and Kafka [12] are strong contenders.
Both of these can be configured as default options in
Spring Cloud Micro-services installations and ActiveMQ
is already in use in the Acquisition and Analysis teams
providing an early service based implementation, currently
limited in scope. Kafka offers other possibilities, being
targeted at processing of data in transit and having the
ability to replay message sequences in the event of system
failures which could bring new capabilities to the Data
Processing flows within the eventual system.

if any deliver on enough of our key requirements and how
viable and complex making up the deficit would be.

CANDIDATE TECHNOLOGIES

Gateway/Security Layer
Because of the prevalence of Web based interfaces and
UIs, there are many frameworks in both Java and Python
that provide easy realisation of gateway functionality
incorporating SSO and OAuth2 [9] support. In the Java
sphere the Spring Cloud Framework [10] is a strong
contender providing high levels of standard functionality
for very little developer effort with full SSO and
authentication and authorisation support. In addition to

Other Supporting Technologies
Beyond these obvious contenders, other possibilities
exist for the architectural layers identified and for other
more low-level components which facilitate their use; for
instance both Java and Python have well supported reactive
programing library options which could be utilised to serve
the needs of the API and will probably be used as
appropriate depending on the most suitable language for a
particular component.

CONCLUSION
The need to refresh the Diamond Data Acquisition
Architecture is recognised as a key enabler to the smooth
extension of data acquisition capabilities supporting
Diamond II and in facilitating the adoption of GDA by
other scientific institutions.
The roadmap for a Future Diamond Acquisition
Architecture is at the conceptual stage, with a high-level
outline approach having been proposed.
Currently the Software Groups at Diamond are assessing
the technologies outlined in this paper together with other
possible candidates and are using them to try to build
demonstrator systems with mock services and clients to
flush out all the issues and limitations of each across the
various use cases. This will allow us to make a reasoned
and validated set of decisions before committing major
resource to the prototyping and development phases.
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INTRODUCTION

Between January and April of 2019, eight of the 10 InVacuum Undulators (IVUs) installed in the NSLS-II storage
ring underwent in-house in-situ control system development
and replacement. The motivation for this was to correct
the underperforming and unreliable operation of the vendor
supplied systems, speed up step-scanning, and lay the proper
groundwork for Insertion Device (ID) and monochromator
synchronization for fast ﬂy scanning of photon energy while
maintaining peak photon ﬂux. Step scanning speeds were
improved by a factor of nearly ﬁve and all eight IVUs are
currently running with extremely high reliability. The ﬁrst
real-time synchronization of an ID and monochromator has
been achieved with one of the out-of-vacuum Elliptically
Polarizing Undulators (EPUs) for the In situ and Operando
Soft X-ray Spectroscopy (IOS) beamline with another IVU
and EPU to follow shortly.

IVU CONTROL SYSTEMS UPGRADE
The eight IVUs that underwent a complete software overhaul are three 2.8 [m] long 23 [mm] period (IVU23), three
1.5 [m] long 21 [mm] period (IVU21), and two 3 [m] long
20 [mm] period (IVU20) devices. The simplest with regard
to the control system among them are the two IVU20s which
have one motor to control the magnetic gap and one for device elevation. This type device will not be discussed in
detail, but can be thought of as the single-axis (gap) analog of the more complicated systems discussed herein. The
remaining six IVUs (IVU21s and IVU23s) each have four
∗
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Beginning in January of 2019, 8 of the 10 In-Vacuum
Undulators installed in the NSLS-II storage ring underwent
in-house in-situ control system upgrades allowing for control of the magnetic gap during motion down to the 50 nm
level with an in-position accuracy of nearly 5 nm. Direct
linking of Insertion Devices and beamline monochromators
is achieved via a ﬁber interface allowing precise, simultaneous, nonlinear motion of both devices and providing a
fast hardware trigger for real-time accurate insertion device
and monochromator ﬂy scanning. This presentation will
discuss use case scenarios at light source facilities and detail
the precision achieved for simultaneous motion. Particular
attention is given to the precision at which undulator energy
harmonic peaks can be tracked and the variation of the peak
ﬂux in motion.
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Figure 1: DAC output rolling average showing output during
motion for each motor with notable oscillatory behavior of
the TD output possibly indicating component misalignment
or wear as an example of diagnostic plots used at NSLSII.
motor axes which we denote TU, TD, BU, and BD (where:
T - Top, B - Bottom, U - Upstream, D - Downstream). The
simple linear transformation shown in Eq. (1) gives the useful coordinates of gap, elevation, taper, and tilt of the device.
This transformation and its inverse are used to form the forward and inverse kinematics for device motion. The IVU21
devices have an additional jack elevation motor axis which is
used for alignment and not used in normal operation which
is of little interest here and not discussed further.
The DeltaTau Brick Controller is used for motion control. Renishaw 1 [nm] linear encoders are used for position
feedback on the four girder gap axes while the rear mounted
motor rotary encoders are used for velocity feedback. Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) tuning is performed separately for top-girder and bottom-girder drives. The DeltaTau
drives external servo ampliﬁers with a ± 10 [V] analog signal (here referred to as DAC output). It is noted here that
from this output one may glean insight into mechanical misalignment or wearing, possibly preventing damage or failure
if monitored occasionally. An example of this this is shown
in Fig. 1. It is also noted that in these systems the linear
encoders are not mounted in line with the drive shafts and
may suﬀer from a dual feedback cantilever resonance eﬀect.
This eﬀect has been witnessed in less massive devices [1].
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IVU CONTROL PERFORMANCE
It is highly desirable to have well behaved ID gap movement during operations, not only as a prerequisite to simultaneous ID-monochromator scanning, but also to minimize
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Figure 2: Top: Elevation, Taper, and Tilt during gap motion
shown for completeness. Bot: Gap error during full range
motion shown to be within 50 [nm].
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Figure 4: Lookup tables for magnetic gap, photon energy,
and photon ﬂux are calculated from magnetic ﬁeld data acquired from the NSLSII magnetic measurement laboratory.
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Figure 5: A comparison of the ﬂux of the stationary state
spectra at diﬀerent gaps to the ideal ﬂux from synchronized
ID-monochromator ﬂy scan motion.



Figure 3: Gap motion for a ﬁve micrometer gap move showing gap error at beginning and end of movement is nearly
within ﬁve nanometers (at the scale) for one of the large
IVU23 device.
any eﬀect on the electron beam that would which would normally be compensated by an active feed-forward corrector
system which typically utilize the gap readback value. In
this case it is sensible to ensure that the elevation, taper, and
tilt are also well behaved during motion which can be seen
for the one of the IVU21 devices in top of Fig. 2. During
motion of these devices the gap is particularly well behaved
with the typical following errors (commanded minus actual)
during motion in the range of ±50 [nm] as can be see in the
bottom plot of Fig. 2. Note that at the beginning and end of
motion the following error peaks, which is expected because
of high inertial loads, but it is symmetric such that the gap
itself is smooth with minimal disturbance of the elevation,
taper, and tilt.
The ﬁnal settling gap value precision is almost ﬁve
nanometers as can be see on the left and right side of Fig. 3
where the gap and following error is shown for a fairly quick
ﬁve micrometer gap change.

ID MONOCHROMATOR FLY SCAN
Beamline capabilities can be improved through synchronized motion of the ID and monochromator for fast scanning
in energy where the output ﬂux of the ID is maximized in
line with the monochromator energy. This has previously

been done in a quasi-synchronous fashion utilizing network
interfaces, which are prone to latency and typically do not deliver real-time feedback [2]. The solution applied at NSLSII
utilizes the DeltaTau MACRO ﬁber interface between the
two controllers allowing real-time control of both the ID and
monochromator. Both the ID and monochromator are incorporated into a single coordinate system with full forward
and reverse kinematics deﬁned for the combined system.
Once this is in place one only needs to have knowledge of
the gap for a given photon energy on a given undulator harmonic. These tables can be calculated theoretically [3] from
magnetic ﬁeld data collected in the NSLSII magnetic measurement laboratory [4, 5] as is shown for the IOS device
in Fig. 4. In practice these curves are also calculated from
measured spectra at the beamline. These curves are needed
due to the gap motion not being linearly correlated with the
photon energy peak.
Figure 5 shows an example of a theoretical ﬂy scan from
500 to 550 [eV] and how the ﬂux varies along the ﬂy scan
as compared with the spectra of 3 intermediate stationary
gap values along the scan trajectory. It is noted here that it is
also possible to construct a scan where the ﬂux is constant
by oﬀsetting the gap value at diﬀerent energies, but one
should take into account photon polarization eﬀects if high
precision is required.
Position measurements from a test scan (recorded realtime within controller hardware) are summarized in Fig. 6
which shows the ID gap, plane grating monochromator
(PGM), and following errors for each. Two things of note are
that the accuracy of the ID control can be improved using the
WEPHA063
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Figure 7: The estimated ideal ﬂux and fractional deviation
from ideal based on the monochromator following error.
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Figure 6: Data collected from a ﬂy scan with ID and
monochromator motion synchronized. The top plot shows
the gap motion and following error while the bottom shows
PGM energy and energy deviation from the ideal trajectory.

motion diagnostics and programming techniques developed
for the IVU controls and that the PGM will likely exhibit
higher accuracy during motion once the 2-motor axes are
completely decoupled and mechanical cross-talk feedback is
eliminated. Currently a ﬁve volt TTL trigger is provided at
user conﬁgurable uniform spacing in [eV] by a PLC program
running on the controller that is evaluated at approximately
300 [Hz], depending on controller CPU load, for a virtual
motor running in the coordinate system representing energy.
In order to get an idea of the variation in ﬂux from the ﬂy
scan data shown in Fig. 6 one can use the theoretical ﬂux for
a given gap shown in Fig. 4. The harmonic width in [eV]
is large compared to the ID following error. If we ignore
this small eﬀect and assume a much smaller than reality
harmonic width we can estimate the change in ﬂux from
the ideal case from the following error of the monochromator, assuming that this dictates the photon energy at the
end station. For this we assume gaussian spectral peaks of
width 10 [eV] (which is an underestimate, but will give an
over-estimated upper limit on the variation in ﬂux from the
monochromator). We obtain an oﬀ-peak correction from
a gaussian factor based on the diﬀerence of ID energy and
monochromator energy. The estimated fraction of the ideal
ﬂux is shown in Fig. 7 and deviates by less than 10 ppm.

CONTROL LAYERS
Control of the ID and monochromator is performed using Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System

(EPICS) software [6], Control System Studio (CSS) [7], and
Bluesky Data Collection Framework [8]. EPICS provides
Input/Output Controller (IOC) software for the Delta Tau
controllers and the networking framework, CSS is used for
basic device control and readback, and Bluesky is used for
more complex scanning and data collection routines.
The ID and monochromator controllers operate either
in an individual mode or a linked mode via the Delta Tau
MACRO connection. The individual control mode is necessary when ID control is restricted to accelerator operators.
The mode is selected using EPICS, which triggers a script on
the Delta Tau controller to conﬁgure and toggle the MACRO
link. The linked mode used for ﬂy scanning performs kinematics of both devices on the ID controller and overrides
some normal functionality on the PGM controller. Fly scans
are deﬁned with a start energy, stop energy, and speed deﬁned in [eV/s]. Trigger outputs are independently deﬁned
with a start, stop, and step energy. Typically the energy range
of the ﬂy scan will be larger than the triggering range to allow
the motors to reach a steady state over the energy range of
interest. Bluesky routines manage the staging and unstaging
of detectors and manage detector data and associated meta
data.

CONCLUSION
A total of 8 IVU control systems have been updated for
high reliability and high precision. This work is in part also
preparation for ID-monochromator synchronous motion for
ﬂy scanning. The ID and PGM at IOS was the ﬁrst ID
beamline at NSLSII to be conﬁgured for these type of ﬂy
scans and estimates of precision of motion and deviation
from ideal ﬂux have been attained.
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UPGRADED BEAM INSTRUMENTATION DAQ FOR GSI AND FAIR:
OVERVIEW AND FIRST EXPERIENCES
T. Hoffmann, H. Bräuning
GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung, Darmstadt, Germany
Abstract
As construction of the FAIR accelerator complex progresses, the existing heavy ion synchrotron SIS18, the storage ring ESR and the high energy beam transfer lines
HEBT have been upgraded to the future control system.
Within this upgrade the beam instrumentation (BI) data acquisition (DAQ) systems have been heavily modernized
too. These are now integrated into the control system with
its White Rabbit based timing system, data supply (i.e. ion
species, energy, etc.) and services like archiving. Dedicated clients running in the main control room allow visualization and correlation of the data and status of the BI
devices. The DAQ hardware has been upgraded using new
state-of-the-art components. With a trend to slowly phase
out VME based systems, solutions based on standard Industrial PC for few channels as well as on the new µTCA
standard for many channels have been successfully implemented. This contribution will give an overview over the
upgraded BI-DAQ systems like current transformers and
counter applications for ionization chambers, scintillators
and more. It will also present first experiences during beam
operation with the new control system, which started summer last year.

INTRODUCTION
While upgrading the control system of the GSI accelerators SIS18 and ESR within the last years, it was also necessary to modernize important BI-DAQ systems in parallel. This included the complete renewal of the data acquisition electronics, connection to the new White Rabbit
based timing system and software integration. The goal
was to design the DAQ in such a way that the solutions will
be directly transferrable to the future FAIR accelerators.
The control system upgrade was a challenging issue as
the established procedures for timing and software integration have significantly changed. Collaborations with
CERN lead to a new, complete and useful control system
infrastructure. Besides the FESA environment and the LSA
settings management, the development and integration of
the White Rabbit based timing system helped to achieve
higher accuracy, better performance and high flexibility in
the readout of BI systems.

CONTROL SYSTEM
The decision for FESA (Front-end Software Architecture) [1] as the lowest tier of the GSI and FAIR accelerator
control system opened the way for the BI group to contribute directly with programming and integration of BI software into the control system. FESA is based on the classic
client-server architecture, with the executable FESA classes acting as servers on the frontend computers (FEC). The

FECs are operated with CentOS 7 Linux via PXEboot.
Supported FECs are Intel based µTCA CPUs, Industrial
PCs and in rare cases VME controllers. In addition, Siemens PLCs for slow controls are supported by FESA via
the CERN made SILECS [2] interface tool. User access to
all DAQ systems is provided by JavaFX graphical user interfaces, which subscribe to the relevant properties published by the FESA classes.

TIMING
The new White Rabbit (WR) based timing system plays
the central role in the renovation of the BI DAQ systems.
A detailed description can be found under [3].
The WR timing system is based on the IEEE 1588
2008 (precision time protocol PTP) standard and a network
infrastructure similar required for Gigabit Ethernet. A timing master (TM) coordinates and synchronizes all FAIR
Timing Receiver Nodes (FTRN) distributed in the field in
the one-nanosecond range. The TM sends out event messages, which are then executed on time in the FEC. Each
message consists of the exact time it is to be executed as
well the timing group, event id, beam process id, sequence
id and other information. The timing group indicates the
part of the accelerator complex, for which the message is
valid. While for example the SIS18 is a single timing group
the HEBT is divided into several groups with each beamline segment between two switching magnets typically
having its own group id. Events like beam extraction may
be played in the timing group of the ring but not in the timing groups of the HEBT. Beam processes constitute the
smallest unit in the operation of the accelerator, i.e. injection, acceleration, etc. Each beam process has its own id.
The full accelerator cycle is given by a sequence of beam
processes and has a corresponding sequence id. However,
for a given beam from the source to the target, the number
of beam processes and the beam process and/or sequence
ids are usually different from timing group to timing group.
This has to be taken into account in all BI applications
which correlate the data of different devices along the
beam path.

INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS
AC Current Transformer
The injection of the ion beam from the linear accelerator
UNILAC into SIS18 is monitored by two AC current transformers (ACCT). Figure 1 shows the measured current for
a single injection into SIS18 in the early phase of commissioning after a long shutdown. The upper graph displays
the data from the ACCT in the transfer channel. It shows
the approximately 40µs long macro-pulse from the UNILAC and its rather flat intensity distribution. The lower
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graph shows the data from the ACCT in the SIS18. At an
injection energy of 12.8MeV/u the revolution time in the
ring is about 4.4µs. The blue curve is the measured data,
showing the increase of current in the ring. The red curve
is the expected increase in ring current based on a 100%
injection efficiency and the data from the upper graph. It is
used as a guideline to optimize the injection efficiency.

Figure 1: ACCT measurement in TK and SIS18.
The DAQ consists of an Industrial PC (IPC), a 16-bit
ADC M2i4963-exp (PCIe) from Spectrum [4], and an I/O
card from AddiData [5]. The ADC is operated in the standard arm-trigger-readout cycle. It is armed at the start of the
accelerator cycle. At this time any hardware settings like
pre-amplifier gain are applied too. A dedicated beam injection event is used by the FTRN to emit the trigger pulse for
the ADC. This event is guaranteed by the control system to
come at least 100µs before the UNILAC pulse. The measurement time of 1ms also guarantees, that data after the
pulse is measured. This is used for automatic baseline detection and subtraction. In addition, the FTRN generates a
gate for the ACCT pre-amplifiers, which are active only
during this gate. Also based on the injection event a software event is generated by the timing receiver after a delay
of several ms, which triggers the readout of the ADC by
the software.
The ADC uses a sampling rate of 10 MSa/s which is
more than enough considering the 1 MHz bandwidth of the
pre-amplifiers. Pre-amplifier gains can be set directly by
the operators or automatically based on information provided by the control system like charge state, energy and
expected number of particles.

DC Current Transformer
The intensity of the stored beam in the rings (SIS18 and
ESR) is measured by a DC current transformer (DCCT).
While the same DAQ hardware is used as described above,
the readout is completely different, because the intensity is
to be measured over the whole accelerator cycle which in
case of the storage ring ESR can in principle be hours long.
Thus the DAQ is not triggered as in the case of the ACCT
but is free running. This is made possible by two distinct
features of the M2i4963-exp ADC which are the availability of a continuous readout via DMA and the possibility to
mix external logic signals into the ADC data stream. This
second feature is essential in order to assign an absolute
time to the ADC samples. By reducing the ADC resolution
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to 14 bit, 2 bits are available to reflect the state of two external logic signals at the time the ADC sample was taken.
The start event of the accelerator cycle causes the FTRN to
emit a logic signal of 100 µs length. The state of this signal
is reflected in one of the two bits mentioned in the ADC
stream. In addition, the FTRN issues a software event,
which contains the exact timestamp of the event as given
by the timing system. The DAQ then searches in the ADC
data stream for the set bit and can thus assign an absolute
time to this data sample. The time of all other data samples
is than calculated based on the ADC sampling frequency.
Still the synchronization is done on every start of an accelerator cycle.
In order to keep the amount of data manageable, the sampling rate of the ADC is set to 100kSa/s. In addition, using
an averaging filter, data down sampled to 10kSa/s, 1kSa/s,
100Sa/s, 10Sa/s and 1Sa/s is kept available. The size of the
data buffers is limited to 100000 samples. Thus at full sampling rate only 1s of data can be stored whereas at 1Sa/s
data over a time span of 100000s can be displayed. For normal operation in SIS18 a sampling rate of 1kSa/s is used.
In addition, to the raw ADC data, the beam current (in
A) and the beam intensity (in particles) are calculated and
kept available for all sampling rates mentioned above.
While the current is directly available based on the ADC
value and the gain settings, the calculation of the particle
number requires the ion charge state and the revolution frequency as a function of time. Both are supplied by the control system per beam process.
Besides the ADC data, the DAQ records all events in the
ring's timing zone and matches them to the ADC data
stream. This allows to divide the ADC data into the beam
processes and send them to the client. Furthermore, any of
the recorded events can be used to obtain a single value
measurement of the beam intensity at this point in time as
well as of a programmable time offset from the event.
Figure 2 shows a complete cycle (sequence) of the
SIS18. The client is responsible for building the full sequence from the single beam processes send by the DAQ.
Also indicated are a few dedicated events like injection and
extraction. The upper graph shows the beam intensity i.e.
the number of particles in the ring, whereas the lower graph
shows the beam current. Directly after injection a loss in
intensity can be observed which is also indicated in a decrease of the beam current. During acceleration the beam
current increases due to the increasing revolution frequency. As can be seen in the upper graph, the number of
particles in the ring is constant. Finally, after a short time
the slow extraction starts and the number of particles in the
ring decreases with the current decreasing proportionally.
In the mode described above and shown in Fig. 2 the data
for each beam process is published at the end of the process, i.e. when the next process starts. This will be very
inconvenient with long processes in storage rings. After
some experiences with operating the ESR storage ring with
the new control system will be gained in the next months,
the implementation of a partial update is foreseen. This will
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Figure 2: DCCT measurement in SIS18. Shown are beam intensity (particles, top) and beam current (in A, bottom) as
function of time for the full accelerator cycle. The spike at the right is a calibration peak which always shows a half full
scale signal.
send for example every second the available data, even if
the beam process is not finished yet.
Already implemented and maybe even sufficient for
storage ring operation is a continuous update. The continuous update runs concurrently with the above described
mode. It publishes the actual beam intensity and current
with a rate of 10Hz independent on beam processes and
machine timing.

Counters
The DAQ of many beam instrumentation devices can be
based on counters. Either the devices directly provide a
countable rate like i.e. scintillators or their output can be
converted into a frequency with current-to-frequency converters (IFC) like ionisation chambers (IC), secondary
electron monitors (SEM) etc. Using IFC or voltage-to-frequency converters (UFC), the DAQ is not limited to detectors but can also be used to acquire auxiliary signals like
monitor voltages from power supplies etc. thus allowing
the correlation of widely different sources. The advantage
of counters is that they provide a high density of channels
at moderate cost. Using latching scalers, the count rate as a
function of time can be measured.
Several counter systems with up to 128 channels in a single system are used at the current GSI accelerators. While
some systems are still VME based, a new µTCA based system for beam loss monitors (BLM) has recently been commissioned. The µTCA system uses the MTCA.4 compliant
Struck SIS8800 scalers. Each scaler has 16 direct front
channel inputs and 16 analogue inputs via a SIS8980 leading edge discriminator rear-transition-module to be used

for example directly with the analogue signals from scintillator photomultiplier tubes.
Special efforts have been undertaken to control the required IFCs of ICs and SEMs in the beam line. A dedicated
VME based digital I/O (V-DIO) was developed by MagentaSys [6] to not only set I/O functions, but to deliver remote
power, to receive the differential detector signals over long
distances and to convert them into NIM pulses for further
counting. Currently these modules are used together with
VME scalers in a crate consisting of 12 V-DIO modules
with 4 channels each and two SIS3820 (32 channel) scalers
controlled by a GE VR12 VME controller. In the future, it
is planned to move the scalers to a µTCA system which
will control the V-DIO modules via an USB-VME controller. First tests with such a setup are encouraging.
The counters are continuously read out like the DCCT
described above. In fact, most of the DAQ logic like synchronization or sorting by beam processes is identical and
placed in an external library. The only difference in synchronization is, that a scaler channel is used to count the
synchronization pulse. Furthermore, due to the usually
large number of channels the latching (sampling) frequency is limited to 1kHz which is sufficient for normal
operating. A dedicated µTCA based expert system with a
sampling frequency of up to 1MHz for a limited number of
channels is planned.
Like with the ACCT and DCCT, where applicable, particle rates are calculated based on beam properties provided by the control system. For ICs and SEMs this also
requires the calculation of the energy loss in the detector.
This calculation is done only, when new beam properties
from the control system are received by the DAQ software.
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Figure 3: Synchronous visualization of different acquisition types (ADC, scaler) in LASSIE.
In contrast to the old DAQ the energy loss is now calculated using the Atima code [7] instead of a simple formula
by Ziegler et al. [8].

Lassie
All the free running systems described above (DCCT,
Counters) provide data as a function of time in a very similar way. Even the continuous update discussed for the
DCCT is available in the counter DAQ.
LASSIE (Large Analog Signal and Scaling Information
Environment) [9] is a JavaFX framework and collection of
applications designed to show and correlate data from different free running systems. The core library handles tasks
like subscribing to the various devices, sending manual settings, initiating self-tests and building the data for the full
accelerator sequence from the various beam process data
send by the DAQ. It is still flexible enough to deal with
differences between different devices like ionization chambers providing the beam intensity in particles while BLMs
just provide counts. The applications include the display of
the data as a function of time (see Fig. 3), the monitor of
the continuous update data, trending, display of integral
values like counter sums over the cycle or maximum number of particles in the cycle and the analysis of time dependent data like FFT, cross correlation between two devices etc.
Figure 3 shows the time dependent data of different devices for a full SIS18 cycle. The upper-left graph shows
the beam intensity from the DCCT discussed above and acquired with an ADC. The injection and extraction events
are shown (see also Fig. 2). The upper-right graph shows

the extracted beam in the HEBT measured by a plastic scintillator and a counter on the same time scale. As this device
sits in a timing domain different from the SIS18 timing domain, ring events like injection and extraction are not send
there and thus not displayed in the graph. The lower two
rows show the in-ring beam losses measured by BLMs
(count rate). The time correlation of the beam intensity in
the HEBT and the BLMs with the start of the extraction
from the SIS18 is clearly visible. Moreover, the integral
data is shown indicating that the beam losses during extraction are rather small.

PROFILE
CUPID
The CUPID video imaging system [10] for beam profile
measurement is operational since several years. Scintillating screens are observed by camera systems either in free
run during slow extraction of the beam over several seconds or in triggered mode for fast extraction or pulsed
beams.
The camera of choice is the IDS uEye UI-5240SE-M-GL
GigE camera. It features an external hardware trigger, fast
streaming via Gigabit Ethernet and is relatively insensitive
to radiation. A dedicated control unit (CPS8) has been designed to provide power and trigger over long distances
from the electronics room to the cameras in the tunnel. Different remote controlled lenses of fixed focal length like
Linos MeVis Cm 16 or PENTAX C1614ER are used. With
these lenses the iris aperture can be remotely controlled via
a Siemens PLC system.
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At locations with high radiation levels such as extraction
beam lines, also radiation-hardened solid-state CID
(Charge Injection Device) based cameras from Thermo
Fischer Scientific, like the CCIR MegaRad3 (8726DX7),
were installed. The images are acquired via Pleora iPort
Analog-Pro external frame grabber units and send via Gigabit Ethernet to the DAQ.
As frame grabbers are free running with a fixed rate, the
trigger functionality needed for fast extraction has been implemented by software. In this case the first frame acquired
after a trigger event received by the DAQ from the FTRN
is send to the clients, whereas all other frames are discarded. This introduces a jitter based on the frame rate of
frame grabber and software delays in the DAQ. However,
no adverse effects have been observed so far.
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is basically a single shot system with a relatively small
amount of data but requires careful trigger settings as only
the start of the evaluation window of the kicker event is
known and not the actual time the kicker fires. The hardand software integration for the ring FCT is done and final
tests with beam are targeted for the end of the year.

CONCLUSION
The most important BI systems were successfully ported
to the FAIR control system standard. Essential was the provision of the WR timing system and the FESA framework.
The use of contemporary hardware, e.g. µTCA, GbE cameras or high-performance ADC modules opened the way
for a better performance and accurate high resolution data
for beam diagnostic purposes. With this successful upgrade
of the BI-DAQ systems a major step towards the final
FAIR BI has already been achieved.
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Abstract
At the GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung
and at the future FAIR facility the LHC Software Architecture LSA wil be used for a new control system for accelerators, beam transfers and storage rings. In addition, the
fragment separator FRS and - at a later stage - also the superconducting fragment separator Super-FRS at FAIR will
be controlled within this framework. In fragment separators of in-flight facilities, the interaction of the beam with
matter in the beamline and the beam’s associated energy
loss needs to be taken into account. This energy loss is
calculated using input from ATIMA and has been included
into the code of the LSA framework. The setting generator
was simulated and benchmarked by comparison to results
of earlier measurements. The modeling of slits and their
magnetic-rigidity-changing properties as well as modeling
of the propagation of charge states and isotopes through
matter was included.

in operation ever since. With the construction of the new
FAIR facility (Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research [3]),
the existing GSI facility is currently being upgraded to accommodate the current experimental beam time of FAIRPhase-0 and future beam times at both the GSI and FAIR
facilities [4]. Following the completion of FAIR, the facility
will feature also a new superconducting fragment separator
(Super-FRS [5]) with enhanced acceptance.

CONTROL SYSTEM
Following the upgrade, the GSI/FAIR facility will provide heavy-ion beams at higher intensities than before. With
the construction of the new FAIR center, a control system
upgrade is also required in order to provide streamlined operability for the combined GSI/FAIR facility for increased
operation efficiency. These control system upgrades encompass both hard- and software.

FRS
The FRS is a high resolution magnetic forward spectrometer with a maximum magnetic rigidity of 18 Tm and a momentum and angular acceptance of ±1 and ±7.5 mrad, respectively [1]. It is used to separate and identify reaction
products from nuclear reactions such as fission or fragmentation of heavy-ion beams with matter. It consists of 9 focal
planes with 1 dipole (green) and 5 quadrupole (yellow) magnets in between each plane to allow separation and beam
focussing (Fig. 1). Furthermore the FRS is equipped with
multiple multi-wire-proportional chambers (MWPC), timeprojection-chambers (TPC), scintillators (SCI), ionization
chambers (IC), targets, and degraders to allow mass and
charge of the ions to be identified in flight on an event-byevent basis.

Figure 1: Magnetic setup of FRS and focal planes. [2]
In 1990 the FRS has been completed at the GSI
Helmholtzinstitut für Schwerionenforschung and has been
∗
†
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Hardware
Like in GSI’s main control room, the hardware for the
FRS controls has been replaced. Figure 2 shows the old
control panels and the refurbished control room of the FRS
in comparison. Old consoles and computers - operating on a
VMS platform - have been removed. New computers operating on Linux and Windows 10 and monitors were installed.
A set of 2x3 monitors and 2 computers is dedicated to the
operation and controlling of the FRS by using a combination
of the LSA [6] framework and applications additional to self
developed monitoring applications for pneumatic drives and
stepper motors, called DRIVESTAT, dipoles, quadrupoles
and sextupoles, with FMGSTAT, and FMGSKAL, which is
being used to launch the magnetic pre-cycling sequence outside of the LSA framework. DRIVESTAT and FMGSTAT
communicate both with LSA and the devices directly to read
out and monitor LSA setting values, set device values, current device values and status reports. Next to it monitors and
a dedicated computer is placed for calculation and online
simulation purposes utilizing LISE++ [7] and MIRKO [8].
On top of this set up a big monitor is used for online detector
readout via ROOT [9].
The new setup facilitates access to the FRS controls via LSA,
other monitoring applications, simulations tools and online
detector readout. The equipment thus allows an efficient
interplay between simulation, experimental data on beam
properties and controls to be implemented.
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Figure 2: Control room update at the FRS. Left: old panels and consoles from the 90s. Right: new set up and monitors.

LSA and Machine Model
The LHC Software Architecture (LSA) is a JAVA framework and has been licensed in 2007 to GSI from CERN and
has been in continuous development for the GSI and upcoming FAIR facility to provide the data supply for all devices
and machines in both facilities [10]. In order to achieve this
goal and the aforementioned requirements, the following
three paradigms drive the control-system developments:
• decentralization by separation and distribution of devices, databases, GUIs, client applications and logics
(e.g., setting generation),
• modularity by self-contained modules and APIs (application programming interface) with well defined tasks
inside the LSA core,

Figures 3 and 4 show the architecture in use for realizing
the development paradigms. The framework consists of
three layers. The client’s side hosts applications and GUIs
used for controlling and monitoring devices, patterns and
settings. The LSA Server layer is a responsible for the
communication between the clients, the LSA server, the
databases and devices via dedicated APIs. Additionally
the LSA Core, where setting generation, calculation, manipulation and persistence take place resides on the server.
On the lowest layer are devices and different databases
which are either used to provide different information for
the core, e.g., calibration curves, optics or device data, or
store information from the core, i.e., settings.

• layering by enclosed levels of abstraction working independently from each other and communicating via
APIs,

Figure 4: Workflow and modules inside LSA from top to
bottom. Detailed names of the LSA core modules.

Figure 3: Layers of abstraction from application to device [11]. The APIs in use are the LSA client API, JDBC
(Java Database Connectivity) and JAPC (Java API for Parameter Control) between LSA and FESA (Frontend Software
Architecture)

In order to utilize the capabilities of the LSA Core
a so-called machine model has to be designed to generate settings and manipulate them. Different concepts
are used within a model for individual machines and devices:
• Context: defines a time interval, e.g., see Pattern, in
which a parameter possesses a value
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Figure 5: FRS parameter hierarchy for matter visualizing which parameters contribute to the calculation of settings for other
parameters. Light blue parameters are shared by all devices, orange is additional for target ladders and green is additional
for degraders. Arrows of the same colour belong to the same makerule. Underlined parameters are required input by the
operator. Black arrows on top are output parameters of previous matter. Outgoing energy, charge, element number, isotope
number are transferred to the respective incoming parameters of subsequent matter.
• Pattern: defines which beam production chain is active
and provides timing
• Beam Production Chain: describes the path of a beam
from the inception (source) to destruction (target)
• Parameter: a measurable or defined variable of a respective type within a hierarchy
• Setting: a value belonging to a parameter during a
certain beamprocess
• Beamprocess: defines a specific process within a context
• Makerule: defines how settings are calculated between
different parameters

mind to provide online energy-loss calculations for the different types of matter used during the operation of the FRS
as well as other machines. These types of matter are targets,
detectors, target ladders, degrader wedges, disks and ladders.
For the actual calculation a pre-calculated ATIMA 1.41 [12]
spline for the proper beam and target combination is read out
by the respective makerule, which uses the settings of the
parameters /MATERIAL, /ELEMENT_IN, /ISOTOPE_IN,
/Q_IN, /E_IN and /EFF_AREADENSITY in Fig. 5 as input.
Furthermore the machine model is capable of handling the
production of secondary beams inside the respective matter
by specific input of the operator, which was precalculated using other respective simulation software, i.e., LISE++. From
this machine model the benefit is provided that the beam
changing nature of matter inside accelerators or transfer lines
is being accounted for and therefore ion optical elements
following said matter can be automatically set to the right
magnetic rigidity of the beam and consequently the current
necessary to produce the respective magnetic fields, given
that the operator provides the properties of the produced
secondary beam, see parameters with suffix PROD in Figure
5, making the precalculation of initial settings for a primary
beam outside of LSA and the model obsolete.
The accuracy of the model will be further discussed in the
benchmark section.

Sequences
Figure 6: New pattern and beam production chain concepts
visualized. While an experiment runs in the CR, the linear
accelerators provide ion beams for the SIS18 and SIS100 in
parallel for different experiments.
These concepts are visualized in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively, which shows the newly developed FRS machine
model for setting generation and manipulation.
The FRS machine model has been designed with the goal in

Ensuring further operability of the FRS does not only
include matter but also ion-optical elements. FRS specific
sequences regarding magnets and drives are processes with
well defined steps within the Sequencer [13], which is a
framework developed and maintained at the GSI to automatize device-testing procedures and enable direct device manipulation, e.g., setting a current for power converters outside
of the LSA framework. The developed sequences are the
magnetic pre-cycling of magnets and the drive sequence,
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which reads out from LSA and drives the respective matter
inside the FRS.
A pre-cycling sequence had to be developed in order to take
the magnetic hysteresis of ion optical elements into account,
which would prohibit an unambiguous relation between the
current set value and the desired B𝜌. Therefore a magnetic
pre-cycling with the following steps was programmed:
• Step 1: Ramp current up to maximum value in 15 s and
wait 15 s to achieve saturation.
• Step 2: Ramp current down to 0 A in 15 s and wait 15 s
to achieve relaxation.
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where 𝑥 denotes either the current or magnetic rigidity and
𝑥 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐,𝑒𝑥 𝑝 the calculated and experimental values respectively. Assuming that no hysteresis occurs the current should
follow the rigidity only via a calibration curve and thus produce redundant results. Nevertheless, the calibration curves
of the individual dipoles differ, so that the resulting current
varies slightly.

Results
The results focus only on the 4 main dipole magnets of
the FRS since these affect the passing of the beam with the
highest sensitivity.

• Step 3: Repeat step 1 and 2 two more times. Ramp up
to new current value.
This procedure was succesfully tested within the sequencer
on one magnet and on a set of magnets in parallel. It is
the operators’ duty to run this sequence before a relative
change in B𝜌 of more than 1 % occurs during operation.
An automatic start of this sequence is not foreseen, since it
would halt every machine and experiment connected via the
FRS for at least 3 minutes and would not allow for parallel
operation. The magnetic precycling is embedded within a
dedicated application.
The drive sequence, was needed due to LSA’s inability to
communicate with the drives’ front-end architecture. This
sequence is embedded within the DRIVESTAT application
and checks continuously if the position of matter inside the
FRS machine model in LSA has been changed. If a change
exists, this change is then propagated to the corresponding
hardware drive and moved accordingly. A successful test
has been conducted of the drive sequence and can therefore
be used for future beam times.

BENCHMARK
Setup
Similar to [14] the new updated machine model was benchmarked with experimental magnet setting from old beam
times. For the selected beam time a primary beam of fully
stripped 238 U with an energy of 1 GeV/nucl was impinging
on a target combination of 6333 mg/cm2 Be and 233 mg/cm2
Nb. Together with the FRS standard detector setup and additional aluminium degrader thickness of 4200 mg/cm2 the
initial settings for all magnets inside the beamline from TA
to S4 (see Fig. 1) were calculated with LISE++, and the
updated machine model. Furthermore the calculated B𝜌
values from LISE++ were directly used as input for LSA via
the overwrite functionality, allowing operators to circumvent
the automatic energy-loss calculations. For the secondary
beam fragments the same setup was used with the difference
that the FRS was tuned to 134 Te52+
The calculated currents and rigidities were then compared
via
𝑥 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 − 𝑥 𝑒𝑥 𝑝
Δ𝑥𝑟 𝑒𝑙 =
(1)
𝑥 𝑒𝑥 𝑝

Figure 7: Relative current difference in percent for a primary
beam setting (238 U at 1 GeV/nucl )
From Fig. 5 one can see that the outgoing energy of the
beam depends mostly on the incoming energy and the thickness of the used target material. Since the energy loss calculation is done via ATIMA, the resulting error is given by the
accuracy of the thickness of the matter, which for the used
devices varies in the order of 1 mg/cm2. If one takes this
value and continues the calculations for magnetic rigidity,
which depends on the beam energy, and subsequently the
current, which depends on the rigidity, one finds that the resulting uncertainty is many orders of magnitude smaller than
the resulting value for the relative differences and therefore
negligible.

Figure 8: Relative rigidity difference in percent for a primary
beam setting (238 U at 1 GeV/nucl )
The resulting values can be seen in Fig. 7 to 10 where
the results for LISE++ are displayed in blue, the overwrite
method in yellow and the updated model in red. One can
directly see that in all cases an accuracy in the order of less
than 1% can be achieved for all dipoles for both primary
as well as secondary beams. It stands out that the current
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write by directly inputting rigidity values for the magnet
groups which has been used prior to automatic setting of
rigidities by LSA. Furthermore updates in ATIMA from
Version 1.3 to 1.41 improved the energy-loss calculations at
low energies, and new functionalities like hysteresis cycling
for dipoles, automatic drive update, target steering, manual
overwrite and B𝜌 selection in slits have been added and
proven to work.
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reproduce the settings with a relative accuracy in the order
of less than 1% , equivalent to LISE++ and energy-loss over-
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[10] D. Ondreka, J. Fitzek, H. Liebermann, and R. Mueller, "Setting Generation for FAIR", in Proc. IPAC’12, New Orleans,
LA, USA, THPPR001, pp. 3963–3965.
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Applications/LsaPresentationsAndPublications/
Zukunft\_Datenversorgung\_GSI\_FAIR\_20090924.
pdf
[12] H. Weick et al., "Slowing down of relativistic few-electron
heavy ions," Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B, vol. 164-165, pp. 168179, Apr. 2000.
[13] R. Steinhagen, Dry-Run Procedures & Sequencer Tutorial (2017), GSI Darmstadt,https://fair-wiki.gsi.
de/foswiki/pub/FC2WG/HardwareCommissioning/
Sequencer/20171207\_Sequencer\_tutorial.pdf
[14] J.P. Hucka, Technische Universität Darmstadt Master Thesis:
"Implementierung und Test eines Settingenerators fuer den
GSI-Fragmentseparator FRS in der LHC Software Architecture LSA" (2016), unpublished.
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A CONTROL SYSTEM USING EtherCAT TECHNOLOGY FOR THE
NEXT-GENERATION ACCELERATOR
M. Ishii#, M. T. Takeuchi, JASRI/SPring-8, Hyogo-ken, Japan
C. Kondo, JASRI, Hyogo, Japan
T. Fukui, RIKEN SPring-8 Center, Hyogo, Japan
Abstract
The construction of a new 3GeV Light Source is in progress. Furthermore, we have an upgrade project of SPring8 that we call SPring-8-II. We adopted EtherCAT technology as a network fieldbus for the next generation control
systems. Currently, a low-emittance electron gun system
and a digital control system with a magnet power supply
have been built and bench-tested at for the 3 GeV Light
Source. These systems are controlled from the MADOCA
control framework via EtherCAT. Additionally, we are
proceeding with the design of a new high-power RF (HPRF) control system based on the HP-RF control system by
SACLA and will introduce the system into the 3GeV Light
Source. These new systems will be validated in a prototype
accelerator for the 3GeV Light Source at the SPring-8 site,
and will be installed in the 3GeV Light Source.

INTRODUCTION
Multiple fieldbus protocols have been used for data communications with remotely installed devices for over 20
years at SPring-8. Currently running remote I/O systems
using a master/slave topology are as follows: a serial remote I/O (RIO) that was introduced at the start of SPring8 operation, opt-VME [1] developed at SPring-8 in 2003,
optical FA-link [2], and DeviceNET. These protocols are
used with a magnet power supply control, a vacuum control, and an undulator control. However, products that work
with RIO, opt-VME, and optical FA-Link have already
been discontinued.
The construction of a new 3GeV Light Source is in progress. High-speed bus access, transfer of large amounts of
data, and synchronization with a timing signal are required
in the next-generation control system. As a network
fieldbus, we adopted Ethernet for control automation technology (EtherCAT) [3]. Because its cyclic data transfer
time is less than 1 ms, EtherCAT is suitable for a fast control and feedback system. As the control system using
EtherCAT, a low-level RF (LLRF) system, a new standard
in-vacuum undulator system at the SPring-8 storage ring,
and a patter power supply with a kicker magnet at SACLA
have been operating [4].
In this paper, we describe an improved way of handling
an EtherCAT slave that requires a control sequence. We
also describe the design and installation plan of the new
control systems using EtherCAT technology for the 3GeV
Light Source.
___________________________________________

# ishii@spring8.or.jp

CONFIGURATION AND
COMMUNICATION
The EtherCAT master requires an EtherCAT network information (ENI) file for network initialization and configuration. An ENI file is generally generated from individual
EtherCAT slave information (ESI) files by using a software
configuration tool. An ESI file contains vendor and product
information, initialization information, process data, a distributed clock synchronization configuration, etc. The
main purpose of the EtherCAT master is cyclic exchange
of process data with the configured slaves. There are two
types of process data:
• Input process data object (Input PDO, data received
from the EtherCAT slaves)
• Output PDO (Output PDO, data transmitted to the
EtherCAT slaves).
Figure 1 shows a system configuration using EtherCAT.
We adopted an EtherCAT master AdXMC1573 with an
XMC form factor. EtherCAT communication is processed
on the master protocol stack, and the operating system accesses PDO and service data object (SDO) via a shared
memory mapped by the device driver of this module. We
installed the EtherCAT master module into a VME, a MicroTCA.4 and a PC.

Overwrite of a Request

Figure 1: System configuration using EtherCAT.
We adopted a Melec F3200/EC as a motor controller.
The F3200 has been used to control cavity tuners in the
digital LLRF system [5] and to control undulator gap in a
new standard in-vacuum undulator (IVU-II) [6]. In addition, the F3200 will be used in the 3GeV Light Source and
SPring-8-II. In the MADOCA control system, at least two
processes, an equipment management process (EM) and a
data logging process (MDAQ), run on one host. When requests are issued from multiple processes to an EtherCAT
slave, exclusive control may be necessary. Figure 2 shows
the PDO map image of the F3200. The current pulse count
and status of each axis can always be read from the input
PDO without issuing a request. However, requests such as
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Figure 2: PDO map image of F3200.
receiving a pulse rate and setting an output pulse count require a handshake-type control sequence consisting of a request and a response. A process issues a request, the request
is written on the output PDO, and an EtherCAT master
sends the output PDO to the F3200. The F3200 writes the
response data on the input PDO, and the process receives
the input PDO via the EtherCAT master. However, when
the F3200 was first introduced, there was a problem with
process requests being over-written by other process requests. The conditions of over-writing of a request were as
follows:
• The EtherCAT master transferred a PDO packet every
1ms.
• EM and MDAQ were asynchronously running. For example, EM issued a request to set output pulse count.
MDAQ acquired data such as current pulse rate, current pulse count, and status with a cycle of several seconds.
• EM wrote a request on the output PDO map. Before
the EtherCAT master issued the output PDO packet,
MDAQ wrote a request on the output PDO map, overwriting the first request.
• EM could not detect the overwrite of the request.
Therefore, EM judged that the request and the response were inconsistent.
To prevent the overwrite of a request, we immediately
added a second check of control status for each process,
and we reduced requests from multiple processes as much
as possible.
As a permanent solution, we will modify the input PDO
map structure as follows:
• Pulse rates are assigned to the always readable data
area for each axis in the input PDO map. Therefore, it
is not necessary to issue a request.
• The F3200 copies a received request to the input PDO
map. The process can confirm that the response
matches its request.
Figure 3 shows the new input PDO map image of the
F3200. The added data area is indicated in blue. Currently
the firmware of the F3200 is being updated.
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Figure 3: New input PDO map image of F3200.

INSTALLATION PLAN
OF EtherCAT SYSTEMS
RF Control System
The 3GeV Light Source design will be based on the
SACLA C-band accelerator. The RF control system
at SACLA comprises 1) the LLRF control system that
han-dles beam currents, beam positions, and the phase
and am-plitude of the RF signals in synchronization with
the beam operation cycle at the current maximum of 60
Hz, and 2) the HPRF control system that handles
gradually varying signals such as power on/off and
interlock status of com-ponents. Figure 4 shows a
diagram of the RF control sys-tem at SACLA. In the
LLRF control system, a trigger delay unit board, a DAC
board, three ADC boards and a CPU board are installed
in a VME crate for each RF unit. The HPRF control
system uses PLCs for rigid controls such as PID control
and local device interlock. The HPRF control system
comprises a modulator PLC, an inverter PLC, a
vacuum PLC, and a main PLC. They are linked with
an optical FA link. The main PLC is the master and the
other component PLCs are slaves. The main PLC is
linked with the HPRF VME system through FL-net,
which is a factory floor network protocol with masterless
topology [7]. Addi-tionally, a graphic panel is connected
to the main PLC via ethernet, and it can be used as a field
terminal. The master and slaves of the optical FA link are
configured for each RF

Figure 4: RF control system at SACLA.
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unit, and the HPRF VME system manages 12 RF units. The
HPRF control system has the following problems:
• When a signal is added to a slave PLC, we have to
modify a register map between the main PLC and the
slave PLCs, and we have to update the ladder program
of the main PLC. One master controlling everything is
a heavy burden on management and cost.
• Each component maker has to prepare a sequence CPU
module for a factory test.
• The optical FA link module has already been discontinued.
To solve these problems and introduce an RF control
system to the 3GeV Light Source, we designed a new system using EtherCAT and MicroTCA.4 as shown in Figure
5. The main PLC and a VME system are replaced with MicroTCA.4. A new RF control system integrates an LLRF
and an HPRF. The reduced number of computers will lower
construction cost. In the LLRF, an advanced mezzanine
card (AMC) digitizer, a signal-conditioning rear transition
module (RTM), a trigger delay module, an EtherCAT master XMC module mounted on an XMC carrier module, a
MicroTCA carrier HUB (MCH), and a CPU module (running Ubuntu 16.04 LTS configured with a low-latency kernel) are installed in a MicroTCA.4 crate for each RF unit.
In the HPRF, each PLC has a sequence CPU module, an
EtherCAT slave module, and a graphic panel; thus, a component PLC can run individually for local operation. New
component PLCs will be based on component PLCs of
SACLA HPRF. By using an EtherCAT slave supporting dynamic PDO, we can easily vary the communication protocol from optical FA link to EtherCAT, because dynamic
PDO provides a flexible function with user-definable PDO
contents.

Slave-to-Slave Communication
To improve convenience in local operation, we developed a display unit using slave-to-slave communication via
EtherCAT. The display unit is currently used in an IVU-II
at SPring-8. Figure 6 shows that the IVU-II control system
contains an EtherCAT master implemented in a VME CPU
board, a motor controller for gap control (F3200), mainand sub-absolute encoders for readout of the undulator gap
position, and a display unit. The slave module connects to
a graphic panel via serial connection. The display unit must
be located downstream of main and sub encoders, because
it receives encoders data contained in PDO from slave-to
slave communication, calculates gap value and height from
the encoders data, and displays them. The display unit is
not operated from EM.
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Figure 5: A new RF control system.

Figure 6: Diagram of EtherCAT modules for IVU-II. The
photograph is a display unit.

Digital Control System with High Precision
Magnet Power Supply
The magnet system of synchrotron radiation comprises
various magnets with a wide range of output current. The
multi-pole magnets are required a high-power power supply (PS) with driving current from 10 kW to 200+ kW and
current precision of at least 20 ppm (pk-pk). Small current
magnets, such as a steering magnet and a skew magnet, requires a small PS with current precision less than 50 ppm
(pk-pk). To handle these various PSs with a unified concept,
a new digital control system with a high precision ADC
circuit and a feedback circuit implementing FPGA were
developed [8]. The current magnet PSs at SPring-8 are
linked with a VME system through opt-VME or RIO. Control commands such as “on/off power”, “set current value”,
“get current value”, and “get status” are issued from the
VME system.
However, opt-VME and RIO have already been discontinued. We adopted EtherCAT instead of these protocols.
Figure 7 shows a digital control system with high precision
magnet PS. Currently, the high-power PS and the PS for
steering magnets have been bench-tested. Each PS has a
control unit equipped with PLC modules, and the control
unit communicates with the VME system via EtherCAT.
We will introduce a PC instead of a VME system in the
3GeV Light Source.
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Figure 7: A digital control system with high precision magnet PS.

Low-Emittance Electron Gun System
A simple and compact electron gun system comprised a
50-kV thermionic gun with a gridded cathode and a 238MGz RF cavity has been developed for the 3GeV Light
Source [9]. Currently, the test bench is constructed to confirm the beam performance. A 238 MHz amplifier control
unit and a vacuum control unit equipped with PLC modules
and a graphic panel are implemented. Control commands
such as “on/off cathode heater”, “open/close vacuum gate
valves”, and “get vacuum pressure” are issued from a VME
system via EtherCAT. Figure 8 shows a 238 MHz amplifier
control unit in a rack. Additionally, a 476 MHz amplifier
control unit and a gun high-voltage control unit will be in
Fall 2019.

SUMMARY
The construction of a new 3GeV Light Source based on
the C-band accelerator developed by SACLA is in progress.
We adopted EtherCAT technology as a network fieldbus
for the next-generation control system. Communication
with an EtherCAT slave that requires a handshake-type
control sequence becomes reliable by devising a PDO map
structure. Currently the accelerator components such as the
gun, RF, and magnet PS have been tested at the SPring-8
site. These accelerator components are operated from the
MADOCA control system via EtherCAT.

Figure 8: A 238 MHz amplifier control unit at the test
bench. Upper photo is a 238 MHz amplifier control rack.
Lower photo is the rear of a 238 MHz amplifier control unit.
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babyIOC - CONTROL SYSTEM IN A BOX SMALL FACTOR SOLUTION*
O. Ivashkevych†, M. Cowan, L. Flaks, D. Poshka, T. Smith
BNL, Upton, USA
Abstract
In the world of increasing complexity and integration,
experiments often stretch over multiple beamlines or several facilities. Users may come with their own sample environments and detectors. It is always a challenge to integrate user end-station equipment into the hosting facility
controls. Recognizing this trend, NSLS2 has developed babyIOC Control System in a Box, portable small-form-factor IOC solution.
The selected hardware is from innovative hardware designer UDOO. This SBC has microSD card storage, 64-bit
Intel architecture, 4-core 2.56 GHz, 8 GB of RAM, x3 1
Gbit interfaces (including dual port daughter card). The
cost of board and extensions is ~$400 US. We've configured it so the system boots and runs from microSD card.
Building another system comes to copying the image to another microSD card. We believe this board with the easy
downloadable image can be used at any facility and/or experimental stations. Given a growing interest to areaDetector software from the Tango community, babyIOC could
serve as evaluation starting point.

configuration managed (orchestrated) with Puppet. Because of the matching architecture, installing our standard
operating system on UDOO Ultra was simple. UDOO Ultra also has three 1 Gbit Ethernet interfaces: one on the
board plus two provided by a daughter card. It also comes
with a microSD slot, HDMI, miniDP++, USB 3.0, UART
and other interfaces. It should be noted that the board boots
and runs from microSD card. It also has a possibility to add
a hard drive via an onboard SATA connector. We did not
use this option opting instead for mircoSD because it is
small, low-power, low-heat, solid state, and easy to swap.
Another advantage of using microSD card for storage is
that one can create a master image with all necessary software deployed and configured, which could then be copied
on a new microSD card. Additional systems can be created
by simply acquiring the hardware and copying the system
image onto a microSD card. Figure 1 shows the arrived
hardware and Figure 2 the assembled board.

MOTIVATION
Back in March 2018 we faced the need to support mobile
experiments at NSLS2. It was clear that the controls system
solution would need to travel with the experiment, thus, it
should be small factor and powerful enough for the job. It
would need to blend seamlessly with the NSLS2 control
system, be low maintenance, and easily upgradable to support evolving needs of the experiment. In addition, we
were looking for an inexpensive, small factor solution for
quick prototyping and testing in the real production environment.

HARDWARE SELECTION

Figure 1: Unassembled hardware: UDOO Ultra board, two
1Gb Ethernet daughter card, metal case, cooling fan.

From analyzing areaDetector [1] performance on older
hardware, we determined that 2GB memory and 8 core
1GHz CPU should be enough to run areaDetector IOC, the
most resource demanding application. We also needed at
least two ethernet interfaces.
We have looked at single board computers offered by
Beagleboard, Raspberry Pi, Nvidia, PINE64, UDOO,
Boundary Devices, Hardkernel, PC Engines, and others.
We stopped on the UDOO Ultra [2] board originally
funded on Kickstarter in 2016. This board offered Intel architecture 4-core 2.56 GHz, 8 GB of RAM. NSLS2 computing hardware is standardized on Intel architecture and
all system’s installation is provisioned using Foreman, and
___________________________________________

* This research used resources of the National Synchrotron Light Source
II, a U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Science User Facility
operated for the DOE Office of Science by Brookhaven National Laboratory under Contract No. DE-SC0012704.
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Figure 2: Assembled babyIOC.
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We would like to note that hardware is evolving so fast
that one year later, in 2019, better hardware can be found.
For example, UDOO is coming out with a new board
UDOO Bolt with 4-core AMD Ryzen 4, 8-threads, 3.6 GHz
CPU, funded by Kickstarter campaign in 2018 and available for preorder [3].
The first babyIOC image, released in October 2018 can
be found on [4]. It was a Debian 8 system with NSLS2 EPICS deployment via packages [5], areaDetector [1] 3.3.1
with several example IOCs deployed.
The second image, released October 2019, is CentOS 7
with areaDetector 3.6. and deployed IOC examples for
ADSimDetector, ADPintGrey, ADPrisilica. At the moment
of release the following modules are build: base R7.0.2.2,
ipac 2,15, seq-2.2.6, asyn R4-35, autosave R5-9, busy R17, sscan R2-11-2, calc R3-7-1, iocStats R-3.1.15, areaDetector 3.6, as well as EPICS driver for a gamepad controllers [6], which could serve as a fun enhancement of any
user experience. The gamepad EPIC driver [6] was tested
on Logitech F710 wireless unit. CentOS babyIOC will be
used to test the new OS environment at NSLS2 beamlines.

babyIOC DEPLOYMENT RESULTS
babyIOC was used for quick new software deployment
at XFP 17BM and CHX 11ID beamlines, for areaDetector
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delivery tests, for testing/development of the ophyd layer
with new areaDetector software for bluesky data collection
software [7], and for R&D of new software. babyIOC is
found to be very useful in quick prototyping, development,
and deployment tests as well as the at the beamlines. We
would like to report that one system with 128 GB microSD
card and the highest rating, 1, required frequent disc
checks. Other cards with the same or lower ratings from
the same vendor worked without any issues.

CONCLUSION
babyIOC[xx] is an inexpensive, $400 US solution with
deployed EPICS control system, areaDetector and several
IOC examples. It can be used or quick prototyping, deployment and software evaluation.
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TIMING SYSTEM INTEGRATION WITH MTCA AT ESS
J. J. Jamroz, J. Cereijo García, T. Korhonen, J. H. Lee, ESS, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
European Spallation Source (ESS) organization has selected cutting-edge technologies to satisfy performance and
scalability expectations:
• Micro Telecommunications Computing Architecture
(MTCA).
• Micro Research Finland (MRF) based timing system
with delay compensation.
• Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System
(EPICS).
To achieve optimal data acquisition quality, the control
system is built on top of the timing system which gives
the same absolute time reference to all EPICS process variables (PVs). The MTCA system gives configurable cableless
access to manage connections among different electronic
mezzanine cards, therefore reducing installation workload.

INTRODUCTION
ESS is a collaboration of 17 European nations and its objective is to be the world’s most powerful spallation neutron
source [1].
The neutrons are produced by a 5 MW proton beam
(125 MW peak) hitting a solid, rotating tungsten target in
600 m distance from the ion source. The target weights
11 tonnes and rotates at 23 1/3 rpm containing 36 sectors.
The acceleration of the proton beam is ensured by a
Radio-Frequency linear accelerator (RF linac) operating on
352.21 MHz (RFL ) up to 216 MeV and 704.42 MHz (RFH )
up to the nominal energy of 2 GeV. Main characteristics
are 14 Hz repetition rate, 62.5 mA peak beam current, and
2.86 ms beam pulse length.
The linear accelerator consists of Normal Conducting
Linac (NCL) and Superconducting Linac (SCL) with the
following parameters:
• NCL: length = ~50 m, nominal energy = ~90 MeV.
• SCL: length = ~550 m, nominal energy = 2 GeV.
Superconductor cavities are cooled down to ~2 K using
liquid helium. The design considers 180 klystrons with
1 MW peak power per each (40 kW average). The machine
targeted operational availability is 95%.

TIMING NETWORK
Figure 1 presents the timing network. The installation
is based on single mode OS2 duplex fibers (double sided
arrows) due to the bandwidth–length product, monolithic
network structure and compatibility to the IT infrastructure
and easier maintenance. The RF Front End, TM, TD11,
TD12 chassis are located within one cabinet making the tree
trunk and connected to uninterruptible power source. The RF
Front End electronics feeds TM with RFL /4 (88 MHz) and
Pulse per Second (PPS) synchronized to Global Positioning

Figure 1: ESS timing network - tree topology. Timing Master (TM); Timing Distribution (TD); TDX1 X2 : X1 - tree
layer, X2 - ID, TD2X contains X = 41 currently; Timing
Distribution to Machine Subsystem (TDMS).

System (GPS). The TD21 up to TD2X chassis are distributed
along with the linac inside the klystron gallery (service area)
and supplying timing signals to other subsystems via TDMS.
TDMS is an MTCA chassis with EVR which belongs to a
specific subsystem. The EVR injects timing signals into the
MTCA backplane to other AMC cards within the subsystem.
The MRF timing protocol assigns automatically each timing device to a topology ID. This feature has been used to
develop a timing network builder [2] which plots actual network connections with states and power levels of transceivers.
The builder is used to troubleshoot installation, to verify
documentation and to perform maintenance checkups. In
addition, the protocol supports a delay compensation of an
optical signal. It makes the system resilient to aging and
temperature impact on optical fiber (propagation delay) as
the signal delay drifts are continuously compensated.

MTCA
MTCA is an open standard embedded computing specification created by PCI Industrial Computer Manufacturers
Group [3]. Figure 2 presents the specification capabilities.
MCH acts as a switch of different interfaces connected to
AMCs within the system. Therefore, each AMC can utilize
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• Event Receiver (EVR): mTCA-EVR-300U.
• Event Master (EVM): mTCA-EVM-300. Event Generator (EVG) and Fan Out Concentrator capabilities
within the same unit.

Timing Distribution Node
Three MTCA distribution nodes (TM, TD1, and TD2) are
the main components of the timing network, shown in Fig. 1.
Table 1 shows detailed information of each one.
Table 1: Timing distribution Nodes

Figure 2: MTCA overview diagram. MTCA Carrier Hub
(MCH), Advanced Mezzanine Card (AMC), Rear Transition
Module (RTM).

GbE connection, a PCIe link (high speed communication or
control capabilities), clocks and MLVDS trigger/interlock
lines. The management interface is used for hardware health
monitoring.
It is notable that within one MTCA crate, multiple industrial computers can be set up, whereas other standards
allow only one master CPU. It gives hardware scalability
to increase the capabilities of a certain distributed machine
point without affecting an existing installation.

Host Hardware
Each MTCA system requires basic components in order
to host AMCs. The following hardware was selected for that
purpose:
• Chassis: 9 HE 12 AMCs 12 RTMs and 3 HE 6 AMCs
4 RTMs by Schroff.
• MCH: NAT-MCH-PHYS by N.A.T. Europe (NAT).
• Power Module (PM): NAT-MTCA-PM-FW 1000 W by
Wiener and NAT-PM-AC600D 600 W by NAT.
• CPU AMC: AM90x and AMG6x by Concurrent Technologies.

Slot

TM

TD1

TD2-9U

TD2-3U

PM1
PM2
MCH1
MCH2
AMC1
AMC2
AMC3
AMC4
AMC5
AMC6
AMC7
AMC8
AMC9
AMC10
AMC11
AMC12

PM 1kW
PM 1kW
MCH
Spare
CPU
EVG
Spare
EVM
EVM
EVM
EVM
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
EVM

PM 1kW
PM 1kW
MCH
Spare
CPU
EVM
EVM
EVM
EVM
EVM
Spare
EVM
EVM
EVM
EVM
EVM

PM 1kW
Spare
MCH
Spare
CPU
EVM
EVM
EVM
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare

PM 600W
N/A
MCH
N/A
Spare
CPU
Spare
EVM
EVM
EVM
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

The distribution is based on the same 9U chassis. TD2
(the highest quantity) is the exception as it is made of two
different types:
• 9U chassis in places where it is recommended to have
more spare AMC slots for future expansions.
• 3U chassis in other places in order to decrease costs.
TDMS is the front end of the timing network and it is made
of one EVR inside an AMC2 slot of an MTCA chassis which
belongs to a certain subsystem. Table 2 presents a typical
TDMS implementation.
Table 2: Timing System Interface to an ESS Subsystem
Slot

TDMS

PM1,2
MCH1,2
AMC1
AMC2
AMC3-12
RTM3-12

PM 1kW
MCH
CPU
EVR - the timing subsystem interface
AMC - subsystem specific
RTM - subsystem specific

TIMING SYSTEM
Timing Hardware
The timing hardware is based on 2 different AMCs which
were specially designed to meet the platform and performance requirements in collaboration with MRF [4]:

The main role of the ESS timing system is to generate,
acquire and distribute RFL /4 based:
• Synchronous clock signals: RFL /4.
• Trigger events as a derivative of timing events.
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• Data buffer with beam and machine parameters.
• Absolute time reference.
• Asynchronous machine events.
In addition, those features are utilized for troubleshooting
of different distributed subsystems.

Timing Events
The timing events are used to generate trigger events (electrical or optical pulses) by EVR in accordance to trigger
properties (delay, width, output type, etc.) in order to properly trigger a relevant subsystem. The timing events have
been split into purpose blocks:
• [0x01 - 0x27] - repetitive RF synchronized events for
the beam operation, in the EVG (master) sequencer:
Ion Source Start & End (ION_ST & ION_END), Beam
Pulse Start & End (BPULSE_ST & BPULSE_END), Start
Of Cycle (14HZ), Beam Pulse Coming (BPULSE_CM),
Send Data Buffer (DATA).
• [0x28 - 0x31] - special non-repetitive asynchronous
events: Postmortem - global and local1 (instrument)
request (PMORTEM & PMORTEMI), Data On Demand global and local (instrument) request (DOD & DODI),
Calibration (CAL).
• [0x32 - 0x3B] - other master events (multiplexed counters, software events, etc.).
• [0x3C - 0x6F] and [0x72 - 0x78] - not allocated, spare
codes.
• [0x70, 0x71, 0x79 - 0x7F] - predefined special events
for MRF hardware functionality.
• [0x80 - 0x95] - local EVR input events, time digitizers
(TDCs) used to timestamp experimental data.
• [0x96 - 0xC7] - local EVR sequencer events, local state
machines used to generate a local sequence of events
upon an arbitrary global event.
• [0xC8 - 0xFF] - not allocated, spare codes.
The total number of events is 256 (0xFF). The design
assumes that upstream and downstream event codes serve
the same purpose - flat design.

Beam Modes
Main modes of the ESS linac:
• Probe - initial check, beam threading.
• Fast Tuning - RF setting.
• Slow Tuning - invasive measurements, Low Level RF
setting.
• Long Pulse - beam loss check, Lorentz detuning check.
• Neutron Production - regular operation.
Table 3 shows one-cycle trigger2 sequence within the
neutron production mode. The other modes operate on modifications of the regular settings. MOD and CHOP triggers are
generated by other events in the cycle by adding adequate
delays. The time gaps are planned to be used by processing
1
2

The local is within a chassis and the global covers the machine.
If the timing event abbreviation is used as a trigger abbreviation, it points
that the trigger is generated by the event with a subsystem specific configuration.
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Table 3: Neutron Production - One Linac Cycle
Trigger Event

∆t [ms]

Description

14HZ
ION
MOD
BPULSE_CM
CHOP
BPULSE_ST
BPULSE_END
DATA
-

0
~10
~12.88
~13
~13.3
~13.32
~16.18
~30
71.43

Start Of Cycle
Ion Source Start
Modulator Trigger
Beam Pulse Coming
NCL Chopper Trigger
Beam Pulse Start
Beam Pulse End
Time Gap
Send Data Buffer
Time Gap
End Of Cycle

time of EPICS high level applications in order to change the
timing system parameters on time, so within the cycle.

Data Buffer
The data buffer is a RAM region with the beam and machine parameters. The DATA event occurrence starts a process when the buffer content is injected into the timing network by TM. The process occurs typically at the end of the
event sequence within one linac cycle as presented in Table 3. Table 4 presents the data buffer inner variables. The
reserved data type serves two purposes: a holder for future
extensions and byte offset alignment in order to allow integer
(4 bytes) readouts of the inner buffer values.
Table 4: Timing Data Buffer - 32 Bytes
Offset
0
1
2
3
4
12
13
14
15
16
20
24
28
29
30
31

Byte
1
1
1
1
8
1
1
1
1
4
4
4
1
1
1
1

Data Type
Protocol number
Reserved
Protocol version
Reserved
Linac cycle counter/ID
Beam on/off
Beam destination (last point)
Beam mode
Reserved
Beam length: float [ms]
Beam energy: float [MeV]
Beam current: float [mA]
Raster pattern: 14 beam slots
Target segment (1-36)
Reserved
Reserved

Timing Distribution to Machine Subsystem
The TDMS EVR presented before in Fig. 1 delivers timing
clocks and triggers electrically over the backplane to other
AMC cards within a certain subsystem. Table 5 presents
physical connections and signals between the EVR and other
AMCs within a chassis.
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Table 5: MTCA MLVDS Backplane Signal Distribution
Line

Function

I/O

Trigger

Frequency

Description

TCLKA
TCLKB
RX17
TX17
RX18
TX18
RX19
TX19
RX20
TX20

RF CLK
RF CLK
Trigger
Trigger
Trigger
Trigger
Trigger
Trigger
Trigger
Trigger

OUT
OUT
OUT
OUT
OUT
OUT
OUT
IN
OUT
IN

N/A
N/A
14HZ
BPULSE_CM
BPULSE
PPS
PMORTEM
PMORTEMI
DOD
DODI

88MHz@RF
14Hz@RF
<=14Hz@RF
<=14Hz@RF
1Hz@GPS
Asynchronous
Asynchronous
Asynchronous
Asynchronous

RFL /4 - AMC clock
A spare clock
Start Of Cycle
Beam Pulse Coming
Beam Pulse Length defined by BPULSE_ST&END
Pulse per Second
A local postmortem acquisition
An AMC requests a global postmortem acquisition
A local data acquisition
An AMC requests a global data acquisition

TCLKA delivers 88 MHz (RFL /4), that synchronizes
other AMC internal clocks, acquisition and functions in
order to perform RF based deterministic operations by a
subsystem.
14HZ trigger always occurs together with the linac cycle, delivering a linac cycle fiducial mark. BPULSE_CM and
BPULSE existence depends upon the operation mode. It is
notable that BPULSE trigger is as long as the proton beam
length, therefore it delivers a piece of complex timing information about the beam start, end and length. The BPULSE
trigger is constructed by two other events: BPULSE_ST &
BPULSE_END. PPS delivers a second reference synchronized
to GPS in order to reset timestamp arrays.
The asynchronous triggers are dedicated for postmortem
and on-demand data acquisition. PMORTEM is caused by a
fault occurrence somewhere in the ESS machine and requests to freeze postmortem data buffers within the subsystem (chassis) for future analysis. PMORTEMI is generated
locally by AMC and requests a global postmortem acquisition. In order to achieve that, the timing system delivers
the PMORTEM event to other subsystems. DOD can happen
periodically (every couple of minutes) by a software routine
in order to collect acquisition data. In addition, it can be
requested arbitrary by an operator. On the other hand, DODI
trigger is generated automatically by a subsystem. The DODI
activator has to be predefined for that purpose, e.g. beam
current value over a certain interest point.

EPICS INTEGRATION
The EPICS [5] Input/Output Controller (IOC) executes on
a CPU card in an MTCA crate and connects to the technical
network through MCH. It communicates with the EVM or
EVR over PCIe on the backplane.
The EPICS integration of the ESS timing system is based
on the community edition of the IOC for the MRF timing
system, mrfioc2 [6]. The IOC has been adapted for usage at
ESS [7] by modifying the code structure to allow compilation and distribution through the ESS EPICS Environment,
E3 [8]. The E3 environment allows an EPICS integrator at
ESS to add support for the timing system in two parts: the

devlib2 library [9] for communicating with the EVR/EVM
and the mrfioc2 module.
Figure 3 presents a block diagram of the timing hardware
integration into EPICS. The e3-mrfioc2 [10] application is

Figure 3: EVM/EVG and EVR IOC software stack.
source code based, platform independent (Debian, CentOS,
etc.) and handles the following core parts:
• The 64 bit kernel object (.ko) compilation and deployment within Dynamic Kernel Module Support
(DKMS).
• The ESS fork of mrfioc2 which complies with ESS
requirements.
The e3-mrfioc2 module within E3 manages the timing software stack with source release tags, versioning, compilation,
rollbacks, installation in order to run the EVM or EVR IOC.
The FPGA image files (.img) are delivered by MRF. IOC
shell files (.cmd, .iocsh) apply a proper configuration to the
timing hardware within a certain use case.
Figure 4 depicts a control room where an operator supervises the system with GUI-based interfaces (OPIs) - dottedline blocks. A supercycle means a predefined sequence of
14 Hz machine cycles, e.g. 1 Hz supercycle has 1 cycle with
a beam and 13 cycles without any beam respectively. The
cycles are preconfigured with the Control OPI. The Supercycle application is the Control OPI backend which prepares
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Figure 4: Timing applications.
EVG event sequences and the data buffer within one machine
cycle. It means that the next cycle is prepared before the end
of the current one.
TM, TD1, TD2 and TDMS IOCs are monitored by the
Global State Grid which gives a look at an actual state of a
node in the timing network.
The FPGA image development of the MTCA timing hardware continues and new features are continuously updated
into ESS mrfioc2 by ESS ICS HWI group together with e3mrfioc2. The updates are shared with the EPICS community.

SUMMARY
The ESS deployment of the timing system is based on
two AMCs. It increases troubleshoot capabilities within
the system and decreases installation complexity. All the
features are successfully running and the integration with
MTCA has passed tests successfully, therefore it confirms
that the system meets the expectations.
In addition, the significant contribution to MTCA hardware and software development has been released to the
scientific community.

OUTLOOK
A neutron science group requested a fast absolute TDC to
generate experimental data coming from neutron choppers
and devices distributed along a beamline. A theoretical
performance expectation is around 5000 tst/s (timestamp/s).
Figure 5 presents a test setup in order to achieve the goal
with EVR. The actual TDC max speed reaches to around
400 tst/s (IN0 + IN1 trigger timestamps) without losing any
data and it is one order of magnitude too slow. At present,
mrfioc2 FIFO depth is 1 for each event code and mostly used
up to 120 tst/s by the EPICS community.
An advanced implementation would be to improve the
software queue to allow deeper buffering of some event
codes. This would increase the time needed to readout and
process the result. For instance, a 512 element FIFO theoretically would need to be read only once per second. This
implementation would remove a need for any other TDC
system at ESS and speed up a future neutron experiment

Figure 5: The absolute TDC evaluation setup with EVR.

development by utilizing the existing hardware and software
further on.
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EPICS ALSO FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZED EXPERIMENTS∗
H. Junkes† , Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft (FHI), Berlin, Germany
Abstract

Small but Fine Devices

The Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System
(EPICS) consists of a series of software tools and applications for the development, implementation and operation of
distributed control systems. It is used worldwide in many,
mostly larger facilities such as particle accelerators, free
electron lasers and telescopes. EPICS scales from very large
to very small systems due to the efficient memory usage and
support of many hardware platforms. This article describes
some of these small systems as well as typical experiment
controls in chemistry and physics at research institutions.
These are placed in the context of large plant controls.

Due to the small footprint of EPICS and the support of the
ARM processor family it is possible to realize an Input/Output Controller (IOC) on the Raspberri Pi Single Board Computer (SBC).

BASIS: SOMEWHAT LARGER
EXPERIMENT
A mid-infrared FEL has been commissioned in 2013 at
the Fritz-Haber-Institut (FHI) in Berlin. It is be used for
spectroscopic investigations of molecules, clusters, nanoparticles and surfaces. The oscillator FEL is operated with 15 −
50 MeV electrons from a normal-conducting Sband linac
equipped with a gridded thermionic gun and a chicane for
controlled bunch compression. Construction of the facility building with the accelerator vault began in April 2010.
First lasing was observed on Februar 15th, 2012 [1]. The
EPICS software framework [2] was choosen to build the
control system for this facility. The facility management
system is integrated using BACnet/IP. Graphical operator
and user interfaces are based on the Control System Studio
package. The EPICS archiverAppliance, an electronic logbook, a web based monitoring tool, and a gateway complete
the installation.
The Max-Planck-Gesellschaft (MPG) has now funded
a significant upgrade to the FHI FEL. A second, shortRayleigh-range undulator FEL beamline is being added that
will permit lasing from <5 µm to >160 µm. Additionally, a
500 MHz kicker cavity will permit simultaneous two-colour
operation of the FEL from both FEL beamlines over an optical range of 5 to 50 µm by deflecting alternate 1 GHz pulses
into each of the two undulators [3].

Measurement@20 kV The IOC runs on a Raspberry
Pi Zero W. It has all the functionality of the original Pi Zero,
but comes with added connectivity, consisting of [4]:
• 802.11 b/g/n wireless LAN
• Bluetooth 4.1
• Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
A mounting device was built to allow the Pi Zero be attached on top of the Fluke 287 (True RMS Multimeter). For
the communication with the Fluke, the infrared connector of
the multimeter is used. The conversion into a serial signal
(RS232) is done on the holding device. The battery of the
multimeter is used to power the Pi Zero. This allows the
instrument to be operated (incl. EPICS IOC) at 20 kV. This
is used, for example, to detect voltage breakthroughs in cold
molecule traps.

ADDON: STANDARD/SMALL
EXPERIMENTS
Based on the EPICS infrastructure, which is available at
the institute through the FEL project, this environment has
been used for experiment control in many standard experiments at the institute since then. Some special solutions
could also be implemented cheaply and efficiently.
∗
†

Work supported by Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Germany
junkes@fhi-berlin.mpg.de

Figure 1: Holding plate with Pi Zero.
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The user interface is realized with Phoebus (successor of
Control System Studio (CSS)) [5]. The measurement data
(process variables (PVs)) are automatically recorded by the
existing EPICS archiverAppliance [6] and are available for
later evaluation.

Figure 3: Door controller.

Logging is done via rsyslog into a mongo database. The
administrative data and the audit log are stored in a mySQL
database. The status information is monitored by the EPICS
alarmhandler(alh). The IOC with its records is integrated
in the automation control system via a BACnet gateway [7].
Figure 2: Phoebus OPI.
As with the typical EPICS installation, software development and configuration are supported by versioning tools.
In our case, for historical reasons, this is mercurial (hg). The
save and restore functionality is given by the EPICS module
autosave.
Devices@facility The suppliers of building automation
technology tend to sell their products at very high prices.
They try to maneuver customers into a vendor lock. In order
to minimize these dependencies, we at the institute have
been trying for some time to build our own products with
open software and hardware. Our latest project is to replace
a commercial access control system with our own developed
system. We use a Raspberry Pi 3 on which we install an
EPICS IOC.
This project is carried out with trainees at the institute.
Trainees from different disciplines (mechanical workshop,
electronics lab, network centre, core-IT, building services)
work together to develop equipment for the entire FHI campus. Commissioning is scheduled for mid-2020. A mifare
card reader (NFC) is used which is connected to the Raspberry Pi as a serial device. The digital I/O of the Raspberry
Pi controls the door opening mechanism and monitors reed
relays which indicate the door status (open, closed). The
EPICS IOC uses asyn device support for the communication with the card reader. The management of the system
is realized with a web interface on a Unix server system.

Devices@industry In order to be able to use devices
in certain areas (control in safety areas such as emergency
power supply, elevator systems, personal protection, etc.),
they must comply with the industrial standard EN 61131-2.
Here we use the Raspberry Pi system in a DIN rail housing [8]. These systems are supplied with 24V, typical for
industrial PCs.

Figure 4: KUNBUS Revolution Pi.
There are industrial I/O modules and fieldbus gateways
for this IPC. The IOC on these devices has asyn support
and supports protocols like modbus, BACnet, PROFINET,
Sercos 3, EtherCAT, DeviceNet,... .
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Equipment in “Normal”Research Facilities
An EPICS IOC can be used on all common systems (Unix,
Windows, OS-X). This makes it possible to install a so-called
softIOC on already existing computers which then takes over
the communication with the existing devices. Such a system
can then be integrated into the EPICS environment of the
institute via a ca-gateway [9].
Default@chemistry Most experiments in chemistry at
institutes of basic research do not have a high degree of
automation. Usually, several proprietary (hardware and software) devices are operated side by side without direct synchronization. Usually the start of measurements and the
operation during the measurement is done manually. Often
laboratory books (classic on paper) are also used. There is
usually no machine protection (e.g. vacuum control, etc.).
There is usually no machine protection (e.g. vacuum control,
etc.).
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A major problem in this environment are the manufacturers of analytical instruments. They are often not willing to
disclose the protocols for controlling their devices. In order
to do justice to good scientific practice and to be able to
understand at any time how data is generated and recorded,
only devices with at least the protocol structure for communication documented should be used.
Default@physics Experiments in physics usually look
a little different from experiments in chemistry. These have
usually achieved a high degree of automation and are characterized by the following requirements:
• Fast data aquisition
• Tight synchronisation
• High data rate
• Event driven
• High density I/O
• Fast interlock / machine protection
In order e.g. to directly resolve dynamic processes of atom
diffusion, film growth and chemical reaction, a lot of effort
has been made at the institute to construct a Scanning Tunnel
Microscope (STM) that can scan following such processes
at time scales ranging from a few seconds down to milliseconds. A challenge on such an apparatus is the high speed
electronics for hardware controlling and data acquisition. A
data acquisition system based on VMEbus with Real-Time
Executive for Multiprocessor Systems (RTEMS) as operating
system was realized to scan with about 4500 frames/s. This
end up with a data rate of about 4.1 Gbit/s.
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(a)

110527_S

Figure 5: Vacuum scheme for a typical chemical experiment
The operations performed are rarely time-critical. Typical
actions are:
• Temperature read out
• Pressure read out
• Temperature control (e.g. oven)
• Switching valves
• Control / read out devices (Gas chromatography (GC),
Residual Gas Analyzer (RGA), ...)
• Camera read out
These experiments are relatively easy to upgrade for automation using EPICS IOCs. The devices to be controlled can
usually be read out via serial interface (RS232, RS485) or
network. Among other things, terminal servers can be used
to bundle the serial connections on the network. On the IOC
the device control can be realized with asyn/IP support and
streamdevice. The EPICS scanServer [10] can be used to
fully automate experiments and ensure reproducibility and
quality assurance. The use of electronic laboratory books is
thus also simplified and can be integrated into the process
flow.

(b)

O
Si

Figure 6: Atomically resolved SPM images of the vitreous
silica film. a) shows the atomically resolved contrast. b) overlayed with marked positions of the topmost Si (green balls)
and ) atoms (red balls). Reproduced with the permission
of [11].
RTEMS is a multi-threaded, single address-space, realtime operating system with no kernel-space/user-space separation. It is capable to operate in an SMP configuration
providing a state of the art feature set [12]. EPICS 7 had
already been adapted for the new RTEMS5 [13]. The adaptation is still in beta status. It completely uses the Posix-API.
As soon as RTEMS 5.1 is released, it will be officially supported by EPICS. Currently we are working on the support
for new hardware (QorIQ, Multicore P2020) and the integration of libbsd into EPICS/RTEMS. This should be available
at the beginning of 2020.
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CONCLUSION
It has been shown that EPICS can also be used sensibly
on inexpensive hardware to build distributed systems. One
problem is the steep learning curve to be able to use EPICS.
In order to provide better support for beginners, the MPG has
initiated a project to actively contribute to the documentation,
training courses and support during the initial installation
of EPICS. Above all, the use of e.g. the archiverAppliance
and electronic laboratory books (elog) is the focus of efforts
here. In such a well-defined and transparent measurement
environment, the FAIR principles (Findable, Accessible,
Interoperable, Reusable) as demanded by many research
organizations today are fulfilled [14]. The consistent use of
electronic labbooks further supports these FAIR principles.
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A VIRTUALIZED BEAMLINE CONTROL AND
DAQ ENVIRONMENT AT PAL
S. W. Kim∗ , H. J. Choi, H. S. Kim, and W. W. Lee†
Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, Pohang, South Korea
Abstract
At least three different computers are used in the beamlines of PAL, first for EPICS IOC, second for device control
and data acquisition(DAQ), and third for analyzing data for
users. In the meantime, stable beamline control was possible by maintaining the policy of separating applications
listed above from the hardware layer. As data volumes grow
and the resulting data throughput increases, demands for
replacement of highly efficient computers has increased.
Advances in virtualization technology and robust computer
performance have enabled a policy shift from hardware-level
isolation to software-level isolation without replacing all the
computers. DAQ and analysis software using the Bluesky
Data Collection Framework have been implemented on this
virtualized OS. In this presentation, we introduce the DAQ
system implemented by this virtualization method.

VIRTUALIZATION
As the paradigm shifts from single-core to multi-core
programming, interest in virtualization is increasing. The
beamline control software were categorized into three major
parts, IOC / DAQ / Analysis, and has been run on different
computers. However, as multi-core processors become common, the traditional approach is inefficient in terms of not
using idle computing resources. By dividing the system resources through virtualization, it can allocate dynamically to
the environment with high resource utilization and save time
for installation and programming environment construction.
Unlike server virtualization, a workstation requires terminals such as monitors, keyboard, and mouse to control each
virtual machine. Allocating physical hardware to a virtual
machine is called passthrough. The types of hypervisors
will be discussed in the following session.

Virtualization Solutions
Virtualization solutions can be classified into three major
types depending on the hypervisors: KVM, Xen, and ESXi
(See Table 1). Kernel based Virtual Machine (KVM) converts the Linux kernel into a hypervisor, and takes advantage
of Linux’s process and memory management, network, I/O,
and driver features. KVM has been integrated into the kernel since Linux version 2.6.20 and can be used immediately
without rebuilding the kernel. Xen, like KVM, turns the
Linux kernel into a hypervisor and can also take advantage
of the Linux kernel, but requires a new build of the kernel
with the Xen module loaded. KVM and Xen are both opensource and available for free on most Linux distributions
∗
†

physwkim@postech.ac.kr
lww@postech.ac.kr

and BSDs. Libvirt can manage virtual machines running on
top of these hypervisors, and can be easily managed with
Virt-manager, a GUI interface that utilizes it. ESXi is a hypervisor provided by VMware. The Free version has some
limitations, including up to two physical CPUs, a maximum
of eight vCPUs per virtual machine (VM), and other API
limitations. The hypervisors listed above enable operating
system virtualization and passthrough for free.
Table 1: Virtualization Solutions for GPU Passthrough
Solutions

Hypervisor

Pricing

Linux/kvm
PROXMOX
Linux/Xen
XCP-ng
Citrix XenServer
VMware

KVM
KVM, LXC
Xen
Xen
Xen
ESXi

Free
Free
Free
Free
$763.00 / CPU
Free (w/ limit)

Based on these hypervisors, there are commercial solutions that provide virtual machine, network and storage management tools, and commercial support. Some examples are
VMware vSphere (ESXi), Citrix XenServer (Xen), XCP-ng
(Xen), and PROXMOX (KVM). Citrix XenServer has removed the GPU passthrough feature from the community
edition since version 7.3, but it is still available for free in its
open source version, XCP-ng. XCP-ng and PROXMOX are
free to use all features without any limitations, but security
updates and support are available with commercial annual
subscription.
Virtual machine orchestration is required to remotely manage and monitor hypervisors installed in various beamlines
without having to log in directly. For most cases, it is sufficient to connect to the hypervisor with SSH and manage the
VMs via Libvirt and Virt-manager. A virtualized workstation using CentOS 7 / KVM as a hypervisor will be introduced in the following section. For reference, Orchestration
solutions include oVirt (KVM), XOA (Xen), and vCenter
Server (ESXi).

Virtual Machines on a Workstation
The workstation’s resources consisted of 32 logical CPUs,
32 GB of RAM, two graphics card, a PCIe to USB hub, and
hard disks have been allocated to the virtual machines. The
procedures of setting up CentOS 7 as a hypervisor and GPU
passthrough are summarized separately [1]. CentOS 6 (IOC
VM), CentOS 7 (DAQ VM), and Windows 7 (Analysis VM)
operating systems were installed, respectively, and eight vCPUs and 8 GB of RAM were allocated. And the remaining
resources were assigned to the hypervisor. Since the IOC
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tion, rich metadata can be stored and utilized, which greatly
helps program development and user data analysis.

EXAFS with the Bluesky Framework

Figure 1: Multiple operating systems are running on one
workstation. Headless: IOC VM (CentOS 6), Left: DAQ
VM (CentOS 7), Middle: Analysis VM (Windows 7), Right:
Workstation.

The beamline 1D at PLS-II has been dedicated to XRD
(Hard X-ray Diffraction) and EXAFS (Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure) experiment and successfully supported the user community with commercial tools, SPEC
(XRD) and Labview (EXAFS). The EXAFS measurement
software, previously developed in Labview, was rewritten
with utilizing the bluesky data collection framework. The
EXAFS program was created with reference to the structure
of DAQ software of ISS Beamline at NSLS-II [6].

VM does not require a terminal, it operates in headless mode
and allocates Quadro P400 (Primary) and Radeon Wx2100
(Secondary) GPUs to the DAQ VM and Analysis VM, respectively. With PCIe to usb card assigned to the virtual
machine, USB devices can be easily added or removed. Figure 1 shows the DAQ VM and Analysis VM running on a
virtualized workstation.

DATA COLLECTION FRAMEWORK
Commercial software development tools, such as Labview, Matlab, IDL etc, provide qualified functions, graph
libraries, and GUI toolkits as an integrated development
environment. Because of these advantages in terms of efficiency and productivity in scientific programming, DAQ and
analysis programs have been developed widely using those
environments. However since the development environment
was not unified, inefficiencies such as code recycling were
greatly increased. When a developed scan algorithm is applied to other beamlines, it has to be completely rewritten for
the specific environment. For this reason, the Bluesky [2–5]
was chosen as the data collection framework for integrating
different DAQ environments.

The Bluesky Data Collection Framework
The benefits of choosing a bluesky framework can be
listed as follows [2]:
• Ophyd [4] abstracts different hardwares so that these
devices can be used in the same way.
• Most of the motors and detectors used in the beamline
are included.
• Common scan algorithms using abstracted hardware
are predefined.
• Databroker [5] support various backends for storing
data and rich metadata.
• Scientific libraries developed in python such as numpy
and scipy can easily be used within the bluesky framework.
By using bluesky, common hardware / scans are predefined so that efficiency can be greatly improved by only
considering additional features or customizations. In addi-

Figure 2: EXAFS data-acquisition software built with the
Bluesky Framework [2–6] and the silx [7] plotting library.
The program consists of a three threads, the main thread,
the plot thread, and the asyncio thread of the bluesky. The
plot thread periodically receives data from the databroker,
performs the necessary operations, and draw them on the
graph. The bluesky’s RunEngine runs on a asyncio thread,
performs predefined scan procedures (plan), and sends data
to the databroker. The backend of the databroker is mongodb.
Normally it works fine with sqlite backend, but mongodb
seems to be a better choice if there is a lot of data throughput,
such as fly scan.
The silx [7] library was used for the data plot. PyMca’s [8]
enormous graph and GUI-related codes have been separated
into the silx library for use in beamline data analysis programs. The PyMca program currently also uses the silx
library. The 1D, 2D, 3D and HDF5 data viewers are provided so silx can be very useful for writing DAQ and analysis
programs. In addition, the silx’s submitToQtMainThread
function can be used to make the GUI more responsive even
for heavy loads such as graph updates.
Figure 2 shows the EXAFS measurement program. It is
divided into status widget on the top, control widget on the
left, and plot widget on the right. The status widget controls
the type of x, y axes and the number of graphs in the plot
widget. The control widget sets the experiment parameters
and passes those parameters to RunEngine, and the scan
(plan) is performed on the asyncio thread.
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CONCLUSION
Virtualization is an interesting technology in terms of
effectively utilizing the resources of multicore processor
environment and facillating the construction and operation of
a multi-OS in a single workstation. The types of hypervisors
and virtualization solutions were discussed, and KVM was
used to convert the linux kernel into a hypervisor to build
various types of OS on it.
EXAFS measurement software written in labview was
rebuilt using the Bluesky data collection framework to unify
the fragmented development environment. This confirmed
the efficiency and versatility of the virtualization and the
Bluesky framework. Therefore, these techniques will be
applied to the multiple beamlines at PAL.
Figure 3: (a): Appearance of HC10E, (b): Internal design
schematic.

Fly Scan with FPGA Based Scaler
A fly scan is essential to get the encoder’s position and
the counts coming from the detectors at the same time. To
achieve this goal, a fly scan counter (see Fig. 3) with FPGA
and ODROID was designed. The direction of the motor is
confirmed by two encoder signals having a 90 degree phase
difference, and the operation (Inc. / Dec.) of the position
counter is managed. When the position counter reaches the
preset value, the detector’s counts is copied into the memory.
At the end of the transfer, the measurement restarts and the
data in memory is transferred to the EPICS IOC via serial
communication. The data is stored in the waveform records
allocated for each channel.
During the fly-scan, Bluesky’s RunEngine saves the newly
updated values into the databroker’s ‘monitor’ tables. The
plot thread periodically reads data from these ‘monitor’ tables and displays it on the graph. After the measurement,
RunEngine finally reads the waveforms from the scaler and
stores it in the ‘primary’ table. If the ‘primary’ table exists,
the plot thread uses this data instead of the ‘monitor’ tables.
In this way, data could be monitored during measurement.
Some monitored data could be lost depending on network
traffic and thread conditions. However, the data finally provided to the user is free from this problem because it is read
at once from the waveforms of the scaler.
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A COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL FOR MOTION CONTROL
APPLICATIONS AT THE JCNS NEUTRON INSTRUMENTS
H. Kleines†, F. Suxdorf, Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany
Abstract
Main focus of slow control in neutron scattering is motion control for the movement of around 25 mechanical
axes in a typical neutron instrument. The implementation
of motion control functions in the JCNS neutron instruments at the FRM II research reactor in Garching, Germany, is based on Siemens S7 PLCs. A communication
protocol called PMcomm which is optimized for motion
control applications in neutron instruments has been developed at JCNS. PMcomm (PROFI motion communication)
is based on PROFINET or PROFIBUS as the underlying
transport protocol in order to facilitate the easy integration
into the PLC world. It relies on the producer/consumer
communication mechanism of PROFINET and PROFIBUS for the efficient direct access to often-used data like
positions or status information. Coordinated movement of
groups of axes is facilitated by a generic controller/axes
model that abstracts from the specifics of the underlying
motion control hardware. Simplicity was a major design
goal of the protocol in order to allow an efficient and easy
implementation on PLCs.

INRODUCTION
JCNS, the neutron science division of Forschungszentrum Jülich, developed and operates 15 neutron
instruments at its outstations ILL in Grenoble, the Spallation Neutron Source in Oak Ridge and at the FRM-II in
Garching near Munich. Further neutron instruments are being developed for the future European Spallation Source in
Lund. The control and data acquisition systems of these
neutron instruments are responsible for a variety of tasks
including detector readout, vacuum systems, cryogenic
systems, sample environment devices and motion of many
mechanical axes.

In order to reduce the overall development effort und the
number of spare parts, these control systems are highly
standardized and follow a common framework, the socalled Jülich-Münich standard [1], that evolved gradually
over a period of more than 20 years. Originally being based
on the TACO framework, it is now based on the successor
TANGO [2], as shown in Fig. 1. Main client application is
the standardized measurement program NICOS [3] providing a GUI interface as well as a scripting interface for scan
definition and execution. All slow control tasks - especially
motion - are implemented with industrial PLC technologies including fieldbus communication and decentral peripheral systems in the frontend. Main motivations for this
approach are:
• low prices induced by mass market,
• inherent robustness,
• long term availability and support from manufacturer,
• powerful development tools.
Because of its strong market position, Siemens has been
selected as the PLC vendor for all JCNS instruments.
In the past the communication of PLCs with peripheral
devices and with supervisory computers was implemented
with PROFIBUS DP, since this field bus standard was naturally supported by Siemens PLCs. In the recent years
Ethernet-based industrial communication systems like
PROFINET IO [4], Ethernet/IP, Ethercat, Powerlink or
Modbus TCP became increasingly important for the communication with industrial devices and today PROFINET
IO (see section III) is the most commonly used industrial
Ethernet system and inherently supported by all PLCs from
Siemens. As a consequence, all new developments for
JCNS instruments are based on PROFINET IO and PROFIBUS is being replaced by PROFINET in older instruments.
For the communication between motion related PLCs
and controlling computers running the corresponding
TANGO servers, a dedicated application protocol called
PMComm (PROFI Motion Communication) has been developed. Originally designed for PROFIBUS DP it supports also PROFINET IO, since both fieldbus systems
share an identical communication model, requiring just a
minor software adaptation on the PLC side as well as on
the host side.

PROFINET IO

Figure 1: Jülich-Munich Standard System Architecture.

____________________________________________
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Originally defined by PI (PROFIBUS and PROFINET
International), PROFINET IO is now internationally standardized in IEC 61158 and IEC 61785. It is based on 100
Mbit/s Ethernet supporting wireless, copper and optical
media in full conformance to the corresponding IEEE
standards. As a consequence, a PROFINET communication interface can be used simultaneously for PROFINET
real time communication as well as for standard internet
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communication – e.g. for web services. PROFINET IO defines several conformance classes in order to support soft
real time as well as hard real time communication, called
IRT (isochronous real time) mode. In IRT mode, communication cycle times down to 31.25 µs with a jitter of less
than 1 µs are supported. IRT mode relies on PTP (Precision
Time Protocol) according to IEEE 1588 for time synchronization.
In order to facilitate the easy migration from PROFIBUS
to PROFINET, it shares basic architectural principles with
PROFIBUS DP. Similar to PROFIBUS DP, PROFINET IO
aims at application scenarios, where a central station communicates with decentral field devices. As a consequence,
each station in a PROFIBUS IO system can take one of the
following roles according to Fig. 2:
IO controller

Application program with
access to process signals
via process image

Diagnosis,
Upload/Download

IO supervisor

Commissionig,
Dignostics

Ethernet

Configuration,
Production data,
Alarms

Parameterization,
Diagnosis
ET200S
IO device

Read and write
IO data

Figure 2: PROFINET IO communication model.
• IO controller: The IO controller represents an intelligent central station, like a PLC. It is responsible for the
configuration and parameterization of its associated
devices and controls the transfer of process data.
• IO device: The IO device represents a field device, like
an analogue input unit. It cyclically transmits collected
process data to the IO controller and vice versa. It also
provides diagnostic or alarm information to the
IO controller.
• IO supervisor: The IO supervisor represents an engineering station for programming, configuration or diagnostics, e.g. a PLC programming tool.
Similar to PROFIBUS DP, PROFINET IO is based on a
consistent model of the IO device structure and capabilities, described by so-called GSDML files. An IO device
may be modular and is composed of one or more so-called
slots, which may have subslots. Each slot or subslot represents an IO module and has a fixed number of input and
output bits. The input data of the IO device is the sequence
of all inputs of slots and subslots, according to their position in the device. The same holds for the output data. Also
all diagnostic or alarm data reference slots or subslots.
Similar to PROFIBUS DP, the transfer of process data
relies on a consumer/producer model with cyclic data exchange between IO controllers and their IO devices. As illustrated in Fig. 3 the transmission occurs from and to predefined IO areas. These IO areas are read and written by
the application processes in IO controller and in IO device
synchronously or asynchronously to the communication
cycle. This memory-based communication model corresponds in a very natural way to internal PLC operation and
makes software implementation of data exchange extremely simple.
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IO controller
Asynchronous
Access

Application
Program
Program

Process
Process
Image
Image
Inputs
Inputs

Cyclic update

IO device
PROFINET

Process
Process
Image
Image
Outputs
Outputs

Figure 3: Cyclic message exchange.

IMPLEMENTATION OF PROFINET IO
FOR SUPERVISORY COMPUTERS
For the implementation of the PROFINET IO interface
in supervisory computers a variety of controllers for PCI,
CompactPCI and PCIe with Linux support are available
from different vendors. Additionally, there are industrial
computers on the market with PROFINET IO directly integrated on the main board as well as pure software implementations for standard Ethernet network interface cards,
e. g. the Siemens product PROFINET Driver in source
code, which also supports Linux.
For ComapctPCI, which is required for the JCNS instruments, several well established vendors – like Hilscher or
Kunbus – offer PROFINET IO controller implementations.
Since PROFINET IO requires a consistent configuration of
the controller (in our case the PC) and the device (in our
case the PLC) we would have to use tools from different
vendors for this purpose, which is quite error-prone. So we
intended to use a Siemens product also for the controller,
which could be configured directly from the TIA Portal
PLC project. Since no CompactPCI controller is available
from Siemens, we selected the product CP1604 in PC104+
formfactor. The CP1604 supports PROFINET IO controller as well as device functionality and comes with Linux
support, including device driver, utilities and examples
programs in source code.
For the integration of the CP1604 we implemented a generic CompactPCI base board for PC104+ mezzanines, as
shown in Fig. 4. Core of the board is the IDT TSI 350 PCI
bridge chip, supporting 32 Bit / 66 MHz PCI. As shown in
Fig. 5, the 4 port RJ45 connector required for CP1604 has
been directly integrated on the base board and is interfaced
via a connector to the mezzanine, thus avoiding a ribbon
cable. Due to the PC104+ connectors, two CompactPCI
slots are required for a standard mezzanine. For single slot
configurations, we exchanged the female/male connectors
on the CP1604 by a single female connector.

Figure 4: Simplified block diagram of the new CompactPCI carrier for PC104+.
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from the controlling computer. PMcomm is based on PROFIBUS DP or PROFINET IO, since these protocols are naturally supported by Siemens S7 PLCs and provide a very
simple programming interface on the PLC side as well as
on the Linux side. For the same reason JCNS exclusively
uses PROFIBUS DP and PROFINET IO for the decentral
distribution of motion hardware in the field. But this is
completely transparent to PMcomm and in principle other
interfacing techniques could be used for decentral motion
devices.

PMCOMM PROTOCOL
Figure 5:
PC104+.

Photo of the new CompactPCI carrier for

PMCOMM CONCEPTS
PMcomm is designed for scenarios, where the motion
hardware (motion controllers, encoder readouts,…) is attached to a PLC, either locally as PLC modules or remotely, e.g. as decentral periphery systems via a fieldbus,
as shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: PMcomm hardware configuration scenario.
PMcomm has been defined for the communication between the PLC and its controlling computer. It defines an
abstract controller/axis model for motion tasks, thereby abstracting from the specific motion hardware which is actually used. Each axis resides in a controller and a controller
may have several axes, in order to support systems with
synchronized axes. Execution of a controller start service
will synchronously move all subordinate axes according to
a predefined functional relation between these axes. Services defined by PMComm include standard motion functions like referencing, stopping, relative and absolute
movement of axes. Additionally, there are services for diagnostics, state information, configuration retrieval and
change. Services for synchronized movement have rarely
been used and the download service for NC data has never
been used.
The PLC application program is responsible for the mapping between the abstract controller/axes model to the specific motion hardware. Additionally, it may implement application functions or safety interlocks which are hidden

In PMcomm the computer always takes the role of the
PROFINET IO controller (or PROFIBUS master) and the
PLC takes the role of the PROFINET IO device (or PROFIBUS slave).
PMcomm relies heavily on the producer/consumer communication model of PROFIBUS and PROFINET. This allows the permanent mapping of important data like axis
positions and states into the IO areas described above, as
shown in Fig. 7. Thereby, efficient accesses to these data
are possible via memory read and write operations which
are completely asynchronous to the operation of the PLC
program. For less often used services, a transaction mechanisms has been defined for sending requests to the PLC
and for receiving confirmations from the PLC. As shown
in Fig. 7, a reserved 32 Byte space has been reserved at the
beginning of the IO areas for this purpose.
Additional IO data not directly related to motion - like
analogue and digital IOs - can be directly mapped into a
reserved space at the end of the IO areas.
Due to the limited IO area size of PROFIBUS
(244 Bytes) a maximum of 40 axes can be supported in a
PROFIBUS system. If more axes have to be supported by
a single PLC, it as to be extended by an additional PROFIBUS communication controller. Due to the extended IO
space of 1.5 kBytes, this is not an issue anymore in
PROFINET IO.
Generally, the asynchronous, memory-based approach
of PMcomm provides a simple and efficient programming
interface on the PLC side as well as on the computer side.
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
PMcomm has successfully been used for the communication with motion PLC in all JCNS instruments for about
20 years and provides an easy and efficient access to motion functions. During this time it continuously evolved
and was extended by an interface to PROFINET.
Because of the limited IO area space of PROFINET the
directly mapped data is much squeezed. The additional IO
area space of PROFINET will allow extended functionalities. Therefore a major redesign of PMcomm is intendend,
with the following goals:
• Better self-description of motion devices, e.g. axis
names, axis units.
• Improved performance by mapping an increased
amount of data directly to the IO areas, thus reducing
the need for slower transactions.
• Support of 64 bit position data instead of just 32 bit.
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ANALYSIS AND DIAGNOSTIC TOOLKIT FOR
OPERATION EVENT IN THE NSRRC
T. Y. Lee, W. Y. Lin, T. W. Hsu, Y. K. Lin, H. H. Chen, B. Y. Chen, S. J. Huang,
B. Y. Huang, H. C. Chen, J. A. Li, C. H. Kuo, NSRRC, Hsinchu, Taiwan
Abstract
Taiwan Photon Source (TPS) and Taiwan light source
(TLS) have been operated in the same time. TPS is a 3 GeV
electron energy, 518 m circumference, low-emittance
synchrotron storage ring which will offer one of the
synchrotron x-ray sources, provide cutting-edge
experimental facilities and novel multidisciplinary
scientific research. TLS is a 1.5 Gev electron energy. The
control system is difference between two facilities.
Amount of instruments and devices these must be
monitored and controlled by operator. The difference
diagnostic tools will be difficult to operate and analysis
between two system. These utility toolkits are effective to
reduce operator loading. However, these tools are
developed with same concept, combined with two
difference machine is effective and reduce maintenance
efforts. These applications of software will be reported in
this conference.

Figure 1: Annual operation statistic of TLS.

INTRODUCTION
TLS is a small, state-of-the-art and compact synchrotron
radiation facility featuring with adapted energy for users.
This machine are still operated and supported with high
reliability and stability beam quality. The operation
performance is shown in the Fig. 1. The schedule user time
is more than five thousand hours. The user availability is
98.7%. The beam time between fail (MTBF) is 365.8 hours.
For this operation request, alarm in advance and analysis
after event, it must be quickly found out and solved to
avoid same event again in the next time [1]. The TPS is
opened for users from 2016. The operation time includes
of user time, sub-system commission and beamline
commission. It isn’t only for users. The schedule user time
is 4479 hours in the 2018. Thea beam availability is 99.2%.
The MTBF is 93 hours. There are many events are
processed in the short time. But it still 48 times trips. In the
2019, the statistics are until August. The operation
performance is shown in the Fig. 2. Amount of signals
analysis follow trip that are heavy duty in the TPS. For
specially, large scale signals of TPS are more than TLS.
The utility are developed to scan signal automatically and
find sub-system problem after event that are necessary in
the big data analysis. Following subsystem from beam trip
event and statistics are to classify signal that is effective to
reduce searching time and CPU loading [2].

Figure 2: Annual operation statistic of TPS.

TLS BEAM OPERATION EVENT
AND ANALYSIS UTILITY
In 2006, the super conductivity RF cavity system is
installed in the storage ring. The main trip rate is
contributed in the beginning operation of this system.
In 2011, TLS is operated in 360mA topup from
200mA. Meanwhile it is always aimed to improve the
performance of facility as indicated by availability, mean
time between failures (MTBF) and beam stability index.
Availability is defined as the ratio of delivered user time
to the scheduled user time; MTBF as the ratio of
scheduled user time to number of faults. After 2012,
digital bunch by-bunch feedback systems were working.
There are many instability are reduced. The storage ring
reliability is improved to stable status. The annual beam
trip statistics are shown in the Fig. 3. In the 2015, there
is some new power amplifier configuration problem
of bunch-by-bunch feedback system in the beginning
operation. After 2016, everything is solved. The MTBF is
up very much. However, there are
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some beam trip are noticed in the 2019 with long and stable
operation. It is still 14 times beam trips until August. The
most events are relative to injection system. The subsystem event statistic is shown in the Fig. 4.

Figure 5: The GUI of Fast data logger.

Figure 3: Annual beam trip event statistic of TLS.

This record is mistake with incomplete amplitude in the
Fig. 6(a). It is typical kicker misfired case. The original
utility is hard to find the event. The new EPICS scope can
support width bandwidth recoding in the Fig. 6(b). The
hardware is shown in the Figure 7, pitaya module with
125MSPS is applied in this request. The waveform record
of GUI is based on EPICS. It can support record by event
automatically, period record and manual record. These
events include of beam current drop and beam trip.

Figure 4: Sub-system event statistics of TLS in the 2019.
In the 2019, Most of the events are from injection subsystem. The injection kicker of storage ring record and
analysis is very import for long term operation. The beam
trip from injection system is difference from leakage fire
and misfire. In the injection period, the injection timing
system will send trigger signal to kicker pulse powersupply. If the power-supply isn’t acted, is called to misfire.
In the normal time, there is no any trigger signals operated,
but pulse power-supply is acted. It means that leakage fire.
The fast logger system can record this status to analyze
after event. This utility is show in the Fig. 5. This utility is
based on DTACQ ACQ196 100KSPS, is supported to
record multi-channel fast data, to replace oscilloscope wall.
For the most transient status, the request is satisfied. It is
still disadvantage for pulse power-supply recorder. The
pulse width of power-supply is just 2 micro second. The
acq196 bandwidth wasn’t enough to record full wave in
that time. Reconfiguration pulse signal is necessary. In the
Fig. 5, this is typical pulse power-supply leakage fire event.
The kicker3 is acted in the normal time.

Figure 6(a): Misfired event, record by old utility.

Figure 6(b): Misfired event, records by EPICS scope
utility.
Figure 6(a)(b): The same transient event is recorder by
difference system. The K2 pulse power-supply is misfired
incompletely.
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Figure 9: The waveform recording196 of T-TACQ.

Figure 7: The red pitaya.

TPS BEAM OPERATION EVENT AND
ANALYSIS UTILITY
The event analysis utility is gradually merged between
TPS and TLS. There are several year operation experience
and utility to reduce downtime and enhance reliability in
the TLS. These experiences are useful to build tools to
analysis and improve TPS availability. The beam trip event
statistic is shown in the Fig. 8. The six events are from SRF
system in the 2019. The utility for SRF system is first key
point. The ACQ196 of D-TACQ with 500KSPS sampling
is applied in the SRF event analysis. This hardware is
shown in the Fig. 9. The software structure is same as TLS.
The downtime statistic is shown in the Fig. 10. To sum up
downtime and beam trip analysis, the power-supply and
fast orbit feedback of instrument control system take heavy
duty. The FOFB event includes of orbit interlock and
hardware problem [3]. The BPM post-mortem and powersupply events searching utility automatically is useful. This
utility is designed by MATLAB channel access. It can
search power-supply fail event and orbit interlock event.
The part of GUI software is shown in the Fig. 11.

Figure 10: TPS downtime statistic in 2019.

Figure 11: Integrated TPS orbit interlock and power-supply
fail analysis tool.

SUMMARY

Figure 8: TPS beam trip event statistic in the 2019.

The TLS and TPS control system are gradually merged
together. Analysis tools are recombined to reduce operator
overheads. Various toolkit and diagnostic tools are used to
check sub-system, look for problem between ten thousands
signals and events in each downtime. In the future, this
artificial intelligence (AI) toolkit and expert assistance (EA)
system for downtime analysis will be developed
continuously.
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ophyd DEVICES: IMPOSING HIERARCHY
ON THE FLAT EPICS V3 NAMESPACE ∗
K. Lauer† , SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, USA
Abstract
EPICS V3 provides simple data types accessible over the
network through Channel Access identified by a flat process
variable (PV) name. This flexibility is often regarded as a
strength of EPICS, as the user can easily pick and choose
the information they require. However, such data is almost
always inter-related in some manner, pushing the burden of
reconstructing that relationship to the end-user/client.
ophyd represents hardware in Python as hierarchical
classes, grouping together related signals from the underlying control system. ophyd devices make imposing this hierarchy simple, readable, and descriptive. This structure allows
ophyd to provide a consistent interface across a wide-range
of devices, which can then be used by higher-level software
for any number of tasks: from command-line inspection, to
scanning/data collection (bluesky), or even automatic GUI
generation (typhon, adviewer). ophyd contains a number of
pre-built devices for common hardware (and IOCs) as well
as the tools to build custom devices.

BACKGROUND
EPICS and PVs
Standard EPICS IOCs host a process database of records.
Records, which generally hold a primary value in the field
.VAL along with related metadata in other appropriatelynamed fields (e.g., .DESC for description, .EGU for engineering units, etc.), are made available to clients and other servers
over the Channel Access (CA) protocol. In a properly configured network of IOCs, records are almost always uniquely
named such that only one IOC on one machine serves information from its database. At that point, a specific field of a
record RECORD.FIELD over CA is often referred generically
to as getting or putting to a Process Variable (PV).
Values along with a fixed set of metadata can be retrieved
over CA in a single request. In CA, it is not possible to
group together multiple requests and have the server return
an atomic result.

A Short Note about PVAccess
Much additional work has been put into the most recent
major version of EPICS (V7) in recent years to bring structured data to the protocol level, which is not currently possible in Channel Access, with a new protocol called PVAccess.
This addition allows for keeping structured data accessible
and synchronized at the IOC server level.
Such synchronization is outside of the scope of ophyd,
which currently relies on CA to retrieve or change PVs on
IOCs.
∗
†

Work supported by U.S. D.O.E. Contract DE-AC02-76SF00515.
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While ophyd does not currently have PVAccess support,
it is a feature that is currently in the planning stages. The
composability, configurability, and consistent API of devices,
as described in later sections, will still apply when ophyd is
PVAccess-capable – even allowing for CA, PVAccess, and
soft/simulation signals to be mixed in as-needed.
There are thousands of deployed EPICS V3 servers that
may never see an upgrade to V7 for a variety of reasons,
meaning that the relevance of CA and related higher-level
applications will likely persist for decades.

SIGNALS
ophyd.Signal
An ophyd Signal represents the smallest set of data a
user might be interested in – a single temperature value,
a PID setpoint or readback, and so on. The data held by a
Signal may be structured and may have additional metadata
associated with it, including timestamps and control limits.
Signals can be used in isolation, instantiated as needed.
The strength of ophyd comes in when signals are used in
conjunction with devices, which is detailed in the next sections.

ophyd.EpicsSignal
A subclass of ophyd.Signal, an EpicsSignal bridges
the gap between CA and the ophyd signal interface.
As setpoints and readback values are often separate PVs
in EPICS, an EpicsSignal allows for specifying a PV to
write to (setpoint) and a PV from which to read (readback).
A simple example might be that of the motor record1 ,
where the user-setpoint .VAL and the user-readback .RBV
are fields of the same record:
motor = ophyd.EpicsSignal(
write_pv='MOTOR.VAL',
read_pv='MOTOR.RBV',
name='value')
status = motor.set(3.0)
Signals may also be enforced to be read-only at the ophyd
layer, on top of any access rights enforced at the IOC level.
These signals are differentiated easily by the RO suffix on the
class – i.e., EpicsSignalRO.
For example, the following is effectively caput
PV:NAME.VAL 3.0:

1

There is first-class Device support in ophyd for motor record. See
ophyd.EpicsMotor.
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value = ophyd.EpicsSignal(
'PV:NAME.VAL', name='value')
status = value.set(3.0)
Whereas the following raises ReadOnlyError without
reaching out to CA:
value = ophyd.EpicsSignalRO(
'PV:NAME.VAL', name='value')
value.set(1.0)

Read-back and Setpoint Conventions
As records in EPICS largely contain a single value and its
metadata, a single setpoint from the user and its associated
readback value from hardware are often split into two distinct
records.
Several conventions exist for easily identifying a setpoint
record to a readback record solely by the name – making it
trivial, even as a client with just a PV name – to determine
the directionality of the record.
In areaDetector the convention for identifying a
setpoint record compared to a readback record is
the suffix _RBV. For example, the acquire time setpoint and readback PV for the simulation detector example are 13SIM1:cam1:AcquireTime and
13SIM1:cam1:AcquireTime_RBV, respectively.
A simple shortcut is provided in ophyd to work with these
types of areaDetector PVs – ophyd.EpicsSignalWithRBV
– which requires only the setpoint prefix. The entirety of
the class is as follows, making it a thin wrapper around
EpicsSignal:

ICALEPCS2019, New York, NY, USA

PLC communication protocol called ADS was recently implemented for the Linac Coherent Light Source, allowing
direct ophyd communication with all deployed Beckhoff
PLCs.
Discussions are also underway between the ophyd developers and with facilities that primarily use Tango.

The bluesky Interface
ophyd signals support the bluesky interface directly, allowing for their usage in data acquisition routines and scanning.
Among others, Signal offers the following blueskyrequired items 2 :
• A unique human-readable name, accessible via the
.name attribute.
• An indication of hierarchy, noting its parent in an attribute .parent. Signals used in isolation have no
parent.
• A .describe() method, indicating the type of information held in the signal, such as:
{
'signal_name': {'source': 'PV:NAME',
'dtype': 'number',
'shape': [],
}
}
• A .read() method, representing the data held by the
signal in a consistent way:
{
'signal_name': {'value': 1.3,
'timestamp': 0,
}
}

class EpicsSignalWithRBV(EpicsSignal):
def __init__(self, prefix, **kwargs):
super().__init__(prefix + '_RBV',
write_pv=prefix,
**kwargs)

where timestamp would be a valid UNIX timestamp.
• A .set() method, which effects a "put" to the underlying control system and returns a sort of "future" – an
ophyd.Status – object which indicates the completion status of the request.
• .subscribe() and .clear_sub() methods, allowing for monitoring of changing values with a provided
callback function.

An example of usage might be:
acq = EpicsSignalWithRBV(
'13SIM1:cam1:AcquireTime', name='acq')
where it’s worth noting the following:
• acquire.get(), acquire.read() use the readback
PV
• acquire.put() performs effectively a caput to the
setpoint (i.e., write) PV
• .set() writes to the setpoint and returns a
ophyd.Status object indicating when the readback
and setpoint match (i.e., the hardware acknowledged
the write and reflected the request in the readback
value).

Signals in Other Control Systems
The place for other control systems which work on a
signal-by-signal basis to be made compatible with ophyd is
by subclassing Signal. For example, a Beckhoff TwinCAT3
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DEVICES
Devices in ophyd are intended to represent the next level
above signals, in a hierarchical sense.
In creating a new device, the programmer:
• Subclasses ophyd.Device or a subclass thereof.
• Groups relevant signals and devices, each of which is
referred to as a Component..
• Optionally indicates the relative importance of each
component by noting a kind.
In practice, this means that an ophyd.Device can be composed of one or more ophyd.Signal or ophyd.Device.
2

See the "Readable Device" section of https://blueskyproject.io/
bluesky/hardware.html for more information.
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Ready-to-use Devices
There are built-in device abstractions with ophyd, taking
the burden of re-creating many common devices from the
end-user:
• Motor record
• Scaler record
• Multi-channel analyzers and DXP from synApps
• areaDetector cameras and plugins (see Table 1)
• Simulation devices (signal, motor, detector)

Basic Form
Assume the following EPICS PVs are available
from a network-accessible IOC: Prefix:1:ItemA,
Prefix:1:ItemB, Prefix:2:ItemA, Prefix:2:ItemB.
A basic user-defined device might look like the following:
from ophyd import (Device, EpicsSignal,
Component)
class MyDev(Device):
a = Component(EpicsSignal, 'ItemA')
b = Component(EpicsSignal, 'ItemB')
This defines a device class named MyDev, which subclasses ophyd.Device. It has two Components, each of
which is an EpicsSignal. As Component is of the form,
Component(class, suffix=None, **kwargs), the a
component has a suffix "ItemA", and the b component has
a suffix "ItemB".
The device could then be instantiated one or more times:
dev_1 = MyDev('Prefix:1:', name='dev_1')
dev_2 = MyDev('Prefix:2:', name='dev_2')
Upon instantiation, dev_1.a is made to be an
EpicsSignal with the full PV Prefix:1:ItemA. Similarly dev_2.b is made to be an EpicsSignal with the full
PV Prefix:2:ItemB.
The entire device could be read through the bluesky interface, e.g.:
dev_1.read()
This would read and package values and timestamps from
PVs Prefix:1:ItemA and Prefix:1:ItemB into a dictionary such as:
{
'dev_1_a': {'value': 0.5,
'timestamp': 1569706862.023
},
'dev_1_b': {'value': 2.0,
'timestamp': 1569706861.142
},
}
Similarly, individual components could be used as normal
EpicsSignals:
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dev_1.a.read()
Why not just EpicsSignal? In this simple case, it
would be acceptable for the user to create individual
EpicsSignal instances to communicate with the IOC without a device grouping the signals together. The convenience
and utility of the abstraction shines in the scenario where
one or more of the following apply:
• Many components exist (e.g., items from A–Z and not
just A, B).
• Many devices exist with only a differing prefix.
• Existence of device-specific utility functions exist that
should operate on one or more of the components.
• The desire to use the device in a data acquisition scenario.

Prefixes
Prefixes are additive. That is, instantiating a device with
a prefix will take individual component suffixes and append
them to the device prefix to make full PV names that EPICS
would recognize.
This type of structuring has a few implications:
• PV
names
should
be
sensibly
formed
with a delimiter, with individual portions
sorted from least to most specific, e.g.,
FACILITY:AREA:DEVICE:COMPONENT.FIELD.
• Device components should all share the same prefix
• Devices group signals such that they may be reused
– instantiated as-is or combined and composed into a
higher-level device
While the author believes that the aforementioned structure is beneficial enough to impose naming standards on the
IOC level, in some facilities (or for some specific devices),
it may not always be a possibility.
In such cases, it is possible to either disable the
prefix-joining functionality or use a FormattedComponent.
FormattedComponent allows for a format string to be used,
similar to macros in IOC startup scripts or PyDM, EDM,
CSS, etc screens.

Kinds, Hints, and Labels
ophyd allows for the classification of components by
level of interest. This is referred to as a component kind.
Four kinds are currently recognized: ŤconfigŤ, ŤhintedŤ,
ŤnormalŤ, and ŤomittedŤ. A single kind may be specified as a string value, or multiple kinds can be specified by
bitwise or-ing ophyd.Kind flags.
• ŤconfigŤ – a configuration component, which is not
likely to change frequently and may give an indication
as to how a device was set up prior to a scan or data
acquisition routine. For a detector that mostly uses
fixed exposure times throughout a scan, exposure time
might be considered a ŤconfigŤ component. This
kind is often the majority of those seen on a device.
• ŤnormalŤ – a component which is important enough to
be read at every point during a scan. For example, a mo-
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tor setpoint or readback position might be a ŤnormalŤ
component.
• ŤhintedŤ – a component which acts as an indicator
to higher-level routines that the component could be
used for plotting or in a table, etc. It also implies the
ŤnormalŤ flag.
• ŤomittedŤ – a component which is largely unimportant as far as data acquisition is concerned, but may be
included for completeness of the device description.
Additional parts of the bluesky interface take advantage
of these kinds:
• read_configuration() which reads all components
marked as ŤconfigŤ.
• describe_configuration() which describes all
components marked as ŤconfigŤ.
• hints which enumerates data fields coming from components marked as ŤhintedŤ.

Versioning Devices
Devices, like all ophyd object (ophyd.OphydObj) subclasses, may carry versioning information directly in the
class definition. Three parameters are currently available to
describe the version:
• version – the version number itself, which should be
a tuple of integers or any other unambiguously sortable
value.
• version_of – the earliest versioned class.
• version_type – an indicator of what the version
refers to, likely a string containing an IOC release version, detector firmware version, or similar.
For example, an IOC named XyzIOC is released with
support for XyzDevice. The IOC has a 1.0 and a 2.0 release,
in which the API provided by the PVs changes in some
significant manner, and both are deployed at a single facility.
The device classes might look like the following:
class XyzDevice(ophyd.Device,
version=(1, 0),
version_type='XyzIOC'):
value = Cpt(EpicsSignal, 'OldPV')
...
class XyzDevice_V20(XyzDevice,
version=(2, 0),
version_of=XyzDevice,
version_type='XyzIOC'):
value = Cpt(EpicsSignal, 'NewPV')
...
It is then possible to programmatically select a version:
cls = ophyd.select_version(
XyzDevice, (2, 1))
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Introspecting Devices
Devices have some built-in functionality for user convenience, allowing for inspecting devices either interactively
in the Python command-line interface or programmatically.
Instantiating the device from the previous section, a useful representation (referred to as a repr) is immediately
available:
In [1]: dev = XyzDevice_V20('Dev:',
name='dev')
In [2]: dev
Out[2]: XyzDevice_V20(prefix='Dev:',
name='dev', read_attrs=['value'],
configuration_attrs=[])
As Device-based classes define the interface, it is not
necessary to instantiate one to find information about it:
In [3]: XyzDevice_V20.component_names
Out[3]: ('value',)
In [4]: XyzDevice_V20.value
Out[4]: Component(EpicsSignal, 'NewPV',
kind='normal')
Components are accessible through tab completion, such that
typing dev.v and pressing Tab would result in dev.value.
Some additional attributes of note are:
• .parent – instantiated objects are aware of their location in the device hierarchy, including the path back to
the top-level (.root) device.
• .attr_name – the dotted attribute name, allowing access to the component from the root.
• .component_names – a list of available components.
• .connected – a boolean indicator of the connectivity
status of all contained components.

Composing Devices
As ophyd devices designed for reusability, devices can be
composed into higher-level abstractions. Take, for example,
a point detector that is atop an XY translation stage. These
could be readily combined as follows:
from ophyd import (
Device, Component as Cpt,
EpicsSignalRO, EpicsMotor)
class DetAndMotor(Device):
diode = Cpt(EpicsSignalRO, 'Diode')
motor = Cpt(EpicsMotor, 'Motor')
both = DetAndMotor('AREA:', name='both')
both could then be used in such a way:

where cls is set to the latest compatible version,
XyzDevice_V20.
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both.diode.read()
both.motor.velocity.set(1.0)
both.motor.velocity.kind = 'normal'
both.read()
This type of composition is often found to be useful by
beamline end-users, as it readily allows for exploration and
configuration of related devices on the command-line.

Conclusion
ophyd devices make imposing the hierarchy of devices
simple, readable, and descriptive. The devices group together related signals from the underlying control system.
This structure then provides a consistent interface across a
wide-range of devices by design, which can then be used by
higher-level software for a variety of tasks.
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Table 1: areaDetector Support in ophyd
Plugins
AttrPlotPlugin
AttributePlugin
CircularBuffPlugin
CodecPlugin
ColorConvPlugin
FFTPlugin
FilePlugin
GatherPlugin
HDF5Plugin
ImagePlugin
JPEGPlugin
MagickPlugin
NetCDFPlugin
NexusPlugin
Overlay
OverlayPlugin
PluginBase
PosPlugin
ProcessPlugin
PvaPlugin
ROIPlugin
ROIStatPlugin
ScatterPlugin
StatsPlugin
TIFFPlugin
TimeSeriesPlugin
TransformPlugin

Cameras
AdscDetectorCam
Andor3DetectorCam
AndorDetectorCam
BrukerDetectorCam
DexelaDetectorCam
FirewireLinDetectorCam
FirewireWinDetectorCam
GreatEyesDetectorCam
Lambda750kCam
LightFieldDetectorCam
Mar345DetectorCam
MarCCDDetectorCam
PSLDetectorCam
PcoDetectorCam
PerkinElmerDetectorCam
PilatusDetectorCam
PixiradDetectorCam
PointGreyDetectorCam
ProsilicaDetectorCam
PvcamDetectorCam
RoperDetectorCam
SimDetectorCam
URLDetectorCam
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A FAST WIRE SCANNER SYSTEM FOR THE EUROPEAN XFEL AND ITS
IMPACT ON SAFETY SYSTEMS
T. Lensch∗ , T. Wamsat, Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
The European-XFEL is an X-ray Free Electron Laser facility located in Hamburg (Germany). The 17.5 GeV superconducting accelerator will provide photons simultaneously
to several user stations. Currently 12 Wire Scanner stations
are used to image transverse beam profiles in the high energy
sections. These scanners provide a slow scan mode for single bunch operation. When operating with long bunch trains
(>100 bunches) fast scans are used to measure beam sizes
in an almost nondestructive manner. To operate fast scans
multiple impacts on the beam loss system (BLM) and the
charge transmission interlock (TIS) have to be taken into account. This paper focusses on the interaction between these
systems and first experiences performing measurements.

At the E-XFEL there are 14 wire scanner units installed.
Each wire scanner unit consists of two motorized forks (horizontal and vertical plane) driven by a linear servo motor.
This 90 ° configuration of motors helps to avoid vibration
influences. The motion unit is integrated by a custom front
end electronic into the MTCA.4 [2] environment. A set of
three 90 ° tungsten wires (50, 30 and 20 μm) and two crossed
60 ° wires (10 μm) is mounted on each titanium fork (see
Fig. 2). The wire position is measured with an optical linear
ruler. [3]

INTRODUCTION
The E-XFEL is a superconducting accelerator with an
energy of up to 17.5 GeV. Within one RF pulse of 600 μs
up to 2.700 bunches can be accelerated. With a repetition
rate of 10 Hz this corresponds to up to 27.000 X-ray pulses
per second that can be distributed to the different undulator
lines to allow for simultaneous operation of experiments [1].

Wire Scanners at E-XFEL
Wire Scanners are widely used for beam profile measurements. A fork equipped with thin wires passes through the
electron beam. The wire interaction with the beam produces
scattered electrons and showered particles downstream the
wire scanner unit which are detected by photomultipliers.
The signal plotted over the wire position represents the beam
profile (see Fig. 1).

Figure 2: Left: wire scanner unit with horizontal and vertical
plane installed in the E-XFEL with a screen station in the
foreground. Right: 3D drawing of the fork with the different
wires. Wire thicknesses from bottom to top: 50, 30 and
20 μm) and two crossed 60 ° wires (10 μm).
Wire scanner units are installed in groups of three upstream of the collimation section and upstream the undulator
systems. Two locations in the post linac measurement section are equipped with an additional wire scanner unit each.
Scattered electrons and showers are detected by several dedicated photo multipliers installed downstream each set of
wire scanner units. Figure 3 shows the distribution of wire
scanner units in the E-XFEL.

SCAN MODES
Figure 1: Profiles measured by wire scanners with 20 μm
wire at 250 pC per bunch. Left the horizontal plane (x-axis:
wire position, y-axis: photmultiplier signal) and right the vertical plane (axes swapped) is shown. A Gauss fit is displayed
in green.
∗
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The wire scanner system developed for the E-XFEL supports Slow and Fast Scans for different measurement purposes.

Slow Scan
Slow scans are performed with single bunches (one bunch
every 100 ms) at the E-XFEL. Thereby the wire is driven
slow (i.e. 0.2 mm/s) for a distance of a few millimeters
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Figure 3: Simplified overview of 14 wire scanner units and detectors. Dedicated wire scanner detectors are installed about
15-60 m downstream of the last wire scanner unit respectively. Regular BLMs are installed all over the machine at certain
positions.
through the beam. A profile measured in slow scan mode
takes several seconds per plane (horizontal or vertical) and
is typically used during machine studies to measure beam
halo distribution [4].

Fast Scan
When operating with long bunch trains (>100 bunches)
fast scans are used to measure beam sizes in an almost nondestructive manner. This scan mode offers a beam profile
measurement within a single bunch train (600 μs) during
user operation. Therefore a tungsten wire is driven with
a speed of 1 m/s through the electron beam hitting several
hundreds of bunches.
Figure 4 shows a photomultiplier raw signal of scattered
electrons. Plotting this signal over wire position represents
again the beam profile (see Fig. 1).

ﬁrst bunch

typical threshold of
BLM system
[µs]

Figure 4: Raw data plot of a photomultiplier signal of a
fast scan. X-axis is in micro seconds, y-axis is in arbitrary
units from detector ADC. At 800 μs the bunch train starts,
the wire hits the beam core at ca. 950 μs. This fast scan
measurement gives a profile within one bunch train. Several
BLMs and TIS monitors downstream the wire would stop
following bunches as thresholds are exceeded (dashed line).

IMPACTS ON INTERLOCK SYSTEMS
During wire scans scattered electrons which are used for
the measurement are also detected by several Beam Loss
Monitors (BLM) [5] and the Transmission Interlock System
(TIS) based on Beam Charge Monitors [6] downstream the
wire scanner unit.
An important restriction in slow scan mode is the limitation to single bunch operation which is done by a hard wired
connection to the Machine Protection System (MPS) [7]
which sets the beam mode to single bunch operation. Successive losses by BLMs or TIS monitors will raise an alarm

to the MPS which then permanently stops beam operation
until an operator resets the system. In slow scan mode no
special action is necessary as the allowed number of successive losses is larger than the duration of a typical measurement (i.e. allowed number of successive loss overrun: 3.000
bunches, long taking halo measurement: 800 bunches).
In fast scan mode the wire hits several hundreds of bunches
within a single bunch train. When losses detected by the
BLMs or TIS monitors exceed certain thresholds the bunch
train is stopped with a latency in the order of 10 μs which
disturbs both, the measurement and machine operation. To
prevent the BLM and TIS from cutting the bunch train the
general timing system [8] distributes the trigger for the wire
scanner and tags bunches (called special bunches) as ’used
for wire scan’ which should not trigger an alarm.

Tagging of Bunches and Trigger a Wire Scan
Slow scans using single bunches produce tolerable losses
during a typical measurement. Therefore no special tagging
of bunches is needed.
To start a fast scan several steps are necessary. A software
sets up a plane (horizontal or vertical) of a wire scanner unit.
Subsequently the timing system is configured to tag certain
bunches inside a bunch train and to trigger a wire scan. This
information is distributed to all subsystems. The prepared
wire scanner unit starts the wire motion and downstream
BLMs and TIS monitors, which are configured accordingly,
do not stop the beam if thresholds are exceeded in the associated bunch train. In the following bunch train (100 ms
later) all BLMs and TIS monitors are not masked anymore.
Nevertheless, in case of losses outside tagged bunches
the interlock systems generates an alarm and cuts the beam.
Although if the wire motion is slower than 1 m/s the beam
is stopped to prevent the wire from melting. These technical
interlock relevant functionalities are realized by hard wire
connections to the MPS system.
After wire motion and data taking the wire is driven to the
home position during two following bunch trains without
hitting the electron beam again.
The distribution of bunch tagging and triggers is done
in real time between timing system and involved systems
(BLMs, TIS, Wire Scanner Units). Inside these systems the
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information is processed by FPGA logic to be able to trigger
the wire motion in the order of microseconds and to mask
detected losses bunch synchronously in sub-microseconds.
Figure 5 shows a sequence diagram of systems involved
to wire scans.
Timing

WS

Software

MPS

BLM, TIS

Slow Scan
Setup Single Bunch
Start Scan
Wire !=Park Position

Slow Scan

Single Bunch @10Hz
typ. 10 - 100 s

Setup Slow Scan

Beam Abort

X

Limit to
Single Bunch

1
Integral or
Subsequent
Losses > Limit

Fast Scan
Setup Fast Scan
Arm Fast Scan

Fast Scan

Long Bunch Train
600 µs

Start Fast Scan

Mask certain Bunches

Wire too slow

Beam Abort

X

Losses of non masked
Bunch > Limit
Beam Abort
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The wire scanner system of the E-XFEL offers slow and
fast scan modes. The software and firmware integration is
widely grown. While slow scans are already being used for
halo measurements and automated quad scans, fast scans
are being introduced for coming applications.
Simultaneously masking of BLMs and TIS monitors and
triggering the wire motion through the general timing system
is essential to allow measurements without blocking these
systems longer than necessary (max. one bunch train). Measurements are a trade off between tolerable and necessary
losses during scans. Therefore it was helpful to implement
trigger and masking schemes iterative into these systems.
In the future, wire scanners usage will be more automated
in an emittance software environment and will be moved
from expert-only usage to operators and scientists in daily
use.

X

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

No Scan
Wire !=Park Position

1
Limit to
Single Bunch

Figure 5: Sequence diagram of different scan modes. To perform a slow scan the timing system needs to be configured
for single bunch operation. As a fallback the wire scanner
system limits the bunch number through the MPS to single
bunch operation. For fast scans the timing systems is essential to start synchronized action in distributed systems.
Dashed lines are hard wired interlock connections between
systems.

BLM and TIS Based Interlocks
In the E-XFEL there are about 400 photomultiplier based
BLMs at certain positions. Additionally there are 36 charge
monitors distributed over the whole machine. Consecutive
charge monitors are able to detect poor transmission without
blind spots along the machine. Scattered electrons and showered particles are detected by several BLMs downstream the
wire and often by a charge monitor as well. Both systems
raise different types of alarms to the MPS and though cut
the bunch train (see Table 1).
Table 1: Alarm Conditions and Typical Thresholds
Alarm

BLM

TIS

Single
Multi
Integral

arbitrary unit / bunch
a.u. / 30 bunches
a.u. / bunch train

20 pC / bunch
500 pC / 30 bunches
10 nC / bunch train

A single alarm is masked completely if tagged bunches
have been arrived from the timing system. Multi and Integral
counters are not accumulated with losses tagged to be wire
scan caused.
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O. Hensler for software development.
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DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
SUPERCONDUCTING BOOSTER CONTROL SYSTEM
A.L. Li, Z. Peng, J. Zheng, China Institute of Atomic Energy, Beijing, China
Abstract
In order to improve beam energy, a superconducting
booster is built behind the tandem accelerator. The
Control system is designed based on EPICS according to
its functional needs. It gives a detailed description of
hardware and software. The control system realizes data
acquisition, network monitoring, Process variable (PV)
management, database services, historical data analysis,
alarm and other functions of remote device. The running
result shows that the control system has fast response time
and works stably and reliably, which meets the control
requirement.

INTRODUCTION
Superconducting booster is a post-accelerator device of
HI-13 tandem accelerator in CIAE. It is combined with
tandem accelerator by bunching and chopping method to
obtain higher beam energy. Such a combination of two
devices enlarges the species of ions that exceed the
coulomb barrier energy [1], which has scientific research
value. The control system should not only keep the phase
and amplitude of RF electric field in superconducting
cavity stable, but also realize the functions of remote
sequential switch, condition monitoring and interlocking
protection for vacuum, cryogenic, radio frequency and
motor subsystems. In addition, it should have good
reliability and expansibility. Experimental Physics and
Industrial Control System (EPICS) is a control system
software tool for accelerators and other large-scale
scientific experimental devices.It adopts server/client
structure and has strong plasticity and expansibility. Since
the 1990s, EPICS has been widely used in accelerator
laboratories all over the world. Considering the
requirements of upgrade project and the advantages of
EPICS, the control system of booster is based on EPICS.
All equipment control is integrated into EPICS system in
order to save manpower and material resources,
efficiently realize booster control and operation condition
monitoring also.

SYSTEM STRUCTURE AND PRINCIPLE
Superconducting booster is located behind tandem
accelerator for improving beam energy. In the physical
design, a beam pulsing system, including traveling wave
chopper and double drift buncher, is added at the front
end of the tandem accelerator to improve the beam
utilization and match the longitudinal acceptance of the
booster. At the same time, a third stripper is installed
before the beam of tandem accelerator injected into the
superconducting boooster to improve the ionic charge
state and make full use of the voltage gain of the
superconducting cavity of the booster. In order to ensure

that the beam has a sufficiently small envelope in the
superconducting cavity, a new set of three-unit
quadrupole lenses is installed at the front end of the
booster. A set of phase stabilization system is installed to
stabilize the phase of the pulse beam entering the
amplifier. The structure of the superconducting booster is
shown in Fig. 1. It is distributed at both ends of the
tandem accelerator, which consists of XY guider,
traveling wave chopper, double drift buncher, phase
stabilization system, three-unit quadrupole lens, and
auxiliary equipment such as radio frequency system,
cryogenic system and vacuum system. According to the
difference of beam energy, the front end of tandem
accelerator is called low energy end, and the back end is
called high energy end.

Figure 1: Systematic schematic diagram.
The basic principle of superconducting booster: the DC
beam from ion source is cut into uniform pulsed beams by
the transverse electric field generated by traveling wave
chopper and modulated to 1ns pulse width by the
longitudinal time-varying electric field generated by
double drift buncher, then accelerated by tandem
accelerator. When the phase of the pulse beam is
synchronized with the phase of the high frequency
electric field in the cavity, the particles are accelerated
synchronously. When the pulsed beam enters the phase
detector, it excites high frequency signal, which is used to
adjust the phase of the pulsed system in the low energy
band through the phase stabilization system, so that the
phase of the pulsed beam which enters the booster is
stable. The booster consists of four QWR (Quarter-Wave
Resonator) copper-niobium sputtering superconducting
cavities. The design index of the energy-increasing
section is 2Mev/q.

HARDWARE DESIGN OF CONTROL
SYSTEM
The equipment needed to be controlled in the pulsing
system includes a set of frequency source to provide
frequency and phase reference for superconducting
booster and beam pulsation system; a set of chopper
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power supply to provide cutting pulse voltage sequence
and compensation voltage to form synchronous cutting
electric field with advancing ion beam; two sets of
6MHz/12MHz radio frequency controller and power
amplifier lock the phase on the radio frequency (RF)
reference and the amplitude on the pre-set value. These
RF devices provide RS232 interface for parameter setting
and status reading. MOXA serial server is used as IOC to
communicate with these RF devices. It can connect up to
32 serial devices, which provides conditions for future
system expansion.
The phase detector, the preamplifier and the phase
controller at the high energy end constitute the phase
stabilization loop system to implement pulse beam
stabilization. The closed loop composed of the
superconducting cavity, the RF controller and the power
amplifier establishes a stable high frequency electric field
to accelerate beam in the cavity. The control equipment
includes a set of phase preamplifier, a set of phase
controller, four sets of power amplifier, phase shifter and
radio frequency controller. They are all equipped with
RS232 interface. A MOXA serial server is used as IOC to
communicate with these devices to realize remote
monitoring and control of the operation state of
superconducting cavity.
Superconducting booster has several motion control
systems, which are responsible for the tuning and
coupling of superconducting cavity. Motion module is
used to drive Senchuang motor 86BYG350. Because the
superconducting cavity works at 4.2K and is sensitive to
working conditions, a cryostat system is equipped to
provide a cryogenic environment, which requires
real-time measurement and recording of temperature and
pressure, force, vacuum, motor position and other
parameters. The system uses a set of Yokogawa PLC
module, CPU F3SP18 controls the operation of the
equipment, and CPU F3RP61 acts as the embedded IOC
to communicate with OPI.
XY guider and three-unit quadrupole lens are
responsible for beam steering and focusing. The tuning
and coupling of double drift buncher are realized by
stepping motor. A set of PLC system is deployed at the
low-energy end to monitor and control the reading and
setting of equipment parameters.
The system provides a real-time beam energy
measurement device, which consists of a vacuum
chamber, a gold target and a gold-silicon surface barrier
detector. The output signal of the detector is amplified by
the preamplifier ORTEC 142B and enters the main
amplifier ORTEC 572A. Then the particle number of each
channel is recorded by the multi-channel counter
AMPTEK MCA 8000D. It configures the Ethernet
interface and transmits data to PC through the network.
The data acquisition system on the PC processes the data
to obtain the beam energy.
The superconducting booster control system is
constructed based on EPICS framework, which realizes
the control and condition monitoring of the above
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equipment. The overall structure of the system is shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Structure of control system.
The hardware structure of the control system is divided
into three layers: Operator Interface (OPI), Input/Output
Controller (IOC) and Device Controller. OPI is set in the
central control room and Windows operating system is
installed. IOC is PLC real-time CPU module F3RP61,
MOXA serial port server and PC respectively, in which
serial port server is connected with radio frequency
equipment of each system through RS232 interface.
Yokogawa PLC is connected with cryogenic equipment
and motor. The beam measurement system is connected
PC IOC by LabVIEW-EPICS interface. The control
system uses two IOC/MOXA serial servers, two IOC/PLC
CPUs and one IOC/PC; two sets of PLCs are configured
with Analogy Input (AI), Analogy Output (AO), Digital
Input (DI), Digital Input (DO) and motion module to
control high-energy and low-energy end equipment.

SOFTWARE DESIGN OF CONTROL
SYSTEM
The sequential control CPU and embedded CPU
F3RP61 module are installed on Yokogawa FA-M3 PLC
board. EPICS control program including device driver,
device support, record support and the creation of
real-time database can be deployed on F3RP61 through
cross-compiling. EPICS application program of host
computer can be mounted and run in F3RP61 module in
the form of network file by using minicom command or
network. Then F3RP61 becomes embedded EPICS IOC
[2]. The PLC program is edited in sequential control
CPU, which read data from memory, execute instructions,
and output results to I/O memory to control the operation
of equipment. F3RP61 accesses internal relays, data
registers and file registers of sequential control CPU
periodically, and processes the input and output of I/O
module and data transmitted by communication module.
The software structure is shown in Figure 3.
The control interface of radio frequency equipment is
mainly RS232 asynchronous communication mode with
the same communication protocol format. The
ASynDriver provided by EPICS ASYN software package
can be used to connect the controlled device with the
interface of the low-end driver layer, while the Stream
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Figure 5: Control interface of beam pulsation system.
Figure 3: Device driver and IOC architecture.
Device module has a communication interface with the
upper software device support module of the AsynDriver.
Aiming at the asynchronous communication interface and
character stream control mode of radio frequency
equipment.EPICS software system is configured in
DA682 and protocol file is written to define the
communication protocol between radio frequency
equipment and front-end IOC. The system transmits and
receives string data based on StreamDevice module to
realize remote control of front-end intelligent equipment
[3-4]. The software structure of the RF system is shown in
Figure 4.

same time. The database also supports channel archiver
binary data query.
The alarm status of the control system is also stored in
MySQL database. Operators can view alarm status,
history alarm or change alarm configuration through the
Alarm Tree and Alarm Table plug-ins of CSS.

CONCLUSION
The hardware of control system uses Yokogawa PLC
and MOXA serial server as EPICS IOC to communicate
with the controlled equipment according to the physical
application of superconducting booster and the functional
requirements of control system. The control system
completes the functions of data acquisition, network
monitoring, historical data storage, alarm and operation
interface design of remote equipment, and realizes beam
chopping, bunching and energy increasing. At present, the
control system has been put into operation in 2016. The
system runs steadily and reliably, which satisfies the
actual needs of the tandem upgrading project.
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TESTING TOOLS FOR THE IBEX CONTROL SYSTEM
T. Löhnert, F. A. Akeroyd, K. Baker, D. Keymer, A. J. Long, C. Moreton-Smith, D. Oram,
ISIS Neutron and Muon Source, Didcot, UK
J. R. Holt, T. A. Willemsen, K. J. Woods, Tessella, Abingdon, UK
Abstract
At the ISIS Neutron and Muon Source [1], we are currently in the process of replacing the legacy SECI control
system with the next generation IBEX control system [2]
based on EPICS [3]. Since IBEX replaces a fully functional control program, users and developers need to have
confidence that the new system works as well as the old
one, ensuring that the migration does not cause any undue
disruption to beamline operations. Automated testing is an
indispensable tool to continuously ensure our software is
up to the highest standard of quality. This paper gives an
overview of the various types of testing tools we utilize at
ISIS, with a particular focus on our IOC test framework
[4]. This framework has been developed in-house for
testing drivers with simulated devices in order to circumvent testing limitations due to beamline/device availability.

behaviour of the component being tested, which is especially helpful if the original author has since moved on.
Finally, having a well-designed test framework with
strong simulation capabilities goes a long way to ensure
the surprises when testing with a real beamline are kept to
a minimum.
Robust testing practices raise the confidence of the developers that new code works as intended, and that existing code continues to work when subjected to changes. It
also helps raise the confidence of users, who are generally
risk-averse that the new control system they are being
given performs its function satisfactorily.
In the following sections, we will explore a selection of
relevant IBEX components, and the tools in place to ensure their continued functionality.

IBEX COMPONENTS

INTRODUCTION
For the last 5 years, we in the Experiment Control team
have been developing the next-generation instrument
control system called IBEX for use on beamlines in the
ISIS facility. The migration to IBEX is an ongoing process, with around half of our beamlines currently running
on the new system. Being such a large, complex and longrunning project make IBEX prone to failure if proper care
is not taken. Consider the following facts:
• IBEX is a complex ecosystem consisting of many
different services. It is not always obvious what impact changes to one component will have on another
• Over the course of its lifetime, over 30 developers
have contributed to the IBEX project, many only for
a limited duration and sometimes early in their software engineering careers
• The IBEX system is too complex even for permanent
staff to be familiar with every part of it at any one
time, let alone have in-depth knowledge of it
• Devices are often fixed on the beamline they are
used on. Since beam time is highly valuable, it is often difficult to get sufficient time to test a new device
driver before it is needed in production. This can
similarly apply to re-testing if changes/updates are
later made
Automated testing helps meet all of the above challenges. A robust set of tests ensures any unforeseen changes in
behaviour are caught before they are deployed to production beamlines. Once written, robust tests benchmark any
newly developed code to forever protect it from regression. Tests can also act as a form of documentation for
unknown parts of the system (in addition to other forms
of documentation), as they demonstrate the expected

Figure 1: Overview of (selected) IBEX components.
IBEX covers a wide range of responsibilities related to
experiment control, from interacting with individual bits
of beamline equipment such as temperature or pressure
controllers, choppers, jaws etc. to managing data collection and writing the final experiment data file. To this
end, it comprises a number of technologies and services.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the core system. On the
left side, we have the server comprised of various
backend components:
• A number of devices which are driven through EPICS
Input-Output Controllers (IOCs), which expose relevant values to be read/written to over the network using
the EPICS Channel Access protocol.
• The Instrument Control Program (ICP), which deals
with the neutron data (collection, processing and writing to file) obtained from the Data Acquisition Electronics (DAE)
• The Block Server, which is a python process that manages the beamline configuration – i.e. which devices to
control, which sample environment values to log etc.
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On the right hand side, we have various frontend clients
that communicate with the server through which users can
interact with the system:

Figure 2: The IBEX GUI.
• The IBEX GUI – this is an Eclipse/RCP desktop application based on the CS Studio framework [5], and represents the primary form of interaction (shown in Fig.
2)
• Genie_Python [6], a library of python commands used
to interact with the control system via a command line
interface or through running user-written scripts
• The web dashboard, a basic web interface, which provides a read-only view of the beamline status.
Note that there are many other services and features that
are not included in this selection, for example those that
manage device alarms or logging. However, this representative set of core components is useful for illustrating
our use of various different forms of automated testing.

UNIT TESTING
Unit tests are a standard software engineering tool most
developers should already be familiar with. They are used
to test the system “bottom up” by testing the behaviour of
small pieces of code (e.g. individual methods) in isolation, and should complete in a matter of seconds or less.
Each unit test should be strongly focused and mock (simulate) functionality outside of that which is being tested,
e.g. a test for a method parsing the content of a text file
should never fail on account of a file system error.
Most of the languages used in our code base come with
unit testing frameworks (e.g. JUnit in Java, unittest in
Python). We are conscientious that the code we write is
structured in a way that permits comprehensive testing.
We do this for example by using test driven development
[7], a coding approach where one first writes tests, and
then the code to make them pass, or by conventionally
using a Model-View-Viewmodel pattern [8] for GUI code,
which makes display logic easier to test by separating it
from pure views.
Furthermore, all our unit tests follow certain conventions in terms of test naming and structure. This is helpful
for our developers when trying to understand a previously
unknown part of the system, and thus the tests themselves
serve as a form of documentation.
It has been our policy for several years now to not deploy any new code that does not come with a reasonable
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set of tests. As such, out of the components above, the
GUI client, Genie_Python, web dashboard and blockserver components all come with substantial unit test suites.
Some older parts of the system (such as the ICP) are
missing unit tests because they are rarely touched and we
generally consider them stable, which means implementing unit tests has not become a sufficiently high priority.
In the meantime, we use static code analysis tools to keep
track of test coverage so that we remain aware of such
gaps.
For IOCs, we do not have what would strictly be considered unit tests, since they require at least a device to
test against. Devices can be arbitrarily complicated, thus
mocking their behaviour is a bit more involved.

DEVICE TESTING
A large part of the work we do is writing IOC drivers
for specific devices used on the beamlines. EPICS provides meta-languages which make it easy to implement
device drivers, but these are bespoke and do not come
with any testing frameworks. Thus, we have developed an
in-house IOC testing framework which allows you to
write tests in python that test the behaviour of IOCs
against the devices with which they communicate.
Devices are often fixed equipment, meaning we cannot
confirm our drivers behave correctly without having access to the beamline, which is not always easy or indeed
possible. With smaller devices, we are sometimes able to
test against the device in the office, but even so, we usually only have these available for a limited time and therefore they are unsuitable for use in a continually running
automated test suite.
Because of this, we simulate the behaviour on the device side, which we can do at two different levels: The
EPICS record level, and the device level.

Record Simulation
Record simulation is a concept that is built into the EPICS framework [9]. Every one of our IOCs has a “simulate” field, which, when enabled, will use a set of aliased
dummy simulation database records instead of the real
ones. These simulated records bypass communication
with a real device and instead use purely virtual values
held in the IOC itself. While it is possible to link simulation records logically (e.g. when setting a setpoint on a
parameter, automatically update its readback value, too),
the EPICS database language is too restrictive to effectively simulate complex device behaviour. Still, record
simulation is useful for confirming basic IOC behaviour
without the need to communicate with a device.

Device Simulation
Device emulators allow us to simulate arbitrarily complex devices. Most of our emulators are written using the
LeWIS package [10]. LeWIS lets you build complex
stateful device simulations in python, emulates a variety
of protocols and provides backdoor access to these emulators to simulate external events such as moving into an
error state after a sensor has been disconnected. Note that
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neither does the test framework require emulators to be
written in LeWIS – for instance, we also test drivers for
our new Beckhoff [11] motion controllers against the
vendor-provided emulator.
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This is useful as we sometimes have drivers for old
equipment under SECI for which no manuals exist, or
whose manufacturers do not operate any more.
It should be said that there is no replacement for testing
an IOC with the real device as unforeseen things can
always happen (e.g. mistakes in a device manual on
which we base emulator behaviour). However, the IOC
test framework still lets us dramatically reduce the risk
associated with using a new or changed device driver in a
production environment.

GUI/SYSTEM TESTING

Figure 3: Schematic of the interaction between emulators,
IOCs and the test framework.

Test Case Example
Following is an example of a test, which checks that
disconnecting the sensor of a temperature controller stops
it ramping. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the
components involved.
1. We start the IOC test suite for a temperature controller. It automatically runs up the relevant device emulator and IOC as defined in the test class. In this case
we only run a single device but test classes may contain multiple IOCs / emulators if necessary, e.g. if we
want to test the interaction between them
2. Once it has confirmed the emulator and IOC have
successfully started up, the framework begins running the test case.
3. As part of the test case, it instructs the IOC to start
ramping up the temperature via channel access
4. It checks that the emulated device has gone into a
“ramping state”
5. The test procedure now tells the emulator via the
backdoor to act as if the sensor has been disconnected
6. Finally, we assert with both LeWIS and the IOC that
the device has stopped ramping.
7. Once completed, the test framework runs the test
suite again in record simulation mode (if applicable).
We can specify for each test whether we want to run
it in record or device simulation mode, or both.
At the time of writing, we have emulators for around 60
different devices. Depending on the device, some have
comprehensive test suites with dozens of test cases, while
some may simply check that an IOC successfully boots
and can talk to the emulator. One may think that once a
driver has been written and confirmed to work, there is no
need to repeatedly run these tests, however in reality they
have frequently flagged up broken functionality, e.g.
when a library an IOC depends on has been changed.
Another use of the IOC test framework is to reverse engineer drivers from the old SECI experiment control system. Starting with the old driver, we write an emulator
that behaves as that driver expects. We can then write and
validate an IOC against the emulator created in this way.

Another system component that requires testing is the
graphical user interface of the main IBEX client. A large
portion of the features in the GUI provide access to and
rely on functionality found in the IBEX backend. Therefore, testing the GUI behaves in the correct way in most
cases means testing the entire IBEX system behaves in
the correct way, and thus GUI tests often double as system tests.
Testing the user interface requires input by a user (i.e.
mouse clicking, entering text/values). Thus, originally,
much of our system testing was performed manually by
developers. Running through this set of 100+ tests for a
new release proved to be by far the slowest part of deploying a new version of IBEX. Because of this, today we
use an automated GUI testing tool called Squish [12]. It is
worth noting that Squish is not free software, however
after surveying various available tools, we found it to be
the best option for a number of reasons:
• Squish is easy to use in terms of its API and by providing functionality to generate test cases from recorded
user interaction
• Test cases can be written in python, a language most of
our developers are already familiar with
• Squish is highly extensible as tests interact with the
application on the OS level, and are therefore independent of the language in which the UI is written
Automating these tests mean they can run frequently
without requiring any intervention by the developers. This
gives us confidence that functionality across the entire
IBEX stack is working correctly at any given moment.
In addition to speeding up releases and saving developer time, this tool has helped us find bugs which require
testing that would not be feasible or at least extremely
tedious to perform manually, such as repeatedly going
through a specific workflow to trigger a rare race condition or to investigate the source of a memory leak.
We also have another set of system tests, which test the
IBEX stack by executing Genie_Python commands instead of interacting with it through the GUI. Both cases
are again aided by simulation – since we do not have real
live neutron data available when running these tests, they
are run with a simulated version of the data acquisition
component, which provides dummy data.
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CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION
For all the virtues of automated tests, they are only useful if they are run frequently. We have set up a continuous
integration system using Jenkins [13], which runs our
various test suites on one of our dedicated build servers
either stand-alone or in the case of unit tests, as part of the
build of the component they are testing.

Figure 4: The IBEX build status board.
The build for a component is run every time it is modified, and additionally once every night. We have a status
board for all the builds in the IBEX project (see Fig. 4),
which is displayed on a screen in our office so that we as
a team may monitor it constantly. We also explicitly look
at the board as part of our daily stand-up routine, to discover when and why builds are breaking, so that we may
fix the issues as soon as possible.
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Further, we still have some system tests that are yet to
be automated. This is due to limitations on available effort
and having to balance this work with other tasks, taking
into account the risk and effort associated with running
these tests manually only. However, we do occasionally
dedicate a day of development to reducing technical debt
in a specific area of the project – automating the remaining manual system tests is one potential subject for this
activity.
Another arena in which we would like to expand testing
capabilities is user scripts. These are scripts written using
the Genie_Python library, not by the development team,
but by facility users in order to automate their experiments. Inevitably, mistakes sometimes creep into these
scripts, which can on occasion lead to lost beam time, e.g.
an experiment is being run over night with the wrong
parameters. The avenue we are exploring to prevent such
occurrences is by providing a “dry run” option for user
scripts, which simulates the actions in the script (e.g. just
printing them out instead of performing them), which
only takes a few moments after which users can confirm
their correctness before committing to running the actual
script.

CONCLUSION

Other Utilities
Continuous integration is not limited to running conventional tests on a codebase somewhere. For example,
we use Jenkins to run a number of sanity checks on other
parts of our system, such as:
• Configuration checks: The configuration checker runs a
set of validity tests on beamline configurations, and has
helped us find issues such as invalid IOC settings
meaning the driver would not have run properly, or duplicate items in configurations which could have resulted in unpredictable behaviour
• Repository checks: These make sure that our git repositories are properly sanitised, and have caught errors in
the past where submodules were not properly linked,
meaning new code would have failed to be deployed
• Wiki Checks: These tests help ensure our online documentation is correct, e.g. by checking words are spelled
correctly or URLs contained within are valid

FUTURE WORK
Developing robust tests is equally as important as developing the IBEX codebase itself, and as such we are
continuously striving to improve our testing infrastructure. A lot of the processes and tools described in this
paper have been introduced over the course of the project
as a way to manage arising issues by improving maintainability and robustness. While new or changed code written for the project today is generally supported by solid
testing, coverage is still far from perfect, particularly in
older parts of the system. We use tools to analyse code
coverage in order to identify parts of the system that require work in this regard. Improving our unit test coverage is one of the most straight-forward ways we have to
increase robustness of the whole system.

To summarize, automated testing at various levels has
held a multitude of benefits to the long-term health of the
IBEX project:
• It helps reduce lost beam time as drivers are tested
before being used in production, letting developers resolve issues before they arise
• It speeds up the release cycle as time spent on manual
system testing is kept to a minimum.
• Regularly running the full test suite increases confidence in the system
• It prevents regression as broken functionality becomes
visible immediately
• It helps document the code as tests demonstrate what
behaviour is expected
• Testing methodology can be extended to sanitize other
parts of the project beyond purely code
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GENERALISING THE HIGH-LEVEL GEOMETRY SYSTEM FOR
REFLECTOMETRY INSTRUMENTS AT ISIS
T. Löhnert, A. J. Long, ISIS Neutron and Muon Source, Didcot, UK
J. R. Holt, Tessella, Abingdon, UK
Abstract
At the ISIS Neutron and Muon Source [1], we are currently in the process of rolling out the next generation
IBEX control system [2] across all beamlines. One class of
beamline we have yet to migrate to the new system is reflectometers. These beamlines require equipment to track
the path of the neutron beam to high levels of precision
over various experimental configurations, which results in
a unique set of requirements for the motion control system.
We have implemented a higher level geometry layer responsible for linking the positions of beamline components
together so that experimental parameters such as the incident beam angle θ (Theta) are preserved across different
beamline configurations. This functionality exists in the
legacy system, but needed to be re-implemented for IBEX.
The new reflectometry system [3] is written as a Python
server running as part of the server on the local instrument
machine. This paper provides an overview of the architecture of the new system, specifically how it supports the design goal of making the system easy to extend and reconfigure while preserving the functionality of the existing solution, as well as an outlook on future plans for a more sophisticated motion control system enabled by axis synchronization in real-time.

INTRODUCTION

by the legacy SECI control system through dedicated LabVIEW [4] VIs. This is currently being replaced by the new
IBEX control system based on the open source EPICS
toolkit [5]. In order to support reflectometers in the new
system, we had to replicate the functionality available in
SECI from scratch.
The existing solution under SECI is rather fragmented,
having been extended and changed over the course of many
years to deal with requirements as and when they arise.
Each beamline has its own variation of control interfaces,
scripts and workflows with limited documentation. As
such, we took this as an opportunity to create a generalised
design under IBEX, so that we only have one system that
can then be configured for different beamlines in terms of
the composition and geometry of the beamline, i.e. which
moving parts exist, where on the beamline do they sit, and
what is their range of motion. This has a multitude of benefits: We only need to maintain one system, any improvements to the system are available to all beamlines simultaneously, and it helps establish standards and consistency
for all ISIS reflectometers.
In the following sections, we will explore the design of
the reflectometry server under IBEX, and how it achieves
these goals while preserving the workflows the scientists
have developed and grown accustomed to over the course
of ISIS’ many years of operation.

SERVER ARCHITECTURE
Overview

Figure 1: Schematic of a typical reflectometry beamline.
Reflectometers are complex beasts that require the user
to keep tight control of a multitude of experimental parameters in order to achieve the intended results. As control
system developers, we strive to make this process as easy
and intuitive as possible.
In the case of reflectometers, we do this by hiding the
complexity of low-level motor control behind a higher
level parameter layer. We achieve this by linking the positions of devices on the beamline in physical space so that
when one of them (e.g. a polarising mirror) alters the beam
path, other devices further along the beam automatically
move to track the new path. Currently, the high-level motion control for our 5 reflectometry beamlines is provided

IBEX is implemented in a client-server architecture. Individual devices are controlled by EPICS Input Output
Controllers (IOCs). These IOCs can be run as part of the
server and provide device-specific Process Variables
(PVs), values which can be read or written to over the network using the EPICS Channel Access protocol.
The Reflectometry Server is implemented in python, using the PCASpy library [6] to expose values and methods
in the code via PV addresses. To the outside, the reflectometry server looks and acts like any other EPICS IOC.
The server’s main function is transforming the positions
of physical motors into higher level parameters that take
the geometry of the beamline and the current path of the
neutron beam into account. The reflectometry server itself
consists of three layers to accomplish this (see Fig. 1). Each
contains a list of items, strictly in order from closest to the
beam source to furthest from it since any change may affect
items further along the beam. The layers are as follows (see
Fig. 2 for schematic):
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crashing individual axes into each other. Future plans for a
more sophisticated synchronization approach are described
in the last section of this paper.
All of the above layers are unified within a top-level
“Beamline” object, which maintains an ordered list of
items for each layer and coordinates the interaction between them.

GEOMETRY MODEL

Figure 2: The architecture of the reflectometry server.

Beamline Parameters
Beamline parameters are the values we expose to users
as PVs to be accessed via the graphical user interfaces or
scripting. Each parameter usually (but not necessarily) relates to one device on the beamline. Parameter values are
always relative to the current incoming beam for the given
device. Types of parameter include device offset from
beam, device angle, or a binary in/out parameter which is
derived from the device position and a given threshold
value. The incident beam angle θ is a special type of reflection angle, since its value is derived not from a single motor
driving an angle, but rather two positions in a shared 2Dcoordinate system for the sample and the next enabled
component relative to which the sample should be angled.

Geometry Components
The items in this layer, which we call “components”, are
the building blocks of the beamline geometry model. This
layer calculates the beam path, and handles the conversion
of positions between parameter values (positions relative
to current beam) and motor values (positions relative to
straight-through beam). The beamline parameters provide
set point values for the motors from above, and the composite driving layers provides the readback positions for the
parameters from below.
We use various different types of component depending
on the device that is being controlled, which differ in how
they track and affect the beam path. For example, it could
be tracking the 2D-position only, tracking both position
and angle (such that the device stays perpendicular to the
beam), or it could be reflecting the beam thus changing the
beam path for subsequent components. We delve into more
detail on the geometry model in the next section.

Composite Drivers
This layer pushes values into the motor drivers on top of
which the reflectometry server sits. It also contains functionality to apply user-defined corrections to the raw motor
values for known imprecisions due to engineering limitations, as well as some coordination logic to ensure motors
move concurrently such that all moving axes in a given
move finish in time with the slowest axis. For now, the purpose of this simple method of synchronization is to avoid

The model of the beamline consists of the list of components that exist in a shared coordinate system. The coordinate system we use is relative to the straight through neutron beam, i.e. the beam as it enters the blockhouse coming
from the target without any alterations to its path. For the
moment, it is 2 dimensional, with y being the height above
the beam, and z being the distance along it (following existing conventions at ISIS).
Each component in the geometry model has a “zero” position, which is the position at which they are centred on
the straight-through beam, and a movement strategy (e.g.
linear or along an arc) that defines the range of possible
positions in (y, z) for this component. Each component
forms the relationship between:
• An incoming beam: the beam which will intersect the
component’s movement described by a position in (y,
z) and an angle.
• outgoing beam: the beam after it has interacted with
the component. This becomes the incoming beam for
the next component in the list
• user set value relative to the beam: where the user
would like to position an object relative to the beam
(e.g. 1mm above the beam). This is mainly used to
move an axis across a range of positions in isolation
during beamline alignment
• Motor position: the value of the underlying motor

Figure 3: Processing a mirror angle change on move.
The reflectometry server actually maintains two entirely
separate beam models, one each for the “should” and “is”
state of the beamline. The former is updated every time a
user applies a new setpoint value to a top-level parameter
(i.e. moves that part of the beamline, see Fig. 3), which then
updates the target position in room coordinates at the component level, and recursively triggers the same process on
all subsequent components who are subject to the updated
beam path. At the end, these new positions are physically
actuated by the motor drivers. The latter is updated every
time a motor reports a new position, triggered via monitoring processes.
WEPHA091
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Modes

INTERACTION

Beamlines usually have a limited number of standard experimental conditions users want to easily switch between,
for example experiments using either polarised or unpolarised neutrons. For the former, the polarising supermirror
should automatically move to track the beam and apply an
offset for its reflection angle to the subsequent beam path.
For the latter, the mirror should be parked outside of the
beam and the angle parameter should be ignored when
computing the path. To make it easy to switch between the
two, users can define beamline “modes”, which contain a
subset of all parameters in the configuration, i.e. all those
which should be processed on a move instruction when this
mode is active. They can also contain a set of initialisation
values to move the beamline into a given default position
when the mode is activated.

CONFIGURATION
The reflectometry server is configured through a file
written in Python that is read at start-up. In it, we create
instances of the parameters, components and motor drivers
that exist for this beamline with appropriate geometry information. This is then collated into a top-level beamline
object, which is what is returned to the reflectometry
server.
The way the architecture is divided into layers allows us
to easily extend the server with different kinds of objects
for each that can be arbitrarily combined. Since, like the
reflectometry server, the configuration file is written in Python, we (or the users) can even define new classes ad-hoc
to support special types of devices, without having to modify and deploy the server itself.
Beamline modes are also defined in the configuration
file by passing in a list of active parameters and an optional
dictionary of parameter initialisation values, and are then
passed into the final beamline object.
One of our goals is that scientists should be able to set
up and modify their own beamline configurations. While
providing a lot of flexibility, our current approach of using
a Python file is prone to user error. At the moment, we are
mitigating this by providing a set of helper functions that
help ensure the configuration created is valid, specifically
that items that are created end up being passed into the correct modes and eventually the top-level beamline object.
Still, it is possible to write configurations that are syntactically wrong (e.g. typos), or semantically wrong (e.g. nonsensical component ordering). This is mitigated by the fact
that an invalid configuration gets flagged with an error on
server start-up. Still, configuring the reflectometry server
requires a slight learning curve and is mostly in the domain
of the developer for the moment. In the future we may wrap
this process in a configuration builder abstraction that has
stronger validity checks and automation for building the
boilerplate configuration around the desired items.

Graphical User Interface

Figure 4: The reflectometry front panel GUI.
The GUI for interaction with the reflectometry server is
implemented as a CS Studio [7] Operator Interface (OPI),
shown in Fig. 4. Since the beamline parameters are accessible as PVs, CS Studio provides all the relevant functionality for interacting with these values.
The interface is loosely modelled after the existing SECI
interface. Cornerstone requirements for its design are:
• High information density – ability to see the position
and status of all parameters at a glance.
• Recognizing error states – e.g. by highlighting mismatches between target and actual position, or providing a meaningful message for the overall server status
• Input checking – each parameter has an additional setpoint value that is only displayed but not propagated
to the motor controller until a “move” instruction has
been issued. This allows us to define target values for
the entire beamline, visually confirm they are correct,
then move all relevant axes simultaneously

Scripting
IBEX provides scripting capabilities via a built-in python library called Genie_Python [8], which contains a
command set that replicates that of the OpenGENIE scripting language [9] used in the legacy control system, e.g. for
reading/setting control variables, waiting for certain conditions to be met or starting / stopping data collection. In both
systems, values are usually manipulated via blocks, which
are wrappers around some beamline variable with a userdefined descriptive alias and logging capabilities. In the
case of IBEX, blocks are created around EPICS PVs. Since
the reflectometry beamline parameters are exposed as PVs
via PCASpy, we can create blocks on these values and interact with them via scripting like any other block in IBEX.
In addition, reflectometers at ISIS make use of an OpenGENIE scripting library written by the reflectometry scientists specifically for this type of beamline, which includes commands e.g. to set up the entire beamline for a
run at a given angle for θ, or to change the composition of
a liquid cell containing the sample. While the scripting
commands used by the individual beamlines have a lot of
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commonalities, each have their own version which have diverged over time as scientists have made tweaks and additions to their local command set to better accommodate the
unique requirements or workflows of their beamline. In
IBEX, we have a single script repository that is shared between all beamlines. We have recreated the most common
commands and refactored them to maximize shared code
between different beamlines. However, discovering the full
breadth of individual requirements is an ongoing process
and we have yet to take an in-depth look at some of the
more complex ISIS reflectometers. As such, the reflectometry scripting library is most likely still subject to change.
However, the goal of supporting all reflectometry beamlines through a common scripting library remains the same.

PROGRESS
The new reflectometry server has to undergo rigorous
testing to ensure it performs at least as well as the existing
system before being greenlit for use in production. One of
the challenges we face is that testing time with real neutron
data is limited, since all ISIS reflectometers are in regular
use. So far, we have configured two different beamlines for
the new reflectometry system and have confirmed its behaviour against the legacy system in two rounds of testing.
The tests performed include scanning over the abstracted
higher level motion axes, and performing a test experiment
using a sample with known reflectivity properties. We have
confirmed that the beam path tracking capabilities work,
and that the new system provides the necessary workflows
for aligning a beamline and running a simple neutron reflection experiment, both through its UI and its scripting
library. The outstanding work on the server is predominantly in the domain of improving server performance, robustness and usability rather than functionality.

FUTURE PLANS
The way we collect reflectivity data for a given sample
is to perform runs at different θ, each shifting the range for
the momentum transfer Q for which we record neutron
counts, then stitching the datasets together at the end. Since
the resolution degrades at the edge of the Q range, observing and stitching the data for more points results in higher
quality results. However, the overhead of stopping / starting data collection in between moving the reflectometry
beamline to its target positions for a given θ limits for how
many different points we can reasonably collect data. What
we ideally would like to be able to do is collect positionannotated data while the beamline is performing a steady
sweep over a range of θ, which would create “infinite” data
points (in practice, the useful maximum is one per accelerator pulse).
θ being a composite axis, we require truly synchronized
motion axes in order to do this. Currently, coordinated
moves in our system are concurrent rather than synchronous, i.e. there is no guarantee where axes are in relation to
each other beyond the initial move instruction. Instead, we
want motion axes to continually monitor each other and
correct motion in real time if necessary.
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The constraint that prevents us from doing this is the motor controllers currently found on most ISIS beamlines do
not provide the capabilities for such fast synchronization.
However, we expect this to change with a planned roll-out
of a new Beckhoff-based [10] motion control system at the
ISIS facility. These controllers would allow us to run much
of the composite driver level synchronization code on their
embedded real-time operating system instead, opening up
possibilities to perform the continuous scans described
above.
This much more sophisticated method of coordinated
motion control is one of the key motivations for the migration to the new IBEX control system in the first place. Although our first target milestone for the reflectometry server
is to simply replicate the functionality of the existing SECI
system, our work is laying the foundation for such developments.
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SNS CREDITED PULSE ENERGY LIMIT SYSTEM
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN*
C. Deibele†, K. L. Mahoney††, D. C. Williams†††,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, USA
Abstract
The Controls Group at the Spallation Neutron Source
(SNS) is designing a programmable signal processor based
credited safety control that calculates pulsed beam energy
based on beam kinetic energy and charge. The SNS Pulsed
Energy Limit System (SPELS) must reliably shut off the
beam if the average power exceeds 2.145 MW averaged
over 60 seconds. This paper will cover the architecture and
design choices needed to develop the system under the auspices of a programmable radiation-safety credit control.
The authors will also introduce the concept of a graded failure approach that allows the credited system to continue
operation in the presence of some faults.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The SNS is reliably operating at its initial design beam
power of 1.4 MW, which is well below the facility safety
envelope of 2 MW. After the Proton Power Upgrade (PPU)
at the SNS, the machine will be capable of producing a
beam power of up to 2.8 MW although the safety envelope
will remain at 2MW. The disparity results in a requirement
for a credited system that can be implemented through the
Personnel Protection System (PPS) to shut down the beam
if it is too high. This system is known as the SNS Pulsed
Energy Limit System (SPELS) or the Beam Power Limit
System (BPLS).
A table of 2.8 MW beam parameters is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: PPU Beam Parameters
Nominal Current
Pulse Width
Kinetic Energy
Nominal Rep Rate
Peak Current
Average Current
Bandwidth

𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 ± 𝟎. 𝟏 𝝁𝒔𝒆𝒄
1.3 GeV
60 Hz
100 A
2.15 mA

≤ 22 𝑀𝐻𝑧

For background, the power delivered to the target is calculated as follows:
𝑃=𝑅

𝐸

𝐼(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

(1)

where 𝑅
is the repetition rate of pulses on the target, 𝐸 is
the beam energy, 𝑡 is the time domain start of the beam, w is
the current pulse width, and I(t) is the time domain current distribution.
___________________________________________

* This material is based upon work supported by the U.S. Department
of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under
contract number DE-AC05-00OR22725.
† deibele@ornl.gov
††mahoneykl@ornl.gov
††† williamsdc@ornl.gov

The present plan is to operate the FTS at a 60 Hz repetition rate until the Second Target Station (STS) comes
online, then operate the FTS at 45 Hz and the STS at a
15 Hz repetition rate. Additionally, when the STS comes
online, it is envisioned to deploy a second BPLS system to
limit the STS beam power.
Traditional protection and safety systems that interface
with the PPS system are controlled via a Safety Programmable Logic Controller (Safety PLC). The nature of the
dynamic range of currents that are expected to be measured
and the relatively narrow beam pulse width makes for a
challenging implementation with a Safety PLC. Additionally, the known electrical noise environment is challenging
since the near by beam extraction kickers induce a large
signal on the ground when the beam is extracted out of the
accumulator ring.

IMPLEMENTATION
Repetition Rate
An examination of Eq. (1) reveals that three separate
measurements are needed to measure the beam power. The
first measurement of the repetition rate is a function of the
timing system at the SNS. This is can vary between 1 and
60 pulses per second. The accelerator can only be run in a
setup that is less than or equal to 60 pulses per second, and
so an algorithm that works for 60 pulses per second is
needed.

Beam Energy
The next necessary measurement is the kinetic beam energy. In normal operation, the beam energy is determined
by a measurement of the time-of-flight (TOF) using a beam
position monitor system in the Linear Accelerator (linac).
This is then used to set the main dipole magnets in both the
accumulator ring and in the Ring-To-Beam-Target (RTBT)
beamline. Since the magnetic field necessary to bend the
trajectory (θ) of the beam is a function of the beam energy
(T), and the magnetic field is a function of the magnet current (BL(I)), an independent measurement of the magnet
current to calculate energy is possible.
𝑇=

𝐸 +

( )

−𝐸

(2)

The magnet current will be measured with a Safety PLC
using three Direct Current Current Transformers (DCCTs).
Each DCCT has a 4-20 mA output for a fail-safe connection. This is required so that the Safety PLC can sense if
the DCCT amplifier is working correctly or if it has lost
power.
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A conventional Two-out-of-Three (2oo3) voting scheme
for the magnet current will be implemented, and the average of the voting channels will be used to calculate the
beam energy.
A schematic picture of an envisioned implementation of
the DCCT measurement scheme is shown in Figure 1. The
magnet power supply is used to power DH-13, which has
six individual cable pairs used to power the magnet.
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an independent ADC thereby implementing a One-out-ofTwo (1oo2) architecture that will be implemented into the
overall
system.

Figure 2: Schematic of two current transformers.
The parameters of the FCTs are listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Fast Current Transformer Parameters

Figure 1: Schematic picture of the DCCT measurement of
dipole magnet current.
The cables will be grouped in sets of two cables into a
single DCCT. It is noteworthy to mention that the DCCTs
are covered to keep the DCCT connections to amplifiers
under configuration control.

Current Measurement
Traditional means to measure the charge delivered to the
FTS utilize a series of analog integrators connected to a
current transformer on the beamline.
Before discussing the current transformer, it is noteworthy to discuss issues with past work. The previously mentioned analog integrators not only require attention to calibration, which the BPLS system requires, but also requires
the timing system be used to control when the gate for the
integration takes place. This poses a particular problem for
the measurement of charge since the timing system is not a
credited engineered control device, and the timing gates are
not under configuration control. Additionally, use of the
timing gates implies that it is known with certainty that the
beam falls within the gate. Use of a longer gate is one possible design solution, but it comes at either the risk of intercepting some of the environmental noise or of an upstream amplifier having a modest DC offset and the DC
offset cause the measurement to introduce additional error.
To circumvent these potential sources of error and reduce the project risk is to utilize Analog-to-Digital-Convertors (ADCs), and a sliding window integrator to measure the beam charge. The maximum value of beam charge
is then retained over each beam pulse and used in the beam
power calculation.
It is envisioned to use two fast current transformers
(FCTs) in the beamline. A schematic of the current transformers is shown in Figure 2. Each FCT is connected to

Applicable Frequency Range
Main Winding

1 kHz – 22 MHz

Applicable Frequency Range
Cal Winding

1 kHz – 16 MHz

Main Winding Magnitude
Flatness

±0.5 dB

Cal winding Magnitude Flatness

±0.5 dB

Main Winding Phase Flatness

±10 degrees

Cal Winding Phase Flatness

±10 degrees

Peak Current

150 A

Transfer Impedance

0.25 V/A

Calibration – Main Winding
Turns Ratio

1:1

Connectors

Type N

Isolation

Connectors are galvanically
isolated from beamline

Cal and Main Winding Impedance

50±1 Ω

Shielding of CT assembly to
outputs of CT

≥ -80 dB to 100 MHz

Droop

≥1±0.1 msec
(≤0.1±0.01%/msec)

The calculation of charge, however, requires a broader
understanding of the system and how it is implemented.
This is described in the following block diagram section of
this paper.

BLOCK DIAGRAM
The functional components of understanding the mechanics of measurement of the different elements of Eq. (1)
have been described. The overall block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3 one sees that there
are two measurements of beam current, implementing a
WEPHA092
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1oo2 measurement of beam current. Also, the Safety PLC
performs a 2oo3 measurement of the magnet current
thereby performing a beam energy calculation.
Connected to the CT is the Analog Front End (AFE)
card. The AFE conditions the signal so it is at a level appropriate for the ADCs in the Digital Processing Unit
(DPU). It also provides a self-test mechanism so that the
DPU can send a test pulse down to the CT via the calibration winding. The DPU can then sense the test pulse and
verify that the cabling, AFE, and CT are functioning within
specification. Also, the power to the AFE card is monitored so that a failure of power is detected and can be reported.
The DPU is connected to timing, to the Machine Protection System (MPS), and to the Safety PLC. The connection
to timing is used so that when a new beam cycle starts, the
DPU can calculate the previous beam pulse energy, read
the beam energy from the Safety PLC, and send waveforms
from the previous pulse to the Machine Protection System.
The DPU contains a timer that is used to determine if loss
of timing occurs. Loss of timing indicates a failure in the
system and is reported to the Safety PLC
Functionally, however, the DPU performs one necessary
function, namely measure the beam charge. It performs a
sliding window integrator during the beam pulse, recording
the maximum value over the beam pulse.
The Safety PLC serves several functions. First, it monitors the different DPUs for system integrity (proper power,
proper timing, heartbeat). It is also used to measure the
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beam energy by a measurement of dipole magnet. This
measurement occurs at a 10 Hz rate and the magnet current
is averaged over 10 seconds.
The Safety PLC does the voting (1oo2) to determine if
the a particular DPU is masked due to system integrity. A
set of system rules has been established how long the system can run with a valid single measurement of beam
power.
Additionally, the Safety PLC interfaces directly to the
Ring To Beam Target (RTBT) PPS system. The output of
the voting from the 1oo2 is implemented and drives the
PPS to permit beam operation.

CONCLUSION
The BPLS system is at a conceptual design phase at the
Spallation Neutron Source as part of the Proton Power Upgrade project. BPLS is a credited control qualified for use
in a personnel safety system. It uses FPGA based digital
processor to implement integration and diagnostic functions not possible to perform with analog signal processing
alone. This, coupled with the use of a certified safety PLC,
mean the BPLS can reliably calculate beam power on a
pulse to pulse basis. Further development is needed to
prove the efficacy of the BPLS in a noisy environment.
Overall, the BPLS will advance state of the art in credited
safety instrumentation.

Figure 3: Block diagram of the BPLS system.
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CODE GENERATION BASED ON IFML FOR THE USER
INTERFACES OF THE SQUARE KILOMETRE ARRAY (SKA)
M. Brambilla, S. Pavanetto, M. Gasparini, Politecnico di Milano, Milano, Italy
A. Marassi†, R. Cirami, INAF-Astronomical Observatory of Trieste, Trieste, Italy
Abstract
The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project is responsible for developing the SKA Observatory, the world's largest radiotelescope ever built. In this context, a number of
Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) have to be designed and
built to be used for monitoring and control, testing, simulation, integration, commissioning and maintenance. The
Tango framework and its UI tools, selected for SKA in
2015, support the types of basic control interfaces currently
used at both radio telescopes and within high energy physics experiments. This paper reports on the development of
a Qt/Taurus code generator prototype based on the IFML
(Interaction Flow Modeling Language) standard and respective modeling tools, that are extended for supporting
the platform-specific code generation. The purpose of this
work is to enable the use of low-code development in SKA
GUI design, thus enabling increased efficiency, reliability
and coherency of the produced UI. We present a simple
GUI use case as complete example of software development cycle starting from requirements and including IFML
modelling, Qt/Taurus automatic coding, interface evaluation and validation.

INTRODUCTION
The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project is responsible for developing the SKA Observatory, the world's largest radiotelescope ever built: eventually two arrays of radio
antennas - SKA1-Mid and SKA1-Low - will be installed in
the South Africa's Karoo region and Western Australia's
Murchison Shire, each covering a different range of radio
frequencies. In particular, SKA1-Mid array will comprise
133 15m diameter dish antennas observing in the 350
MHz-14 GHz range, each locally managed by a Local
Monitoring and Control (LMC) system plus the 64 MeerKAT dishes, arranged in a dense core with quasi-random
distribution, and spiral arms going out to create the long
baselines that go up to 200km [1] and remotely orchestrated by the SKA Telescope Manager (TM) system.
Four sub-elements can be identified in the SKA-Mid1
dish element: the Dish Structure (DS), the Single Pixel
Feed (SPF), the Receiver (Rx) and the Local Monitoring
and Control as described in [1].
Dish LMC will provide a Graphical User Interface (GUI)
to be used for monitoring and Dish control in standalone
mode for testing, TM simulation, integration, commissioning and maintenance.
The performed technological prototyping of Qt and Taurus based upon Python and PyQt has shown they fulfill the

basic SKA.DISH UI requirements and could be used to implement desktop UIs like SKA.DISH UIs.
Therefore, we focused on the development of a Qt/Taurus code generator prototype based on the IFML (Interaction Flow Modeling Language) standard, with the aim of
automating the user interface implementation production.
The purpose of this work is to enable the use of low-code
development in SKA GUI design, thus enabling increased
efficiency, reliability and coherency of the produced UI.
We present a simple GUI use case as complete example of
software development cycle starting from requirements
and including IFML modelling, Qt/Taurus automatic coding, interface evaluation and validation.
The paper is organized as follows: we first introduce the
features required in the SKA.DISH LMC user interface,
then we discuss the background concepts and technologies
that are foundational for our approach, spanning usability,
accessibility, user-centered design and Tango control. We
describe our user-centered design activities and then we describe the model-driven development process for graphical
user interfaces using IFML.

DISH USER INTERFACES
In the present paper we are considering SKA.DISH engineering user interfaces to be used by engineers for test,
diagnostic, maintenance of DSH sub-elements, already
identified and described in [1].
In particular, we have chosen to design and model LMC
Engineering Interface. DSH sub-elements engineering interfaces will be accessible either directly from LMC (to be
connected with keyboard/mouse and a screen) as desktop
application.
LMC will provide GUIs to be used for testing and DISH
control in stand-alone mode for testing, commissioning
and maintenance, offering basic functionalities of DSH
control & monitoring, set-up, control and testing, health
monitoring, alarm management, lifecycle support, direct
access monitoring in case of TM failure.

BACKGROUND CONCEPTS
Usability and Accessibility
The ISO 9241 standard Ergonomics of Human-System
Interaction (ISO, 2008) defines usability as “the extent to
which a product can be used by specified users to achieve
specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use”, specifying:
• Effectiveness: the accuracy and completeness with
which users achieve specified goals

------------------------------------------------------
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• Efficiency: the resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve
goals
• Satisfaction: the comfort and acceptability of use
The ISO 9241 standard Ergonomics of Human-System
Interaction (ISO, 2008) focuses on important, but rather
difficult to measure goals: effectiveness, efficiency, and
satisfaction. For a practical evaluation heuristics may be
used or direct usability measures, such as: Time to learn,
Speed of performance, Rate of errors by users, Retention
over time, Subjective satisfaction.
Accessibility is the degree to which a product, device,
service, or environment is available to as many people as
possible. Accessibility can be viewed as the "ability to access" and benefit from some system or entity. The concept
often focuses on people with disabilities or special needs
(such as the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities) and their right of access, enabling the use of assistive technology.

Usage-Centered Design
A Usage-Centered Design (UCD) approach [1] for interactive software applications is based on the early involvement of users of the application from its conception. In
practical terms, it means that, in order to achieve high usability standard, feedback offered by users is to be considered in analysis phases, as well as in design and evaluation.
The design process has to be iterative also because building
a usable UI requires all those involved in its construction
to understand, and actually conceive, the mental model that
users will have of the application. Each iteration is based
on design-prototype-evaluate activities, whereas the evaluation is based on usability criteria.
In order to be effective (i.e. produce results that are valid
and useful) and efficient (and therefore be sustainable), users need to be involved in structured ways, not simply by
asking them casual questions and looking for their opinions. Techniques that can be put in place to follow a UCD
approach include structured interviews, contextual enquiries, sketching, storyboarding, user testing, writing scenarios and personas, among others [2-5].

Tango Controls
Tango Controls is a free open source device-oriented
controls toolkit for controlling any kind of hardware or
software and building SCADA (supervisory control and
data acquisition) systems. Tango Controls is operating system and hardware independent and supports C++, Java and
Python for all the components. Tango Controls has proven
itself as a mature and reliable toolkit with many users, and
as an open source is always being improved. It is used in
synchrotron as well as in industrial and other scientific facilities. Tango Controls has been enriched with many applications (desktop and web based), among which GUI
building tools such as Taurus and Qtango.
QTango is based on C++ and Qt and consists of classes
and widgets that interact with the Tango control system,
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while providing an easy API to the programmer and full
integration with the Qt4 designer.
Taurus is a Python framework, based on Python and
PyQt or PySide, for control and data acquisition CLIs and
GUIs in scientific/industrial environments. It supports
multiple control systems or data sources, among which
Tango Controls itself and EPICS.
Taurus provides a set of basic widgets (labels, LEDs, editors, forms, plots, tables, buttons, synoptics,…) that extend related Qt widgets with the capability of attaching to
Taurus core models in order to display and/or change their
data in pre-defined ways. Taurus allows the creation of
fully-featured GUI (with forms, plots, synoptics, etc.) from
scratch in a few minutes using a “wizard” (Taurus
Qt Designer), which can also be customized and expanded
by drag-and-dropping elements around at execution time.
It also gives full control to more advanced users to create
and customize CLIs and GUIs programmatically using Python and a very simple and economical API which abstracts
data sources as “models”. The Qt designer will produce a
.ui file that is an XML representation of the application/widget that you designed. The Qt designer will produce a .ui file that is an XML representation of the application/widget that you designed. The resulting .ui file is automatically transformed into python code with a specific
command.

USER CENTERED DESIGN ACTIVITIES
Considering the lessons learned by SKA precursors and
the inherent complexity of SKA systems and interactions,
a user-centered design approach has been adopted.
Starting from the set of requirements on LMC GUIs objectives, users and tasks, the analysis identified users (engineers, software maintainers) together with their roles and
activities, together with the main usage scenarios of the interfaces by means of use case diagrams. Based on this, the
method derives design objectives and validates a possible
user interface (implemented through sketches with
Balsamiq Mockups), thus allowing to explore several design ideas such as the interaction models and the features
to implement.
All the above DISH LMC GUIs Usage Centered Design
activities have been carried out as part of the tasks performed in the so-called SKA pre-construction phase by the
SKA.DISH consortium (SKADC).
INAF – Catania Astrophysical Observatory, as member
of the SKA.DISH consortium, had the responsibility of
DISH LMC design, prototyping, testing and validation.
Figure 1 shows one of the interactive sketches that were
produced during the design process of the UI. It shows a
panel dedicated to the Dish LMC engineering interface. It
allows the user to open also the other Dish sub-elements
UIs and to get back to a main menu in which further high
level selections are available. The main part of the panel
consists of a simple tabs bar implementing a flat menu of
options and controls windows to be chosen and opened by
the user via a simple click. The open window actually
shows the Tango Alarms Managements GUI designed and
implemented at Elettra.
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the model highlights the structure of the interfaces in terms
of main windows and, for the LMC main menu window,
also the organization in panels, which are represented as
XOR sub-screens, because they will always be shown once
at a time.

Figure 1: Sketch of a screen of DISH LMC engineering interface showing the alarm management UI.

MODEL DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT
OF THE GUI
A conceptual tool that can be used in user-centered design of user interfaces is conceptual modeling of the user
interactions. Interaction design focuses on expressing the
content, user interaction, and control behavior of the frontend of software applications through visual diagrams that
represent the navigation paths of the user. Conceptual modeling supports the formal specification of the different perspectives of the front-end (content, interface composition,
interaction and navigation options, and connection with the
business logic and the presentation); it separates the stakeholder concerns by isolating the specification of the frontend from its implementation-specific issues; and it enables
the communication of interface and interaction design to
non-technical stakeholders, permitting early validation of
requirements.
Various languages, approaches and tools exist to support
this task. Among them, we select the Interaction Flow
Modeling Language (IFML), an international standard proposed by the OMG (www.ifml.org) [6]. IFML has been designed for expressing the content, user interaction and control behaviour of the front-end of software applications.
IFML does not cover the modeling of the presentation issues (e.g., layout, style and look-and-feel) of an application
front-end. IFML integrates with other mainstream software
modeling languages like UML and BPMN, and covers the
following design perspectives: the view structure and content specification; the events and their effects; the inputoutput parameter bindings between elements; and the reference to business actions triggered by the user’s events.
Several extensions of IFML exist covering Web, mobile,
and IoT-based applications.
Interaction modeling through IFML is instrumental to
provide a clear conceptual view of the user interfaces, as
well as to provide a formal representation of it, which can
lead to automatic validation and quick prototype generation on the target platform of choice. Indeed, some tools
exist that check the validity of IFML models and compute
their properties, based on Petri-Nets or LTL formalization.
Figure 2 shows a (partial) conceptual model designed
with IFML for the user interface reported in Fig. 1, where

Figure 2: Partial IFML conceptual model of DISH LMC
engineering interface.
The opened panel (Alarms) contains the list of alarms
and the two options available, i.e., the possibility of acknowledging all alarms at once, or only a selected subset
of them.
Various implementation frameworks and tools exist for
IFML, which also feature code generators that can produce
running applications out of IFML models, such as
WebRatio Web Platform (http://www.webratio.com), a
model-driven development tool which implements the
Web-extended version of IFML, and IFMLEdit
(http://info.ifmledit.org), an online environment for the
specification of IFML models, the investigation of their
properties by means of a mapping to Place Chart Nets, and
the generation of code for web and mobile architecture,
based on continuous deployment and agile methods. These
tools and environment can be combined with runtime behaviour analysis, through a model-driven engineering approach that combines user interaction models with user
tracking information and details about the visualized content in the pages [7]. The integration of modeling languages
for user interaction development and usage log analytics
approaches has high potential of delivering valuable insights to designers and decision makers on the continuous
improvement process of applications.

Generation of Taurus UIs from IFML
In this work we exploit IFML as a conceptual modeling
language, and IFMLEdit.org as implementation platform
for specifying a full model-driven development process
with automated code generation for Qt/Taurus.
To this end, we apply the practices of model-driven
software development (MDD), which entails automation of
some of the steps of the development process. Software
development automation consists of starting from a high
level conceptual representation of the desired software
features (typically described as conceptual models) and
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deriving a running application out of it, possibly through a
set of intermediate steps to enable some degree of
customization of the generation process.
Typically, when following an MDD approach, the
running application can be obtained through one or more
model transformations that subsequently produce a more
and more refined version of the software description, until
an executable version of it is reached, as shown in Fig. 3.
As one can see in the figure, models are (semi)automatically
generated
using
model-to-model
transformations taking as input the models obtained in the
previous phase. In particular, one can start from conceptual
models of requirements, and then transform them into
design models through a model-to-model (M2M)
transformation, while in the last step, the final code is
generated by means of a model-to-text (M2T)
transformation from the design models. Analogously, also
test cases can be generated automatically.
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Starting from IFML models, our prototype implements a
full code generator for Qt/Taurus. The implementation is
written in Javascript, so as to be fully integrated with
IFMLedit.org. The implementation of the generator is
integrated with the IFMLedit.org editor, and is available as
open source code on Github under the Apache 2.0 license1.

Figure 4: The model-driven process for generating
QT/Taurus code for the LMC SKA Dish interface.
The generation process considers in input a simple set of
IFML items and builds a mapping to QT/Taurus
implementation elements in a straightforward way. Table 1
shows an excerpt of the most important element mappings.
Table 1: Excerpt of Important Mappings between IFML
Concepts and QT / Taurus Elements

Figure 3: The model-driven development process.
More specifically, in our work we focus on the Design
and Implementation phases. Figure 4 describes the MDD
framework implemented in our specific case. The designer
of IFML models specifies the conceptual interaction
models in a visual model editor, like IFMLedit. Automatic
code generation can encompass two different scenarios:
• One click interface generation: in this case the modelto-text transformation generated directly QT/Taurus
code, ready to be deployed and executed, so that end
users can directly work on the running interfaces;
• Human-in-the-loop generation: in this case the transformation produces an intermediate artifact to be fed
into QT/Taurus editors (like Taurus Qt Designer), so
that interface designers can update the generated interfaces through manual refinements and extensions. In
turn, the edited project is then used for generating the
final Taurus code to be deployed, through the native
model-to-text transformation implemented by Taurus
Qt Designer.
The advantages of the latter approach stand in a much
broader configurability of interfaces, while on the negative
side the effect of this is a misalignment between the
customized versions edited in the editor with respect to the
conceptual models described in IFML.
Based on this assessment, and considering that the first
objective we want to achieve in control systems for largescale research infrastructures like SKA is self-coherency of
the application, we opted for direct QT/Taurus code
generation.

IFML Concept

QT Implementation

IFML Model

Qt Gui

View Container

Qt Window

Nested View Container

Qt TabWidget

View Component:
Form (with Fields)

Qt Form
(with fields and text labels)

View Component:
List

Qt Table
(with columns)

As an example, Fig. 5 reports a simple excerpt of IFML
model and Fig. 6 describes a (partial) listing of the
corresponding generated code.

Figure 5: IFML model with one main screen and two
internal tabs, to be shown in mutual exclusion.

1

https://github.com/DataSciencePolimi/IFML-to-QT-Taurus-SKA
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Control of large-scale scientific infrastructures like SKA
requires coherent and effective user interfaces that can be
specified only through on usage-centered development
practices. UIs implemented through model-driven development and automation of the code generation process can
obtain highly configurable and yet standardized interfaces
as requested. In this work we demonstrated the feasibility
of the approach and we reported on the implementation of
a prototype of code generator. Future work will include the
extension of the generator and field-testing of the generated
interfaces.
Since code generation allows for very quick rounds of
development of new versions of the interface, we plan to
integrate the current approach with intelligent semi-automatic methods (possibly implemented through machine
learning techniques), that will try to automatically optimize
the quality of the interfaces based on some quantitative
metrics of user performance on the interface.
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MANAGING ARCHIVER RULES FOR INDIVIDUAL EPICS PVS
IN FRIB'S DIAGNOSTICS SYSTEM*
B. S. Martins†, S. Cogan, S. M. Lidia, D. O. Omitto,
Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, East Lansing, USA
Abstract
The Beam Instrumentation and Measurements group at
the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams is responsible for
maintaining several EPICS IOC instances for beam
diagnostics, of different IOC types, which end up
generating tens of thousands of PVs. Given the
heterogeneity of Diagnostics devices, the need to archive
data for scientific and debugging purposes, and space
limitations for archived data storage, there is a need for
having per-PV (as opposed to per-Record) archiving rules
in order to maximize utility and minimize storage footprint.
This work will present our solution to the problem: "IOC
Manager", a custom tool that leverages continuous
integration, a relational database, and a custom EPICS
module to allow users to specify regular-expression based
rules for the archiver in a web interface.

For example, µTCA crates used in FRIB’s diagnostics
system, such as the one shown in Fig. 1, can host several
types of fast acquisition cards, each having a number of
acquisition channels. Controls engineers might be
interested in the state of the card itself, whereas operators
might be interested in the readings of a particular channel
attached to a particular physical device. EPICS provides an
aliasing mechanism that can be used in this case to provide
one PV name to engineers and a second, aliased name to
operators. However, aliasing PVs in batches can be
cumbersome if the aliases are not uniform.

INTRODUCTION
FRIB’s Beam Instrumentation and Measurements
department is responsible for a myriad of devices used in
FRIB's beamline for data collection and monitoring of
operational parameters, such as Allison Scanners, Profile
Monitors, Cameras, Beam Position Monitors, Beam
Current Monitors, among many others. All of these
devices’ parameters are made available to operators,
scientists and engineers through the EPICS [1] framework
as Process Variables (PVs). Currently, there are more than
200,000 PVs in FRIB’s diagnostics system alone.
Managing this many PVs across dozens of different IOCs
presents numerous challenges, especially with regards to
data archival: FRIB diagnostics PVs archival requirements
are difficult to implement given some current limitations of
the EPICS framework and of the EPICS Archiver
Appliance [2]. These limitations and the solutions to them
will be presented in this paper.

Archiver Configuration Enforcement
Given the limited features of the Archiver Appliance
API, it is essential that there is a mechanism in place to
enforce that the desired archiver configuration is in fact, in
place.

Non-Regular PV Aliases
Different users of FRIB’s diagnostics system expect to
have different views over the same devices: controls
engineers are typically interested in operational parameters
of the devices themselves, while operators care about the
readings and actuation capabilities that devices provide.

Figure 1: A µTCA crate with MCH, CPU, event receiver,
Pico8, BPM and BCM cards.

Non-Regular PV Archival Policies
The second challenge faced by FRIB’s controls
engineers is the need for having data archival rules on a
per-PV basis, rather than on a more typical per-Record
basis. For instance, all ADC channels on a CAENels Pico8
picoammeter card have the same kind of EPICS Record
that provides the channel readout, but the archival policy
for a particular channel depends on what it is connected to:
channels connected to Faraday Cups may have a different
policy than channels connected to Halo Monitor Rings, for
example. In other words, the archival policy must be based
on a PV alias, not on the underlying record.

Centrally Managing Archiver Rules
Lastly, given the variety of device types and the sheer
amount of diagnostics PVs, it is important to make it easy
for controls engineers to add, modify and remove archiver
rules in a central place (as opposed to in each individual
IOC), as well as to allow the engineer to assess the
coverage of each rule.

___________________________________________
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PV AUTO PROVISIONER AND
ARCHIVER TAGS
The PV Auto Provisioner is a standalone program
developed at FRIB to solve the problem of enforcing the
archiver configuration. It scans EPICS PV info tags present
in Channel Finder [3], builds the desired archiver settings
from the relevant info tags with key “archive” and then
updates the configuration to the Archiver Appliance. It is
also capable of generating reports for discrepancies it finds
between the desired state expressed in Channel Finder and
the current state found in the Archiver Appliance.
In order to make use of this system, the controls engineer
must simply set an “info” tag on a PV with the desired
archiver configuration. For example, Listing 1 shows a
record which expects to have its value archived whenever
it changes (“monitor”), at the maximum rate of 1 Hz
(“1.0”), with the data being retained for 3 months (“3mo”).
Then, at IOC startup, the recsync [4] EPICS module will
push this information to the Channel Finder service, which
in turn will be scanned by PVAP.
Listing 1: Example of a PVAP Info Tag
record(ai, “EXAMPLE”) {
info(“archive”, "monitor:1.0,retention:3mo")
}

RETOOLS
In order to solve the aliasing and the per-PV archiver
rules problems, an EPICS module was developed to allow
info tags to be attached to PVs that have names matching a
regular expression. This EPICS module, named retools
(Regular Expression TOOLS) [5], leverages C++11’s
standard regex library to perform regular expression
matching and substitution. Among the functions provided
by retools, two are the most important: reAddAlias and
reAddInfo.

reAddAlias
reAddAlias adds aliases to the PVs that match a
given regular expression. It is useful for mapping
engineering PVs to operation or scientific names.

For instance, FRIB uses Pico8 ammeter cards to read
low current signals. Many Pico8 cards can be put into a
µTCA crate and each card has eight channels. The
engineering PV name prefixes capture this architecture by
having the pattern DIAG_MTCAxx:PICOy_CHz, where xx
is the number of the µTCA crate, y is the number of the
Pico8 card in the crate and z is the channel number.
Listing 2 shows a few existing PVs in an IOC.
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Listing 2: Example of Existing Base PVs
epics> dbgrep DIAG_MTCA01:PICO8_CH0:*
DIAG_MTCA01:PICO8_CH0:DESC_RD
DIAG_MTCA01:PICO8_CH0:TOF_CSET
DIAG_MTCA01:PICO8_CH0:TRIP_EN_CMD
DIAG_MTCA01:PICO8_CH0:LAVGNSAMP_CSET
...

PVs with engineering names, however, are not
particularly useful for the operators and scientists that use
them; instead, they care about the devices that are
connected to certain Pico8 channels. In this case, Listing 3
shows how an IOC engineer can use retools to map all PVs
with a certain engineering prefix to the device prefix
associated with the Faraday Cup number D0796 installed
in the LEBT section.
Listing 3: Example of Adding Aliases
epics> reAddAlias
"DIAG_MTCA01:PICO8_CH0:(.*)" \
"FE_LEBT:FC_D0796:$1"
epics> dbgrep FE_LEBT:FC_D0796:*
FE_LEBT:FC_D0796:DESC_RD
FE_LEBT:FC_D0796:TOF_CSET
FE_LEBT:FC_D0796:TRIP_EN_CMD
FE_LEBT:FC_D0796:LAVGNSAMP_CSET
...

reAddInfo
reAddInfo adds info tags to the PVs that match a
given regular expression. In the context of this paper, this
is useful for adding tags that later will be read by the PV
Auto Provisioner. For example, Listing 4 shows how
reAddInfo creates an info tag with key “archive” for all
Faraday Cup, Halo Monitor Ring, Ion Chamber and
Neutron Detector current average PVs so they can be
archived at 2 Hz for 3 months.

Listing 4: Example of Adding Info Tags
reAddInfo
"^.*:(FC|HMR|IC|ND)_D.*[_:]AVG_RD$" \
"archive" "monitor:2.0,retention:3mo"

The combination of these two retools functions allows a
controls engineer to first associate certain base PVs with
device-specific aliases and then add info tags in batches
based on the aliased names.

IOC MANAGER
The last piece in this architecture, built to solve the
problem of centrally managing archiver rules, is the IOC
Manager: a web application backed by a SQL database that
gathers all the existing diagnostics PVs and all the desired
archiver rules in one place, allowing its users to add and
remove archiver rules and to see, in real time, how many
PVs are affected by a particular rule.
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in real time. All changes are saved in the database. The web
interface also allows a user to automatically create a pull
request for an affected IOC’s repository with the updated
set of archiver rules.

COMPLETE WORKFLOW

Figure 2: Simplified IOC manager database schema.
The database schema has two logical “sections” (sets
of tables), as shown in Fig. 2. IOC data, shown in
blue, and archiver rules, shown in yellow.
IOC Data These tables are populated by Jenkins [6]
jobs that run every time the code in an IOC source
control repository changes. Each relevant Jenkins job
builds the IOC, executes it, collects all of its records
(name, type, fields, info tags and aliases) via the
dbDumpRecord funcion and then pushes the
collected data to IOC Manager, along with metadata
about the build.
Archiver Rules This section’s tables are populated
by users of IOC Manager via its web interface. It contains
the desired archiver rules to be applied to an IOC. Each
rule entry has two parts: a regular expression that
identifies which PVs the rule should be applied to and
the archiver policy to be used on the matching PVs.

The workflow to configure archiver rules for a particular
IOC is as follows. First, controls engineers specify archiver
rules for a particular IOC via the IOC Manager’s user
friendly web interface. The same web interface allows the
engineer to open a pull request on his behalf with an
updated set of archiver rules for a particular IOC. The set
of rules is implemented on the IOC via a sequence of calls
to the retools’ reAddInfo function. The engineer then
proceeds to the Stash [7] web interface to review and
approve the changes on the repository. The approval and
merging of a pull request then triggers a Jenkins job
associated with the IOC in question, which pulls the latest
source code, builds it, executes the IOC, collects its data
and pushes the collected data to IOC Manager. This entire
process is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Meanwhile, the updated IOC source code is deployed to
production via FRIB’s continuous integration and delivery
system [8]. When the IOC runs, it executes the specified
list of reAddInfo commands to create the info tags that
are then pushed to Channel Finder. Finally, the PV Auto
Provisioner picks up the archiver tags from Channel Finder
and configures the Archiver Appliance accordingly.

Web Interface
The web interface exposed by IOC Manager, shown in
Fig. 3, allows users to add, remove and edit archiver rules
on specific IOCs and see the coverage of a particular rule

Figure 3: Archiver tags in IOC manager’s web interface.
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CONCLUSION
The use of PV Auto Provisioner, Channel Finder,
retools, IOC Manager, Jenkins and Stash allows for a
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TIMING SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION FOR SYNCHROTRON RADIATION
EXPERIMENTS USING RF OVER WHITE RABBIT
T. Masuda†
Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute (JASRI), Sayo, Hyogo, Japan
Abstract
In synchrotron radiation experiments, measurements
such as nuclear resonant scattering, time-of-flight, and
time-resolved measurements require an RF clock and fundamental revolution frequency (zero-address) signals synchronized with a storage ring accelerator as a light source.
At SPring-8, these timing signals are delivered directly
over dedicated fibers and cables from an accelerator timing
station to each experimental station. Considering the upcoming internet of things (IoT) era, it is preferable to distribute these signals over a network using state-of-the-art
digital technology. Consequently, I am building a proof of
concept system (PoCS) that aims to achieve distribution of
the accelerator RF clock (508.58 MHz at SPring-8) and the
zero-address signals synchronized with the storage ring using RF over White Rabbit (RFoWR). The PoCS consists of
a master node, which receives the RF clock and the zeroaddress signals from the accelerator, and a slave node,
which reproduces these timing signals near experimental
stations. Each node employs a Simple PCI Express FMC
Carrier (SPEC) board and a new FMC DAC 600M 12b
1cha DDS (FMC DDS). The slave node generates the synchronous clock with the specified division rate and phase
shift. This paper describes the achieved functions and performance of the PoCS.

MOTIVATION
Some measurements in synchrotron radiation experiments require high-precision timing signals synchronized

with a storage ring (SR) accelerator, which is a light source
for the experiments. These measurements include nuclear
resonant scattering, time-of-flight, and pump and probe
time-resolved measurements using laser pulses.
At SPring-8, a 508.58 MHz RF clock (FRF) of the 8 GeV
SR and a 208.8 kHz fundamental revolution frequency signal (Frev0) called a “zero-address signal” are delivered using dedicated long-distance cables from the accelerator
timing station to each experimental station. This requires
precise timing signals. Here, 208.8 kHz is derived from FRF
divided by 2,436, which is a harmonic number of the SR.
To use these signals at the experimental station, long RF
cables and electronics, such as divider modules and delay
modules, must be deployed. These installations are costly
and require experts to adjust the timing. In addition, these
timing signals are available for very limited beamlines because use of the dedicated fibers/cables restricts expandability of the signals. To maximize experimental results, the
precise timing signals must be easy and convenient to utilize. Considering the upcoming IoT era, it is preferable that
these signals will be distributed as digital information over
a network by using state-of-the-art digital technology.
RF over White Rabbit (RFoWR) technology [1-2] exactly fits this purpose. Considering there are some practical
application plans using RFoWR, such as plans at CERN
SPS and ESRF EBS [3], I will conduct timing signal distribution for synchrotron radiation experiments at
SPring-8.

Figure 1: Conceptual design of new timing distribution system using RF over White Rabbit technology.
____________________________________________
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Distribution of Valuable Information

GOALS
The goals of the new timing signal distribution system
for synchrotron radiation experiment using RFoWR are to
renovate the current timing signal distributions using dedicated fibers/cables and offer increased usability of the timing signals to the experimental users. Therefore, the new
system must provide equal or better performance than that
of the current distribution. Figure 1 shows a conceptual design of the timing signal distribution the new system offers.
The master node settled in the accelerator timing station
receives both FRF and Frev0 signals from the accelerator timing system, and delivers these timing signals to slave nodes
deployed near experimental stations through a network.

FRF Distribution
Slave nodes should reproduce the synchronous signals
with the same frequency as FRF even though these signals
are not utilized for the practical experiment. This is because
the slave nodes can generate output signals with any frequency corresponding to the SR bunch filling by switching
its divider values without changing the master node settings. The divider values, for example, are 6, 12, 84, and
348, which are common divisors of 2,436.

Frev0 Distribution
In addition to the Frev0 reproduction synchronized with
the SR, the slave nodes should generate signals with frequencies dividing Frev0 by any number (e.g., 21, 54, 416,
and 432).

The new system can deliver timestamp and counter values related to the revolution frequency available as additional information attached to the experimental data.

Required Performances of Distributed Signals
In the case of 84.76 MHz (=FRF/6) used for a femtosecond laser oscillator, which requires the most severe performance, the distributed signal at the slave node should fulfill
the specifications listed below.
• Required jitter is less than 10 ps. (Current system is
less than 8 ps.)
• Resolution of phase adjustment is less than 50 ps.
(Current system is less than 1 ps.)
• Missing clock signal is not allowed.

BUILDING THE POCS
I have succeeded in acquiring internal funds to study the
new timing signal distribution system over a network.
These funds have been used to develop a proof of concept
system (PoCS) to realize a new timing distribution system
for synchrotron radiation experiments using RFoWR technology. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the PoCS
to be built, and Fig.3 is a photo of the completed PoCS.
The system consists of a master node, a slave node, and a
white rabbit (WR) switch. SPEC [4] boards equipped with
FMC DDS [5] mezzanine cards were installed into both the
master and slave nodes.

Keeping Synchronization Against Slow Changes
in FRF
To compensate for the change in the SR circumference
caused by tidal force, the FRF frequency will be gradually
altered in the range of ±500 Hz. The new system should
keep synchronization against these slow adjustments.

Phase Adjustment
The new system should provide a phase adjustable function of the output signals for the experimental users to control the timing delay.
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Figure 3: Photo of the PoCS.
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Fortunately, I was able to purchase version three FMC
DDS mezzanines (Fig. 4) that had just been released at that
time. Previous releases of the FMC DDS mezzanine could
not provide enough output to reach the target frequency FRF
because AD9510 [6] combined with an external voltagecontrolled crystal oscillator (VCXO) up to 500 MHz is
equipped onto the mezzanine (Fig. 5). Furthermore, the
performance of the previous release did not meet our requirements because the measured rms jitter (10 Hz-20
MHz) was about 16 ps as described in [1]. Meanwhile, version three FMC DDS is equipped with AD9516-4 [7] with
an on-chip voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) (1.45 GHz1.8 GHz) as shown in Fig. 6 instead of AD9510 + VCXO
(<500 MHz). Additionally, it can be expected to provide
better jitter performance than the previous version.
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strong support from John Robert Gill at CERN, I was able
to successfully modify both gateware and firmware for the
previous mezzanine, which enabled me to carry out tests to
check the function and performance of the version three
FMC DDS. Figure 7 displays the observed FOUT output
from the slave node, which agreed with the expected result.
Figure 8 illustrates the parameters set into both the master
node and slave node. Here, 42.38 MHz was chosen as the
DDS carrier frequency in the master node as the result of
FRF = 508.58 MHz being divided by NM = 12. FOUT results
in 42.38 MHz synchronized with the input FRF when NS =
36, VCODIV = 3, and DS = 12 are adopted in the slave node.

Figure 7: Observed 42.38 MHz FOUT synchronized with
FRF (=508.58 MHz).

Figure 4: Version three FMC DDS.
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As the version three FMC DDS was so new, the gateware
and firmware to work it was not yet complete. Thanks to
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Parameters set of NM = 12, NS = 36, VCODIV = 3, and DS
= 1 resulted in generating FOUT = 508.58 MHz synchronized with the FRF = 508.58 MHz as shown in Fig. 9.
At present, only the AD9516-4 built-in dividers are
available for the FOUT division. The division rate for FOUT
can be applied from one to 64 by combinations of VCODIV
and DS. An FOUT signal of 84.76 MHz (=FRF/6) synchronized with the input FRF can be observed using set parameters of NM = 12, NS = 36, VCODIV = 3, and DS = 6. Other
parameters set at NM = 12, NS = 36, VCODIV = 6, and DS =
32 actually generate synchronous FOUT with the frequency
of 7.95 MHz (=FRF/64).
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in 243 states. Therefore, the phase of FOUT is adjustable by
adding an offset with the very high resolution of 1/ 243.
I set +1,000 in the upper 11-bit of the phase-shift register
with the length of 43 bits and observed a phase advance of
9.6 ns (=20.587 ns-10.957 ns) when FOUT was 50.858 MHz
(=FRF/10) as shown in Fig. 10. This measured result completely agreed with the calculated value shown in Eq. (1).

𝐹
Figure 9: Observed 508.58 MHz FOUT synchronized with
FRF (=508.58 MHz).

Keeping Synchronization Against Slow Changes
in FRF
I gradually changed the FRF frequency with a 1 kHz step
from the 508.58 MHz center frequency while observing the
FOUT signal using an oscilloscope. Consequently, I found
that the slave node continued to output FOUT while keeping
synchronization with the FRF even if the offset frequency
of FRF was changed between ±10 kHz. Therefore, the system can accommodate the frequency change of the input
RF signal within the range of ±500 Hz.

1,000
2
50.858 𝑀𝐻𝑧

2

9.65 𝑛𝑠

1

Jitter of Distributed Signals
I measured the jitter of FOUT with a frequency of 84.76
MHz obtained by dividing FOUT by six. The measured rms
jitter is 6 ps (10 Hz-20 MHz) as shown in Fig. 11. This
result showed that the version three FMC DDS successfully improved its performance as expected, and the distributed 84.76 MHz signal fulfilled the requirement specification as well.

Resolution of Phase Adjustment
Because the FMC DDS possesses a phase accumulator
with a length of 43 bits, the phase from 0 to 2π is expressed

Figure 11: Measured single sideband (SSB) phase noise
and rms jitter of the FOUT = 84.76 MHz.

STATUS AND PERSPECTIVE

(a) FOUT without phase offset.

(b) FOUT with phase offset +1,000 in the upper 11-bit of
the phase-shift register.
Figure 10: Observation of phase adjustment by adding a
phase offset.

Many tasks remain to complete the PoCS and reach the
goal. However, they are all achievable. The main tasks remaining to be implemented are described below.

Implementation of FREV0 Distribution
Reproduction of FREV0 in the slave node will be implemented by counting FRF up to 2,436 in the field programmable gate array (FPGA) on the SPEC board. Because the
FPGA cannot count FRF clocks directly, the clock will be
counted up and divided by common divisors of the harmonic number 2,436 of the SR.
For example, the FPGA counts 17.54 MHz that is the result of dividing FRF by 29, which is a common divisor of
2,436. Then, it outputs a signal when the counter reaches
84 (=2,436/29). To align this output signal with FREV0, a
timestamp recorded by the master node at the time the
FREV0 signal inputs is utilized. The slave node resets the
17.54 MHz counter at the time described in the received
timestamp when the slave DDS starts.
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This approach for FREV0 signal distribution is expected to
further simplify the implementation of gateware and firmware, and to improve performance over the previous system [8].

Implementation of a Higher Division Rate Than
64
This function will be implemented in the same way as
the FREV0 distribution described above.
For example, when a signal obtained by dividing FRF by
384 is desired, the slave node counts a 17.54 MHz
(=FRF/29) clock and generates a signal every time the counter reaches 12.
If a divided signal of FREV0 is required, for example, in
the case of a division rate of 21, the slave node counts a
17.54 MHz (=FRF/29) clock and outputs the signal every
time the counter amounts to 84 × 21.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A TANGO INTERFACE FOR THE SIEMENS-BASED
CONTROL SYSTEM OF THE ELETTRA INFRASTRUCTURE PLANTS
P. Michelini, I. Ferigutti, F. Giacuzzo, M. Lonza, G. Scalamera, G. Strangolino, M. Trevi
Elettra-Sincrotrone Trieste S.C.p.A., Trieste, Italy
Abstract
The control system of the Elettra Sincrotrone Trieste
infrastructure plants (cooling water, air conditioning,
electricity, etc.) consists of several Siemens PLCs
connected by an Ethernet network and a number of
management stations running the Siemens Desigo software
for high-level operation and monitoring, graphical display
of the process variables, automatic alarm distribution and
a wide range of different data analysis features. No external
interface has been realized so far to connect Desigo to the
Elettra and FERMI accelerator control systems based on
Tango, making it difficult for the control room operators to
monitor the conventional plant operation and parameters
(temperature, humidity, water pressure, etc.), which are
essential for the accelerator performance and reliability.
This paper describes the development of a dedicated
Desigo application to make selected process variables
externally visible to a specific Tango device server, which
then enables the use of all the tools provided by this
software framework to implement graphical interfaces,
alarms, archiving, etc. New proposals and developments to
expand and improve the system are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Four years ago an Elettra internal project was approved
to carry out a general survey on the infrastructure plants
acquisition systems, installed sensors, actuators and
control software. The first step was to create a plant data
base and to optimize the process control software written
in several years running on non-homogeneous hardware.
The idea was to provide the laboratory Energy Manager
with detailed information about the energy fluxes in order
to evaluate whether and where to intervene for their
possible optimization. From further analysis it became
evident that this was not enough. In fact, plant data are
necessary also for operators and machine physicists to
properly manage the accelerators. A way to exchange
information between infrastructure control systems and
machine control systems was required to improve the
accelerators reliability, implement preventive maintenance
and allow for potential energy savings. The final decision
was to develop an unified management of the plant
monitoring and regulation systems, managing all
infrastructure Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC).

Scenarios
Built in different years, two infrastructure plant control
systems are operating at Elettra, one for the Elettra
synchrotron light source and the other for the FERMI Free
Elecron Laser. The first one was based on Siemens S5
PLCs with Citect [1] Supervisory Control And Data

Acquisition (SCADA) system for the operator console
software. The second one relies on new Siemens S7 PLCs
with Desigo Insight [2] supervision for higher-level
operation and monitoring, graphics-based display of the
process, automatic alarm generation and data analysis.
As first step, we decided to integrate the old Elettra plant
control system supervision into Desigo. For this purpose,
we had to upgrade the hardware with new Siemens PLCs,
porting the control software on them and creating new
graphic pages on Desigo. This process is still running.
Furthermore, we had to create a way to exchange data
between the Desigo world and the accelerator control
systems based on Tango, in order to make process
variables visible externally and exploit the tools provided
by this software framework.

A Practical Example
The production, distribution and use of energy flows in
the infrastructure plants have to be continuously monitored
to ensure the proper functioning conditions of the two
accelerators.
Each power distribution panel is equipped with an
electricity meter. The main hot and cold water flows are
controlled by flow meters.
Hot and cold water and electric energy are supplied by
two trigeneration plants. This kind of plants burn methane
in a combustion engine, which produces electricity. Its
high temperature fumes are used to generate hot water for
users and for the absorption refrigerators (see Fig. 1). An
exhaustive control of the distribution system allows to
anticipate possible machine downtime and to intervene
directly on the identified breakdown.

Figure 1: Energy block diagram.

DESIGO ARCHITECTURE
The conventional plants are controlled by Siemens
Desigo Insight 6.0, a Building Automation and Control
System (BACS) provided with functions such as alarm
management, time scheduling and trend logging.
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The architecture can be divided into three layers (see
Fig. 2). The top layer, where activities like system data
presentation, forwarding, trending, logging, and archival
are carried out, is called the Management Layer.
The middle layer is the Automation Layer, where
measurements are processed, control loops are run and
alarms are activated. The lower layer, known as the Field
Layer, interfaces with the field devices (sensors and
actuators).
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At scheduled time intervals, Desigo writes the values
measured on the field in this exchange database, which can
be accessed by Tango.
Two tables have been created within the database:
DEVICE_LIST and DATA_LOG.
The DEVICE_LIST table (Table 1) stores the list of data
points which have to be read by Desigo and links the
Desigo naming tag to the Tango conventional naming. The
field "polling_time" defines the sampling period required
for a specific variable. Tango device servers have also
write access to this table in order to add variables to read
or change the polling time dynamically.
Table 1: DEVICE_LIST
Name

Description

aDevice

Desigo TAG NAME

aDescription

Text description

polling_time

Sampling period

aUm

Unit of mesure

aTangoDesc

TANGO DEVICE NAME

The DATA_LOG table (Table 2) stores the variable
values recorded by Desigo and made accessible to Tango.
Table 2: DATA_LOG

Figure 2: Architecture scheme.
Desigo uses open standards to connect various
automation stations with data interfaces. Our infrastructure
employs different interfaces to communicate with two
device families: BACnet (Building Automation and
Control network) protocol for the Siemens PX automation
stations and OPC (Object Linking and Embedding for
Process Control) server for the Siemens S7 controllers.

Solution Adopted
For the data exchange between Desigo and Tango a
shared database was used in order to keep the two systems
isolated (see Fig. 3). There were not particular restrictions
regarding the choice of the database, we opted for
Microsoft SqlServer since it is the standard used by
Desigo.

Name

Description

Id

Unique identification

aDevice

Desigo tag device

aValue

Variable value

aDatetime

Value date time

Desigo writes the data into the shared database using
Cicode, a programming language designed for equipment
controls in Desigo. It is a structured language similar to
Visual Basic or C, provided with functions to access realtime data points in the SCADA and to interface with
various components in the computer, such as the database
and the communication ports.
The program flow is as follows (see Fig. 4):
• In the SCADA system a scheduled event is configured,
which starts the Cicode script on a regular basis (1).
• The script retrieves from the DEVICE_LIST table the
list of the data points which have to be read (2)(3).
• For each data point the script retrieves the values using
the Cicode method TagRead (4).
• Desigo reads its internal database to find out which automation station is connected with that data point and
retrieves the value (5).
• The script writes on the DATA_LOG table using the
Cicode method SQLConnect and then moves on to the
next data point (6).

Figure 3: Communication flow.
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Figure 4: Program flow.

TANGO IMPLEMENTATION
In order to integrate the data coming from Desigo in the
existing Elettra control system, a Tango device server has
been developed together with a number of Cumbia [3]
based graphical panels. A dedicated virtual machine has
been arranged to host the Tango Database and the historical
database HDB++ [4] with the corresponding device
servers for data archiving.

ODBCConf Tango Device Server
A Tango device server has been developed to read
Desigo variables from the Microsoft SqlServer and export
Tango attributes. Tango attributes are created dynamically
starting from a device property in which the desired name,
type and description are specified. Supported attribute
types are: DevDouble, DevBoolean, DevLong and
DevString; only scalar types are allowed.
To query the Microsoft SqlServer database the libodbc
library from the unixODBC [5] project has been used. The
query is built at runtime, starting from a template saved in
a Device Property. It reads from the tables DEVICE_LIST
and DATA_LOG the values and timestamps belonging to
a list of attributes (aTangoDesc column) which are more
recent than a given time stamp (aDateTime column). Both
the list of attribute names and the time stamps are filled in
the query at runtime.
The ODBCConf device server runs periodically the
query at a configurable period (the default value is one
minute), querying for values newer than the ones read in
the previous iteration. The result of the query is then parsed
to set attributes value and to push archive and change
Tango events.

Cumbia GUIs
At present two panels (see Fig. 5) developed using the
Cumbia graphical library have been installed in the control
room to display the attributes exported by the ODBCConf
device servers.

Figure 5: Example of Cumbia graphical panel.
This control panels have no writing capabilities as
explicitly requested by the infrastructure plant manager.
The only way to change values or send commands is
operating through Desigo interfaces.

Archiviation with HDB++
Attributes exported by the ODBCConf device servers
are archived in a dedicated HDB++ MySQL database
deployed on the same virtual machine running the Tango
Database and ODBCConf device servers. The archived
data can be displayed by means of an in-house developed
web-based application called E-Giga [6], and correlated
with data retrieved from the other HDB++ databases of
Elettra and FERMI.

Alarms
Some of the attributes exported by the ODBCConf
device servers are used in formulae of the Tango Alarm
System [7] and produce acoustic notifications in the
control room whenever particular conditions of the
infrastructure plants can potentially affect the correct
operation of the accelerators.

Tango Naming
One of the difficulties we have encountered concerns the
selection of a proper naming convention in Tango, which
has to be meaningful to the heterogeneous users of these
data, namely control room operators, plant managers and
Energy Manager. It has been decided to compose Tango
attributes names with a first part describing the physical
quantity, followed by the location where the quantity is
measured. For example, the Desigo variable
S10_A_BsEdSS_AhuCBSS_Sen_TRB
becomes
temp_hutch_tf_ehf, which stands for the temperature of the
TeraFermi (TF) beamline hutch located in the
Experimental
Hall
Facility
(EHF).
For
the
domain/family/member of the device, we decided to
specify the geographical location and the name of the plant
(es. ehf/infra/hvac).
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
At present the migration of the Elettra plant control
system to Desigo is ongoing and we plan to complete it by
the end of the year.
In order to allow the Energy Manager to perform more
detailed analysis, the available data will be increased.
The possibility to correlate data from the accelerators
with the ones from the infrastructure plants open the door
to new perspectives, such as for instance the development
of predictive algorithms to foresee failures on the machine.
Moreover, the analysis of data relevant to the production,
distribution and use of the energy in the infrastructure
plants, can contribute to define new policies for the
implementation of energy efficiency actions.
We are also investigating the possibility to upgrade the
Desigo Insight 6.0 version to the new Desigo CC (Control
Centre) platform. Desigo CC is based on global
communication standards, allowing external applications
to read and write real-time data via a REpresentational
State Transfer (REST) service interface. Third party
devices using proprietary protocols can also be integrated
directly through Desigo CC drivers.
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CONCLUSION
The long process to integrate all infrastructure plant
control systems under a unified environment has started.
The first results are encouraging, since we can now easily
provide data to control room operators to monitor the
conventional plant parameters, essential for the accelerator
performance and reliability, as well as to the Energy
Manager for the optimization of the plants performance
and the implementation of energy saving programs.
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XLEAP-II MOTION CONTROL
M. A. Montironi, H. Bassan, M.A. Carrasco, E.M. Kraft, A. Marinelli
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, USA
Abstract
The XLEAP project was conceived with the main scope
of extending the generation of ultrashort pulses at LCLS to
the sub-femtosecond (sub-fs) regime. As the project produced the expected results, an upgrade called XLEAP-II
is being designed to provide the same functionality to
LCLS-II. The XLEAP project utilized one variable gap
wiggler to produce sub-fs X-ray pulses. The upgrade will
involve four additional wigglers in the form of repurposed
LCLS fixed gap undulators mounted on translation stages.
This paper describes the design of the hardware and software architecture utilized in the motion control system of
the wigglers. First it discusses how the variable gap wiggler was upgraded to be controlled by an Aerotech Ensemble motion controller through an EPICS Soft IOC (InputOutput Controller). Then the motion control strategy for
the additional four wigglers, also based around Aerotech
controllers driving servomotors, is presented. Lessons
learned from operating the wiggler and undulators during
LCLS operation are discussed and utilized as a base upon
which the upgraded motion control system is designed and
built. Novel challenges are also identified and mitigations
are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The X-Ray Laser-Enhanced Attosecond Pulse (XLEAP)
Generation project was conceived with the main scope of
extending the generation of ultrashort pulses at LCLS to
the sub-femtosecond (sub-fs) regime for energies up to
1.25 keV. The technique is based on the concept of shaping
the LCLS electron beam with a high-power infrared (IR)
laser whose energy is modulated by a variable gap wiggler.
The experimental setup developed for the XLEAP project
in order to achieve such short pulses is shown in Figure 1
[1, 2].

Figure 1: XLEAP experimental setup. The combined effect
on the electron beam of the high energy IR pulse, of the
magnetic chicane, and of the wiggler produce an ultrashort
current spike [2].
As the project produced the expected results [3], an upgrade called XLEAP-II is being designed to provide the
same functionality to LCLS-II. Differently than XLEAP
though, in this case energy modulation of the electron beam
will be induced in four wigglers built by modifying decom-

missioned LCLS fixed gap undulators. The existing variable gap wiggler utilized for XLEAP will be reused as a
space-charge booster after a magnetic chicane. Figure 2,
taken from the LCLS Strategic Development Plan [2] is a
schematic representation of the XLEAP-II experimental
setup.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of XLEAP-II experimental setup. The four repurposed LCLS undulator, located upstream of the XLEAP chicane and wiggler provide
energy modulation to the electron beam [2].
Motion control is a fundamental component of the experimental setup described in this section. The four repurposed undulators are in fact mounted on translation stages
used to control their insertion level into the beamline. Gap
control is required for the wiggler in order to modulate
beam at different frequencies. The rest of the paper describes the design of the hardware and software architecture utilized in the motion control system of the wiggler
and of the repurposed undulators.

MOTION CONTROL SYSTEM
Variable Gap Wiggler
The variable gap wiggler, shown in Figure 3 has a period
of 33 cm and a gap adjustable between a minimum of 8 mm
and a maximum of 200 mm. Gap actuation is achieved
through two Slo-Syn (MH112 series 15-Amps) stepper
motors, one located at the upstream end and one at the
downstream end. A passive motion transmission system
couples the top and bottom jaws. In order to maximize the
reliability of the system through redundancy, two independent position feedbacks are implemented for each axis.
The primary feedback system is provided by AMOSIN
BiSS-C radiation hardened absolute linear encoders measuring the upstream and downstream gap. The secondary
feedback system consists of incremental rotary encoders
made by Gurley and positioned directly on the motor axis.
The motion controller chassis, based on two Aerotech
CP20 drives, was developed to control the wiggler during
the XLEAP experiment and will be reused. The controller
allows to drive the two motors in a coordinated manner
thus minimizing the risk of tapering the device. Moreover,
it provides dedicated inputs for the primary and secondary
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feedback devices, for the ESTOP, and for reading and reacting to the limit switches. Figure 4 is a schematic representation of the architecture of the motion control system
for the wiggler. An EPICS Soft Input-Output controller
(SIOC) communicates to the controller through an Ethernet connection allowing to interface the device with the accelerator distributed control system and other High-Level
Applications (HLA).
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system such as the hard stops and the mounting of the limit
switches. Figure 5 shows the mechanical assembly currently in use to mount the motion inhibit and ESTOP limit
switches. The wiggler has four of these assemblies, two upstream and two downstream, one on each side of the vacuum chamber. Both the ESTOP, in blue in the figure, and
the motion inhibit, in gray, limit switches do not provide
adequate repeatability in their trip point. Moreover, the
mounting system for the motion inhibit switch does not allow for precise and repeatable positioning. Such mechanical assembly has caused the limit switches to be activated
at a gap bigger than the minimum one multiple times and
will thus be upgraded. All the ESTOP and motion inhibit
switches will be replaced with high repeatability (Metrol
P10DB-A) precision ones. In each assembly, both switches
will be mounted on a single axis linear stage, similar to the
one used for the ESTOP limit switch in Figure 5, to allow
positioning with respect to the vacuum chamber. A
threaded support mounted on the linear stage will allow for
fine relative positioning of the two switches.

Figure 3: Variable gap wiggler.
Figure 5: Current mounting system for the wiggler ESTOP
(in blue) and motion inhibit limit switches.

Repurposed Undulators

Figure 4: Schematic representation of the wiggler motion
control architecture.
Minimal upgrades to the control architecture are required to re-utilize the wiggler for XLEAP-II. In the new
project, the device will be relocated downstream with respect to its current position which will require pulling new
cables. Also, a new, thicker vacuum chamber will be installed which will require changing the minimum reachable gap from 8 mm to 10 mm. Increasing the minimum gap
will require mechanical modifications to the motion safety

The LCLS undulator line, composed of 33 individual undulator segments each 3.42 m long has been decommissioned in order to install the new LCLS-II undulators [4,
5]. These undulators had a fixed nominal gap of 6 mm and
each segment was mounted on two horizontal translation
stages to allow relative motion with respect to the electron
beam and thus to modify the effective K value of each undulator. Four undulator segments will be converted to 10period wigglers with a period of 30 mm, a K parameter of
~35, and utilized for XLEAP-II. Figure 6 is a representation of an LCLS undulator segment where the translation
stages responsible for rolling the undulator in and out are
highlighted as TM1 and TM2. In LCLS, external feedback
on the position of each stage was provided by linear potentiometers (LP4-TR and LP8-TR in the figure). Other components highlighted in Figure 6 belong to the cam mover
system utilized to reposition each undulator segment in 5
Degrees-Of-Freedom (DOF) and not utilized for
XLEAP-II.
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same NEMA 23 form factor and compatible torque and position accuracy characteristics. The motion inhibit limit
switches will serve the double purpose of homing each
translation stage at power-up and of safety interlocks.

Figure 6: LCLS undulator segment assembly. Translation
stages (TM1 and TM2) and linear potentiometers used for
feedback (LP4-TR and LP8-TR) are indicated.
The components of an LCLS undulator roll out system
can be seen in more detail in Figure 7. A LinTech translation stage (model 206821 – 0.05 µm resolution) was actuated by an Animatics SmartMotor (2000 counts/rev) coupled to a 50:1 gear head. Linear potentiometers provided
external feedback on the position of each stage and the information was used by interlocks in the VME-based motion control system to prevent skew and ensure coordinated
operation of the two translation stages. In each direction of
motion, motion inhibit and ESTOP limit switches are also
utilized for additional safety.

Figure 8: Schematic representation of the control architecture for two repurposed undulators.
Figure 8 is a schematic representation of the software architecture designed to control two undulator segments with
one Aerotech controller. Four CP10 Aerotech motor controllers are utilized, one dedicated to each axis and all synchronized through Aerotech AeroNet digital motion bus.
Inputs from IN and OUT motion inhibit and ESTOP limit
switches are utilized for each axes as well as external ESTOP signals. In order to protect the electronics from radiation damage, the controller will be placed in a separate
building and connected to the device through long haul cables. An EPICS SIOC will communicate with the controller through an Ethernet connection and will allow to interface the device with the accelerator distributed control system and other high-level applications.

CONCLUSION

Figure 7: Detail of translation stage for an LCLS undulator
segment.
The 80 mm travel range of the translation stages will be
maintained in XLEAP-II as well as the number and location of the limit switches and the gear head. The same Aerotech four axes motor controller (CP10) used for LCLS-II
Soft X-ray (SXR) undulators [6] will replace the VMEbased one used for LCLS. Since each undulator segment
requires actuation of two axes, and four segments in total
will be reused, one Aerotech controller will be utilized to
control two segments. The selected controller will allow to
coordinate the motion of all the axes connected thus reducing the risk of skew and eliminating the need for interlocks
based on the linear potentiometers. SmartMotors will be
replaced with Aerotech-compatible servomotors with the

This paper provided an overview of the implementation
of the motion control system for the XLEAP-II project. It
first discussed the variable gap wiggler and then presented
the upgrades to the motion control system for the repurposed LCLS undulator segments. The installation and
commissioning of the components of the project are expected to take place as soon as the installation and commissioning of the LCLS-II accelerator is complete.
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VR AS A SERVICE: USE OF VIRTUAL REALITY
IN A NUCLEAR ACCELERATOR FACILITY
L. Pranovi, M. Montis, INFN-LNL, Legnaro, Italy
Abstract
A nuclear plant, for energy or for nuclear physics, is a
complex facility where high level security is mandatory,
both for machines and people. But sometimes the status of
danger is not correctly felt, inducing workers to misinterpret situations and, as consequence, not act in the best way.
At the same time problems related to area accessibility can
occur during normal machine operations, limiting actions
related to local maintenance and environment supervision.
It would be suitable to have the opportunity to perform
these tasks independently from environment limitations
and machine operations. In order to overcome these limits,
we applied Virtual Technology to the nuclear physics context. As consequence, this new tool has given us the chance
to reinterpret concepts like training or maintenance planning. In this paper the main proof of concept implemented
are described and additional information related to different VR technology usages are exposed.

VIRTUAL REALITY TECHNOLOGY
IN THE RESEARCH
A nuclear accelerator laboratory can be described as a
complex system composed by several functional sub-systems (vacuum system, cryogenic plant, control system, RF
system, etc.) which have to be coordinated properly in order to provide the service to the end user. Every single system has to work correctly and requires a big effort in continuous maintenance in order to guarantee a stable beam
for experiments. In addition, every single operator has to
be fully trained to work and control every single part of the
accelerator. Because of the nature of the experiments and
the kind of facility, different problems and limitations related to area accessibility occurred during and after operations. These limitations cause delays and uncertainty in
planning process at every level (management, logistics and
operations). It would be suitable to get the access to all the
restricted areas regardless limitations and machine operations. The aim is to find a method and a tool to overcome
these constraints through a real representation of the area,
allowing regular operations in the facility. Virtual Reality
(VR) Technology is an interactive computer-generated experience taking place within a simulated environment, that
incorporates mainly auditory and visual, but also other
types of sensory feedback. It is rapidly diffusing among
several different professional environments, such as medical, architecture, military and industry, with different level
of interactions, based on the experience required.
For the developer, the VR technology is a powerful tool
which allows to reproduce environments and objects with
a high level of detail.

According to the actual standards and applications available on the market, we tried to design and implement a VR
experience dedicated to the nuclear facilities such as linear
accelerators.

CASES OF INTERESTS
This kind of technology can be adopted to help different
users (managers, developers, operators) in different critical
tasks. Formally, based on the principal characteristics of a
VR experience (photorealism, immersion, interactivity,
real time), different types of experiences can be designed
and implemented, depending on the goal the application
wants to achieve.
Through the experience matured in our daily work, it has
been possible to focus and define three particular macro areas of interest which has been used for the first prototype
of the VR application:
• Training: one of the biggest challenges in physical laboratory is having all operators properly trained to
work with the accelerator machine and ancillaries. As
technology evolves and new solutions are continuously implemented into the facility, every single operator has to be cyclically trained. This can be done in
a secure simulated environment, independent of the
physical machine. In this scenario, the trainer can also
simulate emergencies and evaluate behaviour feedback, estimating the response time in a hazardous environment.
• Machine operations and maintenance: using the same
virtual environment provided for the training, it is possible to evaluate and prepare maintenance planning
(ordinary and extraordinary) and machine upgrades.
As the entire environment is rebuilt starting from
CAD models, the final 3D virtual model guarantees
sub-millimetre resolution where VR users can operate
in the virtual simulation to evaluate, for example, device positioning for machine upgrades.
• Data collection: the virtual model is defined starting
from 3D CAD models. As different groups manage
the different sub-systems constituting the facility, the
tool can be very useful to test and verify data integrity
and coherence. This aspect results in reducing design
errors and optimizing communication and data exchange among the groups.

CONTROL PROCESS AND
ITS INTEGRATON
An important aspect kept in mind during the preliminary
study and design for the test-bench application was how to
integrate a VR solution into the normal common design
and organization process: users have their own set of tools
and methodology to execute their own tasks, and these two
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factors must be taken into account by the developers because of the heterogeneity of the people involved. As consequence it was mandatory to proper define the set of tools
(hardware and software) and the process required to
integrate a VR experience into the regular control process:
in Figure 1 it is possible to observe how the VR tool can
define a secondary control process flow which can be easily integrated in the main control process cycle, due to minimize design and decision errors and optimize the entire
process execution time.
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of software which permits to minimize costs impact related
to licenses (excluding the licenses already in possession by
the Institute) and to have, at the same time, the best resolution in terms of photorealism and real-time execution.

Figure 2: the schema defines software and hardware plus
the correct flowchart required to provide the VR experience to the end user.

Figure 1: Double Wheel Flowchart: how to integrate the
Virtual Reality tool in a common design process.
The secondary control process cycle is composed by the
following steps:
• Data Collection and Harmonization: in this phase VR
developers collect data provided by every group (3D
CAD models) involved and verify its coherence before designing the virtual experience. A huge but important effort is required at this stage to check misalignments and dimensional errors.
• Virtual Prototype: the real design for the virtual experience is made in this phase. The complexity and the
effort required depends on the kind of experience desired (training, planning, show room, etc.): in particular cases a low-level software program design is required to produce a complete “real” virtual experience, such as a training in case of hazards. In this stage
the kind of hardware used for the experience has an
impact in the design and implementation.
• Virtual Test and Debugging: in this phase it is possible
to use the virtual experience to verify the application
itself (logic, design, etc.) as internal debug and to receive the first feedback from the end user using the
VR simulation.

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
The most crucial steps in the secondary process cycle are
the data collection and the virtual prototype design. In particular, this second step is highly dependent on the hardware and software solutions chosen. In the market there are
several solutions to implement a virtual experience, both
under hardware and software level. While the hardware has
an intrinsic cost (purchase and maintenance), there are
commercial and open-sources solution for the software.
The goal prefixed by our team is to determinate the best set

As indicated in the Figure 2, the software used in this
process can be divided into these sub-categories:
• Licensed software: 3D CADs
different 3D CAD suites are used in the Laboratory by
the different groups and costs related to them are already in charge of the Institute. The key point in this
part is to determine the best file format used to export
the mode.
• Open-source software: Computer Graphic Framework
and Real Time Development Engine
the import process of 3D models directly into the Development Engine has a bad impact in terms of performances during the final VR experiences due to the
very high polygon count, even with the latest hardware
available on the market. It has been necessary to insert
an intermediate step and an additional software in order to simplify 3D models. Blender [1] has been chosen as Computer Graphic Framework because it meets
the requirements of costs (it is available with opensource license) and performances.
For Real Time Development Engine, different opensource solutions are available and the mostly used are
Unreal Engine [2] and Unity3D [3]. Comparing the
performances provided by these tools, Unreal Engine
has been selected as real time development framework. Unreal Engine is a Game Engine available under
open-source license if the product is not for commercial use.
For the VR hardware, several solutions are available on
the market. Considering the software tool chosen and previously indicated and, at the same time, the hardware costs,
we decided to focus the development using the Oculus
Platform [4] for realizing the proof of concept. This system
provides let users a complete immersion inside virtual
worlds through dedicated headset. This device is fully integrated into the Unreal Engine framework, it has a large
community support and it provides a good photorealistic
immersion at high frame rate.
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Figure 3: Data Collection and Design: a real environment present in the facility (left) has been completely replicated
in VR (right), providing an interactive virtual experience.

THE APPLICATION
According on the assumptions previously exposed about
the cases of interest for the virtual experience, it has been
developed an application devoted to test and verify all
these aspects.

Data Collection and Design
As previously exposed, Virtual Reality can cover several
areas of interest, with different level of complexity and immersion. Because this technology is completely new in our
facility, a preliminary proof of concept was required. The
double goal wanted had been:
• to demonstrate the validity of the VR process
flowchart
• to have a first important feedback in terms of dimensional and data coherence
The collection of data from several sources (mechanics,
plant schemas, etc.) allowed the replication of an immersive virtual environment as faithful representation of a real
one as visible in Figure 3: the virtual room is in 1:1 scale
and every single detail (geometry, textures, objects interactions, lights, physics) has been completely reproduced.
This first test has been extremely useful because it could
be possible to prove the incoherencies among the data provided by the groups involved and to correct them on design
and documentation

Figure 4: Operator Training: the user simulates in VR the
maintenance operation of an apparatus.

Training
The first case taken into account has been the verification of the procedures required to mount and unmount parts
of the accelerator line (devices and ancillaries) where the
operator can be in contact with residual radiations produced by activated objects (Figure 4). In this case the photorealism has not a key role and the environment has been
defined with dedicated colours in order to emphasize the
functional object the user has to interact with. On the opposite side, dimensions and objects’ sizes have been deeply
verified and maintained.
The results of first trials have been remarkable: the experience is ready to be used to train operators to work in
new parts of the particle accelerator, giving them the opportunity to familiarize with the system while the line itself
is used for preliminary tests: in normal conditions, people
involved in maintenance would have to wait the end of the
tests while, in the actual configuration, they will be confident and prepared to operate immediately. Until now the
VR experiences defined provide a simulated environment
where only a single user can operate. A preliminary test
bench for a multi-user experience is under development.

Machine Operation and Maintenance
Having a complete and immersive environment based on
CAD information gives the opportunity to replicate objects
and spaces with high precision. The first user case was the
preparation of a new area in the facility under construction
where several different parts developed by different groups
must be placed in a limited space. As a consequence, dimensional verification was crucial in order to avoid interferences between devices.
The complete area and all the systems, devices and ancillaries have been reproduced with the same precision provided by the 3D CAD models and placed with an error less
than 1mm.
The advantages coming from this new methodology
gave us important boosts in terms of efficiency: for example, it has been possible to find interferences between two
pieces constituting a more complex apparatus, enabling us
to modify pieces’ design, to save material used for the prototype and to minimize production time.
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FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
Starting from the preliminary promising results and the
feedbacks coming from users involved in the tests, we tried
to extend the cases of interest where the VR Technology
can improve the tasks efficiency. In this operation, we also
considered the possibilities of involve additional emerging
hardware solutions, such as Augmented Reality (AR) and
Mixed Reality (MR).
Particular interests are related to the idea of integrating
and merging heterogeneous data and information into the
VR environment: for example, it could be possible to integrate data results coming from beam dynamics study which
can be used to verify its possible interaction with the beam
lines. This is a new way to use and visualize common information available in our laboratory for physical experiments and accelerator setups.
The principal areas of investigation are:
• Data integration in VR: data provided by software different from 3D CADs have been manipulated and imported into a virtual simulation in order to visualize
different details. Figure 5 represents an example of
data integration: the information produced by a laser
track system has been used into the virtual environment to visualize and verify objects positions and
alignments. This kind of information can be useful in
machine operations and maintenance. Other tests are
related to the integration of data coming from the control system inside a VR environment: info coming EPICS Process Variables can be mapped in a VR application.
Multi-users experiences: thanks to the improvement
of the actual hardware and software, we are now able
to achieve multi-users experiences based on different
and heterogenic fields and applications; actually, we
are focusing and testing proof of concepts for:
- virtual control room (training and control operations)
- remote training and assistance with customers
- live meeting between different divisions
- real-time cooperative design

Figure 6: Example of AR visualization: information provided by Radioprotection Service (D. Zafiropoulos, L. Sarchiapone) are used to generate a live map.
• Augmented Reality (AR) and Mixed Reality (MR):
These two technologies introduce an additional degree of interactivity between real and virtual worlds.
In this scenario the user can use particular information
data to be aware of dangers. For example, data produced by Radioprotection Service can be used in a AR
solution to perform a live radioactivity’s map for the
user that has to operate next to a particular apparatus
(Figure 6). For this solution different hardware technology is required.

CONCLUSION
In a complex system like a nuclear facility, many tasks
such as training and planning can be difficult to execute
because of the limitations (in terms of time and availability) coming from the normal operations. In this scenario,
the usage of Virtual Reality Technology can be an extraordinary way to overcome these limitations.
The studies executed and the proof of concept designed
and implemented verified the maturity and the versatility
of this technology: the application developed gave us preliminary good feedbacks for the main areas of interest
where we focused the work (training and maintenance
planning). The tests results were very promising and
pushed us to extend studies and application functionalities
of the prototype, embracing different hardware solutions
and integrating heterogeneous data and information, but
more effort is required to extend and optimize the user experience.
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Abstract
The future upgrades of the LHC (Large Hadron Collider)
will increase its luminosity. To fulfil the needs of the detector electronic upgrades and in particular to cope with
the extreme radiation environment, the GBT-SCA (Giga-Bit
Transceiver - Slow Control Adapter) Application-specific
integrated circuit (ASIC) was developed for the control and
monitoring of on-detector electronics. To benefit maximally
from the ASIC, a flexible and hardware interface agnostic
software suite was developed.
A hardware abstraction layer - the SCA software package
- exploits the abilities of the chip, maximizes its potential
performance for back-end implementations, provides control
over ASIC configuration, and enables concurrent operations
wherever possible. An OPC UA server was developed on
top of the SCA software library to integrate seamlessly with
distributed control systems used for detector control and Trigger/DAQ (Data AcQuisition) configuration, both of which
communicate with the GBT-SCA via network-attached optical link receivers based on FPGAs.
This paper describes the architecture, design and implementation aspects of the SCA software suite components and
their application in the ATLAS experiment.

SCA SOFTWARE SUITE CONTEXT
Introduction
The GBT-SCA, or SCA for short, is a radiation-tolerant
ASIC and part of a chip-set of the GBT project, in which
a bi-directional 4.8 Gbps optical link architecture has been
developed using a SEU robust protocol [1], providing simultaneous transfer of readout data, timing and trigger signals
as well as slow control and monitoring data, by multiplexing multiple logical electrical data links of 80, 160 or 320
Mbps, called E-links [2] onto a single optical link using the
rad-tolerant GBTX ASIC on the front-end side. The SCA’s
purpose is to interface to control and monitoring signals of
front-end electronics on the detectors, using two redundant
80Mbps E-links to connect to a GBTX.
The SCA employs the HDLC (High-level Data Link Control) protocol on its E-links in a synchronous request-reply
communication pattern. On top of the HDLC data link layer,
a custom protocol has been implemented to address the different hardware devices (or channels) present on the SCA
chip.
The SCA has 16 independent I2 C (Inter-Integrated Circuit) serial bus masters, an SPI serial bus master, a JTAG
∗

paris.moschovakos@cern.ch

serial bus, 32 GPIO ports (General Purpose I/O), an ADC
with 31 analogue inputs, an embedded temperature sensor
and 4 independent DAC. The SCA request and reply message
layout is shown in Fig. 1
SOF

Address Control

From Master to Transact.
Slave (request)
ID
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Master (reply)

Transact.
ID

FCS

Payload

EOF

HDLC
Frame
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…

Data
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Error
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…
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Figure 1: The SCA request and reply message layout.
The channels operate independently from each other in
order to allow concurrent transactions1 and perform concurrent transfers from their end-devices [3].

Functionality and Requirements
The software package is required to provide a high level of
abstraction and means for interfacing to all communication
channels of an SCA profiting from the hardware parallelism
in-between independent channels. In order to ensure reliability, the software needs to do the necessary bookkeeping for
the synchronous communication and transaction tracking.
Moreover, the software is required to achieve high performance and low latency, including features like grouping
of requests to perform lengthy operations, such as fieldprogrammable gate array (FPGA) programming, requiring
transfer of large amounts of data over JTAG. Since thousands
of SCAs will be used in the detector systems, scalability is
an important design aspect. At the same time, monitoring
and control tasks require a high availability of close to 100%,
implying the need of a high level of robustness.
Finally, the software needs to adapt to different communication scenarios of the SCA. A simulated chip needs to
be supported as well as prototype board communication interfaces for development and testing purposes. For the final
production system, the SCA software is interfaced with the
optical link receiver system - FELIX [4, 5] via a dedicated
communication link called netIO [6].

Integration Overview
Figure 2 shows an overview of the SCA integration chain,
illustrating the interplay of the SCA software suite components.
1

Data are gettiing serialized in the physical line, while HDLC sequence
number is used to keep the traffic in order when the data are ready to be
transmitted
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SCA Software Demonstrators

Figure 2: Global picture of the software suite. The SCA Software package, in light blue, comprises the SCA Software API to
communicate with the SCA via different back-ends, the SCA Simulator to emulate SCA traffic for testing and development,
and the Demonstrator tools which are used for standalone operations. The SCA OPC UA server and its ecosystem, in orange,
is the middleware of choice to exchange data with the front-ends. UaoClientForScaOpcUa is a library that clients use to
communicate with the SCA server. Finally, the fwSca module automatizes the integration of the server data into SCADA
systems.

THE SCA SOFTWARE PACKAGE
In the SCA Software package [7] core there is a library
that is structured in modules that implement the required
functionality in various layers. The library was designed
to be flexible and easily adaptable to the diverse systems
intended to use it by its polymorphic HDLC back-end. A
block diagram of the software architecture of this library
is shown in Fig. 3. Moreover, the SCA Software package
contains the Demonstrators which are tools that directly use
the library and are used for testing and for low level diagnostics. Finally, as part of the package, an SCA Simulator was
developed that is able to generate SCA traffic, simulating
realistic SCA behaviour, in order to allow for development
and testing without real hardware.

SPI

I2C

GPIO

JTAG

DAC

Synchronous Service
HDLC Backend
SCA
Simulator

netIO

Synchronous Service
The synchronous service is responsible for transaction
tracking, time-out handling and most importantly synchronization of multiple threads accessing the same SCA. Further, it allows for full concurrency among SCA channels.

SCA Communication Interfaces Library

SCA Software
ADC

created for netIO (for FELIX-based systems), ScaSimulator and for the SCA evaluation board via USB. The HDLC
back-end is independent of the actual SCA data provider
as a polymorphic interface unifying sending requests and
subscribing to replies. It facilitates the handling of the payload and organizes a common addressing scheme among
back-ends.

The SCA communication interfaces library is a high level
abstraction library to control the user interface ports and
the configuration of the ASIC. A user can perform complex
operations e.g. SPI/I2 C configuration of an ASIC or programming a Xilinx FPGA via JTAG etc with simple API
calls.

USB

Figure 3: SCA Software Library stack.

HDLC Back-end
The HDLC back-end is a software abstraction of the backend to be used. The existing back-end implementations were

Accompanying Demonstrators
The SCA Software package also includes standalone low
level tools, called Demonstrators. The Demonstrators which
use the SCA API to perform standalone operations, like I2 C
write/read or ADC monitoring, are used as debugging and
diagnostic tools or as an example of the SCA API usage for
example SPI configuration of a specific ASIC.
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THE SCA OPC UA ECOSYSTEM
The Detector Control Systems (DCS) has chosen OPC UA
[8] as its standard middleware for the following reasons:
• Focus on communicating with industrial equipment
and systems for data collection and control
• Open specification and various implementations available (free or commercial)
• Cross-platform
• Service-oriented architecture
• Inherent complexity
• Robust security
• Integral information model, which is the foundation
of the infrastructure necessary for information integration where vendors and organizations can model their
complex data into an OPC UA namespace.

SCA OPC UA Server
The SCA OPC UA server [9] was implemented using the
quasar [10–12] framework, a software framework for the
efficient creation of OPC UA servers offering a very efficient
development path. The SCA OPC UA server takes advantage of the quasar built-in features such as calculated variables, different types of variables and methods and advanced
threading.
The server architecture divides the SCA channels into
device classes, corresponding to the respective hardware
function such as the I2 C or ADC interfaces. In addition,
a Global Statistician module was developed to collect and
measure general statistics across the setup and to expose the
collected metrics to the clients. Finally, an SCA Supervisor
software module oversees the state of the system and provides supervisory functionality such as automatic recovery
of communication loss with SCAs, SCA ID validation and
other administrative tasks.
The structure of all quasar classes used in the server are
described by the quasar design diagram shown in Fig. 5.
SCA OPC UA Server
TCP/IP

SCA Supervisor

Global Statistician

SCA Software

DAC

GPIO

JTAG

SPI

I2C

ADC

quasar Devices + Address Space

SCA OPC UA Example Client
Client speciﬁc functionality
Uao Client For OPC UA SCA

Figure 4: SCA OPC UA stack.
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SCA OPC UA Clients
Applications from different domains will need to have
access to the same SCA system and use it for distinct purposes. For that reason, the general SCA OPC UA server is
used as the hub from where the data pass and get synchronized, while any specialized application was chosen to be
decentralized (as shown in Fig. 2). This solution makes
the maintenance reasonable, has the advantage of dividing
responsibilities among different communities, allows for
staging e.g. making higher level wrapper applications and
allows for interoperability between diverse clients.
To support the concept, a quasar generated [13] C++ library, namely UaoClientForOpcUaSca [14] is provided for
building ad-hoc OPC UA clients. This library supplies the
interface to the SCA OPC UA server and is created based on
information sourced from the design of the server. Applications in ATLAS, that use the aforementioned library, are
Trigger/DAQ OPC UA clients used for configuration, or peripheral servers which perform sub-detector specific higher
level operations. The simplified architecture of the OPC UA
SCA server and an example SCA OPC UA client that uses
this library is depicted in Fig. 4.
The server allows for the usage of general purpose test
clients for diagnostic purposes such as the UaExpert [15].
Finally, the most common way that an OPC UA server is
used by the DCS is through SCADA WinCC OA [16] based
systems. Those systems employ OPC UA clients which connect to the servers to retrieve the data and visualize the information in a user interface, usually deployed in a counting
room where the system is monitored by a shifter.
In the case of WinCC OA, the OPC UA connectivity is
done via a module, namely fwSca, which is based on code
generated by quasar tooling and is supplied by the SCA
software suite. This module allows for fast integration as
it creates all the necessary configuration in the WinCC OA
side based on a priori information of the SCA OPC UA information schema.

PERFORMANCE
The server has been designed to serve setups of various
sizes and types. The biggest challenge is the NSW (New
Small Wheel) upgrade project of ATLAS. In this system,
6976 SCAs are employed, distributed over different types
of front-end electronic boards. The traffic of the SCAs are
handled by 30 FELIX hosts with 18 optical fibre connections
each, and a similar number of SCA OPC UA servers.
In an early integration setup, the SCA OPC UA server was
tested against a full sector slice of the NSW micromegas
sub-system with 8 detector layers fully equipped with their
front-end electronics. The slice serves 160 SCAs, handled
by a single server which was used in various realistic scenarios. The SCA are separated in three categories/types
of electronics with different functionality and interfaces as
described in the Table 1.
The setup used one FELIX host equipped with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1650 v4 @3.60 GHz. The SCA
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Figure 5: quasar design diagram of SCA OPC UA server.
OPC UA server runs in the FELIX host machine along with
FELIX software. In a first constant-throughput scenario,
a WinCC OA SCADA application was monitoring the analogue inputs from a separate host while three OPC UA clients
were connected and used for diagnostics. In the second burst
traffic scenario, the server was used by 128 additional configuration clients.

request rate was measured to be ∼7800 requests/s for 2192
ADC inputs (each analogue input read consists of two SCA
requests). That resulted in an actual refresh rate of ∼2 Hz per
analogue input. The CPU usage of the server reached ∼25%
in average and the used share of available physical memory
was 340 MB, a metric that is stable and not dependent on
the usage.

Table 1: SCA channel usage in the ATLAS NSW micromegas full

On-demand SCA Traffic - Front-end Configuration

sector slice. The setup was used to evaluate the performance of the
server.

Board Name

MMFE8

ADDC

L1DDC

Functionality

readout
128
15

trigger
aggregator
16
10

data
aggregator
16
9

SCA Numbers
ADC Inputs
Calculated
variables
I2 C Master
I2 C Slave
SPI Slave
GPIO

15

10

9

2
44+60
8
19

6
6
18

2
2
-

Constant-throughput Monitoring Traffic
Even when no configuration activities are performed, the
server is used constantly to provide monitoring data from
the detector electronics. Those data which mostly come
from analogue inputs correspond to the minimum possible
activity of the server. In the aforementioned setup, the global

The most challenging in terms of open sessions and process complexity is the configuration of the front-end boards.
Emulating the cold start of the NSW micromegas detector,
a full sector configuration was attempted in addition to the
constant-throughput monitoring traffic as described above.
During the process, up to 58 concurrent sessions were established from various OPC UA clients. The configuration
clients were programming the front-end electronics using
a combination of interleaving operations in-between GPIO,
I2 C, and SPI totalling around 2700 requests for each SCA.
The global request rate reached ∼35000 requests/s. The
instantaneous CPU usage peaked at 218%. The total time to
initialize all the front-ends was measured to be 10 s.

CONCLUSION
A comprehensive solution for the multi-purpose radiation
tolerant GBT-SCA ASIC was presented. The architecture
allows concurrent usage by multiple applications and emphasizes reliability, availability, and scalability resulting in a
solution suitable for large experimental physics control systems. The software stack provides a high-level abstraction,
taking advantage of all ASIC functions, making communica-
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tion and design aspects of the hardware largely transparent.
The usage of the quasar framework in the design and implementation of the SCA OPC UA ecosystem proved to be an
ideal choice due to its efficient development process which
enabled the users within the detector controls and data acquisition teams to swiftly integrate the GBT-SCA into their
applications. Usability and good performance was demonstrated with a large setup from the New Small Wheel detector
upgrade project within the ATLAS experiment at CERN.

[8] W.Mahnke, S.H. Leitner, and M.Damm. “OPC unified architecture”, Berlin: Springer, 2009.
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BACKWARD COMPATIBLE UPDATE
OF THE TIMING SYSTEM OF WEST
A. Barbuti, G. Caulier, Y. Moudden∗ , T. Poirier, B. Santraine, B. Vincent and the WEST Team†
CEA, IRFM, Saint Paul Lez Durance, France
Abstract
Between 2013 and 2016, the tokamak Tore Supra in operation at Cadarache (CEA-France) since 1988 underwent
a major upgrade following which it was renamed WEST
(Tungsten [W] Environment in Steady state Tokamak). The
synchronization system however was not upgraded since
1999. At the time, a robust design was achieved based on
AMD’s TAXI chip : clock and events are distributed from a
central emitter over a star shaped network of simplex optical
links to electronic crates around the tokamak. Unfortunately,
spare boards were not produced in sufficient quantities and
the TAXI is no longer available. Designing replacement
boards provides an opportunity to investigate new clock and
data recovery (CDR) solutions and extended functionalities
However, backward compatibility is a major constraint given
the lack of resources for a full upgrade of the synchronization
network and electronics. This contribution reports on the
implementation of a custom CDR in full firmware, using the
IOSerDes of Xilinx FPGAs. Preliminary results on Xilinx
development boards are provided.

INTRODUCTION
Making the most of information gathered or distributed
over a large network of sensors and actuators for measurement and control requires some shared sense of simultaneity.
In some cases, it is provided by sufficiently frequent external
events simultaneously observable over the entire array and
on which all measurements can be readjusted in time. Most
often, a facility’s timing system is in charge of generating
and propagating complementary internal events to all its
subsystems in order to achieve the specified rigidity of the
shared time frame in terms of accuracy, precision and offset
of the local time on remote nodes with respect to master
time. As an example, the remarkable state of the art White
Rabbit network [1] provides a generic scalable solution to
synchronize hundreds of nodes with better than nanosecond accuracy over up to10 km optical fibers. Many other
different solutions have been engineered to closely match
the synchronization needs of specific physics experiments
with very different sizes, granularity and constraints ([2–7]).
And the trend is set by the upcoming high luminosity runs
at CERN which demand for even greater accuracy on the
order of a few tens of picoseconds [8].
A common feature of many such synchronization solutions is the use of fast serialisers and deserialisers either
as individual chips or as specific functional blocks inside
modern FPGAs. Deserialisation is possible only if a clock
∗
†

yassir.moudden@cea.fr
http://irfm.cea.fr/WESTteam/

signal is propagated along with the data telling where to
sample and read individual data bits. At higher transmission
rates, a very tight phase relationship between data and clock
is required and is obtained thanks to proper digital encoding
of the data stream acting as a modulation of the carrier clock
frequency. This serves well the purpose of synchronization:
the carrier clock embedded in the high speed serial stream
of data words is distributed and recovered in the physical
layer on each remote node hence providing means to increment local counters at a common rate and to send specific
synchronous command words for instance to reset these
counters, with either known or measurable latency. Last upgraded in 1999 [9], the timing system of WEST (WTS) was
designed based on these ideas and AMD’s TAXI receiver
and emitter chips [10] used for serial communications up to
17.5 Mbyte/s. Unfortunately, the TAXI chip was discontinued shortly after and spare boards had not been produced in
sufficient quantities with respect to the long life span of the
Tokamak. While a functionally compatible circuit is available from Cypress [11], the fact that serial communication
standards have now reached multigigabit rates reasonably
questions the future availability of such low rate SerDes.
The obvious need to design replacement boards in order
to ensure continued operation of the WTS during the next
ten years, is also an opportunity to investigate new clock
and data recovery (CDR) solutions and extend current board
functionalities (e.g., error detection, measurements, etc.)
using up-to-date FPGAs and embedded resources.
Backward compatibility is however a major design constraint given the span of the network, the lack of resources for
a thorough upgrade and the fact that WEST is in operation.
Hence state of the art timing solutions based on high speed
multigigabit serializers [1] such as provided in latest generation FPGAs are not applicable. The following sections
describe the current state of the timing network of WEST
and plans for gradual conservative upgrades. Next, the implementation of a custom replacement CDR in full firmware
is discussed. Finally, preliminary results obtained with prototype firmware and software on Xilinx FPGA development
boards are presented.

WEST TIMING SYSTEM
Current Status
A sketch of the timing infrastructure of WEST (WTS)
is given in Fig. 1: events and clock are distributed from a
central TAXI emitter board over a star shape network of simplex optical links to remote receivers in electronic crates all
around the tokamak for control, safety and data acquisition.
The TAXI receiver includes a CDR circuit to recover the
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Figure 1: Sketch of the Timing System of WEST.
transmitted byte rate clock from the serial data flow. The
master 10 MHz clock sets the byte rate; the resulting bit
rate is 100 Mbps due to serialization and NRZi 4b/5b encoding. The 4b/5b encoding scheme provides special control
and idle codes to recover word boundaries for proper deserialization inside the TAXI receiver chip. Synchronous
events consist in individual bytes broadcasted over this network to sequence plasma phases and data acquisition. In
addition to emitter and receiver boards, the WTS includes
cascadable active Single In Multiple Out (SIMO) optical
splitter boards and a Multiple In Single Out (MISO) concentrator board to funnel up to eight sources of events into
the master emitter and down the network. Inside a typical
cubicle, the deserialized codes and a divided 1 MHz clock
are distributed electrically through ribbon and coaxial cables to dedicated chrono boards in either VME, PXI and
PCIe crates which carry the required logic to interpret the
received commands and drive proper actions related to data
acquisition or control. A greater concentration of functions
for enhanced signal integrity and system maintainability is a
major concern in our plans for upgrade : a direct connection
to the WTS optical network is now possible on the recently
designed chrono board shown in Fig. 2. Figure 3 illustrates
the dispersion of arrival times of synchronous commands
on the TAXI receiver boards in a small subset of 6 cubicles
located at most 20 meters apart : the maximum offset is at
least 250 ns which translates to nearly 50 m in fiber length.
Offset correction to enhance synchronization accuracy using
the PTP algorithm [1, 12] requires monitoring the two way
propagation latencies in real time on symmetric bidirectional
links.

Towards a Full Duplex WTS
Fortunately, fibers were most often run in bundles of six
so that the simplex links of the WEST timing network could
easily be upgraded to full duplex using one of the spares
allowing for an implementation of PTP or at least a periodic
calibration of propagation latencies. Very high precision embedded measurements of time intervals between the moment
a byte is sent to the nodes, received remotely and echoed
back, and the moment the echoed bytes are received back
on the emitter are possible in modern FPGAs using high
resolution TDC (Time to Digital Conversion) and DDMTD
(Digital Dual Mixer Time Difference) implementations [1,
7]. Transmission error monitoring is a further advantage of
duplex links and of the latter acknowledgment mechanism
with clear possibilities for increased robustness, hence all
new hardware for the WTS will be full duplex by design.
The legacy TAXI emitter and receiver boards have recently
been combined in a new design based on the replacement
part TAXI compatible Hotlink CY7C9689A delivered by
Cypress which implements both transmit and receive functions on a single chip. This new board is gradually being
installed on the WTS as a replacement for failing boards
or at new nodes. The redesign of the MISO concentrator
and SIMO splitter boards is also under way. The leading
design idea is that a single MIMO board holding an adequate FPGA can be used for the two different functions to be
implemented in firmware. In the present configuration, the
concentrator board is connected to a master clock generator
board and to the central TAXI emitter board. These could
be integrated into the new design to avoid unnecessary ribbon cable lengths and to increase overall reliability thanks
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Figure 2: New chrono board based on Techway’s PFP-KX7
board. A custom FMC was designed to connect to the WTS
either through the standard ribbon cable (Fig. 1) or directly
to the optical fiber.

Figure 3: Dispersion of arrival times on different end points
of the WTS. The green pulse is from a reference node. The
yellow pulses were recorded on 5 other nodes. Each node
was powercycled several times to check for latency variations.
to clock synchronous logic design targeting the embedded
FPGA. Presently, the concentrator function cannot properly
handle collisions of incoming code words too close in time,
nor provide any monitoring information on their occurence.
The code rate on the inputs of the concentrator is rather low
small, at most 2 KHz on the first of eight inputs which is
connected to the periodic pulse generator of the master clock
board : a deadtime-less firmware design is obvious.
The optical splitter boards of the timing network currently
implement no more than an active replication of an input
optical signal to 16 optical outputs. Here also including
programmble logic resources in the design will allows for
new functionalities. For instance, monitoring the traffic
in and out on each port will provide helpful information to
understand incidents on the timing network. In the meantime,
two spy nodes are dedicated to monitoring the activity on
the network : the byte transmission error rate is on the order
of 10−7 based on the detection of missing byte events in
a periodic sequence of specific bytes sent approximately
every 512 µs. The spy nodes also timestamp and log all
bytes received which are greater than some threshold. A
histogram of the timestamp differences recorded over several
plasma discharges is given in Fig. 4 : the ± 1 µs range is
readily explained by the fact that the recovered codes and
10 MHz clock are locally in phase on each node whereas
the 1 MHz clock used for timestamping is derived from the
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Figure 4: Histogram of timestamp differences for events
recorded on 2 WTS spy nodes during several plasma runs.
10 MHz clock so that it is generally not edge aligned with
the recovered byte codes, and the 1 MHz clocks on each
node are generally not in phase because of propagation and
clock division. Indeed, following a reset of the divider PLL,
the 1 MHz wll lock independently on each node on either
of ten possible phase offsets in steps of 10 ns relative to
the recovered 10 MHz master clock. It is worth mentioning
that resetting or powercycling the TAXI receiver boards
in different cubicles does not modify the measured offset
of arrival times of synchronous commands (Fig. 3) : the
TAXI receivers achieve fixed latency deserialization of the
incoming 100 MHz serial bit stream.
The general lines of the proposed gradual and backward
compatible upgrade of the WTS have been described with
strong expectations in terms of timing accuracy, performance, reliability and maintainability. Nevertheless there
is some risk in relying on the CY7C9689A chip, a reference already more than 15 years old. Hence the next section
discusses the implementation of a custom CDR solution in
firmware targeting up-to-date FPGAs.

FIRMWARE CLOCK AND DATA
RECOVERY FOR WEST
The CDR solution described here, implemented and tested
on a Xilinx Virtex 6 ML605 development board, is based
on the IOSerDes primitive available in nearly all IO blocks
of fairly recent Xilinx FPGA’s [13]. They are commonly
used for on board source synchronous communications with
for instance fast memory components, etc. But they can
also be used as high speed asynchronous samplers for high
resolution edge detection or networking applications [7, 14].
Typically, the maximum double date rate achievable using
this primitive on a speed grade −1 Virtex 6 is 1.1 Gb/s. This
is more than ten times the bit rate of the WTS, a strong indication that handling it directly in firmware without resorting
ton an external CDR chip is possible.

Oversampling
IO blocks that pair to form a differential input also provide access to two cascadable deserializers. These can be
configured into a 10 bit wide serial to parallel converter in
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DDR mode : fed with two opposite500 MHz clocks generated from a local 100 MHz the result is a high speed sampler
operating at 1 GHz, with a ten bit parallel output at 100 MHz
asynchronous relative to the WTS bit stream. The next steps
of the CDR solution appear in Fig. 5. Locking is about detecting transitions in the oversampled data hence locating the
data bits. But the bit limits drift : they were not generated
,
remotely in the same clock domain as the one used locally
for asynchronous sampling. Keeping track of the drifting
data bits and transitions is the purpose of this second logic
function. If the remote clock is slightly slower (resp. faster),
the local bitstream will occasionally underflow (resp. over
flow) meaning that there will occasionally be zero ( resp.
two) valid bits forwarded every clock cycle to the next module in charge of inverting the NRZi encoding. Alignment
comes next : every clock cycle, either 0, 1 or 2 bits from
the previous stage are shifted into a register from which this
function is to recover and track the10 bit word boundaries
thanks to the redundant 4b/5b encoding and the reserved
idle characters which are uniquely discernable by design.
Finally, valid 10 bit words are delivered to the subsequent
module in charge of inverting the 4b/5b encoding. There will
most often be ten clock cycles separating two valid words,
some times only nine and sometimes eleven depending on
the frequency offset between local and remote clocks.
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Figure 6: Jitter on the recovered clock : The oscilloscope is
set in infinite persistence to trigger on the rising edge of the
recovered 1 MHz clock from a Taxi receiver, in purple. The
green trace records the rising clock edges obtained using the
proposed CDR solution. The total measured relative jitter is
approximately 5 ns.

Figure 7: Testing for false positives : The oscilloscope is set
to trigger on codes detected with the custom CDR solution
(yellow) in infinite persistence. The blue trace records the
codes detected with the TAXI receiver. Green and blue are
as in Fig. 6.

Figure 5: Block diagram of the full firmware clock and data
recovery solution designed for the WTS.
Ten-fold oversampling is an overkill regarding data recovery. However, 1 ns resolution on bit transitions is useful
for clock recovery. If needed by external equipement (e.g.,
acquisition boards), a clock signal (1 MHz or 100 KHz) can
be generated using the OSerDes primitive configured to serialize 10 bits at 1 Gb/s by feeding it with proper transitions
based on bit counts and boundary positions detected by the
lock function. The 1 ns resolution of the ISerDes and OSerDes clearly adds jitter to the recovered clock. There are
solutions to increase the sampling resolution up to 100 ps
using ISerDes primitives, but none were found to use the
OSerDesS at this rate.
Results obtained with the proposed CDR solution on a
Xilinx ML605 development board connected to the WTS
are shown in Figs. 6, 7, and 8.

Figure 8: Testing for detection errors : The oscilloscope
is set to trigger on codes detected with the TAXI receiver
(blue) in infinite persistence. The green trace records the
codes detected with the custom CDR receiver (due to jitter,
the latter pulses had to be made longer compared to Fig. 7).

First, the CDR appears to lock durably to the WTS : no
unlocking of the recovered clock with respect to the output
clock from a TAXI receiver board was detected using an oscilloscope with infinite persistence for several hours. There
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are assumptions made in the firmware which will impact
locking : capture and lock ranges still need to be assessed.
A second result, in a similar configuration, is that there were
no observable missed detections nor false detections of the
synchronous code bytes distributed over the WTS.

Ongoing Work
The above CDR module was easily ported from Virtex 6
to Kintex 7, and has been integrated into the firmware of a
new PCIe chrono board design based on the PFP-KX7 PCIe
board [15]. The custom FMC includes adequate optical
transceivers allowing as an option feeding the 100 Mbit/s
serial stream from the WTS directly to the FPGA. Integrated
functionnal tests within the control and data acquisition system of WEST will be performed shortly. Also, the distributed synchronous commands can be timestamped within
the recovered 10 MHz or a divide clock domain. The statistical analysis of the timestamps from this and other chrono
boards also has to be performed.
Meanwhile, more FPGA primitives are being explored
for other CDR solutions with possibly greater performance.
The IOSerDes primitives used above are quite different from
the multigigabit transceivers (e.g., GTP, GTX) available in
the more expensive Xilinx FPGAs. They offer ever rising
performance with bit rates up to 58 Gb/s on Xilinx’s Ultrascale+ GTM serial transceivers [13]. They have been
extensively studied for synchronization purposes and they
take a significant part in many state of the art solutions [1,
7, 16, 17] however with bit rates ten or more times faster
than the 100 Mb/s rate of the WTS. In fact the datasheet of
the Virtex 6 ( resp. Kintex 7) specifies a minimum bit rate
of 480 Mb/s (resp. 500 Mb/s). Nevertheless the GTX and
all its constituents make up a complexe balck-box so that it
is hard to tell what behaviour to expect when it is not used
strictly within bounds. The GTX primitive includes a phase
measurement block, a voltage controlled oscillator, a CDR
cricuit : it is is currently being investigated as yet another
alternative clock recovery option for WEST. Another feature
of the WTS is that the serial bitstream consistes almost exclusively of 4b/5b protocol so-called SYNC (JK) characters and
synchronous user data codes are scarce. The resulting signal
is nearly square and periodic : the use of FPGA embedded
PLL primitives and external jitter cleaner chip in the design
of CDR solutions for WEST is also being investigated.

CONCLUSION
Maintaining the timing network to ensure continued operation of WEST in the next years offers opportunities for a
backwards compatible and gradual upgrade. Several actions
have been discussed including a move towards a full duplex network to allow propagation offset correction, a higher
concentration of functions for higher signal integrity and
overall timing accuracy, and an increased use of FPGAs and
SoCs for greater flexibility and independence. In fact, a full
firmware CDR solution was developped and tests are ongo-
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ing. The overall goal is to gradually enhance the accuracy
of the WTS, its reliability and its maintainability.
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IT INFRASTRUCTURE FOR SAFETY SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT AT ESS
S. Armanet∗ , R. Mudingay† , European Spallation Source, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
The Control System Infrastructure team has deployed a
dedicated isolated environment to support Safety Systems
development at ESS.
We have tried to take advantage of our standardised infrastructure components for controls like virtualization, centralized storage, system orchestration and software deployment
strategy. Because we already have all these components
in place for our Control System IT infrastructure we have
decided to treat engineering workstations as disposable components in an isolated and dedicated virtualized environment.
We have designed the environment to control who and when
users can access the development environment, from which
device, to which workstations and what they can run in this
environment.

INTRODUCTION
Safety systems design and development are critical parts
of ESS development and operation phases. They are controlled and reviewed by the Swedish nuclear safety authorities and a priority in our cyber security plans. The development process has to follow a well defined security plan
and risk assessment and the development environment has
to follow these rules. Basically these rules are to answer
these questions:
• who can access the development environment?
• when can these users can access it?
• from which devices?
• to which engineering workstations?
• to do what?
In the ICS infrastructure team we have decided to implement engineering workstations has disposable workstations
so that we simplify the requirements on managing Windows
workstations. These workstations run on a network that is
completely stand alone and isolated from any other network.
The only way to access them is using the Remote Desktop Protocol from controlled clients. This environment is
fully virtualized which permit us to achieve these goals in a
flexible and automated way.
We provide all required tools to program safety systems in
a controlled way and we are evaluating a way to interact with
external hardware from this environment by using dedicated
transfer workstation with ad hoc controls and restrictions.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Infrastructure
Because our orchestration process allows us to easily target where we want to deploy virtual machines, we have
∗
†

stephane.armanet@esss.se
remy.mudingay@esss.se

Figure 1: System description.
decided to split our infrastructure (see Fig. 1) in different
virtualization cluster and network layers [1].
This way we can easily adapt each cluster to its specific
use case and manage network connectivity specifically for
each cluster. We use a simple open source Virtualization
solution for our clusters and our orchestration tool talk to
it’s API to deploy virtual machine. This is to avoid complex
virtualization solution and keep the management of different
cluster easy within a small team.
The virtualization solution supports multi-user, distributed management, 2 factor authentication, High availability and live VM and storage migration. VM location
are defined in our CMDB based on network membership,
functional group membership or host based definition. Our
clusters are composed of at least 3 nodes for redundancy,
maintainability and high availability.
We have a shared storage back-end.At the moment our storage is based on replicated ZFS NAS. We use ZFS snapshots
send/receive as backup tool for safety systems.
Our plan is to deploy our clusters across 3 data centres/server rooms to avoid split brain scenario. Our storage
cluster will also be redundant across these 3 server rooms.
We will share a common storage cluster but with dedicated
pools for each environment.

Orchestration
We use Ansible as automation tool. Our roles and playbooks are hosted on an internal gitlab repository and use our
CMDB (CSentry) as dynamic inventory.
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We use git as version control software. All our roles
and playbook are automatically tested in the continuous
integration pipeline using Ansible Molecule.
We use Artifactory as internal software repository for all
kinds of packages (Linux RPM, conda, simple archives ...).
AWX is used as job scheduler and allow us to delegate to
users the execution of certain tasks.
For instance, safety system engineers are allowed to upload their PLC code reports that include safety code checksum by executing a predefined job using AWX.
Ansible is used to create VM, deploy and configure software, ensure that each system is in the state that has been
described by the configuration management process.
The orchestration also permit to automatically configure network switches and assign VLANs according to our
CMDB.

Engineering Workstations
Each safety system run on it’s own isolated network. Some
common resources are shared across these networks for cost
and maintenance efficiency. The common resources are
also part of the isolated environment on a separate virtual
network. An internal firewall sits in the middle of all these
virtual networks to prevent safety systems to reach each
others as well as permit access to these common resources.
It could also be used as a NATing device to allow communication from a dedicated transfer workstation to external
devices for programming and upgrades. This could only
be done with enforced connection control and authorisation
management to the external devices.
We install Windows workstations and infrastructure services using our orchestration process relying on these tools:
• Ansible for configuration management [2, 3]
• gitlab for code and playbook version control
• CSentry has CMDB and system tuning [4]
• Ansible tower (AWX) as task scheduler and deployment
system [5]
• Artifactory as internal software repository [6]
Linux systems are installed and updated by a scripted
installation process managed by an Ansible playbook. Windows systems are installed by cloning a template.
Windows systems are managed as disposable systems,
we manage updates by re-deploying these workstations. We
provide all ad-hoc components into the isolated environment
as the orchestration allow us the provision any number of
instances for these components:
• Network services: DNS and DHCP. We assign predefined MAC addresses and DHCP reservation to our
virtual machine from as defined in our CMDB.
• Authentication and Windows domain membership: we
have deployed a dedicated Windows Active Directory
Forest that has a trust relationship with our central Forest. This allows the registration/suppression of Windows workstations without the need to open Windows
communication outside of the isolated environment.
The trust relationship allow users to use their central
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forest account to authenticated on the engineering workstations.
Dedicated PLC code repository: this is to allow users
to store their project outside of the engineering workstations with version control. It could also act as a source
to transfer PLC code to the real devices.
File Services: as our workstations are disposable, this is
to allow users to save documents that are outside of the
version controlled projects.This way we can re-deploy
their workstations at any time(ie: software updates).
This also act as temporary internal software repository,
anti-virus server and back end storage to send reports
with code checksums outside of the isolated environment.
HTTP proxy: to allow antivirus updates from the file
server.
Syslog relay: to send all logs to an external logging
facility.

User Access
Access to the engineering workstations are only allowed
through a privileged access management (P.A.M) or admin
bastion solution.
Users can only access their workstations using the RDP
protocol. File transfer are disabled and RDP sessions could
be recorded. Depending on how critical the system is, we can
enforce RDP connection to come from a controlled device.
We use several functions of the P.A.M to achieve a good
user control:
• 2 Factor Authentication: to ensure that the user logged
in is the right person.
• Per user access rules: a user can only access a specific
list of workstations from a well known remote desktop
client.
• Adaptive Approval workflow: A user can have automatic approval (with the requirement of filling an access
form) to access a development workstation. When there
is a need for real device access, the workflow could be
enforced to explicit approval by a system owner. In
that case the user would have to connect to a specific
transfer workstation where these rules would apply.
• Program execution control: even if we control which
software has been installed on the engineering workstations, the P.A.M provide the capability to block the
execution of applications. This could help to enforce
the control of transfer workstations.
• Session recording - 4 eyes monitoring: RDP sessions
can be recorded and/or followed by an external administrator. This feature could also be used to secure code
transfer to external devices.
We try to avoid users to work from their own workstations
(personal computers connected to the Office network). We
have deployed hardened linux workstations to be used as
remote desktop clients (Thinclient). These workstations are
not connected to the office network.
Users can only execute the remote desktop client from
these workstations. They can’t run any other software or
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open a shell connection. USB storage is disable. Local
access (BIOS,boot loader ) are password protected.
Users have to be explicitly allowed to connect to one of
these Thinclient. Local firewall rules prevent the users to
open connection to other remote servers than the P.A.M.
These Thin Clients are supposed to be installed in a locked
room only accessible by safety system engineers.

CONTROLS AND MONITORING
Controls
Figure 2 shows the controls and monitoring structure:
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and controls on which file can be uploaded. The file server
acts as a pivot in that process for virus checking. We try to
avoid interaction between system administration and user
content. We backup the virtualization plate-form as a whole
so that we don’t need to get access inside each workstation.
The P.A.M provide application execution control capabilities. We could define a white list of application that a user is
able to run on an engineering or transfer workstation. This
also give us the capability to alert in case of bad behaviour
of a workstation.
Logs are centralized to our central logging solution. This
helps to perform correlation analysis and monitoring regarding the technical network as a whole. Network connection
inside the isolated environment are managed by the virtualization plate-form. Physical devices network access are
automatically assigned by our orchestration process (CMDB
+ Ansible + Radius).

Monitoring and Threat Prevention

Figure 2: Controls and monitoring structure.
Software Control All software are deployed form a
dedicated software repository to each safety system. This
way we have a strict control on what can be installed on the
engineering workstations and their versions.
Software are installed in a VM template. If there is a need
for a new software or for updates, our process is to re-deploy
the workstations. All PLC code is version controlled using
a dedicated software. This software also acts as a central
repository for up to date PLC code. It could be used as
source repository for real device programming or firmware
upgrades (through dedicated transfer workstation). The PLC
code repository can use the file server to host it’s database
backup.
Users can also save their documents on a personal share
on the file server.
Users needs to send report containing PLC code safety
checksums. They use a delegation from our orchestration
tool to upload they’re PDF report outside of the isolated
environment. The orchestration provide user authentication

The safety system environment is monitored like all others
systems part of the Control System infrastructure. We use
standard monitoring and threat detection components and
try to centralize as much as possible these information to
enable log correlation.
Our monitoring infrastructure is hosted on a dedicated
cluster for efficient monitoring and combined different kind
of tools:
• log centralisation: we use syslog as much as possible
but our central syslog tool is a combination of syslog-ng
(archiving) and graylog (indexation, correlation, alerting). Graylog provide some nice features for non-syslog
kind of logs (windows, java applications ...)
• System Monitoring: we mainly use Zabbix as monitoring solution but as our infrastructure is growing we
are slowly combine it with Prometheus which provide
a nice and efficient time series database.
• Threat Detection: we use a L7 next generation type of
firewall which provides its own threat prevention capabilities combined with an open-source IPS deployed
across most of our networks. Our Privileged Access
Management solution also provide in-depth remote
desktop session analysis and blocking capabilities. We
use Graylog for alerting and dashboarding
• Sflow: we collect sflowsamples from our main switches
and routers as well as our virtualization infrastructure to
be able to see inter-VMtraffic. We centralize all streams
on a powerful open-source collector (Elastiflow) which
provides useful dashboards.
• Dashboarding and alerting: we mainly use Grafana
connected to the Zabbix and Prometheus databases.
We have different kinds of alerting media (Web, slack,
email). Alerts are mainly coming from Zabbix, we are
currently building alerts based Prometheus.
• Network probes and Security centre: This is an ongoing
project. We are currently studying the possibility to
deploy network scanner connected to a central security
centre. The security centre will be linked to a ticketing
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systems which will help us to schedule system upgrades
as well as react to emergency situations. This system
will be linked to our orchestration solution (manual or
automatic job scheduling).

CONCLUSION
We have built a scalable development environment that
can host projects isolated from each others. We have also
built a cost effective infrastructure by using mainly open
source software and shared resources (virtualisation, compute and storage). Some components are still in under development like log correlation, threat detection and SIEM
(Security Information and Event Management), but we are
confident that we have a sustainable and secure plate-form
to support safety and critical systems developments for ESS.
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BEAM SYNCHRONOUS DATA ACQUISITION USING
THE VIRTUAL EVENT RECEIVER
G. Mun, W. W. Lee, G. Kim, J. Hu, C. B. Kim, H. S. Kang
Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, Pohang, Korea
Abstract
The 4th generation light source, PAL-XFEL, is an X-ray
free electron laser in Pohang, Korea. One of key features
of the event timing system in the PAL-XFEL, the beam
synchronous acquisition is used in many beam diagnostics
and analysis and the species of that increase gradually. In
order to reduce the cost for event receivers which are required for operating the beam synchronous acquisition and
to resolve the difficulty of the limited platform dependant
on event receivers, we developed the virtual event receiver
system receiving timestamps and BSA information from an
event generator not using real event receivers. In this paper,
we introduce the software architecture of the virtual event
receiving system and present test results of it.

Figure 1: Data acquisition among IOCs in an event timing
system using EVRs and an EVG.

BEAM SYNCHRONOUS ACQUISITION
Event timing system is one of the key infra systems to
control accelerators, which basically controls triggers for
each instrument and system in an accelerator system. The
event timing system generally consists of event generators
and event receivers. The event generator, EVG, generates
event definitions which are scheduled in a time sequence
according to the operation policy in an accelerator system.
The event receiver, EVR, generates trigger signals for clients such as modulators, instrument for diagnostics, and
low level RF controllers based on the information transferred from the EVG. This event information includes each
timestamp corresponding to each event. The event timing
system of the PAL-XFEL consists of the hardware implemented by the MicroResearch Finland Co. and the
software developed for the LCLS [1-3].
The event timing system of the PAL-XFEL supports the
beam synchronous acquisition, BSA, which is useful for
analysing the correlations among several client devices by
collecting data in terms of same beam pulse as realized in
the LCLS [4]. Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing to describe the concept of BSA by using the EVG and EVRs.
Each client input output controller, IOC, has an EVR which
receives event pattern information from the EVG IOC.
Figure 2 shows the orbit correction system used in PALXFEL. This orbit correction system uses the real-time
beam position data taken in BSA by the beam position
monitors. The BSA is also used to measure beam profiles
by using the wire scanners in the PAL-XFEL, which is especially essential to correct the jitter of the raw data from
the wire scanners.

Figure 2: Orbit correction system using BSA to take synchronous beam positons with the beam position monitors
in the PAL-XFEL.

Figure 3: Typical example of beam profile measurement
with wire scanner using BSA.

VIRTUAL EVENT RECEIVER
The EVR has three major roles in the event system of the
PAL-XFEL. The first one is to generate trigger signals. The
generation of trigger signal are processed by the FPGAs
embedded in the EVR. The other functions are to transfer
the information related with the timestamp and BSA from
the EVG as mentioned before.
The actual works to generate timestamps and taking data
in BSA can be processed by the CPU of an IOC. The EVRs
are simply interconnect the information related with the
events between the EVG and the client IOCs or the processors. Therefore, if we realize the function of delivering information related with BSA and timestamp by using a separated simple micro-computer and if the client system can
make the trigger signal based on the received event data
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from the EVG, we can make the client system work as if
an EVR is running in the client system.
Figure 3 shows the proposed scheme, namely virtual
EVR. The virtual EVR concept requires a software to process transferring the EVG information instead of a real
EVR hardware. In an actual EVR, the EVR’s controlling
CPU transfers the received EVG’s buffer data through an
interrupt service routine, ISR. In the virtual EVR, this is
processed by the publisher’s CPU and the subscriber’s
CPU through another communication network. We also
make the EVG do not any tasks related with the virtual
EVR to guarantee the reliability of the event timing system.
The virtual EVR publisher sends the buffer data received
from the EVG to the virtual EVR subscribers within 10 μs.
The virtual EVR subscriber invokes an ISR using the data
stream to make timestamps and to make clients run in BSA
mode. Since a publisher may has n number of subscribers
as shown in Fig. 4, it is possible to construct cost effective
BSA system with the virtual EVR system. We realized this
virtual EVR’s publisher and subscriber software based on
the zeroMQ which supports most platform in free [5].
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Figure 5: Screen image of virtual EVR subscriber pattern
diagnostics. Fiducial Delay = 18 μs, Fiducial Delay Min. =
4 μs, Fiducial Delay Max. = 35396 μs, Fiducial Avg. =
16 μs.
Figure 6 shows the test result of the virtual EVR which
uses the virtual EVR subscriber implemented on a Raspberry Pi which is a cheap but compact enough to test it.

Figure 4: Concept of virtual event receiver.

Development & Experiment
The existing EVR driver software for a real EVR device
provides a powerful diagnosis tool for the event timing system, which is also useful for debugging the virtual EVR
system. Figure 5 shows a typical screen image of the EVR
diagnostics software at the case of the virtual EVR. We verified the performance of the virtual EVR subscribers by
checking the fiducial delay corresponding to the receiving
time of the event code, 1, transferred with the rate of
360 Hz. While the deviation of the average of that is very
small, the difference between the maximum and the minimum of the fiducial delay is large, which is due to the reason that the virtual EVR was developed and tested on a virtual Linux PC environment which may occur unexpected
latency.

Figure 6: Screen images of the BSA test by using a virtual
EVR on a Raspberry Pi. (a) Defining an event for a BSA.
(b) Setting detail parameters for the BSA. (c) Monitoring
the test result.
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Virtual EVR for LLRF Controller
52 RF klystron modules are installed in the linear accelerator the PAL-XFEL. Since each RF module is controlled
and monitored by a low level RF controller, namely LLRF,
52 LLRFs are working in the PAL-XFEL [6]. The LLRF of
the PAL-XFEL does not have an EVR device unlike other
BSA devices such as beam position monitors, but was designed to work as a virtual EVR subscriber so as to evaluate
BSA function in the LLRF.
Figure 7 shows the screen image of the diagnostics of
BSA for the all LLRFs. This software was developed by
using the GUI of the Control System Studio, CSS [7]. The
received count number means the number of data streams
per second, which shows that the each RF module runs in
proper pulse rate. The timestamps are based on the event
buffer stream transferred from the EVG, representing a
global time base. Because we set the number of data to
store in a BSA buffer is 1000 even though the maximum
value is 2800, the numbers of the four BSA data, BSA1,
BSA2, BSA3, and BSA4 are all 1000 in this case and the
every LLRF gathers 1000 data for each BSA.
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monitors in the PAL-XFEL. The amplitude and the phase
were acquired by the LLRFs with the virtual EVR, but the
dump beam positions were acquired by the beam position
monitors with hardware type EVR.

Figure 8: Correlation check RF vs Beam Energy (Dump
BPM) .

CONCLUSION
We developed a virtual EVR system which can make the
system without physical EVR hardware by using a software consisted of the virtual EVR publisher and the virtual
EVR subscribers requiring an independent network communicating the event information related with the time
stamp and the BSA. Because it is independency from platform, this architecture has advantages in cost saving and
extendibility, comparing to the hardware type EVR, even
though it needs independent network resource.
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MODERNIZATION PLANS FOR FERMILAB'S
ACCELERATOR CONTROL SYSTEM
Dennis J. Nicklaus, Fermilab, Batavia, USA
Abstract
The control system, ACNET, for Fermilab's accelerator
complex has enabled the lab's scientific mission for decades. ACNET has evolved over the years to incorporate
new technologies. However, as Fermilab prepares to enter
a new era with its PIP-II superconducting linear accelerator, ACNET is at a crossroads. There are several components that are either obsolete or outdated, or certainly will
be over the long lifetime of PIP-II. We have begun a plan
to modernize our accelerator control system. This paper
discusses some of the obsolete hardware and software that
needs to be replaced and lays out options and technologies
that we might adopt as part of this modernization effort.

BRIEF HISTORY
Fermilab’s control system, ACNET [1], was developed
in the early 1980s for the Tevatron. It was developed as a
three-tied system, having 1) front-end systems responsible
for the data acquisition from field busses, 2) a central services layer featuring a centralized relational database containing information about all the devices connected
through the control system, and 3) the user interface and
application layer. A custom, connectionless UDP datagram
protocol supports the communication between the computer nodes in the control system. This architecture has
proven very resilient over the decades, reliably supporting
the physics program of the lab as the set of accelerators and
beam lines has grown more complicated over the decades,
growing through the Main Injector and Recycler era, to our
current set of neutrino, muon, and other fixed target experiments.

MODERNIZATION NEEDS
Hardware and software need updating at all three tiers of
the control system. There are a variety of updates that we
are beginning to plan, and these can range from a simple
upgrade to a more modern computer, to a complete redesign of a particular sub-system.

Front-end and Field Bus
Many of the front-end data acquisition systems are
VME-based. Most of these run under the VxWorks operating system, but a substantial number (125) of general purpose I/O units in our linac and elsewhere, known here as
IRMs, run PSOS as their operating system. There is very
little experience in PSOS at Fermilab (or anywhere), so
moving off that platform is a priority. But we would also
like to begin moving away from VxWorks to Linux.
VxWorks has served our needs well, but with the evolution
of processor speed and Linux real-time extensions, we no
longer think that VxWorks is providing much benefit for
its cost.

Inside these VME crates, we have a substantial number
of processor cards based on the 68040 CPU, which came
out in 1990. Obviously, upgrading these obsolete processors is a priority. Continued support of these older processor cards means we have to make compromises in rolling
out features for our front-end software framework. Beyond
the very ancient 68040 processors, we have several systems that rely on end-of-life cards such as the
MVMEV2400 series cards. Since we need to upgrade
these old processor cards, we are also evaluating other bus
architectures to replace the VME bus with something such
as MicroTCA.
One priority in the modernization effort is to replace our
CAMAC hardware. Fermilab has a lot of CAMAC data acquisition and control hardware. This technology (dating to
the 1970s) has not been commercially available for approximately 20 years, and we can no longer buy chips and parts
for our custom-built cards. Some of the CAMAC cards
could be replaced by general purpose I/O available in
PLCs. We have prototype implementations of replacements for some other CAMAC functionality but need to
deploy multiple instances across the accelerator complex.

Central Services
One of the key features of ACNET is its central database
for information about all the devices and nodes in the control system. The central database is implemented with the
Sybase relational database product. The Fermilab accelerator controls department is currently working on replacing
Sybase with the open source Postgress.
On the hardware side of our central services we also have
aging computing infrastructure. The cluster of computing
nodes that run the core software and the operations consoles and user applications are due for replacement.

Applications and User Interface
Our core ACNET user interface is based on X-Windows.
While highly functional, this results in a somewhat dated
look and feel for our interface, and we need to be cognizant
of the possibility that X-Windows may not be supported by
the Linux community indefinitely. Since we have over 500
custom applications, porting them to any new technology
is a significant effort

Power Supplies
High power (20kW to 500kW) power supplies are another example of our infrastructure that is aging and needs
replacement. We have 181 of these power supplies that are
over 35 years old. Here again, we can no longer buy parts
for these critical accelerator components. These were built
on 1960s and 1970s engineering standards and one reason
for upgrading them is to get more modern designs with up-
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to-date safety standards built-in. Due to accelerator requirements for fast and precise voltage and current loop
regulation, our power supplies require high precision and
low noise components, and the regulation and controls for
them is developed in-house.

PIP-II AND EPICS
Fermilab is in the process of building PIP-II, a new superconducting linac as the first element in our accelerator
chain. Fermilab has decided to use Epics as the control system for PIP-II. Historically at Fermilab, we have benefited
from having one unified control system for the whole complex. So, we have several conflicting simultaneous goals:
• Continue normal accelerator operations during PIP-II
construction
• Modernize and upgrade the existing controls system
• Have compatibility between PIP-II and the rest of the
complex.
It is clear that we will be integrating more closely with
Epics and moving the entire system to be more aligned
with Epics in the future. For us, this will include investigating which Epics clients/applications we want to adapt,
such as for archiving, alarms, or general user interface displays. We expect to implement more “bridging” between
Epics and ACNET and we do have some experience with
this bridging. For instance, in the past we implemented an
ACNET plug-in for the EDM Epics Display Manager, and
we currently have software that allows ACNET to read or
set Epics Process Variables using Epics’ Channel Access
[2]. In the future, we plan to more tightly integrate Epics
with ACNET by modifying the middle layers of our control system so that, ideally, a client application doesn’t
need to know which type of device/PV it is accessing.
We are also actively investigating best practices from
other labs for managing IOCs, software, and PVs, using
applications such as Channel Finder.

SCOPE
Table 1 shows roughly the number of lines of code encompassed by the current ACNET control system. This
gives a rough idea of the effort required to modernize and
integrate with Epics.
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Table 1: Lines of Code in ACNET
Software Type
Core Libraries
Console Apps
SA Applications
Console Service
Java Inf &Apps
Erlang Frontend
VME Frontend
IRM VME FE
EE Support FE
Linac VME FE

Lines of Code
3234k
4122k
264k
251k
1841k
89k
2993k
221k
105k
140k

CONCLUSION
We have identified multiple areas of obsolete hardware
and software in the ACNET control system. We have concrete plans for replacing some of these sub-systems, and
for others we are still developing a modernization path.
Additionally, we are also moving to align our control system more closely with Epics as Fermilab moves into the
PIP-II era. The exact extent and speed of our modernization will depend on funding, which is still being negotiated.
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DATABASE SCHEME FOR ON-DEMAND BEAM ROUTE SWITCHING
OPERATIONS AT SACLA/SPring-8
K. Okada†, N. Hosoda, T. Ohshima, T. Sugimoto, M. Yamaga,
Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute, Hyogo, Japan
T. Fujiwara, T. Fukui, H. Maesaka, T. Maruyama, T. Okada,
RIKEN SPring-8 Center, Hyogo, Japan
O. Morimoto, Y. Tajiri, SPring-8 Service Co. Ltd., Hyogo, Japan
Abstract
At SACLA, the X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) facility,
the electron linac operates in time-sharing (equal duty)
mode between beamlines. The upgrade plan of the facility
includes varying the duty factor on an on-demand basis and
bringing the beam into the SPring-8 storage ring. Lowemittance beams are ideal for the next generation storage
ring. In every 60 Hz repetition cycle, we must deal a bunch
of electrons to each beamline properly. The challenge here
is we must keep the beam quality for the XFEL demands
while responding occasional injection requests from the
storage ring. This paper describes the database system that
supports both SACLA/SPring-8 operations. The system is
a combination of RDB and NoSQL databases. In the ondemand beam switching operation, the RDB maintains the
parameters to define sequences, which include a set of 1-s
route patterns and a bucket sequence for the injection. Data
analysis is a post-process to build an event for a certain
route, because not all equipment receives the route command in real time. This paper presents the preparation status toward the standard operation for beamline users.

DATABASE AT THE SITE
Overall Scheme
The database at SACLA/SPring-8 supplies a platform
for operating the accelerators. Instead of having various independent systems, all subsystems are to follow a common
rule in the data storage and this allows the simplification of
the correlation analyses. A schematic view of the data
stream from a viewpoint of databases at the site is presented in Figure 1. Parameter DB manages signal information that are read by each DAQ component before data
logging, and DAQ components push the data to Online DB.
Operations of slow feedback control often use Online DB
as the data source. The data in Online DB are eventually
moved to Archive DB with a size reduction process. Parameter DB also stores various operation setup parameters
and calibration factors in an organized format.
The unified data format allows for the provision of a
global alarm service. The alarm service monitors signals
periodically and compared with a simple set point. The results are stored in Parameter DB.

INTRODUCTION
The upgrade plan of SPring-8 is to build a fourth-generation ring-based synchrotron radiation light source [1]. The
role of SACLA will be to provide high quality electron
beams as an injector. In the top-up mode, SACLA is expected to respond to requests from the storage ring while
running as a source of XFEL beam lines. This route switch
must be operated in a selected bunch of the accelerator’s
60 Hz cycle. After the injection into the storage ring, characteristics of electron bunches must be returned back to
meet the demand of XFEL emission. In addition to the
kicker magnet for routing, the RF units must be tuned to
set energies and bunch shapes accordingly.
Though the upgrade project is still in the planning stage,
realizing SACLA as an injector to the current SPring-8
storage ring has benefits which include reductions in the
electric power consumption and the maintenance cost of
the current dedicated injector apparatus.
Restructuring of the accelerator control system to enable
a unified operation of SACLA and SPring-8 [2] is mostly
established. In this paper, we describe the scheme of database at the site with a focus on the beam route switching
operation.

Figure 1: Data stream from the viewpoint of a database.

Parameter Database
Parameter DB is the entry point of every application that
need to access data. It is so important that a limited number
of librarians control updates of contents. Users who add
new equipment will submit a request to register it onto the
database.
DAQ/messaging: Parameter DB has a list of signals for
the DAQ and messaging. The signals are for equipment
and are sorted by group/subgroup categories. Each host

___________________________________________
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may hold several DAQ processes. The signal name is normally determined to match the scheme of the SVOC format
used in the control messaging protocol (i.e.
“get/xfel_llrf_238_iq_cav_pickup_ave/amplitude”).
The DAQ type is attached to a signal. In the “poller” type,
point data are stored with a timestamp and the typical cycle
is 5 s. In the “sync” type, the DAQ is synchronized with a
trigger and data are stored with an event number. In
SACLA, there are 60 Hz “sync” signals that match the accelerator cycle. In addition to point data, 1-dimensional
and 2-dimensional data are to be implemented.
The settings of the alarm type, criteria, alarm history and
the current alarm status are also stored in Parameter DB.
Operation parameters: Parameter DB also stores the
operation parameters such as equipment settings, calibration parameters, and operation sequence. It used to be a
place of random personal spreadsheets strongly connected
to specific applications. However, by taking the opportunity of the system overhaul towards unified operation of
SACLA/SPring-8, this is also under reviewed [3].
Values are stored connected to an “id” and a “key”. The
“id” is an identification number in an ID list (e.g. equipment list) and the “key” is a keyword that represents attribution e.g. (id, key) is (qmag_1_2, current). When a chain
type relationship or categorization is needed, an ID-to-ID
relationship is defined and by limiting the format, the same
set of interfaces to access can be applied.
A set of values forms a group and once a series of operations or studies are completed, they are moved from the
working table to the storing table with an auto-incremented
version number. A tree type structure of groups enables the
operation to be applied on a set of groups.
The keyword must be simple and clear, and groups must
be sorted by types and by frequencies of updates as this
will minimize confusion. The current groups of operation
parameters are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: List of operation parameters management groups.
There are 3 trees here, SR, SRCODBPM_ARC, and XFEL.
The upper layer group can manage its family groups.
Hardware: We run 10.2.12-MariaDB [4] on Fault-Tolerant Server [5] to assure a high level of reliability for
SACLA/SPring-8 Parameter DB, since every access starts
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from here. The messaging broker service, another important component of the control system, also runs here.

Data Logging Database
Online database: Online DB must catch up data streams
from DAQ processes. We selected a noSQL database (Cassandra 2.2.11) [6] by taking writing capabilities. In the current set, each node holds a 2-TB SSD disk. The number of
nodes determines the data storage ability and the reduction
of workloads. SACLA and SPring-8, each have Online DB
and their specifications are summarized in Table 1. In
SACLA, the sync data of 60 Hz is dominant and the data
can stay for about a half year. The massive 1D, 2D data are
stored separately in a file format, and only the metadata is
managed by Online DB.
Table 1: Online Database Specification and Data Volume
as of the First Half of 2019
SACLA
SPring-8
#Cassandra
44
20
nodes
pol rate [kHz]
18.4
13.9
sync rate
114.
2.5
[kHz]
5
Archive database: The final destination of the data is
Archive DB, and data are skimmed and packed in tables of
10.2.12-MariaDB [4]. The reduction factor depends on signals, for example, the 60 Hz sync data are reduced to between 1 and 2 Hz.

READING FROM THE DATABASE
Interfaces
Users are not allowed to connect to the databases directly
to avoid accidental mistakes. They access the database
through standardized interfaces prepared by the control
group.
C-library database functions: Operational graphical
user interface software (GUIs) are built on the C-library of
access functions. One may read the conditions of accelerator from the database and use them for slow feedback controls. These operational set points can be labelled and
stored in Parameter DB.
Python interface: A set of Python scripts is not open to
general users and access is only limited to the managers. It
builds a viewer service on the web described later sections
of this paper. Management tasks such as adding new signals or setting operation parameter tables are conducted using the set of python scripts.
Rest-API interface: The script-based interface is not
open with a fear of mishandling because of its flexibility.
Hence analyzers have requested for convenient access to
the database especially from the offline side.
A limited set of access functions are provided with the
rest API interfaces as a trial run. The access log will be analyzed to judge what types of safety nets are needed to
make this service to be open to general users.
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Web Viewer Service
A web-cgi service is provided to allow users to check
trends of signals. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show examples of
this data viewer. Correlation analysis is also possible by
adding multiple data on one panel. It also serves as a portal
for viewing the contents of Parameter DB.

Figure 5: Alarm service.

OPERATION STATUS

Figure 3: Viewer for “poller” data.

The restructuring of the control system to the current
style was started in 2018 [3]. Several problems with the
hardware that affects the operation of the accelerator have
been encountered, and are listed in Table 2. All the problems were related to one Cassandra node except for one
network problem. The network problem could have been
avoided if the link aggregation had been correctly set. The
Cassandra cluster has a redundancy to down nodes, however, it turned out the DAQ application connected to that
particular node was vulnerable depending on the type of
problem. This was overcome by setting up a detection
scheme and an easy recovery procedure.
Table 2: Database Hardware Problem Since 2018
Date
5/12/2018
12/5/2018
3/1/2019
4/30/2019

Problem
Parameter DB: TRX down + LAG
setting error
SACLA Cassandra node #17 hung-up
SACLA Cassandra node #36 hung-up
SACLA Cassandra node #40 hung-up

ON-DEMAND BEAM ROUTE
SWITCHING OPERATION
Abstract of the Project
Figure 4: Viewer for “sync” data. Selections can be set by
either the time or the event-tag range. This example shows
the 60 Hz alternate outputs for an equal duty two-beamline
switching operation.

Alarm Service
This is an example of C-library applications and is illustrated in Figure 5. The application has a loop of a typical
cycle of 5 s to check signals. The judgements are recorded
in the tables in Parameter DB which other display and
voice application responses. The alarm status and related
history is also viewed on the web page.

As an injector to the storage ring, SACLA needs to respond to the injection requests while serving the XFEL
beamlines. On a request for the injection which comes approximately 60 s intervals, the kicker magnet and all the
RF components must fire correctly in one of the 60 Hz
shots.
This route switch command is shared through a reflective memory network [7]. Here we decided to handle them
by pre-determined sets of 60 routes (= 1 s pack), instead of
random shots of 60 Hz. The details is in elsewhere [8].

Database for On-demand Beam Route
Switching
Considering the latency of the TCP/IP network connection and furthermore the eventual consistency policy in
Cassandra used for Online DB, the role of the database system is limited to a repository and a post-process.
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Parameter sets: A new parameter set group for the route
pattern was prepared. Each set of beam routes of 60 (= 1 s
pack) had a name and a version number (Figure 6 top). The
beam route was stored according to the sequence number
(Figure 6 bottom-left), and each bit of the value was defined (Figure 6 bottom-right).
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Since fall, SACLA delivers beams to XFEL beamlines
with the even share mode as before, however, it is now controlled by the new on-demand route switching scheme, not
by a simple even/odd switching. The studies on the injection to the storage ring are in their final stages and the
standard operation for beamline users is scheduled in 2020.

CONCLUSION

Figure 6: Contents of a new operation parameter set for
pre-defined 60 shots route pattern.
Concern in post process: In our data stream, building
an event (a snapshot of a certain timing) is a post-process,
since not all equipment is triggered and not all synchronized equipment connects to the reflective memory network that has the route information. The beam route will
be stored as one of DAQ signals. Hence, for it to pick up
an event of a particular beam route, it needs to refer the
data that store the beam route with the event number. However, concerns have arisen as to whether this added routine
degrades the performance of analyses.
Archive scheme: Online data are skimmed and prepared
for the long-term storage. This is a good test for the performance, because it is the heaviest analysis task where every
signal is visited.
The process was simplified by instead of processing the
bare route signal, the decision whether to keep a certain 60
Hz event was conducted by the route pattern number and
pre-fixed mod (event number, 60); the remainder determined by dividing (event number) by 60. This allowed for
the cost of the selection routine to be kept at a minimum.

STATUS OF THE PROJECT
In the summer maintenance period of 2019, major components of the on-demand route switching operation were
added and implemented. The new signals and DAQ settings were registered in Parameter DB.

At SACLA/SPring-8, the control system integrates several databases in the data stream. Large-scale restructuring
is currently underway, and this has allowed for the unified
operation of two accelerator complexes. For the on-demand beam route switching operation, a concern in the database side is the speed of its post-process, as it needs to
refer the route list stored as one of DAQ signals. A test conducted on the data archiving process which is one of the
heaviest tasks as it visits every signal showed that the additional cost is tolerable.
In the 2019 summer maintenance period, major components for the on-demand beam route switching were installed and the project will be completed in the near future.
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EPICS MAINTENANCE TOOLS AND PRACTICES
AT FRIB'S DIAGNOSTICS DEPARTMENT *
D. O. Omitto†, S. Cogan, B. S. Martins
Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, East Lansing, USA

Abstract

NON-INTERCEPTING DEVICES

The Beam Instrumentation and Measurements
department is responsible for dozens of different
diagnostics devices deployed at multiple locations at the
Facility for Rare Isotope Beam. To manage such a high
number of devices, different tools were created to address
preventive and corrective maintenance tasks and check the
overall health of the equipment. This work will present
how the EPICS tools and frameworks, such as archiver,
channel finder, and pyDevSup, were integrated with our
environment to help achieve high availability for the beam
diagnostic devices

Non-intercepting devices are non-invasive systems that
are installed in a fixed position alongside the beam path
with electronics that help monitor beam energy, beam
position stability, and beam power losses. They are usually
not subject to mechanical wear and tear but require active
monitoring and calibration of the underlying electronics
responsible for their data acquisition. Examples of such
devices are Beam Position Monitors, Beam Current
Monitors, Neutron Detectors and Halo Monitor Rings.
Figure 1 shows examples of both intercepting and nonintercepting devices that share space in the beam pipe.

INTRODUCTION
The FRIB's diagnostics group under the Beam
Instrumentation and Measurements department is
responsible for a variety of instruments and devices used to
measure beam parameters that are essential for the
machine's overall tuning and operation. While other groups
at FRIB typically have a large number of similar devices,
diagnostics devices are heterogeneous systems that have
specific needs maintenance-wise. The team manages 15
device types with about 350 total device instances. In the
controls layer, there are 36 Experimental Physics and
Industrial Control System (EPICS) [1] Input/Output
Controllers (IOC) types with about 250 instances. From a
maintenance perspective, the diagnostics devices can be
classified into intercepting and non-intercepting
concerning the ion beam, each with their own set of
preventive and corrective actions/requirements and tools.

INTERCEPTING DEVICES
Intercepting devices are usually large systems that have
to be moved into the path of the beam and then either
partially or fully block the beam. Sometimes they also need
to be moved into a shared space in the beam pipe and
require some extra insertion coordination via interlocks,
which is handled by Allen Bradley PLCs to avoid potential
collisions. Examples for such devices are Allison Scanners,
Profile Monitors and Faraday Cups. They are usually
critical systems responsible for determining the machine
mode and helping mitigate beam power loss and trajectory
deviation. Because they are physically moving devices,
they require some extra attention regarding mechanical
wear and tear.
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Intercepting and non-intercepting devices.

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
STANDARDIZATION
Standards are essential to achieve an integrated,
maintainable, and affordable control system [2]. To help
minimize installation efforts and beam downtime during
the initial commissioning of the machine, the diagnostics
group has adopted a few devices and technologies as
standard, most of which are widely used by other
laboratories. For instance, we adopted the Delta Tau
Geobrick LV as the standard stepper motor controller,
which is also the standard controller at the Diamond Light
Source and the National Synchrotron Light Source II. Also,
the MicroTCA system, developed by Desy, was chosen as
the standard for fast-acquisition electronics.
The EPICS framework and some of its tools, such as
iocStats [3] for IOC health monitoring, the Archiver
Appliance [4] for PV data archival and Channel Finder [5]
as a PV directory server, are used as the central distributed
control system. Jenkins [6] is used for automatic building
of Debian packages [7], Stash [8] is used for software
version control, and Puppet [9] is responsible for automatic
deployment of Debian packages and EPICS IOCs.
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS AND TOOLS
The EPICS iocStats module is the core of most of the
corrective software maintenance tasks such as restarting a
specific IOC, providing heartbeats for system status and
reporting machine resource utilization. To facilitate and
combine some of these activities, an IOC called healthIOC
was developed to act as a supervisor for all the diagnostics
IOCs.
HealthIOC finds all existing diagnostics IOCs by
searching Channel Finder (via its web API) for IOCs that
have the owner tag set to "diag". Then, it spawns one
monitor for each IOC found. A diagram of how healthIOC
works are shown in Fig. 2.
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RestoreIOC reads the desired configuration state from a
database file and uses pyDevSup [10] with callbacks
comparing the desired setpoints with the actual value. If
divergences are found, they are presented to the user, as
shown in Fig. 3. Also, specific groups of setpoints can be
individually restored on command.

Figure 4: RestoreIOC operation diagram.

PREVENTIVE ACTIONS AND TOOLS
Figure 2: HealthIOC operation diagram.
The diagnostics electronic boards have to be flexible
enough to support multiple operating modes with varying
time structure along with different peak intensities. That
means having to monitor and set a myriad of configuration
parameters, such as electronics gain, acquisition mode, and
time of flight settings, before every operation run. To
minimize response time and ease the burden of checking
the configuration state in each subsystem, the restoreIOC
was developed to automate this task. A diagram of its
operation is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 3: RestoreIOC screen.

While almost all maintenance activities require some
machine downtime, a good preventive maintenance
program can decrease and optimize that downtime. With
that in mind, the diagnostics group has developed a set of
tools to avoid solely relying on reactive maintenance.
For the non-intercepting devices, automatic electronics
calibrations are run overnight or on machine idle time with
calibrated test signals, and the results are archived for
posterior analysis and action.
The intercepting devices are monitored during normal
operations where all the mechanical missteps and
positional drifts are automatically monitored, archived, and
alarmed over set thresholds. To help with this objective, a
maintenance IOC was developed to help with common
mechanical maintenance tasks such as cleaning and
lubrication of moving parts. This IOC uses the Archiver
Appliance to account for cycle counts and total traveled
distance since the last maintenance task was performed and
since the device was installed. This usage information is
vital to help estimate the overall health and wear of
particular devices and if deemed necessary, trigger
preventive maintenance activities on them. A diagram
showing the operation of the maintenanceIOC is shown in
Fig. 5, while a screenshot of its operator interface is shown
in Fig. 6.
WEPHA113
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FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
The diagnostics maintenance tools could benefit from
better integration with the engineering alarm server, using
the later to handle e-mail alerts and thresholds
configuration. At this moment there’s only one alarm
server being used by the operations group that serves a
different purpose; an engineering alarm server is scheduled
to be deployed in the near term.
Moreover, because there’s an air gap between office and
controls network, there’s also some benefit in
implementing e-mails with reminders and summaries
instead of only alarmed conditions.

CONCLUSION
The diagnostics maintenance tools presented in this
paper have proved to be very useful in increasing the
overall performance and availability of our devices.
Keeping track of maintenance can be time-consuming, and
there are lots of room for human error. The tools not only
save experts significant time but also guarantees
consistency across all the different subsystems within our
group.
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INTEGRATION OF NEW SIEMENS S7-1500 PLC FAMILY IN
UNICOS-CPC: ENGINEERING CHALLENGES
AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
M.Vazquez Muñiz, J. Ortolá Vidal, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
UNICOS-CPC (UNiĄed Industrial COntrol System - Continuous Process Control) framework is a CERN standard
solution for the design and implementation of continuous
industrial process control applications [1]. This paper reports on the design and test results for the integration of a
new PLC platform, the new S7-1500 Siemens PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) series. Special focus is given
to the challenges faced during the integration, due to the new
software architecture of the PLC, as well as to the early stage
of the development and communication interfaces provided
by the supplier. The paper shows the openness of the PLC
development tool (TIA Portal) and presents a comprehensive
evaluation of the PLC-SCADA communication mechanisms,
and their integration in UNICOS-CPC.

INTRODUCTION
The Ąrst phase of the re-engineering process to support
the new SIMATIC S7-1500 series in the UNICOS-CPC
framework was initiated as soon as Siemens released a Ąrst
stable version of its S7-1500 programming environment,
the SiemensŠ Totally Integrated Automation Portal (TIA
Portal) version 13. The solution produced in this Ąrst stage
was based on the previous architecture of the framework
implementation to support the SIMATIC S7-300 and S7-400
series and their corresponding programming environment:
SiemensŠ SIMATIC Step 7 [2]. This implementation was
fully stable and provided a Ąrst architectural approach and a
proof of concept in terms of functionality and performance.
All the necessary features needed to cope with TIA Portal
were re-engineered without making use of any of the new
functionality extensions and resources provided by the new
programming environment together with the new PLC series
(S7-1500). This implementation was successful and very
useful to reveal the point where the framework must be
redesigned.
After the completion of the Ąrst stage, a new UNICOSCPC version was planned in order to incorporate the new
functionality ofered by the new technology (e.g. additional
communication drivers, optimised data blocks, name variable addressing, increased code and data memory capacity).
TIA Portal version 15 was chosen as the target version of
the S7-1500 series programming environment to develop
this framework version. The new implementation was focused on the re-engineering of major components of the
framework, such as the device type deĄnitions and specially
the communication mechanism between the PLC and the
SCADA layer based on the selection of three available communication drivers: S7 Driver, S7+ Driver and OPC UA.

The limitations and design choices are presented in detail in
the following sections.

DEVICE IMPLEMENTATION
The UNICOS-CPC framework relies on a library of standard object types that can model the operational behavior of
the most commonly used physical devices in an industrial
plant, such as sensors (temperature, Ćow, pressure, etc.) and
actuators ( heaters, control valves, motors, switches, etc.).
Those devices are grouped in diferent families depending
on their functionality and hierarchy in the plant deĄnition:
I/O Objects, Interface Objects, Field Objects and Control
Objects.
Each object type is modeled and implemented as a single
object in the PLC, in the case of Siemens, this functionality
is implemented in a function block (FB). This FB will be instantiated, following an object oriented model, as many times
as objects of the same type are needed in the control system.
Then, for each instance of each object, a data structure is
created to contain the information regarding its particular
instance conĄguration. As an example, the structure for a
Digital Input (DI) is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: UNICOS CPC Digital input function block diagram.
In the version of UNICOS-CPC framework that supports
the S7-300 and S7-400 series, the most common object types
(IO Objects and Interface Objects) are instantiated as User
Data Type (UDT) structures inside a single multi-instance
data block (DB), which contains a data structure for every
object instance. This encapsulation is the technical solution
chosen to cope with the limitation of most of S7-300 CPUs
regarding the maximum number of DBs that can be declared
in a single application (maximum 4000 DBs in a S7-319-3
PN/DP CPU). The limits for a S7-1516-3 PN/DP CPU are
shown in Fig. 2.
As a consequence of using the multi-instance DB, the
number of DBs declared in any application is drastically
reduced, however accessing from the user program to the
Input-Output interface of each object instance, which is required to implement the control logic in the application
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name. An example for the structure of these blocks is shown
in Fig. 4 for a Digital Input (DI) object.

Figure 4: Example of single instances of Digital input objects
(still connected to multi-instances communication blocks).
Lines show relation between object data.
Figure 2: CPU blocks speciĄcation for a S7-1516-3 PN/DP
PLC.

becomes more complex. Accessing the object instance data
from the multi-instance data block requires adding to the
user program the corresponding path into the multi-instance
data block to every instance variable. Additionally, as not
all object types are instantiated using a multi-instance data
block, the user requires previous knowledge of what types
are using the mentioned instance mechanism.
The multi-instance data block requires a function block
to be instantiated, which then calls all the object instances
in the right order. Both function block and its instance data
block contain, depending on the application, a deĄned number of object instances. This FB is used to execute all the
necessary actions before or after calling the execution of
the corresponding instances per object type. As a result,
both code and data blocks needed to implement the object
instantiation are signiĄcantly reduced. As an example, the
structure of these blocks is shown in Fig. 3 for a Digital Input
(DI) object.

Figure 3: Example of a Digital Input multi-instance object.
The new implementation of UNICOS-CPC for the S71500 PLCs no longer requires the use of multi-instance data
blocks to instantiate the objects. With this new technology
certain limitations are no longer present, such as size of user
program and specially the amount of data blocks that can
be used in a single PLC application, resulting in a simpler
and more intuitive implementation in which every object
instance has its dedicated instance data block. In this way,
all data relevant to the user program regarding each object
instance (input and output interface, internal and temporary
variables) is now available in a single data block, simplifying
their access from the user program directly by its instance

The functionality of an object type is still implemented
in a unique FB, however in order to streamline the code
produced and avoid duplication, a new function (FC) is implemented for each object type. This FC has additional
functionality, such as establishing and formatting the information to be communicated to the SCADA and executing
the call to the periphery access functions responsible for the
correct mapping and addressing of objects into peripheral
addresses (real IOs of the PLC). This function receives the
data block of the instance as a parameter (new functionality
ofered by S7-1500 and TIA Portal V15) and calls the FB of
the object type with that instance as a parameter, reducing
signiĄcantly the implementation of the instantiation process.

COMMUNICATION
The PLC-SCADA (SiemensŠ WinCC OA) communication implementation for the S7-300 and S7-400 series is
based on the Time Stamp Push Protocol (TSPP) [3]: an inhouse development in collaboration with Siemens. TSPP
is an event driven communication protocol implemented
to address data transfer optimization from the PLC to the
SCADA and time-stamped data at source. At the SCADA
layer, the protocol built as an additional layer to the existing
WinCC OA S7 driver. This protocol supports time stamping
of all messages sent and transmission of information in a
eicient way allowing signiĄcant data throughput. TSPP is
responsible for the transmission of process data in a non deterministic way, where data is Ąltered and stored in a bufer
and then sent asynchronously, as well as responsible for the
transmission of critical events deterministically. Events are
deĄned as relevant changes in the internal status of every
object instance. In order to achieve determinism, TSPP implements an event bufering up to 5000 events and pushes to
event bufer to the SCADA every 2 seconds or whenever the
bufer is full. The SCADA S7 driver is responsible for the
decoding of the event bufer and dispatches the bufer data
to the corresponding SCADA data point elements (dpe). In
addition, TSPP monitors that the PLC-SCADA connection
is alive.
The new S7-1500 PLC controllers support the existing
S7 communication (Siemens proprietary Šde factoŠ communication standard for S7-300 and S7-400 series) together
with OPC UniĄed Architecture (OPC UA). OPC UA is a
machine to machine communication protocol for industrial
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automation developed by the OPC Foundation with focus
on industrial equipment and systems for data collection and
control. It is open: freely available and implementable under GPL 2.0 license, and cross-platform: not tied to one
operating system or programming language. In addition, the
S7-1500 series support the new Siemens proprietary protocol, the S7+ communication, evolution of the existing S7
protocol.
The performance of those two additional protocols in
comparison with the existing TSPP has been analyzed. The
test bench is composed of a PLC CPU S7-1516-3 PN/DP in
its version 6ES7516-3AN01-0AB0 with an embedded OPC
UA server. On the supervision side, a WinCC OA v3.15
SCADA application has been installed on both Windows and
a Linux Centos 7 servers. The results shown in this paper
are related to the the Centos 7 set up only and in the case of
the tests performed with the S7+ driver, WinCC OA V3.16
has been used to enable the auto recognition; an interesting
feature supported by WinCC OA with its S7+ driver which
allows direct access to published process data in the PLC
without any additional conĄguration in the SCADA side.
In the control layer a PLC application has been deployed,
consisting of a conĄgurable set of a maximum of 10000
UNICOS-CPC objects sent to the supervision layer at variable rates, The performance results obtained for a S7-300
CPU is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Performance results for the implementation of the
TSPP in a S7-319 CPU. The graph shows the percentage
of values lost in relation with transmission throughput and
sampling time (change rate). Without any lost value the maximum performance at the minimum sampling time (100 ms.)
is around 20 Kb/s and therefore an absolute performance of
200 Kb/s
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mechanism, in which data is monitored inside the PLC and
only transmitted on change. This reduces the load on the
entire communication chain, from the PLC communication
processor, to the SCADA OPC UA client. In this case, both
server and client need to be properly conĄgured to support
the expected communication load.
Already in the Ąrst tests, the preliminary results showed
performance issues of the OPC UA server in the S7-1516-3
PN/DP PLC as it failed to communicate the expected values
with diferent conĄgurations. When communicating a large
number of values (more than 5000) the performance of the
communication was decreasing until a point in which the
communication was no longer possible. Due to those reliability an stability issues, OPC UA was the only communication
protocol that could not be tested comprehensively.

S7+ Driver
The S7+ Driver is the new Siemens proprietary communication mechanism for the S7-1500 and S7-1200 series and
supported by WinCC OA. The communication is based on
a subscription mechanism without any kind of data bufering. The maximum number of objects that can be monitored
depends on the PLC CPU used. In the case of a S7-1516-3
PN/DP CPU, the maximum number of objects communicated is 8000, therefore the PLC test application was modiĄed accordingly. The test results show that without any lost
value the maximum performance at the minimum sampling
time (100 ms.) is around 10 Kb/s and therefore an absolute
performance of 100 Kb/s. The results of this test are shown
in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Performance results for the communication test
using S7+ communication.

S7 Driver
OPC UA Driver
The S7-1500 PLCs are equipped with a built-in OPC
UA server. On the SCADA side, the OPC UA client driver
available in WinCC OA has been used.
OPC UA provides a series of diferent mechanisms to
interact with process data. Those mechanisms include the
browsing of the data (checking what is available in the OPC
UA server), reading/writing and subscriptions. The communication is specially interesting when using the subscription

A test scenario was engineered to test the TSPP mechanism applied to the S7-1500 series in communication with
the SCADA layer via the native S7 Driver. The preliminary
results demonstrated a signiĄcant performance degradation
compared to the same mechanism implemented in a S7-300
PLC. The results are shown in Fig. 7.
After further investigations and analysis, the cause of the
performance degradation was found to be a change of functionality in a function of the Siemens communication library
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Figure 7: Performance results for the old implementation of
the TSPP in a S7-1516-3 PN/DP CPU.

Figure 8: Performance results for the new implementation
of the TSPP in a S7-1516-3 PN/DP CPU.

(BSEND) used by the TSPP mechanism to encapsulate and
send information from one single data block. In the BSEND
function version for S7-300 and S7-400 series, all data is
sent asynchronously to the SCADA. With the new behavior,
the data is split in several packets and each packet is sent as
long as the previous has been transmitted and a new call to
the function is executed. As a result, with only one call to
the BSEND function per PLC cycle time, only one packet
of data is successfully sent.
To overcome this issue, a loop calling this function at
the end of the PLC cycle is set, with a timeout after which
the program will continue even if all the data has not been
sent. This extends the PLC cycle, but increases the TSPP
performance. Figure 8 shows similar performance as obtained
in the S7-300 series performance tests (shown in Fig. 5).
S7-1500 controllers have an optimized data storage. In
optimized blocks, all variables (so-called tags) are
automatically sorted according to their data type. The
sorting ensures that data gaps between the tags are
reduced to a minimum and that the tags are stored
access-optimized for the processor. Non-optimized blocks
are only available for compatibility reasons in S7-1500 and
decrease signiĄcantly the program execution performance.
The use of the TSPP for S7-1500 controllers relies on
non-optimized data blocks as full control of data
addressing is needed. Even if the use of optimised
blocks is possible in the PLC application, the TSPP
functions necessarily use non-optimised blocks for the
data handling, as the mechanism relies on absolute
addressing of data rather than symbolic addressing, a major
feature of the S7-1500 controllers. The program execution
performance degradation is not analyzed here but it does
not impact signiĄcantly in the data transmission as this is
executed asynchronously.

sampling time of 1 s. constitutes an important constraint
regarding the transmission of events, as a proper bufering
mechanism should be implemented together with a way to
push the transmission of the events bufer from the PLC to
the SCADA deterministically. OPC UA however ofers a
bufering mechanism for which 10 values are saved
internally, in any way insuicient for the correct treatment
of events.
Regarding the performance observed on the S7+ communication, no major constraints have been observed regarding
the data throughput. Even if the average transmission rate is
a factor 2 lower that transmission rates observed with the S7
driver for the S7-300 and S7-400 controllers, it should be
enough for process data. On the contrary, S7+ communication does not provide any bufering of data or a deterministic
mechanism for event handling and transmission, resulting
in additional development for the implementation of such
features on both PLC and SCADA layers, with the
corresponding impact on the overall application performance
as the functionality is not natively supported by PLC system
and the S7+ Driver (in the SCADA layer).

Figure 9: Performance and functionality comparison of the
three communication drivers

Results Summary
The test results show a signiĄcant performance diference
between the three communication protocols as shown in
Fig. 9. OPC UA has been discarded for the time being as
a communication mechanism for UNICOS-CPC due to its
performance deĄciencies and the lack of a reliable way to
deal with deterministic critical data. The minimum observed
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SIGNIFICANT IMPLEMENTATION
CHANGES
This section describes the most relevant implementation
modiĄcations introduced in the UNICOS-CPC framework
due to constraints and capabilities of the S7-1500 controllers.
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Code Structure Re-engineering
As described in previous chapters, the increased memory
resources provided in the S7-1500 controllers (in general
the internal memory has been increased by factor 10 compared to S7-300 controllers) eliminates all the limitations
concerning the number of data blocks that can be declared in
a PLC application. The object instances can now be declared
with their own instance DB, instead of the encapsulation provided by the multi-instance data block. However, in this
way the amount of code of a UNICOS-CPC application is
signiĄcantly increased. As a result, we have detected some
limitations for large applications on the total amount of integrated memory for program. In order to address this problem
and reduce the amount of code, the communication blocks
that were re-implemented had to be addressed by means
of an index, instead of being passed as parameters to the
function. This reduced the amount of code by a factor 3 for
the most common objects.
On the other hand, code reduction provokes the creation of
additional dependencies between many of the programming
blocks. As an example, the communication block structure
is a UDT that is common to any UNICOS-CPC application and could be passed as a parameter to the object in
its FC. Since those UDTs are common to all applications,
they are included in the object library and compiled without
dependencies, meaning they are always compiled before the
instance calls. Some instances use those data structures,
therefore the correct compilation order has to be ensured.
That was also the case for the FCs, that only needed the
UDTs to be compiled in advance. Due to the change in the
communication block calls (that now use the block in the
code itself, instead of as a parameter), the FC blocks need
to be compiled after the instances call. That required a reorganization of the code, that now includes a compilation
of a subset of instances to ensure compilation consistency.
This reorganization of code is shown in Fig. 10 for a Digital
Input (DI) object.
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start-up phase, before the user program is executed cyclically, a new mechanism detects the physical position of every
input and output object that needs to be considered (module
and rack or station) and write it to the object itself. Then,
when an error occurs in a particular module, rack or station,
only the objects that have the same physical position are
considered, and the error is set or removed accordingly. This
reduces signiĄcantly the process of identifying physically
the input/outputs when an error occurs, as their location is
previously deĄned.

CONCLUSIONS
The new Siemens S7-1500 controllers and their development tool Step 7 in TIA Portal ofer new possibilities that
can be very useful for the development of UNICOS-CPC
applications; including not only for the code generation of
the framework itself, but also for the logic developed by
the users of the framework in their applications. However,
the lack of a data bufering mechanism to ensure data transmission over a communication failure, seems to be a big
disadvantage for the implementation of new communication
drivers that could make the PLC code much more independent from the communication used. In addition, both S7+
and OPC UA drivers lack from a mechanism that allows
triggering data transmission from the PLC to the SCADA in
the user program and therefore, the management of bufered
data in the PLC, a necessary requirement to transmit critical
data (events) deterministically.
The TSPP implementation in the S7-1500 family is the
only mechanism that supports events bufering during a disconnection that we have seen to date. We will therefore
develop solutions to increase performance, for example by
changing the BSEND function call and move it to a cyclic
interrupt or to a time-delayed interrupt, reducing the PLC
cycle time while maintaining as much as possible the communication performance.
OPC UA is already a successful example in industry communication standards due to its Ćexibility, reliability and
openness. However, the implementation of OPC UA in the
S7-1500 controllers for UNICOS-CPC is far from being a
feasible solution for PLC-SCADA communication.
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FROM MXCuBE3 TO BSXCuBE3
A WEB APPLICATION FOR BioSAXS EXPERIMENT CONTROL
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ESRF, Grenoble, France
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Abstract
A new version of the beamline control application
BSXCuBE
(BioSAXS
Customized
Beamline
Environment) designed to control BioSAXS experiments
at the new ESRF Extremely Brilliant Source (EBS) is
under development. The new application is implemented
as a Web application and it is based on MXCuBE3
(Macromolecular Crystallography Customized Beamline
Environment version 3) from which inherits the same
technology stack and application structure. This approach
allows for faster development and easier maintenance. The
advances in architecture and the design of new features in
BSXCuBE3 are intended to enhance the automation on
BioSAXS beamlines and facilitate the integration of new
sample setups, such as microfluidics. As for MXCuBE3,
the access to the application from any web browser
natively allows the execution of remote experiments.
Moreover, the ergonomics of the interface further
simplifies beamline operation even for non-experienced
users. This work presents the current status of BSXCuBE3
and demonstrates how the development of MXCuBE3 has
contributed to the construction of a BioSAXS application.

The success of MXCuBE3 has inspired and influenced
the development of a new general framework for beamline
control applications, capable of serving both web and Qt
front ends. This framework consists of reusable UI
components, many already existing in MXCuBE3, and a
general purpose backend. The framework further facilitates
good development practices by providing patterns and
abstractions for both back-end and front-end development.
This design effectively allows different applications to
share the same application logic regardless of the frontend
technology used.
One of the first applications to be implemented in this
new framework is an experiment control application for
BioSAXS experiments, BSXCuBE3, scheduled for
deployment in August 2020. BioSAXS is often used as a
complementary technique to MX and many potential
BSXCuBE3 users are already familiar with the MXCuBE3
user interface (UI). Building the BSXCuBE3 UI with the
same technology and design as MXCuBE3 thus not only
shortens development time and eases maintenance, it also
makes the two interfaces mutually consistent from a user
point of view.

GENERAL APPLICATION FRAMEWORK

BACKGROUND
MXCuBE3 (Macromolecular Crystallography Customized Beamline Environment version 3) is the latest
generation of a beamline control application allowing
beamline users to carry out experiments in
Macromolecular Crystallography (MX). Originally
designed and developed at the ESRF [1] the MXCuBE
project has evolved to become a collaborative development
which now involves eleven institutes [2]
MXCuBE3 is currently in production at the ESRF MXbeamlines ID29 [3] and ID23-2 [4], BioMAX at MAX-IV
[5] and XRD2 at Elettra [6]. The application has also been
installed for testing on three other ESRF MX beamlines
ID30A-1, ID30A-3 and ID30B, with the aim of full
deployment after the ESRF-EBS upgrade [7]. MXCuBE3
is built on well-established libraries for web development,
including React [8], Redux [9], SocketIO [10] and ReactBootstrap, in order to create an intuitive, user-friendly
application [11].
First released in 2005 MXCuBE [12] is now the most
frequently used software for MX experiment control and
data acquisition in Europe. The user experience of the
application has always been important and has gained more
focus in recent years, making the application easier to use
such that the user can focus on the experiment at hand
rather than the complexities of the beamline hardware.

Many beamline control applications at ESRF have been
successfully developed and deployed using the ESRF
FWK2, a Qt3 based general purpose beamline application
framework [13]. However, the EBS upgrade program, the
introduction of the BLISS beamline control system [14]
and the obsolescence of Qt3 required the introduction of
a new application framework. MXCuBE3 was developed
as a web application to facilitate remote access
experiments at MX beamlines, while most other ESRF
beamline control applications are designed with Qt. The
structure of the new application framework makes it
possible to use the same back-end for both Qt and Web
front-end technologies. While MXCuBE3 was developed
on top of the MXCuBE2 back-end which is today
exclusively used for MX experiments, BSXCuBE3 shares
the same back-end solution with a larger set of beamline
applications, further decreasing the maintenance and
development time.

Back-end
The back-end of the application framework (Fig. 1) is
written in Python 3 and can be divided into four main parts:
Web server, Control system integration, Common
application logic, and Application specific components.
Web Server
As is the case for MXCuBE3, the
BSXCuBE3 web server is based on a Web Server Gateway
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Interface (WSGI) compatible micro web framework called
Flask [15]. A library called Socket.IO is used to provide
bidirectional asynchronous communications such as
events. The web server exposes a REST API for the clients
(Web or Qt) to the underlying framework and beamline
control system. Tools for validation and marshalling of the
REST resources are built on top of Marshmallow [16] and
apispec [17] which also provides Swagger [18]
documentation.

Figure 1: Backend overview.
Control system integration The framework developed
provides the means to integrate with beamline control
systems through a ProtocolHandler. Here, the underlying
instrumentation is made available to the framework
through HardwareObjects which, together with abstract
interfaces and mappings, provide a coherent interface to
the other components of the application. The framework
currently implements ProtocolHandlers for BLISS, Tango,
and FWK2 HardwareRepository.
Common application logic There are a few concepts
that are common to many beamline applications including:
• Beamline calibration - for storing beamline calibration
data
• Session - Handling data associated with the users
currently logged in
• Authentication - For user authentication
• Microscope viewer - video stream with the possibility
to mark regions and points of interest on the sample
• Task queue - for queuing tasks to be performed
• LIMS - integration with Laboratory Information
Management System and meta data handling.
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• Schema definition - For defining data models that can
be used on both client and server for input validation
and generic form display.
These concepts are implemented as Core Components
and are in general configurable through YML files.
Application specific logic The framework can be
extended with Components to implement application
specific logic.

Front-end - Web Client
Similarly to MXCuBE3, the BSXCuBE3 UI is
implemented with React, Redux and Bootstrap using
HTML5 and ECMAScript 9. React provides the means to
encapsulate interaction logic and to create reusable UI
components. The components are expressed in Javascript
XML (JSX) [19] a syntactical extension to Javascript
which adds the possibility to use a HTML-like syntax
together with Javascript. This makes it possible to easily
share UI components between the various applications.
A standard build tool chain very similar to the one
adopted in MXCuBE3 [20] is used, it is uses Webpack and
babel to bundle the various assets and compile the sources
down to ECMAScript 5, which has more consistent
support across browsers. This allows the developers to use
the latest features of the Javascript language and still keep
cross browser compatibility.
Data provided to a UI component are handled with the
state management library Redux. Redux keeps the entire
application state in a ‘store’. The Redux store is an
immutable data structure which can only be updated by
dispatching a Redux-action. A Redux-action is an object
that contains the arguments for the state transfer. The state
transformation itself is defined by a pure function called a
reducer that takes the current state and the Redux-action as
parameters and returns the new state (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: React-Redux update cycle.
Both React and Redux rely on shallow comparison
through reference equality to handle updates. A challenge
for developers can be to maintain the immutability contract
that comes with Redux. Failing to do so will cause the
shallow comparison to fail and the component displaying
the data is not updated correctly as a result. There are a few
libraries that aim to help the developer writing the reducing
functions, among others: Immutable.JS [21] seamlessimmutable [22] and ImmerJS [23].
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The Redux reducer is often written as a function
containing a switch statement. This switch statement can
often become large and difficult to manage especially if
native javascript operations like Object.assign and the
spread operator is used for the state transformation.
The front-end part of the general application framework
provides an abstraction for writing the Redux reducers,
actions and selectors. There are corresponding base classes
for each concept called Actions, Reducers and Selectors,
these are combined into a single entity by a class named
Provider.
The Reducer object makes it possible to write the
reducer as an object where each action corresponds to a
member function. The abstraction further provides helper
functions, currently wrapping seamless-immutable, to
handle the state transformation. The idea of the Provider
concept is to reduce risk for mistakes with state
transformation,
encapsulating
the
reducer
and
corresponding actions so that they can be easily reused.
Communication with the back-end is done via
Asynchronous JavaScript And XML (AJAX) requests and
websockets. Helper classes wrapping the libraries Axios
[24] and socket.io-client [25] are used to implement token
based authentication.

User Interface
Both MXCuBE3 and BSXCuBE3 have the same key
concepts such as beamline configuration and calibration,
Microscope viewer, a queuing system, one or several types
of sample changers and LIMS integration. This makes it
possible for the two applications to have the same general
look and feel. Indeed, many of the graphical components
developed for MXCuBE3 can be directly reused in
BSXCuBE3.
The overall layout of BSXCuBE3 (Figs. 3 and 4) is very
similar to that of MXCuBE3 with navigation and general
beamline information at the top of the application. The user
is faced with a main menu with an item for each experiment
mode. At the time of writing the different experiment
modes foreseen are: Sample Changer, HPLC, Scan and
Workflow.
• Sample Changer - Experiments using an Arinax
BioSAXS sample changer [26]
• HPLC - Experiments using a High-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) device
• Scan - Scans on points or regions of interest on, for
instance, microfluidic chips
• Workflow - A way to create a custom collection
sequence by queuing various predefined scripts in
combination with the experiment types above.
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Figure 4: BSXCuBE Sample Changer experiment.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The technology stack and overall application structure of
BSXCuBE3 is very similar to that of MXCuBE3, the
development of which has inspired and influenced a new
ESRF application framework. While MXCuBE3 uses
tailored backend solution BSXCuBE3 benefits from the
development of this new framework. Relying on a backend
that will be common for all ESRF beamline control
applications will decrease maintenance and development
time as well as provide better operational support. Further,
the user experience developed in MXCuBE3 can further be
easily reused in BSXCuBE3, a particular asset as the two
applications share a common user community.

ACRONYMS
BSXCuBE: BioSAXS Customized Beamline Environment
BioSAXS: Biological small angle X-ray scattering
MXCuBE3: Macromolecular Xtallography Customized
Beamline Environment version 3
MX: Macromolecular Xtallography
FWK2: Framework 2
WSGI: Web Server Gateway Interface
REST: Representational State Transfer
API: Application Program Interface
OAV: On axis viewer
LIMS: Laboratory InforMation System
XML: eXtensible Markup Language
JSX: JavaScript XML
HTML: Hypertext Markup Language
AJAX: Asynchronous JavaScript And XML
HPLC: High-performance liquid chromatography
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ASYNCHRONOUS DRIVER EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT
FOR DIGITAL SYSTEMS AT THE ARGONNE TANDEM
LINEAR ACCELERATING SYSTEM*
C. E. Peters†, J. Reyna, D. Stanton, Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, USA
Abstract
The ATLAS (Argonne Tandem Linear Accelerating
System) accelerator at Argonne National Laboratory, near
Chicago, IL., has recently been upgraded via the addition
of a pulsed mode Electron Beam Ion Source (EBIS).
Pulsed operation requires finer levels of control of various
digital systems like fast switching high-voltage power supplies and remotely controlled function generators. Additionally, pico-level and femto-level ammeters need per-device zero correction and calibration to accurately read
beam intensities. As the facility moves away from fast register-based analog signals, new and slower digital protocols adversely affect the perceived execution time of the
control system. This work presents options, research, and
results of implementing an asynchronous layer between
high level user interfaces and the low level communication
drivers in order to increase the perceived responsiveness of
the system. Solutions are evaluated ranging from in-house
codes, which implement system-wide mutual exclusion
and prioritization, to drivers available from the EPICS control system. Key performance criteria include ease of implementation, cross platform availability, and overall robustness.

INTRODUCTION
The ATLAS accelerator is located at the United States
Department of Energy’s Argonne National Laboratory in
the suburbs of Chicago, Illinois. It is a National User Facility capable of delivering ions from hydrogen to uranium
[1] for low energy nuclear physics research in order to perform analysis of the fundamental properties of the nucleus.
The majority of the current control system has been based
on a CAMAC Serial Highway [2] (SH) architecture since
the 1980s. Access to this hardware bus from software relies on PCI based personality cards which in turn connect
to the serial highway. While this system is clearly outdated
from a technology progress perspective, it continues to provide distributed serial networking with low latency and
high reliability. This improves the perceived responsiveness of the control system and allows simple singlethreaded access via the use of the operating system’s register-based PCI subsystem interface.
Moving away from CAMAC and fast register access has
commonly been accomplished by interfacing to (nonCAMAC) serial devices in the form of USB/RS-232/RS485 specifications. However these devices use slower baud
rates and typically control more complicated devices. This
____________________________________________
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results in longer latency delays for each command. It
should be noted this application is for a ‘slow’ control system and all values are only updated at about ~1-2Hz.

ATLAS Control System Software Description
The ATLAS Control System (ACS) group only consists
of 2 – 5 full-time members, depending if the definition includes students and temporary assignments. Therefore, a
third-party vendor Vista Control Systems, Inc. [3] is used
to provide software libraries to supplement the creation of
database structures, operator interfaces, logging tools, etc.
The EPICS control system is acknowledged to be the largest and most comprehensive offering in the space, however
the amount of overhead to implement and maintain a large
and diverse open-source package can be prohibitive for
small groups. Even borrowing individual modules like the
EPICS Asyn driver [4] can be resource prohibitive unless
the group has already committed to the full EPICS ecosystem.

BENCHMARKS
In order to implement a modern solution to register base
CAMAC which do not cause the main operator interface
(OPI) to lock, we need to understand the current level of
latency in the existing software/hardware loop.

CAMAC/PCI/OPI Latency
• Single core 400 MHz Alphaserver 1200 CPU running
OpenVMS 8.2 with idle CPU usage and 1GB memory.
• Kinetic Systems 2115 PCI Serial Highway Driver running in byte-wise mode at 2.5MHz clock speed
• Single 16-bit CAMAC NAF Operations
Table 1: CAMAC Execution Latencies
16-bit Read

# of Calls
1,000,000

Time
47 sec

Latency
47 µSec

16-bit Write

1,000,000

47 sec

47 µSec

100,000

38 sec

380 µSec

5000

262 sec

5,240 µSec

Operation

Fast Process*
OPI Slider
*

A Data acquisition process running at its fastest software loop

Non-CAMAC Serial Latency
It is noted here that raw CAMAC latency is quite low
(see Table 1). This will be difficult to match. However as
more and more software overhead is added, the latency for
each loop of software adds to the hardware latency, and the
actual required latency of any replacement system becomes
more reasonable. The fastest process running on the SH is
only about 0.5msec of latency, and the human interfaces
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(sliders) execute 10 times that at ~5 milliseconds. Table 2
represents latency testing on alternatives to CAMAC serial
highway communication architectures.
These times can now be compared to modern serial:
• Single core Intel Pentium 4 at 2.8GHz running Scientific Linux 6.7 with idle CPU usage and 1GB memory.
• Weiner CC-USB CAMAC Crate Controller
• Linux TCP/IP Packets with 16-bit payload.
Table 2: Non-Camac Serial Execution Latencies
# of Calls

Time

Latency

16-bits@57600

(theoretical)

N/A

277 µSec

USB CAMAC

1,000,000

265 sec

265 µSec

TCP@100Mbit

1,000,000

293 sec

293 µSec

(single read)

N/A

30,000 µSec

Operation

Keithly6514

The overall conclusion of this testing is that the existing
CAMAC latency is in the ~40µSec range and modern serial replacements are about an order of magnitude more.
This drives motivation to develop our own set of software
layers which provide multi-threaded support such that the
operators do not notice a significant increase in lag.

ASYNCHRONOUS SOLUTION
We can now assemble a list of requirement for our new
software layer which will enable highly responsive applications for this specific set of ACS software libraries.

Requirements
The software solution should be simple and be based primarily on Linux, as this is the common operating system
of the ACS. It should use native operating system primitives to accomplish locking and memory sharing. In addition, this layer should be aware of priorities of executing
threads determined by assigning a write higher priority
than read. In general the C language is used unless there
are specific object-oriented runtime advantages.

Architecture
It is important to note that VSystem is based on a remote
procedure call (RPC) signalling system which spawns multiple processes accessing a single channel. Therefore there
are 2 processes running handler code as shown in Figure 1.

Shared Memory Port Locking Algorithm
There are two sets of procedures depending on if the call
to the serial handler is a high priority or a low priority. At
this time, there are only 2 implemented priorities. In the
example below, the main OPI thread spawns a worker
thread and immediately returns, allowing the user to continue interacting with other devices or functions.
In summary, a high priority thread needs to reserve only
the mutex, but a low priority thread has to reserve both the
mutex and the semaphore thereby causing a higher probability the higher thread will execute first.

Figure 1: Hierarchy of key software components.

Higher Priority Thread
1. Call “sem_wait” on a semaphore in shared memory to
signal other threads a high priority thread is waiting.
2. Once semaphore is locked, it signals that other lower
priority threads have paused and we are clear to run.
3. Attempt to lock shared memory’s port mutex to acquire rights to the shared serial port.
4. Now that we have acquired the port, “sem_post()” the
high priority semaphore to signal no longer waiting.
5. Do long running serial transaction….
6. When done, call pthread_cond_broadcast() on the
semaphore to wake up sleeping low priority threads.
7. Finally, unlock the port mutex to release the port.

Low Priority Thread
1. Block on attempting to lock shared memory’s mutex
to acquire rights to the port (note: no semaphore lock).
2. Call sem_getvalue() to determine if there is currently
a higher priority thread waiting, if not do transaction.
3. If the value returned by sem_getvalue() is zero, then
enter a conditional wait loop. The conditional wait
also releases the mutex allowing other processes run.
4. Get woken up by a signal from high priority thread
when the port mutex is acquired by our process.
5. Once the high priority semaphore is non-zero, do long
running serial transaction.
6. Call pthread_cond_broadcast() on the semaphore to
wake up any other sleeping low priority threads.
7. Finally, unlock the port mutex to release the port.

Shared Memory Layout
A note about shared memory is that it is assumed any
process has already acquired a pointer to this section by
supplying a common handle identifier across processes.
struct stSharedMemVars
{ pthread_mutex_t mutex;
pthread_cond_t conditionVar;
sem_t semHighPriority;
};
The purpose of the mutex is to represent “mutual exclusive” access to a resource like a serial port. The purpose of
WEPHA119
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the condition variable is to signal low priority threads to
sleep and be woken up asynchronously when a higher priority thread completes. The purpose of the high priority
semaphore is to maintain a count of the number of processes system wide that are high priority, and then asynchronously signal the other processes to wake-up and resume attempting to lock the shared resource (port).

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING
The asynchronous and multi-threaded method described
above has been implemented in the ACS in two different
pieces: 1.) An example high-level handler for Keithley
Picoammeter 6514 device driver has been re-written such
that blocking calls to the lower serial layer are moved to
their own “threadEntry” function with new calls to spawn
those threads, and 2.) The lower level serial device code
has been modified to implement the locking algorithm
based on shared memory described in the “Algorithm” sections above.
**For the following tests an artificial 0.5 second delay
was added to the serial port driver to simulate a particularly low baud rate or long running process.**
• Send Qty 4 high priority commands to the device simultaneously, verify main thread returns quickly.
• Send Qty 4 high priority commands to the device simultaneously, and verify the low priority threads wait.

Figure 3: Low priority threads sleeping.
Figure 2 is a debugging printout from the higher priority
control process. Here we can see 4 threads being spawned
with different thread IDs. Next, we see one thread at a time
acquire a lock on the serial port and execute several longrunning commands which would normally block the parent
thread. At the bottom we see each thread in turn complete
with no errors. Additionally, the parent thread returns generally in the microsecond range.
At the same time this is happening, Figure 3 shows a
second monitor process polling 2 values from the device.
When the high priority threads run, the block execution of
the lower priority threads. We can see the low priority
threads sleeping, but still returning control to the calling
thread within several microseconds. Eventually the low
priority threads get released from their conditional wait and
begin sending messages once again.

CONCLUSION

Figure 2: Main OPI thread returns in <1mS.

The purpose of this work is to implement asynchronous
and priority based threading on top of the regular serial port
driver code. While this type of layer is common in control
systems like EPICS which have a single process per port,
it does not come for free on other software packages. We
have demonstrated that by using a combination of shared
memory space, shared mutex and condition variables, and
careful thread management, a similar feature to EPICS
Asyn can be implemented and drastically decreases perceived execution time of the control system to lower than
at least the ~13mS theoretical latency of the human eye itself [5].
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MANAGEMENT OF THE MicroTCA SYSTEMS AND ITS COMPONENTS
WITH A DOOCS-BASED CONTROL SYSTEM
V. Petrosyan†, K. Rehlich, E. Sombrowski, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
The extensive management functionality is one of the
key advantages of the MicroTCA.4 standard [1].
Monitoring and control of more than 350 MicroTCA crates
and thousands of AMC and RTM modules installed at
XFEL, FLASH, SINBAD and ANGUS experiments has
been integrated into the DOOCS-based [2] control system.
A DOOCS middle layer server together with Java-based
GUIs - JDDD and JDTool - developed at DESY, enable
remote management and provide information about
MicroTCA shelves and components. The integrated
management includes inventory information, monitoring
current consumption, temperatures, voltages and various
types of the built-in sensors. The system event logs and
collected histories of the sensors are used to investigate
failures and issues.

MicroTCA crate.

MicroTCA Carrier
Hub (MCH)

MOTIVATION
The main goal was:
• Monitor basic health of the shelves
• Receive event reports and failure notifications from
the boards and other intelligent FRUs
• Manage power, cooling & interconnect resources in
the shelves
• Report anomalies
• Take corrective actions when needed
• Retrieve inventory information
• Read sensors and store their values for further investigations

Figure 1: Hardware and software components.

IMPLEMENTATION
The integration of IPMI interface into DOOCS system
gives the possibility to monitor and control hundreds of
crates and modules during operation. A DOOCS server
communicates to MicroTCA Carrier Hub (MCH) of the
crate via IPMI over LAN interface and provides overall
management functionality for the DOOCS control system
(Fig. 1).

Figure 2: MicroTCA 12-slot crate view JDDD.

VIEWS OF THE MicroTCA
CRATES IN DOOCS
JDDD – Java DOOCS Data Display GUI (DESY designed) - was used for visualisation and management of
MicroTCA crates (Figs. 2 and 3).
Figure 3: MicroTCA 6-slot crate view JDDD.

___________________________________________
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All crate information, current consumptions, links connections and fans control are available via according panels
opening from the main crate panel (Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Main crate information and System Logs.

Figure 6: Sensors.

MANAGEMENT OF THE MODULES

The modules can be tracked with JDTool (DESY designed) GUI using the names (Fig. 7).

The pluggable modules (FRU-Field Replaceable Unit)
like Power Modules, Fan-Trays, AMCs and RTMs which
are integrated in the chassis can be monitored and controlled with generic JDDD panels (Fig. 5).

Figure 7: Tracking modules in the crates.

CONCLUSION

Figure 5: AMC module view JDDD.

The integration of the management functionality of the
MicroTCA crates in DOOCS control system provided possibility to monitor hundreds of the crates via one JDDD
panel (Fig. 8).

All sensors values and its statuses are collected and
saved for the further investigations (Fig. 6).
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In addition the doocs-ipmi server sends an e-mail to the
subscribed users (Figs. 9 and 10).

Figure 9: New Event in SEL.

Figure 10: The crate is unavailable.
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DEEP NEURAL NETWORK FOR
ANOMALY DETECTION IN ACCELERATORS
M. Piekarski, W. Kitka, NSRC SOLARIS, Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland
J. Jaworek-Korjakowska, AGH University of Science and Technology, Krakow, Poland
Abstract
The main goal of accelerators like SOLARIS is to provide
scientific community with high quality synchrotron light. In
order to achieve this it is essential to monitor subsystems
that are responsible for beam stability. In this paper, a deep
neural network for anomaly detection in time series data
is proposed. A pre-trained, 19-layer convolutional neural
network called VGG-19 has been chosen. The main aim is
to identify abnormal status of sensors in certain time step.
Each time window is a square matrix so can be treated as an
image. Any kind of anomalies in synchrotron’s subsystems
may lead to beam loss, affect experiments and in extreme
cases can cause damage of the infrastructure, therefore when
anomaly is detected operator should receive a warning about
possible instability.

INTRODUCTION
The National Synchrotron Radiation Centre functions under the auspices of the Jagiellonian University (Fig. 1). The
main goal of SOLARIS is to provide the scientific community with high-quality synchrotron light for research.
At the moment SOLARIS has two beamlines PEEM/XAS
and UARPES, and four more are under construction or are
planned. The PEEM/XAS is a bending magnet based beamline dedicated to microscopy and spectroscopy in the soft
X-rays energy range. Ultra angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy beamline allows for measurements of fundamental quantities, i.e. the energy and the momentum, describing a photoelectron state in the space outside the solid
sample.

rectly. Proper calibration is possible thanks to hundreds
of diagnostic signals, which carry a lot of important information about the state of the machine. However, manual
inspection performed even by an experienced operator is
not able to extract full information from them. The purpose
of this work is to present a system that could help operators in detecting potential threats and, in the future, to serve
as a tool for predicting anomalies, beam loss or equipment
failure.
The use of artificial intelligence techniques, including
machine learning and neural networks, for signal analysis,
prediction or anomaly detection has a long history. Also in
the accelerator field BigData is being developed and finds applications in existing problems that engineers and scientists
are struggling with. Neural networks used to correct beam
orbit were proposed in a synchrotron in Australia [2]. This
model consists of two neural networks trained on archived
beam position data in the storage ring to determine the appropriate correction in such a way as to minimize losses
described by the cost function. The topic of detection of
anomalies in the control system has been raised at the last
ICALEPCS Conference in 2017 by CERN [3]. The authors
proposed three different mathematical approaches that have
been designed and developed to detect anomalies. Those
methods are dynamic, as behaviour of the system is changing
in time, unsupervised detection systems for finding anomalies in live data.

ANOMALY DETECTION SYSTEM
In this section an anomaly detection model based on deep,
convolutional neural network is presented. Main idea behind
is to treat a bunch of diagnostic samples as an image and use
transfer learning methods to build suited classifier on top of
the pre-trained architecture.

Neural Networks

Figure 1: NSRC SOLARIS [1].
Synchrotron is a complicated and complex device that
requires the use of a distributed control system. To obtain a
stable beam it is necessary for all subsystems to work cor-

In recent years, neural networks have become very popular, resulting in their appearance in many applications and
models. It is an attempt to map to some extent the activity
of the human brain. Neural networks quickly proved to be
effective in solving problems that typical programs or algorithms do not cope with or become too complicated to
use. An important feature of the networks is that the they are
effective even if the creator of the network himself does not
quite know the algorithm that could solve the problem. Only
knowledge of the problem and the appropriate selection of
parameters and architecture are required. This greatly expands the possibilities of using such models for practical
cases. The neural networks after proper training are able to
WEPHA121
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learn a certain process and detect a moment of anomaly or
deviation from the norm. The key to success in this case is
having sufficiently large retrospective data that can be used
to show examples of relationships and correlations.

Transfer Learning
Deep neural network with many hidden layers require
huge amount of data to learning process. In order to use
those architectures in cases where data is limited, transfer
learning has been introduced. The main idea behind it is to
take a trained model that has been trained on a similar dataset
to solve a certain problem. All that has to be done is to build
personalized classifier on top of the pre-trained model. If
more data is available fine-tuning is possible, which means
that some of the frozen layers can be additionally trained. A
breakthrough in the creation of such models came in 2012,
when the AlexNet a deep, convolutional neural network has
been firstly presented during the ImageNet event [4]. Similar
architectures have proved to be effective in the field of photo
or video processing, classification and shape recognition.
Over the years, many models and architectures have been
implemented and proposed to public use (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Deep, convolutional neural network [5].
One of them has been created at the University of Oxford,
where the VGG (Visual Geometry Group) was formed. As
part of the ImageNet Challenge event in 2014, two deep,
convolutional neural networks have been presented: one
with 16 layers (VGG16) and the other 19 (VGG19). A very
large collection of photos - about 1.3 million - was used for
training. This network can classify the input data into one of
a thousand classes. The proposed solution turned out to be
very effective in both the task of classification and detection,
which allowed it to take first and second place. In addition,
VGG models have high generalization capabilities and can
work properly for a wide range of datasets. This is one of the
reasons why those architectures have gained great popularity
and are used as base models [6]. These pre-trained networks
are available in Caffe, MATLAB or Tensorflow.
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of the first convolution layers is to reveal general image features such as edges and simplest shapes. Those deeper ones
can already indicate whole shapes and high-level features.
Another type of layer characteristic for convolutional neural networks is the pooling layer. Its main task is to select the
dominant features indicated by the convolution layers as well
as to reduce dimensions, which translates into a reduction
in computing power needed and efficient operation even for
large data sets. There are two types of pooling layers: max
pooling and average pooling. The first of them, moving the
window through the image, selects the highest pixel value
from the window, while the second calculates the arithmetic
mean of the pixel values from the window (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Pooling layers [5].
The last element of the architecture of the convolutional
neural network is the classifier. It usually contains a FullyConnected (FC) layer that connects every neuron in one layer
to every neuron in another layer. The number of network
outputs corresponds to the number of classes into which the
developed network should classify the input images. The
use of the Sotfmax activation function allows for each output
to obtain the probability that the object belongs to a given
class.

Anomaly Detection Solution
The main purpose of the proposed solution is the detection
of anomalies in signals coming from the measuring devices
in the SOLARIS synchrotron and as a result the detection of
beam instability. Due to the complexity of the synchrotron
operation and the number of subsystems necessary for its
proper operation, it has a distributed control system. Measurement data from most devices are read and archived in the
database. One such key subsystem is the vacuum subsystem.
Sample measurements have been presented in Fig. 4.

Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional neural networks proved to be successful in
classification and recognition tasks. The convolution operation in terms of image processing is a filtering process. A
filter (convolution mask) is moved through the image and the
sum of products of the corresponding values is calculated.
Parameters are usually the window (mask) size and the number of pixels by which the mask moves in each step. The goal

Figure 4: Example readings from vacuum subsystem.
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The base concept of the proposed system is the fact that
the collected measurement data from many devices at once
and divided into appropriate time windows can be treated as
an image (matrix of values). Therefore, the use of available
algorithms and models for the purposes of classification of
aggregated measurement data is authorized. In particular,
this applies to deep, convolutional neural networks, whose
ability to extract complex image features can help in finding
those in multivariate signals. Proposed model is based on
the pre-trained, deep, convolutional neural network VGG19. Its biggest advantage is generalization for a wide range
of datasets and no need to train hidden layers. The system
operation diagram has been presented in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: System diagram.
One of the most important tasks before machine learning
or neural networks is proper data preparation. This allows
obtaining satisfactory results of the model and also to avoid
errors caused by entering the wrong or noisy data into the
system. The data are pressures measured by 64 Gamma Vacuum power supplies located around the storage ring. Main
part of data processing was to divide the collected measurement signals into identical time windows. Because there
were 64 readings, the window size was assumed for 64 subsequent data samples. Thanks to this, square images were
obtained, which can be easily used as input to the VGG-19
model. Due to the use of the supervised approach, each
window prepared in this way had to be described as correct
or anomaly. The assessment itself was done manually. Next
step was data standardization. Example time windows has
been shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Figure 6: Time window without anomaly.
One of the difficulties encountered during the construction
of the anomaly detection system was the data set imbalance
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Figure 7: Time window with an anomaly.
between the anomalies and non-anomalies. Using such data
to teach the model could result in incorrect operation of
the system, which would be insensitive to windows that are
anomalies and would give erroneous, high results. One of the
techniques to solve the problem of unbalanced classes is the
SMOTE algorithm (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique) which works by generating new, synthetic data [7].
In the proposed system, the classifier has been created
specifically for the problem of recognizing two classes:
anomaly and correct signal. It consists of three layers. The
first is the Fully-Connected layer with ReLU activation function, the next is the Dropout layer [8] and the classifier finishes the Fully-Connected output layer with two outputs and
the Softmax activation function. At each of these outputs,
the network calculates the probability that the input image
is an anomaly or correct signal (Fig. 8).

Figure 8: Proposed architecture.

Tests and Results
At the stage of preparation and initial data processing, two
data sets have been obtained: training and test. They come
from completely different periods of time, which ensures
the reliability of the results obtained in tests. In both sets,
the classes have been balanced using SMOTE algorithm. In
addition, for the purposes of optimizing model parameters
the validation set was created. Accuracy of the system for
training dataset is 96.70%, for validation one 98.35% and
finally for testing 95.13%. Very high results of the proposed
model have been achieved. Based on them, it can also be
concluded that the system was not overfitted. For further
evaluation of the model, confusion matrix was created (see
Table 1). The system should have as many classifications
as possible on the diagonal of the confusion matrix (correct
classification), and when there is a mistake it should be FP
(false positive) type. It means that it is a false alarm which
can be easily verified by duty operator.
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Table 1: Confusion Matrix
Actual class
positive
negative

Predicted class
positive

negative

820
78

2
744

Figures 9 and 10 present the classification of time windows by the proposed anomaly detection system applied to
the original signals. The time of detection of the anomaly is
closely related to the construction of the time window. The
time window of 64 samples is about three minutes so this is
the maximum time after which the system should detect the
anomaly. Fragments qualified as positive results are marked
in red.
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anomalies and potentially dangerous situations in accelerators. The proposed solution is based on the deep, convolutional neural network VGG-19. It is a pre-trained network
with optimized weights, with high generalization capabilities. It has been shown that a set of measurements in a
certain time window can be treated as an image. The VGG19 network with data prepared in this way allows detecting
anomalies in signals. In addition, it was pointed out that the
possibilities of adapting architecture to own needs by using
transfer learning are so large that the class of problems to
which VGG-19 can be used as the base model is very wide.
The system has great development potential. The next
stage will be operation in real time so aggregation of the
measurements into time windows and their classification.
Further modifications may include extending the number of
classes in such a way as to include the SOLARIS’ state machine and by that better adapt to the specifics of the machine
operation.
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Abstract
In experimental physics, computer algorithms are used
to make decisions to perform measurements and different
types of operations. To create a useful algorithm, the
optimization parameters should be based on real time data.
However, parameter optimization is a time consuming
task, due to the large search space. In order to cut down the
runtime of optimization we propose an algorithm inspired
by the numerical method Nelder-Mead. This paper
presents details of our method and selected experimental
results from high-energy (CERN accelerators) to lowenergy (Penning-trap systems) experiments as to
demonstrate its efficiency. We also show simulations
performed on standard test functions for optimization.

INTRODUCTION
Particle accelerators are, together with detectors,
essential components for any experiment in nuclear and
sub nuclear physics. Big accelerators are complex devices
or machines that may serve many experiments at the same
time.
Nowadays accelerator physics is a complex research
field with applications far beyond subatomic physics. In
order to deliver the best particle beams many adjustments
are necessary. Controls plays a key role in all the
technologies needed to run particle accelerators properly.
All accelerator parameters should be controlled and
adapted to the requested experiments. In this jungle of
different setting configurations, algorithms for automated
optimization can make a big difference on the time needed
for setting up the machine. This saving of time is
automatically translated into gain of operation time for the
user.
Optimization is the discipline that deals with formulating
useful models in applications, using efficient methods to
identify the best possible solution. In mathematics,
optimizing means finding the values which maximize or
minimize a function.
Different approaches of finding optimal designs for a
system are summarised in Table 1.
It is clear that the main advantages using optimization
algorithms is due to the fast modelling and design process.
All processes in the accelerators are modelled and
adjustments are made according to or with the help of these
models. However, these models do not 100% represent the
reality and therefore “intelligent” optimisation algorithms
are vital to replace the often time consuming and handmade
scans. The direct results are of course a gain in time and
the enhanced performance of the machine, but we should

not forget that the outcome of these scan can help us to
refine the models.
Researchers have developed many different algorithms
using the most disparate methods like linear and gradient
search methods, machine learning tools, genetic algorithm
and many others. The algorithm we have developed and
successfully tested is derived from the numerical method
Nelder-Mead.
Table 1: Optimization Approaches Design for a System
Experimental
optimization
- Expensive
- Tedious
- Time
consuming
- Human
involvement
- Not always
accurate

Simulated
models
optimization
- Cheap
- Slow design
process
- Medium
human
involvement
- Error prone

Optimization
algorithm
- Fast modeling
- Fast design
process
- Automated
(minimum
human
involvement)
- Low error
- Complex
optimization
algorithm
- Difficult of
solving real
world
problems

BEAM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Direct-search methods do not use any information about
derivatives and are therefore very robust with respect to
small perturbations in the function’s values. Nelder-Mead
[1] is the most known method within this group and the
popularity of its practical applications is based on its
simplicity.
The Nelder-Mead technique was invented by J. Nelder
and R. Mead in 1965 as an evolution of the method of
Spendley et al. [2]. From an initial suitable solution, the
algorithm tries, at each iteration, to build an improved
solution until the optimum is reached.
The idea is to define a simplex (polytope in ndimensional space with 𝑛 + 1 vertices), each of which
are connected to all other vertices (e.g. a triangle in ℝ , a
tetrahedron in ℝ , etc.).
The initial simplex 𝐒 is formed by 𝑛 + 1 vertices
𝑥 ⃗, 𝑥 ⃗, … , 𝑥 ⃗ around an initial point 𝑥 ⃗ ∈ ℝ . The other
vertices are created in order to get a full starting
configuration:
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𝑥 ⃗ 𝑥 ⃗ + ℎ ∙ 𝑒⃗
∀𝑘 ∈ 1, 𝑛
where ℎ is the step dimension in the direction of the unit
vector 𝑒 ⃗. 𝐒 is a regular simplex where the length of all the
sides of the geometric figure are equal.
For maximization, once the initial settings are defined,
the Nelder-Mead loop follows these simple steps:
1.
Ordering:
Find indexes of the best, the second best and the worst
vertex in 𝐒, respectively ℎ, 𝑠, 𝑙:
𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑓
o 𝑓
o 𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑓
𝑓
∀𝑘 ∈ 0, 𝑛
o 𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑛
2.
Centroid:
Centroid calculation opposite to 𝑥 ⃗:
∑

⃗

𝑥⃗
3.
Transformation:
New simplex is calculated using one of the four different
operations according to continuous estimation of the
function to optimise:
• Reflection:
Reflection point 𝑥 ⃗ 2 ∙ 𝑥 ⃗ 𝑥 ⃗
• Expansion:
Expansion point 𝑥 ⃗ 2 ∙ 𝑥 ⃗ 𝑥 ⃗
• Contraction
∙ 𝑥⃗ 𝑥 ⃗
Contraction point 𝑥 ⃗ 𝑥 ⃗
• Shrinkage
New points set 𝑥 ⃗ 𝑥 ⃗ + ∙ 𝑥 ⃗ 𝑥 ⃗
∀𝑘 ∈ 0, 𝑛 and k ℎ
The flow diagram of the Nelder-Mead algorithm for
maximization is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Nelder-Mead algorithm flow diagram for
maximization.
The original algorithm [3], already tested at ISOLDE in
2012 [4], is used for unconstrained optimizations (an
objective function that depends on real variables with no
restrictions on their values). This was modified in order to
fulfil our needs.
In the algorithm developed here, we have practically
replaced the simplex points by the set of values of the 𝑛
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beam parameters to be optimized and the function by beam
observables.
Beam parameters (variables) have to be defined in order
to avoid scanning outside the region of interest. It is
important to get proper limit settings for each parameter:
∀𝑘 ∈ 1, 𝑛 .
𝑥 ⃗ 𝑥⃗ 𝑥 ⃗
Practically speaking, limits can be imposed through
hardware if given by the device’s working range or through
software to limit the region of interest on a smaller range.
Once defined, the limit (variable constraints) the
modifications carried out on our algorithm were the
following:
1- Initial settings:
For each optimization scan, there is one starting
simplex 𝑥 ⃗ ∈ ℝ . The others 𝑥 ⃗, … , 𝑥 ⃗ vertices
used for the first attempt are set to 𝑛 1 possible
combinations of 𝑥 ⃗ and 𝑥 ⃗ limit vectors.
2- Constraints:
If during the optimization, the loop finds variable
settings “outside” the box constraints, it retrieves a
function estimation that is worse than the worst
value found so far.
In this way, we try to “move” the simplex away
from that parameters space region.
3- Convergence options:
In order to converge either to a target maximum or
minimum 𝑓 we need to define five parameters as
inputs of the algorithm:
• The minimum number of continuous iterations
before convergence: 𝑖𝑡_𝑐.
• The stability ratio: 𝑠_𝑟 (in %).
• The max convergence size: 𝑠_𝑐.
• The automatic restart iteration number: 𝑖𝑡_𝑟.
• The max number of iterations: 𝑖𝑡_𝑚𝑎𝑥.
Therefore, the convergence is obtained if the
algorithm satisfies one of these criteria:
• Last 𝑖𝑡_𝑐 evaluations are within a certain
“envelope” with 𝑓 :
|𝑓
∀𝑘 ∈ 𝑛, 𝑛 + 𝑖𝑡_𝑐
𝑓 | 𝑠_𝑐
• Last 𝑖𝑡_𝑐 evaluations are stable within a defined
stability ratio 𝑠_𝑟:
∙ _
|𝑓
𝑓 |
∀𝑘 ∈ 𝑛, 𝑛 + 𝑖𝑡_𝑐
It is clear that in the second criteria the algorithm
may converge to a value, which is not always the
value 𝑓 .
4- Automatic restart:
After 𝑖𝑡_𝑟 iteration if the optimization sequence
does not converge to 𝑓 , the algorithm restarts
automatically using the last iteration value as
starting point 𝑥 ⃗.
This automatic restart is performed not more than
_
times.
_

SIMULATIONS
Different simulations have been performed in order to
validate the robustness of the algorithm.
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One of the analytic function used is the Rosenbrock
function [5], which is defined as:
𝑓 𝑥⃗

100 ∙ 𝑥

𝑥

+ 𝑥

1

This function has a global minimum 𝑓 𝑥⃗
0 in a
narrow parabolic valley 𝑥⃗
1, 1, … , 1 .
We have tested the optimization algorithm with this
function with a different number of variables and the same
value range ([-10, 10]) for each parameter. We have
applied random initial settings within the range.
Table 2 summarises some of the simulations performed
with this function.
Table 2: Rosenbrock Simulation Results
Variables 𝑛
2
4
8

Evaluations for convergence
≅80
≅400
≅1000

Figure 2 shows Rosenbrock function in 2D and Fig. 3
shows the variables trend in this dimension.
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Table 3: Rosenbrock Simulation with Gaussian Noise
Applied
Variables 𝑛
4
4
8
8

𝜎
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.01

Convergence values
≅ [0, 0.1] ∀ variable
≅ [0, 0.4] ∀ variable
≅ [0, 0.2] ∀ variable
≅ [0, 0.5] ∀ variable

USE CASES
ISOLDE
The ISOLDE Facility is dedicated to the production of a
large variety of radioactive ion beams for different
experiments in the fields of nuclear, atomic and solid-state
physics, materials and life sciences. The facility belongs to
CERN’s accelerator complex.
Several automatic beam optimizations have been
performed, especially in the low energy beam lines with
particle energies up to 60 keV.
The aim of these optimizations was always to maximise
the ion beam transmission through the machine, tuning
electrostatic devices such as quadrupoles, steerers and
deflectors.
Two examples are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, where we
have simultaneously optimized 13 parameters and we
measured a transmission gain of +225% and +16%,
respectively.
Noise, not
real value

Figure 2: Rosenbrock 2D function [5].

Figure 3: Rosenbrock 2D function variables optimization.
We have then tested the algorithm in the same condition
as previously explained, but adding Gaussian noise with
different 𝜎. The results still showed good response, even
though it did not converge to the minimum as shown in
Table 3.

Figure 4: ISOLDE beam optimization with +225% gain
(top: beam current intensity vs iterations bottom: devices
values vs iterations).
Both optimizations required around 300 iterations (1.2 s
interval, 6 min. total). Note that at each iteration all the
values of the 13 devices have been changed at the same
time.
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# iterations
statistics:

total

Figure 8: ISOLDE optimization statistics:
optimizations vs optimization gain [in %].

total

# scans

Figure 7: ISOLDE optimization
optimizations vs number of iterations.

Figure 5: ISOLDE beam optimization with +16% gain
(top: beam current intensity vs iterations bottom: devices
values vs iterations).
Bottom pictures of Fig. 4 and 5 show the convergence of
the devices values over time.
At ISOLDE, in 2018, we have run successfully about
300 automatic optimizations; the statistics are summarized
in Fig. 6, 7 and 8.
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# devices

Figure 6: ISOLDE optimization statistics: devices
optimised vs total optimizations.
It is interesting to notice that many successful
optimizations have been performed with more than 6
devices and on average we needed 100-200 iterations to
converge.

optimization gain

GANDALPH
The GANDALPH experiment [6] (Fig. 9) aims at
measuring the reaction between singly charged negative
ions and a laser beam. The optimum tune for the
experiment is achieved, when the ion beam is perfectly
overlapped with the laser beam. The alignment is by two
apertures of 6 mm diameter placed at a distance of 500mm
along the center of the beamline.
In order to guide the ion beam through these apertures, a
pair of horizontal kicker plates, and two x/y steerer boxes
are used. These electrostatic elements are part of the
experimental beam line and the applied voltages can be
computer controlled through an independent suite of
applications, implemented in LabVIEW. Previously, the
Optimizer has been used to optimize the injection into the
experimental beamline in an iterative manner; alternating
between automatically tuning ISOLDE elements and
manually tuning the experimental beamline. The signal on
which one could optimize was previously limited to ion
beam current via the ISOLDE Faraday cup acquisition.

Figure 9: GANDALPH beamline layout (schematic).
WEPHA124
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We have now successfully demonstrated the
simultaneous optimization of ISOLDE parameters and
experiment parameters using a user-generated signal
(event rate from an electron multiplier). For this, we have
written an interface that enabled us to set parameters of the
user’s electrostatic elements via a LabVIEW Common
Middle Ware (CMW) wrapper [7]. We have created a
virtual device in the CERN Controls Database, that
contained eight control parameters and one device that
represented the signal.
This prove of concept was rather reliable and has been
successfully used during the on-line campaigns of the
GANDALPH detector. In Fig. 10 an example of the
optimization is shown.
The flexibility of CMW and the available wrappers will
allow us in future to open the Optimizer software as a part
of the infrastructure to the ISOLDE user community
through interfaces using JAVA, Python or LabVIEW.
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preparation and could increase the number of
measurements per time.
At an example optimization at Pentatrap (Fig. 11) [8]
with a 6.5 keV pulsed beam of highly charged ions, the
potentials on the third electrostatic steerer/lens
combination (einzel lens 3), electrostatic lenses 1-3 and the
electrostatic quadrupole bender were optimized (in total
eight device parameters) using the response signal of a
Faraday cup at the end of the trapping system. The initial
device parameters were chosen randomly inside a
reasonable range. In order to get a representative signal for
the given settings the trigger for the beamline was delayed
by a few seconds after new parameters have been applied
and the pulse intensity signal on the Faraday cup was
averaged over multiple shots.

Figure 11: Pentatrap system [8].
Using the Optimizer tool, the beam performance could
be increased from 7.5 a.u. to 9.8 a.u., corresponding to
+30 % in only 96 iteration steps.

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Figure 10: Gandalph optimization, for details see text.
Penning Trap
Penning-trap experiments dependent on external ion
sources with typically low energy ion beams (about a few
keV). Specifically the usage of pulsed drift tubes for deacceleration and the very small acceptance of the storage
magnet pose difficulties during beam optimization. Pulsed
drift tubes have to be optimized in timing and need
subsequent optimizations with focusing lenses due to their
negative effect on the beam emittance. In combination with
the small acceptance of the trapping system in the
superconducting magnets, the need for an optimization
system capable of working with a very low signal in most
of the parameter space is high.
For on-line experiments with limited beam time a fast
algorithm for beam optimization would directly contribute
to better statistics for measurement data and also for offline
measurements the Optimizer would spare time on

The algorithm has been fully tested and is now very
robust. It showed important improvements in the
operations of different experiments. The ongoing
collaboration with Max Planck Institute for Nuclear
Physics in Heidelberg and different CERN groups will
significantly improve the functionality and usability of this
tool from high-energy to low-energy physics experiments.
We foresee to add noise reduction filtering, based on real
time averaging and to improve the automatic loop
restarting to be able to explore different regions of interest.
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INTEGRATING IoT DEVICES INTO THE CERN CONTROL
AND MONITORING PLATFORM
B. Copy∗, M. Bräger, A. Papageorgiou Koufidis, E. Piselli, I. Prieto Barreiro
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The CERN Control and Monitoring Platform (C2MON)
offers interesting features required in the industrial controls
domain to support Internet of Things (IoT) scenarios. This
paper aims to highlight the main advantages of a cloud deployment solution, in order to support large-scale embedded
data acquisition and edge computing. Several IoT use cases
will be explained, illustrated by real examples carried out in
collaboration with CERN Knowledge Transfer programme.

INTRODUCTION
C2MON [1] is a monitoring platform developed at CERN
and since 2016 made available under an LGPL3 open source
license. C2MON is at the heart of the CERN Technical
Infrastructure Monitoring (TIM) that supervises the correct functioning of CERN’s technical and safety infrastructure. TIM handles about three million messages per day, and
serves as the central alarm management system for more than
one hundred and fifty thousand alarms. C2MON relies on
Java Messaging Services (JMS) [2], as well as caching and
clustering technologies, to deliver transactional fail-safe data
distribution. C2MON exhibits features specifically targeted
at industrial control systems [3]. The Publisher-Subscriber
pattern enabled thus, is key to a scalable and robust IoT infrastructure [4]. As exposed in the form of a development
roadmap in 2017 [5] and thanks to recent development in
cloud technologies, the C2MON deployment model was
transitioned to adopt more agile runtime platforms, which
had the immediate effect of simplifying the investigation
and resolution of complex JMS issues encountered in production. The transition to a cloud deployment model based
on Kubernetes [6] also makes C2MON more suitable for
instant deployment on commercial hosting platforms such
as provided by Amazon or Google.

C2MON ARCHITECTURE OVER
KUBERNETES
Kubernetes as a deployment platform [6] provides a clean
and efficient abstraction for scaling concerns and orchestration: individual units of process execution (called pods)
are added or removed as required by runtime health metrics
(such as CPU load, memory usage or the presence of critical
errors), while process configuration and stateful requirements (such as data persistence or process cluster ordering)
are transparently provided to individual pods according to
templates. The recent introduction of tools such as Kustomize [7] makes it even simpler to tailor and combine a
∗

brice.copy@cern.ch

common set of Kubernetes templates for multiple scenarios,
injecting configuration and writing scaling directives in a
much more efficient and reproducible manner than traditional cluster management tools such as Ansible [8], due
to the fact that the deployment environment is completely
factored out and dissociated from hardware and operating
system concerns.

ADAPTING C2MON FOR BETTER
INTEGRATION TESTING AND
DEPLOYMENT
Simplifying Adoption for C2MON Users
C2MON aims to make it easier for new and existing users
to (leverage its monitoring value) by focusing on the following points:
• Shipping a one click deployment.
• Allowing extension and (re)configuration of a running
stack.
• Maximizing service resilience and fault tolerance.
One Click Deployment Kubernetes is the project of
the Cloud Native Computing Foundation with the highest
percentage of production usage, as of October, 2018 [9].
C2MON users can bootstrap a complete stack, such as the
one specified below in Fig. 1, using a single command.
Configuring the C2MON Stack Managing the YAML
[10] files for a Kubernetes stack can grow to quite a complex
task, since the format provides no support for extension, or
any form of versioning. YAML is also criticized for being
unsafe and producing unexpected behaviors [11]. Addressing some of these issues, Kustomize [7] is an open source
tool which provides:
• A declarative approach to configuration management.
• Component reuse capabilities.
• Integration into existing version control workflows.
By complying with Kustomize workflows, the C2MON
Kubernetes deployment has been modularized into directories which correspond to layers. Additional configuration
options, such as resource properties files can be added in
those directories and they are automatically converted into
Kubernetes ConfigMaps [12] and Secrets [13], which are
then used in the pods. Thus, every component of C2MON
software can be customized over the same base image and
even reconfigured during runtime by applying a rolling update [14].
WEPHA125
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Figure 1: Combining Docker images, Kubernetes templates and Kustomize directives to produce Test and Production
deployments, including redundancy and dependency on external services

Enabling GitOps
GitOps [15], is the practice of using a version control
system as a single source of truth for managing Kubernetes
clusters. The primary objective is to manage deployments
using the same modern standardized practices that are applied to the code base, such as pull requests and code reviews.
Maintaining all deployment information in the code repository provides a clear and coherent history of deployments, a
direct view into important production configuration details
and the ability to apply updates in a simple and systematic
manner.

BOLSTERING JMS RESILIENCE
Message queue systems, implemented using JMS in Java
are increasingly gaining support over REST for handling
cloud workloads [16–18]. Proponents of JMS focus on its
key strengths:
• Reliability as most message queue brokers come with
a 100% message delivery guarantee.
• Elasticity as producers and consumers are independently scalable without any concurrency issues.
• Asynchronous processing which is a feature of
paramount importance in an environment where pod
crashes are not very common, but even an expected part
of workflows. This leads to a more robust architecture,
as individual component failures cannot cascade across
the system, while high workloads can be managed with
Kubernetes autoscaling.

Chaos Engineering in Kubernetes
Chaos engineering is the practice of experimenting on a
system in order to build confidence in the system’s capability
to withstand turbulent conditions in production [19]. While
some chaos engineering solutions such as chaosmonkey [20]
focus on testing during production operations, C2MON fo-

cuses on an integration testing workflow, aiming at exposing
bugs before they appear in production. Chaos engineering in
C2MON is carried out using an in-house framework. Using
Kustomize, one can generate multiple Kubernetes environments which examine different scaling and architecture configurations or replicate existing production setups. A series
of scenarios are then run on each environment, simulating
a selection of failures, such as server crashes or network
outages. Concurrently, the framework is running tests to
constantly evaluate that the system is exhibiting Steady State
Behavior in terms of stability, throughput and quality of
service.

Environments and Configurations
The performance of different solutions was examined and
evaluated across different configurations ranging from a simple publisher-subscriber architecture to a complex parallel
and concurrent C2MON stack. In the case of C2MON, four
different message queuing (MQ) configurations were overlaid over three base environments, then subjected to three
different scenarios, generating a simulation matrix of thirtysix samples. To monitor the performance of the MQ layer,
Prometheus [21], and Prometheus AlertManager [22] were
added to the simulation and configured to monitor the Java
agents in the system. To evaluate system throughput, Service level agreement (SLA) compliance and system stability,
JUnit [23] tests were written and run during the simulations.
The chaos engineering framework managed building the
overlays and running the scenarios, as well as exporting the
results from inside the Kubernetes pods that run the tests,
which turned out to be a non-trivial task.

Findings
The simulations successfully and clearly demonstrated the
performance and robustness of different configurations, as
well as the system’s overall response to different conditions.
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Figure 2: Performance of different ActiveMQ configurations during idle state. Scaled to best performance on each
axis. For a more detailed description, see Annex A.
Figures 2 and 3 visualize some of the findings. The simulations helped to pinpoint sub-optimal configurations that
could not easily be diagnosed in a production or even a standard test environment. Additional findings about the issues
encountered when running Apache ActiveMQ in a containerized cloud environment, alongside working solutions, were
reported to the core Apache ActiveMQ development team.

TRANSITION TO IOT TECHNOLOGIES
C2MON, as a best-of-breed open-source data acquisition
and monitoring platform, was initially designed around 2009,
when cloud technologies were not as prevalent as today.
Emerging IoT technologies have also initiated a shift from
traditional industrial controls protocols to more lightweight
Internet-friendly ones (such as MQTT [24] or WebSockets
[25]).

IOT DEVICES PARTICULARITIES
IoT devices have limited connectivity and runtime resources but allow to perform data acquisition at lowcost. The Arduino eco-system [26] provides a plethora of
community-supported sensor libraries that enable the prototyping and productization of new data acquisition devices at
record speed.
IoT devices, in comparison to personal computing devices,
are characterized by :
• Their operating range which varies from a few meters
(for Bluetooth) to kilometers (for cellular or LoRa [27]
devices).
• Their low power usage and requirement to run on autonomous power such as batteries or solar panels, in
remote places.
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Figure 3: Performance of different ActiveMQ configurations during significant system load. Scaled to best performance on each axis. For a more detailed description, see
Annex A.
• Their built-in support for low CPU standard protocols
to ensure wide connectivity.
The openness and wide availability of cloud deployment
options offered by C2MON make it an ideal platform for
the release and monitoring of IoT devices. In collaboration
with the CERN Knowledge Transfer office, the C2MON
developers have already taken part in multiple IoT usage
scenarios.

USAGES OF C2MON IN IOT SCENARIOS
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THE CERN
KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER TEAM
The CERN Knowledge Transfer (KT) team has the mandate to disseminate and productize CERN technology so it
can benefit society at large beyond high-energy physics research. CERN KT provides a legal and financial framework
for third-party companies to adopt CERN technologies for
maximum mutual benefit; as part of the CERN KT portfolio,
this applies to C2MON, as illustrated in the two following
case studies.

Grocers of the Future – Tracking Fresh Produce
from Crop to Shelf with C2MON
As part of the CERN Challenge Based Innovation [28],
a team of six university students (team Loop) sponsored
by the Italian sustainable grocery packaging producer CPR
Systems, developed a working tracking service for fresh produce transport crates, using RFID and on board sensors. The
tracking service, based on C2MON technology and design
principles, enables follow-up of the location, travel time and
storage conditions of fruits and vegetables transiting through
the transport system. Such detailed information is essential
to CPR Systems and goods producers, and also a strong sellWEPHA125
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ing point for consumers that can see on the shelf all relevant
information concerning the goods they are buying.

[7] Kustomize,
sigs/kustomize

Securaxis – Road Traffic Monitoring in Smart
Cities

[8] Ansible, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ansible_
(software)

Securaxis, a Geneva (Switzerland) based startup company,
is working to combine edge computing, machine learning
and C2MON technology [29] to perform smart monitoring of situations where traditional methods (such as videosurveillance, sound recording) are both too costly and too
intrusive to operate. By employing smart sensors to analyze
the data and only propagate significant events to a centralized
monitoring system, Securaxis has already received funding
to monitor road activity on bridges, or monitor the presence
and the population of protected species in a given habitat.
Technologies such as LoRa [27] and MQTT [24] are particularly relevant to scale up affordable deployments in this
context.

CONCLUSION
The usage of Kubernetes [6] and associated technologies
to deploy C2MON in test and pre-production environments
has already proven an undeniable gain in delivering consistent performance and reliability test results, and will in
the future continue to allow development to fine-tune our
deployment configurations and technological choices with
great precision. The CERN Accelerator infrastructure team
is also taking steps to evaluate and provide an operational
cloud based on Kubernetes [30], which will allow the CERN
TIM service (based upon C2MON technology) to greatly
simplify production deployments in the near future.
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Abstract
The IRRAD proton irradiation facility at CERN was built
during the Long Shutdown 1 (LS1) to address the irradiation
experiment needs of the community working for the HighLuminosity (HL) upgrade of the LHC. The present IRRAD
is an upgrade of a historical service at CERN that, since
the 90’s, exploits the high-intensity 24 GeV/c PS proton
beam for radiation-hardness studies of detector, accelerator and semiconductor components and materials. During
its first run (2015-2018), IRRAD provided a key service
to the CERN community, with more than 2500 samples
irradiated. IRRAD is operated via custom-made irradiation systems, beam diagnostics and data management tools.
During the Long Shutdown 2 (LS2), IRRAD will undergo
several upgrades in order to cope also with new requirements
arising for projects beyond the HL-LHC. In this paper, we
(1) describe the various hardware and software equipment
developed for IRRAD, and (2) present the main challenges
encountered during the first years of operation, which have
driven most of the improvements planned for LS2 such as
applying machine-learning techniques in the processing and
real-time analysis of beam profile data.

fluence of up to several 1015 p/cm2 . Smaller objects can
be irradiated up to a fluence beyond 1017 p/cm2 . Irradiation experiments with a defocused proton beam or with
larger objects are also possible. Furthermore, irradiation
experiments at low temperature (−25 °C) or in cryogenic
conditions (1.9 K) can be also performed at IRRAD.
The samples to be irradiated are placed on remotely controlled stages (irradiation tables) that can be moved along
three axis (x,y,𝜃) as shown in Fig. 1. The irradiation tables,
nine in total, are grouped in three consecutive zones along
the proton beam trajectory and require the users to access the
irradiation area, during weekly technical stops, for installing
them. In addition, a conveyor (shuttle) system is available
for the irradiation of smaller samples with maximum dimensions of 5×5 cm2 . This irradiation system can be moved
from the outside area to the irradiation position, without
the need to interrupt the proton beam operation. In order to
precisely align the proton beam over T8, a dedicated beam
instrument is used to provide a real-time display of the beam
profile [3]. Moreover, dedicated software interfaces are used
to control and monitor the IRRAD facility operations [4].

INTRODUCTION
The proton IRRADiation facility at CERN (IRRAD), located in the East Area of the Proton Synchrotron (PS) accelerator, is an experimental infrastructure tailored for the qualification of material, electronics and detector components
for High-Energy Physics (HEP) experiments. The IRRAD
facility was originally built in 1999 [1] on the T7 beam line
of the PS East Area and underwent a major upgrade in 2014
during the CERN Long Shutdown 1 (LS1). In the LS1, IRRAD was extended and moved to the T8 beam line, to cope
with the increasing demand of irradiation experiments of the
HEP community working for the High-Luminosity LHC [2].
The PS delivers to IRRAD a Gaussian proton beam of
momentum 24 GeV/c, in ∼400 ms spills (of about 5x1011 p)
every 10 s on average, and with a typical beam spot of
12×12 mm2 FWHM. In this beam, objects (also called ”samples”) up to 10×10 cm2 in size can be exposed to a particle
∗
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Figure 1: Irradiation tables (front) and shuttle system (back)
in IRRAD.
Every year in IRRAD hundreds of samples are exposed
to the proton beam (see Fig. 2). As a result, the registration, planning and follow-up of these experiments require
the management of a considerable amount of data. In the
early days, a dedicated software application was used in a
WEPHA127
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local computer for the identification and traceability of the
samples to be irradiated. Since 2014, in the framework of the
EU-funded AIDA-2020 project [5], a new web-based system
(the IRRAD Data Manager, or IDM [6]) better tailored to
the needs of the new IRRAD facility and the current CERN
software infrastructure, and providing a more advanced User
Experience, has been developed.
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radiation doses, beam counters, etc. for a total of about
140 acquisition channels. Details about the IRRAD control
system architecture are available in Ref. [4].

Planned Upgrades to the Control System
The main upgrade planned during the LS2 consists in
introducing additional acquisition channels for the monitoring of the Relative Humidity (RH) in the facility. RH is a
challenging parameter to monitor in IRRAD and requires
the usage of specific sensing elements (developed to work
in harsh radiation environment). The readout of these sensors already used at CERN in other applications will be
performed with a PLC-based system [10]. The data acquired
through this PLC will need to be integrated in the existing
architecture described above, recorded and displayed in real
time to the facility users.

Figure 2: IRRAD statistics after the LS1 (2014). Besides the
number of irradiated objects, the days of operation (bottom
curves for protons and Heavy Ions) and the total number of
protons delivered by the PS to T8 (top curve) are shown.
The overall development of the new IRRAD Data Manager (IDM) web application and its key functionalities are
presented in greater detail in a dedicated contribution at this
conference [7]. This also includes the planned upgrades
being performed during the LS2, as well as possible future
works about extending IDM towards other irradiation facilities through the development of a dedicated Irradiation
Experiment Data Management ontology (IEDM) [8, 9].
Based on the operational experience accumulated during
the first run of IRRAD (2014-2018), in this paper we instead
review the major upgrades foreseen during the LS2 for what
concerns the facility control system (first section), the beam
diagnostic and dosimetry systems (second section) as well
as the facility infrastructure (third section).

CONTROL SYSTEM
The two main components in IRRAD requiring a control
system are the irradiation tables and the remotely operated
shuttle system. To allow the movement, configuration and
monitoring of the IRRAD tables, a dedicated custom-made
software developed using Windows Forms and C# is currently used. This application communicates through RS-232
with a M300 microprocessor that is programmed to move
the samples to the assigned positions via stepping motors.
An equivalent application (running on a touch-screen PC) is
in operation also for the shuttle system as shown in Fig. 3.
Besides performing the control, these applications monitor
a set of Data Acquisition (DAQ) units and store into an Oracle database, every time a proton spill is delivered by the
PS, several parameters such as temperatures, axes positions,

Figure 3: User interface to control the IRRAD shuttle system.
Currently, the DAQ of the IRRAD environmental parameters (e.g., temperature, dose rate, etc.) are based on technologies that are becoming by the time obsolete and used
by a small user community (e.g., ICP-DAS [11]). Thus, we
plan to investigate the possibility of extending the usage
of PLCs and integrating them in the whole IRRAD DAQ
process and the control systems. Moreover, the user interfaces of the control systems used for the positioning of the
IRRAD tables, communicating with the microprocessor, are
custom-made applications based on proprietary software
that soon will not be supported by CERN. Therefore, another issue that needs to be investigated in detail during the
LS2 is to move towards free and open-source software tools
such as PyQt [12], which are also platform-independent
and functional in multiple operating systems (e.g., Linux or
Windows).

BEAM DIAGNOSTIC AND DOSIMETRY
The beam quality is the most important parameter for the
operation of IRRAD. The real-time (on a spill-by-spill basis)
knowledge of the position and shape of the irradiation beam
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(to enable its steering) requires the usage of a beam diagnostic that can be permanently exposed to the beam, without
excessively contributing to the overall proton interaction
length. An ideal device coping with these requirements
must thus feature an excellent radiation resistance, and be
composed by the least amount of material possible. For
these reasons, a dedicated Beam Profile Monitor (BPM)
instrument was developed for IRRAD [13].
The BPM detectors are composed of arrays of 4×4 mm2
Cu pads designed on flex-PCB circuits that generate an electrical charge via Secondary Electron Emission when the
proton beam impinges on them [3]. These signals are then
measured by a DAQ unit outside the radiation zone, which
integrates and records them through an Arduino Yún [14];
these data are then sent to a local server for further processing and stored in an Oracle database. These data are finally
used to populate real-time on-line displays of the IRRAD
beam profile such the one shown as an example in Fig. 4.
Four fixed BPMs are located in IRRAD (see subsection
“Beam Intensity Measurements”) and several others (called
”mini-BPMs”) are installed directly on the irradiation tables.
Besides the IRRAD operation, the BPM information is also
used by the CERN Control Center (CCC) to steer the IRRAD
beam along the irradiation area. Moreover, this information
is stored and available off-line to the IRRAD users, when
analysing the results of their irradiation experiment.
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(e.g., various intensities and/or shapes) or other type of particles such as the Heavy Ions [15]. Since special beam conditions became more and more frequent during the first run
of the facility, a series of improvements have been planned
on the beam instrumentation side and are detailed in the
following sub sections.
Beam Profile Monitor Taking into account the detector
requirements outlined in the section above and the experience from the first run of IRRAD, indicating that the damage
induced by the proton bombardment appeared to be more
severe than expected, a completely new technology for the
BPM sensors (based on micro-fabricated ultra-thin metal
layers) is currently being investigated within an EU-funded
ATTRACT project [16] in partnership with the EPFL of Lausanne in Switzerland and the University of Helsinki in Finland. This new development, which has been proven to work
in early tests in IRRAD before the LS2 [17], also addresses
the issue of striving to continuously decrease the amount of
in-beam material in order to achieve a minimum-invasive
beam diagnostic. An example of a new BPM monitor (called
”micro-BPM”) featuring a 50 nm-thick sensitive metal layer
over a 9-pad cross-shape array is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Image of a fabricated micro-BPM.

Figure 4: Beam profile display. Upper part: the X-Y Gaussian beam profiles. Bottom part: (left-hand side), pad intensities; (right-hand side), the time structure of the proton
beam.

Planned Upgrades to the Beam Instrumentation
The BPM is the main but not the unique beam instrument
present in IRRAD [2]. Secondary Emission Monitor (SEC)
and Ionization Chamber (XION) devices are also installed
for cross-calibration and complementary intensity measurements while operating IRRAD with non-standard beams

Today, the transverse beam-profile reconstruction is performed in 2D and the information from the four main BPMs
in IRRAD is manually compared, by the IRRAD operators
and the CCC operation teams, to ”ideal” reference beam
profiles (see blue Gaussian shapes in Fig. 4).
To be able to better exploit all features of the new microBPM devices after the LS2, the handling and display of the
BPM data need to be substantially improved. For instance,
the shape of the beam could be compared on-line (on a spillto-spill basis) to the reference one, by applying Machine
Learning-based (ML) techniques. ML classification and
evaluation of the beam profile patterns are thus a promising
path of investigation for our application and was born by
collaborating with MINES ParisTech (PSL University) in
Paris, France. Such a process could improve the efficiency
of the pattern recognition algorithm (faster data processing),
helping to promptly detect deviations of the beam profile
w.r.t. the nominal one and thus, in turn, improving the beam
quality and the efficiency of the irradiation experiments.
This research would be reminiscent of the machine/deep
learning applications being also currently investigated at
CERN for accelerator control systems, suggesting possible
synergies with other groups working on this topic [18]. More
specifically, we intend to investigate the possibility of using
a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) on the proton beam
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images in order to provide better prediction of the beam
parameters and a classification of the quality of the beam.
In the current version of the BPM system, the local server
is a physical PC server hosted in the IRRAD infrastructure
and running Windows Server 2012. Today, CERN provides
an open platform called OpenStack [19] where images of
virtual machines can be hosted. Thus, in view of the changes
expected at CERN about the future OS-platforms [20], another upgrade concerning the data acquisition process of
BPM is the virtualisation of the BPM server. A virtual machine image running on OpenStack will be deployed to run
the BPM server, currently running on a local machine.
Beam Intensity Measurements The more and more
frequent operation of the facility with low-intensity proton
and Heavy Ion beams motivated the need of improving the
overall beam diagnostics available for the T8 beam line. In
particular, two new devices, a XION and a Fast Beam Current Transformer (BCT), will be added upstream IRRAD,
together with the existing SEC, in order to have a common
reference location for all types of beam intensity measurements, as depicted in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Updated layout of the IRRAD beam instrumentation after the LS2. The devices in red color are the ones
newly installed during the LS2.
These new devices, which would need to be inserted inbeam only during the required measurements (because of
the constraints about the proton interaction length described
above), will be installed on movable stages that would also
need to be integrated in the current architecture of the IRRAD control system.

Planned Upgrades to the Dosimetry Infrastructure
The absolute particle fluence measurements in IRRAD
are based on nuclear reactions that lead to the formation of
radionuclides in thin high-purity aluminum foils. After the
foil (or ”dosimeter”) is exposed to the particles, the amounts
of generated radionuclides can be determined by means of
gamma spectroscopy analysis, with opportune corrections
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to take into account the radionuclide decay constant and
the thickness of the material foil [21]. With this method,
particle fluence can be calculated with an accuracy of a few
percentages.
To perform these measurements IRRAD is equipped with
a set of HP-Ge gamma spectrometers [22]. To cope with
the increasing number of dosimeters to be measured and to
simplify their handling within CERN, a new spectrometer
station will be added to this existing set during LS2. This
project is requiring the upgrade of the software in order to
handle a distributed set of detectors, as well as to guarantee the compatibility and the data interchange between this
proprietary system and the recently developed IDM. This
project will also require the virtualisation of the server in
an OpenStack-supported Virtual Machine image, while the
client applications will run in to separate locations at CERN.

FACILITY INFRASTRUCTURE
After irradiation, most of the the radioactive samples removed from IRRAD are manipulated by the users in the
technical area around the facility and in the annex storage
bunkers. These areas are equipped with proper handling
tools and enable the storage of the irradiated (and usually
fragile) samples with suitable environmental conditions (e.g.,
at room temperature or in dedicated freezers below −25 °C in
a dry atmosphere). Since these areas are reaching their full
capability, during the LS2, an extension has been planned
in order to increase the available space.

Figure 7: Layout of the IRRAD storage area extension.

Planned Upgrades to the Facility Infrastructure
Post-irradiation measurements are necessary, on average,
for more than 50% of the total number of experiments performed in IRRAD. This is to enable the IRRAD users to
characterize the irradiated samples, or to record their behaviour for a certain period after the particle exposure ends.
To avoid the transport of irradiated materials around
CERN (often in laboratories not designed and classified as
CERN radiation areas), whenever possible, the users are encouraged to perform these measurements directly within the
IRRAD infrastructure. For this reason, the IRRAD technical area was equipped with dedicated laboratory equipment
(inspection microscope, soldering station, etc.). This also
includes a new state-of-the-art electrical characterization
test-bench composed by a Suss PM8 Probe Station (equipped
with 4 Manipulators, a thermos-chuck from 5 °C to 125 °C
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and a vibration isolated table in EM isolated dark box) coupled with a Keithley 4200A Semiconductor Parameter Analyser. Moreover, recently, a 100 liters Temperature and Humidity Test Chamber, from LIB Industries, has been also
procured and installed in IRRAD.
The increasing quantity of stored material, the growing
number of users requiring the access to the IRRAD technical area and the space occupied by the newly purchased
measurement equipment are hitting the limitation imposed
by the space initially allocated for these activities within the
IRRAD infrastructure (50 m2 , in total). Figure 7 details the
proposed extension of the IRRAD technical area during the
LS2. This new work-space will be located on the first floor,
on the top for the existent storage bunkers, at a 2.4 m height
from the ground and will act as a new operational storage
from the post-LS2 operation period onwards [23].

[5] AIDA-2020 project, http://cern.ch/aida2020

CONCLUSION
Only during the year 2018, the IRRAD facility featured
81 performed experiments (by a community of 97 users),
787 samples managed, 405 dosimeters irradiated and 2056
dosimetry measurements analyzed, recorded and supplied to
the users. This exceptional performance confirmed a trend
that has seen these metrics constantly increasing during the
last 5 years.
This paper provided an overview of the major upgrades
and modifications planned for the CERN proton irradiation
facility (IRRAD) during the CERN Long Shutdown 2 (20192021) in order to cope with these performance increases
as well as with new arising requirements. Besides the development of a custom-made IRRAD Data Manager (IDM)
application (detailed in a separated ICALEPCS 2019 contribution [7]), we focused here on the IRRAD control system
and its beam diagnostics, dosimetry and facility infrastructure aspects.
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SYNCHRONISING LabVIEW DEVELOPMENT AND
DEPLOYMENT ENVIRONMENT
O. Ø. Andreassen†, C. Charrondière, H. Reymond, A. Rijllart, M. Miskowiec
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
LabVIEW™ with its graphical approach is suited for engineers used to design and implement systems based on
schematics and designs. Being a graphical language, it can
be challenging to keep track of drivers, runtime engines,
deployments and configurations since most of the tools on
the market aimed towards this are implemented for textual
languages. Configuration management is possible in the
development environment via version control systems such
as Perforce™, however at CERN and in the open source
software development community in general, the tendency
is moving towards Git. In this paper we demonstrate how
the combination of automated builds, packaging, versioning and consistent deployment can further ease and speed
up development, while ensure robustness and coherency
across systems. We also show how an in-house built tool
called “RADE Installer” synchronises both development
environments and drivers across workstations, empowering graphical development at CERN, by merging the open
source toolchains with the workflow of LabVIEW. RADE
installer represents a solution for LabVIEW to keep track
of drivers, runtime engines, deployments and configurations.

BACKGROUND
The LabVIEW™ based Rapid Application Development
Environment (RADE) was conceived as a result of an increasing need to quickly prototype and release controls,
analysis and test-bench tools in the CERN accelerator domain (Fig. 1). The framework was designed to reduce the
traditional development time without compromising the
applications’ stability and longevity. RADE’s multi-tier,
plugin-based architecture made it possible to develop simple control applications in hours and at the same time maintain them for years [1].
As the framework grew, so did its dependencies and
complexity. Adding a change to the framework typically
would take a day to release. With several changes being
added every day, it could take weeks to months before they
were distributed, depending on priority and available resources. This led us to invest in build automation and Continuous Integration (CI) [2].
With the introduction of CI, the release process was reduced from one day to about 1 hour (53 minutes) unattended and automated, freeing up the development time.
In addition, automating the tasks removed typical “operator errors” from repetitive work and made it possible to
introduce new toolkits in the framework continuously. An
added bonus from adopting CI was also the early feedback
____________________________________________

† odd.oyvind.andreassen@cern.ch

it gave. Since all unit test is executed on every release, the
developer gets immediate feedback if a change broke a
module and can start working on solving the issue at once
[3].

Figure 1: RADE Continuous Integration Process early
version.
When the libraries have passed all the unit tests, the CI
process builds and bundles the libraries in to several single
target specific installers.
Reducing the release time made it possible to integrate
the latest changes and any new features immediately. This
change in the build philosophy worked well for libraries
and applications the development team controlled, however it made it challenging for external users to be in synch
with the constant change, especially if the release introduced changes to the dependent interfaces that where not
backwards compatible. This led us to rethink the strategy
of bundling all RADE libraries in to one big versioned installer and was the main drive behind investing efforts in
to developing the RADE installer [3][4].

THE CHALLENGE
Version control and tools that automatically updates
software is nothing new in the development world. There
are hundreds if not thousands of different tools available
on the market. The LabVIEW community even has two
tools that is aimed against installing third party libraries,
however CERN’s unique infrastructure and platform requirements are limiting factors in what one can choose [5].

Selecting the Right Tools
There are several considerations one has to take when
integrating network-based components in the CERN infra-
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structure. There are exotic configurations, (Some components of the accelerators date back to the 60’s and the infrastructure, though renewed, in portions reflect the early
decisions made at the time), vast network with more than
150.000 devices (as 2019) and there are multiple layers of
private and public networks you have to cross to get from
one point to another [6][7].
As a result of that we had to make some considerations
when selecting the right tool for the job. In our lab and in
the capacity as a support team, we needed to have a tool
that could aid in distributing packages that would suit our
users, at the same time be compatible with the chosen
standard of NI and LabVIEW: Using the NI Package Manager. We wanted a tool that would:
• Add value to both the team and our users
• Run on CentOS, Windows and Mac OS
• Be a well-known and supported tool
• Handle cross installation of applications, drivers and
libraries regardless of language and environment
• Support different package types
• Call external resources and use third party installers,
not being limited to a custom or dedicated environment
• Configurable per project
• Be able to proxy connections and work across all internal networks via dedicated trusted nodes
• Work as a binding agent between other existing solutions
• Work with a GUI interface, callable from LabVIEW
(both indirectly or directly)
• Work on future versions of LabVIEW
Table 1: Evaluation of Package Managers
Name

License

Local
Server

VIPM [8]
NIPM [9]
OPKG [7]
Yum [7]

Paid
NI
MIT
GPLv2

Pip [7]
Dpkg [7]

Paid
Yes
Yes
Yes

Cross
Platform
Yes
No
No
No

Mixed
Language
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

MIT

Yes

Yes

No

GPLv2

Yes

No

Yes

Conda [7]
BSD
Yes
Yes
Yes
After evaluating several different commercial and open
source products (see Table 1), it would initially seem like
many of the package managers on the market could be suitable for our needs, however any cross-platform tool that
was close to offering what we wanted, either would add a
higher cost than the added value or it would be tailored to
its dedicated environment and therefore not suitable for
the job [7-9].
After a few internal review rounds, evaluating tools and
looking at the results forming from the data, we concluded
that the best path for us to go, fully being able to control
and adapt the environment to our need, would be to make
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a custom-tailored tool that could hook in to other existing
technologies and the same time being compatible with existing environments, ensuring compatibility and reducing
risk of cross pollution between installers.

Versioning and Version Control
At CERN the IT department has been working towards
making Git and GitLab the main source control solution
for the whole lab. In the past we used SVN, but have lately
adopted Git as our main provider. This decision was mainly
based on the added value of having the IT department supporting and maintaining the repositories, and lately reinforced by the many new functionalies added in the GitLab
ecosystem [10].
By using GitLab’s built in rest API in combination with
our existing CI engine the transition from SVN to Git was
fairly painless, but took about 4 months to complete.
“Software upgrade versioning is the process of assigning either unique version names or unique version numbers
to unique states of computer software. Within a given version number category (major, minor), these numbers are
generally assigned in increasing order and correspond to
new developments in the software. At a fine-grained level,
revision control is often used for keeping track of incrementally different versions of information, whether or not
this information is computer software” [11].
In the RADE framework we follow the same principle
for versioning. In addition, module names are shortened/converted to an acronym and the acronym is used in
all tools that interacts or is related to the module. For instance, if we have a project called “PowerControlSoftware”, the acronym becomes “pcs”, and this acronym is
then used both on Git, in the project’s documentation page,
and in any support or correspondence done that relates to
the module. Then whenever a release is done (after unit,
integration and requirement testing depending on the module criticality), we assign a version number to the release,
tag it and start the release procedure.

Figure 2: SVN Naming scheme.
In the transition from Git to SVN we kept the same naming scheme (Fig. 2) so the CI engine would be backwards
compatible with the previous scheme.
The module tag number is kept all the way from the
source to the repository. In addition, we have a fixed project structure for all developers, making it easier to identify
where to find the sources and relevant files for each project.
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RADE INSTALLER

As with the package managers there are also many different repository tools on the market. Our requirements for
the repository had many similarities with the package manager environment, however in this case we decided that all
packages should be hosted in the same environment, removing the cross-platform requirement, and should have
as much built in logic as possible, moving most of the logic
from the client to the repository.
For the repository we wanted a tool that:
• Had a Representational State Transfer (REST) interface (or similar) for ease of integration [12]
• Automatically indexes packages
• Supports listing and querying
• Supports upload and download of both binary and
source-based packages
• Supports hosting of any software language and file format
• Fits in the existing CERN OpenStack infrastructure
• Compatible with GitLab
• Compatible with Jenkins

The RADE installer, following the philosophy of the
RADE framework, was implemented with ease of use and
efficiency, in terms of workflow, in mind (Fig. 3). The developer should not need to focus on versioning and inter
module compatibility, rather get the necessary dependencies installed with as little interactions as possible. If you
check out an existing project from git that contains any
package in the RADE eco system, you only have to reference the project and the installer will find the implicit dependencies.

Table 2: Evaluation of Repository Tools
Name

License

API

Mixed
Package

VIPM [8]
EOS [13]
GitLab
[10]
WebSite

Paid
N/A
MIT

No
No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

ServerSide
Management
No
No
Yes

N/A

No

Yes

No

Nexus [14]

GPL

Yes

Yes

Yes

Any update and new package are visible from the interface, and the user can toggle between “public”, “RADE”
and “VIPM” packages (Figure 3). The user can also choose
if updates should be installed automatically (hidden) or
manually.

PyPI [15]

GPLv2

Yes

No

No

Environment Integration

After evaluating and testing several repository tools,
some of which are shown in Table 2 above, we narrowed
the list down to 2 possible candidates that would suite our
needs: Sonatype Nexus and GitLab. If the selection where
done today, GitLab would be the clear choice, but at the
time the comparison was done, GitLab was only meant to
store source files and not intended to be a repository solution, and Nexus was the clear choice given its API and features. [10, 14].

Figure 3: RADE Installer Main interface.

The RADE Installer can be launched from within the
LabVIEW development environment. An option available
from the “Tools -> RADE” menu will launch a statically
compiled version of the installer, built using packed project
libraries. This allows for instant installation of a desired
package without having to restart LabVIEW. Only in cases
where a system package requiring restart of the operating
system does one have to restart the environment [16].

Sonatype Nexus
Sonatype Nexus Open-Source Software (OSS) is a repository manager. It allows you to proxy, collect, and manage your dependencies so that you are not constantly juggling a collection of packages. It makes it easy to distribute
your software. Internally, you configure your build to publish artefacts to Nexus and they then become available to
other developers. You get the benefits of having your own
local repository at the same time as you can proxy, link and
share artefacts between other repositories and developers
[14].
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Figure 5: RADE Package Creation Workflow.

Package Compatibility

Figure 4: RADE Installer Launcher from LabVIEW
Environment.

Installation and Updates
The RADE installer (Fig. 4) is built like any other RADE
application package in the CI engine, and will at startup
check for new releases on the Nexus repository. If there is
a new version available and the user currently launching
LabVIEW is authorized to install a new version (same user
name as previous installation or administrator rights), the
package will automatically be downloaded and installed
(Fig. 5). We were thinking of making this feature optional,
and let the user decide when and where to install the updates, however past experiences have shown that many users post-pone the updates and quickly gets out of synch
with the maintained version. Since the installer itself does
not have any dependency with the packages or applications
being developed, we deemed it safe to automate the installation. In the case of a network interruption or timeout, the
installer will simply time out. If anything was missing or
incomplete, the installer does not complete the update.

BUILD CYCLE
The RADE build cycle has not changed much after introducing the RADE installer and Nexus repository manager. The main challenge was breaking all the different libraries into individual installers and map their interdependencies. Since everything in the past was shipped as one big
package, we didn’t have to manage the interoperability and
compatibility between packages, however with the new release scheme, we always have to take care that none of the
libraries break or fail when doing a release. As an added
bonus, the release time has gone down even more, and we
can now release stable packages within minutes and add
new packages incrementally without affecting users.

New packages added to the build cycle are either compatible with the NI or VI package manager if they are intended to be installed in the LabVIEW environment. This
means that any package can be installed on a user’s machine even if he or she does not have the RADE installer
available or cannot connect to the repositories. This was a
particularly important requirement in case the development
environment is outside CERN which often is the case for
test system.

REMARKS AND ISSUES
One of the main challenges with the new installer has
been to manage user environments and file permissions.
At CERN we have terminal server with multiple users,
central development machines and virtual environments
used by many people.
The LabVIEW environment relies on relative file structures, naming and known paths, and it is therefore important to retain the permissions and structure both the environment and user expects. This gave us some aha moments when developing the installer. This was solved by
having the user “log in” to the installer and use his (encrypted) credentials when interacting with the file system.
Also migrating all the packages from one big bundle to
individual packages both compatible with the NI installer
and the VI Package manager and at the same time serving
our needs, was more manual labor than expected. Once
done we do not need to maintain or change it, but the initial
effort should not be neglected.
Moving from SVN to Git was also a task that proved to
be more challenging than expected. SVN can be used as a
monolithic source control system and any subsection of the
repository can be checked out. Git on the other hand is decentralized, distributed and by nature not monolithic. This
means that the user cannot check out sub portions of the
repository (could be done with submodules, but this requires quite a bit of hands on work), and it also means that
the user will have all versions of a project installed locally
when checking it out/cloning. Fortunately, GitLab had the
possibility to do break projects into groups and with some
simple scripting and organization we managed to get a
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functionality which was as close to what we had before the
transition, reducing the effort and cost of the migration.
The RADE Installer still hasn’t been released to all
CERN users and is still being evaluated internally in the
team.

CONCLUSION
Introducing Nexus and the possibility to break packages
into singular elements in the RADE CI engine has greatly
improved our capacity to both release and keep track of
packages. Cross dependent developments using both Java,
C++ and LabVIEW have benefitted from the new structure
and we have become more conscious in designing packages with test and traceability in mind. The introduction of
the RADE installer in the team is still an ongoing process,
but the benefits outweighs the efforts so far. It has become
easier to share and reuse code, and adding packages to the
installer encourages a workflow that reduces errors in deliveries.

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
The RADE installer still does not support full environment synchronization, so the plan is to add this functionality in the next release. We also have to follow closely what
National Instruments plans to do with their Next Generation environment and make sure the changes we do are
compatible with future releases.
Finally, as time has gone by, more and more features
have been added to GitLab and it is now (2019) a full
“DevOps” solution that supports the whole software workflow from development, build to release and we are considering replacing both Jenkins and Nexus with Gitlab.
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EVALUATION OF AN SFP BASED TEST LOOP FOR A FUTURE
UPGRADE OF THE OPTICAL TRANSMISSION FOR CERN’s BEAM
INTERLOCK SYSTEM
R. Secondo, M.A. Galilée, J-C. Garnier, C. Martin, I. Romera Ramírez, A. Siemko, J. Uythoven
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The Beam Interlock System (BIS) is the backbone of
CERN’s machine protection system. The BIS is responsible
for relaying the so-called Beam Permit signal, initiating in
case of need the controlled removal of the beam by the LHC
Beam Dumping System. The Beam Permit is encoded as
a frequency signal travelling over a more than 30 km long
network of optical fibres all around the LHC ring. The progressive degradation of the optical fibres and the aging of
electronics affect the decoding of the Beam Permit, thus potentially resulting in an undesired beam dump event and by
this reducing the machine availability. Commercial off-theshelf SFP transceivers were studied with the aim to improve
the performance and continuous monitoring of the optical
transmission of the Beam Permit Network. This paper describes the tests carried out in the LHC accelerator to evaluate the selected SFP transceivers and it reports the results of
the test loop reaction time measurements during operation.
The use of SFPs to optically transmit safety critical signals
is being considered as an interesting option not only for the
planned major upgrade of the BIS for the HL-LHC era but
also for other interlock systems in use at CERN.

Figure 1: Basic principle of the Beam Permit Loop: a generator (CIBG) creates a TRUE frequency signal. User Permits
are issued by users connected on each BIC, in order to open
the Beam Permit loop and trigger a dump
(CIBG) and the Trigger Synchronization Unit (TSU), which
ultimately triggers a synchronous dump by the LBDS. The
frequencies associated to a TRUE value of the Beam Permit
were chosen as 9.375 MHz for channel A and 8.375 MHz
for channel B.

INTRODUCTION
The Beam Permit Loops are one of the most critical parts
of the BIS [1]. They are used to carry User Permit requests
from the Beam Interlock Controllers (BICs) to the LHC
Beam Dumping System (LBDS). Its working principle is
simple (see Fig. 1); the Beam Permit is encoded as a frequency signal and sent over optical fibres around the LHC
ring. When the Beam Permit is TRUE, the frequency is
generated and re-transmitted by every BIC crate, arriving
back to the generator. When one of the users connected to
the BIS network opens the loop, the Beam Permit becomes
FALSE and the re-transmission is interrupted, stopping the
generator. The missing frequency signal is detected by the
beam dumping system, resulting in the activation of the
beam dumping system. A failure to remove the beam when
requested can potentially result in massive damage to the
LHC machine [2].
The layout of the LHC BIS is reported in Fig. 2. The
Beam Permit information is broadcasted over two separate
channels A and B, respectively anticlockwise and clockwise
for each beam of the LHC. A pair of BIC crates is located
in each point of the LHC, plus one in the CERN control
center (CCR). In addition, a board for the generation of a
redundant asynchronous dump request (CIBDS) is located in
point 6, together with the generator of the TRUE frequency

Figure 2: Layout of the operational BIS, showing the particle
beams and the optical loops. BIC crates are located in the
CCR and at the eight LHC interaction points.

Limitations of the Present System
The BIS has proven to be an extremely reliable system
which has been working without major issues since the LHC
started beam operation in 2009 [3, 4]. Nevertheless, operational experience has shown that the progressive degradation
of optical elements, e.g., due to the exposure to ionizing radiation, could compromise the availability of the LHC. As
a result, one of the main limitations of the present BIS is
given by the characteristics of the ELED based transceivers
used for the optical communications. Among them:
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• low optical budget and lack of gain compensation over
temperature variations;
• absence of diagnostics regarding the RX/TX power,
operating temperature, bias current, etc;
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the interlock boards. A BIS-SFP crate is shown in Fig. 3,
containing a SVEC board [6] that was used to collect data
from the diagnostic registers of the SFP transceivers.

• erratic operation in DC mode. Switching from a frequency to a DC level signal, i.e. during a beam dump
event, provokes an undesired ringing of the Beam Permit signal which could coincide with the Beam Permit
loop frequency momentarily;
In order to address these limitations, measurement campaigns are scheduled on a regular basis, typically during long
shutdowns, to guarantee that the available optical margin
is sufficient to ensure the integrity of the optical communication. At the same time, it is verified that the attenuation
of the single mode fibres does not largely differ from the
typical loss of about 0.5 dB per km for the 1310 nm source.

Advantages of using Commercial SFPs
The Small Form-factor Pluggable transceivers (SFPs) are
network interface modules widely used for data communication applications. Their popularity has grown in the last
years and they are currently supported by many network
component vendors. The main advantages over the ELED
technology presently used for the BIS are the following:
• embedded diagnostic features [5] (such as RX/TX
power, operating temperature, bias current and internal
supply voltage among others);
• large optical budget, adequate for links of up to 20 km;
• standardised (designed to Multi-Source Agreement MSA), compact and hot-pluggable;
• available in a large variety of bit rate, power, wavelength
and fibre type;
The hot-plug capability and the embedded diagnostics can
largely improve the maintenance of the system, allowing to
remotely monitor the transceiver status and perform the measurements normally carried out during restart of the LHC
without the need of disconnecting the fibres. In addition, the
large power margin and gain compensation can overcome the
limits imposed by degradation of the optical networks, thus
ensuring safe broadcasting of the Beam Permit information
at long distances. As a consequence a beam permit loop
based on SFP transceivers (BIS-SFP) was laid out in parallel
to the operational LHC BIS (BIS-OP), in order to compare
the two interlocking loops and validate the hardware based
on SFP transmission under operational conditions.

THE BIS-SFP TESTBED
The new setup required to pull ≈27 km of new fibres,
to install new interlock hardware with upgraded firmware
and to deploy new diagnostics software. Concerning the
hardware, 6U ELMA VME64x crates were used to host

Figure 3: An ELMA VME64X based BIC-SFP crate.
To overcome the limitations of both ELED and SFP
transceivers to work with DC signals, a dual frequency approach was implemented, meaning that the FALSE status of
the Beam Permit was not anymore represented by a constant
signal but by a frequency. A FALSE frequency of 920 kHz
is generated from an external oscillator and re-transmitted if
a User Permit issues a dump request due to conditions not
adequate for beam operation. In this case the operational
state of the BIS becomes as shown in Figure 4: when a
User Permit becomes FALSE, (i.e. the Beam Permit loop
is opened), the loop switches from transmitting the TRUE
frequency to broadcasting a 920 kHz frequency, detected
as FALSE. This strategy allows to overcome any unwanted
oscillation previously observed when transitioning from a
frequency signal to a constant DC value. This approach was
selected after evaluation of other solutions based on more
complex transmission protocols [7]. The value of the FALSE
frequency was chosen to be 10 times lower and highly diverging from any harmonics of the TRUE frequency, to achieve
a reliable detection of the two states. Moreover the detection
of a FALSE frequency, as opposed to the reception of any
other unwanted signal, provides an additional information
over the status of the communication network.

Figure 4: Principle of the Beam Permit Loop with a Dual
Frequency Transmission.
A link was established between the two interlock systems,
BIS-OP and BIS-SFP, with the goal to compare the reaction time performance of the optical networks. For each
node of the BIS-OP the Local Permit signal, calculated from
the logical AND of all the User Permits connected at that
specific node, is routed as a single User Permit input to the
corresponding BIS-SFP crate. In this way, when the BISOP Beam Permit opens due to issue a dump request, the
BIS-SFP optical loop is opened as well. In both systems the
Beam Permit values are monitored with an FPGA, using a
frequency counter with a detection window of 3.2 μs width
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ring, and 𝑡𝐵𝐼𝑆−𝑆𝐹𝑃 the timestamp of the equivalent transition
occurring on the BIS-SFP at the same node, the delay time
𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 between the two optical loops was calculated as
𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 = 𝑡𝐵𝐼𝑆−𝑂𝑃 − 𝑡𝐵𝐼𝑆−𝑆𝐹𝑃

(a) CIBO

(b) CIBSFP

Figure 5: The ELED based CIBO and SFP based CIBSFP
mezzanine optical modules, used in the BIS-OP and BISSFP respectively for the transmission/reception of the Beam
Permit signal
to identify the input frequency and send the calculated value
to a logging server.
The operational BIS uses an ELED based transceiver
mounted on a pluggable mezzanine PCB called CIBO module, designed to achieve zero Bit Error Rate (BER) in the
transmission of the Beam Permit frequency, [8, 9]. A PCB
with an SFP interface (CIBSFP) was realized maintaining
the pin compatibility with the CIBO. As a result, the main
hardware of the interlock boards was maintained, and the
only changes applied were related to the generation and detection of the FALSE frequency. Figure 5 shows the two
mezzanine PCB used by the BIS-OP and BIS-SFP.
For our application, SFPs from different vendors (FINISAR, MRV and OPTOKON) were evaluated. Several characteristics were assessed, such as TX power, RX sensitivity,
linearity, precision, accuracy, etc. Finally, the MRV SFPGD-LX was selected. Table 1 shows a comparison between
the main characteristics of the CIBO, mounting the ELED
TX/RX modules PLD1315TM and PLD2317TM [10], and
the CIBSFP, with an MRV SFP-GD-LX transceiver.

(1)

The analysis of 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 was carried out with the objectives
of (i) functionally comparing the two optical loops and the
related hardware during real operation of the machine, and
(ii) validate the FPGA firmware for the generation/detection
of the FALSE frequency, together with the selected SFP
transceiver.
A total of 31668 Beam Permit transitions along the LHC
were analysed, initiating a total of 1832 dump events on
Beam-1 of the BIS-OP, taking into account both Beam Permit channels A and B. The calculation of 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 is affected
by the following parameters:
• The delay of the Local Permit connection between the
two loops: +1.7 μs
• The frequency detection window, for both BIS: up to
± 3.2 μs
• 10% difference between the lengths of the optical fibres:
± 1 μs
• up to ≈ ± 2 μs due to the synchronisation accuracy of
the respective BIC
Figure 6 shows all 31668 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 values calculated at each
beam permit transition from TRUE to FALSE. The mean
𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 was 0.363 μs with a standard deviation 𝜎 of 2.85 μs
which is compatible with the ≈ 3.2 μs delay imposed by the
frequency detection window in the monitoring FPGA.

Table 1: Comparison of the ELED and SFP Transceivers
Used in the BIS-OP and BIS-SFP Respectively
Characteristics
Max TX Power
Max RX Sensitivity
Monitoring Functions
Tx Wavelength
Fibre Type
Data Rate

CIBO

CIBSFP

−17.5 dBm
−24 dBm
No
1310 nm
Single Mode
up to 150 Mb/s

−3 dBm
−20 dBm
Yes
1310 nm
Single Mode
up to 1.25 Gb/s

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The use of a false frequency to open the beam permit
loop, as well as the overall performance of the BIS-SFP
hardware, were evaluated over the period from July 2017 to
October 2018. The reaction time of the two optical loops
was compared each time a dump request was triggered on
the operational BIS. Assuming as 𝑡𝐵𝐼𝑆−𝑂𝑃 the timestamp at
which the Beam Permit on the operational BIS changes its
value from TRUE to FALSE for a given node on the LHC

Figure 6: All 31668 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 values calculated for each dump
event on the operational BIS.
Similar results were observed calculating the mean 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦
for each node of the BIS, as shown in Figure 7. The minimum and maximum 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 values were respectively -7 μs
and +10 μs. These cases refer to particular events in which
the BIS-SFP opened 10 μs after or even 7 μs earlier than the
operational BIS on Beam-1. These events were analyzed and
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found compatible to the nominal operation of the LHC, as
a result of multiple users triggering dump requests leading
to a large delay with respect to the link between Beam-1 of
BIS-OP and the BIS-SFP (e.g., Beam Energy Trackers or
Beam-2 on BIS-OP).

Figure 8: Power transmitted for each node on the SFP optical
loops A and B, for a total of 36 SFP transceivers.

Figure 7: Mean 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 for each node along the BIS optical
loop.
No missed beam dump requests were recorded on the BISSFP setup and the FALSE frequency was correctly detected
at each Beam Permit value transition.
Data from the diagnostics registers embedded on each
SFP transceiver was collected during all year 2018. The
transceiver characteristics of temperature, bias current, operating voltage, power transmitted and power received were
recorded with a period of 1 second. Figures 8 and 9 show
respectively the transmitted and received power recorded by
all 36 SFP transceivers on both loops A and B. The average
transmitted power on all SFPs was ≈ -6 dBm, while the received power was in the range between ≈ -5 dBm and -11
dBm. These values are measured by the transceiver diagnostic circuitry with an accuracy of 3 dB. The main point
of interest for the BIS application is the observation of the
uncertainty of each measurement, for instance a drift vs time
of the power quantities can be related to the degradation of
the optical links, or to a misplaced connector. During each
dump event the false frequency was correctly detected on
all nodes of the SFP optical loop and all the SFP showed
values of received and transmitted power within the range
of specifications.

Figure 9: Power received for each node on the SFP optical
loops A and B, for a total of 36 SFP transceivers. The power
peaks correspond to a Beam Permit value transition detected.
The collected data demonstrated the justification of using
SFPs for several reasons, such as their large power margin
to overcome effects of fibre optics degradation, embedded
diagnostics capabilities for easier monitoring of the optical
network status, and the reduced maintenance needs. As a
result, the use of SFPs for the transmission of critical and
non-critical information, (e.g., monitoring diagnostics), is
being envisaged for future upgrades and applications of the
LHC BIS, as well as for other BIS configurations [11].
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF OBJECT DETECTION SYSTEM FOR
INDUSTRIAL LINAC PROJECT AT SLRI
R. Rujanakraikarn†, P. Koonpong, S. Tesprasitte
Synchrotron Light Research Institute, Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand
Abstract
The prototype of linear accelerator for industrial applications has been under development at Synchrotron Light
Research Institute (SLRI). The primary purpose of this new
project is for food irradiation application using x-ray. For
efficient beam scanning purpose, a real-time object detection system has been developed by using a machine vision
USB camera. The software has been developed by using
OpenCV which is run on an embedded system platform.
The result of the image analysis algorithm is used to control a beam scanning magnet system of the linac in realtime. The embedded system, both hardware selection and
software design, running the object detection task will be
described in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
Food irradiation is the process of exposing food and food
packaging to ionizing radiation, such as from gamma rays,
x-rays, or electron beams, without direct contact to the
source of the energy (radiation) capable of freeing electrons from their atomic bonds (ionization) in the targeted
food [1, 2]. Accelerator-based system is one of the platforms that can provide a good facility for food irradiation.
There are three key elements of the accelerator-based system to be considered, an accelerator system to deliver the
energetic beam, a scanning system to provide uniform
beam coverage of the product, and a material handling system that moves the product through the beam in a precisely
controlled manner [3].
Synchrotron Light Research Institute (SLRI) has been
developing the prototype of linear accelerator for industrial
applications. One of the main purposes of this new project
is for food irradiation application, which is globally utilized during recent years. This proposed project is targeted
to increase the availability of the low-cost machines for domestic uses since agricultural products are Thailand’s primary economy.
In the prototype of this irradiation facility there are several main components for each key element. The accelerator system consists of an electron linear accelerating structure of the S-band standing wave type, a 3.1 MW magnetron driven by a solid-state modulator, and a hot-cathode
electron gun. The scanning system comprises a beam scanning magnet and a scanning horn. The material handling
system is composed of conveyor system, motor drive system, and electronic control system. The diagram of this accelerator-based irradiation facility prototype can be shown
in Fig. 1.
___________________________________________

† roengrut@slri.or.th

Figure 1: A prototype of accelerator-based irradiation
facility.
The primary goal of irradiation facility is to deliver the
specified amount of the required radiation to the products
without unnecessary, wasteful, and excessive dose. Thus,
monitoring and control of the process parameters and the
information of objects to be scanned are important. Applying machine vision system to the irradiation facility is one
way to detect object information on the conveyor belt. This
system can support the material handling system in order
to improve the efficiency of the facility.
This paper describes a real-time object detection system
developed for this irradiation facility. The system design
with selected hardware and image analysis algorithm software is described in the next section. Result and discussion,
together with the relationship to the beam scanning magnet
control system, are presented in the following section.
Concluding remark is discussed in the final section.

SYSTEM DESIGN
This section describes the brief description of system design, both hardware and software, for object detection system developed in this project. In order to complete the object detection purpose, we apply machine vision to the material handling system. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the designed irradiation facility with the object detection system.
It also shows scanning magnet controller and motion controllers necessary to be implemented in the system in order
to complete all tasks to operate the facility.

Hardware
Typical machine vision system consists of lighting,
lenses, vision processing unit, image sensor, and communication between sensor and processing unit. For this prototype, we consider choosing vision camera as an image
sensor and lenses, with appropriate resolution and interface, for test and installation. Lighting is left for consideration once the system is installed. For processing unit, a
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single board computer is selected for embedded hardware
running image analysis algorithm. A brief technical specification of the vision camera is listed in Table 1.

Figure 2: Irradiation facility with object detection system
and controllers.
Table 1: Vision Camera Specifications
Definition
Value/Type
Resolution [pixels]
720 x 540
Frame Rate [fps]
70
Acquisition Mode
Continuous
Interface
USB 3.1

Figure 3: Vision camera, single board computer, and conveyor belt of the prototype.

Figure 4: Output of the software with sample object.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The hardware and software of the system are tested with
the conveyor belt used in this prototype. The chosen object
is placed in the middle of the conveyor and the image
is captured. The top left picture shown in Fig. 5 shows the
original image of the star-shaped object. The
algorithm converts the original image into grayscale and
binary im-ages illustrated in the top right and the bottom
left pictures, respectively. The bottom right picture shows
how the con-tour detection, image splitting, and object size
detection are performed. Figure 6 shows the GUI for
software settings and reporting the results of the object
size detection. Since the color of a transporting belt of the
conveyor is uniformly distributed with a green color, the
result of this software design is very satisfactory.

Software
Object detection software is implemented using Visual
C# running OpenCV algorithms with some digital image
processing techniques, which is typical for image analysis
and processing software. The main concepts of the software design are:
• Detecting boundaries of an object moving on the conveyor belt
• Drawing appropriate contour around an object
• Splitting image of an object into vertical slices (perpendicular to moving direction of the conveyor belt)
• Finding the top and bottom parts of the object in each
slice of the image in order to find the object size
An example of the output obtained from running the
soft-ware is shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 5: Hardware and software test.
WEPHA132
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scanning magnet control and conveyor belt velocity control. Motion control system of the prototype is discussed in
[4].

Figure 6: GUI for software settings and reporting results.
Consider the beam scanning magnet of the scanning system. The beam with uniformly distributed output at the output of the scanning horn is desired in scanning the product
or object to be irradiated. The time-dependent magnetic
field deflection of the beam is very important characteristics that is required to control the scanning magnet. As a
result, if the object has rectangular shape, the time
varying magnetic field strength shown in Fig. 7 is
typically de-sired to give the scanning action that can be
used to effec-tively spread the beam across the object
[3]. The detail of how to control the magnetic field
using current control is not discussed in this paper.

Figure 8: Expected time-dependent magnetic field for the
tested object.

CONCLUSION
The proposed real-time object detection system is developed for the prototype of linear accelerator for industrial
applications, specifically for food irradiation application
using x-ray. The primary purpose of the system is to provide detailed information of the object or product to be
scanned in order to generate a precise time-dependent magnetic field shape out of the scanning magnet. The system
design, both hardware and software, is described in detail.
The output of the image analysis algorithm is achieved as
desired. This result will be further applied as the input to
the beam scanning magnet system in order to control magnetic field efficiently. Moreover, the system is expected to
be used for real-time motion control of the material handling system of the project.
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SIRIUS DIAGNOSTICS IOC DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY
L. M. Russo∗ , LNLS, Campinas, SP, Brazil
Abstract
Sirius beam diagnostics group is responsible for specifying, designing and developing IOCs for most of the diagnostics in the Booster, Storage Ring and Transport Lines,
such as: Screens, Slits, Scrapers, Beam Position Monitors,
Tune Measurement, Beam Profile, Current Measurement, Injection Efficiency and Bunch-by-Bunch Feedback. In order
to ease maintenance, improve robustness, repeatability and
dependency isolation a set of guidelines and recipes were
developed for standardizing the IOC deployment. It is based
on two main components: containerization, which isolates
the IOC in a well-known environment, and a remote boot
strategy for our diagnostics servers, which ensures all hosts
boot in the same base operating system image. In this paper,
the remote boot strategy, along with its constituent parts, as
well as the containerization guidelines will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Sirius [1], like many other particle accelerators and highenergy physics experiments, employs hundreds to thousands
of device control system entities. It abstracts the so called
Front-End Controller (FEC) layer, of modern control systems, from the Client Application layer and, in the case of a
three-tier architecture, Middle-Layer Services layer [2, 3].
In the case of facilities based on EPICS [4], like Sirius,
Input-Output Controllers (IOCs) act as the FEC and export
its functionalities into Process Variables (PVs). As such,
IOCs, after completing its development cycle (i.e. analysis,
design, implementation, test), need to be deployed to the
control system in a consistent way, minimizing downtime
and coupling to other systems, whereas maximizing the flexibility of changes and rollback strategies in case something
fails.
Modern installations typically have thousands of IOC instances and hundreds of thousands of PVs, in which control,
monitoring, archiving and complex interactions with each
other take place. Thus, the process of manually compiling,
bundling the necessary configuration files and downloading
the IOC application becomes a burden and an error prone
task to the system maintainer. In this sense, the control system environment that has in its foundation principles like
consistency and reliability becomes more fragile.
In order to achieve the desired capabilities of such a deployment system, many laboratories and institutes have developed strategies to solve and guide this process employing
a myriad of techniques, such as Agile Development, Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment, and tools,
such as rsync file synchronizing tool, Network File System
(NFS), Jenkins, Puppet, Ansible and Containers [5–9].
∗

lucas.russo@lnls.br

In the next sections, the standards, development cycle and
tools chosen by the Sirius beam diagnostics group will be
discussed.

DIAGNOSTICS SYSTEMS
Sirius Diagnostics systems can be summarized by Table 1
extracted from [10]:
Table 1: Summary of Beam Diagnostics Components.
LINAC is the Linear Accelerator, LTB is the Linac to Booster
Transfer Line, BO is the Booster Ring, BTS is the Booster
to Storage Ring and SR is the Storage Ring
Linac LTB BO BTS SR
DCCT
FCT
ICT
Beam Flag
Horizontal Slit
Vertical Slit
Button BPM
Stripline BPM
Front-End Photon BPM
Filling Pattern Monitor
Horizontal scraper
Vertical scraper
Tune shaker
Tune pick-up
Bunch-by-Bunch kicker
Bunch-by-Bunch BPM
X-ray port
Visible light port
Streak camera
Beam Loss Monitor
Gas Bremsstrahlung
Monitor

2
5
3
-

1
2
6
1
1
6
tbd

-

-

1
3
50
1
1
tbd
-

1
2
6
5
tbd
-

2
160
80
1
1 pair
1 pair
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
tbd

Most of the diagnostics presented on Table 1 follow the
same development and deployment strategy described in the
next section. The exception are the following systems:
• BPM (Button, Stripline, Photon): the system [11] is
based on MicroTCA.4 with an x86 AMC CPU board
and a CentOS7 operating system. For historical reasons this system, at the time of its inception, did not
have the deployment infrastructure available today. As
such, management is performed manually with a set of
scripts based on parallel ssh connections and remote
bash commands. The plan is to convert it to the herein
described deployment strategy.
• Bunch-by-Bunch (Kicker, BPM): the system is based on
a custom solution by Dimtel [12] with the IOC running
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inside the system itself. Currently, there is no plan to
change the deployment strategy.
• Streak Camera: the system is based on a commercial
solution by Hamamatsu. Currently there is no EPICS
IOC planned for the system neither a change in its deployment strategy.
The remainder of the diagnostics employ a set of commercial and in-house developed equipment + Soft IOCs running
on one of the 8 Dell PowerEdge R230 diagnostics servers.
See [10] for further details.

DEPLOYMENT PRINCIPLES
The adopted deployment strategy was based on the microservice architecture [13], from which the following principles were used to guide the solution and methods chosen:
• Scalability: applications should be scalable, both in the
sense of runtime scalability (e.g., more requests from
different clients), and, more importantly, organization
scalability, enabling different teams working in parallel
with minimal coupling.
• Isolation: applications should be as much isolated as
possible from one another, not relying on the host system and relying as little as possible on other services to
be functional. Communication must be done through
well defined APIs.
• Statelessness: applications should not store states and
depend on them. This leads to a more complex design
and should be avoided.
• Repeatability: applications should always be able to
run in the exact same way every time it is deployed or
restarted. This ensures the application can be moved
from one host to another with minimal effort, enhancing
overall system reliability.

DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY
At Sirius, different groups have taken the task of developing EPICS-based software for the control system, such as:
FECs for the accelerator; middle-layer services for alarm,
monitoring, unit conversion and save-restore systems; highlevel applications for beam dynamics and physics processing; beamline controls and experiment automation. As such,
development strategies, coding standards, deployment methods, hardware selection and even EPICS modules versions
were inherently different from one another, making it difficult to standardize a uniform solution.
In order to tackle the problem, an ongoing set of guidelines
and standards is being proposed to help automate the process
and to diminish chances of errors. The workflow depicted in
Fig. 1 gives an overview of the current software development
and deployment status procedures. It was loosely based
on [7].
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In Fig. 1, three major groups of tasks can be identified:
VCS, Standards Checking, Build and Tests (in red); Container Packaging, Container Testing, Container Repository
(in blue); Description Update, Refresh Nodes (in yellow). In
the next sections these tasks will be described.

Building and Testing
The first four tasks of the workflow defines the basic software development strategy taken by the diagnostics group.
All of the developed code is versioned through git, either
hosted in Github [14] or in the internal Sirius Gitlab [15] instance, following the Gitflow [16] methodology of branching
and releasing.
When a developer decides to release a new version of
a software, it must check if it adheres to a set of internal
rules, guidelines and style guide. This is a manual step
of inspecting the code to check for missing dependencies,
error in coding styles, system paths and necessary scripts
for container packaging. Specifically for EPICS IOCs a set
of scripts and support files must be used to serve as the
entrypoint for upper management/packaging software, such
as Docker [17] and systemd [18], both supported for Sirius
diagnostics IOCs.
Finally, the code is built by using a standard build system,
such as: Make [19], CMake [20] or Gradle [21] and tested
against the real equipment or infrastructure.

Container Generation
The next group of tasks is related to the image generation
to be used in the control system (in this context, image always
refer to a Docker image to be run as a Docker container).
The idea of completely isolating the application from the
host system with virtually no coupling between them (with
the exception of a modern linux kernel ≥ 3.10+ and Docker
Engine) was very attractive and suitable to a non-uniform
software development culture.
For that matter, a series of reusable Docker images [22–
25] were built with the purpose of serving as a basis for
other software, specially EPICS IOCs, published on DockerHub [26] and on the internal Sirius Docker Registry [27].
Currently, the images are built using a custom script [28] that
compiles EPICS base and EPICS modules from source for
a variety of Linux distributions, alongside its dependencies.
The usage of Debian packages, particularly the NSLS-II
EPICS Debian repository [29, 30], is being considered as
a replacement of the script. This has the potential of being easier to use, more reliable as it uses the native Debian
packaging scheme and closer to the EPICS community.
The diagnostics EPICS IOC images will then inherit from
one of the base images (according to its necessity) and build
its dependencies and IOC on top of it. In some special cases,
applications require additional EPICS modules not available
at the base images. Hence, the extra module could either
be built alongside the EPICS IOC application in the same
image or as an additional image on top of the existing ones.
Traditionally, it is preferred to use the later, as it enhances
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Figure 1: Deployment Workflow. In red (VCS, Standards Checking, Build and Tests), tasks that are related to building and
testing a specific control system component. In blue (Container Packaging, Container Testing, Container Repository), tasks
that are related to packaging, specifically containers in this case. In yellow (Description Update, Refresh Nodes), tasks that
are related to deployment.
decoupling and promotes reusability. The current image
hierarchy can be seen in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: LNLS Docker Images Hierarchy.
The most basic image (lnls/epics-deps) contains only a
standard Linux distribution, typically Debian, and EPICS
Base package dependencies, either in the native Linux distribution package manager or compiled from source, if not
available. The decision of not bundling EPICS base alongside its dependencies was taken to enhance the reusability
of this image to most of the EPICS base versions. So, in this
way, EPICS base versions 3.14, 3.15, 3.16 and 7.0 could all
inherit from lnls/epics-deps and reuse most of the already
installed dependencies.
The EPICS base toolkit, versions 3.14, 3.15, 3.16 and
7.0, is packaged in image lnls/epics-base with distinct tags
and contains the basic EPICS components and environment
variables needed by all EPICS applications.
On top of that, the most commonly used EPICS modules by Sirius diagnostics are bundled inside the lnls/epicssynapps and it contains a customized SynApps [9] distribution [31]. It removes unused EPICS drivers and modules,
while keeping the most generic ones, such as asyn, alive,
areaDetector, busy, calc, devIOCStats, sequencer, motor
and streamDevice.
The last image is called lnls/epics-dist and it contains
specific Sirius EPICS configuration. In the future, Sirius
specific modules could be bundled in this image, so all IOCs
built from it can benefit.
EPICS modules not contained in the previous hierarchy,
such as the Aravis GigE EPICS module [32], are generally
bundled in a separated image inheriting from lnls/epics-dist.
Then, on top of it, the EPICS IOC can be built separately,
reusing the image. An example of this usage can be seen

in Fig. 3, depicting the Aravis EPICS module and camera
EPICS IOC building on top of the Sirius base images.

Figure 3: LNLS Camera EPICS IOC and an Aravis EPICS
module interaction with the LNLS base images.
Overall, images can grow large in size, as unneeded packages, files and documentation are kept in intermediate image
layers. On building the described images care was taken
to remove all of the generated artifacts in the same layer as
they are created or using Docker Multi-Stage [33] builds
to copy only the final products. Still, instead of compiling
from source, it is deemed best to use the Linux distribution packages, such as the EPICS Debian packages from
NSLS-II, to enforce that no intermediate files are kept in the
images. This is considered good practice, even though the
usage of OverlayFS [34] by the Docker engine guarantees
that the disk usage of an image will not increase, but will
be "shared" or overlaid with other images, as long as it uses
the same hierarchy. For instance, having two EPICS IOC
images inheriting from the same lnls/epics-dist image will,
roughly speaking, count as the size of just one lnls/epics-dist
plus the size of the EPICS IOCs images.
Container testing is done to ensure that the software runs
exactly the same as the original version, running outside
the container environment. No automated infrastructure
currently exists for that.
The last task is to push the generated and tested image
to an internal container registry, such as Docker Registry,
so the internal control system network can fetch the image
without relying on foreign network infrastructure.

Deployment
The last group of tasks involves the actual image deployment to the control system, which can be crucial as care
must be taken to avoid disrupting other software updates
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and subsystems. Before proceeding, one important Docker
detail must be explained.
Docker Network Isolation By default, docker containers are run with no network ports published to the host system
or the host network. This means that no inbound/outbound
communication is allowed. In order to solve this docker offers the EXPOSE Dockerfile instruction and the runtime -p
option for docker run command (or equivalent) to actually
publish a container port mapped to a certain host port.
This solution, however, only works if a single EPICS
IOC is run at the host, mapping the Channel Access (CA)
EPICS ports 5064/tcp (CA server connection), 5064/udp
(CA search messages), 5065/tcp (CA Repeater process communication), 5065/udp (CA Beacon messages) to the host.
If more than one IOC must run in the same host, EPICS will
randomly choose an ephemeral port for the CA server connection. However, inside the container, the IOC will always
bind to the default ports as it is network isolated from other
containers. This makes the task of publishing the network
ports beforehand non-trivial for the host, as the IOC will embed the default ports in the protocol messages, but the host
will use a distinct mapping. Hence, effectively instructing
the clients to use the wrong ports for communication.
In order to overcome these issues, two options were initially evaluated: (i) use a port translator service in the
host (similar to a typical NAT service) to dynamically
change the port to/from the host/container; (ii) use the
EPICS_CA_SERVER_PORT environment variable to change
the CA server connection port so each IOC would use a specific one defined beforehand. These options were deemed
too intricate to maintain, so a simpler solution was adopted
based on the ability of docker to use the same network as
the host (i.e., without network isolation) by using the docker
option --network=host. This effectively solved the issue
as even with the ephemeral ports, clients could correctly use
them. The drawback of this technique is that the network
isolation is effectively bypassed, allowing the container to
use all of the ports on host, diminishing security. Additionally, the steps described in [35] were necessary to ensure that
clients, in either unicast or broadcast CA search message
mode, could reach all of the IOCs on the hosts.
IOC Servers Configuration On Sirius, diagnostics
IOC servers follow the diskless approach, relying on a remote
boot strategy with NFS mounts for each of the servers’ root
filesystem, home and EPICS autosave directories. This ensures consistency and repeatability as all of the IOC servers
have the exact same configuration and do not rely on anything not available at the read-only root filesystem.
Specifically, the root filesystem, created by a set of scripts
available in [36], is intended to be minimal and tightly controlled as it affects all hosts.
After successfully booting into the rootfs, a set of systemd
services, bundled within the rootfs, starts all of the configured docker containers for that particular host along with
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its runtime parameters. Moreover, hook scripts can further
configure the boot process with additional commands.
An ongoing effort is currently in place to evaluate the usage of container orchestration technologies, such as Docker
Swarm [37]. In this way, instead of distributing docker configuration files to all hosts, a Swarm Manager could orchestrate all of the containers from a single place, centralizing
all of the configuration on the Manager node. As this is completely independent from the other approach, both can coexist in the same system with any degree of commitment. As of
this moment, two services are successfully running in swarm
mode: Zabbix Agent [38], for gathering statistics about the
running operating system, and Portainer Agent [39], for a
web-interface overview of the node cluster and all of its
running services.
Remote Boot Procedure The detailed remote boot procedure and related infrastructure are depicted in Fig. 4

Figure 4: Sirius Diagnostics Remote Boot Strategy. The first
step (1) is the IP/Hostname/NTP server assignment to the
hosts plus the location of a TFTP server and NFS server for
PXE boot. The second step (2) is the requisition of the initial
boot image (embedded with the instruction to mount the root
filesystem via an NFS server) to the TFTP server. The third
step (3) is the mount of the root filesystem, hosts’ homes
and EPICS autosave directories. The fourth step (4) is the
fetching of docker images from an internal docker registry.
DNS server is queried in each step to translate domain names
to actual IP addresses.
The first step is the DHCP server discover, in which the
host tries to get a valid IP address. In this case, the hosts are
also configured to receive its hostname, local NTP servers
and the location of the TFTP and NFS servers for usage in
further steps. The docker configuration files can be seen
in [40].
The second step is fetching the initial boot image. This
is achieved by loading a minimal initramfs image from an
TFTP server [41]. After the basic boot steps are completed,
the rootfs is mounted via NFS from an NFS server.
The third step is the mounting of the rootfs. Specifically
for Sirius, the image is created by [36] and exported by a
NFS server configured according to [42]. Along with the
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rootfs, this NFS server also exports the home directories for
all hosts, which specifies the docker configuration files for
all of the EPICS IOCs to be run and its runtime parameters. Furthermore, an EPICS autosave directory is mounted
with read-write permissions, thus enabling EPICS IOCs to
perform the save-restore functionality.
The fourth and last step is the actual download of docker
images from an internal docker registry. After that, the
images are run according to the configuration files, which
specifies, among other things, the Sirius EPICS PV prefixes,
monitoring port numbers and IOC type.
The DNS server is used by all services to translate domain
names to actual IP addresses, so no static IP addresses are
used.

ADVANTAGES AND DRAWBACKS
The overall strategy of employing diskless servers with
remote boot brought assurance and convenient auditing capabilities that the running system is exactly the one being
exported by the NFS server. Deployment is easilly tested
beforehand as the production base system can be trivially
and consistently replicated. On the other hand, the necessary infrastructure could be argued to be complex, requiring
specialized personnel to maintain it. Nevertheless, as more
systems adopt the same deployment strategy the benefits of
standardization, flexibility and maintenance outweight the
disadvantages over the course of years.
The containerization of IOC applications follows the same
principles of the remote boot strategy and it was a natural
and modern way to package applications easily and reliably,
yet still achieving the wanted microservice architecture principles. Moreover, no measurable performance penalty was
perceived by the usage of containers.
One drawback of the container packaging could be pointed
out as the complexity of docker tools either for building the
image and for running the container. At Sirius, experiments
showed that software developers took approximately 2−3
weeks in order to learn docker at the level needed to package
IOCs, create new images and debug containers. With a more
widespread adoption of containers, this is effectively being
absorbed by developers as part of their skill set. Hence,
diminishing the impact of adopting container technologies.

FUTURE WORK
Currently, the docker containers are run in a pull scheme,
in which the hosts pull the docker images from a registry, using the configuration provided by the exported hosts’ homes.
This effectively shifts the runtime scalability and repeatability to hosts themselves, diminishing the effectiveness of
the overall solution. A more suitable approach would be to
concentrate all of the hosts’ configuration to a single node,
so that it could be better managed, more scalable and monitored. The solution being evaluated is the Docker Swarm
tool that brings these advantages.
Additionally, more automation is required to perform automatic standards checking against the developed IOC code,
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unit and integration tests and continuous integration and
deployment. A typical solution for implementing these DevOps tasks is the usage of an automation system, such as
Jenkins [43], which is also under evaluation.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, the current state of the EPICS IOC deployment for Sirius diagnostics was described from the software
development point of view to the actual container generation
and deployment. The difficulties and the solutions found
were also discussed, such as the docker network interaction
with EPICS dynamic ports. Given the rate of change of
the control system, specially during commissioning, environment isolation given by the docker containers and manageability from docker swarm, the diagnostics team is very
satisfied with the overall performance and flexibility, despite
some minor inconveniences: extra steps in packaging the
EPICS IOCs and perceived inability to quickly change the
IOC code, as any changes would need to be repackaged in
the image.
Moreover, the diskless approach used by the diagnostics
servers proved very useful and consistent to provide a repeatable environment to all hosts.
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MONITORING SYSTEM FOR IT INFRASTRUCTURE AND EPICS
CONTROL SYSTEM AT SuperKEKB
S. Sasaki†, T. T. Nakamura, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan
M. Hirose, Kanto Information Service, Tsuchiura, Japan
Abstract
The monitoring system has been deployed to efficiently
monitor IT infrastructure and EPICS control system at
SuperKEKB. The system monitors two types of data: metrics and logs. Metrics such as a network traffic and a CPU
utilization are monitored with Zabbix. The data stored in
Zabbix are visualized on Grafana, which allows us to easily
create dashboards and analyze the data. Logs such as text
data are monitored with Elastic Stack, which provides log
collection, searching, analysis and visualization. We have
applied it to monitor broadcast packets in the control network and EPICS control system. In addition, we have developed the EPICS Channel Access client software that
sends PV values to Zabbix server and the status of each
IOC is monitored with it. We have also developed the
Grafana plugin and API gateway to visualize the data from
pvAccess RPC servers. Various data such as CSS alarm status data is displayed on it.

INTRODUCTION
SuperKEKB [1] is an asymmetric-energy electron-positron double ring collider. Its target luminosity is 8 × 1035
cm-2 s-1 which is 40 times higher than that of the preceding
project, KEKB.
The SuperKEKB control system is based on EPICS [2].
The control system involves hundreds of computers which
are networked together to allow communication between
them. Therefore, monitoring the IT infrastructure is essential for a stable accelerator operation. We have deployed
the monitoring system to monitor the IT infrastructure and
EPICS control system. The system monitors two types of
data: metrics and logs. This paper describes the system architectures and its applications that we have implemented.

METRIC MONITORING

• Historical data storage.
• Network discovery.
We have monitored 22 computers for servers and operator consoles and 88 network switches. About 30000 items
and 10000 triggers have been monitored. Data gathering is
performed with SNMP or Zabbix agent.

Alerting settings
Zabbix supports triggers, which are logical expressions
to evaluate gathered data and represents the current system
state. Zabbix allows taking place some operations when
trigger status changed. We have applied it to notify system
problems by e-mail.
Trigger has severity parameter to defines how important
a trigger is. Zabbix supports following trigger severities:
Not classified, Information, Warning, Average, High and
Disaster. We have configured notification behavior according to trigger severities. Alerts for High or Disaster severity
are immediately notified. On the other hand, alerts for
Warning or Average severity are notified when its trigger
state remains PLOBLEM for 24 hours. There are no notifications for Information. This prevents major severity notifications from being buried in minor severity notifications.

Data Visualization on Grafana
Grafana [4] is an open-source software tool for data visualization and analysis. It allows to visualize data from various data storage backend. We can easily create and view
dashboards via a web browser with Grafana.
Grafana is extendable with plugins to add a new panel or
a datasource. We have applied Zabbix plugin [5] to Grafana
to visualize the data stored in Zabbix data storage. This
plugin provides metric processing functions to transform
and shape the data. Figure 1 shows computer performance
metrics on Grafana.

Metrics are collection of a measurement at a certain
point in time. They are typically collected at fixed-time intervals and referred to as a time series data. We monitor the
metrics such as a network traffic and a CPU utilization with
Zabbix [3].

Zabbix
Zabbix is an open-source monitoring software tool. It is
integrated multiple features for monitoring as shown below:
• Data gathering.
• Alerting.
• Data visualization.
___________________________________________

† shinya.sasaki@kek.jp

Figure
1:
Grafana
dashboard
for
computer
performance metrics. The metrics are retrieved from
Zabbix data storage.
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Figure 2 shows Grafana panel for network traffic monitoring. This panel shows received network traffic on top 5
ports in the core switch using metric processing functions.
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packets. TShark is a command-line utility to capture and
analyze network traffic provided by Wireshark [9]. TShark
supports an JSON output format for Elasticsearch Bulk
API. The output of TShark is ingested to Logstash and finally stored in Elasticsearch. We have applied cashark [10],
which is a Wireshark dissector plugin for CA protocol and
provides decoding of CA traffic.

Figure 2: Grafana panel for incoming network traffic on
core switch. Only top 5 ports in the switch are displayed
using metric processing functions. Orange line indicates
the traffic from Linac is reached to 500 Mbps. Red line indicates large data transfer occupies about 1 Gbps bandwidth.

LOG MONITORING
Log is text messages generated from an operating system
or other software. Log data are typically generated when
some event occurred and usually include timestamps which
indicate when the events occurred. In most cases, parsing
process is required to extract information from a log. We
adopt Elastic Stack [6] for log data collection, searching,
analysis and visualization.

Elastic Stack
Elastic Stack is a software stack for log monitoring also
known as ELK Stack. It is comprised of Elasticsearch,
Logstash, Kibana.

Figure 3: Broadcast packets monitoring pipeline.
Figure 4 shows a dashboard for the broadcast monitoring
on Kibana. As the packets are decoded with cashark, CA
command information such as command ID, version,
searched channel name is allowed to be displayed.

Elasticsearch Elasticsearch is a distributed, opensource search and analytics engine built on top of Lucene
[7]. It stores complex data structures that have been serialized as JSON documents.
Logstash Logstash is used to aggregate and process
data. It ingests data from multiple sources simultaneously
and transform it before send it to Elasticsearch.
Kibana Kibana is a web-based analytics and visualization tool designed to work with Elasticsearch. It is available to search, view and interact with the data stored in
Elasticsearch.
We have applied Elastic Stack to monitor broadcast
packets and the EPICS control system.

Broadcast Packets Monitoring
We have monitored broadcast packets in the control network. Channel Access (CA) [8] uses broadcast for server
beacons and PV name search requests. Analyzing broadcast packets allows to identify IOC that behaves anomaly
or sends a lot of PV search requests.
The system architecture for the broadcast packets monitoring is shown in Fig. 3. We use TShark to dump broadcast

Figure 4: Dashboard for broadcast monitoring on Kibana.

EPICS Control System Monitoring
We have monitored CA search frequencies and IOC beacons. CA search frequencies are monitored with caSnooper
[11], which reports search frequencies for each searched
PV to standard output. We have configured caSnooper to
output the frequencies per 10 minutes and its outputs are
parsed and sent to Elasticsearch with Logstash. Beacons
are monitored with CASW (Channel Access Server
Watcher) and ParseCASW [12], which are beacon diagnostic tools. Monitoring beacons brings a useful information
to debug CA network problems.
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EPICS PV MONITORING WITH ZABBIX
We had several problems on EPICS IOC. For example,
new CA client was rejected due to high CPU utilization or
high memory consumption. To keep IOC healthy, monitoring IOC performance is required.
We have implemented EPICS PV monitoring system
with Zabbix for IOC monitoring. PV values are monitored
as metrics and they are managed as well as the metrics for
IT infrastructure.

CA Client for Zabbix
We have developed zabbix-epics-py [13], CA client software to send PV value as a metric to Zabbix. It uses PyEpics [14] to collect PV values and py-zabbix [15] to send
metrics to Zabbix server.
Figure 5 is an example usage of zabbix-epics-py. Zabbix-epics-py requires list of dictionaries including PV
name, host name, item key, interval and func. Host name
and item key should be registered in Zabbix. Item type sent
PV values must be Zabbix trapper.
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We have also developed zetemple [16], which is a wrapper software for zabbix-epics-py. Zetemple determines PV
names from item keys in Zabbix template registered to host.
Zetemple requires a csv file which specifies host name registered in Zabbix and prefix of PV name.

IOC Monitoring
To monitor IOC performance, devIocStats [17] is running on monitored IOC. DevIocStats provides PVs for
CPU utilization, memory usage, number of CA clients and
so on. Values of these PVs are sent to Zabbix. We have experimentally monitored 32 IOCs. Interval is set as 180 seconds and func is specified to last to send latest PV value.
DevIocStats has heartbeat PV which counts up every
second. IOC might be having problem such as high loading
when heartbeat PV doesn’t update correctly. We have configured a Warning trigger which evaluates heartbeat has increased more than 178 in 180 seconds and also configured
a Disaster trigger which evaluates heartbeat has updated at
least once in 180 seconds.

VISUALIZE PVACCESS RPC DATA ON
GRAFANA

Figure 5: Example usage of zabbix-epics-py.
Interval is a time between metrics sending. PV values are
stored in a buffer in the interval. Func determines what
function is applied to the buffer before sending metric. For
example, the latest value in the buffer is sent when last is
specified to func while averaged value is sent when avg is
specified. There are 4 functions for func: last, min, max and
avg. All updated values are sent when monitor is set to interval, then specification of func is ignored.
Figure 6 shows behavior of zabbix-epics-py. The monitored PV value is updated to 3, 4 and 5. Therefore, the
buffer stores three values. As max is specified to func, 5
which is the max value in the buffer is sent to Zabbix server.

Figure 6: Behavior of zabbix-epics-py. Monitored PV updates 3 times and its values are stored in the zabbix-epicspy buffer. As func is set as max, 5 which is the max value
in the buffer is sent to Zabbix server.
Control System Infrastructure

While the data stored in Zabbix are visualized on
Grafana, accelerator data not supported by Grafana are visualized on dedicated web application or standalone GUI
application at SuperKEKB. Visualizing these data such as
archived PV data or alarm history on Grafana is expected
to provide effective monitoring.
We have developed Grafana datasource plugin and
HTTP / pvAccess API gateway to visualize arbitrary data.
These applications allow to visualize the data from pvAccess RPC servers on Grafana.
PvAccess is the next generation communication protocol
on EPICS 7 and supports the integration of all data into
microservices [18]. We adopt pvAccess RPC to retrieve the
data.

System Architecture
The system architecture of the data visualization is
shown in Fig. 7. The system consists of pvAccess datasource plugin, HTTP / API gateway and pvAccess RPC
servers.

Figure 7: System architecture of the data visualization system for pvAccess RPC data.
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Figure 8: Message flow in the data visualization system. Retrieved data are time series.
Figure 8 shows messages communicated between each
component. Procedure of visualizing data is below:
1. PvAccess datasource plugin on Grafana send a data
retrieval request to HTTP / API gateway.
2. The API gateway converts a HTTP request into a
pvAccess RPC request.
3. PvAccess RPC server send back a response according
to the received request.
4. The API gateway converts the response to a HTTP response and send it to the datasource plugin.
5. Grafana visualizes the response data.
Datasource can be added by adding a pvAccess RPC
server which has the predetermined interface.
pvAccess datasource plugin We have developed
General pvAccess Datasource [19], which is a Grafana
plugin to visualize the data retrieved from pvAccess RPC
server. The features of this plugin are as shown below:
• pvAccess RPC channel names for query, annotation
and search are passed from datasource configuration
panel on Grafana.
• Configurable query parameters for each RPC server.
• Show time series data and table data.
The plugin communicates with HTTP / pvAccess API
gateway via HTTP. The arguments sent to the gateway are
time range, parameters for each target data, channel name
and argument labels for RPC.

for RPC are determined by gfhttpva. RPC servers are allowed to use arbitrary arguments while arguments as
shown below are essential:
• starttime: start time of time range.
• endtime: end time of time range.
• entity: string which specify what data to be retrieved.
Labels for essential arguments are arbitrary. The type of
returned value must be NTTable [23] whether time series
data or table data. Returned NTTable value for time series
data must have 3 columns: value, secondsPastEpoch and
nanoseconds. Table data is allowed to include arbitrary columns.

Developed RPC Servers
Example datasource We have developed Example
datasource [24] to return time series data. This RPC server
returns data according to specified starttime, endtime and
entity. The RPC server also supports param1 argument to
specify data parameter.
For example, the server returns sine wave data from 0
degree to 360 degree when the entity is specified as sine
and param1 is specified as 360. Figure 9 shows example
data visualized on Grafana.

HTTP / pvAccess API gateway The gateway provides an API conversion from HTTP to pvAccess RPC. We
have developed gfhttpva [20] as the API gateway supposed
to use with General pvAccess Datasource. Gfhttpva is a
HTTP server using Flask [21] as a web framework. It also
uses pvaPy [22] to communicate with pvAccess RPC servers.
pvAccess RPC servers PvAccess RPC servers provide the data to be visualized. Arguments and return values

Figure 9: Visualized pvAccess RPC sample data. Entities
are set to sine and cos.
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CSS alarm datasource CSS alarm management system have been operated at SuperKEKB. We have developed an RPC server [25] to retrieve current status and history of CSS alarm information stored in PostgreSQL database. This RPC server supports only table data.
Current status retrieval uses only entity argument. The
entity argument filters alarms by registered group. History
data is retrieved in given time range. Entity argument is
also used to filter by registered group and message argument is optionally used to filter by alarm message. Figure
10 shows current alarm status on Grafana.
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Figure 10: Table of current CSS alarm data. Displayed
groups are MG (LER) and MG (HER).

CONCLUSION
The monitoring system for metrics and logs have been
deployed. Visualized data helps us to understand the current and past status of the control system. Notifications of
a system problem from Zabbix allows early response to its
problem.
In order to expand monitoring system, we have developed EPICS PV monitoring system with Zabbix and data
visualization system with pvAccess RPC and Grafana.
These systems provide consolidated monitoring for various
types of data. We have applied it for monitoring IOC performance and status monitoring such as CSS alarm status.
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THE SOFTWARE-BASED MACHINE PROTECTION SYSTEM
USING EPICS IN J-PARC MR
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J-PARC, KEK & JAEA, Ibaraki-ken, Japan
S. Yoshida, Kanto Information Service (KIS), Accelerator Group, Ibaraki, Japan
Abstract

Overview

In J-PARC, a dedicated MPS (Machine Protection System)
stops accelerator beam operation automatically when an
interlock signal comes. The MPS accepts interlock signals of
accelerator components by hard-wires. Recently, a softwarebased MPS, called “Soft-MPS”, was introduced, which uses
EPICS PVs without wiring. A PLC controller running Linux
was configured to watch at EPICS PVs over network. After
logical calculations, it outputs an interlock signal to arise a
MPS event. From the first Soft-MPS setup in 2018 spring,
nine Soft-MPS setups are currently used.

In J-PARC, we have been using an EPICS-based control
system for the accelerator equipment [3] [4]. In J-PARC MR,
a PLC controller (a CPU module running Linux with I/O
modules of Yokogawa FA-M3 series [5]) are widely used as
an EPICS input/output controller (IOC) [6] . A Soft-MPS
setup is also an EPICS IOC, which consists of a CPU module
and a Digital-Output module.

INTRODUCTION
J-PARC (Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex)
is a high-intensity proton accelerator facility in Japan. It
has been operated collaboratively by Japan Atomic Energy
Agency (JAEA) and High Energy Accelerator Research
Organization (KEK). It consists of three accelerators: a
linear accelerator (LINAC), a Rapid Cycling Synchrotron
(RCS), and a Main Ring (MR). MR started beam operation
in 2008 [1].
A MPS (Machine Protection System) is a mechanism to
stop accelerator operations automatically. In general, a MPS
accepts various faulty signals from accelerator components:
interlock signals of power-supplies, over-threshold alarm
from beam-loss monitors, and so on. In J-PARC MR, we
have a dedicated MPS [2]. When a faulty signal is detected
during beam-delivery operation, the MPS starts a procedure
to extract beams to the abort dump immediately (order of
10 microseconds). The MPS is essential to avoid damages
caused by high-intensity proton beams.
As default, all signals come into the MPS are hard-wired.
Recently we have introduced software-based MPS (SoftMPS), with which input signals are given by an EPICSbased control system (i.e. software). This report provides
implementation and operation details of our Soft-MPS.

DEVELOPMENT OF SOFT-MPS
Why We Need Soft-MPS ?
There are 2 reasons of using Soft-MPS. (1) To install
interlock signals quickly. A Soft-MPS can implement a new
interlock signal easily, because of no cabling. This type of
Soft-MPS should be switched to standard-MPS using hardwire later. (2) To use non-hardware parameters. For example,
machine operation modes, beam bunch information, etc.
Such signals are difficult to be given by hard-wire cables.
∗

kenichi.sato@j-parc.jp
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Figure 1: Standard-MPS vs. Soft-MPS.
Differences between standard-MPS and Soft-MPS are
shown in Fig. 1. A standard-MPS has a hard-wire cable
from a hardware device to a MPS unit. While a Soft-MPS
uses EPICS process variables (PVs), which correspond to
device interlock signals. Using remote PV parameters over
network, an IOC would generate an output interlock signal
to a MPS unit. Figure 2 shows photos: a PLC-type IOC for
Soft-MPS and a MPS unit. Two are connected by a hard-wire
cable. These are installed in the D1 building.
Typical process flows in an IOC are shown in Fig. 3. Four
different setups of Soft-MPS are implemented in one IOC.
Each of setups watches at remote PVs, located in distant
buildings (D2, D3 and CCR). Logical outputs from setups
are summarized, and finally a real output signal (a blue
“DO”) would be generated.

Reliability Mechanism
A Soft-MPS watches at PVs via a network. In general,
signal-inputs over network are less reliable than using hardwire. To improve reliability, Soft-MPS has two mechanisms:
(a) detection of PV communication loss, and (b) latch and
hold alert status of each input.
PV Communication Loss When a PV, which is located
at a remote IOC, becomes unavailable to communicate,
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outputs. As a temporary measure, a Soft-MPS setup was
implemented using PVs of linear motion guides.
In beam-delivery operations, the Soft-MPS setup generates an alert output, when one of the linear motion guides
is still in the beam line. Figure 4 is a screenshot of overall
MPS status in MR, and the implemented Soft-MPS for linear
motion guides are shown in the blue square.

Figure 2: Photos of an EPICS IOC and a MPS unit.
D1 (building)

D2

D3

EPICS PV
EPICS PV
EPICS PV

EPICS PV

CCR
EPICS PV
EPICS PV

EPICS PV

PV
communication

Soft-MPS
No1

EPICS PV

Soft-MPS
No2

Soft-MPS
No3

Soft-MPS
No4

latch & hold

summarize

summarize
DO

@D1
PLC internal

Hard-wire
MPS unit@D1

Figure 3: Process flows in a PLC-type IOC.
“Severity field” of the PV turns to an alert status “INIVALID”.
Each of Soft-MPS setups in Fig. 3 watches at this. When a
PV communication loss is detected, a Soft-MPS arises an
interlock event.
Latch and Hold Sometimes we have a momentary alert:
a PV shows an alert status, but it comes back to normal status
immediately. Each of Soft-MPS setups in Fig. 3 has a latchand-hold mechanism for all of the input signals.

OPERATION OF SOFT-MPS
Following the first Soft-MPS setup in 2018 spring, nine
Soft-MPS setups are currently used in May, 2019. Three
types of Soft-MPS were implemented: linear motion guides,
a Multi Ribbon Profile Monitor in the injection area (INJMRPM), and coil voltage of the magnet B15D in the 3-50
beam-transport line (3-50BT B15D).

Linear Motion Guides
In order to measure beam profiles in J-PARC MR, we
have introduced several linear motion guides.
• 3D scatterer [8]
• Multi Ribbon Profile Monitor in Slow-Extraction area
(SX-MRPM) [9]
• Extinction monitor [10]
The linear motion guides above are used only for beam
tuning studies. After a study finished, they should be removed from beam lines. However, they have no interlock

Figure 4: Soft-MPS implementations in a MPS status screen.

INJ-MRPM
The Multi Ribbon Profile Monitor in Injection area (INJMRPM) is also a linear motion guide [11], but its alert
condition is different from others. When beam intensity is
low, the INJ-MRPM is not damaged during small number
of beam turns. Thus, the condition of Soft-MPS for INJMRPM is:
• (low-intensity beam) Limited fill-pattern of beam
bunches, limited number of protons per bunch
• (small number of turns) Beam extraction must be before
100 turns or less
The condition above is difficult to implement by hardwire only. However, it is easy when a Soft-MPS setup uses
parameter PVs. The implemented Soft-MPS is shown in the
red square in Fig. 4.

Coil Voltage of 3-50BT B15D
The B15D is a bending magnet in the 3-50BT beamtransport line. On March 15th, 2019, the magnetic field
of B15D became unstable, and the beam operation stopped.
We suspected an interlayer short circuit of the magnet coil
[12].Thus, new Soft-MPS setup for B15D was implemented
to supervise interlayer voltages, as shown in the red square
in Fig. 4. MR beam operation restarted on April 1st. On
April 24th, the Soft-MPS detected irregular behaviors of
coil voltages, and the beam operation stopped again. We
decided to suspend MR beam operation [12].
Figure 5 shows the cooling water temperatures and coil
interlayer voltages on April 24th. The normal range of the
coil interlayer voltage is from 13.35V to 13.80V, however,
the ch2 and ch3 voltages are alarming in red.
The Soft-MPS scheme is effective for quick implementation of MPS. In the case of B15D, the Soft-MPS setup was
implemented in a few days. It contributed to quick restart of
beam operation on April 1st. In addition, after April 1st, the
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[3] N. Kamikubota et al., “J-PARC Control toward Future Reliable Operation”, in Proc. ICALEPCS’11, Grenoble, France,
Oct. 2011, paper MOPMS026, pp. 378–381.
[4] Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System, http:
//www.aps.anl.gov/epics
[5] Real-time OS controller (e-RT3), http://www.yokogawa.
co.jp/rtos/rtos-index-ja.htm
[6] J.-I. Odagiri et al., “Application of EPICS on F3RP61 to
Accelerator Control”, in Proc. ICALEPCS’09, Kobe, Japan,
Oct. 2009, paper THD005, pp. 916–918.

Figure 5: 1-day trends of coil voltages and water temperatrues of B15D.

[7] Sequential
Logic
Circuits,
https://www.
electronics-tutorials.ws/sequential/seq_1.
html

Soft-MPS setup was inevitable for careful beam operation
with a suspicious B15D magnet.

[8] Y. Sato et al., "Beam Loss Localization with Scatterer Catcher
System in J-PARC Main Ring", (in Japanese), in Proc. PASJ
Annual Meeting, Sapporo, Japan, Aug. 1-3, 2017, paper
WEOL03, pp. 90-94.

CONCLUSION
The Soft-MPS setups were implemented and operated
in J-PARC MR. The Soft-MPS uses EPICS PVs as input
signals, summarizes them, and outputs an interlock signal to
a MPS unit using hard-wire cabling. The advantages of SoftMPS are quick implementation and use of non-hardware
parameters. The number of Soft-MPS setups is currently
nine, but we expect more in the future.
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INTEGRATION OF A MODEL SERVER INTO THE CONTROL SYSTEM
OF THE SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCE DELTA
D. Schirmer∗ , A. Althaus†
Center for Synchrotron Radiation (DELTA), TU Dortmund University, Germany
MODEL SERVER SOFTWARE SETUP

Abstract
During the past decades, a variety of particle optics programs have been applied for accelerator studies at the storage
ring facility DELTA. Depending on the application, most
programs were used offline without dynamic machine synchronisation. In order to centralize and standardize storage
ring modeling capabilities, a dedicated online model server
was developed and integrated into the EPICS-based control
system. The core server is based on Python/EPICS service
modules using OCELOT and COBEA as simulation tools.
All data, actual machine readings/settings, conversion coefficients, results of simulation calculations as well as manual
parameter settings, are handled via EPICS process variables.
Thus, the data are transparently available in the entire control
system for further processing or visualisation. To improve
maintainability and adaptability, the remote presentation
model controller concept was realized in the implementation. The paper explains the setup of the model server and
discusses first use cases.

INTRODUCTION
DELTA is a 1.5–GeV electron storage ring operated as
a synchrotron light source by the TU Dortmund University [1]. Since 2011, a short-pulse facility for coherent subpicosecond pulses in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) and
Terahertz regimes has been established [2, 3]. In recent
years, various programs for storage ring modeling and tracking calculations were employed. Early accelerator design
studies were carried out with the Pascal/Delphi program
OPTICS [4]. Later, depending on the application focus,
MAD [5] (optics and orbit correction studies [6]) and ELEGANT [7] (CHG/EEHG model calculations [8]) were used.
These programs are usually applied in offline mode, i. e.,
without direct machine connectivity. For online modeling,
the Accelerator Toolbox (AT) has proven to be useful [9, 10].
The AT is a collection of software tools to model storage
rings and beam transport lines in a MATLAB workbench environment [11] and is mainly used as a stand alone program
for prototypical applications. Direct read/write access to
all EPICS [12] process variables (PVs), i. e., to all machine
parameters, is enabled via the channel access (CA) protocol
software interfaces ’labCA’ [13] and ’mCA’ [14]. In order
to enable model calculations and storage ring simulations
with live machine data, a novel Python/EPICS-based model
server was integrated into the DELTA control system.
∗
†

detlev.schirmer@tu-dortmund.de
andre.althaus@tu-dortmund.de

The model server implementation makes use of the Remote Presentation Model (RPM) [15] software design pattern [16]. It is commonly applied for developing clientserver-based user interfaces (UI). Like the Model View Controller (MVC) pattern [17], it divides software code into three
interconnected parts (model, view, controller). Thus, it provides a more effective way to create clearly structured, more
maintainable and reusable applications. The basic concept
is shown in Fig. 1. The server side controller (e. g., optics
calculator or conversion scripts, see next section) contains
all the controller logic for a specific view (e. g., Python/Qtbased or Tcl/Tk-based GUI panels). The model data of this
controller is automatically synchronized with the view data
via the EPICS channel access (CA) protocol.
The RPM paradigm was largely used during the implementation of the DELTA model server. The data exchange
between individual program modules as well as their configuration control is handled by dedicated EPICS PVs. Thus,
all input/output simulation data as well as the software module configurations are transparently available in the entire
EPICS control system.

Figure 1: Remote Presentation Model (RPM) software design pattern used for the EPICS-based model server.
Since the EPICS-based DELTA control system is currently
being converted from Tcl/Tk-based to Python-based applications [18], the simulation library OCELOT [19] was chosen as the modeling core software. OCELOT is a software
framework for beam dynamics simulation studies mainly
written in Python. The software package calculates, i. a.,
linear and nonlinear storage ring optics and requires a lattice description file. Therefore, a detailed lattice data file
was created which models the DELTA storage ring as accurately as possible. It contains all currently (status 2019)
installed storage ring components including drift spaces,
dipoles, quadrupoles, sextupoles, slow and fast orbit steerer
magnets, beam position monitors (BPMs), RF cavity, undulators as well as a dipole-like edge-model of the superconducting asymmetric wiggler magnet (SAW). This modeling
input file was cross-checked by linear optics calculations
with different simulation programs (Matlab-AT, MAD, OP-
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TICS, ELEGANT). All programs compute identical Twiss
parameters and radiation integrals (e. g., see Fig. 2).

Figure 2: DELTA storage ring optics calculated by
OCELOT [19] (design parameters, SAW off).

Furthermore, all existing auxiliary programming scripts
for adjustment and conversion of machine data settings were
rewritten in Python. An important tool is a script which
converts magnet excitation currents into corresponding magnet model parameters (MPs), whereby each multipole component (i. e., magnet type) is assigned to dedicated model
parameters. Several magnet types in the DELTA storage
ring are assembled as combined function magnets, e. g.,
quadrupole magnets with additionally installed dipole correctors and integrated sextupole coils. The conversion script
’i2k’ takes saturation and magnetic crosstalk effects due to
the shared iron yoke into account. For more details see [6].
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triggers the calculation of new model parameters (via
EPICS monitors).
• OCELOT-simulation-IOC: The Python program package OCELOT calculates the storage ring optics. As
input, the program needs a lattice file name defined
in an EPICS PV. In addition, it reads actual machine
status PVs as well as the actual model parameter PVs
provided by the i2k-IOC via ’PyCA’.
Two instances of simulation IOCs are implemented:
online and manual. Both are initialized with different configuration files (online.conf and manual.conf).
The simulation results are stored in EPICS PVs via
’PCASpy’, an EPICS PV server (see above), e. g., arrays for the Twiss parameters, tune PVs, etc. Here
again, every input PV change triggers a new OCELOT
simulation.
• COBEA-IOC: Determination of optical functions using
the program package COBEA. For more details see [23].
COBEA requires as inputs a unique drift space, the
number and sequence of corrector magnets and BPMs
as well as a measured response matrix whose file name
is defined in an EPICS PV. The COBEA calculations
are currently still static, since any model parameter variation requires an automated adaption of the response
matrix, which is currently not yet implemented.
• IOC-calc: Specific magnetic field conversions which
can not be handled by the i2k-IOC as well as other
auxiliary EPICS records are provided by the dedicated
softIOC ’IOC-calc’ (i. e., implemented by EPICS calcrecords).

SERVICE MODULES
Until now, the model server system consists of three
EPICS service modules developed in Python, which function
as independent softIOCs. Each softIOC can be initialized
by individual configuration files (see Fig. 3):
• i2k-conversion-IOC: Determinates the magnet model
parameters on the basis of magnet currents. The EPICS
client side is realized with the module PyCA (Python
Channel Access) [20]. ’PyCA’ is a CA client module
that provides a ’ca-pv’ class to establish connections
to a CA-server (i. e., epics-IOC). Thus it offers simple
connections for Python applications with read/write
access to EPICS PVs. This is used, for example, to read
out the actual readback and set values of the magnet
currents.
EPICS PVs containing the model parameters are provided on the EPICS server side using the module
’PCASpy’ [20–22]. This module offers not only the lowlevel Python connection to the EPICS CA server, but
also a high-level abstraction to simplify the programming of server tools. Every change of magnet currents

Figure 3: Setup of the Python/EPICS-based model server
system.
The ’i2k’-module reads magnet currents, currently set during machine operation, converts them into MPs and writes
them to EPICS PVs. They are continuously monitored and
updated. On demand, predefined MPs in the OCELOT
lattice file are individually replaced by online or manual
(offline) values. For each online and/or offline variation,
OCELOT starts a new model calculation. Here again, the
simulation results are written to corresponding EPICS-PVs
and thus are also available for further processing or visual-
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ization in the entire control system, like the i2k-converted
model parameters mentioned above.
All programs and scripts are running as EPICS softIOCs in a Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) [24]. The
softIOCs processes are controlled by the ’systemd’ daemon, a background service manager in Linux operating
systems [25]. Thus, any softIOC can be started independently. This feature allows the comparison of simulations
with different input data, e. g., fixed design, manual (offline)
or online values, as well as various lattice description or
setup files. All results can be compared in a plot together
with COBEA calculations (see next section).
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By default, the manual mode simulation uses predefined
design model parameters specified in the associated lattice
file. These data can be individually modified via the i2kmagnets GUI-panel (see Fig. 5). Each change in the panel
triggers a new optics calculation. Simultaneously, the plots
in Fig. 4 display the results for the online mode, i. e., for
i2k-converted values. Here, magnet current changes at real
power supplies trigger a recalculation of the optics. In addition, the static results of COBEA calculations are shown. It
should be noted, that COBEA only outputs the beta functions
at the 54 BPM positions. The reverse function (k2i), i. e.,
applying recalculated model parameters to the real power
supplies of the magnets, is also possible.

STORAGE RING MODELING
To test the functionality of the model server setup, at first
only dipole and quadrupole magnets as well as the superconducting asymmetric wiggler (SAW) were considered.
This enables studies on linear optics in different simulation
modes as explained in last section. Figure 4 compares model
server results for optical functions (beta functions, dispersion) and tunes in three modes: online, manual and COBEA.
The online (i2k-based) simulation results for momentum
compaction factor, emittance and chromaticity are displayed
exemplarily. For more data a dedicated comparison table
(i. e., GUI-panel) can be displayed. The calculations relate to
the indicated machine parameters: energy (Energie), beam
current (Strom) and SAW status (on/off). The underlying
lattice file names are shown at the upper right (here: ’Lattice
delta’ for online and manual mode).

Figure 5: Screenshot of the i2k-magnets GUI (dipole and
quadrupole magnets only). The panel is used to manually
set (i:set) individual magnet currents for offline simulations
(see Fig. 4). The resulting model parameters (manual k) can
be reconverted via ’k2i’ into new magnet current settings
(reverse).

Figure 4: Comparison of optical-function calculations based
on online (i2k-converted) and manual values (e. g., design
parameter) as well as COBEA results. In addition, the corresponding tunes are displayed together with the live measurements of real machine data.

By means of the i2k-control GUI-panel (see Fig. 6) selected ’global’ machine parameters like beam energy or
beam current can be changed individually and assigned to
different simulation modes. An important feature is the
possibility to exchange (copy) all model parameter settings
between the different model server modes. Furthermore,
stored setup files of real machine magnet settings can be
read.
The GUI-panels ’i2k-controls’ and ’i2k-magnets’ are implemented using the recently developed Python-based display manager ’DeltaDM’. The optical functions are displayed
by the standard Tcl/Tk-based Delta-EMW tool. Due to the
EPICS-based RPM concept, all GUI-panels can easily be
replaced by alternative GUI frontends.
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Figure 6: Screenshot of the i2k-control GUI. The panel is
used, i. a., to set ’global’ machine parameters (beam current,
enery). For other notes see text.
To compare the different model calculation modes, the
live measured tunes 𝑄 𝑥 , 𝑄 𝑦 during accelerator operation are
displayed (see Fig. 4, upper left). The calculated tunes are
deduced from optical functions (integrated phase advance)
and thus an appropriate quantity to justify different model
simulations. Table 1 summarizes first results.
Depending on the applied response matrix, COBEA calculations are in good agreement with the measured tunes.
Simulation results with the design model parameters (manual) and the online model are also satisfactory. Deviations
are obtained in both modes, especially in the vertical plane
(see Table 1).
Table 1: Comparison of Model Server Tune Calculations
with Live Machine Data
SAW off
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SAW on

𝑄𝑥
online
9.125
manual 9.191
COBEA 9.128

𝑄𝑦
3.358
3.278
3.228

𝑄𝑥
9.111
9.207
9.128

𝑄𝑦
3.392
3.375
3.228

live

3.233 9.133

3.235

9.130

A first version of an Python/EPICS-based model server
has been integrated into the DELTA control system. The
implementation based on a modular and flexible client-server
architecture according to the Remote Presentation Model
software design concept. This allows, i. a., studies on storage
ring models with various configurations in parallel. For
example, online and offline simulations can be compared
in real-time. In addition, magnet settings, obtained from
simulation results, can be transferred to the real machine
and vice versa. The data exchange is managed by EPICS
PVs which are available transparently in the entire control
system for further processing.
So far, only accelerator components have been considered
for calculations on linear optics and chromaticity. Components for investigations on non-linear particle dynamics
(e. g., sextupoles) and orbit correction (e. g., steerer magnets) are already integrated in the storage ring model and
the model server provides corresponding conversions. Here,
however, more work must be invested to calibrate the model
parameters with respect to the machine hardware.
In the future, the DELTA model server could also serve
as a basis to fit accelerator models to real machine data with
the assistance of machine learning methods [27].

Possible causes for these deviations are:
• Large orbit amplitudes in sextupole magnets result in
tune shifts. Until now, real orbit distortions are not
considered in the online accelerator model.
• Measurements have shown that some quadrupole power
supplies are insufficiently calibrated (see [26]).
• The edge focusing of the superconducting asymmetric
multipole wiggler causes a strong vertical tune shift.
The magnetic field is modelled by a sequence of short
rectangular dipoles, so far. This is only an approximation of the real asymmetric field characteristics.
Further detailed studies are needed on these issues.
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ORBIT CORRECTION WITH MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES AT
THE SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCE DELTA
D. Schirmer∗
Center for Synchrotron Radiation (DELTA), TU Dortmund University, Germany
Abstract
In the last years, artificial intelligence (AI) has experienced a renaissance in many fields. AI-based concepts are
nature-inspired and can also be used in the field of accelerator controls. At DELTA, various studies on this subject
were conducted in the past. Among other possible applications, the use of neural networks for automated correction
of the electron beam position (orbit control) is of interest.
Machine learning (ML) simulations with a DELTA storage
ring model were already successful. Recently, conventional
Feed-Forward Neural Networks (FFNN) were trained on
measured orbits to apply local and global beam position
corrections to the 1.5–GeV storage ring DELTA. First experimental results are presented and compared with other orbit
control methods.

INTRODUCTION
DELTA is a 1.5–GeV electron storage ring facility operated by the TU Dortmund University supplying radiation
ranging from THz to the hard x-ray regime [1, 2]. The transverse position of the electron beam is measured at 54 capacitive multiplexed pick-up monitors (BPMs) installed along
the 115 m long vacuum chamber of the storage ring [3]. For
beam position correction, 30 horizontal (HC) and 26 vertical
dipole correctors (VC) are available. A slow orbit feedback
system (SOFB), ranging from 0.2 Hz to 1 Hz and based on
a singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm of measured orbit response matrices (ORM) is in operation since
2005 [4].
Because of increasing software issues and for control system maintenance reasons, a revised software version was
required. Therefore, a cone-programming-based global correction approach has been developed and is in a testing phase
now [5, 6]. An alternative concept applies machine learning
techniques as an heuristic method, inspired by the pioneering
work done at NSLS/BNL [7, 8].

The analog BPM signals are read out via a mix of I-Tech
Libera [11] and Bergoz MX [12] electronics. The MXBPMs provide the measured beam position as an analog
voltage that is digitized by 12-bit analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) [13] and fed over a CAN-bus into the EPICS
control system [14]. A 10 Hz low-pass filter reduces sampling noise while maintaining sufficient bandwidth for the
SOFB. The measuring accuracy is approx. ±5 µm mainly
limited by the resolution of the ADCs. At beam currents
above 2 mA the ’slow acquisition’ data from Libera BPMs is
of roughly the same quality as the data from the MX-BPMs.
For a more detailed description see [3, 15].
The ‘zero orbit’, i. e., the orbit with all correctors switched
off, deviates from the design orbit of the storage ring due
to alignment and field errors of magnets as well as unavoidable non-linear magnetic fringe fields. At DELTA, this orbit
is normally not usable for standard synchrotron user operation, since it implies large beam amplitudes and angles
and thus causes vacuum chamber heatings, reduces injection efficiency and does not optimally illuminate the synchrotron radiation beamlines. Through empirically adjusted
orbit shifts and optionally by putting weights at dedicated
BPM positions, which increase the impact of orbit deviation
at important ring positions (e. g., beamline source points
or injection septum), a new so-called reference orbit is defined. Nevertheless, due to temperature drifts, malfunctions
and miss-calibrations of BPMs, failure of steerer magnets
as well as variations in BPM weight and offset values, the
currently measured orbit still deviates slightly from the desired reference orbit. An orbit correction (OC) algorithm
keeps these deviations as small as possible. The quality of
an OC algorithm
can be expressed by the Euclidean norm
qÍ
N
2
Ex,z =
i=1 (∆ x,z )i . It considers the orbit errors in both
planes (∆x,z ) between the currently measured orbit and the
reference orbit at all 54 BPM positions i=1..54. For a more
detailed description see [4].

MACHINE LEARNING DESIGN STEPS
ORBIT CORRECTION AT DELTA
All steerer magnets are additional coils on quadrupole
yokes which can be ramped to a current of max. ± 10 A
according to beam kicks of max. ±3 mrad at 1.5 GeV. They
are controlled via 12-bit digital-to-analog converters (DACs)
integrated on CAN to serial bus converter modules [9]. The
DACs allow current changes with a granularity of 2.4 mA
which corresponds also to the minimum read-back resolution [10].
∗

detlev.schirmer@tu-dortmund.de

The development of an ML-based OC application passes
six major steps (see Fig. 1). The first steps are data acquisition (DAQ) and cleaning. Afterwards, the neuron network
topology is defined and optimized. Finally, after multiple
training sessions with continuous performance tests, the OC
application has to be tested in real machine operation. A
number of special programming environments are available
for implementing ML applications. First tests were carried
out within the frameworks TensorFlow [16] and Keras [17].
For investigations conducted in this work, the computing environment MatLab (Matrix Laboratory) and corresponding
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machine learning toolboxes were used [18]. The essential
development steps are explained in the following sections.

Figure 2: Illustrations of supervised learning (a), neuron
model (b) and neuron activation function (c).

Figure 1: Development stages for an ML-based OC.

steerer strengths distribution (ML target data). For fixed
dicing limits of ±0.2 A (horizontal steerer), ±0.3 A (vertical
steerer) the center of the orbit error distribution is in the
range of 4 mm (horizontal) and 2 mm (vertical), whereby
larger orbit errors are overrepresented 1 .

Data Mining and Data Cleaning
In order to perform supervised neural network (NN) training (see Fig. 2a), a large number of data pairs, i. e., BPM
readings (NN inputs) correlated with steerer settings (NN
targets), must be available. These data sets can either be
generated by accelerator simulations, obtained from logged
archive data (e. g., EPICS-log database) or be measured.
ML-based OC simulations were already successful, but only
partially reflect real storage ring behavior [19]. Since adequate experimental data, i. e., large number of randomly
disturbed orbits, from EPICS-log archive was not available,
a special data mining program was implemented. This program varies randomly all steerer strengths within an interval
of typically ±200 to 300 mA. The interval limits are a compromise between risk of beam loss and minimizing relative
measurement errors due to the limited steerer strength resolution of 2.4 mA. After each perturbation, the differences in
orbit response and in steerer strengths are recorded. Erroneous readings (e. g., read/write time-outs, noisy data) are
directly filtered out. On average, approx. 15-20 seconds
are required per single measurement cycle. This way, several hundred random steerer-BPM data combinations (corresponding to ML input-target data pairs) were recorded in
several measuring sessions.
Measurement of standard orbit response matrices for various positive and negative single steerer kicks were carried
out similary. All measurements of both sources were merged
to a common data pool of approx. 1500 data pairs to obtain
at least ten times as much training data as neurons in the
neural network (see below).
As an example Fig. 3 depicts the random orbit error (Ex,z )
distribution (ML input data) and the corresponding random

Figure 3: Measured ML training target (top) and input (bottom) data for the horizontal (blue) and vertical (red) plane.

Definition of the Neural Network Topology
At first a basic NN structure adapted to the orbit correction
problem was defined. It consists of 3 neuron layers with 54
input layer neurons (corresponding to the number of BPMs)
and 30/26 output layer neurons (corresponding to the number of horizontal/vertical steerers). The number of hidden
neurons was determined empirically by trial and error. It
turned out, that a too large number of hidden neurons (much
more than input neurons) leads to ‘overfitting’ [18] and too
few hidden neurons (much less than output neurons) downgrades the learning performance. Using the same number
1

Reducing and randomizing the interval limits would shift the E x , z distributions to smaller values.
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of input neurons as hidden neurons was a good compromise
in many cases.
Since each corrector strength change usually effects the
beam position at all BPMs in the storage ring, a classical
fully-connected feed-forward neural network (FFNN) was
utilized for the neuron network connection topology. This
basic network was extended by further neurons. One neuron
represents the radio frequency (RF) of the storage ring cavity.
An RF change varies the electron energy and thus generates
a dispersion trajectory with orbit shifts at all BPMs. Additional three neurons consider the actual status of the three
insertion devices (SAW, U250, U55) installed at the DELTA
storage ring. At DELTA, large beam amplitudes at sextupole
magnets integrated into the quadrupole magnets generate
also strong orbit kicks which can be of the same order as
steerer kicks. Up to now, this effect is not considered in the
ML-based OC algorithm but could be taken into account by
additional ’sextupole neurons’. Figure 4 illustrates the neural
network topology utilized for the horizontal orbit plane only.

Figure 4: Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN) topology
used for ML-based horizontal orbit correction.
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studies for a more efficient training on a grafical processor
unit3 (GPU).
The network training performance is usually rated by the
mean squared error (MSE). It is calculated by the actual
neural
network output oi and the desired target ti values
1 ÍN
2
i=1 wi (oi − ti ) whereby, as an option, each squared
N
error can be weighted individually (wi ).
ML software frameworks provide a large pool of training methods and functions [16–18]. They were compared regarding their training performance. Best results
were reached with back-propagation methods using the
Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm with or without
Baysian Regularization (BR) [21, 22] as well as Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) algorithm which
updates network weight and bias values according to the
BFGS quasi-Newton method [23]. Pure gradient decent
learning turned out to be slow and often got stuck in local
MSE minima.
All network trainings were also performed with two different numbers of hidden layer neurons, equal to the number
of input or output neurons, respectively. Moreover, for each
training method a variety of so-called training metaparameters to tweak the underlying numerical algorithms (e. g.,
steps sizes, max./min.-limits for gradients or validation failures, etc.), were checked too. The training data pool (sum of
all related measurements) was divided into three sets with a
fixed splitting ratio:
1. Data for pure training, i. e., adjusting weights and bias
values to minimize the MSE (80%).
2. Validation data is used to prevent learning by pure
memorization, i. e., avoid the overfitting problem (10%).
3. Testing data is used to measure how accurately the
network was trained, i. e., test with "unseen" data (10%).
As an example, Fig. 5 depicts the FFNN supervised learning performance (MSE) trained with approx. 1500 measured
machine data records (orbit/steerer-data sets). In this case,
best validation performance of 1.4 · 10−4 mm was reached
after 27 LM-BR-training iterations (so-called epochs) applying all training records at once (so-called full batch training).

Supervised Learning

Application Results on Real Machine Operation

Before actual FFNN supervised learning can be performed
(see Fig. 2a), all training input data must be normalized to the
value range ±1 of an neuron transfer function (so-called activation) (see Fig. 2b, 2c). From a multitude of possible functions, the hyperbolic tangent function tanh(x) has proven to
be most suitable. It is point-symmetric and continuously differentiable, a necessary condition for many back-propagation
training methods and also shows non-linear behavior close
to the interval limits ±1. An alternative function is the Elliot
sigmoid function f (x) = x/(1 + |x|) (see Fig. 2c), whose
expression does not include a call to any higher order functions2 (e. g. exp(x)) [18]. It was used for first performance

The best trained NNs, with MSE values less than 3 · 10−4
mm, were tested for OC during real machine operation of
the DELTA storage ring. For this purpose, the current orbit
was defined as an arbitrary reference which could also be
any other predefined orbit. Random kicks were set to all
or individual selected steerers and the orbit error Ex,z of
the orbit response was determined (iteration 0). The resulting disturbed orbit was fed into the previously trained NNs,
which were now able to determine the orbit-related steerer
strengths. These values were inverted and transferred back
to the steerers, giving a new closed orbit with a significantly
smaller MSE (first iteration). Repeating this procedere itera-

2

3

Partly a necessary condition for GPU-based learning algorithms.

NVIDIA GeForceGTX1060, CUDA Vers. 6.1 [20].
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Since sufficiently well trained NNs for both planes were
available, two more OC tests were carried out. (i) Stepwise
power down of a strongly unbalanced orbit bump induced
by steerer-independent DC-coils (starting at an amplitude of
10 mm). (ii) Variation in strength of an unmatched insertion
device (undulator U250). In both cases strong x/z-orbit
disturbances were provoked. The ML-based OC was able to
compensate these distortions in both planes without beam
losses, even though the related data were not teached during
ML.

Figure 5: FFNN supervised learning performance trend
(LM-BR) for the full batch of approx. 1500 measured orbit/steerer data sets. Best validation performance (MSE) of
1.4 · 10−4 mm was reached after 27 LM-BR-training iterations (so-called epochs) of all records.

tively reduced the MSE in average nearly by two orders of
magnitude (see Figs. 6, 7).
Figure 7: Performance comparison of different OC implementations.

SUMMARY

Figure 6: Iterative application of the pretrained FFNN referred to the previously corrected orbit, starting from a randomly disturbed orbit (start). After 3 successive correction
steps, an error of < 200 µm was achieved.
The performance of ML-based OC was compared to two
other computing methods, singular value decomposition
(SVD) [4] and qpcone-based (convex optimization) [5, 6],
respectively. Figure 7 depicts exemplarily the horizontal
orbit error Ex depending on correction iterations for randomly disturbed orbits (mean values and standard deviation).
All tested OC algorithms converge to comparable results
after multiple successive correction steps. For ML-based
OC, the absolute closed orbit error was reduced to less than
200 µm after three iterations. This error can be further reduced by increasing the number of training data sets in the
small Ex,z -value range (see Fig. 3). The minimum residual
error mustpbe related to the limited BPM readout resolution
of Ex,z = 54 · (5µm)2 ≈ 40 µm.

Although the ML-based OC is only a prototype application so far, it has been shown that ML techniques are
an alternative approach for automated orbit correction of
the DELTA storage ring. ML incorporates the real storage
ring as it was set up at the time of training data acquisition.
Therefore, all machine imperfections like non-linearities
(e.g. sextupoles) or other-higher order multipoles due to
magnetic fringe fields effects are intrinsically considered.
Even alignment errors and their impact on the closed orbit
can be taken into account. Due to the heuristic approach,
they show once trained fast correction convergence and high
numerical stability and robustness, since only simple matrix
multiplications have to be applied. Moreover, although the
potential has not yet been fully exploited, the residual orbit
error is competitive to SVD-based methods and close to
qpcone-programming-based approaches.

OUTLOOK
Despite ML-based OC is competitive, there is still potential for optimizations.
Up to now, BPM weights are not taken into account but
can be considered by an additional neuron network layer or
by introducing weighted bias learning.
In order to keep the neural network small and therefore
the training time acceptably short, horizontal and vertical
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OC were treated independently so far. To study x/z-coupling
effects, the fusion of both x/z-NNs is already in preparation.
Large orbit amplitudes in strong sextupole magnets generate distortions similar to steerer strength changes. This could
be taken into account by including additional ’sextupole neurons’ into the neural network structure. Other NN topology
expansions like the integration of already installed additional
weak but fast steerer magnets for minor orbit corrections
will also be investigated in the near future.
During routine machine operation, the standard OC applies always small orbit amplitude variations which are close
to the desired reference orbit. These data could be used for
adaptive (on the fly) ML techniques like the so-called ’sliding
windows method’ [24]. However, continuous background
training via ’on the fly’ DAQ requires high computing performance. Here, GPU-based computing could be much
more efficient. First tests showed learning speed gains of
about two orders of magnitude. The disadvantage of timeconsuming NN retraining, due to significant storage ring
setup changes can also be mastered by future introduction
of adaptive learning techniques.
Last but not least, the longterm stability and robustness
of the ML-based OC must further be proven in standard
machine operation.
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SCALING UP THE DEPLOYMENT AND OPERATION OF AN ELK
TECHNOLOGY STACK
S. Boychenko, P. Martel, B. Schofield CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Since its integration into the CERN industrial controls
environment, the SCADA Statistics project has become a
valuable asset for controls engineers and hardware experts
in their daily monitoring and maintenance tasks. The adoption of the tool outside of the Industrial Controls and Safety
Systems group scope is currently being evaluated by ALICE,
since they have similar requirements for alarms and value
changes monitoring in their experiment. The increasing interest in scaling up the SCADA Statistics project with new
customers has motivated the review of the infrastructure
deployment, configuration management and service maintenance policies. In this paper we present the modifications
we have integrated in order to improve its configuration flexibility, maintainability and reliability. With this improved
solution we believe we can propose our solution to a wider
scope of customers.

INTRODUCTION
The scale and increasing complexity of modern SCADA
applications deployed in a wide range of domains in CERN’s
accelerator complex urged the development of a range of
support frameworks for the back-end infrastructure’s operation and maintenance. Until recently, data from different
sources was stored and processed independently; this made
data analysis a tedious task, requiring the manual matching
of information from multiple domains. In order to combine
data from multiples sources, make it more accessible and
provide seamless access to the underlying measurements,
the SCADA Statistics service was developed [1].
There are around 200 controls applications maintained by
the Industrial Controls and Safety systems group and most
of those archive data from thousands of devices into a persistent storage. The equipment experts working with historical
data are generally interested in analysing the alarms and
value changes (for example to determine if there are misconfigured devices). Despite the fact that the database allows
extraction of the required data, due to its internal structure
and huge amount of persisted measurements, the task is tedious and time-consuming. The SCADA Statistics project
was developed to solve this problem, enabling fast and easy
access to alarms and value changes data. In addition to the
historic data analysis, the system collects and processes the
data from controls applications logs, distributed across many
servers, preserving the information which was previously
discarded after some time (log files on the servers are rolling,
i.e. overwritten when determined threshold is reached).
The SCADA Statistics service (see Figure 1) uses the
Elastic stack, an open source search and analytics engine.
The Elastic stack is composed of Filebeat (a lightweight way

to follow and centralize logs and files), Logstash (a data
processing pipeline), Elasticsearch (the search and analytics
engine) and Kibana (a visualization tool for Elasticsearch
data). The system can be split into three separate layers:
data source, backend and frontent. The data source layer is
composed by a large number of servers running the controls
applications and a centralized storage where historical data is
being persisted. These services are hosted on the dedicated
hardware cluster, which is operated by the department’s
system administrators. The frontend layer functionality is
assured by the IT department, and most of the maintenance
tasks are performed by CERN’s Elastisearch experts. The
backend layer is running on the virtual machines (provided
through Openstack technology), having a limited support,
generally constrained to network and basic Operating System
issues.
After three years in production, the SCADA Statistics
service has generated over 1 TByte of data with more than
3.7𝑥109 indexed measurements. The input rate increases on
a continuous basis as new applications and use cases are
integrated into the service. In addition to the wide user base
within the same working group [2], external clients (from
ALICE [3] and potentially other domains at CERN) become
interested in running the service on their own infrastructure.
Even though the existing solution fulfils the initial requirements, the "community" (i.e. "free") version of Elastic stack
(which SCADA Statistics is based on) lacks some functionality like monitoring and failure recovery. These features
are required if we are to extend the scope of the project for
external users. Additionally, in its initial implementation,
the system configuration and deployment was based on manually edited, long shell scripts which made the maintenance
and integration of new features very difficult.
In this paper, we describe the consolidation project that
made the SCADA Statistics service more flexible, maintainable and configurable.

SCADA STATISTICS
INFRASTRUCTURE MONITORING
The initial experience with the maintenance of the
SCADA Statistics stack proved that the system requires a
constant monitoring, as unexpected failures were observed in
most of the system components. The deployment of the conventional Metricbeat-based solution was not an option, since
the "community" version of Elasticsearch, which was used
to make the monitoring information persistent, did not allow
the definition and configuration of alarms. Furthermore,
this solution does not support an automated failure recovery mechanism, requiring the person in charge to perform
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Figure 1: The initial infrastructure.
a manual intervention, even in the most simple cases (i.e.
when some service has crashed and needs to be restarted).
The observed problems allowed us to define the requirements for the future monitoring system. First of all, it had to
be pro-active, meaning that the number of manual interventions should be minimal. Secondly, the framework should
notify the system administrators when an anomaly occurred,
both when it was related to the system resources (e.g. high
CPU or memory usage observed during a continuous time
period) and to service behaviour (e.g. is the service was
running and could be reached by other components in the
data processing pipeline). Finally, the monitoring system
had to be flexible, since the network where the solution was
to be deployed is heterogeneous, with some of the cluster
nodes having restricted access.
Based on the desired features, a few systems were studied
as potential candidates for integration into the SCADA Statistics project infrastructure, namely COSMOS [4], Nagios [5]
and Monit [6]. We started by evaluating the integration with
COSMOS system, which looked very promising. Since it is
being developed at CERN, we could count on strong support
from our colleagues both during its setup and maintenance.
On the other hand, at the time COSMOS was in an intense
development phase, meaning that its stability could be affected and its API could undergo some changes over time.
That was the main limitation and the reason why we proceeded with the evaluation of external monitoring systems.
Nagios, despite fulfilling all of the desired features, required
a steep learning curve at the beginning, and would therefore
require significant man-hours investment, even for a simple
setup. Finally, because it is able to supply most of the desired
functionality with a simpler configuration, Monit became
our choice for the monitoring tool, providing a good balance
between supported features and setup complexity.
The configuration of the monitoring system for SCADA
Statistics infrastructure follows the master-less approach;

even though an additional daemon is running on one of
the support machines to check the network status. The
application on the the support machine is configured to
periodically check whether all cluster nodes are reachable
and that there are services listening on the pre-defined
set of ports. The others, individual Monit instances, are
configured in first place to check the status of the determined
services, depending on the type of the machine where the
daemon is running. Whenever an unexpected application
termination is detected, an e-mail notification is sent to the
configured list of recipients and an attempt to restart the
failed component is performed. The previously described
behaviour can be easily achieved by adding the following
"human-readable" Monit instructions into a respective
configuration file:
check process logstash
matching "logstash"
start program = "/bin/systemctl start logstash"
stop program = "/bin/systemctl stop logstash"
if does not exist then alert
Additionally, a simple configuration, similar to the one presented above, was added to track the system resources’ usage
and configuration file changes. A slightly more complex customization was required to setup arbitrary system metrics
monitoring, like queue size. In this case, program status
check (a Monit feature), was used to define a specific logic
to assess those metrics.

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
PROCESS CONSOLIDATION
The configuration management consolidation addresses a
different range of project issues. The revision of the current
process was triggered by the need to upgrade the backend
infrastructure to the latest Elastic-stack version, as its current
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one (at the time), was approaching the end of lifetime (no
more bugfixes nor updates). The upgrade policy of Elasticsearch states that between 2 major releases the backward
compatibility is not guaranteed; in our case we have detected
backwards compatibility issues requiring major configuration changes. In order to execute the upgrade operation
successfully, we needed a development environment where
the new implementations and configurations could be extensively tested and validated in order to be applied to the
production environment. After preliminary analysis of the
existing configuration management and deployment procedures, we realised that the task would require a considerable
effort to be accomplished, as the shell-based solution would
need a complete review and redesign.
Shell script-based cluster management process may
worked well in a small scale, homogeneous infrastructure; at
the same time, once the system evolves and requires a more
sophisticated setup, dedicated configuration management
tools tend to be more efficient. The declarative approach
of the configuration management tools (the developer does
not need to define how to perform a determined operation)
allows the framework to abstract from the implementation
details and provide the conditions where the developer does
not need to think about such details like the operating system
where the deployment will be performed. Additionally, most
of the configuration management frameworks are idempotent, meaning that in case of some operation is executed
multiple times on a determined machine, its state will only
be changed once, during the first execution (unless explicitly
instructed otherwise). This functionality is a huge advantage
in comparison to the shell scripts, where implementing such
logic is time-costly and error-prone.
Amongst many available configuration management systems, Puppet [7] and Ansible [8] were evaluated, due to
their wide adoption in the industry (as well as at CERN)
and considerable high number of desired features in their
"community" versions. The initial comparison between the
two, revealed that Puppet would have required more effort
to be adopted due to the required learning of the complex
Domain Specific Language and Command-Line Interface
used for configuring the framework. Other then that, Puppet
requires client components to be installed on every cluster
node, which rely on the master to function (which is a single point of failure), while Ansible is based on a serverless
architecture and does not require any agent installation on
target nodes to execute the configured tasks (other than SSH
server and Python), further reducing the complexity of the
infrastructure setup. Additionally, it also provides a possibility to execute ad-hoc commands on the configurable set
of nodes, allowing faster prototyping and development.
The results of the evaluation helped us to determine that
due to its simplicity and some of its unique features, Ansible
suited better our SCADA Statistics use case. The SCADA
Statistics project configuration management process was
split into multiple infrastructure-level operations (Ansible
Playbooks) like cluster setup or configuration deployment.
Furthermore, each of those was divided into roles, which are
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Setup Cluster
Install Basic RPMs
Install WGET
Install Java
Install RNG Tools
Install Logstash
Setup Elastic Stack Repository
Install Logstash Service
Configure Logstash Indexer
Determine Installed Logstash Plugins
Install Missing Logstash Plugins
Update Logstash Configuration
Setup Logstash Directories
Start Logstash Service
Figure 2: An example Ansible Playbook.
used to define node-level applications, like Logstash setup.
Some definitions are re-used between different Playbooks,
allowing to reduce the amount of code which needs to be
maintained. Finally, each of the roles is split into multiple
tasks, which are responsible for interacting with a single Ansible module and execute a very targeted action, e.g. install
Java or open a port in the firewall. The execution targets
are defined in an a separate file, which consists of cluster
nodes category sections, with corresponding machines lists.
An example of a slightly simplified "Setup Cluster" Ansible
Playbook, executed for Logstash Indexer host group can be
visualised in the Figure 2. The roles are all of the children
of the "Setup Cluster" component, while the tasks are the
tree nodes assigned to each of the roles1 .

RESULTING SCADA STATISTICS
INFRASTRUCTURE
In order to finalize the setup, several additional enhancements were done. First of all, we have migrated the monitoring system setup to a separate Ansible playbook, which
would set for us all required parameters and deploy the generated configuration on the corresponding nodes. All of the
produced configuration management was put into a source
code control repository (GIT), so that we could track the
changes and rollback if needed. Finally, all of the Ansible
Playbooks were incorporated into Jenkins [9] Continous
Integration and Delivery (CI/CD) framework, allowing to
define precisely the execution conditions, environment and
parameters. In Figure 3 we depict the latest version of the
whole infrastructure with the respective monitoring and configuration management implementations.
Some of the Jenkins execution workflows, like configuration generation, are triggered automatically once a change
in the source code is detected, while others require a manual
action from the developer to perform its execution. This is
done as an additional measure to protect the infrastructure
from accidents (in case the cluster installation script is miss1

note that childless nodes are actually composed by a single task with a
similar name to the parent
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configured) and to allow the developers to control the actions
which alter the cluster state (configuration deployment task
for example). Once the workflow is triggered, the developer is asked (in most cases) to provide some parameters
(like hosts or the version of software which should be installed) and the rest of the execution is handled by the CI/CD
framework. At any time, the history of the execution can be
checked on the Jenkins Web user interface, allowing to track
breaking changes, in case some have been introduced.
The monitoring and configuration management domain
can be further extended to the data source infrastructure, in
a similar way to that of the Monit configuration which can
be deployed to the nodes which provide the log files. This
way we could monitor the status of the Filebeat service and
in case of a failure on the data collection machines perform
the required maintenance.

OPERATIONAL RESULTS
The evaluation of the implemented solution for configuration management process and monitoring system is mostly
based on the observations collected during the one-year
period since the changes started being deployed into the
production environment. The monitoring setup efficiency
analysis is based upon the comparison between the number
of the detected failures and their impact during different operation periods. Before Monit integration, Logstash service
crashed several times, with failure detection delay ranging
from one day to approximate one month. The most critical outage occurred on Logstash statistics calculation node,
which stopped performing database queries and missing data
was only detected four days later by the user. The data recovery took around 10 hours and was only possible because
the source retains the copy of the required information for a
long period of time. Longer service interruptions had less
impact, since the nodes with failures had their functionality replicated; the problem here was mainly the increased
resource usage and service availability. If since the introduction of the monitoring system, we still continue to observe
random Logstash service crashes, the failure detection and
recovery now requires only minimal interventions from developers. The Logstash statistics calculation service has
failed three times during the past year, requiring only one
manual intervention. The outage was caused by an underlying infrastructure update, which triggered an installation of
the incompatible Logstash version, causing failures in communication between different infrastructure components. In
this case the failure recovery process was performed in time
in order prevent the users from experiencing any disruptions.

FUTURE WORK
Based on the findings and observations presented in this
work we were able to identify several potential improvements
which would require an additional investigation. First of all,
the configuration and deployment process could be further
simplified by combining the current solution with a container technology (for example Docker [10]). The individual
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Figure 3: The resulting infrastructure.

infrastructure components, with respective dependencies
and configuration, would be compiled into different Docker
images. The images would be further instantiated through
lightweight containers, serving as an abstraction from the
underlying operating system, producing a consistent and
uniform development environment (both for internal and external users). Amongst other possible additions which could
improve some of the SCADA Statistics project infrastructure characteristics is the integration of different front-end
solutions. Grafana [11] could bring several benefits, namely
security enhancements. The "community" version of Kibana
(native Elastic stack front-end) does not support any kind of
authentication and authorization mechanisms, while Grafana
provides a possibility for configuring role-based access, making it extremely useful to limit the access to the sensitive
data.

CONCLUSION
The observed operational results have confirmed that the
consolidation of the SCADA Statistics project infrastructure
has made the system more maintainable, flexible and most
importantly, reliable. The integration of the monitoring solution allowed us to reduce significantly the time required to
detect failures and provided simple yet reliable self-healing
mechanisms. Since its integration into the production environment, the number of manual interventions was minimal,
in comparison to the previous experience. The improvements of the configuration and deployment management
process have proven their efficiency both during the upgrade
of the cluster and the setup of a similar infrastructure for
external users. We could conclude that the chosen tools
(Ansible, Jenkins and Monit) integrate well with the Elastic
stack, and are viable options for use cases similar to the
SCADA Statistics one.
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Abstract
A modular software platform is under active design and
development for high-level applications to meet the requirements of the Advanced Photon Source Upgrade
(APS-U) project. The design is based on modern software
architecture, which has been used in many other accelerator facilities and has been demonstrated to be effective and
stable. At APS-U, we are extending the architecture in order to efficiently commission, operate, and maintain the
APS-U. Its open architecture provides good flexibility and
scalability. This paper presents the current status of highlevel application architecture design, implementation, and
progress at APS-U.

INTRODUCTION
The control system of the Advanced Photon Source Upgrade (APS-U) adopts an EPICS-based [1] controls system
standard model, which is widely used in the accelerator
control community. As illustrated in Fig. 1, its three-tier
controls software infrastructure consists of:
• Distributed front-end layer. This layer is often referred
to as process controls of technical systems, which includes an IOC for classic technical systems like the
magnet power supply, vacuum, radio frequency/lowlevel rf (RF/LLRF), diagnostics, and IOC for highspeed data acquisition (DAQ) technical system.
• Service layer. The service layer collects data from various sources, for example, the front-end technical controls, database, and storage; organizes the data in a predefined data structure; publishes to its upper layer
and/or accepts data from its upper layer; and ships data
to database or front-end systems.
• Application layer. The application on this layer often
interacts with the end user through either an operator
graphic interface or other software-like physics application.

The high-level application (HLA) for APS-U presented
in this paper is a software collection to satisfy the requirements to support APS-U engineering construction. It does
not cover the physics application or the control room applications like display manager, alarm handling, data archiving, save-set-restore, etc.

HLA REQUIREMENT
To meet the APS-U project requirements, the engineer
tool suite shall be modular, incrementally upgradeable,
scalable, and extendable. Expansion of the tool suite to accommodate the build-up of the accelerator complex from
early testing, through installation and commissioning and
during the life of the facility, should not impact the performance. The tool suite shall be available to support all aspects of the project schedule from component tests during
prototyping to beam characterization and optimization at
commissioning and operation. To achieve this, the APS-U
high-level engineering tools are required to be based on
open standards and commercial off-the-shelf software applications, whenever possible.
The current Advanced Photon Source (APS) has a thorough set of tools deployed to support its operation, and
most of those tools will be inherited by APS-U and/or improved upon where needed. In addition, APS-U has identified an additional set of high-level engineering tools driven
by the unique requirements of the project, which are listed
as below:
• Component database (CDB) [2, 3]
• Electronic traveler (eTraveler) [4, 5]
• Cable management system [3]
• EPICS directory service [6]
• Naming system
• Controls infrastructure monitoring
The latest status of those tools will be presented in this
paper.

HLA STATUS
The high-level application is under active development
at APS-U to satisfy the requirements of supporting project
construction. Some tools have been deployed to support
ongoing construction activities, and some tools are under
evaluation. Detailed progress for each tool is presented in
the following sections.
Figure 1: APS-U controls software architecture.
___________________________________________

* Argonne National Laboratory's work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under contract DE-AC02-06CH11357.
† gshen@anl.gov

Component Database
The CDB manages component data and supports the full
APS-U project lifecycle including both high-level and lowlevel design, procurement and assembly, installation and
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testing, and operation. It maintains a catalog of components, both purchased and fabricated, organizes documentation, and tracks component inventory location whether in
storage or installed in the machine. It also facilitates creation of a high-level machine design with placeholders for
the actual components. As the design evolves, items from
the catalog are assigned to fulfil the roles established in the
design, and eventually specific units of inventory are allocated for installation in the machine.
In the CDB vocabulary, it manages several “domains” of
component information including catalog, inventory, machine design, and location, and MAARC (Measurement
and Analysis Archive). Common properties (metadata) are
established for items in each domain, and users may also
define item-specific optional properties. A timestamped
history of property values is maintained. Mini-logbooks
capture chronological log entries with attachments for each
item in every domain.
A web portal provides a graphical user interface to the
system as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: CDB web portal.
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A REST application interface (API) has been implemented, which enables access by external programs, for
example, its mobile application. The CDB mobile application has been developed to support a user’s ability to work
in the field as shown in Fig. 3. A user can perform a quick
task from the mobile app to check and update component
location, for example, while out in the field. More implementation details are found in [2].
The CDB has been deployed at APS-U to actively support construction activities. It currently has more than 730
catalog items and over 2500 inventory items stored. Further enhancement is ongoing to add more features and improve its performance.

eTraveler
With modern computer technology, there is a great need
to support a traveler system electronically instead of a traditional paper-based approach to assist with receiving inspection, characterization of incoming equipment, tracking
accelerator component processing workflow, quality assurance inspection, recording of test results, assembly, installation, etc. At APS-U, a web-based software application,
which is named eTraveler [5] and was developed originally
at FRIB, was introduced. From its original version, there
have been significant enhancements, which mainly include:
• Reporting
• Discrepancy
• Step numbering
• Status and version controls
The reporting function of eTraveler is implemented by
introducing a reporting identifier to each input data field.
When generating a report, the system categorizes user input data according to the identifier and creates a web-based
table view for all selected travelers as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: eTraveler reporting function.

Figure 3: CDB mobile application.

To effectively support inspection, it is important to document discrepancy properly and record all inspection results. The APS-U eTraveler system added a new traveler
template dedicated for discrepancy purpose. When designing a new traveler template, the user must specify if the
new template is either a regular traveler template or a discrepancy template. Designing and using a discrepancy
WEPHA143
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traveler is the same as a regular one except that a discrepancy traveler could be assigned and attached to a regular
traveler. Once a discrepancy traveler is assigned to a regular one, a special section called “Discrepancy log” will appear on the top of the regular traveler, and all discrepancy
histories will be summarized in a table view as shown in
Fig. 5.

Figure 5: eTraveler discrepancy log.
The original eTraveler system supports a flat view,
which is proper to support a normal daily workflow. However, to meet all needs at APS-U, especially for efficient
communication between different users, a step numbering
system has been implemented, which supports a hierarchical step view as shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6 shows three
layers of numbering, which are the section layer (step 3),
the instruction layer (steps 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3), and the data
layer for user inputs (steps 3.2.1 and 3.3.1).
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effectively through its lifecycle from planning to operation,
a decision has been made to use different software for cable
management and cable raceway and routing. We are planning to use a commercial COTS software [7] to manage the
cable raceway and routing and to develop a cable management tool in-house by enhancing the CDB system.
To provide facilities for cable management, the CDB
catalog, inventory, and machine design domains are extended by analogous domains “cable catalog,” “cable inventory,” and “cable design.” Brief functionalities of CDB
Cable are listed as below:
• Provide catalog of predefined cable types.
• Track inventory by QR ID using mobile devices.
• Facilitate evolving cable plant design, which covers
high-level design using “placeholders” (e.g., rack to
device) and jumpstarts the cable routing effort and
endpoints later refined to the component/port level.
• Coordinate integration with the external cable routing
and raceway design tool.
• Support planning and tracking of “bundles” and “dark
fiber.”
• Manage “virtual cables” with circuit of multiple physical cable segments.
Core CDB functionality provides component catalog
and inventory tracking and machine design. The CDB Cable establishes a connection between inventory and machine design as illustrated in Fig. 7.

Figure 6: eTraveler step numbering.
The step numbers are generated by the system automatically when designing a traveler template. Once a traveler
is instanced, the step numbers are fixed and are not changeable.
A discrepancy traveler template has a status, which is either draft or released. Only a released discrepancy template
can be used. Currently, APS-U is actively enhancing the
eTraveler system to support status for a regular traveler.
Meanwhile, a mechanism to support versioning is under
active development.
The eTraveler system has been deployed at APS-U and
is supporting various construction activities like receiving
inspection, QA inspection, and assembly. It currently has
more than 160 templates and over 800 instances.

Cable
For a large-scale accelerator complex with a tight construction schedule like APS-U, managing and planning its
cable is very challenging. In the nature of project construction, there are two different requirements tightly related but
serving different purposes—cable management and cable
raceway routing. Cable management is needed during the
entire lifecycle of a project from planning to operation.
Raceway and routing tools are often in high demand during
construction, but they are used less frequently after the project is finished. At APS-U, to manage and plan its cable

Figure 7: CDB Cable conceptual design.
It is worth mentioning that as shown in the upper-right
side of Fig. 7, the cable routing is managed by our commercial COTS tool. A mechanism has been thoroughly designed to sync the data between the raceway tool and CDB
Cable and is now under active development.
Another special requirement of the cable management
tool is support for “virtual cables” as shown in Fig. 8. A
virtual cable connects two devices, like a valve controller
in a rack and a gate valve in the lattice, but there is more
than one physical cable segment used to make the connection. The cable from the controller connects to the back of
a patch panel, and then a different cable runs from the front
of the patch panel to the valve. The real cable connections
including the patch panel form a “cable circuit.”
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Figure 8: Virtual cable connection between the vacuum
valve controller and the gate valve (green). Actual cable
circuit connection via patch panel (red).

Naming
Consistent naming conventions are critical to minimize
the learning curve required to effectively operate the new
technical systems. For APS-U, the naming standard will
provide conventions for the unique naming of devices in
operation in the facility and support relational correspondence with other principle information domains for the facility. The syntax has been constructed to work within the
rules and limitations of the EPICS protocol since during
operation many of the devices will be actively controlled
or monitored by the EPICS control system. A “naming” application shall be able to support the needs of the APS-U
naming convention, and function requirements for the software have been analyzed and documented in [8].
In the accelerator control community, there are a few
tools available, and each tool has most of the capabilities
to meet the requirements. An evaluation is ongoing at APSU to determine whether it is applicable and how it should
be adapted to meet our needs. A particular implementation,
which was originally developed in DISCS collaboration
[9] and is customized to fit into the project needs, has been
deployed for evaluation purposes, as shown in Fig. 9.
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groups of channel names in response to a request from an
application, freeing the application from explicitly specifying all of the channel names it requires. Such a service will
be beneficial considering the scale, complexity, and schedule of the APS-U. The requirements for directory service
have been documented in [8].
At APS, an IRMIS system [10], which was developed to
support its controls system daily operation, meets some of
the requirements, but it has been identified that to fully satisfy APS-U needs, significant efforts are needed to enhance
IRMIS.
In the accelerator control community, there is another
tool available—Channel Finder [6] —that was originally
developed to support the National Synchrotron Light
Source II (NSLS-II) construction and has demonstrated its
value and performance.
At APS-U, we are planning to use Channel Finder as our
main directory service tool to capture EPICS PVs from
both EPICS 3 IOC and EPICS 7 IOC as shown in Fig. 10.
Meanwhile, we will keep IRMIS to assist APS/APS-U operation until we can fully migrate its data into either the
CDB or Channel Finder.

Figure 10: APS-U directory service design.
As shown in Fig. 10, because the latest Channel Finder
is based on the ELK tool suite, we are planning to take advantage of its infrastructure and stream IOC log such as
error log, put log, and boot log into ELK using, for example, logstash [11].
An evaluation is ongoing to determine whether this design is applicable to APS-U and how it should be adapted
to meet the facility’s particular needs.

Infrastructure Monitoring
Figure 9: APS-U naming tool prototype.

EPICS Directory Service
Recent trends in the accelerator control community
demonstrate a need for a hierarchical view of the control
system name space. Applications often require groups of
channel names related by location, technical system, or
physical functions. The flat name space of EPICS is not
conducive to this hierarchical concept, but a concise and
thoroughly enforced naming convention assists in providing such a hierarchy with minimal functionality required
within the application. The directory service provides these

Infrastructure monitoring refers to the practice of collecting regular data regarding control system infrastructure
like IOCs, servers, network, etc., in order to provide alerts
of unplanned downtime, network intrusion, and resource
saturation, etc. Monitoring makes operational practices auditable, which is useful in forensic investigations and for
determining the root cause of errors.
At APS-U, an evaluation has been conducted to compare
the off-the-shelf products between Nagios, SolarWinds,
and OpenNMS [12], and a decision has been made to use
OpenNMS to monitor the control system infrastructure.
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Based on that decision, an architecture has been designed
as shown in Fig. 11.
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export its drawing to import data into a raceway routing
tool as well as data in the spreadsheet for importing data
into the CDB Cable system.
As part of the controls system infrastructure, the system
status for naming, CDB, eTraveler, etc. is planned to be
monitored by OpenNMS in its production environment.

CONCLUSION
The high-level application at APS-U is a software collection to support APS-U engineering construction. To satisfy the requirements and support the project lifecycle, it
has been designed to be modular, incrementally upgradeable, scalable, and extendable. A tool suite has been identified to satisfy its minimum needs. The system is under active development, and the latest status of the selected software tools is presented. Some tools, like CDB and
eTraveler, have already been deployed and are actively
supporting the project’s construction.
Figure 11: APS-U architecture for controls system infrastructure monitoring.

SYSTEM INTEGRATION
A conceptual system integration design for high-level
application, especially the database application, is illustrated in Fig. 12.
OpenNMS

Nam ing

CDB
CDB/ Cable

Credentials

Cable
Data
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CUMBIA-TELEGRAM-BOT: USE CUMBIA AND TELEGRAM TO READ,
MONITOR AND RECEIVE ALERTS FROM THE CONTROL SYSTEMS
G. Strangolino, Elettra-Sincrotrone Trieste S.C.p.A., Basovizza, Trieste, Italy
Abstract
Telegram is a cloud-based mobile and desktop messaging app focused on security and speed. It is available for
Android, iPhone/iPad, Windows, macOS, Linux and as a
web application. The user signs in the cumbia-telegram-bot
to chat with a Tango or EPICS control system from everywhere. One can read and monitor values, as well as receive
alerts when something special happens. Simple source
names or their combination into formulas can be sent to the
bot. It replies and notifies results. It is simple, fast, intuitive. A phone number to register with telegram and a client
are the necessary ingredients. On the server side, cumbiatelegram-bot provides the administrator with full control
over the allocation of resources, the network load and the
clients authorized to chat with the bot. Additionally, the access to the systems is read only. On the client side, the bot
has been meticulously crafted to make interaction easy and
fast: history, bookmarks and alias plugins pare texting
down to the bone. Preferred and most frequent operations
are accessible by simple taps on special command links.
The bot relies on modules and plugins, that make the application extensible.

TECHNOLOGY
The server is written in C++and employs the Telegram
BOT API1, that is an HTTP-based interface for building
bots for Telegram. Qt [1] is used to manage network connections, support JavaScript integration, store user data
into a local database (SQLite) and draw graphs of spectrum
variables (by means of the Qwt library). Figure 1 shows the
whole infrastructure.

After joining the bot, clients must be authorized before
messaging. Operations on the control systems are read only
and may be subject to limitations (e.g. upper limit on active
monitors) according to the account privileges that can be
set up on a user basis. Further restrictions curb the access
to the engines: the maximum read rate is established by the
administrator and the bandwidth is divided across the connected users. Those monitoring more than one source in
polling mode will face major restraint. On the other hand,
event based updates are not limited at the moment, due to
their theoretical low impact on the control system and network. The application is organised in modules. Some of
them are built in, while additional ones can loaded as
plugins, that register with the server, receive and process
messages. Bookmark, search and command components
are examples of plugins. The modules command returns a
list of currently loaded modules and plugins, with their description.

FEATURES
Overcoming Messaging App Limitations
Telegram is an advanced cloud-based mobile and desktop messaging application. The design of the bot had to
face the limitations of a text centred interface. Source
names are not easy to remember and keyboard dictionaries
cannot help writing often complex patterns. Frequent operations must be accessed easily, and handwriting must be
replaced by tap operations as much as possible. Tapping is
possible on commands either configured through a special
bot named The BotFather or nested in the message (and
identified by a leading / character, like /help). Those manually configured with The BotFather are available through
a button at the right of the message input text area.
The following components have been implemented to
address these limits and make the user interaction effective,
intuitive and funny:
• history, to keep a record of recent successful operations;
• shortcut to repeat the last action;
• bookmarks, where preferred commands can be saved
and sent over again with a tap;
• alias. An alias can be associated to any sort of instruction, so that it can be quickly recalled.

Supported Engines
Figure 1: The whole cumbia-telegram bot architecture.

At the moment, the Tango [2] and EPICS [3] control
systems are seamlessly integrated in the application. Since
the bot is based on cumbia, more engines can be added with
little effort.

___________________________________________

1

https://core.telegram.org/bots/api
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Formulas
The application is equipped with the cumbia formula
plugin to make its features available to the user:
• sources from any supported engine can be combined
into formulas;
• simple operators can be employed in expressions as
well as more complex JavaScript functions.

FUNCTIONS
Read
The most basic function of the cumbia-telegram-bot is
to read values from the control systems. The reply to a message with the name of the source contains either its value
or an error message, if the procedure fails. Figure 2 represents these cases. A Tango value from the test device is requested in the first message. The response contains the
value, its set point, if available (in square brackets), the
measurement units and the timestamp. The final section indicates which Tango database has been used. The second
message is the name of a quantity that is not defined, and
an error is reported. The third source identifies an EPICS
variable. Its value is provided together with the measurement units (“Counts”) and the quality (error severity) of the
value, in italics.
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polling the control system. This is a security feature that
prevents the bot from overloading the control system regardless of the number of users connected. Notifications
sent by a monitor are silent. In effect Telegram API offers
this option, although the actual behaviour may be device
dependent.
The logic of the monitor command is as follows. Simple
variables or their combination into formulas determine
how a new message is delivered: there must be a change
in the value in the first case; in the formula evaluation result in the second. By default, the most recent monitor messages are updated rather than new ones issued. If users prefer to apply the evaluation principles of the monitor directive but still receive every update in a separate message
(and the corresponding silent notification), they must use
the warn instruction instead of monitor. Finally, if sound
notifications are desired for the events herein described, the
configure command must be sent and the appropriate option enabled2. An ongoing operation can be stopped either
through a shortcut in the list produced by the /monitors
command or from within a message itself. The /stop directive stops monitors and alerts altogether.

Alert
Alerts enable the user to receive a notification either
when a source changes its quality (error severity) or the
evaluation of a formula switches from false to true. Unlike
monitors, alert notifications are not silent and are either
quality or formula evaluation centred. Consider the following examples:
alert test/device/1/long_scalar
alert test/device/1/double_scalar > -60 &&
test/device/1/double_scalar < 60

In the first case, you will be notified when long_scalar
quality changes from normal to warning to alarm and vice
versa. In the second case, one alert is sent each time the
value enters the range (-60, 60). Figures 3 and 4 show the
trend of the double_scalar variable and the corresponding
alert messages on the Telegram application.

Figure 2: Single read operations.

Monitor
A variable can be monitored over time. The monitor
command placed before the source name starts the operation. The frequency of the updates is determined by how
they are supplied by the underlying system. For example,
EPICS variable monitoring and Tango events will produce
an update whenever a new value is pushed from the engine.
On the other hand, if cumbia is in charge of polling the
quantity, the period is defined both by a limit on the operation rate set on the bot by the administrator and the number of sources being read with this method. The maximum
allowed bandwidth is divided among the users currently

Figure 3: Trend of a variable over time.
An alert can be stopped either through a shortcut in the
list produced by the /alerts command or from within an
alert message itself. The /stop command stops monitors
and alerts altogether.
Monitors and alerts have a time to live whose span depends on the user rights. In the example in Fig. 4 the lifetime is one day. After that period, the instruction must be
repeated to restart the process.

2
The watch and configure commands are still under development at the
moment of writing this paper.
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Figure 4: Alerts associated to the trend in Fig. 3.

UTILITIES
As pointed out in the Features section, cumbia-telegrambot design target is to guarantee an immediate, pleasant and
even funny user experience. The main objective is to ensure that most operations are triggered by tap actions after
an initial configuration where at least the preferred commands and names of the sources must be manually introduced. The Telegram Desktop version can be a very versatile tool to accomplish this initial setup. This chapter introduces the most relevant features that enhance the user interaction.

Figure 5: Usage of alias. One can see the shortcuts to
remove an entry from the list, [/XA1] and [/XA2].

Message Titles
Figure 6 shows first a notification of an alert occurring
when a test variable goes below a given threshold of 10.

Repeat Last Command
If an operation is successful, it can be sent over again
with the /last command. Failed readings are not saved.

History
The bot keeps a history of successful tasks. The number
of its records is decided by the administrator. /alerts, /monitors and /reads commands provide access to the respective
history buffers. From the reply, it is possible to start the
operations over again as well as stop the running ones individually.

Bookmarks
A bookmark can be assigned to the successful operation.
The list can be later retrieved and the instructions can be
wherefrom imparted again.

Alias
Remembering and writing complicated source names or
formulas can be a nuisance, especially when they must be
written on a messaging application, without the support of
a dictionary. Cumbia-telegram-bot addresses this issue
with a module that allows the user to assign an alias to
practically anything. Figure 5 shows a typical usage of aliases.

Figure 6: Titles help identify the observed source.
It is not immediate to figure out what happened, especially if multiple monitors are active. When writing an expression, it is possible to add a title that will be placed at
the beginning of the text, thus making the nature of the alert
clearer at a glance, as can be seen in the second notification. Titles are specified after the formula and two “/” characters, like comments in many programming languages.

FORMULAS
Formulas can be used to configure specific alerts or
warnings where the combination of multiple values is arranged to define the conditions to deliver them. The bot
employs the cumbia formula plugin plus a processor (parser) that formats the expression of simple operations into
the exact pattern required by the plugin. Formulas and
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functions must be compatible with the JavaScript language. The application can be used as a simple calculator
(Fig. 7) as well as a powerful tool to receive custom-tailored alarms (Fig. 8).
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EXTENSIONS
Cumbia-telegram-bot can be extended with plugins.
They must implement an interface (named CuBotModule)
and register to the application with a given priority. The
priority (type) determines the order with which the application delivers the messages to the modules. For example
the alias component has a very high priority (low type
value) because in the first instance alias words must be
searched and, if found, they must be replaced and the message sent onward down in the chain. A module can thus
process a message or forward it to a lower priority module.
Extensions can be used to implement custom functions, for
example those specific to a given control system, as described in the next section.

Tango Database Search
The search plugin can be used to find a Tango device
matching a given pattern. The availability of the plugin in
Telegram can be checked with the command /modules. A
specific help section is dedicated to the users of the component. From the list of devices found according to the
search pattern, a message with the attribute record can be
obtained with a simple tap. From that place, any attribute
can be read with one touch. Figure 10 shows an example
of the module usage.

Figure 7: The bot used as a calculator.

Figure 8: The bot used to combine sources into formulas
and generate personalised alarms.
Sources from different engines can be mixed into formulas, as demonstrated in Fig. 9.
Figure 10. The search module in action.

The Tango Host
Figure 9: Monitor combinations of sources from different
engines.

A characteristic of the Tango control system is the grouping of devices by databases that can be distributed across
different hosts. To address a source, you need to specify on
which host the corresponding device is exported. Normally
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an environment variable accounts for this information, but
the Telegram bot must be flexible enough to let the user
switch across all the Tango hosts that are open to the bot
server. The administrator populates the dedicated table in
the small database used by the bot with the list of allowed
hosts. The host module provides utilities to get the record
of accessible Tango database names, print and change the
one in use. The latter action can be accomplished with a
single touch on the desired entry in the list. When dealing
with engines relying on configuration databases, history
and alias components associate them to the source names.
This guarantees the correct invocation of recorded commands despite the host selection presently in use.

CONFIGURATION
A special Telegram bot, called The BotFather, is used to
register custom bots, configure them and obtain a token
that identifies them henceforth. The BotFather can be
given instructions to define the name of the bot, a set of
commands (e.g. /alias, /bookmarks, /monitors, /alerts), a
logo and so on. To start the cumbia-telegram-bot, the token
is used as a command line parameter, along with the SQLite
database file name. From this point on, clients will be able
to join in and wait for the authorization from the administrator before messaging.
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CONCLUSIONS
The cumbia-telegram-bot is a small tool that physicists
and control room operators can put in their pocket to stay
in touch with a machine, check its or one of its subsystems
health and receive alerts when events require attention. On
the control system side, the design objective centres on security and protection against network overload. In times
where our lives are so involved in social media and messaging applications, the cumbia-telegram-bot is a gimmick
that can put work in a little more entertaining perspective.
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SLED TUNING CONTROL SYSTEM FOR PAL-XFEL*
Y. J. Suh†, G. Mun, K.H. Kim, Y.J. Park, H. Heo, C.B. Kim, H.S. Kang
Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, Pohang, Korea
Abstract
A total of 42 SLED(SLAC Energy Doubler)s are installed at the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory-XFEL linac
section . The PAL-XFEL SLED has a system that controls
the resonance of the cavity by installing the motor in a way
that adjusts the cavity volume. The controller uses Beckhoff [1] PLC and TwinCAT3, and the communication with
EPICS IOC uses TCP-IP and it was made with Asyn motor.
42 slave unit and master unit are connected by optical cable
and 1: 1 connection. So, if one unit is faulty and does not
work, the remaining 41 units can operate normally. In this
paper, we describe the introduction and results of the SLED
tuning control system.

HARDWARE FEATURES
The Sled Tuning Control system is a device for controlling the motor with a motor connected to the center axis of
the SLED cavity. Figure 1 shows the shape of the mechanism and motor installed in the tunnel.

Figure 2: Junction Box in tunnel wall.
The controller uses Beckhoff PLC and it can be controlled by adding various devices to the I/O part even if
the device is completed with good scalability and
usability. Actually, a device called wire scanner
will be connected and controlling. Figure 3 shows the
slave unit installed in the gallery and Fig. 4 shows the
master unit installed in Server Room.

Figure 1: Sled cavity in Tunnel wall.
Figure 2 shows the shape of the junction box installed on
the inner wall of Tunnel. The upper part is the amp of
LVDT and the lower part is the cable of motor, limit sensor,
motor brake.

Figure 3: EtherCat Slave unit in Gallery Rack.

___________________________________________

* Work supported by Ministry of Science and ICT, South Korea
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Figure 6: Communication connection layout of the Sled
tuning control system.
Each FDF has a slave unit connected to each section as
shown in Fig. 7, and since 1: 1 is connected, if one slave
unit is disconnected, the other FDF can operate normally
without problems.

Figure 4: EtherCat Master unit in Server Room Rack.

CONTROL SYSTEM
As shown in the Fig. 5, the instrument is connected to
the slave unit via a dedicated cable, and the slave and master are connected by an optical cable. We tried to install the
Encoder to read the exact position of the motor but due to
the structure of the instrument I installed a Digital Probe
(LVDT). Due to the structure of the mechanism, it cannot
be used as a close loop and is used as an open loop.

Figure 7: Layout of Optic Cable Connection.
The operation screen was created with CSS (Control
System Studio) [2], and the EPICS IOC used Asyn motor.
EPICS and beckhoff used TCP / IP and EPICS was
con-nected to the channel access network. Figure 8 is
the over-view screen showing the motor value and LVDT
value, Fig. 9 is a detailed operation screen which can
control each de-vice.

Figure 5: Sled tuning control system detail layout.
The configuration of the overview control system is
shown in Fig. 6, and MDF and FDF are optical communication distribution devices and are connected by optical cable. IPC is a PC provided by Beckhoff and installs Beckhoff program and EPICS IOC in this IPC. Beckhoff Program version is TwinCat 3 and IPC OS version is Window
Embedded Standard.

Figure 8: CSS Overview layout of Sled tuning control System.
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control system device was manufactured and the total of
253MW was increased due to the SLED tuning in 42 sections, and the effect of installing more than one modulator
was obtained (Fig. 10). And it was possible to control what
was done inside the tunnel by the person in the Operation
Room.

Figure 9: CSS Detail control layout of Sled tuning control
System.

CONCLUSION
The total of 42 pulsed energy doublers are installed in
the PAL XFEL RF system. It consists of two resonators and
one 3dB coupler. The amount of heat generated depends on
the operation repetition frequency. There are two ways to
prevent it. Change the water temperature of the cavity cooling system or adjust the volume of each resonator. We installed a system that can remotely adjust the resonator volume by connecting a motor to each resonator. Sled tuning

Figure 10: Sled output rise value and Klystron reflection
decrease value.
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A VERY LIGHTWEIGHT PROCESS VARIABLE SERVER*
A. Sukhanov†, J. P. Jamilkowski, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, USA
Abstract
The liteServer is very lightweight, low latency, crossplatform network protocol for signal monitoring and
control. It provides very basic functionality of popular
channel access protocols like CA or pvAccess of EPICS.
It supports request-reply patterns: 'info', 'get' and
'set' requests and publish-subscribe pattern: 'monitor'
request. The main scope of the liteServer is: 1) control
and monitoring of instruments supplied with proprietary
software, 2) seamless connectivity to existing control
systems, 3) restricted access to
process variables
(PVs), 4) possibility to implement the server in FPGA
without CPU core. The transport protocol is connectionless (UDP) and data serialization format is
Universal Binary JSON (UBJSON). The UBJSON
provides complete compatibility with the JSON
specification, it is very efficient and fast.

INTRODUCTION
Modern instruments are often supplied with rich
proprietary software tools, which make it difficult to
integrate them to existing control systems. The initial
motivation of developing the liteServer was to build a
simple server, which controls a device using supplied
proprietary software tools (DLLs or shared libraries) and
expose the process variables for access from an existing
control architecture. The basic features of the
communication protocol are suitable for implementation in
FPGA fabric which lacks a CPU core, such firmware could
be made fault tolerant using TMR [1] technique.

UBJSON
The UBJSON serialization format have been chosen for
communication because it provides complete compatibility
with the omnipresent JSON – there is a 1:1 mapping
between standard JSON specification and UBJSON [2]. In
addition, it has following advantages:
• Ease of implementation. It is feasible to implement it
in FPGA fabric.
• Ease of use.
• Speed and efficiency – UBJSON uses data representations that are (roughly) 30% smaller than their compacted JSON counterparts and are optimized for fast
parsing. Streamed serialization is supported, meaning
that the transfer of UBJSON over a network connection can start sending data before the final size of the
data is known.

The Universal Binary JSON specification utilizes a
single construct with two optional segments (length and
data) for all types:
[type, 1-byte char]([integer length])([data])

Similarly to JSON, UBJSON defines two container
types: array (analog of a Python list) and object (analog
of a Python dictionary).

MESSAGING
The message, received by the server is an UBJSON
object with obligatory keys 'cmd', 'username' and
'program'. The 'cmd' is 2-element UBJSON array, the
first element is a liteServer command, the second is an
array of arguments. The liteServer command may be one
of the following: 'info', 'get', 'set', 'monitor' and
'retransmit'. The 'retransmit' command is special. It is
used to recover data lost during the transaction. The array
of arguments comprises up to four other arrays: device
names, parameter names, parameter properties and values.
All elements of an array can be requested by specifying an
empty array. Example of the command to change
frequencies of two devices:
{{'cmd': ['set', [['dev1', 'dev2'],
['frequency'], ['value'], [1.0, 2.0]]],
'username': 'JohnDoe', 'program':
'liteAccess.py'}

The response message is an object with keys
representing device:PV and values representing the
requested properties as shown below:
{'dev1:frequency': {'value': [1.0]},
'dev2:frequency': {'value': [2.0]}}

The 'username' and 'program' keys are used for
optional access restriction.

THE SERVER
The server listens for request and sends responds through
an UDP sockets. Messages, which are too big to fit into a
single UDP transfer are chopped into smaller chunks. The
position of the chunk is transferred as a first word of the
socket message. The client acknowledges the server when
the whole message has been received. If a chunk has been
lost in the transfer, then the client issues a 'retransmit'
request.
In the Python implementation, the liteServer module
provides base classes Device and PV for devices and its
Process Variables objects to be handled by the server. The

___________________________________________
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PV constructor accepts the following basic keyword
arguments:
features = 'RWA' # feature,
# Readable, Writable, Archivable
desc = ''
# description
opLimits = None # operational limits
value = [] # value, should be iterable

The type of the value is derived from the type of the provided argument, the size of the value is dynamic. More
specific properties could be added using an add_prop()
member function. An example below shows a fully-functional server which hosts five devices. Each device consist
of ten individually-incremented counters and a modifiable
color image.
import time,threading
import numpy as np
from liteServer import Device, PV, EventExit
class Scaler(Device):
def __init__(self,name):
h,w,p = 1200,1600,3
img = np.zeros(h*w*p).astype('uint8')\
.reshape(h,w,p)
pvs = {
'counters':
PV('R','10 counters',10*[0.])
'increments': PV('RW','Increments',range(10))
'frequency': PV('RW','Update frequency',
,opLimits=(0,10)),
'pause': PV('RW','Pause all',[False]),
'image':
PV('R','Image',[img])
}
threading.Thread(target=self._state_machine)\
.start()
def _state_machine(self):
self._cycle = 0
while not EventExit.is_set():
EventExit.wait(1./self.frequency.value[0])
if self.pause.value[0]:
continue
# increment counters individually
increments = self.increments
for i,inc in enumerate(increments.value):
self.counters.value[i] += incr
self.counters.timestamp = [time.time()]
# increment all pixels in the image
self.image.value[0] = (self.image.value[0]\
+ 1).astype('uint8')
# Instantiate five devices
devices = [Scaler('dev'+str(i+1)) for i in range(5)]
# Instantiate server and enter an event loop
server = liteServer.Server(devices)
server.loop()

THE CLIENT
A Python module liteAccess provides access to process
variables, hosted by a liteServer. It defines a PV class for
accessing multiple process variables from the server. For
example, an access object for two process variables ‘par1’
and ‘par2’ from two devices ‘dev1’ and ‘dev2’ would be:
manyPVs = PV(('host;port',
('dev1','dev2'),('par1','par2')))

where the host and port are the host name and port number
of the server.
The access object for all parameters of ‘dev1’ would be:
aPVs = PV(('host;port',('dev1')))
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The value of a process variable is Python decorator, the
following statement:
list_of_values = manyPVs.value

executes a ‘get’ transaction with the server and decodes
response to a list of values. Similarly, the statement:
manyPVs.value = list_of_values

encodes a list of values to UBJSON format and executes a
‘set’ transaction with the server.
A PV.info() method retrieves information of requested
process variables. Example of PV.info() and getting value
of a process variable:
from liteAccess import PV
aPV = PV(('localhost;9700',('dev1'),('frequency')))
print(aPV.info())
{'dev1:frequency': {'value': '?',
'count': [1],
'features': 'RW',
'desc': 'Update frequency',
'opLimits': [0, 10]}}
print(aPV.value)
{'dev1:frequency': {'value': [1.0]}}

BRIDGE
A bridge program is used to integrate any liteServerbased device into existing control system. In RHIC Control
Architecture the bridge is a simple ADO (Accelerator Device Object) manager, which automatically creates ADO
parameters and translates ADO requests get(), set() and
getAsync() into corresponding liteServer requests: get(),
set() and monitor().

GUI CLIENT
A spreadsheet-based GUI client is provided to allow for
simple control and monitoring of process variables. It automatically represents the PVs as corresponding GUI elements like TextEdits, SpinBoxes, and CheckBoxes.

CONCLUSION
Several devices at RHIC are served by the Python-based
liteServers, hosted on Windows and Raspberry Pi platforms:
• Magnetometers
• Laser interferometers
• Infrared cameras.
Servers are connected to the RHIC Control Architecture
using a bridge ADO manager program. Transfer of severalmegabyte data samples at 50 MB/s has been demonstrated.
The typical time of a short get/set transaction is ~2 milliseconds.
Size of the liteServer and liteAccess modules is ~350
lines of code each, size of the bridge program for RHIC
Controls: 200 lines.

Planned Improvement
•
•
•
•

Implement liteServer in FPGA.
Improve support for the 'monitor' request.
Add optional TCP protocol (for large transfers).
Improve multi-client performance.
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• Provide a plotting application (the image processing is
already supported by an imageViewer).
• Develop a bridge for EPICS system.
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A STATE MACHINE SOLUTION
TO CONTROL SUPERCONDUCTING CAVITIES
D. Touchard∗ , R. Ferdinand, M. Lechartier, F. Pillon, L. Valentin, GANIL, Caen, France
Y. Lussignol, IRFU,Saclay, France
Abstract
For the commissioning of the SPIRAL2 accelerating cavities at GANIL, a whole EPICS control-command system
has been developed to start the radio-frequency (RF) system. The description of the RF constraints, the functions
performed will be discussed to understand the operation of
state machines that have been developed. The first results of
the commissioning of the control-command of the cavities
will be presented.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: SPIRAL2 facility.
Phase 1 of the SPIRAL2 project includes two ion sources,
a Radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ), a linear supra conducting accelerator (LINAC) and two experiment rooms Fig. 1.
SPIRAL2’s LINAC is capable of accelerating particles such
as protons, deuterons, or ions from helium to nickel. The
control command system is made up of 40 RF systems and is
controlled by 70 tuning applications and 70 programmable
logic controllers (PLC) [1]. Very early in the project phase
of SPIRAL2, the choice was made to control RF systems using state machines with the State Notation Language (SNL),
a domain specific language provided in the EPICS framework. The following article will present the global control
command architecture for RF systems. It details the significant contribution of state machines, and the advantages
of EPICS. The solutions put in place to control superconducting cavities and the radio frequency quadrupole will be
detailed. In July 2019, the French Nuclear Safety Authority
authorized to start the LINAC and beam commissioning.
First results of the RFQ and LINAC RF commissioning are
briefly described.

• Supra conductor cavities: the SPIRAL2 LINAC is composed of two families of SC Quarter Wave resonators,
providing an accelerating field of 6.5 MV/m and coupled to transfer 7 and 12 kW to the 5mA beams [2].

THE SPIRAL2 RF CONTROL
COMMAND SYSTEM
The EPICS framework was chosen from the pre-project
phase in order to standardize the software developments of
the SPIRAL2 community. A considerable effort has been
made to organize and modelize equipment interfaces in order
to facilitate high-level applications development [3, 4]. The
ease of use of the Channel Access (CA) communication
protocol which allows very simple access by name to facility
beam process values, names Process Variable in EPICS
(PV), has considerably reduced the development effort for
control applications. These choices allowed an integration
of the different projects in progress, such as SPIRAL2, NFS,
S3 [5]. The RF control-command system is divided into
6 subsystems: cavities, low level RF (LLRF), frequency
tuning systems (FTS), amplifiers, waveguides, and global
amplification channels. The LLRF plays a central role in
cavity regulation and can be accessed by high level controlcommand beam tuning applications Fig. 2 [6].

THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF CAVITY
• Radio frequency quadrupole : this continuous wave
warm cavity is a 4 vane RFQ type, 5m long, that can
accelerate a 5mA beam of proton or deuteron and a 1
mA beam of light ions (Q/A>1/3) up to 0.73 MeV/A.
• Rebunchers : 3 rebunchers providing up to 120 kV
of effective voltage are located in the Medium Energy
Beam Transport to keep the beam longitudinal phase
dimension
∗

dominique.touchard@ganil.fr

Figure 2: Spiral2 RF control command architecture.

FINITE STATE MACHINES (FSM)
State machine programming methods appeared in the
1990s. Finite state machine method is based on the prin-
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ciple of having a finite and sequential number of transition
states. FSMs are particularly adapted to the complexity of
the actions and sequences to be performed on RF subsystems.
In addition, the EPICS framework has the tool to develop
a state machine: the sequencer support module [7]. For
these reasons, algorithms to condition a power coupler or
cavity, perform a frequency tuning search or a field rise are
developed with this principle.
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Power Coupler Conditioning
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the coupler conditioning procedure
consists in starting the high frequency with a very low power
before increasing useful cycles, with a progressive increase
in power over each cycle until a maximum power is obtained
in continuous mode (100% cycle).

SPIRAL2 RF STATE MACHINES
State Machine Overview
The state machines list below are a typical implementation of the requirements. Most of them is implemented in
LLRF EPICS IOCs, as close as possible to the cavity field
regulation process. Each type of cavity could proceed with
a
• Power coupler conditioning
• Frequency tuning research
• Cavity conditioning and field increase
• Cavity automatic actions
state machine procedure. Following several years of vacuum
storage of the supra cavities, the power coupler conditioning procedure is a function that was required to ensure the
proper conservation of the power coupler before the cavities
commissioning. The frequency tuning research procedure is needed to set the cavities at the nominal 88,05MHz
frequency. For cavity conditioning and field increase procedure, the field rise was coupled to the conditioning function. The idea is to intelligently monitor cavity sparks. Indeed, from one start-up to the next, conditions may differ
if maintenance operations have disrupted the quality of the
internal surfaces of the cavities. Cavity automatic actions
is the high level process given to operators to easily control
cavities before applying tuning parameters from high level
tuning applications.
Table 1 shows the procedures compatibility with the SPIRAL2 cavity type. Meaning of symbols is V: Validated,

Figure 3: Coupler conditioning graph.
The procedure switches to the next cycle when the maximum power is reached. It is carried out with a return to minimum power without any other precaution. When the maximum amplitude of the last useful cycle (100%) is reached, a
progressive decrease in power is performed. The thresholds
parameters and useful cycles to be processed can be set at
any time. The degradation of the vacuum or a current induced on the coupler beyond the set thresholds induce both
a power rise freeze, waiting for a nominal situation. If these
degradation exceed the material tolerance limits, the LLRF
safety device stops the procedure.

Table 1: State Machines and Cavity Types
State machines

RFQ

Rebunchers

Supra
cavities

Power coupler
conditioning

na

na

V

Cavity conditioning
and field increase

V

na

TBD

Frequency tuning
research

na

V

TBC

Automatic actions

TBD

TBV

TBV

na:not affected, TBD:To Be Defined, TBC:To Be Confirmed, and TBV:To Be Validated.

Figure 4: UML state diagram for coupler conditionning.
Two state machines can interact with each other with only
two EPICS event flags as shown in Fig. 4. The first state
machine manages the conditioning states while the second
one manages the user actions states. We can see that the
central role of the conditioning state is isolated from the other
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states, that extremely simplifies the software SNL code that
must be written. Each event, which can be simply monitored
throw an EPICS process variable, makes a transition to an
other state.

Frequency Tuning Research
After checking required conditions of cavity subsystems,
the procedure turns the TFS in tuning search mode. This
one will therefore scan the position of the motor, which will
be monitored by the procedure. RF is set ON as soon as the
TFS starts scanning. Exceeding the cavity field by the value
predefined at initialization, indicates that the cavity is close
to its resonance frequency. The TFS then went into tuning
maintenance mode. This mode allows the cavity to be held
exactly and automatically at its resonance frequency. The
TFS thus completes the last movements of the motor to find
exactly the resonance frequency.

Cavity Conditioning and Field Increase
For the RFQ cavity, this procedure uses a variable frequency system (PLL loop) to raise the field strength to the
nominal value. It manages the initial rise as well as the resumption of sparks not recovered by the LLRF. When the
number of sparks is low enough for the system to achieve
thermal stability, the procedure also brings the cavity to its
nominal frequency and switches the operating mode to the
nominal TFS. For SC cavities, this procedure depends on
their behavior during the commissioning phase.

Cavity Automatic Actions
After the commissioning phase on site, when the behaviour of the different types of cavities is completely controlled, a higher level state machine will be set up to orchestrate all actions. This will free SPIRAL2 facility drivers of
high RF skills to start the cavities in nominal mode. First
tests with a rebuncher cavity demonstrate the feasibility and
relevance of the use of state machine concept. The set of
these automatic actions will be definitively validated when
the machine goes into nominal operation.

CONCLUSION
Procedures which implement a complex behavior between
several RF sub-systems can be simply implemented with
state machines as described for the power coupler conditioning or frequency tuning research procedures. To keep
the benefit of state machine concept, a whole list of states
and transitions must be correctly identified during analyze
phase.
This concept also implemented inside EPICS with the
sequencer module support allows you to write quickly and
easily reliable pieces of software. During the phase of software unit tests, failures or improvements were particularly
easy to find. The power coupler conditioning procedure
worked from the first commissioning sessions with SC cavities. This reliability made it possible to condition 26 power
couplers in a record time of 10 days.
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Evolution are already under investigation to improve RFQ
cavity startup time. The separation of the software code
by the programming logic into a state machine has saved a
considerable amount of time in the development of the code.
This cutting allowed the developers to be very reactive for the
modifications requested during the functional testing phases
on cavities, especially during the RFQ commissioning [8].
As shown in Table 1, all procedure types have been validated on at least one cavity type, except for the automatic
action which is reserved for the operating phase. The relevance of this one remains to be confirmed for the RFQ.
Similarly, the first tests on the supra cavities will determine
whether the frequency tuning research will remain useful
for the operation.
RFQ and rebunchers are currently validated and used
for the MEBT beams. The superconducting cavities are
currently in the commissioning phase. The first beams in
LINAC are expected by the end of 2019.
We expect we will take more and more benefit from this
strategy and the first LINAC and NFS beams will be due to
the work done on the state machine procedures.
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INTEGRATING CONVENTIONAL FACILITIES SYSTEMS VIA BACnet*
S. B. Webb†, ORNL, Oak Ridge, USA
Abstract
Conventional Facility (CF) controls, such as those used
for Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) are
often developed and operated independent of the accelerator control system using commercial Building Automation
Systems (BAS). At the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS),
these systems are fully integrated into the machine control
system based on the Experimental Physics and Industrial
Control System (EPICS) toolkit. This approach facilitates
optimal machine performance and enhances reliability.
BACnet (Building Automation and Control Networks) is
the predominant communication protocol used in the building automation industry, thus inspiring SNS to develop a
BACnet/IP software driver [4] for EPICS to enable this integration. This paper describes how SNS uses BACnet and
standard EPICS tools to perform custom (complex) chiller
sequencing and data collection to study the cooling system
performance.

THE SNS CHILLED WATER SYSTEM
The central cooling plant at SNS [1] consist of four
1,200-ton Trane centrifugal chillers, four chilled water
pumps, four condenser water pumps, and two cooling towers. The plant provides chilled water to accelerator equipment and non-accelerator equipment (e.g., office complex).

History

BUILDING AUTOMATION
Almost all commercial and industrial heating/cooling
equipment is designed and built to work with building automation control systems, such as those provided by Johnson Controls, Honeywell, Trane, Carrier, etc.
The building automation industry standardizes a few
communication protocols known as LonWorks, Modbus
and BACnet [2] — BACnet being the most popular and the
default protocol embedded in nearly all HVAC equipment.

EPICS SUPPORT FOR
BUILDING AUTOMATION
Originally, EPICS [3] had no support for building automation. Any integration to HVAC equipment required external relays, instrumentation, and/or third-party gateway
devices. This type of integration was slow and provided
minimal datapoints from the system. This left some display
screens incomplete and operators questioning certain
events.
By developing an EPICS BACnet/IP driver [4], these
HVAC systems can be fully integrated, directly monitored,
and controlled from EPICS. This increases system flexibility, system performance, and improves system understanding and reliability.

INTEGRATION VIA BACNET

The entire chilled water system was originally controlled
independent of the accelerator control system by proprietary vendor software. The software was Windows dependent and installed on a local desktop computer in a remote
location, separate from Central Control Room (CCR). This
remote computer was the only interface to the chilled water
system, its alarms and historical data. The sample rate and
number of samples of the historical data were restricted by
the hardware limitations of the local desktop computer.

PROBLEMS
• Single operator interface to the chilled water system
• Not readily accessible to operations staff
• No direct control or monitoring of the system from
EPICS
• Reliance on offsite vendor to resolve problems
• Limited historical data
• Unseen/unknown alarms

___________________________________________
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After developing the BACnet/IP driver [4], SNS fully integrated the chilled water system into EPICS, and have removed the vendor PC running proprietary software. SNS
now manages their entire central cooling plant (chillers,
pumps, and cooling towers) independently with an EPICS
soft-IOC (Input Output Controller). The soft-IOC interfaces with the chillers directly via their native communication bus, BACnet and also communicates with an AllenBradley PLC that controls the pumps and the cooling towers. This made it possible to view and control the entire
chilled water system from EPICS based OPIs (Operator Interface) in the CCR.

DRIVER DETAIL
Define a BACnet Device (st.cmd)
Each BACnet device requiring integration must be defined in an EPICS st.cmd file: ‘drvBACnetDefineDevice("Chiller1", 21, "eth0", 47808)’. The definition
will include a user given EPICS name (Chiller1) that is
unique in your st.cmd file for all devices defined, a BACnet
device address/identifier (21), the network interface name
of your ethernet card (eth0), and a port number (47808).
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Figure 1: A BACnet device named “Chiller1” has two Analog-Input objects representing temperature values and one
Analog-Output object representing a temperature set-point. Each temperature value can be uniquely identified by the
object-type (ANALOG_INPUT or ANALOG_OUTPUT), object-instance (1-2) and object-property (Present_Value).

BACnet Objects and Properties
BACnet uses an object-oriented model for abstracting
and representing device information. The object model
consists of an object type, object instance, and object property. The object type represents the base datatype of the information, while the object instance uniquely identifies a
specific object amongst multiple objects of the same type.
The object property is a unique characteristic of the object.
See Fig. 1 for an example of objects and properties.

EPICS Device Support
The DTYP field of the EPICS record must be set to
“BACnet” and the INP field will contain a parameterized
string where the first parameter is the device name that was
defined in the st.cmd file. The second parameter is the object type, the third parameter is the object instance, and the
fourth parameter is the property identifier. Note: the object
type and property identifier are standard enumerations that
are defined in the BACnet standard. For example, Analog_Input has an enumeration of zero (0), and the Present_Value property has an enumeration of eighty-five
(85). Below is an example of an EPICS ai-record that
would read the Present_Value property of an Analog_Input
object, instance number two, from Chiller1.
record(ai, "Chiller1:Temperature-2")
{
field(DTYP, "BACnet")
field(INP, "@Chiller1 0 2 85")
field(SCAN, "1 second")
}

Writing values to commandable BACnet objects and
properties from EPICS is similar to reading with the
excep-tion, that writes require a priority level in the range
of 1–16 to be written with the value. 1 being the highest
priority and 16 being the lowest priority. Below is an
example of an EPICS ao-record that would write to the
Present_Value property of an Analog_Output object,
instance number one, of Chiller1, at priority level 16.

record(ao,"Chiller1:TemperatureSetpoint")
{
field(DTYP, "BACnet")
field(OUT, "@Chiller1 1 1 85 P=16")
field(SCAN, "Passive")
}

Driver Execution
When the driver is executed it takes the network interface name and port number that were defined in ‘drvBACnetDefineDevice("Chiller1", 21, "eth0", 47808)’ and creates a datagram socket and binds to the port.
Next the driver will need to learn the network address of
each BACnet device defined. This dynamic binding process is accomplished by taking each device identifier (ID)
defined in the st.cmd file and encoding it into a BACnet
service request message called “Who-Is”. The Who-Is request is broadcasted to all reachable BACnet networks and
is received by all BACnet nodes on the network. If a node
receives a Who-Is request and the node’s device ID
matches the ID that is encoded in the request, then the node
replies back to the issuer of the request with an “I-Am” response. This response has the node’s physical network address encoded. If the node’s device ID does not match the
device ID encoded in the Who-Is request, then the node
discards the request and no response is issued.
Once the driver has learned the network address of the
node, the driver can then send BACnet messages directly
to the node.
Next the driver needs to determine which BACnet service it will use to read properties from the device: ReadProperty (RP) service or Read-Property-Multiple (RPM)
service. RP issues individual read requests for every object
and property in the device. RPM optimizes and reduces the
number of read requests by grouping several objects and
properties into a single read request.
To make this determination the driver must first issue an
RP-request to each device to read the Services-Supported
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property of the device’s Device_Object and see if the RPM
flag is set to true or false.
If the RPM flag is false, this means that the device does
not support the Read-Property-Multiple service and therefore individual RP requests for each of the objects and
properties must be used.
However, If the RPM flag is true, the driver needs to figure out how many objects and properties can fit into a single RPM request. It must then construct as many RPM request as necessary to support the total number of objects
and properties being read.
The size of an RPM request is restricted by a buffer limit
in the device known as the Max-APDU-Length-Accepted
property. The value of the Max-APDU-Length-Accepted
property was encoded in the device’s I-Am response to the
driver during the dynamic binding process.
The driver must know the datatype and length of each
property being read before it can construct an RPM request
so that the size remains below the size limit set by the MaxAPDU-Length-Accepted property of the device. In order
to obtain the datatype and length information of the properties, the driver will iterate once through the list of objects
and properties defined for each device and issue individual
RP request for each of those properties. The datatype and
length information are returned in the response to the RP
request.
Now that the driver knows specifics about the data, the
driver can efficiently construct RPM requests that are below the size limit stipulated by the device.
When writing data to commandable BACnet objects and
properties, the EPICS driver uses the BACnet Write-Property service. The Write-Property service is only issued
when the EPICS record is processed.
Synchronization between the driver thread and the device support thread is asynchronous.

MANAGING THE PLANT
Managing the chillers in EPICS is accomplished with an
EPICS sequencer. The EPICS sequencer handles the input
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selections from operators for sequencing the chillers and
the required automatic functions that happen without operator intervention.
Complex sequencing logic was created to stage the chillers off and on based on operator setpoints and cooling demands of the accelerator. Logic was also created for failover and redundancy of the chillers. This has increased reliability and machine performance. The flexibility of EPICS
allows any process variable (PV) to be used for controlling
the chillers as opposed to the vendor supplied software.
Using this method, control of the chillers is fully integrated with the larger SNS machine control system alongside all other accelerator subsystems. This integration allows operators to control and monitor the chillers from the
CCR, chiller data to be archived and alarms to be configured to prompt operators to take action to handle off-normal conditions. Providing the chiller data in EPICS along
with all other accelerator data then allows analysis that
could, for example, correlate an equipment failure to a rise
in temperature. The system no longer requires someone to
check the status in another building of look at data from to
two separate systems. See Fig. 2 for single chiller integration and Fig. 3 for chiller plant integration.

CONCLUSION
The EPICS BACnet driver [4] can now be extended for
equipment designed for building automation control systems. The integration of CF systems has proven to be a factor in achieving the accelerator operational goals of 90%
availability and 1.4MW beam on target. The ability to control, monitor, and react to CF-equipment issues without relying on outside vender support plays an important role in
reducing accelerator downtime. CF PVs have alarms to indicate equipment issues in the central control room and allow operators to react accordingly. By archiving CF data,
correlations between CF systems and accelerator systems
can be derived and used for machine tuning to improve performance. SNS has integrated all CF subsystems into EPICS.

Figure 2: Trane centrifugal chiller with over 80 BACnet datapoints integrated into EPICS.
WEPHA159
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Figure 3: SNS chilled water system overview screen with BACnet data and PLC data.
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REVISITING THE BUNCH-SYNCHRONIZED DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM FOR THE EUROPEAN XFEL ACCELERATOR
T. Wilksen†, A. Aghababyan, L. Froehlich, O. Hensler, R. Kammering, K. Rehlich, V. Rybnikov
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY), Hamburg, Germany
Abstract

ACCELERATOR CONTROL SYSTEM

After about two years in operation the bunch-synchronized data acquisition as used with the accelerator control
system at the European XFEL is being revisited. As we
have now gained quite some experience with the current
system design it was found to have some shortfalls specifically the offered methods and tools for data retrieval and
management. In this paper issues of the current implementation are being discussed and taken as an input for an evaluation of new frameworks readily used by many internet
and business companies in the context of modern data collection and management technologies. The main focus is
currently put on streaming technologies which are being
reviewed with respect to feasibility and adaptability for
control system architectures at DESY's accelerator facilities.

INTRODUCTION
The European XFEL is a 3.4 km long X-ray Free-Electron Laser starting in Hamburg, Germany, and ending
south of Schenefeld, a city in the neighbourhood of Hamburg. The linear, super-conducting accelerator comprises a
photocathode laser-based RF gun followed by a 1.6 km accelerating linac section with 96 superconducting cavity
modules installed. The electron energy operating points
can be chosen between 11 GeV up to 16.5 GeV with present number of RF stations. The machine can provide up to
2700 electron bunches for each shot at a repetition rate
ranging from 1 Hz to 10 Hz. The bunch repetition rate can
vary between 100 kHz and 4.5 MHz. After a collimation
section in the main tunnel the electron bunches are distributed according to a highly configurable bunch pattern selection into two electron beam lines with each one resp.
two undulator sections to produce X-ray photon beams for
six possible experiment stations as shown in Fig. 1. Currently the full machine is operated with up to 1000 bunches
in the main linac and up to 400 bunches each in the two
electron beam lines.

General Layout
The accelerator control system for the European XFEL
had been designed using a standard hardware platform
based on the MicroTCA.4 technology [1] and a software
framework suitable to control a pulsed linear accelerator
driving a free-electron laser. As laid out in [2] the choice
made uses primarily DOOCS [3] as well as TINE [4] which
is integrated by default into the DOOCS core libraries. One
of the key requirements was to be able to synchronize all
accelerator beam diagnostics data and RF- resp. LLRF information for diagnostic displays and high-level controls
or physics applications. For this the accelerator control system layout integrates shot-synchronized and bunch-resolved data acquisition instances as part of the overall control system. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Accelerator control system layout with three layers and integrated data acquisition system on the middle
layer.
The integral nature of the data acquisition part within the
control system allows for synchronized and efficient online
access of all shot-related data. This provides the possibility
to plug in services on the middle layer using the shot-synchronized data for high-level applications, doing online
processing and computations or even providing slow feedback capabilities. Those services can work seamlessly together with classic middle-layer applications using standard DOOCS calls to retrieve the data.
On the user interface layer the shot-synchronized data is
available through dedicated interfaces alongside with data
from any other DOOCS channel. Though there is a limitation on the amount of data and its selection with respect to
the time range, it is possible to visualize these together with
archived DOOCS data.

Figure 1: Layout of the European XFEL accelerator.
____________________________________________
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DATA ACQUISITION
Design and Layout
On the device layer MicroTCA-based ADC modules,
camera devices as well as PLC and other embedded devices are sending data to collector processes. A fast collector acquires data at the bunch repetition rate from triggered
devices and a slow collector polling the data at rates of
about 1 Hz from other hardware. The data has been tagged
on the front-ends with a unique shot number provided by
the timing system. Both collector processes are feeding the
received data into a buffer manager using shared memory
for storing the data. The distributor process functions as
buffer manager and is in charge of managing the shared
memory structure. Middle layer processes can connect to
the buffer manager and read and/or write back to it. Once
all data for a given shot number has been acquired in shared
memory it is sent to the event builder and –writer processes. They will write the data as compressed files to disk.
To tape it the dCache [5] facility at DESY is being utilized.
Several applications interfaces exist to read the data files
and extract data for individual control system parameters
(i.e. DOOCS channels on the front-end server). Middle
layer server can provide data for other applications including graphical user interfaces for online monitoring purposes. A schematic overview is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Schematic layout of a single data acquisition instance as used for acquiring shot-synchronized data from
MicroTCA systems at the European XFEL linear accelerator control system.
The following sections will explain the individual components of this design.

Front-End Devices
Providing a unique identification of individual pulses or
shots is achieved by sending timing system information i.e.
clock signals, trigger events etc. including a unique number
created by the timing system master to all front-end devices. For the European XFEL accelerator control system
this has been implemented using a timing system based on
the MTCA.4 standard. Since all front-ends for beam diagnostics, RF- and LLRF-controls are using the MicroTCA
hardware platform a MTCA.4 module has been developed
at DESY together with the University of Stockholm. This
module is installed in every MicroTCA system. It receives
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the timing system information from the master via a fiber
optic link at the shot repetition rate of 10 Hz. Clocks, event
trigger and shot number are then provided to the MicroTCA system components via backplane as a PCIe interrupt or via M-LVDS lines. A timer server program on every
MicroTCA system provides the timing system information
also via ZeroMQ [6] to other applications as shown in
Fig. 2. The stamped data is sent via a push-type protocol
based on Multicast UDP to all subscribers. That way multiple clients can connect to front-end devices without creating an additional load to the front-end systems. The instance on the front-end to subscribe to is called a “sender”.

Collector
A collector process is running on a dedicated server
node, usually a multi-core server with sufficient memory1.
It subscribes to all front-end senders via Multicast, which
are capable of acquiring data at bunch repetition rates.
Hardware offering control system parameters of the accelerator without being connected to the XFEL timing system
are retrieved via standard DOOCS RPC calls and stamped
with the current shot number.
The data from an individual Multicast UDP sender is
packed up into a so called “sender block” which combines
all its DOOCS channels to be sent to the data acquisition
system with a server block header. The header contains
name, length, timestamp, number of channels, status and
shot number to identify it. The collector allows for several
retries until it would mark this specific server block as
missing for this shot.
The collector process is registered as a client to the
buffer manager and permitted to write to the shared
memory area to store the server blocks.
The number of collector processes is not restricted. Several collector instances can connect to the same buffer
manager. One individual collector process may have different locations for separating the received channels into
smaller subsets.

Shared Memory
The buffer manager [7] is the master of managing the
shared memory area. It allocates the overall memory structure separated into a “client segment” for keeping all the
client information subscribed to the buffer manager and an
“event segment” for tracking the information about current
shot data available in the shared memory. The data section
itself holds all server blocks in memory for a couple of
shots. These control and data segments are being set up according to a run control configuration. This configuration
is aware of all sender locations of which data is to be expected and acquired.
Clients can subscribe for reading to all server blocks
managed by the buffer manager or by specifying just a subset of what they are interested in. Clients can also write to
the buffer manager like the collector processes do when
filling the shared memory with received server blocks.
Whenever expected server blocks for a given shot number
___________________________________________

1

Currently up to 512 GB RAM is used for DAQ nodes.
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are stored interested clients are being notified that the data
is now available. DOOCS middle layer server with an interface to the buffer manager can subscribe to specific
server blocks available in shared memory, too. Examples
for this case are server processing shot-synchronous data
of several front-end sender locations for displays e.g. the
electron beam orbit derived from all BPM devices; or the
energy measurement of the overall beam energy using
LLRF data from all the RF stations. These middle layer
servers can even write back the results of their computations to shared memory, e.g. the energy, and add it to the
current shot data still in memory. The shot data is considered to be complete only if every one of the subscribed clients has been notified about the availability of the data.
Every client must signal having received the data and all
potential producers must have written back their data. Subsequently, the event record will be released from the shared
memory after a waiting time. There are several mechanisms in place in case one of the clients is not present anymore, server blocks are missing or sender and clients are
just very late in providing data. It is guaranteed that for
every shot number an event record is created even if individual sender blocks are missing i.e. are potentially empty.
The distributor which hosts the buffer manager is furthermore able to group selected server blocks together to
various event records and distribute them into data sets or
so-called “streams”. The configuration which server
blocks form an event record and correspondingly a stream
is defined by the run control configuration. This stream
configuration is quite useful for separating groups of channels logically into manageable data volumes. It allows also
to dynamically switch on or off sending individual stream
data to be further processed and archived on disk.
The event builder process connects to the distributor and
receives a stream data via a dedicated TCP data link. This
stream data is then distributed further to one event writer
process per stream, which writes eventually the data files
to disk. From there the data can be written to dCache disks
and eventually – on request only – being taped for longterm storage.

Applications and Tools
To access the data file on disk several interfaces exist.
There are API libraries available for C/C++, Java,
MATLAB and Python. Several tools written in C/C++ and
Java exist to just browse available data on disk and display
it quickly e.g. the DAQ data GUI. Tools for extracting only
a subset of the data help reducing the amount of data collected in a given file.
In general, there are two ways of accessing these offline
data files. Either via direct disk or filesystem access using
the DAQReader library for which the file system needs to
be mounted or via a farm of data servers. The latter approach is done by sending an XML-type request containing
the time range for the desired data, the stream and the
names of the DOOCS channels to the DAQ data server
farm. The requested data is extracted from the files and
send back to the client. This way one the DAQ data server
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takes care of finding the correct file sets and extracting the
desired channel data.
The standard graphical user interface used for the
DOOCS control system framework, JDDD, is able to read
DAQ data and visualize it together with data from local
DOOCS archives. For this the plot widget supports the selection of a time range in an archived data plot for which
one would like to retrieve the data again through the DAQ
data server. Essentially, the same XML request is sent to
the server farm as with the other interfaces. The received
data is displayed together with the archived data.

STATUS
In the following paragraphs the current status of the
DAQ system as well as some lessons learned will be described.

Operation
As of now the European XFEL accelerator control system comprises six DAQ instances2, one more is being set
up currently and one instance is for test purposes. The first
and main instance is used for collecting all electron- and
some photon-beam related diagnostics data, while the next
two are collecting LLRF cavity and RF coupler interlock
information. All three instances are used for online monitoring of orbit, charge transmission, beam power and slow
RF feedbacks as well as for (beam) energy management
and are therefore critical for accelerator operations. These
DAQ instances are running 24/7. Another DAQ instance is
currently used for collecting data from the photocathode
laser system, mainly for performance and diagnostic purposes. For the optical synchronization subsystem one more
instance is in the process of being setup currently. Here it
is worth to notice that some of the data is actually not syncrhonized with the 10 Hz shot rate but is recorded continuously independent of the shot trigger. For the virtual
XFEL – a testbed for testing and evaluating mostly highlevel controls software relevant for accelerator operations
but also for software checks in general – has been set up
separately from the accelerator controls. And finally, another test system can be configured like one of the above
systems to test new configurations, software or new algorithms.
While the overall accelerator control system provides
about 10 million control system parameters including meta
parameters like polynomial parameter settings for archive
filters or channel descriptions, only a small subset is fed
into the DAQ instances. It should be noted, that channels
as appearing in the DAQ systems are usually hybrid channels which can combine several DOOCS parameters into
one. The combined input rate of these instances is about
2.1 GByte/s, not yet taking into account the data from the
optical synchronization and test instance.
As for data being written to disk for a later analysis we
do collect about 30 TByte/day as compressed data3. This
data is moved to the dCache disks, usually kept there for
up to two weeks and then removed unless it has not been
requested to put it into the long-term storage.
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All these instances usually are up and running 24/7 and
are only interrupted on maintenance days or in longer shutdowns. An overview panel gives a quick glance of the overall data transfer status as illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Observations - Instances
The UDP multicast-based data collection - it is implemented as a push-protocol - allows to run multiple DAQ
instances in parallel subscribing to the same groups of multicast sender. This is very helpful when setting up, re-configuring, testing or debugging an individual instance because the original can be kept running while working on its
twin system without disturbing operations. It allows further
for better segmentation of offline data and offers more flexibility when managing files for individual streams. And last
but not least, it can provide redundancy.

Observations – Shared Memory
Figure 4: Overview of input (middle left column) and output rates (middle right column). On the rightmost side the
disk size for transfer space is being monitored.
Using the stream configuration mechanism, a dedicated
one for the electron beam diagnostics data is being provided as well as one for parts of the photon beam diagnostics data. Information about the RF cavities and LLRF controls is combined together with RF coupler interlock data.
Here the streams have been split up into two halves to cope
with the large number of files being written and to manage
file handling with respect to dCache. It is possible to switch
on or off individual distributor locations (input streams) to
control even further which RF station data is actually fed
into the streams. Image data is fed into separate streams to
simplify the analysis.

Observations - Transport
While UDP multicast enables the accelerator control
system to collect in a very efficient way the information off
the front-end systems, its configuration at various levels
turns out to be tricky. This starts with setting up the Linux
kernel correctly to cope with high amounts of UDP traffic,
configuring Ethernet adapters and drivers so that one can
use the full available bandwidth and use a proper segmentation with respect to the network topology. Initially set up
interfaces with link aggregation seemed to be not as performant and reliable as expected, missing a proper LACP
set up of the system. Therefore, adapters were split up according to the subnet topology which fits the collector architecture much better but is more problematic for network
routing and its topology. The current configuration however works very reliable and scales nicely.
One major issue arose early this year using Linux kernel
versions with patches to mitigate Spectre and Meltdown
vulnerabilities showing up late last year. A dramatic performance loss was noticed when collecting the data via UDP
using those kernel versions. Still early 5.x versions had
massive impacts while a version from fall last year without
the newer Spectre patches was performing well. This was
at first not easy to debug because it did not show up in our
initial tests without beam during shutdown.

The shared memory used by the buffer manager is the
source of shot-synchronized and bunch-resolved data. This
is useful for online monitoring of accelerator operations.
At the European XFEL this feature is particularly used to
display and track the orbit of the electron beam as well as
the quality of the beam transmission derived from the
transported charge and the beam loss monitor system. Utilizing the data from the RF station controls an energy manager allows for adaptive management of individual stations
to provide the desired electron beam energy.
A couple of so called “slow-feedback” managers have
been implemented on the main instance using the shared
memory data. These can act on deviations observed either
by the orbit monitoring or by looking at the bunch compression monitoring and acts on the RF setup as well as
orbit steering. It is segmented according to the machine
layout, therefore several of these feedback managers are
running in parallel.
One drawback of these high-level control applications is,
that they have to be written in C++ and have to use the API
to access the shared memory and to register with the buffer
manager. This kind of prohibits rapid-application development of accelerator physics tools as often desired in the accelerator control room by machine physicists. A similar request often appears at beamline experiments, where experimenters want to look online at data to be recorded while
still changing the set-up of the experiment. This is often
referred to as near-real-time online monitoring. Since the
accelerator data acquisition presented here in detail has
been in use at FLASH beamline experiments since quite
some years now, this request has come up here, too. One
solution for now is to use a standard DOOCS server which
can access the shared memory and provide data from any
channel in there via subscription. While this works quite
well, not many experiences have been made to which extent this will scale. Likely, this approach cannot cope with
large numbers of subscribed channels.

Observations – Offline Storage
Many issues have been observed with storing data on local disks of the DAQ nodes itself but also with shipping it
to the DESY dCache instance. Most of them were newbie
mistakes, some have been conceptual issues. It turned out
to be problematic to use DOOCS archives together with
DAQ data on the same system. This affected moving the
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data to the dCache disks. In general, our DAQ node hardware can only keep the offline data for a few days therefore
the dCache disk space is the offline storage area. To resolve
restrictions with the current setup a new 1 PB dCache space
will be deployed in the near future. Connected dynamically
to several dCache nodes, this will hopefully speed up our
shipping process.

Browser tools to access data with tagging functionality for event types (e.g. cavity trip, beam loss).
First attempts to use Apache Spark and Kafka frameworks for evaluation have been started already taking part
of the above requirements into account.

Observations – Offline Analysis and Tools

The DOOCS-based shot-synchronous and bunch-resolved data acquisition system has turned out to be an essential part of the overall accelerator control system for operations and diagnostics of individual subsystems. While
the online monitoring features are performing quite well,
the capabilities of analysing the offline data are not yet explored and utilized to the level which would be desired. I.e.
to allow for in-depth analysis of individual subsystems as
well as the accelerator machine as a whole. Key issues like
availability and reliability are crucial now for the European
XFEL as it has turned into a user machine. To enable a better understanding of the machine to improve the performance e.g. by optimization the SASE process as well as
reducing and preventing faults in soft- and hardware, collecting all relevant data and processing it for analysis is essential.
A major revamp of the data acquisition system is foreseen based on the experience made with the current implementation but will also consider utilizing new technologies
nowadays readily available within the data management
and analytics field.

One of the longstanding complaints had been the somewhat tedious use of the offline data files. The choice to implement a proprietary binary format for the data files had
been made early on in the development of the DAQ system,
since it was found to be the most efficient one when looking at the compression rate and write speed. Investigations
of the ROOT file format and later HDF5 did not meet our
expectations with respect to its performance at the time.
However, the proprietary format reduces significantly the
number of available tools to retrieve and analyze the data.
One remedy is to convert the data into the HDF5 format
later in batch. The real issue here might be a perceptional
one, in so far, that 30 TB of data per day is not as easy to
“browse” as many control system users would expect from
using archiver and small databases. Clearly missing is here
some kind of metafile database which holds all the meta
data to find quickly the information one is looking for.
One should point out here, that the event-like structure
of the data and the tagging of all data with a unique macro
pulse number turned out to be a key element to ease the
offline analysis. There is no hassle at all anymore to match
timestamps and such. With a metafile system to search easily for individual events according to given categories, this
would complement it.

Next-generation DAQ
Considering the aforementioned observations and shortcomings, the following requirements are considered to be
key to the next-generation accelerator DAQ. A new DAQ
type is foreseen to serve the European XFEL as well as future accelerator projects like PETRA IV.
a)

Event structure with shot-synchronized and bunchresolved data requiring corresponding FE support
(that is, timing and synchronization information has
to be present on the FE).
b) Using streaming concepts for efficient data collection from FE as well as any other sources and processing capabilities within the streaming architecture for online analysis.
c) Near-real-time access of shot-synchronized data.
d) Control system framework independent i.e. use
plug-in mechanism for FE software and the used
control system framework.
e) Metafile information database to allow for tagging
and categorizing events. E.g. cavity trips, certain
kinds of beam loss, SASE intensity loss or any kind
of post-mortem events defined by a trigger rule.

f)

CONCLUSION
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NXCALS - ARCHITECTURE AND CHALLENGES OF THE NEXT CERN
ACCELERATOR LOGGING SERVICE
J. Wozniak†, C. Roderick, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
CERN’s Accelerator Logging Service (CALS) is in production since 2003 and stores data from accelerator infrastructure and beam observation devices. Initially expecting
1TB / year, the Oracle based system has scaled to cope with
2.5TB / day coming from >2.3 million signals. It serves
>1000 users making an average of 5 million extraction requests per day. Nevertheless, with a large data increase during LHC Run 2 the CALS system began to show its limits,
particularly for supporting data analytics. In 2016 the Next
CERN’s Accelerator Logging Service (NXCALS) project
was launched with the aim of replacing CALS from Run 3
onwards, with a scalable system using “Big Data” technologies. The NXCALS core is production-ready, based on
open-source technologies such as Hadoop, HBase, Spark
and Kafka. This paper will describe the NXCALS architecture and design choices, together with challenges faced
while adopting these technologies. This includes: write /
read performance when dealing with vast amounts of data
from heterogenous data sources with strict latency requirements; how to extract, transform and load >1PB of data
from CALS to NXCALS. NXCALS is not CERN-specific
and can be relevant to other institutes facing similar challenges.

INTRODUCTION
The CERN Accelerator Logging Service (CALS) [1]
was designed in 2001, has been in production since 2003
and stores data from all of CERN’s accelerator infrastructure and beam observation devices. Initially expecting 1TB
of data per year, the Oracle–based CALS system has scaled
to cope with a throughput of 2.5TB per day coming from
more than 2.3 million signals. It stores 1TB per day for the
long-term and serves more than 1000 users from across
CERN, who collectively submit 5 million extraction requests per day on average.
CALS is considered as being mission-critical and the goto service when investigating problems with accelerator
equipment or unexpected beam behaviour. Whenever a
new system is commissioned, or a new mode of operation
is established – there are inevitably subsequent requests to
setup the corresponding data logging. This is magnified
when new machines or facilities are commissioned.
Since the start of LHC, the scope of CALS and the demands placed upon it have evolved significantly and continue to do so. Figure 1 shows the restart of LHC at the end
of 2009, there was an order of magnitude increase in data
being logged – mainly coming from the new Quench Protection System. More recently, for the restart of LHC post
LS1 (Long Shutdown 1) there was another almost order of
___________________________________________

† jakub.wozniak@cern.ch, chris.roderick@cern.ch

magnitude increase in data being logged – mainly due to
the need for more beam related data on a bunch-by-bunch
and turn-by-turn basis.

Figure 1: CALS long-term daily storage evolution.
The trend of evolving logging needs has continued in recent years with the arrival of new facilities such as AWAKE
and MEDICIS, as well as for the commissioning of new
machines such as LINAC4.
The CALS system has scaled well in terms persisting acquired data and providing linear response times for data extractions. However, with basic accelerator operation reaching a high level of maturity, attention has turned to more
complex analyses such as studying beam effects over
longer periods of time. In other words, CALS has increasingly been subjected to extraction of much larger datasets
over longer periods of time to support advanced data analytics. It is in this domain, during LHC Run 2, that the
CALS system quickly started to show its limits. The CALS
Oracle-based architecture is difficult to scale horizontally
and does not perform particularly well for large data processing for signals with complex data structures. A key issue is that in order to perform moderately advanced analyses, the data first needs to be extracted and in certain scenarios this takes too long (e.g. for some use cases, it takes
12 hours to extract 24 hours of data). With increasing data
volumes, more challenging analyses to be performed and a
desire to quickly get answers to questions that can support
operations – it was clear that actions needed to be taken.
In 2016, with all of the above knowledge and also aware
that the Hi-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) machine is scheduled for commissioning in the not so distant future, the
NXCALS project was launched with the aim of fully replacing CALS from LHC Run 3 (2021) onwards. The aim
being to gain solid operational experience with NXCALS
during several years and then have time to further adapt the
system as needed during LS3 (Long Shutdown 3), while
still ahead of HL-LHC commissioning.

NEED OF “BIG DATA” TECHNOLOGIES
In recent years, the so-called “Big Data” technology
landscape has evolved significantly to support large scale
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data logging and analysis, opening up new possibilities to
perform efficient analysis of large data sets.
To gain experience with these technologies and help
choose a direction for NXCALS, a Proof of Concept (PoC)
Logging System was developed in collaboration with the
CERN IT-DB group in early 2016. The PoC was based on
the open-source Apache Hadoop technology - as a replacement for the current Oracle-based CALS system. Both
Apache Impala and Apache Spark were evaluated as query
/ analysis engines. Figure 2 shows the existing CERN use
cases, both Impala and Spark outperformed Oracle when it
comes to querying and extracting data above a certain number of records (i.e. longer time windows), with Spark in the
lead.

Figure 2: NXCALS PoC data extraction times (lower is
better) in function of number of records extracted.
The PoC work clearly demonstrated the potential to replace the current system and improve performance and
scalability for an overall lower hardware cost than the current CALS system (not considering the Oracle Licensing
costs). The subsequent approval by CERN management
led to the start of full-scale development of the new
NXCALS system.

NXCALS ARCHITECTURE
& TECHNOLOGIES
Development of the NXCALS system built on the experience gained during the aforementioned PoC project and
led to a microservices architecture as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Overview of the NXCALS architecture.
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with open-source software such as Hadoop (HDFS and
HBase), Kafka, Spark, and Jupyter notebooks. The use of
these technologies is described below.

Data Storage
Data is stored in the Hadoop layer. There is a need to
have relatively fast access to the most recent data and also
to be able to keep data over a long period of time in an
efficient manner with good analysis and extraction performance. As such, NXCALS has a so-called Lambda architecture comprised of two main parts:
1. An HBase database which serves as a low-latency repository from which data of the last 36 hours can be
extracted by users.
2. An HDFS file system which serves as the long-term
storage of data.
Incoming data is frequently written into many small files
which need to be compacted into larger files in order to optimise the data access performance. Therefore, using
HBase for the most recent data gives time for an in-house
developed software process to execute a daily de-duplication and compaction process of the data from the previous
day.
Apache Parquet was chosen for HDFS storage as the columnar format is highly compressible, is compatible with
all processing frameworks and supports efficient pruning
of the columns to optimise data access.
NXCALS has been designed as a multitenant system allowing to store data from distinct source systems. Data is
partitioned in files according to the policy for the source
system and then by time. With such an approach it is possible to use NXCALS for archiving data from CERN systems which previously required their own dedicated data
archive such as the Post-mortem and Alarm systems.

Data Acquisition
In-house developed data acquisition processes called
“Data sources” acquire data via CMW (Controls Middleware) [2] and send it to NXCALS using the NXCALS data
ingestion API. The Data sources software is written in Java
using the Akka framework and is fully horizontally scalable and fault tolerant. This means to satisfy requirements
for sending more data, more data sources processes can be
configured to run, possibly on additional hardware. The
data sources are configured in the central Controls Configuration Service, using the standard CCDE (Controls Configuration Data Editor) Web application [3] as shown in
Fig. 4.
The CCDE allows users to easily configure what should
be logged, in a tool that they undoubtedly already use for
configuring other aspects of the control system. Furthermore, having an integrated configuration facilitates keeping coherency across the control system in case controls
device coordinates are modified.

The aim of this architecture is to be able to easily upgrade or replace different aspects of the system in the future
as necessary, without being forced to put in place a completely new system. From a technology perspective,
NXCALS is based on in-house developments combined
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• the location of corresponding data (files etc.),
• the mapping of higher-level concepts such as “variables” and the corresponding entity fields which hold
the data.
The Meta-data service is written in Java and is backed
by a relational database with no vendor-specifics constraints.

Figure 4: CCDE to configure NXCALS data acquisition.

Data Ingestion
The NXCALS data ingestion API used by the Data
Sources, sends acquired data to Apache Kafka in Apache
Avro format. Kafka was selected for being a highly reliable, high-throughput, low-latency platform for handling
real-time data feeds. In NXCALS, data is stored on Kafka
until it has been transferred into Hadoop by in-house ETL
(Extract-Transform-Load) processes which periodically
pull data from Kafka, convert it to Parquet format and write
it in parallel to HBase (for immediate access) and HDFS
temporary storage where it later gets compacted and deduplicated into the final storage. The need for deduplication
comes from the fact that the Kafka ingestion chain only
guarantees the “at least once” message delivery semantics
and the messages can be repeated due to transmission errors. These technology and architectural choices facilitate
high performance and reliability, where the aim is to guarantee zero data loss despite huge workloads.

Data Analysis and Extraction
Based on the experience gained during the PoC study
and given the rich set of functionalities available – Apache
Spark was selected to serve as the large-scale distributed
data processing / analysis engine. In order to allow
NXCALS to users extract data and/or perform data analyses, an NXCALS client API has been developed based on
the Apache Spark APIs for Java and Python. The API includes NXCALS-specific extensions related to entity
metadata. The API can be used as a standalone Python or
Java bundle, or via SWAN.
SWAN (Service for Web based ANalysis) [4] is a CERN
platform to perform interactive data analysis from the Web
using Apache Jupyter notebooks. It has been configured to
integrate with Spark and NXCALS (Fig. 5), allowing users
to interact with NXCALS directly from the Web, executing, storing and sharing their analysis notebooks with others.

Meta-data Service
In order to properly manage the overall coherency of the
system from data ingestion, to data storage and compaction, to data analysis and extraction – an in-house developed Meta-data service is employed to manage the metadata describing:
• the entities for which timeseries data can be stored and
their evolution over time in terms of internal structure,

Figure 5: SWAN Web analysis using Jupyter notebooks.

PERFORMANCE AND SCALABILITY
The core technologies used in NXCALS are based on the
concept of “horizontal scalability”, which essentially
means the ability to increase performance by adding more
resources to the underlying infrastructure. From this perspective, the NXCALS system has the potential to adapt to
the required performance needs of the future, provided sufficient resources can be financed and that sufficient physical hosting capacity is available.
In terms of potential data analysis performance, a key
difference in NXCALS with respect to the existing CALS
system is a change in paradigm. With the CALS system,
users first extracted the data and then performed the analysis on their local machines. With the NXCALS system, users seeking high levels of data analysis performance need
to submit their analysis algorithms to be executed on the
NXCALS cluster, using Spark, and then retrieve the results. Following this change in paradigm has already
shown cases where analysis times can be reduced from several days to under an hour.

CURRENT STATUS
In April 2018, the NXCALS service was moved to a new
production computing cluster located in the CERN Computing Centre. From this point onwards, NXCALS has
been considered as a production system in terms of core
functionality, user support, monitoring and ensuring availability.
Figure 6 shows an overview of the current NXCALS
production hardware with the core consisting 20 machines
having 960 Cores and 8 TB RAM.
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challenge when it comes to installing and running the hardware with suitable cooling and resilient powering strategies.

Evolving Technologies

Figure 6: Overview of the current NXCALS hardware.
The CMW data ingestion processes are fully operational
and logging data in parallel to both CALS and NXCALS
systems. Some recent use cases such as LHC Diamond
BLM analysis at IP7 & 16L2 (20-50 GB/day) could not be
satisfied by the CALS system, therefore such data is only
being sent to NXCALS from where it was successfully analysed throughout 2018.
A growing number of users are porting their extraction
software to use the Apache Spark based data extraction API
and / or make use of SWAN. To help such users (as well as
new ones), a big effort has been made on documentation –
using the MKDocs software to have relevant code examples that are built and tested together with the NXCALS
system to ensure they are up-to-date and fully functioning.
In addition, work on adapting the current CALS data extraction client API to pull data from NXCALS is at an advanced stage. The aim is to enable existing CALS clients
to move to NXCALS without forcing them to re-write their
code and learn Spark.
A key activity, somewhat aside from the new NXCALS
system itself, is the migration of data from CALS to the
new system. This has advanced very well over the summer,
with the majority of data migrated (more than 32E12 records so far). The team continues covering special cases
which require further custom developments, for example
the treatment of LHC Fills and Beam modes.

Unlike CALS which was based on the well-established
Oracle database platform, NXCALS is based on relatively
new technologies which continue to evolve. On one hand
this is very positive as it shows there is a large community
pushing to improve the already impressive software and
there is surely much untapped potential. However, on the
other hand this presents a major challenge. For example, it
is not always easy to find well established documentation
or examples on how to best deal with demanding scenarios
that go beyond the basic applications of the Big Data technologies. As another example, some problems encountered
simply need to wait for community consensus, developments and subsequent releases.

DevOps, Quality and Monitoring
Managing a large-scale microservice architecture like
NXCALS is extremely challenging. It is essential to have
strong DevOps processes with well-thought, automated development pipelines enforcing strict quality assurance and
ensuring reproducible deployments. An enormous effort
was made on this starting with designing Continuous Integration / Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) pipelines which are
implemented based on Jenkins and Ansible integrating
with Gitlab. Multiple environments are configured to support development, testing, staging and production – all of
which can be updated with a single click. Concerning code
quality, the NXCALS team have a clear development process established based on GitLab Merge Requests, backed
with a policy to have at least 70% code coverage. SonarSource’s SonarQube software has been fully integrated
into the NXCALS CI/CD, to automatically detect bugs and
fail new builds that will result in a reduction in quality
(Fig. 7).

MAJOR CHALLENGES
Replacing any large or mission-critical system will always present technical and strategic challenges to be overcome. Some of the major challenges encountered so far for
NXCALS are described below.

Infrastructure
The very nature of Big Data technology requires a lot of
machines to ensure maximum performance via parallel
processing, as well as satisfactory data redundancy to ensure high service availability. These needs are multiplied
once the need for distinct environments for development,
testing, staging and production is factored in. Overall this
represents a financial challenge in terms of purchasing and
maintaining the infrastructure. There is also the logistics

Figure 7: NXCALS code quality analysis via SonarQube.
Due to the large number of components involved, it is
also a challenge to ensure that everything continues to
work overtime. To tackle this, NXCALS is instrumented to
expose different types of health metrics which are monitored using Prometheus/Alertmanager software that in turn
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generates e-mail alerts in case of problems. Furthermore,
all metrics are constantly visible on Grafana dashboards.

Software Compatibility
A challenge that is not so obvious from the outset, is ensuring compatibility between the versions of the many different software elements such as Hadoop, HBase, Spark,
Python, Java etc. Sometimes a new version of one element
is released that provides an important fix or new feature,
however it may be incompatible with other parts of the system – forcing further upgrades. Here, the dedicated deployment environments and automated testing play a significant role. For other cases, like the upgrade to Java 11, it is
necessary to wait for community developments and subsequent releases of new software versions.

Data Writing Performance
Initial tests for writing Industrial Controls (WinCCOA)
data indicated the initial production load will be around
250K recs/sec. In our environment, HBase could not scale
to this load out of the box and significant efforts were required to tune the cluster and the NXCALS system to
achieve stable write and read performance. New data generators were created that can scale the load and simulate
various types of data (CMW/WinCCOA). Thanks to the
advanced monitoring in place, it was possible to observe
the effects of changing configurations, draw conclusions
and adapt. HBase performance tuning is not well documented and was extremely challenging, with the team resorting to reading HBase source code to fully understand
what was happening and get ideas on how to improve. A
number of issues with the ETL configurations and with the
Hadoop infrastructure were identified and addressed leading to the required performance. It was also proven that the
performance can indeed scale horizontally by adding machines.

Data Reading Performance
Users reported described regular analyses that took 1
hour to process 1 day of numeric data in CALS, that now
return a week of data instantaneously in NXCALS. However, for other cases, performance is not yet satisfactory. A
lot of efforts were made to tune extraction performance by
adapting the daily data compaction process to arrange data
in an optimal way with respect to data extraction patterns
resulting in a ~10x improvement in extraction times.
Extraction times are linearly dependent on storage file
sizes (partitions) plus data structures, compression ratios,
selected columns, parallelism, etc. With a lot of scope to
tune NXCALS, this will be major focus in the next years.

Data Migration
The migration of > 1PB historical data from CALS for
some 2.6 million signals, is a project apart and an enormous
challenge. In-house developed Java software reads historical data from CALS, transforms it to NXCALS representations and writes it to NXCALS using the same data ingestion mechanism used to receive live data. The act of mi-
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grating the data achieves the critical objective of preserving the historical data and at the same time provides an excellent test of the stability and performance of NXCALS.
Most historical data have been migrated at this time and
along the way, many performance and stability issues were
identified and solved – dealing with peak transfer rates exceeding 2.1e6 recs/sec. The migration processes were executed on ~100 CERN Openstack machines (virtual computers). A dedicated Migration Verifier application has
been developed to identify any holes in the migrated data
(e.g. due to infrastructure failures) and will be further extended to automatically re-migrate data in such cases.

NEXT STEPS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK
The aim is to switch off the CALS system by the end of
2020. In the meantime, the focus is on completion of historical data migration, data extraction API developments
and providing a replacement for TIMBER. TIMBER is the
general GUI used to visualise and extract logged data currently written in Java Swing. This will be re-developed using our standard Web technologies (Angular, Java, Spring)
to interact with NXCALS instead of CALS.
Once all of the above is in place, key areas to focus will
be further tuning the system performance and enhancing
NXCALS as a platform for machine learning applications.

SUMMARY
NXCALS is the next generation of CERN’s Accelerator
Logging Service. The new system is at an advanced stage
of development and already serving challenging use cases
in a productional capacity. The microservice-based architecture and horizontally scalable technologies employed
give a solid basis from which to evolve in the future to support the emerging data logging and analysis requirements
for the entire CERN complex and the future High-Luminosity LHC machine. Meanwhile, the use of open source
software and a non-CERN-specific modular design mean
that NXCALS could be ported to fulfil similar data logging
and analysis requirements in other institutes and domains.
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CAFlux: A NEW EPICS CHANNEL ARCHIVER SYSTEM∗
Kanglin Xu†, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, USA
Abstract
We introduce a new EPICS channel archiver system that
has been developed at LANSCE of Los Alamos National
Laboratory. Different from the legacy archiver system, this
system is built on InfluxDB database. InfluxDB is an open
source time series database system that provides a SQLLike language for fast storage and retrieval of time series
data. By replacing the old archiving engine and index file
with InfluxDB, we have a more robust, compact and stable
archiving server. On a client side, we introduce a new implementation combined with asynchronous programming
and multithreaded programming. We also describe a web
based archiver configuration system that is associated with
our current IRMIS system. To visualize the data stored, we
use Javascript Plotly graphing library, another open source
toolkit for time series data, to build front-end pages. In addition, we also developed a viewer application with more
functionality including basic data statistics and simple arithmetic for channel values.

CAFlux ARCHITECTURE AND
SUBSYSTEMS
CAFlux EPICS channel archiver system is developed to
replace the legacy archiver system as it is no longer an active
project. CAFlux system consists of several components as
shown in Fig. 1.
• A Data Collection Engine is developed with Python
asynchronous programming and multithreaded programming based on PyEPICS [1] and EPICS channel
access.
• InfluxDB Server is used as a data storage engine. InfluxDB [2] is a database system optimized for storage
and retrieval of time series data. It supports a few hundred data nodes initially and is able to scale to a few
thousand nodes. Its single-node edition is free but the
clustering system is sold as commercial product.
• HTTP Web Server as a logic tier provides a web service
for archiver configuration, data visualization and data
stream.
• MySQL Server as another data tier holds all the user
configuration information.

IMPLEMENTATION OF CAFlux DATA
COLLECTION ENGINE
The Data Collection Engine is the core CAFlux subsystem
that collects the data through EPICS channel access, caches
∗
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it in the memory and saves it to the InfluxDB server. In this
section, we describe the engine in details.

Multitier Architecture
The Data Collection Engine is designed as a multitier
architecture, i.e. a lower level engine, a upper level manager
and at the highest level, a monitor.
• Lower level engine for core jobs: reading configurations, collecting and caching data, and saving data.
• Lower level engine designed as a daemon and developed with the Python asyncio and threads module.
• Upper level manager for monitoring the low level engine: checking the PID file, restarting the lower level
daemon process if it is dead or in zombie status, logging error messages and sending emails if any issue
occurs.
• The upper level manager designed and implemented as
simple as possible in order to make it more robust and
stable enough to run 24 hours a day and 7 days a week
with low probability for any issues.
• The highest monitor is a simple script scheduled by
LINUX Cron Daemon to run every 10 minutes to check
the status of the running processes. When a process is
dead, it will restart it and send an email notice.

Threads and Asynchronous Task Loop
When we designed the data collection engine, an obvious
approach is to use a timer thread for each record to collect
data, to save data, and then to sleep for a preset time and wait
for the next cycle. The drawback of this approach was that
large a number of threads that do work for a short time but
sleep most of the time. In addition, the number of threads
is limited by resources when the record volume becomes
large. Another approach is to start a thread to do work and
then to let it die after the work is finished. This approach is
complicated because we need a mechanism to start a thread
at a preset rate and synchronize a large number of threads to
make sure only one thread can access the shared resources.
We also consider an asynchronous approach that does all
the work in the main thread. But we find that one thread is
not enough to meet the performance requirement for high
volume records.
In this system, we developed an engine through a combination of Python asynchronous programming and multithreaded programming. In this way, we can circumvent
complex implementation for synchronizing a large number
of threads and still have enough working threads to handle a large amount of records with high writing frequency.
Specifically, the main thread is
• to read inputs, initialize global data containers and start
up
• to initialize CA library and create CA context
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Figure 1: A diagram of CAFlux and its subsystems.
• to split new work threads
• to include an asynchronous task to check and log the
health status of each work thread every few minutes
and sleep the rest of the time.
On the other hand, each work thread with an asynchronous
task loop in it handles hundreds of records in a “parallel”
manner. Its work includes
• to get a record value from its cache and write it to the
storage
• to set a lower priority for a channel if its status is found
to be disconnected
• to repeat the above steps at a predefined rate.
Note that the number of working threads can be configured
by users.

Data Structure for the Engine Cache
Since the engine cache is synchronized for both reading
and writing access, it creats a bottleneck which impacts
system performance. In order to allow more threads to access
the cache at the same, we design a 2-level data structure for
it as shown on Fig. 2.

Channel Monitors by PyEPICS CA Module
The data collection engine is built on PyEPICS CA Module, a fairly complete wrapping of the basic EPICS CA library for Python, to save our efforts and time to write our
channel monitor module. The monitor module emulates the
EPICS camonitor application by implementing the follow
steps.
1. Creating a channel for every record
2. Subscribing a connection callback function to CA and
called by CA whenever a channel connection status
changes
3. Subscribing a channel callback function to CA to monitor channel values and called by CA whenever channel
value changes
4. The engine cache updated by the channel callback function to hold the current value

Figure 2: Engine cache structure.
The PV INDEX is a Python dictionary mapping a channel
name, e.g. A, to an integer. This integer is an index of PV
CACHE LIST and used to search another Python dictionary
contained in the PV CACHE LIST and having the channel
A’s current value. The PV INDEX is initialized at startup
and read-only during the program running. Therefore, there
is no need for synchronization for it. The PV CACHE LIST
is updated all the time, and thus do need to be synchronized.
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Figure 3: CAFlux viewer.

Figure 4: CAFlux configuration and managemen.t Figure 5: Online data retrieval and data stream.
But only the same dictionary needs to be synchronized rather
than the entire cache. If two channels are located at different
dictionaries, they can be touched parallelly. CAFlux archiver
system allows users to tune the number of dictionaries in the
PV CACHE LIST to meet their different requirements.

DATA RETRIEVAL AND VIEWER
Data saved in the Data Storage Engine, actually an InfluxDB database system, can be retrieved by SQL-like query
language shipped with InfluxDB. Many popular programming languages have interfaces to connect, query, insert and
manipulate data in InfluxDB systems. For example, Python
has a module called InfluxDBClient for users to read and
write data easily.
To display and plot data retrieved, an application called
CAFlux Viewer, as shown in Fig.3, has been developed using
Python matplotlib module. In addition to data waveform visualization, the application also provides basic data statistics
and simple arithmetic for record values.

CAFlux CONFIGURATION
The CAFlux configuration and management system is a
3-tier web application that allows users to insert, update
and delete records they want to archive. Other management
features like Enable or Disable records, and archiving rate

update are also available. The front-end uses JQuery AJAX
and JQuery UI for a dynamic interface and web forms. The
back-end implements GET and POST methods to handle
requests and send data. The database is hosted on MySQL
server. One example page of the web system for users to
update record configuration is shown in Fig.4.
The online data retrieval and stream is also a web application as shown in Fig.5. Its front-end is developed with
Javascript Graphing Library and JQuery AJAX while the
back-end is built with Python Django to query data from
InfluxDB data storage and response to requests.

CONCLUSION
Built on InfluxDB system, CAFlux has a safer, more
compact and faster storage and is currently running continuously at Los Alamos Neutron Science Center of Los
Alamos National Laboratory. A balance is achieved between archiver scalability and complexity with Python multithreaded and asynchronous programming.
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UPGRADE OF THE EUROPEAN XFEL PHASE SHIFTERS
M. Yakopov†, S. Abeghyan, M. Bagha-Shanjani, S. Karabekyan, J. Pflueger,
F. Preisskorn, European XFEL, Schenefeld, Germany
G.Chen, CAEP, Sichuan, Peoples Republic of China
Abstract
To eliminate the impact of radiation shower on the
incremental encoder readout and provide a better dynamic
movement the upgrade of all phase shifters of the European
XFEL have been successfully done without interruption of
the operation schedule. The implementation steps, as well
as the results of the hardware and software tests made in
the laboratory, are presented. The sensitivity of the
Renishaw RGH22O15D00A encoder to the radiation
shower was measured in the SASE3 undulator system, and
the results are presented.

INTRODUCTION
At the European XFEL undulator systems 88 gap
variable phase shifters are in use [1]. They had been
equipped with the “Oriental Motor” stepping motors and
“Renishaw” linear incremental encoders. To bring the
phase shifters into the operational state, the homing
procedure was required for the linear incremental encoder.
During the operation in the tunnel under the beam
condition, at some undefined state, the counts of the
encoder have been randomly lost. This effect has not been
observed during the tests performed in lab. To bring then
phase shifters back into the operational state, the rehoming
procedure must have been done, which was breaking the
operational routine. Additionally, in the coupled mode [1]
at the small undulator gaps the phase shifters have been
stuck during the movement because of the speed limitation
of the stepping motor.
Based on the experience, gained during the first
operation of the phase shifters in the tunnel, the decision
has been made to build a test setup using the Beckhoff
servomotor with the integrated absolute rotary encoder
instead of the old stepping motor to create a solution, which
will avoid future operational difficulties of the upgraded
phase shifters.

HARDWARE UPGRADE
For the phase shifter upgrade the following main steps
were performed:
• Exchange of the motor with the bearing
• Upgrade of the intersection control rack (ICR)[1]
• Integration of the servo axis in the undulator local
control system [1]
The ICR has been modified in order to operate the phase
shifter with the “AM8122-0F21-0000” servomotor instead
of the old stepping motor. The following hardware
components have been uninstalled from the ordinary ICR
during the upgrade.
____________________________________________

† mikhail.yakopov@xfel.eu

Аlthough the servomotor is equipped with the integrated
absolute rotary encoder, which is an indirect gap
measurement system, the functionality of the existing
feedback system based on the incremental linear encoder
has been retained and used as a reference direct gap
measurement system, to be able to make the initial
calibration of the indirect gap measurement system. All
related hardware and connections remained identical to the
ordinary ICR.
The following hardware components have been installed
during the ICR modification:
• EL 7211-0010 PLC servomotor terminal
• PULS CP10.481 DIN rail power supply
• Cable from the ICR to the servomotor
All stepping motor control related hardware was
preliminary deinstalled from the ICR:
• EL 2521-0024 PLC pulse train terminal
• EL 2004 PLC digital output terminal
• RKD514LMC, stepping motor driver
• Terminal units
• Cable from the ICR to the stepping motor
• Corresponding wiring

SOFTWARE UPGRADE
The servo axis has been implemented in the system
manager configuration instead of the stepping motor axis
in order to operate the upgraded phase shifter. To keep the
functionality of the existing linear encoder as a direct gap
reading system one more special type of axis has been
created named “Linear Encoder”. This axis is not involved
in the motion system and was only used later as a reference
direct gap measurement feedback system for the correction
curve calculation.
Before replacing the stepping motor with servomotor the
scaling factor has been calculated, set in the system
manager and the servomotor has been driven to the 40 mm,
which is the half of the 80 mm previously set phase shifter
gap. Due to the specific mechanic of the phase shifter, the
value of the absolute rotary encoder in the servomotor
corresponds to the double value of the linear encoder. Once
they have been equated to each other, the motor has been
replaced together with the flange and the coupling. The
appeared mismatch between two feedback systems after
motor replacement has been compensated by position bias
value. The linear encoder value has been also corrected by
position bias value to the 80 mm.

Calculation of the Scaling Factor
The scaling factor (SF) is a crucial parameter for the
positioning accuracy. The value of the scaling factor has
been calculated by using the formula specified below. The
WEPHA165
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number of single-turn bits is taken into account in the
calculation of the scaling factor. The default setting of the
EL 7211-0010 servomotor terminal is 20 single-turn bits.
This value is also used for calculating the scaling factor.
�
°
9
× −
(1)
�� = �� = 20 = ,
where:
D – Distance/Round, SB – Singleturn Bits
For the final calculation of the SF the mechanics of the
PS need to be taken into the account, in particular, the
reduction coefficient of the gearbox as well as the pitch of
the double direction ball screw spindle. The following
formula needs to be used for the calculation:
���� =

��
�

×

�

=
×

,

−

×

−4

=

9,
(2)
where:
I (Gearbox Reduction Coefficient) = 50
P (Pitch) =5 (5mm/360° of the phase shifter’s spindle)
The calculated PS_SF is universal for all phase shifters
and will be used later during the phase shifters upgrade
campaign.

FIRST OPERATION OF THE
UPGRADED PHASE SHIFTERS,
MEASUREMENT RESULTS
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frame is experiencing also corresponding gap dependent
deformation. So called gap dependent correction
coefficients have to be calculated and taken into the
account because of the indirect gap measurement system,
which is involved in the operation of the upgraded phase
shifter. The special software called Correction Coefficient
Calculator (CCC) has been developed to operate the phase
shifter automatically depending on the configuration file in
which the sequence of the gap values, speed of the
movement and the number of iterations can be specified
[2]. Depending on the content of the configuration file, the
output file is created. The reason of this activity to measure
the gap dependent deformation by comparison of the direct
and indirect gap measurement system values. The
resolution of the set gap values depends on the gap region.
For instance, starting from the 30 mm gap downwards,
where frame deformation forces are highly increasing, the
scanning has been done with 0.5 mm steps to increase the
number of data points and as a result the accuracy of the
obtained data. The data have been analyzed and the gap
dependent lookup table has been created, which later was
implemented in the PLC project as a correction table for
the rotary encoder. In the Fig 1 shown the subtraction of
the rotary and linear encoders values as a function of the
set gap.

Gap Dependent Deformation
Due to the gap dependent magnetic force which appears
between upper and lower girders of the phase shifter, the

Figure 1: The difference of the rotary and linear encoders values as a function of the set gap. The left plot shows the
dependency on gap increase scan mode, right on gap decrease scan mode.
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Figure 2: The difference of the rotary and linear encoders values as a function of the set gap after applying the correction
coefficients. The left plot shows the dependency on gap increase scan mode, right on gap decrease scan mode.
After implementation of the correction coefficient curve
in the PLC project, the same measurements have been
performed. The results are presented in Fig. 2.
As can be seen in the present plots, the maximum
deviation is equal to 16 µm which is an acceptable value
for indirect gap measurement system.

Hysteresis Study
After the implementation of the correction coefficients
the study of the upgraded phase shifter gap positioning
accuracy and reproducibility has been done. This study has

Coupled Mode
To be able to operate the phase shifter and especially
study the phase shifter behavior in so called coupled mode,
the dummy undulator has been developed based on four
undulator servomotors and two linear encoders, and the
PLC project has been adopted to the created setup. Coupled
mode is a special mode in which the phase shifter is
operated as a slave of the undulator and the gap value is set
as a function of the undulator gap. In this mode the phase
shifter has to follow the undulator in case of any gap
change.

Figure 3: The left plot shows the difference of the rotary and linear encoders values as a function of the set gap after
applying the correction coefficients in downwards and backwards scanning mode. The right plot shows the difference of
two curves presented on the left plot.
been performed in order to investigate the gap positioning
accuracy by operating the phase shifter with indirect gap
measurement system, namely absolute rotary encoder. In
order to measure the actual hysteresis, the same CCC
software have been used. The only difference was the
scanning has been done first downwards from 80 mm till
10.5 mm gap and then backwards to 80 mm in one scan.
The plots in the Fig. 3 are illustrating the scanning results.
The maximum of 4 µm deviation has been detected and
considered as a hysteresis.

The following signals have been tracked by Scope View
to study the mentioned scenario:
Und_LT_Actual Pos*2
Left Top axis rotary encoder
position*2

PS_Rotary Encoder*2

Phase shifter rotary encoder
position *2

Lag Distance
Lag distance value
The dummy undulator has been obviously operated in the
“Rotary Encoder” mode. Since the rotary encoders are
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giving the calculated value of the half of the gap either for
the undulator or the phase shifter, the values have been
multiplied by a factor of two. A set of measurements has
been performed to study the reproducibility of the phase
shifter gap positioning, the lag distance between the
undulator and phase shifter actual gap value using different
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of time using a dedicated monitoring software. The
readings of the absolute rotary encoders are belived to be
inert to radiation showers, since their values are absolutely
decoded. In addition the encoder is about 0.5m above the
beam axis leading to a lower exposure than the incremental
encoders, which are closer to the beam. A log file was rec-

Figure 4: The repeatability of the phase shifter gap positioning by following the undulator from gap 20 mm to 11 mm and
backwards. The dependency is set 1:1. The red curve shows the position of the undulator gap, the blue one, the position
of the phase shifter gap.
speed in coupled mode. The Scope View screenshot as an
example of the described study is shown in Fig. 4. The
measurements have been performed with 0.1% of
undulator gap speed movement.

TEST OPERATION AT THE SASE3
UNDULATOR SYSTEM
The behaviour of the modified phase shifter in the
accelerator environment during use in operation has been
done. The main idea was the investigation and comparison
of the influence of radiation showers on both, direct
measurement system based on an incremental linear
encoder and the indirect system based on the absolute
rotary encoder gap readout systems. To accomplish it, the
complete modified phase shifter has been installed in the
first cell of the SASE3 undulator system. This cell has been
selected because a) presently cells 1 and 2 are vacant and
no undulator and phase shifters are installed and b) relative
large radiation doses have been detected at the beginning
of SASE 3 undulator system. Based on observations with
unupgraded phase shifters, which were using linear
encoders, occasionally sudden gap changes without any
movement were happening. It was supposed that radiation
showers may affect, i.e. change the reading of the
incremental encoders leading to a change of the displayed
gap but without any movement. For verification, the

difference between the linear and rotary encoder values has
been monitored as a function
corded over 125 days from 04.07.2018 to 09.10.2018. The
readout data frequency has been selected once every 10
minutes.
The Fig. 5 shows the difference between the linear and
absolute encoder values over the whole monitoring time of
125 days.

Reset issued
for new log

Figure 5: The jumps of linear encoder values without
issuing the movement command of the phase shifter gap.
Small changes (less than 1mm) are neglected, considered
as noise.
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As can be seen in the plot, non zero differences are
observed. A sudden jump is called an event. It is a sudden
jump in the difference without any gap movement, since
the rotary encoder values remain unchanged. It is seen that
there are many jumps of different magnitude, ranging from
0.1 mm to about 5.5 mm. Taking into the account beam
interruptions during the monitoring period there is a
considerable number of jumps just for one cell. A forecast
to an undulator system consisting of 35 cells suggests a
high error rate for the gap readings of phase shifters.

CONCLUSION
The planned modification of the phase shifter using
servomotors and absolute encoder feedback was described,
tested and done for all tree SASE undulator systems. The
following main results have been achieved during tests
performed in the lab:
• A software solution namely Image Distribution and
Automation (IDA) for controlling various
configuration aspects of the undulator control system
has been developed in-house [3]. IDA software was
heavily used during the configuration of the 88 phase
shifter in the tunnel. Correction coefficients measured
previously are stored in the central database for each
phase shifter. During the system upgrade, IDA was
configuring each cell’s PLC software with its own
parameters such as correction coefficients and
position bias.
• A maximum difference of 16 µm deviation between
the rotary and linear encoders values has been
measured after applying the correction coefficients.
• The maximum observed hysteresis of 4 µm has been
detected.
• Servomotors significantly improve operational
functionality and increase the motion dynamic range.
• In the coupled mode the phase shifter axis shows the
good repeatability of the gap positioning and follows
the undulator axis.
• The lag distance is depending on the undulator axis
speed, and it’s practically negligible if the undulator
axis speed override value is set to 0.1%.
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Based on the results of the measurements described
above, the following conclusions were made:

• Operation in the accelerator environment clearly
showed that radiation showers lead to a change of the
displayed gap but without any real movement.
• Therefore the absolute rotary encoders significantly
increases the reliability of gap readout.
• Including spares, the upgrade of 107 phase shifters
with the ICRs has been done without interruption of
the operational schedule.
• The installed incremental encoders were not removed.
They were used for initializing the absolute encoder
to obtain a gap reference value.
• After the modification campaign, the significant
increases of the phase shifters operational reliability
was observed during the last nine-month of the facility
operation. Besides the reliability, the time-saving
aspect is another valuable improvement which is
crucial while changing the undulator system
parameters.
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DEVELOPMENT OF WEB-BASED
PARAMETER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR SHINE
H. H. Lv, Shanghai Institute of Applied Physics, Shanghai, China
Y. B. Leng, Y. B. Yan, Shanghai Advanced Research Institute, Shanghai, China
C. P. Chu, Institute of High Energy Physics, Beijing, China
Abstract
A web-based parameter management system for Shanghai High repetition rate XFEL aNd Extreme light facility
(SHINE) is developed for accelerator physicists and researchers to communicate with each other and track the
modified history. The system is based on standard J2EE
Glassfish platform with MySQL database utilized as
backend data storage. The user interface is designed with
JavaServer Faces which incorporates MVC architecture. It
is of great convenience for researchers in the facility designing process.

It’s compatible between different platforms following the
J2EE architecture [2]. Therefore, the parameter system
could be well integrated with other systems. This makes it
feasible to integrate all the data involved in SHINE design,
building, installation and commissioning process together.

INTRODUCTION
SHINE is a hard X-ray free electron laser user facility
which is recently proposed. When completed, it will provide sophisticated research methods for physics, chemistry,
life sciences, materials science, energy science and other
disciplines.
Generally speaking, the modern accelerator is complex
and composed of many subsystems. Each subsystem is
composed of several units with independent functions,
while each unit is composed of thousands of devices. During the designing process, accelerator physicists devise the
basic parameters according to the design goals of the facility. After that, researchers working in kinds of subsystems
devise the specific devices’ parameters for their respective
subsystem. Moreover, the parameters of one subsystem depend on the other. For example, the design of the power
supply depends on the requirements of the magnet. In reality, the official version of parameters will be identified
through several revisions. Traditionally, the parameters are
saved in static text files, which is not only hard to guarantee
consistent values of plenty of parameters for several subsystems and a great number of devices, but also violence
against the management and analysis [1]. As a consequence, it’s very essential to develop an advanced system
to store and manage the design parameters for SHINE. A
user interface on which users could conveniently retrieve
or modify the parameters is also desired. Then a web-based
parameter management system has been developed to use
relational database for data storing. Details of the application architecture, database schema and system functions
are described in the following sections.

APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1: Application architecture.
As shown in Fig.1, the application architecture diagram
is composed by four parts: database, business layer, web
layer and client layer. The database is a general data storage
container for parameter data. The business layer implements the business logic such as retrieving, searching,
batch storing, updating and deleting records from database.
They are handled by enterprise beans. Web layer includes
web pages created by JavaServer Faces technology and services which could be invoked by other services. JavaServer
Faces technology builds on servlets and JSP technology. It
provides a user interface component framework for web
applications. Client layer is a thin client that do not query
databases, execute complex business rules, or connect to
legacy applications. Such heavyweight operations are offloaded to enterprise beans, where they can leverage the security, speed, services, and reliability of server-side technologies.

Database Schema
The database schema saves the properties as
Name/Value pairs and has built a universal database
schema. Details are illustrated in Fig. 2.

The system is based on standard J2EE (Java 2 Platform,
Enterprise Edition) Glassfish platform with MySQL database used as backend data storage. J2EE platform contains
various components, service architectures and technical
levels which have common standards and specifications.
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Web Layer
The web layer is built with JavaServer Faces technology
that is integrated with MVC (Model, View, Controller) architecture for separating logic from presentation. Therefore, the code for view layer can be changed and typically
it does not need to change model layer, while controllers
are used to process user actions [3]. This is essential for the
application being used by other accelerator labs because
the presentation contents will be different from each other
with the universal database schema and uniform Java
Beans.

Figure 2: Database schema.
As shown in Fig. 2, the name/value pair is handled by
parameter table and data table while the system, subsystem, team it belongs to are handled by respective tables.
Usually the value is numerical or characters, but sometimes
it is complicated and demonstrated as a curve. For example, beta function representing the amplitude of the transverse motion is an important parameter in the accelerator
design period. For this reason, the field of saving an image
value is included in the data table. In addition, the parameter value will be modified over and over again and it is important to track the modification history. The history data
table meets the needs and it provides much convenience for
physicists and engineers to check the value with its modification list. In general, more than one accelerator facilities
do coexist in an institute. Therefore, the schema satisfies
the requirements of storing several accelerators’ parameters. Summarily there are 14 tables in total to satisfy the
need of flexibility and popularity.

Business Layer
The business layer in the application architecture contains the business logic, interface between the database and
JSF pages. To facilitate database access in programmatic
way, a set of Java entity classes for object-relational mapping(ORM) are generated following Enterprise Java
Bean(EJB) standards. These EJB classes provide base interfaces for database accessing. Database query through
these JPA classes is much simpler than direct SQL with
JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) API. Each database table has a corresponding entity class as direct mapping.
On top of entity class set is the Data API which provides
convenient access to the database. JavaServer Pages or
other services can call the API directly. These data APIs are
predefined database queries to facilitate application programming.

Figure 3: JSF architecture.
The details of JSF architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Managed Bean works as Model for UI component. It is a
Java bean managed by JSF framework which contains getter and setter methods, business logic, or even event handling. Working as the interface between UI components
and EJB, Managed Bean can be accessed from JSF pages.
JavaServer Page works as View showing the user interface. In the application, a lightweight library called
PrimeFaces is utilized as the UI framework, which can be
used not only to develop a standard desktop web interface
but also provide a usable interface for mobile devices built
upon an existing application. This allows engineers to
check parameter information on the mobile phone or a tablet anywhere.
The controller handles processing of user actions. It includes FacesServlet Class, several configuration files and
a series of action handlers.

APPLICATION FUNCTION
Except for basic functions of query, modification, saving
and deleting a record (as shown in Fig. 4.), the application
also provides several other functions meeting the specific
demand for accelerator facilities. Subsequently the details
will be described.

Figure 4: Display by web browser.
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Basic Functions

Viewing History Data

As shown in Fig. 4, users can browse all the parameters’
information including the parameter name/value and the
system, subdivision it belongs to. The value will become
editable if clicking the exact cell in Value Column. Additionally, a record can be deleted by the “delete” button in
the last column. A new record can be added by the “Add a
Record” button while an adding page will be shown later.
Basically, the default items shown on the web page are
comparatively comprehensive but sometimes an engineer
is only concerned about a couple of them. In this circumstance, the “Choose Columns to View” button can be used
to choose these particular items. It also provides filtering
function for researchers to ignore uninterested records.

In actual practice, the parameter value will be modified
over and over again and it’s helpful to check the modification history and why it was modified. As shown in Fig.6,
this information is displayed and meanwhile the modified
reference is saved as an attachment.

Image Uploading
Sometimes the value is complicated and demonstrated as
a curve, then the uploading button in Image Column can be
used to load it and the “eye” button is utilized to view the
image existing in the database.

Batch Uploading
Normally all the parameters’ information is saved in a
spreadsheet. For convenience, batch uploading program is
provided to load the parameter name/value pair, system,
subdivision and other related data to the database at one
time. In the uploading process, data consistency and integrity will be checked and the relations will also be transformed from the basic information contained in the spreadsheet.

Authorization
In practice, the system’s parameters are designed by researchers working in that particular area. And the group
leader should be responsible for the correctness of each
value. For this reason, the permission to edit or delete a
record is only allowed by the manager of the team to which
that record belongs, while other workers can only browse
or search the information. When a user has no corresponding authority, a warming box will pop up as shown in Fig.
5. This authorization method is of great importance to ensuring the parameter values’ being consistent.

Figure 6: Modification history.

CONCLUSIONS
The application of Web-based Parameter Management
System for SHINE has been developed. MySQL database
is utilized to store all the information. A series of webbased service APIs and user interfaces are developed to
manage the data. The system provides great convenience
for physicists and engineers to regulate the parameters.
This system has been deployed in a dedicated server, operating stably for several months.
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Figure 5: Deleting alert box.
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STATUS OF THE SHINE CONTROL SYSTEM
Y.B. Yan†, J.G. Ding, J.F. Chen, G.H. Chen, Y.B. Leng
H.F. Miao, Y.J. Liu, Q.R. Mi, H. Zhao, C.L. Yu, H.H. Lv, H.Y. Wang, P.X.Yu
Shanghai Advanced Research Institute, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shanghai, P.R. China
Abstract
The high-gain free electron lasers have given scientists
hopes for new scientific discoveries in many frontier research areas. The Shanghai HIgh repetition rate XFEL aNd
Extreme light facility (SHINE) is under construction in
China, which is a quasi-continuous wave hard X-ray free
electron laser facility. The control system is responsible for
the facility-wide device control, data acquisition, machine
protection, high level database or application, as well as
network and computing platform. It will be mainly based
on EPICS to reach the balance between the high performance and costs of maintenance. The latest technology will
be adopted for the high repetition rate data acquisition and
feedback system. The details of the control system design
will be reported in this paper.

ARCHITECTURE
As shown in Fig. 1, the control system can be divided
into four layers to ensure the performance and scalability,
which are operator interface layer, middle layer, device
control layer and data acquisition layer.
The operator interface layer offers graphical user interface (GUI), command line interface (CLI) and high-level
application programming interface (API) to the operators,
engineers and physicists. It allows them to interact with the
machine components.

OVERVIEW
Owing to the wide range of applications of X-rays in the
research fields of physics, chemistry and biology, facilities
with the ability to generate X-rays were developed continuously in the last century. The free electron laser (FEL) is
a novel light source, producing high-brightness X-ray
pulses. To achieve high-intensity and ultra-fast short wavelength radiation, several X-ray FEL facilities have been
completed or under construction around the world [1].
The first hard X-ray FEL light source in China, the socalled Shanghai HIgh repetition rate XFEL aNd Extreme
light facility (SHINE), is under construction. It will utilize
a photocathode electron gun combined with the superconducting Linac to produce 8 GeV FEL quality electron
beams with 1 MHz repetition rate.
The control system of SHINE is responsible for the facility-wide device control, data acquisition, machine protection, high level database or application, as well as network and computing platform. It will provide operators,
engineers and physicists with a comprehensive and easyto-use tool to control the machine components to produce
high quality electron beam and free electron laser.
According to the experience of SSRF and SXFEL, the
control system of SHINE will be mainly based on EPICS
(Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System) to
reach the balance between the high performance and costs
of maintenance. EPICS is a set of open source software
tools, libraries and applications developed collaboratively
and used worldwide to create distributed soft real-time
control systems for scientific instruments such as particle
accelerators, telescopes and other large-scale scientific experiments.

Figure 1: Architecture of the control system.
The middle layer consists of compute, storage and network devices. It provides the runtime environment for the
whole accelerator control system. It also undertakes the
centralized processing tasks for image and stream data acquisition system.
The device control layer is responsible for the facilitywide input and output device control, such as magnet
power supply control, vacuum gauge control, stepper motor control and so on. The machine protection and timing
system will be also implemented in this layer. They are the
basis components of the control system.
The data acquisition layer is designed for the high speed
image and stream data acquisition, processing and storage.
It involves the beam and laser diagnostics, microwave related system. Some custom software will be used at this
layer.

___________________________________________
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ENVIRONMENT
The central servers consist of several high performance
computers, which provide the services as follows.
• EPICS Services: include the base, support modules,
extensions, cross-compile support for different hardware platforms. All console computers register on the
server and use the shared resources, such as display
manager.
• Network File Service: provide file sharing solution for
the control system. The authorized clients can view
and optionally store and update files on the servers.
• Directory Services: used for the authorization of accessing various resources. The OpenLDAP will be
adopted.
• Archive Services: store various runtime data for the
parameters tracking and fault diagnosis. The scalar
data will be achieved in the archiver appliance. The
stream data will be achieved using dedicated system.
The relational databases, non-relational databases or
distributed file systems will be selected.
• Time Synchronization Service: use the network time
protocol to synchronize the controllers, servers and
console computers. It keep their internal clocks synchronized to a uniform reference time.
In addition to the above, other services are web service,
backup service, software version control services, syslog
service and so on.
The most services run on the virtual servers, which are
highly scalable and available servers built on the cluster of
physics servers. The architecture of the server cluster is
fully transparent to the users. The virtual servers have been
used for several years at SSRF, which improved the stability and reliability significantly.

NETWORK
The network is the important infrastructure for modern
distributed control system. The performance and reliability
is critical. In this project, the Ethernet will be used as the
backbone of the control network. Most of hardware devices
will be connected to 10 GbE access layer switches. The access layer switches have two connections to separate
40/100 GbE core switches, which is designed to ensure the
reliability. The VLAN (Virtual Local Area Network) will
be adopt, which divides the network into multiple subnets.
Several dedicated network will be built for the device
control and data acquisition sub-system. For some highspeed cameras, point-to-point optical fiber connections
will be used.

DEVICE CONTROL
The device control is mainly responsible for the magnet
power supply, vacuum gauge, ion pump, stepper motor and
so on, whose number will reach 10K. The IOCs (Input /
Output Controllers) are the key components of the control
system. All the interfaces to hardware devices will be
through the IOCs. The IOCs connect the local controllers
via backplane bus, filed buses or Ethernet. By using the
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protocol converters (including software and hardware), the
devices with field buses such as RS-232/RS-485 can be
reached via Ethernet.
The IOCs hardware must be COTS (Commercial OffThe-Shelf) products with the features of high performance
and cost effective. The fanless industrial embedded controllers will be the best option, such as DA-68x series from
MOXA or ARK-3000 series from AdvanTech.

DATA ACQUISITION
The data acquisition is mainly responsible for the image
acquisition for beam profile measurement and laser diagnostics system, waveform data acquisition for beam instrumentation system (position, charge, length and arrival-time
measurement), microwave related system and general LXI
devices (oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer). Due to high
repetition rate, the large amount and high rate of data acquisition will be challenges.
The industrial cameras support multiple buses, such as
FireWire, USB, GigE Vision, Camera Link, CoaXPress
and so on. The GigE Vision is a globally accepted camera
interface standard developed using the Gigabit Ethernet
communication protocol. It offers the greatest technical
flexibility in terms of bandwidth, cable length and multicamera functionality. The Camera Link is a serial communication protocol standard designed for computer vision
applications. It is used for the higher speed connectivity.
For the majority of low fps image acquisition, the GigE
Vision cameras will be adopt. The dedicated networks will
be employed to transmit the images to the servers. The software will based on the areaDetector. The image processing
contains image rotations, flips, ROI (Region of Interest),
profiles, etc. The similar image acquisition systems has
been operated for several years at SSRF and SXFEL.
For the minority of high fps image acquisition, the Camera Link cameras will be adopt. The Camera Link optical
extender can be used to extend the data transmission distance over optical fiber links, as shown in Fig. 2. The software mainly focus on the image acquisition and storage.
The image processing and analysis will be completed offline.

Figure 2: The Camera Link range extender.
For the LXI device, The LXI (LAN eXtensions for Instrumentation) consortium defines standard ways for
Ethernet-based instruments to communicate, operate and
function. The data is transmitted to the server through the
dedicated network. The software will be developed via
VISA (Virtual Instrument Software Architecture).
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SOFTWARE
The whole control system will be based on open-source
software. The CentOS (Community enterprise Operating
System) will be selected, which is a free operating system
distribution based upon the Linux kernel. The major software will adopt the latest stable release series of EPICS
Version 3. The components of Version 7 will be evaluated
and used partially.
The most IOCs will be built with the existing records and
device support modules. The StreamDevice will be used
for the devices with serial communication interfaces, including RS-232, RS-485, GPIB, TCP/IP, etc. The netDev
will be used for communicating with Omron and Yokogawa PLCs, s7nodave for Siemens S7 PLC. The custom
IOCs will be based on asynDriver, which is a general purpose facility for interfacing device specific code to low
level communication drivers.
The high level application plays an important role in the
whole control system. It provides a platform to hold the information base, as well as a set of cooperating services for
data access [2]. It is composed of three layers: database,
service and application.
The database is a general data storage container for the
machine configuration, lattice, state, alarm and so on. The
service implements a series of control and physical related
logic operations, and provides standard interfaces for the
application layer, including local interfaces and remote interfaces. The application layer consists of kinds of tools
and components used to display the information to users.
Both web-based and desktop-based interfaces will be implemented. The application layer accesses the database
through the service layer.
The free electron laser facility is composed of many subsystems. Combining data from multiple sources makes it
possible to utilize data mining and analysis. The high level
application provides operators, engineers and physicists
easy-to-use programming interfaces to access the databases. It can simplify the application development, offload
the heavy database query and shield from the database
structure changes.
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standalone trigger fanout modules or FMC boards, which
can be embedded in the DBPM and LLRF processor. The
system architecture is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Architecture of the timing system.

MACHINE PROTECTION
The Machine Protection System (MPS) is designed to
protect the important machine components from damage
when serious abnormal situations occur. The system must
be robust and reliable. It receives the interlock signals from
the hardware devices, performs the protection operations
and reports the status to the operator interface layer. Take
the vacuum system for example, the pressure in the vacuum
chamber is continuously monitored via vacuum gauges and
ion pump current. The vacuum valves are controlled by the
machine protection system. An interlock action will close
the proper isolation valves and stop the beam in case of
anomalous pressure rises.
The system will be based on the PLC + FPGA band
adopts the hierarchical structure. It consists of one master
nodes and several slave nodes, as shown in Fig. 4. The master node receives and summarizes the signals from slave
nodes of the injector, superconducting Linac, switchyard,
undulators, beamlines and experimental stations. The slave
nodes control the executive devices, such as the vacuum
valve and so on. The nodes are connected via optical fiber
instead of cables.

TIMING
The timing system provides trigger and bunch-id information to the accelerator equipment, including injector, laser, modulators, beam and laser diagnostic system. The
White Rabbit (WR) technology will be evaluated.
The White Rabbit is a collaborative project including
CERN, GSI, and other partners from universities and industry. It can provide sub-nanosecond accuracy and picoseconds precision of synchronization for large distributed
systems. It also allows for deterministic and reliable data
delivery.
The timing system is composed of master, WR switch
and node devices. The master receives reference signal
from the synchronization system. The switches distribute
the clock to all the nodes in the network using a hierarchical architecture. The node basic functionality comes in
the form of an IP Core called WR PTP Core. They can be

Figure 4: Architecture of the machine protection system.

CONCLUSION
The control system of SHINE will be a large scale realtime and interactive system with high reliability and stability. The large scale system integration, high repetition rate
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and the high data throughput will be great challenges. The
latest hardware and software technologies need be adopted.
Some research projects have begun, including system development platform, high frame rate image acquisition,
machine protection system, timing and feedback system.
The technical discussions and cooperation are welcome.
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STATUS OF THE TPS VACUUM CONTROL SYSTEM
Y.C. Yang†, Y.Z. Lin, J.Y. Chuang, C. K. Chan and C. C. Chang
NSRRC, 101 Hsin-Ann Road, Hsinchu Science Park, Hsinchu, Taiwan, R.O.C.
Abstract
The Taiwan photon source (TPS) is a 3 GeV photon
source. For the vacuum system NI CompactRIO controllers with embedded real-time processors and programmable FPGAs were selected to design the interlock system to
maintain ultra-high vacuum conditions and protect vacuum
devices. The vacuum pressure protection function and
component protection logics worked well during the past
years of operation. Besides, basic function and other applications such as TCP/IP Modbus communication and real
time message APIs were developed. The architecture of the
vacuum control system is presented in this paper.

munication is used by an I/O port or terminal for the vacuum components, such as vacuum gauges, pumps and vacuum valves. A total of eight I/O modules, including three
analogue inputs (AI), three digital inputs (DI) and two digital outputs (DO), are used and installed and one CIA
serves 1/24 of the vacuum sections as shown in Fig 1. Analogue signals, like pressure readings of vacuum gauges
and pumps are taken as the basic logic signals for safety
interlock and cooling water flow rate as a vacuum component protection issue. Digital input and output signals provide the status, set-point, logic trigger and remote control
of the vacuum system.

INTRODUCTION
The Taiwan Photon Source (TPS), a low-emittance 3GeV synchrotron ring, started in December 2014 and is
now currently operated in top-up mode at 400mA for users.
During the past years of operation, the vacuum system
worked well [1], the dynamic pressure per beam current
continuously decreased. Until the last machine shutdown
in August 2019 and reached a value of 1.10x10-10 Pa/mA
with a 6417Ah accumulated beam dose.
In the TPS vacuum control system, Compact-RIO (CRIO) real time controllers from National Instrument serve
for vacuum data acquisition, monitoring and safety interlock. All programs were developed in the LabVIEW language, which offers a graphical programming approach
that visualizes the application. EPICS channels were built
via embedded EPICS I/O client and server in the LabVIEW
project to connect vacuum system with the TPS control
system. In addition, distributed EtherCAT I/O modules
were chosen to expand temporary monitor signals.
One real time message system, combining EPICS, LabVIEW, python and LINE APIs, was developed. Real time
messages could be received on cell phones by inquiry and
message push functions. The hardware architecture of the
vacuum control system, data archive system, safety interlock logic and real time message API will be presented in
this paper.

Figure 1: The C-RIO controller with modules.
All vacuum C-RIO controllers are operated under vacuum private network. In each C-RIO, an EPICS server was
built to publish shield variables in the LabVIEW project to
process variables (PV) in the TPS control network. The setting page of the EPICS server is shown in Fig. 2. Furthermore, one additional C-RIO was assigned as the EPICS client to communicate with the TPS EPICS server, which acquires machine information, such as operating beam current. The architecture of the vacuum control system is
shown in Fig. 3.
During the past operations period, few events occurred.
Temporary signals built and monitored were necessary. An
EtherCAT I/O module was chosen to communicate by
TCP/IP Modbus protocol. All EtherCAT modules are administrated by one TCP/IP Modbus server built into a CRIO. In the TPS vacuum system, several RTD modules
were used to monitor the temperature distribution near
beam position monitors (BPM) which reach a higher temperature during machine operation.

HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE
The design of the 518.4m circumference TPS storage
ring is divided into 24 sections and each section is assigned
to one control instrument area (CIA). In each vacuum section, NI CompactRIO (C-RIO) controllers are used to control the vacuum system, serving as data acquisition, numerical transfer and interlock protection function. Between the
C-RIO and vacuum system, the interface of the I/O com-

Figure 2. Embedded EPICS server in the LabVIEW project.
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that it can be browsed only at the NSRRC due to network
security.

Figure. 3: Hardware architecture of the TPS vacuum system.

DATA ARCHIVE SYSTEM

Figure 5: Web publishing tool of the LabVIEW program.

In the TPS vacuum system, including storing ring (SR),
booster ring (BR) and transport lines, all signals are collected and recorded in a data acquisition (DAQ) system for
analysis and monitoring. About 8000 signals including
vacuum pressure readings, pressure trigger set-points,
pump status and temperature readers etc., were connected
to servers via Ethernet for recording and monitoring. The
data archive system developed by the NSRRC utility group
is extensively used recording, analysis and tracing [2]. Figure 4 displays the operations page of the archive viewer
software. The vacuum signals are listed and a maximum of
eight signals can be selected for comparison or analysis. In
the history function, it is used for long term data tracing, a
trend function is used for real time monitoring such as during the vacuum baking process.

Figure 4: The operations page for the archive viewer software.
The Labview languaue is a system engineering software,
which offers a graphical programming approach that
visualizes the application. The graphical interfaces is
flexible and easy to use. Web publishing tools, shown in
Fig. 5, was used in the TPS vacuum monitor system. It
transfers LabVIEW front panel pages to web pages, which
display snapshot updates continously. Figure 6 displays
one example of the front pannel page for the overall
vacuum logic signal, which collects machine operations
current and machine protection system (MPS) status as
accessed from the TPS EPICS system and vacuum logic
signals bindings from 24 C-RIO controllers. Web
publishing tools allow it to becomea web URL, which is
easy to view on a PC or cell phone. One disadvantage is

Figure 6. Monitoring page for overall vacuum logic signals.
Different from signal records in the data archive system,
the monitoring pages are also recorded as image files,
which are used for comparison under different operation
condition. The front panel image method of invoke node
functions as shown in Fig. 7, was used to return an image
of the front panel as a flattened pixmap. The overall distribution of the vacuum pressure and chamber temperature on
is recorded and compared for different operation conditions or used for long time tracing of the TPS vacuum system.

Figure 7: Front panel image method to invoke node functions.

INTERLOCK SYSTEM
The protection of ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions
and components is the main goal of the interlock system.
In the UHV protection system, vacuum valves are on manual only when the vacuum pressure on both sides is satisfied and is switched off automatically as soon as the set
points of the vacuum gauges at either side are triggered.
Furthermore, the open status of valves is monitored by the
MPS to avoid irradiation by synchrotron radiation. The
normal status of the cooling water and compressed air are
also connected to the MPS to make sure the vacuum system
is ready for machine operation.
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During the past years of operation, the vacuum interlock
system was optimized. Bursts of vacuum pressure randomly occurred during initial high current operation and
temperature sensors located near high radiation zones were
malfunctioning often due to radiation damage. The ageing
of electronic components was also needed to be considered.
Countdown and rest functions were added to avoid a machine trip by a single signal source [3].

REAL TIME MESSAGE API
A task-oriented chatbot application as an interactive interface for monitoring was developed and applied in
NSRRC [4, 5]. It is developed with python, EPICS, LabVIEW and LINE API [6]. Signal inquiry, reply and push
methods are the main functions. The chatbot architecture is
shown as Fig. 8.

Figure 9: Screen shot of chatbot message push (right) and
inquiry (left) functions.
Figure 8: Chatbot architecture.
For signal inquiry, the message from the user is filtered
by a keyword engine first, through EPICS channel access
functions and then send back to the user by message reply
method of the LINE message API. A rich menu which accesses the keywords was built for the inquiry functions and
the users only need to click buttons to obtain signal options.
Although remote control functions are feasible in this API,
control commands are excluded due to safety issues.
Event and warning messages sent by e-mail or SMS was
widely used in the data archive system at the NSRRC. SMS
message functions were replaced by the LINE notify API,
which saves the extra cost of SMS message sending. The
signal was sent out by the push method of the LINE notify
API when the signal exceeded the lower or upper limits. It
is convenient when a warning occurred and the message is
pushed to your cell phone immediately.
From work experience, it is not easy to understand what
happens when serial messages are pushed in a short time.
Images of a reply method were developed and was implemented by python web crawler combined with the LabVIEW web publishing tool. The screen shot of chatbot
message push and inquiry functions are shown in Fig. 9.

CONCLUSIONS
The current status of the TPS vacuum system is described above. The vacuum pressure protection functions
and component protection logics worked well during the
past years of operation. The DAQ system is used to monitor, analyze and improve vacuum performance. All vacuum
signals are displayed on web pages which are easy to monitor. The vacuum interlock system was optimized. Countdown and rest function were added to avoid a machine trip

by a single signal source directly. A chatbot real time message API, including signal inquiry and message push functions are implemented. More applications such as machine
learning will be developed in the future.
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FIRST STEPS IN AUTOMATED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
APPROACH FOR LHC PHASE II UPGRADES CO2 DETECTOR
COOLING SYSTEMS
L. Zwalinski†, J. Daguin, L.T. Davoine, N. Frank, D. Giakoumi, M. Ostrega, P. Petagna, P. Tropea,
B. Verlaat, CERN European Organization for Nuclear Research, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
In the context of the development of a new class of movable, medium size, evaporative CO2 cooling systems, the
EP-DT group at CERN has designed and prototyped the
systems Light Use Cooling Appliance for Surface Zones
(LUCASZ). The use of Schneider M580 PLC with Ethernet IP distributed Inputs/Outputs (I/Os) and automated
software generation tools is the novel approach which is
essential for multiple unit production. The paper describes
how the selected software and controls hardware concepts,
used for the control system of this new class of units, will
be implemented as baseline solutions for the CO2 cooling
systems for Phase II upgrade of ATLAS and CMS silicon
detectors. The main challenges for future control system
development will come from the number of cooling plants,
the modularity requirements for production and operation,
and the implementation of the backup strategy requested
by the detector operation constraints. The introduction of
automated software generation for both PLC and SCADA
is expected to bring a major improvement on the efﬁciency
of the control system implementation. In this respect, a
uniﬁcation step between experiments is highly required,
still without neglecting the speciﬁc needs of ATLAS and
CMS.

INTRODUCTION
The LUCASZ [1] CO2 cooling plant, designed for detector testing, is a movable system that uses the so-called I2PACL concept [2]. I-2PACL stands for Integrated 2 Phase
Accumulator Controlled Loop. The I-2PACL cycle is very
similar to a standard 2PACL (2 Phase Accumulator Control
Loop) cycle [3], but the accumulator saturation pressure
control is done via a single PID heater controller rather than
by a split range PID controller. In other words, the accumulator cooling is done by the cold liquid supplied directly
from the pump rather than by a branch from the primary
chiller. The advantages of such configuration are a larger
operational temperature range, a simplified design, reduced cost and programming simplification. The disadvantages are reduced cooling capacity and lower system
efficiency.
To cope with the various detector needs, the LUCASZ
system has been designed in two versions: LUCASZfull
Fig. 1 and LUCASZlite. The full version is equipped with a
detachable LocalBOX, featuring two cooling loops and the

dedicated control instrumentation to allow for multiple automated functionalities which facilitate the system operation for non-expert users.
The characteristics of distributed architecture, long term
availability, modularity and small series of units were the
driving factors for the selection of industrial controls hardware. Although the PREMIUM series of Schneider Electric, have been widely employed in similar projects at
CERN, their commercialization will be discontinued and
we have decided to identify an alternative family of products to be tested and validated.

Figure 1: Two LUCASZfull units at CMS.

CONTROLS
Controls Architecture
Each LUCASZfull unit is composed of two major elements: the plant and the LocalBOX. In order to provide the
maximum installation flexibility, the two parts might be
kept together or physically separated. As an example, for
one of the CERN CMS application, the CO2 instrumentation is distributed over of about 20 m distance. The LocalBOX is kept inside the detector testing clean room and the
cooling plant is placed outside, for noise reduction purposes and ventilation.
The master control cabinet showed on Fig. 2, located on
the plant skid, is hosting the M580 Schneider Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) equipped with its own I/Os
cards connected on the same backplane. The plant interfaces to the deported LocalBOX control cabinet are done
via Ethernet IP filed network.
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Figure 4: LUCASZ control system architecture.
Figure 2: LUCASZ master control cabinet.
The LocalBOX hosts the distributed I/Os, connected via
a Schneider CRA Ethernet RIO drop adaptor. The Ethernet
IP based network between the PLC and the CRA is a private network, detached from the global infrastructure. Additionally, in order to facilitate the user operation, the LocalBOX is equipped with a local Schneider MAGELIS
touch screen, featuring 22 operation User Interface (UI)
panels, one of which is shown in Fig. 3. The HMI screens
are designed to be as similar as possible to the main
SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) system, both for the graphical representation and the navigation hierarchy.

The overall LUCASZ control system architecture
scheme is presented in Fig. 4.
The control software for both the PLC and the SCADA
conforms to the CERN UNICOS (Unified Industrial Control System Continues Process Control [4]) CPC 6 framework [5]. UNICOS is the baseline solution for all current
and future detector cooling control systems at CERN, since
it guarantees long term maintainability and a unified program structure across different applications.
Despite the small scale, the LUCASZ cooling unit is
equipped with 152 I/Os. The PLC runs 13 control loops,
142 alarms and 668 UNICOS objects in total. The main
user interface is based on Siemens WinCC OA SCADA. To
provide the most accurate system diagnostic, 30 SCADA
UI panels are available including: simplified master views
for non-expert users, detailed P&ID (Process and Instrumentation Diagram) based views for cooling experts,
alarms with detailed diagnostic (see Fig. 5), electrical diagnostic and steppers.

Figure 3: MAGELIS local HMI UI panel.
Both the PLC and the touch screen are placed on the
CERN Technical Network (TN), physically detached from
the outside world for security reasons. To improve the system reliability due to possible network failures the LUCASZ PLC and touch screen connect to the same fan-out.

Figure 5: LUCASZ SCADA UI panel.
As the LUCASZ units are typically used for detector
cooling, an additional communication path to the DCS
(Detector Control System) has been established using DIP
protocol with simplified structure. One-directional communication path is used to sends the most important cooling data to the DCS.
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Operability – PCOs, Sequencer
The process logic is organised in a hierarchical tree
where the master is the CO2 system PCO (Process Control
Object). The master is the plant, hosting the core components. The children PCOs are belonging to the LocalBOX,
which handles the operation of the two independent cooling loops. On each loop, a fully automatic and safe sequence for 3 operation modes is implemented: connection,
disconnection and operation. The operation modes feature
a dedicated sequencer that moves the system through different phases and transitions. Figure 6 presents the sequencer for one of the lines of the LUCASZ LocalBOX.

Automated Software Generation
All LUCASZ system’s software are separately generated
using CPC 6 UAB tools of CERN. This significantly reduces the time required for the software production and
mitigates the possibility of human errors. Figure 7 presents
the typical generation work flow.
LBa
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first LUCASZ commissioning. During this activity indeed,
the need of major logic refurbishment became clear. If the
system logic generation wouldn’t have been automated via
the Python scripts, the narrow schedule between the first
system commissioning and the next one would have not
been met. The used templates, flexible and incorporating
the CERN LHC Cryogenics experience [6], are today the
baseline solution for all CO2 detector cooling control system. This is a major step that brings us closer to an efficient
and error free software production for multiple Phase II upgrade units of ATLAS and CMS silicon detectors, where
up to 8 cooling systems will need to be operated in parallel.
The templates are today the placeholder of the core
knowledge and state of the art control technics required for
efficient, stable and safe 2PACL CO2 detector cooling.

PCO

Connecting

0

T10

T1

1

Manifold emptying

Safety position

T0

T16

16

10 Equalizing
T11

T0

T17

T2
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2

Venting

T0

17

T0
T12

T0

12
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T0

T18
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18

T0
T4

4
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T0
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T3
3
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Operation
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T14

T5
T0

5

Fill from bot.

14 Venting
T0

T15

T6

T0

6

15 Disconnection Completed

Leak test
T0

T7
T0

7

Manifold Emptying

T8
8

Connection completed

T0

Figure 6: LUCASZ LocalBOX Line A sequencer.
The cooling control engineers prepare, based on the electrical schematics and the functional analysis documents, a
specification file in XML format. The file contains all the
UNICOS objects definition and relations required for the
PLC and SCADA programming. For the first time ever in
detector CO2 cooling applications a set of dedicated Python
templates has been prepared to generate automatically all
the PLCs (four LUCASZ units) dependent logic, including,
but not limited to, sequences, transition logic, calculated
variable etc. The use of these templates, even if significant
time was required for their preparation, paid off quickly
during the small serial system production (5 units) after the

Figure 7: UNICOS CPC 6 generation work flow.
The different templates created for the LUCASZ system
give the possibility to easily repeat the code generation for
several similar calculations (e.g. SuperHeating calculation), thanks to a set of parameters which are embedded in
the specification file. Templates give also the possibility to
repeat a specific logic used on same UNICOS object into
different system: e.g. freon injection valve before heat exchanger.
The multitude of solution provided by those templates
will simplify in the future the code generation for known
needed logic in CO2 control system.

Specific Software Implementations
One of the specific software implementations in the LUCASZ system is the dynamic limiters for the accumulator’s
heater PID control loop. The accumulator is connected to
the detector return line, is equipped with 3 electrical heaters and continuously cooled via the CO2 pumped trough.
The accumulator pressure control sets the saturation temperature in the vessel, which corresponds to the detector
evaporation temperature. In most of the operation conditions, the heaters are stably controlled via PID loop; however, in order to cope with the extreme operation cases, like
when the full load is suddenly applied, two dynamic limiters were introduced. One high limiter works as a function
of the heater surface temperature, to avoid dry out (full
evaporation of the CO2 which may provoke overheating)
and a second low limiter acts to avoid too low pump sub
cooling (CO2 flow stoppage). These limiters smoothen the
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CO2 plant reaction to rapid changes and allow for continues
operation of the system in all conditions.

Safety
The 2-phase CO2 cooling is a high pressure system,
where special safety precautions must be taken both for the
cooling system itself and for the tested detector. As a first
approach, the mechanical safety of the cooling plant must
conform to appropriate standards (typically PED – Pressure Equipment Directive). The higher-level software
alarms shall protect against all emergency scenarios and be
always set to trigger before any hardware protection. Typically, for the 2-PACL CO2 systems, a 3-level interlocking
philosophy for the electrical haters must be applied.
The detector protection is established via hardwired positive logic electrical signals exchanged between the LUCASZ system and the Detector Safety System (DSS). Typically like: plant – stopped or started but no cooling power
delivered to the detector or go to warm DSS command.

Commissioning Issues and Lessons Learnt
One of the main issues with technological choices we
made for the LUCASZ system was the incompatibility
with WAGO Ethernet IP couplers of early generation. It is
impossible to establish bi directional communication with
WAGO cards if not using the latest couplers with M580
class PLCs. Moreover, if multiple people work on PLC
programming the Schneider software must always be
equipped with exactly the same EDS configuration file for
third party devices. Using different EDS files from nonSchneider manufacturer but with same version release creates incompatibility in the Unity Pro library (Unity Pro being PLC program software for Schneider)
Another point to be mentioned is our observation that
MAGELIS local touch screens cannot operate within internal private network of Ethernet IP. They must be connected
to same ethernet network as PLC.
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CONCLUSION
This little series of LUCASZ CO2 units is equipped with
the newest Schneider PLCs available on the market and
with Ethernet IP based distributed I/Os technology. Despite
small incompatibility issues with some third-party devices,
the selected distributed architecture proved to be a good
baseline hardware configuration, fulfilling all the requirements of the future CO2 detector cooling systems for the
Phase II upgrades of LHC detectors. The automatic code
generation based on Python templates will be further developed to cope with the strict requirements of the large
systems of the future ATLAS and CMS experiments cooling systems.
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ADUVC - AN EPICS AREADETECTOR DRIVER FOR
USB VIDEO CLASS DEVICES
J. Wlodek1, K. J. Gofron†, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, USA
1
also at Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, USA
Abstract
Most devices supported by the Experimental Physics and
Industrial Control System [1] (EPICS) areaDetector [2]
project fall under one of two categories: detectors and cameras. Many of the cameras in this group can be classified
as industrial cameras, and allow for fine control of exposure time, gain, framerate, and many other image acquisition parameters. This flexibility can come at a cost; however, with most such industrial cameras’ prices starting
near one thousand dollars, with the price rising for cameras
with more features and better hardware. While these prices
are justified for situations that require a large amount of
control over the camera, for monitoring tasks, and some
basic data acquisition, the use of consumer devices may be
sufficient while being less cost-prohibitive. The solution
we developed was to write an areaDetector driver for USB
Video Class (UVC) [3] devices. This driver allows for a
variety of cameras and webcams to be used through EPICS
and areaDetector, with most costing under $100.

INTRODUCTION
The EPICS areaDetector project enables universal camera and detector control for EPICS installations through the
use of camera-specific driver implementations that all
share an underlying base, called ADCore. Currently supported devices include many models of X-ray detectors
which are used extensively for data collection, as well as a
large array of industrial cameras such as Prosilica (Vimba)
[4] devices, Flir (Point Grey) [5] devices, and more. These
industrial cameras are used for some data collection, but
are primarily used for monitoring purposes, allowing scientists to see a live feed of their experimental stage and
experiment itself during its duration.
These industrial cameras often have expansive feature
sets with various image acquisition and processing modes
that allow for fine-tuned control of the feed shown to the
scientists. This level of customizability is important in several use-cases (particularly for taking images with different
exposure times); however, in some cases it may be unnecessary. In such situations, a cheaper more flexible alternative to these expensive industrial cameras would perhaps
be more suitable.
To solve this problem, we looked for a set of cameras
that were inexpensive, used a standardized communication
interface, and had a readily available C/C++ library that
could be integrated into an areaDetector driver. Taking into
account these criteria, we settled on the UVC standard that
is used for most consumer class webcams and USB video

devices. This standard encompasses a vast number of supported cameras ranging from under $20 webcams to several hundred dollar industrial cameras that support many of
the same features allowed by the more traditional ones already included with areaDetector. In this paper we will discuss how we added UVC device support to EPICS areaDetector, the construction of the ADUVC driver [6], and
some supported cameras and deployment results and challenges.

THE UVC STANDARD
The UVC standard is utilized almost universally among
USB cameras and video devices, most notably in consumer
webcams. Most operating systems that allow for viewing
camera images via a dedicated application (i.e. the Windows 10 “Camera” application) are internally using a custom UVC driver for camera control. The UVC standard focuses on defining camera settings and variables common
to most cameras and abstracting them away with a highlevel communication protocol that can be reused between
most devices, much like how ADCore contains functionality common to all areaDetector cameras. This universality
allows for UVC to be used to control and use a huge number of devices with varied output resolutions, framerates,
and image formats. UVC enforces certain requirements
that must be satisfied by the firmware of each device:
• Each UVC device must have a series of predefined formats within firmware that can be read according to the
standard, supplying all required image information to
the driver prior to streaming initialization, including
the data type of the output, and the color mode of the
resulting image (Table 1).
• Each UVC device must support standard commands
sent over the USB interface for starting and stopping
streaming.
• Each UVC device must send frames back to the driver
in a standardized format.
Table 1: Some Supported UVC Frame Formats
Format
MJPEG
RGB
Grayscale
YUYV
Uncompressed

Data Type
UInt8

Color Mode
RGB

UInt8

RGB

UInt8/UInt16

Mono

UInt8

RGB/Mono

UInt8/UInt16

RGB/Mono
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The UVC protocol also contains standard commands for
setting various camera parameters like saturation, brightness, sharpness, etc. One limitation of UVC and the devices that support it, is that not all devices are required to
support all functions, meaning that in some cases a device
will simply not react in any way to receiving a signal to
edit a particular camera parameter. This issue is particularly prominent among the very inexpensive devices that
often support a bare minimum implementation of the UVC
standard, which can cause problems with usage. In many
cases these trade-offs are worthwhile, as the cost of these
cameras is so low that additional camera functionality is
often not necessary.

LIBUVC
Prior to any EPICS integration being created for UVC
devices, it was important to identify a readily available library that allows for communication with UVC devices using the standard’s predefined protocols. The identified solution was libuvc [7], an open source implementation of
said protocol that is available for public use under the BSD
License.
The two key libraries used by libuvc to allow for communication with UVC devices are libusb [8], an open
source USB connectivity library that is used universally for
projects that involve USB devices, and libjpeg [9], an open
source library that is used for jpeg compression/decompression. Libusb is used to manage the USB connection to
the camera, and to send the standard UVC protocol commands for controlling the camera. When libuvc first connects to a device, it uses libusb to acquire a handle on the
camera, locking it from being used by any other programs.
After control of the camera has been acquired, libuvc establishes supported acquisition modes, as defined in the
UVC standard. These are the modes that are guaranteed to
return frames from the camera when selected.
Next, once the user selects an acquisition mode and selects “Acquire”, libuvc creates an image stream from the
camera. It uses the device handle created by libusb, and ties
it to a callback function that is fired every time a frame is
received from the device. Within the callback function the
user can do whatever processing he needs before the frame
is freed, and the next frame is acquired from the camera.
Libuvc also supports most of the non-required UVC camera parameters (saturation, brightness, etc.).

ADUVC
Once libuvc was identified as the solution for communicating with UVC devices, an areaDetector driver was written that built an EPICS shell around libuvc, allowing users
to call library functions through write requests on EPICS
process variables (PVs). The driver is based on other areaDetector drivers, most notably the ADProsilica and
ADPointGrey drivers. It uses the previously mentioned
callback function defined during the libuvc start streaming
call to grab the frames from the UVC device, convert them
into the areaDetector NDArray standard, and pass them
back up the chain to the EPICS layer. All other supported
camera parameters in libuvc are represented internally in
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the driver as PVs, and, when writing a new value, the appropriate libuvc function is fired sending the new value for
the appropriate parameter to the camera.
The driver also uses the pre-defined operating modes required by the UVC standard to provide the user with a
drop-down menu listing selectable operating modes in the
EPICS front end. This was an important addition in order
to give users the ability to quickly see which modes are
available to them, as unlike other more expensive industrial
cameras that support almost any image size, data format,
and framerate, UVC cameras are locked into these predefined formats. In addition, the driver has an auto-adjust
function that attempts to match EPICS image format PVs
to the image format received from the camera. This was
added to the driver when we found that certain modes supported multiple data types and color modes, and thus made
selecting valid acquisition values difficult.
As with all other areaDetector drivers, ADUVC is fully
interoperable with all areaDetector plugins, as once the
camera frame is converted into an NDArray the entire software stack does not depend on the UVC standard.
For connecting an ADUVC driver input output controller (IOC) to a device, the serial number or the product id
code can be used. In some cases, particularly among very
inexpensive devices from untested manufacturers, the serial number of the device cannot be read, and the product
number must be used. No two devices with the same product number may be connected at the same time, as this will
cause the ADUVC driver to attempt to connect twice to a
single camera. Each IOC requires sole access to its assigned device, though as long as each device uses a different serial/product number to connect, as many devices as
desired may be connected to a single host server.
Table 2: Some Tested UVC Camera Specifications and
Costs
UVC Device

Max Resolution/Framerate
2592 x 1944 @ 60
fps

Cost
with lens
$300

1920 x 1080 @
30+fps

$75

Opti-Tekscope
microscope camera

1600 x 1200 @ 30
fps

$28

Fantronics Snake
Camera

1200 x 900 @ 30 fps

$20

E-Con Systems
See 3 Cam
Webcamera
IMX322

RESULTS
Using ADUVC, we have deployed a number of devices
with varied roles in beamline operation. Most devices deployed were used primarily in a monitoring role with their
low cost making them a strong alternative for this use case.
Certain cameras have also been tested as data collection
and beam viewing devices at the XF:17BM beamline [10]
at NSLS2. Among the devices tested with the driver, we
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found a huge variety in form factors, some of which have
already proved very useful for experiments conducted by
the beamlines. With costs ranging from $20 to $300 at the
higher end of cameras tested, the price to performance ratio
has thus far proven impressive (Table 2).
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device. We found that the hue, backlight compensation,
and saturation values were not affected when writing to the
matching PVs in the EPICS front end.

E-Con Systems See 3-Cam
The most expensive camera tested, at $300, the E-Con
Systems See 3-Cam also gave the most impressive results.
Almost all UVC defined standard camera parameters are
supported, along with high resolution and framerate acquisition up to 5MP and 60 frames per second, depending on
the acquisition mode. The camera was also able to acquire
in both 16 bit Mono and 8 bit RGB modes, both uncompressed. Being a board camera, we have created a 3Dprinted enclosure for the device, and it is now mounted at
the beamline as a primary monitoring camera (Fig. 1).

Figure 2: Webcamera IMX322 at the XF:17BM beamline,
with included lens and metal casing.

Figure 1: E-Con Systems See 3-Cam mounted at the
XF:17BM beamline at NSLS2 in the custom 3D printed
enclosure.

Webcamera IMX322
Perhaps the second most impressive device we tested
was the Webcamera IMX322, so named because of its use
of the IMX322 camera sensor from Sony. At only $75 on
Amazon.com with an included lens, metal casing, and
standard mount points, we tested this camera as a possible
replacement for Prosilica cameras for viewing the beam
(Figs. 2 & 3). The device supports images of a resolution
of 1920 x 1080 at 30 frames per second, though it does not
support as many UVC parameters as the E-Con Systems

Figure 3: First images of the beam captured at XF:17BM
with the IMX322 camera. The focus still needs adjustment,
but as a proof of concept, the camera was functional in this
use case.

Opti-Tekscope Microscope Camera
The Opti-Tekscope Microscope Camera is a pencil camera we tested with the ADUVC driver, currently available
for $28 from Amazon.com. This device was one for which
we were unable to read the serial number, meaning that we
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were unable to run multiple such devices on one server. We
found the pencil-cam form factor was useful for monitoring areas that were too narrow or inaccessible for other devices (Fig. 4). In addition, using a simple clamp we were
able to mount it at a high elevation and because of its infinite focal distance (auto-focus) we were able to have a
monitoring device for the entire hutch.
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Issues Experienced
There were several issues we experienced and solved
when testing the ADUVC areaDetector driver on the beamline.
• UVC devices may require root access by default to be
accessed via libuvc. This can be circumvented by adding udev rules to your host machine.
• Some UVC devices do not seem to have a readable serial number. In this case use the product ID to connect.
• Two UVC devices with the same product ID cannot be
running on one host machine at the same time.
• If using a USB hub, there are some limitations with
running certain cameras at the same time. The extent
of these has not yet been looked at; however, it seems
this is only an issue with the very inexpensive devices.
• Not all UVC devices seem to support all the features
provided by the UVC standard (saturation, brightness,
sharpness, etc.). Again, this seems to be an issue with
the particularly inexpensive devices.

CONCLUSION
While in some cases a highly specialized industrial camera with fine control of camera parameters is required for
scientific experiments, in many instances these expensive
devices can be substituted for a much less costly consumer
class device. The versatility of UVC cameras, along with
the vast amount of supported form factors give them unprecedented flexibility in use cases. With just the ADUVC
driver, users may control an industrial-class device like the
See 3-Cam, while also controlling a $20 Snake Camera that
can be used to easily to look at a sample from any angle or
position.
Figure 4: The Opti-Tekscope Pencil Camera.

FANTRONICS SNAKE CAM
The most interesting camera form-factor wise that we
tested was the Fantronics Snake Cam, which is essentially
a tiny cell-phone style camera on the end of a stiff wire that
can be bent into any shape required by the user. This allowed us to easily position the camera where the users
wanted a set of eyes, a flexibility that proved useful time
and again. The device is currently in production on the
beamline, being used based on the requirements of each
user.

Other Cameras
Aside from the ones listed above, we have tested
ADUVC with several other cameras thus far. Each device
varies in performance and cost, and each has found a use
at the beamline. The variety of form factors allowed by
UVC devices give the ADUVC driver a flexibility of use
cases not often found with other camera standards. Some
other cameras we tested included another board camera
from E-Con Systems that allowed for a 90-degree angle
viewport, a microscope camera with a very shallow depth
of focus for magnification of samples, among others.
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APPENDIX
Below is a list of cameras that were used for testing the
ADUVC driver, and links from where each device was purchased.
• E-Con Systems See 3-Cam: https://www.e-consys
tems.com/5mp-low-noise-usb-camera.asp

• Webcamera w/ Sony IMX322 Camera Sensor:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07M7JN595/
ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o02_s00?ie=UTF8
&psc=1

• Opti-Tekscope

Pencil

Microscope

Camera:

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0184CCOY0/
ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o06_s01?ie=UTF8
&psc=1
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Camera:

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B071HYRPND/
ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_
o09_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1

• E-Con

Systems

• Splaks

USB

CAMCU50

Board

Camera:

Microscope

Camera:

https://www.e-consystems.com/
M12-CMOS-USB-3-Camera.asp

Digital

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07L5LYZLJ/
ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o09_s00?ie=UTF8&
psc=1

• Teslong

Ear

Examination

Camera:

https://www.amazon.com/Teslong-OtoscopeInspection-Waterproof-Endoscope/dp/
B07TTBDTTV/ref=sr_1_3?keywords=ear+camera+teslong&qid=1569354490&s=electronics
&sr=1-3

• Microsoft USB2.0 VGA UVC Webcam: Laptop
Webcam for the Asus K501L Windows 10 laptop
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NEW JAVA FRAMEWORKS FOR BUILDING
NEXT GENERATION EPICS APPLICATIONS
K. Shroff, National Synchrotron Light Source II, Upton, USA
C. Rosati, G. Weiss, European Spallation Source, Lund, Sweden
K. Kasemir, E. Smith, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, USA
Abstract

INTRODUCTION TO PHOEBUS

Phoebus is a Java/JavaFX framework for creating stateof-the-art, next-generation desktop applications for
monitoring and controlling EPICS systems. The recent
developments in Java and JavaFX have made it possible to
reconsider the role of the Eclipse Rich Client Platform
(RCP) in the development of client applications. Phoebus’s
aim is to provide a simple to use and yet "rich-enough"
application framework to develop modular JavaFX
desktop applications for the most recent Java platform.
Phoebus is an extensible framework for multiple control
system protocols. It provides features for developing
robust and scalable multi-threaded client applications. Key
features include event rate decoupling, caching and
queuing, and a common set of immutable data types to
represent controls data from various protocols. The paper
describes the framework as used to implement applications
and service for monitoring EPICS PVs. The benefits
highlighted will provide the EPICS community a new
development perspective.

MOTIVATION
Since 2006 Control System Studio[1, 2, 3] has been
adopted as the graphical user interface for the control
systems of many Accelerators at various universities and
laboratories. The growth of an active collaboration has
accompanied this increase in adoption. In 2018 a survey
was conducted of both the end users of the tools and
applications included in the CS-Studio products as well as
the developers that built and maintained them. The results
of the survey highlighted a consistent set of liked and
disliked aspects of the CS-Studio project.
The users generally liked the available set of applications
and the integrated environment of CS-Studio allowed for
effective and intuitive workflows however the product was
too much like an IDE with performance and reliability
issues. The developers appreciated the extensible
architecture which allowed them to easily add new
applications, expand the functionality of the common
product, and integrate with their existing infrastructure
however the learning curve was very steep. In particular,
understanding the build system and OSGi life cycle
presented a significant barrier to new participants. Most of
the identified issues were associated with CS-Studio’s
dependence of the Eclipse Rich Client Platform [4] and
thus the Phoebus project [5, 6] was initiated to serve as a
replacement of the Eclipse RPC framework.

Historical Considerations
In 2004 the Eclipse rich client platform provided a great
array of features for developing extensible client
applications. It supported a modular architecture with
support for extensibility via pluggable extension points and
plugin life cycle management. It had its own build system
and a workbench consisting of views, editors, and
perspective. It also provided support for managing
preferences, logging, native language support, and updates.

Current Situation
The benefits of using the Eclipse RCP framework are
currently accompanied by some major drawbacks. The
build system has increased in complexity which has made
it difficult to understand and manage. For example, a
complete compilation of CS-Studio from sources can take
almost an hour
A lot of the features of the Eclipse RCP framework are
now part of the java language itself and are better supported
by a larger community. The modular architecture of Eclipse
built on OSGi bundles/ Eclipse plugins could be replaced
with the use of Java modules. The Java service provider
interface (SPI) provided a viable alternative to the Eclipse
extension points.
Additionally, the Eclipse framework ties us to the
standard widget toolkit (SWT) [7], which was the best GUI
library a decade ago, but is being overshadowed by JavaFX
[8]. The JavaFX library, which was developed to replace
swing as the standard GUI library for the java se, is a far
more feature rich and better performing alternative to
SWT. The library comes with a rich set of well designed
easy to use widgets, supports properties bindings, CSS, etc.

Figure 1: Comparison of dialogs created using SWT and
JavaFX GUI libraries.
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Figure 1 illustrates the significant difference in the look
and feel of the same dialog developed using SWT and
JavaFX.

The Path Ahead
Given the drawbacks of the Eclipse RPC framework and
the improvements to java and JavaFX GUI library, the
Phoebus[1] project was developed to serve as a
replacement for the Eclipse RCP[3] for CS-Studio[2]
application and tool development.

ARCHITECTURE OF PHOEBUS

Figure 2: Architecture of Phoebus.
The Phoebus framework, as shown in Fig. 2., is
organized in the following parts.
Core A set of modules containing shared services,
descriptions of service provider interfaces, protocol
libraries, etc. These core modules simplify application
development by allowing the developer to focus only on
the functionality of the application and not have to worry
about implementing clients to multiple controls protocols,
a preference manager, etc... The use of these core modules
also optimized the use of common resources, like
connection to various web services and protocol clients.
Applications(apps) Application examples include a
simple “Probe” tool, an operator display panel editor and
runtime, an alarm display client, logbook viewer, etc.
While many of the applications are generic and interface
with any EPICS-based control system, each site can also
add site-specific applications to meet local needs.
By now all essential CS-Studio functions that were
previously implemented for Eclipse RCP have been
translated into Phoebus applications. In this process, the
Java code for application logic was often simply copied.
Adjustments were required for UI code that needed to
transition from SWT to JavaFX. Code that interfaced to
RCP for reading preferences, scheduling background tasks
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and integrating into the window system needed to use the
corresponding API provided by Java itself or the Phoebus
core modules.
Products It describes the final packaged product that is
delivered to the users. It consists of a launcher packaged
with a set of applications and the core & third parties
libraries needed. The common product can be easily
customized to include only the desired applications along
with the site specific implementation of various SPI’s.
The Fig. 3 shows a screenshot of the NSLS2 CS-Studio
product built using Phoebus. The product includes the
alarm viewers and the databrowser which is retrieving
historical data from the appliance archiver. These
applications and the specific datasources they use were
packaged as per the requirements of the NSLS2 controls
environment and demonstration pluggable nature of the
Phoebus framework. The figure also shows the context
menu population with actions integrating the alarm viewer
with other CS-Studio applications available like probe,
logbook, databrowser, etc. The integrated environment of
CS-Studio applications is preserved on the Phoebus
framework.
Services A set of standalone services, like the alarm
server, archiver, scan engine, performing a well defined
function and with a well defined interface. While
technically similar to a product, services do not contain UI
elements, they are not directly accessed by end users. For
example, an archive engine service is deployed by a system
administrator to continuously collect and store data. End
users can then access this data from a history plot like the
one shown in Fig. 3.
Services can be independently deployed, and permit the
use of any protocol, database, etc. These services allow for
the adoption of a service oriented architecture, moving
business functions into these services allows for thinner
clients while also improving scalability, maintainability,
and reliability of the entire system.

Figure 3: CS-Studio built using Phoebus.

BUILD SYSTEM
The Phoebus project depends on features which are now
part of the java language. This use of standard java features
has resulted in a significant simplification of the project's
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build system in comparison to Eclipse’s tycho build. The
simplification is not just represented in the greatly reduced
and easy to manage project metadata files and
dependencies but also an order of magnitude reduction in
the build time, which is now on the order of minutes. By
moving away from the complexities of the Eclipse tycho
build system we were also able to improve the
predictability and reproducibility of the build. Currently
the dependencies of Phoebus are managed via maven and
the project can be built using either maven or ant. In the
future we intend to move to the Java modules system and
continue to transition towards using standard Java features.
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effort to ensure that this transition is made as seamless as
possible. In order to allow individual sites to control the
transition it is possible for a create composite product
which contains applications built on both the Eclipse RCP
and the Phoebus framework. Fig. 4 represents an example
composite CS-Studio product.
The “org.csstudio.phoebus” plugin allows Phoebus
application can be invoked from menus, toolbars, and OPI
screens built on the Eclipse framework making the
transition transparent to the end user.

TESTING
In addition to unit testing using JUnit, the simplified
Phoebus framework has facilitated the creation of
integration testing. The adoption of JavaFX has enabled the
use of modern easy to use UI testing solutions like TestFX.

CONTINOUS INTEGRATION
Continuous integration is an essential part of any modern
collaborative software development workflow. The
Phoebus project uses Travis as the default CI engine
triggered on any commit, pull request, and merge. In
addition to Travis multiple CI solutions have been adopted
to best suit the needs of different collaborators, these
include Appveyor, Gitlab, and Jenkins. The easy adoption
of multiple CI solutions has been possible due to the simple
and standardized build system of Phoebus.

Figure 4: A composite CS-Studio product containing both
Phoebus and Eclipse based applications.

MOVING FROM ECLIPSE TO PHOEBUS
As CS-Studio applications and tools are moved from the
Eclipse RCP to the Phoebus framework there is a concerted

Figure 5: SNS beam line dashboard after upgrading to Phoebus.
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SUMMARY
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Using the latest feature of java and the JavaFX GUI
library the Phoebus framework provides an effective
alternative for the Eclipse RCP framework for developing
CS-Studio applications and services. The framework uses
standard build systems, generic testing solutions and set of
core services and interfaces reduces the entry barrier for
developers.
By now some deployments were able to completely
transition from the Eclipse-based CS-Studio to the Phoebus
platform, proving that the Phoebus project is
fundamentally successful in meeting its requirements. Fig.
5 shows the SNS version of CS-Studio built on Phoebus.
For end users the best features of the CS-Studio product,
like the integrated environments, are preserved while the
performance and reliability are enhanced with the upgrade
to JavaFX.
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jddd MIGRATION TO OpenJDK11+: BENEFITS AND PITFALLS
E. Sombrowski, K. Rehlich, G. Schlesselmann, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
The Java Doocs Data Display (jddd) is a Java-based tool
for creating and running graphical user interfaces for accelerator control systems. It is the standard graphical user
interface for operating the European XFEL accelerator.
Since Java 8 Oracle introduced a number of major changes
in the Java ecosystem's legal and technical contexts that
significantly impact Java developers and users. The most
impactful changes for our software were the removal of
Java Web Start, Oracles new licensing model and shorter
release cycles. To keep jddd up to date, the source code had
to be refactored and new distribution concepts for the different operating systems had to be developed. In this paper
the benefits and pitfalls of the jddd migration from Oracle
Java8 to OpenJDK11+ will be described.

INTRODUCTION
jddd [1, 2] is a common tool for designing and running
control system windows (also called panels) at DESY
Hamburg and DESY Zeuthen. It has a graphical editor with
a rich set of ready-made widgets for control panel design.
Synoptical displays can easily be created without any programming knowledge. So far, more than 15000 panels have
been designed in Hamburg and Zeuthen.
At DESY Hamburg statistical data about the jddd usage
are collected. The average and maximum number of panels
started per day, users per day and sessions started per day
are displayed in Table 1. In recent years usage has been
steadily increasing.
Table 1: jddd Usage Statistics 2018 at DESY Hamburg

av
max

#started
panels
per day
2982
7221

#started
diff. panels
per day
558
1089

#started
jddd sessions
per day
169
434

JAVA UPGRADE
Since Java 8 Oracle made significant modifications in
the Java ecosystem [3]. To keep jddd up to date, new solutions had to be found for the following changes:

Oracles New Licensing Model
Starting with Java 11 Oracle offers two distinct Java releases with different license models:
• Oracle JDK under commercial OTN License Agreement for Java SE [4]: This release offers a long term
support, but is only free of charge for development
and tests. For commercial use high costs incur.
• Oracle OpenJDK under the open source GNU General
Public License v2 with Classpath Exception

(GPLv2+CPE): This release is free of charge, but does
not offer long term support.
As an alternative to Oracle a zoo of long term support
OpenJDK distributions from different communities and
vendors is available, like AdoptOpenJDK, Corretto by Amazon or Read Hat OpenJDK.
Oracle has been and will stay the reference implementation for Java. We decided to use Oracle OpenJDK, because
the license model fits our needs and environment best.

Dealing with Shorter Release Cycles
Some months ago Oracle introduced a new release cycle
for Java. It changed from a feature-based to a time-based
release cycle. There are now two types of releases:
• Major releases for Oracle JDK and OpenJDK every 6
months, which are only supported until the next release.
• Commercial Oracle JDK Long Term Support (LTS)
releases every 3 years: The most recent LTS release is
Java 11, which came out in September 2018 and will
be supported until 2026. The next will be Java 17 in
September 2021.
The advantage of short release cycles is that new Java
features will be usable much faster.
It also makes migration easier. The changes are smaller
and more incremental, so each upgrade is easier and less of
change.
We started jddd migration from Java 8 to OpenJDK11+
in September 2018 with OpenJDK 11, which turned out to
be quite easy. No major code changes had to be done. Since
OpenJDK11 jddd application are always compiled with the
latest OpenJDK release without any problems.

Replacement of Java Web Start
During the past years Java Web Start and Java Network
Launching Protocol (JNLP) were used for the internal distribution of jddd to the users. To access the application the
users had to install a current Java that contained support for
JNLP. To start jddd, they would click on a JNLP link and
the Java Web Start program would download the JNLP file,
interpret it, download the current version of the application, and run it in a security sandbox.
Java Web Start provided an easy and uncomplicated way
to distribute a completely configured application to everyone’s desktop independent of the operating system. As Java
Web Start is no longer part of Java, a substitution for JNLP
had to be found.
Java 8 is the last version providing a separate Java
Runtime Environment (JRE). Since Java 9 there is only the
Java Development Kit (JDK) available, which is basically
the JRE plus a compiler, a debugger and several other tools.
Instead of a separate JRE Oracle introduced the module
system Jigsaw. The idea of Jigsaw is to modularize the Java
WESH1003
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application and to use jlink for the generation of a custom
JRE that contains only the platform modules required for a
given application.
Packaging the application with this reduced JRE would
be the most lightweight and performant solution for application deployment. Unfortunately jddd depends on many
old non-modularised libraries, which makes it impossible
to use jlink.
For this reason we decided to compile and bundle all
jddd jars together with the complete OpenJDK. Always the
latest OpenJDK version is used to ensure the best possible
safety.
Four different packages are needed at DESY (see screenshots in Fig. 1). One for each:
• The jddd editor
• XFEL MainTaskbar
• FLASH MainTaskbar
• SINBAD MainTaskbar
On Windows these packages are available via a centrally
managed software repository. On Linux packages are provided for Debian, CentOS and RedHat. On Mac the jddd
packages are available as Mac applications.

STARTING OLD JAVA APPLICATIONS
VIA A jddd BUTTON
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failures/exceptions and sending panel update notifications
within running jddd applications at DESY.
With the Java upgrade we decided to switch the messaging system from JMS to the more popular MQTT protocol.
The Eclipse Paho Java Client library [6] provides an opensource implementation of the MQTT messaging protocol.
It is well documented and fits our needs perfectly.
As broker we decided to use the open-source message
broker Eclipse Mosquitto [7] because it is lightweight and
available as Debian package.

UPGRADE OF THE
jddd WEB INTERFACE
For remote monitoring and expert assistance an HTML5
version of jddd has been developed [8]. At server side jddd
is started in a Tomcat application server. A buffered image
of each panel is created with an update rate of 0.5 Hz. For
client/server communication the WebSocket protocol is
used. Images are sent from the server to the client, mouse
events are sent in the opposite direction.
The web interface has been successfully tested with
OpenJDK11+ and Tomcat 9. The upgrade is scheduled for
the end of this year.

CONCLUSION

Figure 1 shows the jddd based control windows for
XFEL, FLASH and SINBAD (called MainTaskbar), which
are used as entry point to start all needed graphical user
interfaces (GUIs). These are mainly jddd panels, but can
also be Matlab, Python or other Java applications.
Because it would be much effort to upgrade all old Java
applications, we found a simple solution to start these GUIs
without any code and JNLP start script modification: We
added jaws, a Java Web Start replacement by Cosylab [5],
to our jddd packages. The jddd application now internally
replaces all javaws calls by jaws. Because the Java Virtual
Machine is backward compatible and can run older
bytecode, most old Java applications (except JavaFX applications) can be started with the current OpenJDK from
the jddd package.
Using jaws is a suitable intermediate solution until the
transition from Java 8 to OpenJDK11+ will be finished for
all applications.

UPGRADE OF THE MESSAGING
SYSTEM - FROM JMS TO MQTT

For the Java update of our jddd software, the following
decisions were made:
• We use Oracle OpenJDK11+.
• We stick to Oracles short release cycles and compile
and distribute jddd always with the current OpenJDK
version.
• We deploy jddd packages including all jars, the complete JDK and the jaws software for starting old Java
applications via jddd.
The migration from Java 8 to OpenJDK11+ was successful. No major problems were observed, no matter on which
operating system. Unfortunately it has not been possible to
switch completely to the new Java module system, due to
many legacy libraries. The plan is to replace these libraries
to be able to use jlink in future.
The concept of jddd packages containing the current
JDK has proven itself. Even though the packaging and deployment procedure is more complicated now compared to
Java Web Start before, the benefit is that jddd no longer
depends on the appropriate preinstalled Java version.

The jddd software utilizes a messaging system for collecting runtime statistics (as shown in table 1), evaluating
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Figure 1: Screenshots of the jddd Editor (top left), XFEL MainTaskbar (top right), FLASH MainTaskbar (bottom left),
SINBAD MainTaskbar (bottom right).
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CS-STUDIO ALARM SYSTEM BASED ON KAFKA*
K.-U. Kasemir, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, USA
Abstract
The CS-Studio alarm system was originally based on a
relational database and the Apache ActiveMQ message service. The former was necessary to store configuration and
state, while the latter communicated state updates and user
actions. In a recent update, the combination of relational
database and ActiveMQ has been replaced by Apache
Kafka. We present how this simplified the implementation
while at the same time improving performance.

OVERVIEW
The Control-System-Studio (CS-Studio) alarm system
was developed to support control room operators [1]. It
monitors a configurable list of process variables (PVs)
from the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS), using either the Channel Access or the newer
PV Access network protocol [2]. Whenever a PV enters an
alarm state, the alarm system remembers the time and
value of the alarm. It lists active alarms on a user interface
and will optionally also verbally annunciate each new
alarm. Operators can inspect the list of active alarms, access guidance on how to handle the alarm and open display
panels that offer more detail for the affected subsystem. After operators acknowledge the alarm and the PV returns
into a normal state, the alarm clears.
The alarm system is fully distributed. You may install
one or more alarm configurations, and one or more operators can concurrently interact with them.

ORIGINAL IMPLEMENTATION:
RDB & JMS
The alarm system needs some way to store its configuration, consisting of the PVs to monitor, their associated
guidance and related display links. In addition, the system
requires a message bus to communicate PV state changes,
annunciation messages and operator actions like acknowledgements.
In the original implementation, a relational database
(RDB) stores the configuration, and Apache ActiveMQ
provides the message bus (JMS). Each alarm configuration
is handled by one alarm server process, typically running
as a Linux service. Operators can start one or more alarm
_____________________
* This manuscript has been authored by UT-Battelle, LLC, under contract
DE-AC05-00OR22725 with the US Department of Energy (DOE). The
US government retains and the publisher, by accepting the article for publication, acknowledges that the US government retains a nonexclusive,
paid-up, irrevocable, worldwide license to publish or reproduce the published form of this manuscript, or allow others to do so, for US government purposes. DOE will provide public access to these results of federally sponsored research in accordance with the DOE Public Access Plan
(http://energy.gov/downloads/doe-public-access-plan).

clients to interact with the alarm system. All servers and
clients can share the same RDB and JMS instance.
This appeared to be a good design choice at the time because an RDB is very well suited for storing information,
while JMS is a high-performance message bus. The implementation of the alarm system toolkit was, however, complicated by the fact that interactions with storage and the
message bus typically overlap.
When an alarm client starts up, it reads the configuration, which can take several seconds. While it is reading
one such snapshot of the configuration, other alarm clients
may concurrently change the configuration. Such changes
are communicated via the message bus. A proper alarm client implementation thus needs to:
1) Subscribe to JMS and buffer received change indications in memory.
2) Read the last saved configuration from the RDB.
3) Apply the buffered changes to update the inmemory configuration to the current state.
4) From then on directly apply received JMS change
indications to the in-memory state.
Similarly, the alarm server implementation needs to:
1) Send alarm state changes via JMS so that running
alarm clients can receive them with minimal delay.
2) Write the most recent state of each alarm to the
RDB, so that new alarm client instances can start
with the most recent alarm state as persisted in the
RDB and don’t need to wait for a state change via
JMS to be up-to-date.
While this was successfully implemented, details of the
software appeared overly complicated. Of the two key support technologies, JMS and the RDB, the latter was a performance bottleneck. Sending all messages through JMS
on the other hand proved to be very efficient and allowed
the addition of logging and analysis tools, for example to
determine which alarm triggers most frequently, without
impacting the running alarm servers and clients [3].

NEW IMPLEMENTATION:
APACHE KAFKA
When porting the alarm system toolkit from the original
Eclipse-based CS-Studio development to a standalone platform [4], we used this opportunity to investigate new technologies for storage and message bus, i.e. the RDB and
JMS functionality.
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Apache Kafka
Apache Kafka is a messaging service similar to JMS.
Multiple clients can connect to the Kafka service and exchange messages. Kafka can be deployed as a single server
or a distributed, load-balancing cluster. Kafka supports
multiple ways of “streaming” messages. For example, it
can store messages and then very efficiently send all stored
messages to each newly connected client. Moreover, it supports “Log Compaction”, which is very helpful for storing
the alarm system configuration and state [5]. By using Log
Compaction, Kafka was able to not only handle the JMS
functionality of communicating changes, but also the RDB
functionality of storing the alarm configuration and state.
The alarm configuration is hierarchical. For example, all
alarms related to the accelerator vacuum can be placed in a
“Vac” section below a top level “Accel” configuration.
Guidance messages and links to related displays apply to
all sub-sections of the hierarchical configuration, which often simplifies the task of configuring the system because,
for example, contact information that applies to all vacuum
alarms can simply be attached to “/Accel/Vac” and there is
no need to manually assign it to each vacuum related PV.
Kafka messages consist of a key and a value. We use the
path to an alarm configuration item as the message key, and
the message value holds the configuration detail. For example, when a user adds two PVs to the alarm configuration, then updates the description of the first PV, and finally
adds some Vacuum guidance, the Kafka message stream
looks like this, ordered by time starting with the oldest
message:
config:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“description”:”Pressure”}
config:/Accel/Vac/POut = {“description”:”Outlet Pres.” }
config:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“description”:”Inlet Pressure”}
config:/Accel/Vac = {“guidance”:”Call 123-456-8910”}
Similarly, when the alarm server detects an alarm on a
PV, then on another PV, an operator acknowledges the first
alarm and finally the alarm on the first PV clears, the alarm
server sends the following state update messages:
state:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“severity”:”MINOR”}
state:/Accel/Vac/POut = {“severity”:”MAJOR” }
state:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“severity”:”MINOR_ACK”}
state:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“severity”:”OK”}
Actual alarm system messages contain additional information, for example time stamps, which are omitted for
clarity.

Kafka Log Compaction
Over time, PVs change their state and users update the
alarm system configuration. Kafka offers several options
for handling the resulting growing stream of Kafka messages.
Kafka can be configured to only distribute messages to
listeners without persisting them. We use this mode for
“command” messages, sent by the user interface when the
operator acknowledges an alarm. The alarm server receives
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the acknowledgment, updates the alarm state, and the command is then no longer needed.
Alternatively, Kafka can be configured to store all received messages. When a client connects to Kafka, it can
receive a replay of all past messages. This is useful to analyze the history of alarms, for example to detect the most
frequent alarm. In an operational setup, however, this is not
practical. The persisted message stream will eventually exhaust the available disk space. More important, an operator
who opens the alarm client is not interested in a time-consuming replay of obsolete messages. He/she needs to know
the current state of the alarm system.
Kafka can automatically delete older messages after a
configurable time, which avoids disk space limitations, but
is not useful for the alarm system configuration and state
messages. For example, a “config” message for the guidance of accelerator vacuum alarms may be 2 years old, but
there was never another “config” message for the item because the same guidance remains applicable. The state of a
specific PV on the other hand may change every second,
generating numerous “state” messages, and all but the very
last one are obsolete. Simply deleting all messages older
than, for example, a day would thus drop valid configuration data yet keep obsolete state messages.
Kafka “Log Compaction” is a retention mode that turns
out to be perfectly suited to storing alarm system config
and state messages. With Log Compaction, Kafka periodically transitions messages from the active segment where
new messages are added to a long-term storage segment.
In the long-term storage segment, all but the last message
for each key are deleted.
To illustrate, assume we generated the previously shown
messages in the following interleaved order, i.e. users
changed the configuration while state updates occurred:
Active Segment:
config:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“description”:”Pressure”}
config:/Accel/Vac/POut = {“description”:”Outlet Pres.” }
state:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“severity”:”MINOR”}
state:/Accel/Vac/POut = {“severity”:”MAJOR” }
state:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“severity”:”MINOR_ACK”}
config:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“description”:”Inlet Pressure”}
config:/Accel/Vac = {“guidance”:”Call 123-456-8910”}
state:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“severity”:”OK”}
Now let’s assume that the first six messages are old
enough to move into the long-term segment:
Long-Term Segment:
config:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“description”:”Pressure”}
config:/Accel/Vac/POut = {“description”:”Outlet Pres.” }
state:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“severity”:”MINOR”}
state:/Accel/Vac/POut = {“severity”:”MAJOR” }
state:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“severity”:”MINOR_ACK”}
config:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“description”:”Inlet Pressure”}
Active Segment:
config:/Accel/Vac = {“guidance”:”Call 123-456-8910”}
state:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“severity”:”OK”}
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Messages in the long-term segment are then compacted
by keeping only the last message for each key. Previous
messages for the same key are removed from the long-term
segment. Applied to the above example messages, the
long-term segment will be left with only the following
messages.
Long-Term Segment:
config:/Accel/Vac/POut = {“description”:”Outlet Pres.” }
state:/Accel/Vac/POut = {“severity”:”MAJOR” }
state:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“severity”:”MINOR_ACK”}
config:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“description”:”Inlet Pressure”}
Active Segment:
config:/Accel/Vac = {“guidance”:”Call 123-456-8910”}
state:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“severity”:”OK”}
Kafka transparently performs this message stream segmentation and Log Compaction without directly exposing
details to clients. When an alarm system tool connects to
Kafka, it simply receives a stream of messages based on
the remaining long-term segment items and the active segment.
config:/Accel/Vac/POut = {“description”:”Outlet Pres.” }
state:/Accel/Vac/POut = {“severity”:”MAJOR” }
state:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“severity”:”MINOR_ACK”}
config:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“description”:”Inlet Pressure”}
config:/Accel/Vac = {“guidance”:”Call 123-456-8910”}
state:/Accel/Vac/PIn = {“severity”:”OK”}
In this example, the stream contains only the relevant
“config” messages. The “state” messages include two updates for the “PIn” PV, we receive both the older “MINOR_ACK” and the final “OK” state.
Log compaction thus guarantees that the order of messages is preserved. For each key, i.e. for each “config:/path/to/item” and each “state:/path/to/item”, we will
always receive the most recent value. Log compaction is
not perfect in the sense that we will only receive the most
recent value. We might receive a few older values before
we reach the most recent one, but this still constitutes a
vastly reduced message count compared to a complete,
non-compacted message history.

KAFKA-BASED ALARM TOOLS
The alarm system tool implementation based on Kafka
is significantly simpler than the previous implementation
for the combination of RDB and JMS. We simply subscribe
to Kafka messages and handle them as they are received.
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There is no need to buffer and then merge information from
the RDB and JMS, i.e. from two different technologies.

Alarm Server
The alarm server typically runs as a Linux service. It
subscribes to Kafka “config” messages, connects to the requested PVs and maintains their alarm state based on the
same logic for latching and annunciating alarms as had
been implemented in the original toolkit [1]. If offers a
console for administrators to check on the alarm configuration and the state of PVs, but its main purpose is to send
alarm “state” messages to clients.

Alarm User Interface
Alarm client tools subscribe to the “config” as well as
“state” messages to obtain the alarm configuration and to
display received alarms. Because of Log Compaction, a
newly started alarm client may receive a small number of
older alarms before it sees the most recent state, but the
tools are capable of handling a high message rate, and the
few additional messages are easily consumed.
The Alarm Table (Fig. 1) is the primary operator interface. It lists all active alarms. For the ideal case of a faultfree machine, it is empty, but as soon as alarms trigger, they
are listed for operators to inspect. Operators can sort alarms
by time, severity, PV name. They acknowledge them to indicate that the issue has been noted and is being handled.
Acknowledged alarms move to the bottom section of the
alarm table, which can be minimized to hide acknowledged
alarms. Once the PV goes out of alarm state, it vanishes
from the table.
The Alarm Tree display (Fig. 2) allows configuring the
system by adding, removing and editing items. It can also
be useful to monitor alarm states because it reflects the hierarchical configuration, indicating if several alarms are all
clustered below one area of the configuration, or if they
indicate a problem that, for example, affects several beam
lines.
Both the Alarm Tree and Alarm Table offer access to
alarm guidance information and related display links, but
the Alarm Table only displays active alarms, while the
Alarm Tree allows viewing and configuring all items, including those that are currently not in alarm.
Optional alarm system components that operators can
start as desired include the Annunciator which performs
audible annunciations of new alarms. The Area Panel displays colored blobs for the top-level elements of the alarm
system configuration which can easily be recognized when
viewed from a distance.

Figure 1: Alarm table.
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messages when loading the configuration, and a later “config” message sent when a user updates the configuration.
To obtain a configuration snapshot, our current implementation reads configuration messages until no more changes
are received for a certain time (4 seconds) and considers
that the current configuration. If another configuration update is received while the tool writes the snapshot file, it
issues a warning, so the user can decide to re-run the snapshot tool.

Upgrading

Figure 2: Alarm tree.

Performance
The purpose of the alarm system is to assist operators,
which limits the practical alarm rate to a level that human
operators can handle [6]. The design of the tools is nevertheless such that it can handle a high number and rate of
alarms.
Tests of the original implementation based on JMS and
an RDB were able to import a configuration with 50000
PVs in about 5 minutes. The original alarm tree needed
about 30 seconds to then load this configuration, and it
could display about 10 alarm updates per second.
The new implementation based on Kafka can import
100000 PVs, i.e. a larger configuration, in only 10 seconds,
which the alarm tree displays in about 10 seconds, then
handling 500 state changes per second. More important
than the vast improvement in importing a configuration is
that fact that the new operator interface remains responsive. In the original implementation, the alarm tree was
static until the complete configuration had been loaded. In
the new implementation, the alarm tree keeps updating,
displaying new items as they are loaded from the configuration. The new implementation does not need to distinguish between loading the configuration from an RDB and
then updating it in response to JMS messages. Everything
is based on handling a stream of Kafka messages, and loading the configuration is technically just an initial burst of
messages that is handled the same way as any received
Kafka message.

Observations
While the alarm system implementation based on Kafka
is generally more performant than the previous RDB &
JMS version, there is one peculiarity. The alarm system
configuration is now a continuous stream of Kafka “config” messages. This works well for the distributed alarm
server and client tools which are designed to handle online
configuration changes, but it complicates the design of a
tool for saving a configuration snapshot. There is technically no difference between the initial burst of “config”

The new Kafka-based alarm system offers the same
functionality as the previous version based on RDB and
JMS, albeit with better performance. The alarm server
logic for handling alarm state transitions is in fact exactly
the same code, passing the same unit tests, thereby guaranteeing identical behaviour. However, the rest of the architecture is different. The new alarm server cannot interact
with the older user interface tools and vice versa. To upgrade, both the CS-Studio user interface and the alarm
server need to be updated at the same time. Both the old
and the new tools allow importing and exporting the alarm
configuration in the same XML file format. In practice it is
therefore easy to export an existing configuration, update
the user interface and alarm server to the current toolset,
and then import the original alarm configuration.

ECOSYSTEM
By sending alarm messages via Kafka, additional tools
can react to these messages. For example, an alarm logger
service can forward messages to a generic message search
and analysis tool like Elastic Search [7], which then allows
alarm system maintainers to monitor, for example, the
number of alarms over time, or to determine which alarm
PVs trigger most frequently. Such information can be invaluable in detecting “noisy” alarms before they impact the
productivity of operators who use the alarm system.

CONCLUSION
While the original alarm system toolkit has served several sites for about a decade, and continues to do so, the
update from using a combination of RDB and JMS to
Kafka allowed us to simplify the implementation and improve its performance headroom. Existing configurations
can be transferred between the two implementations,
providing a smooth upgrade path. The alarm system for the
instrument hall of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Spallation Neutron Source has successfully been using this
new alarm system since January 2019.
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EPICS pva ACCESS CONTROL AT ESS
G. Weiss, ESS, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
At ESS (European Spallation Source), pva (PV Access)
has been selected as the default EPICS protocol. However,
initial releases of EPICS version 7 do not implement any
access control of client requests in pva. In order to control
write operations that may cause harm to the system, access
control is highly desirable. This paper details how the ca
(Channel Access) access security concept is reused and extended for pva access control. It also explains how ESS intends to deploy and manage access control in terms of infrastructure, tools and responsibilities. Limitations of the
access control mechanism are also discussed.

SCOPE
The scope of pva access control is to provide means to
restrict write operations on selected/critical PVs to a predefined group of users, sending requests from a predefined
list of hosts. Access control of read requests is not in scope.

ca ACCESS SECURITY RECAP
Before going into the details of pva access control, it
may be of value to recap the features of the ca access control.
When a ca client sends a read or write request on a PV,
it may optionally send a client and host identity. These
identities are arbitrary strings set by the client. In practice
however, the client identity is set to the user name of the
process running the client software, and the host identity is
set the host name running the client software. This is the
case with the EPICS ca command line clients caget and caput.
On the receiving side, the IOC server may use the client
and host identity to grant or deny access to a PV. The rules
governing the access control are defined in ACFs (Access
Control File) read by the IOC on boot, or when an explicit
ACF reload is requested. If the IOC does not load an ACF
on boot, all requests are allowed from all users and hosts.
Rules defined in the ACF are based on matching identities to the client and host identities sent by the clients. As
an example, consider the following ACF:
UAG(uag) {user1, user2}
HAG(hag) {host1, host2}
ASG(DEFAULT) {
RULE(1, READ)
RULE(1, WRITE) {
UAG(uag)
HAG(hag)
}
}
Here the user access group (UAG) named uag lists client
(user) identities user1 and user2, and the host access group
(HAG) named hag lists hosts host1 and host2. The

DEFAULT rule – which applies if no other rule is defined
– states that all clients and hosts are granted read access,
while write access is granted only for user1 and user2 on
host1 or host2.
By default, all database records in the IOC are associated
with the DEFAULT ASG rule, but individual records may
use the ASG field to point to some other rule in the ACF.
A detailed description of ca access control is found in
reference [1].

pva ACCESS CONTROL
Starting from EPICS version 7.x (TBD), IOCs and PV
Access gateways support access control along the same
lines as ca access control. There are however some important differences to consider:
 Only write requests (e.g. through pvput) are subject to
access control. All read requests are granted to all user
identities on all hosts, irrespective of explicit READ
rules in the ACF.
 UAG rules are more flexible as definitions may list
user groups in addition to user names.
 HAG definitions may list either IP addresses or host
names, or both.
To expand on the previous example ACF example, consider the following content of an ACF:
UAG(uag) {role/group1, role/group2, user1}
HAG(hag) {10.20.30.40, host2}
ASG(DEFAULT) {
RULE(1, WRITE) {
UAG(uag)
HAG(hag)
}
}

User groups are identified using the syntax
role/<group>, where the prefix role/ is fixed.
For the IOC to grant write access using the above ACF,
the user identity provided in the client request must be
member of either group1 or group2, or the user identity
may be user1.
The list of groups of a user identity is determined by the
operating system of the IOC’s host. In many cases such a
list would be a union of local groups and groups managed
by some authentication service like LDAP or Active Directory. The pva access control implementation does not directly query external services for group information, it only
depends on data provided by the host operating system via
a system call.
The above ACF also limits write requests to clients on a
host with IP address 10.20.30.40 and a host named host2.
In contrast to ca access control, HAG rules are based on the
IP address associated with the incoming write request. Host
name lookup is performed when the ACF is parsed. When
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the above HAG rule is applied, a call from a client on host2
must match the IP address retrieved by this lookup.

ACF BACKWARDS COMPATIBILITY
An ACF prepared for ca access control is valid for pva
access control as long as the host name lookup successfully
matches the clients IP address to the host name entries in
the HAG rules.
Conversely, an ACF prepared for pva access control is
valid as long as the ca client specifies the user and host
identities to match UAG and HAG definitions. However, a
user name like role/foobar is of course invalid on most operating systems.

SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS
The ca access control mechanism cannot be regarded as
anything else but a very basic form of access control. A client application may freely set the user and host identity to
any value listed in UAG and HAG definitions in the ACF
and thus acquire access to PVs subject to access control. In
order to send request that is granted access by the IOC, the
user in control of the client need only be familiar with the
contents of the ACF.
In pva access control a client may still spoof the user
identity or specify any user name belonging to a user group
listed in the UAG rules of the ACF. However, since pva
access control uses the IP address associated with the client
request, a client sending a request from an unauthorized
host would need to use IP address spoofing in order to be
approved by a HAG rule.
Using host names in HAG rules for pva acces control
does improve security as the IP address will be matched
against the result of a DNS query.
Given the limited protection offered by pva access control, ESS will use it solely to reduce the risk of PV modifications that ultimately may cause harm to the system or
personnel.

PERFORMANCE
The list of user groups for a user identity is provided by
the operating system via a system call (e.g. getgroups() on
Linux). If the host running the IOC server is configured to
use an external authentication service like Open LDAP or
Active directory (e.g. through the sssd daemon on Linux),
the system call in question incurs additional execution
time, typically a few milliseconds. However, the additional
execution time is not a factor for each client request if the
underlying authentication service is configured to use a
cache.
Further, the hostname lookup performed by the IOC
server when the ACF is parsed will also incur some overhead. This overhead may be non-negligible if the DNS service is unavailable, and it will then prolong the IOC boot
time by timeout period of the host’s DNS query. DNS redundancy on the network is therefore advocated.
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ACF MANAGEMENT AT ESS
Since ACFs are regular files that need be available on the
file system for IOCs at boot time, management and deployment can easily become cumbersome in a complex environment composed of a large number of sub-systems and
IOCs. After all, the ACF contains data from multiple
sources; information from the network environment (HAG
rules) is combined with information from the user authentication services (UAG rules). PV identities must also be
known when composing ACFs restricting access on PV
level.
To start with, ACFs at ESS will be created manually and
deployed in a limited scope. However, the ESS eco system
does provide sources of information that may be used to
facilitate and automate management of ACFs. This requires careful analysis as a ACF management tool would
need to integrate services and tools that are still under development. High-level requirements for an ACF management tool would roughly be:
 Integration with authentication service, which is Open
LDAP at ESS.
 Integration with IOC information services. This is under development at ESS.
 Integration with PV identities service, i.e. Channel
Finder
 ACF syntax check.
 Easy deployment of ACF.
 Control of ACF management permissions.
A possible enhance for pva access control is the ability
to deploy the ACF contents as a PV that may be monitored
by the IOCs that wish use access control. This would of
course facilitate deployment compared to the current implementation where an updated ACF must be copied to the
correct location and then re-read by affected IOCs.

DELEGATION OF ACF MANAGEMENT
As stated above, pva access control will be used at ESS
to restrict write access of a selected set of critical PVs to a
limited number of users. Responsibility to identify such
PVs – and the users that may modify them – will be delegated to the organizational units that possess the required
knowledge. These units will also assume responsibility to
manage ACFs, thus offloading software development and
system administration personnel.
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TOWARD CONTINUOUS DELIVERY OF A NONTRIVIAL DISTRIBUTED
SOFTWARE SYSTEM ∗
S. Wai† , SARAO, Cape Town, South Africa
Abstract
The MeerKAT Control and Monitoring(CAM) solution
is a mature software system that has undergone multiple
phases of construction and expansion. It is a distributed
system with a run-time environment of 15 logical nodes
featuring dozens of interdependent, short-lived processes
that interact with a number of long-running services. This
presents a challenge for the development team to balance
operational goals with the continued discovery and development of useful enhancements for its users (astronomers,
telescope operators). Continuous Delivery is a set of practices designed to always keep software in a releasable state.
It employs the discipline of release engineering to optimise
the process of taking changes from source control to production. In this paper, we review the current path to production
(build, test and release) of CAM, identify shortcomings and
introduce approaches to support further incremental development of the system. By implementing patterns such as
deployment pipelines* and immutable release candidates
we hope to simplify the release process and demonstrate
increased throughput of changes, quality and stability in the
future.

INTRODUCTION
The Control and Monitoring Subsystem (CAM) for the
MeerKAT radio telescope consists of many different software components that work in tandem to allow operation of
the telescope as a single, cohesive instrument[1]. However,
the large amount of moving parts and differentiation presents
a challenge in terms of software engineering complexity1 .
So far, this has been mitigated by leveraging virtualisation
with automated deployments[3], as well as continuous integration and automated testing[4]. This has worked well,
allowing the software team to adopt an incremental development model for extending the system. Enhancements are
developed and released, usually 2-3 months apart2 .

The “Last Mile”
Despite having a high level of automation, the process
of releasing newly developed functionality has not been
problem-free. Misconfiguration, exceptional states and errors still manifest during some deployments. These prompt
∗
†
1

2
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The system design itself has proven to be robust as it is extensible: CAM
has been chosen as the reference architecture for the Square Kilometre
Array’s Telescope Manager[2].
At the time of writing (September 2019), version 23 of CAM system was
deployed to production.

long, arduous fault-finding and troubleshooting efforts for
the System Team3 during releases.
Fortunately, releases are scheduled on “maintenance” days
during which science operations are ceased so that engineering teams can work on the relevant subsystems and on-site
maintenance – such as replacing of physical parts – can take
place. This gives a window of opportunity for deploying
CAM to site, with a full deployment (and verification activities) taking 2-3 hours in the best case scenario, but can take
up the full day if issues are encountered.
This is a common problem in software development: the
presence of bottlenecks, often in the final stages of software
development lifecycle (the “last mile”)4 . Continuous Delivery[5] offers an approach to software delivery that addresses
these problems by focusing on engineering for feedback,
early and frequently. Some informal analysis was undertaken with this in mind to identify some of the root causes
of the problems. They are outlined below:
Gaps in Automated Testing In spite of the sophisticated integration testing in place by the Automated Qualified Framework(AQF)[4], it failed to catch some categories of errors. AQF tests are executed in a static, singlenode environment that is only partially deployed on each
run: a python script, kat-update.py would pull the latest
master branch of all CAM Python packages on the AQF
node. In this scenario, the full deployment procedure is
not exercised, thus some problems relating to configuration
changes outside of code changes to Python packages cannot
be discovered in AQF. Additionally, since it was a longlived static environment it was vulnerable to configuration
drift[6].
Build Provenance A consequence of running AQF on
a scheduled timer instead of being triggered by changes,
is that the provenance of a test result depends on the state
of master at the time it was run and completed. Once an
AQF test execution succeeds, a special branch (stable) is
updated to mirror the state of master, for all relevant CAM
packages on the AQF node. Given that an AQF run can take
up to 3-4 hours, there is risk that the state of master at the
time of completion is not the same as when the tests began5 .
3
4

5

A subset of the Software Team responsible for deployment of the CAM
subsystem and overall health of the datacentre servers running CAM.
It is apparent that continuous integration alone is insufficient, as most of
the problems occur when trying to release already integrated code to the
users.
Fortunately, the team is small enough that this is addressed through clear
communication and coordination of “code freezes” at the appropriate
times.
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Non-repeatable Deployments The deployment of the
system is orchestrated by a collection of Python Fabric
scripts that are responsible for provisioning CAM nodes to a
target group[3]. Provisioning means to enact the following
operations in order:
1. Boot up the VMs on the target environment’s Proxmox
cluster that correspond to the nodes in the configuration
database
2. Sequentially apply some actions, based on the roles
assigned to the node
3. Install the appropriate Python packages from the requirements file (specified as an argument)
A significant problem the team recognised is that not
all packages were pinned to any particular version. The
versioning of CAM’s own Python packages are signified
by release branch rather than pinned to specific versions.
This is problematic, since every deployment has a chance
of pulling different transitive dependencies that may override the initial specification. A suboptimal workaround is
in place that exploits the imperative execution style of the
scripts: by strategically specifying the packages in an order
that works. This was not ideal, however relying on release
branches as the primary versioning strategy did allow the
team to mitigate some of the issues, at the cost of additional complexity (package version can be updated directly
in source control). Automated scripts, even when written
imperatively, are immensely powerful first step to optimising
deployments. However, because many sequences of actions
are not idempotent when executed together, changes are difficult to manage and their effects tricky to predict6 . This
was a source of many problems during deployments, due to
reliance on a large set of brittle scripts that are opaque in
their intended outcome.
Late Integration The katconfig package contains the
configurations for physical and logical devices in the telescope (receptors, subarrays), to be parsed and served by
katconfserver[8]. It has been extended to also hold telescope pointing model data so that operators and astronomers
may update them as needed using GitHub’s Pull Request
model7 . Production changes are kept in a separate branch
(karoo), that is pulled periodically on to site by a scheduled job. The karoo branch was needed in order to prevent
changes during development propagating directly into the
production environment without going through the verification process. Unfortunately there is no automated job in
place to integrate these changes back into master, so it is
currently a manual step that must happen during release
time.
6
7

A rigorous treatment of the problems with imperative actions in configuration management can be found in [7].
The process is followed by development teams for code changes and
works extremely well for change review and auditability.
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SOLUTION APPROACH
To avoid the trap of endless local optimisations, we focused on improving the entire process end-to-end. First, we
sought to develop some conceptual models derived from first
principles. Also, as software evolves, the implementation
details will differ based on context but the principles that
govern them should not vary[5]. These conceptual models
could then be appropriately reified based on judgement of
the developer at the time of implementation.

Change Management
The activity of software development is fundamentally
concerned with introducing change to some system by modifying some of its constituent parts. We don’t know if the
system’s behaviour can be fully deterministic, but we can
say its initial state S0 is determined by some instance of
its configuration C. We adopt Couch & Sun’s definition
of configuration as the “invariant part of a system that is
not modified during normal operation or by normal users
who are not also administrators”[9]. Illustrated in general
functional notation:
S0 = C
In more concrete terms, a system’s configuration could be
composed of operating system, directory structure, system
libraries, language packages, services and so on.
C = f (python packages, OS packages, · · · )
When defined as such, it becomes apparent that a significant task of release engineering[10] is the selection of
appropriate configuration to constrain the system’s initial
state (and subsequently its behaviour) to desired bounds.
What counts as “appropriate” must meet some qualification
criteria through testing or more formal methods.
Releases can be characterised as the the process of replacing a set of configurations with another. The set of changes
(∆C) can be expressed as the composition of normal software development operations of building from source (b),
packaging (p) and deployment (d). Thus a chain of determinism can be established back to the original source code
that produces the change.
b = build(sourcecode, · · · )
∆C = d ◦ p ◦ b

Path to Production
By treating the set of changes as a first class citizen, we
can conceive an appropriate composition of operations for
it to be succesfully included in the changeset. In practice
this is known as the path to production for a change. It is
often modelled as a sequence of stages that the change is
promoted through until it reaches production.
The path to production directly corresponds to the construct of a deployment pipeline[11, 5]: the multi-stage, automated workflow that forms the foundation of Continuous
Delivery and DevOps practices.
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Figure 1: Python packages dependency tree for CAM generated by pipdeptree.
There are implicit dependency relationships between software packages in the CAM system, as illustrated by the
dependency tree8 in Fig. 1. In order to map the path to
production for code contributions to CAM we needed to
understand the full structure of CAM’s dependencies. By
understanding the dependency tree, we can design the continuous integration and deployment pipelines in a way that
allows every change to propagate and be verified incrementally. That is, when a package is successfully built (i.e. its
unit tests pass), other packages downstream to it should immediately also build, using the former’s latest built version.
In this way, we can achieve provenance while also discovering integration failures early.

Release Candidate
A fundamental idea in Continuous Delivery is that every set of changes that is succesfully integrated should be
potentially releasable. In other words, it has passed some
measure of quality that might make it fit for deployment
and ultimately used in the production environment. Humble
& Farley go as far as to state that “every change[. . . ] is a
release candidate”[5] and it is the starting assumption that
the continuous integration system must set out to disprove9 .
For a complex, distributed system such as CAM, a release
candidate is not so easily defined: the notion of a single
artifact that encapsulates the changes to the configuration of
a system did not exist. The configuration of CAM converges
upon deployment to an environment and the procedure was
not determinstic.

Figure 2: Release Candidate server image concept.
8

9

this graph was constructed by a tool called pipdeptree[12] which inspects the requirements specified in each package’s setup.py. Thirdparty packages were deliberately omitted.
Any change that does not meet the quality criteria must have its path to
production curtailed. Deployment pipelines are a natural fit for this.

However by leveraging one of CAM’s original design principles to favour homogenous nodes[8], we can encapsulate
the release candidate concept in a server image (Proxmox
LXC template). So every build would result in a server image that could be deployed to an environment corresponding
to a deterministic snapshot of the entire system’s baseline, or
starting state (Fig. 2). This is an approach employed by Netflix[13] in their build and deployment system for a famously
complex and robust production environment, comprising of
thousands of nodes. A key benefit of this is that it allows
the clear separation of build and run stages, so that we can
gain traceability and provenance of changes. Multiple candidates can be deployed and verified simultaneously and by
baking the packages into the server image, we can introduce
some determinism into the build and deploy process without needing to deepdive into the set of opaque deployment
scripts.

THE CAM DEPLOYMENT PIPELINE
Based on the package dependency tree (Fig. 1), we designed a deployment pipeline(Fig. 3) that is triggered when
the six leaf nodes(katcomp, katobs, katportal, katproxy, katsim, katuilib) are successfully built. To avoid unnecessary
implementation effort, only these six packages are selected.
Their builds are also sufficient to demonstrate that they integrate with packages above them in the dependency tree.
The ci.pin-dependencies job is responsible for producing a canonical, list of requirements with their version
pinned. pip-compile[14] is used to resolve version conflicts between dependencies. The requirements are provided
as input to the ci.build-candidate job, which effectively
provisions a full node and then bakes it into an LXC template
image (autobuild-*.tar.gz). This image is uniquely
named and corresponds with single build that was trigggered by changes. The server image is then deployed into
two environments by the ci.aqf-pipeline meta-job so
that they can be verified for quality and correctness.
The final outcome is that we have encapsulated the concept of a release candidate into a single artifact with a
very clear, deterministic relationship to the resulting system. This greatly simplifies the build, verification and
deployment process for a distributed system. The chosen branching strategy becomes irrelevant, and the jobs
themselves are composable, i.e. ci.build-candidate
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Figure 3: CAM Deployment Pipeline in Jenkins
needs no knowledge about the system except how to
convert any given pinned-requirements.txt into an
autobuild-*.tar.gz.

to change. Introducing infrastructure testing would allow
verification of the resulting server image configuration and
therefore modify the operations that create it.

FURTHER WORK
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There is still a lot more scope for improving the delivery of CAM and the subsystems that support it. We see
opportunities to make AQF tests more reliable and execute
faster. That is, lower the rate of false negative test results
and refactor tests into smarter slices of scenarios.
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Dependency-driven CI
Creating a comprehensive build process that fully resembles the CAM package dependency tree is another area to be
pursued so that all changes trigger the correct builds at the
right levels. Any and all changes should fan-in to producing
a complete system that can be verified. This implies daisychaining each component’s build process in the appropriate
order.

Intra-Release Path to Production
An automated path to production is still required For
changes that need to be applied to the system for which a full
redployment of all the nodes is not feasible – such as critical
fixes and security patches. CAM unfortunately does not
implement a loosely coupled, services-oriented architecture
such that each component can be independently packaged
in a container10 . In lieu of this, strategies could include
leveraging OS and language package managers11 to deliver
changes to running nodes.

Network-independent Image Creation
Lastly, the image baking process can be sped up by refactoring out the need to boot and provision a node. An approach chosen because the deployment scripts are numerous
and untested, so they difficult to verify and therefore difficult
10Sometimes
11apt

broadly referred to as a microservices architecture.
for Ubuntu and pip for Python.
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CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FAST COMPONENTS OF ELECTRON BEAM
WELDING MACHINES
A. V. Gerasev, P. B. Cheblakov, Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, Russia
Abstract
Modern electron beam machines for different applications
including welding, additive technologies and etc. consist
of many different subsystems, which should be controlled
and monitored. They could be divided by so-called fast and
slow subsystems. Slow subsystems allow reaction time to be
around a couple of seconds that can be implemented using
PC. Fast subsystems require time to be around hundreds of
microseconds combined with flexible logic.
We present an implementation of such fast system for mechanical moving platform and electron beam control. The
core of this system is a single board computer Raspberry Pi.
We employed a technique of fast waveform generation using
Raspberry Pi on-chip DMA to manipulate stepper motors.
Raspberry Pi was equipped by external CAN controller to operate an electron beam via CAN DACs. Special software was
developed including libraries for low- and high-level technical process control written in C and Rust; and in-browser
graphical user interface over HTTP and WebSockets. Finally, we assembled our hardware inside standard 19-inch
rack mount chassis and integrated our system inside experimental electron beam machine infrastructure.

in Fig. 1. One of successful experiments on this machine
was 3D-printing with wolfram [1].
The machine contains so-called fast and slow components.
Slow components like power supply and vacuum subsystem
require the reaction time to be about one second and are successfully handled by general-purpose CX [2] control system.
But for some experiments it was necessary to handle specific components like beam parameters control subsystem in
more fast and precise manner. The components that require
such control are called fast components.
Due to the experimental nature of the machine along with
providing required performance and precision the control
system of fast components should be flexible and easy to
develop. We found that Raspberry Pi is the most suitable
platform for such system implementation.

Raspberry Pi

RASPBERRY PI AND ELECTRON BEAM
WELDING MACHINE CONTROL

Figure 2: Raspberry Pi 3.

Figure 1: Small experimental electron beam machine in
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics.
Electron beam technologies become increasingly applicable in different areas. Their principle is based on beam of
electrons hitting the object in vacuum and locally heating
it. This approach is used for precise cutting and welding,
and also for 3D-printing. In our institute research of such
technologies is carrying out and a couple of different electron beam machines have already been constructed. One of
them is experimental small electron beam machine shown

Raspberry Pi is a fully featured single board computer
(shown in Fig. 2. There are several versions of this computer.
We used versions 2 and 3. Version 2 is based on Broadcom
BCM2836 system on chip (SoC) which contains 32-bit quadcore 900 MHz Cortex-A7. Version 3 is based on Broadcom
BCM2837 SoC with 64-bit quad-core 1.2 GHz Cortex-A53.
There is also Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) on the chip VideoCore IV 250 MHz and 400 MHz accordingly. Along
with CPU and GPU SoC also contains different peripherals
devices (almost the same for both chips) including timers,
interrupt, direct memory access (DMA), pulse width modulation (PWM) controllers. These models of Raspberry Pi has
a lot of external interfaces like Ethernet, 4xUSB, General
Purpose Input-Output (GPIO), 4xSPI and 2xUART.
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Control System for Fast Components
There are two fast components required to be controlled
with fast control system:
• 3 digital-to-analog converters (DAC) setting beam current and x- and y-deflection. The frequency of these
DACs is 100 Hz. The communication with them occurs
via CAN bus.
• Mechanical moving plate driven by 3 stepper motors
controlled via low-level step-dir protocol with the frequency up to 2 kHz.
The first component is effectively handled by PICAN2
Duo Iso adapter mounted on top of the Raspberry Pi (shown
in Fig. 3). This adapter is put onto GPIO pins and is controlled by Linux via standard driver that allows user space
access via Socket-CAN interface. The latency of non-realtime Linux on Raspberry Pi is small enough to provide 100
Hz communication via CAN bus.
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• Low-level part receives low-level commands for separate axes, synchronizes them and generates waveforms
for pigpio library. This part is written in C and was
partially rewritten in Rust [6].
• High-level part is a task manager that receives highlevel tasks and translates them to low-level axis commands.
This library provides a C application programming interface (API) to control the moving plate. Also a Python3
binding to this library was implemented. To control moving plate using graphical interface the control server was
developed. Control server is aiohttp web server that communicates with in-browser graphical user interface (GUI) via
HTTP and Websocket protocols.

VARISCITE VAR-SOM-MX7 SYSTEM ON
MODULE

Figure 4: VAR-SOM-MX7 Module.

Figure 3: PiCAN2 Duo Iso adapter mounted on top of Raspberry Pi.
To operate the second component the latency of non-realtime Linux is too high. But we have found a relatively tricky
way of generating such impulses via Raspberry Pi hardware
peripherals - particularly DMA and PWM [3].
DMA on Raspberry Pi is the chain of control blocks where
previous block points to the next. The block does very simple
operation - it copies specified amount of bytes from specified
source address into destination one. All peripherals including GPIO are mapped on the memory so DMA can also
control the hardware. PWM controller is used to provide
precise delay mechanism. Using this technique Raspberry
Pi can generate impulses with the frequency up to 10 kHz
and the timing precision is around 1 us that fully meets our
requirements.
The controls system for these components were implemented in a modular manner. The stepper motor control was
implemented in our librpicnc [4] library that uses pigpio [5]
library for hardware access. Our library consists of low- and
high-level parts.

The fundamental flaw in using Raspberry Pi to control
stepper motors in real-time is that its DMA logic is very
primitive. It can produce only pre-built fixed sequence of
signals in real-time but any branching or feedback handling
require non-real-time Linux to be involved.
We were looking for embedded device which is more flexible but still provides real-time operation. We have found
Variscite VAR-SOM-MX7 system on module (SoM) (shown
in Fig. 4) which is based on NXP/Freescale i.MX7 SoC.
i.MX7 is asymmetric multiprocessor chip - it has both dual
ARM Cortex-A7 1.2 GHz for running general purpose OS
and performing high-level non-real-time tasks and ARM
Cortex-M4 200MHz for low-level real-time tasks. i.MX7
Cortex-A7 cores supports GNU/Linux with Debian and
Yocto Linux distributives supplied by Variscite, and CortexM4 which is usually employed in microcontroller devices
supports FreeRTOS.

EPICS DEVICE SUPPORT ON
EMBEDDED ELECTRONICS
Our work previously been based on electron beam welding
machine control has gradually evolved to VEPP-4 particle
accelerator. We are planning to use Variscite VAR-SOMMX7 as a digital part of power supply controller.
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The main VEPP-4 control system is EPICS so it is required
for the controller to interact with it. Because EPICS could
be built for ARM architecture and i.MX7 is equipped with
relatively high-performance Cortex-A7 cores it is reasonable
to consider the possibility of running EPICS device support
directly on the controller without using any intermediate
gateways between the device and control system.
We have made a simple stress test [7] for EPICS device
support. The setup was the following: a simple device support program [8] was ran on a VAR-SOM-MX7 and multiple
clients were connected to the server via 1 Gbps Ethernet.
The clients physically were ran on a single machine but used
different MAC- and IP-addresses. One client wrote a new
waveform containing 20000 point of DOUBLE type into
process variable (PV) and the server broadcast these data
to other subscribed clients, and this operation was repeated
continuously. The delay between the sending of the waveform and its receiving by the last client was measured along
with Cortex-A7 CPU load.
There were ran two attempts: for 20 and 256 connected
clients. For 20 clients (this number is usual number of clients
connected to such kind of device on VEPP-4) the delay was
equal to about 100 ms and the CPU load was 40-60% (the
full load of dual-core CPU is 200%). For 256 clients the
delay was about 1 second and the load was 80-120%.
So we can make a conclusion that i.MX7 is able to manage
a regular load of power supply device support as well as 10
times higher load.

RUST PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
Rust [6] is a modern programming language. It is declared
to be fast and memory-efficient, because it is compiled to
native code and has no runtime or garbage collector. Rust
is designed to be safe - it guarantees memory- and threadsafety at compile-time. Also Rust is actively developed and
has a wide range of tools. Because of these advantages
Rust is a good candidate to use in physics control systems
development which require stability and performance. Also
because of its resource efficiency it is reasonable to use Rust
in embedded devices and moreover this application is one
of the main efforts of Rust development team [9].
We decided to try Rust in our tasks. At first we successfully applied Rust for low-level interaction with peripherals
on Raspberry Pi.
For now we use Rust in device support development for
EPICS control system. The advantages of using Rust in
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such case is that it simplifies the software development and
reduces time spent for debugging. We have created EPICS
binding for Rust [10] and implemented device support and
driver for Keysight 53220A frequency counter via LXI interface fully in Rust for use on VEPP-4 facility [11]. The
template of device support in Rust [12] was created to make
implementing device support for other devices easier.
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WALTZ – A PLATFROM FOR TANGO CONTROLS WEB APPLICATIONS
I. Khokhriakov†, F. Wilde, Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht, Geesthacht, Germany
O. Merkulova, IK company, Moscow, Russia
Abstract
The idea of creating Tango Controls web platform was
born at Tango Users Meeting in 2013, later a feature request was defined aka v10 roadmap FR6 – to provide a generic web application for browsing and monitoring Tango
Controls devices. The work started in 2017. Name “Waltz”
was selected by voting at 32nd Tango Users Meeting, Prague, Czech Republic in 2018. Waltz is the result of joint
efforts of Tango Community, Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht and IK company.
This paper gives an overview of Waltz as a platform for
Tango Controls web applications, the overall framework
architecture and presents an end result of real-life applications used in HZG. The work shows that having Waltz platform web developer can intuitively and quickly create full
web application for his/her needs. Different architectural
layers provide maintainability. The platform has a number
of abstractions and ready-to-use widgets that can be used
by web developer to quickly produce web based solutions.
Among Waltz features are user context saving, device control and monitoring, plot and drag-n-drop interface solutions. Communication with Tango Controls happens via
Tango REST API using HTTP/2.0 and Server-Sent Events.
Waltz can be also treated as a system for device monitoring
and control from any part of the world.

Waltz’s flexibility is achieved by a layered architecture:
internal event bus (e.g., OpenAjax [5]) and widgets
(e.g., UI components) which can be used as building blocks
for rich functionality.
Waltz offers developers a number of compact APIs:
tango device model API; reusable functional components
(e.g., mixins); UI builder API. These will be covered in
more details later in this section.
Integration with SVG files [6] allows to implement extremely user-friendly widgets.
Subscriptions allow Waltz to use Server-Sent Events
[7-8] to receive notifications about native Tango events
with minimal overhead.
Since v0.7 [9] Waltz fully supports JS6 [10] features. So
developers are able to use cutting edge features of modern
JavaScript to implement required widgets.

Layered Architecture

INTRODUCTION
Waltz is a general purpose Tango Controls web application that provides the interface between the Tango Control
system and the scientific users who define and calibrate
their experiments. It can also be used for live monitoring
of a big scientific installations like ESRF or DESY.
Initially, the idea of Waltz (ex. TangoWebapp) was born
at the 29th Tango Users Meeting, Krakow, Poland in 2015
[1]. It was marked as Feature Request #6 within future
Tango Controls evolution road-map [2-3]. Final project
name “Waltz” was chosen by the community at the 32nd
Tango Users Meeting, Prague, Czech Republic in 2018.
Waltz was designed to be used in two ways – as a platform and as an end-user application. In this article we are
going to describe Waltz as a platform for Tango Controls
web applications and will to list some of the features from
the end-user application to show to possibilities of the platform.

WALTZ AS A DEVELOPMENT
PLATFORM
Waltz considered as a platform that can be used to implement integrated and coherent web based GUIs for Tango
Controls [4].

Figure 1: Waltz architecture layers.
The platform has 3 layers (from bottom to top):
transport; models; UI (Fig. 1). Lower layers don’t know
anything about layer(s) on top and they send events via
OpenAjax hub. Higher layers talk to the lower ones via API
calls.
The Waltz platform is divided into API and UI parts.
Platform UI is implemented following the concept of smart
components – rich components build on top of used in the
platform JS framework components (Webix components)
[11]. Each UI component is completely standalone and can
be used as a building block for more complex widgets or
even dedicated applications. Using UI/non-UI components
developer creates new UI components for specific use
cases. Platform APIs is conceived for building UI, errors
handling, interacting with Tango device model, etc (Fig. 2).
Another perspective of the layered architecture of Waltz
is shown in Fig. 2. Different UI/non-UI components communicate with each other via OpenAjax event bus which is
a part of JavaScriptMVC framework [12]. Non-UI components or API components are responsible for common
functionality of the platform, e.g., storing user context data.

___________________________________________
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components to perform actions. These actions in their turn
may affect state/context. UI components listen to state/context change events via event bus. New states are published
via event bus (Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Result of the user’s interaction with Widget X is
propagated to other widgets via event bus.

Waltz Platform APIs
Waltz comes with a wide range of APIs. Here we present
an overview of the most common APIs and those which
make Waltz being a platform.
Figure 2: The platform offers a number of UI/non-UI APIs.
This figure also shows external dependencies.

Components and Connectors
In this section we will observe how Waltz is
implemented from Components and Connectors view of
software architecture.
There are three main groups of components: UI (e.g.,
widgets), State/Context components and backend related
components (Fig. 3).

UI Builder API. This API is used to develop Waltz
application UI layout, see Fig. 5. Using this API developer
may define which widgets and content will be available in
which panels/ views. To show the simplicity of
development a part of client code of this API is below:
function buildUI(platform_api) {
const ui_builder = platform_api.ui_builder;
ui_builder.add_left_sidebar_item({“header”:
“<span.../> Devices” ...});
ui_builder.add_left_sidebar_item(
TangoWebapp.ui.newDeviceTree
(platform_api.context));
ui_builder.add_mainview_item({“header”:
“<span.../> Dashboard” ...});
… }

Figure 3: Waltz Components and Connectors diagram.
Backend related components communicate with backend
services such as UserContext, Terminal emulator or Tango
REST API server. State/Context components are responsible for holding the current state of the different entities,
such as Tango Attribute info or Tango Command output
etc. UI components are to represent distinct UI elements.
They use direct calls to communicate with State/Context

PlatformContext, UserContext, Mixins etc. Waltz
platform APIs offer a number of convenience and utility
functions. For example, a single entry point to the application’s state – PlatformContext has references to application
data and the UserContext API. UserContext API allows developers to store user specific data from a widget (i.e. settings). Mixin [13] is a way to enrich JS object’s functionality by using common functions. The platform provides a
number of useful mixins such as Stateful (which allows a
widget to persist its state), OpenAjaxListener (which allows widgets to subscribe to the event bus). More details
and functions can be found in the project’s documentation
[14], also in [15].
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Figure 5: Waltz UI layout: 1 – top toolbar; 2 – bottom toolbar; 3 – left side panel; 4 – right side panel; 5 – main view.
Tango Device Model API is an abstraction of the Tango
device model on top of the Tango REST API. It provides a
high level client API familiar to Tango developers. Being a
JavaScript API, it is based on Promise API [16], hence, allowing a convenient modern JavaScript way of programming. Using JavaScript 6 async/await [17] the client code
becomes straightforward and clean. Here is an example of
the Waltz platform Tango Device Model API in action:
const host = await
PlatformContext.rest.fetchHost
(‘localhost:10000’);
const device = await host.fetchDevice(‘sys/tg_test/1’);

Java EE compliant application server. Apache Tomcat 9
server [20] is used as Waltz’s production environment at
DESY as it is very flexible in terms of security configuration and provides other useful features e.g., HTTP/2.0.
Standard components like .war files and Java EE compliant application servers enable implementation on a
standard enterprise infrastructure which scales very well.
For instance, it is possible to deploy several Waltz instances behind a load balancer [21], thus allowing for an
enormous number of simultaneous users. It is also possible
to deploy several instances of Waltz under different names
at the same time or to deploy a Waltz instance from a specific branch for a specific beamline.

const attr = await device.fetchAttr(‘ampli’);
const response = await attr.write(Math.random());
return response.value;

Widget API allows developers to either create new
widgets from scratch or re-use existing ones. Widget API
is based on webix protoUI [18], thus being its extension. A
code example of a widget definition is shown below:
const stateful_attrs_monitor = webix.protoUI
({“name”: ‘stateful_attrs_monitor’...},
TangoWebappPlatform.mixin.Stateful,
attrs_monitor_view);

A widget’s functionality may be enriched using Waltz
platform mixins. PlatformContext API is accessible from
Waltz widgets.

DEPLOYMENT
Waltz is distributed as a standard Java Web Application
Archive - .war file [19]. Therefore it can be deployed at any

REAL LIFE EXAMPLES
Waltz itself is a powerful tool that can be used by endusers to operate Tango Controls based environments. In
this section we will show real life Waltz features based on
the components described in the section above and taken
from release v0.7.3 [9].
Waltz leverages web applications principles making the
whole application user specific. Therefore, users first must
login into Waltz. This also allows secure deployments of
Waltz e.g., at DESY Waltz is integrated with DESY internal
security system.
After log in to the version v0.7.3 of Waltz users can see
an application consisting of 5 parts (Fig. 5).

Toolbars
Toolbars provide some utility widgets: top toolbar –
links to the documentation, scripting console, terminal, settings bar and sign out button; bottom toolbar – application
logs, current Tango REST API request status and “report
an issue” link.
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Side Panels
Side panels are connected with application’s
management. The right side panel shows a user actions log.
The left side panel consists of the following parts:
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Tango attribute/command/pipe view. Main view of
Tango attributes differs depending on the attribute’s type.
For scalars – it is a streaming plot view, for spectrum – plot
and for images – heatmap (Fig. 7).

Tango hosts tree. This widget can show several Tango
Controls hosts at once. It also features a filter for quick
search of required Tango device.
Tango device control panel. It shows attributes,
commands and pipes of a particular Tango device selected
in Tango hosts tree. Three small control widgets provide
attributes read/write/plot functionality; commands
execution and pipes reading. This widget features clever
filter where user can simultaneously search through
attributes, commands and pipes or only one of them, e.g.,
“a:double” in the search field will search for an attribute
that contains “double”.
Information/properties panels. Tango Controls host,
device, attribute, command, pipe information and
properties can be found here. It is possible to change
properties from this widget.

Main View
Main view consists of dynamic tabs. Tabs may be of any
complexity varying from simple iframe [22] to a rich
embedded applications integrated with other frameworks
e.g. React, Angular etc [23]. Some of them are listed in this
section.

Figure 7: a – Tango scalar attribute main view; b – Tango
image attribute main view; c – Tango command main view;
d – Tango pipe main view.
In attribute view users can write and plot any attribute
value and continuously update it. Command view allows
users to execute Tango commands including those which
require an argument. This command view also shows the
history of the command execution. Pipe view displays
Tango pipe value highlighted as JSON.

Dashboard. This widget allows users to create different
profiles. Each profile can be of type “table” or “plot”. A
user configures each profile by drag-n-drop’ing Tango attributes into Dashboard. Its configuration is persistent per
user basis (Fig. 6).

Figure 8: Terminal widget.
Figure 6: Dashboard widget.
Tango device configuration/monitoring. The whole
Tango device can be reconfigured/monitored via this
widget, e.g., you can set properties, define attribute
alarm/warning ranges, set polling, view all attribute values
etc.
Tango hosts manager. Having this widget user can
monitor the state of the remote Tango hosts as well as restart particular remote Tango servers, navigate through
Tango server’s devices etc. Statuses of Tango servers are
updated using native Tango event system exported via
Server-Sent Events [7].

Teminal. It displays remote Linux terminal session. This
widget provides fully functional remote Linux session so
users may ssh to any Linux machine and perform required
operations there. In Fig. 8 user executes htop program.
User settings. Here users can specify Tango REST API
url, add/remove Tango hosts to the Tango hosts tree widget,
define device filters and add new Tango devices to the
Tango host. The device filter in this widget differs from
other filters, e.g., device filter affects devices which will be
actually loaded by Waltz, rather than filter in Tango hosts
tree where widget performs on-fly filtering.
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FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
Waltz is already a production-ready development platform. Nonetheless, many new features and improvements
are already on the raodmap.
We want to make the server-side of the application a rich
application. That will allow integration with other control
systems or even direct hardware communication. From the
client perspective the platform will provide a well-defined
API and communication protocol based on the reactive
manifesto [24].
Also it is planned to improve SVG integration which will
allow to define the visibility for particular layers as well as
provide a real time feedback to users from upstream hardware by, for instance, displaying Tango device attribute
values and updating them in real time either using client
polling and/or the Tango event system.
User roles will be introduced. Users with an expert role
will be able to create views using drag-n-drop visual constructors as well as simple macros.
Scripting capabilities will be extended with visual editor
as well as integration with other scripting platforms e.g.,
Sardana integration [25] is planned.
A dedicated version of views for mobile devices will be
added.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have given an overview of Waltz as a
platform for Tango Controls web/mobile applications development. Namely, we have covered a number of APIs,
deployment and UI widgets that exist in Waltz.
In the previous sections we have looked at Waltz from
different perspectives of what this platform offers to a developer: different views of architecture, APIs, deployment
and how it can be implemented using real life examples.
It is clear that implementing features of enterprise web
applications greatly improves user experience with
SCADA systems. Among these features are: integrated UI;
storing per-user basis data; deploying multiple instances of
the application with specific for each use case widgets;
having multiple views based on user role etc.
As per July 2019 when this paper was written about only
9 man/month efforts within 2 years were invested into
Waltz [26]. We believe that in this limited time Waltz has
become a very powerful and rich platform for development
of custom Tango Controls web/mobile applications with
great potential. Waltz has been in use for beamline commissioning at DESY for several months in which it proved
to be mature and stable enough to replace other Tango Control software.
A number of workshops were organized to spread the
knowledge on how Tango developers may use Waltz platform [15, 27-29] as well as a number of presentations were
made to demonstrate Waltz as a product for end-users
[30-32].
It is planned to evolve Waltz and make it more powerful
in terms of end-user application (visual scripting editors,
SVGs) and in terms of developer’s platform. We foresee
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further developments to integrate other control systems
into Waltz and to implement a direct hardware communication.
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A PyDM USER INTERFACE FOR AN LCLS SIMULATOR
M. Gibbs∗, W. Colocho, J. Shtalenkova, A. Osman, H. Slepicka
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, USA

AUTO-GENERATION OF DISPLAYS
FROM DEVICE LISTS

Abstract
PyDM (Python Display Manager) is a framework for
building control system user interfaces. A user interface
for the LCLS (Linac Coherent Light Source) simulator has
been built in PyDM. The simulator interface gives a realistic
experience of operating many parts of the LCLS accelerator, and can be used for training new accelerator operators
on routine tasks. This interface also provides a good demonstration of the experience of using PyDM in a real-world
environment.

SIMULACRUM: AN LCLS SIMULATOR
Recently at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory,
an LCLS accelerator simulation system called Simulacrum
has been developed. This simulator runs an accelerator
model, and uses the model to populate EPICS PVs that
mimic the real accelerator. The goal of Simulacrum is to
let users take unmodiied accelerator software applications
used to operate LCLS, and run them against a simulator that
could be running on a development server, or even on a
user’s laptop. The reverse is also true: users can develop
new applications or displays against Simulacrum, using the
same code that they would to interact with the real accelerator’s control system.
While Simulacrum was originally developed as an aid in
developing accelerator software, but it has also been identiied as a training tool for operators. It can help new operators gain some intuition of how the electron beam behaves, and let them explore in an environment free of the
time pressure and up-time demands that come with a facility delivering beam to user experiments. Rather than just
reading training documents and procedures, the tools used
to operate the machine can be used in the simulation.

PyDM
PyDM [1] is a framework for building control system
graphical user interfaces (GUIs). PyDM is built with Qt [2]
and the PyQt [3] Python-Qt bindings. It is packaged with
a set of widgets appropriate for interacting with scientiic
and industrial equipment. PyDM is also highly extensible
by users, who can add new widgets, support for new data
sources, and add custom client-side logic to control system
displays. At SLAC, some portions of the GUI used to run
the LCLS accelerator are being replaced with new PyDMbased displays. Simulacrum is being use to test the new
displays while most of the control system is oline during
facility upgrades. The PyDM simulator interface presented
here shares many of the same iles that will be used for the
real LCLS accelerator.
∗

mgibbs@slac.stanford.edu

PyDM displays can use Python code to build themselves
from lists of devices. In this interface, each display queries
an EPICS PVAccess table PV for a list of relevant device
types, and generates user interface elements for every item
in the list. By using this method, the same interface iles
can be used against any accelerator lattice deinition used
by the simulator.
PyDM’s Template Repeater Widget is used frequently in
these displays. This widget takes a user interface ile representing the controls for a single device, along with a list of
devices supplied as a list of Python dictionaries, and renders
the user interface ile once for each item in the list.

DISPLAYS
The top-level interface is organized by area and subsystem, laid out in a grid. For example, a user might select the
column corresponding to ”LI25” (linac sector 25), and the
row corresponding to ”Magnets”. This will take the user to
a listing of all magnets in the simulated sector 25. PyDM’s
browser-like navigation tools let the user page forward and
backward through displays they have visited, or go directly
back to the top-level ”Home” display.
An alarm tree in the simulator collects low-level alarms
into summary alarms. These summary alarms are propagated through the displays, up to the top level, allowing the
user to quickly identify and traverse the displays to ind the
relevant screen to address the alarm.

Magnets
The magnet displays are organized in tabs for each type of
magnet. In each tab is a straightforward list of controls, one
row for each magnet. The controls provide the basic functions one would expect: magnet strength can be changed,
via a line edit widget or slider. Other functions, saving the
magnet ield setpoint, or loading a saved setpoint, are available from a drop-down menu.

Collimators
The collimator displays contain controls to move collimator jaws directly, or set ’center’ and ’gap’ values that move
two jaws together. The collimator displays utilize PyDM’s
”Widget Rules” feature to animate a schematic of the collimators: the on-screen position of two widgets representing
the collimators are bound to the PVs that report the collimator jaw positions.
WESH4002
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RF
The RF displays show information and control for the
klystrons in the simulation. Each klystron has controls for a
phase shifter, controls for the klystron’s high voltage power
supply, and many status readbacks for klystron interlocks.

Tuning
The tuning display shows a plot of simulated x-ray pulse
intensity versus time. Along with the intensity plot are controls for commonly-used magnets for tuning the pulse intensity. The display uses Python code to save ”checkpoints”
from which one can re-load magnet settings.

Beam Position Monitors
The beam position monitor displays plot the electron
beam’s position using a custom widget, described in detail in the next section. Python code is used to fetch the
z-positions of each beam position monitor along the beam
line in the selected area, and set the viewing range of the
beam position plot accordingly.

CUSTOM WIDGETS
The ”Steering” display, and the custom beam position it
utilizes is an example of highly specialized, task-speciic
code that can be embedded in a PyDM display. The Steering widget draws a pan-and-zoomable plot of 176 beam
position monitor values that update in real time. Superimposed on the plot are buttons to increment and decrement dipole corrector magnet strengths to adjust the electron beam’s trajectory. The code for this display was extracted from a stand-alone PyQt electron beam orbit display
application, and can now be embedded and re-used in any
display where a real-time view of the orbit (or a portion of
it) is desired. While in the simulator, the beam’s position
is updated at less than 10 Hz, this widget has been used to
display real orbit data at 60 Hz.

CONCLUSION
A set of PyDM displays were created as a graphical user
interface to Simulacrum, an LCLS accelerator simulator.
The accelerator simulator provides an ideal test-bed for control system screens, and includes a large variety of the widgets and data types that would be used in a real control system. A custom widget for linac beam steering have been

Figure 1: Linac Steering Widget in PyDM. The beam’s
transverse position (in the X or Y axis, depending on the
panel being used) is plotted as a green bar. Below the plot of
beam position measurements, increment/decrement controls
for each corrector magnet are displayed. By clicking and
dragging the plot, the user can pan the view to see different
areas. Zooming in and out is possible by scrolling with
the mouse wheel or trackpad.
added (see Fig. 1), demonstrating some of PyDM’s potential
as a platform for high-level application development. The
interface closely resembles the real LCLS accelerator user
interface, and is a good tool for training purposes. The
simulator interface will also be used for community outreach
activities, to give the public a glimpse at operating a particle
accelerator.
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Abstract
Continuous integration is widespread in software development, but a number of factors have thus far limited its use
in Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) application development. A key requirement of continuous integration is that
build and test stages must be automated. Automation of the
build stage can be difficult for PLC developers, as building
is typically performed with proprietary engineering tools.
This has been solved by developing command line utilities
which use the APIs of these tools. Another issue is that the
program must be deployed to a real target (PLC) in order to
test, something that is typically easier to do in other types
of software development, where virtual environments may
easily be used. This is solved by expanding the command
line utilities to allow fully automated deployment of the PLC
program. Finally, testing the PLC program presents its own
challenges, as it is typically undesirable to alter the program
in order to implement the tests natively in the PLC. This is
avoided by using an industry standard protocol (OPC-UA)
to access PLC variables for testing purposes, allowing tests
to be performed on an unaltered program.

INTRODUCTION
Continuous Integration (CI) attempts to ensure the consistency of a project, by regularly and automatically integrating
work from multiple developers into a single shared main
version. Essentially its goal is to detect breaking changes
as early as possible, by automatically running a set of tests
when code changes are made. This process is commonly
split into three automated stages, namely project build, deploy and test. Tests should be carefully designed, making
sure the correctness of a software application is kept as new
features are added.
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) are the most
common means of implementing industrial control systems.
Such control system applications are often large and complex, and their specifications and requirements may change
during their development or operation. For these reasons,
it would be desirable to employ CI tools when developing
these applications. However, automating the building, deployment and testing of PLC applications is a non-trivial
endeavour. The main reasons for this include:
• Program compilation and deployment is typically done
in proprietary engineering tools, which often do not
support easy automation of these tasks;
• Having to resort to a physical PLC as a test target, as
accurate and feature-complete simulators are not always
available;
∗
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• The need to significantly modify the target test project,
as normally it is required to add auxiliary interfaces to
allow testing.

Previous attempts to implement a PLC testing environment have resorted to using the Supervisory Control And
Data Acquisition (SCADA) stack to exchange data with
PLCs. However, this approach is not without its problems.
Firstly, many internal variables often cannot be accessed via
the SCADA interface, making it difficult to interact with the
PLC program. Furthermore, relying on SCADA for testing
the PLC program introduces a dependency on the communication protocol between them.
Rather than using a real PLC one could turn to simulation software, which can even provide additional desirable
features. For instance, SIMATIC PLCSim Advanced is a
simulator for Siemens S7-1500 PLCs which supports finegrained cycle by cycle execution and breakpoints. However,
each simulator and its set of engineering tools is specific to
a model or set of PLC models and thus require considerable
effort to integrate into a testing suite directly.
Other methods seek to translate the native PLC code to
widespread languages such as Java or C [1] which run on x86
architectures and have support for step-by-step debugging.
We propose a novel workflow that allows us to write tests
for generic PLC-based systems which removes the dependence on a SCADA stack and requires minimal changes to
the program under test. The tests description should be readable yet powerful and able to describe high-level behaviour
concisely. To achieve this we implement a Python framework and a proof of concept test suite. The communications
interface employs OPC Unified Architecture (OPC-UA) [2],
which provides read and write access to any symbol-mapped
variable in the PLC memory during runtime. OPC-UA is
an open communication protocol for industrial automation
which supports multi-platform communication stacks. The
automation of the build and deployment phases of the CI
pipeline for the PLC are carried out by developing tools
which leverage the Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) of the engineering tools provided by PLC manufacturers.
As long as a test PLC can communicate with an OPC-UA
server, we can interact with it via a client running on virtually
any platform, written in whichever programming language
fits the software stack employed by the testing framework.
What is more, we conceive that by providing a single test
description that uses such an OPC-UA client, we can run
tests on any PLC – provided smaller structural differences in
the interface exposed by OPC-UA are taken in consideration.
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UNICOS

Test PLC Pool

At CERN, the UNified Industrial COntrol System
(UNICOS) [3] framework has been developed in order to facilitate the implementation of industrial control applications
which span mainly the control and supervision layers. It
provides developers with a hierarchy of process automation
objects, ranging from low-level I/O, to physical devices, to
high-level control abstractions. UNICOS aims to abstract
away from the underlying implementation required for a
specific PLC model, and automate the creation of both PLC
projects as well as SCADA monitoring interfaces from a
given control system specification. Our work tries to extend this approach to automatic testing of the generated
PLC projects at the level of the process objects defined in
UNICOS, and incorporate it in a continuous integration
pipeline.
UNICOS is composed of several components employed
in different accelerator systems. We direct our attention to
UNICOS Continuous Process Control (UCPC) [4], which
provides a methodology for creating a specification file, in
which the UNICOS objects are defined. From this file, we
can automatically produce the instance and logic code for
the PLC, as well as compile the resulting program. The
main advantage of employing automation tools from UCPC
include faster development, configuration and commissioning. In addition, using a common set of abstract process
automation objects provides consistency of operation across
applications.
There are two main motivating factors for developing a
CI system for UNICOS-based control systems. Firstly, since
the engineering of applications is performed using UNICOS
objects, it is also natural that tests should be written at the
level of these objects. Secondly, the UNICOS framework
itself is written and maintained by CERN, so a CI pipeline
which ensures that framework changes do not alter the behaviour of the objects or applications is crucial. Even though
this work focuses on UCPC, the testing methodology based
on OPC-UA is generic, and can easily be generalised to
non-UNICOS PLC applications.

PLC TESTING
OPC-UA provides access to variables in the PLC memory, during program execution. Essentially, a client is shown
a tree representation with the variables of a PLC program
and their respective symbolic names. The structure of this
tree varies slightly across different PLC types (e.g. Siemens
S7-300/400/1500 or Schneider). Some of these changes are
due to OPC-UA server to which they connect, others are
due to implementation details of the UNICOS framework.
For instance, inputs and outputs are split in an additional
hierarchic level per each UNICOS object in S7-1500, comparing to S7-300/400. However, these differences can easily
be accounted for, and we can thus envision a unique test for
a given UNICOS application specification, independent of
the underlying PLC type or low-level implementation. An
additional advantage of using the OPC-UA interface is that it
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Figure 1: Testing architecture, with external (S7-300/400)
and onboard (S7-1500) OPC-UA servers.

allows us to interact with PLC variables with minimal intrusion in the program (typically the only modification required
is to disable the periphery addressing, to allow the input variables to be written by OPC-UA without being overwritten
by the PLC scan).
In order to fulfil these requirements we created a Python
package which we named py-plc-test. Python was chosen due to its readability and flexibility, which translates in
ease of creation and improved maintainability of tests. This
novel framework is intended to be used as a dependency and
does not itself implement any test-related classes or business logic. It abstracts from the structural differences in
the OPC-UA tree exposed by different servers, by having a
predefined mapping for each of the supported server types.
We use the OPC-UA client API from open source LGPL
Pure Python OPC-UA1 package. Note that OPC-UA is asynchronous w.r.t the PLC cycle time, i.e no effort is made to
synchronise reading from and writing to communication
buffers at a particular part of the CPU cycle. However, the
Python client ensures each operation has been communicated with the server. So far we have demonstrated our
method using Siemens S7-1500 PLCs, which have an onboard OPC-UA server, and S7-300 which can connect to a
SIMATIC NET OPC-UA server in a separate workstation,
via Ethernet.
Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the testing
architecture. PLCs are physically located in a test laboratory,
whereas the test runners and external OPC-UA servers are
run in openstack2 virtual machines.

UNICOS Abstraction Layer
By incorporating domain-specific features in our testing
framework we can write simpler, concise and overall more
readable and maintainable tests. Rather than accessing memory values by symbol names, we provide a higher layer of
abstraction, at the UNICOS object level. Essentially, we
allow users to refer to high-level objects, each type corresponding to its own Python class. Therefore, we can map a
1
2

python-opcua GitHub repository as of October 9, 2019
openstack webpage, as of October 9, 2019
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Table 1: High-level Command for UNICOS Field Object with Operational Modes
High-level
valve.set_mode("manual")

Internal implementation
valve.set_attribute("AuIhMMo", False)
valve.reset_register("ManReg01")
valve.set_attribute("ManReg01.MMoR")

set of OPC-UA nodes to a Python class, and provide methods to perform more complex operations. Table 1 shows
a simple example of a high-level command for a UNICOS
field object (e.g. valve) with operational modes.
This UNICOS layer was built with the fail-fast principle
in mind. As soon as an inconsistency is detected a specific
error should be presented to the user so that the underlying
problem can be quickly detected and resolved. For instance,
it is trivial to detect a change that accidentally breaks a particular field in an object, by renaming it or changing its data
type. We wrote unit tests for the framework itself, to ensure
it is consistent with the latest specification of UNICOS.

CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION PIPELINE
We propose a new method for continuous integration
of PLC projects, resorting to GitLab CI pipelines. Our
pipelines consist of three stages, namely:
1. Logic and instance generation;
2. PLC project generation;
3. Deploy and test.
The stages are executed sequentially, but not necessarily performed by the same worker, as long as the required
artefacts from previous stages are passed down the pipeline.
Presently, we assume that each worker machine is connected
to a single test PLC. This assumption allows us to leverage
the default job scheduling of GitLab runners. Concretely,
we wish to avoid situations where a test suite is running for a
given PLC, and another runner is somehow able to download
a new program onto it, thus breaking the tests.

Logic and Instance Generation

Low-level value changes
VALVE.AuIhMMo = False
VALVE.ManReg01 = b0000 0000
VALVE.ManReg01 = b0000 0010

into the resulting PLC program must generally be done using the respective proprietary engineering tools.
We also use Maven to generate the files required for
importing the objects’ information to the SCADA project.
Specifically, the SCADA system we employ is WinCC OA4 .

PLC Project Generation and Deployment
In our work, we focused on supporting Siemens S7300/400 and S7-1500 series PLCs, as they are widely used
in CERN’s control systems, and both currently provide a
reliable solution for OPC-UA communication. The engineering tools for S7-300/400 and S7-1500 PLCs are respectively
SIMATIC STEP 7 and TIA (Totally Integrated Automation)
Portal.
SIMATIC STEP 7 STEP 7 provides Visual Basic and
C# APIs which can be used to create and edit projects. We
build on previous efforts to automate STEP 7 project building [5] and add features that allow us to compile and download programs to their respective stations. Both the test
PLC and the machine running the SIMATIC NET OPC-UA
server it connects to are stations. This machine is not required to coincide with the one that handles the compilation
steps.
TIA Portal The process of building a TIA Portal project
through UAB uses mostly TIA Openness Scripter, as an alternative to the C# TIA Openness API. This choice was
mostly propelled by the development cycle of TIA Portal,
which resulted in frequent and numerous API changes. However, at the time of writing it was not possible to download
a program to a PLC using the scripter. As a result, a small
custom tool command-line tool was written which uses the
C# API to enable downloading to a PLC.

The project generation is handled by UNICOS Application Builder (UAB) [4]. This tool is responsible for creating
the code for the PLC program, by using the information of
the UNICOS objects and the process knowledge, stated in
the project specification file. UAB can easily be configured
to automatically perform build tasks through Maven3 . These
include the instance, logic and project generator plugins for
each of the supported PLC types. The instance and logic
generator plugins automatically produce a set of PLC source
files (structured text), describing the UCPC object instances,
the symbol table with respective address mapping and the
application-specific control logic.
Whereas the creation of PLC source files can be performed solely by UAB, the compilation of these sources

Once the PLC project has been compiled it is then automatically deployed to an available testing target. We merge
the deploy and test jobs in order to ensure the test suite is
configured to target the correct test PLC. The network connections can be configured at the build stage and its details
passed down the pipeline as artefacts. Alternatively, the
configuration can be performed immediately prior to deploying to the test PLC, by resorting to the engineering tools’
respective in-house command-line utilities.
Our current solution pre-configures the network interfaces
in a base project, of which there is one per runner machine.
The base project contains a PLC with a specific network

3

4

Apache Maven, as of October 9, 2019

Deploy and Test

WinCC OA webpage, as of October 9, 2019
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configuration to which we import the sources generated
by UAB. In the case of STEP 7 projects, the SIMATIC
NET OPC-UA server and its connection to the PLC is also
configured in this base project.
We propose that tests are written in an imperative fashion,
setting input values or trigger high-level commands, wait
for the changes to propagate and then evaluating a set of
outputs. Our framework is built to support this methodology.
Even though OPC-UA supports asynchronous programming
paradigms, we have yet to develop tests involving subscriptions to value changes.
Single Test Description We suggest a simple paradigm
for developing test suites which can easily be extended to
support different PLC types, without having to rewrite test
business logic. Each set of tests has a corresponding test
case class. Each concrete test case inherits from a generic
test base class. We write the body of the test assuming a
generic PLC object, and use it to obtain UNICOS objects by
their name. One can then operate on these instances, and the
changes are communicated to the real PLC via OPC-UA.
We create a class per each of the PLC types supported in
our framework, which overload the default test case setUp
and tearDown methods. By exploiting multiple inheritance
in Python we can then associate a concrete test case with each
of the supported PLC types, thus avoiding code duplication.
These subclasses have access to the core logic, inherited from
the concrete test, and the required methods to communicate
with the desired PLC from the helper class.
Figure 2 shows the respective class diagram.
Test

TestTIA

TestS7
ConcreteTest

ConcreteTestTIA

ConcreteTestS7

Figure 2: Class diagram for suggested test suite architecture.

UNICOS FIELD OBJECTS TEST
We applied our new method and software tools to a set of
existing tests, meant to verify the correct behaviour of socalled UNICOS field objects. These include devices for representing process equipment driven by a digital and/or analogue signals such as pneumatic valves and control heaters.
The existing tests required multiple instances for each of
the framework objects with different configurations [6] so
as to mimic the behaviour of devices corresponding to real
instruments, namely valves, motors and pumps. This limitation was due to the impossibility of changing an object’s
configuration at runtime through the SCADA. Additionally,
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the tests needed many additional devices to be created in
order to excite the inputs and evaluate the outputs of the
objects under test. Contrastingly, our approach allows us to
test each object in isolation.
The tests were initially defined in a spreadsheet, which
specified the sequence of steps (i.e. input changes) and the
respective set of expected outputs per object. A code generator would extract the test description from the spreadsheet
and automatically produce the test scripts, which operate on
the SCADA stack.
Due to the auto-generated nature of the resulting test
code, the output is compact but unintuitive. The original
spreadsheet specification is not descriptive of each of the
behaviours we intend to test, as it specifies long sequences of
steps which are expected to produce different results depending on the possible object configurations. As a result, the
purpose of the test, i.e. the expected behaviour of an object
in a given situation is not evident and lost in the test description. This essentially makes the tests hard to understand,
and even harder to update and maintain over time.
OPC-UA gives us direct access to every object input and
output, as well as the configurable parameters, allowing us
to reconfigure a single instance per object type according to
each specific test. Because of this, our approach is able to
greatly reduce the total number of required UNICOS object
instances in the project.
We implemented these tests in Python, resorting to our
novel framework. We follow the methodology provided in
the previous section. It allows us to create a single test description and produce test classes that support both Step 7
and TIA Portal projects, requiring no modification to the
concrete test logic. Perhaps the major improvement over
the previous description is that it is self-contained, contrasting with the previous implementation; to fully understand
a test one would have to first be familiar with the project
specification file, as it describes the configuration of each
test object instance, then the testing routines themselves and
finally parse the matrix of expected values, for each step of
the routines, specified in yet another spreadsheet. Listing 1
features part of a test for a specific UNICOS object type.
We then integrated these tests in an end-to-end pipeline,
for both STEP 7 and TIA Portal, from UCPC project specification file to unit test results. Essentially, we automatically
trigger the generation of the PLC project, deploy it to target
S7-300 and S7-1500 PLCs and run the Python test suite.

Assumptions and Limitations
Presently, we assume that each runner machine has its
dedicated PLC to prevent destructive operations. This allowed us to leverage the out-of-the-box scheduling features
of GitLab CI instead of writing our own scheduler. However,
this may pose an obstacle to scalability in the future.
Furthermore, we had to patch the logic generator template
libraries of UAB due to implementation details. Essentially,
the UNICOS objects are never supposed to be completely
detached from I/O objects, and if no connection is defined in
the specification file, the default behaviour is to hard code a
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def test_orders_fs_off(self):
"""ORDERS - AnaDO with FailSafe Off"""
anado = self.plc.get_anado(TARGET_ANADO)
anado.configure(fs_pos_on=False, ...)
self.set_mode_assert(anado, "manual")
anado.set_status(False)
anado.set_input_request(0.0)
sleep(OUTPUT_DELAY)
self.assertEqual(False,
anado.get_attribute("OutOnOV"))
self.assertEqual(0.0,
anado.get_attribute("OutOV"))
...
Listing 1: Example test for AnaDO object from refactored
UNICOS field objects tests.
constant value that is assigned at each cycle. This renders our
attempts to change these variables via OPC-UA pointless, as
the value is immediately overwritten by its default value. We
were therefore required to work with our slightly modified
version of UAB.

CONCLUSION
In this work, we present an alternative approach to PLC
testing which relies on OPC-UA, thus removing the need for
the SCADA stack. Concretely, we develop a novel framework which we use in a refactored version of existing tests
for UNICOS objects. These tests were specified in a rigid
fashion, which made them harder to modify and maintain.
Moreover, they required adding many helper devices which
greatly increased the complexity of the testing project. Our
solution allows us to write a simple but powerful test description at a high-level abstraction layer, decoupling the
implementation from the type of PLC under test.
Our contributions can be summarised as follows
1. A Python package which allows us to communicate
with a real PLC via OPC-UA and benefit from a
UNICOS abstraction layer, i.e. aggregate a set of scattered OPC-UA nodes and treat them as a high-level
UNICOS object;
2. A unified description of tests for UNICOS field objects, which supports both STEP 7 and TIA Portal PLC
projects;
3. GitLab CI pipelines to automatically build and test the
PLC project for both STEP 7 and TIA Portal projects.
These required creating utilities that use the proprietary
tools’ API, mostly for deploying the programs to the
testing PLCs.

Future Work
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in our implementation. Firstly, we should experiment with
non-UNICOS projects, and improve our tool by including
high-level features for generic PLC projects.
We have assumed our tests can be made of simple set,
wait and assert routines. In the future we might benefit from
implementing support for asynchronous communication, allowing for subscriptions to OPC-UA node value changes.
This could eliminate the need for explicit waiting periods in
our tests.
Regarding the pipeline, we may be able to perform the
network configuration of a project in the last stage, right before deployment. This would increase the process’ flexibility
by reducing our dependency on manually-configured base
projects. Additionally, we could optimise resource management, by writing our custom scheduler for coordinating the
deployment and test stage. For instance, we could move
the testing to a Linux machine with a Python installation,
freeing a worker machine to build PLC projects.
Concerning CERN-specific use-cases, we highlight the
possibility to test other components of UCPC by designing
a set of test projects, such as the one implemented in this
work. For instance, updates to the UCPC resource package
could trigger a pipeline to run on each of the test project
repositories, and be conditioned on whether they are successful or not. We have built a prototype for this use-case,
by mimicking multi-project pipelines through the usage of
GitLab remote pipeline triggers.
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We predict a vast number of possible use-cases for this
testing methodology and recognise room for improvement
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AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF PLC PROJECTS USING
STANDARDIZED COMPONENTS AND DATA MODELS
S. T. Huynh†, H. Ali, B. Baranasic, N. Coppola, T. Freyermuth, P. Gessler, N. Jardón Bueno,
M. Stupar, J. Tolkiehn, J. Zach, European X-Ray Free-Electron Laser, Schenefeld, Germany
Abstract
In an environment of rapidly expanding and changing
control systems, a solution geared towards the automation
of application dependent Programmable Logic Controller
(PLC) projects becomes an increasing need at the European X-Ray Free Electron Laser (EuXFEL). Through the
standardization of components in the PLC Framework, it
becomes feasible to develop tools in order to automate the
generation of over 100 Beckhoff PLC Projects. The focus
will be on the PLC Management System (PLCMS) tool developed to achieve this. Provided with an electrical diagram markup (EPLAN XML export), the PLCMS queries
the database model populated from the PLC Framework. It
captures integration parameters and compatible EtherCAT
fieldbus hardware. Additionally, inter-device communication and interlocking processes are integrated into the PLC
from a defined user template by the PLCMS. The solution
provides a flexible and scalable means for automatic and
expedited deployment for the PLC control systems. The
PLCMS can be further enhanced by interfacing into the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system
for complete asset management of both PLC software and
connected hard-ware across the facility.

INTRODUCTION
The European X-Ray Free-Electron Laser (EuXFEL) is
a research facility that aspires to provide high brilliance Xray beam for user experiments at six end stations with diverse experimental capabilities [1]. The facility is currently
home to over a few thousand devices within the multiple
photon beamlines, which are to be controlled remotely
through the use of Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC).
As such, the PLC team was formed to bring about the
design, implementation, deployment and commissioning
of over a hundred PLCs with the various hardware components installed and/or proposed. Additionally, the PLCs are
to be interfaced with the proprietary Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system; Karabo [2], to
provide a user interface for control.
In order to meet the demands relating to the rapid deployment of multiple PLC projects, it became apparent that
an automated solution was required to compile and build
the various PLC Projects. As such, the PLC Management
System (PLCMS) tool was developed. Currently, the
PLCMS performs several functions, all aimed to assist and
expedite the existing manual processes related to PLC de-

___________________________________________
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ployment. These can be largely divided into two categories: the PLC Framework and the PLC Projects, both of
which are explored in more detail throughout the paper.
Firstly, the rationale behind the PLCMS will be introduced, followed by the functionality of the PLCMS, and
how some of the shortcomings within the existing PLC
generation process are addressed and resolved. Lastly,
some of the ongoing developments to further enhance the
PLCMS and its capabilities are explored.

THE PROBLEM
Since the inception of EuXFEL, there has been a rapid
campaign to bring the facility online. In order to provide a
facility where scientists can come to conduct research
where the only heavy lifting comes down to a mouse click,
many PLCs were required to be commissioned and deployed within a short period of time.
The PLC projects are designed around the infrastructure,
whereby hardware components which belong to a similar
sub-system, are grouped together and allocated a PLC.
Each project is subsequently composed of standardised
“soft” components called softdevices which are essentially
a software representation of the hardware component
within the PLC. As the PLC Projects often contain over a
hundred instances of softdevices, with various initialisation and configuration parameters, this process would become tedious, time-consuming and error prone.
Utilising a library of the aforementioned softdevices
would thereby enable device instantiation rather than continuous creation, and also provide a means for consistency.
To be useful however, the library needs to maintain a standardised structure or template across all the softdevices. As
the library evolves however, keeping track of changes
within each softdevice across multiple versions, deployed
across an array of PLCs becomes increasingly challenging.
Adjustments to interlock parameters, initialisation values,
configuration parameters, or hardware reconfiguration of
softdevices; all changes that are applied on the PLC project
layer, add to the complexity of maintaining these PLC projects by hand. It would be a fallacy to continue without another means for the design, development and generation of
PLC projects that would achieve the results within a more
effective and efficient manner.

THE PLCMS
The PLCMS has been developed using Python 3 in addition to Object-Relational Mapping (ORM) to interface
with an SQL database backend. The PLCMS performs
multiple functions, aimed to expedite the PLC framework
and project generation processes in order to cope with the
number of ongoing changes and vast quantity of PLCs used
throughout the facility. Additionally, it provides the ability
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to analyse and capture a snapshot of the framework library
across the different versions as they are developed. The
ability to perform integrity checks through data mapping is
taken advantage of by the Continuous Integration, Delivery
and Deployment (CI/CD) functionality offered by GitLab
[3].
The development and generation processes are illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 respectively.

Figure 1: PLCMS Development Process.
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(I/O). This accommodates flexibility in the physical implementation of the hardware. While the implementation of
each softdevice can vary wildly; from procedural to finite
state machines, the framework enforces a structural template. This is broken down into major aspects: global properties and softdevice specific templates. Combined, they
aid both automation and data integrity of the subsequently
compiled framework library leading into the PLC project
itself.
Global Properties Facets of the framework library
which are shared across all softdevices are incorporated
into the global structure. This ensures that all softdevices
developed will reference the same set of data structures,
types or data sets. This includes:
• Access rights
• Units – prefixes and suffixes
• Error codes
• States
• Data types
• EtherCAT fieldbus terminals.
Softdevice Structure As the softdevices provide the
interface to the SCADA system for remote control, they too
adhere to a defined template. This ensures that they take on
the same form and are compiled with the same structure.
This includes:
• Softdevice functional commands
• Softdevice attributes
• Instantiation parameters as required
• Error code mapping
• Available set of hardware signals
• Compatible EtherCAT terminals for each defined I/O
signal
• Device inheritances

Database Models

Figure 2: PLCMS Generation Process.

PLC Framework
The framework is developed in Beckhoff’s TwinCAT 3
as a separate PLC project, and contains several classes or
Program Organization Units (POUs) which represent the
softdevices. The framework is compiled into a library file
which is then used within all the PLC projects. Composed
using Structured Text1, the framework library is designed
in such a way that the functionality of the softdevice is abstracted from the linking of hardware Inputs and Outputs
____________________________________________

1 Structured Text is the preferred IEC61131-3 language used at EuXFEL.

The PLCMS database comprises a SQL database
backend, designed around the relational data model introduced by Ted Codd [4]. PostgreSQL was selected for being
closer to the ANSI SQL standard compared to other open
source databases [5]. Nonetheless, any transactional SQL
database is both adequate and easily adaptable due to the
use of ORM.
The database has been designed around the format of the
framework library. After a new version is released, the
PLCMS takes a reference to the TwinCAT framework project, parses the PLC code from the associated library into
manageable relational datasets, and inserts the information
into the PLCMS database. As such, the database is essentially a data capture of the framework library.
In utilising a relational data model, it is possible to ensure data integrity and structural integrity of the softdevice
interfaces through data mapping. It also provides digestible
bite sized relationships between all the aspects that make
up a softdevice.
Through consistent naming conventions, it becomes
clear which properties or components of a softdevice reference a global structure, data set or property.
THAPP01
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To aid the ongoing development of the framework library, the PLCMS database is made up of two schemas,
one for production and another for development and testing.
Having all of this information stored within a database
opens up the possibility to perform comprehensive data
analysis on the framework library. This includes the automatic generation of change logs between release versions,
generation of structural documentation, the ability to query
aspects of the data model to determine inconsistencies or
extract an array of data with a simple SQL query.
A simplified diagram of the PLCMS database can be
seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Simplified PLCMS database.
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3. The regression test system is made up of two PLCs:
One behaving as a standalone test PLC project utilising the framework library, and a mirror copy, acting
as a hardware simulator for feedback.
4. Tests are run on all the softdevices to check access
rights and that the defined attributes match up to the
expected responses
5. Integration test are run on specific softdevices to ensure functionality and softdevice behaviour is consistent with the design requirements.
Independent of the regression testing within the pipeline,
it is also possible to develop tests outside of this for individualised use during the developmental stages of a softdevice.
Upon the success of the regression tests, the pipeline between the pre-release and release comes into play.
Here the framework library:
• Is added to the PLCMS production database
• Documentation within the PLC framework library project is extracted and used to generate the documentation for the framework library version
• Generated documentation is deployed onto an internal
ReadtheDocs [6].
• Is compiled as a TwinCAT “.library” file
• Is exported onto a server which is accessible to all the
PLC Projects used at the multiple beamlines and endstations.
• Release notes are generated for the deployed library
version
While further automation is certainly possible, the current implementation is nonetheless a convenient way to go
from a TwinCAT project which contains the framework, to
a compiled library file, ready for integration into other PLC
projects.

Continuous Integration, Delivery and Deployment

Translating Wiring Diagrams

In having a framework library that is constantly evolving, it is necessary to maintain some level of version control. To address these needs, GitLab is used, along with the
entire GitLab toolset.
As the framework is developed in Structured Text,
GitLab is able to treat the TwinCAT files as standard source
code. From here, with an appropriate “.yml” file, pipelines
are set up and configured. The pipelines are built to act between the development branch and pre-release and from
pre-release to release.
When a new version of the PLC framework project is
ready for release, the pipeline is triggered automatically to
take the PLC framework project and insert it into the
PLCMS development database.
Regression tests in the form of integration tests are also
completed within the pipeline and any failures at this stage
are addressed manually. Regression testing is conducted as
follows:
1. The PLC framework project is taken and compiled
into a TwinCAT “.library” file.
2. The library file is installed within a PLC project designated for regression testing.

During the construction and design phase, the PLC allocation and the wiring design for the hardware up to the PLC
has been defined using EPLAN.
Following collaboration between EPLAN and Beckhoff,
it is possible to store terminal details of both Beckhoff and
other EtherCAT based vendors within EPLAN. It is also
possible to export wiring diagrams into markup languages
– in this particular case, XML, - which can be better translated and handled by other programming languages. Similar to the file format required by Beckhoff’s XCAD Interface.
This naturally leads the utilisation of EPLAN to map terminals to a collection of signals belonging to softdevices
akin to that defined within the PLC Library. As a result, an
EPLAN export not only contains the hierarchy of the PLC,
its terminal configuration and EtherCAT addressing, but
also the signal names and instance names which make up
the collection of softdevices within the PLC.
In the same manner that the PLCMS is fed a TwinCAT
Library PLC Project and breaks it down into relational data
sets, it can inversely read an XML export defined as a hierarchal tree, and build the same relational data set which,
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when married together with the framework library data, is
able to compile the building blocks of a PLC Project.

Automatically Generating PLC Projects in XML
Provided that the required PLCs are defined in EPLAN,
exports are generated and placed into a version control system. From this location, the PLCMS is provided with the
EPLAN export and performs the following:
• Extracts the required framework version
• Builds the PLC I/O tree from the provided hardware
hierarchy
• Checks that the EtherCAT fieldbus hardware information defined in EPLAN is consistent with the approved and supported list with the selected PLC library
version from the project data
• Gathers a list of softdevices which are to be instantiated within the project
For every softdevice instance which is to be included in
the PLC project, the PLCMS will query the library database to:
• Ensure the softdevice is supported
• Check that all signals in the softdevice have also been
defined within the EPLAN export with an exception
for optional signals
• Ensure that each signal is of the correct data type
• Ensure that each signal is connected to a compatible
and approved EtherCAT terminal
• Connect each defined softdevice signal to a corresponding hardware I/O signal.
There are a few scenarios where the PLCMS will perform automatic overrides to the provided data when the requirements have not been met. When this occurs, a warning
is added to the output log, likewise for any errors that are
encountered. Some of these scenarios are described below:
• For softdevices which are not approved or available
within the selected framework library version: the
PLCMS will break the collection of I/O of the softdevice into a set of simplified components such that the
project can still be generated.
• The PLCMS will highlight any discrepancies with signal addressing.
• Missing signals within a softdevice will be highlighted. E.g. If a valve requires two signals but only
one is declared.
• Broken links within the terminal hierarchy are highlighted
With the above steps completed, the PLCMS creates another XML file which can be utilised to generate the Beckhoff TwinCAT project.
As all the aspects of the softdevice are available within
the PLCMS, several integrity checks are applied during the
creation of the PLC project XML. This catches a large
number of errors which may have arisen during the planning or wiring phases. It also ensures consistency through
the use of standardised softdevice templates across all of
the PLCs at the facility. The main benefit of the PLCMS
comes from all of the inherent checking and instantiation
of softdevices which is no longer a manual task.
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While PostgreSQL may not necessarily be optimised for
connection and transactional times, creating a PLC project
XML of approximately 1300 signals, originating from 250
instances of softdevices would take around 30 s to complete.

Beckhoff Automation Interface
Beckhoff provides an eXtended Automation Engineering interface (XAE) [7], which enables the creation of
TwinCAT PLC projects generated from several scripting
languages. In our case, a PLC Project Builder was developed in C# to interface with the XAE in order to create the
final TwinCAT PLC Project.
The PLC Project Builder consumes the PLC Project
XML file generated by the PLCMS, and uses this file to
build the TwinCAT project with the defined I/O, linking
and softdevice instances.
There are several major benefits to this, which are all
capitalised heavily on within the creation of PLC projects
at EuXFEL. Whether a PLC contains a single instance of a
softdevice or 500, the total duration required to generate
the PLC project falls to under a minute. Not only does this
save a large amount of time, but with all the additional
checks to ensure compatibility, completeness and data integrity, the likelihood of errors is also significantly reduced.

Extended Features
Further to the instantiation, mapping and linking of
softdevices on a PLC, there are several other fundamental
aspects which are required in order to provide a functional
system. These include: interlocks, configuration and initialisation of parameters, and peer-to-peer communication.
During the generation of the PLC Project XML file, the
PLCMS will also locate and read in auxiliary files pertaining to the extended features and incorporate them into the
final PLC Projects. Data integrity checks are also applied
to ensure correct data type usage, naming conventions and
existing referencing.
Interlocks Combined with the equipment protection
system, each of the beamlines and instruments have additional rules, relating to the photon beam properties and vacuum system integrity. These rules or conditions are defined
by a team of experts within a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet,
describing which properties from various softdevices or a
particular status will trigger a series of protective actions
once a defined threshold has been exceeded or met.
Configuration and Initialisation Parameters As a single softdevice template can be used to accommodate several different hardware models or vendors; configuration
and initialisation parameters will differ from instance to instance.
These configurational, operational or initialisation properties are defined on an as-need basis for each softdevice
instance. As some of these properties are only determined
after commissioning, they are saved into a separate XML
file referred to as the Project Data input file, containing the
softdevice instance name, the property name and required
value.
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Peer-to-Peer Communication Occasionally, a softdevice from one PLC will require information from another
PLC in order to function correctly. Whilst the infrastructure design attempts to reduce or prevent this situation from
occurring, the PLCMS requires a method to handle the occasional peer-to-peer communication request. Note: Peerto-Peer communication requires a minimum of two PLC
cycles, resulting in a higher time cost which is undesirable.
Similarly to the configuration and initialisation parameters, softdevices which require data from an external PLC
or vice versa are created as virtual softdevices and their details are defined within the project data. The PLCMS will
parse the virtual device and incorporate it into the PLC project as required.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
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Configuration Settings Integration
While there is currently a crude method to store configuration, initialisation and operational settings, it would be
much more elegant and convenient if the PLCMS was able
to store and read the settings directly from the database.
Having a set of default properties for each hardware
model or vender located within the database will also enable the PLCMS to extract and configure the correct settings
while the EPLAN export is being processed. Conversely, if
a property on an instantiated softdevice has been changed
after the PLC Project is active; the parameters will be lost
after a restart or power loss. Having this information stored
and accessible from the database would provide a means
for it to be automatically updated and readily extracted.

SCADA Integration

Whilst the PLCMS is a convenient tool to aid PLC project generation through automation, there are still many aspects which can be improved or further enhanced, some of
which are currently in development but not yet in production.

Furthermore, by integrating the existing SCADA system
with the PLCMS, changes to any important parameters,
functional or otherwise made via the SCADA system can
be written directly during runtime into the PLCMS, preventing any critical data loss on update or outage.

PLCMS Projects Database Expansion

Database Independence

Currently the PLCMS only stores static data related to
the Library version. Ideally, the database will also store
static information relating to each PLC in production –
from the names of all the softdevice instances, the EtherCAT addressing, the number of PLCs and which instantiated softdevice can be found where.
After the PLCMS reads in the EPLAN export file, it can
have the option to save the data directly into the database
itself. This will readily enable the tracking of PLC Projects
as they evolve and provide a means for data analysis regarding the hardware assets which are connected to the
PLC without being dependant on any proprietary PLC software. Additionally, the ability to identify where a softdevice type has been implemented will aid future roll out of
updated PLC Projects when the softdevice template has
been updated or evolved.

Currently the PLCMS takes information from the PLC
Library project and stores it into the database. When generating the PLC Project XML, the PLCMS again queries
the database, several times, extracting information as required. This dependency results in an expected uptime requirement for the PLCMS database and a reliance on a database connection. If the database aspects of the PLCMS
were to be abstracted from the rest of the functionality, this
would lead to a more versatile solution where the PLCMS
holds the information of the entire library project in Random Access Memory (RAM). This way, by having a local
copy of a PLC Library project and an EPLAN export, it
would be possible to generate the PLC Project XML without the need for an active database connection.
The intent here is to provide an alternative way to generate a PLC project if required, rather than removing the
requirement for a database altogether.

Web Interface
To increase usability, an improved Human Machine Interface (HMI) web interface can be designed as a front end
to the PLCMS. Currently, a series of scripts are run in order
to complete the PLC project generation tasks.
Additionally, the defining of interlocks could be relocated to the web interface. The PLCMS should be able to
display a list of the available softdevices and their associated properties and functional commands. This will aid the
interlock definition design process greatly as it is not always clear which instantiated device originates from which
PLC, or what properties or functions are available.
Difficulty relating to versioning is also a major drawback
whenever Excel spreadsheets are concerned. By deprecating this step using a web interface, versioning can be handled easily, along with change logs relating to historical
trigger conditions and actions.

SUMMARY
The PLCMS is a tool used to aid the automatic generation of PLC projects in an expedited fashion while reducing the potential for error. It is designed to be scalable and
in using ORMs and with Open Source tools in mind, maintains a level of flexibility and adaptability.
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THE CONTROL SYSTEM OF THE ELLIPTICAL CAVITY AND
CRYOMODULE TEST STAND DEMONSTRATOR FOR ESS
A. Gaget†, T. Joannem*, IRFU, CEA, Université Paris-Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Abstract
CEA IRFU Saclay is taking part of ESS (European Spallation Source) construction through several packages and,
especially in the last three years on the Elliptical Cavity
and Cryomodule Test stand Demonstrator (ECCTD). The
project consists of RF test, conditioning, cryogenic cooldown and regulations of eight cryomodules with theirs four
cavities each. For now, two medium beta cavities cryomodules have been successfully tested. This paper describes the
context and the realization of the control system for cryogenic and RF processes, added to cavities tuning motorization relying on COTS solutions: Siemens PLC, EtherCAT
Beckhoff modules, IOxOS fast acquisition cards and MRF
timing cards.

(ICS). For the critical needs (cryogenic, vacuum, interlock), we have used Siemens PLC with an homemade
SCADA dedicated to those devices and communicating via
TCP/IP: Muscade®.

CONTEXT
Before the cryomodule package the CEA has developed
a platform for our previous contribution, the conditioning
of the power couplers for the cavities. To fulfill this need,
it has been decided to upgrade an existing 704MHz RF
platform of our own. EPICS has replaced all the LabVIEW
software that was controlling the RF source. This RF
Source is now used intermittently to condition power couplers that will be used in the cryomodule, and to condition
cavities in the cryomodule demonstrator as shown in Fig.
2.

Figure 2: RF platform at CEA.

Figure 1: Medium-beta cryomodule general layout.

INTRODUCTION
The European Spallation Source ESS is a large European
research infrastructure under construction in Lund, Sweden. It will be composed among others of 30 elliptical cryomodules. These will be integrated in the next few years
with a delivery rate of one cryomodule per month. An international collaboration has been established to develop
and construct the 30 elliptical cryomodules. CEA Saclay
and IPN Orsay are collaborating to design, build and test a
first Medium beta Elliptical Cavities Cryomodule Demonstrator (M-ECCTD) [1] (see Fig. 1). A second demonstrator
with high beta cavities (H-ECCTD) is being developed by
CEA before starting the production of the cryomodules.
CEA will provide many other components, such as the
power couplers and their RF processing.
The control for the high level control activities has been
developed in EPICS, based on the ESS EPICS Environment (EEE) [2] developed by the ESS control team at Lund
___________________________________________
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Likewise an existing cryogenic platform called Supratech is used to provide cryogenic fluids like Helium and
Nitrogen to local experiments. In order to simulate the
valve box for cryomodules cooling down an intermediate
gateway control system was created.
Supratech control system is based on Siemens PLC and
Profinet fieldbus to communicate. It was decided to follow
the same logic for the cryomodule and the cryogenic gateway control systems.
Thanks to this homogeneity and more precisely Profinet,
cryomodule control system can easily share data with other
systems and send commands directly to the local cryoplant
to refill it with cryogenic fluids.

HARDWARE SOLUTION
Fast Acquisition
For RF signal, photomultiplier and pickup electron
measurement, we needed acquisition cards able to acquire
data with a sampling rate up to 1Ms/s and with a frequency
period up to 14Hz. Today ESS and CEA have now both
evolved to MTCA standard but at the project beginning we
chose the proven VME solution. We are using IOxOS [3]
hardware solution with the VME64X CPU card IFC1210
coupled with the ADC3111 FMC (FPGA Mezzanine Card)
(see Fig. 3). ESS ICS have developed the drivers.
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its importance and the flexibility to link future other test
stands should suit our needs.

PLC Hardware

Figure 3: IOxOS cards (IFC1210 and ADC3111).
The ADC3111 is an FMC mezzanine acquisition board,
which allows acquiring up to 8 channels at a sampling rate
of up to 250MHz.
The VME64X CPU IFC1210 is a single board computer
on which a real-time Linux kernel runs and allows plugging two FMC cards or one FMC and one PMC (PCI Mezzanine Card) as shown in Fig. 4.

PLC technology is based on Siemens PLC 1500 generation [6]. CPU cards 1516-3 PN/DP (see Fig. 6) were
chosen because of their network flexibility thanks to two
Profinet/TCP-IP and one Profibus DP embedded cards. Input and output cards of the same generation are used for
global homogeneity and for their flexibility. For example:
analog input cards of eight channels allow versatile acquisition range: from +-50mV to +-10V, 4-20mA and PT100
measurement. Extension racks are communicating with
CPU using Siemens native fieldbus Profinet. An exception
is made for Phytron motorization only supported by
ET200S from Siemens PLC 300 generation.

Figure 4: Example of VME rack used.

Timing System
The timing system based on MRF Timing system [4]
here is quite simple as it is only use to produce synchronized RF pulse, High voltage, piezoelectric motor and acquisition trigger. The MRF Timing system consists of an
Event Generator (EVG) that converts timing events and
signals to an optical signal distributed through Fan-Out
Units to an array of Event Receivers (EVRs) (see Fig. 5).
The EVRs decode the optical signal and produce hardware
and software output signals based on the timing events received.

Figure 6: Siemens 1516-3 PN/DP CPU and cards.

Slow Acquisition
In addition, when the PLC is not required we have used
the Beckhoff EtherCAT [7] modules using EtherLab [8]
driver from IgH to be able to use these modules through
EPICS.

SOFTWARE SOLUTION
EPICS
The distributed control system is based on EPICS
V3.15.4. For the environment of development, we have
used the ESS EPICS Environment (EEE) V2.1.1, ESS ICS
has now a new environment (E3) and although EPICS
modules developed are compatible with it, the first test
stand has been in production for 3 years so for homogeneity it has been decided to keep using this environment.
For GUI we have used the ESS version of CS-Studio.
You can see an example of a view for a cavity in the Fig 7.

Figure 5: Timing System Overview [5].
The MRF timing system, that we have chosen, can appear oversized for a test stand but the possibility to diffuse
simply the signal through optical fiber have quickly shown
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Figure 9: Complete conditioning sequence, plotting RF
power vs. time.
Figure 7: Cavities GUI.

TIA PORTAL
On many experiments, PLC developments give a huge
library of standard functions to the laboratory. Adding to
these functions, PLC code is following quality requirements and a similar architecture. This architecture was designed to make the maintenance as easy as possible for
every PLC expert using TIA Portal V15.1.
The languages used are PLC worldwide standards:
LADDER, SFC and SCL.
The homemade CEA SCADA called Muscade® is used
on the cryomodule test bench.
The Fig. 8 shows the cryogenic view of the cryomodule
test bench. This view is dedicated to PLC sensors, actuators
and automatic procedures. Temperature, pressure and flow
sensors are available from this view. Automatic procedure
for cooling down, motorization and regulations are also
available from the right of the view.

Considering an important amount of similar development, we have developed an EPICS modules toolkit for RF
test stands [11, 12]. This toolkit allows executing a long
succession of conditioning sequences predefined and configured by the user.
The operator configures several conditioning sequences
and thanks to another mechanism, can configure a “master
sequence” to chain RF ramp sequences as shown in Fig.
10. This method allows the operator to launch automatically many sequences in one shot. In case of problems, he
will be warned by phone through the BEAST Alarm.

Figure 8: Cryomodule cryogenic PLC.

Gateway EPICS / PLC
To communicate between EPICS and PLCs the use of
the S7plc driver [9] has been decided.

COUPLER CONDITIONING
A conditioning of the couplers consists in cleaning it by
rising RF power in the couplers with different parameters
like duty factors, intensity, frequency. You can see an example shown in the Fig. 9. Couplers have already been conditioned on their own test bench [10] once. During this test,
they will be warm and cold conditioned, these two operations are made automatically by the control system.

Figure 10: Load restore sequence.
This toolkit has already been tested and used for the conditioning of the power couplers for the cavities.

CAVITY TUNING SYSTEM
Depending on their temperature, cavities due to their
composition can be deformed. To overcome the problem
we use motor to adjust the cavity shape, and so reach the
target frequency. It is called the cavity tuning. It uses two
systems: Phytron and piezoelectric motorizations. These
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two systems take in charge different tasks. First, the Phytron motor has to do a definite movement and then stays
static. Secondly, when the Phytron motor reaches its position, the piezoelectric motorization control has to do a dynamic regulation at a high frequency up to 14Hz in the case
of ESS cavities. These two systems use different technologies but work together.
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operator to configure and compute the function for each
piezoelectric motor.

Phytron
To be controlled the Phytron motorization has a dedicated Siemens controller. This controller is hosted on a Siemens ET200S of the 300 generation rack. The control uses
an open loop. A step-by-step control is done to obtain a
good position-frequency correlation. The control loop is
open because of technologic restrictions at the time of the
design: no position sensor was able to work in cryogenic
and vacuum areas. For the last control prototypes, a new
generation position sensor has been added in order to have
a closed control loop and to increase precision and security.
The Fig. 11 represents the GUI used by an operator to control the Phytron motor.

Figure 13: Generator function AFG3000 GUI.

Automatic Cavity Tuning Characterization
For the first cryomodule tested, operators made the characterization of the cavity tuning manually. As they were using the network analyzer Agilent E5060A that communicates through TCP/IP, it has been decided to use EPICS to
control this equipment. EPICS is also used to unify information coming from the analyzer and PLC, and so makes
easier to develop an automatic sequence for the measurement.
The sequence has been implemented with the SNL sequencer. It consists, as shown in Fig. 14, in moving a Phytron motor with a defined movement in one direction and
applying different SPAN on the measure. During all the sequence, the centroid is archived in the EPICS archive appliance and with this value, we can characterize the cavity
tuning and check that the hysteresis is correct.

Figure 11: PLC Phytron control view.

Piezoelectric Motor
As shown in Fig. 12 the piezoelectric motor is controlled
through a function generator AFG3252C. Synchronized to
the RF pulse, the generator sends a signal shape configured
by the operator. Then this driver applies voltage to the Motor.
Figure 14: Sequence for the automatic cavity tuning measurement.

CRYOGENIC CONTROL

Figure 12: Piezoelectric operation architecture.
This generator is controlled with EPICS and
Streamdevice driver that allows using SCPI commands.
The Fig. 13 is showing the graphical interface used by the

Cryomodules have to be cool down with Nitrogen and
Helium provided by a local cryoplant. This cryoplant and
the cryomodule test bench use Siemens PLC from different
generations. A Profinet communication was established in
order to communicate between those two systems
(see Fig. 15).
Cryofluids are monitored via temperature, pressure and
flow sensors. Cryogenic temperature sensors are connected
to a CEA homemade conditioning device called Boranet
communicating through Profinet.
Analog cryogenic valves for cryofluids have remote actuators to be as similar as possible to the ESS Lund cryTHAPP02
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omodules configuration. Those remote actuators are Siemens remote Sipart PS2 and can control remote actuators
through 4-20mA signals. In fact, electronic elements are
located into a cabinet outside of the cryomodule bunker
and inside the bunker actuators are without electronic. With
this technology, we respect the ESS non-electronic device
requirement inside the tunnel.
With data received by cryogenic sensors and commands
sent to cryogenic actuators, automatic cooling procedures
are reliable and work during months without any interruption.

• The CEA homemade SCADA Muscade® will no
longer be used, it has been decided to migrate to EPICS and we have developed some tools to have functionalities that does not exist in EPICS [14].
• Learning from ESS EEE, we have created our own environment of development called IEE (Irfu EPICS Environment) [15] that corresponds better to our standards..

Figure 15: Control and cryogenic exchanges between Supratech cryoplant and ESS cryomodule.

VACUUM CONTROL
In order to obtain a high quality vacuum treatment for
cavities in the clean room, dedicated pumping groups were
developed. These groups can be moved to different clean
room slots, make slow pumping in order to avoid generation and movement of particles, and run residual gas analysis.
A Siemens PLC is embedded in each group and controls
every device, including residual gas analysis. This communication through TCP-IP protocol gives the possibility having full automatic procedures to obtain automatic pumping
procedures, diagnostics, leak check and residual gas analysis on a single interface.
This innovative architecture, by using a mobile and plug
and play graphic interface gives the possibility, to be autonomous and manage up to eight groups in parallel lines
with only two interfaces.

FUTURE APPLICATIONS
As mentioned before, the knowledge obtained by creating the ESS cryomodule test bench control system will help
us a lot for following projects, like SARAF cryomodule
test bench. In fact, these two test benches will be quite similar. This experience feedback will be integrated into the
SARAF test stand.
Some significant evolutions will be integrated:
• Cryogenic and vacuum compliant position resolver for
a close loop regulation of Phytron motors for cavity
tuning will be added for a better security
• VME boards will be replaced by MTCA boards but as
we keep the same mezzanine cards, standard EPICS
development still could be reused.
• Boranet is no longer available and new CEA development named CABTR [13], used on ITER, will be used
on the next test bench.

JACoW Publishing
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CONCLUSION
The control system of the ESS cryomodule test bench is
now fully functional. It has been a rewarding challenge as
it brings us a lot of experience and allows us to develop
some real interesting tools (pumping groups, EPICS toolkit
…). Furthermore, it will be very useful for other projects
(SARAF, IFMIF).
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CONSTRUCTION OF BEAM MONITOR CONTROL SYSTEM
FOR BEAM TRANSPORT FROM SACLA TO SPring-8
A. Kiyomichi†, N. Hosoda, M. Ishii, M. Yamaga, JASRI, Hyogo, Japan
T. Fukui, K. Maesaka, RIKEN SPring-8 Center, Hyogo, Japan
Abstract
As a part of the SPring-8 upgrade project, the SACLA
(SPring-8 Angstrom Compact free electron LAser) linac
will be used as the injector for the SPring-8 storage ring.
We will upgrade the beam monitor system for beam
transport, which consists of screen monitors (SCM), beam
position monitors (BPM), and current transformers (CT).
For the SCM, we adopted the GigE Vision standard for the
CCD camera and EtherCAT as a field bus for the stepper
motor control of the focusing system. We have developed
camera control software using open source libraries to integrate various vendors’ GigE Vision cameras with the
SPring-8 control framework. A grabbed image is stored
into the file server and properties, such as camera settings
for image and event number, are stored into the database.
The BPM is a key device for precise and stable injection.
We adopted the commercially available MTCA.4 fast
ADC/DAC module with modified firmware developed for
the readout of the BPM and the CT. Acquisition software
for MTCA.4 modules to synchronize with a beam trigger
is being developed. The acquired data are stored into the
database with a time stamp and an event number. The preparation of the beam monitor control system for the beam
transport to injection from SACLA to SPring-8 is herein
presented.

INTRODUCTION
The upgrade project, SPring-8-II [1], requires a low
emittance beam for the injection because of its small dynamic aperture. The SACLA linear accelerator to be used
has been designed as a full-energy injector for the SPring8 storage ring, sharing with the XFEL operation. Then, an
ultralow emittance electron beam with a short bunch length
of 10 fs is delivered from SACLA. The frequency of beam
injection into the SPring-8 storage ring is 10 Hz for an initial injection and once a few minutes for top-up operations,
while the repetition rate of the SACLA linac is 60 Hz. The
beam transport from SACLA to SPring-8 storage ring is
about 600m. The beam monitor system has approximately
30 screen monitors (SCM), 30 beam position monitors
(BPM), and 10 current transformers (CT). The beam monitor and its control system will be upgraded for the beam
transport from SACLA injection.
In SPring-8, image diagnostic systems such as SCMs,
widely use charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras with
Camera Link interfaces (I/F) [2]. The image processing
system was developed and operated based on a PC server
or MicroTCA that supports the Camera Link I/F [3-5]. The

Camera Link I/F has high bandwidth data transfer capability, trigger synchronization, and camera control via a serial
bus. As grabber boards were released by multiple vendors
and Linux APIs were available, the Camera Link standard
was adopted when switching from analog cameras to digital cameras for SCMs approximately 10 years ago. However, the Camera Link I/F has a maximum data transfer
length of 10m, which is too short for use in an accelerator
facility; therefore, a transmission/reception device is required. The disadvantage of the Camera Link I/F is that it
requires complex cabling with a chain of transmitters and
receivers using optical conversion. This results in difficult
and expensive maintenance. In the next phase of SPring-8,
to identify an alternative, the GigE Vision [6] standard
camera was evaluated. This would allow data transfer
lengths of up to 100m, and significantly simplify cabling.
For the readout electronics of the BPM, two candidates
are selected; our original design based on MTCA.4 [7] and
Libera Spark [8]. They are developed and evaluated in parallel. The MTCA.4 based electronics is the same as the new
low-level RF system [9] and it uses the commercially available MTCA.4 fast ADC/DAC module. This will also be
used as the readout electronics of the CT.

NEW CONTROL SYSTEM
FOR BEAM MONITOR
GigE Vision Camera
Post evaluation, the GigE Vison camera has been
adopted for the SCM. The camera control software has
been developed using open source libraries to integrate in
the SPring-8 control framework. A PC-based image processing system is built to control the SCM with one unit by
installing PCI Express cards such as Power-over -Ethernet
(PoE) type network interface and trigger counter. Details
of the development are described in the next section. The
JAI Go-2400M (Fig. 1), which is a GigE version of the
same series as the Camera Link camera used in SACLA, is
used.

___________________________________________

† kiyomichi@spring8.or.jp

Figure 1: JAI Go-2400M.
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EtherCAT

Development Policy

EtherCAT is adopted as the standard field bus of
Spring-8-II. It is used for slow control of the equipment,
such as the magnet power supply control, an RF system,
and a new in-vacuum undulator (IVU-II) system [10].
In new SCMs, the EtherCAT will be used to control the
stepper motors such as screen operation and lens focusing
system. The EtherCAT modules are wired in a daisy chain
topology with Ethernet cables. The reduced wiring is one
of the advantages of EtherCAT. By using a PCI Express
type EtherCAT master card, a one-unit control system including camera operation can be built.

Many vendors supply some form of SDK for end users
to control GigE Vision cameras, but using one of these
SDKs has some disadvantages:
• Most vendors' SDKs are tied to their own camera restricting the use of other vendors’ cameras.
• While the SPring-8 control system is UNIX-based,
many SDKs provided by camera vendors target Windows and are difficult to integrate.
• Most vendor-supplied SDKs are proprietary software,
making debugging of problems more difficult.
These factors prompted a search for an open source library that could control any GigE Vision camera, run on
Linux, and be integrated into SPring-8 control framework.
The SPring-8 control framework [11] is divided into a GUI
layer that performs control commands, and a device control
layer that controls hardware, and sends messages via the
message server (MS). A software called equipment manager (EM) runs in the device control layer.
At present, Camera Link I/F cameras are the mainstream
for SPring-8 diagnostic imaging systems. The camera control EM has been developed to support cameras from various vendors. In the screen monitor, EM is responsible for
camera control and image storage; the GUI performs image
analysis, such as beam profile measurement.
The development policy of the GigE camera control system provides basic camera operations as general-purpose
EM functions, and the image analysis uses an existing GUI.
This allows one to build the camera control EM by simply
specifying an IP address or hostname in the EM configuration file without programming. The goal is to realize a system that could be replaced with a Camera Link camera.

MTCA.4
As the VME market tends to shrink, the VME is replaced
with MTCA.4 for high speed digital signal processing. For
the readout electronics of the BPM and CT, the commercially available MTCA.4 fast ADC/DAC module with
modified firmware development is adopted [9]. A schematic drawing is shown in Fig. 2. The signals of two BPMs
and two CTs are transferred to the 10-channel digitizer advanced mezzanine card (AMC).
The acquisition software for MTCA.4 modules to synchronize with a beam trigger is being developed. The acquired data are stored into the database with a time stamp
and an event number.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the MTCA.4 based readout
electronics for BPM and CT.

GIGE VISION CAMERA CONTROL
Earlier models of the GigE Vision camera were available
only with Windows software; only some vendors provided
a software development kit (SDK) for Linux. For this reason, it was developed as a dedicated software, and become
individual support within the SPring-8 control framework
[11]. The problem was that the selection of cameras was
limited and long-term maintainability was inferior.
In recent years, a general-purpose open source library for
GigE Vision has become available. Therefore, camera control software was developed using open source libraries to
integrate various vendors’ GigE Vision cameras with the
SPring-8 control framework. The aim is to use the GigE
Vision camera in the SCM upgrade in the beam transport
from SACLA to SPring-8.

GigE Vision Standard and Aravis Library
Most Gigabit Ethernet cameras conform to the GigE Vision standard, which uses the GenICam (Generic Interface
for Camera) [12] standard to describe the features supported by the camera. The GenICam standard provides a
common interface for many types of cameras across different vendors and physical connections. The camera provides
an XML file that describes the functions it supports and
how they map to the registers on the device. As the XML
file describes the camera control method, it is possible to
support cameras from various vendors.
Aravis [13] is a glib/gobject based open source library
that conforms to the GenICam standard, including GigE
Vision. The current latest version is 0.6, which supports
GigE Vision and USB3 protocol cameras. Basic parameters
such as exposure time, gain, ROI, and binning are available
for camera settings. A simple camera simulator and image
viewer are also provided.
Figure 3 shows the connection test with the camera. It
was confirmed that the camera operation and the image acquisition were possible with multiple vendor cameras such
as JAI GO-2400M, Basler acA780-75, and Leutron Vision
PicSight P202M. It was also confirmed that the camera
does not support the original functions. In the current version, the original functions such as parameter saving,
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used. Although these functions are necessary for the initial
setting at the time of camera installation, they can be handled by vendor software. Therefore, there is no problem in
operation after installation.
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Image data acquisition synchronized with the beam trigger
was realized by MDAQ [15], which is the new DAQ system of SPring-8 control framework. The procedure of image data acquisition is as follows:
1. Camera selection
2. Specify run type
3. Specify the number of recordings
4. Send recording start command
Control parameters related to image acquisition such as
camera selection, run type, number of recordings, and recording start are shared between EM and MDAQ using
Shared Memory. MDAQ executes the imaging process in
synchronization with the trigger, and when a recording
control command is sent from the GUI via EM, it saves the
pre-set number of HDF5 files.

APPLICATION TO BEAM MONITOR

Figure 3: Initial camera test using Aravis.

Camera Control EM and Data Acquisition
MDAQ
An EM function for GigE camera control was prepared.
The Aravis library provides functions for setting and obtaining basic camera parameters, such as exposure time,
gain, ROI, and binning. Using this library, ‘put’ and ‘get’
EM functions for each parameter were created. Figure 4
shows an example of the EM configuration file
(config.tbl). This allows us to build the camera control EM
by editing the camera IP address or host name in the argument part, without any programming.

The renewal of the beam monitors (SCM, BPM, CT) in
the beam transport line is scheduled in 2020. Prior to the
monitor update, two units of SCM were replaced this summer, and a beam test will be performed in operation starting
from autumn 2019. We have installed two GigE Vision
cameras and one PC-based image processing system for
the screen monitor.

Apply to Screen Monitor Control
The configuration of an SCM is shown in Fig. 5. The
SCM system consists of a screen, screen actuator, an optical system, and an image processing system with a camera.
As the beam is destructed by the screen, the screen actuator
moves the screen outside of the beam orbit when it is not
in used. The material of the screen components is an alumina fluorescent screen, and Ce:YAG scintillator. For the
camera, JAI Go-2400M-PGE (2.35 Megapixel CMOS
Monochrome, GigE Vision, PoE) was selected.

Figure 4: An example of EM configuration file.
Image data is written on an NFS disk. The data format is
HDF5 (Hierarchical Data Format release 5) [14]. As HDF5
can classify data into groups and handle them hierarchically, two-dimensional image data and meta information
such as camera name, image size, gain, exposure time, trigger number, and timestamp are stored in one HDF5 file.
The image data file in this case has the same data structure
as the current image processing system of the SACLA
screen monitor [5].
In the accelerator beam diagnostic system, screen monitor imaging is performed in synchronization with the beam.

Figure 5: Screen monitor for SSBT.
The GigE camera control computer is equipped with a
PoE type network interface board (Neousys tech. PCIePoE354at) and a trigger input counter board (Gopher axpcie3901). Ubuntu16 server for 64-bit PC is used as the
operating system. As Gigabit Ethernet has a maximum
transmission distance of 100m, the GigE Vision camera is
directly connected to a computer with a local network and
operated with PoE power supply control.
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(b) Future plan: GigE camera connection

Figure 6: Schematic view of camera connection, current and future.
The current image processing system of SCM in the
beam transport SSBT is built with the Camera Link camera,
and it has a complex structure combining Camera Link extenders and selectors as shown in Fig. 6 (a). The image processing system using GigE Vision cameras, and a simple
structure is realized, as shown in Fig. 6 (b)

Device Setup
Neousys tech. PCIe-PoE354at [16] is a PCI Express x4,
Gen2 4-port Ethernet board that supports PoE power supply. The vendor provided a Linux driver source and library
binary file (libwdt_dio.so) for PoE power supply control.
The PoE power supply control uses SMBus to send signals
from the PCI Express slots, the motherboard must support
it. With the Supermicro server computer that was adopted,
PoE power supply control for each port became possible
by enabling the jumper pin of “SMBus to PCI Slots”. In
addition to the GigE camera control, an EM function for
PoE power supply control of the PCIe-PoE354at board was
developed.
Gopher's axpcie3901 is the PCI Express version of the
high-speed counter CompactPCI board axcpci3901 [17]
with a 4ch 32 bit counter. The input signal level is TTL or
NIM, and the pulse input up to a frequency of 200 MHz
can be measured. There was a Linux driver for 32-bit OS,
which was used with CentOS5. The driver was modified to
support 64-bit OS and for use on Ubuntu16.

Beam Operation
Two SCMs with GigE Vision cameras have started operation since the end of September 2019. A GUI was created
as shown in Fig. 7, and operations were performed for each
camera, including image acquisition and profile analysis.
A grabbed image is stored into the file server in HDF5 format. The meta information such as camera settings for image and event number, is stored together in the HDF5 file,
and it will be stored into the database in the future.
At the beam study time before user operation, the new
screen monitors system in both current injection and
SACLA injection were tested.

Figure 7: Operation GUI for screen monitor.

SUMMARY
In preparation of the beam injection from SACLA, a
control system for monitoring equipment such as SCM,
BPM and CT, has been created. We are developing and
evaluating GigE Vision camera image processing system
for SCM and MTCA.4 system for BPM and CT.
For SCM, the GigE Vision camera was installed prior to
the upgrade plan. The camera control software was developed using the Aravis library to integrate various vendors’
GigE Vision cameras with the SPring-8 control framework.
A system to control the SCM with one unit by installing
PCI Express cards, such as PoE type Ethernet and trigger
counter, has been built. The GigE camera image processing
system can be expanded in the future to control many cameras with SCM upgrades.
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EPICS TOOLS FOR SMALL EXPERIMENT BASED ON PLC
K. Saintin†, P. Lotrus††, Q. Bertrand, G.A. Durand, F. Gohier, T.J. Joannem, N. Solenne
IRFU, CEA, Université Paris-Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Abstract
Irfu [1] control software team is involved from feasibility studies to equipment deployment into many different
experiments in their size and running time. For many
years, Irfu is using PLC solution for controlling part of the
experiment, and two different SCADA:
• MUSCADE®, an in-house SCADA dedicated to small
experiments.
• EPICS [2] for bigger facilities.
With MUSCADE®, Irfu has developed a set of tools that
gives an easy and a fast way for PLC developers to configure the SCADA. As EPICS projects are growing in our
department, we are working now on adapting those tools to
EPICS:
• PLCPARSER generates an EPICS database for PLC
communication (S7PLC, Modbus).
• CAFEJava (Channel Access For Epics Java) API runs
a simulated EPICS IOC to test EPICS synoptic, and
provides EPICS process variables access for any Java
application.
• DXF2OPI converts AutoCAD DXF files into OPI files
for CSS [3] software.
• MOONARCH (Memory Optimizer ON ARCHiver
Appliance) reduces EPICS Archiver Appliance [4]
data files storage.

INTRODUCTION
Irfu is working on different kind of experiments from
particle accelerator installed in big facilities to gas station
installed in the middle of the fields. Irfu participates regularly to the construction of accelerator around the world
and its control system team has developed EPICS skills for
more than 20 years. EPICS and associated software are
mainly designed for big facilities, which is not convenient
for some of our experiment; especially small ones based on
PLC control (see Fig. 1). Therefore, we have developed a
set of software that will help our PLC developers to work
with EPICS as SCADA, and on adapting EPICS tools to
tiny structure.
To help PLC developers, we are working on generating
EPICS communication from TIA Portal data blocks description, on a multi-platform IOC (Input Output Controller) for testing the communication, and on automating GUI
(Graphical User Interface) generation from AutoCAD
drawing. To adapt EPICS for tiny experiments that are using only one computer, we have developed a tool that will
decimate or remove archiving data. The idea is to provide
tools that gives enough autonomy to non-EPICS specialist
for configuring and deploying an EPICS SCADA on one
PC.
___________________________________________

PC

GUI

Archiving

Alarm

IOC
TCP communication
PLC

Figure 1: Small experiment architecture based on PLC.

PLCPARSER
At Irfu, a typical hardware configuration is a Siemens
PLC and a PC with Linux and EPICS as SCADA. A recurrent development task is the communication between the
two devices. There are several ways to automate this development; we have chosen to start from the PLC development code. The main reason is that PLC developers are
implementing quickly the physicist requests and therefore
PLC code is the core of the machine behavior, so it is natural to generate the communication from this reference.
The principle is to read the PLC’s memory spaces involve
in the communication with EPICS, and then generate the
IOC code. To do that, we are using an export feature of
TIA Portal, the PLC developer can export each memory
block in a text file format (Fig. 2). For Modbus/TCP or
S7PLC (PSI) communication, we are exporting data-block
in awl file format, which gives few information like the
memory position, the name, the type and a description.

Figure 2: PLCPARSER tool principle.
The next step is to use PLCPARSER application, which
parses all the awl files contained in a folder. Then, the user
configures the communication parameters like IP address
and adds information like alarm, physical units, etc... Once
PLCPARSER is generating IOC files, the user can copy
those files into the dedicated EPICS top folder (See Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: PLCPARSER tool configuration panel.
Since programming is a recursive process, the PLC developer will have to modify the communication. The application is able to manage merging of new data, deleted or
modified. Data are displayed in two different tabbed panels, binary panel and analog panel. There are important
EPICS fields that are created by default (SCAN, OSV) by
the application, but it is also possible to add or remove
fields.
This software is fully developed in Java and Swing library, so it can run on many OS. Because Eclipse SWT
frame can embed Swing library, PLCPARSER tool is proFigure 6: PLCPARSER Tool as a Phoebus module.
vided as a standalone tool (see Fig. 4) or as a CSS Eclipse
RCP plugin (see Fig. 5). Finally, the tool has an interface
DXF2OPI
to Phoebus [5] application (see Fig. 6), because Swing can
At Irfu, part of the team is using AutoCAD for 2D drawalso be embedded as a JavaFX frame.
ings, especially for cryogenic sequential function chart
(SFC or GRAFCET), which can be tricky (see Fig. 7). AutoCAD is a vector drawing solution, which is convenient
for precise drawing, and so for complex synoptic. It is also
a popular software, especially in the industry, by architects,
project managers, engineers, graphic designers, city planFigure 4: PLCPARSER tool as a standalone tool.
ners and other professionals.
Furthermore, Irfu PLC programmers are used to using
the custom SCADA Muscade® [6], developed in Java. This
software is able to import AutoCAD file for generating
synoptic views, and is easy to use.
Figure 5: PLCPARSER tool as a CSS plugin.
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Figure 7: Synoptic design with AutoCAD.
To avoid to hand crafted twice a GUI in AutoCAD and
in CSS software; we have developed a software, which is
parsing AutoCAD file and generating a view in CSS application. Like PLCPARSER software, we are using a functionality of AutoCAD to export a drawing to a text file format (with the extension dxf). DXF2OPI is reading and
parsing the dxf file, and it generates a CSS opi file (see Fig.
8).
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Figure 9: AutoCAD blocks association.
For Boolean PV, we need to change the color according
to the value of the PV. In PALET block, the two other
fields for a Boolean PV are COUL-0 and COUL-1. If the
Boolean PV value is at 0, all the drawing elements associated to the PV will have the color defined by COUL-0. The
color is between 0 and 16 (0=black, 1=blue, etc.).
Many widgets have been implemented, and we have successfully used this solution for several projects already.
The software is fully developed in Java and Swing library,
so it can run on many OS.
Finally, a new Phoebus application module DXF2BOB
is in progress, it will be possible to generate a Phoebus
BOB file starting from an AutoCAD file.

CAFE JAVA

Figure 8: Opi CSS synoptic generated from AutoCAD.
To be able to associate several drawing elements with an
EPICS PV (Process Variable), we are linking one or several
drawing elements with the same AutoCAD “color” to an
EPICS PV by its name (see Fig. 9). For that, we have created an AutoCAD block called PALET that we insert into
the AutoCAD drawing. The PALET block has several
properties. The SYMBOLE property value is the PV name
that we want to associate, and the COULEUR property
value is the color value (integer) of the drawing elements
that we want to associate to the PV.

With PLCPARSER, we are able to generate IOC files of
the communication between a PLC and an EPICS PC and
with DXF2OPI, we are able to generate an OPI synoptic
starting from an AutoCAD file. The two next steps to facilitate the EPICS IOC development by a PLC programmer
are:
- To test a communication quickly without any EPICS
clients tools (CSS OPI or Channel Access command client)
available on the local computer,
- To test a GUI behavior without a running IOC connected to a real PLC.
Using those two features enables to fix bugs and GUI
behavior before deployment. The final solution is more reliable and only technical problems linked to the other parts
of the system like network and instrumentation needs to
been solved.
To make it simple for the user and have a solution that is
working in several OS, we have developed a Java library
based on CAJ [7] library (Channel Access for Java) called
CAFE Java Channel Access For EPICS that provided
those main functionalities:
- Reading and writing an EPICS process variable
- Running a simulated IOC server that contains the process variables defined in EPICS database file.
CAFE library is integrated into PLCPARSER tools for:
- Providing a convenient control panel, generated dynamically by loading an EPICS database file (see Fig. 10).
- Running a simulated IOC in order to test a GUI without the hardware (see Fig. 11).
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Temporal window of the
archiving on alarm

Archived data
Acquired data
Alarm

Figure 10: PV list control panel.

Figure 11: Run a simulated Java IOC.

Figure 12: MOONARCH remove data principle.
The second optimization is to define a maximum size of
archiving data on the disk or a duration (for LTS data).
Typically, MOONARCH will check the total archiving
files space, and if the size is above a limit configured by
the user, it will remove the oldest data of each PV archiving
file.
MOONARCH directly read the archiving files generated
by Archiving Appliance (Google protobuff pb files) stored
in long term memory storage (LTS). Therefore, it can be
installed on any computer that can access to the LTS folder,
and it does not require EPICS to work. It is developed in
Java and it is deployed as a servlet in a Tomcat container
following the installation logic of Archiving Appliance
(see Fig. 13).

MOONARCH
For small experiments, we are using PC that could run
10 years with low maintenance. Since mobile mechanical
parts of a PC are the weak point, we have successfully been
using industrial fanless PCs for many years but this solution also implies low resources and performance. Therefore, we need to tune the EPICS installation, especially the
archiving to fit it into the limitation in term of RAM and
disk space. Currently, we are using Archive Appliance as
archiving software, which is a great solution but design for
large space disk. To answer our need, we have developed
a Java application that can reduce the number of data archived.
We are using two optimization methods for limiting the
archived data size. The first one is to remove data that are
not interesting. In many experiments with PLC, data collected by the PLC does not need a fast acquisition, but the
programmer of the PLC is interested in data analysis when
a problem occurs for understanding how the process implemented in the PLC reacted. In that case, he needs the
maximum of details; otherwise, a low frequency is enough.
Based on this principle, MOONARCH (Memory Optimizer ON ARCHiver appliance) application will read new
data of the last day, check when alarms occurred, defined
temporal windows around them, keep all data in those windows, and decimate data that are under a defined period
like 10 seconds outside those windows (see Fig. 12).

Figure 13: MOONARCH software architecture.
Finally, MOONARCH provides a GUI through a web interface for an easy access to the configuration (see Fig. 14).
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CONCLUSION
We have now a set of tools for helping non-EPICS user
to create communication with Siemens PLC, create views
in CSS and control size of the archived data. We are currently using those tools on accelerator projects, and the
next step is to deploy them on a small experiment with only
one PC and one PLC. This has been done in the laboratory
during tests this year, and we expect to deliver this solution
in 2020 as part of a deployed project.
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OVERVIEW OF ACQUISITION AND CONTROL ELECTRONICS
AND CONCEPTS FOR EXPERIMENTS AND BEAM TRANSPORT
AT THE EUROPEAN XFEL
P. Gessler†, H. Ali, F. Babies, K.-E. Ballak, H. Bamaga, B. Baranasic, O. Bieler, N. Coppola,
K. Dornack, J. Eilers, D. Emes, B. Fernandes, M. Fobian, T. Freyermuth, S. T. Huynh,
N. Jardón Bueno, M. Meyer, O. Oshtuk, P. Parlicki, J. Reifschläger, S. Sayar, H. Sotoudi Namin,
M. Stupar, J. Tolkiehn, H. Vega Pérez, S. Wagner, J. Zach
European X-Ray Free-Electron Laser Facility, Schenefeld, Germany
Abstract
FPGA based fast electronics to acquire and pre-process
signals of detectors and diagnostics and PLC based
hardware and software for motion, vacuum and other
control and monitoring applications are key elements of the
European X-Ray Free Electron Laser. In order to bring the
newly developed scientific user facility up and running, the
underlying electrical and electronic components require a
diverse array of tools and processes to be developed in
order to meet the continually adapting requirements and
make use of technological advances. Many challenges
were faced, including high availability and up-time,
adaptability to a dynamic environment, rapid lead-time for
integration of complex components, numerous
instrumentation installations and commissioning, high
time resolution and subsequently, high demands on data
and sampling rates, synchronization and real-time
processing. In this contribution we will provide an
overview of the selected technologies, developed concepts
and solutions along with generically designed frameworks
and tools, which aim to provide a high degree of
standardization on the control systems and even automatic
generation from requirements to final install.

INTRODUCTION
The European X-Ray Free-Electron Laser Facility
(EuXFEL) is located in northern Germany with a length of
about 3.4 km. It provides coherent x-ray pulses between
260 eV and 24 keV and a duration of less than 100 fs at
three beamlines. At present, six instruments are located at
the end of the beamlines, which provide a wide span of
environments and instrumentation to allow scientific
research in many fields [1].
Due to the underlying super conducting accelerator
technology, the time structure of the photon pulses delivery
is organized in short bursts (also called trains) of up to
600 µs every 100 ms. In these bursts up to 2700 pulses
could be generated and directed to up to three of the six
instruments at a time. The minimal spacing between pulses
is 220 ns and therefore equivalent to a repetition rate of
4.5 MHz. These parameters are of relevance for the design
of the electronics and acquisition system since highresolution measurement during the bursts is often required,
___________________________________________
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and in the gaps between the bursts, time for data processing
and transfer is available.
A significant number of equipments are required and
have to be accurately remotely or automatically operated.
These could be categorized as follows: (1) slow control and
monitoring elements like vacuum systems, positioning,
temperature control, etc., and (2) fast diagnostics and
detectors. While the first category includes a very large
number of individual channels of sensors, and actuators,
which require only moderate time resolution of seconds to
sub-ms range, the second category demands a high
sampling rate (in the order of multiple GHz) and high data
bandwidth (in the order of 10 GBytes/s on a single
detector). On such speeds and band widths, the preprocessing of acquired signals is an important aspect in
order to implement data reduction and to reduce the latency
in the system to process and react on the measurement
signals in real-time.
The mentioned aspects are important boundary
conditions and significantly impacted the selection and
development of the underlying electronics for control and
acquisition. It should be mentioned here, that there is a split
of responsibility for the accelerator part up to the
undulators on one side and the photon beam transport and
experiment stations on the other side. This work only
focuses on the later part. Information about the accelerator
and undulator related control electronics could be found,
for example in [2].

VISION AND APPROACH
In the planning phase about 130 individual components
were counted, where each one could be relatively simple in
terms of control, like an imager with one motor and related
position switches to insert a screen, digital outputs to
control equipment powering and to enable or disable a
LED for testing purposes. But one component could also
be an x-ray split and delay line with about 100 individual
motors and related switches and encoders. Taking a closer
look to the quantity of the elements to be controlled,
monitored, digitized and processed, one part of the
challenge could be easily seen, which is the integration of
thousands of individual elements like motors, pumps,
valves, gauges, sensors and analogue and digital signals.
In order to master the task not only of how to integrate
all these elements into the control system of European
XFEL, but also how to be able to support and maintain it
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in the years to come (including modifications, extensions,
etc.), a generic and modular solution had to be found and
developed. Key aspects of the envisioned system and
solutions were:
• Allow to connect from equipment up to final visualization in terms of naming, identification, documentation, tracking, and functionality
• Allow for real-time and deterministic interaction of
critical aspects across all control equipment
• Maximize re-usability and provide a homogeneous environment
• Minimize manual interventions through automated
processes and interfaces in the integration process and
thus reducing time and errors
• Develop and provide key set of generic solutions to
cover almost all applications (frameworks, common
hardware platforms, generic elements)
Even with a set of standardized solutions, there is still
the challenge of the actual design, production, testing,
installation and commissioning of the required electronics.
That implies, that not only the technical concepts and
solutions had to be identified and developed, but also
processes, related staffing and contracts for the design,
production, installation, commissioning and quality
control had to be developed and implemented.

SELECTED TECHNOLOGIES
AND TOOLS
Industrial Standard PLC Systems
As a key ingredient for robust and long life-time slow
control and automation solution a Programmable Logic
Controller (PLC) based implementation was selected. In
our case the EtherCAT bus terminals and PLC family from
Beckhoff [3] were chosen. Some important decision
driving factors were the modern Ethernet based real-time
and open standard EtherCAT fieldbus, a strong support of
motion systems, and support of multiple PLCs on one
CPU. The TwinCAT 3 programming environment supports
IEC61131-3 and object oriented programming, which is an
important aspect for the design concept outlined in the
following section. For some special cases also controllers
from other vendors are used like PI for Hexapods as well
as xyz-nano cubes, Elmo MC and Technosoft for strong
and very weak stepper motors, and FESTO for pneumatic
islands.

MicroTCA Platform for Fast Electronics
Due to the many decentralized locations, where sensitive
measurement signals are detected and timing signals are
required, a relatively compact form factor solution suitable
for physics applications with high-reliability, redundancy
and remote access possibilities was required. Following the
developments and choice from the European XFEL
machine side at DESY, we also selected the MicroTCA.4
standard. This platform provides high-speed interconnects
via PCIe and Ethernet with redundant cooling and power
supply as well as full remote monitoring, control and
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automatic failure detection and reaction. Based on this
system we use Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
equiped modules (called AMCs), which provide
digitization, synchronization, online processing and realtime data rejection (vetoing) capabilities.

Electrical Computer Aided Design (ECAD)
An important aspect of the design, construction,
documentation and maintenance of the electrical
instrumentation infrastructure is the usage of a suitable
electrical CAD program. Besides the design of the PLC
systems also the whole cable planning, routing, and
documentation as well as the change management to adapt
to the evolvement of the instrumentation has to be possible.
We selected EPLAN P8 for this task, which fulfills the
requirements and also provides powerful interfaces for
import and export as well as automation of workflows,
which is an important aspect outlined in the next section.

Bug, Feature, Task Tracking and Ticketing
System
Besides bug and feature request tracking, typically
required for the PLC and FPGA developments, also
documentation and tracking of general tasks and a ticketing
system was identified to be important for development as
well as the construction, operation, maintenance and
support of the infrastructure. The web based Easy Redmine
[4] was selected for this purpose, which is also used by
many other groups within European XFEL.

Source Code Versioning Repository
Historically, the selected version tool for PLC and FPGA
developments was subversion (SVN) [5]. Besides the basic
functionality and tolerance for binary files it also provides
a good integration with Redmine. However, except for
some cases, we migrated the repositories to GitLab [6],
since it provides a significant advantage related to code
review and continuous integration workflows.

Online Monitoring and Alarm System
In order to provide a high availability, prompt service
and maintenance as well as to identify possible issues as
early as possible, we are using Nagios [7] as a professional
monitoring and alarm tool. This covers all PLC systems
and related infrastructure like cooling and power supplies
as well as the MicroTCA systems. Besides this rsyslog is
used to centrally monitor the operating system (OS) of the
MicroTCA CPUs.

Automatic OS Installation and Configuration
A typical task is the installation, update and (re-)
configuration of the operating system. In our case this was
and is required for 35 Linux based MicroTCA CPUs for the
scientific instruments and photon beamlines in the tunnels.
In order to simplify this activity and ensure conformity of
the different installations we recently adopted the Puppet
tool [8] in combination with Foreman [9]. Puppet profiles
definition include users and groups rights access, packages,
drivers as well as system tools, guaranteeing that all
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systems have the same environment. Profiles are defined
according to CPU’s manufacturer and architecture and its
usage e.g. production, development or testing.
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primary power lines (from two providers) are used to
minimize the risk of power failures.

DEVELOPED CONCEPTS
AND SOLUTIONS
PLC Systems and Related Infrastructure and
Interfaces
Due to the vast number of equipment required to be
integrated for control or monitoring, different boundary
conditions had to be observed and suitable concepts and
solutions had to be developed.
Mechanical and Electrical Design All PLC related
electronics had to be placed in 19 inch industrial racks,
placed in rack rooms above the scientific instruments. Due
to radiation protection, the actual instruments are located
in shielded hutches below the rack rooms and signal cables
between PLC systems and the equipment at the beamline
had to be routed through chicanes. Typical lengths of
cables are between 20 and 40 meters. On the cable paths
many cables share the same cable tray which makes
shielding an important aspect.
As a key concept a strong standardization,
modularization and interfacing of the PLC environment
was followed on all architectural levels (e.g. mechanics,
electronics and software). In order to achieve a highdensity of PLC terminals within the 19 inch and about
80 cm usable depth racks, while maintaining modularity
and clean interface to the cabling, a mechanical form-factor
was designed as shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a
mechanical 19 inch, 5U high and about 50 cm deep frame,
where two removable modules could be inserted, which
include the PLC terminals, EtherCAT couplers and specific
fusing. The back side of the modules include modular
connectors [10] (wired to the inner PLC terminals), which
mate with the counter connectors, which are mounted on
the back of the frame and are part of the cabling. In that
way a decoupling of the cable production and installation
and the PLC module production and installation is
achieved. Also removing of modules for maintenance or
modification during the lifetime of the systems is easily
possible without manual disconnection of installed cables.
Intentionally, power supplies, cooling and PLC CPUs
are not included in the PLC modules. Each rack with PLC
modules host two 1U high chassis for hot-swappable
power modules [11] to provide 24 V and 48 V resp. This
solution allows for a very high density of power (up to
8 kW in 1U) as well as redundancy and remote monitoring.
Fan units with alarm signals and air ducts ensure reliable
airflow within the racks. The PLC CPUs are concentrated
in each rack room for the resp. instrument or the so called
balcony rooms for the resp. tunnels. Each of the scientific
instruments require about 10 to 18 of these special
industrial computers to implement the PLC infrastructure.
They are also powered by 24 V through the previously
described power supply solution. However, besides
redundant number of power modules, also two redundant

Figure 1: Image of the mechanical 19 inch frame with two
PLC modules. The right module is only half-way inserted
and allows to see the Harting Han series connector frame
at the back.
Each PLC CPU communicates with the respective PLC
modules via a redundant EtherCAT cable connection (loop)
in order to be tolerant against single module failures or to
allow removing of single or consecutive modules for
service tasks. In order to allow also interactions between
PLCs a cross-PLC / loop communication through
EtherCAT bridges is implemented with an additional
hierarchy to also allow interaction between instrument and
tunnel PLC systems (as often required for vacuum control
related tasks) and even between beamlines.
PLC Software Design Also the PLC software
architecture is following a modular and clear interface
approach. For each type of equipment (with a specific
hardware interface documented in an EPLAN macro) a
corresponding object class called softdevice was
developed. Each softdevice implements all required lowlevel features to operate the resp. equipment. The
softdevices are part of the developed PLC framework,
which also includes communication interfaces between
softdevices and between the PLC and the Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system, which is
on our case Karabo [12], which was developed and is
provided by the European XFEL Controls group. The PLC
framework is organized as a versioned library to ensure
clear identification in running systems, conformity of
interfaces and upgrade procedures. Each PLC requires a
project, which includes the framework library and
instantiates all required softdevice classes and their default
parameters for each connected equipment. Furthermore,
automatic interaction between softdevice instances are
defined in the project, which are (currently) only
implemented as interlocks to reduce the risk of damages of
the instrumentation.
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Automatic PLC Project Generation Not only the
developed solutions are required in order to adapt to the
boundary conditions, also the procedure to prepare the
projects for the required PLC systems had to be developed
to accomplish the significant amount of work with a
limited number of experts and to allow the further
maintenance, extensions and modifications while
maintaining full and consistent documentation. For this
reason the PLC Management System (PLCMS) [13] was
developed, which generates PLC projects based on the
EPLAN documentation, information of the PLC
framework and to implement interlock functionality based
on user defined conditions and actions documented in
Excel spread sheets. With that approach, the work load was
significantly reduced, the consistency between ECAD
designs, hardware and PLC projects ensured and more
transparency provided. A further aspect of the transparency
is implemented in the PLC framework, which provides, onconnect from the control system, a complete self
description of all instances of softdevices, their names and
available parameters and access levels. During run time a
special monitoring device provides all important
information about the PLC system. Besides the control
system interface also the Nagios system is interfaced to
each PLC and informs about any issues related to the PLC
software or hardware status.
PLC Security As PLC systems are a critical part of the
whole European XFEL, also security is an important
aspect. Besides the developed interface to the control
system, many potentially insecure additional interfaces via
the network interface (AFS, OS specific services, Nagios
monitoring, NTP, etc.) are accessible. Therefore we
implemented a strictly isolated network approach. All
PLCs of one instrument or tunnel reside in an own private
network. To that network a small number of server
machines are connected with a second network port, which
is not routed to the outside. These servers host the control
system (Karabo) devices, which provide the only interface
to the facility for normal operation. Additionally, there are
two or three virtual support machines running on the
servers, which are required to service the PLC systems. All
these servers and machines are password protected and
only accessible by the required expert personnel. The
interface between Karabo and a PLC allows only a single
connection and thus guaranties exclusive access. Although
the PLC defines access levels for each accessible
parameter, authentication and user access right
management is not part of the PLC system and has to be
provided through the control system.

MicroTCA Based Solutions
Timing System A crucial element in acquisition
electronics at an x-ray free-electron laser is the so called
timing system. It has to provide accurate and stable triggers
to synchronize acquisition, provide reference frequencies
(clocks) to align sampling rates and other sequencing
clocks in frequency and phase as well as to distribute pulse
pattern information and other parameters in a deterministic
way. The European XFEL Timing System was a
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development between DESY and Stockholm University
[14,15] and is implemented as an AMC called X2Timer.
We developed two standard adapter boxes, one to convert
LVDS (Low-Voltage Differential Signaling) trigger and
clock outputs of the AMC into TTL (Transistor-Transistor
Logic), and one in the opposite direction for special
interlock inputs of the AMC.
Digitization of Analogue Signals Besides timing, the
most common applications where the MicroTCA platform
is utilized, are AMCs to digitize analogue signals from
detectors (e.g. (avalanche) photo diodes, diamond plates,
multi-channel plates). Depending on the relevant
properties of the transient signals (e.g. energy of a pulse,
peak time of a pulse, shape of the signal) different signal
shaping, sampling rates, resolution and processing
requirements have to be maintained or provided. Based on
an initial requirements survey, three different classes of
digitizers were identified: (1) sampling rate of about 100 –
200 MSPS (Mega samples per second) for known pulse
shape and interest in only energy of pulses or a generally
relatively slow signal shape; (2) sampling at about 2 GSPS
(Giga samples per second) to also allow for peak time
detection of fast pulses and spectral information of
moderate time-of-flight signals; and (3) sampling of
10 GSPS and more usually for time-of-flight signals with
high resolution.
For the first class the SIS8300 from Struck Innovative
Systems [16] was selected, which provides 10 channels of
up to 125 MSPS with 16 bit nominal resolution. A special
rear-transition module (RTM) was developed, which
allows to stretch the analogue signal before it is digitized
and therefore also allows to process pulses shorter than the
sampling rate. The AMC also includes an FPGA as central
element, which is equipped with an in-house developed
firmware including an energy detection algorithm.
For the second class, intensive market research and
discussions with possible vendors lead to a newly
developed product by Teledyne SP Devices [17], called
ADQ412-4G-MTCA. This AMC provides 4 channels with
up to 2 GSPS or 2 channels with up to 4 GSPS (software
configurable) at 12 bit resolution. The powerful FPGA on
the AMC includes a closed source based firmware and a
user space, where signal processing and data handling can
be implemented.
For the third class, only during the last two years first
products reached the commercial market. In our case, we
started to integrate and port developments to the new
generation of Teledyne SP Devices ADQ7 modules, which
provide up to 10 GSPS with 14 bit resolution. However,
faster sampling solutions (e.g. 56 GSPS at 8 bit) are still
very expensive and related processing difficult and
therefore their integration has not started yet.

FPGA Based Systems
Separation into Board and Application FPGA
projects at the European XFEL are developed in VHDL
(Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description
Language). The top level design is separated into two
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specific modules: Board and Application. The Board
module includes all code related and specific to monitor
and configure board features and also provides the related
interfaces (e.g. for ADC/DAC, DDR2 controller, Clocks,
etc.) to the Application module. User algorithms and
applications are implemented in the Application module,
which may be board specific. A basic Input / Output (I/O)
board interface is provided on the Application module so
that users focus only on the development of their
application. Improvements and further development on the
board interfaces is performed by expert designers while not
interfering with developments on the Application module.
This fixed structure allows for easy porting and update on
both board and application code. It provides an
environment for firmware programming for standardized
and future hardware.
Automated Register and Memory Generation User
registers and memories are defined using an in-house
further developed version of the Internal Interface (II) bus
[18]. The Internal Interface is a bus protocol and defined in
an VHDL package and consists of a set of VHDL functions
with an API that eases register definition and access.
Register properties are collected in an VHDL table, which
can be defined per module, and includes access rights, data
type (unsigned, signed, bool), bit size, number of integer
and fractional bits, memory length and a brief description.
The registers and memories are accessed via PCIe or
Ethernet devices. Assignment of address is performed at
the hardware level during the compilation process. After
compilation, an XML file with all register information,
including the assigned addresses, is available. The
interfacing software library used in the European XFEL
control system is able to interpret this file and provides a
user friendly environment which allows users to
communicate with the design on the FPGA.
Standard Register Set and SHAPI In order to allow
a universal identification of the installed hardware and
firmware, we developed a standard register set concept,
which is a predefined set of registers starting at address 0
and with a pointer to the next standard register set in the
address space. In these registers crucial information about
the type of hardware, functionality and versions is
available even without access to the previously described
XML files. This concept was further developed with
different institutes and industry within a working group in
PICMG (PCI Industrial Computer Manufacturers Group)
and was released as Standard Harware API (SHAPI) as
guide lines [19].
Graphical Programming and Simulation While
using graphical programming languages is a suitable
approach to FPGA development, some of the more
demanding and specific modules require a certain level of
HDL knowledge to be properly implemented and
maintained. For application development the environment
provided by graphical tools is more intuitive and easier to
develop for users interested in implementing their
algorithms on an FPGA. Preference over HDL wrappers is
based on users having to learn and familiarize with a
programming language, its syntax and coding
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methodology, which may take a considerable amount of
time. Special attention is also given to simulation of
algorithms. HDL based simulations usually do not provide
an easy integration of external data as well as functions for
signal analysis and visualization (e.g. histograms). An
environment where users can test their FPGA algorithm
with real experimental data and obtain relevant results is
highly beneficial. Taking these points into account, a high
level FPGA framework based on the MathWorks Simulink
tool is being developed at the European XFEL, that allows
for users to develop their algorithm modules. Our
Board/Application structure allows for FPGA experts to
use HDLs to implement and improve board features
without interfering with the application development.
Users of our FPGA framework can use the modules
available on the Simulink Library to focus on their
algorithm implementation. From the FPGA project point of
view, Simulink based designs are applications with their
own memory in the bus protocol address space. The
framework also includes the standard registers of the II bus,
so modules defined in this environment will interface the
control system in the same manner. In addition, algorithms
developed in VHDL can also be added to the Simulink
environment.
Special Algorithms for Digitized Signals FPGA
algorithms are already in place for processing of digitizer
data on the hardware. This data is provided together with
the raw data, allowing further systems to take faster
decisions not only concerning the quality of the data but
also for diagnostics and status of the beam. Algorithms
include peak integration, peak (time) detection and zero
suppression.
Pulse Train Information Available on all FPGAs
Information concerning train pulses is available to all
devices that are able to receive the timing information, this
includes the digitizers on the MicroTCA platforms, before
the train arrives. As such, this information could be used to
filter generated data according to a specification given by
the user. In addition, fast processing devices (FPGA based
ones for example) provide algorithm results that could be
used to determine the quality or relevance of the data.
Real-Time Data Rejection via VETO System The
VETO system is a device that is able to combine these
different data sets and take a decision, per pulse and
according to the user criteria, on the data. Data would be
classified as Golden, Non-VETO (e.g. uncertain) and
VETO, which would mean save, save if possible and do
not save respectively. These decisions can be forward to
our Detectors with a latency of only some microseconds
and stored in the European XFEL DAQ system.

WORKFLOW FROM REQUIREMENTS
TO RUNNING SYSTEMS
Based on the previously described concepts and
solutions, this section will briefly outline the typical
workflow starting with a requirement for a specific
instrumentation up to the running system.
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The usual starting point is the need from a scientific
group to integrate a new instrumentation beamline
component like a diagnostic imager. The person will fill in
a Component Requirement Document (CRD) form, which
includes a detailed list of all equipment involved, timing
requirements, and many other information. This document
is often discussed before handing it in with electronics and
software experts to clarify general questions. Afterwards it
will be processed by different experts of PLCs, timing,
digitization, cabling and control system until it is formally
approved. Afterwards a designer will create required
EPLAN documentation, which is reviewed and checked
before it is sent to production (if PLC modules are
involved). Additionally the design is integrated into the
overall instrument integration project documentation,
which includes the PLC loop structure, locations as well as
all required cabling. The responsible cable planner will add
further cable length, path and connection box information
to the design before the cable production is triggered (inhouse or by external company). Also based on the
integration project the full PLC loop information is
exported as XML files. Based on the designs the
infrastructure in the involved racks is prepared (e.g. power
supplies, cooling, frames, etc.) to allow the following
installation of cables and PLC modules. Also the PLC
projects are generated based on the exported XML file(s).
Once all produced elements are ready and acceptance
tested, the installation, deployment and initial test are
carried out jointly with the requesting group and the
controls group. Possible issues are resolved and the system
handed over to the requester for technical commissioning
and operation. From then onward only support activities
and work based on change request are carried out in
agreement with the operating group.

EXPERIENCE IN THE OPERATION
Up to now, we are operating about 120 PLC systems and
a sum of about 8.500 terminals in more than 500 PLC
modules. The about 10.000 softdevices include 2200
motors, 800 vacuum pumps, 1500 digital or analogue
outputs, 4000 digital or analogue inputs, and many special
devices more. Besides the PLCs, there are 35 MicroTCA
systems in operation. In order to provide prompt support
we do not only react on issues of the alarm system and
support request tickets, but also provide 24/7 on-call duty
(OCD). In average, we receive about five OCD calls per
month outside of the usual office hours. If we exclude
cases, where the cause of the issue was outside of our
systems (e.g. sensor/actuator issues, control system issues),
there are three main causes identified: (1) insufficiently
commissioned
systems,
mostly
very
recently
commissioned and not correctly parameterized; (2)
undesired changes of cabling during recent shutdown
work, where cables were disconnected and not correctly
reattached or other kind of side effects, which were only
realized during following usage; (3) undetected change of
parameters during maintenance or updates.
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FUTURE WORK
It has to be stated clearly, that the main goal for the PLC
system development, production and installations was to
manage the integration of the very large number of
equipment at all with the available time and persons for the
installation and commissioning phase of the European
XFEL and provide basic control and monitoring
capabilities as well as interlock capabilities to reduce the
risk of hardware damages and thus downtime and costs. As
a consequence, the capabilities of the used PLC
technologies are only exploited in a limited way. For
example powerful automation functionalities (beyond
interlocks) are not yet provided, nor are control loops
(except for motion control and other limited cases). This
will be the future focus combined with related PLC
framework developments. Furthermore, the field of
machine safety in terms of IEC61508 is currently a field of
development. So far we only integrated equipment, where
no person safety relevant functionality and safety integrity
level were required by the manufacturers of the related
components. This is currently changing for some new
components. Therefore safety PLC integration into the
PLC infrastructure is currently investigated and worked on.
Finally, the (future) needs of the scientific groups as well
as the technological developments are observed in order to
drive investigations and developments for the future in
order to be able to support latest technology detection,
control, online-processing and communication methods.
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DOUBLE CRYSTAL MONOCHROMATOR CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
ENERGY MATERIALS IN-SITU LABORATORY BERLIN (EMIL)
A. Balzer, P. Sreelatha Devi, A. Ziegler
Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, Germany
Abstract
The control system for the Double Crystal Monochromator (DCM) at the Energy Materials In-Situ Laboratory
(EMIL) is discussed in this paper. The DCM feeding the
U17 hard X-ray beamlines was designed and optimized for
stability and resolution. A multi modal set-up provides
synchrotron radiation with a broad energy range of 80eV
- 10keV and variable polarization. Two canted undulators,
three monochromators, ﬁve end stations, more than twenty
optical elements and a sample to source distances of more
than 60m are challenges by its own.
The mechanical concept of the DCM puts high demands
on the control software. For on-the-ﬂy synchronization of
crystal pitch, crystal translation and the cryogenic cooling
system rotation (referred as cryo in this paper), a closedloop feedback is needed to fulﬁll the control system requirements. Motion programs are used for compensation of the
non-linearities of the pitch rotation. Target positions are
approached on a well deﬁned path, improving reproducibility and positioning time. A non-linear closed-loop control
provides ﬁne positioning.
A setup of the motion controller, based on the tpmac module, provides the abstraction interface to the complex DCM
motion control software [1]. This paper discusses the DCM
hardware, software model and experimental veriﬁcation.

INTRODUCTION
EMIL is a joint venture of Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin
(HZB) and the Max Planck Society (MPG) and is aimed
at combining a chest-tool of spectroscopic techniques and
deposition tools at BESSY II synchrotron [2]. The EMIL
laboratory uses as light source one of the most complex
beamlines at BESSY II. Two undulators, one providing
soft X-rays and one hard X-ray, are shining light into a
beamline which contains three monochromators, two Plane
Grating Monochromators (PGM) and one Double Crystal
Monochrmator (DCM), ten mirror chambers and four exit
slits. The two beams are dispersed and focused into two
isolated pathways towards ﬁve interaction points of which
three of them achieve the overlap of soft and hard x-rays.
This is only possible due to selectable monochromators and
mirrors. This design which demands a very high mechanical
and thermal stability of its optical elements as well as motion
reproducibility was built by Bestec.
The DCM monochromator, the subject of the present
work, is a development of the aforementioned company and
is equipped with three pairs of silicon crystals which are
cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature in order to reduce

the crystal deformation at high heat loads produced by the
impinging beam.
A single crystal rotation stepper motor drive with harmonic drive gear is used to move the cradle of the selectable
double crystals. The cryo system connected to the crystals
has to be moved in sync with the crystal rotation. The worm
gear of the cryo system rotation is driven by a second stepper
motor.
The ﬁxed exit beam position is achieved by the adjustment
of the crystal height, driven by an in vacuum stepper drive. A
piezo stage mounted on top of that drive is used to ﬁne-tune
pitch, roll and crystal translation (CT) (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Double crystal positioning using stepper motors
for crystal rotation (CR) and crystal translation (CT).

Challenges
Motion control for synchrotron applications is more discerning than ever before. Experimental constructions and
prototypes of devices make engineers face various diﬀerent
challenges. None the less, they still have to be cost eﬀective.
Some devices have to follow others on-the-ﬂy, other moving on predeﬁned paths. They have to proceed fast and
deﬁnite at the same time, to ensure precise positioning of
the motors on the endpoint and providing a high stability
and robustness regarding vibrations.
Not only the end position precision of hardware is important, but also some beamline applications are very sensitive
to disturbances and jerk, resulting from discontinuous acceleration proﬁles during motions as well. A stable and reliable
communication is crucial for the experimental setups to take
synchronized data.
In order for software engineers and scientists to get a
better grasp of the hardware and software, diagnostic tools
had to be implemented and improved. These tools help with
the optimization of the devices movement or alignment of
the beam, as well as commissioning. To further improve
running beamline applications, shorter development cycles
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of software products are an important requirement ensuring
that these complex setups run smooth and safe.
An increased usage of low level programs of motion control hardware is required to achieve best performances from
the existing hardware. In some cases, code complexity can
be decreased with the help of simple motion programs and
can avoid some of the most common mistakes of software
solutions in general. This low level functionality has to be
supported by the higher level control system.
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motion controller performs low-level tasks with higher update rates. Phoebus and the integrated plug-ins work in the
higher level, bringing high quality software hierarchies.

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE STACK
This section concentrates on the hardware and software
stack of the development process. For some applications of
the devices at EMIL beamlines, trapezoidal shaped motion
proﬁles are no longer suﬃcient. In addition to high precision point-to-point moves, the programming of a complex
multidimensional path and closed-loop-moves are required.
Some experiments demand the generation of trigger signals
in order to synchronize experimental data acquisition and
monochromator motion.
During the planning phase of the EMIL project, the Delta
Tau Geo Brick Low Voltage Integrated Motion System (LV
IMS II) [3] has been developed into a stable, powerful and
well tested product. It is widely used in the Experimental
Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) community,
being able to interface the diﬀerent hardware devices used to
control the stepper motor drives of EMIL monochromators,
hexapods, apertures and slit units.
The state machine discussed in this paper, closed-loop
positioning, ﬁlters and safety features are implemented in
PLC and motion programs on the motion controller, thereby,
achieving a robust and eﬃcient system.
Based on the tpmac module [3], an EPICS support layer
for the new functionality of the motion controller has been
added. This was done by deriving new C++ classes and
adapting tpmac classes to our devices. Interfaces have been
added for the control and diagnosis of complex motion proﬁles and for safety. Code is shared and reused within derived
objects like PGM, DCM, HEXAPOD, Single Axis, Multi Axis
(see Fig. 2).
The resulting devices were integrated into the legacy
BESSY II monochromator control software which runs on
a mvme2100 VME-Board. It communicates via CAN Open
with the undulator control program [4]. On devices like the
hexapods, the expensive and outdated VME-Crates were
replaced by virtual PCs running Debian Linux.
DM2K is currently used as the standard graphical user
interface. While replacements for DM2K are evaluated, a
Phoebus based user interface [5] has been implemented for
diagnostics and the control of the piezo stage.
The integrated Jython and Python plugins eﬀectively reduce the overall number of programming languages required
for implementing small tasks and calculations. This framework makes it easier to collaborate and reuse code. Phoebus
also provides a modern display manager and uses predeﬁned
libraries for conﬁguration and programming. The Geo Brick

Figure 2: Integration of the low level software written on
Geo Bricks into the standard BESSY II monochromator
control program.

POSITION MEASUREMENT
In motion control applications at BESSY II, noise from
position measurements occurs from a number of sources:
vibrations that are generated from devices attached to the
monochromator, noise from the position sensor and electromagnetic disturbances or the motion itself. For suﬃcient positioning, it is critical to remove such disturbances from the
measurements with minimum delay. Therefore PLC based
ﬁlter programs have been implemented, enabling good measurement with minimum delay. These PLC programs are
executed with a frequency greater then 1kHz.
The moving average ﬁlter averages a speciﬁed number
of past values. While the moving average ﬁlter gives equal
weight to each data point, the digital form of the exponential
ﬁlter will provide an exponential weighted moving average,
leading to a shorter digital delay. This ﬁlter is used for all
closed-loop movements in motion programs. The incremental computation of the position average and the standard
deviation can be used for experimental data acquisition. Additionally, the standard deviation provides a good diagnosis
in case of vibrations or other disturbances.

MOTION CONTROL
For on-the-ﬂy applications with trapezoidal motion proﬁles, the old VME-based hardware (VMEX, OMS) needs
simple velocity and acceleration commands via the VMEBus. Acceleration of trapezoidal motion proﬁles is discontinuous, leading to unwanted disturbances during the movement. Discontinuous acceleration results in discontinuous
force on the device and will excite vibrational modes of the
monochromator. This can be observed at beamlines with
very high demands on reproducibility during continuous
mode operation [4].
In order to avoid these disturbances, a move proﬁle, which
is continuous in the second derivative, had to be developed.
Acceleration has to carefully be adjusted and the jerk has to
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be controlled and limited to an optimal value. The higher
the jerk, the bigger the amplitude of the disturbances in a
broader frequency spectrum. The vibration energy created
will be higher as well [6] [7]. Thus, it is very important that
motion proﬁles are as smooth as possible. The trajectory can
be predicted through calculations for the near future points
and some applications rely on these predictions.
Geo Bricks oﬀer various options to program linear
blended moves with sigmoid motion proﬁles. The planning of movement has to be done in advance, starting at the
beginning of the motion. This results in a trade oﬀ between
acceleration rate and delay time due to pre-calculated moves.
The acceleration is remarkably high, if higher velocities are
required during a movement.

Algorithm for Smooth on-ﬂy Velocity Proﬁle Generation
As a solution for the challenges of fast high precision
point-to-point movements and highly ﬂexible closed-loop onthe-ﬂy moves, an algorithm has been developed to provide
smooth trajectories on-the-ﬂy with end-point prediction at
any time during the motion.
In general, the diﬀerent spline move modes of the Geo
Bricks (PVT, SPLINE1, SPLINE2) are able to generate a
smooth proﬁle. However, the limitation of the jerk and the
precise move planning are the responsibilities of the programmer. Splines have the disadvantage to easily oscillate if
the incorrect values for positioning are used. The planning
of the closed-loop moves in general relies on measurements
of a noisy input signal. Quantization eﬀects also have to
be put into account. Those facts make the generation of
on-the-ﬂy spline moves a diﬃcult task.
To eliminate this problem, the motion proﬁles have been
divided in diﬀerent phases of acceleration, deceleration and
constant velocity. A set of smooth predeﬁned proﬁles are
used to construct a gentle and safe path for the motion (see
Fig. 3). A sigmoid acceleration proﬁle can be generated
by assembling spline building blocks 1 and 2. For a longer
acceleration, phase 1 followed by variable lengths of phase
3 ending with phase 2 can be implemented (see Fig. 3).
A state machine is used to quickly generate a sequence
of such move phases in real time (see Fig. 4). The current
version of the algorithm uses spline segments of 20ms. It
builds either blocks of 48/12/6/4 spline segments or a single
spline segment for constant velocity or acceleration. Those
blocks are directly stored in a data array on the Geo Brick
controller.
The algorithm has been successfully tested on real hardware of PGM- and DCM-monochromators and passed acceptance tests with random input of critical step sizes and
proﬁles. It is presently used for closed-loop control of the
DCM cryo drive with various update rates up to 12.5Hz. Figure 5 shows a long range move, using short spline building
blocks every 60ms compared to long building blocks at a
control-loop update every 960ms. The size of the spline
building block can be adapted to the magnitude of the ve-

Figure 3: Building blocks or spline move cases for spline
control algorithm.

Figure 4: State set of the proﬁle generation algorithm.
locity change. The same state machine can be reused for
diﬀerent applications, for example the improvement of existing implementations like the continuous mode.
In general, the complete trajectory of motion for this algorithm can be predicted in advance at any point of the
movement. Figure 6 shows the experimental veriﬁcation of
a full stop at maximum velocity during a closed-loop movement. Those calculations, if done with very high precision,
would have to take many factors into account.
The already known static non-linearities of the system
make this kind of calculation on motion program level very
complicated and diﬃcult to implement. Nevertheless, knowing the magnitude of all deviations should make it easier
to extend the existing algorithm with a safe closed-loop deceleration phase, in order to reach the desired end position
without big programming eﬀort. Further extension could be
the provision of trigger signals for experimental data taking
synchronized with the motion.

Algorithm for Exponential Curve Generation for
Closed-loop End Positioning
At BESSY II closed-loop point-to-point positioning of the
stepper motors is being done, using a series of incremental
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Figure 7: Non linear proportional gain for end positioning.
Figure 5: Small velocity changes, controller output during a
long range move.

Figure 8: Measured relation between actuator position and
rotation angle theta.
ure 7 shows the encoder signal and the step motor output for
a step scan.

Close Loop Control of the Cryo Drive
Figure 6: Deceleration phase and stop at predicted end position. Deviation from calculated position (a) and measured
velocity and step velocity output (b).

moves, proportional to the distance from the start point to the
end-point. By modifying the proportional gain depending
on diﬀerent ranges to the target position, a good performance
for both high-precision-short-moves and long-moves could
be obtained.
Based on this work, a continuous closed-loop motion proﬁle has been created that exponentially reduces the velocity
according to the distance of the target position, using a proportional gain as a function to the end position (see Fig. 7a).
In the ﬁrst phase of this move, the velocity ramps up with
deﬁned acceleration up to a maximum ﬁne positioning speed
and then smoothly reduces it according to the output of the
proportional gain (see Fig. 7c). The move will stop after
reaching an in-position-band of the target position and at the
same time it allows no inversion of the move direction. The
result is a very smooth approach move with no vibrations
induced due to discontinuous changes of acceleration. Fig-

The operation of the cryo drive attached to a gear box that
is connected via worm gear to the rotation axis is very critical.
The system has a backlash of more then 1000arcsec, but the
motion has to be synchronized with the crystal rotation axis
within 1000arcsec in order to avoid a twist of the cryo pipes
and bellows attached to the crystal stage of the DCM.
The crystal rotation drive, which uses a sine bar mechanism, moves on a smooth predeﬁned path (see Fig. 8 and
Fig. 15). As a result, the cryo drive moves approximately
with constant speed while following the motion of the crystal
rotation (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 9).
After linearizing the step output scale (see Fig. 8), the
target velocity of the cryo drive can be calculated, using a
simple PID velocity feed forward controller (see Eq. (1)).
𝑉𝑐𝑟 𝑦𝑜 = 𝐾 𝑝 (𝑒(𝑡) 𝐾 𝑑

𝑑𝑒(𝑡)
𝐾𝑖
𝑑𝑡

∫
𝑒(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 𝐾 𝑣 𝑓 𝑓 𝑉𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑡 𝑎 )

(1)
Where 𝑒(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑡 𝑎 − 𝑃𝑐𝑟 𝑦𝑜 is the diﬀerence of the
position measurement from the cryo drive and the crystal
rotation, 𝑉𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑡 𝑎 is the current velocity of the theta drive in
𝑎𝑟 𝑐𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑠𝑒𝑐 .
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In addition, a complete set of EPICS Process Variables
(PVs) which describes the state of the monochromator, is
correlated to that feedback data, using EPICS time stamps.
A spike detection PLC program, triggered when noisy measurements suddenly changes by a large amount and the fatal
following error feature of the Geo Bricks is used for machine
protection in case of errors in the programmed splines.

PIEZO STAGE
Figure 9: Closed-loop move of CR2.

The constants 𝐾 𝑝 and 𝐾 𝑣 𝑓 𝑓 were calculated from the
system kinematics. Fine tuning all constants of Eq. (1) leads
to slightly better performance, the cryo axis stays in sync
with the crystal rotation within a few arcsec.

DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS
Upgrading the motion control software in the storage ring
hall is a critical process. To ensure high quality upgrades at
the beamline, python scripts for acceptance and tool based
tests have been used. Motion proﬁles are tuned by trial
and error methods, since modelling is not accurate enough,
not possible or not required. Additionally, conditions and
use-cases may change over time.
For the diagnosis of spline motion proﬁles during regular
operation, a continuous data stream with data acquisition
rates of about 200-400 Hz is required.
To achieve these rates, simple ﬂexible PLCC (see Fig. 10)
and RT PLC programs were implemented to calculate and
store the data inside the Geo Brick user buﬀer. The tpmac
module has been extended to continuously poll these data
packages and pass it to a EPICS waveform record support
module. It has originally been developed for diagnosis of the
continuous mode and for other optimization procedures [8]
[4] and belongs to the BESSY II standard monochromator
control software interface. Six channels of data up to a data
acquisition rate of about 300Hz are provided in the current
conﬁguration.

Maintaining of the parallelism of the crystals is important
for the functioning of the double crystal monochromators.
Piezo motors are the best choices when it comes to μm precision due to high resolution, small size, high torque to weight
ratio and fast response because of low inertia. At BESSY II,
a closed-loop piezo motor stage is used for precise corrections of pitch, roll and crystal translation (height), along with
a stepper stage for larger crystal translations. This system
consists of three piezo motors, one stepper motor and three
Renishaw encoders. The crystal translation can be adjusted
using the stepper motors and the piezo motor.
The state space model of the open-loop system is described by Eqs. (2) and (3):
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=
=
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𝐶




𝑋
𝑋




+
+
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𝐷
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Figure 11 shows the inter connected two-area closed-loop
system.

Figure 11: Piezo stage as a closed-loop MIMO system.
Figure 1 shows the ray diagram and the degrees of motion
of the piezo stage. The open-loop piezo stage (see Fig. 12)
consists of a digital to analog converter, a piezo ampliﬁer, a
piezo motor and an encoder.

Figure 12: Open-loop piezo motor stages for pitch, roll and
height.
Figure 10: Jitter of periodic data acquisition using a background PLC task on Geo Bricks during regular operation.

Due to the geometry of the construction, a motion in
one of the motors aﬀects the position of all other motors
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as well and results in changed encoder positions for all of
them. Hence the system is a Multiple Input Multiple Output
(MIMO) system. A system identiﬁcation [9] [10] [11] was
conducted on the open-loop system and the state space model
of the open-loop system is computed accordingly with 90.3%
curve ﬁt (see Fig. 13).
In the closed-loop system, the unit for set points and feedbacks is μrad. The new output vector is calculated as seen
below:


𝑦2 =


𝑦3 =

(𝑦 2 − 𝑦 1 )mm
μrad
64.75mm

(4)

(𝑦 3 − 𝑦 1 )mm
μrad
127.75mm

(5)

Where, 𝑥1 = 64.75𝑚𝑚 is distance between pitch and
height encoders, 𝑥2 = 127.75𝑚𝑚 is the distance between
roll and height encoders.
The stability is analyzed using the Nyquist stability criterion [12] and a suitable controller is designed [13] [14]. The
model stability was analyzed and a PID compensator was
designed and tuned to obtain a robust and fast responsive
system (see Fig. 13a).
(a)
measured output

5
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DCM MOVE PROGRAM LOGIC
Figure 14 illustrates the motion program logic used for
the DCM. Because of the excessive backlash of the cryo
axis, a safe algorithm at the start of the movement is needed.
Before the motors start with the actual motion both axis have
to be moved in a way that ensures parallelism during the
acceleration phase of the actual planned move.

Figure 14: Move program logic for various point-to-point
move step sizes.
Following the standard building blocks that were described above, the rest of the program logic can be distinguished within these three diﬀerent cases:

estimated output

position (µ m)

4

1. Long range moves where the crystal rotation trajectory
is done in a way that results in almost constant velocity
for the cryo drive (see Fig. 15 a) while at the same time
the cryo axis is following the crystal rotation.
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set point

2. Mid range moves that are executed in a linear move
sequence where the axis would spend the whole time in
the acceleration phase without reaching the maximum
velocity (see Fig. 15b,c).

400

3. Short high accuracy moves with exponential move proﬁle (see Fig. 7).
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Figure 13: Estimated system and the closed-loop performance.
The system identiﬁcation, controller design and closedloop system tuning had been done in the following steps:
1) Open-loop system identiﬁcation
2) Estimation of MIMO system-state space model
3) Stability analysis
4) Pole Zero placement design
5) Closed-loop tuning of the interconnected system
6) Implementation and testing
The tuned closed-loop performance of the actual system
can be seen in Figure 13b.

By conﬁguring the diﬀerent in-position bands of each
move type the program structure is very ﬂexible and can be
adapted to the needs of the user.
For safety, a PLC program is running which monitors the
diﬀerence between the cryo drive and the crystal rotation
and will stop all motions in the case of a fatal following error.
Only when all stepper motion has stopped, the controller
of the piezo stage can be started. Especially the crystal
translation axis has to be set to a ﬁxed position, since this
motion would interfere with the MIMO system of the piezo
stage.

CONCLUSION
Device speciﬁc low-level features relevant to the users at
EMIL have been made accessible and directly conﬁgurable
by the users. The user interface can easily be extended.
Low-level safety features ensure safe operation of the devices. Diagnostic tools for motion trajectories have been
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BUILDING THE CONTROL SYSTEM TO OPERATE THE CRYOGENIC
NEAR INFRARED SPECTROPOLARIMETER INSTRUMENT FOR THE
DANIEL K. INOUYE SOLAR TELESCOPE
R. J. Williams∗ , A. J. Borrowman, A. Greer, A. Yoshimura,
Observatory Sciences Ltd, St Ives, UK
A. Fehlmann, B. D. Goodrich, J. R. Hubbard, DKIST/NSO, Boulder, USA
I. F. Scholl, University of Hawaii, Pukalani, USA
Abstract
The Cryogenic Near Infrared Spectropolarimeter (CryoNIRSP) will be one of the first-light instruments on the
Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST) currently under
construction in Hawaii. Cyro-NIRSP is a near- and thermalIR imager and spectrograph operating in a cryogenic environment. It will be used to study the faint solar coronal
magnetic field across a large field of view. Such a complex
and precise instrument demands equal requirements from
the control system, which must manage the setup, timings,
synchronization, real time motion, and overall monitoring
of the many sub-components (e.g. cameras, polarimeter,
mirrors). The control system is built within the pre-defined
DKIST software framework, which provides consistency
across all instruments. This paper will discuss how such
a control system has been achieved for the Cryo-NIRSP
instrument, detailing some of the challenges that were overcome relating to the synchronization of specific components
and the complex inter-dependencies between configurables.
It will also describe the data processing and visualization
software development for the end-to-end functioning of the
instrument.

INTRODUCTION
The DKIST (currently under construction) will be the
world’s largest ground-based solar telescope, with a 4-meter
aperture. It will study the sun in visible to near-IR wavelengths and has adaptive optics to provide high spatial resolution of the sun’s features. The telescope will have 5 first-light
instruments, one of which will be the Cyro-NIRSP currently
being fabricated by the Institute of Astronomy at the University of Hawaii. The main purpose of the Cryo-NIRSP is to
study the solar coronal magnetic field over a large field of
view (FoV) at near- to thermal- IR wavelengths and measure
the full polarization state (Stokes I,Q,U,V) of spectral lines
originating from the sun. The thermal IR capabilities mean
that it will be able to study the solar disk in the CO lines and
it will also be able to study both the near-limb and more distant corona, providing data on features such as prominences,
flares, and other events in the low corona.
In parallel to the construction of the Cryo-NIRSP instrument itself has been the development of the control and
data-processing software, both essential for the running of
the instrument. The Cryo-NIRSP software system is re∗
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sponsible for: monitoring and controlling all mechanisms,
interacting with the instrument cameras, interacting with
the modulator system, providing an interactive control for
the instrument operation, and providing instrument-specific
data-processing plugins. This paper describes how the control software has been developed, including a brief outline
of the instrument’s many components and complexities, and
details the implemented software solutions to manage these.
The final section will address the data processing side, which
is vital for correctly calibrating the instrument and ultimately
meeting the end science goals of the instrument.

The Instrument
Cryo-NIRSP is both a near- to thermal-IR imager and a
spectropolarimeter, with a spectral resolution of 30000 to
100000. Its critical optics are cooled to cryogenic temperatures giving it the capability of achieving photon-noiselimited observations. Warm pre-optics relay the image from
the DKIST coude optics onto mirrors that scan a field of view
for 2D spectropolarimetric imaging. Some of the key cooled
optics include mirrors, wiregrid polarisers, a grating, filter
wheels, and a slit wheel (accommodating both single- and
mutli-slit spectroscopy). See Fig. 1 for a schematic of the instrument [1]. The Cryo-NIRSP can facilitate many different
observing modes, and all the light can be sent exclusively to
the context imager or exclusively to the spectropolarimeter
or it can be used for simultaneous imaging and spectroscopy
where the light is split off to both.
The camera system consists of the camera hardware itself
and the supporting Camera System Software (CSS) [2]. The
Cryo-NIRSP uses two IR cameras, one that records the spectra provided by the spectropolarimeter (SP) and another that
images the field of view of the spectropolarimeter (i.e. the
context imager - CI). Each camera consists of a 2048 x 2048
IR detector array with an accompanying array controller that
transfers data collected from the detector to the machine
hosting the CSS. The camera hardware sends raw frames to
the CSS. Sets of Fully Processed Arrays (FPAs) are then sent
to the Data Handling System (DHS). The CSS also contains
a Time Reference and Distribution System (TRADS) for
computing trigger times based on a reference time and rate.
The cameras use nondestructive read ramps (NDRs) and
support 3 different readout modes: slow up the ramp, fast up
the ramp, and line by line. The up-the-ramp mode samples
the signal at regular intervals throughout the exposure and
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so the signal is seen to ramp up. The line-by-line mode reads
out each line of the array one by one.
Movement of the optics and other mechanisms is implemented through the use of the Delta Tau Power PMAC which
is used as the standard motion controller hardware for DKIST
instruments. The Power PMAC supports both basic control
of the motor axes connected to it as well as being able to exercise specific motion sequence programs giving multi-axis
synchronization.
The instrument also consists of a polarizing modulator
which is used to measure the Stokes angles. This can be
operated in a stepped mode where it steps through a series of
angles (also known as states), in a continuous mode where
it spins at a given rate, or in off mode where it remains at
a constant position (state). The modulator is configured
to change the polarization state at a constant rate for 16
states per full 360 degrees rotation. This means it will cycle
through all 8 states every 180 degrees capturing a complete
set of Stokes parameters.
The timing and synchronization requirements are satisfied
through the use of TRADS which provides real-time motion
control with tight synchronization. The modulator spinning
rate, camera frame rate, and all mechanical device motion
are synchronized via the TRADS. A TRADS-generated timing signal can be fed as an external time base to the Delta
Tau Power PMAC to synchronize mechanisms with the polarizing modular and cameras.

Figure 1: Schematic of the Cryo-NIRSP instrument. Light
is directed from the DKIST M9 mirror to the 2D scanning
mirrors. These then focus it through the filter wheel and
pickoff which splits it off to the CI, SP, or both.

Software Requirements
The Cryo-NIRSP supports two primary tasks: calibrations
and science observations. Calibration tasks are required to
setup the instrument before an observe task is run. An observe task refers to the actual taking of scientific data. There
are several calibration tasks that must be run before an observe task, including taking dark frames to check the detector
performance, spatial gain calibrations to measure the spatial
photometric gain variation, wavelength calibration required
for spectrograph observations, focussing of the spectrograph
and context imager, and alignment of the mirrors for spatial
registration.
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The control software has been built within the DKIST
software framework described above. DKIST uses the Common Services model to provide a standard infrastructure
for the large, distributed software system named the Common Services Framework (CSF) [3] [4]. All major services
are provided through this standard interface making it easier to support the individual development teams working
on each instrument. It supports a Container/Component
Model (CCM) which provides simplified application deployment and execution in a distributed environment. In this
model, the deployment and lifecycle of an application are
separate from the functional aspects. Containers represent
the management applications that are responsible for starting and stopping the functional applications (components).
A Controller adds configuration management support to
a component. The CSF provides deployment support (i.e.
management of applications in a distributed system through
the CCM), communications support (notification, logging,
connection, and alarm services), persistence support, application support, and additional tools. The CSF is available
in both Java and C++, and scripting is also supported using
Jython.
The Cryo-NIRSP control software provides a Graphical
User Interface (GUI) that shows all configurable parameters
used and gathers the information from the user to run the
desired observing task. The task information (i.e. parameters) are saved as a Data Set Parameter object (DSP). One or
more DSPs can be contained in what is called an instrument
Program (IP), which gives all the information required to
run and track the observing task. It is this IP that is submitted from the GUI to the Instrument Controller (IC) which,
via the Instrument Manager (IM), instigates the Instrument
Sequencer (IS) to run the IP by calling a Jython script that
calls out to the Java classes of the instrument control system.
At the start of an observing sequence, the IS processes
a configuration sent by the Cryo-NIRSP IM. The IS will
manage the forwarding of the appropriate configurations
to other sub-controllers, namely the Mechanism Controller
(MC), Polarising Modulator Controller (PMC), Time Base
Controller (TBC), and the Detector Controller (DC), each
of which will execute actions according to the configuration
that is submitted to them. The MC is a controller for different
types of mechanisms that use the Power PMAC connection.
The PMC defines what the modulator must be able to do.
The DC is the controller responsible for monitoring and
controlling the Virtual Cameras (VCs), which include the
SP Camera Controller and the CI Camera Controller. The
TBC provides the start trigger indicating when to begin
execution to all mechanisms, the PMC, and the cameras.
The IS uses a Jython script to run the two main phases involved in the IP processing, the setup and the execution. The
setup phase is first carried out where the mechanisms (e.g.
filters, slit, mirrors) are moved to the correct positions for the
observing task. Instructions are also sent to the cameras (in
the form of configurations) allowing them to perform their
setup. The next phase is the execute phase, which is when
the modulator is configured, the real time motion of any
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Figure 2: An example of the IP GUI. The top left shows the DSP currently loaded into the sequence. Bottom left displays
template DSPs that can be loaded in from the library. The right panel show the General Settings panel displaying the inputs
contained in the DSP. The other input panels can be seen on the top tabs: Camera/Modulator Settings and Scanning Settings.
The very bottom section contains the Submit and Abort buttons along with the IP message panel to display the IP run status.
mechanisms moving during the observation execution (i.e.
scanning) are configured, and the cameras are provided with
a start time of when to begin the acquisition. Mechanisms,
cameras, and modulator have to be perfectly synchronized to
ensure no mechanism is moving while the camera is exposing, which requires precise timing calculations performed
by the software. It also sends a start time to the TBC that
interfaces with a time card to provide the trigger pulses. The
next two sections will give more details of these processes
by going through the general procedure of submitting and
running an IP from start to finish.

USER INTERFACE
A GUI is provided to allow users to input their requirements for a calibration or observe task. The user is first
required to select a task, which could be one of the many
calibration tasks (e.g. dark, gain, focus) or could be an observe task (for scientific data acquisition). The subsequence
display options and restrictions depend heavily on the task,
hence this is the first choice to be made. From here the
user must then decide what mode of operation they wish
to use by selecting whether the observation is the SP only,
the CI only, or both simultaneously. The user can then start
inputting how they want their observing task to be carried
out and hence create their own DSP or sequence of DSPs

within the GUI. The control GUI is shown in Fig. 2. For the
calibration tasks, there are also a set of templates that can
be quickly loaded into the sequence where the parameters
have already been defined to specify the configurations that
must be run in order to calibrate the instrument. Multiple
DSPs can be created and added to the DSP sequence, which
will be contained in the IP when the user submits them from
the GUI.
The GUI responds to a user’s input by disabling, enabling,
or changing the options of a field if certain configurations
are no longer available given the current inputs. An example of this is the minimum exposure time allowed, as this
value differs for the different camera modes. The GUI will
automatically be updated if the camera mode is changed
and the exposure time is no longer valid. Equally, different
calibration tasks allow for different filters to be selected and
this is also reflected in the GUI. The GUI also invokes limits
on the input values. One of the main aims of the GUI is
to allow a user to create DSPs which the GUI ensures will
contain viable parameters that will run when submitted to
the IS and will not fail the verification process.

CONTROL SOFTWARE
The DSP is the fundamental element needed by the IS
to run the IP. The Jython script called by the IS has two
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Figure 3: A timing diagram for an IP running the modulator in stepped mode and scanning the FoV. The camera setup
times (blue in the Camera row) occur during the modulator move time (blue in the Modulator row). When the modulator is
in a settled state (e.g. 1), the camera exposes taking 3 frames including a bias. Each ramp is defined as the camera set up
time and exposure. After completing all 8 modulator positions, the FM1 mirror performs a horizontal move (which takes
less time than that already allowed for the camera setup so no addition time is required.). The bottom row indicates the scan
position, so each scan position will contain 8 ramps.
phases; a setup phase and an execution phase. These are
implemented by the Java class IPWorker (for the following
this is referred to as the Worker).

Setup Phase
During the setup phase the IS interprets the DSP input
parameters and verifies that the parameters are valid and
also consistent. It will then begin to setup the mechanisms
and cameras for the observing task. The setup phase iterates
through all DSPs in the IP, performing a sequence of tasks
for each and mapping to an object that can be accessed later
during the execute phase.
The position of most mechanisms is defined by the user,
for example the user will define the filter that they want or the
slit size and the software will simply instruct each of these
mechanisms to move to that position by submitting a configuration to the MC. In an observe task, other mechanisms,
such as the focus mirrors, will have their positions defined by
the results from the focus calibration task. All mechanisms
are managed by the MC. The positions are submitted to this
controller which then forwards the instructions on to the
relevant sub-controller for each piece of hardware. This is a
blocking process which means that no other operations will
be performed by the Worker until the mechanisms are in the
correct positions and have reported this back to the MC.
Next the Worker sets up the cameras by creating a Data
Acquisition Tree (DAT), which is submitted to the CSS.
DATs are described by a set of execution blocks (EBs) and
camera configurations (CCs), which together describe the
order in which the CCs are executed, the number of times
they are executed, and the relative timings between. Depending on the observing mode either only the SP or CI is
configured or if both are being run together in simultaneous
mode then both must be configured. The key elements to
configure for the cameras are the exposure time, the camera
readout-mode, the associated exposure rate, and the number
of nondestructive readouts.
The timing synchronization is primarily calculated and
contained within the DAT and specifically within the EB.
An EB consists of tiers, each of which contain the number of
times to execute each tier and the time that a single execution
of each tier should take (called a time slice). These timing
calculations are fundamental in also calculating the mod-

ulator rate and the real-time motion configurations for the
mechanisms, as one of the key requirements is that all mechanisms/modulator movement must be fully synchronized
with the camera’s exposure and wait times so that nothing
is moving while the camera exposes. Figure 3 shows the
timing diagram requirement for this setup and demonstrates
how moves and exposures fit together. An example EB submitted to the CSS to reflect this is shown in Fig. 4. The initial
parameter to consider is the exposure time, which is defined
in the DSP and indicates how long each camera exposure
should be. The next consideration is the time required for
the camera to setup/reset between each ramp (see Fig. 3 for
an illustration of what a ramp includes). In addition, depending on the modulator mode, an additional time must
be considered in between each ramp for the modulator to
move to its next position. However, in most cases the camera
setup times are longer than the modulator move times and
so the modulator can move while the camera performs its
setup/resets. The final timing to consider applies if a mechanism is to be moved during the execution. In this case the
camera will carry out N ramps (for all modulator states) and
then the mechanism will move to its next position before the
camera takes another N ramps and so on. The EB includes
any extra time required for the mechanism(s) to move, which
may be zero if the mechanisms can perform the movements
within the time already allowed for the camera setup. During
an observe task, both the horizontal and vertical scanning
mirrors may move. This may require a mirror to reset to its
original position which necessitates extra time and hence
another tier to the DAT can be used to allow for this.
During the DAT construction, the timing calculations for
the modulator are also carried out, as they can influence
the final DAT values. Fundamentally this means calculating
the rate that the modulator should step at and the wait time
in between each move. In stepped mode, the modulator
will step through 360 degrees at a given rate and at each
position will wait for an amount of time. The step size is
defined by the number of modulation states, which is 8 per
180 degrees for the Cryo-NIRSP. The modulator must be
stationary (i.e. waiting) while the camera is exposing and
then be performing its step when the camera is not. The
modulator is the driving component here, as it is instructed
at the beginning of the run to start stepping at a constant rate
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Figure 4: An example of the EB created for an exposure time of 100ms using the stepped mode of the modulator. The
bottom tier contains the CC with the exposure time and rate. Each tier describes the number of times each node should be
executed and how long a single execution of it should take. See main text in the Setup Phase section for details on this
example.
and once the configuration defining this has been submitted
then there is no other interaction with it. The camera and
modulator must be synchronized, and while the camera can
skip a modulator state, it must not be exposing part way
through a move to the next. The implication of this is that all
of the EB time slices must be some multiple of the modulator
time (1/rate). For example, if there is an additional time
required for a mechanism to move, then this exact amount
of time cannot simply be added to the DAT tier as it would
mean that the camera would become out of sync with the
modulator. Instead a whole modulator timestep must be
added, which may be longer than the required move time of
the mechanism.
An example EB is shown in Fig. 4. In this example the
exposure time is set to 0.1s. 0.79248s is required for the
camera to setup/reset, which is more than the modulator
move time of 0.110s and hence the total time for one ramp
is given as the sum of the exposure time and setup time,
0.89248s, on the bottom tier of the EB. The modulator is
used in stepped mode and so this tier is executed 8 times (one
for each modulator state). The FoV is also being scanned
in this example in a 2x2 pattern. The middle tier time slice
incorporates time for this move. It states that the bottom
tier should take 8 x 0.89248s plus some value which is the
time allowed at the end of the 8 ramps for the first mirror
to move. The mirror takes 0.7s to move, but because the
modulator is in use, this added value must be a multiple of
the time the modulator remains in a state (in this case it is
1/rate = 0.89248s), therefore 0.89248s is added. The first
mirror will move to position 1 and then position 2 while the
second mirror remains at position 1. Then in the next move
mirror 2 will move to its second position and the first mirror
will reset to position 1. The times for these moves are less
than the time already allowed in other tiers and hence the
top tier is simply 2 x 8.03232s.
The Worker has one more set of timing calculations to
perform and that is to configure how the real-time motion
of the scanning mechanism should be carried out. The configuration defining when and where the mechanism should
move is comprised of a set of triplets, one set for each step.
A triplet defines the position to move to, the amount of time
the move should take (accounting for the the mechanism’s
speed limitation), and the amount of time to wait/remain
at that position before executing the next triplet. The remaining time is composed of the amount of time that the

camera needs to expose for and any padding time to allow
for other mechanism movements, camera set up times, or
modulator synchronization. The timing values are based on
those calculated in the DAT/EB.

Execution Phase
Following setup, the execution phase begins. This will occur for each DSP in the IP in order. If there is more than one
DSP and it is second or later in the sequence then firstly mechanisms are moved to their initial positions (this is already
done in the setup phase for the first DSP in the sequence).
Other than this, the execution phase mostly involves submitting the final configurations to the mechanisms/cameras
telling them when to execute their respective configurations.
Firstly, the configuration of scanning triplets (calculated
in the setup phase) are submitted to the MC (and then on
to the sub-controller) as a custom motion program to be
executed by the Delta Tau Power PMAC when a trigger is
received. The trigger will be sent from TRADS at the same
time that the camera execution starts. At this point the Power
PMAC will implement the custom program and carry out
the real time motion.
The global start time of the execution is calculated and
submitted to the TBC. It is also submitted individually to the
cameras and the modulator. The start time is calculated to be
15 seconds into the future which allows time for the cameras
and modulator to accept and implement the configurations
before the start time. The modulator configuration also contains the rate, wait time, number of states, and the starting
modulator state. This means that the modulation state of the
first ramp is known and so the state of all other ramps can be
calculated from these variables. The final submit is to the
cameras which are given the time to begin running the DAT
previously loaded. Metadata information on the observing
task is also submitted and will be attached to each frame that
the CSS sends out. This is important for both real time data
processing (described in the Data Handling System section)
and data processing off of the summit.
The progress of the cameras and real time motion program of the mechanisms is monitored (see section below)
during the execution and through to the completion. The IS
will return a message to the GUI indicating the successful
completion of the IP.
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Monitoring
The IS provides constant monitoring of its controller
throughout both the setup and execution phases. The GUI
status panel is updated initially with information about the
IP ID and DSP ID for reference. Details on the camera setup,
including the camera mode and rate, are also reported once
the Worker has received and processed the DSP. During the
running/execution of the IP, the number of scan positions and
the number of frames captured are also reported regularly
to indicate progress.
After the actual execution of the DAT and real time motion
begins, a separate thread is created and used to constantly
monitor the status of the camera(s) and mechanisms that are
running. It checks whether they have completed and, if so,
whether they completed with success or error. If an error
occurs with one of these components, then the Worker will
call an abort on all the other running components and send
a failed status to the GUI. The thread will only run for the
amount of time that the DAT should take to complete, and if
the completion notice is not received from the components
within this time then it will call an abort and fail the IP.

Error Catching
The main error that can occur is if one of the subcomponents is unresponsive or experiences an error. To ensure that
such errors are caught and that the IP is safely aborted, all
configurations that are submitted are done so with a timeout
so that if the success status is not received in a given time,
an abort will be called and the IP execution halted.

THE DATA HANDLING SYSTEM
The DKIST framework also provides tools and components to manage the handling of the data that is transported
from the CSS to the data handling plugins. The DHS is
comprised of multiple components including a Raw Probe
which receives the buffers from the CSS, the Data Processing node which subscribes to the Raw Probe to receive the
buffers and can perform calculations to insert extra metadata
information (e.g. the modulation state) which are then published and picked up by the Data Storage node which stores
the processed data. Finally, there is a detailed display (DD)
component which processes the data to either display quality
assurance (QA) measures in the DS9 application [5] or, in
the case of calibration tasks, produce the outputs required
from these tasks to setup the instrument. Each camera (SP
and CI) has its own data processing line, as shown in Fig. 5.

The Detailed Display
If a task is labelled as a calibration task in the metadata,
then the DD is responsible for processing the buffers received from the CSS and obtaining calibration parameters
or calibration frames that are required for setup and further
tasks. It collects all of the buffers from the CSS and runs
them through specific Python plugins to process them. For
example, a focus task will scan through different focal values
to determine what the best focus position is. The DD collects

Figure 5: Each camera (SP and CI) has its own processing line. The CSS publishes buffers which the Raw Probe
subscribes to. The Data Processing component and the Detailed Display subscribe to the published buffers from the
Raw Probe. The Data Storage picks up the buffers from the
Data Processing component and stores them. Meanwhile
the Detailed Display publishes buffers to DS9 and stores any
required results to the Parameter Set Database or Calibration
Store.

all of the buffers and all the focus mirror positions and passes
them to the focus plugin. A Python script then analyses the
buffers to determine which position represents the best focus.
This value is then returned to the DD which saves it in a
Parameter Set database, labelled by the list of instrument
components that affect the focus, for future access.
Other calibration tasks have a different output in the form
of calibrated master data frames which are saved to the calibration store. For example, the Dark task involves collecting
all the buffers and running them through the Dark Python
plugin to produce a master dark. This will be used on other
calibration and observe data to correct for detector imperfections.
Not only will the DD produce the calibration results, but
it also publishes the raw and/or reduced data frames to a
DS9 display window. DS9 is a tool for displaying images
and FITS files and can be run from the command line. It
has been built into the DKIST DHS. This is the QA aspect
which allows the user to examine the data coming out of the
instrument.
For the observation tasks, the DD processes the incoming buffers and reduces the data to produce images used
for QA. Two Python plugins are used to achieve this. The
first collects a full ramp and then applies dark, gain, and
linearity corrections. The output reduced data is displayed
on a panel in the DS9 window. Meanwhile, buffers will still
be coming in and ramps will continue to be collected and
reduced. When the plugin has a full set of modulation states
(i.e. 8 sets of ramps which have been reduced), it performs
a demodulation that produces the Stokes images I, Q, U,
and V. Each of these is also output to a display panel within
the DS9 window so that the full set can be examined. An
example output of the DS9 window using simulated data is
shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: An example DS9 display from an observe task using the Spectrograph with simulated input data. Top row: from
left to right shows the current scan position (here green means complete), a composite image collecting the region outlined
in pink from the I image for each scan positions, the demodulated stokes I image, the demodulated stokes Q image. Bottom:
left to right shows one of the reduced ramps (dark, gain and linearity corrected) before demodulation, the demodulated
stokes U image, and the demodulated stokes V image.

Monitoring
The monitoring of the DD processing plugins is particularly important for the calibration tasks. This is because the
tasks must produce a result (e.g. a value or calibrated frame)
otherwise they are deemed a failure (even if the camera and
mechanisms complete successfully). For this reason, the
IS also monitors the status of the DD during and after the
execution phase. Again a separate thread is used to listen
for events sent from the DD. If a failed status is received
while the DAT is running then it will abort the cameras and
mechanisms in the observation and report the error to the
GUI. The processing plugins can take some time to run, especially when the dataset is large, and so it is possible that
the DAT has already completed. In this case the GUI status
panel will indicate to the user that it is waiting for the DHS
to complete the processing and the thread will continue to
check the status.

capabilities. The data processing software has also been developed in conjunction with the control software to feedback
processed data and display QA images. The combination
of both provides a full end-to-end solution and, on completion, will allow the Cryo-NIRSP to function to its optimum
ability.
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observe), camera readout modes, scanning operations and
modulator configurations; these provide the Cryo-NIRSP
with its unique observing flexibility and hence vast scientific

[2] C. Berst, ‘Camera Systems Software Functional Interface Specification’ , NSO, Tucson, USA, SPEC-0098, July. 2017.
[3] S. Guzzo et al., ‘Common Services Framework Reference
Guide’, NSO, Tucson, USA, SPEC-0022-2, Oct. 2016.
[4] J.R. Hubbard and E.M. Johansson, ‘A standard framework for
developing instrument controllers for the ATST’ in Proc. of the
SPIE 8451, Software and Cyberinfrastructure for Astronomy
II, article no. 845100, Sept. 2012, doi:10.1117/12.926283
[5] DS9, http://ds9.si.edu/site/Home.html
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DONKIORCHESTRA: A SOFTWARE TRIGGER-DRIVEN FRAMEWORK
FOR DATA COLLECTION AND EXPERIMENT MANAGEMENT BASED
ON ZeroMQ DISTRIBUTED MESSAGING
R. Borghes, F. Billè, V. Chenda, G. Kourousias, M. Prica
Elettra-Sincrotrone Trieste, Basovizza, Italy
Abstract
Synchrotron end-stations consist of a complex network
of devices. The setup is not static and is often upgraded.
The data acquisition systems are constantly challenged by
such changes and upgrades, so scalability and flexibility
are crucial skills. DonkiOrchestra is a ZeroMQ-based
framework for data acquisition and experiment control
based on an advanced software trigger-driven paradigm. In
the DonkiOrchestra approach a software device, referred to
as Director, provides the logical organization of the
experiment as a sequential workflow relying on triggers.
Each software trigger activates a set of Actor devices that
can be hierarchically organized according to different
priority levels. Data acquired by the Actors is tagged with
the trigger number and stored in HDF5 archives. The
intrinsic asynchronicity of ZeroMQ maximizes the
opportunity of performing parallel operations and sensor
readouts. This paper describes the software architecture
behind DonkiOrchestra, which is fully configurable and
scalable, so it can be reused on multiple endstations and
facilities. Furthermore, experimental applications at Elettra
beamlines and future developments are presented and
discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Elettra Sincrotrone Trieste is a multidisciplinary
international research center located on the outskirts of
Trieste that hosts two advanced particle accelerators:
Elettra and FERMI. It provides state-of-the-art techniques
to lead experiments in physics, chemistry, biology, life
sciences, environmental science, medicine and cultural
heritage. Elettra is a third-generation synchrotron light
source that delivers more than 5000 hours/year of
synchrotron light from IR to soft x-rays to 28 beam lines.
A substantial facility upgrade, named Elettra 2.0, is
currently planned [1]. FERMI is a seeded free electron
laser facility that provides fully coherent ultrashort 10-100
femtosecond pulses with a peak brightness ten billion times
higher than that made available by third-generation light
sources. Currently 6 versatile experimental stations carry
out outstanding research with photon radiation coming
from FERMI.
The Software For Experiments Team manages a set of
core services for the beamlines of the two facilities,
spanning from the instruments integration to the data
acquisition and experiment management. The range of
applications is wide and heterogeneous, it is crucial for the
efficiency of the team to adopt common and reusable
frameworks. For this reason in the recent years we
designed and developed a set of software tools highly

configurable and scalable that can be adapted and used on
several beamlines.
The next sections provide the reader with a technical
overview of DonkiOrchestra, a modular framework
focused on data acquisition and experiment management.
DonkiOrchestra represents a novel approach, a software
trigger-driven architecture that solves efficiently the
intrinsic problem of non-synchronicity of any
heterogeneous and distributed experimental system.
Thanks to the modular and configurable structure of
DonkiOrchestra it was possible to use it on different Elettra
beamlines. Two sections of the paper are dedicated to the
presentation of the experimental applications of
DonkiOrchestra at TwinMic and XRF beamlines. Lastly
future developments are presented and discussed.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
Synchrotron and Free Electron Laser beamlines consist
of a complex distributed network of devices like sensors,
detectors, motors, but also computational resources.
DonkiOrchestra draws on years of experience and has been
designed in order to solve a set of critical challenges:
• Scalability and Customizability: each scientific setup
is unique and designed for a specific technique but
needs frequent adaptations for the integration of new
instrumentats or for carrying out specific user
experiments.
• Parallelism and Synchronization: sensors, motors
and cameras in a distributed control system act
independently but often do not share a common time
base. Most of the experiments require the
simultaneous acquisition of different data sources
and a high level of synchronicity is essential for the
data analysis phase.
• Communication Efficiency: data communication
overheads directly affect the duration of the
experiment and the quality of the data
synchronization. The choice of an efficient, reliable
and modern communication system is critical for the
performance of the entire framework.
One of the most important aspects in a beamline
experiment is how the sensors and actuators are best
synchronized. Often it is fundamental to know not only
what happened, but also when it happened. The use of a
wired trigger signal is the quickest, easiest and most
accurate way to synchronize events in different places.
Nevertheless, in the heterogeneous environment of a
photon source facility, this solution is not always
adoptable. It could be due to the presence of nontriggerable instrumentation or the need of having an
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extremely dynamic configuration that does not always fit
into a static hardware solution.
The design of DonkiOrchestra is based on the idea of not
using a hardware signal as synchronization trigger but a
software trigger event shared through the instrumentation
network. Any experiment is organized as a train of
independent phases uniquely identified by an event index.
Control and acquisition actions start upon the arrival of the
software trigger and the acquired data can be labelled with
the trigger index. Such approach forces the intrinsic
parallelism of a distributed control system and introduces
an evident correlation degree between the acquired data
through the use of the trigger index. More than this,
DonkiOrchestra introduces the concept of structured
trigger: each event contains a structure with an incremental
and a priority index. The first value uniquely identifies
each phase of the experiment, while the other is used to
organize the individual actions in priority levels within
each phase.
The core of DonkiOrchestra is a Director module that
coordinates several distributed Player modules that are
coded for executing a specific action. Each Player can be
dynamically assigned to a Priority level. The Director
conducts the experimental sequence by sending a train of
software triggers to the Players. For each phase of the
experimental sequence, a trigger structure with Priority 0
is sent to all the Players, followed by a trigger structure
with Priority 1 and so on. Each Player executes its task
upon the arrival of the trigger structure with the right
priority value and sends back to the Director an
acknowledge event. A Player associated to a sensor
acquires the data, tags it with the trigger index and sends it
back to the Director for storing it in suitably structured
archives. The described architecture is schematically
shown in Figure 1.
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labelled with the same trigger index in order to be easily
handled by the data processing software.

TECHNICAL CHOICES
Since the new framework should be robust, efficient,
highly dynamic and portable on different operating
systems we decided to adopt Python as core programming
language.
A fundamental brick of the framework is the messaging
system used to distribute trigger events and share the
collected data. The ZeroMQ [2] messaging system has
been chosen for its asynchronous I/O model that perfectly
fits the need of having a scalable distributed application. It
provides the benefits of reliability and persistence, has a
score of language APIs and runs on most operating
systems. We decided to adopt the classic TCP
Publish/Subscribe pattern, where messages are published
without knowledge of which subscribers there may be.
One of the key aspects of the planned architecture is the
overhead related to the communication protocol, so we
performed some preliminary tests for evaluating the
ZeroMQ performance. As an example, we evaluated the
time spent by the Director device for sending a trigger
event and receiving back the acknowledge message,
parameter that directly influences the time resolution of the
entire system. It was measured an average delay of 0.46 ms
with a standard deviation of 0.15 ms. Figure 2 shows the
results of the test performed using Python2.7 on two x64
Linux machines connected over the public 1Gb company
network.

Figure 2: Measurements of the elapsed time from the
dispatchment of the ZeroMQ trigger to the arrival of the
acknowledge.

Figure 1: DonkiOrchestra schematic design.
As an example, a standard raster scan experiment could
be implemented using one or more motion Players and
several acquisition Players. Motion players should be
configured at priority 0 (highest), while acquisition players
should be configured at priority 1. Every phase of the
experiment will consist in a movement of the motors
followed by the synchronous acquisition of the configured
sensors. Positions and sensor’s data will be coherently

In the planned architecture experimental data will be
shared through ZeroMQ messages, it is crucial to measure
and evaluate the protocol performance at the increasing of
the data block size. ZeroMQ uses a “fire and forget”
architecture: sent messages are internally stored in an inmemory queue without affecting too much the publishing
application. One of the benchmark tests focused on the
measurament of the overhead time due to a ZeroMQ
publish() operation after acquiring the data. Figure 3 shows
the results of the test compared to an equivalent Python inmemory copy operation (copy.deepcopy()). The blue curve
has been obtained by measuring the performance of a
single publisher application with the presence of three
subscribers, the green one refers to zero subscribers and the
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red one refers to the in-memory copy operation. The graph
clearly indicates that the overhead introduced by a data
publishing operation substantially corresponds to the delay
due to a Python in-memory copy operation and basically
does not depend on the number of subscribers.
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The Information Service is of fundamental importance
for setting up the ZeroMQ connections between the
Director and the Players. Since all the devices instantiate a
publishing socket on a random TCP port, it becomes crucial
to use an Information service for sharing the connection
parameters. At start-up each Player connects to the
Information Service, retrieves the Director ZeroMQ
coordinates and notifies its own ZeroMQ coordinates.
From this moment onwards the communication between
the Director and the Player proceeds using exclusively
ZeroMQ messages. The Information Service has been
implemented as an ASCII TCP server using a back-end
database for persistency. Figure 4 shows a representation
of the general architecture of DonkiOrchestra.

Figure 3: Measurements of the overhead time due to a
ZeroMQ publish() operation vs data message size.
As scientific storage data format we adopted HDF5 [3],
a versatile and widely used model capable of organizing
complex and large scientific data collections. It has been
chosen for its portability, its software library that runs on a
range of different platforms and a set of integrated
performance features that allow for access time and storage
space optimizations.

TECHNICAL DESIGN
The structure of DonkiOrchestra is composed by a core
python device called Director that schedules the parallel
execution of multiple actions performed by Player devices.
The Director and Player python classes can be easily
integrated in any software environment because there are
really few external dependencies: the h5py and numpy
modules for the data storage phase, the zmq module for the
communication library. At Elettra, since the control system
of many beamlines is based on the TANGO [4] framework,
DonkiOrchestra has been integrated as a set of TANGO
device servers.
The Player class architecture is extremely generic and
customizable: its core implements the communication
actions while the interaction with the instrumentation is
delegated to an external python script that can be adapted
to each specific situation.
On the other side the central Director device provides a
set of fundamental services:
• a central Information Service;
• a Scheduler Machine that prepares and manages the
train of trigger events for the experimental sequence;
• a Data Storage Service for collecting data and
metadata from the Players and storing it in HDF5
archives.

Figure 4: DonkiOrchestra general architecture.
The DonkiOrchestra ZeroMQ communication protocol
is based on a set of five message categories:
• INFO_MSG: used by the Director to retrieve
information from a Player (name, data sources,
metadata sources);
• CMD_MSG: used by the Director to send commands
to a Player (start, stop, change priority,...);
• TRG_MSG: used by the Director to send trigger events
to the Players;
• DATA_MSG: used by the Players to share data and
metadata with the Director or any other subscriber;
• LOG_MSG: used by the Players to share log messages
with the Director.
Any experimental sequence is organized and managed
by the Director in three consequent phases:
• PLANNING Phase: the Director sets the Player’s
priority levels, enables or disables data and metadata
sources and sends a Start command to all the Players
for pre-operation actions. During this preliminary
procedure each Player prepares the instrumentation or
the sequence of operations to be performed upon the
arrival of the event triggers, e.g. a motion player may
prepare the sequence of target positions for a scan.
• EXPERIMENT Phase: the sequence of trigger
messages structured as {index,priority} is sent to the
Players. On the base of its priority, each of them
executes a specific task. Any acquisition Player
publishes a data message, tagged with the trigger
index, that is collected by the Director and stored in a
HDF5 archive.
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• CLOSEOUT Phase: the Director sends a Stop

command to all the Players for closeout operations.

As shown in Figure 5, during the EXPERIMENT phase
Player devices react to the arrival of a trigger event with
the publication of a simple acknowledge message or even
with a message containing data. Such messages are
collected by the Director that stores the incoming data in
HDF5 archives having a standard structure. Data relative
to different sensors are stored in different dataset arrays:
each row of such dataset array corresponds to a trigger
number, so data belonging to different datasets may be
easily correlated by the post-processing analysis software.
In case of long sequences, acquired data can be subdivided
in multiple HDF5 archives. DonkiOrchestra allows to
define also metadata sources that are periodically acquired
during the experimental sequence.
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relatively fast. Moreover DonkiOrchestra has been
integrated into a scripting framework that allowed to
schedule multiple scans, an extremely efficient solution
that led to a considerable time saving.

Figure 6: Phase reconstruction of a soft X-ray
Ptychography experiment in TwinMic@ELETTRA
controlled by DonkiOrchestra.

XRF@ELETTRA
Figure 5: ZeroMQ communication flow during the
experimental sequence.

TWINMIC@ELETTRA
The TwinMic beamline at the Elettra integrates the
advantages of complementary scanning and full-field
imaging modes into a single instrument. Using
simultaneously the x-ray transmission and emission
detection systems it is possible to perform elemental,
absorption and phase contrast imaging that provides
complementary chemical and morphological information
for the sample under investigation. The extreme versatility
of the Twinmic beamline allows to plan a wide range of
different scientific experiments. It is a perfect application
field for DonkiOrchestra, where it has been installed and
adapted in order to acquire and control a set of scientific
instruments:
• a Physics Instruments piezoelectric sample stage;
• a Princeton X-ray CCD 1300x1340;
• an Andor IXON DV860 camera;
• a XGLab low-energy X-ray fluorescence detector.
DonkiOrchestra has been used for managing various 2D
scanning experiments. As an example Figure 6 shows the
phase reconstruction of a soft X-ray Ptychography
experiment relative to a sub-micrometric imaging of
human lung cells with asbestos fibers. Such experiment
required special data acquisition strategies that
DonkiOrchestra managed to implement efficiently and

XRF@ELETTRA is a highly versatile beamline that
presently hosts an ultra-high vacuum chamber operated in
partnership with the IAEA Agency [5].
X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) is a well-established and
versatile analytical technique for studying the elemental
composition of different kind of materials. The analytical
capabilities of XRF are considerably improved in terms of
elemental sensitivity and spatial resolution by using
Synchrotron radiation for excitation. Advanced sample
manipulator stages make possible to perform near surface,
angular dependent and 2D scanning or transmission
measurements. In addition, the high resolving power of the
crystal monochomators installed at the XRF beamline
allows to perform X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure
(XANES) measurements and to gather valuable
information on the speciation of the detected elements.
DonkiOrchestra has been recently installed and adapted
in order to manage XANES measurements by means of
controlling a set of scientific instruments:
• a double-crystal Si(111) monochromator providing an
energy range for the incident beam from about 3.7 to
14 keV;
• a XRF silicon drift detector Bruker Nano GmbH
XFlash 5030;
• a X-ray beam intensity detector sampled by a Keithley
6485 Picoammeter;
• a four-channel solid-state beam monitoring system
interfaced via an Elettra AH501B picoammeter.
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The XANES experiment has been organized as a 1D step
scan in which the fluorescent yield and various diagnostic
sensors are simultaneously measured as a function of the
monochromator wavelength. The DonkiOrchestra setup
allows to divide the energy range in multiple regions of
interest characterized by a different scanning step size.
DonkiOrchestra Players have been organized in priority
levels as follows:
• priority0: Energy Control Player;
• priority1: Acquisition Players associated to
Fluorescence Detector, Photon Beam Intensity and
Position monitors;
• priority2: Calculation Player for aggregate data
processing.
Associated to this DonkiOrchestra application has been
developed a specific graphical interface that exploits the
event-based infrastructure for the visualization of the
results. The interface, shown in Figure 7, receives ZeroMQ
data messages from the Players: the monochromator
energy and the sensor’s values are correlated through the
trigger index for updating the scan plot.
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Figure 7: DonkiOrchestra graphical interface for XANES
experiments at XRF@ELETTRA beamline.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
DEVELOPMENTS
The present paper describes the software architecture
behind DonkiOrchestra, a framework which supports both
data acquisition and experiment control. The
DonkiOrchestra approach is fully configurable and
scalable, it can be reused on different endstations and
facilities. The strength of DonkiOrchestra resides in its
design choices: a powerful messaging system like ZeroMQ
that maximizes the opportunity of performing parallel
operations and sensor readouts, a dynamic and portable
language like Python and a fully configurable structure that
permits a high degree of customization.
The use of DonkiOrchestra on different endstations
demonstrated the potential of the tool and the simplicity of
customizing it. In the near future we’re planning to install
it on a larger number of beamlines, the planned Elettra
Synchrotron upgrade represents a great opportunity. Future
developments will focus on strengthening the
DonkiOrchestra logging system, the error management and
the graphical interface applications.
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DEEP LEARNING METHODS ON NEUTRON SCATTERING DATA
P. Mutti, F. Cecillon, Y. Le Goc, G. Song, Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, France
Abstract
Recently, by using deep learning methods, a computer
is able to surpass or come close to matching human performance on image analysis and recognition. This advanced
methods could also help extracting features from neutron
scattering experimental data. Those data contain rich scientific information about structure and dynamics of materials
under investigation. Deep learning could help researchers
better understand the link between experimental data and
materials properties. Moreover,it could also help to optimize
neutron scattering experiment by predicting the best possible
instrument configuration. Among all possible experimental
methods, we begin our study on the small-angle neutron
scattering (SANS) data and by predicting the structure geometry of the sample material at an early stage. This step is
a keystone to predict the experimental parameters to properly setup the instrument as well as the best measurement
strategy. In this paper, we propose to use transfer learning to
retrain a convolutional neural networks (CNNs) based pretrained model to adapt the scattering images classification,
which could predict the structure of the materials at an early
stage in the SANS experiment. This deep neural network is
trained and validated on simulated database, and tested on
real scattering images.

INTRODUCTION
The fundamental properties of the neutron make it a powerful tool to investigate atomic-scale structure and dynamics
of materials. Compared to other scattering techniques such
as x-ray or light, neutron has advantages such as negligible
radiation damage, exceptional penetration power and ability
to selectively highlight specific parts of materials via isotope
labelling [1]. However, because the flux of neutrons is lower
than the flux of the photons at modern light sources, long
measurement time (even tens of hours) is required for a highquality data collection. In this case, early decision becomes
a critical component in the experimental work flow. On the
other hand, the instrument settings of neutron scattering experiments are manually decided by scientists according to
their experiences and knowledges. Due to large differences
in the level of experience of the different users, high quality
data could become difficult to obtain and quite time consuming. Hence, we propose to use recent advanced machine
learning methods to help interpreting experimental data in
order to optimize effective use of limited beam time and
ence increasing science productivity.
Deep learning has become one of the most active research
field in the machine learning community since it was presented in 2006 [2]. Recently, it impacted deeply data science, and its popularity has grown exponentially, especially
in computer vision related tasks [3]. Convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) is a well-known deep learning architecture

inspired by the natural visual perception mechanism of the
living creatures. In recent years, CNNs have been widely
adopted for a variety of applications in image classification
[4, 5], video analysis [6] and natural language processing
[7]. CNNs are widely used in image related tasks since they
present several advantages. Firstly, CNNs decompose images into multiple patches that are partially overlapped. In
this case, each cortex neuron only corresponds to a single
patch, which enables the network to classify images with
little data pre-processing [8]. Secondly, CNNs are weight
sharing, which enable CNNs share learned features from
a single sample via back-propagation with other samples.
It efficiently decreases the necessary required input sample
size and quantity [9].
In this paper we have applied transfer learning method on
a CNNs architecture based pre-trained model, to analyze and
classify neutron scattering image from SANS experiment.
This model named Inception-v3 is pre-trained on ImageNet
database. With fine-tuning, this model is first retrained and
validated by simulated scattering images, then verified on
real SANS experimental data collected at the Institut LaueLangevin (ILL).

METHODS
Data Simulation
To generate two-dimensional Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) images we use the data reduction and simulation code GRASP [10].

Figure 1: Schematic representation the steady-state instrument D22 at the Institut Laue-Langevin [11].
GRASP is a MatlabTM script application designed for
the graphical inspection, analysis and reduction of position
sensitive detector(PSD) data produced by the 3 SANS instruments of the ILL. GRASP is using a mixed analitical
and Monte-Carlo approach for the neutron event generetion
and can include the real intrument resolution function, the
measured backgrounds from a variety of different samples
and the influence of the sample environment. By using
GRASP, we could generate simulated SANS 2D detector
images with variable sets of parameters. We could select
different materials’ structures and also freely change the in-
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strument configuration. In this work we have choosen D22
SANS instrument and its schematic layout is presented in
Fig. 1.
A large amounts of SANS diffusion patterns were obtained
from samples with geometrical structure and uniform scattering length density such as spheres, cylinders, core-shell
spheres, ellipsoid and flux line bragg peak. The corresponding dimensions of the geometric bodies, i.e., inner and outer
radius, length, width, height etc., were respectively randomly
and independently sampled in ranges from 10 to 800 Å. Each
instrument configuration of D22 such as sample to detector
distance, collimation distance, wavelength bands introduces
unique features in the resulting detector images. In our simulation, the sample is inserted in an empty cell filled with
background liquid: water (𝐻2 𝑂) or heavy water (𝐷2 𝑂).

Neural Network Model
In this paper, we have adopted transfer learning using the
pre-trained CNNs based Inception-v3 [12] architecture to
classify the 2-D neutron scattering images. Instead of creating a model from scratch, we have started from a previously
trained model able to solve a similar classification problem.
This model was known to classify an image across 1000
categories supplied by the ImageNet academic competition
with an error rate that approached human performance. The
Inception deep convolutional architecture was introduced
as GoogLeNet (Inception-v1) [13]. Since Inception networks are fully convolutional, each weight corresponds to
one multiplication per activation. Therefore, by introducing
factorizing convolutions in this model, Inception-v3 is able
to reduce the number of connections/parameters (42-layer
deep learning network) and similar complexity as VGGNet
[14], without decreasing the network efficiency. Inceptionv3 is a commonly used architecture for deep learning tasks.
This model is a state-of-the-art CNNs and it is widly use in
the field of computer vision. It consists of two parts:
• Feature extraction part with a CNN.
• Classification part with fully-connected and softmax
layers.
The pre-trained Inception-v3 model achieves state-ofthe-art accuracy for recognizing general objects with 1000
classes. The model extracts general features from input
images in the first part and classifies them based on those
features in the second part. The model itself is made up of
symmetric and asymmetric building blocks, including convolutions, average pooling, max pooling, concats, dropouts,
and fully connected layers. BatchNorm is used extensively
throughout the model and applied to activation inputs. Loss
is computed via Softmax.
In transfer learning, when we build a new model to classify
our original dataset, we reuse the feature extraction part and
re-train the classification part with our dataset. Since we
don’t have to train the feature extraction part, which is the
most complex part of the model, we can train the model with
less computational resources and training time. The work
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of Inception-v3 with transfer
learning.
flow of Inception-v3 model with transfer learning is shown
in Fig. 2.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The small angle neutron scattering instrument D22 is
used to investigate a wide range of samples, to identify their
atomic structure and composition. Hence, we classify the
samples with a 2-D scattering image at an early stage and
then, we tried to predict its structure. We have started to consider four different geometrical structures: sphere, core-shell
sphere, cylinder and ellipsoid, which procuce a quite similar
scattering patterns. All the simulations are performed on
a Linux Server (Ubuntu 16.04.5) with two NVIDIA Tesla
P100 GPUs.

Experiment I: Sphere vs. Flux Line Bragg Peak
Spheres and flux-line bragg peak produce quite different
images on the detector. Unfortunately, in real experiments,
the instrument parameters are set according to a ”guess” of
the structure type and sample parameters, which sometimes
are far away from the real structure. Hence,we first try to
recognize the scattering image at an early stage without any
priori knowledge.
By using GRASP, we have generated 2000 sample images
are generated respectively for the sphere and flux line bragg
peak model. The corresponding dimensions of the geometric
bodies, i.e., radius for sphere, rocking angle for flux line
bragg peak etc. are generated in a certain range randomly
and independently.
We begin the training trail with the pre-trained model
Inception-v3. The initial weights are taken from the pretrained weights based on ImageNet. Only the weights of the
attached dense layers are updated. It means all layers are set
to frozen except the last dense layer. The model is compiled
with binary cross-entropy loss function for the training and
validation sets. The initial learning rate is randomly set to
0.01 and the model is trained for 300 epochs, which means
the network examined each image 300 times. For each training trail, 80% data are selected randomly for training, 10%
data are used for testing and 10% data are used for validation.
Figure 3 shows the average accuracy of classification and
loss of cross-entropy. After 200 epochs, the average accuracy
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is stable to 100%, which indicates all the simulated samples
in the dataset are corrected classified by current classifier.

Figure 4: Average accuracy (top) and validation accuracy
(bottom) of experiment II.
Figure 3: Average accuracy (top) and validation accuracy
(bottom) of experiment I.
Then this classifier is tested on nine scattering image of
material silica sphere from real experiment. All the images
are correctly recognized with 99% confidence.

Experiment II: Sphere vs. Core-Shell Sphere vs.
Cylinder vs. Ellipsoid
The four models: sphere, core-shell sphere, cylinder and
ellipsoid geometrically are similar to each other under some
particular parameters in the structure. For example, if the
model cylinder with length 0, it becomes a sphere model.
Recognizing these four structures only from scattering image
is a challenge task.
10000 simulated scattering images are generated by
GRASP, for each individual sample structure. The corresponding dimensions of the geometric bodies, i.e., length,
inner and outer radius etc. are generated randomly and independently. The dataset contains complex situation of the
models, including monodispersity, polydispersity, low resolution, centralized scattering images etc...
The same pre-trained model as experiment I is applied.
Figure 4 shows the results of average accuracy and loss of
cross entropy. As a result we obtain an average accuracy of
73%.
We have employed data augmentation and fine-tuning
methods to improve the recognition accuracy. The model
is optimized by stochastic gradient descent optimizer [15],
which restarts techniques to find an optimal learning rate.
Optimal learning rate finder is basically boosts the learning
rate until the validation loss stops to decrease. Because of
limited field of view of the instrument, in real experiment,

sometimes we choose to make the neutron beam arrival at
the detector with a certain bias from the center, to obtain a
larger field of view of the material structure. 2000 simulated
scattering images with beam stream arrival with certain bias
from the center are added respectively to each class.
Table 1: The Average Precision, Sensitivity, F1-Score on
the Model with Fine-tuning (Values are in %).
Classes

Precision

Sensitivity

Score

Core-Shell Sphere
Cylinder
Ellipsoid
Sphere
Unknown

75
90
76
70
92

75
65
83
85
91

75
75
79
77
92

Table. 1 shows the average precision, sensitivity (recall),
and F1-Score of the model with fine-tuning and augmented
database. The average accuracy of this model is 79.8%,
which is better than the performance of the model without
fine-tuning. Except class unknown, the other four classes
have proximity F1-score (between 75% and 80%). This
unknown class is consisted of scattering images generated
from simulated program, without or less recording useful
scattering information by improper instrument parameters
setting. For cylinder, the precision is high 90%, which is the
ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the total
predicted positive observations, meanwhile the sensitivity is
low 65%, which is the ratio of correctly predicted positive
observations to the all observations in actual class, turns out
similar F1-score with other classes.
Then, this classifier is tested on 9 silica sphere scattering
image, 9 cylinder scattering image, 2 ellipsoid scattering
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image and 1 core-shell sphere scattering image from real
experiment. The scattering images from real experiment
are raw data, without any pre-process. In 9 silica sphere
real scattering images, 8 image are recognized as sphere
with an average confidence value of 92%. The incorrect
classification happened on the image with less scattering
information comparing to correct classifications. For cylinder class, only 3 images are correctly recognized with an
average confidence 63%.
It seems that for images containing the scattering information from the whole directions the recognition accuracy is
better than for those where the neutron beam arrived in the
center of detector. For the images which contain only little
information around beam stop, it seems difficult to recognize
among these four structures.

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we introduced a deep learning based method
to recognize material’s structure category by its 2-D neutron
scattering image. The performance of accuracy is quite
depending on the similarity among the material’s structure.
As shown in Experiment I subsection, the classifier is able
to separate structure model with high accuracy between
sphere and flux line bragg peaks even in low resolution,
less scattering information, and low neutron beam intensity
scattering images. However to predict the scattering images
from close geometrical structures, such as sphere, core-shell
sphere, cylinder and ellipsoid, the accuracy of our classifier
decreased. From observation, the accuracy is influenced by
the quality and type of scattering images. For example, the
classifier could get higher accuracy on high resolution rather
than low resolution scattering images. Also it performs
better on scattering images with neutron beam arrival at the
center of detector which contain scattering information in
all directions rather than with center bias scattering images
for which part of the information is missing.
The training trail of deep CNNs is done on simulated
database. And the trained classifier is tested on several
raw scattering images from real experiments. With this
small among of scattering images from real experiment, we
couldn’t get solid conclusion about the performance of our
classifier. However, the result indicates the tendency that
our classifier is able to correctly recognize real scattering
images without any training samples from real scattering
data, it could work equally on simulated and real images.
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Abstract
The Pair Distribution Function (PDF) beamline is the
latest addition to the Diffraction and In Situ Scattering program at the National Synchrotron Light Source-II (NSLSII) at Brookhaven national Laboratory. The DW100 damping wiggler on 28-ID is the source for two branch lines: Xray Powder Diffraction beamline, XPD (28-ID-2) constructed in 2015 and Pair Distribution Function, PDF (28ID-1) beamline constructed in 2018. The state-of-the-art
gantry system (Bridge) of the PDF beamline end-station
consists of two detector translation stages and one sample
translation stage. The detectors and sample stage move at
300 mm/s using Linear Brushless DC motors that are controlled by a Geo Brick LV Delta Tau motor-controller. All
three translation stages are equipped with absolute encoders and proximity sensors to avoid collisions. The control
system slows down the stages when proximity switches are
activated. A complex controls and safety systems with
multiple custom features are required to provide the full
functionality of the Bridge and to protect equipment and
users. An optics conditioning module (OCM) located upstream of the Bridge contains clean-up slits, a fast shutter
that is synchronized with detector frame rate, an alignment
LASER, and an X-ray Energy Calibration System (ECS).
The controls system of the OCM supports automatic operation of the ECS followed by unexpected beam dumps to
recalibrate the X-ray wavelength.

energies, 75keV and 117 keV using 2 special cut monochromator crystals.
A schematic layout of the beamline optical configuration
is shown in Figure 1. The first optical component of the
PDF beamline, Side Bounce Monochromator (SBM) receives the part of white beam that is transmitted through
the first crystal of the 28-ID-1 (XPD) beamline Double
Laue monochromator. The SBM is used to select the X-ray
photon energy of the PDF beamline and to focus the monochromatic X-ray beam in the horizontal plane. The second
optical component of the PDF beamline, the Vertically Focusing Mirror (VFM) is used to focus the X-ray beam in
the vertical plane. The Beam Diagnostic Module (BDM),
located downstream of the VFM, contains beam-defining
slits and a beam monitor. The PDF monochromatic beam
travels between the First Optical Enclosure (FOE) and experimental hutch B inside a shielded beam transport.

INTRODUCTION
PDF is a powerful technique to study local structural
fluctuations in complex materials, which are very often responsible for tuning their interesting properties. 28-ID-1 is
the dedicated PDF beamline at the NSLS-II. The beamline
is optimized for total scattering measurements over a large
Q-range with very low background. Beamline end-station
experimental setup is designed to provide complementary
Wide angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS) and Small Angle Xray scattering (SAXS) data along with PDF data to enable
multi-modal approach. The beamline end-station Bridge
provides fast exchangeability between PDF, SAXS and
WAXS setups. A variety of sample environments including a (5-500) K liquid He cryostat coupled to a (0-5) T superconducting magnet, a (80-500) K liquid nitrogen cryostream, a hot air blower and a gas flow-cell heater are
available on a large optical table located underneath the
Bridge. Currently, the beamline can operate at two discrete
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: A schematic layout of the 28-ID optical configuration.
The Optics Conditioning Module (OCM) located upstream of the Bridge in hutch B consists of a fast photon
shutter, a set of attenuators, clean-up slits, a beam alignment system using a LASER pointer, a telescopic beam
guide, and a movable 2-circle Diffractometer for energy
calibration. A 3-D CAD layout of the PDF end-station in
shown in figure 2.
The two detector stages and the sample stage move independently from each other 3m along the path of the Xray beam. Detector and sample stages are certified for carrying up to 200kg, and 100kg loads respectively. They are
configured to move at 300 mm/s. The unique design of the
bridge combines versatility of high speeds with experiment
automation, and meets the NSLS-II Personal Protection
System (PPS) and Equipment Protections System (EPS)
requirements.
The NSLS-II uses Experiment Physics and Industrial
Control Systems (EPICS) [1] as the controls framework.
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Figure 2: 3-D CAD layout of the OCM, Bridge, and the optics table.
Control System Studio (CSS) [2] for the GUI and
bluesky [3] framework for data collection and management
[4].

NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE
PDF network is designed to be an isolated entity from
accelerator and other beamlines. See figure 3.

era streams, and surveillance web cams for in-hutch visuals. Lastly, the instrumentation VLAN is predominantly
populated with low bandwidth devices related to motion,
vacuum, and diagnostics.
Beamlines can access accelerator PVs and other beamline PVs via gateway IOCs. An Access Configuration Control Gateway (ACG) configuration file determines which
PVs have write or read access. If a PV is not defined in the
ACG file, it cannot be accessed from the local network.
This implementation ensures that only approved traffic can
path through the gateway. 28ID has 3 gateway IOCs: XPDAccelerator, PDF-Accelerator, and XPD-PDF.

LEVERAGING COST WITH XPD

Figure 3: Top level network infrastructure.
Figure 4 shows a schematic representation of the PDF
network infrastructure. Following NSLS-II standards, the
PDF network is divided into three VLANs: controls, camera, and instrumentation. This architecture segregates network traffic and ensures resource priority for each subsystem. The controls VLAN is reserved for general services
and Channel Access (CA) data, which encompasses EPICS
Process Variables (PVs) from devices and formatted camera images. The camera VLAN is available for detectors
and cameras, including raw detector data, diagnostic cam-

PDF and XPD beamlines share common front-end
equipment before beamlines split as discussed earlier.
Also, PDF and XPD beamlines share other expensive
equipment, such as, Allen Bradly PLC for the EPS systems,
GPFS data storage infrastructure, and FMB C400 pulse
counting detector controller. The C400 is residing in XPD
controls equipment rack with the first 2 channels connected
to XPD, and the last 2 channels connected to PDF via ACG
configuration file described above. Both beamlines have
read-only access to the PVs of all 4 channels of the C400
pulse counting detector controller and write access only to
their own channels.

GPFS DATA STORAGE
The PDF and XPD beamlines share an IBM DCS3700
disk array, a high-density solution housing (60) 4 TB drives
in a single (4) RU (Rack Unit). The disk drives are organized into resilient double-parity pools and mapped to (3)
THBPP04
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data analysis servers via dual fibre-channel multipath connections.
The IBM Spectrum Scale (GPFS) provides an 80 TB
high-performance clustered file system for exclusive use at
PDF. The cluster is composed of network shared disks and
(18) nodes: (3) servers and (15) clients. The Spectrum
Scale architecture provides a global namespace and distributed metadata and file locking. The file system is organized into directories for software, user, and experimental
data. (5) special file sets (directories) are created to provide redundancy. Data written into these file sets are asynchronously cloned to NSLS-II central storage for export
and tape archival.

MAINTENANCE AND STANDARDS
The PDF control system is designed with “maintenance
free” vision, automated recovery from failures, equipment
protection from unintended actions from users and for a
positive User Experience. The PDF control system equipment selection followed NSLS-II standards, which were
adopted at the beginning of NSLS-II project. For motion
control, we use Delta Tau GeoBrick LV NSLS-II controller, SmarAct MCS for piezo assemblies, Allen Bradley
PLC solution for Equipment Protection Systems (EPS),
Prosilica cameras for diagnostic, and Axis webcams for inhutch visuals.
The bend and twist motions of SBM are built with low
current (125 mA) Faulhaber motors. These motors are not
controlled by a special low current motor-controller, but by
a standard 5 A Delta Tau unit [5,6] and protected from current spikes by a fuse box [6]. Using standard motor controller for nonstandard motors helps keeping low cost small
equipment diversity by efficiently using all available channels. Delta Tau configuration files are version controlled
together with EPICS soft Input Output Controller (soft
IOC) deployment. In case of a hardware failure, motor controller will be swapped, and the versioned configuration
file will be downloaded.
The PDF Control System is built using EPICS [1] framework. EPICS community offers a very good coverage of
device drivers support, areaDetector package [7] with rich
features for data conditioning, processing, and saving in
variety of data formats. Process Variables (PVs), an EPICS
unit of data are archived in Archiver Appliance [8]. Control
System Studio (CSS) [2] is used as a front-end GUI and
operation environment. CSS’s rich features include integrated Logbook, Best Ever Alarm System Toolkit
(BEAST), Data Browser, and others. Data Browser is integrated with Archiver Appliance and can plot data from live
or archived PVs. equipment protection
The Equipment Protection System (EPS) is responsible
for protecting various components from damage. This includes isolation of vacuum sections with poor vacuum to
prevent contamination of adjacent sections, overheating
protection, collision prevention, control of filters to prevent damage to detectors. The EPS system has interlocks
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for each shutter on the beamline. This means that a set of
conditions needs to be met to enable its operation. If any of
these conditions are not met, the shutter will be closed. The
EPS is implemented with an Allen Bradley PLC and Point
I/O.
All gate valves that can be exposed to white beam are
part of a “beam dump” circuit, which will cause the beam
in the storage ring to be dumped if the valve closes before
it’s upstream shutter. This prevents the beam from damaging the gate valves [9].
All motions are equipped with limit switches, which provide signals to Delta Tau motor controller to stop. In addition to limit switches, overtravel switches are installed on
axis where limit switch failure can cause equipment damage [9].
The white beam slits installed upstream of SBM, have a
collision switch, which is wired in series with positive and
negative limits so that activating the collision switch will
stop the motion just if the regular switch is activated. The
collision switch signal is also part of the EPS system.
OCM table has the tilt switch, which is wired and activated the same way as the collision switch described earlier.
As it was noted earlier, PDF and XPD beamlines share
Compact Logic 5000 Allen Bradley PLC for their respective EPS systems. A 1768-L43 was selected because it supports having two isolated network adapters. One network
is used for communication to the remote Point I/O, and the
other is used for connection to the beamline controls network. This unit has 2MB of memory, 600kB are used for
both PDF and XPD. The average cycle time is 7ms. This
unit reliably serves both beamlines needs. PDF and XPD
each run a separate EPICS IOC within their own subnets
and connect to the Allen Bradley PLC beamline port. Hardware serves both beamlines, PDF and XPD without them
being aware of it on the user end. Each beamline can read
and write only to their own set of PVs.

BRIDGE
The Bridge is the jewel of PDF beamline end-station. It
has two detector carrier stages and a stage for sample environments. All three stages can move independently along
3m travel. See figure 5 and the 3D schematic layout in
figure 2.
Each stage is driven by two linear servo motors in a gantry configuration. Magnetic rails are mounted on both sides
of the bridge for commutation of the motors. A 3 m absolute RESOLUTE Renishaw encoder with 50 nm resolution
is installed on one side of the bridge. The absolute encoder
and magnetic rails provide feedback and commutation signals to all 3 motions. Both motors in a gantry pair are wired
in parallel so that a single Delta Tau channel drives both
motors in a gantry stage motion.
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Figure 4: Beamline network has three dedicated Virtual LAN: low bandwidth device, raw camera data, and Channel
Access (CA) client services.
get activated and remain activated when the stages get as
close as 30 – 40 cm to their end of travel or close to another
stage, respectively. In response to this signal, the moving
stage(s) slow down to 30mm/sec, and always move with
the reduced speed if the proximity signal is activated. If the
motion command started in the fast region and ended in the
slow one, the stage will travel 300 mm/s in the first, and
30mm/sec in the second region respectively and stop at the
requested position. This has been implemented using motion program and slew rate features of the Delta Tau motor
controller.

Figure 5: Picture of the Bridge showing two detector stages
and the sample grid.
All three stages can also move vertically (Y) and horizontally (X). Two of these motions use linear servo motors
and the other four use Brushless DC (BLDC) servo motors.
Each stage has a motorized beam stop. The upstream detector stage can be fully retracted from the X-ray beam path
by pneumatic actuator to allow the use of downstream detector.
Since the two detector stages are certified for carrying
up to 200kg, and the sample stage is certified for carrying
up to 100 kg, all three vertical (Y) motions have brake support installed to prevent the stages from sliding down. The
brake is disengaged if the amplifier is enabled and engaged
otherwise. The holding current provided by 5 A Delta Tau
channel is enough to keep 200kg phased stage in place.
Each carrier assembly is equipped with optical proximity switches on both ends (see Figure 6). Those switches

Figure 6: Proximity sensors, hard stop, and the soft
dumper.

Bridge Personnel Protection
The Personal Protection System (PPS) for the bridge was
implemented with an Allen Bradley CR30 programmable
safety relay (see Figure 7). The PPS system is an independent system that ensures that the grid and detector carriers
cannot be moved while the hutch is open. The CR30 monitors the position of the hutch doors, e-stops, over-travel
switches and engages the safety brakes for all motions if an
input is not satisfied. A reset button is mounted outside of
the hutch to rearm the system.
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Figure 7: Bridge Control System Studio GUI.
The stages with Brushless DC motors are equipped with
a motor brake to ensure self-locking when no motor current
is applied and / or the power is lost. The stages with linear
servo motors including the fast-moving ones have safety
breaks installed. All breaks are activated, when hutch is unsecured. All brakes are normally engaged so if the PPS system loses power, the system will be in a safe state.
The PPS system has an override capability, in the form
of an override key. When the key is used, the detector carriers and bridge can be moved with the hutch door open.
The other interlocks are still in place. The beamline staff
keeps the key in a secure location. When the key is engaged
an administrative procedure is followed to ensure there are
no people in the path of the detectors. This enables the
beamline staff to do setup, calibration, and custom operations.

FIRST USER EXPERIENCE
Complexity of servo motors with the need to phase has
been hidden from the users. Motors are phased just once
after motor controller power up. User can monitor the status of the phasing via LEDs on OPI screen as well as errors
if they occur.
Only if the stage is manually moved by a qualified beamline stuf from the magnet locked position with the use of
safety bypass key, it would need to be phased again. Phasing of the motors can be done from CSS GUI.
Technical commissioning demonstrated that experiments can safely and reliably run overnight from the
bluesky [3] interface.

CONCLUSION
The new Pair Distribution Function (PDF) beamline of
the NSLS-II is now available for general user operations.
The unique design of the beamline end-station Bridge combines versatility of high speeds with experiment automation and meets all the NSLS-II EPS PPS requirements.
Design and construction of the PDF beamline controls
system were completed following the NSLS-II standards,
which greatly simplifies maintenance by limiting diversity
of the equipment and solutions.
The network follows a clean distribution-edge architecture with ample 10 G port capacity for future growth. The
Spectrum Scale filesystem allows shared file access without resorting to a slow, monolithic NFS solution. This architecture will enable the integration of new capacity and
technology with minimal efforts.
Early user feedback during technical commissioning led
to a higher degree of automation, and rich experimental
features offered from the early days of operation.
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Abstract
The increasing data throughput of modern detectors is
a growing challenge for back-end data acquisition systems.
OdinData provides a scalable framework for data acquisition used by multiple beamlines at Diamond Light Source
(DLS). While it can be implemented standalone, OdinControl is used to provide a convenient interface to OdinData.
Eiger detectors at DLS were initially integrated into the Odin
framework specifically for the data acquisition capability,
but the addition of detector control provides a more coherent and easily deployable system. OdinControl provides a
generic HTTP API as a single point of control for various
devices and applications. Adapters can abstract the low-level
control of a detector into a consistent API, making it easier
for high-level applications to support different types of detector. This paper sets out the design and development of
Odin as a control system agnostic interface to integrate Eiger
detectors into EPICS beamline control systems at DLS, as
well as the current status of operation.

INTRODUCTION
In an effort to stay on the forefront of scientific research in
their respective fields, many beamlines at DLS have chosen
to integrate Eiger detectors. Eiger detectors are very extensible, exemplified by the different use cases of the various
deployments. Some beamlines require the maximum frame
rate possible, while others run at much lower rates of less
than 10 Hz and simply benefit from the quality of the data
produced. With these varied use cases, a dynamic control
and data acquisition framework is required to cope with large
data output in some cases, while keeping more basic deployments as simple as possible. The system should only be as
complex as is necessary to achieve the given requirements
of the beamline.
Effective integration of Eiger detectors into control systems at DLS is enabling beamlines to provide world-leading
research opportunities in various science cases and will also
provide the scope for experiments that were not feasible
before [1].

Eiger Detectors at Diamond Light Source
Eiger detectors have a photon count rate of
5 × 108 s−1 mm−2 , a pixel size of 75 µm and a read
out time of 3 µs, which, amongst many other cutting-edge
features, has led to quick uptake on beamlines at DLS.
The Eiger comes in a variety of sizes suited to different
applications, of which DLS currently makes use of
the Eiger2 XE 16M, Eiger1 X and Eiger2 X 4M and

Eiger1 X 500K models [2]. Eiger detectors have become
commonplace on beamlines at DLS in the last 18 months
and more are scheduled to be commissioned in the near
future. This presents many challenges, not least the file
system load of running multiple instances at the full data
rate simultaneously and in some cases with minimal down
time between acquisitions. It also presents a challenge in
continually commissioning control and data acquisition
frameworks for detectors as they arrive at various beamlines,
as well as keeping them up to date.
Having to support various detector models might complicate the software required to drive them, due to different
demands. Presenting the data rate of different models of
Eiger is not trivial, as it is obfuscated by variable bit depths,
sustained/burst thresholds and compression ratio depending
on signal strength. However, broadly speaking, the maximum data rate for all models is approximately the same
and in any case primarily limited by the 40 Gb network
link. The choice of model is effectively a decision balancing time-resolution against the collecting area. This makes
the software design decisions somewhat simpler; because
different models have roughly equivalent performance requirements, the scale of the system to be deployed is mainly
defined by the use case of the beamline.
X-ray Imaging and Coherence beamline I13 employs an
Eiger1 X 500K to make efficient use of the high coherent
flux available at the sample. The major use case is for ultrafast diffraction imaging, primarily ptychography [3]. This is
a method of collecting a series of diffraction patterns from
a sample, in a grid with overlapping illumination regions,
and processing the datasets to create an image. Ptychography allows higher spatial resolution images than using
conventional lens imaging. The combination of high flux
and the inherent noise resilience of the technique enables
scans with exposures of the order of 100 µs, which makes
scans at 10 kHz feasible. This pushes the boundaries of
trajectory scanning and data acquisition technologies.
Macromolecular Crystallography (MX) beamlines, such
as Microfocus MX beamline I04, make the greatest use of
Eiger detectors at DLS. The large collection area of the 16M
and 4M models is ideal for collecting crystal diffraction data,
while the small pixel size enables better sampling of diffraction spot profiles and improved signal-to-noise from smaller
diffraction spots. The high frame rates are a particular asset for MX beamlines that invest in automation and high
throughput of samples, due to reduced acquisitions times.
For these beamlines, Eiger is the natural upgrade from the
Pilatus detectors that have been depended on for many years.
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Odin Framework
Odin [4] is a scalable and modular control and data acquisition framework for detectors. It is a combination of a
high-throughput C++ data acquisition stack OdinData (OD)
with a Python control server OdinControl (OC), providing
a balance of performance and convenience. It is primarily
designed for the modular, parallel detector systems, such
as Excalibur [5] [6] and Percival [7]. This led naturally to
the Odin framework being modular in its own design to
enable it to be scalable, for performance and to support parallel detectors, while providing a single point of control for
integration.

INITIAL EIGER INTEGRATION
An internal HDF5 file writer is included on the provided
Eiger Detector Control Unit (DCU), allowing files to be
copied off via HTTP, but this sacrifices data throughput for
convenience, so it is not used at DLS. Instead, the ZeroMQ
(ZMQ) [8] data stream provided by the Dectris SIMPLON
API [9] is used. This operation mode compresses the data
frames from the detector and wraps the data blob with some
header information, exposing a data stream that then needs
to be gathered and processed by a listening application. The
data throughput on this stream is only limited by the 40 Gbit
ethernet link, assuming detector performance and compression can exhaust it. This is a substantial improvement on
what is possible with the internal file writer.
When the first Eiger was integrated at DLS, ADEiger [10]
was used to provide the control API alongside an OdinData
acquisition pipeline. OdinData had already been developed,
for use with other high throughput detectors Excalibur and
Percival, and the plugin-based design makes it simple to integrate new detectors into the framework, so it was decided
to use it with Eiger. This worked well and has been successful on multiple beamlines. It is also, however, a bulky
and complicated system to deploy, use and maintain. The
main complication is the requirement of two independent
areaDetector [11] drivers, ADEiger for detector control and
ADOdin for the control of the data acquisition stack. This
meant that many parameters have to be synchronised between the two systems. It is too easy for users to accidentally
configure the two separate applications in inconsistent ways,
which could lead to confusing errors and difficult debugging sessions. To simplify things, the new system described
here removes ADEiger and replaces it with OdinControl,
integrating Eiger fully into the Odin framework.
The network architecture of Eiger systems used at DLS
is shown in Fig. 1. The Odin processes are all run on the
Eiger Processing Unit (EPU) in a compute room, while the
ADOdin IOC is run on a beamline server.

EIGER ODIN ARCHITECTURE
Functionality in an OC server is primarily implemented
by loading a set of Adapters, providing a coherent interface
to many individual devices and applications. The server exposes a set of HTTP URIs corresponding to each Adapter’s

Figure 1: Network architecture of an Eiger system at DLS.
DCU: Detector Control Unit provided by Dectris. EPU:
DLS Eiger Processing Unit to run Odin processes.

parameters and methods, resulting in a hierarchical parameter tree representing the overall system. The OC API represents multiple instances of an object by presenting parameters as arrays. This allows high level control to request the
value of a parameter for each instance in a single request,
as well as to send a single value to all instances. It is also
possible to index into a parameter array to interact with individual instances where the values do need to be different.
OC parameters are intended to be self-describing through
the provision of meta data, such as type, limits, units and
description. This makes the server, and therefore the applications underlying the Adapters, introspectable by higher level
control applications, aiding integration with a wider control
system. Conveniently, the meta data in an OC parameter
maps intuitively to the SIMPLON API [9] provided by the
Eiger, which makes the Eiger Adapter API look very similar
to talking directly to the detector.
The architecture of OD is also parallel in its design, but the
logic is reversed; there are multiple data acquisition nodes
operating in parallel to serve the same data stream, or set of
data streams. The core logic of a given node is determined
by its perspective of being one of many, which makes the
software inherently scalable. The primary intent behind OD
is high throughput. To achieve this it is stripped back and
simple. Its function is limited both by design and philosophy
to follow this principle. Only the bare minimum processing
should be carried out in serial with the file writing, so that
there is a minimal path to disk. Only processing that is required to make the images useful is allowed. Use cases that
generate extra data from the raw images or calculate additional statistics should implement the logic in a processing
pipeline on a separate machine or cluster via SWMR [12]
live monitoring. Any processing that is required during an
acquisition, such as a live view of the data, should be done
in a parallel plugin chain. An exception to this might be data
reduction processes, which would trade some processing
load for reduced file writing load, as well as smaller files.
As the data acquisition pipeline is usually I/O bound, this
could serve to increase the overall throughput.
The application of this philosophy to the HDF5 file writer
is key to the high throughput of the system. The configuration is restricted to the essentials: datatype, compression and
chunking. Image datasets are 3D and scalar datasets are 1D;
no further dimensionality is supported. Additional datasets
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Figure 2: Architecture of a single OdinData node of an Eiger Odin system.

Figure 3: OdinControl Server architecture for a four-node Eiger Odin system.
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are only included in the file if they are required during an
acquisition, such as unique identifier (UID) and image sum
datasets used for SWMR live monitoring and processing.
Anything else is published on a ZMQ socket and written
to a separate file if required. This reduces the demand on
the main file writer by not having to handle datasets that
are not time critical or otherwise not required until after the
acquisition is complete.
OC supports control of an OD stack of any size with only
minor configuration changes and superficial, but clear, differences in the user facing API. The primary desire of designing
OD to be scalable is to allow performance increases if a bottleneck is reached, without overhauling the entire system.
However, a secondary benefit is that it also allows systems
to be only as complex as is necessary for a beamlines’ requirements. It also has the effect that, for the most part, the
system looks the same whether it has one OD node or eight.

Data Flow
The problem to overcome in integrating Eiger is that the
data stream is not parallel, which OD depends upon. There is
a single ZMQ stream from the detector. A single file writer
is not sufficient to keep up with the data rate, so we use the
EigerFan application to parallelise the Eiger data stream onto
a configured number of consumers, to share the workload
between multiple OD nodes. Messages are gathered from
the detector and forwarded on to the correct consumer in a
round-robin fashion. The number of consecutive frames to
send to a given consumer, the block size, is configurable.
OD consists of two separate applications: the FrameReceiver (FR), for gathering data from the detector into shared
memory as fast as possible, and the FrameProcessor (FP),
for labour intensive processing and writing to an HDF5 file.
The EigerDecoderPlugin in the FR gathers a set of global
header messages for an acquisition and then a set of messages per image. Parts of the global header are passed on
through shared memory, such as the flat field and pixel mask
datasets. The data blob is extracted from the image message parts and placed in shared memory with a simplified
header containing the datatype, compression and a frame
identifier. For each shared memory buffer, a Ready message
with a buffer index is passed to the FP, which then wraps
the data in shared memory and passes it through its plugin
chain. When the EigerProcessPlugin receives the pointer,
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the pre-compressed image blob is passed on to be written to
disk by the FileWriterPlugin, while the details of the global
header messages are published on the meta channel. For
hardware-triggered scanning and mapping applications [13],
the compressed size is set as a parameter to be written to the
data file, in the absence of a sum dataset, and a UID dataset
is created by the Parameter plugin, based on frame number.
This provides a visual display of the overall intensity of the
image for each point of a scan, as it progresses. When the
pointer is released by the final FP plugin, a Release message
is sent back to the the FR to allow it to re-use the buffer.
The FileWriterPlugin is detector agnostic, so must be configured to correctly handle Eiger data. It will tag the dataset
with the compression mode and write the data using Direct
Chunk Write [12], bypassing the HDF5 processing pipline.
The Eiger use case would be greatly limited without this,
as it allows writing the pre-compressed data from the ZMQ
data stream directly to file. Like the EigerProcessPlugin,
it will also publish some meta data, such as the time and
order the frames were written in. This is very useful for
visualising and debugging performance of the file writing.
Any data published on the meta channel can be captured by
the MetaListener, a separate Python-based ZMQ stream listener and HDF5 file writer. The architecture of a single OD
node for an Eiger system is shown in Fig. 2 and a schematic
of the OdinServer and overall system for a four-node Eiger
Odin system is shown in Fig. 3. Importantly, throughout this
process, there are no copies made of the data. The data blob
from the ZMQ data stream is stored in shared memory by
the FR and then the pointer given to the FP is passed directly
to the HDF5 write call. This is vital to the throughput of the
data acquisition pipeline.
At the end of an acquisition there will be one data file
for each node, though this is configurable, plus a meta file.
If the dataset needs to read by a simple application, a new
HDF5 file can be created with a Virtual Dataset (VDS) [12]
to interleave the frames from each raw file, alongside links
to each of the datasets in the meta file. The layout of the
interleaved VDS is shown in Fig. 4. Another VDS can be
created to superimpose the dimensionality of a scan onto the
flat datasets. An application could also be given a definition
of the scan and the file layout in order to intelligently read
frames from the raw datasets in the correct order using any
slicing that is required.

Figure 4: Virtual Dataset layout for Eiger data [14].
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Figure 6: ADOdin EDM screen for acquisition control.

Figure 7: ADOdin EDM screen for OdinData status.
Figure 5: ADOdin EDM screen for Eiger detector control.
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DEPLOYMENT
This modular framework brings some complication in
deployment. The four-node Eiger Odin system includes 12
separate processes in total, all of which need to be configured
correctly to fit into the overall system. A Python library
has been written to generate all of the start up scripts and
configuration files for the required applications. This makes
it much easier to deploy and update an Odin system without
knowing the detail of how everything works. All that is
required to configure a full system is to define the number of
OdinData processes, the detector type and IP address, and
the servers that will host the processes. The applications will
be correctly configured to intercommunicate and operate as
a single entity.
All that is required at this point is to integrate the API
provided by the OC server into a wider control system. This
can be as simple as a web page or a command line script
exposing the HTTP endpoints. At DLS we use ADOdin to
integrate Odin into our EPICS control system. This provides
a familiar areaDetector interface to users and controls engineers and makes integration easier and more efficient. It
also builds upon a robust and convenient driver architecture
to keeps the code base small and maintainable. The majority of ADOdin is implemented by mapping EPICS process
variables to HTTP endpoints, while letting the OC server
handle the complex logic and coordination of the various
applications. Integration with areaDetector also allows the
driver to present a reduced live view of the data as NDArrays.
This can then be passed through any areaDetector plugin
and onto a viewing application, such as imagej via pvAccess [15]. Fig. 5 shows the main ADOdin EDM screen for
controlling Eiger and the EigerFan.
ADOdin hides the underlying complexity of the OdinData
stack, presenting a simple API, as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig.
7. The only required configuration for an acquisition is a
directory, file name and number of frames, regardless of how
many OdinData nodes there are. Some of these parameters
will trigger underlying logic when set to uniquely configure
each node. For example setting the frame count will send
the same value to all nodes and the individual process will
calculate the number of frames it expects, based on its rank.

PERFORMANCE
Performance profiling up to this point has only been carried to ensure viability for specific use cases at DLS. The
highest data output is with the Eiger 2 XE 16M at 560Hz.
Tests were carried out with this system on a beamline while
attempting to maximise the signal on the detector, which
produced frames of approximately 2 MB after compression.
The four-node OD deployment was able to cope with the
throughput in this case. All Eiger systems that expect full
data rates use the same configuration. More basic tests show
the throughput of a single node in isolation is approximately
15 Gb/s and that there is a diminishing return in adding more
processes to one server, most likely due to the I/O to the file
system. At a certain point it is much more effective to split
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the OD processes across multiple machines. This will be
essential for future faster detector systems.

STATUS AND FUTURE
OD is now running in production with Eigers on five
beamlines at DLS. After a successful test deployment of
OC Eiger support on a beamline, we are confident in rolling
it out to all existing and future Eiger systems to provide a
simpler and more coherent interface to Eiger detectors. This
system is something that can be deployed outside of DLS
as a solution to integrate Eiger detectors into any control
system.
A Docker [16] container has been produced to, firstly,
install all dependencies required for Odin to run on any
compatible system and then secondly to deploy specific Eiger
Odin systems. The deployment consists of a set of Docker
containers to run each specific application instance. This
should also serve as an instruction set to build and configure
a more tailored deployment from source. An Eiger simulator
for the control API and data stream has been produced for
testing during development. This will be deployed with
the Docker container to demonstrate the system without the
requirement of a real detector. A web GUI is provided to
present some of the most fundamental control and status
parameters of the system, which will enable manual data
collection to be carried out. We are investigating the usage of
Docker containers to deploy Odin on beamlines at DLS with
orchestration such as Kubernetes [17] to further simplify
deployment for beamline controls engineers.
There is growing interest in implementing a Kafka [18]
cluster to integrate with OD. Data could be consumed from
the Kafka cluster by processing pipelines, instead of effectively transferring the data via the file system, which would
reduce file system load and improve latency of processing
pipelines. This would enable better real-time feedback to the
user. An OD Kafka plugin has been developed and tested
on Eiger systems and further work is required to integrate
this into existing processing applications.

CONCLUSION
Odin has become an integral part of beamline control
systems at DLS. OdinData has been well proven as a robust
and fast data acquisition framework for use with Eiger detectors, but the use of a separate ADEiger driver for control
was bulky and error prone. To simplify the architecture, an
OdinControl adapter has been written for Eiger producing a
full software framework for controlling and acquiring data,
which could be integrated into any control system using the
HTTP API. This will be make it much easier to deploy and
maintain Odin systems on beamlines and also improve the
future development of the system. The Odin framework is
open source and available on GitHub [4] [19].
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SCIBORG: ANALYZING AND MONITORING LMJ FACILITY HEALTH
AND PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
J-P. Airiau, S. Vermersch, V. Denis, P. Fourtillan, C. Lacombe
CEA - CESTA, Le Barp, France
ABSTRACT
The Laser MegaJoule (LMJ) is a 176-beam laser facility, located at the CEA CESTA laboratory near Bordeaux
(France). It is designed to deliver about 1.4 MJ of energy
to targets, for high energy density physics experiments,
including fusion experiments. It operates, since June
2018, 5 of the 22 bundles expected in the final configuration. Monitoring system health and performance of such a
facility is essential to maintain high operational availability. SCIBORG is the first step of a larger software that
will collect in one tool all the facility parameters. Nowadays SCIBORG imports experiment setup and results,
alignment and PAM control command parameters. It is
designed to perform data analysis (temporal/crossed) and
implements monitoring features (dashboard). This paper
gives a first user feedback and the milestones for the full
spectrum system.

INTRODUCTION

• Computation of complex data from elementary data
(z=f(a,b,c,...) , ex.: total energy on target), physical
value (transfer function), security factor (vacuum
windows damages),
• Monitoring temporal evolution of indicator (elementary data) and performances (complex data or physical value), performing security analysis (security factor),
• Crossed analysis y = f(x) (ex. amplification gain vs
energy bank efficiency),
• Smart GUI including rules on data (ex.: warning on
threshold overcoming) and multiple types of chart for
analysis,
• Dashboard creation based on analysis synthesis
• Predictive analysis: predictive maintenance (planning
of optic replacement), calibration (fine tuning of coefficient used on embedded software).
•

Monitoring and analyzing critical data (or indicators) of
the LMJ is essential to operate such a facility. It contributes to manage availability and planning actions for the
new experiments and follow the global performances for
the achieved experiments.

GOALS
The number of equipment to control (from laser bays
and target chamber) is very large and logically multiplies
the number of indicators to monitor. Each equipment and
associated control system generates control data (configuration, log, results, etc.); indicators are extracted from
these data directly or indirectly. These data are of different types such as structured (log), semi-structured (scalar
results, tabulated data) and un-structured (image, pdf
report, etc.). To be able to correlate these data among
themselves, it is necessary to standardize their format
when they are extracted from the source producer. The
data extraction sampling rate is determinant to estimate
the database storage capacity and the performance to
access to the formatted indicators. In order to speed up the
request to the database, some additional information is
associated to the data in the form of metadata. These
metadata include the specific facility structure (bundle,
quad, beam, section, diagnosis), they contribute to simplify the data classification.

Figure 1: Functional architecture.

Hypothesis
In order to limit the data number and complexity, the
type of indicator is limited to structured (log) and semistructured (scalar and tabulated values) data. The extraction sampling rate is not less than 10 s. This hypothesis is
based on the fact that most of the equipment to monitor
has a response time bigger than this criterion. The embedded software and operating tools algorithms can generate
data at very high frequency but we suppose that these
indicators are available as tabulated data at the end of
computation. This supposition limits the frequency of the
extracting requests.

Data Perimeter
The global architecture of the LMJ facility is structured
in layer from equipment to high level software [1].

Once the extraction and transformation done (data +
metadata), the indicators are stored in a database (see Fig.
1). The expected application above this database will
perform the following features:
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Figure 2: Control system architecture.
The data perimeter covers all the equipment, control
(system and subsystem), software and database of the
LMJ facility (see Fig. 2). The final application will be
able to extract, transform and store all this data:
• Hardware log and IT monitoring,
• Network monitoring,
• L0 level control equipment (log and I/O parameters),
• L0 embedded software (log and I/O parameters),
• L0/L1 communications,
• L1 operating software,
• L2 operating software,
• Facility configuration parameters,
• Raw and transformed results,
• Physical values.

Development Strategy
This application can’t interfere with the LMJ operations
but must follow the evolution of the facility. The development and deployment strategy must respect these rules:
• Independence: no impact on the facility performances, no modifications on existing systems
• Scalability: adaptation to bundle extension (up to 22
bundles)
• Sustainability: must operate more than 10 years.
This software is developed in an iterative way to avoid
user’s resistance against new global software and to reach
as many users as possible. The first release LEOPOLD
(2015) performs the following features:
• Extraction on a limited perimeter: raw and transformed results, N1 Alignment embedded software result,
• Indicator visualization and analysis tools.
This stand-alone tool, developed in JAVA/JavaFx/H2,
has quickly shown some performance limitations when
using more than 2 bundles.
The second release: SCIBORG (French acronym for
scientific database for reporting and graphical representation) has been initiated in 2016 and has been commissioned this summer. SCIBORG covers 80% of the expected features but on a limited perimeter.

Figure 3: SCIBORG software architecture.
Based on our feedback with similar application, client/server architecture is a good option for this kind of
multiuser tool (see Fig. 3). The technical choice has been
chosen for the following reasons:
• Client :
• Easy access, deployment and longevity: WEB interface (Angular JS [2]),
• Rich web-oriented visualization toolkit: D3JS [3]
(feedback from lab’s developers),
• Server
• Django/python (feedback from PARC [4]
• Database: MongoDB [5] (API (Django/python), easy
deployment and scalability (sharding)).

Parser and Template Data
Data to parse are described in an excel sheet called
“template data file”. Each line of the sheet represents a
template indicator. The data’s source indicates which
parser to use. The extraction mode (by shot/automatic) set
the extraction sampling rate. Three fields determine the
remote physical localization of the data (physical path to
the remote file, key path in the file, name). A unique
identifier (SciborgId) is created with the previous localization information. Different types of data (integer, double, URL, string, etc.) can be stored in the application (see
Fig. 4).
Data’s granularity indicates the number of instances to
generate on the basis of the template (ex.: granularity =
beam -> 8 instances by bundle). Template field containing
wildcard are replaced by the real instance value (ex.:
beam template wildcard ${Bn} takes values in [B1, B2,
B3, B4] for each beam path).
The instantiation process depends on the experiment
bundle list and/or the operational bundle list when the
indicator is not extracted during a shot sequence.
In addition to the previous metadata (source, type,
etc.), these ones have been added to each indicator to help
indexation/classification/display:
• data creation date: the date and time when the data
source producer creates the data,
• measurement point (PAM, amplification section, final
optic assembly, target, etc.),
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• Step (pre-sequence, rod shot, power shot, etc.),
• Shot Identifier (if existing),
• Units, display option, etc.
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𝑛

𝑏𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑦 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡
∑

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝐷𝐸 𝐷𝐸
𝑚 1

Temporal and Crossed Analysis

Figure 4: Modular parser.
Once the indicators are instantiated and sorted by
source, they are transmitted to each parser for extraction
(python plugins). This extraction process is multithreaded
for quad and beam granularity (ex.: indicators at beam
level are extracted simultaneously). All the extracted data
are gathered in a list before insertion in the database (sequential).

Complex Data
The specific indicator expected for monitoring health
and performances are not all available directly. To respect
the constraint of independence (see development strategy), SCIBORG must be able to create new indicator as a
combination or computation of the existing ones in the
database. A simple API (to access existing data) and an
editor (to change input parameters) have been developed
in the software. SCIBORG uses two imported files to
define a complex data:
• python script file: to do the computation according to
the API
• XML definition file: containing type, name and default value of input and output parameter and description of the complex data.
This mechanism is based on the feedback of computation scenario definition used in PARC [6]. The complex
indicator used elementary indicator (ex.: list of beam
energy on target (expected, measured), type of shot), user
input parameter (ex.: date of equipment retrofit) to compute a new value. The complex indicator must be inserted
in the template definition file with its metadata (see Parser
and template data).
The compute of “the standard deviation of difference
on expected target energy for power shot since the
equipment retrofit” is defined as:

The analysis toolbox must be able to plot curves as
temporal function (y=f(t)) or as crossed function y=f(x)
where x and y are indicators stored in the database.
The data sampling rate is not the same for all indicators
(ex.: laser energy diagnosis data = shot by shot vs. manual
configuration software = undetermined rate). The granularity of the indicator can be different (beam vs. quad).
The sample number between the two axes (x, y) is not
consistent for plotting. To solve this issue, a double padding algorithm create artificial sample to generate consistent grid on each axe of the curve (see Fig. 5).
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Data Y

Data X

Figure 5: Double padding algorithm.
The multiple instances can be plot on the same graphical representation for comparison. A selection tool automatically associates the corresponding instance:
ex.: Bundle 01, Upper Quad, Beam 1 = BL01/UQ/B1
x BL01/UQ/B1 = f(y BL01/UQ/B1)

User can change the automatic settings to create
crossed granularity plot (ex. beam splitter analysis: x
BL01/UQ/B1 = f(y BL01/UQ/B3). Different types of plot are
available (standard chart, histogram, box-and-whisker,
etc.). For each plot (if type is consistent), some standard
statistic values are computed (min, max, mean, standard
deviation, etc.) (see Fig. 6).

Figure 6: Analysis plotting.

On each set of data (x,y), some filters can be applied to
reduce the number of sample : temporal windows, null or
invalid value, dependency on other value (z) criterion
(ex.: z < constant).
The analysis is defined as a model. A new user analysis
𝐷𝐸
is an instance of the model containing the user selection
∑ 𝐸 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝐴𝑏𝑠 ∑ 𝐸 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
(x, y definition, granularity association, etc.) and prefer∑ 𝐸 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
ences (type of plot, colors, etc.). It can be saved as a file
and reload with an updated set of value (ex.: day 1 =
creation of the analysis includes 10 samples in database
for x and y, day 2 = reload the analysis with 20 samples in
𝐷𝐸
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑏𝑦 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 database).
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Dashboard
Dashboard offers a synthetic view of one or more indicators for performances (EP diagram), security (damaging
threshold) or maintenance (debris shield replacement)
purpose.
A simple editor allows users to create a dashboard by
inserting comments, indicators, saved analysis and external data (jpeg) in the available layout (2 models). Like the
analysis, a new dashboard can be saved as a file and reload with an updated set of values. The update is only
effective on indicators and analysis associated to the
dashboard.

User Feedback
User interest for such a tool is undeniable. The most extensive user group is the laser’s engineer lab members.
They have initiated this project (LEOPOLD) and specify
most of the features of SCIBORG. SCIBORG has proved
its utility in monitoring the health and performances indicators. It helps to identify degraded mode by analyzing
indicators that break rules. By example, the alignment
process uses equipment known as the common reference.
This equipment is composed of a sensor illuminated by a
laser to perform the alignment of the target. Monitoring
the intensity of the focal spot on the sensor has been useful to detect a malfunction of the laser and the need to
replace it.

“LMJ DOCTOR” FULL
SYSTEM MILESTONE
As a doctor, the final tool will help to investigate diagnosis and suggest a cure to an LMJ “illness”.
This third release is under investigation to satisfy all the
expected features including the full data perimeter and an
interaction with predictive analysis tools. The first meetings made last month have demonstrated the need of a
common tool that centralized the indicators. The continuous analysis (multidata monitoring) on the full data perimeter (from hardware to low- and high-level software)
is the most wanted feature. Users hope to speed up issue
analysis and fix with the help of transversal synthetic
view of their domain.
A second important feature is the API between the database and the predictive toolbox (data mining, pattern
matching, deep learning). Machine learning demonstrators are in development for the PAM temporal shaping
tuning and damage growing. These demonstrators use
“offline” data (old set of LMJ data or bench data) because
the access to these data is not easy (manual upload from
equipment) and/or not available on a long time (not
stored). This API will make the access easier to the
“online” data.
This tool has to be accessible outside the shoot room to
perform “rear base” analysis (ex. user office).
The development strategy of the future system starts
with identifying all the indicators by interviewing experts.
This identification phase is expected to be done for the
end of the year. Depending on the number of indicator
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and the complexity of their extraction, the parsing process
could increase the network traffic and slow down the
operating time for shot sequence. The storage tools sizing
is directly linked to this number of indictor and the retention time expected. For the specifications, we will request
support from big data and network experts. The achievement of specification phase is planned for the end of
2022. LMJ doctor will be operational in 2025 when all the
22 bundles will be commissioned.
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SIGNAL ANALYSIS FOR AUTOMATED DIAGNOSTIC
APPLIED TO LHC CRYOGENICS AT CERN
K. O. E. Martensson, B. Bradu, G. Ferlin, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract

• Detecting unoptimized processes and malfunctioning
sensors.
• Prolonging the life span of equipment.
• Reducing the need for repetitive manual operator checking and thereby freeing operator to other tasks.

The operation of the LHC at CERN is highly dependent
on its associated infrastructure to operate properly, such as
its cryogenic system where many conditions must be fulfilled for superconducting magnets and RF cavities. In 2018,
the LHC cryogenic system caused 172 hours of accelerator
downtime (out of 5760 running hours). Since the cryogenics
recovery acts as a time amplifier, it is important to identify not optimized processes and malfunctioning systems at
an early stage to anticipate losses of availability. The LHC
cryogenic control systems embeds about 60,000 I/O whereof
more than 20,000 analog signals which have to be monitored
by operators. It is therefore crucial to select only the relevant and necessary information to be presented. This paper
presents a signal analysis system created to automatically
generate adequate daily reports on potential problems in the
LHC cryogenic system which are not covered by conventional alarms, and examples of real issues that have been
found and treated during the 2018 physics run. The analysis
system, which is written in Python, is generic and can be
applied to many different systems.

Figure 1: Distribution of cryogenic plants in the LHC [1].

INTRODUCTION

INFRASTRUCTURE

The LHC (Large Hadron Collider) at CERN (European
Organization for Nuclear Research) consists of eight 3.3 km
long cryogenically independent sectors with shafts to the surface in between them. These shafts between two sectors and
associated infrastructure are denoted as points. Cryogenic
plants are installed in five out of nine points as illustrated in
Fig. 1 and together they cool down a mass of 36,000 tonnes
to a temperature of 1.9 K, making it the largest cryogenic
system in the world. This paper presents an analysis system constructed with the purpose of detecting non-urgent
problems in the cryogenic system that are not caught by
conventional alarms and are difficult for operators to detect
manually. Archived data are analyzed daily by eleven different analysis algorithms, after which reports for operators are
generated and published online.
The cryogenic plants are using similar setups which makes
automatic and coherent checks of the systems advisable.
The analysis is therefore distributed among eight VMs (Virtual Machines), each analyzing one sector. Approximately
40 analysis jobs, together analyzing about 1000 signals, is
defined for each sector. The system is not replacing the daily
operator surveillance, but is helping the cryogenic operations team fulfilling its main objective of maximizing the
availability and performance of the LHC’s cryogenic system
by:

Each sector is set up to be analyzed by a dedicated VM to
ensure parallel and independent execution of new and updating analyses. These VMs are Linux machines that are set up
on CERN’s OpenStack. They are connected to a local machine using the software PuTTY© . New analyses are started
automatically through cron scheduling every night and are
performed on data spanning from the latest already available
results up to the most recent midnight. It is also possible to
redo a previous analysis with new parameters, and in that
case only the explicitly queued time frame will be analyzed.
This is useful when applying new or edited job specifications to dates which have already been analyzed. Triggered
warnings are ranked by how severely the thresholds have
been violated and are presented on a web site.
Python was chosen as programming language due to its
versatility. Its many available modules and wide functionality gives great possibilities for easy expansion of the software
to other types of systems and analyses. It is of great significance that the constructed analysis system can be adjusted
with small effort to other systems at CERN, such as the computing cluster. At the time of construction, the necessary
signals from the cryogenic system are not accessible from
the computing cluster in a manner that it would make computations faster or more reliable. This is set to change in the
future when the the currently undergoing change of primary
logging service will be completed. Python is very commonly
used at CERN and is therefore very probable to maintain

• Anticipating potential failures or loss of availability.
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Figure 2: Schematic over the technical infrastructure set up
to for the project and its work flow.
compatibility between system upgrades and to get early module updates. At time of writing this paper, the service used to
obtain signal data is the CALS (CERN Accelerator Logging
Service) API (Application programming interface) wrapper
for Python called PyTimber [2]. CALS enables fetching of
signal data from CERNS’s LDB (Logging Database) to a
local machine. UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) is used
to avoid complications imposed by daylight savings time
and to simplify conversions to Unix time.
The results of the analysis are presented on a homepage
from which one can, depending on access level, perform one
or more of the following actions if one has a CERN account:
•
•
•
•

View performed analyses and corresponding results.
Hide warnings.
Edit existing analysis jobs and create new ones.
Queue reanalyzing.

The access level of the user is determined by using
CERN’s SSO (Single Sign On) service and looking up the
account name in a lists of access levels. The homepage is
hosted from CERN’s EOS (Elastic Organic Storage) file system, which is a distributed file system accessible from all
VMs. EOS was therefore chosen as data storage to keep the
complexity of the system down. The EOS file system has
however shown to be unable to reliably handle sufficiently
many simultaneous requests and will ignore some of them if
overloaded. To avoid this issue, the analyses of the different
sectors are launched with a delay of fifteen minutes in between. The technical infrastructure and its internal relations
are illustrated in Fig. 2. The analysis jobs are categorized
by where in the cryogenic system they are applied. In the result presentation, the categories are sorted by the number of
new warnings and each warning shows a history of previous
occurrences to make it easy to spot new events.

ANALYSIS ALGORITHMS
The analysis algorithms are generic and can be applied
to any system that is generating signals which should relate
to each other or themselves in a manner similar to what is
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described below. The generated warnings are sorted by their
urgency U = w ∗ R, where w is the weight of the job (default
is 1) and R is a rank value which is computed differently
depending on algorithm, but always in a manner so that a
higher rank value correspond to a more severe violation of
thresholds. Unless stated otherwise, warnings are triggered
if R > 1, and threshold values are denoted as lim and are
set by input parameters.
For some of the algorithms, a triggering signal behavior
might not be an issue if there exists a non-problematic physical reason for the observed behaviour. In these cases, it is
possible to cross-check triggered warnings with causing signals. If a behavior that is expected to generate the triggered
warning is found in the causing signal, the warning will be
disregarded.
When something is stated to be given, it means that it is
set by input parameters. Most input parameters have default
values corresponding to its most common use case, implying that they do not have to be specified unless exceptional
settings are desired.

Family Analysis
Signals that are expected to have similar behaviour under proper operating conditions are denoted as a family of
signals. The signals in a family analysis are analyzed by
comparison to other signals in the family. The same operations are performed on all signals. The specific signal that
is analyzed in a certain execution is referred to as the tested
signal and uses the subscript T. The remaining signals in
the family are referred to as the other signals and have the
subscript O.
Correlation The purpose of this algorithm is to detect
if a signal that is expected to follow others signals does
not do that. The algorithm checks this by comparing local
derivatives and assess if they differ significantly for a significant amount of time. The local derivatives are compared
within a partial time window of given length and if the relative difference between the local derivative of the tested
signal and the average local derivative of the other signals
is larger than a given limit, a violation count is increased
by one and a primary rank is assigned to the partial time
window according to Eq. (1), where V is the value of the
signals and t is time. If no violation is found for the partial
time window, a tolerance count is increased by one. The
partial time window is then shifted forward a given amount
of time and the comparison is made over. If the total length
of the violating time windows is longer than a given time
limit, a warning will be triggered. If however, the tolerance
count gets above a given limit, the violation count and tolerance count will be reset. If a warning is triggered, the
final rank will be calculated through Eq. (2) and Eq. (3)
where n is the largest number of partial time windows in
which the conditions have been violated without a reset in
between. The threshold limn is derived by calculating how
many window shifts has to be done and yield a violating
partial time window for the total violating time to be larger
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than a given limit. Equation (1) shows how the primary rank
for a specific partial time window is calculated by dividing
the difference between local derivative of the tested signal
and the average local derivative of the others, by the average
of the same two quantities. If n > limn , a secondary rank
is calculated by taking the average fraction by which the
primary rank condition was violated, over all primary ranks
in the set of partial time windows that triggered the warning,
N, as shown in Eq. (2).
RV′ T ,i

=2

dVT
dt

−

dVO
dt

dVT
dt

+

dVO
dt

Õ

RVT =

RV′ T ,i

(1)

(2)

n · limR′
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where VT is the either the average value of the tested signal or
its average distance to the other signals, depending on which
method is utilized, and VO is either average of the other
signals average value, or the average distance in between
them. This algorithm is used to make sure that pressure
and temperature sensors that should have similar values are
coherent together. It is typically applied along cryogenic
distribution lines and series of magnets.
Span Comparison This algorithm checks if the span,
i.e. the difference between the largest and smallest value, of
a signal is significantly larger than the average span of the
other signals in its family. The rank value is given by
R4 =

i∈N

R1 =



n
1
RVT +
2
limn


(3)

The final rank is then calculated by taking the average of
the secondary rank and the fraction by which the number
of violating partial time windows has breached its limit, as
described by Eq. (3). This analysis is applied to magnet
temperature regulating valves for detection of malfunction.
Amplitude Comparison This algorithm compares the
amplitudes within a family by their average value and optionally their median value. The rank value is given by


R2 =







AT
AO

MA

+ M AT



O

2∗(1+limdiff )



AT

 AO ∗(1+limdiff )

if median = True

(4)

if median = False

where A is the average amplitude and M A is the median
amplitude. The amplitudes in this algorithm are the y-axis
distance between every extrema and its neighbouring extrema. High frequency oscillations will thus produce many
smaller amplitudes between all macro scale extrema and will
therefore make the macro behaviour of the signal irrelevant.
These oscillations can be adjusted for by calibrating the sampling time. There is also the possibility to set a minimum
number of extrema detected for a warning to be triggered, if
slowly oscillating signals are not of interest. This algorithm
is applied to magnet temperatures as well as the valve positions and cold end temperatures of the DFB (Distribution
Feed Box) current leads.
Offset The function of this algorithm is to checks if
a signal is significantly distanced from other signals in its
family. This algorithm includes two methods to chose from.
Either it compares the average values of the signals, or it
compares the average distance to the other signals. The rank
is given by
R3 =

max(VT ,VO )
min(VT ,VO ) ∗ (1 + limOffset )
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ST
SO ∗ (1 + limdiff )

where S is the span. The algorithm is applied to magnet temperature sensors and magnet temperature regulating valve
positions to detect abnormal behaviour.

Individual Analysis
These algorithms use thresholds depending on the values
of one single signal but warnings can be discarded depending
on data from other signals.
Slow Deviation This algorithm checks if a signal that
should have a generally flat appearance over time has a consistent divergence in the evolution of the signal value. This
is done by fitting regressions to the data. A linear regression
is fit to the data initially. If the relative change δ is larger
than a limit limδ and the coefficient of determination r 2 is
larger then a limit limr 2 , a warning with a rank value given
by
R5 =

δ
limδ

(5)

will be triggered. If the linear fit does not trigger any warning,
the check is made again with a quadratic fit. The quadratic fit
is only performed in the case of no warning from the linear
fit to reduce the execution time. If a warning is triggered, the
signals can be cross checked with a causing signal to see if
the deviation is expected. E.g. if the pressure difference over
a filter slowly increases, it could be due to a clogging (which
would be a problem) but it could also be the consequence
of an increase in flow (which would not be a problem). The
comparison to a causing signal has a variable sensitivity
that is set by providing a maximal relative difference in the
relative deviations of the analyzed signal and the causing
signal. If a deviation of a size within the limits are found in
the causing signal, the warning will be suppressed. Beside
filters, this algorithm is applied to vacuum gauges (without
cross checking against any possible causing signal) to detect
vacuum degradations. The algorithm can be set to only
detect deviations in a specific direction or in both.
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Integral This algorithm determines whether or not a
signal significantly deviates from its mode (i.e. its most
frequent value). It does so by subtracting the mode value
from the signal and integrating the resulting curve. The rank
value is given by
R6 =

|I |
limI

(6)

where I is the integral value and limI is the largest allowed
integral size. The algorithm is applied to positions of magnet
filling valves and to flow meters to detect significant leaks.
Count This algorithm counts the number of value
switches, N, in a Boolean signal and checks if it is larger
than a limit lim N . Its rank value is given by
R7 =

N
lim N

(7)

and it is used to check how frequent the cryogenic conditions for the magnet powering are lost and how often OnOff
valves are opened to re-pressurize the helium guards (the helium guards are pressurized helium volumes located around
cryogenic systems of sub-atmospheric pressure to avoid air
pollution in helium circuits, so if these valves open too often,
it means that there is a significant leak).
Average This algorithm will trigger a warning if the
average signal value As is larger than a limit limu or smaller
than a limit liml . At least one of the limits has to be defined
and the rank value is given by
R8 =

As


 limu ,


if As > limu

(8)

 liml ,
if
A
<
lim
.
s
l
 As
The algorithm is applied to thermal shield valves and temperatures to detect reoccurring divergences from the design
value.
Daily Average This algorithm checks if the ratio between a signal’s daily average on two consecutive days is
above a limit limr . It is applied to vacuum gauges to detect
vacuum deteriorations. The rank value is given by
R9 =

Ad
,
Ad−1 ∗ limr

where Ad is the average signal value on date d.
Oscillation The purpose of this algorithm is to find undesired cyclic behaviour that might occur, for example, as
a consequence of a feedback loop. Work on this topic has
been conducted at CERN before [3], but tuning for the previously developed method has been shown difficult. Proper
tuning requires extensive insight in the working principles
of the measured quantities (e.g. typical valve movements,
noise levels, etc.). This new method is meant to optimize
the performance by limiting the scope of the algorithm. The
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limiting of the scope is done by excluding the probing of
undesired high frequency oscillations. Since the system is
not designed to make high frequency changes, signals with
high frequency oscillations are deviating compared to its
family’s average behaviour and are therefore better probed
by the Amplitude Comparison algorithm which does not
trigger warnings for noise like oscillations present in the
family.
This analysis is done by performing a fast Fourier transform and disregarding all frequencies of irrelevant amplitude
or wavelength. The longest relevant wavelength is considered to be the one resulting in two complete periods over the
analyzed time window and the shortest relevant wavelength
is zero by default but can be changed through an input parameter. Either an absolute or a relative (compared to the
signal average) amplitude limit has to be specified. The type
of limit is specified by its naming. After the selection of
relevant frequencies, signals corresponding to each of the
remaining frequencies are then generated and one at the time
cross-correlated to the original signal. If the magnitude of
the correlation coefficient between the pure oscillation and
original signal is greater than a given limit, a warning with
the rank value determined by
R10 =

A
,
lim A

where A is the amplitude of the found cyclic behaviour and
lim A is the tolerated amplitude, will be triggered. This algorithm has the possibility to cross-check against a causing
signal as well. If a sufficiently similar cyclic behaviour (relative frequency difference below a given limit) is found in a
causing signal, the warning will be suppressed. There is also
a possibility to set a minimum number of mean crossings for
a warning to be triggered, to avoid triggers by quasi-cyclic
signals triggering a warning (e.g. y = x + sin(x)). This algorithm is used to monitor the stability of helium pressures
in cryogenic distribution lines.

PID Performance Analysis
This analysis is neither an individual nor a family analysis.
It includes a set of signals that have a specific relation to
each other but are not expected to have similar behaviour
under optimal operating conditions, i.e. they are related but
are of different families. It is used to detect poorly tuned
PID (Proportional–Integral–Derivative) controllers and can
be applied to all of them as long as signals for the controller
output, the setpoint and a measurement of the controlled
variable is available. It does not suggest how to tune it properly, it is only pointed out that it might need re-tuning. The
algorithm is largely an adaptation of a concept already applied to LHC’s cryogenic system, but through a different
infrastructure [4]. The analysis is performed on partial time
windows of a given size, and if the number of partial time
windows in which the conditions are violated, n, is larger
than a limit limn when the full time window has been ana-
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lyzed, a warning ranked according to
R11 =

n
limn

will be triggered. The main difference between the original
function and this adaptation is that the former only counts
the consecutively violated partial time windows whereas the
latter counts all violations. The only other change is that
the PI (Predictability Index) is capped at one by setting all
values larger than one to one. In the original function a value
larger than one was improbable but possible. This algorithm
has a dedicated plotting function to show all relevant data.
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was therefore benchmarked against synthetic cases. The
Correlation, Daily Average and Oscillation algorithms were
shown to be difficult to tune to avoid an abundance of false
triggers. Since false triggers bloat the presented data and
lowers the perceived significance of warnings, and the purpose of this software is not to warn about urgent issues (since
these should be covered by conventional alarms), these three
algorithms are currently tuned in a manner which yields no
warnings when running on the benchmarking data. I.e. the
cases which they have been tested against are not distinct
enough to be found by settings that does not also yield many
false triggers.

Previously Undetected Issues
Most prominent of the previously undetected issues were
problems regarding valves with broken electronic components.

Figure 3: PID controller data that have triggered a warning,
plotted by the dedicated plot function.
An example output of the dedicated plot function is shown
in Fig. 3. The shown example is a benchmarking case with
a clear oscillation of MV (Measured Value) and OUTOVST
(controller output) around SP (the setpoint) as illustrated
in the top subplot. From these signals, the PI values (presented as PID performance) in the middle subplot are derived, which all are below the threshold indicated by the
horizontal line. This, together with the fact that the actuator
in question is constantly requested to move, which is easiest
seen in the bottom sub plot, suggests that the tuning of the
controller is poorly done.

BENCHMARKING
To benchmark these different analysis algorithms,
archived data from 2018 has been analyzed. When a date
is stated to be benchmarked for, it means that data running
up to the last second of previous day is analyzed. All of
the benchmarking issues were found by the software and
previously undetected issues were detected as well. The
Correlation algorithm lacked a real case to compare to and

Figure 4: Broken valve electronics was replaced on July
18th 2018. The Issue was detected for the first time by the
Amplitude Comparison algorithm during benchmarking and
was ranked through Eq. (4).
A total of six instances of this issue were found, all of
which were from similar families (valves in DFB current
leads) but in different sectors. They were detected by the
Amplitude Comparison algorithm because the valves were
constantly going up and down with length significantly larger
than the noise that tend to be present in these signals, thus
yielding a significantly larger average amplitude compared
to its family members. An example of this is shown in
Fig. 4 where the average amplitude of the tested signal (the
initially thick one), AT , was calculated to 2 and the average
amplitude of the other signals, AO , was calculated to 0.5.
The limit value limdiff = 0.6 corresponds to allowing an
AT 60% larger than AO , thus implying an upper threshold
of 0.5*(1+0.6)=0.8 for AT . Since the calculated value for
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Figure 5: Degradation of primary vacuum found during
benchmarking of the Slow Deviation algorithm. The issue
was ranked through Eq. (5).

Figure 6: Internal leak on magnet bath detected by application of the Integral algorithm on a flow meter. The rank of
the warning was calculated by using Eq. (6).

AT was 2.5 times larger than the threshold, the job yielded
a rank value of 2.5 and triggered a warning. The effect of
replacing the broken electronics can be seen clearly. After
some overshoot, the valve converged towards its family and
started to regulate properly with an average amplitude similar
to the other family members.
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Figure 5 illustrates an example of an issue found by the
Slow Deviation algorithm when analyzing for November
29th 2018. The pressure in the primary vacuum is not at
an alarming level in any specific moment and neither is the
local rate of change, but when observing at a longer time
scale, a linear regression (dashed diagonal line) can be well
fit to the data. The linear regressions show a consistent
degradation of the vacuum (i.e. a leak) that has caused a
pressure increase of approximately 30% over the span of
28 days. This increase is three times larger than the limit
limδ = 0.1 and thus yields a warning with the rank value 3.
Figure 6 shows an issue detected by the Integral algorithm
when analyzing for November 25th 2018. The warning was
triggered from an instance in which it was applied to helium
flow meters to detect potential leaks in magnet baths. The
y-axis represents grams per second and the x-axis represent
seconds, which means that integration will give the accumulated mass flow in grams over the integrated time frame.
The mode value is marked by a dashed horizontal line and
is subtracted from the signal values before integration. The
limit was set to be 7 kg of helium over 24 hours, so when the
integration showed that the accumulated helium flow over
the day was approximately 83 kg larger than what the mode
value would have given, a warning of rank value 11.9 was
generated.

Figure 7: Leak issue in the helium guards detected by the
Count algorithm. The warning was assigned a rank value
according to Eq. (7).
A leak in a helium guard was detected by the Count algorithm when applied to the guards’ OnOff valves in analysis for November 15th 2018. The triggering valve signal
is shown in Fig. 7 where it can be seen to open and close
six times within a week (thus changing value twelve times)
which is alarmingly often.
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Figure 8: Thermal shield valve operating close to saturation
after a reconfiguration and therefore not regulating properly.
The issue was detected by the Average algorithm and the
rank value was calculated through Eq. (8).
A poorly regulating thermal shield valve was detected by
the Average algorithm when analyzing for November 18th
2018. The issue is shown in Fig. 8 where the average signal
value is observed to be at the saturation level of 8%. The
lower limit for the average was set to 10%, which is 25%
more than the observed value, a warning with a rank value
of 1.25 was therefore triggered.

CONCLUSION
The software is ready to be used for the LHC run 3, but
tuning of settings will be an ongoing process since more
data to tune against is gathered as the system is running.
All of the eleven algorithms have been conceptually validated, three of which have shown to be difficult to tune in an
adequate manner. In the cases of tuning difficulty, removal
of false triggers have been prioritized over detection of real
issues since bloating of the result data would disintegrate
the purpose of the software.
Oscillations are present in the data and they can be found,
but when cross-checking with causing signals all potential
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warnings get suppressed. The hardship in tuning the Oscillation algorithm could thus be a consequence of there being
no problematic oscillations in the data (except the high frequency ones that are covered by the Amplitude Comparison
algorithm).
One of the two methods of the Offset algorithm is currently
unused (the one comparing averages), but it is kept due to
potential future applications.
A typical day generated on average 40 warnings per sector,
of which 3 were new. The analysis of one sector took on
average approximately 48 minutes, of which 30 minutes
(63% of the elapsed time) for the fetching of signal data.
Among the valves with broken electronics, one had been
oscillating in the manner shown in Fig. 4 since the year 2014,
which is a good indicator of how hard it can be to detect this
kind of problem through the use of conventional alarms and
manual inspection. The fact that all six valves with broken
electronics were of the same type suggests that it should be
investigated if a systemic problem is causing the issues.
A new system for fetching of signal data is being developed at CERN and PyTimber will therefore be phased out.
A separate version of the software has been constructed to
utilize the new system. When the new system is ready, shifting to the adjusted version of the software is done by doing
minuscule updates to the cron jobs.
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INTRODUCING BIG DATA ANALYSIS IN A PROTON THERAPY
FACILITY TO REDUCE TECHNICAL DOWNTIME
P. Fernandez Carmona†, Z. Chowdhuri, S. G. Ebner, F. Gagnon-Moisan, M. Grossmann,
J. Snuverink, D. C. Weber, Paul Scherrer Institut, 5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland
Abstract
At the Centre for Proton Therapy of the Paul Scherrer
Institute (PSI) about 450 cancer patients are treated yearly
using accelerated protons in three treatment areas. The facility is active since 1984 and for each patient we keep detailed log files containing machine measurements during
each fraction of the treatment, which we analyse daily to
guarantee dose and position values within the prescribed
tolerances. Furthermore, each control and safety system
generates textual log files as well as periodic measurements such as pressure, temperature, beam intensity, magnetic fields or reaction time of components. This adds up
currently to approximately 5 GB per day. Downtime of the
facility is both inconvenient for patients and staff, as well
as financially relevant. This article describes how we have
extended our data analysis strategies using machine archived parameters and online measurements to understand
interdependencies, to perform preventive maintenance of
ageing components and to optimize processes. We have
chosen Python to interface, structure and analyse the different data sources in a standardized manner. The online
channels have been accessed via an EPICS archiver.

INTRODUCTION
The Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Switzerland started
treating tumours using accelerated protons in 1984. Since
then more than 9000 cancer patients have been treated at
its fixed beamline for eye irradiation and three gantries.
The facility continuously produces large amounts of data
originating from the particle accelerator, beamlines and
control and safety systems needed for the dose delivery.
Part of this data, especially everything directly related to
patient irradiation, gets stored for online and future analysis. Patient treatment log files get analysed daily throughout the treatment duration to guarantee the delivery standards. Some sensor data is used for forensics after particular
machine malfunctions, and other sources are used as surrogates to estimate when a part needs to be replaced due to
ageing or wear.
Downtime due to unexpected failure of components is
both inconvenient for patients and personnel, and expensive in financial terms due to unused clinical resources and
paused revenue. With the goal in mind to reduce downtime
and to improve preventive maintenance we started a pilot
to introduce structured big data analysis techniques in our
facility using the extensive available data. In the present
paper we will describe the data available, our steps to classify it and process it as well as the first promising results.

DATA SOURCES
PROSCAN, the facility dedicated to treating patients at
PSI, is a complex set of interconnected but largely independent and heterogeneous subsystems. There are several
control, safety and monitoring systems generating status
data at different rates and formats. The first part of this
work was to list and attempt to classify all the available
data for its future analysis.

Machine Data
A superconducting cyclotron provides protons to the
treatment areas by means of 5 beam lines. These contain
17 steering magnets, 45 quadrupoles, 8 deflecting dipoles,
47 beam monitors, 14 beam blockers and several other auxiliary elements each with its set point and actual status values. Most of these values are permanently available, some
on request as they are beam-disrupting.
The usage and sharing of the beam across the different
areas also gets monitored and archived. It is always possible to know at any given time which area had mastership,
that is, control and access to the beam, and at which energy
and intensity. This can be useful for forensics, but also for
statistics, see Figure 1, and to identify potential inefficiencies.

Figure 1: Histogram of mastership duration per area in
2019.
Additionally each treatment area stores dosimetry-relevant parameters not limited to but including humidity, pressure and temperature at different locations. The control
systems also store technical values from electronics and
sensors, namely supply voltage, power consumption or internal temperature.
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Patient Data

Unified Access Architecture

The treatment of a patient is typically divided in fractions, out of which there are between 4 and 37, depending
on the indication. Each fraction includes a prescribed dose
distributed into one or more fields to be sequentially applied. At PSI gantries we use Proton Beam Scanning (PBS)
technology, a superposition of single pencil beams that
added together cover the full volume of the tumour achieving a high conformity [1]. Each beam application is divided
into spots, a predefined number of protons at a given energy and location. The Therapy Control System (TCS) requests the right machine setting for each spot and verifies
its correctness in a short dead time between spots. A typical
field in our Gantry 2 contains 20’000 spots, each of which
is individually logged. The logs contain information of position and dose, as well as the settings of all the involved
beamline elements. These files are stored in clear text and
in a Structured Query Language (SQL) database and kept
indefinitely.

We chose Python as the programming language to process the data as it provides excellent analysis and visualization tools, namely Pandas [5] and Matplotlib [6]. The
goal was to provide a unified access tool to all the heterogeneous data sources.
PSI has a centralized network time protocol (NTP)
server to which most systems are synchronized. For the
data sources that are not synchronized we attempted to find
the difference to the central NTP server and apply it as an
offset to the corresponding data. For the missing data
points we chose either interpolation or extrapolation of the
last known value, depending on its nature.
Some data sources have a continuous nature, like temperature or beam intensity. Others however are discrete,
such as the interlock events. In order to be able to look for
correlations between them we created variables such as
௧
. In Figure 2 we demonstrate the unified access to
௨௧
related variables of different formats and sources: The instantaneous current out of the accelerator from the machine
archiver and the interlock events due to overcurrent detected, from the safety system data.

Safety Systems
The safety of the dose delivery in each treatment area is
guaranteed by a Patient Safety System (PaSS) [2]. This is
a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based interlock
system in place to monitor the facility and to interrupt the
treatment whenever any subsystem detects a hazardous
condition. There are three levels of interlock severity,
which deflects the beam, pauses the acceleration of protons
by reducing the High Frequency (HF) power or switches
off the accelerator respectively by shutting the HF.
It is connected to beam monitors, beam blockers, the
control system and other monitoring devices, whose status
samples at 1 MHz. Several supervision functions were built
in, including measuring the reaction times of all connected
elements. The status of all signals and interlock outputs, as
well as all measurements are published via EPICS [3] with
0.1 to 1 s resolution and archived for later use. Additionally
after each interlock event, a log file with the sequence of
events with a 1 µs time resolution is generated in text format.
Interlocks are, together with device failures, the main
sources of downtime in the facility. It is for this reason that
understanding them, and eventually being able to predict
them is of the upmost importance.

METHODS
Before the start of this project some sort of data analysis
was already performed in individual systems for different
purposes. It is the case of the patient Quality Assurance
(QA) log file analysis [4]. Other analyses were made only
for research projects or as part of a forensic investigation
after an incident.
At first we analysed the facility topology and talked to
the different experts to obtain a list of all the available data,
its format and how to access it. We calculated that 5 GB of
data are generated on an average treatment day. This gets
down-sampled for daily storage, and again yearly, to save
space.

Figure 2 Display of accelerator output current and the interlocks that are produced when it is too high for Gantry 2.

EPICS and Archiver
Most of the hundreds of magnets, monitors, collimators
and diverse sensors distributed along the accelerator,
beamlines and gantries publish regularly their status via
EPICS. This data is online available at different data rates
and can be used for online visualization, accessible to the
whole laboratory. In addition to this there are a short term
archiver which keeps the full resolution of data for one year
and a long term archiver with down sampled data.
The archived data can be accessed using a python API
and it is time stamped with a unified time reference.

Patient Data Analysis
All machine log files from fields that are applied to patients in G2 and O2 are analysed daily using MatlabTM software tools that were developed in-house. Parameters such
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as dose and spot-position deviations, and number of interruptions due to interlocks, among others, are evaluated. A
report detailing the results is generated per patient per day,
and in addition, summary spreadsheet files are appended
with values of particular interest.
We have developed a python interface to access these
files and to make its content available in a Pandas dataframe format, with time stamps synchronized to the rest of
the facility data. This includes the precise status of each
beam line element at the time any patient was being treated.
Figure 3 shows the daily average spot position deviation
for all patients treated in Gantry 2 in the current year, which
is well below the 0.5 mm allowed tolerance.
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in the beam path. The sensors are located inside the accelerator’s bunker and therefore suffer continuous radiation

Figure 4: Distribution of the three levels of interlocks
per week day in 2019 in Gantry 2.

Figure 3: Daily average position residuals ±σ interval over
a year for both transversal directions.

RESULTS
The goal of this project was to be a proof of concept to
show the benefits of big data analysis in our small size facility. For this reason we chose a few representative use
cases to put the first efforts in.

Usage Overview
As seen in Figure 4 the distribution and type of interlocks
is clearly visible from the logs from Gantry 2 safety system. Low level interlocks are uniformly distributed along
the week, while there seems to be an unproportioned number of high severity interlocks on Thursdays. This is because of quality assurance tests of the emergency buttons
are typically scheduled on these days.
From the mastership allocation we can process and display area usage overview, as seen in Figure 5. The granularity is configurable according to the needs of the visualization and could be extended with number of patients
treated or interruptions due to interlocks.

Prediction Models for Preventive Maintenance
AMAKI, the deflecting magnet which switches the beam
on and off at the output of the cyclotron is a central facility
element. For this reason its performance is permanently
monitored using magnetic sensors. If the magnet does not
switch off in less than 200 µs an interlock is triggered, halting the acceleration of protons and placing beam blockers

Figure 5: Treatment beam sharing time in a week where
Gantry 2 was used for experiments during the weekend.
damage which makes them slower, causing false alarm interlocks. Its replacement requires manual intervention of
experts inside the bunker.
Changing the sensor when it unexpectedly fails causes a
downtime of 4 hours, half a treatment day. On the other
hand replacing the sensor too often leads to unnecessary
dose to personnel.
The introduction of the latest PaSS upgrade made available a precise measurement of the AMAKI switching time,
which is both published via EPICS and archived. In Figure
6 one can see a clear pattern of the performance degradation of the sensor. It is evident that the replacement frequency is sub optimal.
We created a regression model to estimate the average
switching time in the future, based on all the measurements
since the last sensor exchange. To this we can add a margin
to include the past time variability with 5σ and project
when it will cross the interlock line (accounting for the
measurement cable latency). In Figure 7 one can see the
prediction for the next interlock, and how we can recommend a replacement after 8 weeks instead of the currently
6 weeks planned.
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Figure 6: Switching time measurements from AMAKI
magnetic sensors since data started being recorded.

Figure 8: Temperature sensors distributed in Gantry 2 area
(above) and its cross correlation over a day (below).

FUTURE WORK

Figure 7: Linear regression model from AMAKI magnetic
sensor switching times, projecting the future failing point.

Finding Interdependencies
We have started analysing the interdependencies of all
the available data with some basic correlations. Figure 8
displays the readings from the slow control system archived data for temperature sensors distributed along Gantry 2. One can see what sensors are close to each other, as
their temperature is similar and their correlation high. The
same analysis can be later applied for less evidently related
variables.

SUMMARY
We have described the main different data sources at
PSI´s Centre for Proton Therapy: Machine status, patient
logs and from the safety systems. We then presented the
approach to classify and make all data available for analysis in a unified way and with a common time reference.
Later we discussed how we started analysing the available
data and showed the first results, which however reduced
suggest a great potential for better understanding the facility, optimizing its usage and planning preventive maintenance to reduce downtime.

The presented project was a proof of concept of exploratory nature and we plan to further develop the analysis of
the facility data in two major lines: First the analysis and
visualization need to be improved with more advanced
techniques. Secondly we will create prediction models for
early failure detection and eventually train an artificial intelligence expert system to monitor online status variables
of the facility and suggest small correction interventions.
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EXPERIENCE USING NuPIC TO DETECT ANOMALIES
IN CONTROLS DATA*
T. D’Ottavio†, P. S. Dyer, J. Piacentino, Jr., M. R. Tomko
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, USA
Abstract
NuPIC (Numenta Platform for Intelligent Computing) is
an open-source computing platform that attempts to mimic
neurological pathways in the human brain. We have used
the Python implementation to explore the utility of using
this system to detect anomalies in both stored and real-time
data coming from the controls system for the RHIC Collider at Brookhaven National Laboratory. This paper explores various aspects of that work including the types of
data most suited to anomaly detection, the likelihood of developing false positive and negative anomaly results, and
experiences with training the system. We also report on the
use of this software for monitoring various parts of the controls system in real-time.

The work in this paper was done with the Python version
of the NuPIC OPF 1.05. [5].
The NuPIC software uses a software algorithm called
Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM), which uses stored
data sequences to make predictions about future data.
These predictions are then compared to the actual data delivered to calculate prediction errors which, along with prediction errors from surrounding data, are transformed into
anomaly likelihood values. It is these likelihood values
that ultimately determine if the software found an anomaly
[6]. (We actually enhanced these values using an extension
that will be described later.)

INTRODUCTION
An anomaly can be considered a point in time when the
behavior of a system is significantly different from previous, normal behavior. For the purpose of this paper, we
consider only anomalies in numeric time-series data. Most
controls data fall into this category.
Why work on anomaly detection? For most subsystems
within controls, we can usually identify data that experts
would consider normal - at least for some period of time.
Normal behavior might be defined as data within a certain
range, or with a particular pattern, or changing within a
prescribed rate, or some combination of all of these. Experts can usually pick out deviations from normal. But the
volume of data accumulated in modern control systems
does not allow for such review. We need computers and
algorithms to detect these anomalies.

NUPIC DESCRIPTION AND SETUP
NuPIC stands for Numenta Platform for Intelligent
Computing. It is a software system designed to mimic the
neural algorithms used within the neocortex of the human
brain [1]. Numenta’s goal is to reverse-engineer the neocortex and apply that knowledge to the creation of machine
intelligence [2]. The NuPIC software, which originated in
2013, is open source on GitHub [3]. Originally written in
C++, the most popular implementation is in Python. There
is also a third-party port to Java [4]. The Python implementation provides three APIs. At the highest level (easiest
to implement, least customizable) is the Online Prediction
Framework API, or OPF. At the lowest level (easiest to
customize, most difficult to implement) is the Algorithm
API. A middle ground is provided by the Network API.
___________________________________________

* Work supported by Brookhaven Science Associates, LLC under Contract No. DE-SC0012704 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
† dottavio@bnl.gov

Figure 1: System diagram.
As seen in Fig. 1, the software system can be run in both
a trained or untrained mode. When training, you create a
NuPIC model using “normal” data. This model is then
loaded into the NuPIC software prior to looking for anomalies. Once the model is loaded, you can instruct the software to continue learning from new data, or to turn learning
off. In the untrained scenario, the NuPIC software is learning on new data as it arrives, though you can control which
data is used for learning. Stored data, when it was used,
was retrieved from our logging/archiving systems. Realtime data came from devices connected to the control system reporting at a rate of 1 Hz or slower. Preprocessing,
when required, involved averaging, sampling or filtering of
the data.
The heart of the system is the Anomaly Detector, which
holds the NuPIC software. This software has about 30 parameters that can be tweaked to adjust the sensitivity and
performance for various data sets [7]. However, Numenta
delivers a set of parameters tuned specifically for anomaly
detection as part of their Online Prediction Framework.
With one exception described later, we used this set for all
of the results that follow.
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RESULTS
Anomalies can be classified into different types. For the
purpose of evaluating the NuPIC software, we found it useful to separate anomalies into the four types shown in Fig.
2. In this section, we describe how well the NuPIC software performed with each of these different anomaly types.
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false positives by counting consecutive values that
pass this threshold. A value of 10 or greater is a very
good sign that a real anomaly has been detected.

Global Outlier Anomalies

Figure 3: Global Outlier anomaly results.
Figure 2: Types of anomalies. From top to bottom: Global
Outlier, Level Change, Pattern Deviation, Pattern Change.
For each anomaly type, we present here only a representative example of the many data sets tested. In all of the
cases shown here, the results were obtained by running the
NuPIC software with stored data in an untrained mode,
though most of the results would not have changed if using
real-time data or running trained.
All of the results show a set of four stacked plots, with
the following data (from bottom plot to top):
• The Raw Data (sometimes pre-processed) fed into the
NuPIC software. In most cases, this is a single data
set, but it is possible and sometimes desirable to also
use the associated timestamp or another data set that
could aid in the anomaly detection.
• The Anomaly Score, output from the NuPIC software.
It is a measure of the difference between the actual
value fed into the software compared with prediction
value. A score of 0 indicates normal, predicted behaviour, while a score of 1 suggests anomalous behaviour.
• The Log of the Anomaly Likelihood. The Anomaly
Likelihood, also an output from the NuPIC software,
measures the probability that the Anomaly Score represents an anomaly given the historical distribution of
Anomaly Scores. This helps to distinguish true anomalies from high anomaly scores caused by noise. This
value varies from 0 to 1. Here we use the log of the
anomaly likelihood as the meaningful values are very
close to 1. In practice, the log value needs to be above
0.3 to be significant, corresponding to an anomaly
likelihood above 0.999.
• The Consecutive Anomalies, a statistic tracking anomaly persistence. It is calculated as the number of consecutive Log Anomaly Likelihood values that have exceeded the 0.3 threshold at any point in time. In practice we have found that we can eliminate a number of

This type of anomaly is very common in controls data.
It occurs when a data stream is normally contained within
a certain range and one or more values have fallen outside
of that range. The NuPIC software works very well for this
type of anomaly. A typical run of the NuPIC software for
this type of data is shown in Fig. 3. This data set has about
19k points and was input to untrained NuPIC software. As
can be seen in the Anomaly Score plot, untrained NuPIC
software needs about 500 points before it outputs any
meaningful results. Note that the “resolution” parameter
of the NuPIC software was altered from its default value in
order to obtain these results. See the Discussion section for
more information about how to best set the resolution parameter.

Level Change Anomalies

Figure 4: Level Change anomaly results.
Figure 4 shows data that goes through several level
changes. That is, the data has a somewhat constant value
for a significant period of time, then this level changes to
some new value. The NuPIC software works well with this
THCPL07
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type of anomaly. These anomalies are not always a problem, but it is sometimes useful to be notified about level
changes. The example shown here is idle time data from a
computer. Note that this is a data set of about 8k points,
but 10:1 averaging had been applied in a pre-processing
stage. See the Discussion section for information about averaging and pre-processing data.

Pattern Deviation Anomalies

Figure 5: Pattern Deviation anomaly results 1.
A Pattern Deviation anomaly occurs when data that has
some regular, repeating pattern shows a change, not in the
pattern, but in the values of the data over that pattern. The
NuPIC software yielded mixed results with this type of
anomaly. Figure 5 shows the number of New York City
taxi rides every 30 minutes for a 40-day window in the winter of 2014. Note that the NuPIC software had been trained
with data for all of 2014 before getting to this point. It does
an excellent job of picking out several anomalies, which
occurred on Christmas, New Year’s Eve, and during a
snowstorm in January. In this case, the date and time were
encoded into the software as well as the taxi data. This
allows the software to pick out diurnal as well as weekday/weekend patterns.
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the start of the cycle (red) are encoded into the NuPIC software. Even after repeating the same cycle hundreds of
times, the software indicates an anomaly anytime there is a
large swing in the magnet current. Even when a real anomaly was artificially introduced (see Fig. 6), it did not consider it significant.

Pattern Change Anomalies

Figure 7: Pattern Change anomaly results 1.
A Pattern Change anomaly occurs when a change is detected in a pattern that exists when the data is considered
normal. Figure 7 shows hourly temperature data taken
over a time period of five months. A normal diurnal temperature pattern is interrupted occasionally whenever an air
conditioner is turned on. The NuPIC software picks up this
change each time, again showing that the software is particularly strong in picking up changes in diurnal patterns.

Figure 8: Pattern Change anomaly results 2.

Figure 6: Pattern Deviation anomaly results 2.
An example where the NuPIC software did not do well
with a Pattern Deviation anomaly is shown in Fig. 6. Here
both a repeating magnet cycle (black) and the time from

On the other hand, the NuPIC software can fail dramatically on pattern changes that are very obvious as shown in
Fig. 8. In this case a sin wave data set was generated with
360 points per cycle. After many iterations of the same
cycle, the frequency was increased by a factor of two. In
this case the NuPIC software barely noticed the change.
For some reason, it did better or worse depending on how
many points were encoded into each cycle, showing good
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detection of the change when the number of points per cycle was reduced to 60. Perhaps knowledge of the internals
and adjustments to one or more of the configuration parameters would have solved this problem, but that was beyond
the scope of this investigation.

DISCUSSION
The examples in the Results section are representative of
the results using many other data sets that we have fed into
the NuPIC software. It does very well with Global Outlier
and Level Change anomalies but has a mixed record with
the Pattern Deviation and Pattern Change anomalies. In
this section, we’ll explore some of the details on how to
best setup and use this software.

Data Pre-processing
The NuPIC software works best with data sets that have
about 10k points, with a working minimum of about 1k
points. Using more points is fine but leads to longer processing times and will not necessarily lead to better results.
In some cases, the results will be worse, especially if the
data is very noisy. So, if large data sets are to be analyzed,
in most cases its best to average the data before running it
into NuPIC.
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setup. It should be noted that this configuration is biased
toward data wherein the time of day contains information
about the anomalous nature of the data, which is evidenced
in part by our results showing good performance on data
with diurnal patterns.
The one adjustable parameter that we did adjust is the
“resolution”. This parameter determines the number of
data buckets that the software sets up for the data. By default, the number of buckets is 130 and the resolution is
determined by the formula (max – min) / 130 where min
and max are the expected (or measured) min and max for
the data set. Often, it is useful to increase the resolution to
reduce the sensitivity of the software to small changes.
This is an easily adjustable parameter in the NuPIC software and can greatly affect the number of false positives or
negatives. Compare the results in Fig. 10 (using the default
resolution = 0.13) with the results in Fig. 3, where the resolution was increased to 1.0.

Figure 10: Global Outlier results without a change to the
resolution parameter.

Learning, Training and Models
Figure 9: Level Change results without averaging.
To see this effect, compare the results shown in Fig. 9
with the results shown in Fig. 4. The only difference is that
80k points shown in Fig. 9 were reduced to the 8k points
in Fig. 4 using 10:1 averaging.
In other cases, filtering of the data is necessary to get
meaningful results. This is true when data streams contain
real data mixed with noise. In our case, this often happens
when ion beams are turned on and off. Filtering out the
“off” data has a huge benefit in detecting anomalies in the
“on” or normal data.

Software Configuration
As mentioned in the Introduction, the NuPIC software
has about 30 configuration parameters that can be used to
fine tune the system for a particular data set. However, the
experts at Numenta have delivered the software with a set
that they say is tuned for anomaly detection for most types
of data. The results shown here use this pre-configured

In its normal running mode, the NuPIC software is learning with each new point added. If started in its untrained
mode (see Fig. 1), the software needs about 500 data points
before it can make useful predictions. During this time the
software is storing the temporal data sequences that it will
ultimately use to make predictions.
When the software is learning, it is also being trained.
The training at any point in time can be captured and stored
in what NuPIC calls a model file. When the software is
started again, it can then read this model file and recapture
the contained training. At that point, learning can continue,
or it can be turned off. This is under software control. You
might want to turn learning off if you think that you have
captured a good set of “normal” data and if you think that
the normal behavior will remain stable. In this way, you
can guarantee an outcome based on the training. The disadvantage is that creating, storing, and loading a model is
time consuming and resource intensive and does not necessarily produce better results. Also, in many cases, you
may want the software to learn about new normal modes
as they appear. This is the case with, for example, Level
Change anomalies. In practice, we have found that only a
THCPL07
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small percentage of the data sets benefit from model training.
As mentioned above, it is possible to turn learning on
and off dynamically. So, you could, for example, turn
learning off when you know the data is not normal, then
turn learning back on when it is. This is a useful strategy
to use in lieu of pre-filtering the data.

Getting the Most Out of NuPIC
After running hundreds of data sets through the NuPIC
software, we recommend the following procedure for getting the most out of this software.
• Preprocess the data as needed. Use averaging to reduce the number of points or to reduce noise. Filter out
undesired data. Try to gather around 10k points. More
is OK but consider 1k to be the minimum.
• Adjust the sensitivity using the resolution parameter.
Larger values make the software less sensitive. Use
10% of the noise envelope as a good starting point.
• If necessary, train and save a model. Use a model if
you have a good normal data set and you consider it to
be very stable.
• Run the anomaly detector, loading the model if saved.
• An anomaly is found if you generate 10 consecutive
Log Anomaly Likelihood values greater than 0.3.

Running NuPIC With Real-Time Data
Using the NuPIC software with real-time data is virtually identical to using it with stored data. In either case, for
every value you feed into the system, you get out one predicted value upon which the anomaly score is based. For
real-time data, consider running the software in its trained
mode. Otherwise, you will have to wait for the software to
collect about 500 points before giving useful results.
Real-time monitoring on a modern Linux computer requires about 2.5% CPU usage to monitor data returning at
once/second. If using stored data, running through 10k
points takes about 1 minute.

CONCLUSIONS
The NuPIC software can be a useful tool for detecting
anomalies with some data sets. With minimal configuration, it does well with anomalies that are of the Global Outlier or Level Change type. Results were mixed for Pattern
Deviation and Pattern Change anomalies. For the latter
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types, you should analyze some stored data first before expecting good results. This is probably necessary in general
to at least determine the level of pre-processing and the resolution setting necessary to get good results.
How does the NuPIC software compare with other
Anomaly Detection systems? We can’t say and spent no
time comparing this system with others. However, Numenta has published extensive results on this topic [6].
Here is how we would summarize the Pros and Cons of the
NuPIC software as we have used it for this publication.

NuPIC Pros
• Can be set up to run with a fixed set of training data,
or as an online learner, or in combination
• General purpose - can be used for a wide range of data
• Can be used with both stored and real-time data
• Works well for Global Outlier and Level Change
anomalies
• Works well when there are diurnal patterns in the data

NuPIC Cons
• May require some preprocessing and/or configuration
for different data sets
• Mixed results with Pattern Deviation and Pattern
Change anomalies
• Can be slow for batch processing of large data sets
• Can detect anomalies for only one data set at a time
• Custom algorithms for a particular data set may work
just as well or better
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Abstract
Personnel Safety System for particle accelerator facility
involves different devices to monitor gates, shielding doors,
dosimetry stations, search and emergency buttons. In order to achieve the proper reliability, fail-safe and fail-proof
capabilities, these systems are developed compliant with
safety standards (like the IEC-61508 on “Functional Safety”,
ANSI N43.1 “Radiation Safety for the design and operation
of Particle Accelerator” and NCRP report 88) involving stable technologies like electro-mechanical relays and, recently,
PLC.
As part of the Singularity project at Frascati National
Laboratories of INFN, this work will report benchmark of
a new FPGA-based system from the design to the validation phase of the prototype currently operating as personnel
safety system at the Beam Test Facility (BTF) of Dafne facility. This novel instrument is capable of: devices monitoring
in real-time at 1 kHz, dual modular redundancy, fail-safe and
fail-proof, multi-node distributed solution on optical link,
radiation damage resistance and compliant with IEC-61508,
ANSI N43.1 and NCRP report 88.
The aim of this FPGA-based system is to illustrate the
feasibility of FPGA technology in the field of personnel
safety for particle accelerator in order to take advantage of a
fully digital system integrated with facility control system,
evaluate the related reliability and availability and realize
a standard, scalable and flexible hardware solution also for
other fields with similar requirements like machine protection systems.

INTRODUCTION
Particle accelerators require Personnel Safety Systems
(PSSs) in order to reduce as much as possible the risk of
an accidental exposition of workers to ionizating radiation.
These kind of systems must provide access control to any
area involved with the accelerator facility (monitoring gates,
shielding doors, dosimetry stations, search and emergency
buttons) and produce an enabling signal to allow operation
to radio-frequency systems.
In order to design properly a PSS, regulation and best
practice guide lines and industrial standards are available,
like IEC-61508 on “Functional Safety” [1], NCRP report
88 on “Radiation Alarms and Access Control Systems” [2]
and ANSI report 43 on “Radiation Safety for the Design and
Operation of Particle Accelerator” [3].
∗

stefano.pioli@lnf.infn.it

Figure 1: Risk assessment priority for particle accelerator
facility.
At the National Laboratories of Frascati of the INFN, we
developed a method to design and commissioning FPGAbased safety systems that could be involved for personnel
and machine protection (MPS), compliant with the three
standard listed in the previous paragraph. Such systems are
designed, from both hardware and software point-of-view, to
match with risk assessment and response time requirements,
Fig. 1, of the hosting particle accelerator facility.
Up to this moment several commercial solutions are available to suite with PSS and MPS requirements. PLCs can
easily achieve required performances in terms of response
time nevertheless introducing the compliancy with functional safety standards only few product can be involved for
PSS purposes, due to a latency in response time of ∼100 ms,
and anyway with compliancy only from the hardware pointof-view. For these reasons we chose to develop hardware
and software of a new kind of high reliability FPGA-based
device according with IEC-61508 standard, NCRP report
88 and ANSI report 43.1 to match all requirements of PSS
and MPS. According with our experience with IEC-61508
compliant safety systems [4], in this paper will be presented
prototypes developed to operate as PSS (because it has higher
constraints in terms of reliability compared to MPS) in order
to investigate the feasibility of our method to realize safety
system suitable for new and old accelerator facility of the
INFN with modern and mature technologies like FPGA and
dismiss old and expensive relay crates.
The minimal features of such device will include:
• Response time able to perform real-time intervention
(for accelerators with repetition rate of at least 1 kHz);
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• Dual Modular Redundancy to maximize system reliability and availability;
• Modular and distributed design to scale the system
through a multi-node network with optical links to fit
with the architecture of large facilities;
• Fail-safe and fool-proof design to maintain the safety
of the facility even in case of equipment malfunction;
• Scalable design to acquire/produce digital signals
where needed from the infrastructure;
• Compliance with the IEC-61508 standard on “Functional Safety”, NCRP reports 88 on “Radiation Alarms
and Access Control Systems” and ANSI reports 43.1
on “Radiation Safety for the Design and Operation of
Particle Accelerator” integrated in both hardware and
software design.
This versatile device can be scaled to meet accelerator demands, the application on accelerator infrastructures will
guarantee so high level of reliability such that a case-study
for the integration also as Personnel Safety System, against
workers exposure risks from prompt ionizing radiation, will
be demonstrated.
The project is split in two phases the development of this
FPGA instrumentation:
1. A first prototype, based on FPGA on-the-shelf devices,
have been used to test the method and especially the
FPGA from both hardware and software point of view.
2. A second prototype, based on custom FPGA design,
have been realized at INFN-LNF to test the method with
a complete configuration of master and slave units.
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system will have to perform. For each accelerator sub-system
is used to highlight possible critical scenarios and limits of
use that can lead to a malfunction.
In particular for PSS, the case study will highlight any risk
or scenario in which workers may be accidentally exposed.
For MPS, we highlight problems that could cause damage
to the equipment of the particle accelerator affecting the
operation of the machine both from the point of view of
malfunctioning sub-systems, both from the point of view of
possible damage caused to the equipment from accidental
dispersion of the accelerated particle beam.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this phase we classify functions of the system according to the critical aspects highlighted in the risk analysis
through a functional division of the problems according to
key criteria such as:
• Response time;
• Reliability;
• Criticality in case of failure.
Each group of case studies are thus divided into ‘’functions” so that for each one of them can provide to quantify
the necessary level of failure rate, reliability and availability.
At this point, a functional architecture scheme is developed
equipped, for each function, with the hardware technology
(FPGA in this case) and the appropriate redundancy strategies that guarantee the above criteria. This phase ends with
the elaboration of a ‘’logical matrix” that indicates the correlations between the possible failures verifiable and the
relative solutions.

SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 2: V-shaped safety-life-cycle developed to produce
safety systems.
Next sections of the paper will focus on main aspects of
the safety-life-cycle developed according V-shaped model
as in Fig. 2.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
In this phase an analysis of the generic requirements of
the particle accelerator and/or the specific ones of each subsystem is performed. We determine goals that the protection

Devices developed for this test have been installed at the
Beam Test Facility (BTF) [5–7], of the Dafne accelerator at
INFN-LNF, to operate as dummy access control system in
parallel with the operating PSS relay-based.
According with IEC standard, we identified the reliability
required for the safety system, expressed as Safety Integrity
Level (SIL), that for this kind of application should be at
least SIL-2 or related to a Probability of Failure per Hour
(PFH) ≥ 10−7 and < 10−6 .
In order to achieve all the requirements from ANSI and
NCRP reports, we focus on several innovative strategies to
achieve the proper fail-safe and fool-prof criteria.
• All devices (gates, shielding door, ionizating chambers,
etc...) and any output module on the safety system must
be configured as normally open and interlock assumed
active low. In this way, in case of power loss, the system
will be intrinsically safe.
• A continuous monitoring system based on watchdog
and heartbeat, between either for FPGA and CPU either between master and slave units, allow to ensure
deterministic communication.
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• Real-time analysis of the response time of the system to
verify the detection and execution time of the system.
• Integrity verification of system enabling to ensure the
safety of the system and avoid tampering.

Hardware Design
For both FPGA devices a dual modular redundancy have
been chosen in order to reach easily the overall reliability
required for the system. Same strategy had been involved
for the running PSS, then all the gates and buttons and so
on are already equipped with double line dry contacts. For
this test we replicated the safety of BTF-2 hall, as shown in
Fig. 3, made of: 2 gates, 1 search and 1 emergency button,
1 red/green lamp and 1 bell. Dual line signals for every
device have been collected, in parallel with the other system
to doesn’t affect it. In addiction with signals from devices,
we collected the enabling signal from the running PSS in
order to compare and log the reference enabling signal with
our prototypes.
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design based on two modules: a finite-state- machine and
an application. The state machine, as reported in Fig. 4, is
based on a loop of states:
1. Identify - All input informations are pre-processed
and/or combined to match the data format and additional informations on inputs.
2. Solve - Data from the previous state is processed by the
“application”, developed according to the logic matrix,
to identify the action to perform in response to detected
issues. For the PSS, a series of modules monitors the
status of emergency buttons, gates and search buttons
in order to drive lamps, bells and enabling signals to
RF systems.
3. Execute - At this point the data processed in the previous state are converted into outputs to be applied to the
accelerator sub-systems.
4. Sleep - This is a fail-safe status that replaces the “identify” state, when a failure of the system is detected, in
order to send in safe state any module of the safety system and any connected sub-systems of the accelerator.
While the application program represents the coded version of the logic matrix, the finite-state-machine and the
hardware are designed to ensure fail-safe and the fool-prof
of the system. The fail-safe it is achieved through:
• Normally open switches to sub-systems that, in the
absence of the power supply of the safety system, return
independently to a safe status of the hardwired system.

Figure 3: Topology of the BTF-2 hall with terminal user
transfer line of Dafne facility at Frascati. Detailed with red
labels the personnel safety devices monitored: 2 gates, 1
red/green lamp, 1 bell, 1 search and 1 emergency button.
In both cases, the hardware configuration is made of:
• Prototype-1 - Two National Instruments cRIO-9039
with one Xilinx Kintex-7 325T each one equipped with
one NI-9425 module for digital inputs and one NI-9485
relay module for digital outputs.
• Prototype-2 - Two Xilinx Zynq FPGA master units
each one equipped with a FMC-XM105 module to handle input and outputs and one additional Zynq card
with a FMC-XM105 module to operate as slave units
through chained optical link.

• Continuous verification systems (“watchdog” and
“heartbeat") that verify the correct operation of the state
machine in the master unit and, if present, in secondary
slave units and therefore also the integrity of the communications between them.
• Continuous verification of reaction times of the state
machine which, even if system is working properly, it
must be comply with the design criteria.
• Monitoring of nominal voltages of safety system power
supplies.
About the fool-proof of the system, this protection against
tampering is achieved through:
• Allow the main unit of the system and any secondary
units to operate on isolated data network.
• By protecting the software with passwords that prevent
modification.

Software Design

• Isolate the security system and the terminal blocks in
closed racks.

In this phase of the project, for every function of the
architecture, an hardware design is elaborated according to
satisfies the guidelines of the previous phase and a software

• In the case of PSS, an integrity check is performed to
re-acquire the status of the enabling signal sent to the
sub-systems. In case there is a discrepancy between
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Figure 4: Master unit finite-state-machine. The identify-solve-execute loop acquire data, run the logic matrix and execute
over the interface of the system. If the dedicated fail-safe and fool-proof loop detect a fault in the integrity of the system,
the sleep mode is engaged streaming a fail-safe word through the system interface.

Figure 5: Slave units finite-state-machine. In these nodes of the system data are streamed in/out from the master unit that is
always in charge to process the logic matrix. If the dedicated fail-safe and fool-proof loop detect a fault in the integrity due
to missing communication with the master or due to fault detected from the master (maybe due to the failure of another
slave unit), the sleep mode is engaged streaming a fail-safe word through the system interface.
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outgoing and re-acquired enabling signals (indicating
that the security system has been bypassed) the safety
system goes in safe state.
The main unit of each function can acquire input signals
from sub-systems accelerator, its slave units and other functions of the safety system. Signals produced as output are
distributed by the main unit directly to the to the accelerator
equipment either directly or via slave units.
The number of slave units varies according to the architecture of the facility. Slave units operate as extensions of
the state machine of the master unit, as reported in Fig. 5,
by through simplified coding of fail-safe and fool-proof criteria and input/output communications through master unit
that is always in charge to run the “application” in the statemachine. Communications through different sub-units of a
function of the system, or between the different functions of
the system, take place via coded words.

Figure 6: Functional block diagram of the cRio-based Prototype. Devices (gates, buttons, etc...) are acquired through
digital I/O modules (in green). The FPGAs (blue) process
the logic matrix for the PSS. Controllers (in orange) acquire
FPGA data to stream to the accelerator control system with
ModBUS protocol. The two unit operate in dual modular
redundancy, then they are totally independent with same software on the FPGA. Each cRIO monitors the one of the two
line of each device. Zone enabling signals, for RF systems,
are daisy-chained in order to obtain a logic AND gate.

BENCH-TEST
At this time the Prototype-1, Figs. 6 and 7, have been
coded, tested and installed at BTF while Prototype-2 is under
final development phase.
About the first device, both cRIO FPGAs have been programmed in order to replicate the logic to search the BTF.
During bench-tests, reliability of the safety system has been
investigated through 3 main aspects: logic, response time
and stability.
• Over 1000 times the search process have been tested
with lamp, bell and a dummy search button. Same
procedure has been repeated for the emergency button
and for each one of fail-safe and fool-prof criteria.
• The response time measured from the FPGA itself
shown a stable execution time of 15 µs. In order to measure the overall execution time of FPGA with IO modules, we involved an oscilloscope (LeCroy HDO4000A)
to measure the time required to trip the enabling signal in output when the emergency button signal trigger
happens. From such test, repeated 100 times, results
a stable overall execution time of about 0.5 ±0.012 ms
due to relay switching latency.
• The stability of the device has been tested by searching
the system and monitoring for 4 months its persistence
of in this state.
All these tests have been completed successfully and now
this prototype, installed at the BTF in parallel with the oprating relay-based personnel safety system, is properly running
and statistics acquired.

CONCLUSION
Both prototypes will run at BTF for 12 months in order
to allow the evaluation of the safety system performances.
The overall reliability, of each prototype, is computed
through Weibull distribution of two parallel devices. Assuming the Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF), provided by

Figure 7: The two National Instruments cRIO-9039 running
the same FPGA code in dual modular redundancy mode.

Xilinx [8], of about 1 × 1010 h we estimated a PFH of 9, 5−7
related to a SIL-2 classification that match with the requirements for any application of access control and machine
protection.
If the final testing in BTF of both prototypes will be
concluded successfully, as expected from bench-tests, we
demonstrated the compliance with IEC, ANSI and NCRP
standard then we could proceed with the update of safety
systems taking advantage of a flexible and cheaper system,
based on programmable electronics like the FPGA, able to
process signals with a fast response time of 15 µs suitable for
real-time monitoring of both personnel and machine safety
systems.
In future development we will involve up to 16 FPGA
devices as upgrade of PSS and CAMAC systems of the
BTF and LINAC of the Dafne facility. Taking in account
previous fault of the PSS, these extensive setup will allow
within 3 years to obtain enough statistics for a complete
characterization of the reliability of such devices.
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TARGET CONTROL AND PROTECTION SYSTEMS LESSONS
FROM SNS OPERATIONS*
D. L. Humphreys†, Oak Ridge National Laboratory Spallation Neutron Source, Oak Ridge, USA
Abstract
The Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory has been in operations since 2006 and
proposes a project to build a Second Target Station (STS)
to effectively double potential scientific output. The SNS
target controls operate in a harsh environment which includes high radiation, exposure to gaseous radionuclides,
and activated liquid mercury and mercury vapor. These
conditions necessitate protective interlocks and credited
controls for protection functions to ensure proper response
to off-normal conditions. In order to inform the design of
target controls for the STS, we have examined lessons
learned during SNS operations regarding the design and
implementation of the control and protection systems for
the first target station (FTS). This paper will examine various aspects of the performance of the target control and
protection systems including reliability, maintainability
and sustainability given the challenging environment created by 1.4 MW operations. Specific topics include distributed control of various target subsystems, response to loss
of power, selection of nuclear grade instrumentation, and
applying these lessons to the design for the STS project.

INTRODUCTION
The Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) [1] is an accelerator based neutron source at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The SNS is a U.S.
Department of Energy user facility that hosted over 1300
users in 2018. It provides the world’s most intense, pulsed
neutron source for scientific research. The SNS machine
consists of a 1.4 MW accelerator that delivers pulsed protons to a liquid mercury target which in turn spalls neutrons. The neutrons are moderated and guided through 16
instrument beamlines to a variety of sample environments
for research in a broad range of scientific disciplines.
The existing complex was designed with provisions for
a Second Target Station (STS) which would provide space
for up to 22 additional instruments. The STS would share
beam pulses from the existing SNS accelerator. The STS
will provide intense cold neutrons with a longer wavelength which will significantly enhance neutron brightness
as compared to the first target station (FTS). ORNL is currently working on the STS conceptual design. [2]
___________________________________________
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The STS target design calls for a segmented rotating assembly (Fig. 1) consisting of tantalum-clad tungsten
blocks. The target rotation will be controlled so that it is
synchronized to the proton beam using the existing accelerator timing system, which will be extended to the new
target station.

Figure 1: STS Target assembly disk conceptual design,
with cutaway to show tantalum cladding on tungsten
blocks.
In order to inform the design for STS target controls, we
have examined lessons learned from operating and maintaining the FTS for over a decade. Relevant topics include
distribution of processors for target subsystems, response
to loss of PLC power, selection and maintenance of instrumentation, and credited controls and protective functions
Lessons Learned from FTS

Integrated Control System Structure for Target
Subsystems
The existing SNS Integrated Control System (ICS) uses
the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System
(EPICS) toolkit as an integrating framework for a large set
of diverse devices used to monitor and control the accelerator complex, target, and instrument suite. The scope for
STS target controls includes control system hardware, software, interlocks and user interfaces integrated with the
SNS ICS. The target controls design for STS will follow
the FTS model of using commercial industrial PLCs with
appropriate instrumentation to provide STS target control.
The process instrumentation and control for the target systems will be designed to connect to the existing machine
control system, in a similar manner as FTS, to provide both
safety-related and non-safety-related control, equipment
protection, and monitoring for the target systems. The target instrumentation will interface to the machine network
so that the target systems can be controlled from either the
Central Control Room or the STS Target Control Room.
Target startup and control system maintenance will be performed from the STS Target Control Room.
The existing FTS target controls architecture uses
IOC/PLC pairs shared across multiple target subsystems.
THCPR02
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This has proven problematic in terms of broadening the impact of a failure or even maintenance work. Target controls
for the STS will incorporate a more distributive control architecture for various STS subsystems as compared to the
FTS. This will be accomplished by implementing dedicated Input Output Controller (IOC) and Programmable
Logic Control (PLC) pairs using an ethernet network for
each target subsystem (Fig. 2). Providing dedicated processor pairs will minimize the impact of taking a given subsystem offline for maintenance and therefore reduce the
time necessary to restore the machine for operations following such work. This arrangement will increase reliability by mitigating the impact of a single processor failure to
only the related subsystem instead of affecting multiple
subsystems thereby reducing the time necessary to recover
from a failure. It also ensures faster controller processing
times since it the processor is local to the field, decreasing
network processing delays.
Various STS subsystems will provide interlocks to the
existing Machine Protection System (MPS), similar to the
FTS arrangement. The STS control system PLCs will include MPS set points on multiple process parameters that
output parallel trips to the two existing MPS paths: the fast
trip system that uses Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) and the PLC based system. The MPS parameters
in the target controls will include redundant and diverse parameters to trip the proton beam when necessary to prevent
damage to the target due to predefined off-normal conditions.

Response to Loss of PLC Power

JACoW Publishing
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The existing FTS PLC cabinets were not originally designed to include an Automatic Transfer Switch (ATS), but
there is currently a campaign to retrofit the cabinets to include them. An ATS will be installed in each PLC cabinet
in the STS to provide reliable, redundant 120VAC power.
This will mitigate the vulnerability of power loss and further ensure the reliability of the target subsystems. The
PLC cabinets will be normally supplied by UPS power but
under a power failure or when power is out of the selected
range, the ATS will supply a secondary line power to the
cabinet. The transfer will be seamless without interrupting
critical loads.
Another issue with power reliability at the FTS is failure
of 24V power supplies. A preventative maintenance (PM)
schedule will be implemented for the STS to replace the
power supplies at a scheduled interval to prevent failure
during service.

Selection and Maintenance of Instrumentation
The instrumentation used to support target processes are
often located in a harsh environment containing high radiation, exposure to gaseous radionuclides, activated liquid
mercury, and mercury vapor. Although the specification
and design of the instrumentation for STS will be equivalent to the FTS equipment, there are some cases where improvements will be made.
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Figure 2: Distributed Control of Target Subsystem for STS.
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Some of the original FTS instrumentation, located in a
harsh environment, was custom made to withstand the environmental conditions to save the cost of purchasing nuclear qualified equipment. This has caused problems because as the sensors reach the end of their service life, replacements cannot be purchased because some of the vendors will no longer fabricate the custom sensors. An effort
has been made to have other manufacturers reverse engineer the sensors but this approach requires many engineering hours, often with long manufacturing lead-times, and
inflated costs. Some of the original sensors have been replaced with commercial grade equipment to avoid the cost
of retrofitting the design with nuclear grade instrumentation. The commercial grade instruments degrade and fail
prematurely in the harsh environment causing the instrumentation to be unreliable. Special care will be taken to
ensure the instrumentation for STS is properly specified to
withstand the environmental conditions without affecting
accuracy and reliability of the device. In addition, each device type will have standardized manufacturer and models
to better manage spares and improve maintainability. Custom manufactured instruments will be avoided and models
that are supported for the nuclear industry will be chosen.
This will minimize obsolescence issue and maximize service life since most of the nuclear qualified instrument
have a high allowable total ionizing dose (TID).
A calibration program for instruments that are critical to
beam production does not currently exist for FTS partially
because some of the instrumentation is inaccessible for calibration. A calibration program for this instrumentation
will be implemented for the STS and accessibility of the
instrumentation will be designed such that regular maintenance and calibration can be performed.
FTS does not have redundant sensors for instruments
that are critical to beam production and therefore is at risk
for a single point failure. These instruments for STS will
have redundant sensors using 2 out of 3 voting logic so that
if a sensor fails, production time is not lost.

Credited Controls and Protection Function for
the Target Protection System
Credited Engineering Controls (CECs) and protective
interlocks are required to support off-normal conditions for
the STS. CECs are designed to protect the public and facility workers from hazards like mercury vapor and radiation.
The STS Target Protection System (TPS) [3], like that of
FTS, will be a credited protection-class system that will
monitor the target for abnormal conditions and shut down
the proton beam if required. The TPS for the STS will not
be a stand-alone system; instead, it will be integrated into
the FTS TPS. The design for the STS TPS will be leveraged
off of the FTS TPS since it has been thoroughly tested for
safety and functionality.
The TPS parameters will be isolated inputs to the Target
Control System for monitoring and will also trip the beam
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through the MPS. These parameter for FTS includes mercury temperature, mercury flow, and mercury pump power.
The parameters for the STS TPS will be defined by the Accelerator Safety Envelope (ASE) document later in the project design phase. The conceptual design is such that improper rotation (in either speed or phase) or no rotation of
the target disk will initiate an interlock to the TPS and/or
MPS to terminate beam.
The STS TPS system architecture will consist of two
channels with a single failure criterion. This will allow the
system to be placed in a safe state if a fault occurs in one
of the two channels. The channels will have proper separation to avoid common cause faults. Structures will be seismically qualified to withstand the predetermined criteria
defined by the ASE.
The FTS utilizes the Radio Frequency Quadrupole
(RFQ) contactor and the Ion Source contactor as critical
devices to shut down the proton beam. Both of these critical devices are located at the front end of the accelerator.
Since the STS design is still in the conceptual phase, it has
not yet been determined if the STS portion of TPS will utilize one of these existing critical devices or create a new
critical device to turn off beam to one target station while
sending beam to the other. It would be advantageous to use
the existing critical devices since they have already been
tested and are on a PM schedule. Alternatively, adding new
critical devices to shut off the beam to only one the target
station would require periodic certification and maintenance, but would provide additional flexibility for beam
production.

CONCLUSION
In order to inform the design for STS target controls, we
have examined lessons learned from FTS operations regarding the design and implementation of the control and
protection systems. We have evaluated various aspects of
the performance of the target control and protection systems including reliability, maintainability and sustainability. Areas of improvement include integrated control system structure for target subsystems, response to loss of
PLC power, selection and maintenance of instrumentation,
and credited controls and protective functions for the target
protection system.
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A SAFETY RATED FPGA FRAMEWORK FOR FAST SAFETY SYSTEMS
F. Tao†, B.M. Bennett, D.G. Brown, J. Jones, M. Stettler
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, USA
Abstract
In the accelerator community, majority of credited safety
systems are implemented with safety PLCs to reduce the
enormous burden on functional safety compliance. However, for safety functions require fast response or complex
signal processing, FPGA is often the only feasible solution,
and the system design has to comply with the IEC 61508
standard. In this paper, we will introduce a generic safetyrated FPGA design template. FMEDA analysis, hardware
reliability modelling, firmware development, verification
and validation will be described in details to demonstrate
the IEC 61508 compliant development process. In this dual
redundant design, each chain consists a FPGA chip from
different manufacturers to minimize the potential common
cause failure. Cross checks between FPGAs and end-toend testing are performed to increase the diagnostic coverage and improve the reliability. Based on this safety FPGA
template, an Average Current Monitor (ACM) system is
developed at SLAC with the addition of a safety PLC for
diagnostics and a HMI for user interface. The overall system is deployed as part of Beam Containment System
(BCS) to limit the beam current with the target Safety Integrity Level (SIL) 2.

DEVELOPMENT BACKGROUND
In SLAC, Radiation Safety Systems (RSS), which includes Personnel Protection System (PPS) and Beam Containment System (BCS), traditionally use simple analog/digital electronics and proven concepts to avoid complex failure modes. In the modernization of RSS, PPS uses
safety PLCs to replace relay logic both at the system level,
zone level and down to the chassis level. The adoption of
safety PLC not only improves the safety and reliability performance but also makes the configuration control easier
and more reliable. However, when it comes to BCS, PLC
alone is not a feasible solution. As some BCS sensor signals require a fast and/or complex logic processing, such
as beam loss monitors or average current monitors. Using
safety PLC can’t meet the response time requirements. For
this reason, we have to find a new engineering solution for
electronics design of safety critical applications.
Just cite the LCLS-II (Linac Coherent Light Source)
BCS as an example. Since the maximal designed beam
power is 1MW, the corresponding response time for the
BCS is 200 micro-second, which is beyond the capability
of any safety PLC on the market. Therefore, for all LCLSII BCS control systems and subsystems, we have to split
the system into fast portion and slow portion. A Siemens
S7-1515F safety PLC will interlock to those slow sensors
___________________________________________
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and customized electronics deal with the fast portion of the
system.
Complex logic processing required in the BCS instruments easily rules out the potential of using traditional
electronics. There are only two options left for safety-critical electronics system development. The first one is safety
rated micro-controller (MCU). This type of IC has been
widely used in automotive applications or has been used by
automation vendors to build safety controllers such as
PLC, motor drive etc. At the time of writing this paper, the
fastest general purpose safety micro-controller from Texas
Instrument (TI), a market leader on safety MCU, is
TMS570 with 330MHz frequency. Considering that MCU
requires multiple instruction execution periods to finish a
task, which make it still impossible to meet the requirements for dealing with 20MHz sampling, which is a minimal requirement when deals with the beam related analogue signal processing.
The other option is FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array). This is a type of IC widely used in the accelerator instrumentation and control. It can process inputs in parallel,
which is advantage over the MCUs. As the quick technology development, it is much easier to find FPGA solutions
for applications with even higher sampling frequency requirements. For this reason, we decided to adopt FPGA in
the development for fast interlock systems.

SYSTEM’S FUNCTIONAL SAFETY
The functional safety standard IEC 61508 was published
in 2000 and the second edition has been available since
2010. This functional safety standard is applicable to customized electronics development such as BCS. In addition,
there is a guidance document from the US Department of
Energy (DOE) on use IEC 61511, a second tier functional
safety standard for process industry applications, to BCS
design.
IEC 61508 is a performance based standard that uses
Safety Integrity Level (SIL) as the measure for system’s
reliability performance on a particular safety function. To
apply this standard, safety functions within the system have
to be defined first; then for each safety function, assign a
SIL based on the risk assessment.
In a SLAC’s typical BCS, there are two functions have
the most criticality. One is the beam loss detection, and the
other is the beam energy limit. The first is vital to protect
the safety devices such as safety collimators, stoppers etc.,
while the second function is used to establish the basis for
ray trace study, a method used by radiation protection physicists on risk assessment. During the risk assessment, we
determine that the SIL rating is 2. For this reason, we will
target the FPGA design for SIL2 applications.
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Radiation Protection physicists at SLAC use an assumption that there would be 10 BCS faults each year, and use
this assumption in the radiation hazard assessment. Aligning with this assumption, BCS instruments will work in the
high demand mode, and the PFH (Probability of Dangerous
Failure per Hour) should be used for the safety integrity
performance, e.g.,
PFH Range for SIL 2: 10-6 – 10-7
As the PFH is for the complete safety function from end
to end, usually the logic solve portion should only take up
10% ~ 15% of the overall PFH value.
System architecture is the most critical decision to make
in a new safety system design. In SLAC, all RSS are dual
redundant, e.g., system has identical Chain A and Chain B,
the trip of either chain will trip off the system. Using the
terminology from functional safety standard, this configuration is 1oo2 (1 out of 2) with Hardware Fault Tolerance
1 (HFT=1). According to Table 2 and Table 3 in Part 2 of
IEC 61508 [1]:
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SAFETY RATED FPGA DESIGN
Hardware
One concern in the safety system development is the systematic failures and common cause failures. With the increasingly complex software packages needed for the hardware development, software errors are systematic problems shouldn’t be underestimated. If two chains use the
same hardware platform, then potential issues come from
software will affect both chains and defeat the efforts on
using redundancy.
For this reason, we decided to use FPGAs from different
vendors for each chain. So each chain will be developed
using different software tools. In addition, the firmware development of each chain will be carried out by different
engineers to further reduce the potential common cause
failures.
In Chain A, the FPGA chip chosen is the Xilinx Artix-7,
and Chain B uses Lattice MACHX02. The configuration of
FPGA in dual chain setup is shown in Fig. 1.

Table 1: Max Allowable SIL for Type A Subsystem
SFF
<60%
60% - 90%
90% - 99%
≥ 99%

Hardware Fault Tolerance
0
1
2
SIL 1
SIL 2
SIL 3
SIL 2
SIL 3
SIL 4
SIL 3
SIL 4
SIL 4
SIL 3
SIL 4
SIL 4

Table 2: Max Allowable SIL for Type B Subsystem
SFF
<60%
60% - 90%
90% - 99%
≥ 99%

Hardware Fault Tolerance
0
1
2
Not Allowed
SIL 1
SIL 2
SIL 1
SIL 2
SIL 3
SIL 2
SIL 3
SIL 4
SIL 3
SIL 4
SIL 4

Both tables are used in a typical electronic development.
Once the overall electronics is divided by a simple part
containing conventional analog/digital electronics, and a
complex part which contains high density IC chips such as
memory and FPGA etc. For the former, Table 1 is applicable while for the latter, Table 2 has to be referred. For example, from Table 2, it is clear that the subsystem containing FPGA must has a safe failure fraction (SFF) greater
than 60%, other subsystems without using complex IC
chips do not have restriction on SFF. However, a higher
SFF will undoubtedly improve the overall system safety
performance.

Figure 1: Chain A/B layout.
As shown in the board layout, the output of each chain
will be serially connected to provide a dry-contact switch
to other parts of BCS.
Mechanical enclosure used to contain the circuit board is
the Stanford Research Systems (SRS) SIM 900 Mainframe, as shown in Fig. 2. Each module will be contained
in the single wide SIM module that goes in the crate.

Figure 2: SIM 900 crate: front and back.
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Firmware
The firmware is implemented in accordance with IEC
61566-2 standard [2] for a class B safety system, in addition to the existing SLAC design process. It has been
agreed on:
• There will be no pre-configured IP in the design
• The FPGA hardware for the two chains are different
device families sourced from different silicon vendors.
They do not share common software tools or design
synthesis flow. This redundancy provides sufficient
disparity to provide overall confidence in the synthesis
of the two firmware logic implementation.
• The HDL language utilized in the firmware implementation will be VHDL (IEEE 1076) and/or Verilog
• The final firmware will be reviewed by outside experts.

Figure 4: Toroid with two windings.
The Pre-amp and Analog Front End (AFE) module have
been designed and shown in Fig. 5. In the figure, the Preamp module is on the top of the SIM crate and the AFE
module is the first one from the left in the crate.

AVERAGE CURRENT MONITOR
Average Current Monitor (ACM) is one of the most important beamline instrument for BCS, as the excessive
beam current may cause the damage to the downstream devices, given the same beam energy. Radiation Protection
physicists also rely on ACM to make sure the beam energy
is within the specified range, and use this energy as the basis in ray trace study.
The design objective is to use the toroids as the sensor,
FPGA as the core logic processor, and safety PLC to provide proper configuration control and user interface. The
system block diagram is shown in Fig. 3.

Analog
Front End

L2
L1

Digital
Summary
Chassis
(DSC)
Analog
Front End

L4

HMI

BCS
Shutoff
Chassis
(SC)

FPGA
Chain B

Ethernet

RS-485

Pre-Amp
Test Pulse

The picture of the FPGA module is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: FPGA module.

Chain A

Pre-Amp
Test Pulse

L2

Figure 5: Pre-amp and AFE module.

FPGA

Diagnostics &
Calibration
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Safety PLC

Figure 3: ACM system block diagram.
In the system block diagram, Digital Summary Chassis
(DSC) and BCS Shutoff Chassis are existing designs.
Safety PLC and Human Machine Interface (HMI) are
COTS products require only configuration and programming.
Toroids are refurbished from previous projects and have
been re-tested on the test bench. They have signal and calibration windings with a ratio 16:1. A picture of the toroid
to be installed is shown in Fig. 4.

FAILURE MODES EFFECTS AND
DIAGNOSTIC ANALYSIS (FMEDA)
One critical difference between safety and non-safety
design is that in a safety critical system development, the
hardware design has to go through the FMEDA to make
sure both the architectural constraints listed in Table 1 and
Table 2 are met; and the dangerous undetected PFH number calculated from the FEMDA analysis is within the desired range.
To perform the analysis, we need to equip with reliability
data of electronic components as well as the failure modes
of each component. There are multiple sources of the reliability data, include RIAC 217+, EPRD (Electronic Parts
Reliability Data), NPRD (Nonelectronic Parts Reliability
Data), just name a few. For specialized IC chip like FPGA,
the vendor also periodically publishes the reliability data
on their quality report. However, the reliability data from
vendors may not meet the requirements from the standard
and make it not useful in the FEMDA. Then the designer
has to use generic reliability data with the assumption of
the number of transistors in the IC chip. A typical sources
of reliability data for those complex ICs is the Siemens
Norm SN 29500.
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In addition to the failure rates, the other information necessary is the failure mode distribution. For conventional
analog/discrete components, this type of information can
be found in standards such as IEC 61709 [3]. A more comprehensive source is FMD (Failure Mode Distribution)
compiled by RIAC.
In the system design, diagnostics is critical in improving
the SFF. As the design is dual redundant with different
component selection. The two chains will be crossed
checked to detect any single point failures from sensor inputs all the way to logic processing output. In addition, we
implements following modes to enhance the end-to-end diagnostics:
• Normal operational mode: cross check between dual
redundant logic processing paths
• Test mode: the AFE module can generate 4 reference
currents as the calibration signal sending to the calibration winding. Depending on the trip threshold, the
operator can choose the corresponding level of the reference current that is high enough to trip off the system.
• Calibration mode: when the primary beam is off, the
operator can manually initiate the system calibration to
determine if the system can still maintain its accuracy.
Safety PLC used in the system plays an important role in
the test and calibration modes. Safety PLC uses the safety
discrete output (SDO) to bypass the channel under test
from the DSC (shown in Fig. 7) it connects to, which make
the end-to-end test feasible without trip off the beam operation. The communication configuration within the safety
PLC, EPICS and the FPGA module is shown in Fig. 8.

ICALEPCS2019, New York, NY, USA

Figure 7: Digital Summary Chassis (DSC).

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discussed a FPGA based system design
for fast interlock system. Important aspects of safety hardware design including architectural constraints, firmware
development methodology and FMEDA are discussed.
Based on this proposed scheme, we combine the customized hardware with Siemens safety PLC to implement an
ACM system for BCS, which can reach the SIL 2 safety
rating.
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THE EUROPEAN XFEL BEAM LOSS MONITOR SYSTEM
T. Wamsat*, T. Lensch
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
The European XFEL MTCA based Beam Loss Monitor
System (BLM) is composed of about 470 monitors, which
are part of the Machine Protection System (MPS). The
BLMs detect losses of the electron beam, in order to
protect accelerator components from damage and
excessive activation, in particular the undulators, since
they are made of permanent magnets. Also each cold
accelerating module is equipped with a BLM to measure
the sudden onset of field emission (dark current) in
cavities. In addition some BLMs are used as detectors for
wire- scanners. Experience from the already running
BLM system in FLASH2 which is developed for XFEL
and tested here, led to a fast implementation of the system
in the XFEL. Further firmware and server developments
related to alarm generation and handling are ongoing.
The BLM systems structure, the current status and the
different possibilities to trigger alarms which stop the
electron beam will be presented.

INTRODUCTION
The Beam Loss Monitor (BLM) system at the
European XFEL is the main system to detect losses of the
electron beam, thus to protect the machine hardware from
radiation damage in particular the permanent magnets of
the undulators. As part of the Machine Protection System
(MPS) [1] the BLM system delivers a signal which stops
the electron beam as fast as possible in case the losses get
too high.
In addition there are Beam Halo Monitors (BHM) [2] in
front of the beam dumps using the same digital backend
as the BLM electronics.

is also a toroid based Beam Current Monitor system [4]
installed, which provides transmission interlock system to
stop the beam if too much charge gets lost along the
machine. Also each superconducting accelerating module
is equipped with one BLM at the end to detect the field
emission produced by cavities (Correlation work still
ongoing, no paper available yet).
Table 1: BLM Distribution
Section
#
I1, BC0
24
BC1
18
BC2
23
L1, L2, L3 (field emission)
98
CL, TL
71
S1, T4
80
S3
48
T4D
10
S2, T3
80
U1, T5, U2, T5D
20
Some selected BLMs are also used as additional
detectors for wire scans [5].

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The hardware consists of the BLM devices, a dedicated
Rear Transition Module (RTM) in combination with the
DESY Advanced Mezzanine Card DAMC2. Furthermore
a MPS card is required for alarm output collection.

Figure 2: BLM system scheme.
Figure 1: Section overview of the European XFEL
accelerator [3].
About 470 BLMs are installed along the XFEL Linac
which schematically is shown in Fig. 1. The BLMs are
positioned at locations near the beamline, where losses
can be expected or where sensitive components are
installed, thus most of the BLMs are installed in the
undulator area (see table 1). Since even a big number of
BLMs cannot provide a complete survey of losses, there
___________________________________________
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The BLM includes either an EJ-200 plastic scintillator
or a SQ1 quartz glass rod. The latter are used mainly in
the undulator intersection. In contrast to scintillators, that
are also sensitive to hard x-rays, the Quartz rods work
with Cherenkov effect, that is sensitive to particle loss
only.
The high voltage for the photomultiplier (PMT) is
generated within the BLM, so no high voltage cables are
needed (see Fig. 2), just a CAT 7 cable with RJ-45
connectors is used. A LED can be switched on within the
BLM to provide test pulses to check if the PMT is still
working.
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In addition to the digital processing chain implemented
in the FPGA, there is a simple comparator circuit, which
is operating completely independent from infrastructure
signals like clocks, triggers and even timing.
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value for the PMT pedestal is calculated by the firmware
before the bunch train starts and subtracted from the
displayed ADC output to remove the analog signal offset
at the indicated plot.
There are different configurable alarms which can be
used to cut the bunch train. The so called single alarm,
multi alarm, integral alarm, comparator alarm and
additional a not cutting single2 alarm. Each kind of alarm
increments a dedicated Slow Protection alarm counter.
The alarms are explained in the following.

Figure 3: BLM, BLM-RTM and BLM circuit boards,
PMT base and high voltage generator.
The BLM-RTM (see Fig. 3) provides 8 channels and
includes the analog signal processing plus a 45 MHz
14 bit ADC and also the analog comparator circuit for
backup alarm generation. Dedicated servers on each
MTCA Crate CPU integrate the firmware into the DESY
control system.

Figure 6: BLM panel in the XFEL control system, 300
bunches @ 4.5 MHz.
Figure 4: MTCA Crate RTM side with BLM-RTMs.
There are about 80 uTCA Crates for diagnostics
distributed along the machine in the tunnel where 58 of
them are equipped with BLM hardware like shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 5: BLMs in undulator section (S1).
The BLMs are mounted as close as possible to the
beam pipe like shown in Figure 5.

SYSTEM FEATURES
Each BLM is configurable individually. The control
voltage for the PMT, the starting point and length of the
test LED signal can be set and switched on or off and a
test signal for the MPS can be provided. Indicated
readouts are the set control voltage for the high voltage
generator in the BLM, the result and generated high
voltage and its current consumption (see Fig. 6). The

Kind of Alarm Generation
Single: Triggers, as soon as the set limit is exceeded Yaxis scaled to this value  amplitude of 1  alarm
threshold reached
Multi: Needs two terms to trigger:
1. Signal exceeds threshold
2. Number of allowed pulses over threshold reached
Integral alarm: Triggers if the number of integrated
samples exceeds threshold
Single2 not cutting: If the Single2 threshold is passed,
it does not send an alarm but the Slow Protection
Counter increases
Comparator alarm: Analog backup, threshold is
chosen thus it triggers a little bit above single threshold
HV tracing alarm: When the high voltage gets to low
so the PMT cannot work properly it causes a permanent
alarm, can be disabled
Slow Protection alarms: Counts recurrent alarms from
macropulse to macropulse, if alarm is gone the counter
decreases. When number of recurrent alarms is
exceeded it causes a permanent alarm  no beam
possible; reset by operator is needed, switches back to
single bunch operation
Each alarm kind has its own individual Slow Protection
counter threshold
THCPR04
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MPS test signal: Can be activated to test BLM alarm
response easily
The 9th MPS output is triggered if a Slow Protection
Alarm is generated. This is an additional alarm line which
summaries all eight channels of one BLM-RTM.

Figure 7: BLM alarm history plot.
The BLM software provides an alarm history of each
BLM (see Fig. 7). It can be shown by clicking on the left
alarm indicator column.
The maximum latency of the complete system BLM,
MPS and Laser controller to switch off the electron beam
is about 28 us, so up to 130 bunches at the highest
possible bunch repetition rate of 4.5 MHz will be
transported through the machine before the laser can stop
beam production.
In case of intentional losses, for example using the
Transverse Deflecting Structure [6] or of axis screens for
emittance measurements [7], the BLM system can mask
the alarm output for dedicated bunches [8].

BLM Operating
There are different panels to observe beam losses in the
machine. Two main panels are the “BLM & Toroid alarm
overview” and the “BLM overview” panel.

Figure 8: BLM and Toroid alarm overview panel.
Figure 8 shows all BLMs and Toroids which can stop
the electron beam. By clicking on one BLM the panel
shown in Fig. 5 will open. Also the BHMs are included on
this panel as for operating they act like a BLM since they
even use the same RTM and firmware.
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The panel shown in Fig. 9 displays the maximum
amplitude of each BLM, this is used during setup to
observe the result and loss change. The dotted line
indicates the headroom before reaching the most sensitive
alarm threshold.

Figure 10: Signals of field emission produced by the RF
in the superconducting modules as seen by the BLMs.
Four BLM signals are shown in one plot. White areas
indicate a kind of signal history: In this case one can see
that the RF pulse was shifted off beam (delayed).
The goal of the field emission BLMs (plots shown in
Fig. 10) is to capture sudden onset of field emission
associated dark current in the XFEL Linac. Adequate
thresholds of these BLMs can be used to shut down the
RF [9]. This work is still ongoing and not completed yet.

OUTLOOK
Firmware improvements and adjustments are still
ongoing. The maximum bunch number in the machine
was so far 500 bunches, so settings for long bunch trains
up to 2700 bunches per bunch train have to be found.

CONCLUSION
The BLM system gives a fast feedback in case of too
high losses and stops the beam if thresholds are reached.
Overview panels show the loss situation along the
machine. Settings of each BLM can be matched to its
particular position. In summary the BLM system is
operating reliable and provides a back bone for save
operation of the accelerator. The evaluation of the
activation profile during 2017 and 2018 shows that losses
and thus activation can be kept on a very low level.
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Abstract
For the upgrade of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to
the High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC)
the ATLAS detector will install a new Inner Tracker (ITk),
which consists completely of silicon detectors. The most
inner part is composed of pixel detectors, the outer part of
strip detector elements. All together ca. 28000 detector
modules will be installed in the ITk volume. Although different technologies were chosen for the inner and outer
part, both detectors share a lot of commonalities concerning their requirements. These are operation in the harsh radiation environment, the restricted space for services, and
the high power density, which requires a very efficient
cooling system. While the sub-detectors have chosen different strategies to reduce their powering services, they
share the same CO2 cooling system. The main risks for operation are heat ups and condensation, therefore a common
detector control system is under development. It provides
a detailed monitoring of the temperature, the radiation and
the humidity in the tracker volume. Additionally, an interlock system, a hardware based safety system, is designed
to protect the sensitive detector elements against upcoming
risks. Another constraint is that - once the detector is installed - its components are not accessible for several years
or even for the lifetime of the detector. Thus the control
system must be fault tolerant and provide very good remote
diagnostics. The components of the ITk common monitoring and interlock system are presented.

INTRODUCTION
In the third long shutdown of the LHC, when it will be
upgraded to the high-luminosity LHC, the ATLAS experiment will install a new tracker. It consists of the pixel detector at small radius close to the beam pipe and a large
area strip detector surrounding it [1], [2]. Although the segmentation of the sensor cells will be different for the pixel
and strip detector, the ITk will be an all silicon detector.
Therefore, the design of the tracker is driven by major
common requirements. Main constraints for the construction of the detectors and their control systems are the high
power density, the harsh radiation environment and the low
material budget requirement inside the tracker volume.
Pixel and strip detector modules are composed of the
sensor and the related front end electronics. In total there
___________________________________________
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are about 10000 pixel detector modules with 6 billion channels covering an area of ca. 13 m2. The strip detector consists of roughly 18000 modules with 60 million electronic
channels and covers an active silicon area of 165 m2. These
large number of readout channels cause the high power
density inside the tracker volume. The modules are
mounted on different carrier structures. These are staves in
the barrel region, while rings and disks carry the modules
of the endcaps. Thin cooling pipes are integrated into all
carrier structures.
To handle the low material budget requirement the subdetectors developed different strategies to reduce the volume of the power cables. The strip detector makes use of
local DC-DC converters, while the pixel detector powers a
group of up to fourteen detector modules in a serial chain.
Further both sub-detectors foresee local monitoring chips,
which reduce the number of sense lines. Due to the different powering schemes, the requirement concerning the Detector Control System (DCS) are also detector specific.
This leads to different DCS Application Specific Integrated
Circuits (ASIC). In case of the strip detector all DCS information is sent through data path, while in case of the pixel
detector part of the data is sent through the normal data
path, but some monitoring data is sent out through an independent path. Challenge for all ASICs is the radiation hardness.
Besides the sub-detector specific ASICs it was decided
to search for common DCS tools where possible to reduce
the development efforts and to simplify the operation and
the long term maintenance. This is the subject of this article.

COOLING SYSTEM
Due to the highly power dissipation of the detector modules a high efficient cooling system is required. The cooling system will be based on evaporating CO2 [1], using the
2-Phase Accumulator Controlled Loop cooling concept
[3]. There will be a common cooling system for strip and
pixel detector, which will be made up of several interchangeable cooling plants. Such a system does not require
any active components inside the detector, just temperature
sensing of the cooling pipes is needed. CO2 was chosen for
its significant mass savings inside the detector volume.
Furthermore, CO2 is radiation hard, cheap in use and environmentally friendly. The evaporation temperature is
driven by the needs of the pixel detector. To ensure a thermal stability over the full operational lifetime, the coolant
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must be delivered at the inlets of the detector at
-35 °C. The overall power estimate for the cooling plants
is ca 200 kW.
Following the CERN wide strategy, the operation of
such a complex system is left to the experts. The risk is too
high that an unexperienced shifter causes problems by
hasty actions. This clear separation is realized by separated
networks for ATLAS DCS and the CO2 Cooling System
(CCS), which is connected to the technical network of
CERN. While any changes of the operational parameters
are left to the cooling experts, monitoring data is exchanged between CCS and ATLAS DCS via the Data Interchange Protocol (DIP) [4]. A DIP server allows for publishing of data and subscribing to data of interest. This data
exchange includes summarizing data, which is relevant for
ITk, and the temperature monitoring of the cooling pipes.
This information is collected by ITk DCS and published
for CCS, which needs this data for debugging and tuning
of the cooling system, see below. As this data exchange relies on several components to be up and running, a complementary data transfer based on ModBus is foreseen, as
a type of data tunneling. This transfer is limited to a few
most important parameters like the status of the cooling
plants or the set temperature. In case of severe problems
there is an additional hardware signal per cooling plant,
which is fed into the interlock system.

GAS SYSTEM
To ensure a dry operation environment, the gas system
flushes the ITk volume and the outer service volume with
dry nitrogen.
Like the cooling system the gas system is not part of
ATLAS DCS but belongs to the technical network. This
means that all control is performed by the “gas” group,
while ITk is provided with monitoring data (e.g. gas flow,
pressure) via DIP. To ensure the safety the same strategy
as for the cooling system is used. In case of malfunctioning
there is a hardware signal available which will be routed
into the interlock system.

ELMB2
The Embedded Local Monitoring Board (ELMB) was
originally developed by the ATLAS DCS group as a multipurpose, low cost data acquisition and control device. As
this concept has proven to be very successful, it was decided to design a follow-up, the ELMB2 [5].
The ELMB2 is a small plug-in module with a size of a
credit card, its building blocks can be seen in Fig. 1. Its
local intelligence is provided by a micro-controller. Its
main monitoring and control applications are running on it.
64 16-bit multiplexed ADC and 34 digital I/O channels are
available. Additional devices such as a Digital Analog
Converter (DAC) can be controlled making use of the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) bus. Communication with
the control station is realized by a Control Area Network
(CAN interface) using the CANopen protocol. Irradiation
tests have shown that the ELMB2 can stand a total ionizing
dose of up to 20 krad.
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Another advantage of the ELMB2 is that all firmware,
middleware and software tools which are required for integration into the ATLAS DCS already exist.

Figure 1: Embedded Local Monitor Board V2 [5].

THE ITk ENVIRONMENTAL
MONITORING SYSTEM
Besides the sub-detector specific control elements, as
described in the introduction, there is the ITk common
DCS, which provides independent data. Figure 2 gives an
overview of the ITk common DCS. All sensors must withstand the harsh radiation environment of the tracker, while
most of the readout is installed in the counting room, which
is a radiation safe area. Please note that the figure concentrates on systems whose sensors are located inside the ITk
volume, which are environmental temperature, humidity
and radiation monitoring. The sensors are located in all
critical points which need supervision. Depending on the
location, the requirements concerning accuracy or radiation hardness might vary. Additionally, a small number of
vibration and stress sensors are foreseen outside the ITk
volume, e.g. on the outer side of the ITk cylinder. These
sensors and their related readout will make use of commercial components. The readout will be located in the counting room and therefore also the radiation hardness is not an
issue. In the following we concentrate on the systems,
where the sensors are installed inside ITk. The distance between the sensors and the counting room is approximately
100 m.
According to the environmental conditions the ITk can
be split into three different regions: the strip and pixel detector volumes, and the outer service volume, which encloses the sub-detectors completely.
Power
Supply

Interlock
System

ITk Control
Station

Monitoring

Interrogator

ELMB2

ethernet

Counting room

Patch Panel 2
Sensors outside ITk volume
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Humidity
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Figure 2: Overview of ITk common DCS.
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Temperature Monitoring
The majority of the temperature sensors will be installed
on the cooling pipes, ca. 1000 sensors. A smaller part is
distributed in the volumes of strip and pixel and the outer
service volume. The required accuracy of 0.5 K is driven
by the needs of the sensors located on the cooling pipes as
this data is required to debug the performance of the cooling system. The temperature sensors (category A) must fulfil the following requirements:
• Accuracy ± 0.5 K
• operation range -45 °C to +20 °C
• radiation hard up to 900 Mrad
• small tolerances corresponding to ± 0.1 K
• long term stability over several years
• operation in magnetic field of 2 T
• extended measuring range (-80 to +200 °C) with reduced accuracy of 2 K
• distance between sensor and readout: 15 m
• low sensitivity against wire resistance
Taking into account the required high radiation hardness
it seems that just resistance temperature detectors can be
chosen. The needs can be fulfilled by Pt sensors, the choice
of a Pt 10 kΩ is dominated by the required low sensitivity
against cable resistances. Error estimates have shown that
Pt 10 kΩ 0.1% can be used with a two wire readout. Given
the limited available space inside the tracker volume, this
is the only way to go for the majority of the temperature
sensors.
Driven by the demanding requirements of the pixel detector concerning the cooling system, additionally a few
sensors, located on some of the pixel cooling pipes, are required with an increased accuracy of ± 0.2 K (category B
sensors). This can only be achieved by a four wire readout.
The readout of the Pt sensors is based on the ELMB2.
We make use of its 16 bit ADC, which has several input
ranges. In order to keep the error due to the ADC input current low, we selected an input range of 100 mV which has
an input current of only 100 pA.
To reduce the impact of the cables we try to install the
readout as close as possible to the ITk volume. The closest
locations, which offer enough space, are the patch panels 2
(PP2) which are still inside the ATLAS detector. The expected dose for this region is below 10 krad, which allows
the installation of the ELMB2 in this area. Figure 3 gives
an overview on the full readout chain.
The relatively low update frequency of the ELMB2 (in
the order of 6 sec) is not an issue as the data is mainly used
for debugging of the performance of the cooling system.
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Figure 3: Temperature monitoring.

Humidity Monitoring
The reason for humidity monitoring, respectively the
dew point measurement is to prevent condensation of
moisture where this can cause harm. The requirements for
humidity monitoring inside the strip and pixel volumes are:
• max. dew point -60 °C
• accuracy of dew point: 1 K
• temperature range -55 to +60 °C
• humidity range 0 - 50%
• atmosphere: nitrogen
• operation in magnetic field of 2 T
• radiation level: 900 Mrad
• update rate < 1 min
It is foreseen to use Fibre Optics Sensors (FOS) as they
are radiation hard [6].
FOS are fibres with a specific functional coating, which
is sensitive to humidity and/or other environmental parameters. The coating of a humidity sensitive fibre absorbs or
desorbs water molecules proportional to the humidity,
changing the properties of the fibre. Light which is sent
through the fibre, either in transmission or in a reflective
mode, experiences a change of its spectrum. The change in
the light signal is a measure of the absorbed water, respectively the humidity.
For humidity sensing it is foreseen to use LPG (Long
Period Grating) sensors, which are “written” onto single
mode fibres and are operated in transmission mode.
Figure 4 explains the principle of operation. Typically the
fibre core is about 10 μm diameter and the co-axial cladding layer is about 125 μm diameter. Ceramic tubes with
holes or air gaps will protect the hygrometer.
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Figure 4: Long Period Grating principle of operation [6].
To decouple the effects of temperature and humidity on
the readings of the LPG, a separate thermometry is necessary. A FBG-based (Fibre Bragg Grating) sensor will be
used as a thermometer. In the case of the FBG technology
a shift of a reflection peak provides the relevant signal information. Pairs of LPG and FBG fibres are foreseen for
installation.
Figure 5 gives an overview of the whole readout chain.
Besides the sensors themselves all equipment is located in
the USA15 counting room. The optical fibres route the signals to the readout system. Central component of the DAQ
system is an interrogator, which transmits, receives and
analyses the light signals. A PC examines the data further
and finally calculates the relative humidity and temperature. An optical switch helps to reduce the number of required interrogator channels. In parallel to the FOS system
a sniffer system is foreseen which allows for cross checking and calibration of the FOS system.
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neutron fluences will be estimated using diodes. The aim
of these measurements is to determine the proportionality
of doses and fluences with integrated luminosity and compare with simulations of radiation background.
The basic unit is the Radiation Monitor Sensor Board
(RMSB) which hosts the radiation sensors.
The online measurement of the Total Ionizing Dose is
provided with radiation sensitive MOS transistors (RADFETs) in which the dose is measured from the increase of
the gate voltage at a given drain current. The readout current pulse is of the order of 100 μA and ca. 1 s long. Displacement damage in silicon is monitored with diodes by
measuring the forward diode voltage at a given current.
Commercial pin diodes (BPW34F) are used for this measurement. The amplitude of a typical readout current pulse
is about 1 mA, and 0.5 s long.
The readout values depend on the temperature, therefore
a temperature sensor for monitoring should be added. To
provide a stable temperature (as used during calibration)
and a controlled annealing of the sensors, the sensors are
mounted on a ceramic board and the temperature will be
controlled by a current through the resistive layer on one
side of the ceramic. Figure 6 shows an example of the complete RMSB package as it was installed inside the current
ATLAS Inner Detector [7].

interrogator

optical switch
counting room

Figure 6: Photo of a RMSB installed in ATLAS ID [7].
ca 100 m

Inner Tracker

sensor

sensor

sensor

Figure 5: Humidity monitoring.

Radiation Monitoring
The goal of radiation monitoring is the measurement of
total ionising dose (TID) and displacement damage in silicon caused by non-ionizing energy loss (NIEL) of high energy hadrons in units of equivalent fluence of 1 MeV neutrons at several locations in the ITk. Radiation doses will
be measured with sensors which can be read out online (i.e
remotely). This is necessary because of limited access to
ITk volume which doesn’t allow exchanges of passive dosimeters. TID will be measured by dedicated p-type
MOSFET transistors, RadFETs, and 1 MeV equivalent

In total 28 RMSBs are foreseen, which are distributed in
the strip and outer service volume. To ensure sufficient redundancy and to improve measurement accuracy three sensors of each type (3 RadFETs and 3 diodes) will be
mounted on each RMSB. We aim for an accuracy of 20%.
The readout system will be based on ELMB2 which will
ensure communication with the DCS. ADCs of ELMB2
will be used for measurements of the voltage drop on the
radiation sensor. Current pulses of up to 1 mA at up to
100 V bias will be provided by custom made current
sources using DACs with SPI communication and will be
controlled by the ELMB2. The temperature control unit
will also be steered via the ELMB2. As long cables have
no severe impact on these measurements, the ELMB2 and
the related current sources can be installed in the counting
room.
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THE ITk INTERLOCK SYSTEM

Table 1: Number of Interlock Channels

The ITk common Interlock system is a safety system. It
is a hardwired system as last line of defense. An autonomous operation is necessary and the system must be operating all the year. Major risk for all silicon detectors are
heat-ups. Mainly power supplies are controlled by the interlock system. Independent monitoring of the signals is
added for debugging.

temperature sensors

Concept of the Interlock System
Figure 7 explains the concept of the interlock system.
Sensitive detector elements are protected by temperature
sensors. The analogue temperature value is by means of a
discriminator translated into a binary signal (ok, error) and
routed to an Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA),
which houses an interlock matrix and is the core of the interlock crate. The interlock matrix defines the actions
which should be executed in case of an error, e.g. if a detector unit becomes too hot, the related power supplies will
be switched off. Signals from external systems can be integrated, e.g. signals from the cooling plant or from the ATLAS wide safe-for-beam interface. Vice versa signals to
external systems can be generated. This might become necessary during the bake out of the beam pipe.
Local Control
Station

ADC

external
system

Monitoring

Temperatures
Interlock
protected devices

External signals
- Cooling plant
- Safe for beam

FPGA
Interlock
Matrix

Interlock Crate

LV
HV
any Interlock
controlled devices

Figure 7: Concept of the interlock system.
For debugging a monitoring system is integrated into the
interlock crates. It allows for monitoring the analogue values from the temperature sensors and also spies on the signals, which are transmitted to the power supplies. But there
is no possibility to overwrite the interlock signals via the
DCS software. Core of the monitoring system is another
FPGA (Mon-FPGA) which collects data and provides the
interface to the local control station. As the interlock system is a safety system its operation is completely independent from the availability of the monitoring system.

Requirements of the Interlock System
The design of the interlock hardware is driven by the
needs of the sub-detectors. An inventory of temperature
sensors and power supply (PS) channels added up to the
number of channels, which should be handled by the interlock system, see Table 1.
There still might be some small variations in the final
numbers, anyhow Table 1 shows that a huge number of
channels must be handled by the interlock system. The

PS

pixel

1012

4220

strip

1552

5200

total

2564

9420

main reason for that large number is, that the power supplies are controlled with a high granularity in order to keep
the number of detector elements, which are out of operation, always at a minimum. The large number of channels
also explains why no commercial solution was selected.
The interlock system must also provide a lot of flexibility. As already can be seen from Table 1 the needs of strip
and pixels differ, but also the needs of the sub-detector vary
for different parts of it. Additionally, it might become necessary that the logic must be changed due to changes in the
detector hardware (e.g. signal of a temperature sensor is
lost) or the user decides for another interlock strategy.
Besides the protection against local heat-ups of detector
elements, the interlock system should protect against the
following risks:
• Failure in the cooling plant
• Failure in the gas flow
• Unsafe beam conditions
• Bake out of the beam pipe
• Smoke in the detector
Provided hardware signals are available, the interlock
system could also protect against other risks, e.g. caused
by the use of lasers.

Realization
For the temperature sensors which are located on the
strip and pixel detector elements 10 kΩ Negative Temperature coefficient (NTC) sensors were chosen. Their large
temperature coefficients allow to use long cables (ca.
100 m) between the NTC and all interlock circuits. Thus
all interlock electronics can be located inside the radiation
safe counting rooms.
The interlock system will consist of 19” interlock crates,
which are built in a modular way. This approach was already used for the construction of the interlock matrix crate
of the ATLAS Insertable B-Layer [8] and provides sufficient flexibility. One interlock crate should be able to handle up to 576 IO signals.
According to the needs of the sub-detector the crate can
be equipped with different type of modules. It will be a 3U
high 19” crate. Besides the slots, which are occupied by the
Interlock-FPGA and the Mon-FPGA, it has 18 slots, where
modules with different functionality can be installed.
Actually three different type of modules are under
construction:
• T2I module
• OUT module
• GSS module
The back panel routes the signals between the modules
and the FPGA boards. Due to the large number of channels
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to be handled by one interlock crate, IO-expanders are used
to transfer the signals between the modules and the FPGAs.
A further advantage of the IO-expanders is that they allow
for the selection of FPGAs with a limited number of IOs.
The Temperature 2 Interlock (T2I) module handles the
analogue signals from the temperature sensors. By means
of a discriminator circuit it transfers the analogue signal
into a binary information. The OUT module is the standard
module, which routes the signals from the FPGA onto the
different LV and HV power supplies. The signal levels are
adapted to the needs of the interlock inputs of the power
supplies. The General Safety Signals (GSS) module is an
IO module for interconnection to external systems. It can
receive signals from external and translates them into signals, which can be fed into the Interlock-FPGA, (eg. by
reading the status of current loops) vice versa it can modify
signals from the FPGA to the required signal, which is
adapted to the inputs of an external system (e.g. level shifters).
Core of the interlock crates is the Interlock-FPGA module, based on an Artix7 FPGA from Xilinx (XC7A200T2C). Its firmware takes care of the proper handling of the
hardware and is the same for all interlock crates. Just the
configuration of the FPGA registers and the logic program
differ between interlock crates and are adapted to the logic
which the user wants to apply.
Main component of the monitoring module is a FPGA
from Intel (MAX 10M family). The monitor module is intended to provide debugging information when abnormal
situations are detected by the interlock module and to provide data logging functionality for problem analysis. It can
also generate test signals. These are not used during normal
operation. They are restricted to debugging or testing during dedicated time periods. These test signals can create
artificial interlock signals, but they can’t overwrite existing
ones. Due to the required flexibility of the interlock crate
the monitoring module must be able to handle:
• 288 ADC channels
• 576 digital inputs and
• 288 digital outputs
The Mon-FPGA reads the analogue values from the temperature sensors, the output values from the temperature
discriminators and also spies on the interlock signals which
are transmitted to the power supplies.
The information is transmitted to the address space of an
OPC-UA server, which is the interface to the standard
ATLAS control system.

ITEGRATION INTO ATLAS DCS
The ATLAS wide DCS is built in a tree structure composed of more than hundred Local Control Stations. There
is the Global Control Station (GCS) at the top [9], the subdetector control and the local control stations forming the
underlying layers. The GCS provides the main user interface for operation of ATLAS.
To have an homogenous interface for all sub-detectors,
for the implementation of ATLAS DCS a commercial Supervisory Controls and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system
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was chosen: WinCC by Siemens (former PVSS by ETM).
With its inter process communication and distribution
managers it allows for connecting a large number of control systems to one entity.
A finite state machine models the hierarchical structure
of ATLAS DCS. Its top level, representing the ATLAS detector, is running on the GCS, with the sub-detectors and
their equipment being the children. They receive commands from the top and propagate status information from
bottom to the higher levels.
As software protocol for communication Open Platform
Communications Unified Architecture (OPC-UA) is foreseen and should be used where ever possible. Once the subdetector data is available in the data space of an OPC-UA
server, one profits from all the tools which are provided by
central ATLAS DCS. This includes user interfaces for operation, data archiving, generation of Alerts and the interfaces to external systems.
As the design of the temperature and radiation monitoring systems are based on the ELMB2, the integration of
their data is covered by an existing OPC-UA server. The
integration of the humidity monitoring and the monitoring
data of the interlock system will require some efforts by
ITk. It is planned to make use of quasar [10], which provides a frame for users to build their own OPC-UA servers.

SUMMARY
A large silicon based tracker is under construction for the
ATLAS experiment at the HL-LHC. For safe operation a
very reliable detector control system is required. While the
monitoring and control of all detector elements is provided
via the interfaces of the detector power supplies or sub-detector specific ASICs, the ITk common system monitors
the environmental parameters. Most demanding are the required accuracy, the radiation hardness and the inaccessibility of the sensors for years. While the temperature and
radiation monitoring systems are based on Pt sensors,
RadFETs and PIN diodes, the humidity monitoring will
make use of LPG Fibre Sensors, a relatively new technology. In case of risky situations an Interlock system, which
is a hardwired protection system, ensures the safety of the
detector.
The readout of the sensors and the monitoring of the interlock system require different data acquisition systems.
These are chosen and first prototypes are currently built.
Where available standard ATLAS components will be
used, while sensors like FOS require commercial solutions.
OPC-UA servers will be used as communication software
for integration into WinCC, which is the ATLAS standard
control system.
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ELECTRONICS FOR LCLS-II BEAM CONTAINMENT
SYSTEM LOSS MONITORS*
R. Kadyrov†, C. Clarke, A. S. Fisher, M. Petree, C. K. Yee,
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, USA
Abstract
LCLS-II is a new FEL facility which is under
construction at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. Its
super-conducting electron linac is able to produce up to 1.2
MW of beam power. In the event of electron beam loss,
radiation can exceed allowed levels outside the thin
shielding originally built for the lower power LCLS linac.
Beam Containment System (BCS) loss monitors are
employed to detect the beam loss and shut off the beam
within 200 µs, limiting the radiation dose in occupied areas
and minimizing damage to equipment associated with
personal safety. Single-crystal (sCVD) diamond particle
detectors are used as Point Beam Loss Monitors (PBLM)
to detect losses locally. Long Beam Loss Monitors
(LBLMs) measure losses throughout the beam path, from
electron gun to beam dump, using optical fibers up to
200 m long. A PMT at the downstream end of each fiber
detects light produced by Cherenkov radiation along the
length of the fiber. A unified electronics design integrates
the charge from the PMT or diamond detector, compares
the loss with a predefined threshold and generates a fault if
the limit is breached. Continuous self-checking is
implemented for both types of sensors.

INTRODUCTION
Loss detection sensors previously used for LCLS are
based on gas ionization chambers that have undesirable
qualities at loss rates possible for LCLS-II [1]. Also a gas
system deployed over the full accelerator complex would
be unreliable and expensive. Therefore, new types of
sensors were selected. These new sensors, and a more
stringent shutoff time requirement, demanded a new
system architecture and electronic design.
When a loss shower crosses the radiation-hard fusedsilica optical fiber of an LBLM, Cherenkov light is
emitted. A portion of the light is captured and transmitted
through the fiber to the PMT installed at the downstream
end of each fiber to measure the light [2].
In a PBLM, electron-hole pairs are generated within the
diamond by ionising radiation. The pairs are collected with
an HV bias applied to the faces of the sCVD sensor [2].
Negative biasing on the diamond sets an output signal
polarity matching that of the PMT, and selecting proper
charge integration parameters gives similar voltage levels.
Therefore, a unified electronic front end was designed for
these two sensors. This resulted in significant savings in
engineering and design verification effort.
___________________________________________

* SLAC is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under
contract DE-AC02-76SF00515
†
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Requirements for functional safety are found in SLAC
Radiation Safety Systems Technical Basis Document [3]
and supplemented by functional and technical developed
by LCLS-II project:
• The design shall be as fail-safe as possible.
• Built in automated test features are required that verify
the interlock path of the electronics.
• A continuous non-invasive self-checking of the device
should be implemented.
• System elements shall be under configuration control
including labelling and locking sensors, electronics
and connections where possible.
• Combined offsets, noise voltage and self-checking
amplitude should be less than 10% of the lowest
threshold expected. Input offset, bias and noise current
shall be below 100 pA.
• Because loss detectors are very small current sources,
the input impedance of the electronics is high; guard
drives or similar elements are required in the design.
• The input integration time constant is 500 ms.
• Input protection from excess signals is required along
with buffering of all external interfaces against any
reverse signals.
• Electronics shall respond to a threshold breach within
10 µs. As discussed in [4], the beam shutoff time
required for the entire system is 200 µs.
• The accelerator gallery is not temperature controlled
and the racks are not cooled. The design shall
withstand temperatures within the rack of 0 to 50°C
and high humidity.

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN
The charge from the diamond sensor or PMT is
integrated on the passive circuit shown in Figure 1. It is
comprised of integration capacitor C1 and discharging
resistor R1. R2 is used for high frequency component
termination. C1 uses a film capacitor with an insulation
resistance >10 GΩ and a 1-kV DC voltage rating. The
capacitance is selected based on the expected charge and
varies with the sensor type and location. For the PBLM,
the capacitance of the long signal cable is taken into
account in the calculation of the total integrating
capacitance. R1 is selected to keep the time constant of the
capacitor discharge close to 500 ms. For the PBLM, R1 is
split into three series resistors of 4.99 MΩ each.
Additionally, this area of PC board is made free of solder
mask and potted with dielectric compound for greater
stability and lower leakage.
THCPR07
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Figure 1: Input splitter and integrator circuit. Values shown
for PBLM version of the electronics.
High and low frequency components are then processed
separately as shown in Figure 2. The high-pass component
VH is connected to the diagnostic output through a fast
isolation amplifier with GBWP of 350 MHz. The low-pass
component VL passes through a buffer amplifier with an
optional gain and is compared with the nominal BCS
threshold level set with thumbwheel switches on the front
panel of the unit. The gain is set with DIP switches on the
board and ranges from 2 to 50. The threshold levels are
calculated for various loss scenarios and are different for
most of the sensors. The value of the threshold is
continuously monitored by a PLC through a 4-20 mA
signal. If the value read doesn’t match the expected level,
the PLC initiates a BCS supervisory fault that shuts off the
electron beam.
The comparator output is summed with other board
faults including the self-checking fault (discussed later in
this paper), input overvoltage and supply-voltage
monitors. The summed fault is latched and passed to the
fast BCS beam shut-off path and to the PLC. Positive logic
High pass

Isolation
amplifier

ICALEPCS2019, New York, NY, USA

is used for faults and permit distribution: high voltage
levels and closed contacts indicate permitting conditions.
The latched fault can be reset locally from the front panel
or remotely through the PLC. Overvoltage monitor
protects PMT against excessive light in case of accidental
fiber damage or powering the chassis with the fiber
disconnected at either end.
The integrated signal is also passed to a digitizer that is
part of the Machine Protection System (MPS). MPS has a
threshold level which is order magnitude lower than the
BCS threshold level and is designed to react by lowering
the beam rate or power class before the BCS trip occurs.

Input Amplifier Selection
The input buffer amplifier for VL needs to have a low
input bias current, to keep all charge from the sensor on the
capacitor, and a low input offset voltage, to avoid affecting
the signal on the comparator. Additionally, a low
temperature drift is required to keep this offset low across
the temperature range of 0 to 50°C. We selected the
LMP7721 for its input bias current in the femtoampere
range, its maximum initial offset voltage of 180 µV, and its
offset drift of 4 µV/°C. A combined offset below 100 µV
was measured on the first articles built. The buffered input
signal is applied to the outside boundary of the analog front
end, providing a guard drive to additionally decrease the
leakage on this part of the board.

Self-checking
Continuous verification of the PBLM is implemented by
modulating the HV bias voltage and detecting the
modulation in the sensor’s response. A 5 V peak-to-peak
modulation of the sensor’s −250-V bias is sufficient for
stable detection.
To diagnostic digitizer
325 MSPS ±450 mV 50 Ohm

Guard drive for low input current
coax

Splitter:
Low pass: 0.5s
High pass:
1-100MHz

Input
monitoring
and
protection

Low
pass

Input monitoring

Comparator trip

Voltage supervisor

Self-checking fault

Low current noise
buffer amplifier (with
Guard drive)

Latch Logic
(BCS)

Comparator (BCS)

Gain readback

BCS trip to PLC
Fast BCS trip

Local setpoint
(thumbwheel Analog threshold
PLC readback
switches)

Gain control
(local
switches)

DAC out to
Programmable
self-checking drive device (MCU)
BCS reset
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self-checking

Buffer
Amplifier

Analog to MPS

Serial to EPICS

Figure 2: BLM electronics functional block diagram. The direct interlock path is highlighted.
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For the LBLM, an LED at upstream end of the fiber is
driven with a small modulation. Demodulating the signal
from the PMT at downstream end indicates any problems
with the fiber (such as radiation-induced attenuation), the
PMT, or the analog front end continuity. Modulating the
LED current was found to be more tolerant to temperature
variations than voltage modulation.
A modulation frequency of 0.8 Hz is used for both
subsystems, since this avoids any subharmonic of the beam
rate (which may have an effect on the demodulated
amplitude), and since this low frequency passes through
the RC integration filter. For the PBLM, the same
microcontroller modulates the drive signal and detects the
modulation; thus the phase of self-checking tone is known
and constant. For the LBLM, the modulation and detection
are far apart, at the two ends of the optical fiber. The
modulation and demodulation frequencies are matched by
counting 75 cycles of the 60-Hz AC power line in firmware
(60/75 = 0.8).

Test Fixture
An on-board analog switch opens momentarily and
injects charge into the input integration circuit when
triggered with the front panel pushbutton or remotely
through the PLC. The switch has 85 dB isolation, and so
the test circuit affects the input signal only when activated.
The test pulse width is adjusted with a potentiometer on the
board and is set sufficiently high to generate the
comparator trip but low enough not to trip input the overrange monitor. This ability to instigate the test charge, in
addition to continuous self-checking, gives a very high
diagnostic coverage of the system and mitigates most of
failures identified in the Failure Modes and Effects
Analysis (FMEA).

Programmable Logic Firmware
In the PBLM and LBLM electronics, the use of a
programmable device is limited to housekeeping and
diagnostics. It is not in the direct interlock path that trips
the machine upon beam loss. Therefore it is not subject to
the highest levels of rigor required in SLAC’s graded
approach for programmable logic in safety systems. To
minimise failure modes, it runs a very specific code
application for the processor, and it is not field
reprogrammable.
The firmware is implemented in C and assembly, and
runs on TI’s 32-bit TMS320F28377S microcontroller with
1 MB of on-chip flash memory at 100 MHz. It implements
the lock-in amplifier to detect the “heartbeat” modulation
down to an amplitude of 100 µV, which is about 15 times
lower than the lowest threshold expected in the system.
Another verification step that firmware performs is
comparing the control voltage and the scaled readback of
the HV bias for the PBLM and the PMT gain setting for
the LBLM. If the readback doesn’t match the parameter
setting within 5%, a self-checking fault is activated.
Besides verification, the firmware latches all status
registers at the time of a BCS fault and sends them along
with live status as periodic ASCII strings through a
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unidirectional serial interface. An EPICS asyn driver is
used to parse the serial stream. The microcontroller is
“air gapped” such that there can be no writing or changing
parameters through this interface.

External Interfaces
As a backbone for the entire system, a Siemens S7-1500
safety PLC interfaces to the BLM electronics. As
mentioned earlier in this paper, the PLC monitors the
threshold level, receives latched and live BCS fault status,
is able to reset the fault and is able instigate a test charge.
In addition, the PLC is able to select one of two operational
thresholds. The second threshold is used in the LBLM
implementation to automatically switch between two loss
limits depending on personnel access state. This ability to
switch between two thresholds is also used for automated
testing of threshold readback. In this test, the PLC selects
a different threshold and verifies that the 4-20 mA
readback has changed accordingly.
A live fault is not expected to remain for longer than the
beam shut-off time, as all hazards are mitigated as soon as
beam production is inhibited at the gun. A continuing live
fault in an LBLM is a possible indication of high dark
current coming from cryomodule field emission [4]. If a
live fault stays longer than two seconds, BCS escalates the
fault to the Personnel Protection System (PPS).

PBLM IMPLEMENTATION
The diamonds detectors are delivered from the vendor,
Cividec, housed in an aluminium box with double RF
shielding. The boxes are then mounted in 3D-printed
covers installed on a backplate to avoid tampering and
electrically isolate the box, thereby grounding the device
only through the electronics. Signal and bias cables
connect sensor to the electronics in the accelerator gallery,
and have lengths between 31 m and 168 m. There are 33
PBLM detectors in LCLS-II BCS. Additional PBLMs are
used in MPS.

Cable and Connector Selection
Sensor sensitivity of about 1.5 nC/mGy gives input
currents in order of 1 nA. The requirement for a high input
impedance implies careful cable selection for the sensor
output. Several cable types were evaluated including
LMR-100, LMR-200, Triaxial Belden 9222, some MILspecification cables and RG223. Tests were made for low
losses, high noise immunity (good shielding) and low
leakage through the cable dielectric (high insulation
resistance). Triaxial cable was tested with the guard drive
connected to the inner braid to further reduce leakage in
cable. Later this was found unnecessary and in fact
increased the leakage at the transition from the triaxial
cable to the coaxial output of the sensor.
During the tests, we observed a peculiar feature of some
cables: the cable retained charge even with a long
discharge through 50 Ohm terminations at either end. A
long-lasting DC current of as much as 1 nA was measured
with nothing attached to the other end of the cable, using a
sensitive picoammeter with a 10-fA resolution. The charge
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was presumably stored after factory cable testing. The
material of the shielding foil stackup and its bonding to the
dielectric are suspected as the root cause. Unbonded foil
can also generate static charge in vibration that can affect
the sensor reading. SF-223 from Times Microwave did not
exhibit this effect and discharged promptly after being
biased with 500 VDC during our measurement of the
insulation resistance.
Reynolds Type C, a widely used cable across multiple
systems at LCLS-II, was selected for the HV bias.
Connectors at sensor side will be custom made SMA and
LEMO NIM/CAMAC 00 series, for signal and bias
respectively. The insulators will use PEEK rather than the
standard PTFE, for high radiation tolerance.

Instrumentation Base and Grounding
The PBLM electronics module is comprised of the
unified BLM main board, a 1 W HV power supply
CN05N-5 with a control input, and a thumbwheel switch
assembly used to set the threshold level. A double-wide
Stanford Research Systems (SRS) Small Instrumentation
Module (SIM) was selected as a hardware base for this
design, and SRS SIM900 is used as mainframe.
Use of a low power HV power supply made it possible
to leave PBLM sensor floating in the accelerator housing,
in order to prevent any ground loops and ground level
differences that can affect the input signal and cause
nuisance trips, which had been observed with the legacy
ionization chambers. The shields of the signal and bias
cables are shorted through the sensor housing, but effects
of this current loop are reduced by adding series resistance
to the ground connection of the bias cable at module end.

LBLM IMPLEMENTATION
No long cables are needed for the LBLM, since each
fiber end continues from the tunnel to a chassis in the rack.
The fiber runs through one of two 6-mm polyethylene
tubes in a flexible “duct”. The duct protects the fiber and
allows it to be blown through either tube using a “jetting”
tool actuated with compressed gas. If necessary, a fiber can
be replaced without accessing the tunnel.
The LBLM electronics fit in a 3U rack chassis. The
chassis combines a Hamamatsu H7422P-40 PMT, M13413
PMT control board, unified BLM main board, external
cooler with controller and two sets of thumbwheel
switches for setting the trip threshold level and the PMT
gain. There are 49 fiber runs spanning almost 4 km along
the electron beam path from the gun to the dump.
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configured to operate when the temperature of the PMT
housing reaches 30°C, which is above dew point expected
in the gallery.
The chassis was tested in an environmental oven with a
maximum temperature of 50°C and a relative humidity up
to 100%. No condensation was observed on PMT window
or the housing, the detected self-checking amplitude
remained stable, and the input voltage offset (from PMT
dark current and electronics) was within specification.

Configuration Control
The LBLM chassis are in locked racks where possible.
A protection bracket was designed for a chassis installed in
a rack shared with other systems. The U-shaped bracket
built of clear Plexiglas protects the front panel controls,
and a mating slotted pattern on the back secures all rear
panel connections. The rear side of the bracket has latches
for padlock that has to be removed to access chassis
connections and controls.

SUMMARY
Cherenkov-fibers and sCVD single-crystal diamond
detectors are the new types of beam loss monitors that set
new challenges in electronics design and sensor
deployment. Common aspects of these sensors motivated
designing a unified set of electronics. The system is selfchecking and has embedded testing features.
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Environmental Tests
The selected PMT module includes an integrated Peltier
cooler that keeps the temperature of the tube at 0°C for
lower dark current. The unit operates in a maximum
ambient temperature of 35°C, which is below the expected
maximum inside a rack in the accelerator gallery. We added
an external thermoelectric cooler that directly couples heat
from the PMT housing and provides an additional
temperature difference of up to 15°C. To avoid any issues
with moisture while cooling, the external cooler is
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SPIRAL2 MACHINE PROTECTION SYSTEM STATUS REPORT
C. H. Patard*, Q. Tura†, C. Berthe, F. Bucaille, G. Duteil, P. Gillette, E. Lecorche,
G. Normand, R. J. F. Roze, GANIL, Caen, France
Abstract
The phase 1 of the SPIRAL2 (Second Generation of Ions
Radioactive Production System in Line) facility, the extension project of the GANIL (Big Heavy Ions National Accelerator) laboratory in Caen, France, is to be commissioned. The accelerator, is composed of a normal conducting RFQ (Radio Frequency Quadrupole) and a superconducting Linac (Linear Accelerator). It is designed to accelerate high power deuteron and heavy ion beams up to
200kW. A Machine Protection System (MPS) has been implemented to protect the accelerator from thermal damages
for this very large range of beam intensities. This paper presents the solutions chosen for this system, composed of
three subsystems: one dedicated to thermal protection
which requires a PLC and a fast electronic system, a second
one dedicated to enlarged safety protection, and a third
safety subsystem dedicated to fast vacuum valve protection. Both of those subsystems work associated with a
global EPICS-based (Experimental Physics and Industrial
Control System) control and HMI system, which gives the
operation team global supervision of the accelerator and allows controlling sensor trigger thresholds, interlock system, beam initialization and power increase through the
beam time structure. The MPS has been developed and is
currently tested to be ready for the incoming SPIRAL2
commissioning.

INTRODUCTION
The SPIRAL2 facility has been constructed and is now
in its commissioning phase.
The accelerator is based on an injector composed of a
deuteron source and a heavy ions source, with the first step
of pre-acceleration through an RFQ (see Fig. 1). The beam
is then accelerated through a superconducting Linac, and
then carried to one of the Linac Experiment Area (AEL),
Neutron For Science (NFS) or S3 (Super Spectrometer Separator). The Linac has been designed to accelerate particles
ranging from deuterons to heavy ions at high power, up to
200kW for deuterons. Beam time structure may vary from
continuous beam (88MHz) to chopped beams (1Hz to
1kHz) and single bunch mode beams.
A Machine Protection System (MPS), associated to an
EPICS based control and HMI system, has been developed
to protect the accelerator from thermal damages and control this very large range of beam power and various types
of beam time structure.

MAIN FUNCTIONS
The main functions of the Spiral2 MPS are [1]:
___________________________________________
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† quentin.tura@ganil.fr

• Protect the beam pipes and moving devices (slits, faraday cups, beam profile monitors, targets…) from
thermal damages.
• Control the operating range of the facility.
• In case of beam losses, identify accelerator device activation.
• Ensure a reinforced safety protection of the beam
dumps and target, which all have their own protection
system addressing “beam off” requests to the MPS.
• Secure a high class protection of the fast vacuum
valves.
• Providing an overview and an interface of the system’s
availability from the control rooms. The MPS transfers
state-feedback of accelerator equipment and alarms to
the EPICS interface, and receives instructions in return: handling insertion devices, acknowledgments,
threshold management.

Figure 1: View of the SPIRAL2 accelerator.

Beam Cuts and Response Time
The MPS ensures those functions by receiving beam
stop requests from diagnostics systems, or from ancillary
systems (cryogenics, vacuum, radiofrequency…). Those
beam cuts are of two types, fast and slow.
• The fast thermal protection system protects the accelerator chambers in case of 200kW instantaneous beam
losses: it is designed for a response time of a few tens
of µs. This fast cut is operated by activating chopper
high voltage device in the low energy beam line. A
second fast beam cut made is the safety classified fast
cut. Its response time is determined by the time of insertion of the fast vacuum valves, and by the thermal
resistance of the target that receives the beam. The
beam must be cut fast enough to preserve the accelerator and the target in case of dysfunction of the thermal
MPS control. This time is estimated to a few ms. This
safety class fast beam cut is made by shutting down the
RFQ because it is estimated simpler and safer than the
activation of chopper high tension device.
• The slow cut is operated through the insertion of a
beam stop or a faraday cup, some of them being safety
classified to be used as a safety slow beam cut. Whenever a fast cut is operated, a slow beam cut is requested simultaneously, the fast beam cut devices
maintaining their action until the permanent slow
beam cut is achieved.
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Figure 2: Functional diagram of the SPIRAL2 Machine Protection System, with its three sub-systems: Thermal Protection, Enlarged Protection, Classified protection for fast vacuum valves.

Threshold Management
Different types of diagnostics systems are distributed
along the accelerator. Most of them are non-interceptive, in
order to control continuously the beam characteristics and
the beam losses. When the monitored parameters exceed a
threshold, an alarm is emitted to the MPS, thus requesting
a beam cut. Those thresholds ensure the beam to stay
within its limits and protect the accelerator from thermal
damages. They have to be recalculated by the general control system for each beam, due to the specificity of the SPIRAL2 facility which accelerates a large range of beam with
various intensities and energies.
In the case of safety classified diagnostics, those thresholds are set through hard-wired electronic systems, and can
only be modified manually directly on the electronic box.
In the case of the other diagnostics, the thresholds can be
set through the EPICs control system, by an operator from
the control center, or automatically according to the accelerated beam and the aimed experiment.

subsystems is itself composed of two redundant and ambivalent hard-wired sub-systems (see Fig. 3). To respect the
requirement of IEC 61508 standard and make this system
reliable, a Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) was
conducted to consider and eliminate dangerous failure. The
redundancy principle allows respecting the single failure
criterion.
This safety system receives alarm from a safety classified vacuum monitoring system, which inserts fast safety
valves in case of pressure rise in the high energy beam line
which could indicate a loss of confinement and radioactive
element dissemination. The MPS monitors the insertion of
those fast safety valves and protects them from the beam
with the fast safety classified beam cut (RFQ), as well as a
slow cut through the insertion of safety classified beam
stops.
Protection System of the safety class fast vacuum valves
Fast
Vacuum
Valve

The MPS is composed of three sub-systems (see Fig. 2)

Protection System of the Safety Class Fast Vacuum Valves
This safety classified protection system is based on the
association of a PLC and its panel, with two redundant subsystems respecting a technological dissimilarity principle:
one is based on safety relays and opto-isolators, the second
one on 7400-series integrated circuits. Each of those two

Main Processing (1)

Valve loss of open state
feedback

Main Processing (2)

Output
interface

Relays and opto-isolators

Fast
Vacuum
Valve
Electronics

ARCHITECTURE

Valve protection Request

Valve protection Request

Redundant Processing (1)

Valve loss of open state
feedback

Redundant Processing (2)

Output
Interface

Beam
Stops
Fast Beam
Stop
(RFQ)

Chopper

7400-series integrated circuits
Valve protection Request

Beam Line switch

Control
Pannel

PLC

Valve loss of open state
feedback

Vacuum
PLC

T-MPS PLC

EPICS User
Interface

Figure 3: Redundancy architecture of the protection system
of the fast vacuum valves.
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Enlarged Machine Protection System (E-MPS)

• Controls the beam power by managing the Beam Time
Structure Electronic.
• Activates or inhibits the monitoring of the beam cut
requests from the equipment.
• Prevents from potential beam losses with slow beam
cuts, by controlling ancillary systems: cryogenics, vacuum, radiofrequency.
• Protects insertion devices from beam damages by controlling slow beam stop and beam power.
• Transfers reset and acknowledgments signals from the
Epics user interface to the fast electronic protection
system and the beam diagnostics electronics.
• Verifies the MPS configuration through the Run Permit System (RPS). The Run Permit System enables to
securely define the Machine Mode (see Table 1) and
coordinates the machine mode changes. One Machine
Mode corresponds to the choice of one beam type, one
beam path along the accelerator and one beam power.
Beam parameters (intensity, energy, source voltage,
charge and mass of the accelerated ion), as well as the
machine mode instruction, are defined through the Epics interface, coherently with the secure beam track
control panel associated to the E-MPS.
Table 1: Machine Modes

This system is a simple and secured one, based on the
association of a PLC and its panel, with two redundant and
ambivalent hard-wired sub-systems using safety relays and
opto-isolators. This system relies on the following diagnostics based subsystems:
• The monitoring of radiation produced by beam losses
• The operating range control of the facility
• The Linac beam dump and target integrity controlling
set.
The E-MPS receives alarms from beam losses monitors,
beam intensity and energy diagnostics, beam dump and target control parameters. Those alarms are filtered according
to the beam tracks, and a fast beam cut is operated through
the RFQ, as well as a slow cut through the insertion of
safety classified beam stops.
The beam track is defined through a secure control panel
based on hard-wired keys, as shown in Fig. 4. It ensures the
insertion of slow beam stops, and the powering off of the
specific dipoles switching the beam source and the beam
target (Linac beam dump or one of the experimental area)

Beam
Type
deuterium
Proton
Heavy
ions
Figure 4: Drawing of the control panel based on hard-wired
keys.

Thermal Machine Protection System (T-MPS)
A fast electronic protection system
• Protects the beam chambers from direct beam damages.
• Activates a fast beam cut through the low energy beam
line slow chopper, and simultaneously send a slow
beam cut request to the interlock PLC.
It receives the alarms from all the beam diagnostics, like
losses rings and slits, beam losses monitors, beam profile
monitors, intensity measurements with AC and DC Current
Transformers (ACCT and DCCT), beam position monitors,
time of flight monitors for energy measurements [2].
An Interlock PLC With about 1300 inputs/outputs, it is
associated to three control panels distributed along the facility [3], allowing a first interface independently of the
EPICs control system. This PLC:
• Manages slow beam cuts, through a fast beam cut with
the chopper, and simultaneously inserting a slow beam
stop.
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Beam Path

Beam Power

Deuterium
source
Heavy ions
source
Injector

0,03 kW

Linac Beam
Dump
S3
NFS

3 kW

0,4 kW
2 kW

6 kW
10 kW
50 kW
200kW

MPS CONTROL AND COMMAND
The CC (Control and Command) of the MPS is based on
real time architecture coupled with HMI dedicated programs. The core role of MPS CC is to help operators and
engineers during adjustment and monitoring of the beam.
Main functions of control and command are:
• states and alarms display
• beam losses handling
• threshold management
• defects/trigs management.
As shown in the following figure (Fig. 5), MPS CC is
composed of 3 layers. In subsections bellow every components of the system are described.
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Alarm and Trig Management
When any accelerator diagnostic or component encounter a problem a trig is activated. As for example the problems with component shutdown, threshold overtaking etc.
Once trigs are detected they are transmitted to interlock
PLC or the Fast Electronic protection system. The Alarm
system monitors EPICS PVs and records trigs inside its database. Then MPS supervision is getting trigs from alarm
system database.

HUMAN MACHINE INTERFACES

Figure 5: MPS control command.

MPS Layers
The first layer consists of all HMIs that users need to supervise MPS. The second one is the communication layer
which makes the link between HMI layer and devices layer
which compose the MPS. It operates in a real time system.
The device layer includes PLCs and electronic systems
which interface the equipment and diagnostics as for example Beam Lost Monitors (BLM), Slot, Magnets and others.

In order to cover all the needs for monitoring and control
MPS, five software’s have been designed and developed.
Each of them has a role of assistance of users in getting
information from the system. All software are based on
Java programming language. Either by programming directly or by CS-Studio.

Main Supervision

IOCs
To implement the communication between MPS device
layer and HMI layer many IOCs were created.
• A soft IOC is interfaced with the Interlock PLC. The
Interlock, Beam Time Structure, Beam power management and MPS Supervision software are using
these IOCs in order to control or display information.
• VME IOCs are used to communicate with the Electronic protection system. Beam losses and MPS supervision keep information from those IOCs.

Relational Database
For Spiral2 facility, a database managing beam parameters was created. Parameters include all accelerator component values for a given beam (beam value sets). Each
time that a new set of parameters is calculated, they are
stored in database.
Concerning the MPS, power max thresholds and diagnostics thresholds are written in database as part of this set
of parameters. Thresholds are written to the electronic system throughout EPICS IOCs by “Parameters software” application.

Parameters Software
“Parameters software” is in charge to apply beam value
sets on accelerator components. In a second time, this application backups parameters to database.
For MPS system this software compares power thresholds with those currently taken into account by the interlock PLC. On the other hand, it writes the diagnostics
thresholds in electronic system.

Figure 6: Main supervision.
Main Supervision (Fig. 6) have two following functions:
• MPS state control
A synoptic view displays the accelerator diagram by trigs
zones and components that are used by MPS. When a trig
occurs the trigged zone is clearly identified. The user has
an access to trigs history and can clear the MPS.
All trigs are handled by alarm system. Those trigs come
from PLC Interlock or Electronic protection depending of
the kind of the Accelerator component.
• Thresholds management
For each diagnostic that is used in the MPS context a
threshold management subsystem is implemented within
an Electronic protection system. When the threshold is exceeding the limit, an alarm is sent to the fast electronic protection system. The protection system sends a signal to cut
off the beam.
The thresholds are written to the Fast Electronic Protection System during beam initialization step. This is done by
Parameters application software.
Most of the thresholds are calculated from the beam
characteristics during the calculation parameter phase in
order to determine the value of every accelerator component. For example, a faraday cup threshold is given in intensity and the corresponding power is calculated. All of
them are stored in parameters database.
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called « 3D matrix » is displayed to the application. It contains all the power steps by « Machine path ».
« Machine path » defines the path of the beam from
source to experimental area. Actually more than 60 paths
are available.
Each power raise change sends a demand to the PLC Interlock. According to the machine condition the PLC
makes a decision to level up power. Only the PLC has an
ability to validate the step.
Power raise handler application coding will be made by
Java coding.

Beam Losses

Figure 7: Interlock HMI.
As shown in (Fig. 7), the Interlock application is based
on synoptics that displays all components linked to the
« Slow Beam Stops ». These can be beam stops or faraday
cages.
Users can view the current state of each component.
Five states are defined for a beam stop:
• Interlock (Red)
• Radiologic and Access Restriction (Orange)
• In (Yellow)
• Out (Green)
• Not In Not Out (Grey)
Interlock is a priority state. It means that one or more
defect/trig prevents to move out the beam stop. Operators
can see the defect/trig list and understand why a faraday
cage or a beam stop is in Interlock state.
Once a beam stop isn’t in Interlock or in Radiologic and
Access Restriction, operators can remotly move the beam
stop.
All the application communicate with Interlock PLC.
HMI was developed with CS-Studio BOY tool and the spiral2 accelerator widget library.

Figure 9: Beam losses HMI.
Beam losses application will represent a synoptic in order to display each diagnostic losses. Those are represented
by gauges with a color in function of delta between current
value and threshold. Figure (Fig. 9) overhead shows the
GUI interface.
The coding of the beam losses will made by CS-Studio
BOY. The history of losses is recorded and stored in “Archive system”. A description of “Archive system” and CS
Studio BOY is given in the TOOLS section.

Beam Structure

Power Raise Handler

Figure 10: Beam structure application.

Figure 8: Power rise handler application.
Figure (Fig. 8) shows the HMI that permits to users to
level up beam power during tuning phase. A setup matrix

The “Beam structure application” interfaces the Interlock PLC for controlling the beam structure by defining the
beam pulse duration and period.
All interactions are gathered together while using this
application and have an effect on the beam time structure
including - choppers, RFQ and sources.
The following specifications are included:
• Providing the chart of the duty cycle and individual
pulsations of each device composing the final signal.
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• Managing of lists of duty cycle configurations based
on the pulsations of the source, chopper and RFQ.
• Offline preparation of duty cycle: For each beam raise
step of the 3D matrix, the objective is to determine
the duty cycle configuration to apply with which elements.
• Backing-up duty cycle applied after each beam power
raise - automatically and when a backup of the accelerator parameters is applied.
• Controlling PLC interlock controls and validating all
actions on the duty cycle.
• Identifying which duty cycle have to be applied in
case of MPS’s beam cut.
The figure (Fig. 10) show user interface. More information about MPS can be found in [4].

TOOLS
This section describes the tools used to design and develop MPS software.

GenIOC
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and the dipole name to the Equipment. Finally, the PV
name is “LBE1-D11:IAct”.

CS-Studio
This EPICS toolbox makes it easier to create HMI. It is
a widely used tool in Spiral2 control and command. CSStudio is also used as a applications starter. Java software,
BOY HMIs and Matlab are launched this way.
Another tool is provided by this toolbox:
• Archive system and Data browser
Data browser permits to display PV values that are recorded by the archive system consisting of archivers and database. Archivers are programs that monitor EPICS PVs
and integrate it to the database. Some of MPS values are
stored in Archive system.
CS-Studio is presented with more accuracy in [5].

VP-UML
It is a java tool, which is useful to design software. Functionalities and system interactions are described by the well
known UML (Unified Modeling Language) diagrams (Use
case diagram, Sequence diagram, Activity diagram…)
Another feature that VP-UML provides is ORM (Object
Relational Mapping) that was used to generate database
and java code for parameters.
For more details about VP-UML see [6]. All of the MPS
applications are designed using this tool which turns out to
be very efficient and reliable for development, maintenance and evolutions.

CONCLUSION
Figure 11: GenIOC interface.
GenIOC is a specific software developed for Spiral2 to
manage an equipment database and therefore generates Epics databases for IOCS.
As shown in (Fig. 11), among its functionalities, this
software permits to create soft IOCs which have to communicate with a PLC. The Modbus protocol makes possible the exchanges between PLCs and IOCs. The list of
named functions and addresses are extracted as a spreadsheet from the PLC data bloc and then it is integrated to
GenIOC as input data.
Before generating an IOC, a substantial work is necessary to design the « Equipment type » and « Equipment ».
The definitions of these terms are as follows:
• Equipment type: template that define equipment functions. Once generated by GenIOC it’s corresponding
to EPICS records and database.
• Equipment: extends and inherit an equipment type
functions. One or many equipment can extend an
equipment type. The equipment are defined as macros
in IOCs.
Let’s take an example with the dipole LBE-D11. This
dipole has several signals functions like actual current
value (IAct) or setup value (ICons). These functions are
defined within the diploe corresponding to Equipment type

Hardware architecture, including hard-wired sub-systems, was installed and has been or is currently tested.
Time response of the whole MPS processing chain meets
the specification with substantial margin. The validation of
the classified safety systems, including MPS, being necessary for the authorization from the Nuclear Safety Authority, the Linac can now enter its commissioning phase [7 ,8].
All software have been developed except Beam losses display and trigs display in MPS Supervision. At the end of
the year MPS will be totally operational.
With regard to real time infrastructure everything is operational and the global control architecture proved to be
efficient to answer MPS requirements and specifications.
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THE LASER MEGAJOULE FACILITY:
COMMAND CONTROL SYSTEM STATUS REPORT
H. Durandeau, R. Clot, P. Gontard, S. Tranquille-Marques, Y. Tranquille-Marques
Commissariat à l'énergie atomique et aux énergies alternatives (CEA), Le Barp, France
Abstract
The Laser MegaJoule (LMJ) is a 176-beam laser facility, located at the CEA CESTA Laboratory near Bordeaux
(France). It is designed to deliver about 1.4 MJ of energy
on a target, for high energy density physics experiments,
including fusion experiments. The first bundle of 8-beams
bundle was commissioned in October 2014. Today five
bundles are in operation.
In this paper, we focus on two specific evolutions of the
command control: the Target Chamber Diagnostic Module (TCDM) which allows the measurement of vacuum
windows damages (an automatic sequence activates the
TCDM that can be operated at night without any operator)
and new Target Diagnostics integration. We also present a
cybersecurity network analysis system based on Sentryo
Probes and how we manage maintenance laptops in the
facility.

LMJ FACILITY
The LMJ facility covers a total area of 40,000 m2 (300
m long x 150 m wide). It is divided into four laser bays,
each one accommodating 5 to 7 bundles of 8 beams and a
target bay holding the target chamber and diagnostics.
The four laser bays are 128 m long, and situated in pairs
on each side of the target chamber. The target bay is a
cylinder of 60 m in diameter and 38 m in height. The
target chamber is an aluminum sphere, 10 m in diameter,
fitted with several hundred ports dedicated to laser beams
injection and diagnostics introduction. A Supervisory and
integrated computer control systems ensure the LMJ control system.

LMJ COMMAND CONTROL SYSTEM
LMJ Command Control System Functions
The main functions of the control system are shots execution and machine operations: power conditioning controls, laser settings, laser diagnostics, laser alignment,
vacuum control, target alignment, target diagnostics [1].
The control system has also a lot of other major functions:
personnel safety, shot data processing, maintenance management.

General Architecture

industrial PANORAMA E2
(Figure 1).

SCADA from

Codra

Figure 1: LMJ Software architecture.
The framework implements the data model described
above as .net components inside the PANORAMA E2
SCADA and adds some common services to the standard
features of PANORAMA E2:
• Resources management,
• Alarms management;
• Lifecycle states management;
• Sequencing [2];
• Configuration management;
• Event logging.

MAJORS EVOLUTION
Many version of command-control of each subsystem
are provided using the integration policy of the maintenance phase [3]. This policy was based on a three steps
process:
• Factory tests;
• Integration between subsystems on the dedicated
platform (PFI);
• Functional integration on the LMJ facility.
We present two major evolutions depending on new
equipment we have to manage.

Target Chamber Diagnostic Module (TCDM)
This new laser Diagnostic Module allows the measurement of vacuum windows damages (Figure 2: ).

The LMJ control system has to manage over 500 000
control points, 150 000 alarms, and several gigabytes of
data per shot, with a 2 years on line storage.

Software Architecture
All command control software developed for the supervisory layers uses a common framework based on the
FRAPP01
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Figure 4: A first set of 6 nTOF.
Figure 2: TCDM.
This module is driving by the laser diagnostics subsystem. Its main functions are:
• measurement of vacuum windows and 3ω gratings
damages;
• Measurement useful energy target bay;
• Near field measurement 3ω.
We have to scan all vacuum windows after each shot.
So we also commissioned a new automatic sequence to
operate it at night without operation team.
We can see in the next picture an example measurement
(Figure 3).

CYBERSECURITY
The cybersecurity is an important aspect of the LMJ
Facility. There are many advises in order to protect and
make our installation more and more secure [4]. We present two examples of cybersecurity solutions.

Cybersecurity Network Analysis
The cybersecurity network analysis system is based on
the Sentryo Probes which are:
• A french solution labelled France Cybersecurity;
• 100% passive sensors edge so as not to disturb the
industrial networks;
• Usable "mobile" system;
• The analysis of the different catches gives us;
• Hardware and application mapping (Figure 5: Mapping);
• Control DNS type queries and network flows.

Figure 3: Example of damages.

News Target Diagnostics Module
In the last two years many news target diagnostics
module are commissioned in two steps [3]:
• Commissioned the N0 software;
• Commissioned the N1 software with new N0 softwares.
About the N0 softwares we have commissioned four in
2018 and three in 2019. About the N1 software we have
commissioned a new version every year in order to integrate new N0 softwares.
The last N0 software commissioned is the Neutron
Pack which is a set of several diagnostics to measure
neutron yield, ion temperature, neutron bang time and the
ratio of secondary to primary neutron reactions during D2
and DT implosions. A first set of 6 nTOF (neutron Time
of Flight) using re-entrant tubes (Figure 4):
• 2 perpendicular axis in the equatorial plane;
• a near polar axis (16°);
• measurement @ 3.6 m from TCC (gated PMT w/
scintillators

Project Status Reports

Figure 5: Mapping.
This contributes to Cybersecurity by detecting vulnerability or unknown equipment and also helps us to solve
some functional problems.

Maintenance Laptops Management
Cybersecurity requirements apply to use of maintenance laptops:
• No internet connection;
• Attribution process;
• Virus definition and security updates.
Lockers with RFID chip and specific network connection allow (Figure 6):
• Control access;
• Always 100% charged battery;
• Backup;
• Virus definition and security updates.
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Figure 6: Locker with RFID chip.

LMJ PROJECT STATUS
The first laser target interaction experiment was done
on fall 2014.
Since ICALEPCS 2017 [5]:
• Five new bundles where commissioned after functional integration on ICR;
• The new target Chamber Diagnostic module was
commissioned in 2018;
• Seven Target diagnostics module where commissioned;
• A new version of subsystem command control was
commissioned each year;
• The first laser target interaction experiment with five
bundles was done on fall 2018;
• The first laser target interaction experiment with seven bundles is planned on fall 2019;
• And in the same time several experimental campaigns
were done.
From its commissioning in 2014, the Laser Megajoule
operational capability is growing up. This extends the
possibility to address new physics.
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PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING DESIGN OF THE CENTRAL
INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
FOR THE IFMIF-DONES PLANT
M. Cappelli†, ENEA, Frascati Research Center, Rome, Italy
A. Bagnasco, Ansaldo Nucleare, Genova, Italy
A. Ibarra, CIEMAT, Madrid, Spain
Abstract
IFMIF-DONES is the International Fusion Materials
Irradiation Facility-DEMO Oriented NEutron Source, an
accelerator-based neutron source where a high-energy
deuterons beam is focused on a fast flowing liquid lithium
jet to produce high-energy neutrons via stripping reactions with intensity and irradiation volume sufficient to
generate material irradiation test data for design, licensing, construction and safe operation of the DEMO fusion
reactor. This work presents the design of Central Instrumentation and Control Systems for the IFMIF-DONES
plant and describes its most recent development. After a
general overview of the current status of the design, the
differences with respect to the corresponding system
developed during the previous phases of the project will
be highlighted. The paper describes the overall architecture (in terms of definitions, functions and requirements)
and provides details about the identification of subsystems and equipment. A particular attention will be given
to the I&C Networks connecting infrastructures.

INTRODUCTION
The irradiation environment in the future Fusion Power
Plants is characterized by the presence of 14 MeV fusion
neutrons in the first-wall region [1]. Understanding the
degradation properties of materials and components
throughout the operating life of the reactor is a main problem in allowing the design and plant licensing by the
safety authorities. Presently available n sources are not
adequate to reproduce fusion-like environment.
The availability of a fusion-relevant neutron source is
therefore of the utmost importance for understanding the
degradation of the fusion material under neutron bombardment during the life of the fusion reactor. In particular, this is a necessary requirement to a safe design for the
DEMOnstration Fusion Reactor (DEMO), whose invessel materials will be exposed to neutron fluxes up to 5
× 1018 m−2 s-1 with a peak energy of 14.1 MeV. This
could produce a displacement damage in excess of 10 dpa
per year of operation with an He production rate of 10–13
appm/dpa [2].
Since more than 40 years, an international consensus
has been reached on the development of an acceleratorbased neutron sources exploiting D-Li stripping reactions
(Li(d,nx)) as the optimal choice to provide the appropriate
neutron flux and spectrum for reproducing the irradiation
____________________________________________

† mauro.cappelli@enea.it

conditions of fusion reactors. In particular, since 1994 EU
and Japan joined their effort in the so-called IFMIFEVEDA (IFMIF-Engineering Validation and Engineering
Design Activities) project, conducted in the framework of
the bilateral EU-Japan Broader Approach Agreement [3,
4]. Recently, the EU supported the development of a
Li(d,nx) neutron source called IFMIF-DONES (International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility-DEMO Oriented NEutron Source) through the EUROfusion Work
Package Early Neutron Source (WPENS) in collaboration
with F4E Agency.
The objective of the IFMIF-DONES design [5] is to
provide a high-energy neutron source with sufficient
intensity and irradiation volume to generate material irradiation test data for the design, licensing, construction and
safe operation of DEMO as defined in the EU Roadmap
[6, 7, 8].
The general scheme of the current IFMIF-DONES
Plant configuration is shown in Fig. 1, where five major
groups of systems can be identified: Accelerator Systems;
Lithium Systems; Test Systems; Plant Systems, and Central Instrumentation and Control Systems.

Figure 1: IFMIF-DONES Plant general scheme [9, 10].
The Accelerator Systems (AS) comprise all systems
and components for the generation, acceleration and
shape of the deuteron (D+) beam. Similarly to the IFMIF
accelerator, the DONES accelerator consists of a sequence of acceleration and beam transport stages producing a 5 MW deuteron beam (125 mA, 40 MeV) with a
rectangular cross section of [100, 200] mm × 50 mm,
which impinges on the free surface liquid lithium target
(25 mm thick, 260 mm wide), cross-flowing at 15 m/s on
the opposite side. The stripping reactions generate neutrons that interact with the materials samples enclosed in
FRAPP02
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the High Flux Test Module (HFTM) located directly behind the lithium target.
The Test Systems (TS) undertake the role of enclosing
and positioning the test samples behind the lithium target,
and the requirements for regulating the irradiation circumstances are met. The TS include, in particular, the
HFTM, the Start-up Monitoring Module (STUMM) and
the closed cavity or Test Cell (TC) housing the lithium
target and test modules.
The Lithium Systems (LS) comprise three main systems: the Target System, which has the role of accelerating, shaping and positioning the lithium jet; the Heat
Removal System, which has the objective of removing the
heat generated by means of separate heat exchangers; the
Impurity Control System, consisting of a branch line that
extracts a fraction of the lithium from the main loop and
re-injects it after purification and impurity analysis.
The plant operation is supported by general services
called Plant Systems: Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning System (HVAC); Heat Rejection System; Electrical Power System; Service Water and Service Gas System; Radioactive Waste Treatment System and Gas Radioactive Waste Treatment System; Fire Protection System.
The entire plant operations are regulated by the Instrumentation and Control (I&C) System, whose preliminary
design is the object of this paper.
A detail description of the IFMIF-DONES design is included in [5, 6, 9], while the general architecture of the
Instrumentation and Control (I&C) System is widely
described in [10, 11, 12]. In this paper, a particular attention will be given to the current design of the central Control, Data Access and Communication System and the
related Local Instrumentation and Control Subsystems,
and to the I&C Networks connecting infrastructure.

THE CENTRAL INSTRUMENTATION
AND CONTROL SYSTEMS (CICS):
GENERAL ARCHITECTURE
Following a current trend in similar plants (see for example the ITER case, as in [12, 13], or other modern
tokamak designs [14, 15, 16]), the DONES I&C System
is designed with a hierarchical structure, starting from the
top level, the Central Instrumentation and Control Systems (CICS), down to the Local Instrumentation and
Control Subsystems (LICS) level [10, 11, 12]. The
DONES I&C System consists of entirely distinct systems
with autonomous complex tasks and adopts a distributed
control strategy that guarantees independence to each of
the devices to handle the single control loops introduced
at the LICS stage. At the same time, the CICS guarantee a
central supervision and control for the entire local I&C
subsystems. As a system, it is responsible for managing,
monitoring and controlling all plant parameters and variables, and for storing and visualizing data, at a global level.
It is mainly based on a set of supervisory buildings that
guarantee continuous, bi-directional communication with
LICS and, at the same time, real-time (networking) interaction with other (sub)systems.
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On the other hand, the LICS are in charge of the control
of every subsystem and component in order to guarantee
that all process variables are maintained inside the required range at a local level. The raw signal data acquired
by the LICS are processed and converted into process
variables compatible with the selected framework and
then made available through the whole plant. Typically,
the I&C Systems include at each hierarchical level an
HMI and operational monitoring functions (if required).
Control systems at separate hierarchical levels are interfaced with Ethernet Local Area Networks (LANs) that
communicate through common control software in order
to allow communication between distinct hardware platforms. Local control systems could use a particular network or fieldbus depending on specific commercially
available controllers. However, these local systems with
non-standard communication protocols should have an
interface system to allow communications between different control systems.
The control architecture is implemented as a real-time
distributed control system based on open source software
tools, libraries and applications. Robust control hardware
is used: programmable logic controllers (PLC), programmable automation controllers (PAC), and industrial PCs
(IPC) high performances devices, e.g. Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA). The communication is based on
multi-control/supervisory networks (Ethernet and fibre
optic 10 Gigabit Ethernet) for controlling and monitoring
the full plant operation and status.
The CICS consists of three systems: COntrol Data Access and Communication (CODAC) System; Machine
Protection System (MPS); Safety Control System (SCS).
Each system at the central level is in a continuous, bidirectional communication with the corresponding system
at the local level by means of dedicated instrumentation
and control networks and/or buses: CODAC Network,
Interlock Bus Network, and Safety Network (Fig. 2).
The Local CODAC Controllers (LCC) are connected to
the field sensors and actuators in order to acquire data and
perform local control logics. Local Controllers work in
normal operation, including the execution of non-safety
interlocks. Each Local Controller is in charge of executing operations only on a single, well-defined LICS subsystem. The Local Interlock Controllers (LIC) are connected to dedicated field sensors and actuators in order to
acquire data and perform local safety-related interlock
logics. Each LIC is in charge of protecting only a single,
well-defined LICS sub-system. The Local Safety Controllers (LSC) are related to the following specific tasks:
plant safety, occupational safety, personal access safety,
radiation monitoring. This class can include a heterogeneous set of devices: controllers, hardwired units, smart
sensors, etc. All local components are housed in local
I&C cubicles. Each local I&C cubicle embed all I&C
components (fast and slow controllers, switches, signal
I/O interfaces).
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Figure 2: DONES I&C Systems: General First Level
Architecture [10]

COntrol, Data Access and Communication
(CODAC) System
The COntrol, Data Access and Communication System
(CODAC) coordinates the DONES systems, organizes
their operation and collects and archives information
produced by the DONES plant. CODAC is in charge of
managing (supervision and control) the normal operation
of the Systems and must prevent the activation of the
Machine Protection System. CODAC System is designed
as a two-level architecture: the Central CODAC System
that coordinates control and monitoring across the LICS;
the Local CODAC System, which is a component of each
local system providing control during ordinary operation.
The CODAC System must ensure the coordination of all
the physical systems, their configuration, synchronisation
and data retrieving. The LICS are responsible for interpreting the high-level command and converting it into
multiple unit commands, controlling its execution, and
returning the execution status to the CICS. The overall
time sequence of operation is centrally controlled by the
timing signal from the Timing Subsystem (TS). The TS
sends master clock signal to the TS gateway of each System to synchronize all the clocks of the Plant. The Data
Management (DM) Subsystem is responsible of archiving
process information and system information. The Operator User Interface is based on the Human-Machine Interface (HMI) Subsystem, implemented in the operator console in order to permit the user to monitor, supervise and
control all relevant processes. The Alarms and Warnings
(AW) Subsystem provides information to the operators
through a CODAC system service for fault diagnosis and
correction. Alarms alert the operator in the event of deviations or anomalies from normal operating conditions.

Machine Protection Subsystem (MPS)
The Machine Protection System (MPS) is in charge of
implementing all the investment protection strategies at
the different plant levels, ensuring plant protection against
failures of systems or components, failures of the central
and/or local control systems, incorrect operation by
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means of dedicated sensors, controllers and actuators. The
MPS is designed according to the IEC-61508 reference
standard. The MPS has an interface to the CICS for coordination and data handling and is designed as a two level
architecture: the Central Machine Protection System
(CMPS), for plant-wide protection actions, and the Local
Machine Protection System (LMPS), for local protection
events. CMPS and LMPS communicate through dedicated
networks. The main system functionalities of the CMPS
are: receive the interlock events from local LMPS; coordinate and transmit the interlock actions to local LMPS;
provide warning threshold information; inform the operator about the status of all the LMPS; enable operator actions (e.g. permits, resets and overrides); log all the data
related to the interlock function being performed; interface the CICS for monitoring purposes and to archive
data. The LMPS main system functions are: detect the
interlock events; execute interlock actions, either
standalone or commanded by CMPS; inform the CMPS
on the occurrence of the local events/actions. From a
general perspective, the interlock actions can be divided
in two classes as a function of the response time: fast
interlocks (from 300 ms to less than 30 µs) and slow
interlocks (above 300 ms). The MPS will rely on a set of
critical monitors to trigger the interlock events. The most
relevant for DONES are: Beam Loss Monitors (BLoMs),
Level gauges, Li leak and pressure sensors, Pressure sensors, Strain gauge/thermocouples, Fission chambers in the
Test, Radiation monitors.

Safety Control System (SCS)
The Safety Control System (SCS) is a dedicated nuclear
class safety system dedicated to the execution of all the
protection tasks specified for people or the environment.
The SCS coordinates the individual protections provided
by the Safety Procedures, enables manual control by the
operator and displays data required for the operator supervision and control. It is implemented in an independent
and dedicated architecture, minimizing the interactions
with the conventional systems. The SCS is mainly composed by four subsystems. The Plant Safety Subsystem
(PSS) is based on a hierarchical architecture, which implements local functions and central functions, according
to the general I&C architecture. In a local safety function
the safety feedback loop (i.e. sensor detection of an event
and subsequent safety action by the actuator) is performed
within a single LICS. The function is executed locally and
autonomously inside the local safety system and monitoring data are sent to the correspondent safety HMI in dedicated control-room consoles. In a central safety function
the safety feedback loop is performed by different LICS.
The Occupational Safety Subsystem (OSS) provides I&C
Safety functions for the protection of people against all
conventional hazards (toxicological, physical, electrical,
cryogenic or other), generated inside the plant in normal
and abnormal circumstances. The safety functions can be
implemented either locally or centrally by means of different protection systems (local passive systems, local
hardwired systems, local programmable systems, central
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programmable systems). The system is based on the personnel and zone classification with respect to the level of
hazard. Exposure to ionizing radiation imposes that this
subsystem will be in tight connection with the Personal
Access Safety Subsystem (PASS) and the Radiation Monitoring System for the Environment and Safety (RAMSES). The PASS has the objective of implementing all the
actions ensuring the safety of the people in specific areas
generating safety risks. Access safety functions are for
example stopping hazardous equipment or devices in case
of intrusion, or banning access on detection of a risk.
Typical access statuses will be defined for the access to
the main experimental room (e.g. free, controlled, warning, pre-pulse, pulse-on). The RAMSES objective is to
keep the radiation doses of workers as low as practically
possible, not exceeding the dose limits set. As a consequence it contributes to the protection of the personnel in
radiation-controlled areas by permanently dose rates monitoring and comparison with alarm levels. In case of excessive dose levels, RAMSES is responsible of the activation of evacuation alarms and interlocks.

THE CENTRAL INSTRUMENTATION
AND CONTROL SYSTEMS (CICS):
PRELIMINARY DESIGN
The CODAC Architecture
The architecture of the CODAC section of the DONES
control system is presented in Fig. 3. It is based on two
layers: the higher is the CICS level, which is related to the
central control and to the control room. The lower layer is
the section related to the plant sub-systems.
The CODAC Network-Plant section connects the following components:
• CODAC servers: high performance industrial grade
servers with redundant storage capabilities and redundant
power supplies, running either CODAC run-time applications or CODAC services. The servers are connected both
to the control room and the plant level networks;
• Time Servers: reference time generators, providing
time synchronization to all of the system components;
• Gateways (for both MPS and SCS systems): provider
of data translation and separation of the connecting networks/systems;
• Local Controllers: conventional control systems dedicated to the low level control of a given LICS, i.e. the
Local Controller acquires raw signals, after processing
and conversion, makes them available to the CODAC
System. The Local Controller is also in charge of executing the local control loop according to the parameters
given by the CODAC System.
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Figure 3: The CODAC architecture.
The two-layers approach allows obtaining a logical and
physical segregation between domains having different
performance and security requirements. The Operator
Stations do not need to access directly to the data provided by the Local Controllers and the communication is
always mediated by the server. Malicious or erroneous
operation performed on the Operators Station cannot
impact directly on the Local Controller, and thus to the
process. Different security policies can be applied to the
Server and Operators Stations with the aim of restricting
the level of access to sensitive information, hosts and
services while ensuring an organisation can continue to
operate effectively with different requirements. It is also
possible the addition of new, task-specific Operator Station without impacting on the plant performance.
From the functional point of view, the Control Room
section is dedicated to the exchange of data related to the
HMI only, while the Plant section has to deal with a set of
different services: operation control, data transfer and
time synchronization. These transport services have to be
exploited by a single infrastructure, thus is necessary to
adopt a virtualization strategy to optimize performances.

The MPS Architecture
Figure 4 shows the architecture of the MPS section of
the DONES control system, divided into two levels: the
CICS higher level is related to the centralized actions and
to the control room, while the LICS lower level is related
to the local interlock operations.
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Figure 4: The MPS architecture.
The Interlock Network-Control Room connects the following elements:
• MPS central controllers, both fast and slow;
• MPS servers;
• MPS Operator Station, both main and backup;
• Gateways, for the exchange of data with the CODAC
system.
The Interlock Networks-Plant (IN-P) level connects the
CMPS controllers to the LMPS. From the architectural
point of view, no distinctions are made on the basis of the
LPMS characteristics. According to the complexity of the
protected system, the LMPS could be a programmable
device (i.e. a fast or slow controller), or hardwired logic.
In the latter case, the necessary signals are exchanged by
means of fast or slow Remote I/O devices. In any case,
field data are exchanged through the IN-P network. The
architecture also considers the possibility of having direct
hardwired links between different actors:
• LMPS and central fast controllers: this link is for
specific signals, both inputs and outputs, that need to be
managed directly by the central fast controllers;
• SCS and central fast controllers: this link is for control output coming from the SCS;
• Central slow controller and central fast controller:
this link is for hardwired signals to be exchanged between
fast and slow controllers.
According to the specific requirements, it is possible to
identify three categories of IN-P: (i) Interlock Network –
Plant – Fast; (ii) Interlock Network – Plant – Slow; (iii)
Interlock Network – Plant – Hardwired. The possibility of
sharing the same physical infrastructure between Fast and
Slow section should be considered for cost and space
optimization. Since the MPS has to deal with safety issues, the central controllers are redundant and specific
synchronization links have to be designed to connect the
main controller to the corresponding backup one. These
links are not considered as part of the Interlock Networks.

The SCS Architecture
According to its functional description, the Safety Control System (SCS) is composed by a set of 4 I&C systems.
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Each of them is related to a different type of hazards to be
detected and mitigated:
• The Plant Safety System (PSS) is related to the protection of the environment and people against radiological
hazards;
• The Occupational Safety System (OSS) is in charge
of the protection of the environment and people against
non-radiological hazards;
• The Personnel Access Safety System (PASS) have to
deal with the management of the people’s access to the
different parts of the plant;
• The Radiation Monitoring Subsystem for the Environment and Safety (RAMSES) is charge of the radiological monitoring of the entire plant.
In this preliminary phase of the design, it was assumed
that the safety level (SIC, Safety Importance Class) assigned to the PSS requires the following features:
• Double redundant trains for signal acquisition, elaboration and generation, based on safe controllers or logic
solvers;
• Double redundant communication channels;
• Duplicated sensors;
• 1oo2 (1 out of 2) actuation logics;
• Hardwired connections between central system and
field.
For what concerns the OSS, it was assumed the adoption of the following solutions:
• Safe controller with hot stand-by backup;
• Double redundant communication channels;
• Single sensors;
• Single actuation logics;
• Bus-based connections.
Finally, regarding the PASS and the RAMSES subsystems, it was assumed the adoption of COTS platforms
having proven installation history in plant with similar
characteristics.
Hardwired
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Figure 5: The SCS architecture.
Each SCS sub-system is thus characterized by a different architecture and relies on a specific network to connect the distributed parts between them. Figure 5 presents
the preliminary design of this architecture.
The Safety Network architecture is composed by two
main layers. At the upper layer there is the Safety Network – Control Room (SN-CR), while at the lower layer
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there are four different networks, corresponding to the
four sub-systems composing the SCS:
• Safety Network – PSS section (SN-PSS);
• Safety Network – OSS section (SN-OSS);
• Safety network – PASS section (SN-PASS);
• Safety Network – RAMSES section (SN-RAMSES).
Each safety sub-system has a different SIC classification, but all the sub-system have to be accessed as a
whole from the operators. For these reasons, the lower
part of the architecture consists in four separate “legs”,
that are different for performance, configuration and
physical means. On the contrary the upper part of the
architecture is in charge of the seamless integration of the
safety data to be accessed by the operator and by the CODAC gateway. The separation between the different levels
of the networks has to be always mediated by the servers,
to guarantee a separation layer between the operators and
the safety controllers. An additional degree of separation
is created toward the interfacing CODAC system, that is
not safety-classified, by means of the CODAC gateway.
The SN-CR connects all the data servers related to each
part of the SCS to each specialized Operator Terminal,
and to the CODAC Gateway.
The PSS implements the safety functions. It is composed by two identical trains collecting the necessary
inputs from the plant sensors, that are installed different
part of the plants. Input data also include signal coming
from the other SCS sub-systems, that is the OSS, the
PASS and the RAMSES, as well as the signals generated
from the operator hardwired HMI. Each controller performs the safety logics in independent way, while a double voting mechanism checks the elaboration results for
discrepancies.
The Occupational Safety System is based on a redundant safety PLC configuration. Each redundant CPU
contains the same occupational safety logics and the redundancy is for availability purposes. In the case of failure of one of the redundant PLCs, the other one continues
to assure safety with the same safety level. In this case,
the network consists of two redundant fieldbus connections. Each channel connects the redundant PLC to the
RIO stations using a daisy chain approach.
The SN-PASS connects the access controller with the
peripheral devices. The peripheral devices consist of: door
lockers, card readers, and door position sensors. The simplest means of communication for this kind of systems is
the serial connection based on RS-485 standard in daisychain configuration. This type of connection is widely
used by different vendors of Personnel Access Systems, is
reliable and cost-effective. If required by the design, the
RS-485 can be replaced by Ethernet connection. In this
case the SN-PASS network can be available to support the
communication of additional services, such as: voice
communication, video surveillance.
The SN-RAMSES connects the RAMSES server with
the radiation monitoring devices that are deployed in the
different areas of the plant. It consists of a serial connection based on RS-485 standard in daisy-chain configura-
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tion. This type of connection is generally supported by
COTS Radiation Monitoring System.

CONCLUSION
In the framework of the EUROfusion Work Package
ENS, the preliminary design of the DONES CICS was
presented here. This step is a fundamental achievement
towards the completion of the design of a European
DEMO-oriented neutron source whose construction is
planned for the early 2020s.
A detailed definition has been given in terms of philosophy, strategy and functionality of the CICS. The different role of CICS and LICS has been also underlined.
Main features of the CICS CODAC System have been
presented, which can be considered as a consolidated
basis for the development of more detailed design. A
specific study will be dedicated to the MPS and SCS, due
to the need of a homogenization with the safety requirements of the final implementation. Details on the time
system and the control system framework will be given in
a separate work. For the completion of the design, an
improvement will also arrive over the next years including the lessons learned during the system commissioning
in similar I&C projects (in particular, from the IFMIF
LIPAc facility).
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STATUS OF CSNS ACCELERATOR CONTROL SYSTEM
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Abstract
The China Spallation Neutron Source (CSNS) consists
of an 80 MeV H- LINAC, a 1.6 GeV Rapid Cycling Synchrotron, two beam transport lines and one tungsten target
and three beam lines. The designed proton beam power is
100 kW in Phase-I. EPICS(Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System) is chosen as the software platform
for the accelerator control system. The accelerator control
system mainly consists of 21 sub-systems. VME64x based
system with real-time embedded controllers is chosen for
the timing system and fast protection system. PLCs and
embedded industrial computers are used for the device
level slow controls. CSS (Control System Studio) and RDB
based techniques are adopted for high level applications.
The overall control system was completed in 2018 and
transitioned to routine operations in September of the same
year. The design and implementation of the overall accele
rator control system are introduced in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
CSNS accelerator consists an 80Mev H- LINAC and a
1.6GeV Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (RCS) and two beam
transport lines as shown in Fig. 1. The LINAC, which is
mainly composed of a H- ion source, a Radio Frequency
Quadrupole (RFQ) and four Drift-Tube LINACs (DTL).
LINAC and RCS both can be operated at 25Hz. At phaseI, the beam power is 100kW. The whole accelerator reserves the ability to upgrade the beam power to 500kW in
the future [1]. In August 2017, the first proton beam was
delivered to the target and the first neutron beam was generated after the first shot of proton beam. One year late, in
August 2018, the whole facility was passed the national acceptance and open to the users.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of CSNS.
CSNS accelerators are designed to accelerate very high
intensity proton beam and the uncontrolled beam loss may
permanently damage or give a high radiation dose to the
accelerator components along the beam line. Therefore,
high reliability for control system is the basic requirement.
___________________________________________
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The accelerator control system must be carefully designed
so that we can avoid the unnecessary beam loss. Besides,
the availability, scalability, maintainability and the budget
was also carefully considered in the design and implementation stage.

CONTROL SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The accelerator control system can be divided into four
parts: global systems, high level applications, low level and
remote device controls and conventional facility integration. The global systems include timing system, machine
protection system and control network. High level applications include services, console applications and databases.
Low level and remote controls include vacuum control,
front end and DTL control, power supply and RF remote
control, stripper foil control and etc. Conventional facility
integration includes UPS, isolated transformers, cables,
racks and control rooms. The whole accelerator control
system mainly consists of 21 sub-systems.
The main tasks of the accelerator control system are as
the follow:
• To provide global control and communication platform.
• To provide global monitoring, data archiving and querying services.
• To provide global timing signals covering the whole
facility, including accelerator, target and beam lines.
• To provide global machine protections.
• To provide data exchange interface to the conventional
facility system, personnel protection system (PPS)
and the experimental control system.
• Device layer or remote controls.
The design and implementation of accelerator control
system is based on the EPICS framework [2]. EPICS
toolkits provide standard tools with operator interface
builder, data archiving, alarm handling and etc. CSNS control system benefits a lot from the existing EPICS tools and
modules, such as Control System Studio(CSS) [3], Archiver Appliance [4], StreamDevice [5] and so on.
In order to minimize the hardware category of the control system, brand and type of the adopted hardware were
normalized. For example, all slow control sub-systems
must use the YOKOGAWA PLC and Moxa industrial computer. Most of the devices and equipment we chose which
can be directly connected to EPICS by using the existing
drivers in EPICS community. We only need to develop EPICS drivers for a few devices by ourselves. By this way, we
saved a lot of time in the design and implementation stage.
The CSNS accelerator control system complies with the
standard large distributed system architecture. The overall
control system can be divided into three layers, the presentation layer, the middle layer and the device layer as shown
in Fig. 2. IOCs, services and applications distributed in
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three layers connect to each other through the high-speed
and reliable control network. Operators can access the EPICS IOCs running in control network from campus network through a dedicated firewall.

Figure 2: Architecture of accelerator control system.

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Run Management System
The CSNS has five beam destinations: LINAC dump (LDUMP), LINAC dump1 (LRDMP1), injection dump (IDUMP), RCS dump (R-DUMP) and Target as shown in
Fig. 3. The whole facility area can be divided into three
independent PPS control areas: the LINAC control area,
the RCS control area and the target control area as shown
in Figure 2 too. The MPS divides the input signals from the
whole facility into 10 sub-areas, and the MPS final interlock area is composed of several sub-areas.
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operator has no need to do any verifications rather
than switching the machine mode key.
• To ensure that the beam cannot be delivered to the
wrong beam destination.
• To ensure that the beam power to a certain dump or the
target is in tolerance.
To meet these operation requirements and to address the
risks of the operators’ mistakes, the run management system for CSNS facility was designed and deployed. The
RMS performs the following tasks:
• To set up and publish the machine primary operation
area, the machine mode and machine state.
• To verify that the MPS and the PPS is ready for the
machine primary operation area and the selected machine mode.
• To ensure that beam could not be extracted from the
ion source if the accelerator or any of the PPS control
areas involved in the machine primary operation area
is not ready.
• To set up the allowed beam parameters for the selected
machine mode.
• To provide operator interface (OPI) for control and
status display.
Figure 4 shows the machine states transitions, where the
“Exception” is defined as the fatal error. Machine state will
automatically transit to SHUTDOWN state if an exception
occurs, and the machine state will transit to BEAMOFF
state if the current state is RUNNING, when the MPS fault
signal is received by RMS.

Figure 4: Machine state transition diagram.
Figure 3: PPS control area of CSNS facility.
The basic requirements for the operation of CSNS facility are as follows:
• Access to the three PPS control areas should be controlled independently. For example, when the LINAC
PPS control area is in prohibited access state, the RCS
tunnel (within the RCS control area) can be accessed
following the regulations without interrupting the
state of the LINAC control area, vice versa.
• Beam destinations can be changed safely and rapidly.
For a certain beam destination, the required MPS logic
must be automatically selected, and the PPS control
areas have no need to be re-established, assuming that
the current PPS control area already includes all the
three control areas. For example, if the current beam
destination is target, the destination can be rapidly
changed to any of the other four destinations, and the

Machine Protection System
Machine protection system (MPS) is one of the key subsystems for the control system. MPS plays an important
role in beam commissioning and operation. CSNS machine
protection system consists of two protection systems, one
is the Normal Machine Protection System (NMPS), the
other is the Fast Protection System (FPS). NMPS convers
the whole facility, including accelerator and target, the required response time for NMPS is less than 30 millisecond.
NMPS is a PLC based protection system and the field
measured response time is less than 20 millisecond. FPS
only covers the LINAC part of accelerator and the required
response time for FPS is less than 10 micro-second. FPS
was implemented using the FPGA technology and the field
measured response time is less 2 micro-second, where the
signal transmission is the main time consumption. Figure
5 shows the relations of the all the protection systems.
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Figure 5: Relations among protection systems and RMS.
NMPS consists of two independent systems, MPS-A and
MPS-B, these two systems have their own cable routes to
the beam stopping actuators. MPS-A covers the whole facility, while MPS-B only receives signals from a number
of critical devices. Beam interlock output signals from both
MPS-A and MPS-B are sent to RMS, FPS and ion source
control system to stop the beam.

Timing System
The CSNS timing system is an event based timing system. MRF and SINAP VME bus event system modules[6]
are both used. The timing system is the facility scope
global system. Figure 6 shows the architecture of timing
system.

Figure 7: Trigger timing series in one 25Hz cycle.

PLC Based Slow Controls
The PLCs based slow control sub-systems include ion
source control, front end control, DTL water cooling control, vacuum control, strip foil control and collimator control. The only brand of PLC used in the whole control system is Yokogawa FA-M3. The system complexity is reduced and maintainability is increased.
YOKOGAWA FA-M3 series PLC has two types of CPU
module. These two CPU modules, the sequence CPU and
embedded linux CPU (F3RP61), can be installed in one
PLC unit. The sequence CPU is used to implement the interlock and logic control and the F3RP61 CPU is used as
the EPICS IOC. F3RP61 can directly access the register via
PLC bus. Through using this solution, the whole system is
very compact and stable.

CONCLUSION
Figure 6: Relations among protection systems and RMS.
The timing system provides two kinds of clock signals,
324MHz RF clock signal generated by master oscillator to
the LINAC reference line and Event Generator(EVG) and
10MHz clock signal to the RCS RF system. The trigger
signals can be divided into two categories, the scheduled
trigger signal and the synchronized trigger signal. Scheduled trigger signals are directly divided from the 324MHz
master clock and can be generated by Event Receiver(EVR)
or EVE(SINAP’s EVR equivalent function module). Synchronized trigger signals, which should be synchronized
with the RCS RF clock, are supplied to the LEBT chopper
power supply and the RCS extraction kicker system. Figure 7 shows the trigger signal series in one 25Hz cycle.

The CSNS accelerator control system take advantages of
the latest hardware and software developments to deliver
high performance, rich functionality, and economically
control system. The whole CSNS control system was completed in 2018 and it meets the first phase of beam commissioning and operation requirement. There are still much
upgrade and revise work needs to be carried out to address
the high quality requirements.
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REVIEW OF COMMISSIONING AND FIRST USER OPERATION
IN RESPECT TO HIGH LEVEL CONTROLS AT THE EUROPEAN XFEL
R. Kammering†, B. Beutner, W. Decking, L. Froehlich, O. Hensler, T. Limberg, S.M. Meykopff,
M. Scholz, J. Wilgen, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY), Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
In September 2017 the European XFEL entered user operation after several years of construction and commissioning. To provide a fast and flexible commissioning of the
various sections of the machine, the high-level control software was essential already from the beginning. While progressing in commissioning and increasing operation parameter space, the enormous complexity of the European
XFEL put hard requirements on the control and operation
concepts. Having now the full baseline parameters reached,
this paper will review the concepts and architecture of the
control system in respect to effectiveness, reliability and
ease of operation.
Basic software concepts and design ideas but also general operation concepts, interoperability between various
systems can now be reviewed in respect to the overall facility performance.

SOME HISTORY – BIRTH OF THE
HIGH-LEVEL CONTROLS GROUP
Already in summer 2014 a group of people from various
machine related sub-groups came together to form the socalled High-Level Controls (HLC) group. This concept
arose from the lessons learned at the Free Electron Laser in
Hamburg (FLASH) in Germany and the commissioning of
the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) in the US. Within
both of these projects it showed up that a simple bottomup approach for implementing higher level software often
falls short. The complexity of such modern machines today
is that large that a step-by-step commissioning of individual sub-components is often either not possible or at least
not economically efficient. These days the software plays
a key role when it comes to integrating sub-systems and
establishing full interoperability between the various components. The proper functionality of sub-systems can
mostly only be established if the whole software envelope
is in place and active.
To overcome these now known problems it has been decided to form an expert group concentrating on these topics
exclusively. Even though at this point in time only the injector complex, consisting of a photo cathode gun and two
accelerating modules existed, the group already addressed
topics still years ahead. This allowed for grasping possible
very complex and therefore time-consuming tasks and addressing these already at this early stage.
One such example is the proof of concept for the, that
days only envisioned and later on implemented, central
data acquisition system (DAQ) (see [1] and [2]). Using
some of the already existing server nodes a simulated environment has been set up to mimic the estimated data rates
___________________________________________
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such a DAQ system would need to cope with. Even if the
aim of this setup has been to show that such an architecture
can cope with the data rates, soon it showed up that such a
system can serve for many testing and development purposes. Such a virtual accelerator not only allows to test and
debug software components but also can serve as a testbed
for graphical user interfaces. E.g. have here new concepts
and ideas for the visualization of the complex beam distribution and bunch train dimension been developed. The system has later on been called the Virtual European XFEL
and is still being developed further [3].
Even thus within the first years the commissioning of the
injector complex had highest priority, the scope had always
been to establish software components, interfaces and the
overall architecture with the full facility in mind.
Fundamental decisions like supported languages, operating systems and control system interoperability have
been a major topic at this stage. A lesson learned – here
from the European XFEL commissioning – is to fix these
decisions prior to starting the work, but also allow for late
changes. Thus has the decision to support the python language been taken at a late stage, but the strong requests and
lively discussions finally resulted in this outcome, which
nowadays no one would question.

GETTING THINGS DONE
With the proven capability to cope with the expected
data rates the already at FLASH running centralized DAQ
architecture has been accepted. This paved the road for
some of the foreseen central services we envisioned within
the HLC group. Table 1 shows some of the servers and their
purpose.
Table 1: Some of the DAQ Attached DOOCS (see [4] or
[5]) Middle Layer Servers – these Servers offer most of the
Core Functionality for e.g. the Display Layer
Server
Charge ML
Charge Calc.
Orbit ML
Beam Energy
Measurement
Energy Profile
Longitudinal FB
BLM ML

Purpose
Transmission information
Long term charge integrator
Various orbit information
Beam based energy calc.
Higher level energy calc.
Slow energy, chirp, … FB
Higher level BLM calc.

With this architecture and concept at the hand the implementation and configuration of these servers could to great
extend be ‘copied’ from FLASH to the European XFEL
ecosystem. This is especially true since much software at
FLASH has already been designed to be later on ported to
the European XFEL.
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Beside these core services which as sketched have been
implemented in well supervised central layer of the control
system, many tools and applications have been envisioned
and discussed. These developments mostly followed the
current state of the commissioning and thereby allowed for
rapid reaction to actual tasks and problems.
With the decision to also support the python language,
the newly created applications and tools where mostly implemented in either Matlab or python. A rough estimate
shows that the number of python applications is increasing
while the ratio of Matlab to python applications used in the
daily operation is nowadays 3:1.
With the progressing commissioning of the facility, from
injector to main Linac to the undulator beamlines, the topics for the HLC group also changed accordingly. E.g.
where main developments concerning the energy management and phasing of modules naturally done while the
main Linac has been commissioned. While after achieving
first lasing in May 2017, automation and fine tuning of the
undulators has been an important topic. For of this task
proper servers or applications could a) be set up rapidly and
b) be constantly adapted to the needs and (often changing)
requirements. This has been possible mainly due to the already existing libraries and toolboxes, the HLC group prepared and tested already partly already years before.

USER OPERATION – TODAYS NEEDS
With entering the user operation phase in September
2017, a solid foundation of servers (see also Table 1) was
in place to form the core of the control system for basics
like transmission- or orbit displays, slow feedbacks, etc.

Compact Displays
Daily topics changed from getting hardware into play
during the commissioning to e.g. providing compact operation status overviews, automating procedures or monitoring and tweaking performance parameters. Here small
things like the introduction of the sparkline concept as
shown in Fig. 1 and the design of clean and robust displays
where key to allow to focus on that days topics, like improving lasing output or modifying beam distribution patterns.

Figure 1: Some examples of using sparkline graphs for
compact visualization of a bulk of parameters.
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train to dumps November 2018, …) the fast and proper
setup or change of machine parameters went into focus.

Patterns, Words and Wizards
The full functionality of the timing system has already
been in place from the first hours on, but during the commissioning only a small subset of the existing functionality
had been used. With the increasing demands from the user
side interfaces for creating and modifying patterns where
largely extended and further developed. Even though the
complexity and flexibility of the timing system is overwhelming, the operators are well able to handle complicated user requests without need for expert intervention.

Figure 2: The pattern builder display allows to create even
complex beam patterns in a very intuitive way.
Here the combination of C++ DOOCS server implementing the busyness logic plus a flexible and well-designed jddd display [6] has been used to provide an easy to
use and robust interface shown in Fig. 2 [7]. In its latest
version a wizard for creation of interleafed patterns between two beamlines eases even this step which can be
cumbersome for a human being.

Feedbacks and Procedures
Orbit feedbacks as developed at FLASH have been used
from the beginning and provided robust and reliable orbit
stabilization (see [8] and [9]). With entering user operation,
it showed up that also the orbit feedbacks can be used in a
different way to e.g. support fast and easy wavelength
changes or even help on steering the photon beam pointing.
This could be accomplished since the orbit feedback software has from the beginning on been designed to be simple
and modular. By simply adjusting the configuration to the
different use-case scenarios one is able to adapt to the new
situation (e.g. use different sets of monitors and actuators).
Also simple concatenating of usage of some higher level
software components often shows nice results, like e.g. the
in Fig. 3 shown interplay between the so-called adaptive
orbit feedback [10] and the classical one. This shows a typical sequence of actions used to increase the x-ray intensity,
while in delivery mode the classical feedback is used to
avoid any drifts or movement of the photon beam pointing.

With reaching the all requested baseline parameters (like
prove of nominal e-beam energy in July 2018, full bunch
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Figure 3: Typical sequence of interplay between using the
standard and the adaptive orbit feedback.

Stability and Performance
With users at the end of the beamline first experience
concerning stability of x-ray intensity but also pointing is
reported back to the machine operators. Many measures
needed to be taken on the photon transport side to ensure
that this part of the machine is not adding reasonable jitter
to the overall budget (e.g. simply slow feedback loops for
adjusting mirrors to changing environmental conditions).
Since there is still often discussion about not optimal
pointing stability a small group of people on DESY side
and from the XFEL GmbH are addressing these topics,
which in addition seam not to be constant if seen over
longer time ranges. Here the goal is to establish precise
agreed upon check marks for verifying certain systems performances (e.g. orbit within the undulator lines but also
basic performance parameter like electron beam energy,
…). For this, the interaction between control systems on
both sides is crucial and paved the road to build up online
monitoring of such critical values. As an example, shows
Fig. 4 a Matlab program for evaluating jitter correlations
between electron orbit and photon beam position at the experiments end-station.

OUTLOOK
The topic of stability and performance will for sure stay
for longer times (or might even persist forever), so that the
development of robust and reliable software to produce key
performance values will be one of the top topics for the
HLC group.
With greater emphasize of the performance also procedures for automatic setup and tuning will be of high importance. While we are partly already relying on advanced
optimization tools like the adaptive orbit feedback, there is
still much room for improving setup and tuning times by
usage of such ‘smart’ tools.
This directly leads to the topic of machine learning and
the possible usage of such techniques at the European
XFEL. Some first steps towards this direction have been
done and we are just about to implement more formal
ground for a) setting up groups of people (similar to the
HLC group, but b) are exploring in which fields such algorithms and techniques might be useful.

Figure 4: Example of using data from both sides: machine
– here BPMs and experiment side – here the so called IPM
(intensity-position monitor).

CONCLUSIONS
Many concepts, standards but also architectural design
has been discussed and later on implemented within the
high-level controls group. This effort started already at a
very early stage of the overall European XFEL project.
Looking to the control room these days, it clearly shows up
that without this approach many displays, tools and general
operation concepts would not have been in place in time!
Topics of the HLC group changed over the years, but having this group constantly working on the higher-level topics ensured a good level of quality and standardization
thereby ensuring proper functionality of all operation relevant software and thereby overall uptime of the whole facility.
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STATUS OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE
ENERGY RECOVERY LINAC bERLinPro AT HZB∗
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Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin für Materialien und Energie GmbH, Berlin, Germany
Karim Laihem, Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische Hochschule, Aachen, Germany
Abstract
bERLinPro is an energy recovery linac (ERL) demonstrator project built at HZB. It features CW SRF technology for
the low emittance, high brightness gun, the booster module
and the recovery linac. Construction and civil engineering
are mostly completed. Synchronized with device integration, the EPICS based control system is being set-up for
testing, commissioning and finally operation. In the warm
part of the accelerator, technology that is already operational
at BESSY and MLS (e.g. CAN-bus and PLC/OPC UA) is
used. New implementations like the machine protection
system (MPS) and novel major subsystems (e.g. Low Level
RF (LLRF), photo cathode laser) need to be integrated. The
first RF transmitter has been tested and commissioned. For
commissioning and operation of the facility the standard
set of EPICS tools form the back-bone. A set of generic
Python applications already developed at BESSY/MLS will
be adapted to the specifics of bERLinPro. Scope and current
project status are described in this paper.

wards recirculation with beam at 32 MeV and some mA at
bERLinPro [3].

OPERATIONAL MODES
Unlike cERL and cBETA, bERLinPro features numerous different use cases. These comprise the photo-electronsource only, straight diagnostic beamline, banana path and
recirculation with and without energy recovery (see Fig. 1).
Available modes also differ in beam power, bunch charge,
acceleration voltage and bunch train pattern as well as methods to increase beam current. All of these and the individual
operation states of accelerating units, booster and linac modules will have immediate impact and consequences on a
challenging set of soft- and hardware machine protection
systems and set-ups.

INTRODUCTION
The goal of bERLinPro is the production of high current,
high brightness, low emittance CW beams and to demonstrate energy recovery at unprecedented parameters [1]. The
three stage acceleration consists of an SRF photo electron
gun, an SRF booster linac with an extraction energy of
6.5 MeV and an SRF main linac module equipped with three
7-cell HOM damped cavities. All magnets and the vacuum
system of the low energy injector and dump line are installed.
Commissioning of the diagnostic line and the low energy
part of the machine, i.e. gun / booster / linac replacement
straight / dump line, the banana (see eponymous shape in
Fig. 1) is planed for 2020,
bERLinPro is designed to show energy recovery for high
current (100 mA) beams. The damping of higher order
modes in the SRF linac is demanding and led to a new design of the HOM damping waveguids [2]. Availability of a
proper linac module is critical.
The MESA project (Johannes Gutenberg Universität,
Mainz, Germany) is planned for 1 % of the bERLinPro current, with a possible upgrade to 10 mA. For HOM-damping,
the same technology as used at ELBE (HZDR) and XFEL
(DESY) is in operation. Intermediate installation of the
MESA linac module into bERLinPro allows to proceed to∗
†
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Figure 1: Basic bERLinPro layout and planned operation
modes.

DEVICE INTEGRATION
The source part, consisting of an SRF photo electron gun,
has already been set up in GunLab [4], where precision control of the laser guide system and the timing is presently in the
works. With the beginning of installation in the bERLinPro
bunker, integration of major functional blocks (e.g. laser)
will be realized by remote control of 3rd party subsystems.
In March 2018 the first vacuum components for the banana path have been delivered, pumps and sensors are made
available and are logged in the already running archiver [5]
as they are installed. Similarly RF power conditioning and
cryo system surveillance of cold compressors, warm vacuum pumps and the module feed boxes are well known and
progress smoothly.
The various sub components of the booster and linac cryo
modules are about to be addressed. At this point competing
requirements for BESSY VSR [6] generate synergies, but
also challenging working conditions.
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motor controllers and controlled using the standard EPICS
motor record.

TIMING SYSTEM AND TRIGGER
DISTRIBUTION
RF Synchronization

Figure 2: Simplified control-system structure.

IT-Infrastructure
Operator consoles as well as servers are strictly Linuxbased. To be monitored and controlled, all relevant components need to be interfaced using an EPICS-I/O Controller
(IOC) providing a Channel Access (CA) server.
Besides operator consoles and server-infrastructure
(EPICS CA-client layer), all CA-servers run as SoftIOCs
and perform their device-I/O via the control system network
(see Fig. 2).
The network-connected I/O modules and variants differ
by device-class or application.

Standard Components
Power Supplies of the beam guiding component are
BESSY-standard, partly even re-used, so the control system
integration follows the lines at BESSY and MLS. At the
device-level, they are interfaced via ADA16 analog/digital
I/O cards with an embedded controller and CAN-bus is used
as a field-bus. A major difference to the setup at BESSY and
MLS is, that, with the only exception of the MPS system,
there are no VME-IOCs involved anymore. All CAN-I/O
is performed through EtherCAN modules connected to the
control system network.
PLC based systems RF systems as well as the cryo
systems and the personnel safety system are all implemented
using Siemens-PLCs. Communication with these systems
is realized using OPC UA (OPC Unified Architecture). The
SoftIOCs are communicating via the control system network
to OPC UA servers that are either built into the PLC or
realized as separate modules.
Vacuum System Vacuum gauges and ion getter pump
power supplies are interfaced directly using serial I/O and
Modbus. The various getter pumps are controlled by Cosylab microIOC - LOCO boards with actual ion getter pump
currents converted to pressure equivalents.
All valves are controlled by Siemens PLCs and also interfaced via OPC UA. Switching outputs of gauges fire when
configured limits of vacuum gauge readbacks are exceeded.
They are connected to the PLC, which then closes surrounding valves and hence form a vacuum interlock system.
Stepper Motors All stepper motors (except of those at
the SRF cavitiy tuners) are uniformly powered by Phytron

Ultra low phase noise RF synchronization between the
photocathode laser and LLRF subsystems is mandatory at
bERLinPro, in order to provide stable electron bunches of
variable length from 2 ps down to ~100 fs. Therefore RF
generation was a challenging task with intensive effort to
design and specify the best solution for bERLinPro master
oscillator (MO).
Taking into consideration the shortest bunch length of
~100 fs, the arrival time jitter of the laser bunch through
the approx. 35 m long transfer line into the photocathode
SRF Gun and the phase stability better than 0.1 deg of the
field in the SRF cavity required by the LLRF subsystem, a
customized state of the art master oscillator unit has been
developed by AXTAL GmbH [7] and commissioned in the
timing laboratory. This 19 inch/1 U compact unit, featured
with ULN OCXOs and SAW filter and delivers three phase
coherent RF signals to the following subsystems:
• 10 MHz → diagnostics
• 50 MHz → laser control and diagnostics
• 1.3 GHz → RF systems, LLRF and laser
The last one is the most important frequency imposing
the highest requirement in terms of phase noise and RMS
jitter (0.1 deg ~ 200 fs, see Table 1).
Table 1: Lab Measured Parameters of AXTAL Master Oscillator
Reference Short RMS Max RMS
Signal Phase Jitter Phase Jitter
10 MHz
50 MHz
1.3 GHz

60 fs
60 fs
50 fs

70 fs
70 fs
60 fs

Integration
Region
1 Hz~1 MHz
1 Hz~10 MHz
1 Hz~100 MHz

Other features of the bERLinPro MO are 4 outputs per RF
channel @ 13 dBm/output, an external RF input for atomic
clock reference, fine adjustment of the 10 MHz ULN reference OCXO in a range ±0.5 ppm via trimmer and an interface for locking and temperature monitoring of the OCXOs.
Measurement in lab has shown phase stability of the outputs
to be totally unaffected from the external reference signal
noise.
A network of Cellflex® 3/8” coax cables with an excellent
phase drift stability of 1 ppm @ 25 °C [8], will distribute the
RF signals through the facility. The longest link of about
40 m is the one from MO rack to the diagnostics patch panel.
In order to cope with slow phase drift of the RF signals due
to temperature change, coax cables have been distributed
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through thermally insulated pipes. A network of calibrated
temperature and humidity measurementss based on OneWire
sensors will be installed every 5 m along the coax cable pipes.
A StreamDevice based EPICS device support has been already implemented for the OneWire to Ethernet Bridge and
running already at BESSY on a SoftIOC (see Fig. 3). By
knowing the temperature at each sensor, the exact distance
between the temperature sensors and the phase drift characteristic of the coax cable, phase drift of the RF signals
can be predicted [9] and fed into the LLRF control loop.
Sensitive electronics such as the MO, LLRF-Controls and
Laser-Controls will be installed in temperature stabilized
racks.

Trigger Distribution
As bERLinPro is preparing the road to fulfillment of the
high demanding requirements of BESSY VSR [6], doors
have been opened also towards the evaluation of novel state
of the art trigger distribution systems (TDS). The decision
to build bERLinPro TDS on Micro Research Finland (MRF)
[10] EVG/EVR-300 event products and µTCA was mainly
because of three reasons: high scalabilty of the MRF TDS,
which is a key issue at BESSY VSR, the elimination of
the VME hardware platform due to high maintenance costs
and the very mature EPICS device support provided by the
EPICS community.

Figure 3: Schematic of timing system with master oscillator,
RF distribution and trigger distribution system.
One master event generator (EVG) IOC will send trigger
events at 125 MHz, clocks and data to three event receivers
(EVR) IOCs through an OM4 optical fiber network in a tree
topology (see Fig. 3). Through active delay compensation
featured by MRF-300 series, slow phase drifts of the optical
link due temperature changes are detected and compensated.
Because of the three commissioning phases of bERLinPro
(single bunch, burst and CW) and 6 operational modes, the
trigger specification table is too complex to be shown and
out of scope of this paper.

LOW LEVEL RF
For Low Level RF (LLRF) control, the same system developed and used at XFEL’s gun (DESY1 ), ELBE (HZDR2 ) and
1
2

DESY - Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron, Hamburg, Germany
HZDR - Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden Rossendorf, Dresden, Germany
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MESA (JG|U3 ) has been chosen [11] and a prototype installation has been set up with help of colleagues from DESY.
Each LLRF system consists of a µTCA crate containing the
following components (see Fig. 4):
1. A CPU running Ubuntu Linux providing the slow control algorithms and a communication layer translating the internal DOOCS controls into EPICS using
ChimeraTK [12, 13] on a locally running SoftIOC
2. An FPGA board for amplitude and field control and
3. An FPGA board for tuner control (motors and piezos)
Besides the high performance PCIe communication, the
two FPGA-boards are connected via a dedicated low-latency
link.

Figure 4: Structure of µTCA system: left: CPU; center:
FPGA for amplitude and field control; right: FPGA for tuner
control.
All six SRF cavities (1×gun, 3×booster and 2×linac) as
well as the normal conducting transverse deflecting cavity
in the diagnostics line will be supplied with these LLRF
controllers.
To avoid applying further changes to the DESY-software,
minor changes to the EPICS-IOC are being made to translate
the DOOCS signal names into EPICS PV names that are
compliant to the BESSY/HZB device naming convention.
So far, only the amplitude and phase control servers are
implemented and running on the µTCA based CPU, but in
the near future, the tuners’ motor control will be installed.
Moreover, new firmware is currently being developed to
control microphonics using a Kalman filter observer [14] and
to detect quenches of the SRF cavities [15]. As a preliminary
step to connect these two new features, µTCA Matlab and
python bindings will be use to control them and connect
them to the EPICS control system.

BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
In the recirculator of bERLinPro, various types of diagnostics have been developed in order to cover a wide range
of operating modes in terms of bunch charge, repetition rate,
and lateral as well as spatial distributions. Basically, there
are fast and slow diagnostics - categorized according to the
speed of data acquisition and data transfer. In the early commissioning phase with low beam-current, the slow detectors
3

JG|U - Johannes Gutenberg Universität, Mainz, Germany
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such as screen monitors and a synchrotron-light-based halo
and profile monitor are most important. These diagnostics
mainly use slow CCD cameras as data acquisition devices
and LabVIEW for processing of the images. Processed data
like internal gain, shutter speed and trigger mode of CCD
camera as well as analysis results such as lateral size and
center of mass will then be transmitted to the control system.
Since it is not allowed to insert any destructive monitors
when the average beam current in the recirculator is higher
than 50 µA, the status of the screen monitors is also monitored carefully as a part of machine protection system.

Figure 5: Stripline BPM, ICT, DCCT installed in main beamdump line.
On the contrary, the fast diagnostics such as stripline
beam position monitors (BPMs), Faraday-cups, DC- and
Fast-current transformers (CTs) and beam loss monitor system are non-destructive devices (see Fig. 5). Particularly,
the operable current of the stripline BPMs and CTs is higher
than with the screen monitor. Therefore, it is necessary to
put effort into optimizing the diagnostics system during early
stages of the commissioning phase. An intuitive and flexible
data acquisition system for coping with a variety of requirements is in preparation and will be fully integrated into the
EPICS control system.
The analog processing unit for adjusting a signal magnitude suited for the digitizer is needed to control for covering a wide dynamic range with the requested resolution.
A schematic diagram of the analog processing unit for the
stripline BPM is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of signal processing for the
stripline BPM. This unit uses a variable amplifier adjusting
the signal magnitude to be suitable for the digitizer in the
current range from 0.1 mA to 100 mA.
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All diagnostic data acquisition is performed using LabVIEW systems (either PC- or PXI-based) operating independently and transferring processed data to the EPICS control
system.
The diagnostics setups have been tested in the laboratory
to examine the limitations of stability, resolution, and accuracy for different operation modes. The installation is now
underway in the bERLinPro bunker.

PERSONNEL SAFETY AND RADIATION
PROTECTION SYSTEM
The personnel safety system is based on Siemens safety
PLCs according to all relevant machinery safety regulations
of the EU. It consists of a master-PLC and 4 decentralized
I/O-blocks with ~250 I/O-points. The PLCs are communicating via dedicated Ethernet/Profibus lines.
The connection to the EPICS control system is realized
using a OPC UA-Client on a Linux-SoftIOC communicating
with an OPC UA-server built into the master-PLC.
Accordance of the system design and components to effective safety regulations is checked and proven using SISTEMA.
The installation of sensors and hardware has been finished.
Tests and commissioning of the personnel safety system is
currently in process with ~70% finished. A final acceptance
test is planned for the end of 2019.
To enable logging and continuous monitoring of radiation
exposure, a dosimetry system has been installed as well in
the building as on ground level above the bunker and is fully
operational. Up to 15 measuring points are possible with
the current setup.
The same PLC-based technology is also used for the laserinterlock to prevent laser operation if any of the preconditions is violated. Shutters at the laser-hutch as well as at
the photocathode-gun are closed and locked if areas are in
a possibly insecure state. Hutch-doors are monitored and
locked and warning-signs are controlled.
Next steps are to connect further RF-transmitters as well
as the air conditioning system to the personnel safety system.

MACHINE PROTECTION SYSTEM
The machine protections system (MPS) is needed to ensure safe non-destructive operation of the machine in the
different operation modes (see Figs. 1 and 7). Beam may
only be extracted from the cathode if all necessary conditions are met and further extractions have to be prevented
within 1 µs if any condition is violated.
To achive this, an EtherCAT based system of EtherCAT
master, MPS-mainboards and MPS-I/O-boards (the latter
two forming an MPS Unit) has been developed. Core components of the MPS are shown in Fig. 8:

EtherCAT Master
The EtherCAT Master is the single controlling instance
of the MPS. It is connected via streamdevice socket-I/O
to an EPICS SoftIOC that reflects current state and allows
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MPS Units may be cascaded to form a hierarchical MPS
with a maximum of 65535 MPS Mainboards (limited only
by 16-bit IDs with ID=0 being a special case).
Inputs or outputs can optionally be equipped with
TTL↔RS485 converters, if applicable.
For bERLinPro, the reaction time of the complete MPS
including signal delays due to cable lengths, RS485↔TTL
conversions, cascading and FPGA processing time can be
assured to be well below the required 5 µs.

PHOTOINJECTOR LASER AND LASER
BEAM TRANSFER LINE
Figure 7: Various bERLinPro operation modes with required
conditions and constraints.

Figure 8: Machine Protection System core components.
for switching operation modes. The EtherCAT Master distributes configurations and active mode via EtherCAT to the
connected MPS Mainboard. Activation of a new mode on
all boards is achieved within.

MPS Mainboard
An MPS Mainboard is the FPGA board evaluating the
programmed logic. It processes all MPS-inputs, drives the
MPS-outputs and is programmed over the EtherCAT line.
Current status of this MPS Unit is also posted to the EtherCAT Master and communicated to the EPICS control system.

13 Channel MPS I/O Board
converts from/to up to 13 RS485 input or output signals.
A complete cycle (input conversion, FPGA processing and
output conversion) takes ~120 ns. The I/O Board is equipped
with reliable RS485 line-break detection to properly ensure
safe operation.

The laser for operation of the RF-photoinjector has been
developed and will also be installed by the Max-BornInstitute (MBI). In the end it will be fully embedded into the
accelerator infrastructure and therefore be controlled by the
machine control system and EPICS. This includes a concept
by MBI for tight synchronicity with the RF-master oscillator
already proven at accelerators of XFEL and ELBE. In addition, precautions are made to account for a slow phase drift
between the RF-field in the gun-cavity and the arrival time
of a laser pulse which might have accumulated along the
path of the rf-waveguides and the approx. 35 m long laser
beam transfer line.
The laser beam is transferred to the photo injector via an
imaging system to counteract diffractive broadening and
distortion. A substantial fraction of this transfer line is
contained in a vacuum tube including bending mirrors and
two piezomotor-driven remote controlled lenses with closedloop linear alignment along three orthogonal axes. These
are commercial systems controlled and monitored by EPICS
(see Fig. 9).
The entire transfer line allows for control of laser beam
spot size, -position, -position stability and the generated
bunch charge at the photo-cathode and its according diagnostic.
Stepper- and servo motors will be used as actuators for mirrors, lenses and irides. End-switches, several CCD-cameras
along the laser beam path and special devices for measuring
laser pulse duration and pulse energy represent the main
detectors.
It will be managed by one GUI displaying a summary of
the laser parameters at the photo-cathode. From here further
GUI’s dedicated to individual parameters of the transfer line
and the laserspot can be opened.

OPERATION PROGRAMS
The toolset that is standard for EPICS environments at
HZB is easily adapted as the project proceeds. I.e. engineering screens become available as the device integration
is deployed, data monitoring is well covered by the EPICS
Archiver Appliance [5] and alarm handling is realized with
alh (see Fig. 10) while alarm-logs will be accessible via
the elastic stack. At a later point, the aging motif based
alarm-handler alh will be superseded by the CSS/phoebus
alarm-server.
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Novel Developments from the Community
For controls and applications, this is a unique chance to
evaluate and establish newer tools and techniques like
EPICS version 7 - a major upgrade to the EPICS version 3 control system suite currently in use at BESSY and
MLS. After several years of development, the most recent
development branch of EPICS V3 and the new development
(used to be named EPICS V4) merged into what is now
named EPICS 7. The new communication protocol pvAccess together with the underlying pvDatabase or any other
3rd party service layer, enables the transition from a controls
framework to a physics framework [17].
Figure 9: Example of GUI for the laser beam transfer line
from the predecessor GunLab, the former diagnostic beamline for bERLinPro gun tests [16].

Figure 10: Alarm Handler alh.
Program launchpad (see Fig. 11) and machine operation
parameter save/restore/compare are already adapted from the
BESSY instances and is extended with ongoing installation
and commissioning of components.

CSS/phoebus is following the paradigm of the eclipsebased Control System Studio [18] but with a streamlined
lightweight implementation [19]. CSS/phoebus will, once
integrated into the operator environment, provide operator displays, alarm monitoring and retrieval and plotting of
archived as well as live data.
PyDM, caQtDm, . . . For day one, all operator displays
will be created with the same tools that have already been in
use at BESSY and MLS for many years. Since the aging display managers dm2k and edm are both well established, they
are nevertheless based on outdated software environments
and not easily portable to other system platforms. Establishing a replacement display manager like PyDM or caQtDm
requires a transition in user experience as well as deployment strategy and hence takes time and will be started when
bERLinPro has entered the commissioning phase.
Until then, small steps could be performed by using edmq,
TChart and Talh. These are implementations of edm, StripTool and alh, that are compatible in use, but are implemented on top of Qt5 instead of Motif and hence offer a
more modern interface capable of displaying Unicode characters. Development of these was initiated at TRIUMF and
has been presented at the 2019 EPICS collaboration meeting
at ITER [20].

Commissioning Software Environment

Figure 11: Program launchpad featuring dynamic menu
updates and versatile app process control options.
BERLinPro is not planned as a user-facility and hence is
not operated by the BESSY/MLS operator crew. The main
"users" of the bERLinPro control-room will be scientists
and engineers commissioning the machine and pursuing
new goals in accelerator physics. Therefor, the typical routine tasks performed at a production user facility are not
applicable to bERLinPro.

Commissioning will further be supported by several scripting environments (MATLAB, Jupyter notebook, etc.) as
well as by a number of software stacks (Bluesky/ophyd [21],
ocelot, transitions...) to provide a uniform testbed and production environment for developers and scientists.
Simulation programs (elegant, OPAL) get their configuration files from a reference database. In a later phase the
project will certainly benefit from the OPAL capabilities to
describe space charge effects and take advantage of machine
learning procedures [22].
To loosen potential dependencies to and/or conflicts
within the operating system environment of the operator
consoles, all these supported application will be deployed
in dedicated software ans OS environments using Singularity [23] containers.
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SUMMARY
Setting up bERLinPro as a test facility has numerous
consequences for controls. It has to be very flexible and easy
to adapt. Temporary units like the MESA LINAC module or
components on development path like the SRF gun variants
are demanding w.r.t. timely installation and replacement.
On the other hand requirements to availability, reliability
and maintainability of the controls installation are relaxed
compared to a light source in production. Software tools
and automation inventory need not to be operator ready.
These relaxed requirements open the possibility to also
experiment with novel software and establish new systems
that, at a later time, could also broaden and renovate the
control room computing environment at BESSY and MLS.
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